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Brian Boru, 238
Brick : arches for lai-gc sewers, 298 ; wall,
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Bricks : and Portland cement, testing of,

398 ; Johnson's climax dovetail recessed,
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Brickwork, pointing red, 431
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; panels competition, Car-
penters' hall, 244
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Carlisle citadel station, 342
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200
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Cassie, Jas., K.S.A., the late, 5M
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Cast-iron pipes, 116
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private theatre at, 536

Chichester Catlicdral, 272
Chief libraries of world, 433
Chimney : comer, a hall, 531 ;

piece, 313
China, paintiuf^a on, 584
Chippcuhajn memorial fountain, 34
Chiistiau Knowledge Society's new pre-

mises, 326
Church ; ai-chitecture, proportinu in, 708,
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in world, 589 ;

protection (City) society,
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1S8 { seats, staining and polisliing, 523
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Churches : Add (St. John Bapt.), 402, 084
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Allerton (St. I'eter, 584; Ai-magh
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271: Bcurpark (St. Edmund), 618;
Beckenham (St. Barnabas), 90, 224 ; Bed-
ford-park (St. Michael), 29, 02, !K), 107,
118, 049 ; Bedstone (St. Maiy), 584 ; Bel-
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(St. Maiy), 429 ; Bolsterstone, 705

;

Bournemouth (Congl.), 314 iSt. I'eter),

720 ; Brewood (St. Maiy Vii-gin), 552

;

BrightUngsea, ISO ; Brist.>l (St. Thomas),
€76 ; Brompton (oi-atoiy), 474 ; Buckles-
ham, IBO; Bmton-on-Trent (It.C.', 704;
Castle Flrome, 77; Ca.stlcisland (B.C.),
263 ; central area, 105 ; Charing, 640

;

Chelsea (B.C.), 168, 521 ; Cheltenham (St.

Matthew), 402 ; Chester (St. Francis
B.C./, 342, 552; City (SS. Anno and
Agnes, Aldersgate-street, and St. George,
Botolph-lane), 1!18 (St. Katlierine Cree),
621; CUpham (St. Peter), 144; Cotford
(St. Mary), 705; Cricksea, 213 ; Deans-
gate, Manchester (St. John), 213; Dit-
ton (St. JUchael B.C.), 552; Dixon Green
(St. Thomas), 429; Donnington, 521;
DownsideiSt. GregoiyK.C.),000; Earlcs-
town (St. John Baptist), 104 ; Barley (St.

Baitliolomew), 521 : Eccle8(St. Andrew),
429; Edington (St. George), 018, 677;
Htham, 705 ; Ely (St. Mary), 490 ; Foord-
in - Folkesttme, 186 ; Glasgow (Bel-
haven (U.P.), 27, 52, 78; Hampstead
Norris (St. Marj-), 312 ; Halwill, 618

;

HanweU (St. Mark), 400 ; Ilaworlh, 493
;

Hockerill (All SS.), 521 ; Holbom Viaduct
(St. Sepulchie), 315, h-u : Holyhead (St.

Cybi), 899; Kennardington (St. Mary),
»42; Kilbum (Saercd Heart B.C.), 552;
Kingussie (Free), 389; Ix'icester (St.
George), 490 (St. Peter), 433; Leominster
(Priorj), 640; Linton, 4(i2; Liskeard,
288; Little Uigh (St. Michael), 764;
Little ShelfOld (^Ul SS.), 491 ; Llansan-
nan, 705; Lostnithiel, 646; Manchester
(St. Paul;, 5()8 ; Mar>- Tavy, 705 ; Mold
(St. John Evan, WeLsh', 412; Mossley
(St. George), 046 ; Needham Market ' St.

John), 629 ; New Bushey, 143, 2.37, 272

;

New Eomney, 676 ; Nortliiam, 51 ; Olney
(Cowper Congl.), 552; Osnuiston (St.

James), 552; Paddock (All SS.), 160;
Paris (St. Julien le Pauvre), 272 ; Peck-
ham (St. Jude), 646 : Penton Mewsey,
657; Pickering, 701; Pinner, 079; R-es-
ton (St. Augustine B.C'.), 100; Preston
Bagot, 491 ; Hadstock (St. Nidiolaa), 429

;

Bed Lion-sq., W.C. CSt. John Evan), 6
;

Eingwood, 046 ; Salisburj- iCongl.). 706
;

Bcorton, 399 ; Shapwick, 060 ; Shedfleld,
288; Shipton BelUnger, 300; Snailwell,
430; Southampton (St. Mary), 704;
fiowerby(St. Peter), 314, 706 ; Sp'eenham-
land (St. Mary), COO; Staverton, 213;
Stoke Ncwington (All Saints), 90; Stowe
(St. Maiy), 764 ; Stratford (St. Maiy),
676; St. Teath, Comwall, 136; Sunder-
land (St. Stephen), 160; Tewkcsbuiy
Abbey, 213; Thetford (St. Mary), 51;
Thorpebassett, 491 ; Tinsley, 462 ; Tom-
bermoiy, Isle of Midi (Free), 160 ; Ton-
bridge, 706; Tiesco, 765; Truro (St.

Mary), 144; Waterbeach (St. John Evan)
552 ; Wath-on-Dcamo (St. Jo.wpli B.C.),
653; Watlington, 300; West Knovle,
462; AVigan (St. Andrew), 070; Wig-
town, N.li. (B.C.), 765; \Voolwicli (St.
Marj-),630; Yaim (St. Maiy Mug. ), 491

C3ingalese art remains, 195
Cistern and w.c., connecting, 525
City: churches, condcmnwl, 198; church

protection society, 137 ; gas-lighting, c.x-
peiimcnts in, 679 ; Gothic arcliitecture
in, 2;i3 ; new buildings in, 469 ; new fruit
and vegetable market, 211 ; of London
schools competition, 852, 42S, O-l:!, 051,
704, 763; parliamentary projects aiiecting
the, 186 ; paving in tlie, 201

Civil : engineeiB, institution of, 872, 605,
021 ; service eatinmtes, 401

Claremont buildings, ]Ia.«lin;:g, 630
riussillcation and registiution, house, IGt
Ckcve abbey, 700
Cleopatra's needle, painting of, 494
C'Icncal dress iu 1750, 107, 214
Clerk of works' salary, 216
Cb'ver bridge engineering, 525
Climax dovetail recessed bricks, 6;!0

Clubhouses: army and navy, 213, 239:
Brighton 19th century, 137 ; Liverpool
Beform, 213 ; ^'illagc, ;i4

Coach : building, ai-t in, 623 ; mnkors' ex-
hibition, 674

Coalition of architects with quantity sur-
veyors and contl'actoi-B, 136

Cockington water supply, 587
Coffee tavein competition, Newton Abbott,

198, 29i(, 352
Colchester, di-ainage of, 109
Col. Fail-man's pictures and studies, 439
Collar-beam roof, strains on, 678, 707, 760
CoUcutt's, T. E., house, Paris Kxliibition,

29
Collection, loan, Wedgwood's works, 104
Collcnes: Ajmer (Mayo), 198, 474; Bath,

402 ; Belfa.'^t (Gen. As8embly),-521 ; Bir-
mingham (Wesln, ), 599, 630, 082, 707, 705

;

Bristol (univei-sity), 237, 326, 568 ; Cam-
bridge (King's), 464 ; Downside (U.C),
660: Harrow Weald (St. Andrew), 620

Colour : and outline in old masters' di*aw-
ings, 218; body, 215; in architcctui-e,

222, 264, 289. 316
Coloured building stones, 431, 464, 493, 523,

654, 687, 677
Column, our commonplace, 60, 13.3, 247,

377, 605, 641, 701
Columns : concrete, 108 : scagliola, 709
Commission: architects', 400, 648; on

quantities, 767
Cummonplaee column, our, 60, 133, 247,

377, 605, 644, 761
Compensatiou for use of party stinicture, 28
Competition : a veiy limited, 186 ; a novel
American, 372

Competitions : billiard tabledesign (Orme),
341; board sdiools (Halifax), 90, 428,
491 (Bkcston), 186 (Liskeard), 564 (New-
port, Marshes-road), 34 (Salford), 556
(Swindon), 5, 508 (Wednesbuiy ) , 143, 198

;

bridges (remarkable conditions), 708;
bronze panel (C!ai-penters' hall, 244;
chapel (Matlock Bridge), 186, 187, 215,
239 (Pendletoni, 299 (Swindon), 464,492;
churches (Costleisland, B.C.), 263 (New
Bushey), 143, 237, 272 ; coffee tavern
(Newton Abbott), 198, 299, ;S52; coUege
(Birmingham, Wesln.), 599, 030, CS2, 707,
766 : Goldsmiths' Co.'s, 57 ;

gi-ammar
schools (Ciewkeme), 523 (Saffron Wid-
den, 551 ; hospitals (metropolitan free),

139, 143, 180, 187 (Queen-sq., paralyzed
and epileptic), 5 (Spalding, .JohnBon),
263, 299, 341 ; laying-out estate (Taun-
ton), 237 ; do. pai-k (Wolverhampton),
704, 703 ; lunatic asj-lum (Gloucester-
shire), 187, 075, 077, 707 (Hull), 675

;

municipal buildings (Greenock), 523, 551

;

museum (Ipswich), 652, 702
;
past-olliee

(Ipswich), 404, 490, 520, 561, 663, 508,
675, 762; promenade extension ^ South-
port), lt)8

;
public haU adaptation (Ips-

wich, 852, 380, 428; road (liamsgate),
461, 490, 492, 499, 522, 551, 653, 599, 047,
717, 762 ; school-chapel (Blackbrn-n,
Wesln,), 668; schools (Blundell's, Tiver-
ton), 898; (City of London), 362, 428, 043,
651, 704, 763 (Lambeth pauper Indus.
Norwood), 34, 56 ; sewerage (Kcnilworth),
808, 428 (Stoke-on-Trent), 311; statue
(Harvey, Folkestone), 244, 352; univer-
sity college (Bristol), 237

Competitors, new sources for finding, 588
Compressed ail- for sinking tubular founda-

tions, 374
Concrete : colums, 108 ; Hindle's aaldar,
645; pipes, 293 (at Boummouthj 370;
Portland cement, sti-ength of, 316

Condemned City chm-ches, 198
Condensation on walls, l;i7, 102
Conductors, lightning, 029
Conferences: of operative house iiainters,

163 ; sewage and water supply, 557, 500,
663

Cong, the Cross of, 372
Congress, architects' international, at Pai-is,

196, 221
Conical arches, 5.'i5

Connecting w.c. and cistern, 625
Consequential damage, 212
Consen-ation of rivei-s, 110, 287
Conservatories, art applied to 594
Construction of: fireplaces, 289; sewers,
design of and, 241 ; theatres and music
halls, 528 ; timber dams, 188

Consumption of wood, Ajnericon, 372
Contemporaneous art, .*!95

Contemporary* art exhibiUun, Boston, U.S.,
433

Continent, a tour on the, 6.''j6, 667
Contract : architect's power to determine,
620 ; non-completion of, 29 ; schedule of
prices, 107, 130

Contj-actors and quantity surveyoi-s, coali-

tion of architects with, 136
Contracts ; and bills of quantities, 505, 366,

010, 620 ; of tlie al-tisaus' dwellings coy.,
371

Controversy on English and .tVmerican locks,
584

Convalescent home, nahnncnuui, Bourne-
mouth, 705

Conversazione, ci^il engineers' institution,
595

Co-operative stores, BadclilTe, 399

Copying ilrawinga, now method of, 401
Copyright, artistic, 103, 165
Cork : sanitary applijtnec* exiiibilion, 660

;

St. Film Barre's cathulral, 61
Coiner ehinmey, a ball, 534
Com exchange, Lyim, 076
Cornices ana parapets, 406
Cottage: diiirj- (Sfiixwsbuiy), 144; flttillBl,
400 ; hospital, :113, 5<«

Cottages : Iklvelly, 315 ; designa (or flTOnp
of three, 211, 272

Council chamber, Wakefield town hall, 720
Countiy : and town maiuiouii, 86 : pubUo
houses, 239

Courts of hiw, Uio new, 76, 107, 110, IW
Cover, font, 133
Cow-house and piggcrj- fittings, cataloffus

of, 684
Cowl experiment^ Leamington, 817
Creosote, preserving wo(k1 by, 427
Creosoting timber : 487,522,686,619; dan-
gers of, 412, 463

Crewkcine grammar sdiool coanpetition,
623

Cricket pavilion, .^14, .370

Criterion, the B.I.B.A. at the, 103
Croix gonmute or Swastika, 433
Cross : of Cong, 372 ; St. Paul's, 432, 801
Croydon sewage farm, 240
Crystal Palace : paiutiuga at, 466; odMxd of

engineering, 28, 494
Cubic space, 215
Culture, art, Mr. Street on, 470
Culvert and canal tables,
Cumberland arclit^ological socy., 768
Curiot^ities in luchiteetuie, 705
Cuitaiu, lace, design for, 352
Customiuy peic-eutagej 27
Cylinder, a new Assyrian^ 525
Cypiiis ; loo ; di.scoveries m, 55

BAIBV : cottage,'neai' Shrewsbury, 144

;

homestead, 62, 248
Damage : con.scquential, 212 ; to high level

bridge, Newcastle, 28
Dams, timber, construction of, 188
Dangerous houses, 266
Dangers of ci"eosoting timber, 412, 463
Darlaston proposed public offices, 287
Datum, ordnance. 215, 210, 205
Day account, builder's, 707
Death rate of metropolis, 300
Decoration : and aichitectme, 319 ; art, of
the stage, 286 ; of St. I'aul's, 030

Decorations, wall-paper, 198, 326
Decorative designs by Albert Durer, 444
DeHcicnt quantities, 344
Derby : free library, 552 ; 17th century
house at, 170, 215

Derbyshire archajol. society, 118, 432
Designing club, Buildi.s-o Nkws, 25, 103,

118, 170,211, 224, 272, 313, 408, 606, 6S4,
690, 703 ;

pattei-u, historical development
of, 396

Design : and construction of sowers, 241

;

logic of architectural, 159, 185; occult
prindplcs in, 105

Designs : air-pump ventilators, 720 ; bronze
panels, Cai-pentei-'s hall, 244 ; decorative,
by Dui-er, 444; Coachmakers Co., 62:1;

hiansions and suburban houses, 86;
Goldsmiths' Co., 57 ; Uairey statue, 244 ;

institute piize, 20S ; luce curtain. 352;
Lambeth industrial pauper schools, 50

;

metropolitan free hospital, l.Til ; museum,
Ipswich, 052 ;

pro^-indal town hall tlt.A. ),

6, 118; public hall adaptation, Ipswich,
380; reviews of club, 25, 103, 211, 813,
408, 534, 703 ; road, new, Bamigste, 409

;

school of art and science builuiug, 248

;

schools. City of London, 043, 651 ; Wesln.
theol. institution, Biniiingham, 082

" Destructor," new, at Ijceds, 318
Desti-uctive phase of taste for art, 438
Details : house, 623 ; of house-drawings,
Boumemoutli, 260

Development : and rise of medicoval archi-
tecture, 218 ; historical, of pattern de-
signing, 305

Devonian rocks^ 321
Diagrams, architectural, 374
Dictionary : English, Fi-ench, and German,
555 ; for architects, a universal, 369, 430

;

of architecture, 487
Dilapidations, 400
Dining-room : buffet desigiia, 103, 380

;

stall-case and sd-een iu iluchley-road,
144

Dinners : academy, 524 ; institute, 472
Diploma scheme of Plumbers' Co., 080
Directon*, Indian and Colonial moxvantile,

81
Diseliarge of water, 648
Discoveries : at St. Paul's cathedral, 686

;

in Cyprus and Asia Minor, 66
Diseases of building timber, 410
Diss sewerage sdicrae, 371
Distinguishing features of varietiefl of
timber, 879

District surveyors' fees, 264, 280, 310
Disposal of town refuse, 81
Dinnity schools, Cambridge, BOfl

Dock : gates, 628, (failure of, at Silloth) 402

;

walls (stabibty of), 188
Dome, a paper. 241

Doors and duorwavs, ancient and modem,
427

Dorchester water-works, 493
Dort^'s new pictm-es, 508
Dorking and Leatherhead, sewerage of, 493
Dovetail recessed bricks, Johnson's, 630
Dragon, St. George and the, 412
Diaiuago : 464 ; house, 32 ; main, suggos-

tions as to, 25 ; of Colchester, 109 ; trees

and, 702
Di-ains : defective, 106 ;

jointing, 108

Drawing ink, 030
DrawtBR-nam caUact, a, IM
Urnwisga : Aeadeair, a^ lh»
Nawi,8l; nnriH«iMdaf mmbm,4mi
of old mairtnm ootUn* awl niam Sum
tniti-<l in, 218; of Tunvr ai ITNtiiiil
Gallery, 711 ; »nilJMwl| ntilahMi
coniae of, 68; nnatan iaii, 4M; inin
oabmr, S« (at ths D^dbr Oalhnr), *a

Dnaa, olarioal, in 17(0, lOr, SI4
Driving eewer hoadinn, 817, IM, 411
Dnmfleld -miar nmii, 2W
Drying do—>, lawndiy, M6
Dublin ; Amiona-at. t/lmtim, MS; tettonr.
inmrurauiantof, 688

Dudloy Oallcrjr, wtt(er-ools» dnmla^ at.
248

—•-—

•

Oulwof Norfolk and AnmUl efa., su^ tgi,
oso

Durability of gnoiiteaaad naihtai,am
Dnrer, deeotaMTa daaigna by, 444
Uuat oontraoton, vcaMaa aa thdr mm, 6tt
Dustman's nueaUon, tba, 871
DuUea and BaUlilicaof aoatk,
Dwellinawbonaa, th* ideal. 401
Dyo, oak ebony shade, to, 433

BABIiT Ttenelaenw, lb«,ni>
Eocleeiaatical exUUtiin, propoaed. 04*
Kedesialogieal aociety, 8t. i'safa, IM
Eddyatooe llghthoaae. 767
I^linbnrgh: note* tmm, 590; St. Qfla^
eathednl, 4» ; Bt. llary'a do., 876 ; i^-
verrity, 720

F^waid the Black Prinae'a tomb, 34
ICdwards' ventilator and aub-taataMri OO
Etfocta of building leuee, 713
Eaiuenta, sewage, experienaoa of, 71t
Egypt under the Fbaionha, 114
Elections at architectural aawieo., 27, 69
Electricity, student's text-book of, 684
Electric hghting : and its pmctieal i

—

'

Uon, 5»4 ; appatatna exUMIiaD, 6)6; ex-
periments (Kubankmcnt), 6H, (HoUnni)
288, 818, 768 ; useful praetieal infotan-
tionon, 238; T. gaa at Weatgata-m-Sea,

Elephant and Oeatle theatre, 647
Kliug. Boman'a Biitiah tomb at, 8(4
Ely ehapel, Holbom, 716
Embankment, the Chelsea, 878
Emigration, assisted, for alaten, 110
Employer liable for injorica to -' ''— -n.
432

Emprcas ventilator, 70S>

Enamelled iron, buffet ceiling in, 117
Engineering : American, 841 ; aadut, 140;
antiquity of, 620; Crrsial Bilaeeachoal
of, 28, 494; clever bndg*, 8CS ; of mtar
supply, 170 ; society, Liraiiool, SOS, 718

Engineer's power to detamriwi contiaati,
620

English : and American locks, 77, 1 10, 161, .

187, 684 ; French and Oemian dictionarr,
655

Enlargement of the BoiLDno N««i,an
Enrichments, papier mfidi^, 110
l-Intenc fever and water suppljr, 6S4
Epping Forcs-t, fuel aaaignmeBU in, 110
t^roi-s in buildings, 410
Estate plana andlooal boards, 40O
Etching, Seymour Uaden on, 817, 8X1^ SOS.
893

Etchings; 28; pictoiea and, 184; BiB-
brandt's, 191

Europe, largest bridge in, 683
Examinations : sanitary, 317 ; tedinoklgfaa^
494 ; voluntan- anhitectnral, 216, 71g

Example, a good. 677
Excavations, recent, of Rinnan foram, 688^
673,686

Excavator, a pnemnatac, 484
Kxeter: Bath boo}-.'8 estabitn. at, 688;
cathedral, tablet in, 666; hall, poaabla
demolition of, 466; eoaia old honaea at«
810

Exhibitions: academy (aidiiteetara), 48f«
497, (old masters) 31, (pictores) 4S7, MB,
662 ; do., Scottiah, 168, 167, 816, 888, 184 ;

agricultural, Kilbnm, 6BS; AnatiiiUii,
666, 589, 709: bronxea and itutiea, 711;
Coochmakeia', 638, 674; CoL lUmna'a
pictures, 4a9;eontemponr7art(Boaton),
433; Crystal JPaUce paintings, 468;!

'

siostical (proposed), 640; eleotrie 1'
'

apparatus, 62S ; Bxetcr (Bath aocjr.'al,

0-29 ; tineart (AlbertHaU), 141(Yo(kaiiue),
520, 568, 646, 688, 766;
(Leeds), 444; Oenmm ai

turea at, 486: Onarcnor Oallafy, 466;
industrial (Weatarinater), 318, 684,0*8:
instituto of wat«r-coloar paintesa, 485:
Melbourne, 411 ; Moaich, 688, 878 ; Faria,
artisans' reports on, 819; retronweti**
(Florencei, 680; socy. Britiah ai tail, 818 ;

water-eokmr (Brifditon), 401; water
supply (Westminster aquarium), 664;
works in black and white,664

Experiences of sewage ettacttlB and bnm-
iug sludge into cement, 718

ExperimenU: cowl, 817 ; u>>ii<iii linhtiag,

288. 318,666, 768; gas lamp, in
—

on teating otFntland
806

I'x'iiration of articlee. 88
Extensions, Uetropoittaa Baitwar, 781
Extortionate charges, 164, KB

FACTORY: Act, now, 28; and
house. Carlisle, 26

Faience, modem art, 716
Fairman's pietorea andi'
Fans, prizes f>w, 138
Farm architcctme, 88
Fcatherstone aewoage aebeme, 144
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P^dflntlon of buildcn^ woruiWDi proposed^
SH

FvB^ t dMiiot sarTCTon't ^64, 98St 316

;

tmmsor^, 08, 79, 106
Kne uti: mnd opticOy 403: exhibitions

(Albert UaU), HI ;
(Yoz^shire),S20, fi68,

Fire brigftde, metropc4itazi, 898
FJCTpliw: and tuar oonstniotaon, 2S9

;

«p«t, ttttrtie blotrento, S14, 230, 864

Kr:tl5; timber. 53
"*

iMdi' insUtQte, Great Qrimsbr, 104
B : hoQMt for water supply, 4i) ;

lenT eotte8«. -MO
k A^d, Anmdel di., 6W, SST, 620

Hxtetiles,Sl&
n^vEMliiwdai, SIT, 344
FWealaff, tell, 621, 647
Flooda : in •oath-cast Norfolk, 706

;

Tluunet, prevention of, 7G3
I'loor, tmxTfmg weight of, 555
flmn: etone, 400; timber, and asphalte,

A retrospeottre exhibition, 680
flow in pipee, tnfiuence of rooghnees on,
•45

Roee, 60, 106, 136
Fbtisse : 50, 62 ; architectural, 339, 368
Folkestone, liroaaer Kitr/urtt memorial, 371
Fbot : 60 ; cover, 133, (Shaugh IMor) 241
Footings, 133
Fonign artifloerB and our hours of labour,
888

Fteeet* E^ping, fud asagnments in, 1 10
Fannent,lS3
Fbmm, fiMMt»w»^ recent excarations of, 656,

678p686
133; tubular, sinking of, by

lair, 374
Barnstaple, 556; Chippenham,

S4; Hawick, 462
F^Bmes, picture, 536
F^xnoe : ceramic union of, 137 ; public
WMte in, 606 ; stoncyard of, 591

Fteedom and art, 395
¥nti hosfotal, metropolitan competition,

1S», 143, 186, 187 ; libraries (Derby), 552,
(Newcastle and Hr. OUver) 619

Ffteing' of metropolitan bridges, 551, 622
rmniiaei Ills' hall, Southampton, 370
Fk«adk: casements, 131; wood-working

madtiiaeiy, 411
F^reaoo,lS4
Frithfltool. 134, 215
Frosen laiid, sewage dispoeal on, 137
f^nit and vegetable market, new City, 241
Fod : aaH^niments, Bpping Forest, 110 ; its

wiilmaliiim and economy, 23tj

Fnlboom asylum, Oambs., 77
Famishing of town houses, 627
Fazniture : art, 650 ; at the York exhibi-

tion, 668 ; chair, 318, 343
Future, ardiitecture of the, 343

OAIjL£B7: 217; Grosvenor, 4, 468;
National, -fr^, 291, 711 (Irith do.) 465;
national portrait, 560

Gargoyle, 247
Gas : apparatus exhibition, Leeds, 444

;

comptuues, the, 19B ; in the house, 239
;

(experimentB in Queen Victoria-et.), 679;
lamp (standards, naelessness of), 433

Gate, 347
Gates, dock, 628
Gelatine moulds, casting plaster of Paris
with, 162

Geodetic surreys, use of heliotrope in, 51
Oeokigy, ardutactural, 84, 113, 142, 192, 245,
821,848

Geometric proportion, 247
Geometry and art, Greek, 184, 212, 221
George lV.*e time, tik. restoration in, 554
Ghent, St. Luke's school at, 349
Gilding : 247 ; plaster casts, 215
Girder: built, 556; iron, 377; weight of
wroDght-iron, 265, 290

Oirden : 240, 265 ; breaking weight of, 431,
464,483

Glaciarium, BouUiport, 00
Glasgow: architectaral assocn., 287, 428;

artisans* dwellings impi-uTement« at, 441,

471 ; institute of anJiitccts, 203, 763
;

theatre, 618
Glass: 137, 162, 314, 377; chemistry and
durabtli^ of, 667; colouring, 378; mo-
saic, 378 ; painting. 878

Glazed wdl-<q;)enings, dangers of, 620
Glaai«,878
" Glory," 878
Gloucestenhire : lunatic asylum competi-

tion, 187, 676, 677, 707 ; Eoman antiqui-
tieain,814

Glue : 069 ; heater, Fumcss*s, 223
Glyphs, 878
Good example, a, 677
Goffin, Hr., and science andart department,

844
<3old and : ivory sculpture in, 60S ; silrer-
mith's worit, 877

Ooldanith's Co.'s prize designs, 67
Ooole, Old, aewenge of, lOO
OofgedfSre
Oo£ic : architecture, 878 (in the aty}, 293

;

Italian, 108, 107 ; revival and Hir Gilbert
Boa«t,166

Grammar : of Japoneee ornament, 675;
•choob (Brtotol), 218, 684 iCYewkemc),
528 (Saffron Walden], 661 (Sedbergh),
118

Grand : hotel, Charing-croas, 117, 157

;

pianoforte case, a, 646
Orange, 606
Granite, durability and use of, 606, 625
Grates, 606
Graves, ancient, in Boas-shire, 299

Greek : architecture, 506 ; art and geometry,
184, 212, 221 ; temples, new theory as to,

589
Greenhouse, 505
Greenock municipal buildings competition,
623,551

Oreensand, 644
Gridirod. 644
Griffin, 644
Giilles, 644
Groin, 644
Grosser Kurfurst memorial, Folkestone, 371
Grosvenor Gallery, the, 4, 4GS
Grotesque, 644
Group of three cottages, club designs, 211,

272
Groups, portrait, manufacting of, 188
Groynes, 644
Guildford, women's almshouses, 621
Guild of St. Gcoige, liiiskiu's, 241
Gules, 644
Gutt«e, 644
Gutters, 240, 644
G>-mnH'ceum, 644
Gj'mnaaium, 644

HADDON haL, 248
Haden, Seymour, on etching, 317, 322, 368,
393

Ha^oscope, 644
Halifax board schools competition, 90, 428,

491
Hall : 644; chimney comor, 534 ; Haddon,
248; oldCari>entei-s',674

Hompstead smallpox hospital, 58D
Hanosworth : public buiitlings, 412 ; Wesln.

thcol. institution. 59i), 0;iO, 682, 707, 765
Harbour, Dublin, improvement of, 583
Hardman's show-rooms, Charing-crosa, 186
Harrow Weald, the deserted college at, 620
Harwich sewerage scheme, 240
Hartford capitol, bjul building in, 372
Harvey statue competition, 244, 352
HasUngden flags, 817, 344
Hastings : Churemont buildings, 630 ; town

hall, 288
Hatfield, R. G., the late, 372
Headings, driving sewer, 317, 344, 431
Heating: apparatus, 586 ; houses by steam,
49 ; kiln, 620, 677, 707

Heavy fine for breach of building i-egula-

tions, 290
Heliotrope, use of, in geodetic surveys, 51
Homcl Hempstead, remarkable conditions

in bridge competitions, 768
Hertford British Hospital, Taris, 649
Hevey, Timothy, the late, 24
Hexham : abbey, monograph on, 163 ; hy-
dropathic establishment, 399

Hexpartite, 644
Highgatc, Holbom union infirmary^ 269
Higham Ferrers, building speculatious at,

291
Highest : church in world, 5S9 ; signal sta-
tion in world, 433

High-level bridge : Newcastle, damage to,

28 ; at the Tower, jiroposed, 667
Highway, what is a, 678
Hindle'a ashlar concrete, 645
Hints concerning glue, 589
Historical : development of pattern design-

ing, 395 ; window-making, 681
History and eesthetics of architecture, 467,

502, 533, 554, 582
Hoardings, 679, 707
Hodges, Jas., C.E., the late, 049
Holbom : electric lighting in, 288, 318, 768;
union infirmary, Highgatc, 269

Hollow walla, 63
Homesteads, dairy, 62, 248
Home timber trade, the, 401
Hosking's new blind roller, 188
Hospital planning, 317, 519
Hospitals: 761; Belfast (sick children),
462 ; cottage, 313, 506 ; Metropolitan free,

139, 143, 186, 187 ; Norfolk and Norwich,
660; Foris (Hertford British), 549;
Queen's-square (paralysed and epilep-
tic), 5; (Ross cottage), 462: Spalding
(Johnson), 263, 299, 341; St. Bartholo-
mew's, 429

Hotels : and restaurants, 157, 167 ; Charing-
cross (grand), 117, 157; Torquay (Impe-
rial), 654

Hours of labour, British and foreign, 266
House : classification and r^stration, 161

;

decorators and painters, amidg. socy. of,

4i59; details, 523 ; drainuffc 32, (details at
Bournemouth), 266 ; drains (dangerous),
86 (ventilation of), 248 ; fittings for water
supply, 49 ;

gas in the, 239
j
heating by

steam, 49; of charity, Bristol, 34; of
Commons, proposed alterations in, 494;
Somerset, 6, 300

Houseliold sanitary arrangements, 160, 195,

223, 246. 270, 297, 839
House painters' conference, Hanley, 163
Houses : back-to-back, 238; Cadc^n-sq.,
Chelsea, 720 ; (^arlyle, Chelsea, 506

;

Claverton, Stoke Bishop, 90 ; dangerous,
266; Derby, 170, 215; Didsbury, 690;
Dybdale, Wellingborough, 668: East-
bourne, 248; Exeter (old), S40; Hamp-
stead, 300 ; Irish, tenants' impn>vements
in, 764; Kilbum, 536; Llanerch Panna,
Bllesmere, I9fl; Manchester and North-
ampt<jn, 412, 463 ; Puns exhibition (T. E.
Colcutt's), 29 ; Putru'y-heath, 118 ; Stam-
ford, 709 ; Surbit<^)n, 62 ; towTi, furnishing
of, 627 ; unsanitary, and life assurance,
649 ; Wandsworth, 660

Hove, improvement works at, 109
Hull borough asylum competition, 675
Humphreys, H. Noel, the late, 709
KuntmgjRonnds for oompetitors, new, 588
Ilydropathio establishment, Hexham, 399
Hygiene, Parkes museum of, 266, 620, 709

IBEAIj dwolUn^-house, the, 401

Idea, the, in painting, 600
Ignct>U8 and metamorphic rocks, 348
Ilkeston bd. schls. ponipetition, ISO

Imitittion of woods and marbles, 460
Imperial hotel, Torquay, 554
Imjwiishable water-colours, 589
Impurtnut building trade case, 767
Improvement of Dublin harbour, 583
Improvements in : (ilasgow, 441,471; St.

raid's chuiThyard, TiOl

Inclines, steep, and railroads, 298
Incombustible, rendering wood, 63
Incorporated ch. buildg. socy., 238,342,490,

685
Indian : and Colonial mercantile directory,

81
;
pottcrj-, 237

Industrial: buvs' home ((Hiclmsford), 160;
exhibition, Westminster, 318, 534, 692;
schools (Uateshcad), 676, (Lambeth) 34,

66
Indus, proposed bridge over, 494
Ineffaceable, to render pencil drawings, 465
Infimiariea : Holbom union, 269 ; Stamford,

104
Influence of roughness on flow of water in

pipes, 645
Injurious effect of air of towns, 317

Iiymy : from building oprnilioiis, 106 ; to

workman, an employer louiul liable for,

432
Ink, drawing, 620
Inn, designs for wayside, 103, 170, 224
Inscription, 80
Insecure scaffolding, 344
Institute : of ai-t, 594 ;

prizes for, 1880, 351
Institutes: Albert (Windsor) , 362 ; British

architects, 60, 131, 184, 212, 221, 272, 339,

441, 471, 665,658,718, (and SirE. Beckett)

29, (annual meeting) 519, (do. report) 473,

(dinner) 472, (prize designs) 268 ; iiaher

lads (Grimsby), 104; Glasgow architects,

263, 763 ; iron and steel, 657 ; Midland,
704 ; painters in water-colours, 435 ; royal
archKiological, 709 ; sanitary, of Great
Britain, 649, 679

Institutions : builders' benevolent, 589,
(clerks' do.) 248,372; civil engineers', 372,
596, 621

Instruments of lineal measurement, irre-

gularities in, 443
International architects' congress, Paris,

196, 221
Ipswich: bd. schls., scamped building in,

621 ; museum competition, 652,762; post-
oifico competition, 404, 490, 520, 551, 553,
568, 675, 762 ;

public hall, adaptation
competition, 352, 380, 428 ; town hall, dis-
creditable revelations at, 556, 588

Irish : houses, tenants' improvements in,

764 ; National Gallcr>', additions to, 465
Iron : and steel institute (generous gift to),

5.57 ; bridge and metal bar stresses, 89

;

cast, pipes, 116; enamelled coiling in, 117;
girder, 377

;
piers, 397 ; work, late wrought,

6U0, 613
Ironinongcrj-, builders'—where is trade
going to 1 77

Irregularities in instruments of lineal
measurement, 443

Isle of Mau, St. German's cathedral, 163
Itaban : Gothic, 168, 197 ; Renaissance, 220,

262, 285, 372 (art of the), 474, 503, 636
Ivory : and bronzes atBurlingtonclub,71I

;

sculpture in gold and, 503

JAPAN, art and architecture in, 267
Japanese : ornament, grammar of, 675;
warehouse, a wholesale, 716

Jesus coll. chapel, woodwork of, 525, 5.56

Johnson: hospital competition, Spalding,
263, 299, 341 ; John, tlie late, 24, 109

Johnson's dovetail recessed bricks, 030
Jointing di-ains, 108

KENILWOBTHscwerage competition,
3i»8, 428

Kensington, South, campaniles at, 440

;

natural history museum, 170
Kilbum agiieultural exhibition, 683
Killeon of Aghlish, Ogham monument in,

188
Kiln, heating, 020, 677, 707
King Alfred's summer palace, 369
Kingstown town hall, 352

LABOURERS* cottige fittings, 400
liiibour market and state of trade, 70
IaIcc curtain, design, 352
Ijiiiiibeth : palace chapel, 717 ; [paupers'
school competition, 3-1, 60

Lanca.'Hhire and Yorksliii-e, water supply of,

238
Lancaster : covered market, 490 ; royal
Albert asylum, 720

Land : frozen, sewage disposal on, 137

;

titles to, 427
Langwathy water supply, 432
Lantern illustrations of lectures on architet-

ture, 216
lAra, illustrations of, 188
I^aige sewers, brick arches for, 208
Ijargest bridge in Europe, 588
lAte wrought-iroii work. 6(X), 613
Ijaundry drying closet, 215
Law : and practice of party walls, 80, 115

;

courts, the new, 75, 107, 110, 198
I^xton's price book, 238
Laying : of pipes, L. G. B. rules fis to, 210

;

out building estate competition, Taun-
ton, 2.'J7 ; out park do., Wolverhampton,
704, 703

Ix^enhall market improvement, 520, 657
Leamington new waterworks, 290

Learned societies, building for four, 352
Teases, building, and their effects, 713
Lectures : on ai-chitecture, academy, 133,

168, 108, 197, 220,262,285; on rise and
development of raediffival architectuic,
218 ; to plumbers, 709

Leeds: architectural assocn., 77, 118, 287,

675; gas apparatus exhibition, 444 ; new
"destructor," at 318

Legal: 29,80, 108, 186,212,266,290,344,371,
400, 432, 403, 524, 587. 620,018, 078, 767;
responsibilities of architects, 48

Leicester architect, serious charge against a,

524
Leighton: Henry, the late, 649 ; Sir F., on
the potter's wheel, 188

LesUe, Wra., the late, 241
Levels, 28
Lewes and East Grinstead railway, 23
Liabilities : and duties of auctioneers, 295

;

employers', for injuries to workmen, 432
Libraries, chief, of world, 433
library, a young architect's, 265
Liclifield cathedral, statues for west front

of, 490
life: assurance and unsanitary houses, 649;
of John B. Papwoi-th, 593

Lift, 344
Light and air, 425, 436, 463
Lighthouse, Eddystone, 767
Lighting : of Greek temples, Clarke's
theoi;y.as to, 589 ; street, 61, 524

Lightning conductors, 629
lilcby drainage works, 212
Lime: 619, 648, 707, 766; and Portland
cement, 555

Limited competition, a veiy, 186
Lincoln cathedral, 224
Lineal measurement, irregularities in in-
struments of, 443

Liskeard bd. school competition, 554
Litigation, 493
Liverpool : commercial sale rooms, 342

;

engineering socy., 599, 7X8 j
limc-st.

station extension, 525; sewering revela-
tions at, 768

Load on beam, 464
Loan collection of Wedgwood's works, 194
Local boards and plans of new estates, 400
Locks : cheap, 762 ; English and American,

77, 110, 161, 187, 5S4 ; supplied to the war
office, 300

Loftus town hall, GOO
Logic of architectural design j 159, 185
London : bridge (terminus, improvements

at), 30, (widening of) 520, 763,708; City
of, schools, 352. 428, 643, 651, 704,763:
master brickmakers, 266; do. builders'

assocn., 318 ; Norman architecture in,

494; old, sketch of, 49; school board,
78, 343 ; water supply of, 371, 556

Long-span bridges, American, 504
Long's '* Pool 01 Bothcsda," 489
Lower greensand, water fi»m the, 240
Ludgate-hill, delay in widening, 109
Lych gate designs, Carmarthen, 690

MACADAXdCISED roads, maintenance
of, 346

Macadam, machinery for preparing, 401
Machinery : building, 405, 403, 402 ; for pre-
paring macadam, 401 ; stone dressmg,
new, 768; wood working, 674 (French),
411

Main drainage and plan, suggestions as to,

25
Maintenance of macadamised roads, 346
Manchester : and Northampton, houses, at,

412, 463 ; appointment of city suiTcyor,
fish market, 646

Manhole, an offensive, 108
Manor, Wingfield, 90
Mansions : Alexandra, Queen Victoria-

street, 34; new, on Clielsea Embankment,
556, 720 ; town and country, ^S

Manufactorj' of clothing, Leeils, 62
Manufacture of picture gi'oups, 188

Manufacturing districts, water supply for,

163
Marble: durability of, 525; statuary, out-

of-doors, 137

Marbles and woods, imitations of, 460
Marine drive, Ramsgate, 717
Maritime canals, projected, 588
Markets : City (fruit and vegetable), 241

;

Lancaster (covered), 490; Leadenliall,

520,657; Manchester (fish , 016
Masonic hall, Falkirk, 676
Masons on stiike at work, 620
Masons v. jjlasterer, 80
Master : brickmakers of London, 266

;

builders assocn, (London) 318 (national)

138
Materials : notes on, 409 ; suburban build-

ing, 379
Matloek-bridge chapel competition, 186,

187, 215, 239
Mayo college, Ajmcr, 198, 474
Measurement, lineal, iiTCgiUarities in instru-

ments of, 443
Measurers, quack, 52, 79, 106

Measuring : plaster work, 265 ; St. Alban'a
abbey and other ancient buildings, 631

Medal, institute gold, presentation of, 718
Mediaeval ; architecture, rise and develop-
ment of, 218 ; mosaic, 220, 347 ; Paris,

29<i, 324
Melbourne : exhibition, 411 ; new cathedral^

636, 630; newspaper offices, 42J» ; univer-
sity hall, 429

Melrose abbey, 714
Member of building committee acting as
surveyor and clerk of works, 288

Memorials: IJuchanan (Edinburgh), 4.32;

Grosser Kurfuret(Folkestone),371;Waddy
Dr. (City-road Wesln. chapel), 465
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Merriott sewcrag-e scheme, 400
Mersey, propwtd tunnel under, 53
Mcs()potuniianexi)k)riitiona, Kassuni's, 768
Metal bar uuil tun liiidf,'e sti'esties, 89
Aletamoi-phic aixl ifrncou.s rooks, 348
Meteoroloyj' «*' I'ottingbam, liGG

Meteymd, Sliss, ihe late, 401
Metbley school buird v. Ooughand Pattin-

son, 18*j, lil4

Metiopolis, death mte of, 300
MotropoliUui : board of works, 60, 78, 104,

160, 213, i>ti:i, 288, 315, 342, 370, 309, 401,

522,552, 649,706 ;^annual repoi-tof), 710
(new by-lawB anu the building trade),

397; bridges, freeing of, 551,022; build-

ing act, case under, 108 ; tire brigade,

238 ; tires, 599 ; free hospital competition,
139, 143, 180, 187 ; ruilvay fxtensiuns, 702

;

route, proposed now, from south to east^
end, 89

Midian, remains of buildings in, 60
Midland institute, 704
Mildew, black, on St. Paul's, 460
Millet, Eugene, the late, a41
Mitcbam sewerage Bcheme, 29
Model lor the Byron statue, 188
Modem : ancient and, dooi-a and doorways,

627; art faience, 715; mosaie. 375, 407,

437; Queen Anne church, a, 29; restau
rant, 00, 131

Modes and principles of glass-painting,
378

Monuments of Egj-pt, 114
Morris, Wm., in Uuccn-square, 444
Mortar: bad, 371 (and rotten walla), 407;

substitute for, 431
Mosaic: architectural, 294, 320, 347, 375,

407, 437
;
glass, 378

Mouldings, 201
Movable bridges, 299
Munich oi-t exhibition, 588, 679
Municipal buildings, Greenock, 523, 551
Museums : architectural, 318 ; Bradford,
621 ; Ipswich, 652, 762 ; natural history,
South Kensington, 170 ; I'lukes hygiene,
2G6, 620, 709

Music halls and theatres, construction of,

528
Muslin, ventilation through, 709

NAFFEKTON, unsatisfactory drainage
at, 708

National: assocn., master builders, 138;
gallery, 287, 291 (Tuniei''s drawings atj,

711; Jj-ehind (additions to), 465; por-
trait gallerj', 560 ; style of architecture,
a, 289, 315; water supply, 674 (exhibition),
564

Natural historymuseum. South Kensington,
170

Needle, Cleopatra's, 494, 620
Neglecting to give building notices, 290
Negligence and breach of contract, alleged,

186, 214
New : blind roller, Hoskin's, 188 ; buildings

(in Chelsea), 57, 110 (in the City), 409;
Bushey ch. competition, 143, 237, 272;
estate plans and local boards, 400 ; fac-
tory act, 28 ; hunting'-ground for aichi-
tectural competitors, 588; law courts,

75, 107, 110, 198; method of copying
drawings, 401 ; metropolitan route from
south to east-end, proposed, 89 ; Kcnais-
sance buildings, 191 ; road competition,
Eamsgate, 461 , 490, 492, 499, 522, 551, 553,
599,647, 717, 762

Newcastle-on-Tyne : Carliol tower, 443, 492,

654,689 ; free libraiy, Mr. Oliver and, 619

;

high level bridge, 28
Newels, tmned, 240
Newport: (Mon.) board schls. competition,

34
;

(li.I.) supposed Nonuan ruin, 434
Newspaper otfices, Melbourne, 422
Newton Abbott coffee tavern competition,

198, 299, 352
Nineteenth century club, Brighton, 137
•*Nodefence! abuse plaintitt,'' 708
Non-completion of contract, 29
Noi-foik : Duke of and Arundel ch., 659,

587 ; south-east, floods in, 708
Norman architecture in London, 494
Northampton : and Manchester, houses at,

412, 463 ; castle, 28
Northern architectural association, 118, 704
Nonsegian origin of Scottish brochs, 166,

214
Noi-wich : cathedral and protection of
ancient buildings soc., 318 ; tiuspital, 660

Norwood, Lambeth pauper schls. competi-
tion, 34, 56

Notes : from Edinburgh, 550 ; in the west,
687 ; on building consti-uction—materials,
409; on St. Paul's cathedral, 132, 183,

184; parliamentaiy, 198, 238, 287, 300,
461, 520, 651, 599, 689, 763

Nottingham : baths at, 521 ; meteoroIog>- of,

266
Noumcite, 402
Novel American competition, a, 372

OAK, to dye ebony shade, 433
Obituary; Cassie, J. 656; Challinor, E.
405; Hatfield, K. O., 372, Hevey, Timo-
thy, 24; Hodges, J. 649; Humphries, H.
N., 709; Johnwm, John, 24, 109; Leigh-
ton, Henry, 649 ; Leslie, Wm., 241

;

Meteyord, Eliza, 401 ; Millett, Eugene,
241; Koe, Thos., 134; Schrandolph, J.
Von, 709; Semper Gottfried, 658; Sop-
with.T., 110; Ward, E. M. (U.A.),81

Occult principles of design, 165
Offensive manhole, an, 109
Offices, new, Chancerj'-lane, 652
Ogham inscription in Killeea of AghUsh,
188

Okeharapton and Holsworthy railway, 110

Old : Carpenters' hall, 674 ; houses at

Exeter, some, 340 ; London, sketch of, 49

;

masters (di-awing of, outline and colour

in), 218 (exhibition at academy), 31 ; red

sandstone and Devonian rocks, 321

Oldest Christian building in United States,

434
Oliver, Mr., and Newcastle free library,

619
Oolitic or Jurassic formation, 142

Open fireplaces, artistic blowers to, 214, 239,

204
Opei-ations, huilding, injury from, 108

Oratoiy church, Brompton, 474

Orders of architecture, 216

Ordnance datum, 215, 240, 205
Origin of Scottish brochs, 100, 214, 268

Orme billiard table competition, 341

Ornament penman's alphabet, 238

Ornament : applied, 623 ; Japanese,
grammar of, 675

Ornaments, polychrone, 83

Our: commonplace colunm, 50, 133, 247,

377, 505, 644, 761 ; domestic poisons, 238

Outbuilding, is it separate building, or an
addition ? 108

Outline and colour in old masters' draw-
ings, 218

Oxford: belfiy at Christ ch., 720; exami-
nation schools, 720

PADDINGTON vestry their own con-
tractors, 649

Painted ceilings at St. Alban's, 557, 567

Paint, Sihcate Co.'s works, Chai'lton, 393
Paintei-s, watei' colours' institute exhibi-

tion, 435
Painting: cement, 215; glass, 378; new

fashion in water colour, 432
Paintings : rapid at Bordeaux, 372 ; tire idea

in, 600; water colour at German athe-
nreum, 439 ; on china, 684

Palace, King Alfred's, 369
Palteozoic rocks, 245
Palladis and Vignola, 285
Panel competition, Carpenters' hall, 244
Panics in churches, provision against,

433
Paper dome, a, 241
Papier machd enrichments, 110
Papworth, John, B., hfe of, 593
Paralytics' hospital. Queen-square, compe-

tition, 6
Parapets and cornices, 406
I*arisian sewei-s, 461
Pfift-is : exhibition, artisan reports on, 319 ;

Hertford British hospital, 549; iirter-

national congress of ai-chitects, 196, 221

;

mediafval 296, 324
Parkes museum of hygiene, 266, 620, 709
Park laying-out competition, "Wolverhamp-

ton, 704, 763
Parliamentary : notes, 198, 238, 287, 300,

461, 520, 551, 599, 689, 703; projects
affecting the city, 188

Parson's appeal, a curious, 411
Party : structure (compensation for use of),

28 ; walls (law and practice), 66, 115
Patentee's manual, the, 238
Pattern designiner, historical development

of, 395
Pauper industiial schools, Lambeth, 34, 56
Pavements, street, caniageway, 488, 523
Pavilion, cricket, 344, 370
Paving in the city, 291
Pencil drawings, to render ineffaceable,

465
Pendleton Wesln. chap., competition, 299
Penge vestry hall, 522
Penmsenmawr, or blue Welsh stone, 78,

107, 136, 187
Penton Mewsey ch., threatened demolition

of, 557
Percentage, customary, 27
Permeability of stone, experiment on, 465
Personal and professional recollections of

hite Sir Gilbert Scott, 624, 551
Perspective, 344, 370, 400, 431, 493
Pharaohs, Eg>'pt under the, 114
Pianoforte : 34 ; case, a grand, 645
Picture frames, 536
Pictures : Alma Tadcma's, 397 ; and etch-

ings, 194 ; at the academy, 497, 529, 562

;

Col. Foinnan's, 439 ; for Sydney exhibi-
tion, 709; for aciidemy, 351; Gustave
Dora's 598

Picturesque architectm-c, 161, 238
Piei-s, iron, 397
IHke's Peak signal station, 433
Pinner ch., and the anti-restorationists,
679

Pipe laying, L.O.B. rules as to, 216
Pipes: cast-iron, 116; concrete, 293, (at
Bournemouth), 370; influence of rough-
ness on flow through, 645

Plag^^e, the, 266
Plain tile roofs, 162
I'lanniug, hospital, 317, 519
Plans : board school, 523 ; L.G.B. sugges-

tions as to, 25; of new estates, local
boards and, 400

Plasterer v. mason, 80
Plaster : caste, gilding, 215 ; of Paris cast-

ing, with gelatine moulds, 162; work,
measming, 265

Plumbers ; company, diploma scheme of,

680 ; lectures to, 700
Pneumatic: commumcation at the Pru-

dential oflice, 679 ; excavator, a 434
Poikihtic strata, 192
Pointing red brickwork, 431
Poisoning, sewage, 203, 494
Polishing and staining scats, 523
Pollution of: rivers, 144; Thames by sew-

age, 494

Polychrome ornaments, 83
P (lol of Pcth<'sda," 1>ong*B, 489
o or wurkmanship, 767
Porch, South, Lincoln cutheilral, 224
Porous biif^ks, 162
Portland cement: 215; and bricks, testing

of, 398 ; and lime, 555 ; concrete, strength
of, 316

Portrait : gallery, the national, 660 ;
groups,

manufacture of, 188; of Chas. Barry,
proposed, 565

Post-othce competition, Ipswich, 404, 490,
620, 551, 653, 568, 076, 762

Potter's wheel. Sir F. l^eighton on, 188
Pottery : Indian, 237 ; making a woman's

art, 434
Power to detenninc contract, the, 620
iTactice: and law of party walls, 86, 115;

surveyors', 28
Premises of : Art L'nion, Strand, 224, 248,

26-1, 272, 380, 444; Birmingham, 474;
Christian Knowledge Society, 326 ; scheme
of R.I.B.A., 719

Preparing madamam, machinery for, 401
Present art revival, 649
Presentation institute madol and prizes,
718

Preserved and unpreserved timber, 669
I*reserving wood by creosote, 427
I'rcsenation of wood, an American opinion

on, 595
Prevention of Thames floods, 763
Prices, schedule of: conti-act, 107, 136;

well-sinking, 63
Principles : occult, in design, 165 ; of glass-

painting, 378
Printing designs for wall decorations, 489
Private : buiying-grounds, artisans' dwell-

ings in, 689 ; theatre at Clielsea, a, 635
Prize designs, the institute, 268
Prizes for 1880, the institute, 351
Pi'ofessional lecollcctions of Sir Gilbert

Scott, 624, 651
Promenade extension competition, Soutlr-
port, 198

Proportion : geometric, 247 ; in church
architecture, 708, 766

Proposed : federation, builders' workmen,
524 ; metropolitan route from south to
east-end, 89; tunnel under Mersey, 53

Protection of ancient buildings socy., 430
Pi*ovincial town hall designs, 6, 118
Provision against panics in churches, 433
Provost, a Seotclr, on architecture, 399
PubUc : buildings (Handsworth), 412

(Kugeley), 764; hall adaptation compe-
tition (Ipswich), 352, 380, 428; houses
(countrj'), 239 ; offices (Southampton),
216, 344 ; works in France, 506

Pulpit : memorial, at Tiveiton, 647 : stone,
designs for, 211

Purification of sewage, 587
" Put yourself in his place,'* 135
Puzzled anthronologists, 525

QTTACS^: measirrers v, qualified sur-
veyors, 52, 79, 106 ; surveyors, 106

Qualiiied surveyors v. quack measurers, 52,

79, 106
Quantities: 493, 708; bills of, and con-

tracts, 665, 566, 610, 626 ; commission on,

767 ; deficient, 344
Qirantity : sxrrveying, 678 ; surveyora and

contractors, coalition of architects with,
136

Quarries, 108
Quay at Queenstown, 429
Queen Anne : buildings, 554 ; church, a
modern, 20

Queen-square hospital competition, 5
Queenstown: deep water quay, 429; R.C.
cathedral, 705

Question, the dustman's, 371

RAILROADS and steep inclines, 298
Kails, wide gioove, for tramways, 216
liailways : Dartmoor, 588 ; Dublin, Amiens

station, 213; Ixjwcs and East Gnnstead,
28 ; metropolitan extension, 762 ; Oke-
hamptou and Holsworthy, 110; Swinton
and Ferrybridge, 465

Rain water, storing, 215
Ramsgate new road competition, 461, 490,

492, 499, 522, 551, 553, 599, 647, 717, 762
Rapid painting at Bordeaux, 372
Rassam's Mesopotamian exploratns., 76S
Ready reckoner, roofing slate, 291

Recollections of Sir G. Scott, 624, 651

Record, state of, surplus waters, 595
Rectory, Sandringham, 160
Red: and white wood, 647; brickwork,
pointing, 431 ; Corsehill stone, 110

Refusal of certificate, 290
Refuse, disposal of to^^n, 81
Registration and classification, house, 161

Rejected architectm-.il -Borks at Academy,
686

Remains: Cingalese Art, 195; of build-

ings in Midian, 60
Rembrandt's etchings, 191

Renaissance : buildings, new, 191 ; Itahan,

220, 202, 285, 372, (art of the) 474, HOS,

536 ; Italian Gothic, tlie precui-sor of, 68

Rendering wood incombustible, 63

Repairs, roofing, 524
Reporting accommodation, House of Com-
mons, 494

Reports: amalg. socy. of carpenters and
joiners, 352; artisan, on Paris Exhibi-

tion, 319 ; Institute, B.A. , 473 ; metroptn.

bd. of works, 716
Reproduction bronze ornaments from Bala-
wat, 402

Residential buildings in Vietoria-st., 237

Resignation of V.P., R.I.B.A., Mr. Street's

398

BecponsibtUtic* of vdutootat Ufal* 4S
RettauranU and hoU-bh 157, IKT
Bestauraut, the modern, 00, 131
BestontioD: <diurch (inOeoit* rV.*«tlina)
664^ OtoucMter and Bhi«ol diooBM, UB

;

of Shakegpmn manal. library, Binafng*
ham,81; of T«wke«bur7 Abb«y, 866

Result* of oooUtion of ambitecta witb
quantity aurveyon and cuntimcton, laO

Retroflpective, 1

ItevJewa: Arduoologia Adel«nn% 684;
Auctioneers: Their IhiUca and liafaU-
ties, 296; Bevis'a Buildera' Price Book,
869: Brian Bum, 288; BuiLbiva Nxw-
Dccogning Club, 25. 103. 211, 313. 408, 554,
708; Canal and Colrert TuUm, 6; Car-
penter*' slid« Rule, 36& ; (.ut-Inm rimu,
116; City of liondon Directory. HO;
Controversy on English and Amfrifan
locks, 684 ; Dangers of our 8«irars aad
House Drains, 86; Dangen to Himlthi
32; Descriptive Catalogue of Bern-
brsndt's EU'hed Work. 191 ; IMctionajT
of architecture, 487 ; Egyi»i under Pha-
raohs, 14 ; Etehed AVork ot Ik-mbrandt, a
Reply, 402 ; Familiar Uonlen Iflovera,
369; Fight witb Infection, 23B; Fua, iU
Combustion and Koonomy, 238; Oas in
the House, 197: Ohisi, 814; (iold apd
tiilversmiths' Work, 377: (Iranunar of
Japanese Ornament ana Design, 676:
Illustrated Catalogue of Cowhouse and
I^iggery Fittings, 564; Imitation ot
Woods and Mu-bles, 4G0; Indian and
Colonial Mcrcantilo Director}-, 81 ; Lax-
ton's I^cc Book, -JiSi; Lectures on Bise
and Development of Mediu'vul Ardiiteo-
ture, 218 ; Light and Air, 436; Uaiuteo-
ance of Macadamised Boads, 346 ; M^
rose Abbey. 714 : Notes on Building Con-
struction, 400 ; Original Sketches for Art
Furniture, 550; Ornamental Penman',
Alphabet, 238: Our Domestic Poisons,
238 ; Papworth, life of John B., 698;
I'atentees' Hilanual, 23B ; Personal and
Profesidonal Recollections of Late Kr
Gilbert Scott, 624, 655 ; Practical Ardii-
tecture applied to Farm Buildings, 8i;
Ramsgate Marine Drive, 717 ; Roman
Antiquities at Lyduey-park, 314 Roof-
ing Slate Ready Reckoner, 291 ; Secret
of a Clear Head, 564 ; Sewage Poisoning

:

its Causes and Cure, 263 ; Softening and
Purification of Water, 664 ; Bpon's Archi-
tects', Builders*, and ContractOTi^
Pocket Book, 238 ; Steam Engine of the
Future, 238; Students' Textbook of Elec-

tricity, 584 ; Suggestions for Plans, Main
Drainage, and Water Supply. 25; Titles

to Land, 427 : Town and Country Man-
sions and Suburban Houses, 86; Uni-
versal Dictionary for Architects, 889 4

Useful Information on Piactical Electric

Lighting, 238 ; ^\^listler v. Kuskin, 64
Revival : of Gothic and Sir Gilbert Soott,

158 ; present art, 649
Right of access, 648
Rink of artificial ice, 266
Rise and development of mediroval archi-

tecture, 218
Rivers : conservation, 110, 287 : pollution of,

144
Road : Ramsgate competition, 461, 490, 482,

499, 622, 551, 533, 599, 047, 717, 762; sea-

washed, 188
Roads: macadamised, maintenance of, S46;
rotten, 439

Roc : Aid. Thos., of Derby, the late, 134

Roman : Antiquities in Gloucestershire,

314 ; forum, recent excavations of, 668,

673, 685; village near Boenor, 704
Romano-British tomb at iiing, 551

Roof : collar-beam, sti-ain on, 678, 707,

766 ; tiled, 53
Roofing : controvcrsj', St. Alban's cathe-

dral, 23, 47, 75, 105, 657; repairs, 624;

slate ready reckoner, 291

Roofs : plain tUed, 162 ; wood, 493, 633,

555,587
. . ^

Rooms and house drains, ventilation of,

248
Ross cottage hospital, 462
Ross-shire, ancient graves in, 299

Rotten ; roads, 439 ; walls and bad mortar,

407
Roughness, influence of, on flow in pipes,

645
Royal: Academy, 6. 23, 31.81, 118, 361,86^

497, 524, 629, 562, 5S6 (lectures, architec-

ture), 133, 168, 168, 197. 220, 262, 285

(Scottish exhibition. 163, 167, 215, 230, 264.;

architecttmil museum, 318; (sketching

club), 62, 32<i,630,690: institute (archaeo-

logical), 709 (of British architects), 29,

60, 131, 184, 212, 221, 272, 330, 361, 888,

441, 471, 472, 473, 519, 566, 656, 718

Rugeley new public buildings, 704

Rules, L.G.B. , as to pipe-laying, 216

SAFE and scientific water-closet, 131

Saffron Walden gram, school competit.,551

Salary, tJerk of works, 215

Salford : bd. schools competition, 556 ; new
reservoir, 400

Sandstone, improved artificial, 709

Sanitary; arrangements, household, 180,

195, 223, 246, 270, 297, 339 ; examination,

317; institute of Grt. Britain, 640, 679;

mattersand water supply, 2;>,51, 109, 144,

212, 240, 290, 317, 371, 400, 432. 493, 684,

556, 567, 708 ; science at socy. of arts, SS8

Sansovino and Bramante, 262

Sash-fastener, Edwards's, 630

Scaffolding : insec\ure, 344 ; screw, 561

Scagliola columns in new buildmgs, 709;

Schedule of prices: contract, 107, 136; fat

well-sinking, 53
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board, plaaa, IBS: diaprl, a vil-

kcd OM, 6M> : of art aad scimcc bnild-
Midca(ii, MS ; o( euiUiietiiiig, C^yxtal
Nan, », 4»4: of BtLoln. Ghent, S4»

Bitniih : Baxcoden (St. John), 678; Bel-
Itat, 4»; BhinleiraThnataii, as ; Oun-
Md^ nDiTiB%), BOe (Leya), fi«; Ctty
or lioiito. an, 4*8, sis, 6S1, T0«, 763;
Hiiiilinliiii. W; OatM^cad (indnArial),
e»; Great Bwwood (Ooogl.), 676; Ox-
fcoi (azamin.), 790; BDndaj-, MS, 4S3

Hrfcii rila of art : Biiinlngham . SlIS: Cam-
Mlae, SaS; OrenemM', 118; Dondeo,
at; iaaale,3S; Olaagaw,90; Oloaoaster,
«B; linmb, 196; Mamjmter, 863;
Katiwial ait tndnii«,S6: Newport, 4.<X>;

WiitUnghani , 1«4 ; G^effield, 432. 437, SSI

;

SovthKtaptoo, 986; Eoath Lomloo, £99;
Ttamton, S3

SdnaadoMi, J. ron, the late, 719
Betaaec aiM ait departinent,'and 2ilr. Ooffin,
•M ; aanitaiy, at aocMty of arts, 313

Bufciitite and aaf« iratetHdoaet, ISl
Beotdi pnroat on andiitactaie, am
BnOaad, aocy. antiqiiariea of, OB
Seottiah; Aoademjr exhiUtion, I6S, 167,

>1S, 139, 884; biociia, Nonrtgian ongin
at, 166, n4, «8

SeoM, Sir Oilbett: and Gothic rcTivnl, 158

;

pwaonal and pitifeasioaaliecoUectioiu of,

Ba«v acaffoUins-, 961
Bodptan in gold and itoit, 503
Saa-WBabed road, 186
Seat*, ataiaang and polishing, MS
BcMmdary fomationg, lis
Becnlar lialiaB Gothic, 197
Sdenitic T. Keene's cement, 110
Semi-detaclicd Tillaa, 2», 118, 161, 214
Benper, Fraf ., the late, 688
Berioos diarge agnat. Leicester arduicct,

fiM
Sswam : and irater sapply Sodetr of Arts
eonlenBoe^ fiS7, 860, fiSS; disposal on
boaenland, 137; effluents, 719; poison-
ing, 494 (Ks causes aad cure), 2SS; pol-
hmon of Thamea, 494 ; poriHcation, 5S7

Sewerage: 317: competition fKeniJworth),
898, 4» (8toke-on-l^t), 341

BewCT headings, diirinfr, 317, 344, 431
Sewen : and house drains, dangerous, 86

;

deaten and oonstmction of, 241 ; lai^,
tei<* ardiea for, 298 ; Parisian, 461

BeyuMiur Haden on Etching*, 317, 322, 868,
SB3

Shakespeare memorial theatre, 433, 462
Shake^tercAn rclica and fire precantions, 81
Bhangfa Prior ch., font oover in, 241
Shecpshed drainage, incomplete specifica-

tions, 7t»
BheffieM school of art, Mr. ShwH; at, 482, 457
Shop-bmt work, 493
Bhow-rooma, King William-st., Chaiing-

crofla, 186
BiBial, station, highest in world, 4.<t3

BiUeate paint co.'s new works, Charlton,
893

Bilkith dock, failure of, 402
Bihman and Ombrian rocks, 329
Sngnlar stoup, a, 077, 707, 763
Binring tubular foundations by compressed

air, 374
Bkattng-rink, huge artificial ice, 266
Sketch of old London, 49
Sketching: in Komeiset, 80, 108; dub,

aiehi. museum, 62, 326, 630, 690
Blade professorship, election to, 656
Slaten, assisted emigration of, 110
Slangfater houses, l.'J?

BUde-rule, the carpenter's, 369
Sludge, burning of into cement, 719
BmaU stable, club designs, 703
Sodatiea: amalgamated (carpenters and
Miien), 382 (house decorators and pain-
ta»), 489; antaqnaiies (England), 460
(BooOand), 428 ; archnologicd (Biblical),
77 (CumbertaBd), 768 (Derbyidiire),
118,4S2; artists (Birmingham), 291 (Bn-
ttrii).846; aita, 223; benevolent (archi-
tactn, 848, 618; ch. building (incorpo-
ntedj, 288, 342, 480, 686 ; city ch. pro-
tactioD, 187 ; eededological (St. Fanl's),
18S ; engineering (LiTerpool), 699, 718 :

hmaefarfonr learned, 362; protection of
aadent hoildings, 430 ; Bunday, 668

BoannednB'B prododions for facilitating
'Wiitfa>g,649

nnWaii l iiy and pmifleation of water, 684
Boos old honaes at Exeter, 840
Boai«nethoase,«, 800
Somerton, drainage of, 708
Sopwith, Tbos., thebit*, 110
ft wiUiampton : bd. schools and cemetery

competitions, Bt. Mary's Extta, 62; freo-
Baaon'a hall, 870 ; public offices scheme,
316,844

Booth: Kanrfngton (eampanOea at), 440
(natand Ustotr ninaeam), 170 ; transepts
of Tork cathedral, 619

Sootfaport: itfaalaiiuui, 90; pnmenadeex-
taoalon eompetttion, 198

fiODtfaWBik, fitt^ga, Bt. George's Cathedral,

Bowerby-biidge baths and abbatoirs, 216
Bpaop, cnUc, 216
Spalding, JofaaaoB hospital competition,
388,280, 841

B.F.C.K. i»» mill s,Kortl«nnberiand arenne.

Specifying timber. 463
Spon's architects* and builders* poekct-
book, 238

exhibition of water-colours,
_ iton, 402

Bquint or hagioscope, 644
Bt. : Alban*s Cathedntl (archi. assocn. at),
CSS (measuring), 531 (painted ceilings),

867, 867 (roof controTersy), 23, 47, 75, 106

;

Andrew (Eccles), 429 (Barrow Weald,
college), 620 (W«an), 676; Anne and
Agnes (Aldersgate-st), 198; Anne's-on-
Sea (sewerage of), 708 ; Augustine (Pres-
ton R.0,), 160; BamabasTUeckecOuun),
90, 224; Bartholomew (Hospital), 4-29

(Earley), 521 ; Colnian (Queenatown
li.C), 705; C>-bi (Holyhead), 399; Ed-
mund (Bearpark), 618; Edward (Cam-
bridge), 265; Ethelreda (Ely-place), 715 :

Knn Barre (Cork Cath.), 51; Francis
(Chester E.C.), 812, 652; George (and
t)ragon), 412 (Botolph-lane), 198 (Cath.
E.C0,6(X) (Edington|,618,677 (Leicester),
490 (Mossley), 648 (Tiverton), 647; Gei^
man (Isle Hau Oath.), 163 ; QUes (Edin-
burgh Cath), 429; Qothard (tunnels),

111 ; Gregory (Downside H.C.), 660

;

James (Osmaston), 552 ; John (Baxenden,
schls.), 676 (Deansgate, Manchester), 218
(Manningham, Wesln), 705; John Bap-
tist (Add), 462 (Earlcstown), 104 (Stowe),
761; John Evangelist (Mold), 412 (Bed
Lion-sq., W.C), 6 (Waterbeach), 652;
Joseph (Wuth-on-Deame), 553; Jude
(Peckham) , 617 ; Julicn le Pauvre (Paris),

272; Katliaiine Cree (aty), 521 ; Luke
(sdiool of, at Ghent), 319 ; Mark (Han-
well), 490; Marj- (Biitli K.C.), 221 (Bed-
stone), 664 (Berry Pomeray), 429 (Bre-
wood), 562 (Chelsea U.C), 168, 621 (Cod-
fordl,706 (Edinburgh Cath.), 676 (Ely),
490 (Hampstead Norris), 315 (Kennard-
ington), S42 (Southampton), 764 fSpeen-
hamland), 600 (Thotford), 51 (Truro),
144 (Woolwich), 630 ; Morv Magdalene
(Yarm.), 491; Matthew (Cheltcnh.im),
462 ; Michael (Ditton), 552 ; Jlidiacl and
All Angels (Bcdford-paik) , 29, 62, 90,
107, 118, 649 (IJttle Leigh), 764; Neots
(Hunts), 210; Nicholas fIJadstock), 129;
Paul (Manchester) , 508 : Paul's Catliedial
(black mildew on), 460 (chapter house), 27
(ch. yard), 501 (^crose), 432 (decoratiou
of), 630 (discoveries at),6«6 (notes on),
132, 183, 184. (stained glass), 210 ; Paul's
ecclesiologicai society, 163 ; Peter (Aller-
ton), 561 (Bournemouth), 720 (Clapham),
144 (Sowerby), 314; Peter and Paul
(Teddington), 265; S<pulchre (Holbom),
316, 524 ; Stephen (Sunderland), 160

;

Teath (Cornwall), 135; Thomas (Bristol)

,

670 (Dixon Green), 420
Stabilit}- of walls, 137 (dock) 188
Stable, small. Club demgna, 703
Stables, new Corporation, South Shields,
238

StaiToid, water boring, 317
Sta^, art decoration of the, 286
Stained ghiss : Broomtield, 51 ; Cambridge,

265, 464; Cii'enceater, 555; Cork Ca^.,
61; Dublin (St. Patrick*B Cath.), 432;
Ort. Bcdwyn, 587 ; King's Lanlcy, 432

;

Mannin;;ham, 210 ; St. Neots, Hunts,
240; Stow on Wold, 314; St. Paul's
Cath., 240; Teddington, 265; T'itch-

marsh, 623 ; v. staybai-s, 493 ; Willing-
side, 461

Staining and polishing ch. seats, 523
Stamford ; ardiitcctural excursion at, 613

;

infirmary, iiifectjous wards, 101 ; house,
Lambeth, 709

Standards, gas lamp, uselcssness of, 433
State : of trade and labour market, 76

;

record of suip]u.s waters, 595
Stations, railway : Carlisle Citadel, 312

;

Dublin, Amiens-st., 213; Liverpool,
Lime-st., 525

Statuary marble, use out of doors, l.'?7

Statues: Bums (Kilmamnck), 708; Byron,
188: Gladstone (Manchester), 193;
Harvey, 214, 362; Lichfield Cathedral,
490; Tyndale, 101 ; VUlicrs (Wolverhamp-
ton), 678

Staybors v. stained gla.<;s, 493
Steam : engine of the future, 238 ; heating
of houses by, 49

Steep inclines and railroads, 298
Stepnensons, house of the, 588
StoKo-on-Trcnt sewerage competition, 341
Stone : ch., Kent, archit. museum sketch-
ing club at, 690; coloured buildiiifr, 431,
464, 493, 523, 664, 687, 077 ; dresrins ma-
chine, a new, 768 ; floors, 400 ; Penmaen-
mawr or blue Welsh, 78, 107, ISIS, 187

;

pcnnciibility of, 465 ;
pulpit designs, 211;

yaid of France, 501
Storing : rain water, 215 ; water, 317
Stoup, a singular, 077, 707, 765
Strains on collar-beam roof, 678, 707, 786
Stratford-on-Avon, Shakespeare theatre,
433,462

Stavet lighting, 61 , 621 ; pavements, 488, 623
Street, Mr. : at Shdfield school of art, 432,

4fi7 ; on art culture, 470 ; resignation by
of V.P., K.I.B.A., 398

Strength of : Portland cement concrete,
316 ; timber, 28, 80

Stresses, metal bar and iron bridge, 89
Stodenta* textbook of electricity, 534

Studios and mouUIiags, 261
Study, art, and uit workers, 193
Style of architecture, a national, 289, 315
Substitute for mortal', 431
Suburban buildiug materials, 379
Suggestions relating to plans, main drain-

age, and water supply, *25

Summer: house, club designs for, 703;
palace, King Alfred's, 3G9

Sunday : school buildings. 396, 133 ; society,

588
Surplus water flow, state record of, 596
Surreptitiously obtained copies of drawings,
53

Sur^-eying, quantitj-, 678
Surveyor: and clerk of works, a member of
building committco acting us, 288; or
architect, 79, 107

Surveyore : 137 ; and architects, 106 ; fees,

52,79, 108; practice, 28; qimoks, 100
Surveys, geodetic, use of heliotrope in, 51
Swastica, the 483
Swindon, bd. schls. comptn., 5,.5GS ; Wes-
leyan chapel competition, n;l, 492

Swinton ana FeiTybridge llailwuy, 465
Sydney exhibition, pictures for, 709
Synagogue and Greek ch., Bayswator, 271

TABLES, canal and culvert, 5
Tiidoma's pictures, .S07

Tall ttagstafl', 621, 617
Taste for art, desti-uctive phase of, 433
Taunton, laying-out building estate com-

petition, 237
Taylor's chair-fumiturc, 313
Technological examinations, 401
Tempera v. water-colour painlinf?, 432
Temples, lighting of Greek, Claike's theory
as to, 689

Temporarj' buildings, 500, 535
Tenants' improvements in Irish houses, 764
Tenders, eiTors in, 410
Teitiary sti-ata, 84
Testing Portland cement and bricks, 398
Tewkesbuiy abbey, 213, 315, 305
Thames ; floods, prevention of, 7G3

;
pollu-

tion of, by sewage, 491 ; Valley Sewerage
biU, 287

Theati-es : Adclphi, 211 ; and music halls,

construction of, 628; Chelsea (private),

535 ; Elephant and Castle, 617 ; G^sgow,
618 ; Shakespeare memoiial, Stratfoi-d,

433, 462
l.'ith century architecture, 681, 596
ThiTist of arches, 648
'I'hm-lcs B.C. cathedral, 705
Tiled roof, 53
Tile roofs, plain, 1G2
Tiles, fixing, 215
Timber; 706; building (diseases of), 410,

(varities of) 379 ; dams, constmotion of,

188 ; creosoting, 187, 522, ma, 619
(dangers of) 112,463; fir, 53 ; floors, as-

phalteand,160, 586 ;
preserved andunpre-

seived, 689 ; specifying, 463 ; strenfjth of,

28, 80 ; trade, 401, 494 ; verandah, 555, 587,
619

Titles to land, 427
Tiverton, Blundell's schools competition,
398

Tomb : of Edward, Black Piincc, 34

;

ilomano-Eiitish at Eling, 551
Torquay, Impciiyl hotel, 654
Tour on the Continent, a, 656, 687
Tower high level bridge, proposed, 557
Towers: Carliol, Newcastle, 443, 492, 5.54,

689 ; Norman, I'.ui-y St. Edmunds, 444

;

Viterbo and I'liulo, 506
Town: air, injurious etfect of, 317; and
country mansions and subui-ban houses,
85 ; houses, furnishing of, 627 ; refuse
dii^posal of, 81

Town halls : Hastings, 288 ; Ipswich, 556,
588 ; Kingstown, 352 ; Loftus-in-Cleve-
land, 60O; provincial (designs), 6, 118;
Wakefield, 720

Tracing home a complaint to the grumbler,
588

Trade, state of, and labour market, 76
Tnimways ; 459, 461 ; wide-grooved rails

for, 216
Transept, south, of York cathedral, 519
TransfenTiig designs for wall decoration,

4S<)

Trees and drainage, 762
Truro cathedral, 552, 700
Tubular foundations, sinking of by com-
pressed air, 374

Tunnels : St. Gothard, 111 ; under Mersey,
proposed, 53

Turned newels, 2-10

Turners : Company competitions, 620;
drawings at National Gallery, 711

Tyndale, proposed statue to, 401

UNIVERSAL dictionary for archi-
tects, 309, 4;»

L'^nivei'sity : college, Bristol, 237, .326, 568
;

Edinburgh, 720 ; hall, Mrlboimie, 429
Unpreserved and presei-ved timber, 689
Unsanitary houses and life a^urance, 649
Unstamped drawings, 493
Use of : neliotrope in geodetic surveys, 61

;

party structure, compensation for, 28

;

statuary marble out of doors, 137

VARIETIES of building timber, 379
Vcui'tiiMc inaikot, new, t>T City, 241
Venotiuu lu-t, 378
Venlihitiou: of rooms mi house drains,

218 ; through muslin, «»
Ventilator : and sash fastener, Edwards's,
630; Boyle's air-pjmp, 720; Ewart's
empress, 709

Verandah, timber, 555, 587, 619
Vt'Ton, Eug^me, on as'tthetics, 59
Vciy limited competidon, a, 186
Vestiy hall: Broluxy St. Lcoaaid, 060;
Penge, 522

Victono-st., i-esideatial buildings in, 237
Village ; clubhous?, 34 ; school clmi)el, 624,

690 ; shops, thr.-e, 408
Villas : Bedford-oark, Tumhuiu-grcen, 412;

cottage, 000 ; areeu-hill, Uampstead, 23

;

Eegent's-piu'k. south, 444 ; Koman, near
Bognor, 701 ; 6Cmi-detaehed, 26, 118, 161,
214

Voluntary architectural examinations, 215

WAKEFIELD town hall, council
chamber, 720

Wall : bri(!k, 2tJ5 ; decoration, transferring
designs for, 489 ;

paper- decorations, ltJ8i

826
Walls : condensation on, 137, 1()2 ; hollow,

53; party (law and practice), S6, 115;
rotten, 407 ; stability of, 137 (dock), 188

Ward, E. M., K.A., the late, 81

Warehouse, a wholesale Japanese, 716
Warehouses : Bartholomew-close, E.C.,

636 ; Belfast, 224 ; Leeds, 62 ; Wood-st.,
E.C., 237

Wamefoi"d diocesan charities, 213
War Office, the locks Bupplied to, 300
Water: closet (a scientilic and safe), 181

(^connecting with cistCTn), 525; colour
drawiogs, 240 (at the Dudley gallery),

243 (in tempera) 432 ; colour exhibitions
(Brighton), 402 (painters' institute), 436;
colours, imperishable, 589 ; discharge of,

648 ; flow surplus, state i-ecoi-d of, 595

;

softening and purification of, 584; stor-

ing, 215, 317
Water supply : and enteric fever, 524 ; and

sanitary mattci-s, 29, 51, 109, 111, 212, 272,

290, 317, 371, 100, 432, 193, ,521, 56<i, 587,

708 ; and sewage conference, 5.57, 560, 563 ;

for manufactui-ing districts, 163; house
fittings for, 49 ; national, 674 (exhibition),

5()4 ; of Laneaahire and Yoi-kshire, 238 ;

of London, 371, 556 ;
plans and main

drainage, suggestions as to, 25 ; the engi-
neering of, 170

Wayside inn, designs, 103, 170, 221
Weaver's tower, Newcastle-on-'l'j'ne, 689
Wedgwood's works, loan collection of, 194
Wednesbury bd. schls. competition, 14S,

198
Weight : breaking of girders, 431, 464, 493

;

carrying (bridges), 188 (floor), 655; of
wrought u'on gii-der, 265, 290

Well : openings, glazed, dangers of, 620

;

sinking, schedule of prices for, 53, 79
Wesleyan college competition, Birmingham,

599, 630, 782, 707, 765
West, notes in the, 687
Westgate-on-Sea, electric lighting at, 138
Westminster industrial exhibition, 318, 634,

592
Weymouth, sanitation and sewage at, 290
What is : a building ? 707 ; a highway ! 078
Where is builders' ironmongery trade going
to? 77

Whistler: anew "arrangement" by, 666 ;

as a pamphleteer, 51
White and red wood, 617
^Vhole8ale Japanese warehouse, a, 716

Widening : Ludgatc-hill, delay in, 109 ; of

London-bridge, 520, 703, 768
Wider rails for tramways, 216
Window making, historical, 681
Wiod.sor and Eton Albert institute, 352
Wolhiton hall, 79
Wolverhampton-park competition, 701, 763
Women, the original pottei-s, 431
AVood : American consumption of, 372

;

pi-eserving by ei-eosoto, 427 (.an American
ppinion on), 695; red and white, 647;
rendering incombustible, 53 ; roofs, 493,

623, 555, 687 ; working mochineiy, 674
(French), 411 ; worms, 493

Woods and marbles, imitatitin of, 460
Woodwork of Jesus coll. chapel, 526, 656
Work, shop-front, 493
Workers, art, and art study, 193

Works : by old masters at academy, 31 ; in

black and white, exhibition of, 654 ; of

Wedgwood, loan collection of, 194
Worms in wood, 493
World : highest church in, 589 ; highest

signal station in, 433
Writing, Soennecken's productions for

facihtuting, 619
Wrought iron : gii-der, weight of, 265, 290

;

work, late, 600, 613

YARMOUTH, estate planning compe-
tition, 312

York cathedral, the south transept, 519
Yorkshire: and LAiicasliire, water supply

of, 238 ; Une art exhibition. 620, 668, 646,

688,766
Young architect's library, a, 265
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ABBEY : 'Westminster (apse plan), 598
Academy prize drawin.Ers ; designs, provin-

cial townbaU (K. W. Gibson), 118, (W.
Scott), 6; ontmnee gateway, fjomorset
House (B. W. Gibson), 6, 300

Air pump ventilators, Boyle's, 720
Ajiner, Mayo College, 198
Albert : asylum, Lancaster, 720; institute,
Windsor and Kton, 352

Aldersgate-street.E.CSS.AnneaadAimcs
ch., 1!»8

Alexandra mansions, Victoria-st. S.W,, 34
Alternative designs: belfrj", St. llarj-'s,
Woolmdi, 630; Bristol uniTersity, 320,
6G8

Amiens cathedral: cai-vings 630; foliage-
panels, 62, 826 ; plan of apse, 696

Apses, Amiens, Eheims, and Westminster,
696

Arcuate consti'uction, development of, 170
Architectural : design, logic of, 170 ; mu-
seum sketching club, 62, 326, 630, 690

Architectui'c, church proportion in, 766
Art: and science school (A. Marshall's

design) 248; Union premises. Strand,
224, 248, 272 (ciuvings), 380, 444

Asylum, Royal Albert, Lancaster, 720
Audley chapel, Salisbury, details, 630, 600

BAXKS : Colchester (Ronndand Green's)

,

380; Glasgow (Citj- of), 660; Sunderland
(National Provincial), 170

Bartholomew-close, E.C., warehouses, 536
Bath, St. Mary's R. C. ch., 224
Bay of St. Mary's ch., Truio, 14i
Beam, load on, 430, 464
Beckenham, St. Barnabas' ch., 00, 224
Bedford-park: detached vilks, 412; St.
Michael and All Angels' oh., 62, 90, 118

Belfast, new warehouse, 224
Belfry: design with Boyle's ventilators,
720

;
new Christ Church, Oxford, 720 ; St.

Mary's Woolwich (alternative design).

Billiard room, Kilbjim house, 5.16
Birmingham, premises, Coleshill- st., 474
Bhick lYincc'a tomb, Canterbuiy, 34
Boaid schools

: Hanover-street, IsUngton,
444 • Smim's-cross, Widnes, 380

Boat-house, Gains College, Cambridge,
536

Bond-street, new premises in, 300, 668
Botolph-lane, E.C., St. George's ch., 108
Bournemouth, St. Peter's church, 720
Boyle's air piunp ventilators, 720
Brass gi-atings, St. George's K. C. cathl..

Bread-street, E.G., new premises, 090
Bridge over Lune, Underley-park, 500
Bristol

: Clavei-ton house. Stoke Bishop,
90 ;

St. Raphael's house of charity, .34
;

University College (Colmanand Willcot's
design), 326, .508

Bromley St. Leonard vestry hall, 660
Bromptofi oratory, selected design, 474
Buffets, club designs for, 380
BuiLDixo News designing club: buffets,
380 ; cottage hospital, 506

; group of three
cottages, 272 ; semi-detached villas, 118;
village club-house, .34; village school-
chapel, 090: wayside inns, 170, 224

Buildings, aaremont, Hastings, 0.30

Bury St. Edmund's, the Nonnan Tower,
444

Business promises: Bread and Watling-
etreets, 090; Coleshill-st. , Bimiingham,
474 ; New Bond-street, 300, !5es ; Itood-
lane, 690 ; Wood-street, E.G.,

Buttress, the, 170

CABINET : drawing-room (W. G.
Davie), 144; (F. and A. Wheeldon),
660

Cadogan-.square, ClieLsca, houses in, 720
Gains college bouthou-se, Cambridge, 536
Cambridge : boat-house, Cains college, 536

;

new divinit}' schools, 506
Canterbury Cathedral, tomb of Edward the
Black Prince, 34

Carlyle house, Chelsea Embankment, 506
Cannarthen, premiated designs for lych-
gate, St. Peter's ch., 690

Carvings, Art Union new premises, 380,

444
Casements, French, 134
Cathedrals: Amiens (apse plan), 696, (foli-

age), 62, 328, 630; Canterbmy (tomb of
Edward the Black Pi-ince), 34 : Cliichcs-

ter, 272; Linccln (south porch), 224;
Melbourne (new), 536, 830; Old St. Paul's,
(plan, chapter house and cloisters), 183 ;

Rheims (apse plan) , 596 ; Sahsbury (de-
tails, 630, 690; St. Alban's (roof section),

23; St.Qeoige (E. C), Southwark (niche
and gratings), 600

Ceiling, patera from 690
Chapel, school, a village, 690
Chapter hou.so and cloisters. Old St. Paul's,

183
Cliarity, St. Raphael's house of, Bristol,

.l-l

Chelsea: IStli centmv ironwork at, GOO;
embankment (Carlyle house), 506, (man-
sion and studio), 720; houses, Cadogan-
sq., 720

Cherubs, by Durer, 441
Cheyne-walk, iron gate in, 600
Chichester Cathedral, 272
Chippenham, public fountain, 34
Christ Church : Lambeth, central tuiret,
720 ; Oxford, new belfry, 720

C'hurch architecture, proportion in, 766
Churches : -Aldersgate-street (SS. Anne
and Agnes), 198; Bath (St. MaryR. C.)
224 ; Beckenham (St. Barnabas), 90, 224;
Bedford-park (St.Michaeland All Angels)

,

62, 90, H8; Botolph-lane (St. George),
198 ; Bournemouth (St. Peter), 720

;

Glapham (St. Peter), 144 ; Downside (St.

Gregory, E.G.), 660; Lambeth (Christ
Ch. spire), 720; Manchester (St. Paul>,
668 : Mold (St. John Evan., Welsh), 412

;

Paris (St. Julien le Pauvre), 272; Red
Lion-sq., Holbom (St. John Evan.), 6;
Shipton Bellinger (St. Mary), 300;
Speenliamland (St. Mary), 600; Stoke
Newington (All SS.), 90; Truro (St.

Maiy, proposed enlargement), 144 ; Wat-
lington (SS. Peter and Paul), 300

City: condemned churches (SS. Anne and
Agnes, Aldersgate-street, and St. George,
Botolph-lane), 198; King's Head tavern
(plans), 157; of London schools compe-
tition (Davis and Emmanuel's plan), 651

;

premises. Rood-lane and Watling-st.,
690

; warehouses, Bartholomew-close,
MS

City of Glasgow bank, 660
Clapham, St. Petei-'s ch., 144
Claremont-buildings, Hastings, 630
Claverton house. Stoke Bishop, Bristol, 90
Cloistere and chapter-house, Old St. Paul's,

183
Clothing manufactory and warehouse,
Leeds, 62

Clubhouse village, design for. 31
Colchester, Round and"Green's bank, 380
Collar beam roof, strains on, 678.
College : Bristol university (Colman and

Willcox's design), 326, 668; Chrtst ch.,
Oxford (belfry), 720; Do^^^^side (R.C.),
600 ; Mayo, at Ajmer, 108

Competition designs : College, Bristol Li'ni-

versity {Colman and Willcox .alternative)

,

326, 568; cottage villa (H. E. Clifford ,

600; daily homestead (G. Murray 1st),

62, (T. Potter 2nd) 248; lace curtain
(Sidney Smith), 352 ; lych gate (selected,
F. E. Jones), 600, (J. M. Brooks 2nd),
690; oratory, Brompton (selected, H.
Gribble), 474; schools. City of London
(premiated plans, Davis and Emmanuel),
651

Condemne<l City churches: SS. Anne and
Agne.s, Aldersgate-st., and St. George,
Bot<ilph-lane, 198

Conduit and New Bond-streets, comer pi-e-

miscs, ."00

Cottage : hospital design, 506 ; village
design (H. Clifford), 600

Cottages : dairy, Hightleld, 144
;
group of

three, 272
Council chamber, Wakefield town hall, 720
Country house, J. D. Sedding's design,
030

Cross ventilation, hospital wards, 187
Curtain, lace (Sidney Smith's design), 362

DAIBY cottage, Higlifleld, Shrewsfbnry,
144

Dairy homestead designs (G. Murray), 62,
(T. Potter), 248

Decomtions : chembs, by Diirer, 444; wall-
paper, 198, 326

Derby, 17th century house, 170
Designing club : buffets, 3S^ ; cottage hos-

pital, 506
;
group of tJiree cottages, 272

;

semi-detached villas, 118; village club-
house, 34 ; village school-chf^el, 693

;

wayside inns, 170, 224
Design, logic of architectural, 170
Designs : churches (Truro, St. Mary, en-
largement, J. P. St. Aubyn), 144 (Wool-
wich, St. Mary, remodelling, E. F. C.
Clarke), 630; country house (J. D. Bed-
ding), 030; house for four societies—Soane
(W. R. Lethaby), 352; lace curtain (8.

Smith), 352: provincial town hall, R. A.
(R. W. Giteon), 118, (W. Scott), 6;
school of science and art (A. Marshall),
248 ; turrets with Boyle's ventilators (M.
B. Adams), 720; wall paper, 198, 326:
see also under Designing Club and Compe-
titions

Detached villas, Bedford-park, 412
Details: buffets, 380; churches (Bedford-
park, St. Michael), 90, 118; drawing-
room cabinet, 144 ; fountain (Chippen-
ham), 34; gratings, St. George's cathedral,

600 ; Greek, Roman, and Gotliic, 170,

houses (for four learned societies), 352:

house (Somerset—gallery), 8, 300; nouses
(Chelsea), 720; (Eastbourne), 248; late

wrought ironwork, 600 ; niche for statue,
St. George's Cath., 600; pianoforte, 34

;

premises. Art Union, 248, 272; 13th cen-
tury, 597

Development of arcuate architecture and
Gothic pier, 170

Didsbury, house and stables, 690
Dining-room and staircase, Finchley-road,

144
Divinity schools, Cambridge, 606
Downside, St. Gregorj-'s ch., monastery and

college, 060
Dragon, St. George and the, 412
Drawing-room cabinet, 144
Dry-point line, 393
Durer, designs for decorations by, 444
Dybdale house, near Wellingboi-ough, 668

EASTBOXJBNE, house at, 218
Edinburgh University, new buildings, 720
Edward, Black Piince's, tomb, Canterbury,

34
Edwards' ventilator and sash fastener, 630
Ellcsmere, Llanerch Punna, near, 198
End of a hall (by C. Gill), 720
Engraved and etched lines, 369
Entrance gateway, Somerset House, 6, 300
Etched and engraved lines, 309
Examination schools, Oxifoi-d, large hall,

720

FABM, dairy, plans (G. Murray), 62 (T.

Potter), 248
Finchley-road, staircase, hall, and dining-
room, 144

Fountain, memorial, Chippcnliam, 34
French casements, 134

GATE, lych, Caimarthen, premiated
designs, 090

Gateway to Somerset House, 8, .300

Geoi-ge, St., and the Dragon, 412
Glaciarium, Southport, 90
Glasgow City bank, 660

Onunmar school, Sedbrrgh, 118
Greek and Gothic mouldings, 201
Greenliill, Hampstcod, villas, 6
Gratings, bi-ass, St. George's B.C. (»thl.,

600
Group of three cottages, 272

HADDON hall, north front, 248
Hall ; and staircase, Finchley-road,144 ; end

of a, 720 ; Haddon, 248 ; large esamia.
schools, Oxford, 720

Hampstead : residence, Child's-hill, 300

;

villas, Greenhill estate, 6
Handsworth pubhc buildings, 412
Hanover-street bd. schls., Islington, 444
Ifastin'js, Claremont-buildings, 690
Heating Kiln, 687
Uehotlope, 51
Hertford ho,spital. Fans, 636
He.xpartite groining, 644
Highlicld, Shrewsbury, dairy cottage, 144
Highgate, Holbom Lnion inlirmary, 272
Holljom: St. John Evangelist's ch., 6;
union inlirmary, Highgate, 272

Hospital: cottage, 606; Norfolk and Nor-
wich, 660 ; Paris, the Hertford, 588 ; phuj-
ning, 619 ; wards, cross ventilation ol, 187

House : for four learned societies (W. R.
Lethaby'a design), 362; of charitT, St.

Raphael's, Bristol, S4 ; .Somerset (gate-

way), 6, 300
Houses : Chelsea (embankt.J, 606,720

(Cadogan-sq.), 720 ; Child's-hill, Hamp-
stead, 300 ; Claverton, Stoke Bishop,

Bristol, 90 ; country (J. Bedding's design),

630 ; Derby (17th oenty), 170 ; Didsbury,

690 ; Dybdale, Wellinborough, 668 ; East-
bourne, 248; Greenhilll, HamiMptead, 6

;

Kilbum, 536 ; Leicester, 320 ; Llanerch
Panna, Ellesmere, 108 : Manchester and
Northampton, 412 ; Nightingale-lane,
Wandswoitli, 660; Putney-heath, 118.

Surbiton 62
'

INFIKHLART, Holbom union. High-
gate, 272

Inn, wayside, designs for, 170, 224
Institute ; prize designs (Soane, house for

learned societies—W. B. Lethaby), 362;
Windsor and Eton Albert, 362

Ironwork, kite wrought, 600, 613, 614, 616

Islington, Hanover-street bd. schls, 444

Italian towers, two, 606

KENSINGTON, South, Natural His-
tory Museum, 170

Kilbum house, billiard room, 636

Kiln, heating of, 587
King's Head Tavern, City (plans), 167

Kingstown town hall, 352

IiACE curtain (Sidney Smith's design),

352
Lambeth, central spire of Clirist ch., 720

Lancaster, royal .(Ubert asylum, 720

Late wrought ironwork, OW, 613, 614, 016

Leeds, clothing manufactory and ware-
house, 62

Leicester, villas near, 326
Lewanick, stoup at, 677, 766
Lincoln cathedral, south porch, 224

Lines, sections of : dry-point, 393 ; engiaTed,

369 ; etched, .369

Llanerch I'anna house, Ellesmere, 198

Load on beam, 430, 464
Loftus in Glevehind town hall, 60O

Logic of architectmul design, 170

London : bd. sdils., Hanover-stteet, N.,

444 ; city of, schools (Davis and Emma-
nuel's design), 651

Lune, bridge over, Underley-park, 506

Lychgate, Carmarthen, premiated designs,

690

SIACHINE. new mortising, 674
Manchester : and Northampton, houses at,

412 i
St. Paul's ch. tower and spire, 668
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Manor, Wingfield, 90
lUuioiu: Alcundn, V1ctoria>4t., B.'W.,

S4 ; Chelan Km>»iitan«ct. TM
Ifaaateataij, clottiiiw, Laads, 8>
Majo OaIh««. Ajmer, 198
MaOioaiiie, naw eathedial, 636, 630
Mold. St John Enn. (WtUb) cfa., 413
MoButaqr, St. Oragoir'a, Downside, 660
McttiamK nacbioe, new, 674
lloaUii«a: Oraek aind Gothic, S61 ; Salis-

bai7 cathL, eso ; 13th ccntniv, 597

Maaeuim : architectunl (sketching club),

M, ax, eso, 690 ; Katnral Histonr (Ken-
n), 170

NATTTKAI. nistoir Mnsemn, 8. Een-
singtoa, 170

K»w: belfry, Christ ch. . Oxforf, 720;
Bond.«treet, premises in , 300, G68 ; cathl.,
Helboaiiie, eas, 630 ; premiaee (ait union.
Strand), iU, MS, »9, 380, 444, (New
Bond-at.) 800, eas, (Wood-«t., E.C.) 6

Nidie for statue, St. George's B.C. cathl.,
600

Kigfatingale-lsne, "(Vandsworib, house in,

6G0
Norfolk and Norwich hospital, 660
Koiman tower, Buir St. Edmund's, 444
Kotthampton and Manchester, houses at,

41S
North front, Iladdon Hall, 243
Nonricfa hospital extension, 660

OliS ; masters, reproductions from
(Dflrer's cherub decoration), 444, (Passe-
rotti's St. George and I^agon) 412; St.

Paul's, plan of chapter house and cloisters,

183
Oratonr, Brompton, selected design, 474
Oriel, Wingfield manor, 90
Owen Jones competition, lace curtain

(Sidnar Smith), 362
Oxford : interior of large hall, examination
adiools, 720 ; new belfry, Christ ch., 720

FAlfELS : drawing-room, 144 ; from
Aniiins cathl, 62, 326; in school of art
boildioga (A. Marshall's design), 243

Tftx, wall, decoraUuns, 198, 326
Tta* : ch. of Jolien le Pauvie, 272 ; Hert-

ford honutal, 636
PstiuCti'a St Oeoige and the Dragon, 412
Inters from ceiling, 690
renpectiTe, 400, 431
Pianofortes a gnnd, 84
FJer, Gothic, oerelopment of, 170
flans : Art Union premises, 224 ; asylum

(rojral Albert, Lancaster), 720; board
adioola (HanoTer-st., N.), 444, (Simm's
Cnn, widnes) 380; boat-honso (Coius
coU, Cambridge), 636 ; bridge (Underley-
MTk), 606 ; buffets, 880 ; cathedral (new,
Helboume), 636; churches (Bath, St.
Manr E.C.J 224, (Bedford-park, St.

lQ(£ael and All Angels') 118, (Clapham,
St. Fat«r) 144, (Bolbom, St. John Evan.)
t, (Mold, St. John Evan ) 412, (Paris, St.
Jnlien le Pauvre) 272, (Shipton, St. Mary)
800, (Stoke Newington, AH SS.) 90,
(Truro, St. Mary) 144, (Watlington, BS.
Fater and Paul) 300 ; cloisters and chap-
tar house (Old St. Paul's), 188; coUcge

(Mayo, Ajmer), 198 ; cottages (group of
three), 272; cottage villa (H. Clifford's

design), 600; cross ventilation (hospital

wuds), 187; dairy cottage (Highfleld),

lU: homesteads (S. Murray), C2,

(T. Potter) 248; fountain iChippenham),
34 ; glaciarium (Soutliport) , 90 ; hospitals

(cottage), 606, (Hertford, Parisl 638,

(Norwich) 660, (triangular) 519; house
(for four sodoUes—W. R. Lcthaby), 352,

(of charity, St. Haphael's, Biistol) M;
houses (Carlvle, Chelsea Embankment),
806, (Clavcrtoa, Stoke Bishop) 90, (coun-
try—J. Sedding's design) 630, (Did3b\u7)
690, (Dybdale, Wellingborough) 668,

(Hampstead) 300, (Llanerch Panna, £1-

Iwmere) 198, (Putney-heath) 118, Surbi-
ton) 62, (Wandsworth) 680; infirmary,
Holbom Union, Highgate,272 ; inns, way-
side, 170, '224 ; mansions (Alexandra,
Victoria-st., 8.W.), 34, (Chelsea Embank-
ment) 720 ; manufactor>- and warehouse
(clothing, Leeds), 62 ; monastery (Down-
side), 680; museum (Natuiul History,
Kensington), 170; oratory (Brompton),
474 ;

perspective, 400, 431 ; premises
(Claromont-buildiu^, Hastings], 630,

(Coleshili-st., Birmmgham) 474; public
buildings (Handaworth), 412; school
(chapel, village), 690, (of art and science
—A. Mursball's) 248; schools (Oty of
London—Davis and Emmanuel's), 651:
BchooLs (divinity, Cambridge) 506 ; screw
scatfolding, 568 ; stoup. Lewauick, 677,

765; Sunday school buildings, 396; tavern
(King's Head, Fenchurch-st.l. 157 ; town
hall (Loftus in Oeveland), (500, (R.A.
designs—W. Scott) 6, (R. W. Gibson) 118

;

university (Edinbxirgh), 720; vaulting,
Roman and Gothic, 170 ; ventilators

(Boyle's air-pump), 720 ; vestry hall

(Bromley, St. Leonard), 660 ; village

club-house (designing club), 34; villas

(Green-hill, Hampstead), 6, (Leicester)

.S26, f Regent'8-park, south), 444, (semi-
detached) 118, (Turham-green) 412

Porch, Lincoln cathl., 224
Pinto, church tower at, 506
Promises : Art Union, Strand, 224, 248, 272,

380, 444; Birmingham, 474; Brcad-st.,

690 ; New Bond-st., 300, 668 ; Rood-lane,
690 ; Wood-st., 6

Proportion in church architecture, 766
Rt>vincial town hall, R.A. designs (E. W.
Gibson), 118, (W. Scott) 6

Public : buildings, Handworth, 412 ; foun-
tain, Ctiippcnham, 34

Putney-heath, house at, IIS

RED Lion-sq., Holbom, St. John Evan-
gelist's ch., 6

Regent's-park, south villa, 444
Re-modelling St. Mary's ch., Woolwich

(E. F. C.Clarke's design), G,W
Rheims cathl., plan of apse, 596
Rood-lane, B.C., new premises, 690
Roof : collar-beam, strains, 678 ; contro-

versy, St. Alban's, 23
Royal Academy prize drawings: entrance
gateway, Somerset House (R. W. Gibson),

6, 300 : provincial town hall designs (R.

W. Gibson), 118, (W. Scott) 6
Royal Albert asylinn, Lancaster, 720

SAFE and scientific watetw^loset, 131

Salisbury cathl., auTings, 6."», 690
Sash-fastener, Edwards's, 630
Scaffolding, screw, 568
School : diapel, \'illage, 690 ; of art and

science buildings (A. Marshall's design),

248
Schools : Cambridge Univ. (divinity), 60G;

City of London (Davis and Kinmanuel's
plan), 651; Oxford (examin.), 720; Sed-
bergh, 118 ; Sunday, 3%. See also imder
Board Schools.

Scientific and safe water-closet, 131

Screw scaffolding, 568
Seats, St. Michael's ch., Bedford-park, 90
Sections: buft'eta, 380; cathedral (Mel-
bourne), 630; churches (Bedfoi-d-park,

St. Michael), 62, 90, 118; cottage, 272;
dairy homesteads, 62, 248 ; drawing-room
cabinet, 144 ; dry-point lines, 393 ; etched

and engraved lines, 369 ;
fountain (Cliip-

penham), SI; French casement, 134;
ho.spital, cottage, 506 ;houso(Eastboume),
248 ; load on beam, 430, 464

;
premises

(Art Union), 224, 248, 272, (New Bond-
st.) 668; roof (St. Alban's cathwlral), 23

;

screw scaffolding, beS; villas (semi-
detached), 118

Sedbei*gh grammar school, 118

Seuii-detaohed villas, 1 IS

Seventeenth century hoti.se at Derby, 170
Shipton Bellinger chm-ch, Hants, 300
Shrewsbury, dairj- cottage, Uighfield, near,

144
Simm's Cross board schools, Widnes, 380
Singular stoup at Lewanick, 677, 765
Sketcliing club, arehi. museum, C2, 326, 030,

690
Soane medallion design, house for four
learned societies (W. B. Lttbaby), 362

Societies, house for four (W. R. Lethaby's
Soane design), 352

Somerset House, entrance gateway, 6, 300
South : Kensington, Natural History Mu-
seum, 170 ;

porch, Lincoln cathedral, 224;
villa. Regent's-park, 444

Southport gladanum, 90
Southwark R.C. cathedral, niche and

gratings, 600
Speenliamland, St. Mary's church, 600
St. : Alban's cathedral (roof section), 23 ;

Anne and Agnes (Aldersgate-st., E.G.),

198; Barnabas (Beckenham), 90, 224;
George (and the Dragon, by Passerotti),

412, (Botolph-lane) 198, (R.C. cathedral,
Southwark—details) 600 ; Giovanni (Vi-

terbo) , 506 ; Gregory (monastery. Down-
side), 660 jJohn Evan. (Mold), 412, (Red
Lion-sq., Holbom), 6; Juhen le Pauvre
(Paris), 272: Mary (Bath, B.C.), 224,
(Shipton Bellinger) 300, (Spcenhamlandl
600, (Truro — proposed enlargement)
144; Michael and All Angels (Bedfoi-d-

park. 62, 90, 118 ; Paul (Manchester), 568
;

Pauls, Old (chapter house and cloisters)

,

IS!; Pctcr(Bom'nemouth),720, (Clapham)
144; Peter and Paul (Watlington), 800;
Raphael (house of charity, Bristol), 34

Staireaso and dining-room, Finchley-road,
144

Stoke : Bishop (Claverton house), 90 ; New-
ington (All SS. churchl, 90

Stoup at Lewanick, 677, 765
Strand, Art Union premises, 224, 248, 272,

380,444

Strains on collar-beam roof, 678
Studio, mansion and. Oielsea, 720
Sunday-school buildings, plans, 396
Sunderland, National Provincial Bank, 170
Surbiton, additions to house at, 62

TAVEKIT, King's Head, FenchuTch-st.,
157

Tlm-teonth centurj' ardiitecture, 596, 597
Three cottages, group of, 272
Tomb of Edward the Black Prince, Canter-
bury, 34

Towci-3 : Manchester (St. Paul's ch.), 568

;

Norman, Bury St. Edmund's, 444 ; Prato,
60(5 ; Viterbo (S. Giovanni) , 5(36

Town halls : Kingstown, 352 ; Loftu»-in-
Cleveland, GOO ; provincial, R.A. designs
(E. W. Gibson), 118, (W. Scott) 6 ; Wako-
neld (council chamber), 720

Trabeate construction, devdopment of, 170
Triangular hospital plan, 519
Trui'o, J. r. St. Aubyn's design for en-

larging St. Mai-y's ch., 144
Turnhttra-grecn : ch. of St. Michael and All
Angels, 62, 90, 118 ; detached villas, 412

Tun-et of Christ ch., Lambeth, 720
Two Italian towers, 506

UNDERLEY PARK, bridge over
Lune, 500

University : college, Bristol (Colman and
Willcox's designs), 326, 568 ; divinity
schools, Cambridge, 506 ; Edinbiu-gh, 720;
Oxford (belfry at Christ ch.>, 720,
(examin. schools) 720

VENTILATION, cross, hospital ward",
187

Ventilator : and sash-fastener, Edwards's,
630 ; Boyle's air-pump, 720

Vesti-y hall, Bromley St. Lfconai-d, 660
Victoria-st., Westminster, Alexandra man-

sions, 34
Village : club-bouse, 34 ; school diapel, 690
Villas : Bedford-park, 412 ; cottage, 600

;

Greenhill, Hampstead, 6 ; Leicester, 326 ;

Eegent's-park ..south), 444; semi-do-
tached, 118

Viterbo, tower of S. Giovanni, 506

"WAKEFIELD town hall, council
chamber, 720

Wall-paper decorations, Jeffrey's, 198, 326
Wandsworth, house at Nightingale-lane,
660

Wards, cross ventilation for, 187
Warehouses : BaitIiolomcw-do8e,E.C.,636;

Belfast, 224 ; Leeds (clothing), 62
Water-closet, a safe and scientific, 131
Watling-street, new premises, GOO
Wayside inn, club designs for, 170, 224
Weilingborough, Dybdale House, 568
Westminster Abbej', plan of apse, 596
Widnes, board schools, Simm's Cross, 380
Windsor and Eton Albert Institute, 352
Wingfield manor, Derbyshire, 90
Wood-street, E.G., new premises in, 6
Woolwich, proposed remodelling St. Mary's

ch. (E. F. C. Clarke's design), 630
Wrought ironwork, late, GOO, 613, 614, 616
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RETROSPECTIVE.

'T'HE year 1878 has not been an uneTent-
-*- ful one in the history of architecture.

If its practical achievements in building

have been few, the incidents bearing upon
the future of the profession have by no
means been unimportant. Foremost among
the few auspicious events to be recorded is

the opening and close of the great gathering

of arts and manufactures in Paris, which
shone in remarkable contrast to the un-

settled and disturbed condition of industry

at home. The conference of architects held

in June last, though it scarcely fulfilled its

original purposes, dealt with a few questions

of constantly recurring interest ; while the
policy of the Institute seems slowly to be
undergoing a change which, though yet

leaving much to be desired, will be admitted
by the profession to be a decided step to-

wards improvement, giving some hope of a
better organisation of professional forces

both within and without the metropolis.

Taking a general glance at the architectural

activity of the year, as shown in the larger

and more important buildings, we find pro-
gress has been mainly in the direction of
municipal, public, and ecclesiastical works,
though the inception of the works them-
selves is in many cases anterior to the
period of which we are writing. Among
a few important structures whose comple-
tion or commencement calls for notice in our
yearly summary, we may name the Birming-
ham Municipal OflBces, by Mr. Y. Thoma-
son—a building of considerable dignity and
of a character to compete with the other
edifices of tlie town ; the new Gothic School
of Art in the same vicinity ; the Yorkshire
College, Leeds, from Mr. Waterhouse's de-

sign, the first stone of which was laid early

in the year ; the Manchester School of Art,
from the designs of G. T. Redmayne, archi-

tect, illustrated by us ; the Bradford Hotel,
by Messrs. Andrew and Pepper ; the Caven-
dish College, Cambridge, by Messrs. Giles
and Gough ; the Pavilion aud Winter Gar-
den, Blackpool, by Mr. T. Mitchell ; the
commencement of the New University Hall,
Glasgow, from the designs of Messrs. G. G.
and J. O. Scott. The Town Hall and Public
Ofiices competition at Barrow-in-Furness,
a review of which appeared at the close of
our second volume for 1877, has been
finally settled, and Mr. "W. H. Lynn, of
Belfast, the architect, has been commis-
Hioned to carry out his design, which will be
found illustrated, itt plan and perspective,

in our first half-yearly volume for 1878,

page 316. "We certainly regard this as one
of the most successful Gothic designs for a
municipal building erected of late years,

and the author is evidently adopting the

same type of Gothic which Mi-. Waterhouse
has so ably appropriated for the same pur-

pose in his great work at Manchester.
The Council Chamber and other depart-

ments have been judiciously marked in

the main elevation, and we may add
the author has displayed as much ability

in Gothic as he has shown m his Clas-

sic design for the Clark Hall, Paisley

—another important structure which he is

engaged in carrying out at a cost of over

£40,000, and of which we gave an illustra-

tion, p. 340, Vol. XXXIV. That our readers

may compare results, we illustrated in the

same volume Mr. T. E. Collcutt's second
premiated, and Messrs. Perkins and Bul-

wer's third premiated design for the Bar-
row-in-Fui-ness Town Hall, pp. 106 and 134.

These three designs illustrate three dis-

tinct treatments of modern design—one
being in a Renaissance verging on Queen
Anne, and the other two in Gothic, display-

ing opposite tendencies of that school. An-
other important building of the same class,

to which we have given prominence, is the

Reading Town Hall. Our review of these

designs appeared at the close of 1877, and
during the past twelve monthswe have given

two of the premiated designs, Messrs. Alex-

ander and Henman's, p. 596, Vol. XXXIV.,
and Mr. W. T. Sam 's, p. 158. The unfortunate

and abortive result of this competition will

remain another warning to competing
architects that, after all their labour, an
outside architect may be employed to carry

out the work. The design of Mr. J. V.

Pearce, for the Great Yarmouth Public

Offices, has been also selected during the

past year, and was illustrated in our pages

(see p. 318 of the last volume), besides the

second and third premiated designs, pp.

210 and 368, and others submitted by Mr. B.

F. Bishopp, p. 236, and by Messrs. Bell and
Roper, p. 694. Though a comparatively

small building, the competition was one in

which a large amount of ability was dis-

played, and the designs we have selected as

illustrations will show that the race was a

particularly close one, and the selected

plans characterised by considerable merit.

We have also had to record the Aston Pub-
lic Buildings competition (see page 257, Vol.

XXXV.), the selected design for -which was

by Messrs. Alexander and Henman.

Vestry-hall architectore also has been
exemplified in our pages by two buildings

—the Hampstead Vettry-hall, by Meesrs.

Kendall and Mew (see illustration, p. 502),

and the amended design for the Vestry-
hall at Kensington, by Mr. Robert Walker
(see illustration, p. 612). There is an
official stamp about both these buildings.

In neither case can we award higher praise.

Of the latter building we also illustrated

another design in a Queen Anne style, by
Mr. J. J. Stevenson and A. J. Adams, placed

second by the referee (see page 468, VoL
XXXIV). The above examples are rather

typical of the more recent phase of architec-

tural effort as applied to business wants.

Among a somewhat similar class of build-

ings the Shakespeare Memorial TheatrCf

Stratford-on-Avon, has made considerable

progress under the architects, Messrs.

Dodgshun and Unsworth. This building

we illustrated September 15, 1876. The
Dublin Markets competition has been
settled, and the design of Messrs. Lockwood
and Mawson awarded the first premium.
Among other secular buildings are the new
Concert-hall, St. Leonards - on - Sea, by
Messrs. HiU and Vernon; the Rotunda
Theatre, Liverpool, by Mr. C. J. Phippa
and E. Davis and Sons; Theatre and
Opera-house, Leeds, by Mr. G. Corson.

Of ecclesiastical works a few typical

buildings in embryo must be named here.

We may refer to the appointment of Mr.
Pearsou as architect of Traro Cathedral,

some of the other designs for which we
have given; the competition for a design for

the Oratory Church at Brompton, won by
Mr. Gribble, and which elicited much talent

from few of the foremost Renaissance

architects ; Clane Catholic Church, Kildare,

by Mr. Hague, of Dublin; St. Michael's

Priory and pro-Cathedral, Hereford ; whUe
three or four of lesser size call for notice,

among them we must place Mr. Pwirson'a

splendid brick church of St. John's, Red
Lion-square, a view of which we publish to-

day; St. Michael's Chui-ch, Northampton, by

Messrs. Burder and Baker ; Christ Church,

North Kensington, by Mr. J. E. K. Cutts;

and Union Chapel, Islington, by Mr. James

Cubitt. In some of these we notice a

marked departure from conventional types,

and a bold adaptation of octagon and other

forms of unimpeded central areas. The

adoption of a scheme of decoration for the

dome of St. Paul's, upon the basis of a de-

sign prepared by the late Mr. Stevens, the

sculptor, is a matter that has occupied
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attention, though it cannot be pronounced
satisfactory mode of commencement;

while a work of more national interest—the

completion of the Wellington monument,
from the same artist's design—has been
completed during the year.

A few conspicuous buildings and works
in the metropolis call for a brief remark.
The eastern block of the new Law Courts
has been completed in all essentials, and
the central hall and courts are being
pushed forward. The Natural History
Museum at Kensington is approaching
completion, and we have illustrated many
o' the details. The Grand Hotel, Charing-
cross, and some important business pre-

mises in Northumberland - avenue and
along the Embankment—namely, a con-
spicuous Renaissance block of chambers, by
Mr. J. P. St. Aubyn—have arisen during
the past year; while there is a rumour of

a recommencement of the Opera-house. The
Strand has shown signs of architectural

activity in some new premises, some for the
Art Union of London, while the Gaiety
Kestaurant of Messrs. Spiers and Pond has
been completely remodelled by Mr. Verity.
The Savoy Chapel has also been re-opened.
In the City, a few business and mercantile
premises have been finished or commenced.
The City Liberal Club, the Gresham Life
Assurance offices in the Poultry, by Mr. J. J.

Cole (illusti-ated in our last number);
Bank of Scotland, Bishopsgate-street, by
Mr. Chatfeild Clarke; new offices of
the Prudential Assurance Company, Hol-
bom, by Mr. Walerhouse, which we have
also given, besides some buildings on
the Holbom Viaduct by Mr. Withering-
ton, and a few warehouses. Street improve-
ments have been progressing. We refer to
the opening up of the thoroughfare from
Oxford-street eastwards, which has cut
through some dense neighbourhoods, and
will tend to infuse vitality along its route.
The selection of a design for, a high-level
Tower bridge has at length given hope of
something being done to relieve the crossing
traffic of the east ; the freeing of the tolls of
Waterloo and Charing-cross bridges are sig-

nificant of other changes on both sides of the
river, and already some new lines of tram-
way are contemplated. But perhaps the most
noteworthy incident of the year is the pro-
posal made to light certain parts of London
with the electric light.

The year 1878 has been prolific of con-
gresses of one kind and another, and
of these we may say a word. Our French
neighbours' great international display on
the Champ-de-Mars has helped us to com-
pare results, and shown us that our archi-
tecture and industi-ial art and manufacture
stand fairly among those of other nations,
but from a purely art point of view, the
gathering cannot be taken as a criterion of
our real position. Congresses at Stafford and
Cheltenham have discussed various ques-
tions of nearer interest to the profession.
Of actual progress we can record little,

despite a few contributions towards sanitary
and artistic improvement. At the Archi-
tectural Conference, held last June, a
few practical papers were read and
discussed on such matters as "General
Building Regulations for the Kingdom,"
4c. ; but without any definite action or a
prospect of general professional concur-
rence._ Perhaps the part of the time best
occupied was that spent in the series of
visits paid to the Natural History Museum,
the Law Courts, St. Paul's, and Dorchester
and Bridgwater Houses, full accounts of
which have appeared in our pages. Archax)-
logy, too, has been represented by interest-
ing meetings at Northampton and Wisbech.
Abroad, the Convention of American Insti-
tute of Architects have been attempting to
define the responsibility and liability of
architects, and the surveyors of France
have also held their international congress.

Referring to the organisation of the pro-

fession, the creation of a class of " honorary
associates " in the Institute must be re-

garded as a step towards widening tLe

influence of architecture and its professors

outside the pale of the profession. Ama-
teurs have always strengthened the hands
of the practitioner—they infuse a new life

and mode of thought, and take the profes-

sional man out of the narrow groove of

custom and prejudice. With regard to the

new policy towards non-metropolitan mem-
bers there are still two opinions, and we
think a still closer union between the

Institute and country members is required
before any refonn affecting the professional

interests can be carried. The want of

powe" and support the Institute has felt in

such questions as commission, quantities,

competition regulations, and architects'

liabilities, is notorious ; and all these
matters have been left in the same unsatis-

factory position, owing to the lack of co-

operation experienced. Indeed, we are not
sure that provincial congresses, as proposed
by Mr. Waterhouse at Manchester some
time ago, or Mr. Corson's idea of provincial

chapters in connection with the Institute,

broached in our paper, are not desirable
for the purpose of bringing about a better
understanding in matters of discipline and
practice. Mr. Bariy justly alluded in his

last address to the too passive attitude of
the Institute dui-ing the last few years. It

has done nothing to smooth the difficulties

between architect and employer—nothing
to create a public interest in professional

pursuits—but has rather maintained its

esoteric character of unpopularity. The
Council of the Institution of Civil Engineers
has also fallen of late years into something
of the same apathetic indifference, and its

constitution has, as we have seen of late,

been thi'eatened with internal disruption.
The recent regulations as regards members
and associates have been also rather the
partial rectification of abuses than a sign of
the adoption of progressive policy. One
subject that has enlisted much attention
during the year is that of competition, and
the remarks which fell from the lips of the
President of the Institute of Architects in
his opening address have called forth a
series of well-merited rebukes from a large
young and rising class of the profession
who have not the advantage of being born
with a good name, or the good luck to
belong to the Institute Council. Which-
ever way the question is regarded, we are
bound to look at the system which the
favoured few would stamp out, with all its

faults as a necessity of the age, and we can-
not possibly see the ground upon which a
choice of a name is attempted to be substi-

tuted for that of actu") results. As a
writer in our own pages has observed, name
has overcome for some few the inertia that
impedes most men in a profession ; and it

is hard, we think, to take away the only
remaining chance of proving ability they
have.

One of the " burning questions " raised
during the year has been that respecting
the re-roofing of St. Alban's Abbey. The
controversy, while it directly concerns a
particular building, has a far wider baring.
Its issue is—at what state of decay should
an old and interesting edifice be considered
a fit subject for restoration ?—because if we
can substitute a new or improved roof we
may also substitute a new tower for a half-
decayed one, without respect for style or
age. The letters of the architects, to the
restoration committee (Mr. J. O. Scott and
Mr. Street) are instructive in at least two
aspects—one the difference of opinion on an
architectural question existing between two
leading architects of the Gothic school, and
the other the extraordinary liberty with
which members of the same profession can
assail their brethren in a matter of a purely

practical nature, resting mainly on palpable
and unmistakeable evidence. Mr. J. O.
Scott's communication on page 23, illus-

trated by the sections of the roof, will
be read with interest. About the singular
effusions of clever amateurs who have
added the sxibject to their immense biidget
of general information we have nothing to
say. They may very well be left to speak for
themselves, and readers fond of perusing
such will find more of them on another page.
Death has been busy in the ranks of Art

and the profession. The losses have included
our foremost Gothic architect (Sir G. Gil-
bert Scott), and one of the most successful
architects of the opposite school (Mr. Sydney
Smirke, R.A.), Sir Francis Grant, President
of the Royal Academy, Mr. Geo. Cruick-
shank, Mr. John Penn, Mr. C. C. Nelson,
Mr. F. P. Cockerell, Mr. H. Baker, Mr.
Lockwood, Mr. John Johnson, Dr. Doran,
Mr. Joseph Bonomi, Mr. Charles Summei-s,
Mr. Timothy Hevey; in science and litera-
ture Mr. George Henry Lewes, and some
others to whom the profession owed much.
The new year opens under far from aus-

picious auguries. There is no doubt that
the general dulness of trade has begun
seriously to affect the building trades, though
at present to a less degree than that from
which other branches of industry are suffer-
ing. Thatthe worstmay havepassedover us

—

that a speedy revival in commerce may give
fresh life to art and new work to artists and
art workmen of all grades and classes, with
wisdom to profit by past failures and expe-
riences—is our best New Yeai-'s wish for all
our readers.

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS.
TPHE science of acoustics is that which
-*- treats of all matters relating to the
generation, transmission, comparison, and
perception of sounds, but especially of those
produced by the human voice or by musical
instruments. In our present paper we shall
consider this science in its relation to
rooms, halls, or places of worship, in which
the voice of a speaker or the sounds of an
orchestra have to be brought to the ears of
a large audience of persons.
The origin or mode of generation of

every kind of sound is similar in its nature

—

namely, by the striking of one object
against another so as to produce a con-
cussion more or less violent, whereby a
vibration or series of vibrations is produced
either in the air or in a solid or liquid
material, which suiTounds the instrument
by which the concussions are produced.
Without some medium to transmit the
vibrations to our ears no sound would be
perceived, however hard one body might
strike against another. This can be shown
by suspending a bell or musical box in the
receiver of an air-pump, and when the air is

exhausted no sound can be heard outside
the receiver ; but as the air is admitted
again the sound becomes audible, and in-

creases in intensity as the density of the
air in the receiver increases. Although the
air is the medium by which sound is usually
conveyed to our ears, it is by no means the
only one, as nearly all materials, whether
solid, liquid, or gaseous, have vibrations
produced in them by blows, so that by
placing the ear in contact with them the
sound of the blows can be distinctly heard,
independently of their being conveyed to us
by the air. In fact, by putting the ear to
the end of a long piece of wood or metal, a
very faint blow at the other end will be
distinctly heard, although the vibration pro-
duced iq the air may be too feeble to be
perceptible to a person close by whose ear
is not in contact with the wood. When a
sound is produced by means of a hammer
striking on an anvil, by the beat of a drum,
or by drawing a bow across the strings of a
violin, the vibrations or wave motions which
are set up will be propagated with equal
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velocity and intensity in every direction

around the centre of production until they
strike against some obstacle, so that the

intensity of these kinds of sounds must
diminish in proportion to the inverse square

of the distance which they travel over, the air

through which the sound travels being sup-

posed to be perfectly still. If, however,

there is a current or wind moving in any
direction through the air, it will have a

great influence upon the intensity of the

sound, strengthening it in the direction

towards which the current is moving, and
weakening it in the opposite direction.

This is commonly noticed in the open air,

where the wind has a powerful effect on the

intensity with which we hear distant sounds,

such as the discharge of artillery, the ring-

ing of bells, or the music of a band, so that

we are able by experience to determine the

dii'ection in which the wind is blowing by
the gi-eater or less distinctness with which
we hear those sounds.
When the sound is produced by the

human voice, or by any wind instrument,
the intensity will not be the same in every
direction, but will be greatest in that

towards which the mouth of the speaker or

of the instrument is directed, and will be
least in the opposite direction or behind the

speaker or performer, varying on e:ich side

according to the angle which any direction

makes with thi? line of the greatest force.

If a current of air flows against the face of

the speaker the intensity of the sound in

front will be diminished, while that of the
waves behind him will be strengthened

;

while, on the contrary, a wind blowing at
his back will strengthen the sound to those
in front and weaken it to those behind him

;

consequently, the part of his hearers who
are facing him will hear better, and those
in the rear worse than when the air was
still.

The intensity of sound is also dependent
on the density of the air by which it is

propagated, being very weak in highly
rarefied air, and getting stronger as the
density increases, so that it may be con-
sidered to vary with the height of the
barometer. The presence of aqueous vapour
in the air has a great tendency to weaken
the sounds produced, as also is the case
when the atmosphere consists of layers of
air at different temperatures, or of varying
densities—the kind of air in wliich sound is

best heard being dry, still, and cold. The
proximity of sonorous bodies to the origin
of the sound tend greatly to strengthen it,

as in the violin the body forms a box, in
which the air vibrates in unison with the
strings, the sounds produced by which
would otherwise be scarcely heard at any
distance from the performer; so also by
placing hollow vessels of metal or wood
near a speaker the sound of his voice may
be greatly strengthened.
The velocity with which sound is propa-

gated is very nearly the same for all de-
grees of intensity in the same medium,
being in atmospheric air about 1,100 feet
per second, whether it is dense or rarefied.

In other gases the velocity varies very
nearly in the inverse ratio of the square
root of their density, being about 850 feet

per second in carbonic acid, the heaviest,
and 4,160 in hydrogen, the lightest of
known gases. It has been found by experi-
ment that when explosions of large quan-
tities of gunpowder take place the velocity
of propagation of the noise is considerably
gi-eater than when smaller charges are used

;

but in considering the velocity of sounds
produced in a building, however large, we
may take it for granted that all sounds,
whether weak or strong, travel with the
same velocities, there being no difference
which can be perceived by the ear. When
sound is produced under water the velocity
of propagation in the water itself is about
A:^ times the velocity in air. The metals

and woods convey sound with great rapidity

;

in woods the velocity is greater in the direc-

tion of the fibres that cross the grain, being
in pine 9 times that in air, in oak Hi times,
and in fir nearly 14 times, whUe in iron the
velocity of sound is 15 times the velocity
in air.

The reflexion of sound is one of the most
important phenomena in connection with
the science of acoustics, as without it a
speaker would fiad it as difficult to make
himself heard in a room as in the open air.

When the sound waves impinge upon a
hard flat sui-face at any angle of inclination

they will be reflected from it at a similar
angle, but on the opposite side of the per-
pendicular to the surface at the point of
their incidence, following in this respect
the law of the reflection of rays of liglit

;

so that, if the direction of a sound wave
which strikes on a plane surface is 45° with
the perpendicular thereto, there will be a
right angle between the direction of the
impinging wave and that of the reflected

one. If the wave strikes perpendicularly
on a hard surface it will be reflected back
in the same line as that in which it was
moving, but in an opposite direction ; hence
it follows that when the distance of the
refleotiug surface is sufficiently great the
speaker's words will return to him after a
certain interval of time, and thus produce
the phenomenon of echo. When this dis-

tance is 100 feet the time of going and
returning will be 2-llths of a second, which
is too short a time to make the direct and
reflected sounds distinctly audible to the
ear, so that the original sound would in
this case be strengthened by the reflected

one. When, however, the distance is much
greater than 100 feet, the echo will be
heard by the spealcer in such a manner as
to interfere with the words which he utters
with his mouth. The effects produced by
the reflection of sound depend very much
upon the kiud of material wh-ch forms the
reflector. If it is non-resonant—that is to
say, hard and unyielding, as stone, marble,
or brick—the reflected sound will be hard
and sharp, as in the case of echoes generally

;

but when the material is resonant, or elastic,

like thin and hollow wood or metal, the
wave of sound communicates its vibratory
motion to the substance itself, which it

strikes, and this carries it along at a much
greater velocity than the air wave moved
with ; at the same time a portion only of
the sound is reflected, and is therefore vei-y

much modulated in tone. Sound waves
striking on a smooth, flat, or convex surface
at a low angle, are not always reflected, but
appear to glide along the surface, especially

when it is polished or very smooth. When
the undulations impinge on a concave
surface as a portion of a spliere or para-
boloid, the reflected waves will be brought
to a focus, as in the case of light—the focus
of a segment of a sphere being at a point
halfway between the centre of the surface
and the centre of curvature ; in the para-
boloid it will be at the point called by
geometricians the focus of the generating
curve. Conversely, if the sound emanates
from the focus of either of these curved
surfaces, it will be reflected from them in a
direction nearly parallel to the axis of the
reflector. In order, however, to produce
these effects we must make the reflector of

some resouiint material—for when the
waves meet with a soft inelastic substance,

such as woollen or other cloths, their vibra-

tion is destroyed by the fibres of the cloth,

and no reflection takes place.

Having thus briefly considered the laws
of the propagation and reflection of sounds,
let us now see how the knowledge they
afford us can be applied to assist the
architect in the designing and construction

of buildings in which the sound of the
human voice, or of musical instruments,

has to be conveyed to the ears of an audience

of persons, as in churches, lecture-rooms,
music-halls, and theatres—the arrangi-uient,
proportion, and materials of which have a
great influence upon their aconstic pro-
perties.

The main object to be kept in view in
building a room in which puolic spenking
is to be heard is the avoidance of all

material and arrangement that might inter-

fere with or deaden the waves of sonnd as
they proceed from the speaker to the
audience, at the same time providing that
the walls, roof, and floors shall be formed
of such material as shall assist the voice by
reflecting and conveying the sound which
impinges upon them. Since the intensity

of the sonnd has been shown to be weakest
immediately in the rear of the speaker, it

will be found advantageous to introduce afc

much resonant material as possible in this

part of the room ; thus in a church it would
be well to have the chancel very much
lower than the nave, and to form the roof
of a polygonal or cylindrical shape, ceiled

with thin and well-seasoned boards, laid

longitudinal or parallel to the axis of the

building. The walls also should be lined

with thin wood as high as possible above
the head of the speaker, witli a hollow space
between the woodwork and the wall. When
the organ is placed in the chancel, or in

any part behind the speaker, it will have a
considerable tendency to strengthen his

voice. A canopy of resonant material, of a
slightlyconvex form, should always be placed

a ievr feet above the speaker, when the

room in which he stands is lofty, as it

prevents much of the sound of his voice

from being lost in the roof by throwing it

down upon the audience.

It will be found advantageous to place

the windows of the auditorium as high up
above the floor as possible, and to line the

walls from the floor to the window-sills with

thin, well-dried wood, fixed with a hollow

space behind it, and to avoid all recesses in

the side walls, as these have a great tend-

ency to break up the waves of sound. If

the wall at the end opposite the speaker is

flat its surface should be broken up by piers

and recesses, or curtains might be placed at

this part so as to prevent the echo of his

voice from returning to the speaker's ear.

Placing an organ at this end of a church

should always be avoided, as it has a great

reverberatory power. The ceiling of the

auditorium should be covered with boarding,

and the timbers of the roof should never be

left open to the ridge, a polygonal or cun-ed

ceiling being best for conveying and reflect-

ing sound. Vaulted ceilings of stone or

brick ought never to be used where the

human voice has to be heard by a large

audience. The floor of the auditorium

should be made to slope upwai-ds, and the

seats to rise one above the other, so that

the persons sitting near the speaker should

not intercept his voice from those further

back. It is never well to elevate a speaker

much above any part of his audience, as the

voice can be thrown upwards with mnch
less effort than it can be directed down-

wards. Concave reflectors have been some-

times placed behind a speaker to give

greater effect to his voice, but they require

that his mouth shall be always kept at the

focus, and while they direct the sounds too

powei-fuUy upon the hearers immediately in

front, they weaken them to those on th.'

side and in the rear; at the same time, they

bring all the whisperings and other slight

sounds produced at the end of the room m
a concentrated form to the speaker's eai-s.

For these reasons they have generally be<>r.

discarded as a hindrance rather than a heli

We have seen in the early part of th:

paper that the intensity of sound is greatly

influenced by currents of air : every precau-

tion should, therefore, be taken to prever.

the introduction of these into a room whei •

a lecture or sermon is being delivered, and
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especially to aroid any such ourrent from
blowing towards the face of the speaker.
The tompt'rature of the air ought to be
kept as uniform as possible in all parts of
the room, good ventilation being favourable
to its acoustic properties, so that the air

Bhall not form into layers of different

densities. The air should also be kept as
dry as possible since the presence of aqueous
Ti^wor impedes the waves of sound. All
external air should, therefore, be excluded
in damp weather until it has been dried by
ItMnJTig through a warming apparatus, and
* constant supply of dry air thrown into
the room to remove the damp that arises
from respiration.

In order that an auditorium may have
good acoustic properties, its proportions of
breadth, height, and length should be in
the ratio of any three of the harmonic
numbers 2, 3, 4, and 5, a very little devia-
tion from which will often make a serious
differen«e in the ease with which the speaker
is heard.

The best form of plan for the auditorium
of a lecture theatre appears to be that of a
horse-shoe or a stilted semi-circle, the
seate being arranged in concentric circles,

rising one above the other in such a manner
that none of the audience in front shall

obstruct the sound from those behind. The
lecturer should be only slightly elevated
above the lowest row of the audience, and
should be placed in a slight recess, the ceil-

ing of which should be sloped backwards,
and the walls covered with resonant
material. The ceiling of the auditorium
should be coved and formed of thin boai-ds,

and the same material used as a lining to

the walls. Both floor and ceiling; should
have a hollow space behind them. Becesees
and projections ought to be avoided
as much as possible.

Where a room is intended chiefly for
musical performances it is not necessary or
desirable to have 60 much resonant mate-
rial in the auditorium as in the case of the
lecture-hall, since there is a greater volume
of sound produced, which, in a room of
moderate size, requires deadening rather
than strengthening ; but the parts around
the orchestra should be made as resonant as
possible, the ceiling over it being much
lower than that of the auditorium, and
sloped or curved backwards so as to assist

in throwing the sound forwards. For large
concert-halls the circular or elliptic form of
plan appears to give the best effects, the
rectangular form, with 8q|uare comers, being
the nrorst. A boarded ceiling is always pre-
ferable to one of plaster, and the polygonal
or curved form to the flat one. In a large
room, on the elliptical plan, a speaker placed
at one focus of the ellipse will be distinctly
heard in all parts, provided the walls, ceil-

ing, and floor are formed of resonant mate-
rials in such manner as we have described.

In lofty rooms a gallery often has a bene-
ficial effect on the sound, especially if placed
at the end opposite the speaker or orchestra.
Side galleries, in an oblong room, may also
be beneficial, provided they are not con-
structed with too great a projection from
the wall ; the front being made of wood and
its surface free from projections.

It is generally observed that a room may
be a very good one for hearing in when
crowded with people, but if the audience is

only a scanty one there is an unpleasant
amount of resonance, which makes it diffi-

cult to understand the speaker or enjoy the
mnsic ,- this difference arises from the
clothes of the audience acting as a damper
to the sound and deadening much of the
reverberation from the walls and other
parts of the room when it is filled with
people, which is not the case when only a
small unmber of persons is present. Too
great resijnance, however, should be always
avoided in rooms of this kind, and it can
always be prevented by the free use of

woollen material in the form of curtains or

other hangings in the parts of the I'oom

most remote from the speaker. In design-

ing a public TOom, however, the ai-chitect

should keep in mind the object for which it

is intended to be used, and by a little atten-

tion to the arrangement of its parts and
the selection of his materials, he will find

no difficulty in producing a building in

which an auditory may listen to a speaker
without straining their attention, or enjoy
music without being deafened by rever-

berations.

THE GROSVENOR GALLERY.
T^BCEj winter collection of drawings by
-*- the old masters at the Grosvenor
Gallery sustains the reputation that has
been ah-eady won for this recently-

established institution. Sir Coutts Lindsay
has also judiciously brought together in one
gallery a few of the water-colour drawings
by living masters of the British school as a
complement to the collection of last year,

illustrating the history of water-colour
painting in England. One of the choicest
morsels of mediaival painting consists of

two quaint line drawings on vellum, shaded
in bistre of a brown tone—one representing
a king on horseback receiving the keys of a
city, and another of the same size repre-
senting a king on his death-bed surrounded
by his children and courtiers. The concep-
tion is probably derived from the old fable

of a "Bundle of Sticks." Red is freely
used in the dresses ; and the figures, though
of conventional stiffness, are remarkably
well drawn, especially the faces. This work
is dated about 1470, and belongs to the
Early French school. No. 11 is a composi-
tion sketch for a spandrel of a draped
female figure, assigned to Giulio Pippi or
Romano, as he is called, about the 16th
century. The work, like most of the col-

lection, is a pen drawinar shadi'd with bistre.

Andrea Mantegna (14;51—1506) is repre-

sented by several excellent subjects—one, a

study, entitled in the catalogue " Combat
of Marine Deities," lent by J. C. Robinson,
Esq. The two bistre sketches on vellum of
SS. Peter and John (20), ascribed to

Giovanni Bellini, are spirited figures.

Some of the water-colour washing has
peeled off in places. Of a Decorative cha-
racter is " St. Luke and St. John," in red
and white chalk, by Pierino del Vaga
(1500— 1547); but a more remarkably fine

drawing is 28, " The Entombment," by
Andrea Mantegna. It is a bistre drawing
upon brown paper, and is the original of
the eugraviiig by the artist. Every line

and touch is perfect, and tlie work is exceed-
ingly well fiuiahed. A design for a chalice

by the same master (35) is also highly-

finished in detail, drawn iu bistre. The
chalice has a plain bowl, with a band of en-

graved work, a rich octagou-shaped kuop
with figures, and the foot scalloped. It has
been engraved by Hollar. Various other
studies and compositions of this artist are

exhibited. The " Head of the Laocoon," by
A. C'arracc (1560-1609), is a bold colossal

size sketch in black chalk on brown paper,
in which there is much expression. One
very interesting architectural drawing is

No. 52, " Finished Design for the Sedilia of

a Church," ascribed to Bramante. The com-
position is a Renaissance series of pilasters

and openings in five bays drawn in sepia
and shaded with liliie. A clever composi-
tion is " The Birth of St. John the Baptist,"
bv Carlo

_
Cignani (1628-1719), a bistre

sketch, heightened with white, on dark
paper. The loans to the collection by
Robert R. Roupell, Esq., are particularly

valuable. We note also a figure of a Saint,

probably St. John, holding a book, assigned
to L. Ghiberti (1381-1485). The drawing is

silver point on an olive green ground shaded
with bistre and touched up with white (60).

No. 64, a grroup of three figures in adora-
tion of an angel, by Luca Signorelli, is

interesting. It has squares ovei it for the
purpose of enlarging, and it is said to be
the study for the author's " Nativity,"
painted in 1496, or a portion of it. The
sketches in sepia, touched with white, on
brown paper, by Filippino Lippi (Nos. 69,

70, and 71), are exceedingly vigorous and
spirited, displaying excellent grouping, as
in " Adoration of the Magi." The " Virgin
and Child," by Parmigiano, is a very fine

study in bistre. Leonardo da Vinci is

well represented in allegorical subjects,

portrait studies, and drapery ; these are
chiefly in black chalk, on brown or blue
paper, heightened with white. " The Virgin
and Child " (93) and the " Gi'otesque Head "

(94) are vigorous. Most of these have been
lent by Christ Church College, Oxford.
Various interesting sketches and studies

of heads and groups are exhibited, ascribed
to Correggio (1493-1534). We particularly

notice 109, an exquisitely-finished drawing
in black and red chalk of " Virgin and
Child," the colours having gone ; 105, a
composition in pen and ink, and 110-—
figure of " St. Peter and other Apostles,
seated on Clouds"—a good composition.
No. 130 is a fine head of a woman by Titian,

life-size ; the face turned partly round : in
black and red chalk. No. 159, a fine com-
])osition for a series of studies in oil, for a
large picture in the Florence Gallery, repre-

senting a " Triumphal Procession of Henry
IV.," by Peter Paul Rubens ; also a " Group
of Amorini," in sepia, by Sir Anthony Van
Dyck (59). A " Bacchanalian Procession,"
by Rubens (164), is a clever group ; so is

168, " Two Apostles," a conception marked
with much vigour both in figures and
drapery. By the same master is " Venus
leading Cupid " (186), a water-colour draw-
ing. That admirable painter Canaletto
(1697-1768), is represented by a fine ar-

chitectural sketch of a " Roman Bridge
in Ruins" (190), drawn boldly in sepia,

and washed in colour. The same artist's
" View of Old Westminster Bridge, with
the Abbey " (384), is still more admirable
as an effective drawing in India ink shading
with brown lines, iu which we are led to
think how well suited for architectural

effects the ink and simply washed sketches
were of the last century. See also 386, a
pen and washed sketch of a building. Of
other studies we may mention the " Judg-
ment of Paris " (193), by Van Dyck : Rem-
brandt's sketch of a " Young Woman
Sleeping" (201), in which a few strokes of

the brush produce a telling effect in the
drapery ; his " Angel Appearing to Peter "

(217), a striking sketch, boldly washed in
sepia; " Village on Bank of River" (223);
Dusart's " Boors Playing Backgammon in
an Alehouse," finished in colour (233) ; Van
Ostade's " Front of a Tavern " (241) ;

" De-
sign for a Saltcellar " (330), by Titian, a
pleasing conception in red chalk ;

" Dutch
Interiors," by Jan Steen ; also an " Interior

of a Dutch Cabaret," by Van Ostade (344),

wonderful in vigour and effect ; some pieces

by Teniers, Cuyp, and Vmii der Velde ; a very
charming landscape study of trees in chalk,
lightly washed in colour on grey paper, by
Anthony Waterloo (1018—1079; a spirited

red tinted sketch of tlie " Adoration of
Shepherds," by Veronese ; also some deco-
rative figures, suggestive for spandrel or
pediments (378) ; a charming and feeling
sketch of Venice, by Francesco Guardi
(383) ; a rough but spirited bistre sketch of
"A Baptism," by Donatelli (391); studies
by Leonardo da Vinci (397) ; and some
singularly instructive sketch diagrams of
figures, showing rules for proportioning the
figure, by Andrea del Veroccliio, said to be
those given to his pupil Leonardo da Vinci
(Nos. 401 and 402). In these we find the
length of foot is given as one modulus, and
the span of hand as another measure. We
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must not overlook also some fine studies by
Perugino, lent by Mr. James Knowles ; a

design for a ceiling by Velasquez (463) ; a

water-colour sketch of avenue, by Watteau ;

" The Dream of Human Life " (497) ; and a

cartoon for a colossal representation of

Charity, drawn in black chalk on browii

paper with all the vigour and animation
characteristic of that great master of the

figure, Michael Angelo.
Passing to the water-colour galleiy, by

artists of the British school, we find the

works of such eminent masters as B. J.

Poynter, Smallfield, Alma Tadema, Marsh,
Sir Coutts Lindsay and Lady Lindsay,

Gow, Wolf. Bough. Corbould, Lockhart,

Macallum, Orrock, Hine, T. Danby, Dobson,
Carl Haag, Fripp, Mai-ks, A. W. Hunt,
Hubert Herkomer, Linton, Crane, Whym-
per, and others. Mr. Poynter, in his
" Venus and .^sculapius " (794), and other

drawings, exhibits the finished conceptions of

the master, which contrast by proKimity to

other bolder handling. Mr. A. H. Marsh, in

his " Mussel-banks on the Conway " (799)

charms by the rich tones of his banks,

as in 801 he does by the vigour and fresh-

ness of the young ruddy mussel-gatherer.
" The Pet of the Crew." by E. G. Gregory,

is a conscientiously drawn and finished

picture, bespeaking its story very well

;

whileMr.Parker's " View at Hurley,Bucks,"
and his " Hurley Lock " (813), are bright,

sunny, spring-like pieces, in which the

artist has employed body colour. In the

last picture the figures of boys, and the

lock and light foliage in the background,

are inimitably finished. Particularly face-

tious is A. 0. Gow's " Lord Foppington's

Levee" (814). The servile expressions of

the attendants just entering the bed-

chamber, and the anxious look of the fop

—

in his dressing-gown, seated by a toilet

table—as he looks back, are as excellent as

the bedstead chintz and the chimney-piece

and oak-panelling of the room. A fancy
drawing-room piece is entitled " The
Sleepers "—a young girl, clad in a muslin

dress, with scarlet sash, lying on a couch,

with a kitten, fast asleep also, on her breast

(815). We have seldom seen a cleverer

studv of a rough sea than Mr. Powell's

sketch (828) of " A Grey Day at Sea." The
huge trough and the smaller ripples are as

true to nature as the colouring. Close to

it is a small sketch (" A Misty Morning,"

by Mr. F. Powell), exceedingly simple, but
the mist on the water and the aerial per-

spective are illusively real. We note also
" Anstruther," a richly-coloured landscape,

by Sam. Bough, R.S.A. (833) ; another very

concientious landscape by the same artist

(" Hamilton," 835) ; Mr. Lockhart's " Water
Oate of the Inquisition, Spain"—a spirited

drawing, clearly coloured ; Mr. Walton's
" Cover Wood "—rich in autumn tints

;

and, especially, Mr. H. Macallum'.s " Return
of the Beer Fleet " (852), which, for the

figures of fishermen, the boat grouping, and
colour, can hardly be surpassed. Mr. W.
C. Dobson's "Young Nurse" (864) is a
pleasing study of children's faces without

artifice ; and Mr. Hine's " View of Downs
near Lewes " is equally truthful in its soft

rendering of undulating downs such as we
see them in Sussex. Aerial in its colouring

is a lake scene by T. Danby (8721, contrast-

ing with " Wave by Moonlight," by A.
Severn. No. 884 (" Gipsies "), by Mr. R. W.
Macbeth, is a bright study, well finished,

of a shady orchard, with a gipsy fiddler, to

whose tune two gipsy women are listening

intently. Mr. Albert Goodwin is repre-

sented by two striking pieces
—

" Verona
"

(889), a rich study of colour in the Cam-
panile—so lauded by Ruskin—and the
painted house fronts, and in " Abingdon
Churchyard," with its fine wooden verandah.

No. 908 ("Meeting on the Tun-et Stair")

sounds like a mediaeval tale. Told by Mr.
F. Burton, it shows a warrior, clad in chain

armour, meeting a young woman, whose
face is turned in anguish of despair.

A few drawings of architectural sub-
jects must be noticed. " Where stood
Bridewell Hospital and Prison " (913), by
Mr. G. P. Boyce, is a faithful rendering of

St. Bride's steeple and tlie old brick houses
from the deserted site. That well-known
painter, Carl Haag, in his " Entrance to a
Kahn, Jerusalem," has shown the power of

his pencil, and there is a depth of tone in

the crypt-like vault. His "Acropoliss " (925)

is a sensationally striking picture of the

marble citadel and limestone buildings with
the plains and hills beyond, the rock and
temples bathed in a ruddy glow which
almost unnaturally contrasts with the
purple distance. Mr. A. D. Fripp is an
artist whose works have always a charm
of unaffected truthfulness in detail. His
" Old Church Porch, Dorset " (934) is an
admirable drawing of a beautiful wooden
porch, which the artist has reproduced with
all the effect of the grey time-stains and
clefts in the oak, blending happily with the
red tile roofing. In the same chiss we place

Mr. John O'Connor's " Priory, Hampstead"
(1018), a fine Elizabethan portal and front

;

its grey stone carving and the background
of gables being most skilfully and feelingly

handled in colour. Equally bold and effec-

tive is the " Old Tork Gate," by the same
artist. We can only mention a few other

pictures striking for qualities of drawing or

colour. Mr. T. R. Lamont's " Bonny Kil-

menny " (947), in three tableaux, is a
pathetic story or legend told with much
tenderness ; Mr. Buckman's " North Coun-
try Wrestling " (938), a decorative treat-

ment ; 948, " A Backwater on the Thames,"
by Mr. E. Fahey; Mr. Mark's "What Is

It;" some rainbow-coloured pieces, by Mr.
A. W. Hunt, as "Durham" and "Loch
Torriden" (956-7) exceedingly soft and bril-

liant ; clear and carefully handled drawings,

by G. Fripp (972-980) ; an expressive minia-

ture piece, entitled " Weary," by H. Her-

komer, and a few clever and striking land-

scapes, by Mr. H. S. Hine, P. F. Naftel, J.

W.Whymper, T. Danby, R.W.Macbeth,
Otto Weber, and J. Orrock. We have not

touched the Sculptui-e Gallery, filled as it

is with studies by Domenichino, Raphael,

Albert Diirer, and some choice sketches of

the Venetian, German, and Early Flemish

school. The collection of drawings by J. A.

D. Ingres (1780-1867) is unique of its kind,

and is well worth a separate visit.

CANAL AND CULVERT TABLES.*

THERE have been considerable difficulties in

the way of adopting an accurate for-

mula for calculating discharges and velocities

in rivers, canals, and culverts, and Mr. Lowis

D'A. Jackson, A.M.I.C.E., the author of "Hy-
draulic Manual and Statistics," previously re-

viewed in these pages, has calculated and com-

piled a collection of tables based on the formula

of Herr Kutter, now recognised as the most

correct. The tables of Mr. Jackson are intended

larity, are not considered perfect by the antbor.
who aasig^ the foUoifing values of the coefl-
cient ol roughneis (N) for artificial mate-
rials;

—

1. Smooth plotter and glazed
material OOIO

2. Ashlar, brickwork, cast and
wrought iron, unglazed
pottery frOlS

3. Eubble 0017

In the tables given sewers of circnlar form,
ovoidal section, as used by Hawksley, and the
Metropolitan pattern, together with the peg-
top section of the author, are adopted, the
latter being considered better to insure greater
scour, and to prevent the lodgment of sedi-

ment. The sides of this form are straight.

Valuable sectional data are given in Table IV.,

in which the sectional areas, hydraulic radii in
feet for pipes of these sections are stated. Thna
we find on reference to it, that in Huwksley't
ovoid culvert of 2ft. transverse diameter, under
head " Full," the sectional area is 3'0H20, the
hydraulic radius 5532; when two-thirds full

the area is 26850, and the radius C20, and
when one-third full the area is 1'0276 and the
radius 396. Table VI. gives mean velocities

of discharge in feet per second, quantities dis-

charged in cubic feet per second, and coeffl-

cients of mean velocity for culverts and pipe*

of various sections in cast or wrought iron,

brickwork, and stoneware. We cannot give in

a brief notice a fair account of all these tables,

but we can recommend Mr. Jackson's work to

the practical engineer as one of the most
reliable of textbooks in this branch of engi-

neering.

COMPETITIONS.
National HosprrAL fob thb Pabaltsid

AND Epilbptic.—The board of management
some few months ago invited Messrs. Hatter- •

bury and Huxley, Mr. M. P. Manning, and
Mr. F. W. Stent., to submit in competition

plans for rebuilding the above-named hospital

in Queen-square. The board have decided to

adopt the plans submitted by Mr. M. P. Man-
ning, of Mitre-court-, Temple. The honorarioim

to the other competing architects was fixed at

fifty guineas.

Swindon Boaed Schools.—At the meeting

of the Swindon School Board last week it was
reported that no fewer than 162 letters had
been received in response to a preliminary ad-

vertisement inviting architects to send in plans

for the proposed new schools. A long discus-

sion ensued on the general question of throw-

ing the competition open to all comers or

confining it to local men. Several members
spoke in high terms of the work that had been

carried out at Stratton and elsewhere by local

men, but an opinion was expressed that the

requirements would be met at a lower cost if

all architects were allowed to compete. Even-

tually the matter was referred to a committee.

A new Baptist charel and soboolroom are in

course of crect'on «t Blackley, near Halifax. The

chipel will acommodate 500 ailults, and 240

children. The fittinp? are of pitch pine T«nji»hed,

and will be rady for occupation in June next.

Bfneath is a (choolroom, which is so far completed

th it it wft" openeil last week. It will ho'd from 350

fornra'ctrcai use, and the author has attempted I to 400, and adjoining are snperintendeot's vestiy,

[""JPJl'.v™ -!'?:i!::ilf= *.. „rP.t«r accumcv !
servi.g kitchen, store-room, and heating apparatus

to meet the requirements for greater accuracy

than has been usually found in treatises of this

sort. The gradation of quality of surface and

irregularity of course are important elements

in such an investigation ; but Kutter's formula

is so complex and involved that we hail some

work giving tables that may be referred to by

the practical engineer. The main object of the

tables is to afford a ready determination of

mean velocities and discharges (which are given

in feet and cubic feet per second) to suit various

sections, conditions of surface, regularity, and

hydraulic inclinations in all ordinary cases.

The mean velocities and discharges in Tables

VI. and \^I. do not apply to heads of pressure,

but to conditions in which the pipe runs full-

bore without " heading up." Kutter's general

values, or co-efBcients of roughness and irregu-

• Canal and Culvert Tables, under a modihed cUssia-

cation. By Lewis D'A. Jackson, A. M.T.C.I1. London

:

W. U. Allen and Co., Waterloo-place, " ^
.
S.W.

room ; above are ministers', deacons, and singers

vestries. The architect is Mr. C. F. L Horsfall, ef

Halifax, and the cottractors are—masons, Mr. T.

Bottomley, Ellat.d : joiners, Messrs. Hirst and

Wison, Kllaiid ;
glnziip, Mr. J. Bolton, Halif«;

heati' g apparatus. Mr. J Calvert, West \ ate. The

totil cost wil bo about .£3,500.

The prem'S"s of Jlessrs. J. Beal and Co., the

well-knowa Brighton newsagents, have ui been re-

constructed, under the supervision of Mr Arthur

Loader, architect, of Brighton, Mr. G. R I.ockjer

tieing the bnilder. The cost of the work has teen

je-2,000.

An exhibition of works by the stndenU of the

Halifax School of Art is on view at the Mechanics

Hull in that town. They inclnde thr.e rat on^

priie works, and many wat-r-colonr, pencil, and

crayon drawings, but the chief feature •>> tb««-

hibition is the pictures by Mr. Stopford, the bead-

master, of which there are twenty-two, emhraciog

scenery in Ireland, Wales, and on the hngluh

coast.
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Our Lithographic Illustrations.

BOTAL ACADEMY TBAVILLINO BTUDKNTSHIP
DKSISN FOB PEOVINOIAL TOWN HALL.

TuKSE drawinga, for which the studentshin has

been awarded, wpre made within the Academy
dnriog the month of October, according to the

ment. As it is probable that Buch a building

would be heated by other means than open fire-

places, these ImTG been intentionally omitted

throughout, which accounts for the absence of

chimneys in the design. The accommodation
provided is slightly in excess of the conditions,

without occupying the whole of the given area

of site.—W. S.

8T. John's, red lion-square, holborn.

This perspective view and the ground plan

will show the design and arrangement of this

church more completely than any written

description could do, and therefore it will only

be necessary to give some of the leading

dimensions, and to describe the nature of the

materials which have been used in the build-

ings. The chancel is 34ft. by 20ft., and, in-

cluding its aisles, 40tt. wide; the morning
chapel 17ft. by 40tt. long ; the nave 38ft. 6in.

by 74ft. long, and, with its aisles, 82ft. wide.

Height of nave and chancel, 54ft. ; height of

aisles, 20ft.; height of chapel, 22ft. The
material used for the dressings is Bath stone,

both inside and out. The facing to the outside

is of red brick, and to the inside of picked
stocks. The church Jin every part is groined,

the ribs of Bath stone, and the spandrels filled

in with stock bricks. The obiect being to pro-

vide as much accomodation as possible, every

Eoyal Academy, and, as measured details of
one of the best works of that distinguished
architect, Sir William Chambers, they will, we
are sure, be valued by our readers. Our illus-

trations to-day show one bay (the central one)
of the longitudinal section and elevation of the
entrance to the courtyard of Somerset House
from the Strand, and one bay of the cross
section looking towards the Strand, and giving
a section of the central doorway to the Strand
wing on the right-hand side of the entrance,
originally uped by the Eoyal and Antiquarian
Societies. We also give a plan looking up of

the soffit of one of the cross arches. There are
on plan three bays each way, the central one
crossways being used for carriages, those on
either side being for footways. The following
notes have been sent us by Mr. Gibson, who
also remarks that all the work, ceiling, &c.,

above the main cornice is executed in plaster.

Much of the delicate detail is lost in reality on
account of the shadow of the entrance arches.

(At an eafly date we shall give some of the
enrichments to a larger scale.) Notes to the

dramngs : The setting out of plan is not quite
rectangular. The piers on each side of the
centre openings of fronts are before the general

line, which is, however, followed by the arches
over. The two side piers of Strand front are
narrower than the two centrej piers. The

nsnal regnlitiona. Being done, to a certain
extent, '" against time," there was little oppor-
tunity for careful thought, either in plan or
elevation, and while not wishing to escape
criticiam, the author is conscious of several weak
point* in the design. The plan is arranged
so M to iaolate, as far as possible, the three
main divisions of the bnilding (each having a
separate entrance. Sec.), and at the same time
to afford complete intercommunication when
desired. This is effected by means of a central
area, ronnd which is a corridor divided by
grilles, so a<i not to interfere with light and
air. The sessions court is placed on the north
side, and the assembly-room on the south ; the
principal entrance, hall, and council chamber
on the west ; while on the east are the mayor's
Boite of apartments (with private entrance and
staircase), and the access to police offices, fire-

engine, tc, which are provided for in the base-

inch of the site has been covered by the
church. The outline of the church is conse-

quently of a very varied nature, owing to the
adjoining properties against which it has been
made to fit, and there are many peculiarities

about the church which have originated out of

this irregular site and the necessities of the
case. The architect of the building is Mr. J.

L. Pearson, A.B.A. Eefercnces to plan :

—

A. Area.
B. Study.
C. Staircase.
D. DiniDg:-room,
E. Pulpit.

P. Organist.
G. Area.
H. Morning Chapel.
J. Tower.
K. Font.

entrance OATEWAT, SOMERSET HOUSE.
Wb reproduce to-day a portion of the drawings
for which the Eoyal Academy have just
awarded their first m'edal for 1878 to Mr. E. W.
Gibson. The care and spirit of these drawings
have seldom been equalled by students at the

columns are not exactly alike in diameters ;

some are slightly larger at 5ft. height than at

base, but this seems to be accidental. Some of

the columns are a little out of perpendicular.

The bases to columns slightly vary in projec-

tions, but are nearly all larger than those to

pilasters. In one or two cases the face of

architrave is not quite over the face of column,
as seems to be intended. The cornices upon
walls have less projection than those to middle
aisle ; other mouldings also vary. The drawings
(details) are medium examples of three or four

measurements. The curves were ascertained

by the cymagraph. The spring of vaults is not

always exactly over centre of column, but this

seems to be accidental and irregular. The
lines of vaulted ceiling decoration do not in all

cases range as intended, and the dimensions of

corresponding parts vary a little. The .pave-

ents are not quite level.
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Thesk villaS; of which an illustration is given
in our present issue, are now in course of erec-
•jon in this favoured suburb. The style popu-
larly known as " Queen Anne" is here treated
vith considerable modification, the object
apparently being to retain the homely pictu-
r;sque feeling, without sacrifice of light, and
with economy of cost in plan and detail. The
wills are faced with pressed bricks made in
Lticestershire, not perhaps as rich in colour as
soaie would desire, but selected in this instance
for their good weather-resisting qualities. The
stnngs and cornices are of moulded bricks from
tie same district. The roofs are covered with
red Broseley tiles. Mr. Theodore K. Green is
the architect.

NOS. 50, 51, AND 52, WOOD-STEBET.
This warehouse forms part of the extensive
premises belonging to Messrs. Rylands and
bons. Limited. The elevation has been con-
siderably altered, and, as will be seen by our
illustration, the old height preserved. While
this has cramped the design the architects
have preserved the number of stories by setting
back the upper floors. A good light has been
obtained throughout by the arrangement of
the areas and bulkheads. The buUders were

ST ALBAN'S CATHEDRAL.
T HAVE lead Mr. Street's letter on this-^ subject with interest, if not with plea-
sure. To my mind it savours too much of
those sermons in which the preacher creates
a bogie of unbelief for the mere pleasure of
knocking him down. I have no intention
of replying m detail to what Mr. Street
urges, for I am weU aware that if the con-
troversy between us were continued indefi-
nitely, neither would be convinced of the
error of his ways ; and on the whole I think
it IS one of those frequent cases in which it
18 best to "agree to differ." Nevertheless,
there are one or two matters which I must
take note of.

I have already expressed to Mr. Street my
regret at having used the unlucky word
" sun-eptitious," and have explained to him
that m wi-iting it I had no thought of its
having reference to himself, but only to the
action of an uncalled-for doctor examining
a patient without his or his friends' know-
ledge. I did not see at the time how easily
the word might be misunderstood.
Mr. Street evidently still thinks that my

conduct has been inconsistent with my oft-

23

that case be repaired, and that over it shouldbe erected a new set of framed rafters to thehigher angle, while, about the retenUon ^f h^

hir Gilbert a wish wa«, supposing the hiaberangle to be agreed on, toTllow^ exactl,*^esame course adopted by him at 8elby in aparallel case. This has been pettooUy,lZ^
tul, and may be taken as a precedent?'

^^^

Ju '''i' .^^ ^^^^ '™™ tlie above that
although from a feeling that this had notbecome a practical question, I did not urgethe high roof as a "«n« g»d non," yet thebias of my opinion was all in favour of it.Ihis report, and its supplement, dated June
^5<A were read together at the meeting ofthe Committee held on June idth I wa«
present, and, in the discussion which took
place, spoke strongly in favour of a hijrh
roof bemg erected above the timbers of^e
old one, and finally the high roof was
earned The minority, however, not beina
satisfied, a larger meeting was called for thl
10th of August. For this meeting I pre-
pared a report, dated July 26lli, givinsr
various estimates for the high roof, which j

Fio. 1.

Messrs. Braid and Co., of Chelsea ; Mr. James
Mudie was the foreman. The carvin<r was
executed by Mr. J. W. Seal, of Walworth, and
the whole was carried out from the designs and
under the superintendence of Messrs. J
and J. Belcher, of 5, Adelaide-place. London^
bridge. E.C.

THE AECHITECTTJRAL SCHOOL—EOYAL
ACADEMY.

'T'HE following are the admissions to the
i- Eoyal Academy Architectural School for
January. 1879 :—

1st Class Student.—W, Stevens.
2nd Class Studenls.-F. W. Besant, C. Bradley,

G. H. Coldwell, H. Goodall, M. J. Lansdell, F. C.

w !• ^- m ^^^^^^' J- ^- Phillips, L. Stokes, T.
Watson, T. B. Whinney.
Prohationers.-F. C. Booty, F. G. F. Hooper, W

S'*"?^ S:t^V h"^"^'
*'• W- Littlewood, W. Bessett-

femith, N. J. Stanuen, T. S. Townsend.
" —»—

^

The first stone of the monament to the memory
of Lord Brougham was laid oa Thursday week at
Cannes.

An Engliah Wesleyan chapel wa? oppnod at Llan-
saintffraid, near Oswestry, on Friday week. The
plans were supplied by Mr. W. Kanger, of Finsbary
Pavement, K C, and the builder was Mr. John
Peckstook, of MeUod, near Welshpool.

quoted report of June 2Sth. I have been
much surprised at what has been built upon
this poor letter, which begins with the
words, " I understand that a further report,
dealing especially with the western portions
of the roof, is thought desirable. As this
had already been dealt with by my father I
did not include it in my former letter."
This is, on the face of it, only supplementary
to what had been written before. As no-
body seems to have cared to inquire what
this was, I think it is well to quote that
portion of my original report, dated June 7th,

which refers to the high roof. After stat-
ing the nature and probable cost of the
repairs required to the old roof and ceiling :

I go on as follows :

—

had been instructed to obtain, and ending
as follows :

—

"I understand that a motion will be brought
forward at the meeting, the object of which is

to reverse the decision arrived at in favour of a
high-pitched roof. The arguments I have
heard are—(1st) that the western part of the
abbey having been Tttdoristd—as I think it

has been expressed—the low-pitched roof is

more in accordance with the architecture, and
(2nd) that as a new higher gable will became
necessary at the west end, we shall be in-
fringing on the design of Abbot Wheathamp-
stead. I wish to point out that, as far as the
nave is concerned, no late alteration of any
consequence whatever has been made, with the
exception of the insertion of the west window.
It is to all interests and purposes early archi-

" The next division of the subject is perhaps teoture from beginning to end, and therefore a
the most important—namely, the treatment of

|

high-pitched roof, such as it originally had, will
the lead covering. The question of the pitch

j

be in full accordance with its design. Besides
of the roof at once comes in, whether to pre- 1

this I wish to call attention to tlie fact that
serve the present form, or revert to the more

j

the gable does not form any important feature
ancient high pitch shown by the marks re- in the west front. Its design terminates in a
maining on the tower wall. I consider that

|

horizontal cornice and parapet, the gable
all I have said above [i.e., as to the repairs of

|

having been erected well behind this on the
the old roof and ceiling] applies squally to I inner face of the wall, with a passage way
either treatment of the roof, as, if the high between the two. In the new arrangement no
pitch is determined on, I think tlie committee

;

alteration will be made to the parapet beyond
will agree with the view held so strongly by .

such repairs as are necessary, and the new
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gable, which should be kept subordinate to the
'

ctesign, will, like the present one. be in rear of

the general line of the front. Another con-

sideration is this—the three noble portals, with

their lofty gables, will doubtless be restored

before lonsr. These will greatly alter the
character of the west front, vastly increasing

its beauty, and there cannot be a question that

the gable of the new roof will be more in

agreement with the new and earlier character

than the depressed gable which now exists.**

The final meeting, which was one of all

the large subscribers, was held a few weeks
later, when, for the third time, the high

]

roof was carried by a large majority, but i

on none of these occasions was I able to

carry out my wish of preserving the old

roof in connection with it. This, I am glad

to think, has now been made possible by
the action of Mr. Street and the Society of

Antiquaries, and, so far, I am extremely
obliged to them. I do not think I need say
anything further on this point.

Although Mr. Street's opinion is opposed
to mine in some respects. I am able to

gather some crumbs of comfort from his

letter—for instance—although at the be-

ginning of it he disputes my higher roof

mark being a roof mark at all, and calls in

Mr. Neale to help him (^who, after agreeing

with me as to this line at the Society of

Antiquaries, and more recently at a meet-
]

ingot the St. Alban's Architectural Society,

has, I am told, been spending day after day •

amidst snow and ice, measuring the tower
brick by brick, in order to prove himself

and me wrong), yet later on in his letter he

says (speaking of my explanation of the

upper and lower roof marks) that "a far

Bunpler explanation would be that when
the nave walls were raised 3ft. 6in. above
the transept walls, the ridge of the nave
roof was also raised 3ft. 6in. above its old

line, and so produced the ' original ' marks
above the other." From this 1 gather that

after all Mr. Street thinks, as I do, that

these upper marks do at least indicate a

roof, and are not due to my imagination, as

otherwise the explanition would be far more
gimpU than reasonable. Whether Mr.
Street now agrees with me or not, as to the
raising of the walls, I cannot make out
from the wording of his letter. I hope he
does, as I consider io proved as certainly as

anything resting on architectural evidence

can be.

Then, as regards the artistic effect of a
high roof, Mr. Street says that, if only the

old timbers were rather more rotten, he
could agree " in the propriety of raising the

ridges of the roofs to the level at which
they stood when the tower was built." He
adds :

" I should do so, because at this level

it would be possible hereafter to look for-

ward to all the roofs being, as they once
were, at the same level." (Surely not that

of the eastern arm, as this would involve

the destruction of the choir clerestory ?) If

it would be an advantage to raise the roof

at all, the more or less rotten state of the
timbers cannot affect the artistic propriety

of doing 80, nor can the difference in the

height (varying from 3ft. 6in. to nothing
according to the view taken of the Norman
ridge line), make all the difference between
dwarfing the tower and restoring it to " the
proportions its builders intended that it

should have." Moreover, I am not at all

?irepared to believe that if Mr. Street

avoured the high roof, he would favour the

destmction of the parapets ; so that I am
able to gather that he must think as I do
that the appearance will, on the whole, be
improved by the high roof, and that such a
roof can be erected with parapets.

Mr. Street's theory of the Norman roofs

finishing below the string-course of the
tower is new. His diagram, exhibited at

the Society of Antiquaries, certainly did

not show it so ; nor are there any marks on
any of the four sides of the tower suggest-

ing it. The only evidence is Mr. Nealo^s

drawing of the transept springers, and this

part of the building I am now having
accurately measxired.

Mr. Street states, most inaccurately, that

I have " taken away whatever remained of

the old corbel table, &c., on the western
part of the nave, and have erected a new
parapet of Early English style to agree

with the old work in the clerestory." The
Early English corbel table remained here

before our works of restoration wore com-
menced, as may be seen by reference to

Mr. Neale's plate. This portion has been
most faithfully restored, many of the

original corbels being retained ; but as this

pprt of the restoration was all done before

1 came on the scene, it can have little to do
with my theory, and so the " redfictio ad
absnrdum, " falls to the ground.
The proposal to restore the high roof

having met with such an unexpected re-

ception, I tremble to think what would
happen if I suggested the reinstatement

of the slender Hertfordshire spire, which
formed a beautiful feature, probably from
Trampington's days down to the last cen-

tury ; but, nevertheless, I venture to say

that I should like to see it restored.

J. Oldrid Scott.

On a post.card, received Dec. 27, 1878.

I never re-li(rht my public " crackers " for private

exhibition, and I am sure It is unnecessary in this

case. Pi. Beckett,
60, Marina, St. Leonards.

Arthur Blomfield, Esq.

28, Montasrue-square, Dec. 27, 1878.

Str,—The fair inference to be ilrawn from your
reply to my letter is that yon do not hesitate to make
public insinuations which you are not prepared to

substantiate.—I am, sir, your obertient servant,

Arthur W. Blomfield.
Sir Edmnud Beckett, Bart, Q.C.
I shall publish this correspondence.

60, Marina, St. Leonards, Dec. 28, 1878.

Sir,—The fairer *' inference from my answer" to

your letter is, that if a man behaves as you and Mi.
Street and Mr. Christian have done, and thei
besides writes privately to me about my "squils
and crackers," he will be " answered according to

his folly." And he will get no other answer.—
Yours obediently, Edm. Beckett.
A. W. Blomfield, Esq.

28, Montague-square, Dec. 30, 1878.

Sir,—la " answering me according to my folly
''

you clearly remain yourself in the other great section

of humanity. Allow me, however, to remark that
the roof of the nave of St. Alban's (spell it how yon
like) is not your private property, though you seem
to think so.—Your obedient servant,

Arthur W. Blompibld.
Sir E. Beckett, Bart., Q.C.

Mr. Scott has been good enough to lend

us his drawings, specially prepared to show
the relative lines of the Norman and later

roofs, and also giving a section of the exist-

ing roofs and parapets to the nave and
south transept of St. Alban's. The following

references will at once explain the sketches :

—Fig. 1 is a section of the nave, with west
elevation of tower ; B shows the line of

original Norman roof of nave, with shingles

as a covering ; A shows the line of the

second or later roof, and the sectional part,

hatched at C, shows the existing roof; D,
to the section of the walling, shows the

Norman wall immediately under the tie-

beams of the original roof, as shown by B

;

E shows the section of the later work and
parapets. The span is 41ft. 2in. between
parapets. F shows the ridge line of the

original Norman roof to south transept.

This is shown by Fig. 2, which gives the

south elevation of tower, A being the line

of pitch of original Norman roof ; B shows
the roof of later date, aild C the existing

roof. The span is 42ft. 3in. between the

parapets.

As it is impossible to answer Sir Edmund
Beckett in the Times, will you allow me to

make public in your columns the enclosed

correspondence, arising out of the remark with

which he concludes his letter in that paper,

under the above title, as follows :
—" I could

say something of the third companion's pro-

bable impartiality, too ; but as it has not been
published by their newspaper I will not."

—

Aethub W. Blompield.

[Copy.]

28, Montagu-square, Deo. 25, 1878.

Sir,—I have just been looking at the brilliant

display of squibs and rockets with which (so far as

the Times is concerned) you brinp; "the Battle of

St, Alban's" to a close this morning. I notice that

it ends with the exhibition of a " cracker." directed

against myself, which only half goes off. This is

highly unsatisfactory, and X think I am entitled to

ask yon for some explanation. It appears to me ex-

tremely unfair publicly to impute unworthy motives,

or to insinuate the probability of such motives, in

so vaguo a manner as to render distinct repudiation

impossible. I therefore appeal to you to state

clearly by what you believe me to have been biassed

in the very minor part I have played in the matter.

It is sometimes difficult to feel confident as to the

springs of action even in one's own case, and I

undertake to tell you at once if you succeed in

pointing out to mc any hidden motive in what I

nave done beyond the ostensible one of the simple

wish to give an honest opinion when pressed on
both sides. I am entirely unconscious of anything
more at present, and I am at a loss to conceive what
you can mean.—1 am, sir, your obedient servant,

Arthub W. Blomfield.
Sir Edmund Beckett, Bart., Q.C.

OBITUARY.

The Late Timothy Hevby, Esq., P.E.I.A.I.

—The above name closes the obituary of Irish

artists for the year just passed. Bom in the

county Antrim in or about the year 1844, i^nd

having been educated at the Catholic College,

Belfast, he was, at the age of eighteen, articled

to the late Mr. Pugin (afterwards partner of

G. C. Ashlin, Esq.) and having completed his

pupilage he passed some years in the office of

the latter in Dublin. In the year 1869 he com-
menced practice for himself in his native

county, and with considerable success, having

since then designed and superintended the

erection of many ehurches, parochial dwellings,

schools, and manufacturing establishments in

the north of Ireland, which, one and all, bear

testimony to his abilities as an architect. The
new church of St. Patrick, Donegal-street,

Belfast, is, however, the principal work with

which we find his name connected. At the

time of his death, which took place on Sunday
evening, the 29th ult., at Albert-street, Belfast,

he was in his 34th year. He leaves a widow
and one child to mourn his untimely demise.

The Late Mr. John Johnson.—We regret

to announce the death, in his seventy-

second year, of Mr. John Johnson, archi-

tect and surveyor, 14, Buckingham-street,

Adelphi, W.C. The deceased was awarded a

gold medallion by the Society of Arts in 1833

;

in the following year he gained the first silver

medal of the Eoyal Aoademy for architectural

designs, in 1835 the Academy gold medal, and
in 1836 the Academy travelling studentship in

architecture, with which he travelled in Italy.

In May, 1811, Mr. Johnson commenced inde-

pendent practice in London, and continued in

the profession until his death. He was not a

member of the R.I.B.A. ' In Decomber, 1875,

Mr. Johnson received a diploma of honour in

the arts of design from the Academy of Florence.

He enjoyed a large private practice as a sur-

veyor, but will he chiefly rememberedasthejoint

architect with Mr. Meeson of the first Alexandra

Palace on Muswell-hill (opened May 24th, 1873.

and destroyed by fire on June 9th of the same
year), and sole architect of the present palace,

which was opened May 1st, 1875. Both build-

ings were fully described in our columns in the

months of April and May, 1873 and 1875, and
the ground plan of the present structure was
reproduced by us, Feb. 6th, 1874. Amongst
the churches designed and executed by Mr.

Johnson may be noticed the important Late

Decorated parish church of St. Edward, Rom-
ford, built in 1849, and that for St. Andrew's

district, Romford, opened twelve years later;

St. Paul's, Camden-town ; St. Matthew, Oak-

ley-square ; St. Luke, King's-cross (removed

to make way for St. Pancras-station) ; St.

Andrew, Thomhill-square ; St. Mary, Green-

hithe ; Christ Church, Stratford-by-Bow ; Holy

Trinity, Wimbledon ; and Midgham and Brimp-

ton, Berks. Boslyn Chapel and residentiary,

I Hampstead, was built from his designs in 1367.
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2UILDING NEWS DESIGNING CLUB.
EBVIBW OP DESIGNS POK SEMI-DETACHED

VILLAS.

INT this competition merit of planning is not

80 conspicuous as we anticipated. " S" in

circle, which we are obliged to place first, does

not happily solve the problem given. Theplan
is compact in the lobby and hall arrangement,

though we do not like the cramped stairs, and
certainly not the winder?. Tlie kitchen, too,

is too small, measuring only 7ft. across at the

entrance end, and there is no copper shown in

scullery. The entrance would have been better

if it had been placed in a cross passage, and
the kitchen beyond it. We think the

dining-room also is too small. On the upper
floor the plan has more merit, and in the ele-

vation the author has certainly given us a

common-sense treatment tor brick and tile, the

bays being carried up as gables in the roof

story. The overhung doorways are rather

crushed in effect. The cubing is put at 61,432ft.

at 6|d. per foot = .£1,600. " Omega" has de-

cided merits. The hall, stairs, and kitchen,

with its window placed rather askance in the

inner angle, are well planned, and the area is

well utilised ; the external elevation is simple,

with tiled gables, but withal there is little

striking or original. The skewed window is

certainly better than a right-angled one in such
a position. The cube contents are 54,806ft.
" Yesram" obviates some of the defects common
to many ; the main entrance is at the side,

a 4ft. passage leading direct from front to back

;

the kitchen is too small, but has an angle
window, the scullery being made a passage
room to the back. No windows, except the
staircase, look upon the adjacent property, but
the winders to the stairs are objectionable, and
elevation falls short. Why sucli small windows
to the drawing-rooms and study ? Cubing is

61,256ft. at 7d. = ,£1,785. The hollow walls

are good points. In " Confide " the kitchen
is cramped. The window facing a tradesmen's
entrance lobby is clever though not desirable,

and the scullery and copper are too confined.

The staircase and lobby arrangement between
kitchen and dining-room and the china closet

is ingeniously contrived, and but for the two
restricted outbuildings the design would have
stood higher. Elevations are somewhat hack,
neyed. The cubing is well worked out at 75d.

and at 5d., and the economy of space is obvious.
" Motto J." sends a very pleasingly designed
elevation in Queen Anne character, but
living room and parlour are cramped, and the
kitchen is much too small, being only lift. Bin.

X 9ft. A side porch entrance is shown. The
objection to overlooking by side windows has
been met, however, and the plan has the merit
of economy in the cubing, five bedroouis
being provided. " Mechlin " has solved the
difficulty of avoiding side windows, and has also

obtained a tradesmen's entrance behind the
main porch, both at the side ; but the dining-
room is too small, and the elevations are some-
what commonplace. Why not have thrown
the porch into the hall, instead of notching it

into the latter ? We observe a germ of success
in the plan, but it has been lost sight of. The
cube contents of each house is put down as
23,411ft. priced at 8d., = ,£781 per house.
" Mechlin " will find he has no headway
on first landing, if we judge by his elevations.
" K." in circle does not comply with the condi-
tion as to side lighting. His kitchen window
faces directly upon the adjoining pair. With
this exception the plan has some points of
merit. The hall and entrance is placed next
the party wall, the dining-room to the side of
this, 16ft. 6in. x 13ft. 6in., while at the back
is a good drawing-room, with a bay and a
lobby entrance to kitchen, wtih a serving hatch-
way todining-rocm. The elevation is designed
in Queen Anne style, somewhat rural in
feeling. Cube contents 61,182, at 6d.
" Frappe Fort" sends a vigorously-drawn
perspective with some heavy chimney caps, but
the ground plan ignores the condition about
avoiding overlooking windows, the kitchen
having one facing laterally. There is a good
dining-room, and some compact planning in
the lobby and outbuildings—another merit like
that of "K." already noticed, is that the oiBces do
not extend behind, and form a long range to
obstruct the light and view of back windows.

The fault of "North West," as of many others,
is the crowding of the hall, and the window to
kitchen being placed inconveniently close to
that of the dining-room. The scullery is made
the back entrance, the bedrooms are con-
veniently planned. We do not like the eleva-
tions nor the high-shouldered appearance of
the gabled sides. The cubing is taken at 7d.
for the main part and 4id. for the subordinate.
Among ingenious attempts to avoid side liKhts,

we may mention " D." in triangle, who places
his kitchen next the party wall, but no side
passage-way is allowed, and the whole 30ft.
halt frontage is taken up so that the windows
shown of pantry and larder are useless. " En
Avant " also occupies the entire frontage, and
thus places himself out of the field. " S. C. M."
shows a skylight to light kitchen, which is,

however, too small, as is also the scullery. The
narrow stairs and winders are objectionable,
but the author is on the right scent. " Fritz"
has boldly departed from the stereotyped dis-

position of rooms, and if he had shown a better
stair and larger dining-room his plan would
have at least the merit of originality. He puts
the kitchen close to the party-wall of the pair
and by the side of dining-room. " Lbs." avoids
back offices entirely, places his two sitting-

rooms in front, and lights his larder and china-
closet by a central court common to the pair.

The plan has some merit, though the details
are poorly worked out. " Franc Tireur " is an
ordinary arrangement, the kitchen window
facing towards the yard. Elevation has some
redeeming features, at least in front. Star in

circle does not meet the conditions of competi-
tion, though there are one or two good points
in plan. We cannot admire the elevation, with
the uncomfortably close bay windows. " Spero
Meliora :" The crooked office wings are not
desirable, and the remedy is worse than the
evil. The drawings are carefully made. The
author of " Curiose " falls into the common
error of cramping the kitchen, while the china-
closet opening out of entrance vestibule is

surely wanting in convenience. " Tam O'Shan-
ter " transposes the usual position of parlour
and kitchen, the latter being placed next
party-wall ; the plan is certainly more compact
than many others; there is a useful serving
lobby, and the sculleries outside are back to

back. The elevation is below the mark. The
plan of "J. S." is an economical though some-
what awkward attempt to solve the question,
and the kitchen after all has a side light. The
best part of the design is the elevation, which
is cleverly broken and simply treated. The
cubing is at 8d. and 4Jd. ' 'K " in circle

fails to meet the condition ; the scullery

entrance facing side passage is also objection-

able, and would be tempting to a gossiping
servant. " Semper Spiro Spero " has little to

recommend the plan, and the stairs are olijec-

tionably awkward to get furniture up—a point
many others are equally faulty in. "Namor'a"
arrangement is not happv, though It avoids a
long back office wing. " Montague " places his

drawing-room on the first floor, and his kitchen
and scullery are side by side below, but the poor
entrance and awkwardly deep bay windows are

defects. " Try " does not attempt any new
arrangement, but: his kitchen wings are obtru-

sive and unsightly, and spoil the garden view
from the dining-room. " Cabul " is better, and
his details are good. " Heyal :" A plan avoid-

ing back projections, but defective in lighting

and detail. " C " in triangles has an econo-

mical ground plan, but the stairs, kitchen, and
dining-room are cramped. " Omnia Vincit

Labor" is wasteful in passages and ill-lighted.

We have only space to further enumerate in

order of their merit the following :—" Octa-

gon," "Anchor," " East Anglican," "Such a

i)og," " Maltese Cross," " Xch Dien," " Ama-
teur," "Pat," " Signum," "M in Leaves,"

"B. M. W.," "C. W. D.," "E" in triangles,

"Ogmore," and "Peter;" the first three or

four of which possess points of merit in plan.

In reviewing the designs we have noted that

the larger number fail in adhering to the cus-

tomary plan of semi-detached villas ; others

have simply changed the position of windows,

while a few only have boldly tried to meet the

difficulty by doing away with the usual office

wings and disposing the offices anew—notably
" Confido," " Frappe Fort," " K " in circle,

" Lbs.." and a few others. A side passage way

is useful, but its chief use is to repleniah th*
coal cellar. " 8 " in circle provMe* for >itt
purpose only, but others have shown a paaaage
way through. We think a side or ree««ed
entrance a great point, as in the first thi««
plans, and a servants' entrsnce maj be well
made through the scullery or a lobby between
kitchen and hall. No plan, however, we haTft
received has successfully met the condition
proposed. The dining-room, hall, or kitchen.
has in most cases suffered by the attempt, and
few of the authors have availed themselves of
a middle area for lighting a portion with any
success. The details received are not equal to
the occasion. Those of " Cabul " and " Frappe
Fort " are the best, after which " Try " may be
placed. " Spero Meliora" shows lack of ««•
perience, or he would never have designed
such a wooden bracket as he has to his doorway.
His brick architrave also is much too wide and
out of proportion, and his gates and poets ar«
too full of cross boarding and stop chamfers.
Details by " Such a Dog " are wanting in know.
ledge of mouldings and precision of drawing.
In concluding this review it must not be sup-
posed that we have entered minutely into the
construction and detail of the various designs
submitted to us. If we were to do so our task
would be an endless one for ourselves and
wearisome to the patience of our readers, while
the main object of our criticism would be lost

—

namely, the inculcation of sound principles ot
general planning and good design.

SUGGESTIONS RELATING TO PLANS.
MAIN DEAINAQE, AND WATEE SUPPLY.
1'HE Local Government Board have just

published, in official blue-book form, some
information that should have been made known
years ago ; but as the old adage says, " It is

better late than never," we weloome the re-

vised pamphlet before us of " Suggestions,"
by Mr. Robert Rawlinson, C.B., C.E. These
include information relative to maps and plans
of districts to be submitted when sanction is

required for loans and other purposes of the
Public Health Act, as well as information re-

specting works of main sewerage and water
supply. The appendices are quite as useful to

the town surveyor. They furnish suggestions

as to contracts and specifications, instructions

as to applica.tions, schedules of prices for well-

sinking and boring, table of prime cost of

machines for raising water, regulations for

house fittings for water supply, specimens of

plans, &c. We will here briefly give the gist

of the more useful suggestions relating to main
drainage. As to boundary maps it is stated
" in cases in which a local government district

or a special drainage district is proposed to be
formed, a map should be submitted, accom-

panied by a written description of the proposed

boundary clearly defined." The area in acreshas
to be given with the population and number of

houses. The rate of increaseof popuhition,anda

duplicate of the map on tracing cloth, are also

required. Ward maps should have the main
boundary distinctly defined thereon, and the

proposed division into wards, taking advantage

for such boundaries of brooks, roads, foot-

walks, streets, or fences, such lines to be

defined by margins of colour, with the names,

areas, populations, and rateable values of each

ward. Upon application being made for loans,

plans (or tracings), sections, detailed estimates,

and specification are necessary, accompanied

by information as to population at the two last

periods of taking the census, the rateable value,

and the amount of outstanding loans. Lines

of main sewers and drains should have the

cross sectional dimensions and the gradients

marked upon them, the dimensions of water

and gas-pipes being also shown. A specimen

plan is given which will be found useful. It

shows red lines for sewers, small circles of red

for manholes, ventilating or flushing cham-

bers, brown lines for pipe sewers, either double

or single, according to size, blue lines for iron

pipes, and the flow of sewage is indicated by an

arrow. It is stated that no general map should

be submitted which is drawn to a scale of leas

than 6in. to the mile, except when the inch

ordnance map is used. For showing sewerage

or water works, or street improvements, maps

should not be less than the ordnance scale of

l-2,500th. Detail plans are bo be in a scale of
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not less than 10ft. to a mile, the houses, bench

marks, levels of streets and cellars, high and

low tide level, &c., being shown ; and 8ft. x

2ft. is suggested as a convenient size for sheets.

A specimen of this plan is also given. Enlarged

details of sewers, manholes, sluices, &c., are^ to

be not less than 8ft. to the inch, or to any larger

scale. Engraved or lithographed diagrams are

also accepted.

Referring to the suggestions some valuable

points respecting main sewers are given. It is

hinted they should be laid at " such depth as

will effectively drain house basements, and,

when practicable, not less than twice the full

diameter of the sewer below basement or cellar

floors, to prevent house drains from being back-

watered. Drains from basement to sewer should

have a clear fall of not less than 1 in CO, and
should enter sewer by a junction specially pro-

vided for that purpose." Sewers and drains on
sites liable to be flooded require to have outlets

with valves, to prevent floods back-watering the

sewers. Tidal flap valves are illustrated, also

penstocks for sewers. Plate 18 shows a self-

acting overflow valve hung on pivots, so hung
as to close against flooding. Street surface

ventilation, it is pointed out. cannot be pro-

vided below the surface flood level : they must
therefore be ventilated above. No. 3 sugges-

tion states, " Main sewers muat not be of

capacity to contain flood water of the area

drained, as such flood water should be passed

over the surface, or by special channels and
drains." This condition seems to be desirable

on the score of economy, though we believe

that special flood-water drains are seldom
thought of. In the laying-out of main sewers
straight lines and true gradients are recom-

mended, the chief changes of line and gradient

being provided for by side entrances, man-
holes, and flushing arrangements. A section

of manhole and ventilating shaft is given
(Plate 4), the latter being independent and not
so deep, with a coarse gravel bottom for drain-

ing, and a charcoal basket in a vertical opening
between the two shafts. Another diagram
exhibits a system of ventilation that has been
found successful. It shows the usual manhole
and shaft, with a close movable iron cover at

the street level. Two charcoal baskets are

placed across the shaft, through which the
sewer gas percolates and becomes disinfected,

above which it passes into a side ventilating

chamber, and thence through a grating in the
street. Any solid matter tailing through can
be removed by a slide at the lower end of cham-
ber. Speaking of the duplicate system of

sewering, Mr. Eawlinson says it is seldom
required, and existing road drains may be re-

tained for storm waters. He states objections

to the double system, but these have been
answered before, and do not take into conside-

ration the principle of making a separate drain

the channel for an excess only of rain-water.

A separate system, we assert, would not entail

two seta of drains to the houses, as the house
drains would be single as at present. House
drains are recommended to be laid in concrete,

and if the subsoil is porous the trench should
be lined with clay puddle. For the jointing
of pipes concrete or cement is suggested in

preference to clay, though tothesecond material

we have strong objections. At junctions and
curves an extra fall to compensate for friction

is advised, and when two sewers of unequal
diameters join, the lesser sewer should have a
fall into the larger equal to difference of the
diameters. We have no space to recapitulate
other suggestions, many of which are obvious
and well known. We may mention, however,
that house drains are recommended not to pass
direct from sewers to the inside of houses, but
they should end at an outside wall. Sinks and
closets should be also against outer walls, and
be discharged into ventilated traps. Down
sponts are not to be used for ventilation as the
heads may be near windows, so that the open
soil pipe system cannot be enforced under this

rather unnecessary rule. Side junctions are to

be provided for house drains. Back drainage
is recommended on the right-line system from
manhole to manhole. On the question of

sewers in hilly districta, Mr. Eawlinson recom-
mends seweringin zones, or by intercepting lines

of sewers contouring the site, as they prevent

gorging the low-level districts, and the rush of

heavy rain may burst the low-level sewers at

the steep junctions. Steep sewers require to

be better ventilated than flat ones to prevent

dangerous accumulation of gas in the upper

districts, and the arrangement already described

of ventilated manholes is proposed, with
" tumbling bays " between the two levels.

Tide-lock^ sewers must be constructed so that

the lower portion below the level of high water

or land floods of a river should be cut off from

the upper portions and be amply ventilated,

and a section of an arrangement for a main
outlet on seashore is given with a manhole
ventilating chamber, a hinged flap valve to

outlet sewer, also a flood-water overflow. We
are glad to find trapping not advised in cases

of offensive sewers, but additional openings for

•rentilation, and another good hint is that

single ventilating tubes are useless. There

should always be two—an inlet and outlet—or

the single pipe should be divided by a dia-

phragm. A little more classification in the

suggestions would have been desirable, as we
find the same branches of the subject are

repeated. In the chapter on " Water Supply,"

a few useful hints are given. Thus it is advised

that cast-iron pipes should be coated inside and

out with black varnish. Turned bored joints

are said to be cheapest, but lead joints are

safest. Specimens of tanks are given, and
these may be of brick or concrete, made water-

tight by clay-puddling the bottom, and concret-

ing, the thickness of puddle being not less than

12in., and spread evenly over the whole surface

of site. Into the part on " Sewage Disposal

"

we have no space to enter here, and as to the

appendices we may profitaVjly refer to them on

another occasion. Mr. Uawlinscn's "Sugges-

tions," if they had been published years ago,

would have saved many useless labours on the

part of town surveyors, and expensive failures,

but though it has appeared late in the day it

wUl bo found a useful guide to the profession.

The total rlepth of the artesian well being

hored for the Vestry of Eichmond, Surrey, U now
355ft. ; the la^t 100ft. are sunk in the chalk, and

the contractors are confident of obtaining suflicifnt

water before reaching the maximnm depth—415ft.

—presciibed by the co^itraet. Messrs. Eoas and

Mians are the engineers.

The Local Biard of Giln". Wilts, have decided to

apply to the PiihUo Works Loan Commissioners for

a loan of ^5,000 for currying oat works of sewer-

age.

At Marlborouoh-street police-court, Lindon, on

Monday week John Clarke, clerk to a builder of

Chapel-street, Mayfair, was sentcncnd to a month's

imprisonment with hard lahour, for stealing .£3,

givei him by his employer to pay for advertise-

ments in a newspaper.

A new stained glass window his been placed in

the chancel of All Saints' Church, Huntingdon,

during the pait fortnight. It is in lhrP9 lights,

and represents the Lord's Supper. Our Lord, por-

trayed in the act of blessing the bread, occupies the

centre light with six of the Apostles on either side.

Through the window is seen a distant view of

Jprosalem by night. The work was executed by

M'. W. H. Dixon, of London and Sheffield. All

the chancel windows in this church have now been

filled with stained glajs.

The AVe'leyan chapel at Efdwiok, near Bristol,

was recently reopened after considerable alteration

and improvem»nt, carried out from the designs of

Mr. Herbert J. Jones, of Bristol. A school for 60

children has been erected at the rear of the chapel.

[
All the internal fittiugs in the latter building have

been removed and replaced by a rostrum and open

seats, all framed in pitch pine with white deal

panels. The contrastors were Messrs. Lewis and

Edbrooke, of Bristol.

A stained glass window has been placed in the

Bonth transept of Hereford Cathedral to the memory
of the Eev. John Goss, vicar of St. John Baptist,

Hereford, and son of Sir Joseph Goss, organist of

St. Paul's Cathedral.

At Ayot St. Peter's, Herts, ainovel use of East's

mosaic has been made in its application to the

face of the new clock which has bi en given to the

cbnrch. The centre is composed of gold colour

scrolls upon an azure ground, and around this is a

belt of circles of white, bearing the figures of the

hours in black, and the spandrels are alternately

dark blue and raby. The work has been carried

out from the designs of Mr. J. P. Seddon, who was

also the architect of the church itself.

A new church is about to bo built at Peel, Isle of

Man, from the designs of Messrs. Charles Barry

and Son, of Liverpool, and in counterpart of

sewage down steep gradients, which in times of ' chnnh recently erected by them at Bolton.

Buillimg_MtlUgence.

Abebfoed, nkae Leeds.—Alterations hare

been going on at the Catholic chapel of Ab«r-

ford, andare now about approaching conipleticn.

Thesanctuary has been ro-decorated, new reredoa

to high altar, new Lady altar, new sanctuary

fittings, which havebeen supplied from Birming-

ham. The nave has also been decorated, and

new seats have been supplied, and a new porch

and wind porch. The chapel had for seme

time been in want of repair, and Mr. M. W.
Lewis, architect, Stonegate, York, was in-

structed to prepare designs, and the work has

been carried out under his directions.

Carlisle.—Messrs. J. A. Tomlinson and
Co.'s Nelson-street Works, Denton Holme, Car-

lisle, are now completed. The machinery and
fittings are also ready for starting to run. The
loom shed is about 133 ft. square, and contains

322 looms, and is so planned as to be easily ex-

tended. The warehouse block, measuring

184ft. X 34tt., and three stories high, is placed

to the front, being somewhat ornate, and con-

tains long rooms for beaming, warping, sizing,

&c. The engines and boilers, chimney (100ft.

high), mechanics' shops, twisting block,

stables, &c., comprise a block of buildings on

the right hand of loom shed. The work has

been executed by Messrs. C. and J. Armstrong,

contractors, at a cost of from je8,00O to £9,000,

exclusive of land and machinery. The engines

and boilers are by Messrs. Pratchitt Bros. Mr.

John Allan has acted as clerk of the works,

and the whole has been carried out under the

superintendence and from the designs of

Messrs. Hetherington and Oliver, architects,

Carlisle. >

Carlton, neae Nottingham.—New board

schools were opened on the 30th ult. They
are in three departments, each having a main
room 51ft. x 20ft., and two class-rooms 20ft. x

15ft., with porches, cloak-rooms, and lavatories.

The rooms are 16ft. high to plate, roofs open,

timbered with arched principals. The walls

are boarded 5ft. high, with inch rustic board-

ing, stained and varnished. The schools are

Gothic in character, and are built of copper-

mould bricks, with Bath stone dressings. A
bell turret forms a conspicuous feature. There

is a master's house, with large board room,

and also a caretaker's house. The schools are

heated by hot water. The works have been

executed by Messrs. William Key and Francis

Cava, of Carlton, at a cost of .£5,298, from the

designs and under the superintendence of Mr.

Eobt. C. Clarke, architect, Nottingham.

EocLBSTON.—New schools and master's

house have recently been erected at the cost of

the Duke of Westminster, at Eccleston,

Cheshire. The whole of the walls are of red

sandstone, and the roofs are tiled. The win-

dows in the school are of a Gothic character,

with stone tracery, and are filled with orna-

mental lead glazing. The gables of the house

and the upper part of the walls are of black

and white timber framing, which gives it a dis-

tinctive Domestic character. The most strik-

ing feature outside is a lofty stone bell turret,

which is carried up one angle of the school,

and contains a circular stone staircase, and
above, the bell. The principal gable of the

school terminates in a canopied niche, which
contains in sculpture the old legend of King
Alfred teaching a child to read. Eccleston

school is perhaps the handsomest and most

complete of all the six schools upon which the

Duke's liberality has lately been engaged in

this neighbourhood. All these have been from

the designs of Mr. John Douglas, architect, of

Chester.

Trued.—Last Friday a new Methodist

chapel was opened in Kenwyn-street. It is in

the Early English style, and is capable of seat-

ing about 326 persons—236 on the ground-floor

and 90 in an end gallery. The pews have solid

ends and reclining backs, and in place of a

pulpit there is a rostrum of ornamental design.

In consequence of the peculiar situation of the

building the light at the sides is very limited,

and a clerestory has had to be added. The
light thus obtained pervades the whole build-

in'g. The facade is faced with granite pillars.

The architect is Mr. J. Williams, of Knights-

bridge, and Victoria-chambers, Derby.
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tti« laiit ten yearn In the ENGLISH MECHANIC AND WORLD
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sard en. W.C.

•"*

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ouraelvos reaponeible for the opinions of
our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all communications should be drawn up as brieflj

as possible, aa there arc many claimants upon the spaoe
allotted to correspondence.]
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TAVISTOCK-STRKET. COVENI -G \RDEN, W.O.
Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

J. Passuobk Edwards.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
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Advertisements for the current week must reach the
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TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS,
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remittance. If the last-mentioned precaution is omitted,
some difficulty is very likely to arise in obtaining the
amount. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate of
7d. each, the postage charged being 3d. per copy. All
foreign subscriptions, unaccompanied by an additional
remittance to cover tlie extra cost of forwarding back
numbers, are commenced from the next number published
after the receipt of the subscription.

Cases for binding the hall-yearly volumes, 2a. each.
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J. N. Blackpool. (Mr. Riddell's " Artisan" is to be had
in this country only of Mr. F. Ship, 9, Chureh-road,
Homerton, London, E. Mr. Ship has written us that
he expects a larger consignment of copies daily, and
that when they ai-rive the book will be advertised.)

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB,
J. H. D., Tunbridge Wells. (In reply to your application
we are constantly being asked for the same information,
and again reply that conditions of the club were pub-
lished in the Buildimo News of September 20 lar*t,
copies of which may still be had on application to the
publisher.)—East Anglian. (1. Yes, if they are de-
serving. 2. Your Buggestion may be considered. We
think it would be an advantage to adopt such an
arrangement in the case of the more diligent and able
of competitors.)

«»«

THE CHAPTEE-HOUSE AT ST. PAUL'S
CATHEDEAL.

To the Editor of the BniLDiNO News.
SiE,—We have most of us read with immense

pleasure and profit Mr. Edmund B. Perrey'a
interesting work upon Old St. Paul's. An
article has appeared recently in Notes and
Queries relativeto the chapter-house, from which
an extract or two may be acceptable to your
readers. The original chapter-house, accord-
ing to the best authorities, stood west of the
south transept, but the present one, as many
may remember, is in St. Paul's Churchyard,
north of the Cathedral. It is a red-brick
building, designed by Sir Christopher Wren,
and its erection was completed, according to
the Fabric KoUs, in June, 1712

—

i.e., some two
years after the completion of the new Cathedral
itself.

The first chapter-house was undoubtedly
destroyed with the rest of the Cathedral, and
hence from lOGG till 1712 some other one was
used. This is generally supposed to have been
upon or near the site for the present one, for

frequent references are made during the period
mentioned to the chapter-house on the north
side of the yard. Indeed, in Mr. Grace's nevr
work, " A Catalogue of Maps, Plans, and
Views of London, Westminster, and South-
wark," a view occurs of a prior one on that
site, drawn by "J. Harrisdel, and sculptured
1668." It was therein that, in James II.'s time,
Dr. Johnson, chaplain to William, EarlEussell,
was solemnly degraded by a trio of bishops.
The cost of the present chapter-house was a

trifle over three thousand pounds, and these are
the details of the account :

—

£ B. d.

Thomas Scott, brickmaker ... 87
Eichard JenningB, carpenter ... 77d 2
Richard Jennin«[8, for labour ... 20
Richard BillinghurBt, bricklayer iS3 15 li
Richard BUliug;burBt, for labour 30
Edward Strong:, mason 728 16 i
Edward Strong, for labour ... 1.S8 6 6
Thomas Robinson, smith ... 195 11 SJ
Joseph Roberts, plumber ... 465 12 6
John HopsoD, Esq., joiner ... 216 16 3

Total 3,092 7 7

Is it not probable that the "John Hop.
son, Esq.," alluded to may have been Sir

Christopher's clerk of the works ? About the
commencement of the chapter-house's building
Jennings, the carpenter, got into hot water
with the dean and chapter, it seems, and pro-

ceedings were taken against him on March 20,

1710. The reason for this is explained in

Elmes's " Memoirs of the Life and Works of Sir

C. Wren." He states there that :

—

Mr. Jenninffs left the work he was upon in the
church (St. Paul's) unfinished, and of a sudden dis-

missed all the men, and then immediately employed
such of them as would comply with him in the work
of the chapter-house.

Here are some further details concerning the
price of materials and labour :

—

Place bricks, 14s. per thousand.
Rubbing bricks, SOs. per thousand.
Grey stocks, 20j. per thousand.
Carpenters erecting scaffolding, 28. 6d. a day.
Bricklayers, 2s. 6d. a day.
Masons. 2s. ^d. a day.
Masons' labourers, Is. 6d. a day.
090ft. of stone sawn for the job at a cost of 6d. per

foot.

In the present unsettled state of the labour
market these latter prices, throwing light as

they do upon the cost of material and labour
one hundred and sixty odd years ago, is of

exceptional interest.—I am, &c.,

Exeter, Dec. 30, 1878. Haebt Hems.

CUSTOMAEY PERCENTAGE.
Sib,—lam much obliged for the result of

the experience of your correspondents con-
firming the quantity surveyor's commission
charges, about which I solicited their opinion.
" Every labourer is worthy his hire," and I

am one of the last that would with parsimo-
nious hand dole out a mere pittance for services

rendered; apart from the innate feeling

prompting the action, my experience teaches

me the advantages that accrue from remune-
rating according to deserts—pay a man well,

and you are more likely to obtain a just return
for his wage.

I say, then, if quantity surveyors are indis-

pensable adjuncts to contracting, let them be
recognised as such, and paid commissions in

proportion to their utility and essentiality ; it

is not so much the amount of percentage they
claim as the sinister way in which they are

made (by some of the profession) that I object

to. If they are correct, and surveyors can
prove their entitlement to them—be they 2 or

5 per cent.—why should they be disguised ?

Why should not those charges appear on the

face of the accounts, so that clients may know
that such service being needed, they have full

value for their money ? By the system now
practised their eyes are blinded to the fact.

The case to which I alluded is—must be, I

am sure—an exceptional one, and when I tell

your correspondents (one of whom speaks of

their fees being "hardly earned enough"),
they will think so, too—that a clerk's week's

work earned for the principal je230 on " omis-

sions ;" that five or six weeks' application

secured him another ^61,000, for measuring and
making out the accounts ; that a further sum of

iETOO was derived from making out the day-work
|

accounts, the whole being the prodace of one
contract, irrespective of commission on " bill*
of quantities."

One of your correspondents considers it of
primary consequence that the "client's interest,
in any case, should be protected." Whether
such inference may be drawn from the archi-
tect sanctioning his employers being saddled
with such augmented cost of their work, uthe
above shows, I will leave your readers to dedde.—I am, *c., A CoMSTAMT Bsadbb.

BELHAVEN CHUECH, GLASGOW.
Sib,—I am anxious to take the first oppor-

tunity of calling your attention to a strong case
of likeness between two designs.

If you will refer first to the " BelhaTen
Church, Glasgow," Campbell Douglas, E.
Sellars, architects, in your last number, dated
Dec. 27th, 1878, and then turn to your issue of
January 10th, 1873, illustrating " The English
Church at Lyons," by E. Norman Shaw. A.a.A..
no doubt you will be struck, on comparison, by
the similarities which have prompted me to
write to you. To wit ; general grouping, flat-

buttressed gable-end lancet windows, parapet
above, low arcade below, and still lower plain
wall surface. See the similarity between the
start of the saddle stones for the gable crosses,
and then follow the coping stones of the minor
gables down to their bases. Is it not curious
that there they die in both designs on to the
outer side of a gabled buttress head ? If Mr.
Shaw ever had a peculiarity in design this
feature certainly is his.

I could go much further, and point out other
coincidences (compare in passing the entrance
doors, above them the deep horizontal coping,
and higher still the transept), but I think
enough has been placed side by side to show you
that, although Belhaven, Glasgow, is a long
way distant from Lyons, there is a flower

common to both, from which the honey of the
" motifs " of these designs has been extracted.

I use "motif " advisedly, as in the different

parts, where likenesses have been detected, dis-

tinctions, alterations, and changes of detail have
been introduced.

There is also some similarity in the etching
of the drawings—for instan<!e, the lead-work of

windows. While on the subject of drawing
how comes it that in the Belhaven drawing
the room on the extreme right of the view
is shown polygonal, and in the plan is semi-

circular ? I must say that I cannot put in any
claim here of similarity for Mr. Shaw. In con-

clusion I should like to know what the gable

wall of the transept stands OB. I see nothing
in plan which would carry it in true perspec-

tive.—I am, &c., Wykeham.
December 31st.

ELECTIONS AT THE A. A.

Sib,—Your correspondent, Mr. Leaning, does

not, I think, quite fairly indicate the question

at issue in connection with the recent discus-

sion. It is not so much " whether the plan of

voting by ballot should bo retained or not," as

whether the elections should be a sensible

reality or a farce—we might perhaps say,

whether any form of election at all should be

retained or not. It is surely somewhat late in

the day to bring forward the old oft-exploded

objections to the ballot, and as they have been
answered so many times by those who struggled

for its introduction into the political world, I

need not attempt to combat them in your

columns.
The very exi.stence of any form of election

implies that the power of rejection as well as

of acceptance is possessed by the electors ; but

it this power must never be exercised, it prac-

tically ceases to exist, and the form of ex-

pressing acceptance may as well be dispensed

with altogether.

Something further is also surely implied in a

form of election—viz., that the electors are

individually capable of deciding upon the

merits or qualifications of candidates, and Mr.

Leaning will kindly tell us that a pupil who

has been only, say, a month in an architect's

ofBce, and who has perhaps never previously

attended the Association meetings is entirely

competent to decide whether certain other

students do or do not comply with the neces-

sary conditions. If we are told that no candi-
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date •boold be brought forirard without the

q)eejal sanction of the comuiittee, thereb; in-

oriaci to a certain extent, his fitness, that is ez-

aetly what we hare argued for ; but if those who
obJMtto th« ballot were consistent, they would

think any form of election, after the approval of

theeommittee, to be unnecessary. Indeed, it has

bMBStat«d that torejeot a candidate who had the

oommitlee's recommendation would be to indi-

cate a want of confidence in their judgment,
»«««l might lead to their resignation. If so,

why not do away with the form of election by

the general body of members ? It would have
beeome an absurdity and waste of time. How-
ever, it would, we think, be desirable that in

addition to a careful scrutiny by the^committee,

all thoee members who might be reckoned
ni~«iig the senior or more prominent ones,

shoala have the power of acceptance or rejec-

tion, and the society is too well established to

be frightened at the bugbear of " class pre-

jndioe." The two classes of members do actu-

ally exist at the present time, though without a

distinct line of separation, and it is idle to talk

of " equality " between a pupil of a month's
and a practitioner of forty years' standing.

The argument about subscription is equally be-

side the mark. The junior members get a far

larger share (if not all) of the advantages than
the senior members, who, in addition to their

sabacription, give their time and assistance in

many ways towards the studies of younger men

;

but we have not heard of the seniors claiming
exemption from the annual payment on the
ground that they get nothing in return. The
greatest possible advantage will result from the
full discussion of the whole subject, but, in the

first instance, it should be rather upon broad
general principles than minute points of detail,

which may well be left to the consideration of

the committee.—I am, i^.,

William Scott.

$ttterc0mmuntcati0n.

Tie foandstion utone of new works of seweraee
wars pablicly laid last week at Bygrove meuil,

Mifaham, Surrey. The works are being carried out
for the Croydon rural sanitary authority, by Mr.
Baldwin Latbam, C.£., and are expected to cost

abont ^£50,000.

It is abont five years since Bangor Cathedral was
(COfiened after the restoration of the choir and
transepU at a cost of more than ^20,000. The
Dean and Chapter are now desirous of makiog a
fresh effort to restore the nave and I'ide aisles, the
ehapter-hoU'C, and cathedral yard, woika which it is

hoped to effect for X'6,000, leaving the erection of

the tower to a future date. The concrete flo^r of

the nave and side aisles, which was only laid down
for temporu'y me in 1873, is already begiauing to
give way.

Within the last few days the London and North-
western Railway Company have eapped up the only
portion Itft of Northampton Castle. The local

engineer, Mr. Trench, has kindly suspended the
removal by gnnpowder of these massive remlilin^l

nntil Sir Henry Dryd«n has taken drawings and
plana of the doomed piece of masonry. Meantime
the people of the county are sending an earnest
meaiorial to the chairman and directors of the
eenpan^, to request them, if possible, to save this

last nlie of a building so rich in historical associa-

tioni.

Tha Church of St. Mary-at-Hill, Eastcheap, has
been sehadnled by the Inner Circle line in the event
at their scheme receiving Parliamentary sanction,
thoagh they do not propose to go nearer to the site

than 75(t., the widening of the thoroughfare also
at this point not coming within 15ft. The rector
Will oppose the acheme.

The ahaoed of the parish church of Nether Swell
was enriched on Christmas Ero by the insertion of
stained glass in a doable lancet window on the
north' tide. The snbjecta are the Agosy and Betrayal
of the Saviour. The work has been executed by
JUasra. CUyton and Bell, of London.

Mr. John Chappie has been appointed consulting
nrveyor to the D<«a and Chapter of Bochester—an
office which be will hold in addition to that of clerk
of worka at the Cathedral of St. Alban's, where the
woiks for the past eight yean have been ander his

inpcrrisioB.

At a special mesttog of the Corporation of Taun-
^—

, held last wssk, it was rehired to invite the

QUESTIONS.
[5824.]—Tiled Hoof.—A builder who is putting

on a tiled roof has it specified that the tiles be laid to

a ajin. Up. Which is nsual, to measure lap from pm-
hole or floin head of tilo P The experience of some of

jour readers on this point would oblige.—St.

L5625.]—Rendering Wood Incombustible.-
Is any process known whereby wood can be made
incombustible ? The process, of course, must be

such that its affect will last, and not be so expensive

as to prohibit its adoption when thn wood so treated

is to be used in large quantities.—W. X.

[5826.]—HoUow Walls.-In building a 14in. wall

hollow may I ask is it considered better to place the

9in. or the IJiu. thickness on the outside of the

hollow space ? Will tile hanjfing on the outside of

a tjin. wall keep the upper story of a dwelling-

house dry ? In the case of the half-timbered work, of

which there is now such a revival, is it considered that

a 4Jin. brick flat between the timbers, If rendered in

cement on the outside and fasteued on the inside,

will keep out the damp ?—W. R.

[6627.]—Fir Timber.—Can any of your many
readers experienced in the timber trade define the

meaning of the term " fir " in a bill of quantities

where the speoifieation preceding same distinctly

states that all timber, unless othiTwiso specified, to

be "best quality Baltic red wood," and in giving

quantities of rafters, Ac—say lOOtt. lineal, 4Jin. x

Sin. " rough fir " rafters—what sort of timber would
it imply ? Could the term be construed to mean
spruce fir? Any information would oblige. —
'LIHBSB,

[5628.]—Marble Floor.-1 have been asked to

give an opinion resp-;cting the decay of a marble
oor. Perhaps some reader will kindly help me.

The floor has been laid about two years, and has

now the appearance of fretting awa.v and getting

shaley in places—more particnlarly in the black, dark
green, and red. The Sicilian jasper used is worst of

all. The floor is laid on, I believe, a bed of Portland
cement, and has been regularly cleaned with turpen-

tine, as directed by those who put it down. Has
this anything to do with the decay ? Some of the
marbles are quite untouched ; in others it seems as

if the stopping used by the polishers had come out.

—A. E.

^\xi ^fSitt €Mt
The certificates gained by students at the

Crystal Palace School of Practical Engineering
Mr

[5619.]—Surveyor's
valuation of the

Bo^ Archaeological lottitnteto hold its meeting for
1879 in Taunton. A reply has since been received
froa the inttitnte aoeepting the invitation, and a
local oammittee is being organised to make all

aRBagemtnts for the antnmnal congreas.

Mr. Martin Hnmpiirey, builder of Helmdon,
Dsar Bantry, was killed while crosain^ the Oreat
Weaten Batlnay near bis home oa Christmas-eve.

REPLIES.

[5616.] — 'Expiration of Articles. — Nothing
further needed or usual beyond an endorsement-
" Duly served and to my satisfaction. Signed
'A. B."'-B.

[5618.]—Etchings.-The best frame for etchinors

and prints is one made of oak, flat on face, the

edges being chamfered or moulded, and a flat gilt

margin inside. Most of the best etchings and mono-
chrome drawings—such as those of the old masters
in Grosvenor Gallery —are so framed.—G. H. G.

Practice.—" Surveyor's "

matter he names would, for all

priictical purposes, be utterly valueless, and of no I

weight whatever ; except in case of a decision as

arbitrator, where he would probably adjudge on evi-

dence laid before him. It would scarcely pay to take
out appraiser's licence for purposes of this kind

;

his valuation might be challenged for absence of the

licence, but there would be so many other valid

objections raised that he could afford to risk this

one.--B.

[6620.]—Levels.—In setting out depths of drains

the best plan is to fix plugs or as they are called
" sight-rails," along the centre line of road, and to

mark the depth of invert on them at the several

points. The sight-rails may be fixed to represent

the run or inclination of the sewers, and thus it is

easy to determine the several depths below surface

of ground. Care is required that these bench marks
are not liable to disturbance on account of the ex-

cavations or from settlement of ground, and many
sewers and drains have suffered in correctness from
this cause. On this account they should be firmly

fixed in immovable ground.—G. H. G.

[5621.]-Strength of Timber.—The question of
" J. A. A." is one that has been answered so many
times in the Buildino News that it would be better

to refer to back numbers than to reply de novo. As
it happens, however, the question appears in the
same number as the rule. 1 refer " J. A. A." to the
"Commonplace Column," page 708, where he will

find rules that will enable him to find the depth of

girders, binders, and joists. A table of scantlings is

also given.—A Subsckibeb fob Yk&us.

[5623.] — Compensation for TTse of Party
Wall.—It would appear from the railway cempany
having flagged close to the party wall they have
forfeited their ricrht to the strip of ground. If the
company do not set up their rii^ht within a reason-
able period their interest will cease. It would be
unsafe, however, to build shops till such a period has
established your right.—A Sdkvsyob.

we're distributed on Saturday week by
Harrison Hayter, Mem. Council Institute, O.E.,

who, in addressing students and visitors, gave it

as his opinion that during the present distress

engineers were fully employed and better off

than the members of most professions. He
advocated the system of pupilage, and the

necessity of becoming acquainted with prac-

tical engineering before going into the civil

engineering department. Too many went from

a grammar school to a university before enter-

ing an engineer's oflBce, and then were highly

educated and too old to undergo the drudgery

and dirty work necessary for praotic?illy under-

standing the mechanics of their profession. As
to the future of engineering he thought rail-

way works were overstocked, but amongst the

branches which were not so well filled he cited

dock, harbour, water, and gas works, drainage,

irrigation, and " electrical engineering." He
urged those contemplating entering the pro-

fession to take up some speciality—one or two
subjects at the most, and not to attempt to

grasp all engineering subjects. The essentials

of success in the profession he epitomised as

indomitable perseverance, honesty of purpose,

a knowledge of " how to deal with men," and,

lastly, a thorough knowledge of the profession.

The frost of last week seriously damaged one
of the main pillars of the High-level Bridge,

Newcastle-on-Tyne. These immense supports

are square tubes of more than a foot in thick-

ness, and have iron rods 3 or 4 inches in dia-

meter running down the centre. During one of

the recent thaws the water seems to have
filtered into the top of the pillar from the level

of the railway, and to have collected at the

base, the frost afterwards transforming it into

a block of ice, which up till Tuesday was about

a foot in depth and of the full width of the in-

terior of the column, which had moulded it into

its own shape. The expansion resulting from

the changeable state of the weather gave such

tremendous force to the ice that it burst away
the pillar from near the roadway of the bridge

to about 3ft. in height. Immediately the event

occurred the engineers of the North-Eastem
EaUway Company inspected the damage, and

a temporary wooden support was erected by
the side of the original pillar until it could be

repaired or replaced.

The construction of the Lewes and East

Grinstead Railway ia being actively proceeded

with in the neighbourhood of West Hoathly,

particularly the tunnel under the Sharp Thorn

Ridge, which is about half a mile in length.

Five shafts have been sunk for the purpose of

expediting the work underground, and at each

shaft is an engine for hoisting and lowering

workmen and materials. The preliminary drift-

way ia almost completed from one end to the

other. The tunnel passes through a very hard

dark blue clay, of the Wealden series. The end

is expected to be completed in about two years.

Mr. John Wolfe Barry, M.I.C.E., of West-

minster, is the company's engineer ; Mr. John
Robinson, M.I.C.E., of Newick, the executive

engineer ; and Mr. Firbank, the contractor.

The new Act to consolidate and amend the

law relating to factories and workshops came

into force on Wednesday. It is a long Act,

containing some 107 sections and several

schedules, with numerous regulations to carry

out the new law. It is divided into four parts.

The first has reference to the general law

relating to factories and workshops, including

the safety of machinery, the employment of

children, and the meal-times appointed. The
second part relates to special provisions of par-

ticular cases, and the third part to administra-

tion, penalties, and legal proceedings under the

Act. The fourth part has reference to deflni-

nitions, and to the repeal of nearly 20 statutes

and parts by the new law. There are various

provisions as to holidays and the employment

of young children. Considerable powers are

conferred on inspectors to enter all factories.

A notice in the London Gazette of Tuesday

night defines the words " attendance at school"

in the 23rd section of the Act as meaning the
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attendance of a child at a morning or after-

noon meeting of a school during not less than
two hours of instruction in secular subjects.

The Paris correspondent of the American
Architect, in the course of some interesting
notes on the buildings at the late Paris Exhibi-
tion, in the Christmas number of that journal,
makes the following remark upon the house
erected from the designs of Mr. T. K. CoUcutt,
F.R.I.B.A.,intheKue Internationale. Hesays :—" I happened to see a perspective drawing of
this house front at the Academy Exhibition* in
London. The drawing was prettier than the
house, and the house had more quaintness and
character than the drawing. The drawing
seemed made by one who was rather an artist

than an architect ; the house was made by
one who seemed rather an architect than an
artist." We question the orthodoxy of this
attempt at defining the difference between an
artist and an architect. We have certainly
never seen a perspective drawing by Mr. CoU-
cutt—so cannot say what he may be able to do
in the way of pictures, but his designs are cer-
tainly the work of an artist. Pew architects
are able to make good perspectives, but some
of them, at any rate, are artists nevertheless.—The same journal says :

*' Most of our
readers have some familiarity with the name
of Sir Edmund Beckett, the thorn in the side
of our profession in England. It is not a great
while since the Eoyal Institute of British
Architects undertook to weave their thorn into
a crown by electing Sir Edmund to their new
grade of Hon. Associate. This might have
seemed to outsiders an indication of change of
heart on his part, but it was said to be a
simple act of propitiation. It would appear
that, as propitiatory acts are apt to be, this
was fruitless, and the thorn continues to grow
inward." We believe it is generally thought
that the E.I.B.A. are afraid of this " active
tormentor of architects," and we are glad to
see that some of the better known members
have spoken out, as in our correspondence
columns to-day, in such a way as the Insti-
tute shrank from doing.

To-DAT tenders will be received for a church
(St. Michael and All Angels) possessing more
than usual uniqueness of character, about
to be built on the Bedford Park Estnte,
Turnham - green, Mr. R. Norman Shaw,
E.A ., being the architect. The design is cer.
tainly one of the most piquant we have seen
for a long time and puts us in mind of that
quaint mixture of Late Gothic and Renais-
sance, which is to be seen in a few towns
and out-of-the-way places, erected in the time
of the Jameses. The library of Lambeth
Palace is of such a character, but the work
of Mr. Shaw does not contain anything the
most conscientious Gothicist could object to,
though there is a quaintly hybrid feeling in
the gable of west elevation, the pedimented
caps to the buttresses, the large circular brick
carved window and the curious bracketed porch.
Essentially picturesque also is the cupola,

• Published in the BniLDiHO News, May 10, 1878.

between nave and chancel, springing from a
plain level-tiled roof, and the three clerestory
windows treated as dormers, with a balcony
over aisle roof. The aisle and chancel win-
dows are four-light, square-headed, Gothic in
detail, but the east window is a pleasing varia-
tion from Late Gothic. The plan sections
show a nave and two wide aisles, a deep
chancel organ chamber and vestry, the nave
being divided into four bays by obtusely-
pointed arches. The roof, with its elliptical

ribs and radiating struts over aisles is quite
original in its framing, and though we take
exception to one or two points, the design is

highly interesting. We note the sanctuary is

to be hung with stamped leather, and the
woodwork throughout painted sage-green. We
shall shortly publish some drawings of the
church.

CHUBB'S
WROUGHT IRON DOORS,

Fire »nii Thier-Baf'iBtinir Stron? Ronma, SftfAfl, and Iron Linings,
CHUBB'S PaTkNT L0CK->.

THREE PRIZE MEDALS
And noNODRABT.B MENTION at PARIS KXHIBITIOX, 1878.

IIlTiHtrated Price List? poat-free.

CHTJBB & SON, Makers to the Bank of EngUnd,
128, Quean Victoriaatreet, St Paiil'a, E.C. ; and

68, Sc, James'a-atreet, Pall Mall, London.

WATER SUPPLY AJSTD SANITARY
MATTERS.

Ceoydon.—The rural sanitary anthority of the
Croydon Union have just commsnoed drainage works
for the Mitcham, Merton, Morden, Wailington, and
Beddington district, which will involve the con-
struction of 36 miles of sewera. Tho land for the
outfall works, which are fitaated .it Bygiove Mead,
partly in the parish of Mitcham, and partly in
Wimbledon, has be=n purchased ataoostof ^611,300,
and the engineTiug and superiiitendenee will bring
the total outlay up to ^£90,000. Mr. Baldwin
Latham 13 the engineer, and the contractors for the
construction of the works are Messrs. B. Cooke and
Co., Batteraea,

»-»<

LANCASTER'S KILNS
FOE BURNING BRICKS, 4o.,

(Patented In England, France, and Germany/,

Effect a Great Savinq in Charging and Discharging, and
50 per cent, of Fuel.

Apply to ROBERT LANCASTBR, Leeda Brlokmaklng Company
Limited] , Armlej. Leeda.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
NoNCOMPLETiON OF CONTRACT.—At Bridling-

ton County Court last week, the case of Pickering
V. Armstrong and Newton was heard before Mr.
Bedwell, judge. It was a claim of ^£10 for non-
completion of contract. Defendants had entered
into an agreement to do the brickwork required in
the erection of five new houses in Medina-avenue,
Bridlington. They neglected to complete the work,
and plaintiff had to get other workmen to do it. The
charges put io were the actual amounts paid for
snch completioH. For the defence a set off of extras
was put in, and it was contended that the specifica-
tions had been altered by erasures and interlinea-
tions since they signed the contract. Verdict for
plaintiff of ^4 and costs.

sHELLIWELL'
Patent New System of

AIR AND WATER-TIGHT
IMPERISHABLE GLAZING.

All woodwork is covered, and no ouUide
painting is required. Old Boofg re-

glazed. Any one can repair or take in
pieces.

BXTIUOT8 FROM THE FOLLOWING PAPEB8:—
" It ID suitable for Railway Stetioiu, Hills. Waarisg

Shed^i, &o., but is specially applicable to OoiuenratoneB,
Plant Houses, and Oiobard Houses, and wo should be Terr
much inclined to try the jstem. It ia certainly worta
looking to."— The Builder.
" And will, in our opinion, supersede any other similar

system before the publio."—Boildibo Niwa.
*' It seems to meet the end in riew more nearly than

anything we hare seen yet."—Tlie Pwld.
" Tile patent has giyen hi»h satiataetion to erery one

nsmii it."— T)i« Christian Vnion.
"Convincingly prote the new Olazing System to be

worthy the attention of readers of the Keystone."—T)u
Keg&tone,

For Estimates, Ihravnngs, or particulars, apply to

the Patentee,

T. W. HELLIWELL,
BRIGHOUSE, YORKSHIRE; oe,

19, PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON.

CHIP3.
A new police station and lock-np is about to be

built at Long Eaton for the Derbyshire magistrates,
from the designs of Mr. J. Sjmes Story, county
surveyor ; eleven tenders have been sent in for the
work.

The Baptist chapel at Eipley, Derbyshire, has
been reopened aft^r alteration, from the designs of
Mr. B. Argile, jun., effected at a coit of .£900.
Mr. W. Clarke, of Eipley, was the builder, and Mr.
W. Roe the decorator.

The Chesterfield rural sanitary anthority having
received the sanction of tbe Local Govemmeat
Board for a loan of .£25,000 for works of water
supply for Coal Aston, Dronfield, Eckington,
Ho'imesfield, Killamarsh, XJnstone, and contribu-
tory places, have authoriied their engineer, Mr.
Firth, to commence operations as early as prac-
ticable.

A stained glass window has jnst been placed in
the south aisle of St. Eimund's Church, Salis-
bury. The subject is " Our Lord Purging the
Temple."

New schools have been built at Prittlewell for
the Southend-on-Sea School Board. Mr. Scott was
the contractor.

Ths Town Commissioners of Westonsnper-Mare
received on Thursday week the deed of conveyance
of the Loi;al Water Works Company. The sum
to be paid by the ratepayers to the company for the
transfer is ^65,000

A series of street tramways were opened at New-
castle-on-Tyne on Monday week. They have
been constructed for the Corporation at a cost of
^30,000.

An infectious diseases hospital has jnst been com-
pleted for the Eastbourne Board of Guardians,
from the designs of their architect, Mr. G. A
Wallis.

CHAPPUIS' PATENTS
FOE

REFLECTING LICHT.-DAYLICHT REFLECTORS
or EVERY DESCRIPTION, ALSO

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT REFLECTORS.

p. E. CHAPPUIS, Patentee. Factory, 69. Fleet-street, London, E.C.

N.B.—DIAGRAMS AND PROSPECTUSES ON APPLICATION.
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At > spMul mNting of the shareholders in the

Dorkinc Water Company, the requisite tanction

wu giren to an application to the Board of Trade,

for a prorisional ortlfr to enable the oompacy to

raise j£10.000 additional capital to extend their

mrka and obtain a new supply of wa*er. The
eompany'a present supply only provides for about a

thiraol tbe town, hut it bi proposed to obtain

wmlcr hf RisTitation from the Bills on the south-

wast of this town, and to furnish e?ery house in

Dockinf with water.

BztaaaiTe improrements, earned ont at a cost of

X40,000, bare just been completed at the London
TilMan Tarminos of the Londo:i, Brighton and

SoaS Coast BUilway. The platforms have been

laigtbened into the " yard," tbe signnllicg appara-

tps ha* been concentrated into one improved house

IB iht eentte, in which are fixed 28u levers, the

pesak AmuiMmeiita have been remoilelled, and the

{amit^room Eas been removed from the end of the

platforms to tbe arches beneath. Great difficnity

has been eccounteivd in making these charges, as

not fewer than 500 trains pass in and oat of the

tarminos every week-day, each of which has to cross

over, not only from the down to the up sides, but

Iw aeroia at least one line of the seoond set of

nula laid down both on the maia and South London

A fine arts loan exhibition was opened at Chelten-

ham yesterday.

A special meeting of Harwich Town Conncil was
held a fortnight since, to consider the old and
vexed question of sewerage, and, after a long diseus-

aion, it was decided by 10 votes to 2 that the scheme
shocjd be adopted. It was therefore decided to

apply for permicsion to borrow X10,000 of the

iSiblic Works Loan Commissioners to carry out the

same. Messrs. Enss and Minns, of Westminster,
are the engineers.

The parish church of St. Peter, Matlask, Norfolk,
was reopened on Sunday week, after restoration

from the designs of Mr. Chapman, of Hanworth.
The entire woodwork of the cave and aisles' roofs

has been restored, but the lead has been removed
and replaced by slates.

The contractor for the Auxiliary Water Works
at Heanor, Mr. Horsfield, of Kimberley, has had
his contract to sink at ^9 per yard annulled. The
works at the shaft, which is 120ft. deep, and has
already cost abont ^£500, are at a complete stand-

till owing to the influx of subsoil water.

Foundation and comer stones of new Primitive
Methodist schools were laid in Sntherland-road,
Gateshead, oa Thursday week. The school will

accommodate 400 children, and will cover an area
of 41ft. 9iD. by ^ft. 4in., besides vestries and heat-
ing chamber. Mr. Thomas Southern, of South
Shields, is the architect, and Mr. Thomas H.
Hntehinson, of Gateshead, is the builder. Tbe cost

has been .£900.

Salem Chapel, Leeds, after being closed many
weeks for extensive alterations, repainting, and
decoration, was reopened on Monday. The work
has been nnder tbe superintendence of Mr. Archibald
Neill, architect, Cookridge-street, Leeds,

ppa*! Coooa.—OaATzrnx akd Comfobtiho.—" By a
UmiddcIi kaow1«d|ce of tha natorm] 1mm which sorem the
owratlaaflof dlcaatlonaiidnii«rition.Midbracar«fal appfifiation
•i tbaftoapropanJaaofweU'aalaetadoooaa.llr. Bpp« haa provided
omr taraakttat tabloa with a daUoatalr-flavoorad beveimse whloh
mar mn xm naay baavr doetora* bUla. It la br the jodlolotu lue
oiuach artlelaaof dtottfaataoonaUtatioo mar be griwSiiaUy built
up BBtll atn>ac eODiish to reafet every tendeaoj to dleesae.~ " Ise<a2lla: "malarllw are floattntf around ua ready to attack
wbaewvar ttaarv la a weak point. We majr eaoapa many a fatal
"^ ~ ^ onelvaa weU fortlfled with paz« blood and a

1 frmme."

—

CUM SrrvUt 0a«(u.—Sold only in
a, labelled—" Jahes Ipps a CO.. Homcaopathio ChemLitfl,
'"-iAOVT]

WHITLAND ABBEY GREEN SLATES
Thwe SLATES »re •! a grey-Breen tint., are Btout. and made In

all uzes. A hurge stock available for Immediate delivery. For
ftirther particulars (with a list of Important buildlnirs cuvered)
apply to the Maxaqsk. Clynderweo. 0.8,0.. Oarmaruen&tilre.—
[ADVT.l

> ^^

WAGES MOVBBCEITT.
BuRNLBY.—The master joiners of Burnley have

given their men notice that after February 1st their

wages will be reduced from 7id. to 7d. per hour, and
their working time lengthened from 52 to 54 hours
per week.

Lbids.—The master builders of Leeds have given
notice of a rednction of wages. The masons' and
joiners' wages are to be reduced Jd. per hour, and a
uroportionate reduction is to be made in the other
Dranches of the trade.

WOLVKKHAMPTON.—On Saturday week the whole
of the associated builders in Wolverhampton gave
their men notice of a reduction of ^d. per hour all

round, to take effect from January 18.

Doolting^ Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of

tbe United Kingdom, given on application to

CHARLES TBASK,
Norton-snb-Hamdon, Ilminster, Somerset.

Agent : Ur, B. Csickhit, 4, Agar-street, London, W.C.

TBNDEKS.
Cardiff.—For Bible Christiaus* chapel and minister's

house, Cardiff. Msssrs. Habergbon and Fawckner, archi-
tects :—

Chapel. House. Total.
Evans, S £1,789 0£998 £2,787
Robbins, Jus. ... 1,750 900 2,650
Prioeand Evans ... 1,600 950 2,550
Morgan, J., Llantriasant 2,350
Marshall, H. ... 1,555 770 2,325
Pomell and Fry ... 1,498 727 10 2,225 10
Shepherd, C. ... 1,440 775 2,215
Thomas, Job ... 1,478 730 2,208
Knill and Green ... 1,470 729 2,199
Green and Millers... 1,330 19 3 847 6 8 2,178 5 11
Bhepton, S 1,«6 727 12 2,173 12
Gough, J 2,170 9
Jones, D. C, and Co.,
Glo'ster 1,361 789 2,150

Lewis Bros 1,429 700 2,129
Howard, E 1,455 4 10 6U 2,099 4 10

Cardiff,—For Wesleyan chapel, Broadway, Cardiff.
Meaers. Habershon and Fawckner, architects :

—

Daviee, D. J. and D £5,910
Cocks and Clarke 5,400
Robbins, Jus 5,205
Webb, W. and J 5,170
Sbepton, B 5,165
Fox, C 5,150
Price, R 5,134
Knill and Green 5,000
Miles, C, Newport 4,938
Biggs, Jacob 4,920
Linton, J., Newport 4,800
Jones, D. C, and Co 4,760
Bobbins, J 4,500
Pumell and Fry 4,496 8
Thomas, Job 4,446
Shepherd, 4,339
Gough, J. (too late) 4,523

ToTTENHAK.—For the erection of a pair of semi-
detached villas in the West Green-road. Mr. Spencer W.
Grant, architect, 14, Duke-street, Adelphi. W.C. :

—
Mattock Bros., Wood-green £2,073
MoOowan 1,762
Pooook 1,750
White, Stamfoid-hill 1,600 2
Noddins, Tottenham (accepted) ... 1,599 6 10

Forest Gatx.—For first portion of the Tonic Sol Fa
College, Forest Gate, Essex. Mr. T. Lewis Banks, archi-
tect ; quantities by Mr. J. Sargeant :—

Two -. Piano- Allowance
class J.rf' forte Total. for sand
rooms. " * cells. and ballast.

Toms £1,658 £620 £620 £2,898 £30
Josolyne ... 1,&<!8 622 592 2,f52 38
Bangs & Co.... 1,628 605 563 2,796 31

Downs, W. ... 1.592 590 570 2,752 ^^aliX'
Sharp & Milk 1,470 606 560 2,636 44 6
Mortar* ..: 1,495 567 553 2,615 7
Hunt (too late) 1,421 542 435 2,398 28 10

* Accepted, except as regards allowance
for sand and ballast.

Gexenwich.—For additions to the Beys' School for
Roan's Charity Trustees, of a kitchen with class-room
over:

—

Tj-t. 1
Kitchen and

^'t"*"^"- class-room.
Hatfield, H £476 ... £660
Jerrard, 8. J 469 ... 657
Hammer 410 ... 577
Woods and Wheeler 395 ... 560
Bridel, H.* 350 ... 547

[•Accepted for both works.]

LiHCOiN.—For the completion of works at the east nd
of St. Swithin'a Church, Lincoln, comprising chancel,
vestry, and organ cliamber and iron enclosure fencing:—

Pattinson, 8. and W., Ruskington ... £3,012 19 3
Otter and Elsey, Lincoln 2,860 6 9
Thompson, G. M., Louth 2,800
Greenham, Branston 2,689
Close, H.S. and W., Lincoln 2,653 13 6
Budd and Son, Grantham ... ... 2,585
Cornish and Gaymer, Norwich ... 2,550
Walter and Hensman, Horucastle ... 2,545
Burton, S. B., Newcastle 2,395 11 7
Baines, Charles, Newark (accepted)... 2,380

Marshes-road Schools. — Messrs. Habershon and
Fawckner, of London and Newport, Monmouthshire,
architects :—

Proeser £2,090
Webber, R ... 2,049
Jones and Son ... 2,040
James and Sons, Bridgend ... ... 1,900
Stephens, Ellis, Abergavenny ... 1,900
Linton, J. ... 1,890
Richards, H ... 1,877
Williams, A ... 1,845
Sketch, H.B ... 1,843
Miles, C ... 1,839
HazeU,A ... 1,825
Blackburn, W 1,799
Davies, Bros ... 1.798

Jones, D. C, and Co., Gloucester . ... 1,787

BATH 8TONB OF BEST QDALITT.
WBSTWOOD OBOUND. BOX 8B0UND, ::OBSHAM DOWN.

and COMBK DOWN.

RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO , LIMITED,
Quarryxnen and Stone MerchantB.

Prices, delivered at any part of the United Kluffdom. /umlshed
on applioation to

Bath Stone Otfioe, cobsham, wilts. [Adtt.1

HIGH-CLASS VARNISHES.
REA.de brothers, Tower VarnUh Works, Wolverhampton,

respectfully invite attention to their Vurnlshes Tor Houoe
Painters, Decorators, and Builders, which will be found of
uniform excellence, and for elasiicity, lustre, and durability all

that can be desired. They would direct special attention to their
Extra Hard-Drying Varninbes foi church seats, and seftts of
BChooU and public bulldingB, which for hard-drying, brilliancy,
and wear are unsurpassed.

•-"#

Lamplough'a Pyretic Saline is refreshing,
most aftre^able, and the preventive of FEVEkS, B1LI0U8NEH«.
SMALL- POX, SKIN DISEASES, and many other spring and Biirnmer
ailments. Sold by chemists throuKiiout the world, and the
Maker, 113, Holbora HUV |r«e no )iub«rif uie.—[AoVT j

HoUoway's Ointment and Pills.—All uloera-
tionn, sores, abBcesRes, bad legs, and skin diseai^en are best
treated by tbene medicaments. The ointment eradicates all
noxlnus tslnt^. and makes every symptom assume a milder form,
and this desirable result la made doubly certain by the purifying,
regulaiing, and alterative power of the PilU.

ZINC R O O F I N G
FIXED COMPLETE.

P. BEABY & CO.,
ESTABLISHED 1837,

The Manufacturing Agents of the VIEILLE WIONTAGNE CO.
PATENT SOLID UNSOLDERED RIDGE PLATES FOR ITALIAN OR PLAIN ZINC ROOFING.

BY THE ADOPTION OF THIS METHOO THE USE OF SOLDER IS ENTIRELY DISPENSED WITH, AND
CONSEQUENTLY THE DANGER INCURRED BY THE USE OF FIRE-POTS IS AVOIDED.

THE COST IS LESSENED AND THE DURABILITY INCREASED. ESTIMATES FOR ZINC DORMERS, FLATS, &c.

FITZROY WORKS, 356 TO 369, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON.
ALSO AT DEPTFORD, LIVERPOOL, GLASGOW, & CYPRUS.
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EOYAL ACADEMY EXHIBITION OF
WORKS BY THE OLD MASTERS.

nPHE old masters are ju8t now represented
-^ in two of our leading art institutions

with a completeness leaving nothing to be
desired. At Burlington House an abundant
feast was opened to the public last week

;

and the visitor—if he cares also to inspect
the drawings and water-colours at the

Grosvenor Gallery previously noticed by us
—may obtaia a very comprehensive view of

the essential characteristics of the leading
schools of painting, especially the Italian,

German, Dutch, Flemish, and English.
The works of the Oaracci, Parmigiano, and
Domenichino are ntimerous, but those giants

of art, Raphael, Leonardo da Vinci, Michael
Angelo, and Hans Holbein, are conspicuous
at Burlington House. Portraiture takes
up a large portion of the wall space,

and we pass some excellent portraits in the
first gallery by J. Hopper, R. A., Sir Thomas
Lawrence, Sir Joshua Reynolds, George
Romney, Hogarth, and Gainsborough. The
portrait of Charles James Fox by Sir Joshua
Reynolds (17), lent by the Earl of Leicester,

is an exceedingly fine painting, jjossessing

the freedom, vigour of handling, and colour
of that illustrious master. It is half-length,

showing the great statesman with a paper
on a table entitled, " A Bill for the better
Regulating the Affairs of the East India
Company," upon which the Coalition
Ministry was defeated in 1783. Fox had
asked the painter to show the bill, and his

finger pointing to it; and in Leslie and
Taylor's " Life of Reynolds " there is a
correspondence between Fox and the
artist as to the representation of the docu-
ment, in which Fox felt a just pride.

Lady Hamilton as " Euphrosyne " (35)

is a bright face, with smiling eyes,

painted in vignette style by George Rom-
ney. T. Gainsborough's " Pink Boy " ;is

a full-length standing figure of a boy in
a red fancy costume, holding a red hat with
feather. There is a graceful elegance in the
figure, which is vigorously painted. The
same artist's full-length portrait of Mrs.
Lee Acton shows a pleasing-looking girl-

like face, the figure dressed in white.
Among other portraits are Sir Joshua Rey-
nolds' "Kitty Reynolds" (48); William,
second Duke of Leinster (44) ; Miss Pelham,
daughter of Right Hon. H. Pelham, an
excellent rendering of a pallid complexion
in a black dress ; W. Hogarth's portrait of
Dr. Arnold, excellent in the colour and bluff
countenance ; and a few admirable portrait-
pictures by Johann Zoffany, No. 27, "A
Musical Party on the Thames," being par-
ticularly interesting as a group in which a
family likeness is evident. Gainsborough's
portrait of " Girl in a Straw Hat " is an ad-
mirable study of good features and a listless

mood of countenance. A few excellent land-
scape and subject pieces meet us. We note
especially Geo. Morland's " Cherry Seller "

(6), transparently coloured ; Henry Fuseli's
"Nightmare" (15), a half-draped female
with head dropping, and some hideous
spectres above her; W. Van de Velde's
charming picture entitled "A Calm " (18);
a " Coast Scene," by Jan Van de Capelle

;

" Sunrise on the Coast," by William Collins
(40), a pleasing bit of beach scenery, espe-
cially in the sea ; David Teniers' " Brick-
makers." That inimitable Dutch painter,
Jan Steen, is represented by a few charac-
teristic pieces, such as "Boors Quarrelling
(57), " Saying Grace " (54), " A Dutch Fes-
tival " (99), " Musician " (86). In these we
observe that minuteness of detail, animation
and spirit, and fresh colouring so peculiar

to his works. " Church of San Salute,
Venice" (61), " View of Venice " (69), " In-
terior of St. Mark's, Venice " (238), " Giants'
Staii'case " (236), and some few more are
charming views of architectural subjects,

painted with that accuracy of detail and
freshness and transparency of colour which
so delight us in all Canaletto's works. The
" Giants' Staircase," showing the courtyard
of the Doge's palace, is a masterpiece of
architectural detail and execution, while his

views of the canal are too well known to

need comment.
" Landscape and Birds," by Melchior de

Hondecoeter (65), is a fine picture (the can-

vas being 61 x 79Jin.) of a group in which
a jackdaw, with a peacock's feather, is being
vanquished by a game cock. The plumage
is a masterpiece of imitative painting. The
" Seven Acts of Mercy," by D. Teniers, is

another painstaking work, executed with
much detail, and chiefly clever is the group-
ing. The same great Flemish master is i-epre-

seuted in several other pieces. We may
name " Landscape, with the Chfi,teau of the
Painter " (75), " An Alehouse Interior,"
" Village Surgeon," as exhibiting the quali-

ties of animation and grouping by which
this realistic painter is best known. We
are not sure, however, to which we must
attribute these works—the elder or younger
Teniers. " Ruth and Boaz " is a fine com-
position by Gerbrandt van den Eeckhaut,
in which Boaz is blessing Ruth, who is upon
her knees. The yellow drapery and colour

are admirable. We also note a " View in

Amsterdam," by G. B. Hoyse (painted 1685),

a clever architectural piece ; and an " Inte-

rior of a Church " (89), by Emmanuel de
Witte. That master of still-life subjects,

Francis Snyders, in a piece under that title

(98) is represented in some finely-painted

poultry, fish, and fruit—rather more to the

taste of the gourmand in its coarse mixture.

The lover of animal food will also find two
magnificent pieces by the same master of
fish of various kind, grouped in profusion
on a bench (244, 227). Those who admire
sea pieces will enjoy that of William Van de
Velde (95) as a calm and pleasing example
of that master ; also No. 103. Tenderly
painted is " L'Hotellerie " (100). One of
the finest subjects, upon a canvas over 7ft.

square, is entitled " Rinaldo and Armida "

(126), from Tasso'a "Jerusalem Delivered,"
canto XVI. Asleep under a tree, Rinaldo
is about to be enttmgled in a wreath by
Armida, attended by Cupids, and clad in
flowing drapery. Painted by Sir Anthony
Vandyck, this subject, exhibits all the
powers of that great master of allegory and
portraiture, and the grace of the figures and
rich colouring are vei-y fine and impressive.

We must note, near, a sketch by Rubens
for one of the paintings in Whitehall Chapel
(130); the figures, brilliantly coloured and
foreshortened, are seen from below. Other
sketches by the same painter are classically

conceived pieces from the Homeric story, in

which Achilles is the chief figure. The
panels are small, but are admirable as ex-

amples of decoi'ative value (152, 153, 154,

159, 160, 161). These splendid sketches are
lent by A. H. Smith Barry, Eaq. Another
grand conception is " The Assumption

"

( 132),by Bartolomeo E. Murillo, a full-length

figure of the Virgin floating in clouds and
supported by angels. We have only space to
allude to a great work, "Falls of Schaff-

hausen," by J. M. W. Tumer (169) ; portraits

of Sir Joshua Reynolds, J. Bacon, and Sir
W. Chambers, by J. Zoffany (172), admi-
rably painted ; and to some most interesting
paintings of the Early Florentine, Giotto,
Da Vinci, Tuscan, Byzantine, and other
schools, in Gallery IV. A very finely illu-

minated vellum of the " Descent of the Holy
Spirit " and the " Decease and Glorification of
the Virgin" (176, 177); a Virgin and Child,
by S. Botticelli ; a fine Diptych, by Taddeo
Gaddi, of the 14th century ; and that of the

" Virgin and Child, and St. John ;"
a, fream

of St. Francis ; a richly painted and groaped
figure of " Virgin and Child ;" (201) ;

" Vir-
gin Child and Saints," by Giovanni Bellini

(203) ; also 205—must be particularised as
examples of the earlier conventional paint-
ings of sacred sabjccts. In some of these
the expression and features are bcnig^naat
and softly rendered ; in others the couBtea-
ances are by no means angelic.

Entering Gallei-y VII. we come to as in-
teresting collection of cases of miniatarea,
lent by the Duke of Buccleuch, J. White-
head, Esq., E. Joseph, Esq., the Queen, Ac;
but we pass by thorn to notice a collection
of drawings by the old masters, which for
beauty and variety of compo.sition and exe-
cution cannot be surpassed : and here the
number of works prevent us giving more
than a very inadequate notion of the most
important and characteristic sketches. We
select for notice more particularly th«
studies and sketches of Raphael, Leonardo
da Vinci, Michael Angelo, Hans Holbein,
Rubens, and Albert Diirer, in galleries
Nos. VIII., IX., X. Those of Raphael haye
been largely contributed by th({ University
of Oxford, the Duke of Devonshire, and the
Queen. No. 109, a first sketch of Adam and
Eve expelled from Paradise, is an exceed-
ingly simple and expressive sketch in black
chalk. The heads of Homer, Virgil, and
Dante, in the fresco of Parna-ssus in the
Vatican (113), is a mine of study in compo-
sition; it is in pen and ink. There is a
grand instance of foreshortened limbs in
" Group of Warriors," in black chalk (115),
by Michael Angelo. Raphael's study of
cartoon of "Elymas Struck Blind" (118),
in pen and bistre, gives a faint idea of the
artist's power for classical composition ; but
that master's group of '' Figures Fighting "

(124), and " Massacre of Innocents " (127),
are, perhaps, unsui-passed for the life, ani-

mated expression, and spirited movement
capable of being imparted to sketches. In
grandeur of conception or grouping nothing
can surpass No. 137—" Transfiguration," a.

study for the picture in the Vatican;
" Virgin and Child " (141), a study for " La
Madonna dell' Impannata," in the Pitti GaU
lery ; study for the " Charge to Peter " (147).

Most of these are drawn in red chalk or is

pen and bistre, and are studies for frescoes,

cartoons, and pictures, some of which are
in the South Kensington Museum, others
in the Vatican and Louvre. The studies

include many that may be classed nnder
the three styles followed by Raphael, verg-

ing from the religious feeling exhibit^
when under che influence of his master,

Perugino, to the sublimer feeling under
the Renaissance. When we pass to the
studies of Da Vinci we cannot fail to notice

the versatility of that great master of the

Renaissance. The sketches have been lent

chiefly by the Queen from a volume of the

artist's drawings in Windsor Castle. We
observe among them some remarkable
studies of heads in pen and bistre, also

machines, designs for castings, studies of

horses' heads and limbs (169—180). The
last of these shows a number of angular

lines and proportions of the fore legs of at

horse with notes in the painter's own hand-

One of the most important contributions is

No. 190, the " Holy Family," lent by the

Society of Arts. It shows the Virgin. St.

Anne, with the infant Jesus, and St. John,

drawn to a considerable size in black chalk

heightened with white. Vasari speaks af

this very cartoon, executed at Florence, as

a marvel which astonished " men and
women, young and old, who came to see it

when finished." The Virgin's face is

extremely benignant and tender. We may
remark also a series of studies of heads,

shoulders, muscles of leg and foot, skulls,

and other anatomical demonstrations, with

notes in Da Vinci's own hand. Gallery

No. IX. is filled with portraits by Holbe.'n,
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executed in the usual outline manner
of th:it preat artist. Many are drawn in

black chalk or pen and ink on a tinted red

paper, and have been contributed by the

Queen. They represent heads, often in

pairs, of the great men and ladies of his

time. Thus, 224 is an outline of two heads,

one inscrib<»d " Tho. Wiatt, Kniffht," the

other " S. Tho. Wiatt, K. ;
portrait of the

faTourite of Henry Vlll.poet, savant, and
statesman." Dated 1533. Full-length

figures of Henry "VII. and Henry VIII.

(231) is a cartoon for a part of the destroyed

fresco at Whitehall, painted in 1537. The
entire composition is preserved at Hampton
Coui-t. This is a fine drawing in chalk,

in which tVie figures and architectural

aooessoriee are effectively shown. So also

is a half-length figure of " Jane Seymour,
Queen," 245. We have littl.' space left to

as possible tho faults of sanitary con-

struction which it is within the power of

landlord and tenant, as distinct from the

public authorities, to remedy and avoid;"

and accordingly his design has been to

represent pictoriaJly every important fault

to which domestic sanitary arraugements
are liable, or (in the words suggested to

him by a medical friend) to produce " a

clinical history of the defects to which
drains are liable," and to point out the
consequences of such defects by instances

of the illness produced thereby. Mr. Teale
does not profess to -offer opinions how the

various defects ought to be rectified,

although he does, in a considerable number
of instances, offer some good practical

remarks thereon. To this apparent want
of completeness he has two answers : firstly,

that when we have discovered what is wrong
speak of other masterpieces, but those of ; we are more than half wa;y to what is right

Michael Angelo cannot be passed over. ^ " " '
'

^
v .l .

Mentioning a few, we may point to No. 249—" A Study of Proportion of the Human
Figure," in red chalk, with notes inthe ai-tist's

own hand ; 252, a study for the fresco of
" Isaiah," in the Sistine Chapel, in bistre

;

a " Grisaille of the Cartoon of Pisa," in oil

(255) ; a copy of portion of " Last Judg-
ment," in Sistine Chapel (258)—a model of !

various solutions,

study worth close examination ;
" Three

of the Labours of Hercules " (269), a
spirited sketch of muscular movement;
No. 302 equally striking as expressive of

animation and movement of figures. In
Gallery X. a few excellent studies by John
Flaxman. R.A., are to be seen. " Visit the
Sick " (359 and 365) are feelingly-conceived

outlines, and exhibit many of the higher
qualities of grouping and expression of that
artist. We note other drawings by James
Barry, R.A., Thomas Gainsborough, R.A.,
and several excellent studies by Claude and
Eubens. The " Fall of the Damned " (436),

in black and red chalk, is a grand concep-
tion of entangled human beings, with a fine

warmth of tone ; No. 440 is another vigo-
rous sketch in water colours, heightened
with white, but we cannot point to others
of equal interest and value to the student
of art. We consider tho collection of chalk
and bistre studies alone a school of im-
mense value to the artist of figure and the
decorative designer, and it is much to be

and, secondly, that in pointing out what is

wrong he deals with unquestionable facts,

while if he were to advise what ought to be
done he would be in danger of going beyond
his depth—of trenching upon the province

of experts, ofiioers of health, and sanitary

engineers ; and would be " touching on
matters concerning which there may be

various opinions, and
changes in course of time." This diffidence

is to be regi'etted, as will be well understood
by those who have, under the present state

of circumstances, to devise proper sanitai-y

constructions, or to remedy defects of those
existing.

The subject is illustrated by fifty-five

plates, with lettei'press description of each.

Although they are not drawn with any
exactitude of scale or proportion, they very

graphically show what is intended to be
represented—as, for instance, the discharge-

pipe from a lavatory, untrapped, and enter-

ing directly into a di-ain, or into the soil-

pipe of a w.c.

Also, in the same way, the discharge pipe
from a scullery sink, a kitchen sink, a
housemaid's sink, a pantry sink, a dairy

sink, a " save-all " ti-ay in a water-closet,

the dish-stone in the floor of a keeping
cellar (or of any cellar or scullery), and the

discharge pipe from a bath : also, in the

same way, the overflow or waste pipe from
a bath, lavatory basin, or water cistern.

wished that such an exhibition could be ;

Plate 4 represents one of these discharge

permanently maintained by Government or
added to one of the national collections.

HOUSE DRAINAGE.
"TXTE are glad to see at last that the

' doctors—although as yet only some
few—are beginning to teach publicly that
defects in house drainage are the cause of
a great deal of the illness of the people of

this country; and, inasmuch as a con-
structor is better than a repairer—a maker
better than a mender—inasmuch, in short,
as that prevention is better than cure

—

those medical men who have turned their
attention to the means of preventing illness

from poisonous air, food, and drink are
likely to have a better time of it in the
future than those who do no more than
cure illness—great withal as is that act,

undoubtedly.
Mr. Teale, an eminent surgeon of Leeds,

has pointed out,* in fifty-five illustrations,
the deftfcts commonly met with in houses.
Many of those have come under his own
observation, others have been stated to him
by medical fnends, and others again by an
architect and by a plumber, both of Leeds.
The author considered—and we agree with
him—that there wag need of a book, the
aim of which should be " to teach in as
simple, telling, and unmistakeable a way

* DMWen to Haalth: A. Pictotul Guide to Sanitarj
Detaot*. Bf T. Piui«i« Tulk, H.A., gtu^eoa to tho
Omtnl InilniiUT at Lawb. London: J. and J.
Charchin. Leedi: ObarlMOoodmU.

pipes from a kitchen sink entering directly

into a drain without being trapped.

In one case stated (PL lO) the discharge-

pipe of a lavatory basin is, indeed, trapped
with the usual S bend ; but this was ren-

dered useless by the overflow pipe being
connected with the discharge pipe below the
trap, and therefore communicating directly

with the house drain, and semng as a
ready inlet of drain air into tho house.
This occurred in a house sold to a surgeon
in Leeds as having been recently fitted up
with all sanitary convenience and pre-

caution.

Another instance of the effect of the
escape of air from drains is described as
follows (PL 28) :

—" In the dairy and larders

of the new Leeds Infirmary there were
found sink-stones practically untrapped in

every instance. It is probable that this

communication with the drains may have
been the explanation of certain outbreaks
of diarrhoea in the hospital, which were
attributed to the milk, but without any
such source of its contamination being
suspected."
Where there are two or more water-closets,

one over another, all discharging into the
same vertical soil-pipe, the siphon bends
being adjacent thereto, the water in tho
lower siphons is liable to displacement by
the passage down the soil-pipe of water
from an upper closet. The action takes
place in this way :—When water is dis-

charged from the upper closet, each siphon
bend below it being filled with water and at

rest, performing its office of preventing the
passage of air from the soil-pipe inwards,
its rush down the pipe displaces a quantity
of air equal to its own bulk, and rarefies the
air immediately behind»it; then, the air in
the closet being under the full atmospheric
pressure, drives the water before it out of
the trap into the soil-pipe, and" unsiphons "

the trap. This unsiphoning is more or less
complete as the soil-pipe is smaller or larger
in diameter. When it is small, the (Es-
charge of a gallon or two of water into it

fills it, the water acting like a quickly-
moving piston, and tho air which follows it

becomes highly rarefied, and in that case
the emptying of the siphon bend is com-
plete, by reason of the atmospheric pressure
above mentioned; but if the soil-pipe be
larger, so that the ordinary discharge of
one or two gallons of water will not fill it,

or nearly fill it, the air surrounding the
water in its descent will be less rarefied,

and the unsiphoning will be less complete,
while with a sufficiently large pipe the
action would not take place at all.

A soil-pipe should not be less than four
inches diameter for one closet, or six inches
for three, one above another ; and in both
cases should be carried up of the full size

to, and above, the eaves of the roof ; but
not, of course, immediately below a window
in a roof. Plate 14 is an attempt to show
in a diagram the action of water and air

above described.

Plate 7 shows how to correct the fault of

the discharge pipe from a kitchen sink
entering directly into a drain—first by
trapping the pipe with an S bend; and
secondly by making it discharge into (not

above) a trap outside the house wall, having
over it a grated opening, and the discharge
pipe entering the trap above the water
level.

In Plates 18 and 19 the defects of lead
soil-pipes are shown. In a house recently

occupied by a relative of the author, an old
water-closet was removed, and the lead soil-

pipe was found to be so rotten that " it

crumbled like short-cake. It was open at

the seam, so that not only gas, but liquid

sewage had escaped." The eating away of

lead pipes by sewage gases has been found
mostly to have taken place ia pipes which
have been unventilated. The author points

out the danger of leaving lavatories and
water-closets long disused, because the
w^ater in the traps soon evaporates.

In Plate 22 is shown a common defect

—

or, rather, two defects, one of which is not
remarked upon by the author. The one
remarked upon is the termination of a
ventilating pipe immediately below a win-

dow. The other defect shown in the drawing
is the smallness of the ventilating pipe
carried up fi-om the upper bend of the
soil-pipe.

By dint of persistent iteration, builders

and plumbers have come to see that the

soil-pipe of a water-closet must be venti-

lated; but as there never has been—and
even is not yet—any command that the
ventilating pipe shall allow sufficient room
for the air in a soil-pipe to escape through
it freely when a body of water is discharged
into the soil-pipe, the plumbers have
attached pipes (like this one in the drawing)
altogether too small in diameter to allow

the air to escape by that outlet—its passage
through so small a pipe being much more-

difficult than through the basin into the
closet, alongside of, and partly through, tlie

water which passes out of the basin.

The ventilating pipe should in all cases
be of the full size of the soil-pipe itself.

There is yet in this drawing a third defect,,

which is that the end of the ventilating-

pipe is turned downwards. It occurs m
Plates 2 and 16, as well as in No. 22. Why
turn the outlet downwards? There is no
need to prevent rain falling into it—indeed,

that is l^neficial. Birds do not build their
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nests npon tlie open end, although that was
once prognosticated. On the other hand,
the abrupt bend offers great resistance to
the passage of air out of the mouth of the
pipe.

Plate 45 illustrates a case which is

headed, " Poisoned by next-door neigh-
bour's drains." The case was supplied to

the author by Mr. Hewetson, surgeon, of

Leeds, who having corrected every fault he
could find in his house, it yet continued to

be unhealthy, and did not lose the smell of
drains until his next-door neighbour had
his own drains inspected, when it was found
that the soil-pipe passed beneath a set of
stone steps common to the two houses, and
that it had several openings in it. Another
illustration shows the ravages which rats

make when, through openings carelessly

left in drains where one pipe joins another,
they escape from the drain into the house.
Other plates show, " How people drink
sewage." Another, again, illustrates what
a leading builder of Leeds stated to the
author—that it was well known in the
trade that speculating builders of cheap
houses were in the habit of buying
" seconds " drain-pipes at half-price (pipes

which are broken, mis-shapen, and rejected).

On the use of road-sci-apings and common
house ashes, ground up with a bare pretence
of lime, for mortar, and plaster for the
walls of " miserable tenements," the author
says: "In about sixty new speculators'

houses not a single load of clean lime was
used; mortar and plaster were made of
lime which had been used in tan-pits, there-

fore spent and full of animal cleansings.

The owners were the builders of the
houses."

Plate 43 shows a case which touches a
wide question. It has always been a diflB-

culty with corporations and local boards

—

and latterly with all sanitary authorities

—

to secure proper superintendence of the
laying of house drains. In this case a
house was built at Halifax on " solid rock,"
in which the cellarage was excavated. This
experience of its solidity seems to have
suggested to the builder that it might be
well, indeed, to lay the drain, as far as the
cellarage extended, from one side of the
house to the other ; and also to lay, from
the junction with the sewer (at a distance
of about twelve yards off), one or two pipes
(of course, as the author says,the authorities
saw the junction made with the sewer), and
in that state he left the work, with twelve
yards of rock between the two portions of
the drain which he had laid. It would
appear, however, that this " solid rock "

must have been a good deal fissured, for
into the portion of the drain which lay
under the cellar floor all the sewage of the
house (including a w.c.) was discharged for
seven years—that is to say, ever since it

had been built—until, the children in the
house being always ailing, the occupier took
up the cellar floor, and found there a very
large quantity of sewage, and found also
the abrupt termination of the drain against
the rock. Plate 47 shows a case which
touches the same cjuestion. It is headed,
"Economy in digging at the expense of
fall in a drain." A sewer is laid at the
proper depth to allow a sufficient fall for
the hoaise drains ; but instead of giving the
drain the proper fall, the builder gives it

but little from the back of the house to
within a few feet of the sewer, and then
goes down precipitately to the junction.
In Plate 49 we are reminded of the

necessity of a plan of the drains. Two or
three men are searching for a drain under
a house floor—" Hunting for drains ;" but
as there is no plan of the drains, there is
•no certainty where they will find any of
them.
That houses should not be built upon

the refuse from other houses, filled into old
•clay pits, and other hollows into which

rubbish may be shot, is pretty well known
to our readers. This is what Mr. Teale
says on the subject :

—" Until recently no
check has been put upon the haste of
speculating builders, who have built thou-
sands of houses on unhealthy rabbish-
heaps, long before the animal and vegetable
refuse has had time to ferment, decompose,
and cease to be poisonous." These are the
words of a medical man.
How to admit fresh air into houses is a

question upon which the author offers

remarks with some diffidence; but describes
a method which he has adopted in a house
of his own, the effect of which, he says, is

that " the rooms are constantly fresh night
and day, irregular draughts are much
reduced, and, except in cold weather (an
outside temperature approaching 32°) the
ventilators are rarely closed." This is illus-

trated in Plate 53, and in No. 54 is shown
another method of accomplishing the same
object.

We recommend this book most highly.
It shows, as the author says, work defective
from ignorance and work defective from
dishonesty. "Probably," he says—and it

is quite true—" no work done throughout
the kingdom is so badly done as work in
houses, drains, and pipes, which is out of
sight."

SCHOOLS OF AKT.
DtJNDEE.—At the eleventh annual festival

of the Dundee School of Art the annual report
which was read stated that the school had been
successful in obtaining from the Government
Science and Art Department, South Kensing-
ton, London, the fpUowing medals, certificates,

and prizes, &o. :—^In the second-grade examina-
tion, the subjects being practical geometry,
lineal perspective, freehand, and model draw-
ing, 112 students passed, and 46 obtained prizes

;

2 students obtained third (highest) grade
prizes for passing all the second-grade subjects
in one year ; 19 students obtained full certifi-

cates of the second grade, one of these being
a drawing teacher's certificate of the second
grade. In the third (highest) grpde examina.
tion 8 students passed in third (highest) grade
perspective ; 4 of these obtained the mark good
from the examiner; 2 students passed in third
(highest) grade artistic anatomy ; 17 students'
works were considered satisfactory by the
Department's examiners—10 of these in the
advanced stages of art ; 14 students obtained
third (highest) grade prizes for drawing and
painting from the cast and nature, &c. In the
science examinations the students of the school
were very successful. In plane and solid
geometry 1 student obtained a first-class certi-

ficate in honours, 3 second-class certificates in
honours, 18 Queen's prizes, 6 second-class certi-

ficates. Thirteen prizes were obtained in
machine construction and drawing, and 37
second-class certificates. In building construc-
tion 9 Queen's prizes and 26 second-class certifi-

cates were obtained. Three students gained na-
tional Queen's prizes, 1 a national bronze medal,
1 a national silver medal and 1 an art master's
certificate. Two assistants had been successful
in getting appointments as head-masters of

schools of art during the year.
Taunton.—On Monday the prizes and certi-

ficates awarded to students were distributed by
Sir Henry Cole, K.C.B. The treasurer's report
complains of the continued falling off of
receipts ; the honorary subscriptions had
diminished, and the school fees, which last
year reached .£180 in 1878, only amounted to
J6157. Mr. Kowe, the head - master, in his
report stated that there were four more
students than last year> and that the diminu-
tion in fees resulted from the increased propor-
tion of evening students, and also from the
irregularity of attendance of industrial students
affecting the Government returns. For the
487 works sent up by 87 students for inspec-
tion 4 third-grade prizes of books were awarded.
The local examinations in May were attended
by 32 students, of whom 12 were successful,
and 5 obtained full certificates as having passed
in four second-grade subjects. Of outside
candidates 33 presented themselves, and 3 were
successful.

The Female School or Abt.—The annual
exhibition of the prize works of the students at
the school is open in Queen's.square. The re-
sult of the pastyearshows that oight first-rank
prizes were taken in the national competition
by the Queen's-sqnare students—the nationiil
gold medal, for a chalk drawing from the
antique " Fighting Gladiator," by Mary Kathe-
rine Benson; the national silver medal, for a
drawing from the same figure, by Ida Rose
Levering; a national bronze medal to Alice
Uanslip for a drawing of the Laocoon, and
another to Maud Ashley West. Pour other
national " Queen's prizes " were won by Ida R.
Lovering, Ellen Ashwell, Edith Gibson, and
Florence Reason. The gold medal given by the
Queen was awarded to Anne ElizalMth Hopkin-
son for an oil painting of a group of fruit,

with a silver cup and other objects. Important
encouragement is afforded by the scholarships
gained by the school. Of these, the Queen's
Scholarship of £30 for one or two years has
been taken by Elizabeth Mary Lovell ; the
National Gilchrist, of jBSO per annum, for
two years, by Charlotte Maud Havell and
Harriett Ada Payne ; while subscribers'
scholarships of JE20 and jEIO are awarded
to Catherine M. Wood and Florence Reason.
The school has, besides the first rank places
already mentioned, obtained no less than 38 of
the third-grade prizes awarded. The Depart-
ment of Science and Art have further signified
their approval of the work of the school by
purchasing the drawing of the "Gladiator," by
Miss Benson, and the study from the life of
two mice nibbling at cheese, by Miss Ashley
West. The Queen also gave an additional
mark of her interest in the success of the gold
medallist. Miss Hopkinson, by purchasing two ,
water-colour studies of flowers by her. The-
Eoyal Academy, after having examined the-
drawings from the antique by them, have
admitted the following students to the schools :

—Alice Hanslip, Ida Lovering, Mary Katherine
Benson, Susan Ruth Canton, Frances Binns,

Louisa Jacobs, Margaret Dicksee, and Alice

Sarah Miller.
I ^ I

Plans are beina; prepared by Mr. Drew for ,the

alteration and extension of the sewage farm of New
Swindon for that local board of the town.

The Marq«is of Northampton has presented to the

museum of Northampton a collection of geological

specimens, which has been rlas'ified and arranged

by Messrs. Elheridge and Newton. The collection

occupies twelve table caaej, rlae of which are filled

with exclusively British, and the rr-maining three with

foreign specimens, and it is regarded by geologists as

scarcely equalled (or completeness in the kingdom.

St. John's Church, Pembroke Dock, is being

restored, and a heating apparatus added. The work
is being carried out by Me^sra. Jon«3 and John,

Government contractors.

Mr. Henry Eoe, the re-torar of Christ Church
Cathedral, Dublin, in reply to an address signed by
over 120 persona of eminence, clerieal and lay,

askii g him for an expression of opinion as to the

removal of the screen ia the chnncel, to which a few
Irish Churchmen object, has given as his answer-
that he difftrs in every respuCt from those who
address him.

A costly brass lectern, valued at upwards of jEIOO,

has been presented to the parish church of St.

Oswald, Oswestry. Messrs. Jones and Willis were

the makers.

Earl Granville who presented the prizes to the

successful students at the Hanley School of Art

last week, referred to the distress existing in the

country at the present time, and said he did not

think any exceptional measures were required to

relieve it. They must in the fn'nre look to the

improvement of technical education, for without

knowledge it would be as impossible for us to com-

pete with others as it would be for a savage armed

with bows and arrows to contend against a man who
possessed arms of precision.

It is stated that a large plot of land in Myatt's-

fifllds, between Camberwell and East Brixtim—

»

district now being rapidly covered with houses—has

been reserved for conversion into a public park and

recreation ground, and that it will be forthwith laid

out in an ornamental design.

An extensive fissure has occurred in the keep ot

the new military brigaile depot, near Devizes, asd

precautious have been taken to pr-vent an aecident

lesulting. The keep is over 120ft- high, and,

together with the etb r buildings, was only com-

pleted about nine months since at a cost of .£45,000.

The tanks at the top have a oaoaoity of 5,000 gallons,

but have not yet been filled. The failure is attribated

to frost.
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Our Lithographic Illustrations.

yUBLIC FOUNTAIN AT CHIPPENBAU.

Th« de3ig:n which we illastrate is by Mr. W
Galsworthy Davie, architect, and was selected

from among numerous others submitted in

•ompetition last year. It is now being erected,

kot the detail shown in the view is not being
strictly adhered to. The bulk of the masonry
is in red and grey granite, polished in parts,

Portland stone being used for the carved caps
aad upper part of middle bowl, the panel of

tame being filled in with polished granite. The
driokiiig trough for cattle is to be paved with
IClMaei tiles, and the whole will rest on one
oCd bed of concrete. The work is being ear-

ned ont by Messrs. J. Easton and Son, of

Exeter.

SAINT BAPEAEL'S NEW HOUSE OF CHAEITY,
BBI8TOL.

Thib bnilding is now in course of erection from
ttc design of Mr. Edward Henry Edwards,
aiclutect, of Bristol. It will be a large and
•abatantial structure, harmonising weU with
8t. Baphael's Church and Almshouses. The
yrindpal front, including the projecting bay
•(diapel, is 106ft. in length, and the north
md south fronts measure 50ft. The basement
comprises refectory and mission-room, with
kHenens, Ac. The ground floor—chapel, com
Biiuiity room, visitors' room, parlour, hall
(with groined vestibule), sacrigty, dispensary
portress, and room of the " Mother Superior."
The staircase will be of stone. On the first,

eeond, and third floors are bedrooms and dor-

Bitories, with an infirmary (for the use of the
iunates), with ante-room, &c. The walls are
Wilt of Pennant stone, with freestone dressings,
the external chimney breasts and shafts being
•f brick. The cost of carrying out the design,
•KclDsive of chapel fittings, will be £7,320.
Mr. B. C. Howell, of Bristol, is the contractor,
•d Mr. Edward Honey the clerk of works.

PIANOFOETE.

A>0HO the specimens of English furniture
shown at the Paris Exhibition, Messrs. Henry
Ogden and Son, of Deansgate, Manchester,
exhibited an inlaid satinwood pianoforte. The
iastrament, which we illustrate, is designed
ttmi worked ont in the Adams style, the deco-
mtimis being all inlaid woods beautifully
shaded, and afterwards further relieved by the
gJkflug tool. The ordinary heavy look of a
gntad piano case has been avoided by introduc.
iMf panels all round the sides and end, divided
hy fnmiog and pilasters in mahogany. The
tmare important panels are inlaid with appro
ytiate fignre subjects and trophies of musical
'astroments. The legs are square-tapered,
with snnk inlaid paneU on the sides, having
•aired and gilded capitals, and terminating
with castors. The reduction necessary for our
«iMt»-litbograph renders the description of the
details on the plate itself partially inaccurate.
Tbej are really shown about one-fi/lh. not one-
khizd their real size.

A VILLAGE CLUB-HOUSE.

This design, by " S." in circle, is the one we
awarded second in our Designing Club Com-
petition, the first place being given to the

design by " Triangle " in a circle, whose plans
we published in the Building News for Dec.

27 last. The two designs ran each other very
close, and we had some difficulty in determining
which was the better of the two, but our de-

tailed notes on these and the other designs of

the same series will be found in our issue for

Nov. 29 last.

TOUB OF EDWABD THE BLACK PBINCB,
CANTEBBURT.

Edwabd the Black Prince's Tomb, of which
we give an illustration, is situated in Trinity

Chapel, Canterbury Cathedral. This tomb was
erected according to the prince's will, and is

the most authentic memorial of the first of a
long line of English heroes, and a fine speci-

men of the architecture of the period. The
prince died on Trinity Sunday, June 8th, 1376

;

he had previously founded a chantry in the
crypt, on the occasion of his marriage with the
Fair Maid of Kent, 1363, in which he desired

in his will to be buried ; but for some reason
this was not done. The effigy is in brass, and
was once entirely gilt, and shows distinctly the
Plantagenet features—viz., the flat cheeks and
well-chiseUed nose, resembling those of his

father and grandfather at Westminster Abbey
and Gloucester. Above are suspended his

brass gauntlets, " the heaume du leopard," his

casque, lined with leather, his shield of wood,
covered with moulded leather, his velvet sur-

coat, with the arms of France and England,
and the scabbard of his sword. The sword is

said to have been taken away by Cromwell.
Bound the tomb are escutcheons of arms,
charged alternately with Hhe bearings of

France and England quartered, the shield by
which the prince had distinguished himself in

the battle-field, with the ostrich feathers, and
the motto, " Houmont Ich diene." Above is

an inscription, said to have been composed by
the prince himself :

—

To qe passez ove toache close, par la on cest corps
repose

Entent ce qe te dirray, sicome te dire la say.
Tiel come to es, je autiel fu, tn seras tiel come je su,
De la OQort ne sensay je mie, tant come j'avoy la vie.

En terre avoy grand richesse, dont je y fys grand
noblesse,

Terre, mesons, et grand tresor, draps, chivalx, argent,
et or

Mes ore su je povres et cheitifs, perfond en la terre
gys.

Ma grand beaute est tout alee, ma char est tonte
gastee,

Monlt est estroite ma meson, en moy na si verite
son

£t si ore me veissez, je ne guide pas qe voas
decidez

Qa j'ensse onges pour este, si sn je ore de tout
changee.

Par diea pries an celestien Boy, qe mercy sit de
I'arme de moy.

Tout cil qe par moi prier ont, on a Dieu m'aeorderont,
Dieu les mette en son parays, on nal ne poet estre

cheitifs.

There is a representation painted on the canopy
of the Holy Trinity, which he reverenced with
peculiar devotion ; there are also hooks for the
hangings bequeathed in his will, black with red
borders, with " cygnes avec tetes de dames."
—F. W. ElUHAEDSON.

ALEXANDRA MANSIONS, VICTORIA 8TBEET.

This building, when finished, is intended for

residential purposes, each floor containing four
residences or flats. The accommodation in each
is varied, and in addition to the stone stair-

cases shown on the plans, lifts—tenants' and
servants' ditto—will be provided for the service
of all floors. The design partakes somewhat
of the French Domestic Gothic style, the
whole of the exterior being of stone from the
quarries of Mr. John Alford, of Tisbury,
Wilts, all well worked and fixed by Mr. W.
Slack, of Croydon; Mr. D. T. Haylock was
the clerk of works. The buildings generally are
similar in intention and design to the " Mem-
bers' Buildings," situate in Victoria-street, and
designed by the same architect, Mr. Francis
Butler. Illustrations of this latter erection, and
descriptions in greater detail will shortly appear
in the Buildimo News.

COMPETITIONS.
Lambeth Industrial Pauper Schools.—

At a meeting of the guardians of Lambeth
Union, held on Wednesday week, a report was
received from Mr. Currie, to whom had been
referred the plans sent in in competition for
the reconstruction of the pauper schools at
Lower Norwood. He recommended that they
be placed in the following order of merit :

—

"Light and Air," estimated cost, .£20,070;
" Terra Cotta," ditto, £33,700; " A Batepayer,"
ditto, £25,101 18s. 9d. On opening the sealed
envelopes it was found that the first premium
(£150) would, if Mr. Currie's recommendation
were adopted, fall to Messrs. Coe and Bobinson,
4, Furnival's-inn ; the second (£100) to Messrs.
F. H. Fowler and Aldwinckle ; and the third
(£50) to Mr. Edward Clarke, 6, Adam-street,
Adelphi. The further consideration of the
plans was referred to a special committee.

Mabshes-boad Board Schools, Newport.
—A letter has been forwarded to the School
Board for Newport, Monmouthshire, and also
to the local press, by Mr. Geo. H. Davies, one
of the competitors for the schools in Marshes-
road (the tenders for erecting which appeared in
our last issue). He states that designs for
these schools were invited and received from
architects of Newport before January 18, 1878,
and adds :—"The plans having been sent in in
due course I was some time after greatly sur-
prised to learn that a gentleman, having had
the advantage of studying their details, was
allowed to introduce an entirely fresh design,
and that this, after various modifications, was
to be finally accepted, although complying in
no essential respect with the board's previous
instructions. 'That there was in this a clear
moral and legal breach of faith cannot be
seriously denied. The absence of the courtesy
usually extended to architects in similar com-
petitions has also been remarkable—the receipt
of the plans was not in any way acknowledged,
the architects have not been informed of the
result, thanked for their time and money use-
lessly expended, their plans not sent back, nor
have they been told to fetch them away. On
removing my own I find them seriously injured
by dirt, &c." Mr. Davies says that the matter
is now, so far as he is concerned, a closed and
unfortunate transaction, and that as time has
moderated his feelings he does not intend to
renew ill-will by taking legal proceedings.

Invitations have been sent out from the architect's

department of the Corporation of London to firms
eminent in the art of designing public gardens to
send in designs for the embellishment of the grounds
to be formed out of the churchyard of St. Paul's
Cathedral. The work, which is to be extended to
three sides of the cathedral, will probably include
improvements of an extensive nati)r<), as well, as
some alterations to the outer railings. The scheme
in iti full detiila has not, however, according to ths
City Press yet been finally decided upon.

The thirty first annual ball in aid of the Builders'
Benevolent Institntion will take place at Willis's
Booms, on Thursday, January 30.

The clock, bells, and carillon machine, supplied
for the new Manchester To*n Hall by Messrs.
GiUett and Bland, of Croydon, were started last

week.

A new tragedy about to be published by Messrs.
Longmans aid Co , entitled " Brian Boru," by
" J. T. B.," is the production of a member of the
architectural profession.

A new school-chapel, vestric, kopper's-house,

&c., are about to be erectid for the Wcsleyan body
in Plymouth-grove, Manchester, from the designs
of Messrs. Hetherington and Oiiver, of Carlisle.

The site is a capital one, and in this preparation of
thg plans, provision is made for the erection of a
large chapel at some future timp, to seat 1,000
persons, with a loft; spirn liOit. high. The buildings
will be in the Early Gothic style.

The tunnel sewer in course of formation at Bos-
combe Chine, for the discharge into the sea of the
sewage of Bournemouth, was burst open, and
partially destroyed on Wedne-day week, by an influx

of storm- water. The mishap, which will cause
considerable pecuniary lo.s, is attributed to the fact

that the sewer was begun, in aocordHnee with in-

structions from the improvement committee, from
the inland end in connection with two other large

sewers, and the surface- water collected by these,

poured into the tunnel to which no proper outlet

had as yet been formed.

The Spanish Cortes have voted 100,000 pesetas
for the reparation of Cordova Cathedral.
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THE NAVE ROOF, ST. ALBAN'S.

VERT few words will suflBce to close

this correspondence as far as I am
concerned. Any one who will take the

trouble to look again at my letter will see

that Mr. Scott has omitted to answer it on
most points, whilst those on which he does

write do not affect the main issue.

He refers at length to his reports. Of
these, save one of June 25th, I know
nothing. That was complete in itself, and
I agreed with it, and have spent some time

in supporting its recommendations—hoping
when I began that I was helping Mr. Scott's

object. It is true that it began by referring

to the western part of the roof, but as it

finished by speaking of what would then

have to be done to the whole of the ceiling,

I concluded that the eastern part of the

roof had already been dealt with in some
report which I had not seen. I will only

add that—if language means anything

—

making an oldroof " sound and serviceable"

by repairs does not mean erecting a new
roof over and independent of it.

If Mr. Scott will read what I have written

more carefully, he will see that I have
always asserted that the walls of the nave
and transepts originally finished at the

same level, as consequently did their roofs.

The nave walls, being now higher than the

transept walls, must evidently have been
raised. I have stated this clearly from the

first, and cannot understand why Mr. Scott

assumes that there is any possibility of my
being in doubt about it.

As to the new parapets to the western
part of the nave I thought I had made my-
self clear. The corhel-iable under the

parapet is, I doubt not, a copy of the old

corbel table, but the parapet above it did

not appear to me to be copied from anything
of the same age now existing on the church.

I am very glad Mr. Scott is going to

have the south transept gable accurately
measured. With this, and the old door-

ways in the tower and the marks of framing
on the old timbers in the nave roof, he will

be able—as I pointed out to the Society of

Antiquai'ies—to reconstruct on paper, with
a close appi'oach to accuracy, the positions

and pitch of the Norman roof and the de-

sign of the latest high-pitclied roof of the
nave, to which no doubt the old timbers be-
longed. These would be very interesting
particulars, and I regret that they were not
obtained before any illustration of the sup-
posed lines of roof were published. But
without this information Mr. Scott's illus-

tration affi)rds—to say the least—very
strong evidence against the line, which he
calls that of the original roof, being in fact
anything of the sort, even if it exists any-
where save in his own imagination.

Geoege Edmund Steeet.

Everything that can be done ought to be
^one to discover, and to bring before the pub-
lic the facts relating to the existing remains,
and the evidences of the architectural history
of the several roofs which have covered the
Abbey Church of St. Alban's.
A fresh interpretation of the facts recently

brought out as to one very important detail
may serve to throw light upon the proper solu-
tion of the present controversy—at all events,
as to the true state of the case, whether the
eventual result may be affected by it or not.
Until recently little has been accurately known,
except perhaps to those personally interested
in the work, respecting the relation of the
existing parapets to the present or to previous
roofs, or as to what was really proposed to be
done in their restoration or renovation, as the
case might be.

Mr. Street's reply to Mr. J. 0. Scott's report
will have made clear to those who have at all

looked into the matter for themselves, what
Mr. Scott's report, in the absence of his
diagrams, failed to do.
And I must express my amazement at find-

ing it not only supposed but seriously and de-

liberately maintained—1. That the original

Norman root extended so far above the prin-

cipal string-course of the tower as to cut

through the jamt's of the windows over. 2.

That the lines of the roof-chases in the tower
wall, now filled in, but still so conspicuous and
so clearly indicative of the original Norman
roof, are not the lines of a Norman roof at all,

hut of a later medioeval roof cut down from the
steeper pitch. 3. That this lower roof ever

coexisted with the parapets, or would be in

any way at all compatible with them. 4. That
the present proposal to construct a new steep

roof to the lines of this lower roof would pre-

serve in any way or in any sense be a " restora-

tion " of whatever had existed or ever could
have existed at any one period.

I do not now propose to enter into the merits

of the question as to what ought to be or is to

he done by the restoration committee. I can
freely admit, as I took the opportunity of

doing at the meeting of the Society of Anti-

quaries, that the high ridge line, if kept within

the limits of the apex of the walled-up chases

of the original work, would be better ajsthe-

tically, and would produce much more nearly

than it does at present the effect intended by
the original builders, and the appearance which
the abbey presented in its palmiest days. But
I must confess I do not see how it is to be
done in any way which shall be compatible
with the principles of " faithful restoration,"

and I do most emphatically protest against

its being urged or attempted upon any one of

the grounds set forth in the four propositions

enumerated. Let it be done as " the best

thing " or as a " vast improvement," as a
necessary expedient, as a legitimate develop-

ment of 19th century work, as a concession to

weakness, or as an irresistible act of irrespon-

sible power, only let it not be promoted and
defended upon grounds which shall utterly

stultify the boasted enlightenment of the pre-

sent generation in the study and preservation

of medioeval architecture.

I speak strongly, but surely not more
strongly than the rights and the urgency of the

case demand, and I will be no party to this

question being made a personal matter; but
when eminent amateurs charge the whole
architectural profession with ignorance and
with wanton destructiveness it would be doing

a lasting injury to the interests which we have

at heart to l«t pass such flagrant vandalism as

that of the triumph of might over right in these

days of free enlightenment and investigation.

And this is the more needful at the present

time, and in the present instance, when an
energetic body of men, self-constituted for the

very purpose of the "conservation of ancient

remains," has left the battle of conservation to

be fought out single-handed by those whom it

has thought well to denounce in no measured
terms for their wanton destructiveness. There
has been " much cry and little wool." They
seem to have taken no steps—at all events, no
effectual steps — either for investigating the

facts or oE appealiag to the popular enthusiasm
for the conservation of the ancient remains.

Discretion has proved, in this case at least, the

better part of valour. It would have been a
thankless and up-hill task for them to have
undertaken ; and the preliminary investigation

is one from which they might well shrink.

Much has been said in the public papers, but

no sufBcient information which could be relied

on had been given as to the structural question

now raised when it was announced that the

steep roof was already decided on. And in

August last I wrote to the Times suggesting

that there ought to be a conference of archi-

tects to investigate and report upon such exist-

ing evidence and indications as could be dis-

covered, and had not, up to this time, been

communicated to the papers, in order that the

public might be in some position to appreciate

what was going on. Being the dull time of the

year the Times seemed to think such a sugges-

tion superfluous. Happily, the same idea

occurred to other minds, and through the in-

strumentality of the conservation committee of

the Institute the conference was held of which
we now have the result.

My own visit to St. Alban's was an entirely

voluntary and independent one, and the sec-

tion, which I made showing the line of the

Norman roof to have been at an angle of about

45° with the horizon, and to have run down on
to the corbel-table, from which the parapet
springs, agreed with the section exhibited by
Mr. Street. The remains which are actually

found to exist accord accurately with what
naturally would be expected by the circum-
stances of the building, and by coroparison

with others of a similar character. The angle
of slope, the position of ridge, the relation to

the corbel-table, the indication of the line of
rafter on the original walls, the relation of the
rafter-line to the corbel-tulle, all go unmis-
takeably to corroborate each other as to its

original date and treatment. It is true that
doubt has been thrown upon the date of the
corbel-table, but I think an examination of
its construction and of its section, of which
Mr. Neale has kindly favoured me with a full-

sized profile, convincingly shows it to be the
original one. It is equally clear that the
string-course immediately over it, and forming,
as it were, a part of it, was an addition of the
14th century, when the parapets were built

—

when also it is probable the angle bridges
against the tower were added. This, however,
is not of so much account.

Now, the alleged traces of the steeper roof

upon the tower walls, which have been so
effectually obliterated as to be scarcely visible,

are almost ignored by Mr. Street, and accord-

ing to the clerk of works always were very
dubious. It seems, however, according to Mr.
Scott, that they really existed, and indeed
were regarded by him as indicating the line of

the Norman roof. No other attempt seems to

have been made either to explain them or to

explain them away, excepting that Mr. Street

very properly denies that such a roof could
have been the Norman one, unless it were
lifted when the walls were raised. Neither of

these suppositions will be found to be satis-

factory as an explanation of the facts.

There is, however, as yet nothing to show
the exact or even the supposed line or angle of

this high roof, and until Mr. Scott shall have
produced this it may be difficult to explain it

satisfactorily. But apart from the evidence of

its existence being established it is not only

possible, but probable that such a root with

parapets may have been put up in the 14th

century above the old line of the Norman roof,

and cut down again in the 15th or 16th century,

not to the intermediate pitch of about 45°, but
to the present flat one, 18°.

This supposition will account for the exis-

tence of the string over the corbel-table being

of the 14th century, at which time the parapet

would be first built, and also for a subsequent

raising, perhaps in the 15th or 16th century, of

the wall, and probably of the parapet also, when
the roof was cut down.
A very customary and probable slope for such

a roof within a parapet would be an angle of

60°. Neither the carrying up of such a roof,

cutting, as it is said to have done, into the

windows above the string, nor the cutting it

down again below the ridge of the original one,

would be at all at variance with the practice 6f

the men of the respective periods. It is what
we find again and again has been done, and it

will reconcile with each other the conflicting

difiBculties raised.

All this, however, will not go to remove the

difficulty, but rather to increase it, if the old

root be doomed to destruction. It would be

preposterous to raise the ridge of a new root

beam to cut into the window over the principal

string, and it would be impossible to follow

the line of the old Norman roof with the exist-

ing parapet. The only mode of dealing with

it "would be indefensible, except by way of

radical innovation. The striking out of a new
line of rafters from the present gutter to the

line of the old Norman ridge would be an expe-

dient, possibly a deplorable one ; but by no

treatment short of destroying all the present

parapets could there well be a restoration to

what it was at any period. Possibly the com-

mittee may resolve still that radical innovation

will be the best way out of the difficulty, only

let it not be called " faithful restoration."

This course will at all events disarm the

power of future adverse criticism by destroy-

ing the only vestiges by which it could be made

eff'ectual. Of the condition of the roof I am
not prepared to speak. I have been told that

it is in such a state that, though an estimate

[Supplement to the Buildinq Nkws, January 10, 1879.]
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has been given for its repair, the builder would
not undertake it as a contract. On the other

band, it has been reported well capable of

repair. And it it be so there seems no reason

for replacing- it with one upon new lines, and
•asentiall^ of modern construction.

WiLUAM Whitb, P.S.A.

Mr oommnnication in your last week's issue

contained a few inaccuracies which crept in

owini; to its having been written in a hurrv,

and corrected by means of post cards. Speak-

ing of an expression I had used previously,

which was liable to be misunderstood, I am
made to say that it had no " reference to him-
self." This should have been " myself." At the

end of uiy letter, it is stated that certain work
" was all done before I came on the scene."

This should be read, " was all arranged for."

The other inaccuracies are onlv verbal.

J. Oldbid Scott.

THE LEGAL BESPONSIBILITIES OP
AECHITECTS.—II.

{CoAlinuedfromp. 703, Vol. XXXV.)

AN illustration of the American practice is

found in the case of Newman v. Fowler,
decided in New Jersey in 187-i.

A house after completion proves defective

;

the report of the case does not say in what
respect, but it is found that there was want of

care and skill on the part both of the architect

and of the contractor. On the principle that

when several persons are concerned in inflict-

ing injury upon a man, any one of them is

liable for the whole damage, and that the per-
son wronged may choose which he will compel
to pay the indemnity, the owner sued the
architect for the entire damage. The jury was
charged that where the negligence of the con-
tractor was such as to be discoverable by the
exercise of reasonable care and skill on the part
of the architect, the architect and the builder
were alike responsible ; for the effects of negli-

gence of the builder beyond this measure, he
alone was resoonsible. In this case the negli-

gence or nnskilfulness of the architect being
admitted, his sameness of accountability with
the builder was a necessary consequence, and
the owner had a right, if he chose, to obtain
from him the full damages, and judgment was
given accordingly.
A point in this case is interesting. The

owner had kept back a part of the contract
price from the builder, on account of defects
not specially described. The defendant's
counsel claimed that by so doing he had already
obtained indemnity from the builder, and could
not demand further damages from the archi-
tect. The judge's reply was that if the builder
had sued the owner for the balance of the con-
tract money, and the defence had been that it

was retained on account of the same defects
for which the present action was brought, and
the defence had prevailed, it would have barred
the present action against the architect, since
the owner was not entitled to obtain damages
twice over—once from the contractor and
again from the architect. But in fact the
builder has not sued for his money, and there
was no evidence that the owner might not
have retained it on account of other defects
than those for which he was suing the archi-
tect, so that the question of the retained
balance was still open and undecided, and
could not be considered in the present action.
Another case, decided in Missouri in 1870,

Ifives an idea of the care which the law con-
siders to be required of architects. A building
was in process of construction, and iron
columns and girders had been set to carry some
portion of it. By defect, probably of the
foundation, two of the columns settled after
the weight was brought upon them. The
architect proposed to raise them with the
girders resting upon them, apparently so that
they might be underpinned. It was in evidence
that one of the contractors who furnished the
ironwork, hearing the architect propose to
apply jack-screws under the caps of the
columns, alvised him not to do so, as he did
not think the casting strong enough ; bui the
owners took the architect's view, and on his
recommendation employed a profesiional build-
ing mover for the work. It appeared that there

was some stipulation that this man should
work under the direction of the architect ; if

it had not been for that, the judge's opinion

was that the architect would not have been
liable for the improper management of the
raising which was alleged by some of the wit-

nesses. On the application of the jack-screws

the cap of one column broke at the corner, and
the flmge of the compound wrought iron girder

resting on it bent, allowing the girder to fall,

bringing down a wall with it, and killing a

workman employed in the building, whose
widow sued the architect for compensation for

her loss. The architect himself was not in

the building at the time, but knew and
approved of the method adopted to effect the
raising. The judge charged the jury that if

they found that the disaster was due to an
improper method employed for effecting the

raising, or because of inadequate supports for

the screws or unskilful application of theui to

tht columns, while the work was under control

of the architect, he must be held to have shown
negligence in business which he undertooV,
though he failed to show the care and skill

which, having undertaken it, the law imposed
upon him, and was liable for the damage re-

sulting from his negligence. Some of the tes-

timony went to show that the design of the
girder was bad, and that the columns were
weak and badly cast, and the jury were charged
also that if they found that defective iron-

work was the origin of the accident, and that
this was designed by the architect in an un-
skilful manner, or was defective by means of

bad material or workmanship, which could
have been discovered by the defendant, in this

ea?e also he was guilty of a negligence which
rendered him liable for inj;iry resulting from
it. The judge thought that the absence
of the architect at a time when so critical

an operation was going on was in itself

a failure to show the care required of him, and
thought also that he was guilty of neglect in

not having the strength of the caps of the
columns tested before subjecting them to so

severe a strain ; and the jury taking a similar

view, the defendant was obliged to pay the
amount claimed, 5,000 dollars. The court, in

this case, was of opinion that the owners of the
building were liable, together with the archi-

tect, but it is not very evident why ; and in an
English case of manslaughter from the falling

of a building, the owner, who proved that he
had given orders for good and substantial work,
but knew nothing of construction himself, and
had not controlled the details of the execution,
was discharged.
The profefsional man must not forget that

the damage for which he may render himself
liable by remissness in duty extends beyond
loss by deficiencies in the construction. A dis-

tinguished architect in London was accused of
negligence in failing to prepare plans for a
certain alteration with due rapidity, and the
proprietor, who let the rooms in the building to

lodgers, claimed the profits which he would
have derived from his house if the work had
been finished without delay, and the court de-

cided that he was entitled to recover them. It

would seem, therefore, that there is no want of

law to hold the architect to his duty to his em.
ployer; but if the courts set up a high stan-

dard of professional diligence and skill, it must
be acknowledged that their requirements are
on the whole reasonable and just to all the
parties, and the practitioner, conscious of
having done his work with faithfulnes.s and
skill, can appeal with confidence to a jury
against the oppression of an ignorant or ava-
ricious client. Every step that is made toward
a clearer definition of our duties helps us to a
recognition of our rights, and if the public
should learn to hold us generally to a stricter

accountability and a higher standard of skill,

those who desire the advancement of the pro-
fession will rejoice, not only in the necessity
for higher attainment, but in the increased
respect and easier relations with the world
which recognised acquirement and responsi-
bility will give.

But there are certain branches of an archi-

tect's duties towards others than his clients,

which are by no means so well defined. An
important case decided in the House of Lords
after long and costly litigation raises a very
interesting point. A contractor named Thorn

was invited to estimate on plans and specifica-
tions for rebuilding the Black friars Bridge.
His bid was accepted, and a contract, of which
the specification formed a part, was signed.
The engineer had designed to construct the
bridge piers by means of iron caissons, sunk in
the river and filled with masnnry, and the plans
and specifications were drawn to that effect. In
execution the caissons proved too weak to
sustain the water pressure, with the force of
the current, and the upper part had to be re-

moved, and the work finished by the slow and
costly process of building only when low tides
permitted. When the bridge was finished the
contractor su^d the Mayor and Corpoiation for
damages for the insufficiency of the plans and
specifications, alleging that by offering them
for estimates the Corporation virtuvilly guaran-
teed that the bridge could be built in accord-
ance with them. The Corporation replied that
there was no guaranty, express orimplied ; that
while they placed confideui'e in their engineer,
Mr. James Cubitt, they did not pretend to
warrant his work; that the contractors knew
as much of .him as the Corporation did, and if

they had wished, they could have had an engi-
neer of their own examine the plans and pro-
nounce as to their practicability, and if they
had then wished to withdraw their proposal
they might have done so ; and the unanimous
opinion of the judges was that this defence was
a good one, and judgment was rendered for the
Corporation.

According to the Lord Chancellor, the same
principle should apply in every case where a
man employed an architect to prepxre plans
and specifications, and invited estimates upon
them.

It being thus settled that the first party to a
contract does not guarantee the plans and
specifications which JForm a part of the contract,

it is of the highest importance to determine
whether the expert who drew them could be
understood to have guaranteed them. In the
case of the bridge the engineer was dead before
the action was brought, unfortunately for his

professional brethren, who could have derived
much instruction from seeing the result of a
suit brought against him ; and there appear
to be few or no recorded cases of the kind>
unless in French practice.

Another subject which gives trouble to a
conscientious architect is the proper adjust-
ment of his duties between the builder and the
owner. In case of dispute between the parties
to the contract, he is made the judge by uni-
versal custom, and even in court the architect's

position as umpire between owner and con-
tractor is so well recognised; that his testimony
is generally the most important part of the
evidence; yet how does such a po.sition agree
with the rule of law that a man can act only in

behalf of one person at a time ? The owner
engages him, and bears alone the cost of his
employment ; is he not then solely the agent of
his employer? And if so, how can he act as
umpire between his principal and the opposing
party ?

That this is a serious question every one in

practice has occasion to know. Cases happen
every day in which a contract open for esti-

mates is awarded at a price which the architect,

who has the other bids as well as his own judg-
ment to guide him, knows to be less than the

value of the work ; is it his duty as agent of
his employer to accept the proposal which he
sees to have been based on soaie misunder.
standing or error, and set himself to drawing
up a contract so framed as to protect his prin-

cipal from loss in case of the bankruptcy of the
builder which he knows to be inevitable? Or
has he a right to constrain his principal to
accept a bid at a fair price, or to call the atten-

tion of the incautious bidder to the probability

of an error in his estimate ? If he takes ad-
vantage of the ignorance or carelessness of the
builder, to the benefit of his employer, has not
the builder a ground of action agiinsthim?
And if in pity for an honest mechanic who has
made a mistake in adding up a column of

figures, or who, not being very expert in read-

ing manuscript, has been unable to spell out
all the words in the specification, he has given
him a hint of his misunderstanding, has not
the owner, who is thereby obliged to pay a
larger sum than with skilful management he
otherwise would have needed to spend, a right
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to accuse him of unfaithfulness to his trust,

and to claim damage from him ?

Such questions have a serious bearinpf not

only on the professional conduct, but on the

peace of mind of a conscientious practitioner,

and any discus-iion or citation of cases which
have been decided that may tend to a general

understanding and uniform practice in similar

matters is one of the many things of which the

profession is in great need.

HEATINa HOUSES BY STEAM.

THE system of heating houses by steam,
inaugurated in a very modest way at

Lockport, New York, not without serious mis-

givings, has, according to the English Mechanic,

hitherto worked so well that an experiment is

to be tried in New York itself. The Holly
system, as it is called, consists simply in laying

on steam to houses in much the same manner
as gas or water is laid on, the steam being gene-
rated at the " works," and conveyed through
pipes, properly clothed with some non-conduct-
ing material, to the places where it is to be used.

The first experiment was made at Lockport,
near Niagara Falls—a town situated a little

north of the 43rd parallel of N. latitude. In
June, 1877, the experiments were commenced
by laying half a mile of pipes underground to

obtain a datum for calculating the carrying
capacity of tubes, and the rate of loss by con-

densation. The results were encouragin,<;, and
before the winter set in about three miles of

piping, mostly 4in., had been laid down, the

greatest continuous length being one mile and
a third. Although Lockport is some 8° nearer
the equator than London it is considered to be
a cold region, and the test made by the com.
pany in the winter of 1877 was, therefore,

regarded as practically demonstrating the
feasibility of the scheme. Since the commence-
ment of their operations the company has
efficiently warmed about forty houses, a large
school-room, the town hall, and, besides supply-
ing steam for other purposes, have run two
steam-engines, one of them situated about
half-a-mile from the boilers. Some of the
houses were more than a mile from the source
of heat, but were warmed as satisfactorily as
those near the boilers.

Steam heating will enter a new phase of its

history in the spring, for in spite of much
opposition the promoters of the Holly system
have convinced the Mayor of New York of the
advantages of their scheme, and he has recom-
mended the Board of Aldermen to give the
Commissioners of the Sinking Fund power to

grant privileges to certain persons to carry
steam for heating purposes underground in

New York city, and as this recommendation is

tantamount to a grant of the privilege, it is

supposed that some portion of the city—perhaps
a quarter of a mile or so square—will be granted
the Holly combination. The proposals of the
companies cover a wide field, but as it is essen-
tial to the success of the plan to utilise the
steam to the utmost, it is probable they are
not overstrained. It is proposed, first, to heat
houses, offices, depots, &c. ; to cook by steam
in one of several patented stoves already in-

vented ; to heat water, to put out fires, and to
clear the streets of snow. Figures are of course
brought to bear on the question, and we give
them here for what they are worth. To warm
the public buildings of New York costs now
.£120,003 a year, whereas with steam it could
be done as efficiently at an outlay of jESOOOO.
For removal of "ashes" a sum of ig-iS.OOO is

annually paid in New York, but ashes include
rubbish and snow, so that it is only the ashes
proper that can be taken into account, and
their removal costs in reality nothing at aU ;

still, there is an avoidance of the nuisance of
ashes which every housewife will appreciate.
Five shillings a load is now paid for the removal
of snow, but with a system of steam hydrants
and hose it is stated that a " load " can be
melted in 20 minutes at about one-tenth of
the present cost. By dispensing with fires

in houses it is estimated that insurance
rates would bo reduced by at least 1 per cent

,

while there would be no expenditure of labour
in cutting wood, carrying coal, and attending
furnaces. The arrangements inside the house
are of so simple a character that a child might

regulate the whole apparatus, while the com-
pany can control the pressure so as to supply
any house with steam of 20011)., 201b., or 21b. if

needed. Exactly how that is done we are not
informed, and in the absence of details we may
venture to doubt the accuracy of the statement,
as we do the assertion that the companies can
supply steam-users with power at one-half the
cost from their own boilers. The experiment
to be made in New York will be watched with
much interest, and though there is small
likelihood of the plan being tried here on a
large scale, there is no reason why some of our
large establishments should not make the ex-

periment, and make it successfully.

SKETCH OP OLD LONDON.

WE lately noticed a very interesting collec-

tion of views and maps of Old London
arranged for exhibition at Sjuth Kensington
by Mr. Grace, senior, and we have now on our
table " A Sketch of Old London its Streets and
Thoroughfares before the Great Fire of 1666,"

by Mr. J. G. Crace, his son, being a reprint of

an address on the subject delivered by the
author at the Society of Arts at the request of

the Council. Of course we lose some of the
interest in the absence of the splendid collec-

tion of prints by which the address was illus-

trated, and we hope Mr. Crace will, on some
future occasion, amplify his lecture into a
volume, in which case a few of the maps and
views would be a pleasing introduction. The
foundation of the City of London is very ob.

scure, and Mr. Crace does not throw any new
light upon it, though he says it is certain that

the city existed before the Roman occupation

of Britain. A remarkable fact recorded by Mr.
Crace is, that no mention of London occurs in

the Domesdav Book, though in King Henry
II.'s reign Fitz Stephen, a monk, wrote " A
Description of the Most Noble City of London ."

The author quotes at some length from this

document, which will be read with interest.

The early chronicler speaks highly of its

wealth, great trade, and grandeur, of the
politeness of its citizens, the three principal

churches, and says " the matrons of the City

are perfect Sabines." Up to this time (the 12th
century) written descriptions only exist, but Mr.
Grace's narrative properly begins at the 16th
century, for it was not till that time any re-

liable plans or views of London existed. The
author then draws a graphic picture from the
fine maps and views collected by his father,

and which we have already glanced at. He
begins by referring to a very interesting view,

copied from a Dutch drawing by an artist

named Van den Wayngerde, now in the Bod.
leian Library, forming one of a series supposed
to have been drawn for Philip II. of Spain,

about 1540. We have referred to this map in

our previous notice. The map of Ralph Aggas,
the earliest plan known to exist, engraved in

1563, is then mentioned, after which the view
by Visscher, published in 1615, a fine view by
Hollar, engraved in 1649, a map by Newcombe,
1645, &c., are given. Mr. Crace, in his pleasant

imaginary journey from Oxford to the City by
way of Oxford-street, then called the " Way to

Tyburn," gives us some interesting facts. The
village of St. Giles, with its hospital and church,

the road called Hoi borne (after the " Old
Bourne"), Chancery-lane, Ely House, St.

Sepulchre, Smithfield or the " smooth field
"

as it was called, are commented upon. Passing

in review other memorable parts, he reminds
us that Somerset House was designed by John
of Padua, for the Protector Somerset, and was
built on the site of the Bishop of Worcester's

and other houses; that Durham House was
the residence of the bishops of that see, and
afterwards of Dudley Earl of Northumberland ;

that Sir Walter Raleigh resided there, and
subsequently that it fell into the hands of

Robert Eirl of Salisbury, who demolished the

stables next the Strand, built an exchange
called Britain's Burse, after which, in 1770, the

Brothers Adam built the Adelphi-terrace.

Westminster is next described, also Old St.

Paul's ; and the picture is finished by a refer-

ence to changes in the latter half of the 17th

century, and V->y a quotation from Evelyn's

Diary of his account of the great fire, which
began on the night of S'pteaiber 2Qd, and
which, in a few days, completely destroyed Old

London. We ccrmmend Mr. Grace's pamphlet
as a guide to those who visit the large exhibi-
tion of engravings at Kensington.

HOUSE FITTINGS FOE WATER SUPPLY.

TO the "Suggestions" issued by the Local
Government Board, and referred to by ns

last week, some useful appendices are added.
We may more particularly allude to appendix
E. on " Regulations as to Hou3e Fittings for

Water Supply in the Metropolis settled by the
Board of Trade." These regulations were
made under the Metropolis Water Act. 1871,
but are little known, and will be found of some
value to other towns. We may specially draw
attention to the thickness and weight of lead
pipes for the conveyance of water, the weight
per yard lineal being given. Thus, for pipe
of jin. bore, the weight is fixed at 61b. per lineal

yard ; for jin, 7ilb. ; for Jin., 91b. ; for lin.,

121b.; and fori} in., 161b. per yard. We are
not fully satisfied that these weights are ad-
hered to in all cases, and we should like to
know what test they are subjected to—if any

—

to ascertain if the pipes are of uniform thick-

ness throughout. In frosty weather the con-
stant bursting of pipes becomes a serious item
to landlords or tenants, and, as the water rates

are excessive, it is only just that the house-
holder should be protected against the incon-

venience and loss through inferior pipes being
introduced. As regards "communication
pipes," rule 5 makes it compulsory for every
house supplied with Company's water to have
its own separate pipe—except in those cases

where a block of houses belonging to one owner
is concerned, when, if not contrary to the
special act of the Company, one sufficient com-
munication pipe may be provided. Again, a
very important regulation in respect of con-

nection by " stop cock " is to the effect that
every connection with the Company's pipes is

to be " made by means of a sound and suitable

brass screwed ferrule or stop.cock with union,

and such ferrule or stop-cock shall be so made as

to have a clear area of waterway equal to that
of a half-inch pipe." How often this is over-

looked, and again the next regulation that

every external pipe shall be jointed with what
is called a "plumbing" or "wiped" joint.

It is surprising to find so many houses without
that very indispensable addition of a stop-

valve, which clause 12 states is to be fixed " at

or near " the point of entrance of the commu-
nication pipe to the premises, or if desired

within the premises. It is required to be of

the screw-down kind with an area of water-

way not less than that of ^in. pipe, or greater

than that of the pipe itself. Coming to cisterns

their accessible position for inspection, and
cleansing, and covering are provided for,

though how many we should like to know,
even within the jurisdiction of the Metropolis

Water Act, set this rule at variance ? Again, in

reference to draw-oft taps, we may enter many
houses and find them unsound or leaky; while

i
in numerous closets (rule 20) that every boiler

and w.o. " shall be served only through a cistern

or service box without a stool cock" is not

strictly observed. The fact is, many of the old

fittings have been made to do duty. It is ob.

vious, on reading these regulations, that good
as they are, they have been made mainly in the

interests of the water companies, and not alto-

gether to insure the householder's convenience

or to save his pocket, or we should have seen a

more efficient regard paid to strong water pipes

and the position and covering of cisterns

—

matters which at present may be found in

every conceivable condition of unsoundness,

neglect, and inefficiency.

For thfl first time during a period of thirty years

Lord Peiirhyn's extensive slate quarries in

Carn»rvi>n?hiro were oi Friday Ift>-t closed, direc-

tions having been given thit, owing to the dulne^s

o( (rale, the quarries, until further notice, wid not

be opened on Friday^ and Satiirdays. The like

rult) has beea euforc d at Mr. Asshelon Smith's

LUnberis q'larries, and generally throughout the

quarryirg district.

The new Stick Etchan^e in Anglesea street,

Dublin, was openei on I'uisdav wtek. Messrs.

Mdler and S/mes. of Gr at Bru'swick s'ree*, were

the architects, an 1 Mi'. Ge>rga M lycrs, LL.D., also

ofDjbln, wat the coairaoior. Ttte cost has beea

about .£l2,U00.

[Supplement to the Buildino News, January 10, 1879.]
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OUE COMMONPLACE COLUMN.
VLCBS.

FLUES for ordinary fireplaces need never be
more than 9in. square when in brickwork,

or 9in. in diameter when formed with pipes or

in concrete. * In open fireplaces the throatinff

should be formed directly over fire-space, and
kept as low as possible, so that the air passing

up the fiue may be heated. Flues should run
duect to outlet, no bends being introduced with

• lees obtuseness than 130', unless soot doors

•re provided. They should be rendered smooth,
80 tiiat the smoke may ascend freely. Each
fireplace should have a separate fiue. They are

best arranged in cross or party walls, and
collected in a shaft springing from ridge, so as

to preserve a uniform temperature in the flues,

and prevent the smoke being chilled until it

Dears the outlet. For the same reason flues in

external walls and in long shafts should have a
thickness of at least 9in. outside. A similar

thickness is preferable inside, to prevent
danger of firing fioor or roof timbers. Piues
should be carefully cored after completion, so

83 to remove obstructions. To prevent down
draughts the outlets from flues must be carried

above the ridge, and not overtopped by adja-

cent buildings.—C. W.
POLIAOK.

In architecture and sculpture this holds
such an important position that we have
taken the liberty to extract at some length from
M. Viollet-le-l>uc. Before, however, doing so,

it will be as well to enumerate what forms are
chiefly used in English carving. These are :

—
Oak leaves and fruit, vine leaves and fruit,

ivy, and herb benet. Under the title " Flore,"
11. VioUet-le-Duc gives in his " Die. Kais." an
elaborate and exhaustive article upon the sub.
ject. The following are translations of por-
tioDS :

—" We have often had occasion to speak
of the flora of sculpture and architecture of
the middle ages. It is, in effect, that architec-

ture possesses its flora which modifies itself

accordingly as art progresses and declines.

During the Komanesque period the flora is but
little more than an imitation of Boman and
Byrantine sculpture ; whilst there may be per-
ceived, towards the beginning of the twelfth
century in certain Komanesque buildings, a
manifest tendency to seek the models of sculp-
tured ornamentation amidst the plants of the
woods and fields. But how did this rese.irch

begin ? To what elements does it attach itself

at first ? Who provokes it ? How did it set
up for a system to arrive at forming a school ?

It seems, in examining the monuments, that
the monks (clunisiens) were the first to form
schools of sculpture, going to search in natural
productions the elements of their decoration.
The capitals in the nave of the abbey church
of Vezelay are no longer debased imitations of
antique sculpture ; their sculpture vegetation
possesses a physiognomy which is natural to it,

which has the crudeness of a new art rather
than the barbarous impression of a died-out
art—the reflection of traditions grown old. On
the banks of the Loire, the Garonne, in Poitou,
and in Saintonge, at the beginning of the
twelfth century, may be seen sculpture sought
from other elements than those left by an-
tiquity. The attempts are always partial

;

they seem to belong to isolated artists, tired
with always reproducing models of which they
no longer conceive the meaning, because they
were no longer acquainted with their origin."
M. Viollet-le-Duo instances a capital from the
abbey church of Boug-Dieu, near to Chilteau-
rouse (D&ls), the sculpture of which dates
from about 1130, and is based on the leaves of
the brake (Ptens). "The sculptor here was
neither inspired with Roman traditions" nor
with Byzantine ornamentation; he has gathered
a sprig of the brake, has with curiosity ex-
amined it—he is enamoured with a passion for
this charming production of nature, then he
has designed bis capital. The forms which the
lay school adopt after breaking away from the
traditions of the monks, the mouldings which
they draw, the sections which they cut, and
the ornaments which they sculpture, are based
on principles foreign to Roman art. Examina-
tion and research replace tradition. When
they have to do with ornament they no longer
wish to look at the old capitals—Roman
friezes—they go into the woods, into the fields.

they look amid the grass for the smallest

plants, they examine the young shoots and
buds, their flowers and fruit ; and these are

what, with their humble flora, compose an in-

finite variety of ornaments of a grandeur of

style, a vigour of execution which leave far he-

hind the best examples of Romanesque sculp-

ture. Let it be instinct, let it be reasoning,

these artists conceive that the smallest plants,

like insects, are endowed with organs relatively

much stronger than trees and the principal

animals destined to live in the same midst.

The forms of the smallest insects, like those

of the smallest plants, have an energy, a purity

of outline, a vigour of organisation which mar-

vellously tend to express grandeur and force,

whilst on the contrary one remarks, in the

forms of larger plants particularly, a sort of

indecision and weakness which could not

furnish examples for monumental sculpture.

Besides, who knows ? These lay artists, who
arose in France at the end of the twelfth cen-

tury, and who raised themselves up in the

midst of a badly constituted society, found

perhaps a certain charm in enwrapping their

art in mystery of the same kind that trans-

mitted their grand principles to the shade of

a sort of freemasonry. The first artists (we

are speaking only of the lay school which arose

from 11401180 in the lie de France, and the

neighbouring provinces), had devoted them-

selves to imitate the physiognomy of these

modest field plants at the moment when they

opened, when the leaves have scarcely sprung

from their shoots or the buds appeared, when
the thick stems, full of sap, have not attained

their full growth, they had almost to seek as

motives of ornaments the embryos, or even

more, the pistils, the seeds, and almost the

stamens of flowers. These were the elements

with -which they compose the lofty capitals

which we admire around the choir of Notre

Dame in Paris, in the church of St. Juli°n-le-

Pauvre, in that of St. de Provins, at Senlis, at

Sens, at St. Leu d'Esserent, ix\ the choir of

Vezelay, in the church of Montreal, Notre

Dame de Chalons-sur.Marne, around the sanc-

tuary of St. Bemi, of Rheims. Ere long they

pass (for we know that these artists did not

loiter on their way) to the imitation which

develops itself. The stems grow longer and
wither— the leaves open, tlie buds become
flowers and fruit. Later on, these artists for.

get their humble primitive models ; they go in

search of their examples from the small shrubs ;

they select from the ivy, vine, holly, mallow,

wild rose, and maple. At the close of the

thirteenth century they begin to imitate

servilely the oak, wild plum, fig, pear, as well

as the leaves of the bindweed, parsley and
herbaceous plants like the foliage of the prin-

cipal trees of our forests. Everything to them
is good—everything to them is a motive for or-

namentation. Let us at once say that imita-

tion approaches much nearer to reality as

Gothic art tends towards its decadence. At
the end of the twelfth century, and even to the

beginning of the thirteenth, this imitation is

submitted to monumental data, which lend to

sculpture a particular beauty." " We may
note that artists of the fourteenth century

adapted the black hellebore (Helleborus)

,

chrysanthemum, sage (Qrenadine) strawberry,

mallow (IfaZt'a), geraniums, ferns, large leaves

such as the oak, maple, passion-flower, ivy, and
vine. The sculptors of the fifteenth century

adopted those that required more carving, such

as the passion-flower, thistle, thorn, and mug-
wort (Artemisia vulgaris)." Amongst the illus-

trations of the above article, we noticed the

following flowers were used in French sculpture.

Birdsfoot, trefoil (Arum maculatum), water-

cress, frogsmouth (antirrhinum), liverwort

(Didytra), bryony, ceUndine, potentilla, plan-

tain, birthwort (Aristoloehia), violet sorrel, fig,

and ferns.—C. F. W.
PONT.

The earliest font is supposed to be that in

which Constantine is said to have been bap-

tised—a porphyry labrum from a Roman bath.

The Italian baptisteries were the first places

used for immersion, and when the basilicas were
converted to Christian use the baptistery was
absorbed into them (instead of standing oppo-

site the western entrance), and a font seems to

have been placed within the western entrance

from this time. Norman fonts are the earliest

in this country, and we may cite those in Win-
chester Cathedral and in the Church of St.

Michael, Southampton, as two of the most
ancient and interesting ; they are of black
marble, the bowl or basin being hollowed out of

a square block, which is supported by a centre

spiral shaft and four angle pillars. In both
instances grotesque carving is found round the
sides of the square top and on the top. By a
constitution of Edmund Archbishop of Canter-

bury (ad. 1236) fonts were required to be
covered and locked, and the lids became at

length very ornamental. The font is usually

placed at the west entrance, either in the centre

of nave or on one side. Sometimes a circular

recess is built for it on the south side, or it

occupies the tower. " J. A." cites fonts at Por-

chester Church, Lincoln, Lowestoft in Suffolk,

Lodden in Norfolk, and East Dereham.
" E. W. P." mentions that a large one, of

black marble, with twelve oxen rudely sculp-

tured upon the outer face of upper portion of

bowl, exists at St. Peter's Church, Ipswich.

Another, of richly-carved Late Decorated
character, adorned with representations of the

Seven Sacraments, is to be seen in Rothwell
Church, Northants.
" C. P. E." writes :—I omit all history of

fonts, and merely call attention to a brass one

in Munster Cathedral, described by Mr. G. E.

Street and illustrated by him in the Ecclesiologist,

Vol. XVI., 1855. It is supported upon five lions,

two of which are standing, the others recum-
bent. The stem and bowl are circular, orna-

mented with tracery and mouldings ; the bowl
has five quatrefoiled circles, the eastern con-

taining the baptism of our Lord, and the others

the emt>lem3 of the Evangelists. Above them
a trefoiled arcade contains half-figures of the

twelve Apostles.

M. V.-le-Duc, describing the fonts of the

middle ages, says they are circular, square,

lobed, or oval. They are ornamented with

foliage, simple mouldings, figures, or geo-

metrical designs, and are made of stone or

marble lined with bronze or lead. The lids are

generally of open woodwork, sometimes of open
ironwork. Illustrations of the chief fonts are

given in "The Architectural Antiquities of

Oxford and Churches of Northamptonshire."

There are casts of the following celebrated fonts

in the South Kensington Museum :—Brass font

in the Church of St. Bartholomew, Liege, made
by Lambert Patras, 1112 ; 3ft. diameter, and
about 4ft. high. Around the base are 10 cows'

busts, the baptism of our Lord, the baptism of

Cornelius by St. Peter, &c. Brass font in

Hildesheim Cathedral ; the basin is supported

on four kneeling figures symbolical of the tour

rivers of Paradise—Geon, Phison, Tigris, and

Euphrates. The ornament of the font is divided

into four compartments— 1. The Virgin en-

throned. 2. Passage of the Red Sea. 3. Bap-

tism of our Lord. 4. The ark being borne

across the Jordan. Said to belong to the 10th

century.-C.F.W.

Same of the plans submitted to the Town Council

of Salisbury were last week severely criticised by that

hotly. Oje of the connciUora suggested that every-

body appeared to be his own architect and draurhts-

man. Any one who saw the plans could hirdly

beUeve that thsre was a schoal of art in the city.

The spell.Dg wa3 as bad as the design'ng. On a plan

then before him "rope" was spelt "roap," " scul-

lery " with a single "1," and " harness " with but

one " B." In sjnje recent cases the plans submitted

were so imperfect that members of the committee

li(d to make personil viiits to ascertain where the

places were.

The Metropolitan Board of Works received at

their meeting on Fridiy, two communioatiuns from

the local authorities of Piumstead with reference to

the disposal o' sewage, and thj all gel foul condi-

tion o! the Thames. The dittrict board of that

parish wrote inquiring what ftfpt the Metropolitan

Bo>rd propose to take in crier to prevent the pollu-

tion of the river Thimej by tbe sewage at present

cast iiitj it, and u-ging th) neees-ity of adopting

some systm ot deodorising the sewage and of

utilising it in the cultivation of waste lands, and the

vestry followed this up by a latter requesting in-

formation with regard to certain statements madj
lit ttie Mttropolitin Board on the subject of carry-

ing thi metropolitin sewage to the Maplin Sinds,

and the ett'mates for the work ; and asking when

the suggested scheme of utilis ition and reclamation

will be carried out. Both co nmunioations were

referred wiihoat commen'. to the works comaittje,

to be cons'dere 1 and reported upon.

[Supplement to the Building Niws, January 10, 1879.]
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THE USE OF THE HELIOTEOPE IN

GEODETIC SURVEYS.*
THE heliotrope is used to reSect the sun's rays to

distant points, and thus f^cilitiits) the opnration
of reading angles, either horizontal or TCriical, on
lines of from 15 to 100 miles in length. The name
is derived from iiAi».- the sun, and rfon turning—hence the instruuicntisone which turns or deflects
the rays in any reijuirod directiou. It diSfers from
the heliostat in not boii]g auti)mjt;c. Its construc-
tion is so simple that it may bo made by any school-
boy with a penknife. Two opiigue screens are
placed about 18in. apart upon a strip ef wood form-
ing a base and screwed or nailed fast. A hole about
lin. in diamfter should be cut through each screen,
the one in rear being a little larger than the other,
and across each there should be drawn two fine
wires or threads so as to intersect each other.
About 6in. in rear of the screens there should be

plMed a small mirror—3in. in diameter will be
suificient—Bo mounted as to have the two motions
horizontal (or in azimuth) and vfrtical (or in
altitude). The crude instruuient U then ready for
operation. To throw the ray upon any given object
visible to the unaided eye, turn the minor down out
of the way or remove it altoget!»r, anJ siglit across
the wires, moving the base until the line joining the
intersections of the crcsj wire's passes through the
object. Then replao the mirror carefully so is not
to disturb the line of sight, and turn it in either or
both directions until tbe shadow of the edge of the
hole m the first screen is connentric with that in the
second. The reflect, d ray will then be visible to an
observer at the given point. In the diagram S is

??"t^
*'„"""'"'' ^ ^ incident ray, M N normal, andM B reflected ray.

When the observer is so distant that a telescope
is necessary to ditrmine the dire.Hion to him, the
instrument is modified by attaching the ring< and
mirror to the telesoop-, cara being taken that the
axis of the rings is parallel to thit of the instrument,
bhould the sun be in the plane of the mirror or back
of it so that no reflection can be obtained, an
auxiliary mirror must be n,-ed and placf d in such a
position as to reflect the ray upon the primary
mirror which, by a second reflection, sends it
through the rings.
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Althongh so simple and inexpensive, this little
instrument serves to increase greatly the economy
and accuracy of reading angles to very distant
objects. The rays reflected from it are plainly
visible to the naked eye at from 30 to 50 miles, and
with telescopes these "day stars" have been seen
at a distance of nearly 100 miles across Lake
Superior when no trace of land was visible.

It needs no second thought to perceive that they
may be used as were the semaphores of Claude
Chapp^ introduced in 1T94 as tbe first efficient
telegraph, but with greater effect. By adopting
any convenient code of loag and short flashes made
by obscur.ng the ray, messages may be sent from
point to point. In one instance a vessel was saved
by signaling to a party at Marquette, Lake
Superior, that she had grounded on some rocks
near the station "Vulcan" on Keweenaw Point.
The Morse code is as convenient as any other,

but for simplicity a conventional code expressing
certain sentences by a few flashes is found to answer
the ordinary requirements of field work.

—* ^ I .

The parish church of St. Mary, Thetford, Norfolk,
was reopened on Friday, after the erection of a new
roof. In the last Civil Wars the church was turned
into a stable by the Parliamentarians, who pulled
down the roof, but at the restoration it was replaced
by the Corporation of Thetford, with the assistance
of Thomas, Duke or Norfolk. It is this roof, which,
having become insecure, has jnst been replaced. The
new one is of pitch pine, with hammer-beam princi-
pals, resting on moulded stone corbels, with traceried
spandrels and boarded ceilings, and is covered with
slates and red ridging from Maidenhead. There are
also new stone cornice, stone coping to chancel
fable, &o. The work has been carried out from the
esigns of Mr. E. Boardman, of Norwich, at a co«t

o^.'^WO. Mr. S. Holden, of Thetford, was the
builder. In the spring time the porch is to be
restored by the same architect and contractor, at a
cost of .£85.

' By L. M. Haupt, Professor of Civil Engineerinif.
Towno Scientific School, in Journal of Franklin Institute.

Cork City.—The Earl's ornorth transept of
the new cathedral of St. Finn Barre has been
ennched with several stained-glass windows, so
that when the works in progress are completed
there will remain but two plain windows in the
transept— those in the ambulatory. The
principal window is a rose, lately set up to the
memory of Francis, third Earl of Bandon
This consists of eight compartments round a
figure in an oval. The central light represents
our Lord on a blue ground, seated on a rainbow
in a silver halo ; the other lights depict the
diflerent scenes from the scriptural narrative
ot the Kesurrection, and treat the condition of
the blessed and those who have not attained to
so high a state of happiness hereafter. The
four windows beneath will be appropriated—
No. 1 as a memorial to the late Eari of Carlisle •

No. 2, by the Duke of Devonshire ; No. 3 by
Sir Arthur Guinness ; and No. 4 to the mem'ory
of the late bishop. Dr. Gregg. In the ambula-
tory 13 the Countess of Bantrv's window. The
,nf K",'^^^

represent "The Flight into Egypt."
Ihe Slaughter of the Innocents," and" Jesus

Discoursing with the Doctors in the Temple "
Near by is another three-light window to the
memory of the late Recorder ot Cork. The
subjects are :—"The Shepherds and Angels in
^*',

A*",'^.'!' i'^'*"®
Shepherds Worshipping the

Holy Child," and " The Adoration of the Macri."
Ill the north aisle are a series of windows fiUed
with the following subjects : — " Abraham
Entertaining the Angels," "Abraham about to
Slay Isaac," " Moses and the Burning Bush "

"Judgment of Solomon," and "Solomon
Building the Temple." The choir wall has
been presented by Mrs. Elizabeth Grego-. It
IS 4ft. high, composed of white-veined marble,
with three moulded panels, two containing
foliage, and the central one a grotesque human
head of alabaster on gold mosaic ground, set in
h'amesof green Galway and redPrench marbles.
The base and capping of the walls are moulded,
and the cap is set with alternate slabs of red
and green porphyry, between intermediate
squares of lapis lazuli and bezants of gold
mosaic. A bordure of gold mosaic is set round
the entire of the cap. The inside of the wall
facing the chancel is of the same marble, with
square panels of red and green alternately.
Ihe choir gates, given by the Countess of
Bantry, are 6ft. llin. wide and 4ft. high. They
are of polished brass, and each gate contains
nine panels ; those in the centre are composed
of quatrefoils and birds of paradise, the others
of quatrefoils with tracery, foliage, scroll-work,
and birds. The new lectern has been given by
the women of Cork city and county, and has
been wrought in brass, at a cost of X220, from
the designs of Mr. W. Surges, the architect of
the cathedral. It is 9ft. Din. from the ground,
and stands on a square pedestal, supported by
four lions' paws resting on circular bases. The
pedestal tapers from 2ft. lin. to 1ft. 5in., and
IS 2ft. 2in. in height. Each of the four sides is
decorated with Early English foliage, which
springs out of animals' heads, in which five
crystals are set. On the top of the pedestal is
a circular base 4in. in height, which supports
the pillar, which is 2ft. 2in. high. In the
centre of the pillar is an annulet set round
with 16 crystals, and on the top a cap set with
48 crystals in double rows of triplets each.
From this cap rises a triangular revolving
desk. On one panel is a profile of Moses, on
the other that of David, in alto relievo. On each
side are elaborately-ornamented bracketed
sconces, and on the top of the desk is a crest-
ing of interlaced foliage. The leaves are sur-
mounted at the apices by crystal globes.

NoETHiAM parish church, East Sussex, has
just undergone extensive internal restoration.
The exterior had been previously restored and
enlarged, and the spire rebuilt and raised 10ft.
from the designs of the late Mr. Sydney Smirke,
E.A. The present works include the taking
down of the galleries and the removal of the
fine organ after alteration to the north chancel
aisle. The flat ceiling of the nave has been
cleared away, showing the old timbered roof.
New roofs have been placed upon the north
and south aisles, the plastering knocked off, and
the walls stuccoed. The whitewash having

been cleansed from piers, arches, and windows,
the masonry is seen to be from local quarries.
Ihe old square pews and nave and nave aislet
have been replaced with open benches of pitch
pine and oak. A glazed oak screen has been
placed on the east side of the tower arch. The
passages of the nave are repaved with tesse-
iated, and those of chancel with encaustic tiles
During these operations a stoup was discovered
close to the entrance to the south aisle, and
also a piscina in good condition. At the east
end of this aisle the windows have been
restored and filled with cathedral glass, and a
bed of concrete spread over the ground beneath
the floor. A large vestry has been erected, and
warming apparatus introduced into tbe church.
1 ho present work has been carried out at a coat
of .£1,100, from the designs of Mr. Albert Smith,
architect, of Eye.

STAINED OliASS.
Broomfield.-A stained glass window has been

placed in the wo.t en-i of the north aisle of Broom-
field Church, near Chelmsford, as a gift by Mr
Clayton, of the firm of CUyton and Bell, in memory
of the late vicar, the Eav. J. P. Smith. It u in
three lights oocupied respectively by the full-siied
figures of Noah, Mojes, and John the Baptist : the
tracery above of Decorated character contains some
texts, and at the foot ia a dedicatory inscription.

— » m I

WATEK 8UPPLT AND BAWITABY
MATTEK8.

ALPRKTON.-Owing to pit workings in this neigh-
bourhood the supply of water for some years las
been growing deficient, and the Belper rural sanitary
authority are taking steps to alleviate the water
famine. Messrs. Coke and Mills, ot Chesterfield,
are the eugineers, and they have decided to obtain
water from Lind way-lane aud Butterley, a distance
of 5 miles from Alfreton, and so much above the
town level that the water can be conveyed by gravi-
tation. Two reservoirs are being constructed by
Messrs. T. and P. Coulton, of Birmingham, one of
which, at Imdway- lane, covers an area of 8 acres
and another still high. rat Butterley, near Ashdver
covers rather more than an acre. The contracts
which amount to upwards of dE 18,000, should have
been completed by August, 1879, but owing to un-
foreseen difficulties having intervened it seems very
improbable that the works will be finishid by that
time. Messrs. Oakes, of Biddings, supply the cast-
iron pipes, and Mr. Thos. Cramp is the contractor
for laying them down.

New Board schools were opened on Monday last,
in the district of St. Augustine's, Norwich, to
accommodate 1,250 children. They were huilt by
Mr. Youngs, of Norwich, from designs by Mr. John
H. Brown, architect to the board. No expense has
been spared in building and fitting these schools
with the newest and most approved appliances.
This portion of the work was entrusted to Mr. G. E.
Hawes, of Norwich, who has supplied all the fittings
throughout. The boys' and girls' schools are sup-
plied with his celebrated " looker deal desks."

The parish church of Hopton, West Suffolk, is
about to be restored at a probable cost of .£1,200.

On Tuesday week Mr. Loomes, builder, of Belper,
the contractor for the erection of a new Wesleyan
school-room in the Pottery, B ;lp<r, was sssi-ting in
putting a stone in position when the scaffolding gave
way, and he fell, with the stone upon him, and was
seriously injured.

The Queenstown Town Commissioners havereceived
the sanction of the Public Works Loan Commis-
sioners for loans of .£1,300 for making an approach
to boat harbour, making hydrants, flagging streets,
and making boundary road walls, and ^100 for sani-
tary purposes.

The twentieth annual dinner of the Nottingham
Operative Painters' Society was held on Saturday
evening, at the Punch Bowl Inn, in that town, Mr.
Southgate in tbe chair.

The De Lank Quarries Company, near Bodmin,
have received an order from the Trinity House
Commissioners for .£20,000 worth of granite, for the
constrnction of the new Eidystone Lighthouse, and
a tramway four miles in length is to be made to
Bodmio-road station to ship the same. The granite
used in the new General Postoffioe and lor the
Victoria Embankment quay wall also came from the
De Lank quarries.

At the Norfolk Quarter Sesnons, last week, it

was reported that extensive additions were being
made to the county pauper lunatic asylum from the
designs of the county surveyor— Messrs. Cornish
and Gaymer, of North Walsham. being the contrac-
tors. j613,000 has lieen expended on the work, and
.£9,000 more was asked for (and voted) to complete
the work.
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" BTHLDING NEWS " DESIGNING CLUB.
Bpsbo Hsliora. (You say we hare not understood the
meaning of your drawings. If the corbel in detail was
a stone one so much the worne, as our remark in that
ease applies with greater forr-L What we criticif^ed

was we extraordinary protlle.)—A. Banks. (The
roles are not published separately, but the number
may be had on enclosing stamps.)

OUR COMMONPLACE COLUMN.
HOTBS or ipiotations upon sutnects under the heads of
nmeh easement, gable, Cialilee, gallery, gate, gauge,
ganged arch, geometric proportion. Geometric Deco-
rated, gilding, girder, glass, Gothic, granary, granite,
Greco-Roman, greenhouse, &o., will be received np to
Tnoiday, the 2Ut inst.

Comsjronlrenct

BELHAVEN CHUECH, GLASGOW.
To the Editor of the Building News.

Sib,—There can be no doubt that the
desi^er of the above church is a great admirer
of the works of Mr. Norman Shaw ; and that

there is a cp-eat similarity between Belhaven
Church and the English church at hyona a
glance at the lithographs, as yourcorreepondent
has pointed out, will show. This I had pre-

ionsly noticed on seeing the drawing in the
Academy last year.

Batare Messrs. Campbell Douglass and Sellars

to blame for making their church so close a re-

production uf one of the best works of one of

our most celebrated architects ? We all like

originality in architecture when it produces a
beautiful design and a building that it is a joy
to look upon, as evinced in so many instances in

Mr. Shaw's work ; but where that originality in

design is lacking, I think, as our architectural

friends from the North appear to have done,
that it is better to perpetuate a good thing than
perpetrate a bad one. And I say this not in

disparagement of Messrs. Campbell Douglass
and Sellare, for I have no doubt that Mr. Shaw
has in his time been indebted to old work for

ideas and for the contour of his mouldings, not
fearing to reproduce them in his new work
because they were copies of the work of our
glorious old monk architects.

Your correspondent, "Wykeham" seems by
his taking this matter up, to infer that archi.

tectural plagiarism is something new, and,
moreover, a very heinous offence ; but where
is the architect amongst our teeming thousands
who, when the question is asked, " Didst thou
do it ?" can stand forward and unblushingly
say " Not guilty ?"—I am, &c.,

Hknrt Hopton.

THE BALLOT AT THE A.A.

Si»,—^I objected to the ballot for the reasons
stated in my letter of 27th December, and I do
not admit Mr. Scott's conclusion that the
general objections to the ballot are exploded.
I esteem it an honourable distinction to belong
to the minority who condemn it.

I have not disputed the right of rejecting
candidates for election. I agree with Mr.
Scott that the reference of the name of an
applicant to the committee should insure such
inquiry that there should be no question of his

fitness, but I am not of opinion that our dele-

gation of such power to our committee should
do away with the ultimate appeal to the whole
body of members. Our franchise applies to more
than election of members, and is a right which
we should guard. As to whether " a pupil who
has been only a month in an architect's office

"

is competent to decide upon the merits of a
candidate, I believe that the intelligence of the
class from which our pupils are drawn is beyond
the average, and I think he is as capable under
such simple circumstances as the older mem-
bers. In the case of any candidate the per-
sons who have special knowledge of him are
few. The election simply gives them an oppor-
tunity of expressing their dissent, and theirs

are the only votes of any special value ; the
ethers are the result of confidence in the com-
mittee or otherwise. If the conditions of mem-
bership become more clearly defined, and the
committee are careful in their inquiries, we
shall hear no more of the election of unfit

persons.

Mr. Scott tells us that the junior members
obtain the largest share of the advantages of

the association, and so they should. The asso-

ciation was instituted for the pupils and obscure
men, not for " the practitioners of 40 years'

standing." I believe that the senior men who
have done so much for the association are con-
tented with the approval of their own con-
sciences and the satisfaction of leaving the
profession better than they found it.

If the line of separation between the pupils
and the 40 years men does exist, the sooner it

disappears the better for every one concerned.
We all admit that the general status of the
profession requires to be raised. The association

should be a powerful element in this work, but
any result worth the having will only be
brought about by the co-operation on equal
terms of the whole body of the members. Our
like profession should lie a warrant of equality.

If the members of the association tolerate the
institution of a superior order and the depri-

vation of their right of voting, they are a much
more spiritless body than I have supposed.

—

I am, &c., John Leaning.

SUEVEYORS' FEES—QUALIFIED SUE-
VEYOES V. QUACK MEASUEERS.

SiB,—Having had nearly forty years' experi-

ence as a contractor for works in various parts
of England and Wales, I have been much
interested and amused by the varied experi-
ences of your correspondents during the last

few weeks. There is, in my opinion, much to

add to what has been already stated, and in

justice to the bon^-fide and duly qualified

quantity surveyors, all the odium attached to
the subject should be removed from their
shoulders and placed to the credit, or rather
discredit, of the wretched quacks Cand their
name is legion) who palm themselves off upon
architects, builders, and the public as surveyors,
when utterly incapable of performing the duties
they undertake.

In my experience the overcharges, tricks,

and errors of which builders and others justly
complain are the work of thenmpostors I allude
to, while such men as Eickman, Poland, Gard-
ner, Son, and Theobald, and numerous others
in London, and a few in the provinces, are
incapable of the errors and charges of such

men as I refer to, their work being at the same
time thoroughly well done to the satisfaction of
all parties concerned in contracts.
The delinquences of unqualified surveyors

have not been fully stated by any of your corre-
spondents. I can, from my own experience,
give numerous cases in which great frauds
have been committed, while the helpless client
is kept in ignorance of the facts by clever
manipulation of the accounts to " blind " him,
and the contractor is made the medium or in-
strument of such architects and surveyors in
abstracting from the client's pocket large sums
of money to transfer it to the architect's pocket
in the name of fees. To illustrate this part of
the subject I give a few cases within my own
knowledge :

—

1st. An architect undertook to build two
houses exactly alike for 62,500 or ^61,250 each.
In due course tenders were obtained, based
upon the architect's own quantities of one
building only, for which he charged 2i per cent.,
with the addition of .£23 for copying (four
copies), at the same time instructing the builder
to double the amount of his priced estimate as
a tender for two buildings. The lowest tender
amounted to X3,800 instead of ^2,500, the
charge for quantities being w£140. The client
thereupon refused to build unless the tender
could be reduced to ^62,800. Subsequently the
architect submitted to the builder an offer of the-
reduced amount for an amended design with-
out taking quantities, but to include the fee of
X140. The work proceeded, during which trifling

changes were made, involving extras of about
JE200, but the architect, instead of measuring
the extra work, which could easily be done,
made a bill of extras and deductions of a very
large sum, added the two together, charging-

2i per cent, again on the result. The most
barefaced wrong of all was the fees charged
on what are termed provisions, which for
grates, &c., were put down at about .£300. 24
per cent, was charged in original quantities,
and again on both sides, extras and deductions,
amounting to 7^ per cent, in an item that
involved no measuring, designing, or selection,

the client having purchased the goods himself.
The " copies " of quantities were charged ^646,
whereas they would have been amply paid for
at £1, being written at one operation on tissue
paper through carbonic sheets.

2nd case. A client requiring additions to a
house consults his architect, expressing his
intention to spend about .£4,000 on this basis ;

his architect prepares plana and issues his own
quantities, and the lowest tender amounts to
about .£10,000.* 2 per cent, and a fee for copies
is charged on the il0,000, and the usual pro-
cess of reduction takes place in order to induce
the client to build ; quantities are again taken
out, and anothercom mission charged, the tender
being X5,000, for which sum a contract is made,
the architect being paid nearly JESOO for quan-
tities on j65,00O contract. In this case a large
sum is put down for provision for contingencies,
on which the architect charges measuring
commission four times—viz., 2 per cent, origi-

nally, 1 per cent, on second tender, and he
includes the item on both sides, extras and de-
ductions, charging commission again and again.
In the latter contract the architect proved to

be utterly incompetent either to take off quan-
tities or measure work when done.

I can give scores of similar cases in which
builders are to a certain extent involved, but
for reasons you can understand are powerless
as individuals to reform such transictions. I
would suggest and urge upon the leading
associations of both architects and builders to

take this matter up and devise some means of
supporting and encouraging only such sur-

veyors who are properly educated to the work,
and ousting from practice all such impostors
who, without the necessary knowledge and
experience, foist themselves upon the public
as surveyors.

My experience leads me to the conclusion
that properly qualified surveyors cannot afford

to risk their reputation by resorting to such
practices as I allude to, but that ignorant
inexperienced men snatch every opportunity
that ofiEers to swell a precarious income, trust-

ing to the secrecy that builders are bound to

observe assisting them to extract unearned,

money from their clients' pockets.—I am, &c..

An Old Buildib.
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IntercommuntcatiatL

QUESTIONti
[6629.]—Fir.—How can one distingraish between

Swedish nnd Memel orBi^a fir, when cut into scant-

lioga P An answer will oblinre.—B. W.
[5630.]—Inscription.—Wonid some kind reader

furnish me with the meaning? of the foliowingr sen-

tence which I find engrave! at the bottom of several
monnmontal brasses

—" Ciijas A'ie p'picietur dens ?'*

Another form thns—"Cnj ale p'piet' de'."—A. B.

[6631.]—Sketching.—I purpose devoting: four or
five weeks next summer to sketchinfr modijuval work
in some one Euglish county— I am indifferent which.
Will some one kindly advise me which to select

—

as presenting the most fruitful field of study ?

—

J. W. W.
[5632.]—Right of AooeBS.—A piece of land has

been left to me and a few relatives, to be divided
amongst us, which, if divided as set forth in the will,

leaves me with a piece of land without any way or

getting to it from a publia thorongfare, as it is

behind other property. Will some of your readers
kindly favour me with their opinion as to what
conrse I am to take in order to get access to it, and
oblige—A Constant Reader ?

[5633.]—Hoof-Tiling.-Wouldsomereaderkindly
say what is a fair price per square yard for flat red
Staffordshire roof tiling in Yortshire, including both
material and labour, and also what is the best way
of fixing tiles ?-C. S. M.

[5634.]—Strength of Boof Materials.—I wish
to calculate for and find oat the strengths of rafters

and stmts for iron roofs, but am at a loss with the
mles I have, which are from Spon's and Hurst's
tables. I can find out what weights they will have
to sustain by the triangle of forces, but not the
sections of metal to sustain these weights. If some
reader will mention some works treating on the
subject—not algebraically—or give some information
through the medium of your paper, I shall be obliged
greatly.

—

Amateuk,

REPLIES.
[5624.]-Tiled Boof.—The lap is always con-

sidered to be from the pin or nail hole to the outer
lower edge of the " overlapping " tile or slate.—B.

[5625.J—Hendering Wood Incombustible.-
One means of rendering wood uninflammable is by
steeping in or washing it with alum water. This
should be frfqnently repeated. There are other pro-
cesses, but this is the cheapest. Of course this does
not render wood incombustible, and I am not aware
of any process that does.—G. H.

[5626.]—Hollow AWalls.—My experience is that
it 18 best to place the 9in. inside to carry the weight
of floors and roof, and to build the 4^in. all stretcher
bricks, bonded with iron ties forked at each end,
and with a twist in the centre to prevent the water
drifting. These should be made hot and dipped in

gas tar. Timber framing should be grooved on the
edges next the bricks, say, l^in, wide and lin. deep
(vertical timbers only), and if cemented a taper
groove in addition for the cement, which should be
flush with timbers.—James Thorneloe.

[5626.]—Hollow Walls.—I have generally placed
the Pin. wall on the outside, as it forms better reveals
for the openiBgs, the 4Jin. answering very well on
the inside and for taking the bond timber and joists.

I should certainly advise " W. E." not to trust in

the tile hanging outside a half brick wall to keep it

drv. There should be a hollow space and inside bat-

tening. Cement and plastering may do a great deal
but they will not keep a 4i solid wall dry nnder
ordinary precautions. " W. K." will find in a recent

Tolnma of Buildino News a section of a half-tim-
bered wall.—G. H. G.

[5627.]-Fir Timber.—The term " fir " is rather
a general term used to mean Baltic timber. It is

certainly vaguely applied, and may mean spruce as
well, but used in the sense referred to after the
specification of B,iltic red wood, it can only apply ts
that kind of fir timber.—An Architect.

[5627.]—Fir Timber.—The terra " fir " in bill of
quantities is not to be literally taken as understood
in the timber trade, to which yonr correspondent
appeals. It is a general term for fir, deal, or pine,
and the like. Similarly, it is common to talk of
deal boards, deal doors, and wrought deal for wood
that is not deal. Fir framed in roofs, rough fir in
lintels, fir in joists, &c., would inclnde Baltic or
other pine or fir, for which the specification must be
referred to and followed. The definition may be
somewhat loose, bat it is well understood techni-
cally by all builders and surveyors. It would be the
veriest qaibble to treat the term apparently in its

narrow sense so as to make it include the cheap rub-
bish answering to the name.—B.

CHIPS.
The drinkinsf fountain erected in memory of the

late Mr. Samuel Turner, at Buxton, was unveiled on
Wednesday week. Thework of erection and carving
was carried oat by Mr. Ash, monumental sculptor,

of Buxton.

A new stay factory, built for Messrs. Footman
and Co., in Tavern- street, Stowmarket, was opened
a fortnight since. Messrs. Andrews and Son, of
Stowmarket, were the builders.

An experiment in providing improved dwellings
for the very poor has been made at Launceston with
success by Colonel Deakin. Two blocks of eight
cottages each, of stone, with slated roofs, have been
erected on the Launceston. road. Each cottage con-
tains four rooms—two on groundfloor and two above
—with lean-to at rear and a small garden, and lets

at <£l per year. It is said that at this moderate
rental they will yield 5 per cent- on the outlay. Mr.
Thomas Longman was the builder.

Extensive repairs are being made to Cattawade-
bridge, over the Stour, connecting Suffolk and
Essex at Munningtree, under the superintendence
of Mr. H. M. Eyton, county surveyor for Suffolk.

The Leeds Town Council have raised the salary
of their gas engineer, Mr. Woodhall, from ^6500 to
.£650 a year.

The Dover Totu Council and Harbour Board
have cempleted a scheme of sea defenses at East-
clitfe, and on a portion of the Esplanade, under a
local Act of Parliament. The contract was carried
out by Mr Josiah Hall, of Queenborough, at a cost
of .£9.500, and ander the supervision of the borough
surveyor.

The town council of Preston have accepted the
tender of Messrs. W. AUsup and Sons for the
supply of ir.ouwork8, Ac, for additional cattle pens
and gates at the cattle market.

It was reported to the Bethnal-green guardians
on the 31st ult. that the works at the well on the
workhou'e premises had been stopped by the con-
traotor.s (Meisrs. Doowra and Co.), as in their
judgment the object desired had been accomplished.
The boring had been carried to a depth of 301ft.
from the surface, and a supply of water had been
obtained which seemed practically i'lexhaustible.

Satisfaction was expres-'ed at these statements, and
pumps and other fittings were ordered to be erected
forthwith.

Out (Dflfttt Cable.

A WBLL-KNowK architect, one of whoee
buildings was illustrated in our Christmas
double number has, to his surprise, received
from some outsider an offer of fifty copies of
the drawing. We have made inquiries, but
cannot find the individual from whom the offer
emanated. Unless the copies referred to were
bought in the ordinary way with copies of the
paper from our publishing office they must
either have been surreptitiously obtained or
reproduced—probably in some inferior manner
—without our authority, and at the risk of
legal proceedings which we should of'course be
compelled to take against any one infringing
the copyright of the authors of drawings re-
produced by us, or of our right of illustration.
Architects and others will therefore do well in
any similar case to refuse to entertain any
similar proposals, and to inform ua at once if
any such offers are made to them.

The following schedule of prices for well-
sinking in clay, lined with 9in. brickwork in
Portland cement, are given in the revised
" Local Board Suggestions," and may be found
of service :

—

Wells of 4ft. diam. to depth of 200ft., 50a. per ft. run.
.. 5"- 8S8. „
" 6" 85».

.. '"• » » „ 1058. „
In chalk the prices without brickwork and
pumping are, for

—

Wells of 4ft. diam. to depth of 200ft., 18s. per foot.

.. Sft. „ „ „ 248. 6d. per foot.

.. 6ft. „ „ „ 278. ad. „
>, 7ft. „ „ „ 35s. „

Of course, the above prices will vary according
to district and other circumstances.

Many schemes have been propounded for
uniting the Cheshire and Lancashire sides of
the river Mersey, but up to the present they
have all failed. Another scheme is about to be
laid before the public, and from the approval
which it met at the hands of many of the
leading merchants, shipowners, and others, at
a private meeting held in Liverpool on Mon-
day, there appears to be some prospect that it

will be launched under favourable auspices,
Mr. C. G. Mott is the originator, and from his
explanation, it appears that it is proposed not
to have a railway tunnel, but one for pedes-
trians and vehicular traffic. As the gradients
required for this tunnel can be made much
more steep than for a railway tunnel, it will be
unnecessary to carry the approaches so far into
either Liverpool or Birkenhead as it would be
in the other case. The proposed works wonld
commence opposite the open space in front of

St. Nicholas's Church, then make a detour to
the left, and pass underneath the Chester
Wharf, and the entrance to the Manchester
Dock. It will then cross underneath the river,

come out near to the Morpeth Branch Dock,
and be brought into direct communication with
Argyle-street, Birkenhead. The tunnel is to

LONDON.

JOHNSON & CO.

PHILADELPHIA.

ARCHITECTURAL
RED AND BUFF TERRA-COTTA MANUFACTURERS.

Works : Ditchling and Keymer Junction, near Burgess Hill, Sussex.

J. & Co. have olstained MEDALS at the London and Philadelphia Exhibitions for GOOD DESIGNS and EXCELLENCE of

JtfATERIAL and WORKMANSHIP, and will, on request, send samples of work.

RIDGE TILES, FINIALS, BRICKS, TILES, &c., which are hard in texture, smooth, and of a deep red colour, and will resist

the action of the weather.

Architects' Designs faithfully carried out. Samples of Work South Kensington Museum. Estimates on application.

OFFICE ON THE WORKS, KEYMER JUNCTION.
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be a doablo one, with two arches, each arch
haring a footpath for pedestrians, a tramway
road, aad two lines for carriage and cart

trafie, mi^iBf; in all three lines of road in each
direction, in addition to the accommodation for

foot passen)^rs. As the bottom of the river is

composed of solid sandstone rook, no engineer-

ing difficulaee are likely to be encountered,
and there will, it is expected, be little trouble

in keeping the place free from water. The
total length of the roadways will be one mile
and a third, and the entire cost is eetimated at
jesoo.ooo to je40o,ooo.

Mb. Whietlxk, having failed to get satisfac-

tion oat of Mr. Ruskin in the law courts, has
published a pamphlet, which he dedicates to

Mr. Albert Moore. He declares that the war,
of which the opening skirmish was fought at

Westminster, is really one between the brush
and the pen, and he refuses to acknowledge Mr.
Ruskin as a competent critic. Mr. Whistler
is not content with merely flagellating Mr.
Buskin. He attacks all art critics, and main-
tains that they should be extinguished, and that
they have no right to carry their praise or

censnre into the domain of art. Whatever
may be said of his painting Mr. Whistler proves
that it most be better than his writing, and
that both are beiter than his taste. Thus, he
writes of Mr. Ruskin, in his capacity of Slade
Professor, as " whining for pupils." Again,
writing of the author of " Modern Painters,"
and with an obvious reference to that work, he
says, " Let Mr. Buskin resign his present pro-
fessorship to fill the chair of ethics at the
University. A master of English literature,

he has a right to his laurels, while &n the popn-
lariser of pictures he remains the Peter Parley
of painting."

»»

HELLIWELL'S
Patented New System of

AIR AND WATER-TIGHT
IMPERISHABLS GLAZING.

AU tooodwork is covered, and no oviside

painiiTig is required. Old Roofs re-

glazed. Any one can repair or taTce in

pieces,

** It u saitable for Railway Stations, Mills. Weaving
Sheds, Ac., bat is Kpenially applicable to Conserratories,
Plant HousM, and Orchard Hoases, and we should be
Terr much inclined to try the syatem. It is certainly
worth looking to."—fiui'der.

''And will, in oar opinion, Rnpersede any other similar
jatcm before the pnbUc."—BciLDiNQ News.
"It aeems to meet the end in view more nearly than

anything we hare seen yet."—r^i* Field.
^ The patent haa ^vrm high satiefaction to every one

adncfl— rh« ChrtMiian Union.
*' ConTincinglr prove the new Glazinc System to be

worthy the attention of readers of the Keystonti."

—

The
KeytUns.

For EUimates, Drawings, or particulars, apply to

the Patentee^

T. W. HELLIWELL,
BRIGHOUSE, YORKSHIRE; or,

19. PARLIAMENT STREET, LONDON.

MEBTINOS POH THE ENSUING -WEEK.
ICOXDAT.—Royftl Institute of Brittvh Atvhiteots. ni^cuoslon on

• BuUdlngM In MidUii ;" and Paper by Thos.
TerlCjr, on thA " Modem R'^staarant; 8 D.m.

WlDXBSDAT.—Soet-tj Of Artn. P»p«r bv T. A. Brooke Ibfink. on
" Roonomy uid Saf«ty, by the Use of Automatio
CoupUogK on B*ltw»ys ;" 8 p.m.

M Brtti«h ArohiBOlogiQiil Asaoclaiton. Pftpeni by
Thou. Morgan, F.a.A.. on** The Soman Armv in
North Brlttln, wttk Reference to Recent DIb-
coreiies;" by C. Boaoh Smith, F.8.A., on
" Roman Fictile Statuettes from the AUler ;"

and W. C. Little, on " The Roman Road between
Denver and Peterborough ;" 8 p.m.

THDB8DAV.—Otvll and Mfohanlcal Enffineere' Society. Paper by
W. 0. Street. A.I.C.K.. "St«am Laundry, BuUd-
Inn. aJid Machinery ;'' 6 30 p m.

Fbidit.—Architectural AHfloclation. Tho«. BlashlU, on" Party
Walli—the Law and the Practice i" 7.30 p.m.

••
WHITLAND ABBEY GREEN SLATES

These SLATES are ef a (rrey-Rreen tint, are stout, and made in
all sixes. A large etoctc available for immediate delivery. For
toi-ther partloulars (with a lint of impDrtant bulldlnffe covered)
apply to the MANAOia. Clynderwen. a.S.O., Carmarthenshire.—
[AOTT.]

^ratrt #efe
WAOE8 MOVEMENT.

Leeds.—The Leeds Master Builders' Association
has given notice to the operatives in the various
branches of the building trade in Leeds and district

for a revision of the present wages and working
rales, the main features of which are contained in
the followini? memoranda :—Masons : Notice given
October 21, 1878, to ixpire Ist May, 1879. The
present rate of wages is—setters of stone, 9id. per
hour, to be reduced to 9^d. per hour ; the present
rate for masons is 9d. per hour, to be reduced to 8.^d.

That walking time, lodgings, and railway fares be
matters for arrangement between employers and
operatives. The masons now commence work on
Monday morning at 8.30 o'clock. It is proposed that
they shall commence at seven o'clock, the same as
the other branches, ani that on Saturdays, instead
of giving up work at 12 o'clock noon, they shall work
antil 12.30. Bricklayers : Notice given to brick-
layers October 21, 1878, to expire 1st May, 1879.

That the question of walking time, lodgings, and
railway fares be matters for arrangement between
employers and operatives. Labourers : Notice
given October 28, 1878, to expire 1st May, 1879.

There is no existing code of rules for labourers.
They are receiving 6d. per hour at present, and work
50 hours per week. It is proposed that they should be
reduced to SJd. per hour. Joiners : Notice given
December 27, 1878, to expire Ist July, 1879. Joiners'
present rate of wages is 8d. per honr ; to be reduced
te 7\i. per hour. That the question of walking
time, lodgings, and railway fares be matters for
arrangement between employers and operatives.

MoNTBOSB.—After a strike of six weeks' dura-
tion, the masons in Montrose have accepted the
masters' terms—viz., 6d. per hour for shed work, and
ejd. for work not under cover, the three months'
notice on either side being abandoned.

Sheffield.—The master builders of Sheffield

held a meeting on Thursday night to discuss the
position taken np by the masons. It was unani-
mously decided that the masters should stand by
their original decision—in other words, that they
should not give five months' notice of their intention
to rednce the wag*^B of the masons. It was em phati.
cally denied that any rnle existed by which they were
compelled to give five months' notice, it being stated
that they bad not signed any rnles since the last
strike, and that a rnle requiring five months' notice
was therefore not in existence. It was further stated
that the masters had given the joiners six months'
notice of a reduction, because they had sicrned the
rules of the Joiners' Association, which required that
such notice should be given.

Weston-supkr.Mare.—The carpenters' strike
in this town was brought to a close on Wednesday
week, when the men gave way. and agreed to go in
on the terms of the masters, whose sole object has
been to secure uniformity in the working hours of
the several branches of the building trade. Work
has been by no means brisk in Wi ston, and many of
those who had been receiving strike pay have found
their places occupied by strangers.

YoEK.—At a meeting of the operative bricklayers
of York, held on Saturday night, it was resolved to
accede to the masters' proposal of a reduction of \i.
per hour.

Doulting Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of hpst quality. Prises, delivered at any part of
the United Kingdom, given on application to

CHARLES TEASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, IlminBter, Somerset.

Agent : Mr. K. Ckickmay, 4, Agar-atreet, London, W.C-

TENDERS.
BiRMiNQHAM (Olton).—For a villa, including

greenhouse. &o. Mr. Eweu Harper, architect, 27,
Bennets'-hill, Birmingham :—

Lidzy wei,261
Bnley i,210
Lee 1,147
Mills* Son 1,177
Dowse 1,136
Freeman 1,110
Wheeler 990

BouENEMOtTTH.—For a spire to the parish church
of St. Peter, Bournemouth. Mr. G. E. Street, E.A.,
architect :

—

Stephens & Barton. Bristol .£2,999
Dove Brothers, Islington 2,967
Adamson & Sons. Putney 2,96S
Clarke, S.. Bournnmouth 2,916
Wall & Hooke, Briaiscombe, Glo's.

(accepted) 2,B60
Pearoe, Jas,, Eastbourne 2,051

Brat, Co. Wicklow.—For the formation of a
drain from Christchurch-torrHoe to the Bray main
street for the Bray Town Commissioners. Mr. Brett,
C,E., engineer :

—
Brady. B. (accented) ^6557

[Lowest of four tenders received.]

Ddeham.—For the erection of a new central
police-station for the county of Durham, at Durham.
Mr, William Crozier, M.I.C.E , architect; Mr.
James Greenwood, quantity surveyor:

—

Caldcleugh, Durham ^£9,519
Lowes, Durham 9,t.'i0 13
Gowens, Hebburn 9,272 9
Forster, Croxdale 9,037
ilobson & Son, Durham ... 8,997
Kennedy & Son. Jarrow ... 8,985
Inglis & Reah, Middlesbro' ... 8,958
Whaley, Durham 8,871
Middlemiss Bros,, Corbridge.., 8,852
Forster. Washiu,?ton 8 603 19
Grant, Durham 8,609
Allison, Whitburn 8,4.50

Hurst & White, Langley Moor 8,440
Gradon & Son, Durham ... 8,440
Sanderson, Durham 8 350
Robson & Tremble, Hetton .., 8,312 18
Atkinson. Stockton 8,262 4
Elliott, North Shields 8,190
W, & J. Eutter, Durham „. 8.169
Johnson, Hartlepool 8,010 11
Richardson & Co . S. Shields • 7,798 12

* VVithdrawn.

Roofing Pelts—P. Braby & Co.
INODOROUS, SAEKING, SHEATHING, AND HAIE FELTS KEPT ALWAYS IN STOCK. MANTJFACTUREES OF
PERFORATED ZINC, PEEFOEATED COPPEE, AND PEEFOEATED lEON IN VARIOUS DESIGNS AND GAUGES.

Wrought Iron Tanks.-P. Braby & Co.
^D PAINTED AND GALVANISED, OF IMPROVED MANUFACTUEE. 1/

Corrugated Iron.—P. Braby & Co.
GALVANISED AND BLACK IN ALL GAUGES, KEPT IN STOCK. ZINC WORK OP ALL KINDS.

FITZROY WORKS, 356 TO 369, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON.
HATTON GARDEN, LIVERPOOL GREAT CLYDE STREET, GLASGOW. AND AT CYPRUS.
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DISCOVERIES IN CYPRUS AND
ASIA MINOR.

rpHE world of art and archaeological dis-
-^ covery promises to be opened up in

Cyprus and Asia Minor consequently upon
recent events. lu the island researches
have already been commenced for the twin
of that famous Phoenician idol in the
Louvre, at Paris, wearing a crown of gold,

ornamented with flowers and stars, with
a collar on her neck, and her hands in the

attitude of the Medicean Venus. So far,

however, the new researches have gathered
no fruit ; and it is among the ai'chitectural

remains of the region now given up to

English protection, with the illustrations

of artistic and domestic economy belonging
to them, that the richest treasures are
hoped for. These have been undertaken,
indeed, by many of the same hands which
produced the admirable restorations of the
Roman and Augustan temples, and those
in Arcyra and Galicia. We have thus
found ourselves the heirs—or, rather, per-

haps, trustees—of a prodigious antiquarian
inheritance, which we shall have to guard
against desecration and despoilment, to-

gether with rock and tablet inscriptions of

Scriptural import, the transcripts of which
have yet to be given to the world. These,
we are told, reach to lower depths by far

than those of authentically recorded history

—beyond the apocryphal sandals of the
Thothmes, and further even than the deco-

rations on the undated tomb of Rehhama,
to which, nevertheless, an epoch must be
assigned. The archaeologists at present at

work, however, while searching for the
traces of cities, temples, and other edifices,

have been content, of course, with such as
they are discovering upon or near the
surface—slabs of stone engraving, with
designs of heavy-wheeled chariots, drawn
whether by oxen or horses, such as are
described in the Trojan epic—shields and
circular buckles, and short double-edged
Bwords. Where these are found—and they
are being found in rapid succession just
now—it is evident, at least, that battles

were fought, and battles in those ages were
generally fought in the vicinity of populous
places. Without troubling themselves upon
these points, however, the latest excavators
of Cyprus and of—as it were—Europeanised
Asia Minor content themselves with chroni-
cling the earlier results of their researches.
It is thought that by means of these, and
the results which will probably be gathered
after them, a clear affinity may be traced
between, for example, the relics dug up in the
Etrurian necropolis of Vulci, anda large class
of the Ninevite remains, between the Etrus-
can vase and the Assyrian or Babylonian
cylinder. Should this be done the key to a
great mystery will have been turned, and
the traditions of the potters and painters
belonging to the times of Candulus and
Croesus be traced, both forwards and back-
wards, at once to their origins and to their
influences. Even now some objects of
Assyrian manufacture have been unearthed,
bearing a wonderful resemblance to the gold
cups disentombed from the sepulchres of
Ceri, with bases characterised by every at-

tribute hitherto assumed to be essentially

and uniquely Greek. Should the process go
on, with like results—for up to now our
archaiologists have been only scratching the
surface—a new point of departure, almost,
will have to be, upon these lines of inquiry,
fixed. The whole subject, however, is of
interest, and especially to those who have
confined their speculations, for the most
part, withia the Limits of the Lajard inves-

tigations. Even our sappers and miners,
turning up the soil for the sites of encamp-
ments and barracks in Cyprus, hit upon
winged figures, bull-shaped forms with
humanised faces, grifiins, and creatures with
fish or reptile tails—imported from the
mainland, no doubt, yet none the less sug-
gestive of curiosity on that account. We
have, in fact, in this part of the East
stumbled among the materials of a perfectly
new museum. Together with these have
been " finds " of ironwork, gold, ivory, and
glass, to which as yet no positive period of
manufacture can be attributed. They are
distinguished, says the correspondent of a
French academical journal, by the fact of
their possessing no typical, or, at any rate,

known characteristics whatever. But, at a
first glance, the fresh discoveries reported
from Cyprus, and from Larnaca, the ancient
Kittium, in particular, may be described as
of supreme interest. They consist, for the
most part, of gold, silver, and bronze cups,
similar in design and craftsmanship to some
which have been for many years exhibited
in the archaeological galleries of the Louvre,
in Paris. In addition, however, to the vases
in metal, are those in painted earth, having a
strong resemblance to others brought from
Italy, and from the Valley of the Tigris as
well, without any historical relation having
ever been critically established between
the two artist races. They are precisely
the same as those which adorned the tombs
of Asiatic kings and the temples of Greek
Pagans. But they are more than thi^.

The fragments disentombed, as it were,
yesterday, correspond in all essentials with
that celebrated pottery of the Cyclades
which commanded the art • markets of

Europe down to the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries of the Christian era, and which had
no other decorations than triple-coloured

stripes, plain zones,zigzag8, and circles, with
a bistre tint, on a grey or yellow ground.
These were varied occasionally Vjy conven-
tional roseate forms, figures of plants and
flowers, animals arranged in long proces-

sions, monsters—half -human and half-

bestial—sphinxes, syrens, and the subjects

of an uninterpreted mythology. The simi-

litudes of these, be it remembered, are now
found, as they were found at former dates,

not merely in the Isle of Cyprus itself, but
also in the almost conterminous region of

Asia Minor. They include, moreover, repre-

sentations of tapestry and other woven
work, vrith apparently Oriental borders, the

origin of which must remain a perplexity

to all except the most courageous anti-

quarians. Still, the Cyprian vases would
apnear to possess a distinctive character in

so far that, while decorated, in common
with others, with girdles of engraved figures,

frieze-like in their arrangement—to employ
the term not in an architectural sense—the
engraving is rarely in relief, while the

modes of composition—and this completely
accords with what we are told by Chandler,
Clarke, and the rest of the older travellers

—

has a peculiarity of its own, which we see

reproduced, not alone among the pre-

historic ruins of Sicily, but also in European
work bearing certainly no older date than
that of the seventh or sixth centuries. In
the paintings, too, as in the bas-reliefs,

vestiges of a kindred art are visible, as, for

instance, when the human figure is intro-

duced, the anatomy, the musculai' display,

the attitude, the eyes, the movement, so to

speak. They all tell of an Assyrian origin,

upon which another originality, very unlike

the Assyrian, has been engrafted. So far with

regard to the better class of relics, which
the most modern of archaeologists are

busily engaged, in both Cyprus and imder
the English protectorate in Asia Minor,

in bringing to light. Naturally, they
anticipate making no such rapid progress

with their architectural researches. Even
in this direction, however, the promises of

new discoveries, or enlargements on a
grand scale of old discoveries, are already
announced. They correspond with much
that had already been established with re-
spect to these monuments of archaic art,
belonging, for the most part, to the ante-
Grecian epoch, though, in a great degree,
the native art of Asia Minor may be said to
represent no style at all. It may be said to
have been, from Lydia to Cappadocia, mere
rude sculpture in the rock, largely made up
of animal forms, rather Babylonish in its

outward features, and suggestive of ques-
tions appertaining rather to ethnology than
to art. The excavations now laying bare
below the lines at which the monamenta
were formerly supposed to cease, the
Njrmphian bas-relief, near Smyrna, the
Giaour-Khabri, in Phrygia, the Lion of
Kalaba, and the gates of Mycense. all point,
though from different periods, to the same
history. There is thus a mingling of many
ages among these treasures, which French,
explorers are ransacking, while English
administrators are taking over the guardian-
ship of the country above the surface.
Among their latest discoveries may be
enumerated some fragments of walls lined
along the summit with plates of polished
metal, resembling those identified in the
now famous " Treasury of Atreus," at
Mycenae, which plates were attached to the
masonry by means of nails ; bits of a frieze
ornamented with bronze leaves, also nailed
on to the foundation ; the ruins of a timber
roof, which, apparently, had been subjected
to some powerful preservative process, and
which, it would seem, had served as the
covering for a house constructed altogether
of wood ; and slabs, evidently of pavements,
painted with the figures—symbolically con-
ceived—of lions as guardians. This was, to
judge from the remains unearthed, a com-
mon ornament of doorways of both tombs
and houses, and is to be found alike in
front of the gate of the mausoleum assigned
by tradition to Midas, and in that of a cot-

tage door in nineteenth-century Cyprus.
An even more interesting discovery, how-
ever—led up to, no doubt, by others—has
been made, and this is the very common
character of those " chimney " funereal
chambers once supposed to be so rare.

They are believed to be of Phrygian origin,

but their remains are at present to be
found, though not in very great abundance,
all the region over, insular not less than
continental. By the peasantry they are to
this day [called " stone-piercers," or,

literally, " holes in the wall ;" but they were,

strictly speaking, funnels excavated from
below to above in the rock. A sham door
was first carved on the front surface of the
solid stone, above it was hollowed a niche,

which, when occupied by a dead body, was
closed with an upright slab ; and so,

upwards and upwards, until the summit
was nearly reached. Little art was wasted
upon these Orientally Gothic sepulchres,

though they are not all invariably alike.

The latest archaeologist in this field

found, in fact, at Kambet no sham
door, no pretence of a " chimney "

carried up through the entire mass of the
mountain ; only a deep mortuary cave, em-
bellished with brilliant colours, and cha-

racterised by certain adornments, remind-
ing him slightly of the Mausoleum at

Halicarnassus. It is often confessed, how-
ever, by the most intrepid of these archaso-

logical inquirers, that it is difficult to dis-

tinguish between the various characters and
purposes of the innumerable monuments
that travellers of late have recommenced de-

scribing and cataloguing. Thus, the

colossal image on Mount Sipybus, between
Magnesia and Smyrna, is set down as

Niobe, though it gives no other idea than

that of a gigantic female figure, seated. M.
Soiry, the latest explorer, thinks it repre-

sents "the Mother of the Gods," whose
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worship is known to have flourished in that

neighbourhood, and in tho parts round
about But, singuhirly enough, there exists

the fragment of on almost undeniable

Kiobe, cmuched in a crevice of the rock,

whence a fountain of water has flowed from
immemerial time. But it is by far too

early for even the most enthusiastic of

modem explorers to have corrected, in

these respects, the opinions of those who
went before them, and whose labours were
BO long interrupted by the impossibility

of pursuing them amid incessant wars
and rumours of war. Allowance has
to be made, moreover, for the barbai-ism
inthekeepingofwhich these mouumeutsand
thMr incidental relics have so long remained.
Thus, an edifice called by the Turks in

Cyprus, " the fortress of the Infidels," was,
in fact, a shrine constructed in the rock of
indefinite outiqaity and marvellous sculp-

ture, dating from an epoch in which the
Turks did not so much as possess a name.
The arms advanced, the broken bow and
arrows, the gii'dled tunics, tho bare limbs,

the sandaled feet, the tiara-crowned head,
the serpent ornament, the one bearded and
the other beardless, all belong to some
heroic period of art, to an age invisible, but
which the Ottomans, not being artists in the
highest sense of the term, found no difficulty

in ascribing to some unbelieving builder of
modem fortifications. Not far from this, re-

cent discovery has alighted upon that which
isbeUeved to have been thePalaceofaCappa-
docian dynasty, though the theory is alto-

gether conjectural. Certainit is, however, that
the edifice is composed of enormous blocks of
stone up to a certain height, whence the
walls were carried up in brickwork, not
dissimilar to that employed in the most
antique structures of Nineveh. The out-
lines, too, have been more or less distinctly
traced, including a Hall of the Throne, with
galleries, whereon faint signs of the painter's
handicraft are still to be detected, and
what, at any rate, is assumed to have been
the peculiar abode of the women and chil-

dren. That which appears to have been a
throne, guarded by two lions, lies over-
turned in the dust. Many other investiga-
tions similar to these are in course of being
umdertaken, on the assumption that the
arebajologists, of whatever nationality, will

not be disturbed at their labours ; and it is

anticipated that numerous processes of dis-

covery, interrupted during a hundred years
past, will l)e resumed, with a rich reward
to the present generation ; but the most
immediate curiosity attaches, perhaps, to
the results of the antiquarian work which
has been begun in Cyprus.

—*-^m^ m

LAMBETH INDUSTRIAL PAUPER
SCHOOLS,

"Y^E have not been able to get a view of
' ^ the unpremiated drawings sent in for

the proposed Norwood Industrial Pauper
Schools, notwithstanding we have made two
or three :ipplications ; and the Board are
apparently acting on the policy of keeping
the ratepayers and the competitors in the
dark. At a special meeting of tho Lambeth
Guardians held last M')nday, the selection
of three designs was confirmed. We will

here give our readers an idea of the three
designs pWcd first by Mr. Currey. It will

be remem!>ered that the designs were re-

ferred to that geutleman for his professional
opinion, and in accordance with his recom-
mendations the plans marked " Light and
Air" were unanimously adopted for execu-
tion, the authors being Messrs. Coe and
Bobinson. The report of the referee con-
sidercl this design met the requirements
the b'-Ht, and was the lowest in cost. We
trnderstand the phing have been forwarded
to the Local Government Board, and we
may now lay before our readers the promi-
nent features of the design. The authors

retain not only the school-rooms, which the

instructions required to be preserved, but
the north part of the front building facing

Elder-road, which they say will effect a
saving of £1,500. The general disposition

of the schools is a rectangular arrangement
upon the pavilion system, the girls' and
boys' wings being symmetrically disposed

on each side of the administrative block,

with easy access to all parts of the esta-

blishment, two open areas on each side of

the administrative block being formed. The
children's day-rooms and dormitories have
windows on both sides, and the wings are

of two stories in height i the boys, girls,

and infants are well separated and under
control, and the communication is by
covered corridors. We observe all day-
rooms have convenient staircases at tlie

ends, the lavatories and bath-rooms are

centrally placed in each wing, and the
dormitories are all on the first floor, with
master's or mistress's bedrooms, and have
their specially attached day-rooms. The
boys' wing has a range of workshops in its

rear, and the girls' the laundry, which is con-
veniently located near the infirmary. One of

the most noticeable features in Messrs. Coe
and Robinson's plan, and to which probably
they largely owe their success, is that a
separate entrance for goods and tradesmen
is provided at the south-west corner of the
boiindary in Crown-hill, where also the
probation wards and the porter's lodge are
placed. Although there may be some
objection to this arrangement it is obvious
that it simplifies the economy of the
establishment by avoiding unnecessary
traffic through the principal buildings, and
the probationers are kept distinct from the
inmates of the school—at least till they are
capable of being admitted. The infectious
wards form a separate block behind the
probation wards, and appear to be planned
to the regulation requirements, while the
infirmary is ingeniously-contrived at the
north-west angle, the wings and centre
formingan obtuse-angled block fitting round
the corner of site. Referring to the site the
authors observe, " The site upon which it is

proposed to be built offers many objections
to a building of the ordinary type, the
narrowness and slope of the slip of garden
ground rendering the idea of a long build-
ing upon this ground facing the south
quite untenable, whilst any building placed
upon the wider ground south of the garden
must either be a long building facing the
east or in a quadrangular form, in which
case the wards would be so near the
boundary that an adjoining owner building
upon his property could materially injure
the efficiency of the infirmary." The plan
shows the boys' ward on one sideand the girls'

onthe other, the wai-ds divided into one large
v/ard for ordinary cases, a social ward
and a convalescent ward—each wing having
its own stairs and lift ; 850 cubic feet are
provided to each patient. In the centre are
the surgery, nurses' rooms, operating room,
kitchen, and other administrative offices.

We find the infants are placed in the pre-
sent building, and this part has been ar-

ranged for two classes of infants—those
under five years and those from five to
eight, each having their own day-room
play- shed, Refen-ing to the administrative
block, the dininghall forms the centre
feature, accessible from the wings by
corridors, and well placed as regards the
kitchen and offices, which latter are to the
north. The other apartments seem to

conform pretty well with the regulations.

We cannot go into details, but we see the
authors propose to adopt the Banner system
of ventilation to the drains—that the beds
in dormitories are placed with their heads
to the wall, and that double beds are pro-
vided. The estimated cost is £20,070.
The second premiated design—" Terra

Cotta," by Messrs. F. H. Fowler and Ald-

winckle—presents a very different distribu-
tion of the boys' and girls' schools. Instead
of enclosing areas forming a quadrangle
with four enclosed courts, the school wings
are reversed outwards, as it were, and the
administrative block is quite isolated, except
by corridor connections on each side with
the wings. The existing boys' and girls'

school is retained as a distinct block in the
rear of the administration department for
infants. We observe the entrance is in
Elder-road, and this serves for all pui-poses.

The wings are cleverly planned, and provide
for that control and economy of administra-
tion which are so necessary in all buildings
of this class. The authors have adopted the
pavilion principle, and have apparently
carried out that plan thoroughly in the
separation of these buildings. Taking one
wing—the boys'—on the south side, we
observe that it forms a straight block, run-
ning east and west, with a one-story cross
wing at the west end for workshops, and a
similar wing at the east end as a school-

room, &c. The main portion has a covered
playground and day-room, 30ft. wide, with
windows on both sides, staircases at the end
and centre, connected with which is a
lavatory and bath-room. Above the covered
playground is a double dormitory, with
projecting w.c. ; over the centre are the head
master's and nurses' rooms, in direct com-
munication with the administration block
by an open corridor ; and over the general
day-room is another double dormitory
for four rows of beds, under the eye of
the teacher. The centre rows of beds
back to a dwarf platform, and are placed
head to head. The authors, alluding to this

an*angement, say it " admits of economy
and convenience of supervision, and is pre-

ferable to long and narrow wards, or wards
18ft. to 20ft. wide, with three rows of beds,"
One good point we observe in this plan is,

that the corridors are short, and another
good feature is that the school-rooms are of

one story, with open roof, and can be en-

tered from the play-ground. There is a
double class-room. With regard to the
lavatories and baths, the authors say, " we
propose one large lavatory upon the ground
floor, in preference to several adjoining the
respective dormitories. We have made this

a subject of special inquiry with the super-

intendents of several large schools, and
their strongly expressed opinion is that it

is far preferable to have the lavatory work
concentrated in one large apartment on the
ground floor, as the children wash three

times a day, and it would be very undesir-

able for them to be continually rushing up
stairs." What we have above described

applies also to the girls' wing on the north
side. The dining- hall is placed in the
centre of the administration building, and
its axis aligns with the two connecting corri-

dors of the wings, which, in fact, surround
it on three sides. An open roof is provided,

lighted by a lantern. Adjoining is the
kitchen, and the offices are grouped at the
back. The master's and matron's apart-

ments, committee-room, &c., occupy the
front portion, and above this is the chapel
forming a central feature. The probationaiy
wards are at the south-east corner of land,

and we may mention the authors in one of

their schemes have endeavoured to meet the
Local Government Board in their circular

respecting a separation of the children

admitted the first week from those of the
second. The authors place the infirmary in

the position suggested— the south-west
corner—and their plan provides for a clas-

sification of cases, for each sex into four—
namely, ophthalmia, 12 boys and 14 girls

;

cutaneous, 9 boys and 12 girls; cutaneous

with ophthalmia, 9 and 12 ; and ordinary

sick, 12 and 14 respectively. On the whole,

we have reason for believing Messrs. Fowler
and Aldwinckle's plan closely follows the

Local Government regulations in several
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important particulars, especially as regards

separation and economy of supeiTision of

the schools. The blocks of buildings avoid

the objection of the Government Board to

right-angle buildings higher than one

story, and the plan is, in our opinion,

economical. The total cost is estimated at

£33,700. It may be mentioned that Mr. Ald-

winckle was associated with Mr. Pairis

as the architect of the workhouse
buildings at Lambeth, while Mr. Fowler
carried out the infirmary. We may add that

the authors submitted three schemes—one

based on the cottage system found to

answer so well on the Continent, especially

in Holland, and of which we should like to

see a repetition here.

We have not been fortunate enough to exa-

mine the plans of the third premiated design

by Mr. Edward Clarke, ofAdam-street, Adel-

phi, but from the particulars kindlyfurnished

us we understand the author has met the

condition as to the retention of the old

buildings by designing the " new girls'

dormicories and day-rooms, as well as their

dining-hall, in separate blocks," these being

brought into communication by covered

ways, which will take the same obliquity as

the ground. The boys' school is similarly

arranged, the whole being connected by a

covered way. Referring to the entrances,

the principal one will be under the notice

of master or matron, the goods' entrance,

under that of the porter, whose lodge is

also close to entrance gates. Speaking of

the administration blocks, the author says

the entrance building on Elder-road is in so

sound and substantial a condition that he
has re-aiTanged it, and the basement stores,

kitchen, Ac, are retained. The buildings

are planned on the pavilion principle ; but
the author observes, " no pavilion has any
high buildings on both sides of it, each
being kept a space of 25ft. apart, permitting
full access of air and sunshine." The boys'
school is kept in the old building, with some
alterations in the partitions to give the
9 superficial feet required by the Local
Government Board. New class-rooms are
proposed at the end. The dormitory is above
for 113 boys. The girls' school is similarly
planned, and the infants' existing school is

retained, though lengthened. One advantage
claimed for this plan is that the wards and
day-rooms are well placed as regards the
sun, their axes being east and west, and no
pavilion is shut in between high buildings.
In th« dormitories Mr. Clarke has re-

modelled some of the old ones, and provided
new for 80 boys, 200 girls, and 50 infants.
The regulation superficial area and cubic
space have been allowed to each child

—

namely, 25ft. super, of floor, and 300 cubic
feet of space. Fresh air is proposed to be
admitted to the wards at sevei-al points by
gratings in wall near floors, and at the
upper parts of windows, and Howarth's
Archimedean screw is to be introduced to
facilitate extraction inconnectionwith shafts
in the wall, and boxes between girders.
The style adopted is plain, and the cost is

estimated at £25,100. The author has taken
much trouble in preparing tables of areas
and cubical contents of each apartment. It
has not been our object here to compare the
merits of the designs critically, but we hope
to be able to publish all the three plans
shortly. .-^
THE GOLDSMITHS' PRIZE DESIGNS.
A LARGER and, on the whole, better dis-

_

play of competition designs than
hitherto have been submitted to the
Company of Goldsmiths for their annual
prizes, and these are now to bo seen
at the South Kensington Museum. The
court set apart for them is certainly
more likely to draw the public and
the student than the old and cold
quarters in Tnfton-street, though we are

sorry the Architectural Museum has not
retainol bo desirable an accessory to its

attractions. We cannot say that we are
quite satisfied with the award of the judges
in the competition this year, for it appears
to us that the premiated designs, with the
exception of one or two cases, are, in point
of ability and artistic conception, much
below others that have gone without reward.
If we take the £50 prizes first, no one of
any judgment in art design would have
placsd the " Tea and Coffee Service," by
Mr. Morrisson, before Mr. J. Watkins'
design for a casket under motto " Dice
Box." The tea and coffee service might be
attributed to a novice ; it is a flashy, over-

wrought, and elaborate piece full of labour
and some painstaking drawing, but cer-

tainly not a thoughtful or masterly design.

The coffee and tea'-pot do not at all accord
in style, and there is a great lack of repose
and simplicity. On the other hand, Mr.
Watkins' design for a casket is a classical

conception worked out with much taste,

and the drawing is clever. The story of
Meleager is pleasingly introduced in two
square panels, one representing AlthaBa and
the other Atalaata ; the curvilinear top, pedi-
mental in form, surmounted by a gi-oup,

and the base with claw feet, both display
merit of composition. The drawing is

spirited, and executed in sepia; and, we
may add, Mr. Watkins is no tyro in these
contests, having taken prizes before, and
only the year before last for a large shield.

Another of the £50 prizes for plate is

awarded to Mr. Alex. Creighton for a
chimney-piece clock-case, under motto
" Tempest." It is in silver and gilt, simple
in outline, with domical top and an
emblematic personation of Time, it has
angle figures, and is mounted on a
black marble moulded base, but we cannot
award it much higher praise. For modelling
the work this year is somewhat below the
mark. Mr. Garbutt, a life student of the
Architectural Museum, takes the £50 prize
for a model of a shield, under motto " Olive
Branch." It is convex, of circular shape,
but the centre allegory is particularly
wanting in unity. The relievo figures of
" Peace," " Spirit of Evil," and " Death "

are badly grouped, and there is a singular
want of aim and breadth in the composition
generally. Equally displeasing to our mind
are the great and uncouth masks introduced
round the border, and the scrollwork, which
are both out of scale and wanting in refine-

ment. Far better specimens of modelling
are two vases—one by Mr. Vigor, jun., a
small vase with subjects in relief, elegant in
outline and refined in the modelling of sub-
jects—the cover is also chaste ; and another
model by Mr. Marshall, in the same case,

albeit its outline is heavy, shows some
admirably-composed groups in relief, exe-
cuted with much spirit and feeling, and
displaying the hand of a master, and we are
surprised to find from the intelligent

attendant that no prize has been awarded
it. Passing to the case of plate, we may
mention that one of the £25 prizes has been
given to a goblet or tankard in repousse
work of exceedingly good outline, and the
figure subjects surrounding the cup are bold
and telling. In this case of objects in

executed plate we notice some repousse on
steel and an excellently modelled bust, but
the designs are generally indifferent, and
some few of them indicate a poor conception
of outline, and a total ignorance of the
elements of plastic art. Another of the
smaller prizes is awarded to a design for a
silver salver by Mr. Tidmarsh. We have
nothing to say in disparagment of the
labour and careful drawing in Indian ink of

this subject, but the design, to our mind, is

destroyed by the overcrowded treatment of

the relief subjects, illustrating Diyden's
" Ode to Music." The centre feast is clever

per se, but the efilect with the border

medallions is anj'thing but quiet, and the
design, in our opinion, cannot compete in
point of merit with another in the same
screen under the motto of the " Three R.'s,"
which, for simplicity, breadth, and refined
taste, is far its superior. The latter is in
repoussfi in oxidised silver, and the compo-
sition of figures and ornament in the rim
and the centre leave little to be desired.
The author, however, does not get a prize.
Another prize is won by Mr. Rhead for a
wine fountain or cooler. There is con-
siderable merit in the drawing ; the relief

subjects are cleverly shaded in sepia, and
the design of the figures good, but the
upper part of vase is not pleasing, and
is csrtainly ill-proportioned to the base.
" Procrastination is the Thief of Time

"

is a well-designed " Treasure Box," of some-
what conventional form, and illustrating on
its sides relief subjects of the " Toys of
Childhood and Manhood " skilfully treated.
We may also notice a clever drawing by
Mr. Viger of a Titan shield, oval in form,
with a cleverly composed border, in which
the warlike figures are skilfully handled.
The centre figure and oval, however, suffer

from extreme elongation and want of pro-
portion. A design for a double miiTor—
" Venture "—is certainly original and clever.

It is of ovoid form, surrounded by a frame
of elegant treatment, from which pendent
lights are hung, and the groups of figures

on the base of the triangular stand and at
the top, illustrative of features of Solomon's
virtuous woman, and of " Simplicitas,

Hilaritas, and Caritas,", are exceedingly
well grouped and appropriate. We think
this design worthy of a prize. A design for
a timepiece on the same screen is too
naturalistic in treatment, but the four
figures allegorical of Twilight and Night,
Dawn and Gloom, are skilfully introduced at

theendsand sides, Time surmountingthe top

of a simple lined composition. The drawing
iscleverly executed, and in quiteclassical feel-

ing. A few other works may be mentioned,
such as a specimen of silver engraving for

which a £2.5 prize is awarded. There is cer-

tainly a chasteness in the engraving that we
admire. Ah inkstand under motto "Ex-
celsior," with a good group of three figures,

Renaissance in style ; a tea service under
the motto " Novelty," in which the artist

has paid attention to the principles of form
as applied to the treatment of vessels with
handles, the ornament being simply incised

on the surface ; a rather cleverly-designed

biscuit-box, with some well-designed figures

in relief round it, under the motto " In
Spe Laboroi" a spiritedly-drawn flagon,

rather overdone, with crossed crayon and
compasses as a motto ; and a design for a
reading lamp in silver gilt, with motto
" Bagatelle," rather too low, but cleverly

illustrated with medallion subjects round
the base and stem. On the whole there is

more merit to be found in the collection

than there has been for the last few years,

though we should be glad to find the

student's work more taken out of the groove

of the " silversmith's" style. In the execu-

tion and workmanship we especially mark
the influence of trade patterns and types.

Thus one of the engraved salvers is ex-

tremely naturalistic—so much so that the

subject represented would have been better

as an example of engraved work simply

than intended to enrich a silver plate. In

some of the repousse work also the idea of

metal relief has not been kept in view, and
the modelling shown might be better

adapted for wood or stone.

S'

NEW BUILDINGS AT CHELSEA.
OME time ago we drew a picture of

modern Chelsea, as it has been partly

rebuilt by the hands of some of the Queen
Anne revivalists; and we called attention

to some striking houses in Cheyne's-walk
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and Queen's-road, facing the river—among
them " Swan House," and several resi-

dences in the "Qaeen Anne" and Vernacular
Grothic stjles. We now draw attention to

some new houses, built in a more preten-

tious manner, on the Cadogan estate—

a

site adjacent to Prince's Cricket-ground,

and accessible from the Brompton-road or

Sloane-street. It is hardly necessary to

remark that, during the last and preceding
centuries, Chelsea was a highly fashionable
neighbourhood; and during the later Stuart

era it held an important position in the art

world. Its porcelain works were justly

celebrated all over the world; and the

tendency of its taste then was essentially

towards that which prevailed in the Nether-
lands. The style of its buildings held
undisputed sway; and the architects of

our own day, with a sort of sentimental

reverence, are now reproducing its older

features.

Facing Cadogan-sqnare a block of six

red-brick houses, of mansion-like preten-

sions, has been erected, displaying among
others the hand of Mr. Norman Shaw.
The visitor to this part is struck by the
varietj of the gables, in which every
conceivable form of Flemish quaintness
has been attempted — albeit the diver-

sity rather destroys the effect of acci-

dental picturesqueness that has been aimed
at. What with the right-lined and curvi-

linear—the studied irregularity of window
spacing, and the conceits in the way of

cut-brick " pedimentation " (if we may coin

a word)—the eye is rather distracted, and
we look in vain for that Old English or
Low Dutch simplicity which we have been
constrained to admire elsewhere. In this

group of houses we at once perceive the
dainty detail of Mr. Shaw in the centre
house of the block. The house is of con-
siderable frontage, five stories high, and is

crowned by a straight-lined gable, finished

by a small pediment, and broken on the
face by pilaster-like projections, in rubbed
brickwork, which divide the gable into two
stories. Three close-set, large, and lofty-

proportioned windows mark the chief story,

and these have rubbed red-brick pediments,
with rather heavily-carved keystones break-
ing through the mouldings. The sash-
frames are, as usual, divided into small
squares, painted white. On the right a
projecting oriel of three stories of octagon
shape, breaks forward and destroys the
symmetrical division ; and we regard this

as the best bit in the whole elevation.

Bichly-carved panels, with brick carved
festoons, form the finish at the top, below
which is a bold and very effective cut-brick
cornice. The lowest tier of windows is

finished with small high-pitched pediments.
The unfinished state of the lower part and
interior does not permit of our saying any-
thing at present with respect to them,
though we have all the evidences of fresh-
ness and vivacity characteristic of the archi-
tect's work. In the adjoining houses, still

unfinished, the style has been treated with
less effect. The gables are overdone, and the
pediments within pediments lack the more
fenuine vigour of the style. In execution,
owever, there is little to be desired (Messrs.

T. Pink and Son are the builders). Mr.
W. Young, in an adjoining block of four
houses, is following—if we can judge from
their present incomplete condition—a purer
ghase of the Renaissance ; while Mr. J. J.
tevensou, at another end of the new square,

kas a large site, upon which are to be
erected houses of the decidedly fashionable
style. Overlooking Prince's Cricket-ground,
in Pont-street, the last-named architect
has been displajring all the resources of
" Queen Anne " in a row of about twelve
mansions, built in a very substantial man-
ner by Mr. Thos. Pink. We must confess
that, looking at them from a sharp per-
spective point of view, they scarcely come

up to our expectations ; and we might iiave

passed them over in a general survey of
the locality. Their fronts are scrupulously
executed in yellow, stack, and red brick,

intermixed ; but they rather jar on the eye,

and produce something like what musicians
call a "Dutch concert." In one or two
instances ornamental red brick frontis-

pieces are relieved upon white brick ; but
we prefer those entirely in the former
material. Bay windows are largely intro-

duced ; and the porches display a singular
diversity, and are open to the charge of

being somewhat squat. In one case the
brick porch is covered by a flat projection

of the balcony, under which turned pUIars
are introduced, resting on the brick parapet
of the porch; and we have the singular
resemblance to a table resting upon it.

Entering one of the more finished of these

costly mansions, we find them very com-
modious. On the ground floor, the vestibule

and hall are paved in mosaic ; and we enter

a morning room, having a bay window,
with a chimney-piece of massive and effec-

tive design, partly marble, within a framing
of rich oak mouldings. Above the mantel-
shelf there is a composition in oak, with
mirrors, and richly-carved panels ; the fire-

place is splayed with tiles. Behind this

room is a library, about 18ft. X 12ft., with

a chimney-piece of similar design, though
plainer, the floor, as in all the rooms, having
a parquetry border. Both these rooms have
deep cornices and friezes ; and in the front

room we observed the frieze is enriched by
painted subjects and folial scroll work.
The cornice members are relieved in bright
tints, and the walls are to be finished in

grey or some neutral green. In the rear

of the library is an area for light; and
below the staircase a rather irregular area
is converted into a lavatory and cloak-room.

The dining-room forms the extreme end,

its door opening from the back corridor

facing the main hall. It is a fine room,
about 30ft. X 20ft., with an end bay—the

lower panes having painted glass, with
emblematical devices. The walls, chimney-
piece, and finishings are pleasing, though
not so characteristically quaint as many
others in the style. The hall and staircase

are decidedly gloomy ; and the great depth
of the house seems to call for a lantern or

toplight to this part, instead of the rather

awkward and indirect means of lighting

from the small court. The first floor has a

front and back drawing-room, extending
over the morning-room and library below

—

over the dining-room being another large

drawing-room, or boudoir; and these have
been handsomely finished with carved oak
chimney-pieces, relieved cornices, enriched

friezes, and dadoes, with emblematic medal-
lions and scrolls—the walls being painted in

shades of colours of moderate tone, the

warmer tints being reserved for those

rooms having a north aspect. Mr. Cheva-
lier, of Westbourne-grove, is the artist of

the decorations. The upper floors contain

twelve bedrooms, with conveniences; and
the views from some of the rooms are very
extensive. A serving-lift and a servants'

staircase are provided; and stabling—in-

cludingtwo stalls and loosebox, coach-house,

and coachman's rooms—is arranged in the
rear. In many of the other houses a

billiard-room is obtained at the back, on
the ground floor. We may add that the rents

of these houses range from £600 to £700
per annum, and the selling prices from
£7,500 to £10,500. Two or three of the

houses are already taken—one by Sir

Charles Buchanan, and another by Lady
Leveson Gower.
Two other blocks of red-brick mansions

must be mentioned—one facing Pont-street,

and the other abutting on Cadogan-square
Messrs. G. TroUope & Sons being the

builders. One block consists of five, and
the other of six houses. In plan the

arrangement of each house is compact.
There is a dining-room, about 28ft. x I6ft.,

a library behind, and an area for lighting,
with a billiard-room in the rear, on the
ground floor ; above, a fine front and back
drawing-room, en suite, with a boudoir over
the billiard-room. There are about eleven
bedroooms and two dressing-rooms; and
the houses are provided with back stairs and
every convenience, though they are not
sufficiently completed to enable us to form
any idea of their internal fittings or
decorations. Externally the architecture
is of a more sedate kind than those we
have been writing about ; and the architect
has introduced rather the more moderate
features of the sombre brick architecture

of the Early Georges than the half-Flemish
peculiarities of Queen Anne. The centre
house in Pont-street front is crowned by
an ornamental cut gable, and, with the end
houses, projects a little, allowing of a
balcony being formed aloug the first floor

of the intermediate houses on either

side. This balcony is arched above with
flat arches, supported on red Mansfield
stone columns, forming an arcade. The
stone corbelled balconies of the other
houses are somewhat heavy and coarse in
detail ; but there is, on the whole, a breadth
of treatment that is wanting in the other
buildings we have described—which, when
the block is completed, and the sashes
are fixed and painted, will atone for the
otherwise unredeeming effect of the red
brick fronts. There is a pleasing harmony
of contrast between the warm ston eand the
brick which avoids the patchy effect a
lighter stone would have. Little carved
brickwork is introduced, and this is only in
the gables and the pediments, and carved
figures in niches in the upper part of the
piers to the ground story. The gable
dormers and the chimney-stacks break the
roof outline ; and the blocks certainly con-
trast, in their mass and plainness, with other
houses on the same estate. If we remember
rightly, these red brick houses are from the
design of Mr. J. T. Robinson, whose original

drawing at the Academy, two years ago,

we admired much, though the executed
buildings, unfinished as they are, hardly
bear out the sketch in colour.

Other large buildings have lately been
erected on the Cadx)gan and Hans-place
estates, but in a leas characteristic style.

In the Square we observe a few in a purer
Renaissance garb ; but the difficulty we find

in all of them is the means for lighting the
hall and centre rooms, owing to the necessity

of providing more than two rooms in depth.

The best mode of meeting this is to provide
a central hall or staircase, which may be
lighted at the top or at the side, from an
area common to two houses, forming a
balcony or gallery approach to the rooms
in the rear. In Sloane-square a large block
of new buildings is nearly completed in

stock and red brick and stone, but having
few pretensions to notice. We cannot leave

the locality without referring to a church
for the Roman Catholic communion ap-

proaching completion, from the design of

Mr. Bentley. It is designed in an extremely
severe style in white stock, with stone

dressings, and is close to the new Cadogan-
square, and on a prominent comer site.

Both in outline and detail it displays the

work of a master in Gothic ; and we have
seen few churches more thorough, or in

a truer mediaeval spirit. It has a nave,

two aisles, and a transept—the last being
kept flush with the aisle. The most pleasing

view is the north-east, with a gable end or

extreme simplicity, flanked by an octagon
turret at the angle, finished below the gable.

The end is pierced by four very narrow
lancets, under an enclosing arch—the outer

lancets being separated by nan-ow stone

buttresses, springing out of a set-off below.

The Effect of this with the buttress and
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turret is exceedingly dignified. Within
this window is a drop-traceried arch, form-
ing a passage between, having a very rich

e£Eect. The west end has also a four-light

window, separated by buttresses. The
clerestory is lofty, pierced by a number
of narrow lancets, in recessed square
heads, slightly cupsed. The end of the

north aisle forms a chapel, and has a Deco-
rated tracery window ; but this is the only
ornate external feature in the whole build-

ing. A low conical tile-capped turret rises

at the west end (between nave and aisle),

and—with the unpretending lines of the
nave, aisle, and transept, and the red-tile

roofing—produce a very satisfactory ensem-
ble. Messrs. Braid & Co., of Chelsea, are
the builders.

M. EUGfiNE VI^EON ON ESTHETICS.
TPHE French have long enjoyed a certain
-*- supremacy in art. In all that pertains

to the artistic instinct, in a keen apprecia-
tion of the beautiful and refined, in a
nervous sense of artistic combinations in

form and colour, the French are undoubtedly
our superiors. If we are disposed to deny
them the vigour, and sometimes originality,

which characterise our own works, we can-
not doubt their art has been less the victim
of change and coarseness than ours. But
the fact is more forcibly impressed upon us
when we read their treatises on art and
aesthetics and compare them with English
books. We have seldom read a work of

f
'eater merit than that', ately written by
ugene Veron, entitled " L'Esthetiqae," and

which has just been freely, and we may add
ably, translated by Mr. W. H. Armstrong,
B.A., for Messrs. Chapman and Hall's
" Library of Contemporary Science." We
shall only dip into the book and endeavour
to give the gist of his theory. M. Veron's
treatise, we may say at once, attacks many
of our conventional and long-treasured
ideas about art. He disabuses the reader's
mind of much cant and tall talk ; he clears
away much metaphysical di-eaming, takes
the subject out of the ideal mist with which
it has been obscured, and tells us plainly
that " art is nothing but a natural result of
man's organisation." Those who have been
dreaming of the transcendental origin of
art and the artistic genius will perhaps be
displeased by this definition, but the sooner
they begin to recognise the fact that par-
ticular pleasure maybe derived from certain
combinations of forms, lines, and colours,
the more hope is there of art becoming
general and more intelligently understood.
No one doubts now that music itself can be
resolved into a law of harmonic succession
of vibrations, and M. Veron maintains what
has been asserted by a few others among us,

that " the principles of the two groups of
art find their explanation in the two sciences
pertaining to the organs of sight and hear-
ing—namely, optics and acoustics." Having
brought the domain of art within that of
science, he deduces another important prin-
ciple, which W3 give in the words of Mr.
Armstrong, his translator—namely, " that
outside the material conditions that relate
to optics and acoustics, that which domi-
nates in a work of art, and gives
it its special character, is the personality
of its author." He goes on to say
" the value of the work of art rests entirely
upon the degree of energy with which it

manifests the intellectual character and
aesthetic impressionsof its author." Here we
have a statement which the artist who claims
the most ideal origin for his art will not
dispute. Then, again, some comfort will
be gathered from the further qualification
of the author, who adds in effect that the
only rule imposed upon this personality is

the mode of thinking and feeling of the
public to which the work appeals. We fur-
ther quote: "A poem may express senti-

ments or ideas, which, although they are

incomprehensible to the contemporaries of

the author, are not on that accsunt the less

worthy of the admiration of a more enlight-

ened period or country. Such a want of

harmony, as a matter of fact, often causes a
work to fall rapidly into oblivion." But
we pass on to remark that M. Veron treats

all formulas that have imprisoned art—as
" idealism," " naturalism," " realism "—as

different points of view in regarding art

which is not contained in any one of them.

Bach may recommend itself to certain indi-

viduals or national temperaments, but it is

absurd to force them upon all. Thus, as he
justly says, "it is ridiculous to condemn
Flemish or Dutch art in the name of Greek "

—a doctrine that ought to have its weight
with those architects who stick to one style

and ignoi-e all otliers. One fact is also

made clear—and that is, art is gradually

withdrawing itself from mythology and
metaphysics, though we cannot fully

concur with the author in thinking that

it is detaching itself entirely from symbo-
lism in the direction of humanity—not so,

at least, in one obvious direction. The
tyranny 'of academic routine and official

teaching is energetically exposed by M.
Veron, and in this argument he supports

and quotes largely from VioUet-le-Duc in

the doctrine that great art writer has main-
tained with so much unflinching consistency,

that without independence we can have
neither art nor artists. Let those who have
all along allied art, and especially architec-

ture, with despotism, read M. Veron, " All

the great art epochs have been epochs of

liberty " (Toutes les grandes epoques artis-

tiques ont etc des epoques de liberte). " In
the time of Pericles as in that of Leo X., in

the France of the 13th century as in the

Holland of the 17th, artists were able to

work after their own fancies." No art

dictatorship or official corporation inter-

fered. The author might very well have
added English art to this catalogue, less

controlled as it is by academic training than
in his own country. The Academic des

Beaux-Arts, of course, comes in for a share

of well-merited invective. It is said to be
the most powerful enemy of progress. Dead
forms of architecture are reproduced, and
everywhere education is founded upon the

imitation of the past. We need not follow

any further the author in this opinion,

shared as it must be by every well-wisher

of architecture and art, and by every

thinker in both France and England. Of
the three forms of art — conventional,

realistic, and personal—the latter only is

considered as deserving the name. The first

is pronounced the negation of art, the

second is impossible, for the artist cannot
" disappear entirely behind reality," while

the " source of all poetry is the soul of the

poet." Though we commend the principle

of personality in art, we cannot go so far as

to say that the Renaissance was an incohe-

rent and impotent manifestation of art

;

the author himself in speaking of archi-

tecture, admits that it is the least personal

of all the arts.

It would be impossible, in a brief notice,

to give the views of the author upon the

origin and grouping of the arts, the source

of aesthetic pleasure, the definitions of taste

and art, though of these we may mention
M. Veron has accepted the physiological

explanation of our sensations of pleasure

as laid down by Herbert Spencer, Mr. Grant
Allen, Professor Bain, and others. He also

maintains that the principal forms of art
" grew by a process of continuous duplica-

tion from written and spoken language."

"Architecture," he says, "if not derived

from written language, goes back to a

common origin with it, linear composition

and design being common to both." Under
the organs of sight the following classifica-

tion is given :

—

Written language -j

Order f Sculpture, Fainting,
Proportion t Architecture.
SimultaneousnCBs )

We will confine ourselves in the present
notice to M. Veron's views upon architec-
ture in Part II., and here we can only glance
at the conclusions. He first exposes the
fantastic theories of M. Charles Blanc, who
upholds the symbolic school, in " La Gram-
maire des Arts du Dessin," and of Lamen-
nais, who holds a pantheistic theory of archi-

tecture ; and in support of his views quotes
from V. le Due. Architecture is shown to
have sprung from the natural aggrandise-
ment of man's primitive dwellings. After
convenience and use were satisfied, archi-

tecture strove to convey an idea and to
excite admiration, and such admiration was
the cause of artistic conceptions. After all

then, according to the author, there is not
such a mystery in the origin of architec-

ture as some imagine. Style is the result

of " methodical observance of a principle,"

according to Viollet-le-Duc, and is de-

veloped in works of art in exact " proportion
as they spring from a just, truthful, and
clear impression." The author's sympathies
are undoubtedly on the side of Gotbicism,
and he is an ardent supporter of V. le Due.
We have only room left to give the conclu-

sions of the author :

—" Architecture is first

an industry, and then an art. Whether its

task be to construct a temple, a palace, or

a theatre, it must in the first place accom-
modate its work to the predestined purpose.

Nor is this all—due consideration must ba
given to the requirements of materials,

climate, light, situation, and habits, which
are all matters demanding great skill, tact,

and forethought, but can hardly be con-

sidered as belonging to art in its strictest

sense. They do not give the architect much
opportunity for the exercise of his ajsthetic

powers. In the majority of cases," he goes

on to say, " the forms of monuments were
more or less borrowed fromthoseof ordinary

buildings, and were therefore determined by
the ensembleot qualities and conditions which
constituted the collective genius of the race,

causing the individual and personal predi-

lections of the artist to be under consider-

able restraint. Referring to expression, the

author observes the power architecture has

of giving it. It can be the calm or bold,

graceful or powerful, solemn or gay, as the

architect has the ability to observe the

impressions of certain lines and their com-
binations. For instance, horizontal lines

create ideas of stability and weight ; vertical

lines of boldness and aspiration ;
plain sur-

faces, if they predominate, suggest austerity

and gloom ; while many openings produce

opposite ideas. M. Veron directs some
trenchant remarks to architects in the fol-

lowing passage :
" Great architects are those

who are able to tell in advance, with accu-

rate knowledge and feeling, the exact effect

which all these various conditions will have

in the finished building ;" and this ability,

he goes on to say, can only be acquired by
a series of experiments in which each part

is reduced to its just importance. Architec-

ture remains, even from an aesthetic point

of view, so dependent upon geometry, upon
mechanics, and upon logic, that it is difficult

to discover accurately the share which senti-

ment and imagination have in it. No archi-

tect can gainsay these remarks. How few of

them, we wonder, really ponder and reflect

upon the real forces they have at command,
if they can only wield them aright ? The
illogical use of forms divorced from their

original purpose, in order to act as orna-

ments, is reprobated with much force, and is

likened to the tall phrases of the fine

talkers of Moliere and La Bruyere, who
were never content to talk of things as they

are. " We could wish," says our author,

" that our architects would follow the ex-
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ample of tlieir predecessors instead of

allowing themselves to be dragged through

all sorts of queer ways by a deplorable spirit

of ecleeticism." It will be seen that M.
V^ron strikes at the root of many false

notions and artistic prejudices; he clears

away much that is mystical and confused

in fflsthetics, and defines it simply as the

science of beauty in art. Art, we learn, is

essentially subjective, and the artistic

genius consists mainly in a faculty of seeing

things in their ensemble—the artist, in

fact, epitomises form; from the moment
an idea seizes him, he exists for it alone, his

creative power is essentially synthetic. The
critic, on theotherhand, has nothing incom-
mon with the artist, except love of art ; they

are opposite poles of humanity (their intel-

lectual constitutions are different), while the

work of the former is analytic, requiring the

predominance of the reason. Finally, the

author shows the irreconcilable processes

of creation and criticism ; he denounces the

official art-teaching of France as a veritable

bed of Procrustes, and affirms that all art

worthy of the name is human and personal

to a certain measure. It is still the indi-

viduality of the artist that produces art,

the difference being that this personality

formerly occupied in the search after the

superhuman is now contented with love of

truth and life. We thoroughly agree in the

final remark, that if this be called a debase-

ment of art we might as well say that

Science debased herself when she sub-

stituted Why for Because, experiment for

ontology, and when she added the study of

the earth to that of the heavens. Into the

subjects of sculpture, painting, music, and
poetry, we have not entered, leaving to the
reader these interesting sections of M.
V^ron's work.

KOYAL INSTITUTE OP BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE ordinary meetings of the Institute were
resumed on Monday evening ; the Presi-

dent, Mr. Charles Barry, P.S.A., in the chair.

The Secretary read letters of condolence, written

in the name of the Institute, to the Queen and
to the widow of the late Mr. Frederick Pepys
Cookerell, hon. secretary. The President
mentioned that he had received a letter from
Mr. Horace Jones, who was now in Venice and
nearly restored in health, although it was to be
feared their friend would be unable to return
this session in time to read his promised paper
on " Electric Lighting." Mr. Jones had pre-
sented to the Institute his designs for a bascule
eastern, bridge over the Thames, and also a
medal of Temple Bar made from lead from the
ruins. Amongst the members who attended
for the first time since election were Mr.
Calderon Marshall, R.A. (hon. associate) ; Mr.
H. L. Florence, P.A.A. (fellow); and Mr.
Charles Barry, jun., the President's son, and
Mr. Herbert A. K. Gribble, introduced by the
Secretary as " winner of the Brompton Oratory
Competition " (associate);). The following were
elected to membership :—As fellows : Messrs.
John Bryce, Edinburgh ; Percival Gordon
Smith (architect to the Local Government
Board), Uighfield, Stonebridge.park,\Villesden;
Thomas Edward CoUcutt, 3fi, Bloouisbury-
quare, W.C. ; and Thomas Williaiu Cutler, 5,

Queen-square, Bloomsbnry, W.C. As associates

:

Messrs. Septimus Cecil Searle, 66, Ludgate-hill,
E.C. ; Lewis Edward Uickmott, Rotherham,
Yorkshire : John Frederic Shenton, Kotherham,
Yorkshire; Adam Francis Watson, Lamport,
Northamptonshire ; William Daniel Bayliss,
Singapore, Straits Settlements ; Frederick
Pinches, 359, Strand, W.C. ; Charles Augustus
Gould. 20, Great George - street, Westmin-
ster, 8.W.; WillUm Woodward, 13, Gran-
ville-square, W.C. ; William Grellier, 17,
Abchurch-lane, E.C. As honorary associate

:

Mr. John Everett Millais, BA., 2, Palace-
gate, W.

BEMAtHS OF BTItLDINOS IN VIDIAN.

The Pbesidekt inrited dircassion on Captain
Burton's paper, read at last meeting (page 637,

Vol. XXXV.), expressing a fear that no member
had visited the land of Midian, and hence there
would be no opportunity of contradicting the
statements made. Captain Burton had begun
by apologising for reading such a paper in that
room, but although he had spoken of very few
architectural remains, and only in a single in-

stance had described a detail, yet he bad found
extensive traces of buildings, which led to con-

jectures as to their use and character. Apart
from architecture the subject was an interesting

one, and no apology was needed.
Professor Kebb inquired whether Captain

Burton had seen any architectural proof that
any of the remains were anterior in date to the
Eoman epoch.

Captain Bubton said the buildings were
constructed of a crumbling alabaster, and
might be of any age. Amongst the coins he
had found was a forgery of a Greek coin of

300 B.C., made of a plate of copper with thin

coat of silver. With it were barbarously executed
local coins of genuine metal. He only knew
of one dolmen in Midian, described to him as a
flat stone, supported on three others, but this

he did not see. He found some stone circles,

which were common all over Arabia. He
indicated on the map the places which he
thought would best repay mining—one near El-

Muwaylah, for copper and silver, and one at El-

Marwah for gold. The Egyptian mines were
almost worked out to the lastiibre, but in many
places in Midian the workings were not more
than 40ft. deep, for the miners were not able to

cope with water.

THE UODSBN BBSTAtlBANT.

A paper bearing this title, by Mr. Thomas
Vbeitt, was read for him by the Secretary.

Having remarked upon the insuflioienoy, dirt,

and discomfort of the accommodation pro-

vided till very recently in London for those
who sought their dinners elsewhere than
in their own houses, the author said that
recently some well and handsomely-appointed
saloons had been opened for supplying refresh-

ments—achange for which the public were in no
small measure indebted to the proprietors of

the Criterion. The site upon which it stands
was formerly occupied by two liotels, both
celebrated in their time—the White Bear and
Webb's ; the former was one of the old-

fashioned galloried inns. As, after a trial of

seven years, said Mr. Verity, the proprietors

can suggest no material alterations, the
Criterion may be considered to fairly meet the
requirements of business. By the aid of a series

of diagrams, plans, and sections, the building
was described in detail. (Wo illustrated the
Piccadilly favade and ground and grand-hall
floor plans Munch 21, 1873, Vol. XXIV., p. 330,
and further described the building on the
occasion of the Institute conference visit, June
2B, 1874. Vol. XXVI., p. 709). The public
portion includes dining-rooms of various
capacity, restaurant, grill - room, buffet,

smoking-room, a grand hall (uow used as a
tahle.d liiJte, but originally intended for a ball-

room), lavatories, retiring and cloak rooms, and
a theatre. The service departmentsarearranged
in a central block one over the other, corre-

sponding in level with the different dining-

rooms, and in communication with one another
by means of lifts and staircases. They comprise
kitchens, sculleries, larders, pantries, cleaning-

rooms, wine, beer, and ice cellars, and store-

rooms for plate, glass, linen, groceries, and all

kinds of provisions. The general arrangements
are : on the ground floor — the principal

entrance, in the centre of the Piccadilly facade,
imder a recessed archway, opening into a
vestibi.ile, 30ft. by 2.5ft., forming the central

means of communication with all the public
rooms. On the right of the vestibule is the
restaurant, 70tt. by 30ft., and on the left the
buffet, 90ft. by 25ft., with smoking-room, 40ft.

by 25ft., at the farther end. There is also a

side entrance to the buffet from Piccadilly,

having on the right a small bar, and on the
left a cigar shop, and another entrance to the
buffet from Jermyn-street by the secondary
staircase. Advantage has been taken of the
difference of level in the streets te obtain in a
half-basement a second-class dining or grill-

room, while to gain greater height the floor of

the smoking-room has been raised 2ft. above
the general level. On the first floor on either

side of the vestibule are rooms, each 50ft. by
25ft., for banquets, &c., and ranged along the
corridor are private rooms of different sizes for
parties from ten to fifty persons. On the second
floor is a large room approached by either
staircase, used principally for Masonic pur-
poses. On this floor, but at a somewhat higher
level, is the grand hall, 80ft. by 50ft., and 35ft.
high ; this room occupies the whole length of
the Piccadilly front, and is lighted by the
range of great windows looking towards the
street, and by a large glazed dome in the
centre. The kitchens and serveries are ar-
ranged on six successive stories in a vertical
series in direct communication by means of
lifts and the servants' staircase. The dormi-
tories for the barmaids and managers are ar-
ranged round the dome in the roof over the
grand hall in two stories, and accommodate
twenty-four persons. The stores' entrance is

in Jermyn-street, everything being conveyed
by a lift in the area to the lowest basement,
where the receiving clerk checks them, and
passes them to their proper receptacles, from
whence they are issued as required. Up to the
present time the wine and beer cellars have
been temporarily housed in the adjoining pre-
mises in Piccadily, which are uow being re-
built and added to the Criterion. The idea of
an underground theatre was suggested by the
Athenc'e in Paris, but whereas that is only par-
tially sunk, this is entirely below the ground
floor. It was not originally intended for this
purpose, but as a small concert-room, and was,
indeed, constructed as a square galleried-room,
and it was not until the entire carcase was
built that it was determined to convert it into
a theatre. Its position has been somewhat
severely criticised, and all kinds of prophecies
were made concerning it, some even going so
far as to say that the audience would be
stifled ; but from careful observations of the
temperature of most of the London theatres,

this has been found to compare very favour-
ably with the best. The entrance to th»
stalls and boxes is on .the right of the
central archway in Piccadilly, and for the
pit and gallery from Jermyn-street, the cor-

ridors and staircases throughout being entirely

fireproof. After much controversy with the
Metropolitan Board of Works it was agreed
that the floor formed a sufficiently fireproof

party division to enable the theatre and re-

staurant to be considered " separate build-

ings." The entrances were ultimately modified,

so that there was no connection between the
two, except through the outer lobbies. Th«
theatre occupies the length of the Piccadilly

front, 80ft. by 50ft., and the height from stalls

to ceiling is 27ft. It will accommodate over
1,000 persons. The stage is 25ft. deep with a
proscenium opening of 22ft. Dressing-rooms
are provided on both sides and under the stage,

the entrance for professionals being by a sepa-

rate staircase in the .Termyn-street area.

Cloak and retiring-rooms are provided for all

classes on both sides of the house. Only very
limited storage is provided for properties, &c.,

the stores and carpenters' shop being else-

where. The theatre, buffet, restaurant, and
grand hall, are lighted at night by sunlights,

having flues formed in the floors by placing

rolled iron joists about 2ft. apart with slate

bottoms and covers to contain the iron pipes, of

which each light has three. The stage having
such a limited height, the appliances are of a
very special character, particularly as regards

lighting. Wing burners are almost entirely

dispensed with, the batton lights being mainly
depended upon to light the scene. These
have iron hoods with flue pipes, coated thickly

with Leroy's cement, leading to the extract-

ing shafts at the top of the building. The only
naked lights on the stage are the float in front.

For ventilating the apparatus has been divided

into two divisions, one being the theatre, the
large hall, restaurant, &c., and the other for

the buffet, smoking-room, grill-room, and the
dining-rooms facing Jermyn-street. For the
ventilation of the theatre a fan is provided,

4ft. Gin. diameter, worked by a direct-acting

steam-engine. It draws its supply down a
series of air-shafts, formed in the main eastern

wall, and forces it into an air-chamber formed
under the theatre floor. Prom this chamber
shafts are carried up in the walls to diffuse the

fresh air at different levels around the whole
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(pace. In addition to these branch distributing

channels are provided for a supply of air for

stalls and pit. Hot-water pipes arranged in

eoils are fixed in the chambers, in order that

when found necessary the air may be warmed
before its distribution. A water spray ia also

fixed in the main cold air supply for cleansing.

For the extraction of vitiated air from the
theatre, a centre perforation, 5ft., is provided,

in direct communication with a powerful ex-

traction shaft, 4ft. by 3ft., running up the
entire height of the building. The waste heat
from the grill store, and the products of com-
bustion from sun-burner that lights the theatre,

are carried up the centre of this shaft, in inde-

pendent wrought-iron pipes. At the gallery

level, and also at the bacli of the stage, four

other retraction shafts are provided. When
this apparatus is in fuU working the air sup-

plied and extracted is equal to the entire

renewal of the cubic contents of the theatre

from five to six times per hour. The ventila-

tion arrangements for the large hall consist of

a series of inlets of fresh air around three sides

of the hall, in direct communication with the
chamber already described. The vitiated air

is removed through the sun -burner, the
perforations round it communicating with a
main extractor formed over the dome. This
plan of ventilation is generally applied to all

the rooms. The hot-water services are worlied

by a steam heater fixed in basement, from
which a 2in. continuous flow is carried through
the departments, terminating in two spacious
circulating cisterns, and a return pipe is taken
back to the heater, passing all the lavatories.

The questions of water supply and lifting

machinery were considered by Messrs. Eastons
and Anderson, who drew out a scheme, carried

out by Messrs. Turner and Co., of East-street.

A Sin. pipe is connected to the water main in

Piccadilly, which, immediately on entering the
building, branches into two pipes, each with a
meter attached. One of these pipes supplies at
high and the other at low pressure. On the
roof a cast-iron tank is fixed, about 20ft. by
30ft., and about 4ft. deep, and from it are taken
the supplies to the kitchens and other parte as
well as to the lift. In the basement a brick
tank is made, lined with asphalte, and to it is

connected the service from the low-pressure
pipe, and also the overflow from the other
tank. The water discharged by the lift on its

descent is conducted to the brick tank, near
which ia fixed a steam.pump, which draws the
water from the brick tank and forces it up to
the cast-iron one on roof. Thus no waste of
•water occurs, and the cost of the power for
working the lift is represented by the steam
used for driving the pump. The boilers pro-
vided for the heating and ventilating and the
cooking apparatus also supply the steam re-
quired by the pump. On the high-pressure
main and on the supply-pipe to lift are fixed
on each floor fire-cocks with hose and connec-
tions ; and since the upper tank has some 10,000
gallons of water in it a large supply ia avail-
able in case of fire. The hydraulic lift

consists of a wrought turned ram, 7iin.
diameter, working water-tight through a
gland at the top of a cylinder sunk into the
ground, and has an oak cage on the top of it,

with the Becesiary guides, valves, balance
weight, &c. The length of the ram exceeds by
about 3ft. the total height of the ascent cage
(72ft.), being the height of the top kitchen
floor above the lowest basement. Tlie well for
the lift cylinder is sunk to a depth below the
basement of 80ft., or llOft. below Piccadilly

;

it is lined with 9in. brickwork in cement, and
finished 3ft. diameter in the clear. The London
clay was not passed tlirough until the extreme
bottom of the well was reached, when a little

water made its appearance. After the comple-
tion of the well it gradually rose until it

attained a height of about 60ft. from the
bottom. All the food lifts are worked by hand
by means of an endless rope. The basement
is considerably below the main sewer in Picca-
dilly, and it was thought that all the sewage
would have to be pumped up, but fortunately
it was found that in Regent-street there existed
an old sewer 40ft. below the roadway. Permis-
sion to enter this was given, and a barrel drain
was driven up Jermyn-street, into which all the
sewage passes. Although provision had been
made for arresting and collecting fat and refuse

by means of traps, yet it was found that a largo
portion passed into the down pipes, where it

quickly got chilled and adhered to the surfaces,

causing partial stoppages; this was at last

remedied by turning the waste steam into them,
which has the eifect of keeping them warm,
and so preventing any deposit. The first

efforts were a mistake, a.s the steam was
turned into the cast-iron floor gutters, and,
owing to expansion and contraction, the
joints soon became leaky. As to the general
construction the whole of ground was excavated
30ft. below the level of Piccadilly, and the
adjoining buildings underpinned. To keep the
water back, the system was adopted of first

building the back portion of the underpinning
14in. thick and rendering it with asphalte, leav-

ing bond for the face work, the bonders being
coated with and set in asphalte, as the outer
work came up. The result is perfectly satis-

factory. The concrete for foundations and the
mortar is General Scott's selenitic ; the floors

throughout are fireproof, the basement and
ground floor on Fox and Barrett's principle,

and the upper floors on Dennett's system. All
the main stanchions are protected by brickwork,
and the girders either by concrete or plaster.

During the building various modifications were
made from time to time, which, in some cases,

caused an entire change of the system of girders;

the most notable being that caused by the con-
version of the theatre. The Piccadilly roof
consists of four Warren girders, 17ft. deep, the
roof shape being made by saddle frames fixed

to the backs, the whole very light and giving
plenty of space for the dormitories. The whole
of the Jermyn-street roof space being required,

there could be no principals. It is, therefore,

formed with an upper and lower curb as tension
and compression girders, the whole of the
strains being discharged at the angles. The
distinguishing feature of the decorations is the
tile work. It is here used very extensively as

wall decoration, and it has tlie advantages of

being bright and clean, practically indestruc-

tible, and not too expensive, and what is most
important it wUl wash. The cartoons for the
figure subjects were drawn by Mr. A. S. Coke,
and the work was executed by Messrs. Simpson
and Son, who also carried out the painted deco-
rations in the various rooms and in the theatre.

The room floors are laid out with parquetry by
various makers. The vestibule is paved with
marble mosaic by Burke. The building now in

course of erection on the east side of the Cri-

terion will contain on the ground floor a buffet

and smoking-room, 29ft. by 70ft., with a still

room at the end, to supply both the bar in the
present building and also the additional one.
The first floor is designed to be used either as

separate dining rooms or a suite of Masonic
rooms. The upper floor will be in communica-
tion with the grand hall, by means of a largo
opening which may be closed at pleasure by
shutters, so that it may be used either as an
extension for the table d'hote or for private
banquets. The service of all these rooms
will be from the present kitchens. In con-
cluding his paper, Mr. Verity referred to the
Gaiety, which he has just reconstructed.
There the business consists entirely of public
dining. There are no private rooms. On the
basement is a large grill-room, 90ft. by 33ft.,

with a double grill at one end and a dispense
bar at the other. The grill is shut off from the
room by a glazed screen, by which means, while
all the operations of cooking the chops and
steaks can be seen, the heat and smell are

avoided. The room is very low, and mainly
depends for light upon gas. The burners are

enclosed in ceiling lanterns, having ventilating

tubes constructed in the floor and entirely

enclosed in the Dennett arching, so that there
is no heat from this source. The buffet on the
ground floor is 91tt. 6in. by 30ft., on the same
principlif as the Criterion, with a bar along one
side, and lounges with tables on the other. On
the first floor is the table d'hOte, the same size

as the bar below, but the old floors above
having been retained it is of somewhat limited

height. The wliole of the cooking is done on
the top floor, and tlie means of communication
is by lifts, of which there are three varieties.

In re-constructing this building it became
necessary to take out the whole of the Strand
front and a part of the side front, as the former
mezzanine was removed to give greater height

to the buffet. This involved a work of under-
pinning, probably the moat extensive yet
accomplished. This was done most skilfully,
and with the most satisfactory result, by tke
contractors, Messrs. Geo. Smith and Ce.
The Peekioent in proposing a vote of thanks

to Mr. Verity, mentioned that in one of the
maps of eld London, in Mr. Grace's collecUon
at South Kensington, there is in the fields on
the site of the Criterion a little building
marked " Gambling House." Absit om«n .' He
suggested it would be desirablethat, prior to the
discussion, the members should have on oppor-
tunity of examining this building in detail to
which Mr. Vbeitt replied that he would see
Messrs. Spiers and Pond, and endeavour to
arrange a meeting for Monday next, at 11 a.m.

STREET LIGHTING.
T^UEING the past seven days some renmrk-
-*^ able experiments have been mido by the
Phoenix Gas Company, and other gas couipanies
have intimated their intention to follow the
load. Prom the London and South-Westem
Kailway Station to the foot of Waterloo-bridge
is a broad road about 600 yards in length,
till now dimly illuminated by the regulation
sized gas-lamps, which are but little assisted
by the light from the shops. The Phoenix Gas
Company have boldly undertaken at their own
expense to show what can be done with gas
liberally though not extravagantly expended,
and the result is satisfactory. The ordinary
lamps have been fitted with burners, giving a
light equal to 50 candles ; while at crossings

and corners Vjurners ranging in power from 130
to 200 candles have been erected. The cost of

the illumination has, of course, been materially

increased, but the increase of light exceeds the
proportionate cost of the gas, and Mr. Woodall,
the engineer to the Phoenix Company, has
demonstrated the fact that if the public desire

a better light they can have it by paying for it.

The number of lamps and the site selected

facilitate comparison with the JablochkoS
candles on the Viaduct, and taking Mr. Wood-
all's figures we find that the brilliant gas
illumination in Waterloo-road, if reduced at

midnight, costs Is. 2d. per hour, and as each
lamp on the Viaduct costs 5d. an hour for the
Jablochkoff candle only, the illumination sap-

plied by gas is far cheaper than that of the
electric system the Metropolitan Board of

Works and the Commissioners of Sewers have
chosen to experiment with. Similar experi-

ments are about to be made by the Chartered

Gas Company in the neighbourhood of the

AthensBum Club—a burner of 200 candle power
being placed a little south of the Guards'

Memorial, two lamps of 120 candles each at

Eegent-circus, while the 38 intervening lamps

will have an illuminating power of 80 candles

each. In front of St. Stephen's Club one of

Mr. Higham's liglithouse burners is to be
erected, and in other places of public resort

efforts wUl be made to meet the electric light

by an increased and more economical use of

gas. It remains to be seen whether the elec-

tricians can beat the gas engineers. The
experiment in the Waterloo-road contrasts very

favourably with that on the Embankment.

The villssi' of DuifioW, in the area of the rural

sanitary authority of Helper, is about to be formed

into a special drainage Histrict. A syetcmof sewers

will be laid down, and the eawage dispoied of by
irrigakion on an outfall site to be hireil on Ifasa from

Lord Scarsdale. Mr. Thompson is the engineer for

the scheme.

A three-ligiit window in St. Mary's Church,

Stafford, hai beon filled with stained glas'S by

Messrs. Mayer and Co., of Monick and London.

The subjects are six in number, and are taken from

the life of Our Lord.

The Carliff Town Con ncil occupied on Monday for

the first time the new council chamber—s portion of

the town hall extensions earned out from the designs

of Messrs. James and Seward by the executors of

the late Mr. Jacob B'atch. In the course of the

meeting a private bill was approved for the carrying

out various iniprovemeuts, including the purchase of

the .waterworks, the enlargement of borrowing

powers, and the making and enforcing of new bye-

laws and regulations. Mr. Peter Price was instructed

to proceed with plans and estimateo for a frM

library, to be erected on a site in Working and

Trinity-streets, at an estimated coat of .£13,000, the

amount of commission to be 2i per cent.
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KBW CLOTBINa XANUFACTOBT AND
WAEEHOUBE, LEEDS.

Th> site on which this building stands is

situate on the south side of Park-square, and
was formerly occupied by a terrace of nine good
houses, which had to be taken down. The
building is in the Moorish style of architec-

ture, and was designed by Mr. Thomas Ambler,
architect, Leeds. It is built of selected hand-
made pressed bricks, and red and buff terra cotta

is used for the dressings. The four sides of the
building are treated uniformly with the front,

the north-west angle turret being used as a
chimney to carry off the vitiated atmosphere
from the gas engines as well as from the beat-

ing apparatus. The basement floor is used as

a cutting-room, in which are a number of

cutting-machines with endless knives, driven
by power, the cloth being folded in layers, some-
times to the extent of one hundred and forty or

fifty. The pattern of the garment is marked
on the top, and the whole are thus passed
quickly through the machine. There are three
of CroBsley's patent silent gas-engines, each of

8 h.-p. One engine consumes about 8,ci00 cubic
feet of gas per week. Two of them drive all

the cutting machines, the hoist, and all the
sewing-machines ; the other is held as a reserve.

White glazed bricks are used on the basement
and third floors. On the ground floor are
counting-house, two private oflBces, with lava-
tory and w.c's, packing-room, receiving-room,
and warehouse-room for cloth. The first floor

has no subdivisions, and is used entirely as a
stock-room for made-up garments. The second
floor is subdivided so as to provide in one-half
of it a large dining-room, cloak-room, dressing-
room, with lavatories and w.c's for the use of
the females employed on the premises. The
other half is used as a work-room. The third
floor is used as a sewing-machine-room, with
accommodation for upwards of 200 sewing
machines, which are worked on an entirely new
system, the patent of Mr. John Barran, jun.
The roof is divided into four spans, the north
side of each being glazed with rough plate-
glass. The floors are formed with rolled-iron
transverse beams, supporting llin. x 4in.,

dressed longitudinal joists, 3ft. centres, and the
whole covered with 3in. planks with iron
tongues, dressed on the under side, stained, and
vamishid. The office walls are lined with pitch-
pine framing, and the ceilings have moulded
ribs and panels filled in with narrow V-jointed
boards. All the joiner's work is of pitch pine,
stained and varnished. The building is heated
by hot water. The terra-cotta work was
supplied by Messrs. Doulton and Co., of
London. In the workpeople's staircase (which
is fireproof) is carried up a Gin. water main, and
on each landing is provided a double hydrant
with valves and hose pipes. The following
were the contractors—viz., brickwork, Messrs.
Bentley and Bum ; joiner and carpenter, Mr.
John Tomlinson ; plastering, Mr. John Senior

;

painting, Messrs. Wood and Son; slating,
Messrs. Watson, Wormald, and Co. ; plumbing,
Mr. F. Johnson, all of Leeds.

BOUSE AT SUKBITON.

Wb this week illustrate a design by Mr. Row-
land Plumbe, architect, of Pitzroy-square, for

additions and alterations to a house at Surbiton.

The old building had a Doric portico in centre,

leading to a staircase passage, with rooms on
either side, each having bay windows. Ex-
ternally it was covered with stucco, the whole
being of the ordinary type of speculative

builder's work. In the plan of the new house
the old dining-room is heightened by the re-

moval of the ceiling, and is turned into a hall

two stories high. Bound this are arranged a

billiard-room, with retiring-room, a new stair-

case hall, business-room, drawing-room, boudoir,
flower-room, and dining-room. The old dining-
room is converted into a serving-room and
library. The old staircase is made to serve for

a secondary staircase. The kitchen offices are

on the basement, and there are three floors of

bedrooms above the ground floor. Externally,

the old building is nearly surrounded by the
the new. The old roof of slate is removed, and
a new porch and bay-window nearly cover the
remainder of the old work ; but in places where
the stucco work would have shown, it has been
brought into harmony with the new building
by being covered with a red brick casing on
the basement and ground floor, and with tile

hanging above. A new tile-roof is put on, span-
ning the whole width of the buildings. The
materials used are red brick, relieved by tile

hangings and half-timbered work, old tiles

being used for the roof. The estimated cost is

£7,000.

FOLIAQB FEOM AMIENS — BOYAL ABCHITKC-
TUBAL KUSEUM SKETCHING CLUB.

These interesting examples of foliage from
Amiens Cathedral are worthy of the closest

study, and our drawings to-day, which have
been selected from the sketches of the mem-
bers of the Eoyal Architectural Sketching
Club, show the designs both truthfully and
well, with the advantage of having been
finished in pen and ink at the Museum from
the casts there, which are almost equal to the
original works. The drawings are by Mr. T.
Fredk. Pennington, to whom the Council of the
Museum awarded their annual prize of five

guineas last year for the best series of sketches
made during the session in connection with the
club. Particulars of the club may be obtained
of the curator, at the Museum, Westminster.
Other drawings by other members will from
time to time be given in our pages as space
may permit.

CHUBCH OF ST. MICHAEL AND ALL ANOELS,
BEDFOBD-FABE.

Wb have already briefly referred to the inte-

resting and unusually picturesque church of

St. Michael and All Angels, Bedford-park, in

our " Office Table" notes the week before last

;

and to-day, in obedience to the promise then
made, we illustrate the building by a series of

working drawings, which include the three
main elevations, two general sections, with two
minor ones of the porch. These will be fol-

lowed by others, including the plan, which
shows the church to consist of a rather wide
nave, having aisles on either side, a chancel
and organ chamber, with vestry beyond, and a
large south porch at the western end. The
chief interest, however, in the design, which is

characteristic of its author, is not found so
much in its plan as in the architectural style

employed. The drawings will explain them-
selves. The materials to be used are brick for

the walling, with stone dressings, and cut-

brick cornices and gables. The roofs are
covered with tiles ; and the woodwork exter-

nally will be finished in white. Internally the
woodwork will be painted a sage sort of green,
and the sanctuary will be hung with embossed
gilt leather. The bases and lower parts of the
columns to the nave arcade will be covered
with dado panelling to the height of the dwarf
wall of the chancel screen, which is seen in our
" section looking east," which we publish to-

day. The walls of the aisles and chancel are
also lined with a wooden dado. The pretty
treatment of balconies in the sort of triforium
is hardly clear without the longitudinal section
which we hope to give next week. They are,

however, shown in section, in a drawing here-
with of the nave. The work is to commence in

a week or two, and it is hoped that the church
will be consecrated before the end of the year.
The site occupies a commanding position at the
entrance to the Bedford-park Estate, at the end
of the Woodstock-road, and to the right of the
Turnham-green railway station. 'Frees are
already planted, and with the picturesque new
houses, and row of fine old poplars to the rear,

the church will have everything to gain from
its position, for which it is so well suited. Mr.
K. Norman Shaw, K.A., is the architect of the
work.

DAISY HOMESTEAD.

The agriculture of Great Britain is just now
in a transition state. An improved and rapid
means of transit brings the agricultural pro-
ducts of all nations into direct competition with
those of our own country ; hence the breeding
and rearing of stock and the production of
milk is a more profitable industry than th&
growth of cereals. The great retarding cause-

of the expansion of the system is the general
want of suitable buildings for the preparation
of the food and shelter for the stock. The im-
proved method of management which now
obtains renders the erection of large expansive-
barns no longer a necessity. In the designing
of farm buildings economy of labour is an im.
portant essential to be considered. Shelter andl

warmth are food economisers ; hence the practical
utility of covered yards. In the accompanying
design we have endeavoured to combine utility

and economy. Stores and food-preparing de-

partments are centrally situated, and have direct

communication to all parts of the yard by means
of a tramway. As far as practicable, all the-

intemal fences or divisions are constructed of
tubular iron. After many years' practical ex-

perience we find these both economical and
efficient. The rain water from the roofs is con-
ducted through the hollow columns on which
the roofs rest, into separate drains, and flows

into a brick tank, from which the steam engine-

directly draws its supplies. The farmhouse,
labourers' cottages, and covered hay-barns ar&
conveniently situated.—G. M.

The great increase in the population of the dis-

trict of St. Mary's, near Southampton, mainly
attributable to the establishment in its midst of the
shipbuilding works of Messrs. Oswald, Mordannt,
and Co., has led to the formation of a burial board-
An excellent site having been obtaiced, the board
issued invitations to the local architects to supply
designs in competition for the chapels, entrance
lodge, and laying out the cemetery, the result being
the selection of the design marked *' Gabriel Grub,"
the author of which proved to be Mr. W. H.
Mitchell, of Southampton. Tenders were received

both for laying out the grounds and erecting of the
buildings by the board at their meeting on Tuesday
week, when it was decided to carry out the work
forthwith. The total cost, including site, is esti-

mated at £3,000.

The thirteenth annnal report of the Cork Improved
Dwellings Company, presented at the meeting held

yesterday, shows a net profit to revenue account,
allowing of a dividend of 6 per cent, per annum
being declared, and the carrying forward of
£530 178. 4d.

The Carmarthen Board of Guardians discnssed, a
fortnight since, what steps should be taken as to
providing additional workhouse accommoi-lation, the
Local Government Board inspector having insisted

on the necessity for erecting a separate block for

40 or 50 children, including dormitories, day-rooms,
and lavatories. The vice-chairman (a Mr. Williams)
suggested that the cost of plans for such a building

need not exceed £5, and proposed that they advertise
for plans and offer £5 for the best. The chairman
and others protested that such a course would not
be true economy, and after much discussion it was
decided to advertise for tenders for the execution of

the work, the majority of the board being under the
impression that ino addition will be made to the
cost by expocting the contractor to provide his own
plans and specification.

The School Board for St. Mary Extra (a district

separated from Southampton proper by the river

Itchen) recently advertised for plans in competitios
for a school for 350 boys and master's residence.

Eleven sfts of plans were sent in under motto. The
The design marked "Clausentum," by Mr. W. H.
Mitchell, architect, of Southampton, was selected.

The buildings ara to be commenced early in the

spring. 'The tender of Mr. J. W. Rowland, a local

builder, amounting to £2,770, exclusive of school

fittings and furniture, has been accepted.
^
The

estimated cost, including architect's commission,

purchase and conveyance of land,2fittings, &c., i.s

£3,800.
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ST. ALBANS CATHEDRAL.
THE controversy regarding the roof of St.

Albat's has already reached the quarterlies.
The Britiih Quarterly Revitw has an article, in
which Mr Neale's book is taken as a text for

a sermon on " Restorations." Everybody is

preached it, all round, pretty vigorously except
Mr. NeaU himself, who is declared to be the
" one genUeman " who " has proved himself to

be exceptimally qualified " " for the guardian-
ship of thij great church."

If the aithor of the article is the architect
whose initals appear on the illustrations which
accompany it, wo have yet to learn why his
professional brethren are so ruthlessly assailed.

Certain it s architects are only less roughly
handled than the clergy. The latter—" mere
sciolists, tnd mostly ignorant " — have
patronised "the wholesale manufacturing men
of business," and the result has been the ruin
(the restoraiion that is) of all the " histxjric

monuments ' (the parish churches and cathe-
drals). Sir Gilbert Scott is once more attacked,
and two illustrations and several pages of
matter are devoted to an exposure of some of
his real or supposed mistakes. Mr. Beresford-
Hope is an "intrepid physiologist" who has
proclaimed "with comical presumption his
peculiar architectural ignorance," while Sir
Edmund Beciett is " meddling with other
people's business " in endeavouring to substi-

tute " modern vamping " for the original work
of John De Cella at St. Alban's. Yet a little

further on the Society of Antiquaries is

snubbed for its opposition to the proposed
high-pitched roof, which is declared to be
" perfectly legitimate," although in its execu-
tion " no ' architect ' should be allowed to de-
face the church with his professional designs."
A dissertation on the sin of " modern ritual

display '" seems to have been dovetailed into
the article to keep up the Dissenting character
of the British Quarterly, and we are treated to
a new and original explanation of the causes
which induced its author to frame the Mosaic
ritual. Moses, it seems, had solely in view the
improvement of Jewish agriculture by means
of the system of first fruits and sacrifices.

Anglican ritualism, whatever its merits or
demerits, is probably little likely to benefit
British beef, and so commends itself badly to
an Evangelical Englishman.

After a good deal about the Parthenon, the
Elgin marbles, and St. Paul's Cathedral—which
building, we are assured, " is mechanical," and
if destroyed might probably be restored better
than it was originally built—we come back to
St. Alban's. Our only course at present is to
let the abbey alone, first because " nature has
garnished " its " unbedaubed exterior walling,"
and next because we have neither architects nor
workmen fit to undertake the work. It is

admitted that the exterior of St. Alban's is
" possibly decayed," but this " is no misfortune

;

it helps nature, and the church has thus ac-
quired a genuine consecration." Gothic works,
indeed, seem to have been specially designed
with a view to their eventually becoming
picturesque " ruins ;" so great at any rate is the
admiration of the Reviewer for such remains
that it doubtless seems hard that we cannot
spare St. Alban's Cathedral yet awhile.
Rievaulx and Fountains, and other similar
relics of a dead religious system may still be
left to the more or less careful guardianship of
their owners, and to lovers of ruins who hold
picnics within their precincts ; but St. Alban's
Cathedral, as the mother church of a new
diocese, has, we trust, a long life of usefulness
before it, and can yet command the services of
true architectsand artists to fit it for its purpose,
who will do their work much, after all, as their
medisBval predecessors did theirs, studying first
use, and then beauty, or rather making use and
beauty go hand-in-hand, unfettered on the one
hand by a blind regard for mere decrepitude and
decay, because they are old, but on the other
hand reverently preserving for future use as
living parts of the building—not mere " ruins "

—the remains of the works of architects who,
for all we know, had the good fortune to be
allowed to do their work in peace, undisturbed
either by meddlesome or ignorant amateurs.
Nowadays a minimum of knowledge is almost

invariably eponymous— this is the British
Quarterly Reviewer's pet word—with a desire to
exhibit it, and thus disputes as to what is best

to be done between men who know their work,
which we have said before are perfectly
legitimate, and to be desired rather than
suppressed, are joined in by people who can
do little beyond echoing phrases and opinions
they do not understand.

During the judicial examination of a certain
unhappy nobleman, now languishing. Ac,
it was urged by some sympathising friends that
he had for so long a time tutored himself to
believe that he was entitled to certain property
and estates that in the end he thoroughly and
honestly considered himself the rightful heir,

the lie having seemingly merged into truth
simply from reiteration; and so it is, to my
mind, with certain persons now hotly discuss-
ing questions relating to St. Alban's Cathedral.
Interested architects, spurious critics, bom-
bastic amateurs, and Pickwickian antiquaries
have for so long a time reiterated that the
decay of St. Alban's Abbey would be nothing
short of a national calamity that persons pos-
sessed of more money than brains have gradu-
ally arrived at that conclusion. Many have
gallantly fought on paper, and many, having
left the fighting to others, have provided the
cash to prevent the consummation of so dire a
catastrophe. This idea has been further
enlarged by Mr. Neale, who, with a patience
and a skill much to be admired, has occupied
time on an ambitious undertaking, which time
might have been employed in securing to us an
equally clever record of a far better example
of architectural art.

I think, sir, that were an architect imbued
with the greatest possible love for art, regardless
of whether to the 12th or to the 19th century it

owed its origin, and without preconceived ideas
as to restoration, to visit St. Alban's Cathedral
to-morrow, he might find the following not an
untruthful description of its present condition.

St. Alban's Cathedral is a conglomeration of
the various styles of architecture which pre-
vailed from the Anglo-Eoman period down to
the Victorian era, and, with one or two excep-
tions, they happen to be the very worst repre-
sentations of the very worst periods of the
respective styles, regarded either from an art
or from a constructive point of view. The
exterior presents one of the most forlorn and
wretched examples of ecclesiastical architecture
perhaps existing. The brick walls grin in their
nakedness and in their shame, clearly showing
that the worst of mediseval jerry builders in-

tended to cover them with plaster, but the gods
maybe arrested them in the act of their art.

fulness, and cut them off as such men usually
are, or should be, when endeavouring to hide
their unskilful work. The windows generally
contain the weakest of tracery, the poorest of
mouldings, the worst of proportion. To pro-
ceed from the detail to the mass, we find an
overwhelming brick tower, an elongated shabby-
looking nave, with fenestration of the most
abject type, and a diabolically monotonous sky.
line. The interior contains a very beautiful
screen, a patchwork shrine, a sad medley of
meretricious architecture, an uninterestingly
long and ill-proportioaed nave, more bad con-
struction, more weak mouldings, flat ceilings of

wood—some horizontal, some intended to be

—

all smeared with pigments, relieved by sten-

cilled monograms unworthy of the lowest
music-hall—an ill-begotten accumulation run
up by ill-begotten outsiders ; and then we are
to be told as Mr. J. P. Seddon tells us, that
all this is " unique for sheer simplicity of

design." Well, so is the architecture of Qower-
street " unique," and from the same cause ; but
even Gower.street has decent brickwork. Who
talks, though, of spending thousands of pounds
to preserve to posterity the architecture of

Gower-street because it is " unique for sim-
plicity of design?" Who talks of putting
a high-pitched roof to the Gower-street houses
so as to double the monotony of their sky line ?

But the thing could be done ! Get a wealthy
resident, with plenty of impudence, and (be-

cause he has mixed with a more or less prac-
tical builder, and meddled now and then with
architecture) with plenty of asseveration that
he knows more than all the London architects

put together—get him to write a few letters

to the Times repeating the asseverations, and
then let him tell the public that the best thing
to be done to Gower-street is to turn out the

residents, stop the traffic, make a schedule of
dilapidations, put on a high-pitched roof,
subscrib* five thousand pounds to the fund,
and proceed. Call in an architect with 5 per
cent, on the transaction looming in the distance—call in a few old women antiquaries to
Bwear that what is proposed will earn the
gratification of an enlightened posterity—that
it will make future architects acquainted with
the " unique simplicity of design" of the latter
part of the eighteenth century, and the thing
is done.
Let us, however, for a moment assume that

the architecture of St. Alban's was worth pre-
serving, and consider the manner in which the
so-called restoration has been carried out. Take
the upper parts of the north-west and south-
west portions of the walls of the nave. These
were, I suppose, the portions which were so
many feet or inches out of the perpendicolar,
and by a combination of theoretical and prac-
tical skill they have been set upright—the fact
of their requiring this treatment being a little
in favour of my assertion as to the unskilful
workmanship pervading the Abbey. Well, we
may say that the whole of these upper parte
have been restored—that is, as a matter of fact,
that all is entirely neui except as regards the
windows and blanks, one or two old voussoira
or arch stones, and as regards the ashlar work
a few old pieces. In one case the whole of the
head of a window is entirely new, except a
stone in the cinque-foil tracery ; in another the
whole window is entirely new except the mitre
or key-stone; in another a large superficial
area of ashlar work is entirely new, except two
or three stones. Now, what can be urged in
favour of this very questionable mode of re.
storing a work ? We may take it, I suppose,
that some authority was found for the style and
detail of the new work, and why was it not
made complete and not injured in appearance—(to say nothing of the possibility of decaying
germs in the old work penetrating to the new)
—by spots of decayed stone indicative of
nothing so much as another early restoration.,

and an acquiescence in the fads of those Pick-
wickian antiquaries. I cannot conceive an
architect spending the money of his clients in
this way, when he must know that what he is

doing will lead to another and a more or less
immediate outlay. If the idea is to make work
for an immediate posterity, well and good, but
don't call it restoration.

To descend, sir, from such a lofty matter as
restoration let us rest again on the upper part
of the north-west portion of the nave wall,
and consider the rain-water pipes, how they
bend. There are three of them, and starting
from the eaves they have the orthodox useless
heads, then strange bends which cut right
across the arch mouldings of the blanks, then
the necessary junctions, and finally the
straight lengths—one of the most unpractical
and unsightly productions to be imagined.
And who is responsible for this—the inte-

resting amateur, the architect, the clerk
sf works, or Messrs. Macfarlane ? But who
can find it in his heart to grumble when
such devotedness is indicated, such a commend-
able desire to inform the public is shown in the
interior of the cathedral? I allude to the
formal hacking-off of some of the plastering to
show us the Roman brick, and in the case of an
arch tympanum to show us herring-bone work.
Oh ! sir, the interesting female who points these
little prettinesses out to visitors nearly shed
tears whenshe proudly rested opposite them and
described them, and waited for that responsive
heart-beat, that reciprocative throb which she
knew must come. I lifted up a prayer for the
interesting amateur, and left. I was for once
overcome. A sailor and myself formed " the
party," and the poor fellow turned round, and
when he returned I knew by the moist sleeve

and the partially-dried eyes that he was affected

as much as

—

Wm. Woodwabd.

THE NEW LAW COURTS.

THE eastern or Bell-yard block of the new
Courts of Law is so nearly completed that

the date of its occupation by the oflBcials is

only a question of a tew days. Since Tuesday
the hoarding has been removed from the Strand
front, revealing an arcading of much beauty of

detail. The arcade in front forms the outer
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encloeure of the baeement of the building. It

conaista of a series of clean-pointed stone

arohea, cinqoefoiled internally, and richly

moulded, resting upon coupled red Mansfisld

shafts, placed depthwise, with carved caps and
liasea, the latt«r resting upon a moulded plinth

or dwarf wall. The wrought-iron railing filling

iu the opening arc is an exceedingly clever

specimen of wrought work, the leafage on the
•standards and the treatment generally being
very characteristic. The arches externally

meet in gabled apices, the haunches of the
arches being filled in with an open arcaded
baloatnuling. When the stump of Temple-
bar has been removed from in front a con-

siderable accession of width will be gained
in the Strand at this narrow point.

Progress is also being made with the iron-

work and canopy of the projecting clock

now being erected by Mr. Benson, upon the
face of the south-eastern tower. Entering by
the archway through this tower, it is seen to

be groined in alternate foot-wide courses of

red bricks and Portland stone; the central

space is filled by a trap-door of oak, foliated in

iron. With the exception of a small gravelled
drive the area within the raiUngs is fiagged,

and at the Carey-street end are two flights of

«ight and nine steps respectively. The hoard-

ing has also been taken down on the Bell-yard
and Carey-street frontages, which are enclosed
by high railings, set on a stone base. The
lampstandardsare remarkably substantial, and,
indeed, heavy in construction ; the glazing is of

plate glass with bevelled edges, and the faces

are subdivided by bars meeting in a circle.

The internal area is not so far advanced as

that facing Bell-yard. The salient external
features of the eastern block were remarked
apon and criticised in the course of our descrip-
tions during last year (pp. 519, 565, 584, Vol.
XXXIV.. p. 156, Vol. XXXV.. published May
24, June 7, and August 16, 1878), and we can
only in passing allude to the singular diversity

in the slightly projecting bays, the massing and
grouping, the capricious want of alignment
and symmetry ui the columniation and fenes-

tration, and the quaint diapering and crisply

stiff carving between windows. As the scheme
-developes the unexpected variations of design
and the vigorous ornamentation reveal Mr.
Street's characterUtius the more distinctly.

Entering the buUdiug we find fires burning in

«very room, and active preparations being
made for occupation. The block is in five

stories, and is planned with central corridor

with rooms branching off on either side, com-
munication being provided by staircases in

eastern projecting bay of centre and near either

-end. There are also several lifts. The rooms
are of varied dimensions (some of unusual pro-

portions), and will be chiefly used as law offices,

with store-rooms in the basement. We note
that all the internal walls are plastered and
finished with Keene's cement. The ceilings,

both in corridors and rooms, are flat arches of

Dennett's construction, tho lower flanges of

girders being often displayed. The centre of

block ia lighted through a well by a long skylight,
framed waggonwise in wood with clear glass.

There is also a window at either end, and small
lailed-in wells at intervals on each side of

corridor. The stairs are guarded by open
wrought-iron railing, with oak handrail, and at

intervals a singular crook ending in a knob
springs from the standards, suggesting the
idea of a series of misplaced hat-pegs. The
rooms are chiefly lighted by three-light win-
dows, all square-headed, with massive stone
jambs and muUions. The sashes are filled with
plate glass. They are set in lead, with copper
frames and trains, and slide very easily. The
fireplaces are all open, and have heavily-

moulded hoods, mantelpieces vigorously carved
tind treated with great variety. The jambs are
filled with tile-patterns in four colours, sup-
plied by Messrs. Garrad. The gas-fit-

tings are uniform throughout the block,

and have an almost archaic stiffness of

outline. They depend J_-^**^'°° w'th up-
carved ends, and are executed in polished

brass, with wrought-iron scrollwork. Above
the entrances to tbe chief rooms is an acutely-

pointed hood-moulding. The doors in the prin-

cipal room are of oak left unvarnished ; in the

other rooms they are of deal, painted in two
4ieutral tints for styles andpanels respectively

—

in some portions of the block in chocolate and
red, in others in two shades of sago-green or

brown. The door fittings have been made for

the contractors, Messrs. Bull and Sons, from
the architect's designs, by Mr. Lever, of

Maidenhead. The wrought-iron work through-
out is by Messrs. Potter. The principal apart-

ment, and certainly one of the most pleasing

in the block, is the suitors' waiting-hall, situate

on the " court level " at the south-eastern
angle of the building. It is oblong in propor-

tion, and opens from the corridors by an open
arcade. Above, another arcade, also on two
sides, converts a portion of the corridors on
next floor into a gallery. These arcades are

carried on stone circular shafts with square
caps and abaci canted off at the angles, and
crrved with bold First-Transitional foliage,

each differing from the others. Tho roofing is

of oak, boarded, with principals, purlins, and
rafters displayed, and at the north-west angle

of the room a portion of corbel of an external

turret protrudes with piquant effect. The room
is heated by a coil of pipes encased in inter-

woven cast-iron work case, like a mediaeval

chest, as well as by an open fireplace. Ample
lavatory accommodation is provided on each
floor ; the fittings are by Jennings, of Lam-
beth.
Leaving this complated block, there is con-

siderable progress to be seen to the westward
in the main buildings. The stone cutting
machinery and stone carvers have been steadily

at work throughout the winter, and Messrs.

Bull have a large quantity of material stacked
on the ground, ready for use, as tho weather
permits. In the yard we remarked that the
stones are numbered and lettered as they are

dressed, and these figures are entered into a

book, together with the places where they are

stacked, so as to allow of easy finding by this

key. Eeturning to the buildings it may be
observed that the connecting blocks 'on the
north and south fronts to the west of the Bell-

yard block are nearly ready for roofing in, and
the next block has almost attained its full

height. The groat central hall has been carried

to the springing of the groining, and tlie

ranges e°ch of eleven buttresses on external side

walls have received their copings. The narrow
proportions of the hall in relation to its length
and height are more apparent as the work
proceeds. By the way, a comparison of

dimensions with the apartment suggested by
legal associations—Westminster—shows that,

whereas the hall in the new Palace of Justice

exceeds the more ancient one by 2ft. in length,

it falls short ia width by 18ft.—the accei)tcd

measurement of Westminster Hall being 228ft.

long by 6tift. wide. The window and wall shafts

as fixed are of Portland, but others of red Mans-
field, granite, and I'urbeck are to be added.
The windows are set in pairs in nine bays, and
will be filled with tracery. This haU will be
approached by groined corridors, now nearly

complete, leading to decagonal and circular

fiighto of stairs—six in number—each with an
internal staircase for oificials within the newel.

All the stonework for the hall is prepared in

readiness for setting. The range of olBcos on
the Carey-street ^ront have advanced to the
third story, and the work generally throughout
the vast area is in steady progress, as indeed
ought to be the case, seeing that from a
thousand to twelve hundred men arc constantly
employed on the works.

THE STATE OF TEADE AND THE
LABOUR MARKET.

TWO very significant sheets of statistics are
now before us, prepared under the auspices

of the National Association of Master Builders
of Great Britain, which speak for themselves.
One is a tabular " Statement of the State of

Trade and the Labour Market " to January 1,

1879; the other, a "Comparative Statement
showing the hours worked per week and the
rate of wages per hour in the various Branches
of the Building Trade " in the leading
towns. Of course, we take them with a
certain reserve, for they represent chiefly the
masters' account, though we have no reason to

doubt they fairly exhibit the state of trade,

and the rate of wages in the several towns
mentioned, for it will be admitted that master

buUders are in a good position to oitain accu-
rate information on such points. In casting
our eye down the column " Supply of Labour,"
we find it to be generally stated as ' plentiful"
or abundant, while in a few towns, is Birming-
ham and Dudley, it is describel as being
" greatly in excess of demand." This is a sig-

nificant and unfavourable sign, if ve can place
any reliance upon the masters' 'iew of the
matter, which may be somewhat exaggerated,
aud must be taken with a due amount of
caution. At the same time we bdieve at the
present crisis it is fairly representative of tho
labour market. If we inquire mo'O into detail

of the state of trade in particuUr towns we
find the average condition to bf slack or de-

pressed. At Aberdeen it is " fiir, but pro-

spects not bright ;" Ashton -under - Lyne,
" quiet ;" Birmingham, " very bad ;" Bradford,
"bad;" Bristol, "very slack;" Barnsley,
" bad ;"Bkckburn, "slack;" Chttham, "dull;"
Edinburgh, " very depressed;" Liverpool,
" very bad ;" Leith, " fair ;" Leeds, " de-
pressed ;" Manchester, " slack

;
' Nottingham,

" slack ;" Oxford, " dull ;" Portsaouth, " good
;"

Southampton, " very slack ;" South Shields,
" quiet ;" Wolverhampton, " veiy bad ;" Wigan,
" slack ;" and York, " bad ;" and these repre-

sent the general tenor of the replies. If we
further inquire in what brancli of trade these
remarks are intended to apply we flnd in every
case the portentous adverb, " all " afli-xed with
a few exceptions. Thus in a few places plum-
bers, plasterers, carpenters, and joiners have
a fair amount of work. Keforring to another
column, in which alterations in the rate of

wages and hours of labour are recorded, we flnd

that at Birmingham a notice to all branches ia

given to increase three hours per week in

summer, and overtime to commence one hour
later. The operatives have given a counter
notice to resist increase of hours and to make
demand for increase of pay for overtime. At
Bradford employers have given notice to

masons and bricklayers to pay 8d. per hour all

the year round, the pay coming into operation
on June 2, 1879 ; to carpenters and joiners for

a reduction of id. per hour ; to plasterers to pay
by the hour and Jd. less, and also to labourers.

At Bristol tho employers have given a six-

months' notice to all skilled trades of a reduc-

tion of Jd. per hour. At Bolton Id. per hour
reduction and increase of one hour in time is

contemplated ; at Blackburn most of the trades

are required to increase the hours to 54 in

summer ; and similar notices have been given
at Chorley, Derby, Doncaster, Inverness, Liver-

pool, Lincoln, Leeds, St. Helen's, Wolver-
hampton, Warrington, and other places. In
London we flnd the only branch in which labour

is not abundant ia that of plasterers. Comparing
the hours worked per week and the rate of

wages we may take a few representative towns.

These are classified under the several trades,

summer and winter hours, and wages. Taking
Bradford, we find the hours worked by masons
per week in]summer time are 495, ^^^ the rate of

wages S5s. per week ; in winter the hours

worked are 46, and the rate of wages 333. per

week. The same rates are recorded for brick-

layers. For carpenters and joiners the hours

are 49i both summer and winter, and the rate

of wages 8d. per hour. For plasterers the

working hours are 49^ in summer and 47 in

winter, the wages being 33s. per week. At Bir-

mingham the masons work 54 liours per week
in summer and 50i in winter ; the rate of wages
is 9d. per hour. The same hours apply to

bricklayers, carpenters, and plasterers, the

wage being in all three cases 8sd. per hour.

With slaters it is by piece work. At Coventry

masons work 56^ hours in summer and 51 in

winter, and are paid at the rate of 8d. per

hour ; bricklayers work the same, at 7Jd.

;

carpenters the same, at 75d. in the summer
and 8d. in winter ; and plasterers the same, at

7ad. At Liverpool the hours worked are 494
in summer and 47 in winter for masons, and
they earn 9d. per hour ; bricklayers work 55

and 47J hours respectively, and earn 9d. ; car-

penters and joiners, 55 hours, and earn 8Jd.

In London the following is the return :—For
masons, 52i hours summer, 48 hours winter,

earning 9d. per hour ; bricklayers—the hours
are 62 J and 48 respectively, and the wage 9d.

;

carpenters and joiners—521 hours all the year

round, at 9d. ; plasterers—52i and 48 hours, at
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9d., and slaters the same. Taking a southern

town—Southampton—we find the return for

masons is 5(>i hours all the year—the rate of

waijes 7d. per hour ; for bricklayers it is 56^

and 54 hours, at CJ to 7d. per hour ; for carpen-

ters and joiners it is 56i hours all the year, and
the wage 7il.—remarkably low rates of wages,
though at Winchester it is even less, being
55d. per hour for carpenters and joiners, and
the liours 58i. At Sheflield there has been a
building trade dispute for some time
past, l)ut there is no return made in the

tabulations. We hear that lately the
masons received a four days' notice for a
reduction of Id. per hour for banter hands or

cutters, and IJd. per hour reduction for wallers.

Previous to this the masons' wages were 9d. per
hour for the whole year. We leave these facts

to toll their own tale, and wo trust the work-
men will profit by the experience of the last

few months, and endeavour by a timely action

to clieck the increase of foreign competition
that is now seriously threatening them. The
matter will rest with them cliiefly.

the same value, in finish, accuracy of the work-
ing parts, and quality of material. There is

no reason, however, why British locks should
not l)e made to equal them in every respect,

and wo consider that Mr. Hill deserves well of

English manufacturers for the attention he has
given to the matter.

BUILDERS' IRONMONGERY—WHERE
IS THE TRADE GOING TO ?

" A WILLENHAIiIj locksmith once assured
-^^ us " (says the flcho) " that in some of

the workshops in his town, where the cheap
rublrish was made for the use of speculative

Imilders, if a workman dropped a look as he was
fitting it together he never stopped to pick it

up, as he could make another in less time.

That this slip-shod style of manufacture is at

length bringing about the inevitable result

—

loss of business—is evident from a letter

written to a morning paper by Col. Wrottesley,

founded upon a report made for him by Mr.

James Hill, of 37a, Upper Thames-street,

London, a large contractor for locks to the

War Department. Mr. Hill, who used to have
all his locks made at Willenhall, now sends the

bulk of his orders to America, so that at the

present time our Government buildings—bar.

racks, military hospitals, &c.—are being fitted

with locks made in the United States, better

and at lower prices than the British manufac-
turer ran produce them. Mr. Hill carefully

investigated matters for himself during a visit

to the United States liefore making the altera,

tion referred to, and the causes he assigns for

the fact of American productions being cheaper
and better than those made in this country de-

serve careful attention, both from masters and
men. In the first place, the Americans employ
machinery much more largely than we do;
secondly, both masters and men on the other
side of the Atlantic are better educated, both
generally and technically ; thirdly, the men
work longer hours ; fourthly, there is less

drunkenness there than here ; and, fifthly, there
are fewer " garret masters," the larger number
of concerns being limited manufacturing com-
panies with sufficient capital to command
brains and to nuikt,' experiments, which small
masters in the Midland Counties, working from
hand to mouth, cannot do. There is, indeed,
one cause—and apparently one alone—of the
present depression with regard to English locks
which is creditable to us as a nation, and that
is due to the action of the School Boards, which
have most properly compelled the attendance
at school of the boys and girls who have
hitherto been the human machinery of the
English lockmakera. Mere children, who could
hardly stand or walk—many of them, in fact,

had to be strapped to the benches—were for-

merly employed in the shops; but during the
last few years lads and men have had to be sub-
stituted, prices have risen in consequence, and
this has helped the Americans to undersell us
in our own and our colonial markets. As it is

with locks, so Mr. Hill declares it is with
watches, guns, and tools. The instances given
by him of American superiority with regard to
mechanical production generally appear to be
reliable, and are certainly ominous of the speedy
loss of our old manufacturing reputation, unless
the lesson they teach is seriously taken to
heart."

We have ourselves seen the locks to which
the Echo alludes, and with the appearance of
which our readers are familiar. They are un-
doubtedly saperior to many English locks, of

ABCttiEOLOaiOAI, & AHCHITECTUBAL
BOCIKTIKS.

Leeds Architectural Association.—Mr.
B. H. Thwaite, of Bolton, read a paper before

the Leeds Architectural Association, on Thurs-
day week, on " Structures Capable of Resisting

Fires." In his remarks, he said it w-as sur-

prising with what indifference the question of

making buildings fire-resisting was viewed by
the profession and the public. The first ques-

tion generally asked after the intimation of

the existence of a fire was as to whether the
building was insured, and if the answer was in

the affirmative sympathy was rarely expressed.

People invariably consoled themselves when
erecting buildings non-fire-resisting (to save a
little extra expense) with the fact that for a
trifle the building could be insured. Now the

subject was too serious to bo treated with such
nonchalance, and was even worthy the atten-

tion of the legislature, when it was considered

that every building destroyed by the ravaging
element represented so much labour (and
occasionally lives) irrevocaV)ly lost to the

nation. On an average the property annually
destroyed capitalised equalled three-quarters

of a million sterling, equivalent to the annual
labour of 10,000 skilled artisans and labourers.

This fact alone should influence architects as

to the importance of impressing on their clients

the desirability of erecting fire-resisting struc-

tures.

SociETT OP Biblical Arch.eoi.oot.—The
annual meeting of this society was held at 9,

Conduit-street, W., on Tuesday week, the Rev.

Canon Beechey in the chair. The leport for

the past year commenced with obituary notices

of the late secretary (Mr. W. R. Cooper), Mr.
Joseph Bonomi, Professor Charles Seager, the

Hon. C. W. Goodwin, and others. 90 new
members were enrolled during the year, making
a total of 539. The total receipts, including

jei23 from the sale of " Transactions," were
over .£725, and the expenditure, ,£572, leaving

a balance of X153. The report having been

adopted, a communication from Dr. Jules

Oppert, professor of Assyriology at Paris, upon
the Babylonian contract tables, was read by

Mr. W. H. Itylands. The digest of the paper

was the difference between the " contract

tables "—a large special class of cuneiform

documents—of Babylonia and Assyria. The
latter are of a far less technical character, as

befitting a more practical and not so litigious

a people. They are, for the most part, written

after an almost stereotyped formula, so that to

know the legal form of one perfectly is to know
all. On the contrary, no two of those written

in Babylonia are framed exactly on the same
legal model. Moreover, although the words

and sentences are no more difficult to render

than those composed in the sister dialect of

Assyria, the whole is of so lawyer-like a cast

as to make the meaning exceedingly obscure.

Professor Oppert illustrated his distinctions by

translating and commenting on a couple of

Babylonian contract tables hitherto unpub-
lished—one the property of a private gentleman

at Paris, and the other in the Louvre collection.

Both belong, like great numbers in the British

Museum, to the archivesof the great Babylonian

banking firm of the Egibi family, the Fuggers

or Rothschilds of that city, from Nebuchad-

nezzar's reign till late int« Persian times. The
former of the two relates to the sale of a field

yielding five-sixths of a hemicorion (about 26

gallons) of com for two minse, one drachma

(say, £i 7s.). It bears date from the city of

Bit-Aburim, on the 4th of Tisri, in the first

year of the reign of Nabonidus, King of

Babylon. The second is the succession settle-

ment of a deceased bankrupt, a composition of

three minoe, seven drachmas, being accepted by

the creditor for seven minas. It is dated at

Babylon, on the IGth of Elul, in the third year

of Cambyses, King of Nations.

Buillitns intelligence.

CASTLS-FrBovB. — Castle- Ffrome church,
Herefordshire, is about to be reopenad, after

restoration under the direction of Mr. Martin
Buckle, architect, of Great Malvern—Mr.
William Porter, of Malvern Wellg, being the
contractor. The tower, spire, and porch were
found to bo in a most dilapidated condition, and
have been entirely renewed, the old lines of the
former half-timbered ones beini; strictly

adhered to. The roof also has been renewed
and restored to its original pitch, and the old
oak ceiling beams cleaned and repaired, and
the panels filled in with pitch-pine boarding.
A new vestry and heating chamber under have
been added. The plaster has been taken off

the inside, and the old Norman walls repointed.
Encaustic tiles have been laid in the chancel,
and the whole church has been reseated
throughout. This chnrch contains one of the
finest specimens of Early Norman fonts in exist-

ence, and which has carefully l>een preserved,

and also some missing parts found during the
restoration, in an old tomb, have been
refixed.

DuNOANNOv.—Some time ago a destructive

fire reduced the premises of Messrs. Stevenson
and Aiken, Church-street, Dungannon, to

ruins. New shops and warehouses have been
erected on the site, and the first portion of these

was re-opened a fortnight since. The building*

cover an area of S)Oft. in breadth by 120ft. deep.
The first story of the street front is executed
entirely with local white stone, partly dressed

and polished, the spandrils and spaces beinff

filled in with hammered stone. The upper
portion of the front is supported on stone piers,

with engaged shafts and angles, havinjf

moulded bases, bands, and caps, continued
through piers. The windows are square-

he.aded, with moulded circular spandrils. The
roofs are high pitched and covered with orna-

mental tiles, surmounted with wrought-iron

finials ; five dormers break into the chief slope.

The shop sashes and doors are all executed in

rich pitch-pine, moulded and varnished, the-

glass being polished British plate, protected by
revolving shutters. The work has been carried

out by Mr. William Gabbey, builder, Belfast,

from designs supplied by Mr. William J.

GiUiland, also of Belfast.

DnNSTER.—A new Wesleyan chapel and
schoolroom were opened at Dnnster, near

Taunton, on the 26th ult. The buildings are

Italian in character, and have been erected

from the designs, and under the superin-

tendence, of Mr. Shewbrooks, of Taunton. The
fronts are faced with Williton stone laid in

courses, with bases, pilasters, quoins, copings,-

and other dressings in London cement. The-

roofs are covered with slate with red cresting.

The chapel internally is 3lft. by 26ft., and 30ft.

high to centre of ceiling. It has sittings for

252 persons, having sloping backs and seats,,

and solid moulded pitch-pine ends. There is

,an apsidal chancel, 17ft. 6in. by lift., raised

three steps above the general floor level, and at

the end a wheel window Sft. in diameter, filled

with stained glass executed from the architect's

drawings by Messrs. Fouracre and Watson, of

Plymouth. To left of chancel is choir chapel,

and to the right the minister's vestry, 15ft. by

13ft., with boiler-house attache<l. On the'

right.hand side of chapel, with separate-

entrance, is the schoolroom, 33ft. by 13ft., above

a room open to the chapel, thus serving a double-

purpose as class-room and gallery. The build-

ing contract has been carried out by Mr.

Templeman, of Taunton, at a cost of JE950.

FuLBOUEN.— The 2l3t annual report of

the committee of visitors to the Cambridge-

shire and Isle of Ely Pauper Asylum state*

that since 1876 the following works have been

carried out at the asylum at Pulbourn, near

Newmarket, under the superintendence of Mr.

R. R. Rowe, asylum architect :—On the female-

side—a day and night infirmary, a laundry,

patients' day-room, boundary wall and gates,,

general w.c.'s, general bathroom, corridor con-

necting with wards and infirmary, and others

to female entrances on north and laundry dry-

room, extension of east day-room on groun*

floor, and widening of front day-room an*
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sleeping-room over it. On the male side an

infirmary and general w.c.'s. The coat has been

about jBS.OOO. Durinff the present year a new
dining-hall and recreation room will be built.

Hanlit. — The first of the new Board

Schools erected by the Hanley School Board

was opened on the 13th inst. These schools

are in three departments, all on the ground

floor, and the general plan is in the form of an

inverted X. The boys' and girls' department

form the head of the letter, and each com-

prise a main room 60ft. x 22ft., with three*

class-iooms 22ft. x 18ft., fitted with galleries

for dual desks and sliding partitions. Externally

the schools are executed wholly in brickwork

and tiled roofs, and the style adopted is the

Queen Anne type of a plain character. These

schools provide for 754 children—namely, seat

accommodation for 250 boys and 250 girls, and
254 infants on the 8ft. basis. The cost of the

buildings is J66 Is. 7d. per head ; cost, with the

site, JE8 Is. 3d. per head, and the cost, includ-

ing dual desks, furniture, architect's com-

mission, and other expenses, JB8 ISs. lOd. per

head. "The works have been carried out by Mr.

George Ellis, builder, of Hanley, under the

superintendence of Mr. W. A. Keates, archi-

tect to the board.

London School Boaed.—At Wednesday's
meeting of this board the amended tender of

Messrs. G. Ward and Son, of College-road,

Dulwich, amounting to JE5,978, was accepted

for the erection of a school for 600 children in

Salter's-hill, Lower Norwood. Various altera-

tions were sanctioned in schools in Cottenham-

road, Homsey-road ; Hughes's Fields and Can-
terbury-road, Deptford; and St. Paul's-road,

Bow-common, at a total cost of JE600. The
appointment of Mr. A. Young, as assistant

surveyor, was confirmed for 12 months j i t was
|

stated that this ofiBcer would then quit the ser-

vice of the board, as he has entered into private

practice. The works committee were autho-

rised to nominate for appointment by the

board an additional officer, whose duty it shall

be to furnish estimates of the " provisions" in

the tenders, and on the completion of the works

to measure up all additions to. variations in, and
omissions from the contract, and to settle the

final accounts ; such officer to rank as a prin-

cipal clerk under the scale, at a commencing
salary of .£300 per annum. The same com-

mittee was authorised to make arrangements

for the appointment of an additional clerk in

the architect's department.

Mbteopolitan Boaed of Works.—This

board, on Friday, received a deputation from

the St. Luke's Artisans' Dwelling Scheme
Association, who presented a memorial on the

subject of the Whitecross-street improvement
scheme. The deputation represented that two
years had passed since a scheme was com-

menced for the wretched and densely-peopled

district, and that there appeared no prospect

of progress, although isolated pieces of land had

been acquired. It was stated by members that

the blame did not rest with the board, but was
due to the cumbrous provisions of the Act,

which rendered it almost impracticable and
very expensive. The memorial was referred to

the works committee, and a hope was ex-

pressed that as the attention of Mr. Home
Secretary Cross had been called to the defects

in the Act some amendment would be made.
Messrs Mowlem and Co. were instructed to

re-lay and repair the stone tramway on Strat-

ford-bridge at a cost of jESSO. The works com-
mittee submitted for approval of the board

inscriptions to be placed on the pedestal of the

Obelisk, as settled after consultation with Dr.

Erasmtis Wilson and Dr. Birch, of the British

Museum. These were read and approved, and
it was referred to the committee to carry them
out at the entire cost of the board. The
Plumstead District Board were informed—in

reply to their letter, inquiring what steps the
Metropolitan Board propose to take in order to

prevent the pollution of the river Thames by
the sewage at present cast into it, and urging

the necessity of adopting some system of

deodorising the sewage, and of utilising it in

the cultivation of waste lands— that the board

were not at present in a position to sdopt the

course suggested in their letter. Ic was de-

cided to place a fire-escape on Sbepherd's-bush

Common, for the protection of the neighbour-

hood, and drawings prepared in the superin-

tending architect's department were approved
for a new fire-brigade station, to be built in

Grove-street, Greenwich.

MOT« than Fifty Thousand Bepliea and
LAttent OB subjects of Unlr«n*l Interest harfl »ppear.*d durinsr

the l.st ten vi«rs in the BNGLISH MECHANIC AND WORLD
OP .SCIKNCE. most of them from th« pens of the leading

Soientino *nd Teohnioftl Authorlttoa of the day. Thousands of

original artlolee and sotentlflo papen, and ooontleaa reoelpta and
wrinkles embraolnf almost every aul^eot on whloh It la possible

to desire Inforrnatlan hare also appeared d«rlng the same period.

Tlie earliest and most accurate Information respecting all new
scientific discorerles and mechanioal Inventions is to be lound in

Its pages, and its large circulation renders it the beat medium
fer all advertisers who wish their announcements to he brought
under the notice of manufacturers, mechanics, scientific worlters,

and amateurs. Price Twopence, of all booltaeUers and news,
vendors. Post-free aid. Office: 31. Tavlatock.atreet, Covont-
Oarden. W.C.

>««

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our oorrespondenta. The Kditor respectfully requests

that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space

allotted to correspondence."]

All letters should be addressed to the HDITOR, 31,

TAVIST0CK-8TRKKT, COVENT-GARDEN, W.O.
Cheques and Post-offloe Orders to be made payable to

J, PassuO&e Edwards.
ADVERTISEMENT CHAROES.

The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line of eight

words (the first line counting as two). No advertisement

inserted for less than half-a-crown. Special terms for

series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on

application to the Publisher.

Front Page Advertisempnts and Parajfraph Advertise-

ments Is. per line. No front page or paragraph

Advertisement inserted for less than 58.

Advertisements for the current week most reach the

of&oe not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.
(Payable in Advaftice.)

Including two half-yearly double numbers, One Pound
per annum (post free) to any part of the United Kingdom

;

for the United States, £1 6s. 6d. (or Sdols. 40o. jold). To
France or Belgium, £1 63. 6d. (or 33f. 30o.). To India (trM

Southampton) , £1 6s. 6d, To any of the Australian Colonies,

N'ew Zialand, the Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova
Scotia, or Natal. £1 6s. 6d.

Oases for bindiiuf the half-yearly volumes, 2b. each.

RiCKivED.—S. Bros.—M. B.—B. of D.—C. T.—t). J. F.

—W. 0. C—G. A. W. and Son.—J.K.—F. W. R.—C. L.

—B. 8. and H.—J. A. and Son.—R. 8. and Co.

W. M. Abstos, Glasgow, and H. J. Badenoch. (Mr.

Rawlinson's '* Suggestions," a notice of vfhich we gave

on the 3rd January, may be obtained of Knight and Co.,

90, Fleet-street, Harrison and Sons, 59, Pall Mall, or

Edward Stanford, 6, Charing-cross. The price is 38.

W. L. N. (We have found it answer well.)—J. L. (1.

Write to B. T. Batsford, 52, High Holborn. 2. AH
particulars can be obtained from the respective secre-

taries. You will find those concerning the R.I.B.A.

advertised in our own pages.—J. M. Betdon. (Next

week.)

" BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
LIST OF SUBJECTS.

1. A group of three cottages, two having 4 rooms and one
having 6 rooms, with wash-houses and other affices to

each. Style to be suited to a rural locality. Estimate

to be based on 6d. a foot, cnbic. Scale of drawings to

be 6 feet to the inch.—2. A pulpit in stone, detached for

a small and simple parish church. Inch scale, and
details i full size.

Drawings Received.—Ich Dien, In with Leeds, Cyprus,

Nemo, Burswell, " To be or Not to Be," " I New Year's

Day," Signum, " Be to its Merits very Kind, &c.,"

W. 6. M. iu circle, J'espere, Ogmore, Corvus, Try.

Received.-Arthur Marshall, W. W. Bond. (The rules

were published in the Buildiko News on Sept. 20th

last, and yon may obtain a copy by enclosing stamps to

the publisher).

C0msp0tttrmct

BELHAVEN CHTJECH. GLASGOW.
To the Editor of the Buildino News.

Sib,—The remarks of your correspondents

on the design for Belhaven Church appear to

me to display a very superficial criticism.

With exception of the two matters of the

great altitude of the front and the standpoint

of the perspective, there is really not any point

of resemblance worthy of remark. The plans

are altogether different—one is a large, the

other a very small edifice. The management
of the details in both the buttressing and win-

dows and arcading is such as to make the

artistic effect of the two something quite

different. The monster buttresses and heavy
pinnacles, the three large lights crushed

between them, the centre pillar carved down to

the lowest string, have the unfortunate effect

of making the front, as a whole, a very heavy-

looking affair, altogether lacking not only the

rich design, but the graceful proportions of the

several details in Mr. Shaw's design.—I am,
4c., Critic No. 3.

PENMA.ENMAWE, OE BLUE WELSH
STONE.

Sib,—Will you permit me, through your

columns, to call the attention of borough engi-

neers and town surveyors to a moat disin-

genuous attempt to mislead them, which has

been made by the Nevin Granite Company,
Leadenhall-street, London ?

About eighteen months ago I was desired to

report upon the suitability of several classes of

stone for paving purposes in the borough of

Bradford. Amongst these happened to be

some Penmaenmawr, or blue Welsh, respect-

ing which great complaints had been made. A
copy of my report the Nevin Granite Company
have somehow obtained, and it appears to have

occurred to them that it would be exceedingly

smart were they to take a few words here and
there from the report and put them together in

such a fashion as to make me give a favourable

account of a paving materiivl I had distinctly

condemned, and transfer this to the granite

they supply. That they have done this

deliberately, and with full knowledge of what
they were doing, is apparent from the fact that

they pass over half a page of my report con-

demnatory of the Penmaenmawr stone, and

pick out the concluding half of a sentence, the

beginning of which did not suit their purpose,

and use it to give a false colour to the statistics

which were appended to my report.

I append for the comparison of your readers

that part of my report from which the quota-

tions are taken, and the statement in the Nevin
Company's circular. Such a mode as they have

adopted of puffing their granite seems to me to

merit strong condemnation. It official reports

are to be tampered with in this manner for

advertising purposes, injustice will be done to

the reputation of those whose duties are already

sufficiently arduous, and there will be no

reliance to be placed upon even the most posi-

tive statements put forward by those inte-

rested in the supply of any particular material. I

am quite aware that most firms are too honour-

able to condescend to so reprehensible a course of

action as that taken by the Nevin Granite Com-
pany, but in order to aid the former in main-

taining their position it is desirable that wrong-

doers should, when detected, be exposed.

The following is the passage in my report :

—

It is now upwards of twelve years since yon com-

menced to pave with grranite, and daring that time

five varieties of granite have been tried ;
they are—

1.—Penmaenmawr, or blue Welsh.
2.—Mountsorrel.
3.—Dalbeattie.
4.—Shap.
5.—Random.

No. 1 is the 3in, by SJin. Penmaenmawr, or bine

Welsh Sett, as laid down in Thornton-road, Tyrrel-

street, and part of Market-street, This is by far

the most durable stone of any in use here, but from

its extreme hardness it is liable to become slippery,

and forms an exceedingly dangeroas pavement, and

one not suitable for nse as a paving material. Soma
of this stone has been laid down about twelve years,

and I am unable to detect that it is yet worn to any

appreciable degree.

I may, however, state that the quality of the

Welsh granite laid down in Bradford is not that

which is beat adapted for paving purposes. A
quantity of this granite, which was laid down for

crossings a few years ago, has recently had to be

taken up, and in the course of some correspondence

with the company supplying it I was informed that

the stone was supplied as channel runners—not as

crossing stones. This must not be regarded as a

fair sample of Welsh granite, for an abundant

supply can be obtained out of the grey rock, equal

to the Mountsorrel and Dalbeattie granite, both as

respects security of foothold, cost, and dnrabihty.

Large qnantities of this grey granite are being used

in Manchester and Liverpool, where it gives great

satisfaction.

What the Nevin Company's circular makei

of this is :

—

The following extract from a special report upon

the subject of granite paving, made by the :boroagh

surveyor of Bradford, Yorkshire, at the request of

the Street and Drainage Committe, shows the rela-

tive value of Welsh granite as compared with some

other descriptions used for paving in that borough.

The surveyor's experiments aad calculations are

based on a period of 25 years and an area of 7,000

snperficial yards. In reference to the Welsh granite

he says :
" An abundant supply can be obtained oat

of the grey rock, equal to Mountsorrel and Dal-

beattie granite, lioth as respects security of foot-

hold, cost, and durability. Large quantities of this

grey granite are being used in Manchester and

Liverpool, where it gives great satisfaction." The
following table is the result of the experiments

referred to :—
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TABLE-Showinj First Cost of the different kinds of Paving laid down in the Boroneh fexclnsive of Fonndatinn.l irith R.»>i„ Tnt t t.
Per-od of 25 years, and an area of 7,000 superficial yards, in MaLhesLt™irfrom Ty1?euY:!^rto

^' bMadoas

Matieials.

ToBKSHiBE Setts

Bandom Granite

Shap Gj-anite ...

Welsh Granite .,

Dalbeattie
Granite ..

m00nt.soerbl
Granite ..

First Coat.

10

7000 1/U

7000

£ 8. d.

1720 16 8

o

a ce

1st Bepairs, inclnd-

inff waste.

6/0 1750

9 7000

40

18

25

7000

7000

fl/6 3325

U/0 3850 12

10/6

7000 12/0

an

2/7

6 3/3

£ 8. d.

3675

4,200

2/0

2/0

904 3 4

700

1137 10

BepairB over
half the area.

350

437 10

350

ot-

Ist Renewals. 2nd Repairs,
! „„j t>„._.i.

including waste
2nd Benewali.

.£ s. d.

en

10

18

1720 16 8

1750

3325

1599 6 1

Prooortlon
for 7 years.

13

15

15

£ a. d £ a. d.

904 3 4 16

700

1187 10 18

3rd Bepain.
inolndintrwaate

£ B. d.

1720 16 8 21

1760

3326

90i 3 «

Intcreet
at

4 per o«nt,

28

26

26

26

25

26

Total Cott
at the end

of
26Tean.

£ *.i. £ t. d.

4812 13,087

3990

7708 10

4082

3966

4424

10.640

19,963 10

8232 •

IS I

8974

They give the following statistics, and say

—

From this table it will be seen that Welsh granite
setts, over an eqaal given area, last 15 years longer
than Mountsorrel granite, and cost .£742 less ; 22
years longer than Dalbeattie granite, and costs
^1,434 I63. Id. less ; 30 years longer than Bandom
granite, and costs .£3,408 less ; 31 years longer than
Shap granite, and costs ig 11,721 10s. less ; 32 years
longer than Yorkshire setts, and costs J4,455 leis.

The Nevin Company thus appropriate to the
grey granite the character for durability I had
given to the Penmaenmawr or blue Welsh, and
after I had said (on their own representation)
that Welsh grey granite was equal in respect
of security of foothold, cost, and durability to
Mountsorrel and Dalbeattie, they make me
give statistics showing that it is both cheaper
and more durable than these. They may say
that they find the words " Welsh granite " in
the table, but the heading of the table which
they quote states expressly that it refers to
" the different kinds of paving laid down in the
borough." I may here state that when my
report was written not a single stone of grey
granite had been used in Bradford, and on the
page of the report from which they quote their
introductory misleading half sentence, it is set
forth with a prominence that precludes mistake,
that the only Welsh stone laid down in Brad-
ford was the Penmaenmawr or blue Welsh. The
first sentence of the paragraph from which
they take their quotation expressly calls atten-
tion to the fact.

The designation "Welsh granite," I may
say, was used because the Penmaenmawr stone
was known by that name to the Council and
the public. The Nevin Company thus repre-
sent me as giving the preference to the mate-
rial I have condemned.—I am, etc.,

John Allison, A.I.C.E.
Borough Surveyor, Bradford.

January 10, 1879.

made by him ? It is curious that the record-
room at Wollaton has no document giving the
name of the architect-designer, who, as far as
we yet know, must have been John Thorpe.

—

I am, &c., Wtatt Papwobth.

WOLLATON.
Sib,—May I ask for a few lines to acknow-

ledge Mr. Warner's obliging communication
about Smithson and Thorpe ? I have looked in
your pages, August, 1875, for the epitaph of
the latter, but do not find it. Can he supply
the reference to the page ? Neither name nor
that of the heading of this communication
appears in the index in that half-year volume.
Allow me also to ask his attention to the dates
given by him of Smithson, who died in 1644,
aged 79. He was born, therefore, in or about
1565. Hence, as the house was commenced in
1580, Smithson could only have been 15 years
of age ! The drawings to which Mr. Warner
refers must have been subsequently drawn by
Smithson ; but could the design have been

ARCHITECT OR SURVEYOR.
Sib,—I am much gratified to find that I am

not the only one who is cognisant of the mal-
practices of some quantity surveyors, acting in
concert and collusion with architects and con-
tractors—the latter being the medium or
vehicle through which the disgraceful proceed-
ings are so eubtlely managed as to baffle the
scrutiny of clients, for there never was, I posi-
tively assert in the cases to which I refer, a
more systematic conspiracy devised to filch
money from the pockets of unsuspecting em-
ployers than the trio conjuncto in uno, spoken
of have committed and consummated. Happily
for the profession in particular, and society
in general, such wrong-doers and base
partisans are in the minority.

It is well for men of honour and integrity,
and those of unswerving rectitude—and there
are scores of such adorning the profession—
that the black sheep be excluded from the fold,
for " by their works ye shall know them." And
in confirmation of the statement of "Old
Builder," that in his experience he has dis-
covered the fact " that great frauds are com-
mitted, and the helpless clients are kept in
ignorance of the impositions saddled upon
them by craftily manipulated accounts," I can
adduce ample evidence.
With the exclusive object of putting em-

ployers on their guard as to their future re-
quirements, and checking those who revel in
their ignoble achievements, whilst miser.like
they hug the gold they cannot count, beyond
the tomb, I have had accorded me the favour
of giving publicity in the columns of the
Building News to the subject of the quantity
surveyor and his percentages, and with that
functionary I have associated both architect
and contractor, because one is powerless and
impotent to act without the other (if I mistake
not, three is the licensed number of most
vicious fraternities) ; but whether the architect
shared "the spoil" with him in the case I
alluded to in my last (whereby the quantity
surveyor's aggregate commissions on one con-
tract reached .£3,500), I know not. But this I
can affirm, that the architect employed him,
and that the contractors benefitted in a large
degree I can also show ; otherwise they would
not so readily concur in the quantity surveyor's
making out their accounts. But how men, as
high-class traders and contractors, having
raised themselves to the highest pinnacle of

commercial greatness—having amassed colosaal
fortunes—can, regardless alike of principle or
consequences, mix themselves up with, aid and
abet, those plying their illicit trade, is an
enigma I cannot solve ! The expose cannot
imperil their business existence, but it may
act as a deterrent in the future, and if they have
consciences and read the Bcildino News, it

must make them hide their heads and blush
with shame !—I am, Sec.,

Constant Beadeb.

Sib,—The letter given in your iasne of Jan.
10, 1879, and signed " An Old Buader," does
not at all touch " Surveyors." The scandals
he brings to light are in each case quoted of
" architects " who take off their own quantities.
As a provincial surveyor I must say that, whilst
I know and deplore the existence of " quacks,"
both architects and surveyors, who work at any
price for their client, and put it on in secret for
quantities. Ice, still I do not, and will not,
believe that any general practice obtains of
making such charges as " An Old Builder

"

mentions. It is high time that clients took
care that their architect had nothing to do with
the quantities. There is the safeguard—a re-

sponsible independent surveyor.—I am, 4c.,

Peotincial.

Sib,—I read on p. 688, last volume, last line
of second column, and first six lines of third
ditto, the following :

—

A client engages an architect to prepare designs
and drawings, and supervise his building, bnt be
does not for a moment imagine that another 2^ per
cent, comes oat of his pocket for the preparation of
the items or the document on which the boilder
bases his contract tender.

To this I say that " clients " must be very
" green indeed " if they do not know it. They
should ask and insist upon a bill of quantities
being furnished to them, and they would find
the last item to be, after the total is summed
up, " surveyor's charges, — per cent., to be
paid out of the first amount certified by the
architect or engineer," as the case may be. I
have seen scores of bills of quantities like this.

Membeb of Civil and Mechanical
Engineebs' Societt.

7, Westminster-chambers.

WELL-SINKING.
Sib,—Referring to the price quoted in yonr last

issne, on p. 53, for well-digging in chalk—viz., 200ft.

deep at I83. per foot, without brick steining—allow
me to inform you that in 1872 I had a well sank,
3ft. in diameter, and 20srt. deep, for ^51 17s. 9d.
The price referred to above wonld amonnt to
.£185 8a., the only difference being that the diameter
in the latter case is 4ft.—1 am, itc,

London, Jan., 1879. W. EvB.
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JnttrcommunicatioiL

QUESTIONS.
[8835.]—Water.—Will aome one who knows (tive

•a idea of the nte per oent. on contract price paid
b|f boiMan to water companies in some English
Mains, and obfigv—A Scotch Buildkk P

(WW.]—Porona Bricks.—Can any reader of the
BuTLDiNO Niws inform me if there is a brick-
making' naterial to be bad that ii nnnsnally
porons ? It would be required for sanitary parposes,
and it is essential that water ahonld pass throagh it

noder a little pressnre, with moderate rapidity.—
A. X. X

.

rses7.]—I>and Valuation.—Wonld some of yoar
eomspoadents state what wonld be a proper charge
for Talninir a homestead of 40 acres, with a small
dwelliDg Hnd oatbaildings, the resnit being handed
to the employer in a lump sum as the annual valne,
the property valued being a dozen or fourteen miles
tmm the residonce of the valuer ?—L. H.

1.5838,]—Concrete Columns.—We are about to
erect a covered service reservoir, where we intend to
BSe oast-iron colnmos for support of superstructure,
which will be brick arches on girders. The columns
will be lift. high, and itin. diameter at top, and lOin.
at base. We think of filling the interior of columns
with PortUind cement concrete, to prevent the space
being occupied by water. Can any one inform ns,
tliroagh the medium of your " Intercommunica-
tion " column, whether that is the best material fer
the purpose ?—Cockbb.

[SeSQ.J—Quarries.- Colouring Plaster.— Can
any of your correspondimts inform a reader in
America where he can procure those small old-
fashioned bnll's-eye window panes ? I recollect they
were of a peculiar crystal colour, with a kind of
bnneh of plass in centre. I woald like to know the
address of parties where they are to be had, and the
sorts and sizes of them. I wonld also like to inquire
the method of colouring or tinting interior plaster-
ing to give a washable and non-absorbent surface P

—An Inqvibeb, Cincinnati, Ohio.

[5840 ]-^Jointing Drains.—Can any one explain
why the jointing of drain-pipes in " clay " is con-
sidered so very objectionable ? The town from
which I write this has been re-drained on an ex-
pensive and efficient plan about 5 years ago, and the
whole of the drains are laid with clay, both to the
main drains and the junction drain ta houses. It
was not done here to save cost. It would have been
perhaps cheaper to have done it in ciment, as there
is no clsy in the country, and it had to bo brought
over ro miles by rail.—B.

[6»11.]—Flues.- 1 note in the "Common-place
Colnmn " of last week, Oin. square is stated as the
full size of a flue, or even Din. diameter, if circular.
Now, the Chimney Sweeps' Act stipulates that no
floe shall be less than Oin. by Uin., and this is still
in force, for a short time ago the Secretary of
State rlrew the attention of all local antborities to
this clause, and in many towns the corporations or
local hoards communicated with the baildera and
architects, rt quiring their attention to the matter.
1 should b« glad to know how this regulation agrees
with the general custom of building ? I note, too,
i» Mr. B. H. Thwaitea' paper on '•Hygiene," that
"24 super inches for sectional area of flue is ample."
This would be under Sin. square I—B.
[fW42.1-^Defective Drains.- Can any of your

readers kindly ttll me what is the best course to be
taken under the present cirenmstances ? In a pro-
vincial town a sewer runs under a certain house, in
which a clergyman and large family are at present
residing. It has often been remarked how very
offensive the air is in the lower rooms of the house,
efpacially in the mornings. The town authorities
having^ been complained to, sent np their surveyor,
who said that the private connections with the sewer
were bad, and that the owner must have them looked
at and made perfect. This was consequently done,
according to the surveyor's suggestions. The
nuisance, however, never disappeared, although not
finite so bad. Lately, however, the air has Iwen so
impure that the basement floor was again excavated,
and two large rat boles were found in the main
sewers. The authorities have been again complained

i

to, but withont effect, la there any higher authority I

that can act in these local matters if complaints are
I

sent p There has been an unusual amount of sick-
1

Bess in Uw family, and the defective state of drains '

haa daabtleM been the cause. Any advice would
Craatly oUige—A Subscbibeb.

[6<M.3.]—Clerical Dress In the Kiddle of Iiast
Century.— 1 poseesa the figure of a country parson,
date about 1750, which 1 am anxious to restore cor-
rectly. He is of somewhat portly form, and wears
(Uke the immortal Wesley ia aaid to have done) "a
long-tailed coat all buttoned down before." This
has three buttons only, howarer. and the upper part
opens, ihowing ulightly the shirt beneath. Outside
the coat, and arOund the waist, ia a buckled leather
strap. There are front pockets, with large lappets
thereto, in his coat skirts. He wears the long two-
tailed collar common with the clergy when preaching
20 or m yeara ago. A little lower down than the
belt, on both aidca, is a button. He has knee-
breeches and low I'hoea. with a water-tight tongue
rising above each bnclcle. He carries bis hat—

a

low-orowned and broad-rimmed one—under his right

arm, wears his hair long, has whiskers right ronnd
ohiB and cheeks, an<l the upper part of his head is
covered by a skull-cap. The general costume is
that of a Blnecoat boy. The figure, which is 2ft.
high, aivd carved in elm, haa stood for more than 100
fears over the poor-box at St. Miohsol's Chnrcb,
Inhoe, Devonshire. Successive geaerations have

decorated it apparently precisely as fancy suggested.
Before returning it to its original position I should
like to paint it correctly, and shall be obliged by
suggestions thereon.—Harby Hkms.

r5(Ul ]-Concrete Arches—Fireproof.— Will
sonio correspondent who has had some experience
with the above kindly give his opinion on the fol-
lowing ?—It is proposed to form a fireproof floor by
constructing concrete arches (in lieu of brick) on
iron girders, on the Dennett prinoiple, thus : Span
between girders, 7ft. ; rise of arch, 7in. ; thicknes.a of
conen^to at haunch. Bin. ; ditto at crown of arch,
Uiu.

; boardeil floor over ; concrete composed of 1 of
Portland cement to 2 of Thames ballast and 1 of
sharp sand. May it be considered capsblo of sus-
taining a working load of LJcwt. per foot super and
fireproof P Girders may bo sHpi>08ed capable of
doing their part of the work.—Newcastle.

REPLIES.
[6821.1-Strength of Timber.—Tho following

from " Hurst " may perhaps be useful to "
.1. A. A."

Beams, cross section rectangular, supported at both
ends :

—

b = breadth in inches.
d = depth in inches.
L = length in feet.W = breaking weight in ewta.

Load in the middle: W -= C '"^"

C being the weight in cwts. required to fr.acturo a
bar lin. square and 1ft. long.

C = 6 ash, English.
4'5 beech.
3 (1 fir, white spruce.
48 Kauri pine, New Zealand.
3*5 larch, EnRlish.
6'0 oak, English.
4 pine. Northern, Dantzic, and Mcrael.
35 pine, Northern, Riga.
5 pine, pitch, American,
4 pine, red, American.
3'8 pine, white, American.
3-6 slate, Welsh.

Breaking weight according to mode of filing.
Ajyplicahle to all Hcams and Oirdm-x:

Beams supported at both ends and loaded in the
middle = W.

Ditto supported at one end. and fixed at the other,
the load on the middle = W x 1).

Ditto fixed at both ends, and loaded on the middle
= W X IJ.

Ditto fixed at one end, load on other end =
1̂

Beams in all cases will support double the load when
distributed over the length that they would if placed
on the middle.—Stod. Inst. C.E.

[SHIO.l-Insoription.-In reply to " A. B.," the
inverted commas denote abbreviations. Written
at length, the first legend wonld run :

" Cujiia
Animie {m) propic (t) iotnr Deus " <To whose slinl
may (iod bo mercifully disposed). The second—
" Mutatis mutanc'i "-is similar. Sea Ai>ocrypha
II., Maccabees, xii., 41.—J. L. H. S.

[5630.]—Insorlption.—The formula on brasses
and monuments means " God have mercy on his
soul," and is taken from 2 Tim., i., 18. Thus, on
the tomb of Bishop Isaac Barrou, at St. Asaph, are
these words :

" O vos transeuntes in Domnm Domini,
in Doinum orationis, orate pro conserve vestro ut
inveniat misericordiam in die Domini." He de-
ceased in 1080.—Mackenzie E. C. Walcott.

[5631.]—Sketching.- First go to Dnrston Junc-
tion on the Great Western Railway, and from thence
walk about two miles to Lyng, a small hamlet with
an interesting church ; then to Athelney, luiothcr
two miles. Here is a ruined church on a mound

;

it looks tempting from the " line," hut 1 never
visited it. Next proceed to I^angport, through
A Her. At Langport is a very fine church, with some
interesting old glass in good condition, and a small
15thoentnry chapel perched on a lofty gateway,
which 1 guess to bo of the llth century. Hnish
Church has interesting Norman work and a grand
tower ; and hero I wish to direct attention to the
rich colour of the Ilam-hill stone, which is so
much used in tho churches and houses hereabout.
It weathers splendidly, and acquires a covering of
yellow and grey lichen, which is very charming.
Near here is Muchclney, with its intcr'istiug abbey,
ruins, church, cross, and cottages. I^ong Sutton
has a fine church—restored, I am sorry to say, mer-
cilessly—with remarkable rood screen and pulpit.
From here to Martock, passing through Long Load
and Stapleton. On entering the latter observe,
first on the left and then on the right hand side of
the road, two battered medinjval sculptures built
into the walla of somefarm buildinga. At Martock
is a very uc)ble church, principally of the IGth cen-
tury, but with early Kith.century chancel j a pictu-
resque street, with many good l«th and 17tb century
buildings, and a most interesting manor-house of
the 13th century, almost intact. This should be
measured and drawn to scale. Through Bower
Hinton to South I'etherton. On the bridge over

the Parrett, on the Fosse-way, are two stone effigies
worth noticing. There is a local tradition relating

« -IJu
,^°»"> Petherton Church is large and

hue, with lofty octagon central tower, some inte-
resting monuments, and a pair of very fine 15th-
oontnry brasses. In the town are a manor-house (15th
century) and aome mh-centary honsea with good
chimneys

; and near is Wigborough Manor-house.
On referring to the Ordnance mnpagroupof villages
will be seca to he to the west of Petherton so near
toijcther that one ia hardly well out of the firat
before the second is in sight, and so on to the last.
IJf'i.'m with the most northernly ones. Of this groap
1 know that Kmgsbnry has a good church and a
fine tower

; Barrmgton, an interesting church with
central octagon tower, and close by is a remarkably
hno ludor mansion (Barrington Court) ; Sheptou
Kimnchamp has a fine church; Pnckington, an
interesting church with 17th-century ohanccl screen ;Moeklinch, a small early cross church ; Ilminster, a
very hno church with interesting and fine brasses.
1 should then go to Hinton, St. George, and Crew-
korno, and back through the villages of Haaelbury,
Chinnock, Chiaolborough, Norton, and Stoke. In
Stoke are some monastic remains and an interesting
church. Ascend Hamhill for the very fine and
extensive view ; descend to Montacute, a picturesque
village with remains of priory, a magnificent Eliza-
bethiin mansion, and good 17th century cottages

;

thou through Adoombe, Brympton, with fine manor-
houae, and Preston, to Yeovil. Here is a grand
church, in which is a good 16th century lectern, on
winch observe the engraved half effigy of Martin
torester, monk, and Latin verses. In Yeovil were
also some houses worth sketching. Trent Church
ahonld be seen, and then another closely-packed
group of villages lying beyond, in several of which I
know are churches and other things worth seeing.
Ciadbury Camp lies in the way, and is worth walking
ever. Work now to the west through Lydford,
Kenton, and East and West Charltona. In the latter
are two interesting churches and an old rectory.
Somerton may next be visited, where is a fine
nnrestored chnrch with a singular octagon tower and
an elaborately-carved oak roof. In the marketplace
are a curious butter-cross and some picturesque
honses. Walk by the foot-paths across the fields by
Littleton, where many Roman remains have been
found, to Compton Dundon (from tho Beacon-hill is
a very fine view over Sedgemoor, &c.), through
Street, to Glastonbury ; from thence, it time will
allow, Baltonsborough, Barton, St. David's, &o.,
might be explored. From Glastonbury go by rail to
Wells, from thence to Shepton Mallet, back to Wells,
ou to Cheddar and Uxbridge, and through the
villages between the last and Tatton, where at
Yatton Junction the main line of the Great Western
Railway will again be met with. I may just add I
do not know all tho places I have named, but I have
seen most of them, and know them to be well worth
viHiting. I must also prepare the architect and
arcliajologist for some disappointment and disgust
as he becomes acquainted with the slashing and
thomigh style of restoration in which the Somerset-
shire clergy seem to delight.—0. E. S.

IiBOAL INTJBLrilGKlJ-CB.
Abciiitects as Abbitratobs between thbib

Clients and the Contbactobs.—In the Coort
of Appeal, on Monday, before Lord Justices James,
Baggallsy, and Bramwi 11, the case of Wood and
Son V. ihe Bedwelty School Board was decided.
This was an appeal by plaintiffs from the decision of
Vice-Chancellor Malins, refusing on intcrventory
motion an injunction restraining Mr. Blessley, the
surveyor and architect of the board, from acting as
arbitrator in the settlement of the amounts due to
Messrs. Wood and Sou under three contracts for
building the George Town, Blackwood, and Earl-
street schools resptctivi ly. The contracts contained
the usnal clause appointing the architect as arbi-
trator in cases of difference, but it was aileged that
Mr. Blessley had, in the course of tho transactions
betweuB the builders and the board, shown a bias
which disqualified him from the discharge of the
duties of that office. The appeal was dismissed, with
costs.

Plasterer v. Mason.—At Lambfth county
court, last week, the case of Scndamore u Hobem
was heard. Plaintiff is a plasten r, and defendant a
builder and contractor, of 94, New Kent road. The
claim was for ^£10 16s. 3d., balance of contract.
Plaintiff contracted, at ^630 per house, to plaster and
cement two houses in Barry-road, Pickham. The
dispute turned on two items—for cementing pier
cups in one of the houses, aud fixing of springers to
bay windows. After tho contract had been entered
on, stone was prefeneil to cement for one of the
honses, and a mason was called in to do certain
work. Plaintiff asserted that he performed other
work in lieu of that the mason took from him.
Judgment for plaintiff, for ^68 168. 3d.

Tho centre light of the eastern triplet in St.
Peter's Church, Parkstone, Dorset, is being filled

with stained glass in memory of the late Mr. John
Purr. When completed with the side lights the
subject will be " The Adoration of the Lamb." The
artist is Mr. James Bell, of 98, Great Buasell-
street, Bloomsbury.
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The new edition of Street's " Indian and
Colonial Mercantile Directory " ia indispensable
to all who are engaged in business transactions
with the various places referred to in its pages.
The list of these include India, Ceylon, China,
Japan, the Eastern Archipelago, Java, the
Philippine Islands, Australia, New Zealand,
Tasmania, Fiji. South Africa, Canada, America,
the West Indies, Ac, and in each case the
information given is well arranged, and is of
the most comprehensive character. Various
steam routes to the places treated of, with rates
of fares and times of transit, are given, thus
placing concisely before the public the different
facilities offered by the several companies.
Particulars of the various railways in operation
or construction are also supplied where prac-
ticable. The London agents to each of the
banks are named, so that a merchant is enabled
to see to whom to apply where financial in-
formation or assistance is needed in connection
with any particular town or city. The number
of towns and cities represented has been slightly
increased. An important feature is the insertion
of maps of the various countries mentioned, in
which the relative positions of the principal
towns are clearly shown.

Onu readers will regret to learn that Mr. E.
M. Ward, HA.., who has been for some days
dangerously ill at his residence, Osborne-villas,
Windsor, died at ten o'clock on Wednesday
night. Mr. Ward, who was the nephew on the
mother's side of Horace and James Smith, the
authors of "Kejeclod Addresses," was born at
Pimlico in 181G. In 1831 he was admitted a
student of the Academy, under the auspices of
Wilkie. His first picture, a portrait of Mr. O.
Smith as Don Quixote, was exhibited in 183-t.
He went to Eome in 1836, and remained there
nearly three years. "Cimabue and Giotto"
was the first picture exhibited on his return,
but it was " Dr. Johnson reading the MS. of
the Vicar of Wakefield," in 1843, that brought
him into public notice. In 1847 Mr. Ward
was elected A.E.A., and in 1855 K.A. He
painted several of the frescoes in the corridors
of the Houses of Parliament, among them being
"The Landing of Charles II.," "The Acquittal
of the Seven Bishops," " General Monk declar-
ing for a Free Parliament," and " William and
Mary Eeeeiving the Lords and Commons."
Among the many other paintings which made
his name widely known were the celebrated
"Last Sleep of Argjlo." "The Execution of
Montrose," in 1857-8; "The Emperor of the
French Eeeeiving the Order of the Garter"
{painted foi her Majesty); and "The Night of
Kizzio's Murder." Mr. Ward married a grand-
daughter of the late Mr. James Ward, E.A.
This lady is also well known as an artist, and
has been since 1850 a frequent exhibitor at the
Eoyal Academy.
To-day we give another drawing from the

Exhibition of the Eoyal Academy last year, and
it may bo interesting to note that no less than

83 of the works in that collection will be found
in our pages from the drawings there exhibited,
which were only 140 in number, so that it will
be seen that nearly two-thirds of the architec-
tural workd exhibited at last year's Eoyal
Academy were published in the Bcildino
News.

The Liverpool Engineering Society held the
first meeting of the present year on Wednesday
evening ; Mr. Morgan E. Yeatman, M.A., Pre-
sident, occupying the chair. The chief busi-
ness was the reading and discussion of the
paper by Mr. J. S. Brodie, on " The Disposal
of Town Refuse." The author considered that,
in spite of the attention that has been paid to
this all-important subject, and the sums of
money that have been spent by various com-
panies with greater or less results, the question
as to how best to get rid of such refuse as that
from dwellings, factories, and slaughter-houses,
remains iit statu, quo. Natural water-courses
being barred as receptacles for sewage matter,
recourse had been had to other methods of
disposing of it, and Mr. Brodie considered
tliose that had been tried as (1), precipitation

;

(2), filtration; (3), irrigation. Under the first
head Scott's lime and cement process was de
scribed, and a specimen of the cement was
exhibited; Whittbread's and the celebratedABC were also described; Weare's and
Bailey Denton's methods of filtration came
next. Passing over irrigation as an agricul-
tural question, the author next described the
Eochdale tub system and earth closets. In
conclusion Mr. Brodie believed that unless
something altogether unexpected came for.
ward, towns would have to continue to pay to
get rid of their refuse just as they have to pay
for their water supply.

It is gratifying to know that the people of
Birmingham, true to their reputation, intend
at once to restore their Shakespeare Memorial
Library which was destroyed by fire last Satur-
day. The Echo, in noticing the fact that while
one Shakespeare memorial has disappeared
under lamentable circumstances, another is
rapidly approaching completion at StratKrd-
on-Avon, appropriately reminds the authorities
of the latter town that it is their duty to accept
the offer which lias been made to them by
Messrs. Merryweather and Co. to provide a
hand-engine for use in case of fire in the
Henley-street house. Both here and in New-
place there are relics of the poet which could
never be replaced, and a fire, unless checked at
the very outset, would speedily dispose of such
well-seasoned dwellings.

CHUBB'S
WEOUGHT lEON DOOES,

and Irou Liiilnjrti
Fire and Tliier-Rcplatinpr Strong Rooms. ShCi-

CHUBB'S PaTBNT lock

THREE PEIZE MEDALS
And UONOuaAl)l.B MKNTION at PABIS EXHIBITION, 1878.

niaatrated Prioe Lists post-free.

CHUBB & SON, Makers to the Bank of England,
1^, Qiiiieu VUitorin-xtrcet. St Panl'H. E.C. and

08, St. James's-Btreet, Pall Mall, London.

CHIPS.
The District Board of Works for St. Savioor's,

a.tj., liave accepted a tender, based on a snhedulo of
prices, from Messrs. Hoare and Sou for Koneral
Bcwer and drainage works.
New Sunday Rchool buildings have been opened at

MiWrnay-park Wosleyan chapol. Stoke Nowineton.
4°® schoolroom in behind the ohapel, and ia 77ft by
JOtt.

;
four olass-rooms open into it by folding doorg.

I he architoct in Mr. Charles Bell, of London, and
the builiierj are Mesars. Brown and Eobinsoa. The
cost has been il,770.

The Town Council of Bath have appointad a eom-
mittje to con;,ider the desirability of erectinif apubhc abattoir on the site of the old glaughter-
houses in Boatstall-lane.

"^ugauiT

The Notts connty maKistrates, at the financial
sessions held on Friday, decided to appoint a county
surveyor, and appointed a committee to coaiider and
report as to the salary to be attached to the office.*rom i100 to .£500 a year was generally suggested.
The Vestry of Patney have obtained the sanction

ot the Local Government Board to a proposal to
pnrehase premises at the corner of High-street and
Uisraoli-road, Putney, at a cost of ^82,800, and oon-
verting the same into a vestry-hall and offices at a
further cost of ^700. A committee has since been
appointed by the vestry to carry the scheme out.
The Kiag of Portugal contemplates founding a

society for the relief of artisans disabled by accidents
and the families of those artisans who have lost their
lives by accidents.

A new Board school was opened at Hampstead by
Sir C. Eeed on Wednesday week. It is of the usual
Queen Anno character, and aooommodates 240 boys
210 girls, and 350 infants.

'

The Bournemouth Improvement Commissioners
have appointed Mr. Crickway, of Weymouth, as
assistant ongineor, to act in conjunction with Mr.
C. C. Crceko in carrying out the sewerage works.
Works of water supply are about to be commenced

for the local board of Walton, near Preston, under
the superintendence of Mr. De Eance, C.E.
The Canterbury Town Council have resolved to

request Mr. Eawlinsoo, C.E., to report—in con-
juuction with a gentleman acquainted with the
ai<ricultiirttl and financial aspects ot sewage utilisa-
tion—as to the disposal of the sewage ot the city.

The Town Council of Hereford have submitted to
an action for river pollution brought against them
by theWye Conservators, and acquiesced in an order
made upon them to wholly divert the sewage from
the river, within three years, by means of a sewage
farm two miles east of the city.

Mr. Gordon Eeah, who recently resigned the post
of borough surveyor of Darlington on being appointed
to a similar situation at Preston, was presented last
week with a silver tea service by the officials con-
nected with the Darlington Corporation.

A science and art exhibition was opened in the
Grammar School, Bedford, on Thursday in last week.
It is the first exhibition of the kind in tho coonty,
and is pronounced a success.

A stained-glass window has been recently erected
at the west end of the parish church ot Stoke
Holy Cross, Norfolk. The subject is " Moses lift-

ing np the Serpeat from the Wilderness," by
Messrs. Ward and Hughes, of Frith-street, Soho.

At a meeting of the parishioners of St. Philip's,
Hcigham, Norwich, held onNew Year's Day, it was
decided to endeavour to complete the tower and spire
of the new church, built about seven years since.
The sum required is about .£2,000,

CHAPPUIS' PATENTS
FOE

REFLECTING LIGHT.-DAYLIGHT REFLECTORS
OP EVERY DESCRIPTION, ALSO

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT REFLECTORS.

P. E, CHAPPUIS, Patentee. Factory, 69. Fleet-street, London, E.C.

N.B.—DIAGRAMS AND PROSPECTUSES ON APPLICATION.
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Tbt d«atl> U annoDOoed of H. Aagnsto Prtealt,

tba Molptor, a pupil of Darid of Angers, who has

Ml BBsr i|inni»nni of hia talent in tlis cburobes,

•qaam, aad eematariaa of Paris.

The parish church of St. Otorge, near Monkleigb,
Great Tcrrington, has just had sereral addition*

made to it inlernally, under the snperrision of Mr.
W. R. Brjdon, architect, of bridgeland-street.

Bideford. A parclose fcreen has been erected

between the chaneel and Annery aisle, by Mr.
Harry Hems, of Exeter.

A new infirmary for the East Ashford Union was
opened at \Ville»borougb on Monday. The coat

will be about £rl.!>00. Mr. J. QanlDer, of Folke-
(toae, was the architect ; Messrs. W. and T. Denne,
e( Uppar Walmer, were the builders.

A achool-cburch at Coxford has been opened. The
work has been carried out by Mr. J. W. Bowland,
•f Soathampton, from the design and noder the

JBtMllwnii of the architect, Mr. W. H
USiteO, of So
Mft

Southampton. The room is 3tift. by

In ear notice last week of the opening of new
boaid wbools at St. Augustine's, Xorwich, it was
latod that Mr. 6. E. Uawes, of Norwich, bad
Mnlied the boys' and girls' schools with his

OUMrated " locker deal desks." It should have
' locker dual desks." The desks are oC birch

Tho whole of the aewers of the Dreadnonght
Hwmw'a Hospital, Greenwich, hare been Tentilated

aad woperly trapped under the superintendence of

Mr. £inett Tomer, of Rerent-street, upon a plan

uprored by Hr. Robert Bawlinson, of the Local
OoTonuMBt Board.

A saw ehqial ereetod by the Primitire Methodists
of Wiekanlqr has been opened. The chapel, which
will MOOaiBiMata between 260 and 300 worshippers
Ina boon erected by Mr. Henry Flonitt, of

Doaoaater, from designs which have been prepared
by Messrs. Kerridge and Son, architect*, of

Wisbech, at a cost of about XI,000-

Two houses are about to be added to the Avenue
block at the Albert Asylum, Cambridge. Mr, Swan
is the contractor.

Works of sewerage are abont to be carried out in
the town of Halstead, North Essex, from the plans
of Mr. J. Bailey Denton, CE.
Worki sf sewerage are about to be carried out by

the Holywell rural sanitary authority in the town-
ships of Argoed aud Bistre. The sewerage will be
utilised by irrigation on lands at Spon-green and
Nant Mawr, and the total cost of the scheme is

mHimatai at jes.OOO.

He Wealeyan chapel, in Gold-street, Northamp-
ton, was reopened on Tuesday week after alterations
from the designs of Mr. Newman, including the
addition of an apse, domed, panelled and gilt, 24ft.

deep, and containing choir stalls, and the substitution
of pitch-pine seats for pews. The outlay has been
je2,000. Mr. T. Cosford, of Northampton, was the
boildtr.

A new cemetery was consecrated by the Bishop of
Lichfield on Wednesday week at Brimirgton, near
Chesterfield. The area is two acres, but fire acres
more can be brought into use. There are chapels
for Episcopalians and Dissenters, connected
together and surmounted by a turret. There is

alio a sexton's house. The total cost has been
JU,500. Mr. Bawlinson, of Chesterfield, is the
architect.

A sewerage scheme is to be prepared for Barton-
nnder-Needwood by Mr. Walker, of Cannock, for
the Bnrton-on-Trent rural sanitary authority.

A new reredos has been placed in the chancel of

St. Mark's Church, Lincoln. It has been constructed

from the designs of the Est. F. Satton, of Brant

Bronghton.

The Bridlington Local Board have applied to the

Local Govemmtnt Board for permission to borrow

the sum of w65,00O for carrying out works of sea

defences on the North Cliff from Sand- cut to Sands-

lane from the designs of Messrs. CUrke and Pick-

nell, of Hull, to whom the first premium was
awarded in the recent competition.

The Town Council of Inverness have resolvfd to

apply for a provisional order for an extension of

their borrowing power* under the Water and Gas
Act, to the extent of ^20,000 for water, andX15,000
for gas.

A contagious diseases hospital has been erected

for the Eastbourne rural sanitary authority. Mr.
G. A. Wallis was the architect, and Mr. Cornwall

the contractor.

At the recent annual distribution of prizes and
certificates at the Dundee School of Art Mr. D. S.

Grubb, recently art master at Dundee, and now of

Elgin, was presented with an inlaid walnut daven-

port as a token of the appreciation of his labours in

Dundee.
The will of Mr. Frederick Pepys Cookerell, of 18,

Manchester-square, late honorary secretary of the

Royal Institute of British Architects, has been

proved undir i;W,000 personalty, and that of Sir

Francis Grant, P.B.A., under ^20,000.

The parish church of Eingshall, West Suffolk,

was reopened on Wednesday, after restoration, from
the designs of Mr. R. M. Phipson, of Ipswich and
Norwich. Mr. R, Tooley, of Bury St. Edmund's,
was the contractor. The outlay has been about
Xl.OOO.

Mr. Steed is commissioned to execute a monu-
ment of the late Princess Alice, Grand Duchess of

Hesse- Darmbtadt, which is to be set up in Whip-
pingham Church, Isle of Wight.

HELLIWELL'S Patented NEW SYSTEM
OFAIR& WATER-TIGHT IMPERISHABLE GLAZINU.

All Woodwork U covered, and no outelde Paintini? is

required. Old Roofs Re-glajced. Any one oan repair or
take in pieces.

" It It Huitttble for Railway Stations. Mills, Wearing Sheds, &c.,
but U specially applicable to ConBervat>}ri«8, Plant Houses, and
Orchard iluuseB, and we should be very much InollQed to try the
system. It lo certainly wortu looking to."

—

Buildtr.
**And will. In our opinion, -tuperx^e any other slnllar ayetem

before the public."—BdUiDINO NbW8.
" It ae«m8 to meet the «nn In view more nearly than anything

we have seen yat."—The Fitld.
" The patent h«« Klven high satisfaotion to every one using

it."—The ChriatlcM Union.
" Convincingly prove the new Glazing System to be worthy the

attention of readftra of the ' Keystone.' "—The A>tf»lcNe.

For Estimates, SrawloKS, or Particulars, apply to the Patentee,

T. W. HELLtWELL, Brighouse, Yorkshire

;

or, 19, Parliament-street, London,

MBBTINaS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—lubtltutlon of Surveyors. Discussion on papers by J.

F Hedley, on " Rating of Railways," and
•' Terminal Charges j" 8 p.m.

" Society of Arts. Cantor Lecture No. V., on"Mathe.
matical Infitruments.' by W. H«ttieu
Willlami ; 8 p m.

WKDNEfi DAY.—Society of Arte. Paper: "ThsUodern Scleuoe of
Economics," by H. D. Maoleod ; 8 p.m.

THuaSDAY.—Society lor the Fine Arts, flrsb converBozlone.

—»»»-

WHITLAN'D ABBEY GREEN SLATES
These SLATES are ef a grey-green tint, are stout, and made In

all Klzes. A targe vtock available for immediate delivery. 'For
farther particulars (with a list of ImpD/tant bulldlnffs covered)
apply to the MAHAOBB. Clynderwen. R.S,0., Carmartheaahlre.—
lADVT.]

CratJt ©ebjs.

"WAOES MOVEMENT.
Mkrthyr.—In consequence of depression in trade

the Merthyr builders have resolved to enforce a
reduction in wairea of 10 per cent.
Ayr.—The proposed reduction of masons' wagres

by id. per hour dates from Monday last. The men,
however, have intimated that they will resist the
chancre.
Sheffield.—The whole of the carpenters and

joiners of Shef&eld have received notice of a reduction
of Id. per honr, and after the 21th of June will be
required to work four hours longer for a working;
week than at present. They have hitherto been
getting 8id. per hour, and working lOi hours per
week; but the masters have now iseued notices of
reduction to 7\i. per hour, and also of an extension
to 63.^ hours per week. The new mles, of which these

proposed alterations form a part, contain several

other proposals which are in great disfavour with
the men, who intend to hold an aggregate meeting
to protest against the action of th'i masters.
Banbury.—The strike in the building trade at

Banbury has terminated, tho men having accepted
the redaction of Id. per hour.
Buxton.—The difforences between the builders

and their workmen have been agreeably adjusted.

Doulting Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of ttest quality. Prices, delivered at any part of

the United Kingdom, given on application to

CHARLES TRASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Ilminater, Somerset.

Agent : Ur. B. CaiCKUAT, 4, Agar-street, London, W.
*»

TENDBK8.
Chelsea,—For works required in Pitching Clabon

Mewa, on the Cadoean and UaiiB-place Estate. Mr. W,
Forbes F. Ashdown, purveyor :

—
Mowlom and Co. (accepted) £7« 10

Darewth.—For the erection of a mistress's residence

and additions to school for the School Board for Darenth,
under the superintendenco of Mr. Wm. Eve, 10, Union-
court, Old Broad-street :—

BUke £743
Page 670
Walter 656
HiU 590
Gnmbrell* 487

•Accepted subject to approval of the Eduoation Depart-

ment.
EnMONTON.—For hot find cold water pipes and fittings

in the workhouse laundry, for the Edmonton Board of

Guardians :

—

Busby and Co £06 13

Seeley 36 9
Ellis 33 10

Brown 27 1*

Grimlev 26 9
Kandail (accepted) 23 17 10

Hahpstead,—Hare aud Hounds Tavern, Hampstead.
For cabinet and counter at the above :

—

Trent Bros £397 14 11

Everett and Son 345 7

HUl and Son (accepted) 329

ISLEWORTH.—For chapels, lodire, mortuary, and boun-
dary walls at the new cemetery, Isleworth. Mr. Rovedino,
architect

;
quantities supplied :

—

Hobcrn £8,500

Harris and Bonell 7,290

Marriott 6,613

Hisoock 6.399

Taylor 6,133

Stephenson 5,887

Beauchamp , 5,767

Parlrer and Evans 5,670

Blasby 5.621

Dorey (accepted) 5,294

Lancashire.—For water mains for the Adlington
district, for the Local Board of Adlinjjton. nearUhorley :

—

Stanton Ironworks Company (ao.;epted) ... £561

ZINC ROOFING
FIXED COMPLETE.

F. BRABY & CO.,
ESTABLISHED 1837,

The Manufacturing Agents of the VIEILLE MONTAGNE CO.
PATENT SOLID UNSOLDERED RIDGE PLATES FOR ITALIAN OR PLAIN ZINC ROOFING.

BY THE ADOPTION OF THIS METHOD THE USE OF SOLDER IS ENTIRELY DISPENSED WITH, AND
CONSEQUENTLY THE DANGER INCURRED BY THE USE OF FIRE-POTS IS AVOIDED.

THE COST IS LESSENED AND THE DURABILITY INCREASED. ESTIMATES FOR ZINC DORMERS, FLATS, &c.

FITZROY WORKS, 356 TO 369, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON.
ALSO AT DEPTFORD, LIVERPOOL. GLASGOW, & CYPRUS.
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POLYCHROME ORNAMENTS.

THE great illustration displayed at the

Paris Exhibition of decoration in every

form, and under every aspt'ct, have brought

anew into the field the genius of M. Racinet,

who may be regarded as being for France

the leading master in this art. He has

assembled around him, indeed, a school, at

the latest works of which a glance at the

present time may be useful, chiefly as they

apply, however, to discoveries in archa'O-

logy, and adaptations to architecture. It

is a French style, be it remembered, and
one belonging to the third quarter of the

nineteenth century, which we are describing

rather than criticising ; and it may be

looked upon as the artistic outcome—con-

sidered from one particular point of view

—

of the Christian year 1878, with all its

rivalries. The chromo-lithography,in fact,

of the Universal Exhibition was largely

illustrative of architectural ideas—Grecian,

Roman, and Mediaeval—but all prepon-

derating towards what is supposed in cer-

tain quarters to be the modern taste. Tet
it is altogether unnecessary, for the sake

of interpreting these latest developments,

announced in the preliminary reports of

the Paris Exhibition Commissioners, to do

more than traverse the ground selected by
the Commissioners. They say :

" we have

two thousand suggestions to consider—we
have a hundred coloured plates to compare,

and we have, moreover, the claims of arch-

tects, sculptors, painters, decorators, fur-

niture-makers, stuff and paper colourers,

carpet - weavers, cabinet - manufacturers,

jewellers, and toy-makei's to consider." In

the midst of all these, and above them all,

arises from the French Exhibition of 1878,

with its judgments completed, the question

of Polychrome Ornament. The folio, quarto,

and octavo volumes already published assist

US in arriving at a result. They do not,

however, confine themselves to examples of

the present ; they embrace—and in them the

highest and brightest lessons are included

—

the polychrome architecture and ornament,
both especially and variously of Greece,

India, China, Japan, Persia, Pompeii,
Egypt, and Assyria, though the illustra-

tions are fewer or more numerous, exactly

as the nationalities and their historical

monuments vary. Thus of the Pompeian
relics, it is said, they have been, in their

meaning, expanded too far—they have been
carried beyond and worked too far from
their legitimate significance; but this is

not the question just now. We are review-

ing at once the earliest and the ^latest

efforts and experiments of the ancients in

polychromatic decoration, whether applied

to architecture or otherwise, and the revival

of M. Racinet with his academy appears to

afford an occasion. The oi'iginal work, of

course, is well known. Its successors in

several, and especially in the latest editions,

are not. They complete, howevex", the

epitome of French historical and contem-
porary taste in these respects, and are,

therefore, worth studying. From the first

illustration, styled " Primitive," to the last

or hundredth styled Eighteenth Century,
twenty titles of ages are employed, leaving

out those senseless distinctions of time and
manners, which are supposed to be marked
by the reigns of particular kings. Then

—

now that M. Racinet and his coadjutors

—

now that their labours are unfettered, and
now, indeed, that they have been stimulated
by the emulations of the past year—-what do
they undertake to say ? To begin with, they
have, upon the whole, repudiated theirformer
editions, not less than their former tradi-

tions, and would begin the race anew.

They commence by disavowing in great

part obedience to mythical laws '-and

superior ideas " with which they refuse to

conform. They even complain that painting

and sculpture are " more or less fettered by
sense and logic." They admit, as a con-

fession, that architecture must comply with

various conditions—" solidity, the purpose

of the building, and the co-relation of

exterior aspect with interior use ;" but they

add, which is their object, " ornament, and
especially that kind which now occupies us

—the decoration of coloured surfaces—has

a sphere of action doubtless more modest,

but yet enjoying much greater liberty."

And so these authors go on, colour pencil

in hand, building and painting up, from
complicated interlacings, capricious ara-

besques, chemical compositions, in which

the line, the flower, the animal, and the

human figure are blended. It is with the

tinting rather than with the outlines of the

art thus illustrated that the preliminary ex-

hibition reports are concerned. Gathering
the experience of the entire world, as illus-

trated at Paris, the results are interesting,

although in a degree monotonous.
Under the head " Primitive Decoration"

we have, apart from carved forms and out-

lined patterns, a very limited use of colour,

confined often to a deep black, contrasted

with a bright red ground. The Mexican
types suggest a larger abundance and bar-

barism of colour, but these have little to do,

even in this connection, with historical art.

So may be passed by the Egyptian and
Assyrian, the Greek, Etruscan, and Greco-

Roman periods, except that colour was
employed in them all with a luxury of

lavishness which, so far from being art, was
wasted upon the horns of a bull with
scarcely less contempt than was exhibited

towards the altars of a temple. In the

decorative painting of dwelling-houses the

Romans, no doubt, took evei-ything from
the Greeks and the Latins generally,

whether it were in Pompeii or in Hercula-

neum, though in the former the purest
instances are found. In it we find, moreover,
the noblest applications of polychromatic
colouring to mosaic, though this latter

branch of art underwent, in the hands of

the Romans, from the times of the Empire,
many important modifications. They
brought it, indeed—and here was the ruin

of the art—into rivalry with the highest
forms of painting. The Greeks had made
the compartments of their paved floors

represent ornaments, branches, scrolls, fes-

toons, interlacings, and, passing onwards
from these fanciful forms, to somewhat in

the nature of arabesques, significant sym-
bols and attributes, griffins, chimera}, tragic

or comic masks, the signs of the zodiac,

vine branches, birds pecking at fruits,

and all the other well-known motives
of classic and pagan ornamentation.
But whence the colour? Pebbles, stones,

natural or tinted marbles, paste and terra

cotta, shells and fragments of pots, no
longer enabled to contend with the true
richness of painting, came in at a time when
painters, impelled, says M. Jeancjon, by a
mad love of brilliancy and richness, bor-

rowed from red lead, purple, azure, gold,

and silver, their striking glitter and decep-
tive contrasts, mosaic demanding fresh
resources from a multitude of pi-ecious

stones, such as were employed in adorning
St. Mark at Venice, and St. Sophia at Con-
stantinople—agate, jasper, cornelian, sar-

donyx, emerald, turquoise, lapis-lazuli, " to
imitate every fancy of the painter with his

seven or eight principal colours." This
fashion, however, was rather a deceptive
than a real one. The worker in mosaic
had, it is true, more shades at his service,

and the painter fewer tints ; but his pro-
ductions after all were more costly, although
move glittering to the eye and smoother to

the touch. As a polychromatic art it, in

the common course of things, had to give
way, and become little more than a mere
manufacture; the painters regained their

position, and with their restoration arose a
fresh period in the semi-barbaric architec-

ture which condescended, in pai-t, to colour-
ing for its sjilendour. Such is a part of
the parable read by M. Racinet and his

brethren to their contemporaries ; and since
two-thirds of artistic Franceaccept—though
not without criticism—these conclusions
from artistic history, they may be worth
while considering.

The magnificent illustrations of the work
explain their meaning. They abide by a
theory that the ancients possessed a perfect
knowledge of colour, and of its mntual
relations. This is our key and clue through
the whole labyrinth of the hundred splendid
plates before us, re-arranged and re-

adjusted, so to speak, as graduations in the
history of the art—the blue ground in
imitation of the sky, everywhere of the
same intensity, with, however, the upper
part predominating, and the lower appear-
ing more distant and light, producing that
aerial look which, on the part of tlie Greeks,
was the result of practised, though im-
perfect, reasoning, while, in modern physics,
it constitutes a theory of advancing and re-

treating colours. Without following the
authors through all their details, we may
quote them where they say, " When looking
from a certain distance at coloured win-
dows formed by red and blue squares, sur-

rounded by a black grating, it seems as if

the red were more prominent than the blue,

and were actually standing out ;" and
" what completes the value of this mural
painting is that theory further demonstrates
that an artificial light of w.ax and oil, far

from weakening the effect, only renders it

more powei'ful." The examples of the Bast,
including China and Japan, are cited by M.
Racinet and his colleagues, mainly to the
effect that in art all isolated civilisations

are unprogressive ; but they add, " the
symbolism of colours, enunciated by the
Chinese ' rites,' is in reality nothing less

than a statement of the early primitive

colours recognised by painters "—yellow,

red, and undecomposable blue. The Indian,
Ai'abian, Moorish, and Persian annals
exhibit in these respects similar results.

The colours of their art arc rich and yet

monotonous ; they begin with plenitude,

and make no progress, but the Moorish
decoration, as M. Racinet elaborately shows,

is distinguished by a generally-adopted

system, based on the principal employment
of the three primary undecomposable
colours—blue, red, and yellow—represented

by gold. But in the Persian carpets of the

most famous and luxurious eras we find

shadings and tintings in every direction

—

as scales rising from the ground, black

slightly tinted white, blue, red, yellow, and
what artists have agreed to call flesh colour,

with a proper employment of gold, modified

by a "judicious play of light on the paler

parts." The following passage is of ex-

ceeding interest :
—" In the parti-coloured

grounds, passing from black to white, from
red to green, changing colour with the

design, the Indians succeed in neutralising

the most glaring intensities into a general

harmony, by means of which gold, thrown
over the rawness of the colours, seems

to unite and warm, and, as it were,

blend them into one, like a transpa-

rent veil interwoven with the gold it-

self." These are studies, in the art of

coloured decorations, which may be car-

ried farther than even the speculations of

M. Racinet, who goes on with the adorn-

ments of old German cathedrals, Byzantine

altars, and even Scandinavian church-work,

always in search of colours and their use.

He finds it difficult to separate the history

of design in outline, from that of colour-
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iiifj in patterns, and thus occasionally

confuses the two ; but the difficulty was not

an unnatural one, since the second form of

idealism so irresistibly sprang from the

first. In fact, no knoVrn writer has ever

sneoeededin separating the twoiiompletely.

There are three processes in the production

of ornament. It is laid down : the drawing

or desii;a, the colouring, and the relief. By
the help of these means the artist may
obtain the most Taried results, all coming,

howerer, within the following categories

:

The invention of subjects, purely imagi-

nary, and foreign to the productions of

Nature ; the conventional representation of

natural objects, expressed merely in their

eaaentiul characteristics, and under a gene-

ralised typo ; and the imitative representa-

tion of objects, in which Nature is followed,

both as regards design and colouring. This
last topic is the most important to us at

present. The frequent use of purely imita-

tive painting, as M. Bacinet admits, sug-

gested charming decorations to the magic
artists who adorned modem taste, and espe-

cially that of France, in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries; not altogether,

however,without abuse, not less than injury,

to certain industrial arts—^keramics, paint-

ing on glass, and the manufacture of car-

pets. For example, " which would have
gained by keeping to, and might even now
gain by returning to, more truly decorative

processes ?" But, as a theorist has his right

to the last word, we may allow M. Racinet
his liberty of saying—" Where the repre-

sentation of objects is ideal or conventional,

the colour is likewise conventional, and the
omamcntalist remains master of his palette.

The severity of the design is thus redeemed
by liberty in chromatics and the advantage
of being able to choose and arrange the
colours at will, without any necessity for

resemblance, or even probability." This
was the original lesson, taught in Asia, and
it has never, for art purposes, been effec-

tually untaught in Europe.

was then everywhere plentiful, and by mix-

ing lime with their sand, they produced

those tasteful and substantial dwellings

known as half-timbered houses, which
ec|ual in comfort and durability many of

those built with stone or brick.

side, and on the other from Berkeley to
Portishead, spreading out near Clovedon,
Weston, Glastonbury, Bridgewater, and
Ilchester. From the sand found at Bridge-
water are made the "Bath bricks." The
alluvial deposit forming Bomney Marsh, in

ARCHITECTURAL GEOLOGY.—I.

TN olden times, when there was compara-
-•- tively but little intercourse or traffic

between different parts of the country,
owing to the absence of good roads and the
difficulty and expense of conveying mate-
rials over any considerable distance, the
geology of each district exercised a far
greater iniuence upon the character of its

architecture than it does at the present
day, when good roads, canals, and railways
have made the carriage of boilding materials
so easy and inexpensive. Thus we find that
in those districts where stone of any kind
could be obtained by digging down a few
feet below the surface or from neighbouring
qoarries, hardly any other than the local

stone was employed in old buildings, except
perhaps where ii was not of sufficiently

good quality for carving or dressings, in
which case a better stone would be brought
from a distance, when the cost of the build-
ing was not an object for consideration.
In some districts the only stones found near
at hand were the rough flints, which are
plentiful in the chalk and in gravel beds

;

and yet with this unpromising material
some of the most beautiful architectural
effects have been produced. In other parts,
where no stone of any kind was to be pro-
cured, but good beds of clay or brick-earth
abounded, much picturesqnencss was ob-
taine<l by the artistical use of brick, which
was cot and moulded into different forms,
so that the buildings in those localities

often rivalled in beauty those erected in
others which were favoured with a supply
of good building stone. And even where
none of these materials were at hand, but
only sand or gravel could be obtained, our
ancestors were never at a loss for materials,
for by a jadicious nse of the timber which

in the present day, however, all this has I
Kent, is below the level of high spring

been greatly changed by the constant and
rapid intercourse and traffic between all

parts of the country, by which we are

enabled, in many cases, to bring building

materials fi-om a distance at as low a price

as we can obtain an inferior article which
abounds in our neighbom-hood, so that we
have, in fact, the choice of a largo number
of building materials, and can select those

which best suit our design. Still, however,

it will always be found that local material

stands its ground for the majority of build-

ings, especially in those erected as dwellings

for the middle and lower classes, which
afford but little scope for architectural dis-

play. Thus, in a clay country, these build-

ings will always have brick for their walls,

while in a stone district the cottages as well

as the mansions will be built of stone, to

the almost entire exclusion of brick. In
places where sand and gravel are plentiful

they may be oconomically employed for

walling by an admixture with a small pro-

portion of lime or cement, thereby producing
a concrete which will rival stone or brick in

strength and durability.

We therefore, propose, in this and subse-

quent articles, to examine the peculiarities

of the successive geological strata, and to

consider what resources for building pur-

poses each of them contains, so that the
architect who is about to erect a building

in any particular district may be able to

ascertain beforehand what kind of walling
material he is likely to find to his hond,
and to arrange his design in accordance
with his material. Thus in one locality ho
will find an excellent building stone, and in

another a very inferior one, while in other
places he can obtain excellent bricks and
no stone, except what is brought from dis-

tant quarries ; or the locality may be devoid

both of brick and stone, and his only avail-

able material either sand or gravel.

Tertiary Strata.—The most recent geolo-

gical deposits generally consist of sands
and gravel which have been worn away
from the older rocks by water, and trans-

ported to their present position, some of

the pebbles having been brought from a
great distance and rolled quite round by
friction against each other in the course of

their journey. In some places these de-

posits are of marine origin, being raised

sea-beaches, consisting of sand and shingle
which have attained their present level by
upheaval of the land or the retirement of

the sea. Such deposits are always valuable

to the builder for making concrete and
mortar ; they are found in many parts of

the Devon and Cornwall coasts, from Tor-
quay to Mount's Bay and round to Bideford
Bay; at Weston-super-Mare and the Mum-
bles, near Swansea; while on the Dorset
coast we have the Chesil Beach, 15 miles in
length and 200 yards in width. Further
inland are the Burtle beds of the Somerset
moorlands, which are sea-beaches consisting

of red marl with sand and shells.

The alluvial deposits of gravel and sand
are those which ai-e most frequently met
with in all parts of the country, having been
produced by rivers, lakes, and estiiaries

;

they often contain valuable beds of clay and
brick-earth, alternating with the gravel and
sand. One of the most extensive tracts of

alluvium is that of Holderness, in East
Yorkshire, extending also down the eastern
part of Lincolnshire as far as the Fens of
Cambridge ; another tract is found stretch-

ing along the Lancashire coast from Fleet-

wood to Seaforth, near Liverpool. An
alluvial deposit extends along the Bristol

Channel from Chepstow to Cardiff on one

tides. That deposited near Maidstone, in

the faults of the Kentish rag, affords an
excellent clay for brick-making. Near the
mouth of the Thames is a large tract of
alluvium, as at Sheppey, Shooburyness,
Foulness, and at Clacton-on-Sea, where
there is a thick gravel bed with laminated
clay. In many parts of the Thames Valley
we find beds of brick-earth from 5ft. to 30ft.

in thickness, as at Wanstead, Tottenham,
West Drayton, Ilford, and Erith ; while in
the valley of the Medway extensive deposits

of gravel are found. The eastern part of
Norfolk is covered with thick alluvial de-
posits of sand and gravel.

The term " drift " has been applied to

beds of gravel, sand, and brick-earth, which
have been deposited during the " glacial

"

period by the transporting power of ice

during a long prevalence of Arctic cold.

The beds of gravel on which a large portion

of London is built have been deposited in

this manner, as well as many others found
in the Thames Valley about Ilford and
Grays Thurrock, in Essex ; Richmond Park
and Wimbledon Common, in Surrey ; and
at Wellhill, in Kent, where it lies upon the
chalk. Drift beds of gravel cap the London
clay at Stanmore, Barnet, Totteridge, Mus-
well Hill, Highbeach, Epping, and Shooter's

Hill. At Chelmsford the glacial deposit

takes the form of brick-earth, while in some
parts of Norfolk, Suffolk, and Essex, we find

beds of clay full of chalk, pebbles, and flints,

as at Tivetshall, Eye, Framlingham, Hal-
stead, Dunmow, and Braintree, as well as

at Watford, Biggleswade, Huntingdon, and
Horncastle. Near Hertford is a drift de-

posit oL gravel, consisting of chalk, flints,

and quartz pebbles, with sand and seams of

chalky boulder clay. In some cases, as at

Norwich, the glacial sand has been con-

verted into a building stone through the
dissolution of chalk by carbonated water,

which has percolated the mass and acted

as a cement to hold the particles of sand
together.

The " London clay " series of beds are

next in order of age to the drift, and consist

of marine deposits of stiff clay, with occa-

sional beds of sand. It is found most
extensively under and around London,
along the Valley of the Thames, and imme-
diately overlying the chalk. There is also

another large deposit of the same series

called the Hampshire basin, extendingalong
the western part of Sussex, South Hamp-
shire, into Dorset as far as Dorchester and
running inland to within a short distance

of Salisbury. In some places a deposit of

sand called the Bagshot beds is found over-

lying the clay, as at Bagshot Heath,

Windsor, Chertsey, Sandhurst, Weybridge,
and Esher; also on the higher grounds
around London, at Harrow, Hampstead,
and Highgate. These beds are chiefly

sand, of great value for building purposes,

but also contain occasional layers of brick-

earth. In the Isle of Wight the Bagshot
beds attain a thickness of 200ft., and
consist of fine, pure white sand, highly

prized for glass-making ; while at Poole, in

Dorset, they contain a bed of clay, which is

used for making ornamental tiles.

The average thickness of the London clay

beds is about 400ft., but in some places in

and around London it has been bored
through and the chalk reached 150ft. below
t'ne surface. In the London basin this de-

posit is found on the south at Epsom,
Croydon, and Beckenham ; also at Ditton,

Sutton, and Morton, in Surrey, there are

uncovered tracts of clay. It extends west-

ward, as far as Windsor, and by the banks
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of the river Colne to Uxbridge and Hendon.
All tho elevated parts about Norwood and
Sydenham, Toi'est Hill, Shooter's Hill,

Stanmore Heath, and Richmond Park, are
formed of London clay, and it extends
alonff the left valley of the Lea from Wal-
tham Abbey to Ohingford in a range of
clay hills. Wherever it occurs near tho
surface it is extensively used for making
bricks and tiles. Some blocks of an argil-

laeeous limestone called "Septaria" are
frequently found embedded in the clay,

and are used for the manufacture of Roman
cement, being obtained from the clifi of

London clay at Sheppey, and also by
dredging, near the mouth of the Thames.
Below the beds of the London clay is

sometimes found a stratum of Flastic clay

with sand, which is developed near Wool-
wich, Reading, and at Allum Bay and
Whiteclift", in the Isle of Wight, as well as
on the Dorset coast, at Studland Bay. It

is used for making bricks and the coarser
kinds of pottery.

No spring water can be obtained by
sinking wells into the London clay, on
account of its impervious nature, and it

is necessary to bore through to the chalk or
greensand below, from which an abundant
supply is generally obtained ; this water,
however, has a considerable degree of
" hardness," from holding in solution the
bicarbonate of lime; but if lime-water is

added to it an insoluble carbonate of lime
is formed, which falls to the bottom, and
nearly all the lime in the water is thus got
rid of.

TOWN AND COUNTRY MANSIONS
AND SUBURBAN HOUSES.*

f\P late years there has been a more than
^-' plentiful supply of illustrated designs,
yet some ax-chitects are so prolific that a
volume of designs every now and then ap-
pears, for which the only apology for publi-
cation seems to be that they are illustrations
of executed works. Examples of buildings
which are really erected have their value,
but it is in proportion to the merits of the
works or the typical character or speciality
of the buildings themselves. New^ designs
for houses, to be of any use, should be sug-
gestive of planning, or they are of little

value either to the architect or the public,
and the most they can profess to show is

some typical and special arrangements that
may be carried out. Mr. William Young
has added another contribution to the
literature of stock designs, and he says in
his preface the success which has attended
a previous work illustrative of suggestive
designs " has induced him to publish a
supplementary volume of a more practical
character, with illustrations of executed
buildings." The work before us professes
to illustrate recent improvements in the
planning and construction of domestic
buildings, and to give some information on
sanitary and artistic details. How far these
objects have been attained in Mr. Young's
present work we leave the reader himself to
judge, but we may ask one question that
pertains equally to other works of this kind,
and that is : For whom is the work specially
intended—the professional man or the
public? Upon this question much of the
value of the work rests. If the author
intends his work for the unprofessional
reader, there is much in it that will be of
interest, and some useful information may
be acquired respecting the wants of houses

;

and we believe, from a general perusal, that
this has been the author's intention, though
we rather think some irrelevant topics have
been introduced into the introductory pages.
The chapters on architectuval design from

•Town and Country Mansions and Suhurban Houses :

with Notes on Sanitary and Artistic Construction. Illus-
trated by 30 plates. By William YonNO, Architect,
London. JS. and F. N, Spon, Charing-crosa,

Gothic to Queen Anne, Gothic vergns
Classic, seem to us rather out of place in a
book of designs, however much in place it

might have been in a work treating of style
or architectural ajsthctics,

Mr. Yoimg gives some good— if not
new— advice to the builder of houses.
The advantages of well-planned, well-

designed houses are dwelt upon, though
we cannot admit that modern architects
are so keenly aJive to the importance
of scientific scheme and construction
in house-building as Mr. Young seems
to believe ; nor can wo endorse the opinion
that there is more real life in architecture,
and more fertility and vigour of the inven-
tive faculties of design at the present day
than at any former time. The author in tho
next paragraph qualifies this considerably,
for he truly says, " 1£ anything we are too
prolific in desigji," we run riot in the display
of this faculty, and bring too much grist to
the mill, and he concludes by saying we
have so much food, both artistic and scien-

tific for the brain, that it would be a bless-

ing if invention would stop for a time to

allow of digestion—a remark which entirely
accords with our opening observations.
We skip over tho chapters on style which

give some sensible advice about selecting a
style, and the motives that should dictate
the adoption of Queen Anne or any other
fashion, simply noting a strong penchant
for eclecticism on the part of the
author, also some remarks on plans
and arrangements of houses, in which we
find ourselves at one with the author in

preferring kitchen offices placed on the
ground floor. In the chapters on the various
apartments and sanitai'y details some
xiseful observations will be found, but we
pass on to notice tho manner in which the
author's principles are put into shape.
Many of the designs are old faces to us, and
we recognise some that have been illustrated
in our own pages. Plans, elevations, and
perspectives are given, and the author
acknowledges the assistance he has received
from Messrs. M. B. Adams and E. W.
Poley in preparing some of the plates for
photo-lithography. Mansions inCadogan-
square form the subject of the first plate,

and these we glanced at last week in our
notice of now works at Chelsea. Mr. Young
has here adopted rather the features of the
Renaissance, more regular than those of the
Queen Anne, followed by other architects
in the neighbourhood. There is little to
find fault with, though we may take excep-
tion to the chimneys, and some of the lesser
features, and on the whole a little less
redundant treatment in the decoration and
more repose would have been better. If
the centre bays had been omitted a quieter
and more agreeable eifeot would have been
obtained. By the bye, we notice the plans
of the centre houses do not quite agree
with the elevation, as the bays have only
two windows in plan, while they ex-
tend the whole width of front in the
fa5ade. The plans are the best part of
the design, and we see the author has
lighted his staircase, which forms a central
square hall between the back and front
I'ooms, by a skylight. A gallery communi-
cation is also shown between the front and
back rooms of the ground and first floors

;

and this gallery forms one aide of the
staircase area, and is lighted from it. The
library and dining-room on the ground
floor, and tho two drawing-rooms above,
are thus connected privately—a feature we
have before i-ecommended. A boudoir is

placed at the end of the back drawing-room,
though it does not fully occupy the width
of the plot, but is lighted from a narrow
side area, not perhaps in the most desirable
way. A conservatory, however, outside the
back drawing-room window, and having
access from the boudoir, is a redeeming
feature. On the upper three floors seven

largo bedrooms, besides three smaller ones
and dressing-rooms, are obtained. A lift

traverses the house near the kitchen, and a
stable and coachman's house occupies the
rear of tho plot. The next design illustrates

a pretentious manor-house, erected at
Haseley, in Warwickshire. Here, again,
the plan has most to recommend it ; for the
porte-cochere and the tower behind it com-
bine somewhat incongruously with the
composition—while the number of breaks
and projections, and the multiform shapes
of bays and angle oriels, confuse and
produce a frittered effect. The garden
front makes by far the most successful
composition. Looking at the plan, we fail

to note a compass-point, which—as in
this and other plans—would have much
added to the value of the examples. Tho
outer hall, inner hall, staircase, and billiard-

room arransement is good, and the inner
communications are better than in many
houses of this class. Chelsea House, erected
from designs of the author for Earl Cado-
gan, is a costly example of Italian, executed
with ashlar facings of Portland stone.
There are some points, such as the frag-
ments of pilasters at the angles of the
bayed projections, amenable to criticism;
but the plans are skilfully contrived for
the site, and afford a good example of town
planning. The chief apartments are said
to be decorated in different styles. The
dining-room is after Adams, the library
Queen Anne, and the drawing-rooms
Louis XIV. and XV. We cannot admire
some of the latter work— it is tawdry and
overloaded, especially in the frieze panels.
The dining-room decorations (Plate IX.)
and the ceiling (Plate XII.) are in a more
refined taste. "The effect of the decoration
of Chevening Hall (Plato XXX.) is per-
fectly spoilt by the over-lininess of the
drawing. Plate XIII. shows the view of
principal staircase, in which there is much
that is good, though the lower Ionic
columns look out of proportion in drawing.
Holmewood House, Hunts (not Hants, as
spelt), in red brick and stone, is pleasing
in elevation, though somewhat heavy in
detail. We do not like the prospect tower
—a treatment the author seems partial to

—

and the details of entrance look somewhat
coarse. Plate XV., showing staircase, ex-
hibits one or two faulty features : we allude
to the running in of the lower arcade cor-

nice upon the return laaiding, and the
prodigious cove of ceiling, the end of which
does not terminate at all happily against
the window. In this and other illustra-

tions there is a coarseness in the shading
which detracts from the effect. Plate
XVII. shows a design for a mansion at
Kensington. The front facade is light and
freely treated in a sort of Renaissance suit-

able for red brick, but the porches are not so
happy. The arrangement of haU and stair-

case is clever. In the design for house at
Broadwater in half-timbered style there is

a lack of connection, and the centre gable
treatment has a rather hodge-podge effect,

intensified by the porch not being centrally
placed. The plans are much better. Oxhey
Grange, Herts, is a remodelled shooting-
box, and is an example probably of little

value. The porch placed askew, the di-

versities of gable treatment, and the heavy
splay to the windows of the near gable are
not models to follow, however well they may
have served their purpose. The house at
Castle Hill is a better example of a small
country or suburban house, with sunk
kitchen offices. Some gate lodges and a few
other designs, including studies for chimney
pieces, are illustrated. Though there is

nothing very objectionable in any of the
designs, there is, to our minds, a rather
over-laboured effect in some of them, which
has been perhaps intensified by the style of
drawing and lithography. There is a flat-

ness and deadness of shading in many of
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the ilhisti'ntions, and weave of opinion that
a more sketchy style would have been
better adopted ; otherwise the work is well

printed and got up, and will take its place

creditably among works of a like nature.

DANGEROUS SEWERS AND HOUSE
DRAINS.*

DR. W. COPLEY WOODHEAD, of

Leeds, has published a pamphlet
\mdiT the above title, the object of which is

to set forth a new mode ot preventing the
entrance of sewer gases into houses. Our
readers have had so many inventions
brought under their notice of late that any
new scheme may appear superfluous. Dr.
Wuodhead discusses some of these, and he
attempts to show that they are not only
useless, but often a source of danger. Re-
ferring to a speeial contrivance much advo-
cated of late, in which there is an air-

chamber with grated opening, into which
the house pipes enter, divided by a partition

in the centre, and a siphon ti-ap on the
6i»wer side, it is argued that the gases will

be drawn into the house—the heavier gases
especially—because they will not rise so
readily out of the chamber as the lighter
ones. It is also contended the greater
weight of the external air in the air-cham-
ber will force up the sewer gas, and any
specific gi'rms, into the house, via the
house pipes. The ordinary plan of carry-
ing up to the eaves the soil-pipe as a
ventilator is for a similar reason pro-
nounced inoperative as far as the entrance
into the house of specific germ poisons
generated in the drains. Dr. Vacher is

quoted to show that by keeping out sewer
gas we do not prevent the entrance of the
small albuminoid particle, insolu'cle in water,
which is the specific germ of typhoid, and
is propagated in sewers and pipes. Sul-
phuretted hydrogen might be shut out, but
still the poisonous particle may elude the
checks. It is doubtless a great error to

imagine, as many do, that anything we can
smell is dangerous. What is dangerous
is not a gas at all, and could not, like gas,

be volatilised. Speaking of Mr. Norman
Shaw's plan. Dr. Woodhead does not con-
sider it excludes sewer gas, as an experi-
ment he describes proved that water placed
in the soil pipe became impregnated with
fungi of the same character as that in the
siphon trap. Proceeding to explain his
own plan, the author says, " The principle

for which I contend in preventing sewer
gas and specific germ poisons contaminat-
ing the atmosphere in the dwelling under
our existing mode of constructing sewers
consists—first, in having a free and constant
circulation of fresh air through the house
drain from its commencement to its termina-
tion in the main sewer, the current always
setting in the direction from the house to
the sewer; secondly, in placing an effectual
barrier to the entrance of sewer gas or
specific germs out of the sewer into the
house drain." Dr. Woodhead, to attain his
object, makes the aggregate area of the
openings that admit the fresh air larger
than the aggregate area of opcMings for the
efflux of that which has become vitiated.
By this meazis the outward and heavier air
overbalances the lighter gases contained in
the drains, and they escape upwards. To
accomplish this the author inserts into the
bouse drain a funnel-shaped mouthpiece
for ingress of fresh air, into which the soil

pipes discharge at surface, open to the air
by a grating, and another and smaller
outlet-pipe or egress-tube at a short distance
from termination of drain, or at junc-
tion with the street or main sewer.
Both openings terminate at ground level.

The house di-ain and the two openings thus

* Tb« DaoKcn of onr Sewen aod Hoiue Draina, with
Vautt of Btmedying theto DaDgen. B/ W. CoptiT
WOODBUD, M.B.C.8., Leedi.

form a connected and bent tube, through
whichacirculationof air takes place from the
larger or house end to the smaller or sower
end of drain. A siphon is also placed to
check the sewer gas from entering this drain
between the main sewer and the egress tube.
The theory is that a larger and heavier
column of air at the mouth of house
drain will overbalance and force out at
the ogress tube any lighter gases generated
in the intermediate length of drain. Jn
most of the systems the air is made to enter
at the foot of soil-pipe, the current being
through the house-trap and upwai'ds. In the
plan under notice the current through
drain is reversed, and is made to clear the
drain outward from the house. The heavier
gases are also driven out of the egress tube
by the passage of sewage through the drain,

the vacuum being filled by a current of

fresh air from the larger opening, and by
this means it is thought any specific germs
in the drain will be destroyed. Further to

check the entrance of sewer gas or germs
into the house drain, another siphon is

placed at the junction of sewer and drain,

and a manhole or air-shaft is built to the
ground level, where a grating is placed, up
which any gas orgerm poison tha t escapee the
first trap finds vent. The other diagrams
in Dr. Woodhead's pamphlet show different

forms of the same system ; one shows a
double ventilated siphon trap near the

house, for cases where the lai-ger scheme
cannot be carried out. We cannot see the
absolute utility of this double siphon if the
open receiver is introduced into the head of

the drain, as this opening and one air-tube

on the house side of the trap would create

the necessary current. This second pipe

and siphon appear moreover to us to com-
plicate the system, which is based on a
correct principle. We can recommend Dr.

Woodhead's pamphlet to all sanitary engi-

neers. The explanations are, however, some-
what diffuse and discursive, and the prin-

ciple might have been explained in less than
half the space. ^

AECHITECTUEAL ASSOCIATION.

A MEETING ot the Architectural Assooia.

tion was held on Friday evening ; the
President (Mr. H. L. Florence) in the chair.

The following were elected by show of hands
as members :—Valentine Vagolini, W. M. H.
Burkitt, B. L. Westbrook, J. S. Blake, H.
Moore Newlyn, D. J. Budge, H. Ough, A. Ebb,
H. G. S. Young, Lewis Edwards, J. G. Hall,

A.R.I.B.A., M.I.S., A. W. Bowen, Reginald
Beesley, W. H. Bendle, G. S. Weir Tappen,
Brett A. Elphicke, J. B. Chubb, T. E. Jamie-
son. Mr. Paoe (Hon. Sec), announced that
the first visit of the session would take place

on the 25th inst. (to-morrow), and would be
made to the Grand Hotel, Northumberland-
avenue.

Mr. Thoua.8 Blashill read the following
paper on

PABTT WALLS : THE LAW AND THE PEACTIOE.

There exists in London a long-established

custom of building between adjoining houses
not two separate external walls, one standing
upon the ground of each owner, but one wall,

the centre of which is usually placed perpen-
dicularly over the boundary line of the two pro.

perties, which wall is known as a "party wall."

The obvious convenience of this arrangement,
both as saving space and reducing the cost of

building, has caused it to become general in

places where land is valuable. It is therefore

of importance that those who have to deal with
Buch property should be acquainted with the
laws relating to it, and with the difficulties most
likely to be met with in the course of practice.

Although the subject is not very simple, I hope
to submit it in a shape that will lead to useful

discussion. In London the law with respect to

party structures is contained in the Metro-
politan Building Act, 1S55, the provisions of

which have been embodied in the local acts of

some other towns. To this Act I shall limit

the subject, for where it is not in operation the

rights and duties of parties who are presumed
to be tenants in common of a party wall are
not so much matters of general interest and
importance as is the case where such walls are
the usual mode of separating buildings from
each other. What is a party wall p The Act
says, in the interpretation clause, "

' party
wall ' shall apply to every wall used or built in
order to he used as a separation of any building
from any other building with a view to the
same being occupied by different persons."
This is generally satisfactory, and a wall stand-
ing as the separation between the rooms of two
houses may almost safely be considered a
party wall. But there are cases in which, on
examining the construction and the eleva-
tions of two houses, A and B, it is clear
that A was first built, as a distinct and
complete house, and that B has afterwards
been added, the wall in question having been
made use of, perhaps, surreptitiously, and the
deeds relating to A may show that the ground
on which the whole wall stands was conveyed
to the owner of it. I think that when this is

clearly seen the wall must be considered to be
the external wall of the house, A. The wall was
certainly never built in order to be used as a
separation of the two buildings, and the true
boundary line of A seems to be at the outer
face of the wall, while the house, B, was wrong-
fully built without any external wall on that
side. Although many persons differ from this
view, I think that as the land on which the wall
stands is wholly the property of the owner of
A, the most that can be said is that the owner
of B has acquired an easement over the wall to
the extent to which it is used by him. The
Act goes on to say—" ' Party structure ' shall
include party walls, and also partitions, arches,
floors, and other structures separating build-
ings, stories, or rooms, which belong to different
owners, or which are approached by distinct
staircases or separate entrances from withot(^."
The provisions, so far as they relate to party
walls, are of two classes—those which regulate
the nature of the construction, and those which
fix the rights and duties of the respective
owners of a wall with respect to each other.
Part 2 of the Act, which relates to " dangerous
structures," has also an important bearing on
party walls. The first class includes such
things as have to be done under the supervision
of the district surveyor. With respect to them
much misapprehension exists, but where care-
fully studied they become tolerably clear. I
only propose, therefore, to bring them together
in a form convenient for discussion, and such
as will form an introduction to the much more
troublesome and difficult class of provisions
which relate to building, and adjoining owners.
By Section 27 of the Act every building must be
separated from every adjoining building by two
external walls, or one party wall, and under
particular conditions of size and occupation the
other party structures above defined must be
used. By Section 9, any " alteration, addition,
or other work," which affects the construction
of a party wall is subject to the regulations of

the Act. Section 10 provides that whenever
more than one-half of an old building has been
taken down, every part of the remainder of it

that is not in conformity with the Act must be
taken down ; and Section 11 provides that
whenever as much as one half of any timber or
other partition not in conformity with the Act,
and separating old buildings, is removed, the
buildings must be divided from each other as
directed by the Act. The first schedule of the
Act gives the thickness of " external and party
walls" with reference to their lengths and
heights, the height (for this purpose) being
measured from the base of the wall to the level

of the top of the topmost story, which means
the under side of the tie of the roof, or half
the vertical height- of the rafters where there
is no roof tie. But the party wall must, by
Section 17, be carried up above the roof, flat or
gutter of the highest building adjoining thereto,
so that it shall be 15in. above the flat or gutter,
and 15in. from the roof, when measured at right
angles to its slope. If any turret, dormer,
lantern light, or other combustible erection be
upon the roofs within 4ft. of the party wall,

the wall must be carried up 12in. above such
erection, and be 12in. wider on each side than
it is. Also the wall must be carried up above
any part of a roof that is opposite to, and within
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tft. of auch wall. By Section 13 recesses may
be made in party walls, but the backs of these

must be 13in. thick ; they must be arched
over, must not come within 1ft. of an external

wall, and must not extend over more than one-

half the area of the party wall. Section 18
forbids that a chaso cut in a party wall should
exceed 14in. in width, or 4iin. in depth, or

should leave less than 8iin. of brickwork at its

back, or should be within 7ft. of any other chase
on the same side of the wall. By Section 28 any
opening made in a party wall for the purpose
of uniting two buildings which together would
contain over 210,000 cubic feet must be not more
than 7ft. wide and 8ft. high, and the floor jambs
and head must be of brick, stone, and iron, and
have two wrought-iron doors, each }in. thick,

separated by the full thickness of the wall, each
fitted in rebated frames without woodwork of

any kind. Buildings so united must be in the
same occupation, and when they cease to be eo

occupied the openings must be built up. By
Section 20 the back of every chimney opening in

a party wall must be 8iin. thick from the level

of the hearth to 12in. above the mantle, and no
chimney breast or shaft built with or in a party
wall must be cut away without the certificate

of the district surveyor. Sections 24 and 25 fix

the thickness of the party arches which have to

be constructed to separate diiferent properties.

As to timber in party walls, by Section 15 the
ends of breesumers and of beams or joists if

bearing upon party walls must be 4jin. from
the centre. Bressummers must have stone or

iron corbels under them, and must have 4iin.

piers or else story posts under them in addition
to their bearing on the party walls. The fore-

going regulations will help to a right under-
standing of that part of the Act which deals
with the rights, duties, and powers of the
respective owners of party structures. These
are the subjects of constant dispute, often lead-

ing to grave annoyance and loss ; it is therefore
highly important that from the first step
everything relating to a party wall should be
conducted with careful reference to this part of

the Act. But, in fact, this is very often
neglected, the whole proceeding being carried

on without regard to the law, or in reliance on
the good nature of the respective parties,

although as neighbours they are in a posi-

tion of natural antagonism to each other.

The following considerations will show that
such a practice as this is unsafe, and
ought never in any case to be followed.
Laws are made to be observed, not to be
ignored. A client has a right to expect that,

when there is a well-known mode of procedure
legally established, that mode shall be followed
by his architect in every particular. Although
he will give no special credit if everything
goes well, he will have a right to complain if

they go badly. There is always a great risk
that some complication will arise even in the
simplest matter, especially if it is known that
it is being loosely managed, for then either party
may see his way to gain something by taking
advantage of the want of strict management

;

«ven where all parties wish to be fair it often
happens that owners of property are so nervously
anxious about it, that they think every one that
touches it is doing them mischief. Then the
parties may quarrel during the progress of the
work, or they may die, when their successors
would be neither legally nor morally bound to
adopt any arrangement not legally made. It
very frequently happens that parties are only
limited owners, being lessees or tenants for life,

or they may be trustees for parties who will
hold them responsible for any damage to the
property. If the owners are a public body their
ofScers will not be justified in allowing anything
less than the strict fulfilment of all legal
requirements. If any loss is caused through
irregular proceedings the architector the builder
may find himself saddled with the whole
responsibility for damage caused in executing
works which he had no more real authority to
do than any man in the street. Lastly, it is

generally quite as little trouble to do what the
law requires as to manage the matter in any
irregular way. The owners of a party wall are
called " tenants in common " of the wall ; they
are not owners each of the half wall which
stands on his ground. Where there was no Build-
ing Act either owner could pull down the whole
if he thought he should like to have a better

one. The only foundation in the Act for this

idea of separate ownership seems to be in the

interpretation of the word "area," which, as

regards a building, is to include " such portions

of the party wall as belong to the building."

Party structures, considered as belonging to

different owners, are dealt with in Part III.,

beginning with Section 82, which enacts that

such one of the owners of the premises sepa-

rated by or adjoining to any party structure as

is desirous of executing any work in respect of

it shall be called the building owner, and the

owner of the other premises shall be called the

adjoining owner. Now, the " owner " (by the in-

terpretation clause) applies to " every person in

possession or receipt either of the whole or of

any part of the rents or profits of any land or

tenement, or in the occupation of such land or

tenement other than as a tenant from year to

year or for any less term, or as a tenant at

will." At an early period, often before the

old building is palled down, the building

owner should cause a party-wall notice to be
served on every adjoining owner, and as the
work to be done may not as yet be finally

settled, it is wise to include all the matter which
a building owner can do in the notice. There
is often great difficulty in finding out the real

owners ; a weekly tenant will represent him-
self as a leaseholder, or a bona-fide leaseholder

may have so short a term that he will be gone
before the notice expires. As a rule, it is best

to serve a notice on everybody who seems to

have any interest in the property, for if they
are not owners, the notices will not make them
owners. The notices usually bring all parties

to some arrangement. It there is a leaseholder

he being responsible to his lessor most usually

and properly, is the party solely dealt with,

but the freeholder will sometimes insist on pro-

tecting himself also by an award. The notice

is printed and sold by authority of the Metro-
politan Board of Works, and is usually filled

up and served by the architect of the building
owner. I suppose it is intended that this ordi-

nary matter may be properly managed without
its being necessary to take legal advice and
incur needless expenses. As it cannot be pro-

perly said to be the architect's business, he
had better strictly limit himself to such cases
as are quite plain and clear, and if there is the
least doubt as to the proper parties on whom to

serve notices (as there must often be in the
case of trusteeships and of companies) he
should let his client's solicitor take the respon-
sibility. The same may be said when the clients

are trustees or a company. The notice must
be given to the adjoining owner three months
before any works can be done, by delivering
the same to him personally, or by sending it

through the post in a registered letter at his

last known place of abode. All other notices
or requisitions must be served in the same way.
The architect is usually named in the notice as

the surveyor appointed by the building owner
to superintend the work, and to settle on his

behalf all matters of difference that may arise

in relation thereto. This is convenient, but
not necessary, for the building owner is not
bound to appoint a surveyor until he has
received ten days' notice from the adjoining
owner to do so. It is very common to receive a
party-wall notice signed by the architect on
behalf of the building owner which is invalid,
and if any difficultyprises, his client may dis.

disown him. It is also common to name as
" the surveyor " a firm of architects, in.

stead of that member of the firm who
intends to act ; in these cases the appoint-
ment is invalid. We have nothing to do
here with the motives which may often render
it desirable for the building owner to keep the
exact natare of his intended operations secret as
long as he can—such, for instance, as his pos-
sible interference with ancient lights. But as
a rule it is only courteous to let the adjoining
owner know, if he wishes it, as soon as possible,

what is to be done, for it may happen that some
of the works included in the notice will so seri-

ously interfere with his property that long
notice and arrangement with other parties is

necessary. I have had cases where the nature
of the occupation of adjoining premises was
such that it was found better to build a new
external wall than pull down and rebuild the
party wall. If the adjoining owner does not
within fourteen days express his consent to the

notice, " he shall be considered to have die.

sented therefrom, and thereupon a, difference

shall be deemed to have arisen " between the
parties. It is as well that this difference (which
is almost inevitable) should be allowed to arise

thus by lapse of time rather than by writing

a formal letter, which may convey the idea that
serious obstruction is intended. After the lapse

of this time the adjoining owner may appoint
the surveyor who is to act on his behalf, but
he is not bound to appoint him until ten days
after ho has had formal notice to do so, for the
original party-wall notice does not ask him to
appoint a surveyor, though many persons seem
to think it does. If either party makes default
in appointing his surveyor after this ten days
notice, the party giving the notice may make
the appointment in the place of the party
making default. The building and adjoining
owners may concur in the appointment of the
same surveyor, who in that case has the same
powers as the two surveyors and the third sur-

veyor whom they are required to appoint. This
appointment is very often neglected; a surveyor
who desires to obstruct will avoid it. It is, how-
ever, the first business to be done between the
two surveyors, whether they are going to agree
amicably or not. He will naturally be some
person who both parties believe will act fairly

and impartially if required. If either party
refuses to join in the appointment of the third

surveyor there is nothing in the Act to compel
him to do so ; it is a matter for legal advice, but
it is a very unusual course to take. On this

point I would remark that it does not seem the
duty of surveyors, when placed in the position

of arbitrators, to exercise their ingenuity in

placing obstructions in the way of the other
side, as if they were solicitors instructed to fight

a matter to the uttermost. They are appointed
to see that the difference is fairly adjusted, and
that is all that either side can honestly desire.

The appointment of the third surveyor should
be in writing, signed by both parties, although
he may never be called upon in the matter.

Indeed, I believe that the Act is clear that

he must at least be appointed, for the 7th
clause of the 85th section says that the " one
surveyor" (agreed on between the parties)
" or three surveyors, or any two of them, shal

settle any matter in dispute." So that they
must be two of three, and not simply two.

Observe also that the third surveyor is not an
umpire, as is often imagined ; he can only act

with one or both of the others, and in cases of

very great difficulty and responsibility he had
better be joined with the other two for the

security of all parties, and to show that every

care had been taken to arrive at a proper de-

cision. The duties of the surveyors are " to

settle any matter in dispute between such
building and adjoining owner, with power by
his or their award to determine the right to do
and the time and manner of doing any work,

and generally any other matter arising out of,

or incidental to, such difference." But as they

have no power to award that the work shall be

begun before the expiration of three months
from the date of service of the party-wall notice,

which requires the permission of the adjoining

owner himself, there is an appeal within

fourteen days to the county court, which brings

the matter into the hands of the lawyers,

where we may very well leave it. The award
must not deal with anything beyond the Act,

and if in carrying it out injury is done to

ancient lights of the adjoining owner, it will

not protect the building owner from the conse-

quences thereof. We find the rights of the

building owner defined in the 83rd section.

The Master of the Rolls recently laid down in

a case in which I was engaged, that this section

contains all his rights, and that within the

area affected by the Act he had no others. The
88th section regulates the apportionment of

the cost of works that may be done, and it will

be convenient to read the two sections together.

1. The building owner may repair any party

structure that is defective or out of repair, and
the cost in such case must be borne by the two
owners in due proportions, regard being had to

the use which each makes of the structure.

2. He may pull down and rebuild, if it is so far

defective or out of repair as to make this neces-

sary or desirable, on the same terms as to the

cost. 3. He may puU down any timber or other

partition dividing the building that is not con-
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fonaable to the Act, or to either of the two
oUer Boildintf Acts which next preoeded this

Aett and build a proper p&rty wall instead, each

owner bearinit his due proportion of the cost,

Moording to the use he makes of the wall, and
alao to the thickness of wall which his building

requires. 4. He may deal with intermixed pro-

pert;; and. 5. with buildings communicating
orer public ways, which will involve very com-
plicated questions not relating to party walls,

ftad which may therefore be passed over here.

6. He may raise any party structure permitted
by the Act to be raised, or any external wall

boilt against snoh party structure ; but as this

would be solely for his own convenience he
most bear the cost, and must, besides, make
good all damage occasioned to the adjoining
premises, or to the internal finishings and deco-
rations, and carry np all flues and chimney
stacks of the adjoining owners so far as the new
works may render it necessary. 7. He may pull
down any party structure that is of insufficient

strength for his intended building, and may
rebuild it of sufficient strength, on the like con-
ditions as to cost and as to making good damage
to adjoining premises, their internal finishings

or decorations. 8. He may cut into any party
•tmetare at his own cost, and on condition of
mating good damage to adjoining premises.
9. He may cat away any footings, chimney
breast, jambs, or flues projecting from the
party.wall, in order to build an external wall
against it, or for any other purpose, on the same
conditions as to payment of cost and damage ;

and although they, being upon his side of the
wall, may be considered his own property, he
eannot deal with them without a proper award
under this Act ; nor can he cut away the chim-
ney breasts or shafts without the certificate of
the district surveyor, as already pointed out.
And after the external wall has been built the
party wall remains a party wall, which may
cause future trouble to either owner, or to both.
Finally there is a very comprehensive clause
giving the building owner a right to perform
any other necessary works incident to the con-
nection of party structures with the premises
adjoining thereto. It will be seen that there is

yery great scope for the exercise of the judg-
ment of the surveyors on most of these points.
There is the just apportionment of costs when
work has to be done at the expense of both
owners. Tyhere the respctive buildings differ

greatly in size, and the party wall, which
would be thick enough for one, has to
be built thicker in respect of the larger
buQding, the exact position of the centre
of the wall with respect to the line divid-
ing the two properties may have to be
fixed separately for each fioor. As there are
certain parts of the metropolis where the space
in a buUding, occupied by a thickness of only
4iin., more or less, in a party wall, would be
worth several hundreds of pounds, the im-
portance of this arrangement is evident. Be-
sides this, questions as to what damage has
been done U) the premises of the adjoining
owner, his finishings and decorations, and the
ralne thereof, are often very complicated. No
power is given to make the building owner
board np or pay for hoarding up the rooms of
the adjoining owner that may be left open by
pulling down the party wall. No award, there-
fore, can deal with that particular item, what-
ever remedy might be found by action at law—a not very promising proceeding. If the
bnilding owner fails to make good any damage
done he is liable to a penalty not exceeding
^20 per day, at the discretion of the magis.
tiate. Although power is given above to raise
a party wall no power is expressly given to
underpin or to continue the wall downwards

—

an operation frequently requiring to be done,
and included in a party-wall notice. I think
we may draw a distinction between an ordi-
Bai7 act of nnderpinning, where such work is
nurttrntj by reason of the base of a wall being
decayed or placed on a defective foundation—which act is of the nature of a repair—and
the act of extending a wall downwards for the
purpose of forming a basement of one or more
stories in depth below the old foundation. The
Haater of the Eolls, in the case to which I have
referred (Standard Bank v. Stokes), had all
this before him, and gave the opinion that the
power given to raise a wall is wide enough to
inclode this downward extension of it. He

said—" Is it necessary to limit the word ' raise'

to putting something on the wall on the top ?

And may not you raise or make it longer, or

build it up by something on the bottom ? I

do not think it necessary so to hold." He con-

sidered also that, having power by another sub-

section of the Act, to pull down a wall and put
it up again, it would be an extraordinary read-

ing of the Act to say that you may not do
something less—that is to say, support it, and
put a new wall underneath it ? But the judge
founded his decision on the power which is

given " to perform any other necessary works
incidental to the connection of party structures

with the premises adjoining thereto." He
said—"If you make the sub-baaement, and
you do not support the wall, it will fall down,
and it is incident to its connection, because if

it fell down its connection would be termi-

nated in a very summary manner." If one may
presume to choose between these three reasons

I should say the last seems to be the best.

{To be concluded next week.)

FAEM AKCHITECTUEE.*
FARM architecture occupies a position

between domestic and plain utilitarian or

engineering construction which has but few
attractions for the architect whose sympathies
attach themselves solely to the more artistic or

decorative side of his profession. Hence it is

not perhaps strange that the design and
planning of agricultural buildings have been of

late years relegated to a special class of pro-

fessional men. At present the design of farm
buildings is regarded as a kind of tertium qnid
best left to the agriculturist or farmer himself,

and about which there is little to require archi-

tectural aid. This kind of unconcern has, how-
ever, a danger in it, for as we have pointed out
in these pages before, the architect is losing
ground by allowing a branch of specialists to

take away a source of profit which for centuries
has been a legitimate branch of his calling.

Specialism will of course increase as the re-

quirements of society become more numerous
and complex, but as we have those who devote
themselves to churches and schools, houses and
mercantile wants, so there is ample room for

many of the younger members of the profes-
sion to study the requirements of the farm,
and make themselves competent to throw
a charm round our farm-steadings and rural
buildings. If furniture, carpets, and wall-
hangings are worthy of the architect's atten-
tion, we do not see why his pencil and artistic

power should be withheld from a class of build-
ings which represents so important a field of
British industry as that of farming and agri-

culture. An additional reason why we think
the subject is one not unworthy of his skill is,

that of late years many improvements and
systems of husbandry have been introduced,
and that the old farm-steading, picturesque as
it often was, is being fast superseded by a more
scientific and less pleasing arrangement which
it is within the true architect's power to recast
into more artistic forms. What, for instance,
could be a more appropriate subject for those
architects who are reviving the old English
homestead, than the farm with its group of
sheds and buildings ? We are prompted to
make these remarks by a small octavo volume
lying before us entitled, " Practical Architec-
ture as applied to Farm Buildings of every
Description," written by Mr. Robert ScottBum,
farm architect and engineer, and the author of
several works on similar subjects. The book
is a reprint from a series of articles that have
appeared in our contemporary, the Country,
and will be found a most useful guide to the
planning and construction of farm buildings.
The author has given a careful digest of the
practical details of farm construction rather
than a comprehensive treatise on general
principles. After generally referring to the
three systems of farm planning known as the
" compact," the " grouped," and the " isolated
or detached," the arrangement and details of
stock buildings are discussed. Two or three
forms of cow-houses or " byres " are illustrated,

and of course in all of them the feeding pas-
sage is recommended both for the purpose of

• Practicil Architeoture, u Applied to Fann-bnUdlnga
of eTery Deacription. Prnfiuely illustrated. By Boskrt
Sooxr BoRH, Farm Architect and Kngiueer. Loudon ; The
C»imtrv Office, 170, Strand.

keeping the cattle quiet and also for the clean-
liness thereby insured. For small houses,
where from four to eight cows are kept, the
sheds are about 18ft. to 22tt. wide, out of
which there is a 3ft. 6in. feeding passage, a
5ft. 9in. length of stall, a space of 5ft. Gin. in
front, the cleaning or dunging space next the
wall, and a 9in. gutter between. In the
double-stall arrangement the cattle are placed
head to head in two rows, with feeding passage
down the centre. Another double arrangement
shows a duplication of the first single row
plan, the stalls being placed in rows along the
front and back walls with passages for feeding
close to the walla, and the dunging passage
down the centre of shed bounded by gutters on
each side, and laid slightly convex. The latter
plan is recommended as the best for large
cow-houses, especially where the proprietor
desires the dunging to be done quickly
and economically, as the manure is then
carried off through a centre door in the end
wall. Both systems, however, have obvious
advantages over the single plan, which are-
discussed. Various details are entered into,
and we may refer to the suggestion that single-
stalls are preferred to those for holding two
cows, and the author justly says stalls are
generally made too narrow, and he advises
about 4ft. 6in. as the best width. As regards
floors, Portland cement, concrete, or asphalte,.
are spoken of with more favour than stone or
brick, which last materials are hard and un-
comfortable for the cattle if laid at the top
part of stall. Channels or grooves cut obliquely
to a centre groove leading to the main gutter
or simply inclined floors, are certainly les»
troublesome than sparred or open timber
frames with space underneath into which the
dung falls—a mode preferred by some feeders.
We are certainly inclined to agree with Mr.
Burn when he questions iron fittings for the
"travis" board or division between the stalls.

They are certainly not so comfortable nor warm
as wooden fittings for the cattle to come ia
contact with, and if the heel and head posts
were made of iron with rounded edges, all that
can be desired is at once accomplished. The
author humanely hints that much infliction of
suffering would be prevented if these posts and'
all door posts had their sharp corners taken off.

Another important suggestion is that the stall,

boards should be fitted loosely in the grooves
of the posts so that they can be removed for
cleansing, &c. All corners, as those between
the walls and floors, facilitate cleaning if

rounded off in concrete and cement. Coming
to mangers or feeding troughs, the high
manger is preferred to that resting on the
floor ; cast iron and earthenware are both used,
and the water-trough should be provided with
a tap from an overhead water-pipe. Houses-
for fattening cattle are thoroughly discussed,
and the plans known as the "stall-feeding
system," the " box " system, and the open court
and shed are described. These plans are the
results of experience in accommodating cattle
to be fattened for the market, and are roughly
divisible into two classes. First, those in which
the animals are confined to a limited space, as
in the stall and box ; and second, those in which
space is given to allow them freedom of move-
ment, such as the "curtain," and open court,
and shed system. The author quotes various
authorities on each side, but it certainly appears
to us to be a species of cruelty to adopt the
cramped stall plan in preference to the "loose
box " or "open court and shed system," while
economically the latter plan is quite as cheap as
the stall. Various plans are given, illustrating
the diiierent systems. Thus the boxes may be
arranged in double stall fashion, with a centre
feeding passage under one roof, and with the
turnip store at the end, or on each side of the
straw barn. The boxes are usually 10ft. square
or 12ft. by 8ft. The open court plan consists of
a square-walled court about 36ft. square (it
intended for six animals) with a lean-to shed on
one side 10ft. wide, both concreted and drained,
the turnip store occupying a central narrow
shed between two such blocks. The " hammel"
plan consists of a smaller court and shed in-
tended for one animal, but in both systems it
seems to us the animal has a natural freedom
—can feed himself or drink when he desires,
and keep his body in a more even temperature
than possible in a close byre. At least, the-
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testimony quoted in favour of the open hammel
as the more sanitary condition is overwhelming.
We pass over some sensible remarks on

stable arrangement, and we are glad to find

it stated that the balance of modern opinion
points to a feeding passage at the back of

stalls as a far more reasonable mode of re-

plenishing or cleaning the manger than the
old-fashioned one. Another point we may note
is that 18ft. is the least width with suoU provi-

sion. Plans of a double arrangement similar

to the cattle houses are given. Speaking of

sanitary details, iron fittings and non-absorbent
. walls, or glazed-tile-lined walls are, of course,

spoken of approvingly, and a kind of window
in which the lower half is hinged like a case-

ment and the upper hnlf pivotted or hinged at
bottom, is recommended. Rounded edges to

doors and door jambs and fittings, flush bolts

and latclies, doors opening outwards, and a good
width—the minimum stated is 3ft. 9in. by 7ft.

<3in.—are, or should be, almost unnecessary pre-

cautions to be insisted on. As regards venti-

lation, the open louvre-boarded ridge venti-

lating roof is now acknowledged the best, and
the author concurs in the commissioners on
barrack recommendations in these respects.

The plan in favour is a double-stall arrange-
ment, with a wide centre dunging passage
between, open drains and channels being pre-

ferred. For the ingress of fresh air, ventilat-

ing bricks, 9in. by 6in., may be introduced
between every two stalls, the air being con-
ducted near the floor. We are sorry the author
should have given the architectural details, as
they are below criticism. The arrangement
and construction of piggeries, sheep shelter
sheds, poultry houses, and barns are subjects
into which the book under notice enters, and
some very good hints are given on the details

of barn construction. As regards barn doors,
the sliding system is coming largely into use,

the door being suspended with rollers upon a
rail at the top, along which it runs or is made to
run upon rollers and a bottom iron rail. Corru-
gated iron doors are better and more economical
when thus made. Concrete floors are also now
generally esteemed for corn barns as being
vermin proof^and more economical, and various
methods are detailed by which the cunning
and perseverance of rats may be thwarted.
Thus rats will often burrow from the outside
round the bottom of the footing of wall, but if

a course of stone be built into the wall below the
ground and project a few inches, their progress
will be obstructed and they will retire. A layer
of concrete inside or outside the footings will
also form a good check. Another good plan is

to groove the board or concrete paving into the
wall. Again, a useful kind of check is to hang
cast-iron or zinc hoods or caps, with a project-
ing outer lip bent downwards, placed over the
door steps and window sills, so as to stop the
entrance of these rodentia ; and the timbers of
the roof at their junction with the wall, such as
the rafters and principals should be bedded in
hard-setting mortar, and the corners cemented.
Beferring to the designs and plans given for
country houses and cottages, we may say this is

the least successful part of Mr. Scott Burn's
little treatise, and his book would have been
-equally valuable without this section. The
author prefers what he calls the " break and
projection " type of house as the most econo-
mical, and this type forms the ornament to the
cover of the book. We should rather call it
the cruciform type, but we are not disposed
here to controvert the merits of this arrange-
ment. In the other parts of the book the
author has furnished a fund of very useful
data, to which the builder of farm-steadings may
refer with profit, and we can with confidence
say that every detail modern improvement can
suggest will be found discussed.

PROPOSEDNEW METROPOLITANROUTE
FROM THE SOUTH TO THE EAST-END.
"PROPOSALS for relieving the traflic over
-^ the Thames from north-east to south-east
continue to be made, and we have already
noticed one or two schemes. We have now
another idea proposed by Mr. H. .1. Lanchester,
architect, of Abchuroh-yard, Cannon-street,
and that is to form a new route, chiefly for
heavy goods traflic between the south and east
of London, so as to divert it from the main

city streets. The idea is a good one, for we
have all along considered that if the heavier
traffic could bo separated from the lighter or
passenger traffic by a distinct channel, much
of the overcrowding of our city thoroughfares,
at their crossings especially, would be avoided.
The author of the scheme before us observes
with truth that the requirements of pedestrians
and carriage-passengers have not been con-
sidered, although forming the most numerous
prrtion of the traffic. At the crossings in King
William-street and Prince's-street, Cornhill
and Gracechurch-street, the congestion of both
kinds of traffic is becoming daily greater and
more dangerous, and the reason undoubtedly is

mainly owing to the crossing of traffic running
east and west with that north and south. The
new route commences on the south side in the
High-street, Borough, a little to the south of
the junction with South wark-street, passes
through the Borough.market, crosses the
Thames by a low-level bridge between Cannon-
street railway-bridge and London - bridge,

and terminates at Upper Lower Thames,
street, at a point 100 yards east of the Cannon-
street Station, at which junction a square is

proposed of sufficient size to allow the traffic to
pass freely east and west into Thames-street-
which thoroughfare eastwards is proposed to be
widened to an average width of 60ft. on the
north side, diverted slightly to the north at the
east end of Custom-house, by a new roadway
into Trinity-square, avoiding the steep rise of
Great Tower-hill. This route is shown to end
at the Minories, where the traffic will become
dispersed into the main eastern thoroughfares.
There is something to be said for this pro-
posal, and the principal feature in it that com.
mends itself to us is that it provides a separate
channel for the heavier part of the traffic from
the Surrey-side to the London Docks and East-
end. The approach to the proposed bridge
ends at Thames-street, and there is no direct
access through into Cannon-street, so that the
traffic going east or west will not be interfered
with. The new route passes Billingsgate-
market, the Custom-house, and Coal Exchange
and various depots of manufacture and trade,
and provides access to the docks, and the
manufacturing establishments in the East of
London. At the same time, would not a bridge
at the Tower site give better facilities (by ob-
viating the detour westwards) than that
sketched ? As regards the figures quoted by
Mr. Lanchester—viz., that the average traffic

per day over London-bridge is composed of
7,800 vehicles devoted to goods traffic, they
certainly appear to lend support to a bridge
further eastwards than that shown, especially
as the greater part of the goods traffic is

acknowledged to move in an easterly direction.
Indeed, we hardly think a bridge in the situa-

tion shown, so near London-bridge, would be an
improvement. If the East of London and its

heavy traffic are to be relieved, why not boldly
construct a bridge in the direction of the
greatest need, instead of crowding up the river
above London-bridge ? Into the details of the
scheme it is unnecessary to enter, though the
author shows that the gradients of the new
route would be very easy—1 in 55 on the south
side, and 1 in 60 on the north—and compare
favourably with the gradients to the approaches
of London and Southwark bridges, which
range from 1 in 22 to 1 in 34. We may add a
lattice-girder bridge is proposed, 42ft. wide, of
low level, and having a headway above Trinity
high-water mark of 23ft. in the centre. No
cost is stated ; tlie approaches would run into a
considerable sum, but with any scheme the
item of purchase would be largely compensated
for by the creation of business frontages.

METAL BAR & IRON BRIDGE STRESSES.
XN a paper printed in the transactions of the
-*- American Society of Civil Engineers, read
by Mr. Theodore Cooper, C.E., member, some
remarkable experiments are recorded upon
steel bridge links. The writer noticed acci-

dentally that the link heads, while being
tested, exhibited peculiar markings due to the
cracking of the scale while under the test. A
closer examination convinced him that these
markings indicated the mode of transfer of the
stresses about the pin-hole, and throughout the
head of the bars. It appears the links were of

steel, known as " Hay's steel," and were forged

from solid billets by Messrs. Hussey, Howe,
and Co. The section of one link in the body
of bar was 3in. by llin., and that of beads
7Jin. by l'2in. ; the length from centre to

centre of pin.holes, 2ft. 9in. ; diameter of pin-

holes. Sin. At 43,3501b,per sectional inch the
scale began to fall oif from body of bar, and
the markings appeared. Another test on a
duplicate link indicated very similar results.

No permanent set was visible at 40,0001b. per
square inch ; the scale commenced falling at

45,7001b. At 47,0001b. per square inch distinct

lines appeared upon body of bar. Relaxing
the strain it was noticed about 2in. of the bar
was distinctly marked with diagonal cross lines

at 45° (as well as could be judged) to the line

of bar, and these markings were visible upon
all its four sides, the number of lines being

,

about five to the inch, measured perpendi-
cularly. Sketches are given of these lines,

which, in the case mentioned, form quite an
ornamental band of plaid-llke form round the
bar. The author also refers to other excentrio
lines which appear about holes punched ia
steel plates, and several of these steel speci-

mens are illustrated in the paper before us.

We note especially one diagram of a flat bar
grooved in centre, upon which quite a symme-
trical disposition of crossed curvilinear lines

is shown obtained upon a number of specimens
of the same shape. Though no single speci-
men showed all the markings here given, each
showed a portion, and these have been com-
bined in the diagram before us. In the
centre on both sides of the groove or notch,
the lines represent intersecting curves some-
what like the pattern on engine-turned watch-
cases. These appear first at about 40,0001b.
per square inch on the grooved section. The
markings about the pin-holes, near the end of
bar were obtained at or near the rupturing
point usually from 89,0001b. to 9o,0001b. per
square inch. The lines produced from shearing
a steel plate are indefinite, showing the
different kinds Of strain due partly to shearing
and partly to bending. These lines, it is

noticed, cross one another at right angles, and
are at 45° to the line of applied stress. The
author thinks the direction of the transferred
stresses upon these specimens are at 45° to the
markings. Into the discussion that follows
we cannot here enter, but simply remark the
conclusion arrived at. This is, that the scale
markings are lines of greatest shear, lines

along which the metal slides to restore an
equilibrium between the applied and resisting

forces or lines of flow. The principles being
accepted, the author concludes by asking
whether we cannot plot the lines of transferred
stress from these markings by drawing a re-

sultant line of 45° to the several lines of shear,
or that transverse dimensions may be tJiken so
uniformly that the shear will be uniform
throughout, and the form obtained be of equal
strength at all parts.

In another discussion on the "Relative
Quantities of Material in Bridges of Various
Height," at the tenth annual convention, upon
Mr. Emery's paper—a notice of whioh was
given in the Building News of last year-^-Mr.
W. H. Searles made a remark which corrobo-
rated the theory that high-trussed bridges were
the most economical. The speaker referred to
the Erie Canal bridges, designed by Mr. Squire
Whipple, with a small height of truss, which
were wearing out so rapidly, especially in the
lower chord, from decay, that iron chords had
to be substituted, the other parts being rebuilt
in wood. Mr. Searles discovered that the low
truss required an excessive amount of iron in
proportion to the rest of the bridge. He there-
upon raised the truss from 7 or 8ft. in a span
of 80 or 90ft. to 16ft., with the object of re-

ducing the cost of the iron chord. "The author
found from Mr. Emery's data that 16ft. was
the most economical proportion at the then
prices of wood and iron, comparing the cost of
the 8 or Oft. truss with the 16ft. one, and he
found that in a small bridge of a single road-
way, there was a saving of about 100 dollars.
The increased height necessitated counter-
bracing of every panel, and a system of over-
head-bracing was also required, but the result
is stated to be very satisfactory, and the bridges
are crossed with a greater sense of safety than
the lower-truBsed ones.
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SOUTHPORT OLACIABITTM.

This glaciarium has been erected to provide for

the rapidly-growing^ town of Soutbport a cold
tore for the preservation of meat, also a manu-
factory for pare ice, and the largest sheet of ice

for skating that has ever b«>en produced by
artificial means, which will add much to the
attractions of this farourite seaside resort. The
•kating hall is 160ft. long x 64ft. wide, the area
of the ice being Utft. x 54ft.,or 7,776ft. sq. The
front buildings contain large cloak-rooms, lava-

tories, and skate and refreshment-rooms, with a
large gallery for spectators across the end of
the hall. In this building are also provided,
separate from the hall proper, spacious billiard,

dining, and reading-rooms, with photographic
tudio, ic. At the other end of the building,
and in communication with the skating-floor, is

a beautifully-arranged fern-grotto promenade.
The front is faced with red pressed bricks,
carved and moulded. The engine-room and
boiler-house are in the rear of the building, and
contain machinery of the most improved cha-
racter for the purposes of refrigeration. It is

contemplated to still further extend this portion
of the premises and plant. The buildings have
been designed by Messrs. Bell and Roper, of the
Boyal Exchange, Manchester; Mr. T. Bridge, of
Soathport, being the contractor. The glacia-
rium is the property of a company formed to
carry into practical effect the patents of Pro-
fessor John Gamgce, and the warmest praise is

due to Mr. Edward Holden, the chairman, and
his co-directors, for their iHtelligent perseve-
rance in the execution and accomplishment of
their difficult task. The building was formally
opened by Mr. Edward Holden, on Friday, the
10th instant, and on Thursday, the 16th inst.,

the skating-floor was inaugurated by Lord
Lindsay, followed by a curling match between
the Lancashire clubs.

WIMOriKLD KANOB, DEBBTSHIBE.
Me. Lanohax gave some general historic notes
of this mansion at the time of publishing his
ketch of the porch and chapel gable. (See
BuiLDiKO News for September 15, 1876, Vol.
XXXL, p. 257). This bay window is on the
same side of the inner court as the porch,
and to the right (all the intervening wall
being razed), and lighted the great hall.
The jambs or side faces of the bay are not
qnare, but slightly splayed, so that the plan
is half of an irregular decagon. The door
shown opens on a stair down to the finely-
Taolted crypt.—W. E. Lethaby.

CHUBCH OF ST. BABNABAS, BECEENHAM.
Bbckexhak is among the foremost of the rising
aborbs to the south of London, and house-
bailding has recently been carried on very ex.
traaively. Such an increase has of course
aeeesntated farther church accommodation,
and it is but a short time since that we pub-
lished (Jane 29. 1877) a view of Holy Trinity
Cbvrcb, a building of very considerable merit.
To day we give a view of the new Church of
St. Barnabas, from the designs of Messrs.
Slenning and Hall, architects. We have re-
eeired no particulars cf the building.

B0C8E AT CLAVEBTON.

This is a residence recently erected at Stoke
Bishop, near Bristol. The accompanying draw-
ing indicates the general style of the building.

The walls are built of red bricks, and are hol-

low. The dressings are of Doulting stone. The
roof is covered with Brosely tiles. The exterior

woodwork is of deal, and painted a chocolate

colour. Of the interior woodwork, that in the
hall, including the staircase, screens, and
panelled ceiling, and that in the dining-room
and studio, are of pitch pine stained (not var-

nished) a dark colour. The other woodwork is

of common deal and painted. The terrace walls

are of red bricks, some being of special make.
The stabling is situated at the south- east side

of the house, and is built in the same style as

the house. Mr. Wm. Wood Bethell, of 19,

Craven-street, Strand. London, was the archi-

tect ; Mr. J. E. Davis, of Bristol, the builder

;

and Mr. Ed. Honey the clerk of the works.

CHURCH OF ST. MICHAEL AND ALL ANGELS,
BEDFORD-PARK, TURNHAM-GEEEN.

Last week we gave the general geometrical
drawings of this interesting building, and to-

day we are enabled to publish several details

to a larger scale, including the nave and aisle

roof and benches in the nave. The drawings
are carefully figured, and descriptive notes are
given with the several parts, so that further
description here is unnecessary. Next week
we hope to conclude our series of illustrations

of the church by publisking a perspective view
with ground plan, a longitudinal section and
details of the aisle window, buttresses, &c.
We understand that a parsonage house is to

be built adjoining the church. Mr. E. Norman
Shaw, E.A., is the architect of all the buildings
on the Bedford-park estate.

ALL saints' CHUBCH, STOKB NEWINGTON.
This church is situated in Aden-grove, Stoke
Newington, and was erected a year or so since
from the designs of Messrs. Francis T. Doll-
man and William T. Allen, architects, of the
Adelphi. We publish a general plan with the
view, but no particulars have been received
from the architects. Our illustration is taken
from the drawing which was last year exhibited
at the Koyal Academy.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
Glasgow.—The annual meeting for the dis-

tribution of prizes in connection with the GUis-
gow School of Art and Haldane Academy was
held last week in the Corporation Galleries.
The annual report of the committee of manage-
ment stated that for 1877 the number of
students was 1.167, and for 1878 1,003. Of
these 322 presented themselves at the local
examination, of whom 144 passed. The branch
school in the East.end had been well attended.
The financial position of the school was fairly

satisfactory, but the committee noticed with
regret a decrease in the amount of subscrip.
tions.

COMPETITIONS.
Halifax.—At the last mon*^hly meeting of

the Halifax School Board a report of the board
in committee was presented, showing that at
a meeting on the 13th of January, at which nine
members were present, the plans selected from
92 competitors for the erection of a higher
board school were those submitted under the
motto " Seal of the Board," the second premium
of je25 being awarded to the author of the plans
under the motto " Prussian." The sealed enve-
lopes accompanying the plans having been
opened, it was found that Messrs. Leeming and
Leeming were the authors of the plans under
the motto " Seal of the Board," and Mr. Richard
Horsfall of those under the motto " Prussian."
It had therefore been resolved in committee to
authorise Messrs. Leeming to obtain tenders
for the works required to be done in the erection
of the entire school, according to their plans,
and also for the erection of one department
only. Mr. Ramsden inquired how the voting
was in committee upon the subject, arid in reply
the clerk said there were five in favour of the
report, three against, and one neutral ; where-
upon a discussion ensued upon the motion of
Mr. J. W. Longbottom, seconded by Mr. D.

Hitchen, that the report of the committee be
adopted. Mr. Ramaden thought, and he was
supported by the chairman, that the majority
of the board in committee was not a sufficiently
preponderating one to warrant an immediate
acceptance of their decision, and he suggested
a reconsideration of the matter. After an
opportunity had been given for the expression
of opinion upon the subject, Mr. Longbottom i

replied, and characterised a reconsideration of I
the plans after their authorship was known as '

a proceeding which would not be endorsed by
any honourable man. Ultimately the resolution
that the report be adopted was put to the meet-
ing with the following result:—For, Messrs.
Longbottom and Hitchen ; against, Messrs.
Swallow. Snowden, and Ramsden ; neutral,
Messrs. Riley, Storey, and Drury. The motion
was therefore lost, and the board resolved itself
into a committee. If the recommendation of
the committee is adopted finally it seems a pity
that 90 architects have been put to trouble and
expesse for nothing. The two successful
Halifax architects might just as well have been
applied to at first.

AHCH.ffiOLOGICAL SOCIETIES.
British AECHa;OLOGiCAL Association.—

The third meeting of the session was held on
Wednesday last; Mr. Thos. Morgan, in the
chair. The Rev. Mr. Chandler reported the dis-

covery of the altar slab of Waterbeach Church.
It is of grey marble, and has been supported
by six pilasters, fragments of which were found.
The peculiarity was noticed of the usual 5
incised crosses appearing on what seems always
to have been the under side of the slab. Dr.
Woodhouse, as a warning to antiquaries, exhi-
bited a large collection of forged articles, the
work of the firm of " Billy and Charley,"
whose productions were more frequently met
with a few years ago. Mr. Lottus Brook,
F.S.A., described an African jug of modern
date, but having the form of colouring of early
times, being an example of the continuance of
ancient types in the country, Mr. Gordon
Hills reported that several fragments of Roman
date had been found in Chichester Cathedral,
indicating the prior existence of Roman build-
ings on the site. He exhibited red tesserse and
Samian ware, and spoke of fine tiles having
been found. Mr. Hills then read the first

paper, descriptive of the recent discovery of a
remarkable series of earthenware vessels at
Leeds Church, Kent. They are built up over
the arches of the nave, and were inserted pro-
bably in the belief that they would help the
acoustic effect of the building. The arches are
of 15th century date, but the jars appear to be
older. The subject of acoustic pottery in
churches was dwelt upon at length. Mr. R.
Blair described a great number of small articles

carved in jet, found on the site of the Roman
station, South Shields, and which are very
peculiar in form. Mr. de Grey Birch, F.R.S.L.,
commented upon the peculiarities of the in-

scriptions. Mr. Roach Smith, F.S.A., reported
the discovery, in the AUier, of the site of a
Roman manufactory of small statuettes of
white clay, and exhibited a series of photo,
graphs of the most interesting. These articles

are of rare occurrence in England. Mr. Morgan
read the second paper, taking for his theme
the positions of the Roman armies in North
Britain in the second'and third centuries—the
positions being indicated by numerous evi-

dences which were passed in review, while
recent discoveries were mentioned which afford

additional information. The third paper was
by Mr. W. C. Little, who traced the course of
a Roman road across the Cambridgeshire fens,

and described its construction of gravel upon a
layer of branches. It is generally 25ft. wide.

The ilnoth is announcel, at the age of 74, of Mr.
Henry Nelson Hughea, builder, of Wrexham. He
was largely concerned in erecting houses for the
working classes, and built a numV>er of dwellings of
thii character in Springfield, Rhondda, and sub-
sequently bought a quantity of l.ind iu Iho hamlet of
Rhosr;epsney, which he covered with bouses. At the
time of his death he was in association with hia son,
Mr. Charles Hughes, erecting 45 houses between
Rhondda and the railway station. Mrs. Hughes
di' d on the following day after her husband, and was
buried in the same grave.
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BVILDING NEWS DESIGNING CLUB.
A WAYSIDE INN.

THIS subject has tnten well with our con-

tributors, and we have some fifty designs,

all bearing marks of study and painstaking
effort, and some of much uierit. We did not
propose any condition as to cost in the present
instance, but left every competitor to work the

problem out himself. Many of the designs give

us rather more of a suburban hotel or public,

house than an unpretending wayside inn, and
for this purpose or for a village inn they are

suitable. Four or five designs closely contest
the prize, but after due consideration of the
conditions we have decided upon placing the

design under motto "J., New Year's Day" as

the first. Its unpretending and picturesque
elevation is not, however, its chief merit. It is

compact, cosy, and economical in plan, and it

covers less area than most of the other plans
which run it very close. The ground plan be-

speaks the purpose ; the lobby is sufficient, and
opens into a taproom, well lighted in front, with
seats round the walls. On the right is a small
bar—not a tavern or railway buffet—served

than a wayside tavern. It has a rather monu-
mental doorway, and the style is more suitable

for a stone district. The plan lacks invention

and fitness. The kitchen is too far away from
the bar, to which it has no connection, and the

bar-parlour and smoke-room Gcarcely enjoy that

privacy and immunity from the inquisitive eyes

of the barmen or barmaids which a hungry
wayfarer would look for. The straight passage
divides the house uneconomically, and the idea

of a town house is uppermost. A stable en-

trance is shown. " Omega," as usual, sends

some well designed elevations, pleasing in de-

tail, but the plan has a crowded and confused

look about it that almost defies unravelling.

In the first place we do not see very clearly

how the hall is to be lighted, except through
the screen of bar; another fault is the distance

from kitchen to bar, while the tap-room is too

much cut off from the bar. Externally the

design is suitably treated. "Omnia Vincit

Labor :" This is a. plan which scarcely seizes

the main points; the bar is a mere cupboard-
room, with small serving hatches between hall

and bar.parlour ; the kitchen is not in direct

being enriched by painted plaques with heads,
the surrounding panels having stamped crim-
son leather, and the mouldings being gilt. The
dresser top has a back of bevelled mirrors—the
upper lockers being carried by turned balusters
at the angles. At the top of lockers is a railed
shelf for porcelain, &c. The whole is proposed to
be executed in English oak, unpolished, and
gilded in the principal mouldings. Thelatterare
in good taste, and there is refinement in the
detail generally. In " J'Espere" we recognise
a well-known hand. The design is a clever
one, with a certain admixture of Japanese
detail. There are three cupboards below with
bamboo framework and tinted glass panels in
lead. The centre opening has a curtain. Above
are three drawers, and above the shelf is a
simply-treated top, with shelves for bric-Abrac,
and bevelled mirrors below. The ornament is

proposed to be executed in black line, the
centre cupboards being painted. Simplicity
and breadth are somewhat sacrificed, though
there is evident merit in the composition. We
do not admire the finish of the uprights and
cupboard stiles, which have a rather awkward

from a short corridor inside, which gives access ' fit for a village inn than a roadside. Exter-

communication, and the arrangement is more
[

appearance. The design " Memor Esto," has

to a snuggery, a kitchen, and mainly to a bar-

parlour in front; the latter is of good size, with
a wide and well-lit bay and an angle fireplace

placed in a convenient position for the comfort
of wayside travellers. The conveniences are
well placed, and the bedrooms small but sufii-

cient. The author has simply treated the
exterior in brick and tile, but has raade a
feature of the doorway and bar window which
places it out of the rank of .a cottage ordwelling-
house. The tile-hung walls and the bay with
tarred timbering and plaster above are ple.ising

and homely.looking. The next design, " Mech-
lin," we had intended to give the first place for
its even more expressive inn-like character. No
one can mistake it for anything else ; its two
end projecting gables timbered, and its

bracketed gallery between, its spacious entrance
and bar window are very characteristic of the
public-house, and the drawings are carefully
and cleverly executed, but the ground plan
savours too much of the hotel in its dimensions
and completeness. There was scarcely any
necessity for a side tap entrance ; the offices are
not very conveniently planned in relation to the
bar, and the rooms are larger than required for
the chance custom of a wayside. The author
says in a note, " Bar accommodation is only
provided in connection with the taproom and
skittle-alley, the better class of customers
generally using the bar-parlour." The remark
applies to a village inn. " Yesram " sends a
more compact plan, but fails in the- elevation.
The bar has a counter cutting off quadrant-
fashion the corner of the space—a mode of
accommodation more suitable to and suggestive
of a railway tavern. The bar-parlour and
smoking-room are conveniently placed on
each side, and the private part of the
house is well cut off from the public por-
tion. There is a side entrance for skittle-alley.
The elevation reminds us too much of a fancy
suburban tavern or a cottage oi-n(e, and the
entrance has a private air of seclusion, hardly
characteristic. " S " in circle falls into a
similar mistake in his elevation. Uncommonly
pretty, neat, and nice, as a country lodge or
residence, it is much too fanciful to be built
by some desolate country roadside, with but
little to set it off in the way of buildings. The
chief fault we find with the plan, otherwise
good, is the draughty passage and cramped
stairs. The drawings are cleanly and neatly
done, and the estimate at 7d. is worked out at
i£l,366. " S." is one of the few competitors
who have furnished an estimate. " B " in circle
is a cleverly drawn and pleasing cottage-like
inn, the entrance being up a few steps under a
sheltered lean-to of the roof placed sideways.
The idea is certainly pretty and cosy, and the
plan is skilfully managed as regards the bar
and entrances ; the bar parlour is approached
through the bar—not perhaps desirable—and
the smoking-room and dining-room would have
been better thrown into one. The rooms are
rather small. Another clever but misapplied
study is " Triangle " in circle. It certainly
lacks one essential, and that is character. Its
elevation looks far more suitable for a builder's
residence, with yard and workshops attached.

nally the grouping is somewhat heavy and the

treatment is too domestic for a public-house.

The building is cubed at 7d. = £1,537.

"Enigma" has some good points, such as the
arrangement of bar and parlour, and the ele.

vation, half timbered, is more suggestive of an
inn than many others, but the communication
between kitchen and bar is not handy.
" J. S." is a carefully drawn elevation, but
it becomes more a cottage orn^e or a
gentleman's lodge than a wayside inn. The
plan reminds us of many railway hotels,

and there is a want of fitness evident.
" Fritz " seizes the idea, and his plan is not
without merit, especially in the arrangement of

bar and kitchen offices ; but the roof is heavy,

and the end elevation not happy. The author
of " Be to its merits very kind, and to its faults

a little blind" has sent a very detailed and
elaborate set of drawings, in which flues and
joists are shown—a work of supererogation on
his part, the labour of which would have been
better bestowed probably in improving the
plan. One fault to which we can hardly be
blind is the large bar and counter, and the
want of communication between latter and
kitchen. The elevation expresses its character,

and the ample notes and scantlings interspersed

—if unnecessary for our purpose—show at least

a knowledge of detail and practical require-

ment that is commendable. The detail of

chimney-piece is not without merit, but too

elaborate, and the side ramps would have been
better omitted. Many of the designs, in some
respects clever, err in showing the arrange-
ments of small pulilic-houses. Among these we
may place " Con Amore "—neat and typical in

elevation, "Y." in circle, "Che Sara Sara,"
" M." in leaves, " Spero Meliora," " Herat,"
" Such a Dog," " Bad Attempt," " Cyprus,"
" Tam O'Shanter," " Anchor," " Nemo," a
design with no motto, initials being A. W.,
Leeds, " Signum," and " Octagon." Many of

these are creditable as elevations, and the
drawings are meritorious ; but in every case the
author has aimed at a suburban hotel, or a
class of building which we are accustomed to

designate by the name of " railway hotels." In
some of these there is a want of suitability both
in plan and elevation. " Tam O'Shanter " is

one of the best, though we cannot particularise

the merits or defects in every case.

The other designs we have received partake
more of private houses in plan and external

treatment. We may name in this category
" Ivy Leaf," in which the timbering is shown
in a fashion that is more singular than beauti-

ful ;
" Ich Dien," " Corona," " To be or not to

be," "Spider," "Primo," "Star" in circle,

"One of them," " Stefano," " B. M. W.,"
"Try," "Anchor" in circle, " En Avant,"
" W." in triangle, " Peter," " Ogmore."

DININO-aOOM BUFFET.

Of these designs the one with motto " J." is

the simplest and most effective. The plan is

canted at the ends, and there is no exaggerated
or strained effort to. produce quaintness or

ornamentation. Below the buffet top the doors

are framed in Japanese fashion—the panels

much simplicity about it, and there is a quiet
Renaissance feeling throughout. There is a
centre cupboard, a coved recess above the table
top, with shelf above. The details are not
equal to the design. " Prappe Fort " sends a
rather ordinary.looking design, marked by a
few good points—such as the cupboard details,
the rack below, &c. The ornament proposed
is appio, liate, and there is the merit of sim.
plicity 1 I outline. We are glad to see " East
Anglian" stand so well this time. His design
is certainly quiet and dignified, and the detail
markealy in advance of former efforts. Some
good detail is observable on " Be to its merits
very kind," &c., and the author has figured in
the sizes of every part. We do not like the
pointed-shaped legs to the upper shelves, and
the centre panel is too cut up. We can only
further name in order of merit a few others

—

" W. J. M.," " Burswell," " Try," and " J. S."
—and in these we find evidences of improve-
ment, though the prevalent weakness is

attempting too much.

THE E.I.B.A. AT THE CEITEEION.

ON Monday morning last, in accordance with
the request of the President of the

R.I.B.A., Mr. Verity, the architect of the
Criterion, attended at that building to meet
members of the Institute, so that the several
details and arrangements of the various depart-
ments of this large restaurant—described b«
Mr. Verity in his paper before the Instit:;lo

on Monday, the 13th—might be seen in work-
ing order previous to the discussion on the
subject at the Institute's next meeting. The
few members who attended the visit were
amply repaid by what they saw, both in the
Criterion and its theatre, as well as in the new
building adjoining, which is to form so large an
addition to the present accommodation. But
it certainly betrays a want of taste and con-
sideration on the part of the E.I.B.A. having
—through its president—asked to be allowed
to visit the buildings, that no one representa-
tive—not even the president or secretary^
was present to meet Mr. Verity, and with the
exception of two or three fellows, the meeting
consisted of a few junior associates. At the
visits of the Architectural Association care is

always taken that two or three representative
members or officers are present. As we have
on more than one occasion described the
Criterion, we need not here enter into particu-

lars. Mr. Verity was not backward in describ-

ing any little points of failure or alteration

made in the original arrangements during the
six years since the opening of the building.

For instance, in the dining-room on the ground
floor, where light has to be obtained through
the floor for the sculleries below, glass mosaic
was at first used for the lights, but owing to

the singular action of the indiarubber cover-

ings to the wheels of the joint tables in con-
tinually passing over the lights, the pieces of

the mosaic were picked out one by one, till

only the cement filling remained. Ground
glass panels have been substituted. Again, all

the service as well as principal doors into the
public departments were made of solid hard
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woods. Those used for service, where not im-
mediately seen, might have been made in a leas
costly manner, seeing that the waiters generally
having their hands full, invariably open the
doors either with a sharp kick of the foot or
thrust from the tray, so that in some cases all
the solid mouldings have been worn off. The
new building will provide a large American
refreshment buSet and grill-room on the
ground floor, and to the large hall of the
Criterion on the second floor an addition equal
to half its present length. On the first floor a
Buite of Masonic rooms will be arranged suit-
able for lodge and other meetings. Already
the Criterion is the most important building of
its kind in London, dining no less than two
thousand as a minimum every day, sometimes
over four thousand. When the new buildings
aite finished, the Criterion will be still more
worthy of remark.

CHIPS.
A new school is about to be bniU by the Great

Orimsby School Board for 750 children in the West
Marsh district. It will be the teconi provided by
the board, a former one for 1,100 having been built
18 months ago. The new school is from the designs
of the board's architect, Mr. Charles Bell, of London
•and Urimsby.

_
The Eiohmond vestry received at their last meet-

ing a report from Messrs. Euss and Minns, their
•engineers as to the progress of the woU now bsing
annk. They stated that the boring was now 130ft.
into the chalk, bat of this the last 20ft. was only
lOiin. diameter, and that owing to the tough nature
•of the chalk they had not made the progress that
was anticipated. It is now two years since the
•Sonthwark and Vauxhall Water Company cat off
*ha supply, and in the interim the townspeople
nave been supplied from springs in the Petersham
meadows.

The Merthyr Local Board have adopted the design
•of Mr. Dyne Stoel, M.I.C E., of Newport, for a new
iron bridge at Troedyrhiw. The bridge will replace
•n old one of the same span, and will have a buckled
platform, on which will be laid coal-tar, concrete,
«iid road metal. The tender of Messrs. Tangyo
Brothers and Steel, of Newport, has been acceeptod
for the execution of the work.

On Thursday week an inquiry was held at Cinder-
ford, before Mr. J. Thorahiil Harrison, G.E., Local
"Government Board inspector, respecting an applica-
tion from the Westbury-onSevernsanitary authority
for sanction to borrow il,800 for works of sewerage
and water supply at East Dean. Tde proceedings
were marked by several scenes, warm opposition
being raised by some of the East Dean ratepayers
to the scheme, the chief objections being the cost
and the position of the outfall works.

A South Wales journal says that the last remains
of the rained College of St. liltyd, at Llantwhit
Major, consisting of a triple archway leading out of
a small covered area in a garden on the north side
•of the parish churchyard, have been reduced to a
shapeless mass by the frost and snow of last week.
Mr. Brock, of London, has been commissioned to

execute a statae of the late Lord Chief Justice
Whiteside. The memorial will be erected in the Hall
of the Four Courts at Dublin.

The Corporation of Prtslon have invited tenders
Sot lighting the marketplace and other open spaces
in thut town with the electric lijsht.

A Local Board is to be formed for Hailsham, East
Sussex.

A large railway hotel was opened last week near
BmndaB Station, between Yarmouth and Norwich.
The architect of the house, which is known as the
New White Horse Hotel, is Mr. A. J. Lacey, of
Swnpaot Horse-street, Norwich, and the contractor
Hr. John Withers, of Blofield.

A stained glass window to the memory of the
Ashley family has been erected in Lannton Church,
mear Oxford. Thecentral light depicts the "Ascen-
sion." On the one side is Moses lifting up the
serpent in the wilderneis, and on the other the
•Saviour on the cross. The work has been executed
*y Messrs. Jones and Willis, of London.
The Hove town commissieners have instructed

their surveyor (Mr. E. B. Ellice-CIark) to com-
mence sewerage works at Hovedrive, and also to
proceed with the new Medina groyne.

New Board schools have been erected in Surrey-
iroad, Norwich, for the School Board of that city.
Hr. J. H Brown was the architect, and Mr. J. W.
Laoey the contractor. Another school is to be
built for the Norwich School Board in Crook's-place,
from the designs of the same architect.

Flans have been received by the guardians of
Midlcton Union, Co. Cork, from Mr. A. Hill, of Cork,
tiieir architect, showing proposed reconstructions of
«nd additions to the workhouse hospital. The
•expense is estimated at .£1,000.

BmMn MtWimtt.
»»«

—

Eablbstown, Lancashiuk. — The new
church of St. John the Baptist was consecrated
on the 6th inst. by the Right Rev. Bishop
Kelly, D.D., late of Newfoundland. The style
adopted by the architect is "Transitional Early
English." The church consists of chancel,
terminating with a semi-octagonal apse, 38ft. x
25ft.

; transept on each side of chancel, 21ft. x
16ft. Gin.; nave, 51ft. x 29ft.; and the two
aisles, 51ft. x 12ft. each ; the vestry, 13ft. x
12ft., is at the north-east angle of north aisle,
the vault for heating apparatus being under the
vestry. Only a portion of the church is at pre-
sent built, and the temporary west wall of
common red brickwork gives to that end of the
buUding a very unsightly appearance. The
church, as now finished, will seat COO persons,
but if the original designs are at some future
time fully carried out, there will be accommo-
dation for 1,000 ; 44ft. in length is left to be
added to the nave and aisles. A tower is shown
at north-west angle of north aisle, surmounted
by four pinnacles with carved crockets. The
stone dressings throughout are of Runcorn red
sandstone

; the walls externally are faced with
Yorkshire parpoints, and internally with rubbed
face white Stourton stone. The nave has a
king-post rocf, with moulded tie-beams and
purlins ; pendant-posts, with curved, sunk, and
moulded spandrels, give an additional support
to ends of the tie-beams ; these posts rest on
carved stone capitals, surmounting circular
stone shafts, the whole supported by carved

1
red stone corbels. The other roofs are con-

' structed with framed and braced rafters, the
whole being in red deal left from the plane,

I

without stain or varnish. The chancel has a
,
boarded ceiling, divided into panels by moulded

' ribs
; the other roofs are plastered between the

rafters. A carved block (stone) cornice sup-
ports the moulded wall-plate of cliancel roof.
The chancel stalls are of oak, with carved
poppy-heads to stall-enda ; the adults' and
children's seats are of pitch-pine varnished.
Gibbs's (Perkins' patent) high-pressure appa-
ratus is used for the heating. The carving was
executed by Mr. W. Stevens, of Liverpool. The
church is glazed throughout with lead-lights
and cathedral glass of different tints, with
white and ruby margins. The building was
completed in April last year, with the exception
of part of the seating. The contractor for the
church did not supply the seats. The church
has been erected from designs furnished by Mr
C. T. Whitley, A.E.I.B.A.. of Stretton ; Mr.
Joseph Pennington, of Earlestown, being the
builder, and Mr. J. W. Eandle the clerk of the
works.

Great Gkimset.—A Fisher Lads' Institute
is about to be built here on land given by
Colonel Tomline. It will provide a much-
needed want for the numerous boys engaged in
the fishing trade, who now have no place to
resort to when on shore. The new premises
will provide a, large swimming-bath, lecture-
hall, coffee-room, library, and recreation-rooms,
with agent's residence, &c., &c. Mr. Charles
Bell, of London and Grimsby, is the architect,
and the works are to be begun at once. The
estimated outlay is ^83,000.

Metbopolitan Boaed of Works.—On Fri-
day the tender oS Mr. C. Killingbeok, amount-
ing to je4,850, for constructing new sewers in
Priory-road and Kilburn-vale, Kilburn, was
accepted. The following applications by local
authorities were granted :—Loans : Kensington
Vestry, ^64,425 for sewer works, and .£1,175 for
erection of cart-sheds and stables ; Poplar Dis-
trict Board, jE25,500 for paving works ; Mile-
end Vestry, ^£2,000 towards an improvement in
Oxford and Jamaica-streets ; and overseers of
Putney, .£3,500 for purchasing and fitting up
premises as parochial offices. Permissions to
borrow: Kensington Vestry, jC3,078, expense
of rebuilding bridges, carrying Ladbroke-grove
and Golborne-roada over the Great Western
Railway ; Plumstead District Board, jESOO for
paving works at Eltham ; and Shoreditch Ves-
try, i612,000 for paving and improvement
works. The board's seal was affixed to a
schedule of land proposed to be taken compul-
sorUy under the Whitecross-street scheme of
the Artisans' Dwellings Acts of 1875 and 1877,

and an application was directed to be made
to the HoQie Secretary to appoint nn arbitrator
as stipulated by the Acts. Petitions for pro-
visional orders were sealed as to three other
schemes under the same Acts in Great Peter-
street, Westminster, Little Coram-street, St.
Giles's and St. Pancras, and Well-street,
Poplar.

Stamford.—The opening of the new infec-
tious wards added to the Stamford and Rutland
Infirmary took place on the 15th inst. The new
wards are situated east of the older buildings,
a space of from 40 to 50 yards intervening
between them. Three blocks of two stories each
afford on each floor accommodation for five
patients and a nurse. The buildings are of the
local stone of the district, oolitic of varying
density. The quoins, jambs, and window-beads
are of Castertou stone, the window-sills and
plinths' of Clipsham limestone. The walls are
lined with glazed bricks throughout, built in as
the work proceeded, and jointed in Parian
cement. The whole arrangements have been
carefully worked out by the architect, Mr.
Browning, of Stamford.

Hobart Pasha has received instructions to esiab.
lish docks and landing stages at Constantinople.
The work will probably be carried out by a New-
castle firm.

The authorities of the National Gallery have at
last placed a portion of the Tamer bequest in a
position in which it is likely to be of some use to
the public.

Bowry's Almshouses, Bow-road, E., were last
week sold by auction for demolition, the site having
been sold by the trustees, with the sanction of the
Charity Commissioner-', to the churchwardens and
overseers of the parish of Bromley St. Leonard,
upon which to erect a vestry-hall The new build-
ing will be from designs of Messrs. A. and C.
Harston, which have been approved by the Local
Government Board.

It will be seen, on reference to our advertisement
columns, that thedirectors ofthe Industrial Dwellings
Company require the services of an architect and
surveyor, at a salary of .£800 per annum. The
duties of the appointment include the responsible
supervision of the company's building operations-
Mr. William Ward Lee, who ha? been honoarably
associated with the company since its formation in
the year 1863, will become the consulting architect.

In reply to their advertisement, the Southport
Highway Committee had 70 candidates for the situa-
tion of inspector of paving, &i;. After going care-
fully over each letter and reference, Mr. Thomas
Hewitt, paving inspector of Bolton, has been
appointed. He was selected from seven, who were
sent for to give personal explanation.

The preliminary drift way of the tunnel at West
Noathly, on the line from East Grinstead to Lewes,
was completed last week after seven mouths' con-
tinuous work. Mr. Fairbank is the contractor for
the railway, which is making considerable progress.

It is proposed to erect a terrace of buildings at
Trinity College, Dublin, in replaoament of an old
row of houses from the end of the library to the
corner of Botany Bay-square. Mr. Deane, of Dublin,
is the architect.

The Baptist chapel in North-street, Halstead, was
reopened on Tuesday week, after renovation, from
the designs of Mr. Charles Pertwee, of Chelms-
ford. The cost has been ^540. Mr. King is the
builder.

The Local Board of Grange, new IJiverston, have
had plans prepared for the sewerage of the district
by their surveyor. The estimated outlay upon the
scheme is ^63,000.

The Government of Uri propose to pull down the
ancient chapel on Lake Lucerne, known as that of
William Tell, and have, it is said, refused permis-
sion to the Lucernese Artistic Society to detach the
paintings on the walla, that they may be placed in
the museum at Lucerne.

Mr. D. J. Humphries, late borough surveyor of
Cheltenham, who carried out the present plan of
sewerage irrigation for that town, died on Tuesday
week in his Sith year.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at
Beccles on Wednesday week, before Col. Ponsonby
Cox, R.E., with reference to an application from the
Town Council for sanction to borrow a further sum
of .£2,000 (making a total of .£8,000) borrowed for
works of sewerage. There was no opposition to the
application.

The States of Jersey on Friday last invited Mr.
Philip le Sueur, the States' architect, to send in his

resignation on the ground of failing health. It was
referred to a committee to consider the amount of
annuity to be offered iu coDsidcration of Mr. le

Sueur's long services.
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More than Fifty Thousand Replies and
Letters on nuhiticta (t Unlvprsal IntertfRt havn i<pp«r*(i rturlii?

thalast ten vaurs In the EKGLISK MKCUANIC AJID WOKl-D
OF' SCIENCE, iroflt of thwm from th« peim of the leaiUne
fioUntiflc and TeKhnloal Authr>rltlt;» of the day. Thouaanda of

ortjlnal articles and RcioutitSe paperc, and coaiiileRs reoelpu and
wrkikles embracing almost every Rubject on which U la possible

10 desire Infomiation have al^o appeared d>jri(i[f the ^ame period.
Th4 earliest and mont accurate ijiforinatlon re^^peotlni; all new
Kcl«ntiflo discoveries and mechanlc-iU Invention" In to bo found in

itspfiires, and its large cireulatlon rsndors it the beet modiam
fsrali ftdverfiafira who wish their nnnoaiicernenT,» to be broiip-ht

mider the notice of manufactiirers, raechaiiics.selentlfio workers,
and amateurs. Price Twopence, of all bookcellers and nowB-
vendora. Post-free 2jd. Office : 31, "^viatook -street, C!ovent-
Garden. W.C.

»*
TO CORRESPONDENTS.

[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinionB of

our correapondeiits. The Editor respectfully reqtioBts

that all communications should be drawn up as brieflj

as possible, as ilicro are many claimants upoa the spaoe
allotted to correspondence.]
All letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 31,

TAVISTOCK-STRBKT, COVENT-GARDEN, W.O.
Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

J, Passmore Edwards.
ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.

The charjre for advortisemeiits is 6d. per line of ei(?ht

words (the first line countintj as two). No advertisement
inserted for loss than half-a-crown. Special terms for
aeries of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.
Front Pago Advertisements and Paraeraph Advertise-

ments Is. per line. No front page or paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than Ss.

Advertisements for the ciu-rent week must reach the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.
(Payable in Advance.)

Including' two half-yejLrly double numbers. One Pound
per annum (post free) to any part of the United Kingdom

;

for the United States, £1 6s. 6d. (or 6dols. 40c. §old). To
France or Belgium, £1 63. 6d. (or 33f. 30c.). To India (t-id

Southampton), i;i6s.6d. To any of the Australian Colonies,
New Zealand, the Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova
Sootia, or Natal, £1 6s. 6d.
N.B.—American and Belgian subscribers are requested

to remit their subscriptions by International P.O.O., and
to advise the publinher of the date and amount of their
remittance. It the last-mentioned precaution is omitted,
some difficulty is very likely to arise in obtaining the
amount. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate of
7d. each, the postage charged being 3d. per copy. All
foreign subscriptions, unaccompanietl by an additional
remittance to cover the extra cost of forwarding back
numbers, are commenced from the next number published
after the receipt of the subscription.
Gases for binding the half-yearly volames, 2s. each.

Received.—P. G. S.—R. C—T. B. I. Co.—F. J. B.—S.
and Co.—F. L—W. D.—T. Y. K.—J. S.-T. R.—G.
and B.—W. S. C—C. P. and G.-G. M.—G. R. B.

A. B. 0. (The fact of the board having inadvertently
affixed their seal to the plans with the dimension in
figures fixing the frontage line cannot be held to make
the plans unalterable in the face of any rule or precedent
defining the line of building. The plans were signed
probably in ignorance, and if the houses are begun the
costs certainly should fall upon the board.)— H. H. H.
(There is no dictionary of terms in French and English
that we know of appertaining to architecture.) —
"Pehspective." (The perspective points can be
obtained only by the means laid down in treatises on
perspective, and we can recommend Burchett's " Per-
spective." The eentrolinead is an instrument lately
introduced for facilitating the drawing of vanishing
lines, and numerous explanations of its use have
appeared in the BuiLDiNa News, The best rule to
remember slh regards vanishing points and line? is that
all planes of the original object or building have their
vanishing lines and point3, and each of these lines ig

supposed to be made on the picture by a plane passing
through observer's eye parallel to its original, till it

meets the picture.)—Tav. {Need any honest person
ask suchia question ?)—W. G. Gass. (W. M. Shirreff,
13, Palmei-ston-buildings, London, E.C.)

OUR COMMONPLACE COLUMN.
Received.—C. W. (The initials were a nusprint.)-J. A.
—C. F. W.-G. H. G.—E. W. P.

Scott, to which I wish now to call particular

attentioa. He says :
—*' Doubtless, if Mr. Street

is right in his conclusions, the only reasonable

course open to the committee would be to aban-
don the proposed high-pitched roof." The
alternative being " a bold act of destructive
restoration," in which "1, for one, could never
consent to take part." My conclusion was that

there had never been a steep-pitched roof, with
parapets on the nave of St. Alban's, and that

Mr. Scott's scheme would give us somethinjif

the like of which hadnever before existed there.

As long as Mr. Scott's impeachment of my
accuracy could not be answered, I felt it to be
impossible to hint at any possibility of inaccu-

racy on his part. But the careful drawing
which Mr. Neale has made and published of

the west wall of the tower is drawn in so minute
a fashion that it is well-nigh impossible that it

can be seriously incorrect in any single parti-

cular, and as it proves that my drawing was a
singularly exact one, being nowhere more than
about three inches out of the real line, there
can be but one conclhsion, I should suppose, as

to the necessary results. Mr. Scott's own draw-
ing of the roof lines has none of the evidences

of careful examination and detail of the old

roof line which Mr. Keale's shows, and indeed
it absolutely ignores—as if they did not exist

—

the most important marks that remain.
If there is still any disposition on Mr. Scott's

part to contest my own and Mr. Neale's accu-
racy, I would suggest that the best plan would
be to exhibit for a short time at the Society of

Antiquaries Mr. Neale's drawing, Messrs.

Scott's drawing, and a large photograph, made
for the purpose, of the wall itself. The facts

will then be clear and indisputable, and Mr. J.

O. Scott has already announced what his con-

clusion will be if they prove me to be right !

—

I am, &c., George Edmund Street.
H, Cavendish-place, W., Jan. 22,1879.

C0msp0ntintct

ST. ALBAN'S CATHEDEAL.
To the Editor of the BtJiLDiNO News.

Sir,—When I read my paper on St. Alban's
before the Society of Antiquaries, on November
28th last, I exhibited a rough drawing to show
my views, both as to the pitch of the original
roof of the nave, and also as to its design.
Messrs. G. G. Scott and J. O. Scott, the archi-
tects of St. Alban's, forthwith made a drawing,
in order to show how inaccurate I had been.
Mr. J. O. Scott at the same time prepared a
report in answer to me, which was read at a
meeting of the St. Alban's Architectural So-
ciety, on the 17th December, with a prefatory
remark from the rector, as chairman, that it had
" had considerable influence over the decision
of the Faculty Committee in the course they
had adopted with regard to the roof of the
nave." It contradicted very positively the
arguments which I had adduced, and was based
on what was asserted to be an accurate mea-
surement as contrasted with my hasty conclu-
sions and incorrect drawing. In that report I
find the following statement, made by Mr. J. O.

EOOF OF ST. ALBAN'S ABBEY.
Sir,—Since my last rather lengthy com.

munication was written, Mr. J. O. Scott's

section has appeared in the Btiildinq News,
and Mr. Neale's elsewhere. Until the latter

came out we were still practically in the dark
as to the lines which Mr. Scott had really laid

down, whether of the supposed old roofs or of

the proposed new one. And although he has
shown Mr. Scott to be wrong in his conclusions,

it is some satisfaction to find, after all that has
passed, that Mr. Scott's lines were not imprac-
ticable and unreasonable, as from his section

and previous explanations they appeared to be.

That section was manifestly an impossible one,
and must have been, from some cause or other,

quite incorrectly given (see p. 23, Building
News)—the top of the original Norman wall,

as indicated at D, being shown 18in. below the
bottom of corbel-table, whilst the supposed line

of the original Norman roof would intersect the
face-line of wall at 18in. or 2ft. above it;

and, on the contrary, the supposed lowered roof
would correspond very nearly with the line at
D. Mr. Neale, however, shows that Mr. Scott's

line really started from the top of the corbel-

table, where Mr. Street and myself had placed
it in our sections exhibited at the Society of
Antiquaries, only that Mr. Scott placed the
apex of his later lowered roof at the point
indicated by H (see Builder, p. G9), which has
correctly been fixed on by us as the apex of

the original roof, and which Mr. Neale finds

conclusively to be so. Whether Mr. Scott's

radically new line be carried or not, he will at
any rate not regret now that the investigation,

made primarily at the instigation of the Society
of Antiquaries, has resulted in Mr. Neale's
masterly production, which has placed ou re-

cord the architectural evidences of the case in

such a clear and simple manner.—I am, &c.,

William White, F.S.A,

CENTRAL AEEA CHTJKCHES.
Sir,—I read with great interest Mr. James

Cubitt's article in your issue of 13th December
last. Anything the designer of Union Chapel,
Islington, has to say on the subject must
always be instructive, as he has had the advan-
tage of carrying out his ideas thereon in prac-
tice. As, in referring to the sketch-design I

made for Truro Cathedral, he credits me with
" taking a hint from Sienna," let me remark in

passing, I am rather ashamed to confess I did
not know, till reading his letter, that th&
Italian cathedral had a central hexagMi; how-
ever, on looking it up, I find it is so. The-

model I had in my mind was nearer home—tho
octagon at Ely. Principally for the reasons
Mr. Cubitt states I adopted the hexagon in-

stead of the octagon form in plan, though,

externally—as he remarks—it is not so easily

treated. Had the site at Truro permitted;

longer transepts—say even to the extent of

one bay only—the result would, I think, have-

been much more satisfactory for the general
grouping. The nave might also with advan-
tage be made wider than it is in the sketch,

but I'm afraid the triple-roofed arrangement,
suggested by Mr. Cubitt, would hardly com-
pensate tor the sacrifice it would involve—as aj
Bristol—of one of our most beautiful features,

the clerestory, and I even doubt if a three-

gabled narthex, such as at Peterborough,
though magnificent in itself, would, without
massive towers or spires, bo able to hold ita

own against the bulk of the central lantern.

Doubtless both cathedrals and churches de-
signed on the central area principle are more-
suitable to the greater congregational require-

ments of the present day than the long-drawn
nave and aisles of the middle ages. I was
glad, therefore, to see Mr. Carpenter had
adopted it in his design for Manchester, and
only hope he may soon have an opportunity of
carrying out such a magnificent scheme,
though perhaps Mr. Cubitt is right in saying
the double-aisled nave is hardly the most suit-

able for the Anglican service.

It has often struck me as surprising that the-

octagon of Ely once designed, it did not lead
the way to a further development of a central

feature capable of so much beauty. Alan of

Walsingham stands alone in this respect

among all our English designers, none having
had either the courage or the skill to follow up-

the example he left them, and yet he was appa-
rently on the road to a Gothic dome—a feature-

we do not possess either in the ancient or
modern English work of the style. It has ofteo
been quoted, as a reproach against Gothic, that
what Wren and others have done in this way
in Classic, has never been equalled or even ap-
proached in that style. Perhaps at the present

time when, as a recent writer says, "The
mediseval feeling is rarely the moving power of

vigorous and thoughtful design," it may be too-

much to expect to see it accomplished. Still,,

as a covering for the central area of a church,,

no grander feature has yet been devised.

The tendency of our architects has rather-

been to solve the problem by increasing the
width of the nave, a,3 in some of Mr. Street's

churches, and more recently in the striking

churches, by Mr. Pearson, at Kilburn and Red:
Lion-square, where the side aisles are reduced,

to the dimensions of passages. No one can deny
the success of these works, which present many-
features of planning worthy of attention. Only
this is working out the subject on the old lines,.

it would be interesting to see what artists of

such power would make of a large central area,,

where the old traditional forms could not be
had—a site, for example, like St. Stephen's,

Walbrook, where Wren has given us one of his

most beautiful interiors.

Though perhaps irrelevant to the subject,

Mr. Cubitt also discusses the question—argued:

some time ago in your columns—of the harmony
of Gothic architecture with high class painting
and sculpture, and says we must choose betweea
" high art decoration and tracery decoration"
—that is. Late Gothic and high art "do not go-

together." It seems to me it all depen ds on the
excellence of the Gothic. High art will never
agree with poor architecture, as in like manner
it will never be out of place with really good
artistic work, whether it be Late or Early
Gothic—just as it is with Classic. As Stevens

used to say, there is but " one art," and so long
as the painting, the sculpture, and the archi-

tecture be really high class, designed and exe-

cuted by artists to suit the purpose for which
they are to be combined, there need be no fear

about the result. But the designers must be
artists—that is the first condition of harmony ;-

if they are not and the work is, in consequence,
poor, then they may call it anything they like

—

Gothic or Classic, Late or Early, it will not be
art.—I am, &o., J. M. Betdon.
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SUEVEYOES' FEES — QUALIFIED SUE.

VErOES V. QUACK MEASUEEES AND
AECHITECTS.
SiB,—I quite a^ree with the strictures passed

by an " Old Builder," and shall feel obliged by
your inserting the following for the purpose
of rentflatint; this subject.

Some few years since an old client instructed

me to send him estimate and specification for

repairing and redecorating; his house. In due
course this was done—the amount of my esti-

mate being je612. After an interval of a few
days client sent for me, and said he was quite

satisfied with estimate, and a date was named
for commencing the work. Some few days after

he again sent for me, and said he intended to

employ an architect, and asked me had I any
objection to work under one, at the same time
showing me architect's card, by which I found
be w.-ks able to add F.E.I.B.A. after bis name
and profession. As a matter of coarse I ex-

pressed my willingness to place myself under
his control. Consequently, in due course, the
works were commenced, during which time
client and architect ordered several extra works
to be done. It therefore occurred to me one day
at a meeting of client, architect, and self on the
works, to call their attention to these extra
works which were now accumulating very fast,

and suggest to them to allow me to send in a

statement of extra work up to date, and esti-

mates for the other extra work then just

ordered, for the purpose of avoiding any dis-

pute as to cost at close of works. My client's

reply was—" Mr. D., you have worked for me
many years, and I have full confidence in your
charges, and when the works are completed
myself, my architect, and yourself will go over
the account together, and settle the same
amicably ourselves." Consequently, feeling

secure on this promise, I proceeded with and in

due course completed the works to the full

satisfaction of cUentand architect, after which
came the tug of war. I made out my account,

and sent it to architect, the total of contract

and extra amounting to about jei,117. After
much delay the architect writes me that, having
been over my account, he could not make any-
thing of it, and he had recommended his client

to have the work measured and valued, and that
he had appointed a certain day for his surveyors

to meet me or my representative on the works
for the purpose of measuring up. Consequently,
on the day named, my foreman attended and
met the two men, and they were engaged about
a fortnight over the work. After this another
month elapsed, and, after several requests for a
certificate, one day I received a lithographed
price bill of quantities of about 70 pages, with
note inclosed, informing me that Mr. Architect's

surveyor had carefully measured and valued the
work, the result of which was they had valued
the whole of works done (contract and extra)

at aboutJE670, and, if I was satisfied with same,
Mr. Architect was prepared to grant me a cer-

tificate for that amount.
I examined the bill of quantities for an eluci-

dation of the great difference in amount, and
was not long before 1 discovered that measure-
ments and prices were most shamefully wrong
—even on the first page alone there were many
pounds short in prices and quantities.

I called upon the architect, and showed him
several of the most glaring errors, which he
pretended not to see, and finally closed the
interview by informing me that he had every

confidence in his surveyors, and would not
allow me to question their veracity. I there-

upon left him the quantities, and came away.
Some few days or weeks after he again returned

me the quantities, and said his surveyor had
corrected a few errors, and I could have a cer-

tificate for about .£700 in full settlement of my
account. Of couree I could not accept so ridi-

cnlona a sum, and wrote him to that effect.

Several weeks more elapsed, and I could not get

any further settlement from the architect. I

then wrote the client, informing him of the
injustice under which I was suffering, and
reminded him of his former promise for the

meeting to take place and settle the matter.

Client wrote me, saying that he had been
advised by his architect my account was not
correct, and that he had left the matter en-

tirely in the hands of the architect. After

further delay I again wrote the client asking

him to reconsider his determination, when I

received a note from architect to meet him and
the client at latter'g house, which I attended,
and pointed out again several mistakes and
omissions in the quantities, which the architect
would not admit and the client would not see.

So the meeting broke up on the understanding
that architect would write me respecting the
result of our conference.
After a few days the architect writes me to

say he is willing to give me a certificate for

^6800 in full settlement of my claim. This I

promptly yet respectfully refused, and after
another delay he again wrote, offering jEOOO,

which I again refused. After further corre-

spondence, the architect again writes me, say-
ing he would, as an ultimatum, give certificate

for jei,0OO. This I promptly refused, and not
being able to obtain any further advance from
the architect, and feeling entirely disheartened
and disgusted with the treatment I had re-

ceived, I resolved upon placing the matter in

the hands of my solicitors, and instructed them
to proceed with an action for the recovery of

the full amount of my claim. To my surprise,

the morning following that on which my
solicitors had given notice of action, client

called upon me at my office, entreating me
to stop the action, and to meet him at his

residence next morning to settle accounts,
where X attended in due course, when he told

me how shamefully he had been treated by
being charged JE50 for that precious bill of

quantities, and about ^£200 for architect's

services. I reminded him it was all his own
fault in not keeping to his original promise.
In reply, he asked me to pay the ^£50 for quan-
tities, which I refused. Yet, after further
begging hard for some reduction, I considered
he bad fallen into evil hands, and so consented
to take off the odd ^617, and thus made a settle-

ment at £1,100, after which I informed client

that I must respectfully decline to have any
further transactions with him. I assure you
I have been extremely careful since not to

place my reputation or property too readily in

the hands of any architect or surveyor who
may wish to ruin me.—I am, &c.,

J. W. DUFFIELD.
Queen's-gate Works, Kensington Gore, S.W.

QUACK SUEVEYOES.
Sir,—Your correspondent " Provincial," in

assuming that my remarks in your issue of the
10th inst. did not apply to "surveyors," is

correct. The scandals alluded to are usually
the work of men engaged by their clients as

"architects"—the client, in nearly all cases,

being under the impression that the usual
5 per cent, commission is the total remunera-
tion hia architect receives for his services of
every kind ; whereas I can show that the archi-

tect frequently extracts from his client from
10 to 12 per cent, additional for " quantities,"
" copies," and " measuring."

I can assure your engineering correspondent
of 7, Westminster-chambers, clients are so

green as not to know of the existence of the
charge for quantities, and it is only a few weeks
ago I read a letter signed by a Westminster
firm of engineers—members of the same society

as your correspondent—in answer to inquiries

from a public board, to the effect "that
although they would charge a commission for

quantities, it would make no difference to the
board, inasmuch as the contractor paid them
for that work." In that case ten out; of twelve
members of the board were " green," the other
two, being old hands at the business, exercised
their fair influence, the result being the ap-
pointment of an independent surveyor.

In my experience, which is large, I maintain
that the work of a bona-fide surveyor is well
worth the fees or commission such men charge,
and that they never resort to fraudulent tricks

to swell their bill. Their work is so well done
that it is open to the light of day ; they furnish
every detail of their dimensions when required,

and are always ready to defend the accuracy of

their work, or accept the responsibility if in-

accurate. While, on the other side, the
" quack" who is usually the architect as well

as surveyor, frequently charges a higher com-
mission, and not unfrequently manages to issue

two or three sets of quantities for the same job,

charging commission each time, although the

repetition is the result of his own ignorance
rather than the fault of the client, who has to

pay. The quackery of these men could easily

be discovered by a sight of their dimension
books, but they take care not to expose them to

any eye but their own, and the builder is in

the same happy state of ignorance as the client
until the work approaches completion. If an
ignorant man he finds his place in the Bank-
ruptcy Court ; or, if he knows his business, he
finds the necessity for submitting a large bill

of " extras," which oftener means " deficient
quantities," and I candidly admit in some cases
he discovers the quantities to be largely in
excess for his benefit.

Perhaps the most important point in this dis.

cussion has not yet been mooted by any of your
correspondents. It is this ;

In many, if not most, cases in which the archi-
tect issues a bill of quantities, such work is not
even done by himself, but by casually engaged
clerks in receipt of about 40a. to OOs. per week.
These men are usually ineificient joiners,

masons, or bricksetters, who, not being able to
keep in constantemployment at their own trade,
having the advantage of fairly good address,
obtain occasional employment as clerks of
works or office clerks. They thus pick up a
smattering knowledge of measuring, and in

their ignorance, and in want of a situation, they
represent themselves as quantity surveyors

;

their employer, the architect, pays probably a
fortnight's wages, say ^65, and after endorsing
the bill with his signature charges one, three,

or five hundred pounds as he sees fit. His client

pays it, without knowing, and has no voice in

the matter. Needy assistants of this kind are
not always proof against the bribe of the
"lowest" but most intimate of his building
friends frequenting the ofBce, it being well
known that Brown or Jones takes out all the
quantities in So-and-so's olfioe. Poor fellow, he
only gets two guineas a week ; who can wonder
at his accepting the generous offer of .£50 from
his friend Black, the builder ? All he is ex-

pected to do for it is to add on to the quantities
a few rods of brickwork and other things in pro-
portion.

I feel unable to fathom the case named by
your " Constant Eeader," who does not appear
to know that it is almost impossible for a builder

to obtain a contract in which he is allowed to

make his own account—he is usually bound to
accept the architect's certificate of a final

account ; and that it seldom occurs that the
contractor has any voice in the appointment
of the surveyor. An Old Bdildeb.

AECHITECTS AND SUEVEYOES.
SiE,—Amongst the mass of correspondence

which has taken place from time to time on the
relation between architects and surveyors I have
not seen it clearly stated what are the position

and duties of the quantity surveyor. Most of

the writers appear to treat him simply as

a man who performs a portion of the work
of the architect. A practice of nearly 20
years, and an intimate professional acquaint-

ance with some of the most eminent of the
London surveyors, have convinced me that the
two professions are quite distinct, and that one
cannot be legitimately practised on the same
occasion as the other. A surveyor is properly
a builder's man, and not an architect's. It is

his duty to take out the quantities of the
several descriptions of work from the drawings
in the manner that builders require for insert-

ing their prices, and to arrange them in such
a way that important items, depending on the
difficulties of the work or on the state of the
market, may be placed prominently before the
parties who are expected to tender, as they are

seldom allowed sufficient time to go into the
matter for themselves. In my experience this

is what architects and amateur surveyors
seldom attempt, and when they do they almost
invariably give prominence to items which,
although important, perhaps, as architectural

features, are often of minor consideration as
regards expense. Hence the honest builder has
no love for quantities prepared by inexperienced
persons. Dishonest ones, however, often find in

these imperfect quantities an engine of immense
power in controlling the architect and placing
him under his thumb. If the quantities be in

excess the fact is never mentioned, and in a
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large job it is only the builder, who has to order

his materials, tliat will find it out : the architect

has no means of doing so without an amount of

labour that few would be willing to undertake
on the chance of discovering an error.

Again, the surveyor is not inaptly termed " a
builder's attorney," and a bill of quantities may
be compared to a deed of settlement or convey-
ance, in which every sentence must be framed
to admit of only one meaning—viz., that which
conveys the intentions of the parties ; but with
bills of quantities the difficulty of expression is

greater, owing to the variety of description to

be found in builders' work, and courts of law
will not permit of extraneous evidence to clear

up obscure meanings in a contract.

In contentious cases arising out of builders'

contracts it is the surveyor who must prepare
the case for oounsel and work up the evidence,
as few solicitors are sufficiently acquainted with
the technicalities of building todo it themselves.
The duties of a surveyor require a long and

special training of a kind that is incompatible
with that necessary to make an architect.
Errors in quantities for large works can only be
avoided where the parties engaged have been
trained to the duties from their early boyhood.
Those who take up the profession later in life

have not the routine of the duties sufficiently

impressed on their minds ; consequently, in
large jobs, they get bewildered before they are
half through the work, and errors creep in which
somehow or other, on whatever side they be,

come out of the employer's pocket.
A noticeable point in most of the correspon-

dence which has lately taken place on the

with which I am familiar, a large quantity of
lias concrete was provided for in the bills of
quantities—viz., 4,317 yards cube, at 68. per yard
(at which price the item was duly credited the
clients as " omissions ")—but in the " extra "

works bill, as per measurement, 16,441 yards
cube was charged at Ss. per yard. 'I'he differ,

ence in the price, aa will be seen, puts £1,044
into the contractor'a treasury. The quantity
surveyor measured, and made out the amount,
the contractors approved of his liberal views,
and the architect certified the same, and so the
transaction was completed ! I make no further
comment on it, than that it appeared to me to

be an extraordinary thing that In the " omis-
sions " or credits the schedule should be recog-
nised and adhered to, whilst in the debits or
" extra " works, its existence should be ignored !

What service can a schedule be, if it does not
govern and control the rates at which both
" extras " and " omissions " are valued ?

I should feel very grateful to any one who
can show some valid .grounds upon which the
divergence from such schedule is allowable and
permitted.—I am, &e.. Constant Beadie.

CLERICAL DRESS IN 1750.

SiE,—The figure described by Mr. Harry
Hems as that of a clergyman in 1750 I should
imagine would be more accurately described by
him as that of some schoolboy like those of St.

Margaret's and the Grey Coat Hospitals—fami-
liar to us in Westminster, or the "Blues" of
the City, or one maintained by the alms of the
good folk of Pinhoe, as his place over the
offering-box suggests. Savage, in 1735, thus

PENMAENMAWR OE BLUE WELSH STONE
Sib,—Eeferrin? to Mr. Allison's (borongb «nr-

Tcyor of Bradforil) letter to jou beaded " Penmaen-
mawr or Blue Welsh Stone," appearinijf in year
issue of the 17th inst., wo be(f to correct any wrong;
impreseion that this title msv convoy as to the name
" Penniaenmawr," when anplieii to setts, being now
synonymoua with " blue WoUh stons."
The first quarries opened hero were no doabt in the

blue stone, and very larffe quantities of this material
must have been »ent away, aa is proved by their
groat extent, but our quarries, though at Pen-
maenmawr, are not in the blue atone at all. The
colour of our granite is grey, the grain is coarse, and
calculated to combine in a remarkable degree
durability with an excellent and lasting working
surface so necessary for a heavy and busy traffio.
We believe our grauit? is especially adapted for

meeting the requirements of the general traffic of a
large town or city, or the concentrated traffic between
the rails of a tramway, so that we feel sure Mr.
Allison will be ready to do na the jastice of admitting
that when he referred to " Penmaenmawr or blue
Welsh stone " he did not apply his remarks to our
grey granite.—We are, &c..

Darbishibks and Co.
Penmaenmawr, January 22nd, 1879.

matter of quantities is the percentage charged describes the dress of the period in the " Pro-
U.. il,^ .1, VH-1 ^:- IL i_ -1 t I n ^. ... *
by the quack surveyors. Why, sir, it is almost
double that which the most eminent surveyors
in London charge for their work. It appears
to me that the system in vogue 20 years ago
was the best of all, and the most satisfactory
to the employer. The arcliitect prepared his
drawings and specification, and the builder was
bound to carry out the work for the amount of
his tender, regardless of what was taken in the
quantities by the surveyor, whom the builder
had himself appointed. By an estimate of a
simple description, which every architect should
be competent to prepare, he would be enabled
to advise his employer on the reasonableness of
the tender submitted by the builder. This
dabbling in bills of quantities by architects has
been the cause of more claims for extras and
other annoyances to employers than anything I
know of.—I am, &c., J. S.

ARCHITECT OR SURVEYOR.
SiE,—Under the above heading instances of

collusion between the builder and the surveyor
have been pointed out by " Old Builder " and
"Constant Reader." I would point out how
this is conduced by the possibly increasing
practice of the architect entrusting the taking
out of quantities, and especially the measuring
up of the works at their completion, to an in-
dependent surveyor.
The client employs the architect, and he

relies upon the architect for his assurance that
the final measurements are correct, and that
the final bill is right.

So long as the architect supervises t^ese he
can confidently assure his client of their accu-
racy, but immediately that he deputes these
works to an independent surveyor all control
passes from the architect, and any " collusion "

between the contractor and the surveyor is
altogether unknown to the architect, who in-
deed is precluded from questioning the sur-
veyor's bill when it is presented.
How indeed an architect can certify the cor-

rectness of an account, in the preparation of
which he has had no part, and over which he
has had no supervision, I fail to see.—I am, &c.,

Aechitect.

CONTRACT SCHEDULE OF PRICES.
SiE,—The schedule of prices upon which

estimates are based are equally applicable to
additions or " extras " to and " omissions " from
contracts, I have always understood. Will some
of your obliging correspondents have the good-
ness to inform me if there are any special cases,
and what they are, when an exception to the
rule is justifiable, and regular in its adoption ?
As in an extensive contract for a public work.

gress of a Divine":

—

Let testimonials then his worth disclose.
He jfains a casBock, beaver, and a rose.—1, 19.

On obtaining a curacy he adds, without autho-
rity :

—

A swelling, rustlinj, glossy scarf, [of a D.D.]

(See for the long buttoned cassock my anno-
tated " Canons of 1604 ") (J. Parker, 1874.)
In 1753, Archdeacon Sharp, in his visitation
charge, mentions as the dress " worn on every
occasion abroad, and even upon journeys such
badges as the band, hat-band, or short cassock,"
which falls in with one of the directions in the
canons, " uti ne in publicum nisi promissia
vestibus induti prodeant," which "promissse
vestes " are interpreted in a marginal note by
cassocks, and in the English version of the
canon by a paraphrase which implies a liberty
of wearing them short, "in their doublet or
hose without coats or cassocks." (My edirion,

p. 150.) Addison, in the Spectator, 1714, No.
609, mentions a ellrgyman " equipped with a
gown and cassock for his public appearance."
Fielding's Parson Adams, in:1742, is repeatedly
introduced as wearing the cassock. The clergy,
about the year 1820, had as a body entirely
neglected the use of the short cassock in public,
and the great majority even the clerical hat
and rose, which are now worn by bishops, deans,
and archdeacons. The short cassock differs
from the long kind in having no collar or
sleeves, as it was worn under the coat, and ex.
tended only about 2iu. below the knees. In
the beginning of this century there were cas-
socks for riding, and others for walking. They
had a broad band or sash round the waist. The
beaver was triangular in shape, often known as
a " wind-cutter" to "Old Westminsters " when
adorning a head-master in the present cen-
tury. It has been changed into a round form
with a low crown and a broad brim tied up be-
hind. The present broad ribbon has super-
seded the hatband—a roll of black silk stuffed
with wool—which was used to puff out the in-
terstices or folds of the triangular hat. To it

Dryden alludes. The pair of bands are so desig-
nated by Bishop Taylor; and Addison, Ben
Jonson, Swift, Pope, and Crabbe call it the
band. It is the "collare" of the Oxford
Statutes, and superseded the Jacobean ruff. In
a satirical print of 1814, which lies before me
now, the " master parson " is dressed in the
short cassock and sash, a full-sleeved gown and
scarf, a beaver, and rose wig, and bands ; the
"journeyman" has a beaver and ribbon
(bands), gown, and scarf, a buttoned doublet,
and knee-breeches, with shoes tied with strings.
Those of his companion have buckles and water-
tight tongue.—I am, &a.,

Mackenzie E. C. Walcott.

THE BELLS OF ST. MICHAEL'S.
Sir,—I have just received my copy of this week's

Building News. I am sure that many of your
readers besidei myself would like to know how the
bells of the Church of St. Michael and All Angels
Bedford-park Estate, are to be rung, and where the
ringers are to stand. From the drawings I make
out that there are five bells (en passant I would
mention the great weight of five bella carried on a
roof), four in the bottom story aad one in the top.
Now, to ring a bell properly the clear apace in front,
behind, and above it must at least be eqaal to its own
height—that is, the bell mast be able to turn
completely round its own axis. It seems to me
impossible for these bella to do this. Perhaps Mr.
Shaw will explain to us how he intends the bells to
be used. I hope he does not intend them to be
simply used with a carillon machine. Those carillon
machines are almost stamping out the noble art of
campanology.—1 am, Ac, JuNiOB.

THE NEW LAW COURTS.
SiE,—In your impression of Friday, January 17th,

you give a description of the work at the east block
of the New Law Courts, in which yon state the
clook.case to be by Mr. Benson. This is an error,
as it was made and fixed by us to the design and
order of G. E. Street, Esq., B.A., and so far as we
know Mr. Benson has nothing to do with it. There
is also an error as to the door furniture, which you
say is by Mr. Lever. We are the makers of it.—We
are, &c., Thomas Pottee and Sons.
South Molton-street, London, W., Jan. 18.

At a general assembly of the Royal Academy of
Arts, held on Wednesday evening, Mr. Valentine C-
Prinsep, Mr. S. Luke Fildes, and Mr. J. M'Whir-
ter, painters, were elected assooiatea.

The London School Board, on Wednesday, re-
arranged the staff of the architect's department,
placing on the permanent list five draughtsmen, a
tracer, a junior writing clerk, and an office youth.
The salaries of several of these oiSoers were in-
creased.

Plans for new offices for the Porteea Island Board
of Guardians have been prepared for that authority
by Mr. Houghton, the'r architect, .and will be
carried out Hubject to the sanction being obtained
of the Local Government Board. The estimated
cost is .£3,650.

A bookkeeper and collect ir, named John Waring,
has been committed for triul at Liverpool, charged
with having embezzled about £2,000 belonging to
his employer, Mr. Westmoreland, a builder, of that
town.
A new Wesleyan chapel is about to be built at

Botherfield, near Tunbridge Wells, to accommodate
200 persons, at an estimated cost of £C00.

Plana have been prepared by Mr. Anderson, archi-
tect, of Edinburgh, for the rebuilding of Mount
Stuart House on t be Firth of Clyde for the Marquis of
Bute, on the former site, leaving the winga aa they
were before the fire in I)ecemb..r, 1877. The new
design contemplates a Isr^e addition to the main
building, which will comprise a magnificent central
hall, with suites of rooms on either side. Lord
Bute has approved the plans, and tenders are about
to be invited for the work.

The pariah church of Henllan, near Denbigh, has
been restored, and will be reopened on Tuesday next.
Last week one of the glaziers at work on the build-
ing, a man named Joseph Davies, of Chester, fell

headlong through the window o*ing to the shifting
of the ladder, and waa killed. At the inqneat it was
deposed that the deceased had set his ladder on a
board laid across the pews, the upper end forking a
muUion.

The Brighton Town Council have appointed Mr.
Benjamin Lomax, C.E., of that town, curator of
the museum, free library and picture gallery.
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5nttrcommunicati0n,

QUESTIONS.
[BMO.]—Stability of Walls.—Will any of yonr

nadera giTS me a practical mie for calculating the
rvqnired strengrth and dimcnsiou; of retaining walls,

both for sloping and horizoDtal earthwork, aUo walls

>>^Wng back water in reservoirs r—0. E.

[6846.]— Condensation on Walls.— Would
ome reader kindij advise me in the followinir case p

—The walls of a bedroom are painted foar coats oil

oolonr, the re«alt boini; that durinir hot wenthor
moiatnre condenses on them and makes everything
in the room damp. Is there any way of oaring this

condensation and consegnent danipness except by
taXing off the paint and fresh papering ? I may add
that sizing and pupering were advised, also ventila-
tion by^eans of the window and door. These were
tried, bnt with no better result.—C. C.

[5847.]—Glass.—Would any reader state if the
glass used for gas plobes, commonly called white
globes, can be got in flat sheets ?—Light.

[5648.] — Timber Houses at Ijlsieux. — In
passinff through Normandy lately I noticed at
liisienx two ver.v fine houses of timber in the Grande-
me (near the cathedral), but had not time to sketch
them. As these old houses are fast disappearing
would any of yonr correspondents who are fortunate
enongh to have drawn them publish in your journal
for the general good ? P.S.— Those two houses
stand together, and one overhangs very much.

—

J. G. Eloood.
[5649.]—Country Public-houses.—1. Is there

any work published which gives examples of
some of the fine old country public-houses, half-
timbered or otherwise, such as those always
associated with coaching days ? 2. Will some of
yonr readers kindly name the whereabouts of some
such public-house within, say, a 30-milo radius of
Trent Junction, which would repay a visit to any
one interested in this study f—J. W. W.

[6860.1-Preparing Wood Blocks.—Can any
oorrsspondent kindly enlighten me as to the mode of
preparing the surface of the wood block preparatory
to drawing upon it for wood engraving p I learnt it

once, bnt have forgotten it.—J. S.

[6651.]—The TJse of Statuary Marble in Out-
door Work —An Exeter architect has shown nie a
letter, wherein a Loudon marble merchant, advocat-
ing the use of statuary marble for out-door purposes,
gives the assurance that it will resist the atmospheric
inflnences of Devonshire fully as well as it does those
of other counties in England. Surely this is very
ambiguous. It would be interesting to know in
what counties statuary marble will stand when
exposed to the ordinary changes of the weather.
Silician and vein marbles withstand the changes of
cur trying climate well ; but, so far as I recollect, I
know no instance of pure statuary being nsed
snccessfully.—Habrt Hems.

[6652.]—Casts of Carvings.—I wish to take
impressions of some stone and wood carving, and to
take plaster casts from the same. Can any of your
numeroDs correspondents kindly inform me of the
best method to do so ?—J. W.

[6653.]— Casting: Plaster of Paris with Gela-
tine Moulds.—Would any of your kind readers
inform me if there ia any chemical used in hardening
the surface of a gelatine mould, and, if so, what p

I nse the best Russian glue, and have rubbed several
stnffs on the surface of it to harden it, bnt withont
Boocess, this climate being so warm that after a
few casts are taken from the mould it becomes
qnite flabby and soft, and loses its sharpness. Per-
naps some of my fellow-plasterers in good old England
will oblige me with the above information— also if
there is a better kind of glue used ; and I will only
be too happy to supply any information about the
Colonies.—Australia.

JS^-J—Hed Quarry Floor.-1 have recently
lud down a 9in. red quarry floor, bedded in mortar,
•nd grouted in lioman cement. The quarries,
mlthongh good in colour, were rather uneven, and
the bricklayer rubbed them level at the joints. They
IwTe now gone a bad colour in patches. Can any of
your numerous readers kindly explain the cause of
this, and say what can be done to remedy it and
make them their proper colour P—A Subbckibeb.

[5655.]—Surveyors.-1 shall feel obliged if any
of yonr readers who may have had experience in
such matters will kindly give their opinion on the
following subject :—In the case of two turveyors
looking at one set of quantities, one of whom is
appointed by the proprietor of the work, and the
other elected by the builders to watch their interests,
(a) IB the surveyor for the proprietor not bound to
do the work completely for bis client, at the same
time giving every facility to the builder's surveyor
for checking him as he proceeds ; (b) and is it not
out of the power of the former to insist on the latter
doing anything beyond exercising such a careful
supervision as he may consider necessary for the pro-
tection of those whom he represents ?—Subveyob.
[5656.]—.Esthetics.-Will any reader kindly give

Be a list of works on sesthetics, ancient and modern,
English and foreign p-C. E. W.

[5667.]—Slaughter-houses.- Can any reader
give me iiifornialiou ngurdiug slaughter-honses, or
recommend some good work on the subject p—J. J.

[5658.]—Lime.—Could yon or some of .vour ex-

perienced readers inform me what ia the quantity
of blue lias lime required for a cubic yard of rubble
masonry ; also lor a suiwrficial yard of stone pitch-

ing. Sin. deep coursed, laid on concrete mortar made
of 2 of sand to 1 of lime ? I am charged with what
appears to me an enonaous quantity of lime for the

work done. I am about to build a brick garden wall.

What quantity of lime should a cubic yard take P

—

E. C. S.

[5659.1—Brick Kiln.—I want to knew the simp-
lest way to convert a furnace kiln, vfith smoke
flues through the crown, into one that will consume
its owif smoke, or at least very much reduce the

nuisance ?—W.
REPLIES.

[5631.J—Sketching.—As supplement to the infor-

mation given by " O. E. S." let me add that Lyug
has a fine W. tower and benches of loth-century
work, bnt North Carry and Stoke St. Gregory are of

greater interest. Both are cross churches with
central octagonal towers. A small monument with
inscription at Athelaoy has an historical interest

only. The ruined church on a mound is not worth
a visit. Othery has an octagonal tower. From
Langport Curry Sivel and Isle Abbotts should be

visited ; the latter, one of the most interesting

churches of the district, having a beautiful Early
Geometric chancel and a Norman font, in addition

to very perfect specimens of the Tudor tower,
benches, &c., which are so common in the neigh-
bourhood. In addition to those mentioned by
" O. E. S." there are octagonal towers at Ilchester,

Peddimore Milton, Weston Bamtylde, Barton St.

David's and Doultiug, and also at Bishop's Hull
and Pitminster, near Taunton. They form a feature
in Western Somerset, and are worth collective

study. The chief feature, however, throni?hout the
county is undoubtedly the towers and other 15th-
century work, which is not of such value to the
architectural student as the earlier and robuster
work of the larger buildings of Lincolnshire and
Northamptonshire ; nor do 1 think the churches pre-

sent such studies of picturesque effect and arrange-
ment as the smaller ones of Sussex.—A. F.

[5638.]—Concrete Columns.—I should recom-
mend Portland cement above any other material
for filling in columns under water.—G. H. G.

[5639.J—Quarries—Can be procured from any
glass works that still manufacture crown glass, or
from a merchant (Dawbarn and Co., 3, Temple-
street, Liverpool). The sizes vary considerably.

Some tables can be cut up to about 2iu. from the
"bull's-eye," others not nearer than 4in., leaving
quarries from about Sin. x Sin. np to Sin. x Oin.

A tinted surface can be obtained on plaster by mix-
ing a finely-ground colouring pigment in a dry
state with Parian cement. This can be applied in
the nsual way as a thin finishing coat on a ground
of Portland cement, which, after being well trow-
elled, presents a polished, non-absorbent, washable
surface. In imitation marbles and scagliola the
colours are inserted in a semi-fluid state on the
surface before the facing is put on. In some cases
silk thread is nsed as the medium, the threads
being drawn through the facing cement, leaving
the colours behind. A backing of canvas or cement
may be put on of any thickness required. It is

afterwards polished by friction.—C. W.
[5610.—Jointing Drains.—Some engineers ob-

ject to clay jointing, but I have never beard any
good reason for so doing. Like " B," I have always
preferred clay as a luting. If clay puddle is good
for lining trenches, surely it ia good for jointing
pipes, as being more yielding. Cement cracks if

used alone, and pipes laid wiih cement pipes are
never proof. The aspbalte joint is no doubt the
best.—G. H. G.

[5641.]—Flues.-A Bin. square flue is now recog-
nised as amply large enough for ordinary building,
although in the Chimney Sweeps Act the old size is

adhered to. The general practice of architects is to
make square or circular flues. The remarks in the
** Commonplace Column " are quite correct, and
may be taken as authoritative.—G,

[5611.]—Flues.—In reply to " B." the size of
chimney flue generally adopted is 9in. x llin. Thia is

according to the Chimney Sweeps Act. This size

saves cutting of the bricks, and is eminently adapted
as a smoke-producer. The excessive amount of cold
air which passes up a chimney of that area will pre-
vent in an admirable manner the consumption of
the unburnt carbon, which of course adheres to its

sides, and requires the sweeper's constant attention.
It is a most suitable size for promoting down
draughts, &c. Of course the size enables the sweep
to use his sweeping appliances most effectually. If

I remember right Mr. B. H. Thwaite (vide
"Hygiene") proposes separate outlets for animal
and gaseous products of combustion. If " B." will
examine a Sin. diameter American stove-pipe be will
find it prevents the formation of smoke, and that
24 square inches area is ample for carrying away
products of combustion from an ordinary fire. And
no doubt if fireplaces and flues were constructed on
scientific principles the sweep's occupation wotild be
gone, as the existence of such a craft is only another
instance of an utter disregard for science.-

O

MOBES.
[5641.]—Flues.-With reference to remarks from

" B," about flues, it is obvious that, as the smoke

natnrally assumes a cylindrical form in ascending
the flue, a circular section is best. Thia form, for
constructive reasons, is chiefly confined to concrete
buildinsa or when pipes are nsed. In brickwork a
square flue is more suitable than one of a rectan-
gular section, as the smoke is less likely to spread
and got chilled laggiii? in the corners. The smaller
section of the square flue produces a better draught,
and is more easily swept. For ordinary house fires

a flue 9in. square is ample, and, as a rule, thia ia

the size adopted in practice. A larger section wa»
necessary when the climbing method of sweepiug
was in vogue.—C. W.

[.^>fll2.] — Defective Drains.— " A Subscriber "

had better report the case he complains of to the
local sanitary authorit.v, and if they take no notico
the Local Government Board ought to be written to,
so that the landlord may bo compelled to adopt some
remedy. The beat mode of preventing the rise of
noxious gases would bo to excavate a trench along
the hue of sewer in the basement, and to fill in the
same with concrete. Stoneware or iron pipes are
better than brick drains in such a position. Another
Buggeation I would make is that at the highest end
of such basement drain, or at any other convenient
point, a ventilating pipe should be carried up, either
to enter a flue or quite independently on the outaido
of house. The outside traps should also be venti-
l»ted.-G. H. G.

LEGAIi IKfTELLIOKMrcE.
Metbopolitan BniLDiNO Act, 1855.—District

Surveyor for East Hackney (North) v. Snewin Bros,
and Co.—Heard at Worship-street Police Court
before Mr. Bushbv, the lOfch December, 1878, and
16th January, 1879.—An outbuilding (400.1) had
been erected against the residence No- 102, Clapton-
common (1,300.4), but it had no interoal communica-
tion with the houae. The district surveyor following
the deoiaions in the cases of Baiger v. Corbett
{Builder, 19th March, 1859), District Surveyor of
St. Margaret ij. Bias (November, 1871), and M.B.W.
V. Fliglit (Times, 19th June, 1872), regarded the
outbuilding as an addition to the dwelling an(i
claimed XI 12a. Gd., a half fee upon the area and
stories of the house and outbuilding together
(1,400.4). The solicitor for the defendants con-
tended that the outbuilding was a separate building,
and the fee charged should have been 153. per cent.^
as for a new building under 400 square feet in area
and the stor.v in height. The magistrate gave a
written decision as follows :

—" Two question arise
here. 1st. Doea the separate entrance make this a
distinct new building instead of an 'addition?*
2nd. If not, ia the half fee to be reckoned on the
single story, and the area of the addition on the
storiea and area of the original building plua the
addition ? As to the first question I think that the
new building being subordinate to and for the
commodity of the original building the separate
entrance only makes the former an attached build-
ing as distinguished from what with a common
entrance would be a mere extension of the original
building. The note to the 2nd schedule provides
expressly for an attached building by ordering that
its area shall be added to that of the main building
in estimating the fee for the whole. And this would
be for the owner's benefit where instead of being as
here a subsequent addition, the attached building
was constructed together with the main building

—

e.g., where the area of the main building was 300
square feet, and that of the attached building 10ft
square feet, both would be covered by a single
minimum fee of SOs. As to the 2nd question I
adopt Mr. Arnold's reasoning in the case of the
District Surveyor of St. Margaret's, Westminster,
-u. Bias—viz., that an 'addition' falls within the
same rule as an ' alteration.' Now, if instead of
an addition say a chimney had been altered, the half
fee which is to be reckoned on stories and urea conld
be reckoned only on the stories and area of the main
building, including the cbimaey. That method,
therefore, mu<t be followed here, and the defendant
is ordered accordingly to pay 323. Gd. per cent,
claimed, and 23. coats.—Signed, H. J. BusHBT."
Injdrt from BuiLDiNa Opekations.—At the

Gammon Pieaa Division, Dublin, on Januiry 16th,
the action of Graham Lemon v. Meade and another
w.as re-tried before Mr. Justice Harrison. It was
to recover damages, laid at .£900, for alleged negli-

gence on the part of the defendants' servants, whore-
by the house, 47, South King-atroot, Dublin, was
injured and fell. The case was tried at the Easter
sittings, 1878, before Mr. Justice O'Brien, and after
a hearing of six daya resulted in a verdict for defen-
dants, but the jury also awarded plaintiff one
farthing damages. Defendants were, it seemed,
engaged by Messrs. Qunn to build the Gaiety
Theatre; operations were commenced in March,
1871, and the theatre was opened in November of
the same year. Plaintiff's house, which immediately
adjoined the theatre, fell on the 18th April, 1875,
having, it was contemned, been injured by the build-
ing operationa. The defence was, that the house fell

by reason of old age, having been erected nearly 20O
years ago. The case now came before the court on
defendants' motion, showing cause againat making
abaoluto a conditional order obtained by plaintiff to-

set aside the verdict on the ground that it w.v-
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BKainst tbc weight of evidence and the reception of

illegal evidence. The court allowed the caase shown,
and discharged the conditional order, but gave no
coflts against plaintiff.

The DKAix.\aK ok Colchestee.—At Colchester
coanty-conrt, on Wedne-day week, actions wore
entered by Messrs. Marriage, of East Mill, and Mr.
E. Chopping, of Middle Mill, against the Corpora-
ti»n of Colche=ter for breach of the Public Health
Act and the Kivers' Pollution Prevention Act by
continuing to allow the sewage of the town to ruu
into the Eiver Coino, by which the plaintiffs alleged
that they not only suffered inconvenience, but that
the health of themselves and their employes were
prejudiced. The cases were exactly similar, and
that in which Mr. Chopping was the plaintiff was
taken as a representative one. In the opening
address of counsel it was shown that correspondence
had for the post ten years passed between the Local
Government Board and the urban authority, the
former body urging the necessity of some other sys-
tem of sewage disposal than passing it into the river,

and the latter promising to tike steps, although
nothing had been practically accomplished. It was
also stated that it would be shown by medical evi-

dence that an outbreak of typhoid fever which
occuiTod at the east end of the town in 1871 was
attributable to the discharge of sewage into the
Colne, and the judge (Dr. Abdy) was asked to grant
an order for the discontinuance of the nuisance. At
this stage of the proceedings a conference took place
between the town clerk and plaintiffs* counsel, which
resulted in a compromise, of which the principal
feature was that the Corporation undertake within
two years to provide a proper system of drainage by
which the outfall into the river will be avoided.

An Offensive Manhole.—In- the Chancery
Division of the High Court of Chancery, on Thurs-
day week, the case of Swanston v. the Twickenham
Local Board was heard. This was a motion on be-
half of plaintiff for an injunction to restrain the
Local Board of Twickenham from continuing to use
a manhole, which was constructed close to a house
belonging to plaintiff, and through which manhole
access was obtained to the common sewer. Thfre
was evidence to show that scarlet fever had existed
tin the district, and that one case in particular had
probably been caused by the effluvium arising from
the manhole in question. In support of the motion
it was submitted that the only power given to defen-
dants by the Act .SS and 39 Vict., cap. 35, was to
^ork under and through any property, unless they
gave the proper notices for purchasing the property,
and that otherwise they had no power to open the
ground for the purpose of constructing the sewer.
The Vice-chancellor said the question raised in this
case could only be determined at the hearing ; but,
in the meantime, defendants could cover up the man-
hole in such a manner that no efftuvinm could arise
from it, and further they must undertake not to
proceed under their notice as to opening fresh holes
without giving plaintiff a week's notice of their in-
tention, in order that plaintiff should have time to
take such proceedings in the matter as he should be
advised.

WATEB SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTEBS.

GooLE, YoBKSHiKE.—Mr. E. C. Buchanan
Tndor, the town surveyor, has been requested by
the Goolo Local Board to design sewerage works for

old Goolo district. The scheme is now completed,

and comprises u brick main tank egg-shaped sewer

with ventdating man and Ump-holes, penstocks,

sluice chambers, stop valves, storm and flow, &o.,

and the outlet pipe is of ca^t iron with piled and
concrete foundations. The sewerage is to be carried

into a tidal estuary , known as the Dutch Eiver, below

low watermark.

Hove —A Local Government Board inquiry was
held at Hove-next-Brighton, on Friday last, before

Mr. Arnold Taylor, inspector, with reference to an
application from the Town Commissioners of Hove
for sanction to borrow the sum of .£1,550 for works
of sewerage, sea defence, and for providing an
infectious diseases hospital. Considerable opposi-

tion was raised to the last-named item, and it

appeared that the hospital plans were not yet pre-

pared. The remaining items were unopposed, and
included J61,500 for a new sewer in Hove-drive,

i6520 for improved sewer in George-strpet, and
£-loO for new groyne to protect the beach from the

effects of the private groynes constructed westward
of the district. Mr. E. B. EUice-Clark, the

engineer to the board explained the plans, and
stated that the works would be carried out by the

town commissioners' staff, and that the last works
sanctioned by the higher authority were executed in

this manner, and at a saving of something like

.£1,500 or iE2,000 upon what they would have cost

if done by contract.

A new hotel and restaurant are about to be erected
at Fort Opus, Austria, for Mr. Grossi. The build-
ing will be 4 stories high, including basement, and
will cover about 324 square yards of land. It will
stand in an elevated position at the junction of two
rivers. The materials used will be red brick, with
local lime stone dressings to the doors and windows,
and the roof will be covered with red tiles. The
architect is Mr. G. H. Thomas, 32, Lord-street,
Liverpool.

A series of water mains are proposed to he laid

through the main streets of Harlow and Epping and
other villages on the high ridge running through
the Forest of Epping for the better supply
of the district, which has often suffered from
shortneis of water. Messrs. Euss and Minns, of

Westminster, are the engineers of the scheme.

The Town Council of Nairn have instructed Mr.
Willet, C.E., to prepare an amended scheme for the
drainage of the town.

The Local Board of New Swindon resolved on
Wednesday week to adopt plans prepared by Mr. W.
Drew, their surveyor, for alterations to the sewage
farm at Sodbourne. The estimated expense is

^500.

The School Board for Ashford, East Kent, have
accepted the tender of Mr. Fowler for the erection
of new schools in the Beaver-fields, Ashford.

The tender of Mr. George Baines has been
accepted by the School Board for Millom, North
Lancashire, for the execution of alterations and
additions to a school at Haverigg.

Mr. 'M. F. C. Turpin asks us to state that the
carved oak chimney-pieces and parquet floors in
the new buildings at Chelsea, described by us last

week, wera mamifactured by him.

Works of drainage are about to be carried out at
Denbigh. Mr. Glough is the engineer, i^nd the first

contract has been given to Mr. Jeffreys.

The Biggleswade Board of Guardians have in-

structed their architect to prepare plans for a brick
small-pox hospital to contain 12 beds, and to cost
less than ^£3,500.

New grammar schools are about to be commenced
at Nuneaton ; Mr. Thomas Smith, of Eaton, is the
contractor, for ^63,150.

j

(dux ©fficc €uh\t.

The following private bills ha,ve come before
the examiners at VVeatminater this week, and
in each case it was decided tbat the standing
orders of the House had been complied with :

—The Electric Lighting Bill, which is to em-
power the Electric Lighting Company to break
up, open, or interfere with any streets, public
places, &c., in the metropolis, that may be
necessary for the purpose of laying down their
electric wires ; the East and West India Dock
Bill, which is to authorise the company to
acquire additional land in the neighbourhood
of, and for the purpose of extending, the exist-
ing docks; and the New Eiver Company Bill,

which is to enable the company to raise addi-
tional capital. In the case of the Tower High
Level Bridge Bill, which came before the exa-
miners on Saturday, and waa adjourned, it was
decided that the standing orders of the House
had not been complied with, and the bill will
therefore have to go before the Standing Orders
Committee.

The authorities of the City seem not to know
their own minda. Some years ago they decided
that Ludgate-hill was to be widened, and a
magnificent view of the western front of the
metropolitan cathedral was promised. Leases
and houses were bought up at a considerable
cost, and all the lower part of the hill was con-
siderably widened by the setting back of the
new houses. Soon, however, the railway bridge,
which now obscures the view, was sanctioned
by Parliament, and apparently but faintly
opposed by the City. Still buying up and
setting back of houses went on spasmodically,
and no small amount of money was swallowed
up. A rumour, however, has now got about, and
events seem to prove its consistency, that the
City is tired of its artistic fit, and that the
widening of Ludgate-hill, which the necessi-
ties of traffic demanded as imperiously as the
interests of art, is to be abandoned.

The late Mr. John Johnson, a notice of
whose death appeared in the Bdildino News
of the 3rd inst., was not only well known as an
architect, but was also celebrated as a piscator.
His demise is thus noticed in the Fishing
Qasette

:

—" The death is announced of Mr. John
Johnson, at his residence, 14, Buckingham-
street, Adelphi. In the piscatorial world he
has left behind him the name of a famous
angler, and the books of the Piscatorial Society,
of which he was a very old member, record some
wonderful takes of fish in tl^e earlier portion of
his life. In the year 1866 he obtained the lead-
ing prize for the greatest weJght of fish, there
being a total of something like 5501b. placed to
his credit. He was also, up to the time of his
death, the author of the club, in conjunction
with hie old friend, Mr. Thomas Gillatt. There
was a general expression of regret at the meet-
ing on Monday evening last at losing so excel-
lent a member, and the friendship of one whose
kind, liberal, and hospitable disposition en-
deared him so deeply to all. Of late years he
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has not yery frequently attended the weekly

meetings ; but on ail other occasions he was to

be found amongst his old associates. The late

Mr. Johnson tros also an old member of the

Thamea Angling Preseryation Society, and for

the last ten years as one of its general com-

mittee. In the architectural world he was well-

known as an architect ; and the Alexandra

Palace at Muswell-hill is an evidence of his

ability and skill in the profession he followed."

Wb have received a reprint of the address

and papers read before the British Association

at Dublin last year on " Kivers' Conservation."

It is unnecessary here to again allude to the
conclusions of the speakers. We gave an
abstract of Mr. Edward Easton's address as

president of Section G, the gist of which was
the intelligent supervision and management of

watershed areas as the most economical course
to adopt. Those who desire to refresh their

memory with Mr. Easton's able address canuot
do better than obtain the pamphlet we are re-

ferring to, in which will be found papers read
on " Eiver Control," by J. Clarke Hawkshaw,
C.E., and W. Shelford, C.E. ; on " The Effect of

River Works or Arterial Drainage Works upon
Eiver Floods," by James Dillon, C.E. ; on " The
Hydrogeological Survey of England," by Joseph
Lacas ;

" The Discharge of Sewage into Tidal
Bivers," by H. Law, C.E., &c. Many of these
subjects have been noticed in our pages.

Mb. Samuel Teickett writes as follows :

—

" I notice in your issue of the 17th inst., under
the head of ' New Buildings in Chelsea,' you
draw attention to the red-brick mansions
abutting on Cadogan-square, building by
Messrs. 6. TroUope and Sons, and you state

that 'The balcony is arched above with flat

arches, supported on red Mansfield stone
colnmns ;' and that ' There is a pleasing har-
mony of contrast between the warm stone and
the brick, which avoids the patchy effect a
lighter stone would have had.' I fully agree
with your writer in everything he says, with
one exception—viz., that the stone is not red
Mansfield but red Corsehill, which I have been
introducing into London for some years, and it

is the only red stone of fine even texture which
retains its colour."

Thb manager of the Patent Selenitic Cement
Company writes us as follows :—" In your
article on the New Law Courts in the Bcildino
Nkwb, of January 17th you say— ' We note
that all the internal walls are plastered and
finished with " Keene's Cement." ' We beg to
say that they are plastered and finished with
Selenitic Cement. Although we take it as a
compliment to our cement that it should be
mistaken for Keene's Cement (though costing
far less), we rely upon your justice to make
this correction."

A NEW railway, about twenty miles in length,
was opened on Monday, from Okehampton to
Holsworthy, and will, it is to be hoped, at no
distant date be the means of carrying the
London and South-Westem Railway into
Cornwall. The line was constructed by the

Devon and Cornwall Railway from plans of

Messrs. Galbraith and Church, and has now
been purchased by the South-Western Railway.
Mr. Eelf was the contractor, and the cost has
been about^B12,000 per mile. Passengers who are

familiar with the present slow service and bad
accommodation from Plymouth to Penzince,
will wish all success to the new venture of the

South-Western Riilway Company.

Messes. Chubb and Son, in a reply to the
report furnished by Mr. James Hill to Colonel

Wrottesley, on the state of the English lock

trade, state that it is incorrectly assumed, both
by the colonel and by Mr. James Hill, that all

English locks are of one class, consisting " of

a number of small parts exact counterparts of

one another." In a superior quality of lock it

is not desired to make a large quantity pre-

cisely alike, which any one of their keys will

open, but rather to produce the greatest pos.

sible variety of combinations with different

keys. In order to effect this a certain amount
of skilled workmanship has to supplement the

products of machinery, and will always con.

tinue to do so. Messrs. Chubb and Son assert

that they were acquainted with the workman-
ship and finish of American locks long before

contractors were tempted across the water by
large discounts, and while readily acknowledg-
ing the general utility and neatness of these

goods, they maintain that they show no im-
provements affecting real security superior to

those effected in this country.

Mb. Thomas Sopwith, M.A., F.E.S., F.G.S.,

who died at Westminster, on Thursday week,
was born in 1803 at Newcastle-on-Tyne. He
was for nearly 50 years extensively engaged as

civil engineer in mining, railway, and other
works, both in this country and on the Conti-

nent, and was the author of several works on
architecture, isometrical drawing, and mining.
In 1828 he was appointed commissioner for the
Crown under the Dean Forest Mining Act, and
in the same year a communication made by
him to the British Association led to the esta-

blishment of the Mining Record Office. He
was a member of many of the leading scientific

societies, and one of the early members of the
Institution of Civil Engineers.

Satuedat was the last day on which the
claims under the Epping Forest Act were re-

ceived by the Corporation, who will now go
forward with the work of hearing and adjudg-
ing. A case of some interest is at present

occupying the attention of the arbitrator. It is

that of Mr. Peter Mills, and bears reference to

what are known as the " fuel assignments,"
under which a certain number of persons held
permission to cut timber in the forest. The
Corporation held that the right included only so

much wood as could be used for personal fuel,

and being unable to come to a settlement with
Mr. Mills, referred it to the arbitrator. As
there are several claims of a similar nature this

is regarded as a test case, and the decision

given will doubtless govern the arrangement of

all " fuel assignments." It may be mentioned

that the reeves have been appointed for mark-
ing the commoners' cattle in all parishes except

that of West Ham. A new road, according to

the City Press, is being made from Chingford
Station to Queen Eli xabeth's Lodge. Labourers
are already at work clearing out the ponds and
levelling the ground. Queen Elizabeth's Lodge
has now been formally handed over to the new
conservators by the Government.

An important manifesto bearing upon the
present position of the slate trade—the staple

industry of North Wales—was circulated by the

executive council of the North Wales Quarry,

men's Union on Monday. The trade, it is

stated, has within the last six months got into

one of the strangest and most sudden panics

ever known, the present danger being lest the

employers should endeavour to push matters

too far, and take advantage of the stagnation

to repeat their attack upon the union. The
council complain of the apparent reluctance of

quarry proprietors to continue the practice of

making stock preparatory to a revival of trade,

the men preferring to work such stock at a most
reasonable price rather than having their hours
shortened. Looking at the present state of

affairs, and that the reason assigned for the

reduction of wages and the shortening of hours
is the inability of quarry owners to sell the

quantity of slates made, the union has re-

solved upon voting to each member emigrating
to America £Z for the first year of membership,
and £1 for each succeeding year he has been
associated with the organisation ; double the

amount to Australian and New Zealand emi-

grants, with a further premium of £2 to all

emigrating west of Chicago or to South America.

It is anticipated that many unionists will accept

these offers, as there is no present prospect of

any improvement in the trade, most of the

smaller quarries remaining closed, while the
larger ones are working only half time.

The papier mache enrichments, such as soffit

and bed moulds, &c., manufactured by the

Papier Mach(5 Company, are well known. But
for the purposes of ordinary cornices in houses

of moderate value they have been deemed by
the majority of builders to be too expensive for

general use, the consequence being that rough

and inferior, but cheap, plaster casts have been
used. The desire to reduce the cost of papier

mach^ enrichments, and to supply ornaments
in every way superior to plaster, but at less cost

than it, has induced the company for the past

few months to conduct a series of experiments

having this end in view. Having perfected the

process, they now offer the large majority of

their unperforated patterns of enrichments at

half the previous prices. These enrichments

are very light, sharp, and clean, extremely

tough, being stronger and harder than wood or

the ordinary papier milche, easily and rapidly

fixed with common brads to plaster, cement, or

wood ; they are indestructible and uninflamma-

ble; they will not, without deliberate vio-

lence, chip or fracture ; they will not warp,
shrink, rot, or decay ; they weigh very little,

pack very closely, and cost but a trifle for trans-

port or shipment.

C 5

Roofing Pelts —P. Braby & Co.
INODOROUS, SAEKING, SHEATHING, AND HAIR FELTS KEPT ALWAYS IN STOCK. MANITFACTTJRERS OF
PERFORATED ZINC, PERFORATED COPPER, AND PERFORATED IRON IN VARIOUS DESIGNS AND GAUGES.

Wrought Iron Tanks.-P. Braby & Co.
C5 PAINTED AND GALVANISED, OF IMPROVED MANUFACTURE. 1/

Corrugated Iron.—P. Braby & Co.
GALVANISED AND BLACK IN ALL GAUGES, KEPT IN STOCK. ZINC WORK OF ALL KINDS.

FITZROY WORKS, 356 TO 369, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON.
HATTON GARDEN, LIVERPOOL. GREAT CLYDE STREET, GLASGOW. AND AT CYPRUS.
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THE ST. GOTHARD TUNNELS.

WE have already more than once de-

scribed the progress and completion

of the Mont Oenis tunnel, now a regular

highway of traffic, hollowed between the

Fourneaux and the Bordonnechian slopes

from France into Savoy, of the Graian
Alps. Those mighty works were long in-

terrupted by many other causes than the

physical difficulties, though these were
many, and often surprising, encountered by
the engineers. Yet, after the immense task

had been accomplished, it was still felt that

another had to be attempted, and, if pos-

sible, carried through. This was the
piercing of the Alps, in the group of them
geographically called the Lepontine, whose
peaks are all above the snow line, and
whose height varies from 7,000 to 11,000ft.

above the level of the sea. Within a small

distance from the celebrated.hospitalfor the

recovery of storm-overtaken travellers rise

the sources of the Rhine, Rhone, Reuss,
and Ticino. The way over the mountain—^historians and gazetteers assure us—has
been made the scene of many battles be-

tween French and Russians, and what not

;

but the work now approaching its result

is plainly a tunnel, or series and system of

tunnels right through and beneath, with a
simple view to intercommunication from
one to another of the populations divided

by these granitic Graian Alps. The enter-

prise, it must be confessed, has been a long
time afoot, but its promoters plead, reason-
ably enough, that instead of a single and
simple hollow through the base of a moun-
tain, beneath which they could make " both
ends meet" with a mathematical exactitude
astonishing even to the mathematicians
themselves, they had to elaborate a laby-

rinth of passages, through hard rooks,

shifting soils, bursting walls, and flowing
waters, baffling and perplexing in every
direction. They have now, indeed, after

years of labour, brought their undertaking
to not far from a practical finish—that is,

they have excavated in round figures

—

wanting, however, only inches to be accu-
rate—about twelve out of fifteen thousand
yards through the hardest rock on the Swit-
zerland barrier, and they have thus some-
where near three thousand yards of boring
to accomplish. Not even so much as this
might have been left undone had not the
inevitable obstacle of finance arisen in the
way. The Germans and the Italians pro-
fess themselves to be equally interested in
the triumphs or successes of the engineers
engaged; but upon the Swiss has been
thrown, in a great degree, the practical part
of the burden—though with these matters,
it will probably be felt, the world outside
that of the practical speculators can have
very little to do. The grand points are

—

the objects and progress of these vast
works—interesting to all Europe—and the
prospects of their completion within a
reasonable period. Besides the great lead-
ing tunnel, as we have suggested, there are
many others—twelve, indeed—the shortest
of which (Waren) is 1,106 yards long, while
the longest (that of the Olberg) reaches to
nearly double that distance. The total
length of these subsidiary excavations falls

not far short of ten miles. Then there are
five minor tunnels—branches, as it were

—

of from 220 to 550 yards, and 25 between
110 and 220 yards, making in all 52 sub-
sidiary tunnels, containing an aggregate
line 16 miles in length. But the utmost
height of the mountain is no measure of
the depth beneath which the line of
the tunnel is buried. The report says:

—

" Between Immensee and Goscheneu there
will be 33 tunnels; between Airolo and
Giribasco, 17. The highest part of the
line above sea-level is the big tunnel

—

3,307ft. ; the lowest a point between Cade-
nazzo and Magadino—-675ft. The line will

be carried over 64 bridges and viaducts,

the longest of which (that of Cadenazzo, in

Tessin) will consist of five arches, each
having a span of 55 yards. The total

length of the Gothard line will be a hundred
and fifty-five miles—17 per cent, of it being
tunnels, and 1 per cent, bridges and via-

ducts. In the first instance, the line, for

the greater part of its length, will be single

;

but the tunnels and permanent way are to

be so arranged that additional rails can be
laid down as soon as the financial success of

the enterprise seems to be assured. If all

goes prosperously, the entire sweep of iron

road, beneaththose mountainous masses, will

be in available order within the next four
or five years at the Utmost. The contract

for the stretch between Briinnen and
Fliillen has just been assigned to a French
firm, and few reasons appear why the en-

terprise should not henceforth progress
triumphantly towards its accomplishment."
Thus far the official report, with the semi-

official comments upon it.

The professional accounts we receive re-

present the work of piercing the mass of

the St. Gothard Alp as differing, in some
material respects from that of executing
the Mont Cenis tunnel. The mountain to

be penetrated presented greater difficulties;

the course to be followed by the excavators

was not so clear. The same natural re-

sources, favourable at once to water and to

blasting power, were not equally at hand.
Nor could the different levels—strange
though this may seem in a geometrical age
—be taken with similar facility. So, at

any rate, it is asserted in the somewhat
apologetic report of progress before us.

The directors declare that they undertook
that which, at the beginning, was affirmed

to be a chimerical task—that they have
done, in less than a decade, that which
Conte, the Italian eugineer-in-chief, gave
them half a century to do in—and that the
penetration of St. Gothard by no means re-

sembles or represents the labour of those
who met—not beneath the base of Mont
Cenis, it is true, but under that of a neigh-
bouring mountain, where their hammers
were heard clinking together, and their

voices calling one to another before the
last wall of division was broken through.
Both the vertical and the horizontal

measurements to be taken varied. The
gradients were not, by any means, the
same, nor was the amount of water to be
encountered, or the probable flow of it,

judging from speculative surveys on either

side. All this made up a complication of

obstacles which, within a year or two, may
be hoped to have been happily encountered.
For, it must not be supposed that, so soon
as daylight breaks between one abyss in the
St. Gothard mountain and another, there-

fore railway communication is at once to be
established. The perforation, so far, will

be merely a long, rough, narrow, shallow,

zig zag hole, opening at both ends, but
needing to be rounded into an arch, planed
along its surface, enlarged to pi'oper dimen-
sions, and strengthened to suit its ultimate
purpose. Even during the preliminary pro-

cesses, indeed, we find that very varying
methods have been employed. There has
been less of water pressures applied to the
advancing shields, fitted into the cavity as
it lengthened onwards from two opposite
" attacking points," in front of the gangs of

excavators, and much more of gunpowder
blasting, effected by drills through the rock,

and the carrying off of debris along a line

of rails following the workmen, moment by
moment, over eveiy yard of their progress.

The cost of the undertaking, no matter

what measurement is taken, has been per-
haps greater than that of what was believed
to be the crucial burrowing beneath Mont
Cenis ; but, on the other band, it is believed
that the carrying on of similar operations
will be considerably cheapened for the
future. And there is a considerable advan-
tage derived from the fact that a definite
selection has at length been made from
among the many routes preferred, at one
time or another, by French, Swiss, Italian,
and German engujeers. There was one,
favoured by the late Count Cavour, through
the Valley of the Are, to Modena ; another
by that of the Dora to Susa, bearing with
it, singularly enough, the idea of an Ameri-
can tramway down the slopes of the Swiss
mountain. But they all gave way, first to
the Mont Cenis, and, second, to the St.
Gothard project, of which the one is a fact
accomplished, while the other awaits only a
fresh accession of effort to push it through.
For geologists the later details from St.
Gothard_ must possess a supreme interest,
though it may be only permitted here to
state that, as in tbe Mont Cenis excavation,
the expectations of hidden waterfalls, dark
caverns, masses of shifting sand, deep
crevices, and so forth, have, happily, not
been fulfilled. It was even supposed that
huge iron and copper mines might present
themselves by the way, tempting the
labourersfrom their duty,and inducing them
to dig downwards, rather than onwards, for
their wages. No such discoveries have been,
made ; no such alarms have been justified.

It is true that the perforation of the moun-
tain has, at times, gone on with disappoint-
ing slowness, though this has been due
less to want of energy than to want o£
money to sustain it; and it is true also
that, as in the Mont Cenis enterprise, the
St. Gothardexcavators have had perpetually
before them the dim fear of some buried
mountain lake, which might at any moment
burst over their heads, but which, hitherto,
has not done so, together with that of cer-

tain " boiling sands," supposed to lurk in
the same recesses; yet neither these nor the
predicted waterfalls or swamps have pre-
vented the steady movement of the rock-
piercing machine, whether propelled by
water, as beneath Mont Cenis, or in a great
measure by steam, beneath St. Gothard.
In the latter, however, a particular diffi-

culty has had to be overcome, in even a
greater degree than in the former. In both
the heat and smoke generated by steam-
engines are found to be almost insupport-
able, and the application of air power, sug-
gested by the Genevese physician, Colladon,
and brought into practice by the Savoyard,
Sommeiller, in order, as he expresses it, to
" tear out the entrails of the Alps," has not
yet gone sufficiently far to warrant any
other than, so to speak, empirical expecta-
tion from it. Infact.to judge from theofficial

report, it has broken more machinery in the
St. Gothard tunnel than'ithas been ableasyet
to set in usefulmotion. To meet this problem,
writes the practical author ef " II TrafEoro

delle Alpi," it is essential to combine two
powers—that of perforation with that o£
pressure—from both of which he excludes
the action of steam, and in both of which
he admits the action of pure hydraulics,

though the engineers of St. Gothard have
in so many ways repudiated them as ap-
plied to the dynamics of Mont Cenis. The
point is very emphatically stated in the
" Rapporto della Commissiono Govema-
tive," just issued, which scoiits the i3ea that
the Mont Cenis and the St. Gothard
tunnels belong to one and the same
class in all particular essentials—that

is to say, of engineering works. Accord-
ing to this statement, another sub-

stance, another "temperature, have to be
encountered, and moat certainly, under the

conditions, another machinery has to be
employed. In the St. Gothard Tunnel, for
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instance, theexact methods found effic:icious

in that of Mont Cenis, while it was in course

of execution, for keeping out mischievous
blasts of the atmosphere, or floods of water,

failed entirely, while the work of upholding
the tunnelled arch as it made its slow way
throngh the masses of rock and of friable

substance, has been altogether different.

Where, for example, brickwork was neces-

saryinthe former case, to prevent fragments
from the friable roof falling, to the ineon-

Tenienee of the work, a simple indiarubber
shield has been found sufBcient in the latter.

Still, neither has been found adequate to

keep out the incessant drip which, the re-

port alleges, keeps the work back an inch
where it should be going forward two. It

is the result of this which has to be watched
for. has to be carried off, must be foreseen
and provided against by a hundred mechani-
cal contrivances, a failui-e in any one of
which might delay operations for a month.
Thus, an advance-guard of explorers endea-
vouring, only a few days ago, to secure an
arch of masoniT, lining a cutting through
the natural rock, failed to perceive a stream
of damp pouring through a fissure, and the
entire mass of masonry came down at their

feet almost before they had time to escape
from it. They still complain, however, in

the St. Gothard that they are exposed to
gunpowder fumes, suffocating in the nar-
rowness and dampness of that excavation,
and that their task is thus rendered both
dangerous and slow, as all such labour, in-

deed, must necessarily be. But it is neces-
sary, at all times, to bear in mmd the cir-

cumstance already pointed out, and which
is insisted upon, with equal emphasis, by
the French and the Italian engineers—that
these two vast enterprises, though both of
them were designed to construct practicable
roads throngh the Alps, instead of over
them, are not, in the strict sense of the
term, parallel undertakings. They differ
from, in point of fact, in almost as many
respects as they resemble, each other,
though, undoubtedly, they have a common
object with a result in view which science,
mechanics, and civilisation would alike
welcome as a triumph.

THE BUILDING ACTS' AMENDMENT
ACT.

A FTEB a considerable lapse of time the
-^ Metropolitan Board of Works have
given notice of their intention to apply to
the Secretary of State for the Home De-
partment for a confirmation of the new bye-
laws. These have been published, and we
may now take a general view of the amend-
ments proposed, as they will affect build-
ings within the jurisdiction of the board.
First, as to foundations and sites, it is
enact-ed that " no bouse, building, or other
erection shall be erected upon any site or
portion of any site which shall have been
filled up or covered with any material im-
pregnated or mixed with any fajcal, animal,
or vegetable matter, or which shall have
been filled up, or covered with dust or slop,
or other refuse," or upon which any such
matter has been deposited, unless such
matter or refnse shall have been removed,
any excavation being filled up with hard
brick, rubbish, or similar material. The
above provision will effect certainly a vital
reform in the sanitary welfare of the metro-
polis ; but BO far as we can see, there is one
case the wording of the clause will not touch—^namely, a site already impregnated with
old cesspool or leaky drain matter.
The clause simply prohibits building on a
site which ha» been " filled up " or
" covered," and does not apply to sites
in which the mischief exists in the na-
tive soil. If, instead of the words intro-
daced, the clause ran, " any site in which
old drains existed,'' &c., every conceivable

form of danger arising fi'om the soil would
have been met. But we find a layer of
concrete, 6in. thick, smoothed on the upper
surface, is to cover the site ; and this will

mitigate, if not quite exclude, any dange-
rous emanations. With regard to footings,
we find in future every builder must lay his

footings on a " bed of good concrete, at

least 12in. thick, and projecting 6in. on
each side of the lowest course ;" but it is

not very clear whether all walls are intended

:

we take it to be so. Is this necessary in

all cases in addition to the layer pre-

viously mentioned? How many builders,

we wonder, will not think this a useless

restriction ? That the concrete be real

—

not a mixture of rubbish—another clause

provides that the material (gravel or hard
brick) be approved by the district surveyor,

and that the proportion of lime or cement
be 1 to 6, or one of cement to 7 of other
material. Even this clause the cunning
builder might evade, however ; for it only
says the gravel, or hard material, is to be
approved, the lime being exempted from
inqiiiry, as also the mode of mixing.
On the substance of walls we find some

bye-laws that will make good many of the
flagrant omissions of the present Building
Act. Thus we find in brief the walls of every
building shall be constructed of " good,
square, hard, sound, and well-burnt brijks

or stone" properly bonded; that good
mortar, composed of good lime and clean
sharp sand, properly washed, or grit in the
proportion of 1 of lime to 3 of sand or grit,

shall be used ; that cement should be Port-
land or other cement of equal quality,
" weighing not less than 1121b. to the
striked bushel and capable of maintaining
a breaking weight of 3501b. per square
inch, after being made in a mould and
immersed in water for seven days ;" that

stone used must weigh not less than 1101b.

per cubic foot, be free from vents, &c., and
laid on its natural bed ; that a damp-proof
course of asphalte be laid throughout the
thickness of every wall " at a height of one
foot above the base of such wall where there

is no basement, and at a height of one foot

above level of ground where there is a
basement or half basement story;" and
lastly that the top of every party wall and
parapet wall shall be finished with a course
of hard well-burnt bricks set on edge in

cement, or by a coping waterproof and fire-

resisting. It appears hardly credible that
such necessary clauses should have been
ever wanting in the former Act, for they
are simply what every architect's specifica-

tion requires ; and we may well shudder to

think how many rotten, ill-bonded, and
dangerous walls have been suffered to be
built during the last 50 years.

The next sections, 3 and 4, relate to the
duties and fees of district surveyors, but
we would incidentally remark that the
present organisation is manifestly unable
to cope with the duties of inspection. We
have only to walk round some of the metro-
politan districts to see that buildings are
erected and occupied without even a visit

from the surveyor or his deputy, and
we point to the almost universally ad-

mitted necessity that qualified inspectors
should be appointed in every district, to act
under the surveyor, for we know that many
faulty buildings and dangerous structures

come to the knowledge of the surveyor
indirectly, and not from examination. Sec-
tions 3 and 4 are a* follows :^

It Bfcall be the dnty of each district snrveyor. on
receiviDsr notice of any houce, bnildinu, or other
erection, or altoratiou, or additiuii, or on his be-
coming aware that any house, buildiuir, or other
erection, or Hlteration. or addition, ie beinor pro-
ceeded with, but in respect of which no notice has
bfen qriven. to fee that the provisions of the fore-

ffoini? tyelaws are duly observed, and to see that the
terms and conditions of any permission are complied
with (except in cases where the board may have dis-

pensed with the observance thereof).

As to the feea to b« paid tu district arveyors,

in every case in which proceedings may have been
taken by the district surveyor to prevent the erection
of any house, building, or other erection upon any
sito, not in accordance with the provisions of the
bye-laws, in relation to sites, and in which the site
may have be^n subsequently made conformable to
the provisions of such bye-laws, there shall be paid
to such district surveyor a fee of 10a. for each bouse,
buildinff, or other erection, erected on such site, in
addition to any fee to which he may have become
entitled under the provisions of the Metropolitan
Building Act, 1855.

Section 5 relates to the deposit of plans
and sections, from which it appears that on
notice being given to the district surveyor of

the erection or alteration of any public
building, plans and sections of such build-
ing be deposited with the surveyor for his
inspection, that 7 clear days must elapse
before any work is proceeded with ; and in
respect of houses or alterations of build-
ings other than public buildings, the dis-

trict surveyor has power to require the pro-
duction of a plan or plans and sections far
his inspection, and no work is to be pro-
ceeded with until such production of
plans has been complied with. Section
6, as to the deposit of plans and
sections of buildings to which section
56 of the Metropolitan Building Act
applies, makes it compulsory for every per-
son, who wishes to erect a furnace, chimney-
shaft, or to build in concrete, to deposit
plans and sections of the same with the
surveyor, to be retained by him, and if the
surveyor is satisfied that such building is

to be constructed in conformity with cer-

tain rules he may permit its erection, but
the Board reserves jiower, where the sur-
veyor has declined to grant permission, to
permit its erection. We here give the gist

of the rules in each case. As regards fur-

nace chimney-shafts of every kind, brick
and mortar, or cement of the best quality,

is required ; the foundations to rest on a
bed of concrete ; the shaft at the base, if

square, is to be at least one-tenth of the
total height of shaft; if octagonal, the
external width to be one-eleventh of height

;

and, if circular, one-twelfth of the height.

A batter is to be given to the shaft of
2Hn», at least, in every 10ft. in height ; the
brickwork to be at legist 8^in. thick at top
for 20ft. below, to be increased 45in. in
thickness for every 20ft. of additional

height, measured downwards; the footings
to spread equally all round by regular off-

sets to a projection equal to the thickness
of the enclosing brickwork at base, and no
portion of the enclosures of a shaft shall

be constructed of fire-brick, any lining of

that material being in addition to the thick-

ness and independent of brickwork. No
cornice is to project more than the thick-

ness of the brickwork at the top of shaft,

and it is further ruled that no iron cap
shall be less than lin. in thickness, and
must be held down by iron bolts.

The rules relating to concrete buildings
are important. The ingredients to be com-
posed of Portland cement, with clean

Thames ballast, clinkers, or any hard mate-
rial, each to be passed through a mesh not
exceeding 2in. diameter. Sand must be
added to such materials in the proportion
of 1 to 2 ; the mixture must be in the pro-

portion of not more than 6 parts of mate-
rial if) 1 part by measure of Portland
cement. In making the concrete, a box of

2ft. X 4ft. X 2ft. is to be used for the
materials, and another holding one sack or
half a cask containing two bushels of the
cement, the ingredients being turned over
at least three times, and thoroughly mixed
together with water. The walls to be car-

ried up in regular layers, grouted in cement
and sand of 1 to 2, the grout to be made as
mortar, and then thinned. The thicknesses
of walls are to be equal at least to those for
brickwork prescribed; cores to be provided
for flues and recesses ; and doors and win-
dow frames to be built into the walls.

Above the roof the stacks and party-walls
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to be rendered in cement. In respect of

fees it is provided a fee of one-half more be

paid to surveyor than the fee he is entitled

to for new buildings or additions. There is

little in these re<i;ulations that can be ob-

jected to, thougli they rather interfere with

any special system of concrete building.

Clause 7 empowers the board to remove
any house or building not constructed in

accordance with these bye-laws or other

terms and conditions, after notice shall have

been given either by the board or district

sui-veyor to alter or pull down to the occu-

pier, owner, or builder, andthe same remains
uncomplied with within 28 days after ser-

vice of notice. Penalties for breach of any
of the bye-laws not exceeding (iOs., nor less

than 20s. for each offence are to be enforced,

and in case of a continuing offence a further

penalty, not exceeding 30s. nor less than

20s. , for every day after notice from board
or surveyor. The board, however, reserve

to themselves the power to dispense with

the observance of any or either of the bye-

laws under conditions they may think

proper. This discretionary power is very

necessary if acted upon with impartiality

and justice, and will tend to allay any feel-

ing of opposition to bye-laws that will

appear to many as a further encroachment
-upon private interests or restriction of

enterprise by the board. We may just

remark, however, that the intention of the

original framers of Metropolitan Build-

ing Acts was evidently to guard against

the erection of buildings of a combus-
tible nature, and not to frame a code

of building regulations perfect in all

respects. This is evident from the fact

that the first legislation in this direction,

in the reign of Charles II., had reference to

a prevention of fire, and arose after the

Great Fire of London. In Queen Anne's
reign other Acts were passed, the chief

object of which was to prevent fire, and to

regulate tire coniltruction of party walls,

and during the Georges' era several repeals

of former statutes took place^—all of which,

by their titles, show cleai-ly that the prin-

cipal aim was the regulation of party walls,

flues, and other structures, with the inten-

tion of reducing the risks of fire. The old
Act of George III., indeed, incorporated the
provisions of former statutes, but was
always a stumbling block to lawyers and
builders. It was a clumsy patchwork at the
best, and acute builders were not slow in

evading its provisions. It is high time,
therefore, that rules of a more general
nature should be introduced, and till we
have a more scientifically-constructed code,
we must take the proposed bye-laws as the
only alternative rendered necessai-y by the
increasing exigencies of building in the
metropolis.

I ^^ . —

ARCHITECTURAL GEOLOGY.—II.

SECONDARY FORMATIONS.
TTNDER this title English geotogists^ have included all those strata of the
earth's crust which lie between the newest
member of the cretaceous or chalk forma-
tion and the oldest of the new red sand-
stone series. They are composed for the
most part of solid rocks, possessing more
or less hardness—many of them yielding
excellent building stones, while others are
valuable only for burning into lime. Beds
of clay and sand aiso occasionally occur.

Chalk.—In this country the cretaceous
series is the one which in point of antiquity
appears to immediately have preceded the
" London clay," since one or other of its
members is always found below that deposit,
having been reached at a depth of 160 feet
by boring in the centre of London, and
within 70 feet at Harwich. But although
this series is always to be met with below
the London clay, yet the latter is not
always found overlying it, as the chalk

comes to the surface over a large portion
of the eastern and southern counties, but
in some cases is covered up by a deposit of
" drift " or " alluvium," as alluded to in our
previous article. In fact, this formation is

one of the most extensive in the world, and
appears to have been originally deposited
in a deep and open sea, consisting, as it

does, mainly of minute shells and other
organic remains. In England we find it

near the surface as far north as Flam-
borough Head, in Yorkshire ; and on the
south coast, stretching from Margate on
the east to the borders of Devon on the
west ; it covers a large portion of the East
Riding of Yorkshire, forms the wolds of
Lincolnshire and the greater part of Nor-
folk, with parts of Suffolk, Cambridge, and
Hertford. It also is seen in the counties of

Buckingham, Oxford, and Berks, and over
a large poi'tion of Wilts, Dorset, and Hamp-
shire. In Sussex we find it extending along
the coast, in a series of undulations, from
Beaohey Head to ' Littlehampton ; in Kent
it may be seen all over the north and east
districts ; and it forms a great portion of
the range of the Surrey hills, around Cater-
ham, Epsom, Rugall, IDorking, and Guild-
ford. In many of these districts the chalk
is obtained close to the surface, but in
others it is necessary to dig down to it

through the more recent deposits of gravel,

sand, or clay. The upper, or white chalk,

is a soft limestone, of which 98 per cent, is

pure carbonate of lime, with nodules and
bands of flints, consisting of nearly pure
silica, but quite free from layers of sand or
pebbles. In Buckingham and the neigh-
bouring counties the upper chalk, with
flints, attains a thickness of 300ft., below
which is a thin layer of hard chalk rock,
and then from 400ft. to 500ft. of chalk
without flints. In the counties of Oxford
and Berks the chalk rock is from 6ft. to 12ft.,

while in Wilts, and at Weymouth, in Dorset,
it is 800ft. thick. In Surrey its thickness
varies from 350ft. to 500ft., and in the
eastern parts of Kent and Essex it reaches
800ft. Under London the average thickness
of chalk is 640ft. The upper chalk is not
generally fit for use as a building stone,

but is extensively employed for making
lime—producing a rich or fat lime, which
will only set firmly in dry air when used as
a mortar. The soft chalk is also in many
places made into " whiting," by grinding it

with water to a fine pvilp, allowing it to
flow into a series of tanks, and then form-
ing the sediment into cakes, and allowing
them to dry. The flints, which may be
obtained in large quantities from the chalk,
are much used in their own localities for

walling, and also in the manufacture of
porcelain and glass. The places near London
where chalk with flints is obtainable are

—

Lewisham, Charlton, Greenhithe, Graves,
end, Bromley, and Chislehurst, in Kent
Purfleet and Grays, in Essex ; Sutton and
Croydon, in Sm-rey. Blocks of sandstone
of considerable size are sometimes found
embedded in the chalk, and are used for

building purposes. The chalk obtained at

Reading and Kintbury, in Berkshire, and
also that from Hessle Cliff, near Hull,
is used for making lime and whiting.
The lower, or hard chalk, is often quarried

as a building stone in Norfolk, as at Stoke
Ferry, Hunstanton, and at Markham, near
Swaflham, while that at Cromer and
Truuch, near North Walsham, is only used
for lime. In Suffolk we find chalk boulders
embedded in the gravel and clay which can
be employed as building stones after being
hardened by exposure to weather and frost.

The Totternhoe stone of Bedfordshire is a
hard and brownish sandy chalk, which has
been much used for building in Dunstable,
Luton, and the neighbourhood ; but it is

only adapted to interior work which is not
exposed to the weather. The Beer stone,

found near Axminster, is also a hard chalk,

and has been largely used at Exeter and its

neighbourhood in building the cathedral
and other edifices. In Wilts the chalk is

quarried for building stone at Netheramon
and Alton, near Devizes ; and in Hampshire
there are numerous quarries in different
parts—as at Basingstoke, Andover, Kingg-
clere, Winchfield, Sherborne, and White-
church—the softer chalk being used for
lime and the harder as a building stone.
In Sussex the chalk quarried near Steyning
has been employed in building the priory
and other edifices at Lewes ; and in Surrey
that obtained at Shalford, near Guildford,
is much used as a building stone in the
locality. At Saxby, near Grantham, a hard
chalk is also quarried as a building stone.

Upper 0-reensand.—This name is given to
a small set of beds, varying from 20ft. to
80ft. in thickness, which in some places is

found at the bottom of the upper chalk, and
consists of greenish-grey sand and sand-
stone. It is chiefly noted for the " firestone

"

which is obtained in Surrey, about Merst-
ham, Reigate, Betchworth, Godalming, and
Godstone, where it is quarried in slabs
about lOin. thick— which are used for
floors of glass-furnaces, backs of fireplaces
and stoves—and is occasionally employed
as a building stone in the neighbourhood
of the quarries. It is chiefly known in
London as " hearthstone," being used for
cleaning hearths and other stonework, [n
Sussex we find these beds yielding a sand-
stone at Pulborough, with which Arundel
Castle and other buildings in the locality
have been erected ; also a similar stone at
Coultershaw, which has been used in Tilling-

ton and Petworth churches. A stone of a
chalky appearance, called " Malm rock,"- is

also found in Sussex, at Petersfield, Pul-
borough, and Hassocks-gate, and near
Alton, in Surrey, where it is used as ashlar
facing and for chimney-pieces. In the
Isle of Wight these beds 3rield a calcareous
sandstone, quaiTied at Shanklin-down and
other parts as a building material. In
Dorset the beds of greensand are con-
spicuous — a yellowish-brown sandstone
being obtained at Lyme- Regis, and a cal-

careous sandstone grit near Chard. A
siliceous bed of building stone, about 5ft.

thick, is found at the base of the chalk near
Widworthy; and beds of sandstone, with
brown and grey sand below, are quarried in
North Wilts, near Devizes and Seend. In
Berks this formation consists of soft dark
greensands, 20ft. or 30ft. thick, overlying
some beds of a whitish siliceo-calcareous

stone, which is quarried neai- Wantage and
Wallingford.

GaiiU is a stiff blue clay—sometimes cal-

careous and micaceous—chiefly valuable for
making into bricks, tiles, drain-pipes, &c.

—

and is found between the upper and lower
greensands. Its greatest thickness is in

Oxford and Berks, where it is 250ft. ; and
in Bucks it is 130ft. thick. At Maidstone
its thickness is 150ft., and at Folkestone and
in the Isle of Wight it is 100ft. Under the
middle of London it has a thickness of
130ft., below the London clay; while at
Harwich, under the same formation, it is

only 40ft. In Norfolk it is found at Stoke
Ferry, and is 24ft. thick at Norwich. In
Wilts the gault varies from 80ft. to 140ft.,

being made into bricks at Devizes, War-
minster, Downton, Trowbridge, and West-
bury. In Cambridgeshire the clay is 150ft.

thick, pits of it being worked for brick-

making at Barnwell. In Kent there are
extensive works—at Maidstone, Aylesford,
and Burham—of brick, tile, drain-pipes,

and terra cotta, manufactured from the
gault clay. At Shaftesbury, in Dorset, the
gault contains a valuable bed of sandstone,

which is much prized in the locality for

building, on account of its power of re-

sistance to weathering.
The Lower Greensand consists chiefly of

beds of sand with calcareous sandstone?!
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some of which are largely used for building

purposes, as the " Kentish rag" and the

"Btfgate stone," the former of which is

fonnd in Kent, at Hythe, Folkestone, God-
stone, Maidstone, and Boughton, together

with a sandy stone known as " Hassock,"
and used as a backing to walls faced with
the " rag." The Kentish rag contains 92J
per cent, of carbonate of lime, and 6 J per

cent, of earthy matter, with small quantities

of iron oxide and carbonaceous matter;
while the Hassock has only 53 per cent, of

lime, with 32 of silica, 4 of alumina, and 8
of iron oxide, with phosphates in small
quantities. The Bargate stone is a calca-

reous sandstone or grit, found in Surrey,
near Oodalming and Dorking, being used
for walling in that neighbourhood. In
Norfolk some hard beds of stone, suitable

for building, are obtained from the green-
sand, together with beds of red and white
sand. Valuable beds of gravel are found
in this formation in the vicinity of Wobm-n,
Leighton, Amp thill. Sandy, Wicken, Pot-
ton, and Upware. In Wilts it jrields calca-

reous sandstone at Lonsdale ; red or yellow
ferruginous sand and gravel at Swindon;
and at Farringdon, gravel, sand, and hard
beds of stone used as millstones.

The WeaMen formation is so called from
being chiefly found in the "Weald" of
Sussex, and m adjoining parts of Kent and
Surrey, where the chalk which at one time
covered it up has been entirely swept away.
It is a fresh-water formation, consisting
mostly of clay or shale, brown or blue, with
occasional beds of sand and sandstone, and
a highly fossiliferous limestone, sometimes
called " Sussex marble," which has been
mnch used in the older churches of the
Weald. The " marble" is found near Bed-
denden, Staplehurst, Crowhurst, Chidding-
fold, Petworth, Betherden, and Clayton.
At Horsham is quarried a calcareous sand-
stone, capable of being split into thin slabs,
and much used in the neighbourhood for
walling, paving, and roofing ; the same
kind of stone is also worked near Itching-
field and West Grinstead. The Tilgate
stone, obtained near Horsham, is also used
for local buildings, and a similar one is

quarried near Hastings, and at Wadhurst
near Tunbridge Wells. Beds of sandstone,
impregnated with bitumen, are found at
Chichester, and are said to have been used
in building Pevensey Castle. The Calverly
sandstone, obtained near Tunbridge Wells,
has been largely used for the local build-
ings ; it contains 94 per cent, of silica, with
iron, magnesia, and alumina. A sandstone
found at Edenbridge is used in local build-
ings; and at Battle the Sussex limestone
is burnt into lime.
The clay of the Wealden is used largely

in many parts of Sussex and Surrey for the
manufacture of bricks, tiles, drain-pipes,
and pottery, as at Hastings, East Grin-
stead, Lewes, Burwash, Petworth, Mid-
hurst, Burgess-hill, Reigate, and Dorking.
The Weald clay is also used for similar
purposes at Weymouth, in Dorsec. The
thickness of this formation is very variable,
being greatest near Leith-hill, on the south-
west of Dorking, where it is 1,000ft. To
the north of Flamborough Head, in York-
shire, there is a bed of clay supposed to
belong to this formation, in which are found
large quantities of septaria, much used in
cement manufacture.

EGYPT UNDER THE PHARAOHS-
DERIVED FROM THE MONUMENTS.*
TT IS surprising how axchajological re-
-^ search is undermining the reputed

. authenticity of the old historians, but in no
domain of inquiry do we find the conflict

• A Htatory of Egjpt under the Pharaolu, derived en-UrNj from the Momiment*. Bj Ukkkt Beoosch.Bet.
Wlted by Pniur Bmith, B.A. 2 Toliunei. Loodgn:
Jola Uamj.

between fabulous narrative and the testi-

mony of the monuments so remarkable as
in that of Egyptian antiquity. Young and
OhampolUon were probably the earliest
who tore the veil of tradition and obscure
written history from the contemporary
records of the land of the Pharaohs, but to
Dr. Henry Brugsch-Bey we must ascribe
the honour of having divested the Egyptian
records of the tmrcliable and coloured
accounts that for ages have obscured
them. The other day it was our pleas-
ing task to notice briefly Dr. Birch's
edition of Sir Gardner Wilkinson's inte-

resting work on " Egyptian Manners and
Customs." It is now our duty to introduce
to our readers a work on the " History of
Egypt under the Pharaohs," based entirely
upon the monuments. This task was
undertaken by Dr. Henry Brugsch upwards
of twenty years ago, and we have now a
translation from the German of his great
work, completed and brought down to the
present day, by the late Henry Danby Sey-
mour and Mr. Philip Smith, B.A., and pub-
lished by Mr. John Murray. Of course, it

would be absurd to attempt in our brief
review anything like a complete sketch of
Dr. Brugsch 'a work. TheeditorpremiBes,"in
rendering into English Dr. Brugsch's Ger-
man translations of the Egyptian texts, that
there has been a twofold difiiculty, chiefly
from the obscurity of the originals, and
partly also from the archaic German often
used by Dr. Brugsch to imitate their style."
He also refers to the author's long and deep
study of Egyptian antiquities, his know-
ledge of the life and character of the
people and the Court of the great Pha-
raohs, which has enabled him to set in the
clearest light the hierarchy, the details of
administration, the works of artists, and
the connection of Egypt with other nations
at the principal epochs of her history. Dr.
Brugsch's great work, in short, is a history
of Egypt under the Pharaohs, derived from
the monuments. Its aim is chiefly to inter-
pret the stone records of a remote age by
the light of recent investigations. Of course,
we mtist rest the value of the work chiefly
on the fidelity of the translations, which
the author observes he has taken the
greatest pains to insure. Dr. Brugsch
rejects as erroneous many opinions hitherto
held by Egyptologists—such, for instance,
as a Pelasgo-Italian confederacy of nations
ia the time of Minepthah Land Ramses III.,

and the connection of Ilium and the Dar-
danians with Egypt in the fourteenth cen-
tury B.C. Another fact he commends to
the student is that the " Egyptian monu-
ments of the date 1000 b.c and onwards
bear witness for the first time to a know-
ledge of the names of Assyrian kings in
the Egyptian form of writing, and attest
the presence of Assyrian satraps in
the Nile Valley." Thus Panrshus (Par-
rashnea, Pallash-nisu), Shashanq. Nimrod,
&c., appear in close connection with Egyp-
tian history. As to chronology, the author
remarks—" The monuments are now be-
ginning to discredit more and more the
numbers of Manetho," whose lists have
been taken as authoritative. We dip into
the introductory chapter, and find the
author writing that the " Tables of Kings "

of Saqqarah and Abydus furnish undoubted
evidence that the " primitive ancestors of
the Egyptian dynasties—the Pharaohs of
Memphis—must be greeted as real his-
torical personages, and that King Ram-
ses II. (about 1350 B.C.)—the Sesostris of
the Greek fabulous history of the Egyp-
tians—was preceded by at least seventy- six
legitimate sovereigns." In other words,
there were so many generations of men
who lived during a space of time which is

greater than the years that have elapsed
from Ramses II. to the present day. Such a
period of time is truly impressive, and gives
us an idea of the astounding age of

Egyptian history and the monuments which
mark it—the Pyramids of Memphis. Re-
ferring to the origin of the Egyptians,
about which there has been much contro-
versy. Dr. Brugsch rejects the Ethiopian
origin, believes in the Asiatic beginning ofthe
people, and, as he says, comparative philo-
logy has strongly supported the idea that
the primitive roots and elements of Egyp-
tian grammar point to an intimate connec-
tion between the Indo-Germanic and Semitic
language and races. The Ethiopian style
of art, as shown by its monuments, carries
the conviction, moreover, " that we can
recognise no special quality beyond the
rudest conception and the most imperfect
execution of a style of art originally Egyp-
tian." The oldest starting point in the
long series of stone buildings on the banks
of the Nile is found in the Pyramids at the
apex of theDelta, whileon proceeding south-
wards the stamp of antiquity vanishes from
the existing monuments. Chapter III. en-
ters into some interesting facts bearing
upon prehistoric Egypt. So far, we are
told, as the surviving monuments reach
back, their beginnings coincide with the
first age of the stone period, which the
" scientific student has invented to bridge
over the historical chasm with a tangible
fact." The prehistoric period was filled up
with mythical inventions. Three ages were
imagined till the time of Mena, one in which
a dynasty of gods reigned ; then an age
of demi-gods ; and thirdly the dynasty of
the mysterious Manes. Theology, of course,
filled these ages with deified beings. We
have, for instance, confirmation in the
monuments of the dynasty of the gods.
Thus the god, Patah, of Memphis, whom
inscriptions call the " father of the gods,"
is the architect in the highest sense of the
word—the word Patah signifying " archi-
tect, former, constructor." On the temple
of Denderah the inscribed words call the
god " the chief of the society of gods who
created all Being." On the walls of the
Temple of Isis at Philce a similar appella-
tion is given, and the monuments—both
Egyptian and classical—prove the supreme
place of this god at the head of god-kings.
Ra, son of Patah, is represented as the
Sun, the representative of light and fire in
the series of the four elements ; Thu (the
air) represents the idea of emptiness; Seb
(his son) appears in monuments as the per-
sonified image of the earth, the third ele-

ment, and corresponded to Saturn ; Osiris
(his son) represented water, and was the
symbol of existence completed, the past;
Set, the son of Seb, tjrpified the annihila-
tion of being ; and lastly Hor (Horns,
Apollo) the son of Osiris and of his wife
Isis, symbolised the return of com-
pleted existence, the new life, the morrow
or the future. These names of royal or
king-gods are of constant recurrence in the
records of Egypt of every period. Of the
two fabulous dynasties which succeeded,
the monuments preserve little, and the
author regrets that the fragments of the
Turin papyrus, once containing the most
complete list of the kings of Egypt, have
not preserved the slightest intelligible in-

formation respecting the fabulous succes-
sors of the king-gods.

We com mend to;the perusal of all students
the author's interestingremarks on the chro-
nology of the Pharaohs, Chap. IV., in which
it will be seen how wide the computations
of scholars have been in fixing the date of
accession of the first Pharaoh, Mena. The
difference between the extreme dates is no
less 2,079 years. Thus Boeckh puts it at
5702 B.C., and Bunsen at 3623 B.C. Accord-
ing to Brugsch the account given by the
Egyptian priest, Manetho (now lost), was
largely coiTupted by the ecclesiastical

writers who, in error or designedly, falsified

the names or numbers. We may simply
add that the author has given a chrono-
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logical table, partly compiled from the

table of Abydus, based upon the assumption
that it is only from the beginning of the

26th dynasty that the data can be con-

sidered correct, and assigns the year

4400 B.C. as approximately true.

It is worthy of note that the temple,

among the Egyptians as among other

ancient nations, formed the centre of every

new town, which was built round it. When
a new temple was erected a town was soon

formed. Thus Memphis, the great capital

of the ancient empire, was founded by
Mena. The river Nile was diverted for the

purpose, its ancient bed filled up, and an
enormous dyke was constructed by which
the river was carried more to the east of the

Libyan chain, and to this day the waters

of inundation are restrained from over-

flowing by its means. "The office of

architect," we read, " was the occupation

of the noblest men at the king's court.

Pharoah's architects (the Mur-ket), who
were often of the number of the king's sons
and grandsons, were held in high honour,
and the favour of their lord gave them his

own daughters out of the women's house as

wives." We cannot afford space to quote
the list of the Pharoahs' architects which
time has spared, but they show the impor-
tance attaching to the office at that remote
period. The successors of Mena are de-
tailed, and there is much to interest the
student in the succeeding chapters. Thus
the Pyramids of Gizeh are made the subject

of some very graphical remarks ; their

dimensions, as given on the authority of

Col. Vyse, show them to differ in breadth
and height, and the author solves the

enigma of their erection in the only reason-
able way—namely, that the pyramid was the
outer shell of an inner kernel or sepulchral

chamber for the reception of the king's

sarcophagus, and that the external struc-

ture was added, stone by stone, in a series

of steps, while the Pharaoh still lived till

it was so huge that no further extension
could be made, when a casing of hard
polished stone fitted into the steps covered
the vast mass. Thus these gigantic monu-
ments grew in size with the king's enjoy-
ment of the sun-god Ra, or during life,

commenced as soon as he began to reign,

and continued with a firm faith in the
eternal resting-place of the body. Each
pyramid had its special name. There were
the erections of Khufu, of Khafra, and of

Menkara. The discoveries of M. De Kouge
form an interesting feature in these chap-
ters, and the reader will find the monu-
mental history of the Pharaohs of the 12th
dynasty replete with important evidence of

the great age of the Usurtasens. The
buildings at Heliopolis or On, the monu-
ments at Karnak, the tombs at Beni Hassan,
the site of Lake Moeris, are made to illus-

trate the life and character of this impor-
tant period of Egyptian empire. Archi-
tecture, as M. De Rouge says, shows
"inconceivable perfection in the cutting
and placing of blocks of great dimensions.
The passages of the Great Pyramid remain
a model of exactness of building which has
never been surpassed." The bas-reliefs of
the tombs give us the only idea of the
exterior style of the temples of this first

epoch. One sole motive of ornament is

combined with the severe outline—namely,
two lotus leaves placed opposite to each
other. The figures and statues have a broad
proportion which gradually becomes thinner;
the colouring is delicate, and the lime-
stone statues often entirely painted, while
those of granite only partially— as the
eyes, hair, and drapery. Dr. Brugsch
objects to the deprecatory tone of most
art histories in speaking of this time,
and he says it arises from the com-
plete ignorance of the critics, and from
a superficial way of looking at the art.
" Egyptian art is art in the noblest meaning

of the word," but it is fetter-bound by tra-

ditional usage and rules. The author fully

agrees with the criticism of Lepsius in his

work " On Some Egyptian Art Forms and
their Development," and his answer to the

deprecatory judges. Dr. Brugsch also

enlightens the art critic who has regarded
Egyptian art as mechanical in style, and
who believes Egyptian masters never existed.

He imputes this idea to ignorance of Egyp-
tian inscriptions, and reminds us that the

artist was the most honoured man in the

empire, and stood close to the Pharaoh. An
illustration of this is found in the inscrip-

tion on a tomb of an old artist named
Martisen, who lived 44 centuries before our
time. He calls himself " a master among
those who understood art and a plastic

artist who was a wise artist in his art," and
relates his acquirements. His son, Usur-
tasen, of whom a pedigree is given, shows
that father and son occupied an important
position in the arts of the 12th dynasty,

and, it is thought, opened the age of

highest art development in the old empire.

We pass over several chapters on the

irruption of the Hyksos or " Shepherd
Kings," at the end of the 13th dynasty, the

period of foreign dominion of the Hyksos,
and time of Joseph's sojourn in Egypt,
during which the monumental records are

comparatively silent or obscure. In the
18th dynasty, dated 1700 B.C., we have the

building of the great temple at Thebes

;

records of the Thutmes, Queen Hashop,
and her distinguished architect, Semnut,
whose buildings are described as the most
brilliant and tasteful which were ever

erected by Egyptian artists. Thutmes III.

reigned 53 years, and was the Alexander of

Egyptian history, and from the inscriptions

and representations on the temples and
obelisks Dr. Brugsch gives us a very lucid

picture of the exploits and victories of this

mighty monarch. Many of these inscriptions

are in a high-flown style. The magnificent

temple of Amon at Ape, and the stupendous
Hall of Pillars (Khu-mennu or " splendid
memorial "), were built by this king, who
certainly added more than all other royal

builders to the great temple at Karnak. It

was during this period, the 16th century
before our era, that architecture reached a
climax, and excelled in the qualities of mass
and sublimity boyond any that followed it.

From the southern boundary of Africa
to the Mediterranean coast, the ruins of this

great dominion still attest its power, and
the author describes many of the most im-
portant of the temples, and some of the
leading architects whose names are inscribed.

We may mention Mer, Rois, Amenemant,
Amenhotep. We can but glance at the
second volume. The reign of Mineptah I.

(Sethos) 1366 B.C., was another brilliant

one. The monuments once more reflect the

victories of the empire, and the temple at

Thebes is the prominent land-mark. The
"Great Hall" at Karnak, with its 134
columns of immense size, still astonishes the
traveller ; the temple of Osiris at Abydus,
and the tomb of Seti, are master works of

building, sculpture, and pictorial inscrip-

tions ; and the celebrated Table of Abydus,
with its list of 76 kings, is important
historically. During the reigns of

Ramses II. and Mineptah II., the monu-
ments are inferior as works of art, thougli

in Nubia Ramses built many towns and
temples, whUe the rock-cut temple of

Ibsambul has remained the wonder of

ages. To Ramses III., the " Prince of Heli-

opolis," may be ascribed the temple of Amon
at Medinet Abu, anew Ramesseum dedicated
to Amon, but we refer the reader to

the author's work. The great Harris
papyrus—a new edition of which Dr. Birch
has recently given to the British Museum
—will always form the most important con-

tribution towards the reign of the third

Ramses. In his successors' time architec-

ture fell into insignificance; we can only
mention the names of Ramses IX. and
the chief priest and architect, Amenhotep,
recall the gradual waning of Egyptian
power during the 2l8t dynasty, the

foreign irruptions and fall of the Egyptian
monarchy in the 26th dynasty, till the period
when the history of Egypt gradually merged
into that of Greece, or about the sixth cen-

tury B.C. Art then assumed a greater
elegance—a neatness and fineness in execu-
tion ; the capital of Alexandria succeeded
to Thebes, Memphis, and Sais—Persian
arms and prowess to the rule of the Pha-
raohs : and from this point we must con-
tinue the narrative with the conquests of

Alexander the Great. We will only add
the book Mr. Philip Smith has edited for us
will be read with great interest by all

Egyptian scholars and antiquaries, throw-
ing, as it does, fresh light on many an
obscure page of Egyptian history. The
volumes are illustrated by coloured plates

—one a representation of a tribute from a
tomb at Thebes— a portrait head of a
wooden statue of an Egyptian ascribed to

the 4th dynasty, found at Saqqarah, maps
of Upper Egypt, and various valuable
genealogical tables, lists of kings, &c.

AECHITECTUEAL ASSOCIATION.

WE publish this week the second portion of

Mr. Blashill's paper on " Party Walls :

the Law and the Practice," read at the last

meeting of the Architectural Association, and
the subsequent discussion, in continuation of

our report in last issue, pp. 86-8 : As to the
whole of the rights that are given to the build-

ing owner, the author explained the Metro-
politan Building Act provides that he shall not
exercise them in such manner or at such time
as to cause unnecessary inconvenience to the
adjoining owner, and we have already seen that
the surveyors are to determine the time and
manner. The rights of the adjoining owner,
as affecting the party structure, are as follow :

He may require the erection thereon of certain

chimney-jambs, breasts, or flues, or certain

piers or recesses, or any other like works for

his own convenience, and the building owner
must do this if it will not be injurious to him,
or cause unnecessary inconvenience or delay.

The adjoining owner may require these works
to be done by giving a notice, a printed form
for which is provided, within one month after

hia receipt of the party-wall notice from the

building owner, or he may do the works him-
self. If he give a notice, it must be done in

the same way as laid down for the notice by
the building owner, and if a difference arises

thereon it must be dealt with by the surveyors.

Sections 89, 90, and 93 give the mode of arrang-

ing the payments by the adjoining owner for

works done on his requisition. He may demand
from the building owner security for costs and
compensation before the work is commenced,
and the amount of the security is to be fixed

by the judge of the county court in case of dif-

ference. By Section 92, the building owner is to

stand possessed of the sole property in party
structure until any contribution which may be
due from the adjoining owner in respect of it is

paid. This may seriously hamper the adjoining

owner in dealing with his property, and may
induce him to pay. The party wall, considered

as a " dangerous structure," very frequently

comes under the notice of the district surveyor.

Its connection with the external walls is, in-

deed, peculiarly liable to cause danger to a
buildiug. A case is now under my notice where
the front walls of a whole terrace of three-

story houses, some fifty years old, have to be
taken down and rebuilt, mainly owing to the

party walls having been first erected and the

front walls afterwards built up against them,
without any bond whatever. I know of a case

in which this process was reversed. A long
faijade was first erected, and afterwards the

party walls were built against it at such dis-

tances as suited the wishes of the purchasers,

good bond being of course impossible. New
fronts have constantly been added to buildings

with very slight possibility of getting good bond
to the ends of the party walls, and even in the
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building^ of new premises great difficulty is

experiencedin making the f»^ides of two adjoin.

ing houses meet at the centre line of the party

wall, and at the same time getting good bond.

Neverthelees, this ought to be done, for we very

frequently meet with eases where the walls at

this spot are cracked from top to bottom, and
are very fekr from being safe. In case of re-

building, where a party wall, being exposed, is

found to be unsound, it is the duty of the sur.

veyors duly appointed to determine on the steps

necessary to be taken in respect of it, and they

ought to keep the responsibility from all other

parties. Very frequently, where work is being
done irregularly, the building owner gives the

adjoining owner notice that he will not be
responsible for anything that may happen to

the adjoining premises ; but at least he must
luiTe some responsibility for the party wall of

which he is joint owner. If neither party will

support it, it may result in accident before the

attention of the district surveyor is called ta

it. On the other hand, a building owner who
has neglected to give the proper notice in good
time, and desires to rebuild a party wall with-

out waiting for the period of three months, is

often anxious to get the wall condemned as a
dangerous structure, which would operate un-

feirly to the adjoining owner. One who desires

to build a new wall, and to make his neighbour
pay half the cost, although the existing wall

may be quite good enough for the latter, will

also try to obtain the condemnation of the wall,

often on very slight grounds. I have now
touched upon every part of the Metropolitan
Building Act which relates to party walls,

except only certain matters of procedure, which
are rather in the department of lawyers than in

ours. Nevertheless, these portions may be very
usefully studied, and the opinion of an ex-

perienced lawyer on any difficult case will

usually throw great light on any part of the
Act. My object has been to arrange the matter
in a form to be easily understood, to point out
those misapprehensions which seem most pre-

valent, and to notice some of the cases of diffi-

culty which we meet with in practice. I shall

feel glad if those members who have had most
experience in these matters will give us the
advantage of it, and particularly if they will

point out any matters which seem to have been
insufficiently noticed, or which require to be
corrected ; and I trust that the result will be
useful to the members of this association.
The Pbesidknt, in inviting discussion, re-

marked that Mr. Blashill had treated a prac.
tical subject in a very clear and lucid manner,
and had touched upon several points which had
probably escaped general notice.

Mr. BoBEBT Walkee feared there was con-
siderable want of knowledge, even amongst
metropolitan practitioners, with regard to party
walls. In a ease in which he was called in, a
boiler was built close up to a party wall, and to

gain more room the wall was cut into, an arch
tnmed,and part of the boiler fixed in the cavity.

When the adjoining owner was reminded of

the danger, he replied, " It's only a party wall."

Some time since a jury of his countrymen took
upon themselves to censure him for allowing
what he had no power to prevent, and since
then he had condemned some 200 party walls in

the district for which he had the honour to be
district surveyor. His theory was, that the
clause in the Metropolitan Building Act which
says that buildings shall be enclosed by walls
of a certain thickness makes it compulsory that
the building shall have a wall on all four sides,

and the next section of the Act seemed to carry
out that idea. In this he differed from Mr.
Blashill, who thought that an eii.sement could
be gained by an adjoining owner in an external
wall. Many people, even members of the pro-
fession, entertained very erroneous ideas as to

the extent of ownership in a party wall and
what might be done to it. It was often sup-
posed that a man might deal with the wall as
he pleased, and even cut it to pieces so long as

lie kept on his own side. The respective rights
were, in fact, analogous to those of the joint

owners of an elephant, one of whom proposed
to shoot " his half." but waa prevented on the
ground that he only possessed an undivided
moiety. The Act prohibited a man from even
cutting into the chimney breast of the wall.

An anomaly in the Act was, that it gave the
architect power to do certain work, but no con-

trol over it. The whole responsibility rested

with the surveyors called in on either side, and
the umpire they selected. As Mr. Blashill had
pointed out, if the adjoining owner were cross-

grained, he might decline to appoint a surveyor,

and the building owner was ata dead-lock. The
best coursethen was either to get a mandamus, or

—and this wasan alternative he had not yet been
able to induce a client to adopt—to make an
ae-parte application to a judge at chambers. As
a district surveyor, if he found the adjoining
owner would not move in the matter, he should
bring the case before the Metropolitan Board
of Works, and so hold him responsible. It was
essential in modern building in the City, in

which the front and back were often little

better than iron and glass structures—espe-

cially if, as was often the case, there was an
underground railway near by, and sewerage
works were going on in the street—that the
party wall should be solidly constructed, for it

was the backbone of the building. He believed

one result of the paper would be to define the
law as to party walls, and thus save a great

amount of vexation and litigation, and he
would propose a vote of thanks to Mr. Blashill.

Mr. Gilbert Redgrave called attention to

the clear manner in which Mr. Blashill had
shown that the third surveyor was not an um-
pire, as Mr. Walker had said, but could only act

conjointly with the two surveyors by whom he
was called in, and that the award must be that

of two of the surveyors. [Mr. Walker explained

that ho had only used the word " umpire " in

a colloquial sense : all three must act together.]

One of the great difficulties of the question was
as to the point at which the party wall joined

the front wall— where the former stopped in the

case ofthe strings andotherornamental features.

He did not know of any decision on the point.

In a case of rebuilding where the building owner
purposed going to a much greater height than
the original structure, and the adjoining owner
wished his property to remain unaltered, the

party wall must he thickened, and that at the

expense of the building owner's land, for the

central line of demarcation was shifted to his

disadvantage.
Mr. J. t). Mathews remarked that every

party wall had its own peculiarities, and thus

a great number of questions arose which could

only be dealt with as they occurred. The
Building Act, however, laid down clear general

rules for guidance. The raising and altering

of party walls was often complicated by claims

as to damage to light-easements. A case of

the kind was instanced to show the practical

difficulty of equitably adjusting these points.

Another matter in which a great deal of trouble

arose was that in which the Building Act em-
powered the building owner to do certain work,

but not in such a way as to inconvenience ad-

joining owners. This provision caused great

difficulty in building operations in the City,

where there might be five or six owners to as

many floors, some of whom must necessarily be
inconvenienced. Still, it was an open door

for litigation, and it would be satisfactory

to know what the building owner could do in the

matter, and when. Another point not yet

touched upon was that of compensation to ad-

joining owners for inconvenience. The Act did

not allow anything, and as several attempts had
been made to obtain an award of damages the

question was likely to be submitted before long

to the law courts for settlement. He trusted

it would not be decided against the building

owner, for it would prove a very serious impedi-

ment to reconstructions. The removal of

chimneys was often a very impoftant matter in

party-wall alterations. In old buildings blocks

of chimneys were often found projecting several

feet and resting upon trimmers, ajid the

greatest care was needed to ascertain their

relation to one another and to the party wall.

He had been engaged in a rebuilding where

heavy masses of cbiainey were set one on either

Bide of timbers through a party-wall, so that in

taking down the one block it became necessary to

estimate the weight and tie down the beam, so

as to counterbalance the weight of the other

chimney.
Mr. S. F. Claekson considered that so long

as the building owner did not affect the ad-

joining owner's rights in a party wall in the

stability of the division, or in his convenience,

a considerable amount of work might be done

to the wall, and the Act might, indeed, be
strained to a certain extent—say, to the re-

moval of a few bricks, or other reasonable
alterations. There was considerable uncer-
tainty as to party-fence walls, and at some
future day a court of law might be expected ix>

be asked to define the relative rights and
duties in these structures. The Metropolitan
Building Act was, as Mr. Mathews said, in the
main a good and useful measure. The rights

secured to adjoining owners were a mitigated'

boon, and he believed it would be an admirable-
thing if its provisions were rendered applicable-

to the country generally. Notably were its

provisions needed for semi-detached villas jnst

without large towns. A general Building Act
should not only contain clauses for general
stability and protection from fire, but should
also prescribe the rights of neighbours in party
walls. Further building legislation was about
to come into force in London, the Metropoli-
tan Board of Works having under consideration

a new code of bye-laws. Thjs would need to

be closely watched, for it appeared by an
unfortunate wording to sanction the use of in-

ferior bricks for party and the other interna]

walls.

Mr. Hunter asked if there was any power in

the Building Act to enforce the building

owner to carry out the works at the expiration

of the three months' notices to the adjoining
owners ? No allusion had been made as to the
state of the law on the formation of openings
in a party wall above the level of adjoining
premises. If a wash-house or shed adjoined a
lofty warehouse, was it inadmissible to open a
window in the wall between the two? It

seemed that a party wall must be erected

between the two, and yet that a window with
sills only 18in. above the parapet might be
opened in the warehouse. He thought it would
be very difficult for Mr. Blashill to maintain
his reading of the Act on this point. Under
the Building Act a party wall was not treated

from the point of ownership but of separation.

The vote of thanks having been accorded to

the lecturer by acclamation Mr. Blashill.
replied to the various points raised. As»to the
termination of a party wall, he considered that

it came to front and back faces of walls, so a^

to completely separate the two buildings. The
question of the true centre line of a party wall

was full of difficulties, and should be settled in

the courts. As had been pointed out, the wall

was often in different thicknesses at the several

floors, and those again were held as separate

occupations. Adjoining owners had no power
to compel action being taken at the expiration

of three months' notices ; they could he, and
often were, renewed again and again. He was
concerned in a case in point, in which he had
been compelled by circumstances to repeat the

notices for seven years, and the adjoining

owner had twice died during the interval, and
the proposed works were not even now begun.

CAST-IEON PIPES.»

TO all engaged in the design, management,
or laying of cast-iron pipes, a small and

unpretending brochure, by Mr. Ernest Bene-

dict. C.E., will be found a useful and practical

guide. The little book before us is the result

of experience in the inspection and testing of

pipes which the author has acquired in that

capacity. As a rule, we may safely assert that

few civil engineers or surveyors have had any
but a very superficial acquaintance with cast-

iron pipes, the examination and testing of

which are generally left to the foreman of

works or to the founder himself. Under the

head of " Design " some useful hints are given

which will be found of especial value to town
surveyors and others. As regards the length

of pipes they vary from 9ft. long up to 12 in

diameter to 12ft. long, when of greater size.

The author observes, the shorter the pipe the

stronger it is, for the joints operate as bands,

and he also points out the importance of

making sockets strong enough to resist the

caulking process required in spigot and faucet

pipes. Turned and bored pipes have been used

up to 48in. diameter, and the trench made to

receive them is not required to be cut much

• Cast-iron Pipes. By Ernkst Benedict, C.E. London

:

E. and F. N. Spon, Cliaring-croas.
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wider than the pipes ; but in laying spigot and
faucet pipes the workmen have to get all

round the faucet. As regards " collars " for

joining spigot ends, the author recommends
their teing made the depth of three sockets, as

they are often used on pipes cut on the spot,

and they should be wider than the faucets.

Lead joints are advised to bo iin. thick. The
difficulty of testing the thickness of bent pipes

makes it necessary they should be cast thicker

than straight pipes to ensure a minimum
strength. In speaking of connections between
service pipes and mains, the author says, the
"pap, button, or projection cast on the pipe is

the worst, and if a pap is used it should form
part of the faucet, for if placed in the middle
of pipe it will be a source of weakness to the
casting, as any sudden thickening on a straight
pipe is apt to draw the metal all round it by
reason of the unequal cooling. A ring or band
of metal is better. It str,engthens the pipe,

and no matter what side of the pipe be upper-
most, a connection can be made in any direc-

tion." Saddles are considered the best and
cheapest mode of connection. The formula
for thickness is

—

T r=^^ + K
where T = thickness in inches, C = coefBcient
or ultimate strength of cast iron in pounds
per square inch, divided by factor of safety,
P = working pressure in pounds per square
inch, E = radius in inches, and K = constant
in inches, added to resist sudden shocks. Under
"Manufacture" we have some desirable sug-
gestions. For instance, as to cores of different
sizes and makes, it is very truly said that they
come out in rotation as they went in if dried in
the same oven, whereas every size of core
requires its own time in the oven. If the core
be too much or too little dried it scabs, and
weak spots in the pipe will be the result, and
these are often overlooked. In casting, it is

recommended to cast the pipe's socket down-
wards, so that the socket may be made of
metal cast under pressure. In cold or wet
weather pipes should remain longer in the
" dipping pan." The coating is composed of
oil of naphtha, tar, &c., but it will not adhere
properly until both the pipe and pickle are of
equal temperature. Thin places may be de-
tected by water standing in the pipe when
laid level. The usual deviation in thickness
allowed is gin., but a pipe having a difference of
thickness of more than }in. at different places
should be rejected if the pressure is great. A
pipe with unequal sides is found to be weaker
than one of the uniform thickness of the
thinner side. In regard to the weights of pipes
a margin of from 2 to 5 per cent, is generally
allowed between the extremes. The writer
says it would be more consistent to vary this
margin according to the superficies of the pipe,
or, say 401b. for a lOin. pipe Oft. long, 501b. for
lOin. pipe 12ft. long, and so on. We cannot
omit to give the author's advice upon the tests
for pressure. The usual test is twice the work-
ing pressure, but we quite agree in the remarks
that there is no advantage in testing a pipe
which it is intended to use afterwards to too
high a pressure, for the metal is apt to become
strained, and therefore weakened by the pro-
cess. The best test, says Mr. Benedict, "is
to burst a pipe occasionally in the machine

—

that is to say, go on adding to the pressure
until the pipe gives way. This will give a
good idea of the ultimate strength of your
pipes."

^ c

A BUFFET CEILING IN ENAMELLED
IRON.

"V\/"E have this week seen a very novel kind
' ' of ceiling decoration which the well-

known firm of art decorators, Messrs. W. B.
Simpson and Sons, of St. Martin's-lane, have
introduced in the new buffet at the Grosvenor
Gallery, Bond-street. The peculiar feature of
the ceiling is that it is made of enamelled iron
in plates of the size of the panels, and that it

presents a clean washable material, well able to
resist the deteriorating agencies of smoke,
vapour, or gas, while its surface may be deco-
rated or painted in any style of art. The ceil-

ing at Grosvenor Gallery covers a long apart-
ment or buffet, and is divided into panels by
longitudinal and transverse beams, the centre

panels being the largest. Each of these divi-

sions are subdivided intosmallerpanels by white
painted moulded ribs of smaller section, with
gilded members, and within these are the
painted enamelled plates with a highly-
vitrified surface. The design is Kenaissance in

character, and is executed in blue and cream
colours, the centre panel figures being relieved

on a deep ground of blue with a less depth of

tone for the marginal panels. The main beams
have a bold fret, and are gilded, and the general
tone and effect are highly pleasing and appro-
priate for a buffet. We understand that the
colours are vitrifiable as in china painting, and
will resist the action of smoky and other detri-

mental agencies. The plates are light, can be
produced to all ordinary sizes, up to about 8ft.

in length, and they can be fixed to ordinary
joists or to boarded or concrete ceilings. The
side walls of the buffet are divided by pilasters

formed of majolica tiles of a cream colour, set

in white and gold margins, the compartments
between having painted tile borders of a dark
sage-green pattern, within which the panels
are of plain cream-coloured enamelled tiles.

Each compartment is surmounted by a semi-
circular panel, in which is an emblematic
figure-subject in painted tiles, and the general
effect is in keeping with the ceiling. In combi-
nation with the tiles we think the enamelled
iron decoration of Messrs. Simpson is ad-
mirably adapted for restaurants, halls, and
galleries, and in every situation where a
durable and easily-cleaned kind of decoration is

required, and we can recommend it to the
profession. ^ »

THE GRAND HOTEL, CHAEING-CEOSS.

WE have in a previous notice referred
generally to the architectural fea-

tures of this important building, and we now
take the opportunity of the occasion of a visit

to the building last Saturday by the Archi-
tectural Association to give a more detailed
description of the structure. As our readers
are aware, the block of building occupies a
very conspicuous frontage towards the Strand
and Northumberland-avenue, besides a return
down Northumberland-street, and the whole
extent of frontage all round is something near
i20ft. The two main portions of this frontage
are joined by a circular curve of 60£t. radius, and
the angle being rather acute between the main
fronts, the architects, Messrs. Francis and
Saunders, had to exercise some skill in dis-

tributing their departments. From a glance at
the plans, we are enabled to say much ingenuity
has been shown in the economy of the arrange-
ments, the architects having utilised the
central area, usually a court-yard in Continental
hotels, by a grand saloon or salle-d-manger,
96ft. by 50ft. The ground floor, in fact, forms
a quadrangle, with the exception of the wing
on the Northumberland-avenue side, and its

two main fronts have a series of shops, 13 in
all, those in the rounded corner radiating in
the lines of their division walls below, which
are basements, and vaults beneath the pave-
ment. The side towards Northumberland-
avenue is devoted to the buffet, which extends
about 80ft. from the entrance angle, and is

20ft. wide, above which are the kitchen depart-
ment and the bath-rooms and closets. The
grill-room is in the basement below the buffet.

The south wing contains a goods' entrance
and staircase, fronting the avenue, a serving-
room, and a secondary salle.cL-manger, while
at the south-west angle is the smoking-
room and entrance-hall, facing Northumber-
land-avenue. The hall and inner lobby entrance
to the centre salon with the grand staircase
abutting on the west of it, are cleverly planned,
so as to obtain rectangularity in the disposi-
tion of the marble columns which will adorn
this portion, and the secondary salle-A-inanger,

seiving-room, and buffet are in convenient
proximity. The grand saloon is surrounded by
a corridor divided by a range of stanchions,
which will ultimately be cased with marble or
scagliolato represent Corinthian columns, its

central avenue having an arched iron roof of
elliptic form, occupying the lower part of the
light court in the centre of the blocks above.
These stanchions carry, in fact, the back- walls
of the building on the upper floors. Ascending
by the grand staircase or the passenger lift on

the Avenue side, we reacn a spacious landing
adorned with detached marble Corinthian
columns, which communicates with a sur.
rounding corridor, about 7ft. wide, traversing
three sides of the building, and giving access
to a suite of bedrooms and sitting-rooms. la
the Strand block there are six bedrooms,
lighted from centre area, each about 15ft. by
13ft., and 7 sitting and bedrooms in front.
The south wing is similarly divided, also the
curved frontage towards the Avenue ; while on
the east side, over the buffet, are a spacious
kitchen, with lifts in communication with the
larder and bakery departments above, closets
and bathrooms for ladies and gentlemen, and
two additional staircases. The second and third
floor plans repeat this general arrangement,
the sitting-rooms and bedrooms being occasion-
ally arranged en. mite. The passenger lift,

about 8ft. square, will communicate from sub-
basement to the uppermost floor, and, we
understand, will be supplied by the firm of E.
Waygood and Co., of Great Dover-street. It is

intended to work it by gas power, 2 engines
being provided. Altogether there are about
250 bed and sitting-rooms in the five floors

above the ground story. A ladies' drawing-
room and a library are provided on the avenue
side above the smoking-room. The kitchen
department is built with fire-proof floors on the
well known and well-tried Dennett system. We
may add that the basement is devoted entirely
to cellars and vaults below the pavements, and
these and the shops over will form a large
source of revenue. Each shop has its own
staircase to the basement, in which is a sink
and w.c, and the vaults are lighted by Hyatt's
patent lens lights in the pavement in front of

every shop. Under smoking-room is a billiard-

room. A few details of construction demand
notice, and first we may explain the grand
staircase, occupying a space of about 25ft. by
19ft. This will be fireproof, being constructed
with a concrete core to each step, encased with
marble, and we hear that to the clerk of works
the principle adopted is due. The principle
which has been approved by the architect
consists of supporting each step on a rolled

flanged joist tailed into the wall. Through
these joists are slots for hoop iron to pass
through, and the concrete is filled in to encase
the iron joists and bars. The steps will have
Sicilian marble treads and risers, and the soffit

is to be panelled in Parian cement, a trefoil

moulding being run on the outer edge. The
stairs will be lighted above by a dome light on
roof. The Dennett flooring is being constructed
for the ground and first floors and kitchen de-

partment, Messrs. Bennett having supplied the
iron girders. The other floors have llin. by
Sin. joists, pugged between. Ventilating flues

are provided in the walls of smoking-room, and
the main transverse division walls between the
apartments are ISin. and 1ft. llin. thick, the
latter where flues occur. The outside brick

walls, exclusive of stone facing, are from Itt.

llin. to 2ft. Sin. thick, and the building is

six stories high. We may mention there is a
fall of about 6ft. in the ground from east to

west. Iron flanged stanchions, filled up with

brick in cement, carry the piers of the main
facade. These will be cased in marble slabs

between the shops, forming a series of pilasters.

The grand saloon we hear is intended to be
encased in marble or scagliola, and also the

entrance and staircase, but nothing definite has

been agreed upon yet. The atone of the main
fa9ade8 above the ground story is of Box-ground,
supplied by Messrs. Picton and Sons, and is of

excellent quality. We understand Portland has

been used up to the ground story cornice. We
may add that the elevations of the faijade are

now considerably advanced, and will be crowned
by a Miinsard roof and three lofty pavilion

roofs. The open light court above salle-d-

manger is lined with white glazed bricks of

excellent quality, supplied by Messrs. Cliff and
Sons, also the arches to windows ; and the walls

generally are built in lias cement, supplied by
Messrs. Nelson and Co., the backing to stone-

work being built in Portland cement. Mr. G.

H. HoUoway has acted as clerk of works under

the architects. Mr. Coates is general foreman,

and Mr. J. Woodward foreman of masons under

the contractors, Messrs. Merrit and Ashby, of

London-wall. The contract is, we believe,

about jE100,000, exclusive of art decorations.
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BOTAi ACADBXT TBAVBLLINO 8TDDBNT8HIP
DESIGN FOB TOWN HALL.

Wb have already published* the prize design
in this competition, and wo publish to-day the
principal elevation and plans of the design
sabmitted by Mr. K. W. Gibson, which cer-
tainly ran the one selected very hard in the
race. Our readers may now compare the two
designs—each of which will furnish much that
is suggestive. The author has endeavoured to
obtain a monumental character, construc-
tionally truthful and undisguised. Classic
forms are freely but appropriately adapted in
the details, while the use of such anomalies as
attached or superimposed orders, or two-
storied pilasters, is carefully avoided. The
site was described as fronting a public square
or garden: the building would therefore be
viewed from considerable distances. The plans
provide the accommodation on basement,
ground, and first-floors, as required. No men-
tion being made of other stories, the author
supposed the design was limited to these. The
assembly-room is placed in the centre of the
site, surrounded by a wide corridor connecting
the various departments. These, although not
altogether under different roofs, are ao arranged
that each is distinct and separable from the
others. Yards are provided at the back for
prison vans, fire-escape, 4c. As we before re-
marked, the limited time in which theoe de-
signs have to he prepared does not allow of
very mature deliberation or study.

"BUXLDINO NKWS" DE8IQNINO CLUB.
BIMI-DITACBED VILLAS.

Pbobablt one of the most difficult problems
which an architect has to solve in every day
practice is to design an inexpensive and appro,
priately treated pair of semi-detached villas,
which shall comprise ample apartments and
accommodation, with compactness of plan, and
so designed to be suitable for erection on a
series of plots of limited frontage. That
suburban villas as a rule are among the most
vulgar and badly contrived buildings to be met
with is amply proved by those seen in the
snbtirbs of every large town in the three king-
doms, and with the idea of helping forward the
few efforts which have already been made to
improve matters in this respect we chose the
subject of a pair of villas, such as are constantly
required as a subject for the members of the
BtiiLDiNG News Designing Club. To-day we
publish the design which we have selected
from about 30 plans sent us ; and, although we
cannot deny that there are several parts,
chiefly in the hall, staircase, and kitchen,
which might be considerably improved upon,
as we pointed out when reviewing the series,
yet as a whole the plan offers much that is
worthy of imitation; while the architectural
treatment is suitable and good. The difficulty
of overlooking has been provided against but
partially, as the window and door of the
sculleries would immediately overlook those of
the adjoining houses, which is an objection.

• BciLDlis Sm, Jan. 3rd, 1879,

NIW HOUSE, PT3TNET-HEATH.

Thb building which we illustrate this week is

erected on the site of one of the old Govern-
ment semaphores, which, before the invention
of the telegraph, connected Portsmouth Dock-
yard with the Admiralty at Whitehall, and,
weather permitting, signalled a short message
in about 20 minutes. The new house being
placed on such an elevated spot commands
extensive views, and harmonises extremely well
with the landscape. The rich full red tone of
the walls and the Broseley tiles of roof, relieved
with stone, look extremely picturesque on the
wide expanse of heath. The ground plan which
we give shows the general arrangement of
rooms, all of which are well proportioned, the
woodwork of drawing-room being Spanish
mahogany, the drawing-room decorated in
colour, and the remainder of floor and staircase
finished in wainscot. The basement, which is

kept above the garden level, is lofty, and pro-
vides a spacious billiard-room and school-
room, with kitchen and numerous offices. On
the upper floors there are ten bedrooms, with
dressing and bath rooms, &c. The whole of the
works have been carried out by Mr. Kobert
Avis, of Putney ; Mr. Theodore "K. Green, of
Finsbury-place. being the architect.

SEDBEBQB SCHOOL.

The ancient Grammar School of Sedbergh has,
like many others in the country, lately come
under the Endowed School Commissioners. A
new " scheme " has been drawn up, and under
the guidance of a large and influential board of
governors new life is being infused into the
old school. A head-master's boarding-house
for 40 boys was completed last autumn, and a
second boarding-house for the same number of
boys will be finished next autumn. The illus-

tration gives a view of the proposed " central
block," containing various class-rooms, physical
science rooms and laboratory, drawing-room,
governor's and master's rooms, large hall for
assembly, chapel, Ac. and, when completed,
will form a conspicuous group of buildings
occupying a commanding site to the west of the
town. At present only the group of class-
rooms are being built. The stone for the
buildings is procured from quarries near Shap.
The roofs are covered with green Westmoreland
slates. Messrs. Paley and .A ustin. of Lancaster,
are the architects.

CHTIECH or ST. MICHAEL AND ALL ANQELS,
BEDFORD-^ »BK ESTATE, W.

DuEiNQ the last fortnight we have published
the geometrical drawings, with details, of this
new building, and to-day we complete the
series by giving a perspective view with the
general ground plan. Another page is de-
voted to the longitudinal section and details
of the aisle windows with buttresses. The
houses and poplars in the Woodstock-road are
correctly shown in the view, from a sketch
taken on the spot for the purpose. To the
west of the church is an open common, bousded
on the north by the trees seen in the picture.
All the old trees on the estate are left stand-
ing, and fresh ones have been thickly planted.
Mr. E. Norman Shaw, E.A.. is the architect.

AROHITEOTUBAL & AHCH-fflOLOCHCAL
SOCIETIES.

DeBBTSHIBE AECH.E0L0QICAL SoCIETT.

—

The first annual meeting of the Derbyshire
ArchsBological and Natural History Society was
held at Derby on Monday. The first volume of
" Transactions " was issued, the most important
part of which is a full report of the society's
excavations at Dale Abbey, which will be re-
sumed in the spring. One of the illustrations
to this paper is of a atone effigy of 13th century
date, found nearly perfect in the chapter-
house. Mr. Bloxam pronounces this effigy of
a canon to be in many respects absolutely
unique. The volume has other interesting
papers on Derbyshire archceology by C. S.

Greaves, Q.C., J. Charles Cox, W. H. St. John
Hope. W. H. Hart. F.S.A., &c.

Leeds Abchitectueal Association.—At
a meeting of this association held on Thursday
week, a paper on " Elizabethan Architecture"
was read by Mr. W. H. Thorp. Mr. Thorp de-
scribed the decline of Gothic architecture in
the reign of Henry VIIL, and made reference
to the characteristics and features of the Per-

pendicular or Tudor style of architecture in
vogue during the earlier years of his reiga and
that of his immediate ancestors. The intro-
duction of classical architecture in the reign
of Elizabeth was treated upon, mention being
made cf the causes for the change in style, the
chief ones being the example set to ue by the
other countries of Western Europe, who had
adopted the classical styles nearly one hundred
years previously ; and also the teaching o£

;
classical literature in our colleges, the arts
always following in the train of, and being
largely influenced by, the literature of the time.
The latter holds equally good now, and in refe-
rence to it Mr. Thorp said—The literary works
of note now so abundant, dealing with nearly
every subject and thing under the sun, ac-
counted to a large degree for the diversity of
taste and style in things architectural; the
Japanese motifs in design, now so much in
vogue, to a large extent owing their existence
to books upon the Japanese and Chinese peoples,
their buildings, manners, and customs, and the
large importations into this country of their
goods—such as cabinets, lacquer work, porce-
lain, silks, and fans. It was stated that very
few churches are left to us of the Eenaissance
period—St. John's Church, in Leeds, being one
of the best examples erected in the reign of
Charles I., the interior having a grace and
beauty, an antique and old-world appearance,
and a quiet harmony of colour denied to many
other ecclesiastical buildings of greater impor-
tance. The examples of secular or domestic
work are infinitely more numerous than those
of churches—the palatial halls of Longleat,
WoUaton, Hardwicke, Haddon, and Holland
House, and also some of the colleges of Oxford
and Cambridge being described, with mention
of their architects. Mr. Thorp, in conclusion,
said that he considered Elizabethan architec-
ture had been unjustly condemned, for it was
the natural outcome of the age, and was well
ad.apted for the wants and requirements of the
sixteenth century.

Noetheen Aechitectueal Association.—
On Thursday, the 23rd inst., a special meet-
ing of the Northern Architectural Associa-
tion was held in the Old Castle, Newcastle,
on . Tyne, for the purpose of presenting
a farewell address and a purse of sovereigns
to Mr. Robert Lamb, of Darlington, who is

about to leave England for New Zealand,
on account of his health. The chair was occu.
pied by Mr. Thomas Oliver, president of the
association, who also made' the presentation.
He referred to Mr. Lamb's connection with the
association, which was formed just twenty.one
years ago. and regretted the cause which led to
his removal to a distant clime, although he
firmly believed that the qualities which he
knew from experience Mr. Lamb to be endowed
with were the very qualities suited for a new
country. He was sure that every member of
the association, in wishing Mr. Lamb farewell,
also wished him God-speed. The address, which
was very beautifully illuminated and framed,
was then presented along with the purse of
sovereigns. Mr. Larab thanked the meeting
for the kindness that had been exhibited to.
wards him, and the proceedings then terminated.

^am

SCHOOIiS OF ABT.
CiBENCESTBE.—The annual distribution of

prizes took place on Wednesday week. The
reports showed that there were now 103
students. At the national competition at South
Kensington a Queen's prize and a third-grade
prize were gained by students for designs for a
ceiling in plaster work. One South Kensing.
ton and three local scholarships and five other
third-grade prizes had been also awarded to
Cirencester by the Department. A number of
local prizes had been awarded—Mr. Kemp, head-
master of the Gloucester School of Art, being
the examiner. After the presentation of prizes
and certificates, a vote of thanks was passed to
Mr. Miller, the head-master.

The Eoyal Albert Hall lies in the very heart of
aristocratic London. There is not a mean dwelling
within hulf a mile of it, and that ia the especial
reason wby her Majesty's commisBionerB, who have
turned it into a picture gallery, charge only sixpence
for admission. The last attempt to utilise the poor
Colosseum of Kensington Gorn will bo as big a failure

as every other effort to use the royal folly.
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I

A SCIENTIFIC AND SAFE WATEE-
CLOSET.

AT page 651 of the Bdildiko News for

November 27th, 1874, jou published a
letter from me under the above heading, and
with a Bketch, showing my then ideas of the
requirements for the safe fitting up of water-

closets. That sketch was open to improve-
ment, and in a few months was developed into

my patent of April, 1875, which patent, accord-

ing to page 408 of Mr. Baldwin Latham's
" Sanitary Engineering," is the same system as

that afterwards mentioned in the Model Bye-
laws of the Local Government Board. It is

diflScult to arrive at perfection, however, and
all the above systems left room for improve-

ment. As another contribution towards that

improvement, I beg to show a sketch of a style

of fitting up a water-closet, either with or

without a lead siphon trap,* which, for com-
bined safety, efSciency, and simplicity, is, I

think, in advance of any plan yet published.

The novelty or speciality in it, the open

the water-closet. This is effected as shown in

sketch. is one of my ventilating drain-traps,

but any other suitable one may be used as the
plan is not patented, and is freely open to be
adopted by any one. D is the fresh-air entrance
channel to the trap and soil-pipe, E. This
soil-pipe, E, being surmounted by a 4in.

ventilator, K, when wished, a constant current
of air is expected, and will generally be found
to be passing up the soil-pipe. This up current
will tend to draw in air from the open channel
at A, at the end neaiest the soil-pipe ; while, if

an opening existed in the branch soil-pipe, E',

no bad air from the upright soil-pipe would get
access to the house, but only through the short
portion of branch soil-pipe, about 2ft. long or

so, fresh air pouring in from the end of A
nearest the water-closet. Again, owing to the
ventilating pipe, H, no bad air could gather in

the branch soil-pipe. B is a swinging valve,

that might be put in if wished of tinned copper,

but I consider it unnecessary. M is a Bramah
valve-closet, but other closets may be used. N
is the lead safe, with safe-pipe, T, carried

I shall be glad to hear of its adoption anywhere,
lod in the meantime will be pleased to bear the
opinion of architects, practical sanitarians, or
others interested in sanitary progress.

W. P. BucHAN, Sanitary Engineer.

pipe. A, in the sketch, was suggested ' outside, and with hinged valve at its outlet

to me by a perusal, about eighteen months
or so ago, of the article on " Sanitary
Science " in Blackie's " Encyclopsedia," by
Dr. Eobert Bell, F.F.P.S., Glasgow. I never,
however, worked the idea out thoroughly
until last week ; but, having once done so,

I believe the idea to be not only very
good, but easily carried out in practice, and
especially in new houses. The intention, in
1874, was to lock oft the drain from the soil-

pipe and water-closet ; but the intention now
is to keep out as far as possible any gas that
may be bred in even the soil-pipe itself from

^
• I have Btill a strong fancy for the retention of the

siphon trap, and since writinp; the above I happened to
call npon Mr. Jamoa Mactear, managing partner of St.
RoUox Chemical Works, who ia experimenting with water
trapB. He eaaily got the gases to pass through the water,
but failed in all his attempts to get ferment germs to pass
tbrotti^h. He hopes yet to manage the latter, but his
failures hitherto show the valne of water in keeping back
germ& and diseaae-breeders from the house or inner side
of a water trap. The molecules of the gases may pass
freely through between the molecules of the water, and
the more readily in imperfectly ventilated pipes, but the
germs, being many times larger, cannot get through in
the same way, 1 consider.

end. E is the level of the floor; Q is the

water-closet window ; S is a ventilating shaft

for the water-closet enclosure, which may be
surmounted by a ventilator. Only one water-

closet is shown leading into the upright soil-

pipe, but several may be led into it, as in flatted

houses or large private houses, and by carrying
each branch soil-pipe, say, 3ft. or so along the

wall, and leaving about 2ft. of it open at the
top, as shown in section at A of the sketch,

then each water-closet is locked off from the

soil-pipe, so far as the passage back of sewage
gas into it is concerned, without interfering

with the free passage outwards of the water
and soil. J is the soil-pipe continued upwards
above the roof, full diameter ; L is a rain-

water pipe, which in some cases may, with
perfect propriety, be led into it, especially if no
windows are near. Its worst effect is to tend
to supply the ventilator with air instead of the
air being forced to come from lower down. It

is only ticked in as a suggestion, however, and
people can please themselves.
As above stated, the idea or plan, which can

also serve for waste pipes, is not patented and

EOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AN ordinary meeting of the Institute waa
held on Monday evening; the President.

Mr. Charles Barry, in the chair. The following
gentlemen were elected to membership:—As
Fellows : Henry David Davis, associate. Fins-
bury-circus, E.G.; and Henry Walker, associate.

South-parade, Leeds. Aa Associates : Charles
Grieve, Park-villas, Shepherd's-bush, W. ;

William Henry 'Wood,Guildford-street,Ru88ell-
square, W.C. ; Eobert Curwen, jun.. South
Castle-street, Liverpool ; Charles William
Brooks, Duke-street, Adelpbi, W.C. ; and
Alfred Hessell Tiltman, Great James-street,
Bedford-row, W.C. As Honorary Associates

:

Richard Fuge Grantham, Assoc. Inst. C.E.,
Whitehall-place, S.W. ; Henry Bessemer, M.
Inst. C.E., Denmark-hill, S.E.; and William
Eobert Wood, Carlisle House, Brighton.
An application from Mr. Augustus Layer,

now a naturalised American citizen, residing at
San Francisco, to be transferred from the list

of fellows to that of hon. and corr. foreign mem-
bers, was read by the Secretary. The President
stated that Mr. Laver was with them that
evening, but would leave in the course of five-

and-thirty minutes for the United States. He
had since 1865 been a fellow, and as it would
be desirable to maintain a knowledge of what
was going on in America, he should ask per-
mission, in breach of the bye-laws, to propose
Mr. Laver's election that evening. This was
carried by acclamation, and Mr. Laver was cor-

dially welcomed.
The Secbetaet announced several donations

to the library, including a new architectural
work by M. Lesueur, entitled " Histoire et

Thoorie de I'Architecture." Mr. Peneosk said
the last-mentioned was a valuable work, but the
author had fallen into error in attributing the
horizontal curves in Greek architecture to de-
fective foundations.
The Pbesident said he had to make a

mournful announcement—that of the death of
a distinguished Frenchman, M. Joseph Louis
Due, the architect of the Palais de Justice, who
only two years ago came over to receive the
gold medal of the Institute. Prof. Donaldson
had undertaken to draw up a letter of condo-
lence to the widow, and an expression of regret
at the loss architecture had sustained. He had
further to announce that Mr. Thomas Henry
Wyatt had consented to take the late Mr.
Cockerell's place as hon. corresponding secre-

tary until the next general election, and that
the council had accepted the offer with thanks.
At the close of the next meeting a special

meeting would be held for the purpose of con-
firming the temporary appointment.

THE UODEBN BESTADBANT.

The Pbesident said Mr. Verity's paper waa
now open for discussion. He regretted that
he was unable to form one of the party who
visited the Criterion on the previous Monday.
Mr. W. M. Teulon, as one of those who

went over the Criterion, wished to express his

appreciation of the economy of space observed
in its planning and arrangements, and the
ingenuity of the heating and ventilating appa-
ratus. The decorations were also good.

No other member rising to continue the dis-

cussion, the Pbesident suggested that perhaps
all the members were so well qiialified for prac-

tice, that they believed they could each have
met the difiiculties with which the undertaking
abounded in the best possible manner—when
the way was pointed out—and that they could
have found a remedy for all the defects. Still,

there must have been more than one mode of

meeting some of the difficulties, and he wished
some member had indicated some other method.
He was struck with the extreme ingenuity
with which so many different elements were
combined in one building. He noticed that a
kitehen was provided on every floor instead of

concentrating the cooking apparatus at the top
of the building as was usual; had this com-
plicated arrangement been found to work with-
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oat confDsion of serrice and accounts ? They
had been told that the baildinf; cost 23. per
foot, including all that the architect supplied

;

hsd Mr. Verity any objection to state the abso-

lute cost?
Mr. C. FowLKR asked as to the weight per

foot super, upon the foundations.
Mr. Vbbitt replied that it was at first in-

tended to have separate kitchens on each floor,

but practically there were but three in use

—

those in basement, principal floor, and at the

top, and those for different purpose.': ; the
other rooms were subsidiary, and used for

serving. The cost mentioned included the con-
struction and engineering, heating and venti-

lating, but not that portion of the furnishing
undertaken by the proprietors. He had not
estimated the weight of building, except that
portion supported on stanchions.

NOTES ON ST. PAUL's CATHBDSAL.

Mr. Fbancis C. Penrose, M.A., rend the
following paper on the cathedral of which he
has for many years been the surveyor. The
subject matter of the notes was arranged
under the following heads :—Firstly, the im-
provements in the crypt, and intimately con-
nected with these the discovery of important
records of Old St. Paul's ; secondly, the pro-
posed alterations in the churchyard by agree,
ments between the Dean and Chapter
and the Corporation of the City of London;
thirdly, the new peal of bells ; and fourthly,
a statement of the position in which
the decoration scheme is at present. For
the last seven years or thereabouts, said the
auther, the dean and chapter have endeavoured
to make the crypt both useful for ecclesiastical

purposes and more worthy as the burying-
place of illustrious public characters and
artists than formerly. Until lately only a
small part has been shown to the public, and
with the exception of the immediate centre,
containing the tomb of Lord Nelson, and the
contiguous chamber, in which the sarcophagus

bedded in it the frustum of a column, appa-
rently Norman, from which it seemed that tiiis

piece of foundation belonged to some of the
14th century work, and that the Noroian frag-

ment was old material derived from the original

choir, or perhaps from St. Faith's Church, de-

molished in 1256. This find then seemed a
relic of old St. Paul's. In my office was a copy
of the plan contained amongst the Wren col-

lection in All Souls' Library, Oxford, which
represents the new cathedral placed upon the

old,* and from this plan I assumed I had hit

upon the foundation of one of the piers of the
passage leading from the cloister into the
chapter-house. Guided by the plan, I sank a
pit more to the westwards, to try for one of the
buttresses of the chapter-house, but with no
result. The earth showed no signs of ever

having been disturbed. I then tried backwards
towards the east, thinking that I might at

least get hold of another part of the cloister.

The plan again proved fruitless ; but a little

more burrowing towards the east revealed a
fragment of what I thought might be a but-

tress of the main transept wall—that is the

western wall of the south transept. This was
about the same depth below the surface as the

first discovered fragment ; and the next morn-
ing part of the cloister wall, with its buttresses,

was found, and the S.E. internal angle soon
followed. Two of the great buttresses of the
chapter-house rewarded further investigation,

but these were all, for the other buttresses of

the chapter-house had been entirely rooted up,

partly for the requirements of the new struc-

ture and partly for the drains. We also found
the external S.E. angle of the cloister and part

of the street wall, and the internal S.W. angle

and some traces of corresponding external

angle. The pavement in several places exists,

composed of squares and lozenges of Purbeck
marble, and is about 14ft. below that of the
present cathedral, but very nearly on a level

with the street to the south. These remains
belong to the lower story of what Sir Christo-

of the Duke of Wellington is placed, it was pher Wren has described as " a chapter-house
-dark and nncared for. Much of it was devoted
to stowage of materials, a large portion of these
being the scaffoldings which were used for the
school children's festival, and the remainder
serving for various necessary purposes. Now,
with the exception of these last, the whole has
been formed into a campo-santo. The walls
have been cleared of the soot of generations,
and the floor is being laid down with mosaic
tesserce in various colours and of classical

^iesign. About 4,000 square feet have already
been so treated, 3,000 more are decided on, but
not yet executed, and by degrees the rest will
follow. The eastern part—viz., the site of the
ancient chapel of St. Faith—has been arranged
for divine service. Around this part of the
crypt have been arranged the remains of certain
monumental effigies which were rescued from
the old cathedral, and which Dugdale's accurate
views, taken before the Fire, enabled us to
identify. They have each been mounted on a
simple altar tomb with the name inscribed.
They record names well known in the IGth
century — via., Hewett, CoUayne, Hatton,
Heneage, WoUey, Baskerville, and some others.
The central nave in the crypt has now been
-opened for its full length of about 450ft., and
the bronze car which conveyed the body of the
Duke of Wellington to the cathedral in
November, 1852, and which for a number of
years occupied a chamber near the centre, and
terminated the part shown to the public, has
been removed to the extreme west. This
central portion of the nave is now divided from
the side aisles, to which, with the transepts, the
workshops and stores are relegated by wrought-
iron railing. It was the opening of the western
crypt that led directly to the discovery of the
remains of Old St. Paul's. One of the arches
contained our huge gaa.meter, which entirely
blocked it up. It was essential that this should
be removed, and a pit was dug for it on the out-
side tothesoutb of nave, to a depth of about 10ft.
from the ground line of the churchyard. Just
on the edge of this pit, and about 9ft. from
the surface, was found a piece of stonework
evidently in titu, which had clearly some con-
nection with the old fabric. The mortar was
-different from that used by Sir Christopher
Wren, and from its position it could have
nothing to do with bis work. There was em-

of a more elegant Grothick manner with
cloyster of two stcries high." The historians

of the cathedral inform us that the chapter-

house was begun to be built in 1332 ; but when
we study the detail of the mouldings, which
are very small and refined, it is impossible to

attribute so early a date. Nevertheless, both
Hollar's view and some remains of tracery dug
up during the excavations point to a general

design which would almost fit in with the
period assigned. The probability is that the

work is actually of the end of the 14th century,

but that an earlier design had. with some
modifications, been carried out. The vaulting

of the chapter-house, although the building

was octagonal, was arranged (in the lower story

at any rate) so as to rest upon four central

columns. This is shown in all the plans : and
the base of the middle vaulting shaft is curi-

ously separated from the others which foUow
the octagonal arrangement for this purpose.

All the chapter-house shafts and bases are of

Caen stone, but those of the cloister are of

Purbeck marble. All are extremely well cut

and elegantly profiled. Fearing the effects

of frost upon this newly-opened masonry,
I had them twice coated with beeswax
dissolved in spirits of turpentine, and thus

far they have well resisted the action of

the weather, whilst some stones of the same
material, which, not being in situ, were left to

themselves, have been much affected by it.

When our discoveries are compared with the

Oxford plan, there is found to be an error both
southwards and eastwards, amounting to about
10ft. in each direction. In other respects the

cloister is accurately blocked out, and the length

and breadth are in very close agreement with

the dimensions. It is a matter of very great

interest to ascertain, if possible, whether the

plan must be given up as hopelessly inaccurate

to at least the above extent, or whether there

may not be an occult reason for the particular

error, which does not vitiate the plan alto-

gether, A plan of the existing cathedral from
measurements to the same scale as the Oxford

plan, shows that the two agree very well indeed.
This is, presumably, in its favour. Then we
have to consider what was the object of this

particular plan ; not the detail of the archi-
tecture, which is merely sketched on the plan,
but the exhibition of the divergence of the
axial lines of the two buildings. There are
great peculiarities about this plan, which,
unless proved to be carelessness, must have an
important meaning. The line which is shown
for the west front is very considerably out of
square with that which is given as the axis of
the cathedral ; neither is the axis of the tran-
sept square with it. The latter is shown as
almost parallel to the west front. The east
end, again, is an oblique line. Let us compare
this plan with other plans of old St. Paul's.
The plan is very nearly to the same scale as
that given by Dugdale, engraved by Hollar,
but there are some differences which show it

to be an independent document. There is also
among the All Souls Wren Collection draw-
ings a larger plan on vellum, but it is not itself

original, and the following account of its

authorship has been given me :—" The plan is

on vellum, and Elmes, in his ' Catalogue of
Wren's Drawings,' says of it :

' Mr. Gutch tells

me that Mr. Buckler copied it for SirH. Engle-
field.' " Nevertheless, it seems from the above
to have been copied from something else, per-
haps from an old plan which was falling to
pieces, and it certainly represents the cloister

and chapter-house with great accuracy. I will

call this the " Oxford Plan No. 2." There is

also a small-scale plan, engraved by Loggan,
and published by Thomas Bowles, St. Paul's-

churchyard, about 1714, but I think the en-
graving itself must be considerably older. Thus
we have, at any rate, four plans to refer to, and
there is the tradition preserved by Stow that
the old cathedral was 690ft. long. This state-

ment Mr. Ferrey has discussed at length in his

contribution to " The Three Cathedrals," and
I think has very j ustly come to the conclusion
that the first figure is in error, and that the
proper statement should have been DXC. in-

stead of DCXC. This extreme length is at
variance with all the plans, although some
approach to it is made in the Oxford Plan No.
2, which appears to give the length of 660ft.

The discovery of the cloister enables the scales

put upon these drawings to be tested, and they
do not any of them bear the test very well.

The Oxford Plan No. 1, however—that which
shows the two cathedrals—when a proper scale

is made for it, from the full length of 507ft.,

that is from the extremity of the present apse
to the western towers inclusive, shows exactly
the proper measure for the south wall of the
cloister, which is a -strong presumption in

favour of the general correctness of the draw-
ing, excepting as to the scale, which may have
been added by a different hand. The simplest
test which can be applied to the plans in com.
paring them inter se, is that of . the proportion
between nave and choir taken from centre of

tower. These are the results :

—

Nave. Choir.

Hollar's plan 1,000 904
O.Kford plan, No. 1 ... 1,000 880

„ No. 2 ... 1,000 998
The small plan ... 1,000

* A reduced copy of this plan is published in Mr. Long-
man's work, " 'fho Three Cathedrals," and was ropro-

du(-ed in the BniLniNfj Nkwb at the time of our review,

Aug. 8, 187.3-Vol. XXV., p. 159 ; see also Tiows of old St.

PkuI'ii, pp. 88, 13.5. 1S8, of same volume, published July
25 and Aug. 8, 1873.

962

There are thus two pairs which hold together
pretty fairly. Hollar's and the Oxford No. 1,

in giving mean proportion of 1,000 to less than
900, and two others give a much larger pro-

portion. There are a considerable number of

perspective views extant, and if we examine
these together (however divergent they may be
among themselves) the mean result may be
used to check the plans. Dugdale gives two.

The same engraved sheet which contains

Loggan's plan gives three. These results are

here tabulated :

—

Nave. Choir.

Dugdale—North 1,000 795
Dugdale—South 1,000 785
Loggan—North 1,000 752
Loggan—South 1,000 917
And to a smaller scale

on the same sheet

—

South 1,000 890

Mean 1,000 828

My object in this investigation is to establish

the probability of the Oxford Plan, No. 1. being
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trustworthy, and tbe evidence <>( the perspec-

tive views is, as far as is goes, in favour of this

probability, in reducing the ratio of the length

of the nave to tliat of the choir. Another
argument in its favour is that the extent of

our churchyard to the east ia exactly the

difference of length shown between the old

and new cathedral on the plan. And in the

account of Sir Christopher Wren's works in

the " Parentalia," it is stated that the com-
missioners for rebuilding the City had settled

and had obtained Parliamentary sanction for

the width of all the streets before anything
had been fully determined about the design for

the new fabric. It seema, therefore, extremely
probable that the street defines most accurately

the extent of the old cathedral, and this is

again in favour of the Oxford I'lan, No. 1.

(To ie concluded next week.)

ROYAL ACADEMY LECrXJEES ON
ARCHITECTURE.

THE first of this year's lectures at the Royal
Academv was delivered last night by

Prof. E. M. Barry. The Isiibjects dealt with
were Recent Artistic Losses, the Gothic Re-
vival, and the late Sir Gilbert Scott. After a
tribute to the memory of Sir Gilbert Scott and
Mr. Sydney Smirke, Prof. Barry proceeded to

review at considerable length the career and
character of the late President of the Academy,
Sir Francis Grant. He said :—" Of the positian

in the artist world which will ultimately be
assigned by posterity to Sir Francis Grant
it would be presumptuous in mo to speak.
This is not the place for such a discussion,

nor am I the person to pursue it. We
cannot anticipate that calm inexorable ver-

dict which, sooner or later, is passed upon
us all, when we have ceased to play our
small part in the world's history. There
are personal qualities, however, which con-
temporaries alone can fully appreciate, and
which bring home to us the loss of the indi-

vidual man we have known and respected, and
who but lately was a part, so to speak, of our-
selves. Every one knows how gracefully, and
with what dignity our late president discharged
those duties of his high position which came
vinder the public notice ; but those who were
brought into frequent contact with him, in
regard to the daily business of the Academy,
can alone appreciate, to their fullest extent, the
finer qualities of his nature and culture. The
head of an artistic commonwealth, composed of
members with the strong idiosyncracies of
individual tastes and genius, the aim of Sir F.
Grant was ever to govern with his brethren,
and not against them. His sway was that of
the mild and excellent constitutional sovereign,
and had nothing in common with the sternness
of dictatorship. His proudest boast was that
he left every member of the Academy a friend,
and never, I believe, did he express a truer
sentiment." '

, The life of Sir Francis Grant was another
instance of the fact that a real love for their
calling was a necessity for all true artists. " An
inborn aptitude and love for his art," said Pro-
fessor Barry, " is at least as necessary for the
architect as for the painter or the sculptor, and
I advise no young man to adopt the profession
without it. The art of the giants of the past,
whether of classical or mediaeval days, must
not be degiaded in our hands, and be followed
as a mere trade, one method among many of
obtaining an honest livelihood. The true archi-
tect must ever be an amateur in the highest
sense of the word; he must, indeed, be an
expert in the science of his work, but he must
also have love of his work, and taste to appre-
ciate everything that can claim a place in the
advancement of art. Those of you who have
had the privilege of attending the annual dis-
courses of our late president, on the recurring
occasions of the distribution of prizes, will re-
member how earnestly he advocated the study
of nature on the one hand, and on the other an
affectionate reverence for the great master-
pieces of antiquity. These lessons, although
primarily addressed to the painter students,
have, nevertheless, a special value to the archi-
tect. Our art is, indeed, traditioniil to the
greatest possible extent, so that the task of the
modem architect is development rather than

invention. We can afford, therefore, less than
other artists to despise the past and rely on
ourselves alone. Lasting fame is not easily

acquired, and when a building or other work of

art has received the admiration of centuries we
may be sure that it merits our respectful con-

sideration."

OUR COMMONPLACE COLUMN.
FONT COVEE.

FOR some generations after the removal of

the font from a baptistery to a position j ust

within the west entrance of the church the
earlier situation was recognised by erecting

above the font a canopy of stone, supported on
pillars or shafts. In the lith and 15th
centuries this gave place to a wooden cover, of

which many examples remain in East Anglia.

They are pyramidal or spire-shaped, generally
octagonal, and rise from four to eight or even
ten feet in height. They are usually con-

structed of oak, .richly carved with shallow
mouldings, panelled faces, croeketed angles,

and end in a bosky finial. The lower portion of

two of the sides open on hinges triptych-wise,

to allow the rite to be performed—an indication

that the more ancient method of baptism by
immersion had been abandoned at the time of

the addition of these covers to the fonts. In a
few rare and late instances the cover more re-

sembles a sounding-board, and like it is

suspended by a chain from the roof. Examples
of font-covers may be noted at Sudbury, St.

Gregory's, a rich 15th century tabernacle, well

carved, with evident traces of gilding, ver-

milion, .and blue in the frets (modern font)

;

Ipswich, St. Matthew's, and several other
churches ; tlfford - by - Woodbridge, pelican

terminal to large and open cover ; Fingringhoe,
near Colchester, small, opening with three
leaves ; North Walsham ; Trunch, a cover gilt

and coloured, supported on six wooden columns
outside font; and Worstead. During the
congress of the British Archaeological Associa-
tion last year we examined a series of Eliza-

bethan and Early Jacobean covers in the group
of churches in the Walaoken district. Of these
that at Terrington St. Clement's, was the most
noteworthy. It is of great size, has been deco-
rated inside and without with black and white,
red and brown, andigilding, with some Scriptural
scenes. That at West Walton is of debased
Gothic character, and that at Walpole St.

Peter is a larger structure in four stages, each
face pierced with circular and lattice-like open-
ings. It is worth careful study as one of the
few dated examples—1627. From the journal
of the notorious Parliamentary visitor, William
Dowsing, of Stratford, we learn that he
destroyed the cover of the font of the church of
St. Edmund, Southwold, and if equal in treat-

ment to the other woodwork of this church the
loss thus occasioned has indeed been great. A
few of the more remote great 15th century
churches near this decayed fishing borough
retain their font covers.

—

Edwaed W. Piper.

Are introduced at the base of walls so as to

obtain a larger bearing surface for the support
of superstructure. The spread given will de-
pend on the nature of foundations and the
weight of walling. With a good firm bed of

gravel for a foundation, after carefully bottom-
ing the trenches, the lowest course of footings
may be laid on the gravel, making it equal to

twice the thickness of wall, the trench being
about 6in. wider to allow for working room.
In brickwork this thickness is reduced by i-
brick offsets on either side, at every course, or
every second course, according to the depth
of trench. In stonework large stones, with a
good bearing surface, should be used. In no
case should the depth of footings be less than
half the thickness of wall. In friable earthy
soil a bed of concrete is usually introduced to

support the footings, varying in depth accord-
ing to nature of material used and weight of

building, the width being equal to width of

trench, allowing working room for footings.

Where a good bed of concrete is put in, the
usual spread given to footings maybe dispensed
with. When solidly bedded, footings of ordi-

nary building stones or hard burnt stocks are
seldom weighted up to the load they will

bear with safety. Concrete in foundations

with good lias lime or cement may be consi-

dered almost equal to stock bricks, and will

support a load of from 20 to 40 tons per foot

superficial before fracture ; 1-tenth of this is

usually considered the safe load, but one-halt

may be taken with safety when in foundations

if well supported.—C.W.

FOBUEBET.

Tlie term applied to the rib in Gothic groin-

ing which is close to the wall, and which is,

therefore, of less space than the other rihg.

See Groining.
FOUNDATIONS.

There are two sources of failure which must
be guarded against—viz., inequality of settle-

ment and the lateral escape of the supportingr

material. To obviate the former it is neces-

sary to drain the site, and to excavate all the

loose material, filling up with concrete, la
clay soils, fissures often occur due to dryness,

and it is safest in such cases to lay the footings

of wall below the depth at which the weather

affects the soil, usually about 3ft. Blue shale

is treacherous on this account. When dry, or

when the ground is first opened, it is as hard as

rock, but a few hours' exposure causes it to

slake or run to sludge. One great principle-

to which recourse may be had is to extend
the bearing surface of the foundation. This
may be done in several ways : 1, by a layer

of stones or planks or a combination of timber
and stones ; 2, by brick footings ; 3, by con-

crete ; 4, by inserted arches. Timber is ob-

jectionable when it cannot be maintained either

uniformly dry or wet, and the best plan is

to form a wide base of concrete, which, if

properly consolidated, forms a beam upon
which the wall settles evenly. Concrete foun.
dations : Gravel ballast or broken stone may be
employed, and a certain quantity of sand or

chips. No stone should exceed a hen's egg in

size. The lime is generally used ground and
hot, and is mixed with the stones by tuminjf
the mass round by the shovel till the com-
ponents are well incorporated. The proportion

of mixture is generally 6 of ballast to 1 of lime.

The concrete thus prepared is either thrown
into the trenches from stages 6 to 8ft. above,

or rammed in layers of 1ft. to Gin. The last

plan is recommended as the best. Hydraulic

lime is to be preferred, as the blue lias, or Port-

land cement (see art. Concrete) may be used.

A second source of failure is in the lateral

escape of the supporting material as when
building on running sand or soft clay, which
would ooze out below under a heavy weight. In
addition to a concrete base of sulBcient width,

the area of a foundation in such a case should

be enclosed with sheet pUing. Where there is

a hard stratum below, wooden piles shod with

iron may be driven down, the heads cut off to

a level, and the wall commenced on a timber
platform.

" J. A." says :
—" When a firm foundation

is required where no firm bottom can be found
within an available depth, piles are driven to

consolidate the mass a few feet below the area

of foundation, which is surrounded by a row of

sheet piling to prevent the escape of the soil ;

the space between the pile heads is then filled

to the depth of several feet with stones and con-

crete, and the whole is covered with a timber

platform. Concrete composed of gravel or
shingle and hot lime is often used to form a
solid bearing for the footings of foundations.

Instead of driving piles into soft ground it is

considered better to bore holes in the ground,

and well fill them with sand, which, from its

property of acting almost as a fluid, is more
valuable for distributing pressure over a large

surface. In many soils, where the ground is

too soft for the weight of the walls of the

building, it is very effective to dig wide
trenches, and fill them with dry sand ; this has
been sometimes found better than timber
planking, concrete. Sec. The breadth of a sub-

structure should be proportioned to the weight
of the superstructure. Nicholson, in his
' Architectural Dictionary,' says :

' If the
texture of the ground is supposed to be con-

stant, and the materials of the same specific

gravity, the breath of the foundation will be as

the area of the vertical section passing through
the line on which the breadth is measured.'

Probably after rock the best natural soil is a

compact or sandy gravel."
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"C. p. E." writes:—"The sugffestions and
iiutructions issued by the Incorporated Church
Building Society say :

' To be surrounded, if

requisite, by good covered drains. If the soil

wants firmness the walls may oft«n be better

secured from partial settlements by spreading
the foundations on each side, than by deepen-
ing or resorting to more expensive works. In
all irregular or doubtful soils concrete is recom-
mended for the foundations in preference to any
other material.'

"

FBENCH CABBMINTS

May be constructed either to open inwards or
outwards. They are usually hung folding in

solid frames, the openings being frequently
used as doorways. In exposed situations there
is some difficulty in keeping the weather out,

especially when hung to open inwards. A good
mode of construction is to form a tongue on the
bock edges of hanging stiles, fitting into a
corresponding groove worked on frame behind
the usual rebated stop. The meeting stiles

may be finished with a splayed double hook-
point or rebate, beaded on the edge, or with a
hollow on one edge, and a corresponding pro-
jection on the other, locking into each other in
the act of shutting. With the first, as a further
precaution, a weather fillet may be fixed to lap
over the joint on the outside. When a fanlight
is required the bottom rail of light and the top
rail of sash may be finished with a rebate, or
with a hook-joint. When a solid transom is

nsed it should be weathered and throated so

as to throw oft the water readily. A weather,
board is also requisite along the head of frame
for the same purpose. The sill of frame is

generally of oak or pitch-pine, sunk, weathered
on top, and sunk or tongued to countersill, and
rebated inside, with a channel formed to pre-
vent the passage of vcater. A metal water-bar
is frequently introduced—projecting above the
sill—of a rectangular or curved form ; or a flat

bar, hinged, and falling flat when the casement
is opened, offers less obstruction. The bottom
rail of casement is rebated to correspond with
a projecting apron, weathered and throated
to form a drip outside. For casements
opening outwards the ordinary stop, supple-
mented by strips of some elastic material, will
be found to keep the wet out. The accompany-
ing sketch shows a good method of finishing
the sill when no special water bar is used. The
channel formed inside the rebate, with the
groove over, intercepts any water passing
inside. It is conveyed to the outside by holes
formed at intervals, as shown by dotted lines.—C.W.

FBE8C0.

This art is of great antiquity, and we refer the
reader to Mr. Merrifleld's and other works on
the " History of the Art of Fresco Painting."
Fresco is a term only correctly applied to
painting upon fresh floated mortar, with water
toUmr in raw pigments, and must not be con-
founded with painting in oil upon walls—

a

practice very doubtful, and certainly not
durable. The lime and its salts produce rapid
decomposition, and turn the colour black, as
may be seen in Hampton Court, British
Museum, Ac. It has been well observed that
oil painting is not suitable to a severe style of
architecture—it is too rich and varied. In
fresco painting the design must be prepared
and denned before commencing, as it is impos-
sible to retouch a fresco painting after the
mortar has set. The drawings are usually
executed with charcoal on paper, and a coloured
sketch of the composition should be prepared,
as it is difficult to alter colours. Brick-built
wall*, well dried, and of equal absorbency, are

desirable, but we should recommend hollow
walls as the best. In Italy the practice of

lathing walls is unknown, though some of the
ceiling frescoes are on lath. Lathed walls are
liable to bulge. The Munich frescos are painted
on plastered brick walls. In Italy 2 parts of
sand to 1 of lime is adopted. The first coat
should be rough ; and in Munich an admixture
of small flint pebbles is used in the rough cast.

The selection of lime is important ; that ob-
tained from the limestone procurable on Durd-
ham Down, near Bristol, has been recommended,
consisting of 99 5 per cent, of carbonate of
lime, but upon this and other practical points
we refer the reader to Mr. Cave Thomas's work
on " Mural Decoration."

" Haydon," on fresco, says :
—" The power

of light which the reflection of lime produces,
shining through the colours placed on it, ren-
ders fresco, in spite of its deficiency of shadow,
fitter for public decoration than oil, whose
power lies in its gorgeous shadow. Fresco is

not desirable, because it is practised on a
despotic material, and therefore requires a
resolute and unerring hand, a fixed eye, and
steady brain. It is desirable for its beauties,
not for its obstructions. You must take the
process as it is, and as it has been done effec-

tually by Italians and Greeks, as it has been
effectually used as an engine by the modern
Germans, though far from the perfection of
Bafiaelle, there is no reason on earth why it

may not be also adopted by the British school.
Again, as colours are in reality tinted water,
and as fresco and stucco have a tendency to
imbibe water, colours ground in water become
incorporated with lime, water, and sand, and
when dry they are not to be again dissolved by
water ; and the basis of fresoo and its colours
thus become harder than the stone by drying.
If the stucco dry too rapidly, as it always does
in a hot climate, it does not dry thorough, and
this is the reason why, in my opinion, the cli-

mate of England, being moist, is more adapted
for fresco than Italy itself. Here certainly we
have no chance of fresco drying too soon on the
surface ; but mortar dries here as hard as in
Italy, and wherever mortar dries hard there
fresco may be safely practised."—C. P. E.

" J. A." sends the following notes : The walk
of the baths of Titus at Eome are covered first

with a layer of coarse sand and lime, about ^in.

thick ; above this a thick layer of lime and poz-
zolana, with an admixture of sand and pounded
brick ; the third and upper coat is of lime and
ponnded marble. The third loggia of the
Vatican, painted by Giovanni da TJdine, is

much the same as this. The selection of the
limestone to be employed in fresco painting,
both for the ground and for the white, is a
matter of great importance; it should be nearly
pure carbonate of lime. Modern fresco painters
recommend the lime to be kept a much longer
period than Cemni and other early writers
direct. If it is used too fresh it blisters, and
sometimes turns the colours to a brownish-red.
The lime for the " intonaco " (fresh coat) in

fresco painting must not be entirely carbonated
or it would not set. The picture must be exe-
cuted while the " intonaco " is wet or soft, no
more work being commenced than can be com-
pleted within the time (a few hours) that the
plaster takes to harden. Before laying on the
" intonaco " the prepared ground must be
repeatedly wetted until it will absorb no more ;

then a thin layer or coat of moderately rough
plaster of sand and lime must be laid

over as much of the wet surface as can
be painted in one day. As soon as this
coat begins to set (in about ten minutes
or so) another thin coat must be laid on
with a wooden trowel, both layers together
being scarcely iin. thick. Upon this coat the
fresco is painted. This intonaco will be fit to

paint on in about a quarter of an hour. First
process in executing the picture is to pounce
or trace the outline of the allotted work, then
the painting may be commenced in thin watery
washes from the finished coloured sketch.
After the first wash is finished, 20 or 30
minutes should elapse for the absorption of

the water. While the intonaco is wet, a repe-
tition of the same tint will have the effect of a
darker tint—as in tempera drawing. The sur-

face must be kept moist (but not wet) while
painting, or the superadded colour will not

unite with the one beneath. When the por-
tion of the picture allotted for the day's work
is completed, the superfiuous portions of the
intonaco should carefully be cut away. In the
next day's work the surface must be wetted as
before, and the edging of the finished piece
carefully moistened with a brush ; the opera-
tions are then continued as on the previous
day. The colours used in fresco painting
are all ground and mixed in water, boiled
or distilled ; they are chiefly earths. Lime,
ochres. Sienna, vitriol, Verona green,
cobalt, chromo, ultramarine, and vermilion
are the chief colouring substances used.
Before being applied they must be mixed
with white—that is, with lime—which may be
considered the vehicle or means of attaching
them to the ground. The brushes and pencils
are made of hog's hair and otter's hair. Suffi-

cient of each tint is kept ready for the whole
picture. The method of fresco secco or dry
fresco is thus practised : The plastering of the
wall having been completed the whole is

allowed to dry. Previous to painting the sur-

face of the intonaco is rubbed with pumice-
stone, and on the evening of the day before the
painting is to be commenced it is thoroughly
washed with water mixed with a little lime ; it

is wetted again the next morning, and is then
ready for pouncing the outline and painting

;

the wall must be kept constantly moist by
means of a syringe. Frescoes are sometimes
cleaned by dry bread ; soDietimes water, vine-

gar, or wine. Fresco painting may be adopted
in the decoration of country residences, but in
a smoky atmosphere, or when improper build-

ing materials are used, they do not long retain

their freshness and colour.

FBITHSTOOL.

Literally " seat of peace " is a seat or chair,

says Mr. Parker, placed near the altar, intended
for those who claimed the privilege of sanc-

tuary, and for the violation of whioh the
severest punishment was decreed. They were
generally of stone, and were hollowed out as at

Beverley Minster (see Parker's dictionary),

and placed in the north aisle of chancel.

A new hotel is about to be built on the Viaduct
and Weat Walls, Carlisle, from the designs of Mr.
Birkett.

Mr. Alderman Thomas Eoe, sen., of Derby, the
bead of the firm of Boe and Son, timber merchants,
of that town, died on Tuesday week, aged 74. Mr.
Eoe oomm,enced as a wood-sawyer, and feme fifty

years ago started in business as a dealer in timber,
and by shrewdnt ss, industry, and indominable per-

severance developed an extensive trade. Since 1856
he has been one of the foremost members of the

Derby Town Council, and lived to see many of his

schemes for public improvement (especially those for

street widening) carried to successful completion.
Amongst these may be mentioned the baths and
wash-houses, cattle market, corn exchange, market-
hall (the memorial stone of which he laid in 1865
during his second year of office as mayor), widening
of Irongate, St. James-street improvement, Sadler-

gate-bridge, and Siddals-road improvement, and the

new thoroughfare from the Post-office to Chcapside,

now being carried out by Mr. Woodiwiss, the

contractor.

Mr. J. Buchanan has been elected draughtsman in

the office of the borough surveyor of Plymouth.

New Board Schools have just been completed at

Llangadock, South Wales. Mr. John Eees was the

contractor.

New schools and residence are about to be com-
menced at Walderseafor the Wisbech School Board,
from designs supplied by their architects, Messrs.
Adams and Son, of Wisbech and Lynn.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at

Merthjr, on Friday, before Mr. Arnold Taylor, in

respect to an application from the Merthyr Local
Board of Health for permission to borrow ^£12,120

for the purposes of acquiring additional land for the
disposal of sewage, the erection of a new bridge at

Troedyrhiw, and for street improvements. "There

was no opposition to the application.

New Board Schools were opened at Falmouth on
Monday. They are situate near Erisey-terracc,

and accommodate 300 children. They are Gothic in

style, and the plan ia that of a Latin cross. The
facings arc of limestone with Bath dressings aad
local stone backing ; the roofs are open and slated.

Attached to the building is a tower with spire of

Bath stone rising 80ft. from the ground. In the

tower is a clock with 4 dials and bell. Mr. Hicks
was the architect, and Messrs. Olver and Sons
were the contractors ; the cost was ^2,400.
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Butlliing BnttlligencE.

Aemaoh.—A new Presbyterian church in

Armagh ia approachingr completion from the
designs of Messrs. Young and Mackenzie, of

Donegall-square, Belfast, the contractors being
Messrs. James and Jacob Guiler, of Belfast.

The church consists of nave, aisles, and lofty

tower and spire at the north-west angle of the
building. The edifice ia built of Armagh
marble, but the dressings are of Dungannon
stone. The style is Decorated Gothic. The
carving has been executed by Mr. Harry Hems,
of Exeter. Mr. Khind is the clerk of the
works.

FAiLSViroBTH.—Dob-lane Chapel, Failsworth,
was opened on Jan. 22. The building is Gothic,

of the Early Geometric Pointed style. The
principal front faces Oldham-road, which is

south. The walls are filled with arcading, the
panels to be decorated in diaper and stencil

work. The seating ia pitch-pine, open, with
carved bench-ends. The building is heated by
hot water. The works have been ably carried

out by Mr. David Adams, of Harpurhey, from
the designs and under the superintendence
of Messrs. Adams and Son, aicUtects, King's
Lynn.

St. Tkath, CoRNVTAiiL.—The parish church
of St. Teath—perhaps one of the most dilapi-

dated in all Cornwall—is, says a Plymouth
paper, about to undergo a thorough and " con-
servative " restoration. The main frbric was
built in the 15th century, but there are earlier

remains, and the present tower was added some
200 years later, at which period the interior of

the church waa remodelled, as is shown by the
Jacobean wood-carving in the pulpit, screens,

&c., and in the wall decoration found under
the present thick coat of white lime. The nave
and aisles contain a large number of the ori-

ginal oak seats with richly-carved ends, and on
these ancient benches have been erected deal
" pens " of various shapes and sizes. All the
ancient seats and the interesting Jacobean pul-
pit will be retained and repaired. Attached to
the westernmost benches is an ancient poor-box,
probably unique in its decorations. Painted on
the several sides are figures representing the
maimed, the halt, and the blind. The windows
at St. Teath's were formerly filled with stained
glass, and fragments, which are to be carefully
preserved, remain in the tracery. The nave
arcades are each more than a foot out of the
perpendicular. The roofs for the most part
are plastered over, and the whole interior

—

walls, roofs, granite columns, arches, and even
a recumbent figure of an ecclesiastic—is

covered with whitewash. The removal of the
nave ceiling has disclosed an open roof with
moulded and carved timbers in a fair state of
preservation. These will be restored in oak,
the arcades will be set upright, the walls and
windows put in a substantial condition, and
the chancel will be refitted, and a new roof
put over it in place of a decayed wooden one.
For the greater part of this restoration a con-
tract has been entered into by Mr. Wiffin, of
Bradford, North Devon, who will work under
the supervision and from the designs of Mr.
Hine, of Plymouth.

On Wednesday week the new Church of Sb. Bar-
tholomew, at Charlton, by Dover, was opened. The
buildiDg has been in coarse of erection for the pait
eighteen months, the architect employed being Mr.
F. S. Clark, F.S.A., and the builder Mr. W. J.
Adcock, of Dover. The church will seat 750 persona.

The cathedral yard of St. Asaph is being
thoroughly and deeply drained in connection with
the new system of drainage for the city and district.
Mr. Jeffries is the contractor for these works.
Bud also for the eewcrage of Denbigh, recently
carried out.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at
Taunton on Wednesday week, before Mr. Arnold
Taylor, in reference to an application from the town
council for sanction to borrow .£1,200 for draining
the districts of Eowbarton and Sherford. The
inspector pronounced the plans satisfactory, except
in one matter of detail, and strongly urged the ven-
tilation of all the sewers in the town—a course to
which the town council has hitherto been opposed.
The death is announced, at the age of 69 years

of Mr. Charles Christopher Black, M.A., late of the
Art Museum, South Kensington.
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Deiwinos Received.—R. W.—A. W.—J. L.
E. B. B. (You can find the true north by a mariner's
compass if you allow for the variation, which is always
given for several years in the Haxdical .^iTnanac.
The yariation is caused by the shifting of the magnetic
pole. Previous to 1657 the needle pointed east of north

;

in that year it pointed due north in London, and having
reached its greatest western Tariation, some 25°, it is

now slowly returning to the north pole, on reaching
which it will proceed eastwards, and again return, the
period being some 650 years.)—Young Carver. (Write
B. T. Batstord, 52, High Holbom.)—Hopeful. (E.
and F. N. Spon, 48, Charing-cross.)—Chips. (We
have heard nothing of the Norwegian houses for some
time. We believe they were introduced into this
country commercially, but don't know. For the pur-
poses you mention we should think Lascelles' concrete
slabs would be suitable. You can obtain all particulars
from the patentee, 121, Bunhill-row, E.G.) -George
Legge and Son. (We do not give names and
addresses.)-H. R. (The most reliable rules are those
Euhlished by the Local Government Board on work-
_
ouses. We do not know of any treatises on the sub-

ject.)—H. J. Pearson. (There are so many hooks on
cottage architecture that it is difficult to recommend.
Messrs. Audsley's "Villa and Cottage Designs" is one
of the best we know of. There is also a treatise in
Lockwood's series.) — Rusticds. (Fairbairn's work
" On the Application of Cast and Wrought Iron to
Building Purposes " is one of the best treatises. On the
valuation of property consult a treatise on " House
Property," by E. L. Tarbuck.)

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
CoRVUS. (We cannot account for omitting to notice in
our criticism your drawings undpr above motto, as
it is our rule to mention every design we receive, and we
are inclined to think it must have been misprinted
under a wrong motto. We shall take care your next
design is noticed.)

Corrtsponlicttct

" PUT YOURSELF IN HIS PLACE."
To the Editor of the Building News.

SiE,—If I were a builder of some little cun-
ning and no great honesty I might perhaps
have some such thoughts as these :

—

" My interest is to have bills of quantities
' full.' We all understand, in our trade, what
that means. The only point is how to manage
it without the knowledge of the architect and
the client. To do that we must get the quan-
tities taken out by a builder's man, who is ob-
liged to keep in favour with builders if he
means to make a living. Somebody said in the
BuiLDiNa News last week that a surveyor is a

builder's man. It was very silly of him to let

it out, but it ia true, nevertheless. So sur-
veyors' quantities for ever—and down with the
architects ! Who wants an architect to know
where all the ' fat ' in a contract is ? He will

only cut it out, or use it as a set-off against
extras. No builder of any sort likes architects'

quantities. They are taken too close, for the
architect is thinking all the while how to keep
the tenders from exceeding bis estimate. Some
people say, ' Base the contract on the quanti-
ties, and then yon will be accurately paid for
all the work you do.' Now I don't want it to
be generally known, but being accurately paid
is the very thing I object to.

" How green some people are ! It is not very
likely I should write to the papers and object
to architects' quantities if they were gene-
rally excessive. Anybody, you would think,
might see with half an eye which system ia

worst for the client by seeing which is the
favouritewithone. But let me only aenda clever
letter to the Buildino Niws, and you will
find it is not so. Let me throw plenty of mud
at architects (anybody is an architect that
draws a plan), and I warrant some will stick.

" A first-rate dodge that was that my friend
' Plausible,' the eminent saint and contractor,
invented not long ago. ' Plausible ' ia a great
man with the Little Bethelites, and some of
them were going to build a chapel. The
moment the design was accepted ' Plausible

'

offered to get the quantities taken out by his
own surveyor, and to send in a tender, and
further if this tender should be too high, he
offered the committee the use of the quantities
at a nominal cost to get other tenders from. It
was a noble offer, the committee thought, and
of course they jumped at it. What ' Plausible '

said to his surveyor I don't know, because I
was not there. Perhaps he told him to take off the
quantities closely and accurately—perhaps he
did not. At any rate, by some chance or other
they were not so close as they might have been,
and I should not wonder if 'Plausible' knew
it. He sent his tender in, and it was too high.
The committee fell back on his offer, had hia

quantities copied, and got in other tenders.
Far be it from me to lay the fault on the quan-
tities, but the lowest tender was still too high,
and the committee were in despair. The differ,

ence, indeed, was not above 15 per cent., and
the architect could have arranged the necessary
deductions in an hour with the builder whose
tender was lowest. This builder, however
had no friends on the committee—Mr. ' Plau-
sible ' had. His friends went straight off to
him and begged him to help them out of their

trouble. No doubt he was surprised to see
them at the door—no doubt he was grieved to

take tbe work a way from the man whose tender
had fairly earned it, but in the end his feelings

of friendship were too strong for him. He sent
the deputation away overwhelmed with grati-

tude, and bearing with them as a precious
document the following :

—
' Contract : I, Simon

Plausible, undertake that the chapel at Goose-
common shall not cost more than two thousand
pounds, provided I may alter and omit what-
ever I choose in the plans and specification.'

On this basis the work was done. There was
no searching and spying to see what Mr. ' Plau.
sible ' was pleased to omit and alter, for that
gentleman's delicate sense of honour revolted
against any supervision by an architect. It is

believed that the contract was a paying one,

and don't I wish I had half a dozen like it ?

No drawings to be bound down to, no specifica-

tion to fix the quality of the work, no archi-

tect to be always prowling about and finding

fault with the materials ; and with all this, the
quantities well on the right side to begin with.

Surveyors forever, and let every builder get his

own quantities taken out if he can !"

Something of this sort. Sir, is what I might
possibly think if I were a dishonest builder,

waiting for the chance of robbing every one who
trusted me. An honest builder (and I believe

there are as many honest men in the building
profession as in any other) is satisfied with a
fair price on a fair bill of quantities, and hence,

when the contract is based on the quantities,

so that he neither loses when they are "short,"

nor gains when they are " full," it is a matter
of perfect indifference to him whether the archi-

tect or any one else prepares them.—I am, &c.,

Vkbax.
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conteact schedule of peices.
Sib,—In reply to " Constant Reader " and as

one who has bad to deal with questions of extras
and omissions on contracts extending over
muiT years, I beg to inform him that in ordi-
nary cases the schedule would be applicable
to both extras and omisisions alike ; but casea
frequently occur where the extras involve
greater expense than the value of a similar
quantity of omitted work—for instance, in the
case referred to by your correspondent the
quality of the material in the concrete may
nave been different, or the expense of placing it

in position greater.
There is another point which architects and

engineers frequently lose sight of when they
Tary the quantity or quality of work in a con-
tract—vir., the builder in most cases, before he
sends in his tender, obtains a price and enters
into an agreement (conditional on obtaining the
contract) for the supply of his materials, and
any variation afterwards will be used by the
merchant to his own advantage. I have fre-
quently known cases where a builder hasbought
the contents of a brickfield at a moderate
price which enabled him to tender low and so
obtain a certain contract. Afterwards the
quantity of brickwork was greatly increased,
and t^e builder had to pay 25 or more percent.
for his bricks ; on the other hand, the engineer
may change his mind after the contract is
entered into—not an uncommon thing, I can
assure you, in certain Government depart-
ments—and availing himself of a schedule of
prices substitute concrete for brickwork or
masonry. Can he, in all fairness, expect to do
this without compensating the builder, who
cannot get over his agreement with the mer-
chant except at a loss ?

When extras and omissions enter into a con-
tract great delicacy and tact are required so
that the builder shall not be a loser nor the
employer be charged more than he has a right
to pay. These are the cases where an experi-
enced professional surveyor, who is well ac-
quainted with builders and their accounts,
becomes of value to an employer, for no one
else can protect him from undue claims made
by a dishonest builder.
No architect, engineer, or clerk of works

can have tlie experience necessary in cases of
this kind, because the builder's accounts and
transactions are dead secrets to them, whereas
the professional and independent surveyor, from
haying on previous occasions represented
builders, is thoroughly experienced in all their
ways, and he only has a chance of detecting
whether a builder's claim is trumped up or not.
—I am, &c., J. s.

COALITION OP SOME ARCHITECTSWITH
QUANTITY SURVEYORS AND CON-
TRACTORS, AND THE RESULTS.
Sib,—I cannot but coincide with " Old

Builder" in his opinion that your correspon-
dent who stated clients must be " green
indeed " if they do not know they are charged
with bills of quantities, &c., is labouring under
a very erroneous impression. If they were
aware of it is it likely they would, without in-

Testigation and remonstrance, complacently
pay the surcharges I have drawn attention
to, such as 2 per cent., or its equivalent, for
bills, 2 per cent, more for measuring and making
ont the measured-works accounts, 2 per cent.
more for making out the day-work accounts, 1
per cent, more for " omissions " (all quantity
surveyor's " perqs."), and lastly, 1 percent for
contractors as contingencies, the whole repre-
senting an augmented expenditure over and
above the computed cost of the work ?

I had nearly forgotten to mention, in con-
nection with these cases, that in the adjust-
ment of the final accounts a large amount of
nnmeasured work (XoO,000 or ^660,000 in value
perhaps) was settled amicably by the novel
expedient of a compromise, which strange
proceeding was effected between architect,
surveyor, and contractors, at a cost doubtlessly
on the broad-sheuldered clients for commission
to surveyor (in addition to above), say about
JB1,000, blended and incorporated with the sum
fixed upon by mutual consent of the self-

elected delegates named.
It has occurred to me, since reading the

various contributions on the absorbing topic of

architects and surveyors, and the harmony and
concord of contractors—whose lyres are tuned
with theirs to one set chord—that I ought to
lift the veil that has hazed my letters, and for
the enlightenment of the authors of them, to
state, in the cases to which I have made refe-
rence (which must be, from their incongruity
and inconsistency, of a very exceptional cha-
racter, I would fain believe), the architect
alluded to for many years has given his exclu-
sive services to his employers at a remuneration
in shape of an annual stipend, of not less than
jfiZ.OOO, but I feel it is due to him to explain
that he had nothing to do with the bills of

quantities, as those were supplied by a surveyor
of something like thirty years' standing; there-
fore, to put them in the category of " quacks "

would mortally wound their highly-sensitive
natures. Of the contractors I may say they are
men moving in the first rank about town as
builders and traders, and the victims or

sufferers, ergo clients, are corporate and muni-
cipal bodies. The locale of the plot is London,
within the prescribed limits of the eight-mile
radius, and the periods between 1873 and 1878 !

It is very curious to note the opinion of those
who should be authorities in the matter of per-
centages, differing as they do so materially, and
not the less so respecting the real position of
the surveyor. Some aver he is ostensibly the
builder's ally, others assert by implication, and
some positively insist that he properly belongs
to the architect, and that "seldom the con-
tractor has a voice in his appointment." In the
cases I have dwelt upon, as I have before inti-

mated, he was employed by the architect (as
his note by me will verify), and if not by the
builders as well the latter paid him as provided
for through their accounts by the delicate
process of manipulation referred to, and the
trusting, confiding, innocent clients bore the
incubus; but "where ignorance is bliss 'tis

folly to be wise!"—I am, itc.

Constant Readzb.

PENMAENMAWR OE BLUE WELSH STONE.
Sib,—The thanks of mnnicipal engineers and sur-

veyors are due to the Bradferd borongh surveyor for
the letter you kindly publisked on the 17th inst.

Having had some experience of the blue WeUh sett
(the principal streets of this city being paved with
that material), I can agree with the opinions
expressed by Mr. Allison thereon ; but if I read a
portion of his report aright, I must dissent from
what appears to be the wholesale condemnation of
Penmaenmawr stone, and as his remarks may have
a tendency to mislead those who have not yet had an
opportunity of becoming acquainted with the stone
now sent from Penmaenmawr, 1 beg to say that on
an official visit to the North Wales quarries last
year I found that the proprietors of the blue Welsh
stone had ceased working their quarry, and that the
other quarries in the neighbourhood were tnrniag
ont a much superior paving sett, grey in colour, very
durable, and fairly open-grained.

I may also mention that in the construction of the
Chester tramways the Penmaenmawr stone, known
hero as " Darbishires' Granite," is used for paving,
in conjanetion with setts from other quarries, so
that a fair comparison may be made by any one
interested visiting our ancient city.—I am, &c.,

J. Matthews Jonf.s,A.I.C.E., City Surveyor.
Chester, Jan. 24, 1879.

P.S.—I see on reading yours of to-day that Darbi-
shires and Co. have written yon on the subject, bnt
as they are qnarry-owners, an independent testimony
may be of more interest to borongh surveyors and
your readers generally.

At Great Harwood, near Preston, on Wednesd.ay
week, Mr. J. Thornhill Harrison, CE., held a
Local Government Board inquiry with regard to an
application from the local board of that district for

sanction to borrow ^£1.000 for erecting new offices,

a fire-brigade station, &c., in accordance with plans

and designs prepared by Mr. J. P. S. Varley, archi-

tect. There was no opposition.

On Thursday in last week Col. Ponsonby Cox, one
of the inspectors of the Local Government Board,
held an inquiry at Lytbsm, Lancashire, respecting
an application for sanction to barrow £6,^100 for

sewerage purposes, to be expended in the town.
There was no opposition offered to the scheme.

Works of water supply are being carried out at

Llanelly for the local board. Moiars. Beardmore
and Barnes are the engineerii, and Messrs. Smith
and Fawckes the contractors.

The new Jewin Welsh Calvinistic Methodist
chapel, in Bridgewater gardens, Aldersgatestreet,
EC, was opened a fortnight since. It represents

the oldest Welsh chapel in Loudon, and has been
built at a cost of ^5,000 ; 030 sittings are provided.

$nttrc0mmunicati0u.

QUESTIONS.
[5660.]—Sea-waehed Boad.—I have built a

concrete sea-wall, and have to make a road in front
of it 150ft. for public use. There is black clay for
basis. The sea rises against the sea-wall about
3ft., so that it is not easy to see bow to make a firm
road at the least expense. There are no stones within
miles, bnt abundance of clean pit privel and coarse
sand on the spot. Concrete blocks would be too
costly. The road will have to be 10ft. wide, and
forined with an average of 6ft. depth. Will any
engineer kindly suggest the quickest and cheapest
way in which 1 can form this road during tide
intervals when the sea retreats from 60ft. to 100ft. ?

Occasionally the sea is driven 8ft. higher against
the sea-wall. 1 am anxious to make the road as soon
as possible to spare pabllo inconvenience.—A SuB-
SCBIBHR.

[5661.] — All Saints' Church, Stoke New
Ington.—Will Messrs. DoUman and AUtn, when
they supply the particulars of their design of .Ul

Saints', Stoke Newington, also explain the scio-

graphy of their drawing, which, as you say, has had
the double honour of an exhibit in the Royal
Academy, and also in your pages ? How do they
account for the miraculous tower shadow on the
main roof, and for the absence of shadow on the
north gable of west porch ?—An Akchitect.

[5662.]—Builders' Charges.—Some months ago
a builder in one of the midland counties was asked
by an architect to tender for alterations proposed to
be made oua certain building. As no plans had been
prepared he was instructed to visit the buiWiu? him-
self and take all his own particulars. He di<l so, bnt
as his tender was thought to be high another con-
tractor was called in, and his tender being much
lower was accepted. The first named builder now
sends in a bill to the architect for time spent by him
in visiting the building, and also charges for quan-
tities—viz., li per cent, on the amount of his tender.

Perhaps some of your numerous readers will kindly
inform me whether it is customary for bnildera to
charge architects for time spent in preparing their
tenders, and if such a charge would hold good in a
court of law.—Gbeenhoen.

[5683.]—Plain Tile Roofs.—Having noticed that
wet was peUBtrating in many places the roof of
some houses I have under my care I had the roofs
repaired, but found that they were worse after the
operation than they were before. I had them again
repaired, and the result is worse than ever. They
are covered with plain tiles, and to outward appear-
ance seem to be sound and in ^^ood condition. They
are, however, old, and it has occurred to me that the
mere fact of workmen getting on them may pro-
bably be the cause of fresh drainage. Doubtless
others have met with similar cases, and I should be
greatly obliged to any one who will be kind euongh
to give me the benefit of their experience in such
matters, and help me to finding an effectual remedy.
—W.

.]— Sea Water.— Will some one kindly
inform me how and in what way sea water mixed
with lime would affect it chemically, and if the same
effect would be produced on Portland cement as on
ordinary grey-stone lime or lias lime, also for what
reason is sea sand objected to for mortar and cement
work generally f—J. X. B.

[5665.]—Strains.—Will some reader kindly show
how the strains in roof trusses are measured (as

for example in a kingpost roof-truss) by graphical
means, and how to calculate weight borne by each
point of support of truss H A diagram showing
strains worked out would greatly oblige.

—

Muddled.
[5668.]—Carrying Weight of Bridges.—Is there

any simple rule for calculating approximately the
weights brick or stone bridges can carry ?—C. S.

[5B87.]—Portland Cement.—Can any of your
readers furnish information as to the first inventors
or introducers of Portland cement ? I find in the
new edition of " Encyclopsedia Britannica " that Mr.
Parker was the first introducer of Uoman cement,
made from the calcareous nodules from the London
clay and other similar formations. Also that
General Pasley in England and M. Vicat in Prance
made experiments in the formation of an artificial

hydranlie cement, but the authors of the system of

making cement from river mud, clay, and cbalk

—

Portland cement, in fact—are merely referred to as
the " inventors." Who they or be were, and some
notice of the early history of what is now so familiar,

would greatly oblige.

—

Cbeta.

[5668.]—All Hallows, Bread street. — May I
ask, through the medium of your paper, if it be
intended to incorporate, in the buildings now being
erected on the site of the above churuh, the tablet

commemorative of Milton, so well known to all

passers-by in former times ?

—

Comus.

REPLIES.
[5641.]—Flues.—I beg to support the idea that

the present large area of our chimney fines is au
absurdity. Instead of Din. by 14iu., or even 9in. by
9in., I consider a Cin. pipe would be ample for rooms,
and alio kitchens of smaller houses, while a 7iin.

pipe would do for larger kitchens, where extra large
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firefl nre kept on. The area of my own kitchen vent
was 12in. by 12in. I put a chimney can upon its

top, (iiin. diameter at the bottom, and it works
quitii well.—W. P. BucHAN.

[.M15.]—Stability of Walls.—The rule for the
rewisitance when the face of wall is at right angles to
tho surface of ground at top ia given by Prony, and

i c, in which E = horizontal r«-is B = "i^' tan,

aislanee, «> the weight of a cubic foot of bank, and
h the height of wall, and c the angle made betweei^
fan of wall and lino of repose of the material. For
about onc-tliiril the height of such a wall the thick-
nt-sft should be about one-third of the wall's heii^ht.

\Vhen the top of bank slopes at the angle of repose,
the resistance required is about double, or not

[5055.]—Surveyors.-In reply to "Surveyor,'
the practice has always been where tho employer
and the builder each nominate a surveyor, that they
do the work between them—the builder's surveyor
taking the lead as representing the party whose
interest is most vital, while the employer's snr-
veyor does the checking, each surveyor writing his

own dimensions, which are afterwards squared, and
then compared with those of the opposite party ; but
as there can only be one abstract, it should be pre-
pared by the builder's surveyor, and checked by the
employer's. I'roui this abstract, when completed
and checked, the bills are made out by the builder's
surveyor and checked by the other. Both surveyors
are then legally responsible to their employers for
errors, but when the architect takes the matter into

araat^^ than •! „ T In ...».-»:.. *i » . ' V '
"

I
hls owu hands, he or bis .surveyor only is responsible

eq«i-!^G H G 1° reservoirs the resistances are Lg
j^e employer, and it is open to the builder to

' ' question the accuracy of the account.
''"'— "--

[5616.J—Condensation on Walls.—The painted
snrfaoes might be prepared, but the best plan is to
riniovQ the paint and plaster the walls. If venti-
liitors at the Chiliag lino and inlet opening at the
skirting level be introduced, I do not think there
would be much condensation. There is a very good
lining for walls upon which moisture does not con-
dense. It is made of a species of linolenm. and is

called the " Sunbury Wall Decoration."—G. H. G.

[5810.]-Condensation on Walls.—Instead of
reading " that during wet weather," &e., "there
appeared," read " that during hot weather," &c.,
which completely alters the sense.-C. C.

[5617.]-Glass.- A'^hite obscured glass, similar to
white gas globes, may be obtained in sheets of all
thicknesses. Sheet and plate glass may be rendered
white obscured by rubbing flour, emery, and water
over the surface with another piece of glass.-John
Alqau.

[5651.]-Tho trse of Statuary Marble in Out-
door Work—Statuary marble is not used with
any success in outdoor work in this country. Ceme-
tery mnaon? affect it sometimes, but the material has
no stability.-A. JI.

[5651.]—Tlie Use of Statuary Marble In Out-
door Work.—Statuary marble is never used for
outdoor work by any one who understands the
resisting powers of foreign marbles. There is pro-
bably not a statue in Great Britain made of that
material standing anywhere out of doors. If snch
a mistake doe.s exist, it has undoubtedly lost all
elegance of detail or sharpness of outline, as the
marble has beeome so " sngiiry " that it ia wearing
away. I fully confirm Mr. Harry Hems' experiences
and think with him that the sharp London marble
merchant was merely " trying it on " with the pro-
vincial architect.-Yorkshire.

[5651.]-The Use of Statuary Marble out of
Doors.—The Exeter architect will eschew the use
of statuary marble for exterior work if he be wise.
Statuary is a delicate and expensive material, admi-
rably adapted for internal sculpture, bat utterly un-
suitable for external uses. It is not only unable to
resist the influences of our climate, but it is in
other respects altogether too delicate a stone to
admit of it withstanding the thousand and one
dangers to which it would be exposed in snch a
position. It. stains so readily that where Sicilian
or simihir marbles would go scot free statuary would
be irredeemably ruined.-J. T. D.

[5652.]—Casts of Carvings —Impressions from
stone carvings may be readily taken with ordinary
modelling (pipp) day. Let it be kneaded up to the
consistency required for general modelling purposes
—I c., soft but not sticky. This done, it is a simple
matter to take what is technically called " a
squeeze "of the carvinys desired. In pressing the
clay on, take care that it gets into all the recesses
and shadows, and then lift the whole off in a lump
Place this, inverted, upon a board, and a cast may
be obtained at leisure. To do so, mix up plaster of
Pans in a bowl, after the ordinary fashion, and then
turn it into the clay mould. In ten minutes or so
the plaster will have set, and a perfect cast will be
the result. Now tear away the clay, carefully pick
out any little bits of plaster, &c., that may bo ad-
hering thereto, and it is ready again for fresh
squeezing" purposes. Pipeclay is procured in

large quantities in Devon, principally in the neigh-
bourhood of Chndleigh. Its cost, in Exeter, is a
shilling a qu.arter of a hundredweight. In London
the price is a trifle higher, I think. The Princess
Louise, whose taste for and skill in modelling is
well known, has recently found to her concern that
no modelling clay was to be found in Canada. A
quantity of it bus just been sent over from this
country for h^r Eoyal Higkness's especial nse.
Pipeclay, however, is ranch too dirty a material for
using u|)on woodwork. It answers the purpose, but
It leaves a stain that comes out some twelve hours
after it has been pressed upon tho carving. This
blot IS an exceedingly offensive white patchy mark,
which adheres so tenaciously to the place that
.nothing but endless scrubbing will eradicate it.
Ihe best thing for using on woodwork is " squeez-
ing "wax. It is applied precisely as the clay is
used. Squeezing wax cannot—so far as I know—be
bonght. I gave a receipt for making it in these
columns four years ago to-day (Bdilding News,
Jan. 29, 1875). The cost of ingredients for making
it IS abont 2s. 6d. per lb. Like the clay, the same
wax may, with ordinary care, be re-usetl over and
over again—for a lifetime, in feet.—Haeet Hems.

When the
surveyors are properly nominated by each party,
they act somewhat as arbitrators, and the arrange-
ment come to is binding on both parties, each, how-
ever, having a remedy against his own surveyor in

case of fraud or collusion.—J. S.

[5855.]—Surveyors.—In reply to question (a),

the proprietor's surveyor is bound to watch his
client's interests, ami to render every facility to the
builder's surveyor ; the builder's surveyor acts also
for his employer's interests, and has perfect liberty
to interpret the quantities his own way ; of course,
with a due regard to the explanations of the former.
-G. H. G.

[5856.]—jEsthetics.—I cannot now furnish a
complete list, but the most important Euglisb works
on .X^thetics are " Burke on the Sublime and
Beautiful," " Alison on Paste," Hogarth's " Ana-
lysis of Beauty," a treatise in the Ency.-Brit.,
Fergnsson'a " Enquiry into the Principles of Beauty
in Architecture," Garbett's " Treatise on Design,"
the Earl of Aberdeen's " Inquiry into Principles of
Beauty in Grecian Architecture." I may mention a
few very important philosophical works on the same
subject, in which iesthetios is rescued from mere
sentiment and explained upon physiological prin-
ciples. The chief of these are by Herbert Spencer
in his " Miscellaneous Essays ;" by Professor Bain
on the " Intellect and Emotion ;" a treatise by
Grant Allen, and only lately an interesting work by
Eugene Veron, a translation of which has just ap-
peared. Shall be pleased to furnish any particulars
on the above works.—G. H. G.

[5657.]—Slaughter Houses.—I beg to refer
" J. J." to the article on " Abattoirs " in the
" Commonplace Column, where information can be
obtained.—A Subscriber.

[5657.]—Slaughter Houses.—In order to render
them perfectly wholesome, they should be floored
with asphalte, and not with brick, stone, or other
absorbent material. Claridge's patent asphaite is

perfectly impervious and inodorons, but many
descriptions of the so-called " asphaltes " are not so,
these latter containing gas tar as an ingredient,
which imparts an offensive odonr to the meat.
Claridge's asphaltewhen laid representsin appearance
and effect a slate over the entire area of the floor,
and it contains no open joint or ineqhality of surface
to admit of the lodgment of offensive matter. A
moderate supply of water is all that is necessary to
flush the floor, which readily dries. Squeegees, now
so generally used, arewell adapted to cleanse floors of
asphaite. Claridge's Patent Asphaite Company
recommend, in order to secure perfect cleanliness,
that the walls of all slaughter houses should be
asphalted to a height of, say, 3 or 4ft. above floor
level.—One who has Tried It.

Out (©ffitt Cable.

The Free Library Committee of the Derby Town
Council have accepted the tender of Misars. Best
and Lee, of Manchester, for the decoration of the
free library and museum now in course of comple-
tion from Mr. E. K. Freeman's designs. The painters
of Derby held a meeting on Tuesday week to protest
against the "work being given," as the placards
announced, " to a firm away from the town without
submitting the same to fair competition, while a great
number of the painters of the town are out of em-
ployment." A motion expressing disapproval of the
action of the town council was passed.

The Metropolitan Board of Works decided on
Friday to make additions and alterations to the
freehold buildiug occupied by the brigade in South-
wark- street, to enable it to accommodate not only
the men attached to the B float, but also some of
the additional men to be stationed at night in the
City. Tho cost of the works is estimated at

The Camborne Local Board received on Friday
evening a number of tenders from contractors in
Cornwall, Devon, and Somer.-et, for the construc-
tion of a system of sewirage for the town. The
lowfst, that of Mr. A. Delbridge, jun., was accepted
at .£3,302 16s., and Captain Argus, town surveyor,
was appointed clerk of works.

Steady progress is being made with the Metro-
politan and Harrow Eailway extension, from its
commencement at Bronde-bury or Edgware-road,
through Shenff-green, Nea'don, and Dudding-
hill. The line is being carried through the latter by
a cutting.

Active steps are heing taken by some City
people and others to preserve the churches
which are proposed to be pulled down in con-
nection with the Inner Circle Railway scheme
which is to be brought before Parliament
during the ensuing session. A " City Church
and Churchyard Protection Society " has been
formed, the committee including Lord
Houghton, Mr. Beresford Hope, M.P., Sir
Walter Barttelot. M.P., and Mr. Geo. Edmund
Street; while in active co-operation is the
Society for the Protection of Ancient Monu-
ments. It ia generally believed that the Cor-
poration are in favour of the railway scheme,
which ia considered to be a public necessity, so
that the efforta of the society are to be directed
to that portion of the bill which interferes
with City churches, in order to see whether the
projected line could not be diverted so as not
to destroy them. One of the scheduled
churches is St. Mary-at-Hill, Love-lane, East-
cheap, the line striking through the centre of
the building. The bill will meet with con-
aiderable opposition in Parliament.

A NEW institution at Brighton, to be known
as the Nineteenth Century Club, which hag
been founded and atarted at the expense of Mr.
P. Taylor, M.P. for Leicester, virtually as an
experiment to test the actual practicability of
opening libraries, museums, and other places
of national recreation on Sundays, was opened
on Monday. The members will have the insti-
tution for their exclusive use on week days,
having, besides other conveniences, the advan-
tage of a large library of books, the property
of the hon member, who lends them to the club
on the stipulation that the library shall on
Sundays be open in some reasonable manner
to non-members as well as members. Women
as well as men will have access to the club,
which starts with no definite programme as a
political institution. The name has been aptly
chosen, for in this nineteenth century the wiU
of the people will not much longer tolerate
public museums, libraries, and art galleries
being closed against them on Sundays.

An interesting paper on the " Architectural
Terra Cotta at the Late Paris Exhibition,"
written by Mr. George Bedford, one of the
delegates of the Society of Arts, appears in the
Salopian and West Midland Monthly Journal.
The following extract is interesting, and should
be suggestive:—"The Ceramic Union of France
was founded in 1870, between makers of terra-
cotta and fire-clay goods, its purpose being to
discover and propagate the best methods of
manufacture, to consider all industrial and
commercial questions which might concern the
manufacturer, and to receive and give, upon as
large a scale as possible, any information likely
to be interesting to its members. To effect

these objects it endeavoiurs to enrol foreign
manufacturers, to obtain agents and corre-
.spondents in foreign countries, to procure the
advice of men of science as to the fitness or
otherwise of new materials, and generally to
discover and consider all that is, or is likely to
be, useful in assisting the progress of the in-
dustries concerned. The results are made
known by means of a journal, which is pub-
lished every month, and distributed to the
members, of whom there are 137, all French,
except a few from St. Petersburg and Madrid.
We inquired of one of our principal manufac-
turers how it was that there were no EngKsh
firms in the society, and the reason given was
that we had nothing to learn from other nations
in the manufacture of terra cotta. This may
be, and probably is, the case, but there is no
reason why we should not learn from one
another, and we venture to think that if the
mutual jealousy of English manufacturers
could be overcome and a similar society to the
Ceramic Union of France founded in England,
many improvements in material and manufac-
ture would probably result."

It often puzzles people to know what becomes
of sewage when it is applied to land in a frozen
state, and Mr. J. Bailey Denton therefore calls
attention to the fact that although we have
had about eight weeks of coutinuous frost,

there is no difficulty whatever in filtering sew-
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»ge through natural soil if properly prepared

for the purpose, and of securing by that means
aa effluent admissible into rivers. On Friday

last a deputation from the borough of Dews-
bury visited the sewaged land at Bamsley laid

out by Mr. Bailey Denton for intermittent fil-

tration two years back, and witnessed the

application of the sewage of that town, of about

27.000 population, to a comparatively small

•i«a of land which had received it alternately

with another area of equal extent all the while

the frost has lasted without any interruption

whatever. The effect of applying sewage inter-

mittently in a concentrated quantity on a
mall area of land is to keep the land
thoroaghly open for percolation, the tempera-
ture of the sewage being sufficiently high to

thaw any ice that may be formed on the sur-

face during the interim when the sewage is

not on the land. At Bamsley there is no sub-

soil water to dilute the infiltrated sewage.
Eence the effluent, which has been declared by
both Dr. Tidy and Professor Attfleld to be well

within any recognised standard of purifioation

and quite admissible into a river, is sewage,
and sewage only freed of putrescible matter.

Mb. John Allison, borough surveyor of

Bradford, was on Tuesday appointed by the
special committee of the Manchester Town
Council to the office of city surveyor of Man-
chester. The salary is jEl,000 a year. There
were 49 applicants, and Mr. Allison was chosen
out of the selected six. Mr. Allison has been
borough surveyor of Bradford since 1874, and
his salary was JE500 a year. He has given great
satisfaction by the discharge of his duties at

Bradford, and will doubtless be popular and
useful in Manchester.

On Thursday week, in the Hall of the
Drapers' Company, the Lady Mayoress distri-

buted the prizes gained in the competitive ex-
hibition of fans, promoted some time since by
the Fanmakers' Company, and attended by
nearly 12,000 persons. «ltThe first prize, which
consisted of a gold medal, twenty-five guineas,
and the freedom of the company, was awarded
to Miss Elizabeth Laird, of Belfast, for the
best fan wholly of British manufacture. Mr.
Wallace, one of the judges, stated that he had
felt it his duty to recommend the purchase of

certain fans for the Museum at South Ken-
sington, where they could now be seen.

Teb Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, in his

annual address, refers to the progress of church
building and restoration in the diocese during
the past year. In Gloucester Cathedral, he
says, the work has been mainly confined to the
thorough restoration of the four beautiful
pinnacled turrets that form the chief feature
of the nobly proportioned and majestic tower.
The cost has been very great ; probably each
turret, owing to scaffolding and the skilled

work that is required, involves a cost of not less

than ^00. In Bristol Cathedral the dean and
chapter have resolved not to proceed with new
work until all liability has been cleared away
from that already done. The cost of this pre-
sent completion-work has been ^,610, and

towards this all has been received but £75.
When this is cleared off the dean and chapter
will make a new public appeal, and solicit aid
for proceeding at once with the still great work
that remains to be done. A most successful
service was held in the new nave last Advent,
when fully 3,500 persons were present, and the
question of what would be the use of the new
nave was fully and finally answered. The
amount of general church restoration is, per-

haps, somewhat less than in former years ; but
this arises from the fact that so much has been
done that less and less remains every year.

The cases that are yet left, however, nearly all

involve great outlay, and have been delayed
thus long from the magnitude of the work in

each case to be accomplished. Eeference is

made to the reopening during the past year of

Chippenham, North Cerney, Charlton, King's
Corsham, and Littleton-on-Severn churches,
and to the works of restoration in progress at

Coleford, St. Peter's, Clifton-wood, and St.

Matthew's, Cheltenham. Much of the work is

completed at Tewkesbury Abbey, which will be
reopened in the summer. Alluding to the
recent destruction by fire of the fine Church of

St. George's, Gloucestershire, Dr. EUicott
urges the prudence of insuring churches to the
entire value, remarking that " to introduce
warming arrangements into a church, and not
at the same time to insure the church to its

full amount, is reckless and culpable."

The first annual meeting of the National
Association of Master Builders of Great Britain
was held on the 23rd January, at the Masonic
Hall, Leeds, when representatives, numbering
upwards of 70, from local associations, were
present. The report of the council announced
a very general reduction of the rates of wages,
and in some cases an increase of working hours
in the various branches of the building trade
as likely to come into operation at various
periods during the coming spring. The meet-
ing also discussed and approved of a form of
contract which had been prepared and recom-
mended by the council for general adoption
throughout the building trades in the coun-
try, the contract being based upon the con-
ditions of contract agreed upon by the Eoyal
Institute of British Architects and the London
Builders' Association. The association now
embraces the local builders' associations of

nearly all the principal towns and cities in the
country, and the council are still assisting
in organising new associations in towns where
none exist, with a view to their amalgamation
with the National Association. A strong
opinion was expressed at the meeting that the
proposed reduction in the cost of labour will

lead to a general improvement in trade, and
thus benefit both workmen, employers, and
the public.

Mb s BBS. Bknnbtt akd Valon have made
a report upon the electric lighting experiment
at Westgate-on-Sea. Six JabloohkofE lamps
were tried for four hours every night, and the
average illuminating power of each lamp was
found to be equal to 197 candles. From a
comparison of the total expenditure with that

required for an equivalent illumination from
gas, it appears that the electric lamps or Jab-
lochkoff candles cost upwards of .£23 more than
would have been expended in the equivalent of
coal-gas, which at Weatgate is both inferior
and dear. With London gas the figures would
have been £7 18s. 9d. as against .£40 9a. 4d. for
96 hours' lighting.

CHIPS.
The voting on the question whether the new con-

vention respecting the St. Gothard Tunnel should be
carried out—which had been referred to the Swiss
people—has resulted in a very large majority in
favour of the convention. This inBures the com-
pletion of the enterprise.

The Bamsgate Improvement Oommissioners have
received upwards of two hundred replies to an
advertisement for designs for the proposed marine
drive to connect the East and West Cliffs.

Constantine Church, situated midway between
Penryn and Helston, was reopened last week, after
restoration under the care of Mr. J. P. St. Anbyn.
The most important feature of the restoration is the
snbstitation of an open roof for an old low-ceiled
roof. A new east window with painted glass, by
Lavers, Baraud, and Westlake, has been put in, and
a new reredos erected. The cost incurred has been
estimated at ^1,200.

At a meeting of the governors of the Harpur
Charity Mr. Henry Young was appointed surveyor
to the estate in Bedford. There were three other
local candidates.

The Maidenhead Town Council last week accepted
the tender of Mr. Kingerlee (the lowest received) for
the execution of impravements to the town hall.

Mr. Belt, whose design for the Bjron Statue was
selected by the committee at the open competition
in June, 1877, has now completed the clay model,
and will shortly proceed to take the plaster cast of
the statue.

At a meeting of the Bricklayers' Association, held
at Otago, November 19, 1878, it was decided to in-
crease the rate of wages from 14s. to ISs. a day. At
a meeting of the City Council, which took place on
the same date, it was stated that " it was impossible
to get a bricklayer for a day or two's job for less
than wei a day.'*^

A public meeting was held at Epsom on Wednes-
day week, at which it was decided to take steps to
bnild a town hall, with a room for 600 people, and
that, if possible, it be bnilt on the open space in the
centre of the High-street, steps to be taken to pro-
vide a public market. In order to raise the requisite
funds a limited liability company is to be formed of
6,000 shares at £1 per share.

The tender of Mr. Alfred Eobinson has been
accepted by the Dean and Chapter of Salisbury for
the screen of woodwork to be erected in the north
transept of Salisbury Cathedral for the purpose of
enclosing the apparatus for blowing the organ. The
designs were prepared by Mr. G. E. Street, the
architect to the cathedral. During last week work-
men were employed in removing the hoarding which
has long separated the nave from the north transept.

The South Kensington Council on Education have
accorded a full certificate for freehand drawing,
practical geometry, linear perspective, and model
drawing, to one of the pupils of Mr. H. Musker,
headmaster of St. Barnabas Schools, North London.
The boy in question, Francis James Bancroft, is

only 14 years old, and great credit is due to the
master for this more than ordinary success. .

CHAPPUIS' PATENTS
roE

REFLECTING LIGHT-DAYLIGHT REFLEGTORS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, ALSO

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT REFLECTORS.

P. E. CHAPPUIS, Patentee. Factory, 69. Fleet-street, London. E.G.

N:B.—DIAGEAMS AND PROSPECTUSES ON APPLICATION.
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THE METROPOLITAN PREE HOS-
PITAL COMPETITION.

SELDOM hfivc architects a more difficult

task sot tlicm than that of providin;?

hospital accommodation in a narrow street

plot, hemmed in on two sides by lofty build-

inp:s. Such a problem has just been worked
out for the Metropolitan Free Hospital Com-
mittee, wlio invited sis architects to prepare

plans for the new building proposed to bo
erected on a freehold site in Bishopsgate-

.stroet Without, to replace their old premises

in Devonshire-square. The architects in-

vited to sul.mit designs were—Mr. Charles

Barry, President of the E.I.B.A., whose
acceptance must have surprised those who
remember some recently-expressed opinions

of his on competitions, Mr. Chatfeild Clarke,

Mr. H. H. Collins, Mr. James Edmestou,
Mr. E. P. Owen, and Mr. Ebenezer Saunders

;

and the committee, in compliance with the

advice of the Eoyal Institute of British

Architects, submitted the drawings to Mr.
Edward I^Vnson, who has acted as assessor,

and whose recommendations have been, we
believe, imanimously adopted.

The result of Mr. I'Anson's report is that

the design with motto " Ad Rem " has been
placed first in order of merit, the authors

being Mr. H. H. Collins, of Old Broad-
street, E.G., and Mr. James Edmeston, of

Great Winchester-street, E.G. By a singular

•coincidence, the second best plan, imdcr motto
" Civis," in a red lozenge, has fallen to the
same gentlemen—Mr. James Edmeston and
Mr. H. H. Collins, who have jointly sent in

both designs. The most important conditions

imposed upon the competition had rcfercnco

to the areas for light and air, which made it

abnost necessary to raise the building to a
^cater height than necessary or desirable.

Half Moon-street, which forms one bound-
.ary, is contracted, and neces.sitated the setting

back of this front—a circumstance which
some of the competitors have availed them-
selves of. Another important condition was
the requirement of distinct entrances to the
out-patients' waiting-rooms, and a separa-
tion of this .department from the hospital.

One of the greatest difficulties in the way of

a perfect plan is the great notch in the site

made by " Paid Pindar's" house—a relic of

Old London it would be almost a pity to
sacrifice. Moreover, a limit to the height of

touilding was imposed of To feet, and this in

some cases has boon met by sinking the out-
patients' waiting-rooms, and in one case

by a ^vidcr area. Altogether wo may con-
gratulate the committee on having obtained
such an ingenious set of plans for a site

which offered unusual difficulties.

Looking over the design " Ad Rem," we
cannot fail to observe a v/ell-considered, if

not clever, plan, in which the authors
have certainly made the most of a veiy
difficidt and cramped site, and the con-
ditions imposed. The agreement entered
into between the Committee and the Great
Eastern Railway Company made it necessai-y

to curtail the building area. It compelled cer-
tain areas for light and air, and wo find the
authors have jiidiciously met these by pro-
viding areas on both sides of the wards,
ptirtly by setting back the frontage in Half
Moon-street. By these mea^is also a greater
height of building is possible, as the angle of
light as regards the ojjposito buildings is not
encroached upon. We find the 'oasement
plan provides for the dispensai-y in the rear
of the sit^", and is approached by stairs

from the side street area. It is lit by a sky-

light and court. The position seems con-
venient of access froni laboratory and the
ground-floor. The Idtchon, offices, and stones

have a long corridor entrance which appears
ill lit—at least wo do not sco provision for

lighting it. The ground-floor is economic-
ally plaraied ; the waiting-rooms for male
and female out-patients are separated by
two respective consulting-rooms, have their

own entrances, and are lighted from Half
Moon-.strcet. A long corridor brings them
into communication with fi-ont hall and
stairs, and this is lighted by skylights.

The front is occupied by the surgeons' and
porters' rooms. 'The accident ward is con-
venient to the .surgoiy lift or staii-casc. Wo
observe the upper or ward floors have been
planned on the pavilion system. On the

first floor there is a lai-go female-ward, OSft.

by 23ft., for 24 beds, lighted and ventilated

on both sides, and giving 1,500 cubic foot to

each bed, these being ranged along the walls

between windows. This ward occupies the
main ro.ar portion to Half Moon-street, and
is well approached by staii-s and lift, niu-sos'

room and scullery being at the same end
;

and we may here remark upon the gi-eat im-
portance of having the nurses' rooms near
the stairs and lift as an element in facilita-

ting the sendee. There is one feature in this

plan that gives it a decided advantage over

others, and that is the isolation of the w.c,
lavatory and bath-rooms from the ward.
These on each floor project and occupy the
area on west side of ward, and are approached
from each ward by a lobby or passage,

cross-vontOatod, so as to shut off all risk of

contamination. The front room of this floor

is a board-room and Secretary's otHce. The
second floor has two wards, each 3Sft. by
23ft., divided by a children's ward and
nm-ses' rooms, and these are appropriated to

Jewish patients. The corridor along tho side is

supported and forms an iron-coverod balcony,

by which moans light and air arc obtained
below for the female ward, &c. At tho

Bishopsgatc end is a convalescent ward.
The third floor has another long ward for 24

beds, and follows the female-ward ; the

surgeon's sitting-room is in front. Tho
fourth floor is a repetition, while the Idtchen

and bedrooms and operating-room are on
tho top floor. The chief points in this plan
is the central and convenient position of the
stairs, lift, and nurses' rooms, and the de-
tached position of tho latrines, making
each ward independent, and practically iso-

lating it as much as possible from the
administrative portion. Speaking of the
kitchen offices, the authors say in their

report, " With respect to placing the kitchen
offices on the upfjer floor, it is not recom-
mended, although pro^dded. It will occasion

additional service and expense, wliilst its

advantages are exceedingly doubtfid. For
example, it will necessitate having a special

domestic to receive the goods and to give

orders, and will require a double .and con-
stant supervision, whilst every article of

food will have to bo convoyed by means of

tho lift to the upper floor." Facility of

transit in the food is certainly hindered by
this roimdabout mode ; but tho question is

whether the fu:ncs of tho culinary operations

can be effectually cut jOff from the wards
otherwise. The details of this design are

certainly well studied ; tho windows are
" hopper," the top casement falling inwai-ds.

Cold air is admitted by flues at the top of

tho building, so as to got it free from impuri-
ties, thence passing over cod pipes into

the wards, and wo see also air ducts under
the ward wndows are sho^vn opening into

the ward at tho sides. Galton's stoves are

used besides coils in the window recesses for

warming ; Verity's exhaust apparatus is

proposed to extract the vitiated air ; tho

wards aro intended to bo finished in silicate

onamelled paint, -with dowelled floors, while
Pearson's apparatus without traps, and other

sinks and lavatory fittings of IJower's and

Jonning's manufacturo arc spodfiod. Wo •
notice also Pott's Edinhoro' traps and
Bamier's cowls to tho siud pipes. In dosign
" B " the wards arn cromwise 'witii eoi
windows, and tho whole of land is utilwed,

; but the planning is loss effective. In style,

tho architects have chosen Italian of s vary
used-iip typo toward Bishops^Tite-strcot,

contrasting poorly with Sir Paul Pindar's

house. The elevation is altogether unworthy
of the plan, and wo bcliovo tlio architects

will be requested to remodel this poi-tion of
their design. Tlie estimate has boiai worked
out at 9d. a foot cube to £18,000. Tho next
design " Civis," in a lozenge, placed seonud,

has imdoubted merits, but tho authors havo
disposed their wards) L-sliapcd) on each Rido

of a central stairs and lift towards the sido

street. An area Ls loft on both sides. Tho
ground pLan has the out-jMitionts' waithig-
rooms facing Half Moon-street, with en-
trances on each sido of a centre vestibule, and
lift and a porters' room reached by a few steps

descent from street level ; in front is tho
administrative department, accident-room,

&c., while on the inner sido are consulting-
rooms, approached by a corridor from tho
front, in which wo find steps, certainly un-
desirable. Tho basement contains tho nurses'

and housekeepers' rooms, ceUare, dispensary,

and laboratory in communication. On tho
first floor the wards, as noticed above, are

placed on each side of the stairs and
lift ; tho lavatory and w.c.'s occupy-
ing a front bayed projection towards
tho side street, and tho nurse has also in
this central division a room which commanfla
both wards. There are twelve beds in each
ward and separate sots of lavatories to each.

Tho arrangement at tho bond of site,

between wards and front department, is

somewhat confused, and is, perhaps, the
least happy part of the plan, though
economy of service and good lighting have
been kept in view. On the second floor there

is a convalescent room, facing Bishopsgatc-
stroet, with balconies ; .and the windows of

this elevation, particularly tho recessed bays
of this and tho first floor, are excellent

features. The wards aro devoted to Jewish
patients, ton bods in men's ward, eight in

t'ae women's, and six in the children's ward,
with small rooms for acute cases. The third

and fourth floors havo each two general
twolvo-boddod wards, arranged as on the
first floor, kept separate by the intervening
stair and lift, nurses' room and lavatories,

and a mezzanine floor of two rooms is pro-
vided over one set of these conveniences on
each floor. The sitting-room and bedroom
of the house surgeon, matron's rooms, &o.,

aro place<i in front, while tho top floor is

devoted to servants' rooms, kitchen offices,

operating theatre, &c. As in the first plan,

tho authors show an alternative basement
arrangement for tho kitchens. We notice,

too, that 100 cubic feet of additional space
has boon given to each patient by this plan,

1,200ft. being the specified minimum. Gene-
rally the private entrance and official part
havo been kept distinct from the hospital

proper ; the commiuiications are good, and
tho wards well separated and lighted. Tho
waiting-rooms and their respective conveni-

ences arc also distinct and under tho
porter's eye, and on the whole the authors

have closely followed tho conditions. Tho
elevation towards Bishopsgate-strect is

boldly conceived, and in architectural merit
must bo placed before that of " Ad Hem."
The recessed bays in shallow cants of tho
principal floors, the open lo^:ia entrance,

and the pedimented supersti-ucturc form »
digiufied front not wanting in cJiaractor.

The style is Italian. We do not like tho
imsupported ends of tho enfcibhituiie, which.

appears to finish imsatisfactorily. Tho side

elevation is spoilt by the nmuber of small
windows. The estimate is £18,000,
We may make a few comments on the un-

selected designs, and of these one under a
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» Hebrewmotto," I willheal " (Mr.E. Saunders)
has some good points in planning. This re-

mark applies, howover, moreto thoupporfloors
thanthogromidHoorarriUQgoment. Thoglazed
partitionsbetween the waiting-roomsand cor-
ridor are objectionable. The entrance from
Bishopsgatc-street is on one side, leading to

an awkwardly shaped hall and staircase,

with a long corridor approach. The rear

portion of site above is occupied by largo

wards, 6f>ft. by 30ft., for 30 beds, a double
row being placed down middle of the ward
in addition to the side rows. The wards are

lighted on both sides in Half Moon-street,
and by an open area, but the stairs and
landing are awkward, and the w.c.'s are
attached. The fii-st floor arrangements show
the surgeon's rooms in front, and on the
second-floor, the front room is made a con-
valescent ward. The external treatment Is

in a poor pseudo-Grothic dress of late

character, and the side elevation has a too
warehouse look. Another well-studied
arrangement, though not faultless, is " Ex-
perientia." On the first-floor plan is a long
corridor, lighted by area and ceiling lights,

the wards placed lengthAvise to Half Moon-
street, but no cross current is obtained,
although we observe in the plans provision
for air-ducts in the inside walls. There is

one front ward for 9 beds. The position of
the doctor's rooms in the rear portion is

objectionable, and the closets and lava-
tories are not arranged upon the best
principles. On the other hand, something
must be said for the arrangement : there is a
studied regard for light, the hall entrances
and stairs are spacious. In elevation, the
author (we beUcve Mr. Chatfeild Clarke),
has given something dignified and suitable
in which open fenestration is the main
feature.

The author of "Civis" (we believe Mr.
Charles Barry), places his male and female
out-patients in the rear, divided by a serving
dispensary in an economical manner; the
surgery, consulting and dressing-rooms are
also conveniently planned ; but there is a
highly congested and crowded look in the
centre part between hall and stairs, and the
waiting department, the lavatory, w.c,
&c., arc rather confused, and the wards are
not well lighted or ventilated, especially the
cross one. The administrative arrangements
cannot, on the whole, be pronounced satis-

factory for economical working. In external
design, a tawdry kind of Italian has been
adopted much more fit for the front of a
warehouse than a hospital. " Proof," by
Mr. E. Parry Owens, shows a sub-ground-
floor arrangement ; there is a good division
of out-patient's entrances and exits, the
dispensary is placed in front, with a largo
waiting lobby. Above, the wards are
arranged on both sides, one along Half
Moon-street, and the other on the left,

rather poorly ventilated. There is a plain,
dignified elevation, chiefly in brick, in a
species of moderate Queen Anno, facing
Bishopsgate-street, but the side front is not
happy in its roofs. On the whole, it is one
of the best sets of drawings, and the
details are carefully considered.

Since wo inspected the drawings, wo have
heard that it Ls the intention of Mr. E. P.
Owens to protest against the award, on the
ground that the two competitors whoso
designs have boon placed first and second
had no right to combine in the manner they
did to send in two designs. We believe Mr.
Owens' contention is that the second plan
sent in by Messrs. Edmoston and CoUins
ought to have been submitted as an alterna-
tive design under the same motto. Wo
cannot see that the objection is worth much
consideration.

ENGINEERma AXD ART.

IF it has been found somewhat difl3.cult to
dn

At Winconton police-court, on Monday, a Bruton
solicitor was fined ."JOn. and costs for assaulting Mr.
Thoma* Piko Uavia, architect, of Taunton, when in
aa hotel at Bruton.

draw a line between engineering and
architecture, or to discriminate where the
one ends and the other begins, it cannot be
surpri.sing that the same difliculty meets us
in defining the separation between engineer-
ing and art. Mr. Charles H. Driver,
F.R.I.B.A., in a paper read by him before
the Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society
last week, selected the heading to this

article as the subject of a discourse ; and as
the theme is one of considerable interest to

both professions, we may hero consider the
argument broached by the author. Mr.
Driver divided his subject under throe heads:
Ist.—What is Engineering ? 2nd.—What is

Art? and 3rd.—Are Engineering and Art
of service to each other ? and can they bo
united ? It is, of course, absolutely neces-
sary, before discussing such a theme, to define
the terms, and the author has done so by
designating Engineering as the "science of
construction," and " Art as the result of the
endeavom- of the human mind to achieve the
perfection of beauty, whether it bo in form,
colom', or sound." We cannot quarrel with
tlie definition of engineering, but to that
of art we may take an exception, inasmuch
as it appears to exclude construction and all

idea of utility—in other words, an object
for the exercise of art. If the definition had
run : "Art is the result of the endeavom- of
the mind to achieve perfection in foi-m, and
coloiu-, and sound by adding a sense of
pleasure to that of adaptation," it would
have been nearer the truth, for the great
error which has overtaken most of the older
writers on art is that of making it something
quite distinct from use, and therefore some-
thing that can be acquired vrithout reference
to the useful. The great barrier between
engineers and artists—the hiatus, or want of
art Mr. Driver and overj-one else must
deplore in the work of the engineer—has
arisen mainly from the engineer not con-
sidering art as the perfection of skilled

adaptation rather than as something that
may bo added to, or taken from, it. Tho
modem divorce, too, between use and beauty
has been increased by the imperfect educa-
tion of artists, for in tho days of Egyptian,
Greek, and Mediieval art no such separation
existed, norindecdwas possiblobctween scien-
tific and artistic construction. Well may Mr.
Driver point to tho engineers of antiquity
who constnicted works of piu-e utiUty such
as canals and embankments, aqueducts,
roads, and bridges, which are now regarded
as triumphs of architectural art. They wore
in fact, architects, tho utility of their con-
struction being in truth the fmidamontal
principle of their success. There was no
such a thing as engineering, in the modem
sense of the word, in tho days when Amiens
and Salisbmy Cathedrals were reared ; when
oirr old parish churches, which architects
love to copy and sketch, were built. Tho
divergence was commenced long ago, since,
in fact, men ceased to bestow thought upon
their work.
Mr. Driver again says, "Art in the ab-

stract may be considered to be that which
gives pleasure to tho purely mental facul-
ties, as opposed to tho purely animal pas-
sions." And this view of it accords with tho
fact that the pleasures afforded by art are
the least selfish and monopolising. Thus
the pleasures of eating and drinking, and
of other like corporeal appetites, are essen-
tially monopolist pleasures ; they are limited
to the individual, but tho beauties of art in
music, painting, architecture, and sculpture,
can be universally admired and enjoyed—
thoy give pleasure to all. The author refers
to the organs of sight and sound as tho two
mainly concerned in tho icsthctic sense. The
sense of " fitness " is an artistic pleasure ; it

produces an agreeable fooling of ease and
absence of restraint, and to this source the

satisfaction of ample sujiport in architec-
tural construction is due. On this head the
author follows, perhaps unknowingly, the
recent theories of those who base ajsthetios
on physiology, though this di\'ision of the
subject might have been amplified with ad-
vantage by reference to tho theories of Spen-
cer, Professor Bain, and many Gorman and
French writers on aesthetics, who prove
conclusively the dependence of aU our
emotions upon tho nei-vous organisa-
tion. Tho value of the principle of
unity in comprehending under one simple
figure, such as a triangle, circle, or square, a
host of individual parts or jjarticulars, was
usefully dwelt upon by Mr. Driver before a
body of engineers who, in then- work,
frequently fall into the mistake of multi-
plying dotaU to tho complete confusion of
the sense, and to tho utter loss of all

comprehension of plan or design.
Passing to the more practical division of the

author's paper, namely, whetherEngineering
and Art can bo united, reference was made to
the service engineering has rendered to art,
and Mr. Driver made a just remark that when
engineering docs not benefit art, it is

because it has been wTongfully and im-
properly applied. We have, on previous
occasions, argued on behalf of the same
proposition, and it might bo proved conclu-
sively that every unsatisfactoiy work of
engineering, every ugly bridge and viaduct,
exhibits an imperfect or wrongfully aijpUed
piinciple of scientific consti-uction. The
paper dwelt upon tho benefit engineering has
been to ai't in tho work of printing and
engraving by the multiplication of copies,
though there are a few artists who would
join issue with tho author upon this point.
Again, in the manufacture of porcelain and
glass, metal work and textile fabrics, much
is duo to engineering appliances, though the
same exclusive and anti-liberal view of art
may be held by some. In considoi-ing how
art reciprocrates the benefits she receives
from engineering, the author pointed to the
early influenco of ai-t iipon engineering,
which taught builders to give a gentle tajier

and swelling, or entasis, to the column, and
to clothe the temple with beauty, and to the
subsequent throwing over of art as the
controlling power and master. While
engineering acknowledged the master hand
of art, all went well ; but when modem
engineering throws off the yoke of allegiance,
the result has been chaos as regards art, we
would rather say as regards both. The
author says, and wo quote this part of hi*
paper—
The modem engineer seems utterly to ignore

beauty of form ; if he has to use a vertical support,
he will probably make it of the same thickness all
the way up ; if he wants a buttress, he will put a
great lump of masonry or brickwork in, without
thought as to whether it will look ill or well, but cal-
culated, I grant you, to do to an ounce what it has
to do ; there is an immense amount of thought in
their work, but no mind,—I mean in an artistic
sense ; and even the thought they give to their
work is of a sordid kind ; for while they study how
to use their material economically, they omit at the
same time to study how to make their work
pleasing, thus leaving half their work undone.

I admit that en^neering possesses a strong point
of affinity to art in its trulh, and by this I mean
the honest construction employed by engineers in*

their work, never disguising or hiding it, but letting
it bo jilaiuly visible to all ; and there is a good
honest purpose in what they do, and the sentiment
of reality and truth as opposed to fiction and false-
hood, appealing as it does to our practical urgencies,
disposes us to assign a high value to every work in
which truth is strongly aimed at, and to derive an
additional satisfaction in work in which fidelity of
rendering is induced upon the channs peculiar to
art. But while we admit and admire the truth of
the engineers' work, and give them their due meed
of praise for what they do, we must not forget at
the same time to blame them, m that they leave so
important a part of their work undone—viz., the
making of it artistic. In my mind it is very nearly
of equal imijortance tliat a building, a bridge, or
whatever it may be, should be of good form and
pleasing to the eye, as to bo strong.
There is an impertinence and brutality and want

of regard for the feelings of others in many of tlie
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erections of l;ito yoara—the work of modem engi-

iictrs. Consider how tlie Thames at London hiui

been maltreated, and I ask you, as reasonable men,
wh'it rif,'lithave wo to inflict on ourselves and future
geiierations such awful examjjies of the selfish dis-

regard of all that is beautiful as have there been
peipetrated ? Our forefathers left us, their suc-

cessors, works of beauty. What shall wo leave our
successors

!

While there is much tiiith in the remark
that modern engineoiing is often brutal, or

we would rather say, impoHto and uncivil in

its uncouth blunt honesty, wo cannot a^-ee
that its fonns are always the most truthful

or economic, and we may cite the usual

rectangular iron girder and the straight-lined

iron column as instances of wasteful and
imperfect adaptation.

In answer to the question whether engi-

neering and art can be united, the author
says, Yes, and by means of architecture, and
proceeds to show how. '

' Engineering is the
science of construction ; architecture the

art. Engineering is the hard, matter-of-fact,

uneducated man of business ; architecture,

the cultiu'cd and polished gentleman.
Aichitecture is educated engineering." The
picture di-awn of the modem engineer and
architect are true : one is bold, truthful,

hard, and inconsiderate ; the latter,

timorous, uncertain, and considerate of the
feelings of others, with a desire for the
beautiful, often failing from lack of power.
He is " bounced and bullied out of his place by
the engineer," and the author adds, much
that the engineers have done should have
and would have been better done by archi-

tects if they had but retained their position

and kept themselves abreast of the times.

In contrast -svith these sketches, the engi-
neer and architect of old were one and the

same individual—honest, bold, with an in-

tense love of the beautiful. The old archi-

tect did not requii-e the aid of the engi-
neer in his foundations, nor did he beg the
aid of anyone to touch up with a bit of

gold and a few gilt bosses his bridge to

make it presentable. Mr. Driver says if

we are ever to hope for a reunion of engi-
neering and art we must begin by merging
the architectand engineer into one. Some ap-
positeremarkswerequotedfrom " Chambers's
Encyclopffldia " to prove that architecture
truly embraces both the scientific and artistic

sides of construction, and the author con-
cluded by showing the difference in the way
an engineer and an architect at present
would set about the same work. The engineer
would study his structui-e, and calculate his

material to a nicety, place his doors and
windows where wanted, in total neglect of
artistic distribution, stick his ornament on
here and there, put mouldings, not rmlikely
upside down, making them ridiculous ; while
the true architect would combine the com-
mon sense and economy of the engineer, but
place his doors and windows in their most
useful position, with a view to a pleasing
result. Mr. Driver says, architects as a
body have a far greater knowledge of prac-
tical engineering than engineers have of

architecture ; the " architects' failures being
as nothing to the engineers' failures in art."
He refers in terms of commendation to the
work of the mechanical engineer in ob-
serving the rules of art, and in refusing
to use Greek Doric colmuns for supporting
the beams of engines.

Now,the author has, perhaps, ratherbegged
the question in saying that it is by means
of architectiu'c art and engineering are to
be reconciled, though it is probably the
point of contact between the two profes-
sions. It is at least rather " arguing in a
circle," as the logicians say, to contend that
art and engineeiing are to be united by
engineers becoming architects, or vice versa.

We think the proposition sought to be esta-
blished would have been better accomplished
by showing the utter disintegration in the
modem education of architects and engi-
neers, and the means to be adojited in making

art instinct again take its position as the
controlling impulse of the faculties employed
in cngineei-ing. Until it can bo clearly seen

that every engineer is an uncultured artist,

and eveiy so-called architect an imperfect

adapter of his materials, it will be of little

use to merge the two professions. The sub-

ject is, after all, one of education : when the

artist begins to find out that the pleasing

effects he produces in form and colour are all

derivable from impressions produced on the

nerves of the eye, and when the engineer

learns that his formulie and constants ai'o,

after all, but clumsy approximations to

truthful science, and that his theory takes no
account of the thousand other factors of

which he is supremely ignorant, there may
bo some prospect of a reunion between the

temporarily divorced elements of engineer-

ing and art. -^
FINE AET EXHIBITION AT THE

EOYAL ALBERT HALL.

AN exhibition of works of modem artists

has been opened at the Albert Hall this

week, though for what object so fashionable

a locality should have been chosen, and why
the Albert Hall should be turned into a fine

art gallci-y for the sale of works of art it is

not easy to imagine. To say the least, a
sixpenny exhibition of pictures in so select a
quarter seems hardly compatible with the
original purpose of the hall. In opening the

small catalogue sold at the doors we find it

stated
'

' a commission of 1^ per cent, upon
the prices quoted will be charged upon all

works sold through the intemiediary of this

exhibition. Pictui'cs disposed of directly

by the artists themselves or through private

agencies will not bo exempted from pay-
ment of the conventional commission."
Again, it is made known that "artists dis-

posing of their works independently should
at once announce the fact to the manager,
otherwise an overt sale effected at the Ex-
hibition will be held to take precedence over

a private sale made by the artist, &c." Are
we to understand by these conditions of sale

that the collection now on view has been got
together primarily for the purpose of sale ?

for if so the exhibition at once loses its

ostensible character as one for the display of

fine art works, and must be classed with
the galleries of picture dealers and bazaars.

And we may, in passing, enquire into whose
hands does the 7^ Jter cent, commission fall?

Many of the works exhibited—or offered for

sale—whichever it is—are not new to us ; for

instance, we see Mr. Keeley Halswelle's fine

picture, hung a year or two back at the
Boyal Academy, entitled '

' Non Angli, sed
Angeli "

(3), portraying Gregoiy the Great
in the market-place of Rome taking notice

of the British children lying at the foot of

some temple, the pitiful and pathetic coun-
tenances of whom called forth the well known
inquiry of Gregory and his reply, " Call

them not Angles, but angels." We see the
price affixed to this picture is £800. The
Queen lends a few fine works. " The Prin-
cess Doria Washing Pilgrims' Feet," by Sir

D. Wilkie; "Studio of Sir Francis Chan-
try," by Sir E. Landseer—the latter one of

the cleverest of the artist's works. It repre-
sents a dog seated on a table covered with a
red cloth, intently watching' his master's
interests ; a cat at one comer, peeping
through the partly uplifted table-cover,

being the unsuspected cause of the dog's
attention. "Dives and Lazai-us " is a bright
piece by Mr. T. Thomeycroft ; but one of

the finest subjects in this part of the gallery
is " The Feigned Death of Juliet," by Sir F.
Leighton—a grand painting, powerful in its

dramatic interest, and one of the best prob-
ably ever painted by the President of the
Royal Academy. A tine and impressive sea

picture is Mr. J. Brett's " Chi-istmas off the
Irish Coast" (-18), admirably painted in the
red glow of the ujjper clouds and the reflec-

tion in the deep trough of sea. Mr. E.
Armitage, R.A., js represented in the " Cities

of the Plain," and Mr. A. J. Woohner in the
" Pre-Adamite Earth," both impressive sub-
jects. The latter is vuhicd at £jOO.
Amongst many other mediocre works are

two by R. Lehmann ; a luminous face of the
Virgil, by C. L. Desanges ; a clever painting
of a child in a cradle, watched over by an
elder sister (5); "View of Amsterdam"
(57), by Ludwig Hermann ; a finely painted
portrait of Mr. Geo. J. Holyoako, by W.
Holyoake ; and two admirable studies called

"Destitute Children in London," showing
the effects of a timely rescue from vice, in
contrast with which is another picture of

juvenUe faces, " Delighted with the Gallant
Pageant," by P. Hoyoll. "Sanctuary"
(67), by iVtr. A. D. Lancaster, is finelypainted,

the attitude and penitent face of the woman
at the threshold of the door is pathetic and
moving. "Untrodden Snow" (118), by A.
MacCallam, is another old face representing
the fine cedars and birch at Holland Park.
Mr. J. E. Clayton, in " Birds of a Feather "

(121), has given us a rather figurative treat-

ment clever in drawing. AVe note also a
few admirable fruit and flower pieces, Nos.
143, 150, 153, 158, 151, 156. The expression of

faces in 172 in the light of gas-lamp, the
office and surroundings, conspire to render
Mr. W. Weekes' able picture of the " Foolish

Son," a powerfully-told incident of domestic
trouble. We cannot pass by Mr. Mac-
CaUum's " Cedar Grove, Chiswick," or the

grand beech in Mr. W. B. Brown's picture

entitled " Beechwood in Autumn." Mr.
W. G. Daffam has given us a simple reminis-

cence of the country in "Hours of Idleness"

;

the girls are well drawn, and there is a
natural summer glimmer or misty light over
the corn-field that reminds us of a hot day.

Very touching and true to nature is " The
Dark Cloud" (274), by E. C. Girardot, in

which a young girl, overworkedathernightly
toil, is overtaken by sleep, her head resting

on a small table ; the meagrely-furnished
room, the cup and half-loaf, the candle

burning low in its socket, and the mouse on
the floor tell their own tale too powerfully to

be misinterpreted. "A Belle of the Last
Century," dressed in open stomacher, in the

green brocade dress of the time, is a cleverly

painted subject. Very clear and sparkling

in tone is Mr. J. Vivian's "End of

Grand Canal, Venice " (285) ; while for

study of character Mr. Ludovici's "Sing-
ing Lesson," (304), must be awarded praise

for the pose of the young maidens, and
the rendering of the accessories. No. 313,
" A Child of Newgate," by S. M. Louisa
Taylor, might draw a tear to the eye in the

touching penitence of the convict, and the

sympathising expression of the sister of

mercy. Portraits of Captain Sir. F. Leopold
M'Cbntook, Captain Sir G. S. Nares, Cap-
tain Sir John M'Chu-e, and other Arctic

explorers occupy conspicuous i>laces in the

gallery. '
' Westminster from Lambeth-

biidgo " is a fine subject for the architec-

tm'al painter, and Mr. J. O'Connor has chosen
a good point of view, and given us the soft

haze of an August morning, and a slimy

river baiik; but the clock-tower of the Parlia-

ment Houses is defective in proportion. Few
will not be struck with adroU picture of a little

gill clad in black velvet, with a lace cross-

over, apron, and red sash, with countenance of

a most demure kind, a floriated screen being
the background. It is by Maria Brooks.

Mr. J. Bai-ker's " Scotch Cattle," and
Mr. J. Richardson's " West Highland Cattle"

are fine paintings of Northern breeds.

"Elaine," by M. Bumham Brook; "A
Saint's Day in an Italian Church," " A
Young Heart and an Old Shoe," by H. M.
Vos, jtin. ; some fine Swiss scenery (359, 361)

;

" Evening on the Coast," by Caroline F.

Williams (381); No. 387, " Girl at Window,"
an Oriental theme, clever in its painted glass

and warmth of light, by E. Gavin. The
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"Sleep Walker," "An Idle Houseniiiid,"

(404), by P. A. Fraser, "Amor Vincit
Oumia," an allegorical picttuxi by Walter
Crane ;

" Crossing the StjTc," by F. A.
Hopkins: 443, "Lake Thim," grand rose-

tinted mountain in the glow of sunset, by
Mr. W. S. Morrish, arc a few other pictures
that are worth noting.

We ciumot say much for the water-colours,
though there are a- few pieces of merit,
amongst which lu-o "The Mattcrhom," by
W. Croft; "The Eigor " (46o), by J. W.
Smith ;

" Tomb of John Mark, Evangelist
in St. Mark's, Venice," a splendid blending
of coloured marble, by J. Btmney ; 'No.

329, " A Study of Pottery," in which the
soft colouring and reflected light are skilfully
handled by B. W. Spiers, and a few
architectural subjects, notably No. 486,
" Cloisters of Magdalen CoUegc, Oxford, '

by G. E. Oarke ;
" Eouen Cathedral " (587),

by S. J. Hodgson ; another Continental
sketch at Eouen. by J. E. Barraud (589),
and a pleasing *;etch of the Church of St.
Wolfran, AbbcTille, by J. D. Barnett. In
the west gallery we note No. 62 1 , a sketch, by
L. Lewis ; No. &14, " Interior of St. Mai-k's,"
by Mr. Hodson ; No. 679, " Llantony Abbey,
Monmouth," by H. E. Cauty ;

" A Street
Scene," by G. E. Clarke (670), &c. The.
etchings, engravings, and autotypes are not'
numerous ; we may note an etching by L.
B. Phillips of the Canal, Bruges ; a chareoal
drawing of ducks " on the wing " by G. E.
Eischgitz ; a few admijablo engravings
by E. Josey, J. BaUin, A. Blanchard, &c. :

and some capital autotypes by the Autotj'pe
Company. The paintings on china plaques
&c., cannot be caUed, on the whole, success-
ful works of the kind. There is too great a
disposition manifested on the part of the
artists to produce pictures rather than suit-
able modes of decoration. Allegories, clas-
sical myths, and fruits and flowers constitute
the chief moans of oi-namentation, and the
best works are those with a Japanese motif.
No. 803, " Eomola," by E. Havers, is a
cleverly adapted head with conventional
background. A large plaque, set in ebony
frame, by Mr. J. Sparkes, is the most striking
and perhaps tasteful instance of china paint-
ing. It represents a maiden with a little

girl forming a daisy chain. The flower back-
grovmd of daisies makes a pleasing conven-
tional relief, and the coloming and drawing
are not heavily done, but are in simple
outline with light flat tints. The mis-
take in many of the productions is

over-finish and relief, while that decorative
character appropriate to keramic subjects is

ignored. '

' The Gamblers, " after Meissonier,
by L. Hall, illustrates the latter mode. One
of the best examples of foliage treatment is

Miss Edith Croper's " Purple Clematis "—a
rich blue spray onwhite ground, inaJapanese
style. Some decorative tUes, with birds and
paw blossom, by Augusta M. Eeid; "The
Mermaid," by J. Colo; dessert plate, by B.
A. Louis, " Autumn Brambles "

(877),
" Conventional Apples " (879), by J. Edith
Cowper, and "White Passion Flowers "

(880), by Florence Cowper, are all pleasing
specimens of keramic decoration. We have
no room left to say anything upon the paint-
ings on ivory and miniatures, many of which
will repay inspection. In wood carving Mr.
T. Colley sends a panel carved in limewood
after Gibbons, and an oak frame. The style
of the Adams is shown in a frieze, ebonised
and gilt, by Mr. W. M. Holmes, and a
mahogany frame, by the same artist, both
unique examples of execution. Some weU-
modeUcd terra-cotta busts are also to be seen
in the collection, the names of J. Bell,
Marshall Wood, Thomeycroft, J. Edwards,
Eli Johnson, Callcott, and other artists being
among the contributors.

The paintings, drawings, and designs executed by
the students in the Gnat Yarmouth School of Art
were exhibited last week and were well patronised,

i

AECHITECTUEAL GEOLOGY.—III.

Oolitic ok Jurassic Foilmation.

THE tci-m "Oolitic" is applied to the
series wo are about to describe, on

account of the peculiar character of the lime-
stones which foi-m its distinctive feature. These
are composed of small round particles of

cjvlcareous matter, cemented togetiier so as to

resemble, when examined by a magnifier,
the appearance of a mass of eggs or the roe
of a tish, hence they are often known by the
name of rne-sfmtes ; when, however, the par-
ticles are as large as a pea the stone is tenncd
" pea-stone," or " Pisolite." AU these lime-
stones are full of marine shells and other
organic remains, and are interstratified with
.sands and clays. From the circumstance of
these strata being developed in the Jura
range, between Franco and Switzerland, the
tenn "Jurassic" is commonly applied to

them, including, however, the " Lias " beds,
which are usually found immediately below
the Oolite. In this country the Oolitic is a
very important formation, as the greater
part of our building stones are obtained from
it. There are four piincipal divisions of the
formation in England : (1) the Upper or
Portland Oolite, (2) the Middle or Oxford
Oolite, (3) the Great or Bath OoKte, (4) the
Lower or Inferior Oolite, which overlies the
Lias.

Portland Oolite is so named from the fact

of its gi-eatest development occurring in the
Island of Portland, from which the best
Oolitic stone is obtained ; the quarries being
worked in all parts of the island, and those
on the north-east yielding the best quality,

while the worst is found on the opposite side.

The hiirdest and most durable stone is the
" Eoaoh," foimd near the top, but, as it

contains numerous cavities left by shells, it

is not so suitable for architectural purposes
as the bed that comes directly below it, and
called the " Whit bed," which is of a light

brown colour and generally known to
London masons by the name of "brovvn"
Portland. Lower down in the quarry we
come upon softer and whiter stone, which is

much used by builders on accoimt of its

being easier to work than the " brown," but
its crushing-strength is less by one-fourth,
and, being of a more absorbent character, it is

consequently more readily acted on by frost

and weather. Portland stone contains 95
per cent, of carbonate of lime, with a small
quantity of silica, magnesia, iron, and
alumina. As a fidl account of this stone has
been given in the BriLDiXG News for

June 12, 1874, wo shall not enlarge further
on the subject at present, but refer our
readers to that ai-ticle. The beds of this

formation are found in other parts of the
country, being worked for building stone in

the counties of Bucks and Oxford, near
Aylesbury, Headington, Garsington, and
Great Haseley ; at tlie last named place there

is a bed 8ft. thick of white limestone resting

on a sandy oolite. The Pendle stone found
near Aylesbury is a soft calcareous sand-
stone. At Swindon there is a stratmu of

limestone 8ft. thick, with beds of hard cal-

careous sandstone. In the neighbourhood
of Chilmark and Tisbury in Wilts wo find a
silicious limestone of very exoeUont quality,

•ome of which is equal to the best Portland
as a building material. At Sherborne, in

Dorset, a sandstone is quarried for building
purposes in this formation.

Parbeck Beds, so called from being deve-
loped in the Isle of Purbeck on the Dorset
coast, belong to the Upper Oolite, and con-
sist of fresh-water limestones and clays,

attaining a thickness of 300ft. ; the hard
shelly limestone called " Purbeck marble " is

obtained from these strata. The Purbeck
beds are found in other parts of Dorset, as

at AVareham, Kingston, and Darleston Bay
near Swanage, also at Tisbiuy and Chilmark
in Wilts, the stone procured from Chilmark

being used for roof. tUes in the neighboi)[r-

hood.
'

Middle OoZ/t/c strata consists of sands, cUy,
and Oolitic limestone, of which the upper
beds called the " coralline " are well defe-
loped in Dorset, being 250 feet thick nfar
WejTiiouth ; and a fine-grained freestone is

obtained from quarries at Todbcre, near Bru-
ton, Mamhull, and GilUngham. In Wilts a
building stone is quarried at Purton, near
Swindon, and a calcareous grit at Scend. A
Pisolitic stone is fomid near Steeple Ashton,
and a superior quality of lime is obtained
from the stone of Westbrook, near Molk-
sham. In Oxfordshire there is a 12-fbot

bed of Oolitic stone in the Headington
quarries, which has been much iised in build-
ings at Oxford, as well as the stone procured
from Wheatloy. The lower beds of this

formation are known as the Oxford Ckiy, a
dark blue, yello'ndsh or slaty-coloured clay,

in which selcnite and septaria are found and
occasional layers of calcareous sandstone

;

it is worked largely for the manufacture of

bricks and tiles at Peterborough, Omidle,
and several places in Dorset, Wilts, and
Gloucester ; it is not a water-bearing stra-

tum, and must be pierced if water is to be
obtained.

Great or Bath Oolite.—This division con-
tains large quantities of excellent freestones

in great request for architectural work,
together with beds of shelly limestone or
rags, clay, sand, and flagstones. It ranges
through parts of Oxford, Northampton,
Lincoln, Gloucester, Wilts, and Somerset

;

what is termed Bath stone being procured
from the Downs of North Wilts between
Bath and Chippenham, whore it is quanied
by tunnelling into the sides of the hills

;

when found in the quarry it is soft and
moist, almost crumbling at the toucli and
having a yellow tint, but after exposure to
the air it gets white and hard as it dries.

The " weather " bod, which is a brown shelly

limestone, is best for the parts of a building
which are most exposed to weather, but the
" scallet," which has a fine textm'e iuid is

of superior quality, is more suitable for

carving and moulding. In the neighboui--

hood of Minchinhaiiipton, Gloucester, and
other parts of Gloucestershire, there are ex-
tensive quai-ries of Oolitic stone, and a sand-
stone is found at Burley, near Cirencester.

The Great Oolite is also largely worked for

building stone in the counties of Noi'thamp-
ton and Lincoln at the quarries of Bamack,
Casterton, and Ketton, near Stamford

;

Haydon, near Grantham ; and Ancaster, near
Sleaford. Limestone for building is ob-
tained at Kettering, and a ragstone at Stan-
wick, near Higham FeiTcre. A hard crystal-

line limestone, wliich takes a good pelish,

and is called "marble," is procured from the

quarries of Alwalton, in Himtingdon. The
Oolites of Ancaster, Bath, and Ketton are re-

markable for the complete absence of silica

in their composition, which is from 92 to 94J
per cent, of carbonate of lime, with 2J to 4

per cent, of carbonate of magnesia, and a
small proportion of iron and alumina. The
stone of Ancaster weighs 1391b. to the cubic

foot, that of Ketton 1281b., and that of Bath
1231b.

Forest Marble consists of a series of oolites,

clays, and sand, which are chiefly foimd at

Wychwood and Bladon in Oxford, and at

Fairford, Chavenagc, MUbome Port, and
Wincanton ; its chief value consisting in the

thin flagstones and roofing slates which are

procured from it. In some places, how-
ever, as at Long Bm-ton, near Sherborne, it

is liard enough to be polished as marble ; it

is also quanied for church-building jnuposcs
at Wormwood in Somersetshire, and at Al-
worth, in Wilts ; at Bearficld, near Brad-
ford in WUts, a tirestone is obtained. Bods
of clay are found in this formation at Brad-
ford-on-Avon and also at Scarborough in

Yorkshire, where they are worked for

making drain-pipes and tiles.
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Cornhrash is a tonii apjiliwl to a bod of

jil.olly liiucstono whicli occui-s near Wood-
stock, mid is used for waUing and for Luniiug
iBto liiiio.

.Sfoiiegfield Shdea aro thin flagstones ob-
tained near Woodstock, and much used in

Otfordshiro for roofing and paving puiposes

;

iuid at Charlbmy a sandstone is quairied
wbiich has been much used for buildiugs in

Oxford.

The Great Oolite is quarried at several

piices in Somerset—^being obtained near
Tfamton for building stone, and at Holcombe
for paving ; the quaiTios of Montacuto and
Biidgewater yield a Siuidstone used for buUd-
iup:. In Oxford a bro\vn shelly Oolite for

building is found at Tainton, near Bui-ford,

weighing 1361b. to the cubic foot. In
Northampton \vc find a sandstone at Blis-

woith, Rockingham, Oundle, and WeUing-
borough ; and a limestone near Northamp-
ton. In the north-east of Yorkshire, thLs

fonnation yields a light-bro\vii sandstone at
Aislaby, Newton-dale, and Sucatou, near
Whitby, weighing abo\it 12()lb. per cubic
foot, which is much used for local buildings

;

a freestone is also found at Oswaldkii-k, near
GilUng ; and, at New Malton and Brough,
a sandstone for building is procured, that
from Brough having been employed in Be-
verley Minster. Below the Great Oolite in

Dorset and Gloucester a bed of sandy clay

occurs which is called Fuller's earth, from
which coijious springs of water can always
be obtained.

Lower Oolite.—In this di^'ision wo find

sandy Oolites combined with beds of compact
limestone, quarries of which are worked in

the south-west of England, the north of

Oxfoi-d, Northampton, and South Lincoln-
shire. The stone of Doulting, neai' Shejjton
Mallet, in Somerset, belongs to this forma-
tion, and has been much used in Wells Ca-
thedral, Glastonbury Abbey, and elsewhere,
being a light-brown, shelly OoHtc, weighing
1341b. per cubic foot. Good building stone,

much used in Bristol, is obtained at Dimdry-
hiU ; and a feiTugiuous, brown, shelly lime-
stone at Hamhill, near Yeovil, which is

largely used for building purposes in the
neighbourhood.

In Gloucester the Lower Oolite jrields good
building stone at Stinchcombe, Wotton-
under-Edge, Painswick, Leckhampton,
Cheltenham, and other localities in

the Cotteswold hiUs ; that from Leckhamp-
ton having been used in Gloucester
Cathedi-al, Tewkesbiu-y Abbey, Sudeley
Castle, and many other buildings in the Vale
of Severn ; that obtained near Painswick
is of fine quality, resembling Caen stone,
and is in much request for architectural
work. In Dorset, this formation yields

sandstone, marble, and freestone, m the
neighbom-hood of Sherborne. In Lincoln
and Rutland it is developed as a cream-
coloured maily limestone with Oolitic rag-
stone, being quarriednear Stamford, Bamack,
Casterton, Ketton, Ponton, Corby, Haydon,
Ancastcr, and Grantham. In Northampton
a peculiar calcareous sandstone is obtained
at Collyweston, Wittci-iug, Easton, Deano,
and Kirby, which, after exposure to weather,
is capable of being split into thin flagstones,

largely used in the locality for roofing
piu'poscs, and known by the name of " Colly-
weston slates."

Lias.— Underlying the Oolites, but
generally classed in the same series, we find
alternating beds of argillaceous limestone
and clay or shale in regular hiyers called the
" Lias," the outcrop of which forms a con-
spicuous band, stretching across England
f:om Whitby and Eedcar on the Yorkshire
(oast, in a south-westerly direction to Lyme
Regis, in Dorset. Organic remains abound
in this formation, which is divided into
Upper, Middle, and Lower Lias.

Upper J-i(is consists of clayey beds with
nodules of limestone, well developed in
Gloucestershire at Bredon HiU and Clceve

Cloud ; in Dorset at Lyme Regis ; in

Somerset, at Glastonbury Torr, Brent Knoll,

and Dundiy Hill ; in the north-east coast of

Yorkshire, at the Cleveland Hills, and near
Whitby, where the Lias cliffs are 300 to 400
feet high of dark grey shaloy clay, in which
the Wliitby jet is found ; it is also found in

parts of Leicester, Northampton, and Lincoln-
shii'e. The clay is lai-goly used in the maim-
facture of bricks, tiles, and drain-pipes.

Middle Lias or Marhtone contains
argillaceous limestone and marlstono with
layers of sands, clays, and nodular Hmestono
below ; these bods aro chiefly developed in

the Cotteswold hills, and are also found in

parts of Oxford, Northampton, Ruthmd, and
Leicestershire, being quarried for stone and
hme; they generally yield a good supply of

water.

Lower Lias consists of bands of clay and
impure limestone, with a bed of blue lime-

stone below. It attains a gi-oat thickness in

Dorset, Somerset, Glamorgan, Gloucester,

Worcester, and Warwicksliiie ; it is also

found in Leicester and Northampton, being
seen in the cuttings of the railway between
Kirby and Whissendino.
In Dorset the Lias is quarried at Castle

Carey for the white and blue stones which
aro emjjloyod for building, and also for burn-
ing into lime ; cement stones are found in

the lower beds at Lyme Regis, &c. In
Somerset it is quai'iied for lime at Bedminster
and Keynshain near Bristol, and for large

slabs of paving-stone at Street, Keinton
MandevUle, and Knapp, near Taunton ; also

for building stones or hydraulic lime at

Currey, Mallet, Watchet, Wellington, and
Yeovil ; near Langport a building stone is

obtained which has been much used in build-
ing the neighbouring churches. In Glamor-
gan it is fornid in the cliffs at Sutton,
Southemdown, and Dunraven, the freestone

of Sutton, near Merthyr, having been used
in building Llandaff Cathedral. In Glou-
cester the Upper Lias clay is used largely in

the manufacture of bricks and tiles at Ciren-
cester, Stroud, and Biinscomb, and the clay
of the Lower Lias at Moreton-in-MarA and
Evesham. In Lincolnshire the stone of the
Upper Lias is burnt into lime at Scawby, and
the clay is made into bricks and tUes at Lin-
coln. In Rutland a superior dark, cream-
coloured freestone is quaiTied at Ketton. In
Oxfordshire the clays are made into brick
and tilo at Banbury, Bicester, Chipping
Norton, Shipton, Doddington, and Wood-
stock. In Northamptonshii'O the Lias clay is

used for brick and tUe at Northampton,
Daventrj', Thrapstone, Blisworth, Market
Harborough,Moulton, Towcester, Kettering,
Wellingborough, and other localities ; while
near Stamford it is extensively employed in

the manufacture of terra-cotta, glass and
other materials being mixed with the clay to

give it the requisite hardness ; stone is also

quan-ied from the beds in some parts of this

county, and used as building materials or
bunit into lime. In Leicestershire the Lias
1 mestone is made into lime at Barrow-on-
Soar and other localities, while at Leicester
the clay is worked for brickmaking. In
Worcester bricks are made from it at Per-
shore and Evesham, and also at Rugby in

Wanvickshire ; the stone is quarried near
Stratford-on-Avon for lime and building. In
Yorkshire there arc quarries of " whinstone "

in the Upper Lias at Egton, near Whitby,
wliich has been much employed in Whitby as

a building stone.

The Lias formation is chiefly valuable to

the builder for the excellent hydraulic lime
obtiiined from it, which, when mixed with
sand, slacks slowly, and has the property of
setting under water. The term shale, which
we have frequently used, is applied to a clay
which has become hardened and laminated
by pressure.

CoHEECTlox.—In the previous ai-ticle at

page 113, line 2S of the second column, for
" Rugall " read " Eeigato."

COKFETITIONS.
Busmrv.—Five arcliiteotH hiive been invited to

send in designs in limited competition by tlio

2 let inst. for the erection of a new choroh at New
Busliey, near Watford, Herts. Messrs. Co© and
Robinson, Mr. W. Young, of Exeter Hall (the

architect of Oxhoy Grange, the residence of one
of the principal donors of the new church), Mr.
W. T. Eley; Mr. Syine, of Wutfoi-d; Mr.
Raikes, and two other architects acting together,
whose namcH aro unknown to us, are the com-
petitors. We believe the cost of the new church
wiU bo somewhere about £4,000.

Methopoutas Free Hospitai,.—^The old pre-
mises of this institution, situated in Devonshire-
square, Bishopsgutc, were taken hy the Metro-
poUtan Railway in 1875 for the purposes of the
extension of their Une. Since that time the
hospital has been located in toinixirary premises
in Commercial-street, SpitalficUls. The committee
recently invited six architects to prepare plans for
a proposed new biiilding. Designs from each of
those gentlemen were submitted on December
2nd, 1878, under mottoes. In order to ensure
perfect fairness in the selection, the committee
appointed Mr. Edward I'Anson to examine the
diawings, and to report as to their various merits.
The result has been that Mr. I'Anson has recom-
mended the design bearing the motto " Ad rem,"
as first in order of merit, and for premiation,
being the second best submitted, that bearing the
motto "Civis" in a red lozenge. Upon open-
ing the envelopes containing the names of the
competitors, the authors of the first were found
to be Mr. H. H. Collins and Mr. James Edinoston,
and the authors of the .second Mr. James Edmes-
ton and Mr. H. H. Collins. These gentlemen
acted in conjimotion. The architects wUl be at
once instructed to proceed with the work. A
review of the designs will be found on our
opening page.

WEDNESBtTBY.—Tliirty-thrco sets of designs
were submitted for the proposed Board school in

Lower High-street, Wednesbury, and twenty-
eight for that in New Town. For the former
the plans of Messi's. Alexander and Hemnan, of

Stockton-on-Tees andMiddlesborough, have been
selected ; and for the latter those of Mr. Elliott

J. Ettwell, of West Bromwich. The Board
{greatly regret that their award has been so long
delayed, but this has arisen from causes for which
they are not in any way responsible. Certain
persons who were opposed to the erection of the
schools in High-street took occasion to express
their views in a memorial to the Education De-
partment, which gave rise to considerable corre-

spondence, and while this was in progress the
Board thought it right to suspend the examina-
tion of the plans.

A meeting was held at Lincoln, on Saturday
afternoon, to take into consideration a proposal to
form au art musoiun at Lincoln, on the plan of the
one recently organised at Nottinj^ham. The pro-
posal originated with Bishop Wordsworth, who
annoimced his intention of giving £1,000. A reso-
lution was unanimously passed to the effect that a
school of art, free hbrary, and museimi were
mgently needed, and a committee was formed to

take preliminary steps for the purchase of the old
county hospital and grounds.

Mr. J. W. Hobhs, hon. secretary of the Croydon
District Master Builders' Association, writes to the
South London newspapers complaining of the ad-
ministration of the Dulwich College estate. He
says, " For many years past frequent and irrepara-

ble injury has been caused to builders who have
taken laud on the above estate, hy the gross negli-

gence shown in the signing of the leases retpiired.

I have known cases where no money comi>ensation
could counteract the injury caused. Were I the
sufferer, I should know how to treat the matter, as
there is such a thing as imliquidated damages."

Wesley College, Dublin, was opened on the 30th
ult. It is situated on the north side of St. Stephen's
Green, beside the Wesleyan Centenary Chapel. It

is Gothic in style, and has been erectetl from the
desiffns of Mr. Alfred G. Jones, of Dublin. The
buildings are of red brick with limestone and
granite dfessings, and bands of blue and white
brick. Over the governor's house, in the centre of

the buildings, is a richly-ornamented clock- urrct
finished "with a spire.

The parish church of Bexhill, Surrey, is about to
be restorexl, from the designs of Mr.W. Butterficld.

The church will be enlarged by 100 sittings, after
allowing for the removal of three galleries, and the
tower will be rebuilt. For the execution of the
work the tender of Mr. Gasldn, of Canterbury, has
been accepted at £4,131.
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ILLUSTEATIOXS.

«T. lliET's, TBUBO—DRAWIKQ BOOM CABINET—STAIHCASB,

BALL, AND DISISO ROOM AT FISCIILKY KOAD—DAIRY,

HIOHFIELD—HOLY TEINITT CilURCU, CLAPHAH.

Our Lithographic I llustrations-

ST. SIAUT S, THUEO.

This drawing was made prior to the creation of

the See of Triiro, with a Tiew to increase the

size of the Parish Church, and at the same time
to retain the better or old portion of the existing

Chxirch intact. The large scale drawing gives a
plan and elevation of one bay of the south wall
of existing church, which, with the perspective

view, gives a fair representation of the character

and size of old St. Mary's Church. The work is

principally executed in Pentenan, a local stone,

but its condition is very dilapidated. Mr.
J. P. St. Aubyn, architect, is the author of the

design for new work illustrated. Designs for

the new cathedral, now proposed to be erected

from Mr. J. L. Pearson's drawings, wiUbe foimd
in tke Buildino News for June 21.st (Mr. James
Hicks' s) ; Dec. 6th (Mr. J. M. Brydon's), and
Dec. 20th (Mr. J. P. St. Aubyn's)—aU in last

jear.

tnsvr DisEfo-Eooit, oak staircase, axdsceeento
HOUSE IN FlNCHLEY-KOilD, LONDON.

The view illustrates a new dining-room lately

erected at a hou.se in Finchley-road, London,
being part of extensive additions. The house
having been erected in somewhat of the Eliza-

bethan style, the new portions have been made
to assimilate with it ; the floors also of the new
part are made to range with the formerly exist-

ing floors of the house. The dado all round the

room as well as all the joinery of the doors, win-
dow, &c. , is of oak well moiUdcd. The floor is

laid with parquetrie of a special design, and the

ceiling (which is in plaster) is designed to suit a

central sun-burner by which the room is well

lighted ; portions of the window are glazed with
stained gla-ss, the designs being illustrative of the

seasons. The staircase, which is taken from a

drawing exhibited last year at the Koyal Aca
demy, is of oak. It is erected in the same hou.se

as the dining-room just mentioned, being situate

adjoining a long and handsome corridor, and
divided from it by the screen shown in the view.

It is lighted by a lofty stained-glass window
at the side and over the small window shown
under the stairs. The newel of the staircase is

carved, and the whole work executed by Messrs.

Laurance, builders, of Pitfield Wharf, Waterloo
Bridge. The works, including both dining-

room and staircaHe, have been carried out from
the designs and under the superintendence

of Mr. Henry L. Legg, architect, of Christ's

Hospital, London.

DAIEY COTTAOE, HIOUFIEU), SHEEWSBUET.

This dairy cottage is now being built for Thomas
lliddleton Howells, Esq., from the design of

Messrs. Treasure and Son, of Shrewsbury. It is

of brick walling generally, with oak framing
externally, except chimney bases and lower

portion of porch and bay window, which are of

Giinshill i^ and wliite rubble random stone

;

panels between framing are cemented, and
chimney stacks are of brown Broseloy bricks,

the roof being covered with bro^vn or dark
strawberry-coloured Broseloy tilo.<, with red

ridge cresting. All wood framing painted
black, and panels white.

HOLT TKINITY, CLAPIIAM, DISTEIOT OHtJECn OF
ST. PETEE.

This church is about to be erected m Manor-
street, Clapham-common, and in the parish of

Holy Trinity. The walls will bo of stock brick,

relieved with bands and diapers of red brick.

All the arches of doors, windows, and aroade, as

well as all strings and labels, will also be of red

brick. Tlie roofs, of plain %\Tought deal, will bo

covered with blue slates, and it is proposed to

make the copings of teira-cotta. The church
will be seated with chairs, and will accommodate
600 persons. The church is to be built in sec-

tions, a portion of the nave up to the clerestory

level being tlie first. The whole building when
fini.shed will have cost .i4,500. Mr. J. Edward
K. Cutts is the arohitect.

ERAITINO-EOOM CABINET.

The cabinet which we iUustrato this week is

from the designs of Mr. W. Galsworthy Davie,

arehitect, and has recently been made by Messrs.

Hide Bros, and Cook, of Worthing. It is princi-

pally in wahiut, the panels and a few other

parts being in waiu.scot, the whole duU polished.

The lyi'o birds are intended to represent Music,

the -svren Song, and the coquette what the name
implies. The carving has been executed from

full-size drawings supplied by the architect.

other School of Art in the Kingdom. Tie
following are the most 8ucce8.sful schools : Not-
tingham, 22 awards ; Edinburgh, 20 ; Sovth
Kensington Head Schools, IS; Birmingham, U ;

AV^estmiuster (London), 13 ; Brighton, 10 ; Wot
London, 10 ; Lincoln, 9 ; St. Martin's (London), i)

;

Bloomsbury (London), S; Manchester E.I., 3;
Belfast, 7 ; Lambeth (London) , ; Kidderminsttr,
6 ; Leicester, 5 ; Dublin, 4 ; Dundee, 4: Hanley, 4

;

Manchester G.S., 4; Salisbmy, 4 ; Sheffield,!;

etc. Nottingham has taken about l-llthof{he
entire number of awards distributed tlu'oughout
the country, to 144 Schools of Art.

SCHOOLS OF AKT.
Nottingham.—The Nottingham School of Art

stUl maintains its foremost po.sitiou among similar

institutions. At the annual meeting hold on

Monday week, Mr. J. S. Rawle, the head-master,

reported that 3,031 drawings, paintings, designs,

&o., had been sent to South Kensington for in-

spection. Last year 3, 999 works were submitted.

The decrease in number is owing to the fact, that

a greater proportion of the works this year

were in the higher stages. Sixty-seven advanced

works were cho.sen by the examiners for exhibi-

tion at South Kensington Museimi, being one-

sixteenth of the eutii-e number selected throughout

the country. Last year 67 works were exhibited.

In the "National Art Competition," the school

obtained 2 out of the 9 gold medals awarded,

besides 2 silver, and 4 bronze medals, and 13

Queen's prizes ; making a total of 21 awards,

—

that is, fifty per cent, more than the average

number of awards gained during the past ten

years. One of the gold medals was gained for a

lace design,—the other for architectural design.

This is the third time since 1870 that Notting-

ham has won the highest award in the country

for architectural design. The other national

awards were given for drawing the human
figure from the antique, painting stUl-life from

nature, designing for lace and other art-manu-

factures, ifcc. 14 students received free art-

studentships, being two less than last year.

4.) stiidonts gained 58 third-grade prizes, for

drawing and pamting from the living model

;

drawing the human figiu-e from the antique

;

painting landscape and stiU-life from nature;

modelling the human figiu'e from the antique and

from nature, &c. La.st year 51 works were con-

sidered worthy of third-gi-ade prizes. In the

advanced third-grade examinations, held in

May and June last, 2 candidates obtained marks

for "excellence," entitling them to receive

Queen's prizes. 7wor]cs were marked "good."

1 student passed in painting still-life from nature,

1 in drawing from the living model, 5 in an ex-

amination in styles of architecture, &c., 10 in

ornamental design, and 5 in advanced perspective.

Total, 22 successes, against 14, last year. In the

elementary, or second-Grade examinations,

in freehand drawing, practical geometry, per-

spective and model drawing, 90 candidates wore

successful in 119 papers. 28 students obtuincd

marks for " excellence." Last year 111 candi-

dates were suwessful in 153 papers. 22 students

obtained full certificates for havmg passed

in all the second-grade subjects. Last year 20

full certificates were gained. In the Na-

tional Art Competition for 1878, Nottingham has

again taken a greater number of awards than any

WATER STTPPLY AND SANITAKY
MATTEBS.

Featheestone, Yorksiuee.—On Wednesday
last, an inquiry was held by Mr. John ThomMU
Harrison, C.E., with reference to the ap-

plication of the Featherstone Local Board of

Health, to bon-ow the sum of £7,000, for the

execution of sewerage works for the townships of

South Featherstone, Preston, and Streethouse,

within this district, in accordance with plan pre-

pared by Mr. A. W. Cross, Lend. Inst., C.E.,

the surveyor to the board, under the dii'ectioa

of Messrs. Hodson, Price, and Hodson, of Lough-
borough, the consulting engineers. The scheme
provides for the main di-ainage of the three

to\vn8hips, the sewage being brought to one
point of outfall, where it is proposed to deal with
it by irrigation over 28 acres of laud. Cousider-

able opposition was raised to the scheme, princi-

pally upon the ground that the Local Board had
not taken any steps for serving other townships
within theii" district, which it was intended to

rate for the repayment of the loan, and on the

ground that the outfall gradients were too flat.

The Inspector overruled the objections as to gra-

dients, saying that in his opinion the best pos-

sible falls had been provided that the district

allowed, and said that he should report favourably

as to the scheme, and that ho woidd also bring

the matter of the other townships before tho Local
Government Board.

The Pollution of Rivees.—On Monday the

annual meeting of the Association for the Pre-

servation of the Ilivei's of Scotland from Pollution

was held in the Freemasons' Hall, Edinburgh.
The rejjort advocated the appointment of Conser-

vancy Boards tliroughout the country, who
should have power to take steps for the preven-

tion of river pollution under the provisions of the

Act of 1876, and suggested that the Coimcil of

the Association be empowered to petition the

Government to appoint such Boards. It was
resolved "That tliis meeting is of opinion that

there ought to be in this country, as in most
other countries, a department of executive, one

duty of which should be to look after the pollu-

tion of rivers, and soo that they are kept free

from such gross pollutions as not only unfit them
for their jirimary pm^oses, but convert them into

caiTicrs of nui.sauces in the districts through
which they flow."

A brickmaker named WOliam Mercer, out on
strike, was on Tuesday charged before the Liver-

pool stipendiary witli intimidating a labourer. The
magistrate thought the case proved and decided

that the prisoner must pay a penalty of £5 and
costs, or suffer a month's imprisonment with hai-d

labour. He remarked that, should any other case

arise, he should not be inclined to pass them over

with a fine.

Tho Colonial Government at Sydney have tele-

graphed to tho Agent-General urging the import-

ance of the London committee securing for the

Exhibition effective art and educational collections

and sanitary appliances. We are asked to say that

comiinmications should be addressed to Mr. Jou-

bert, 6, Westminster-chambers, Victoria-stree'.. All

extension of the space intended for European exhi-

bitors has now been accorded.

Lord Penzance sat as Dean of Arches on Satur-

day, to decide an application by tho Bev. David

Williams, vicar of Llanelly, Cannarthenshire, fora

faculty to create a reredos in tho chapol-of-ease cf

All Saints, being a sculptured representation of th»

Orucifixion of our Saviour, iu Caen-stone. After an

examination of the plans, the Dean of Arches pro-,

nomiced the opinion that the reredos was legal, audi

decreed a faculty. - \

Tlie Croydon Gas Company have accepted the

tender of Mr. James Smith, amounting to £2,325,

for the erection of new offices iu Katherine-street,

from the designs of Messrs. Bemcy and Monday.
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ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AN ordinary meeting of the Association was
^'^^'^ °" Friday evening, the President,

Mr. H. L. Florence, in the chair. The following
were elected members :—Messrs. F. Nicholson
Mummery, H. 0. CresweU, A. Broad, Slater,
W. E. Coles, and G. Harvey. A vote of thanks
was passed to Messrs. Francis Brothers and
Saimders for permitting the members to go over
the Grand Hotel, Northumberland-avenue, on
the motion of Mr. Hayes, hon. sec., who 'also
announced that the next visit would take place
on Saturday, Febniary 8th, to Mr. Beutley's
Church, Cadogan-place, Chelsea.

HOTELS AND EEST.\UIUKT8.

Mr. FEEnKEicK J. Feaxcis read a paper on
"Hotels and Restam-ants," iUustrated by a
series of plans and drawings. Opening his
subject by sketching a typical American hotel
housing from 1,000 to 1,200 guests in comfort,
and fimushed with Ufts, electric beUs, and tele-
^'rapll wires, and all the other ingenuities of
iiiodem mvention by which human labour can be
abridged, Mr. Francis remarked that such vast
and magnificent establishments could only be
sujiported in populous and thriving cities, and by
a people who preferred the bustle and excitement
ot society to the quiet and comparative isolation
of household life. The growth of the modem
restaiu-ant was traced from the old-fashioned
Jjondon coffee-house, and it was observed that
the.se places of public refreshment have now
reached such a pitch of elegance, luxury, and
completeness as to offer nearly the same advan-
tages as a club and at much less cost. In his
lecture he proposed to explain what had been
done by the linn of which he was a member in
tour of their works-Crosby Han, Bishopsgate;
the Kmg's Head, Fenehurch-.street ; the Holbom
Restaurant, and the Pahnerston, Old Broad-
street. In 18G7 Crosby Hall came into the hands
ot its present proprietors ; under the hands of
Messrs. Francis Brothers and Saunders it under-
went a complete metamoriJiosis, and subsequently
an important addition was made on the north
«de. The original structure was erected by Sir
John Crosby, who died in 147"), but the name
of the architect is unknoivn. In 1C40 it came
into the hands of Sir Jolm Langham, and in his
tune the chief encroachments on the hall were
made, and the great haU on the groimd-floor
became a grocer's warehouse. In 1 672 the upperhaU was converted into a meeting-house by the
insertion of a floor on the level of the original
minstrels' gaUeiy. The general ground-plSn of
Crosby Place shows the covering of a veiy extensive
area as belongmg to the first foundations, of which
only a comparatively smaU part remains. Fortu-
nately, however, all that constitutes its most
conspicuous architeetm-al merit is preserved
notably the council-room and the banquetinghaU on the ground-floor, and the throne-room
over the council-room on the first floor. When
the present proprietors became possessed of thebudding it was determined to convert it into a
large City restaurant, but the instructions were
to carry out the works in strict conformity with
the original architecture, and to eaU in the aid of
painting, stained glass, and ornamental brass-work to produce a harmonious effect. The works
to the ongiual structure were carried out in
ISfaS, and It was not till 1873 that the additional
ground was acquii-ed. Upon this site new build-
ing-s, m accordance with the style of the old
DuUding, were erected, faced extemaUy with
stone and with the interior decorated simUar
to the Oder stracture. The councU-room and
tJio whole of the extensions are appropriated
to luncheon counters. The wall space is
occupied by large oil paintings, represent-
ing- events m EngUsh history, and in the stained-
gla.s.s -B-indows are busts of many of the rulers oftnghind from Julius Cffisar to George I Inexcavating the foundations of the new buildingsa nnejMece of to.s.selated pavement was discovered
12ft. below the street level. This has beeniramed and glazed and inserted in the waU
lacing the staircase. The floor throughout islaia with encaustic tiles, and the ceiHngs arepaneUedand decorated with Tudor enrichments
tne whole overlaid with polychromatic decoration'in the banquetmg-room little was needed to brint^
out the fine proportions and superb detail of the
onguial budding. Anim.sightly gaUory had tooe removed, but the windows were intact The
exqmsite bay window, with its beautiful groined
ceiiing, required nothing but cleansing, as also
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the fine roof, with its transverse and longitudinal
nbs, and rich traceried insertions. At the north
end of tlie great hall was the minstrels' gaUery
with an enriched traceried front and a four-
centred lofty arch leading to a waiting-room
behind. The throne-room is over the coimcil-
ehamber, and has a waggon-headed ceiling
divided between the main ribs by enriched square
panels. Here again the work had not been tam-
pered with, and there was Uttlo to do but to
decorate. The stonework was renewed under
the superintendence of Mr. Blackburn, in 1836
At that time the building had been thought to
be mcapable of substantial repair, and a placard
was issued amiouneing the premises to bo sold
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GEOimi) PLAN.

z^rEET.

1

.

Main Entrance.
2. Amerif-an Stores.

3. Manager's Office.

4. Fish Bar.
5. Marble Stairca.se up to

Diiunfj: Hoonis.
6. Stairs down to Grill

Koora.
7. Luncheon Buffet.
8. Open IJijht Court.

9. Space occupied by
Offices.

10. Scmng Room.
11. Lift to Basement.
12. Lift up to Kitchen.
13. Luncheo^ Parlour.
14. Confectiouer's Shop.
15. I>a(lie.s' Lavatory.
16. Doors.
17. Cellar Flap.

FIEST FLOOK PLAN

1. The Queen's Dining
Room.

2. Grill.

3. Hats and Coatfl.
4. Wine Bar.
6. Lift.

6. Skylight to Luncheon
Buffet, &c.

7. The Alabaster Room.
THE king's head TAVEKN, CITY.

8. Serving Room.
9. Lift to Kitchen.

10. Lobby,
11. Landing.
12. Serving Room.
13. Private OfBce.
14. Space occupied

Offices.
by

on a building lease. At this juncture a public
appeal was made for subscriptions, and a lady.
Miss Hackett, came forward and took the lease
and earned out a scheme of restoration with
public spirit and good taste. The mediieval
smoking-room is a parallelogram-.shaped
apartment, -n-ith an arched recess on eastern side.
It is lighted by deeply-recessed Gothic windows
and an oriel window. On the walls have been
himg a series of historical paintings, and there
are medallions representing the zodiacal signs.
The windows represent figures of the moral
virtues. The kit/'hen department occupies the
second and third floors, and two sets of lifts com-

municate with the principal rooms. The steam-
twiler serves the auxiUary pmijose of warming
and ventihiting the smoking-room. The King't
Head Tavern, at the comer of Mark-lane and Fen-
church-street, may well claim to bo an example
of the earliest of the houses of rest and refresh-
ment. It had the honour of a visit from Queen
^;hzaboth on the occafflon of her reloase from the
lower. She is reputed to have dined off pork
and peas served in a dish and cover stiU to be seen
at the King's Head. The old building, altered,
cut about, with its inconvenient kitchen on the
ground-floor, and its irregular-shaped rooms and
low-pitched ceilings, was not capable of being
satisfactorily converted into a spacious modem
restaurant, and we were, therefore, comraissionod
entirely to take it down and rebuild the
premises. (See ground and first-floor plans.)
J. ho (flte was advantageously pUced for recon-
struction as there is ample frontage both in Fen-
church-street and Mark-lane, and also the power
of opening windows in Star-alley. A double
basement was provided, as the locality is well
smted for the wine trade, and the lowest story
was earned to a depth of 20ft. below the street
level. The vaults were erected at the outset of
the works to form a proper abutment for
keepmg up the roadway, and fireproof floor-
ing on Fox and Barrett's principle was
adopted both for ground-floor and upper
basement. The lower basement floor was
asphalted, and a.sphalte was also laid verti-
cally on the walls to prevent access of damp
to ceUai-s. The principal entrance is in Feu-
church-street, which leads at once into a lobby,
with carved ceilings, and arched side recesses,
fitted with embo3.sed glass. On the right, inune-
diate access is obtained to the luncheon buffet
(62ft. by 20ft.), and the mural decoration adopted
for this room shows what may be effected by the
use of art-tUo painting for internal ornament.
In no building in London has art-tile painting
been so extensively introduced. The whole of
the work in this room, and al.so that on the
marble staii-case, the first-floor vestibule, the
Queen's dining-room, and the smoking-room,
have been executed by Mr. Alexander Gibbs, of
Bloomsbury-street. Although the original cost
18 considerable, yet being of so enduring a
material, and so readily cleaned, it may be
safely commended for notice and adoption. In
the arched recesses in the luncheon buffet, the
art-tile paintings illustrate the plays of Shake-
speare. The counter front, the panelled ceUing,
and the gas lantern and pendants, these latter by
Messrs. Verity, of King-street, Covent-garden,
are all designed with special reference to the*
architecture of the building. Underneath this
limcheon buffet, and approached from a staircase
of good proportions, is the chop and grill room.
It measures 62ft. by 20ft., like the room above.
Ventilation is gained by windows at each end,
also by a ventilating cornice all round the room,
communicatmg with a large vertical zinc tube
runmng to the top of the building, and connected
with the flue of the grill. The whole wall
surface has been lined with light glazed tUes,
which are clean, cheerful in colour, allowing no
home for vermin, and indestmctible and perma-
nent. Connected with this room are lavatories
and other conveniences. Returning to the ground-
floor, and proceeding along the corridor from
Fenchm-ch-street, is the Silician marble stair-
case leading to the Queen's dining-room. This
staircase is 6ft. wide ; on either side the walls
are decorated with five art-tile paintings, repre-
senting the arrival of Queen Elizabeth at
Tilbury, her royal procession on the Thames,
and the procession of Edwai-d VI., surrounded by
the Royal and City anns. The first-floor
landing is lighted by a stained-glass window,
representing Picard, the Lord Mayor of London,
entertaining Edward of England and the Kings
of France, Scotland, and Cyprus. On the walls
of the landing are a series lif full-length figures
of famous men of the Elizabethan period. The
Queen's room, approached by this landing,
occupies the entire of the Fenchureh-street
elevation, and is lighted by windows on this and
the Mark-lane fronts. It is 60ft. by 30ft., and
is one of the largest dining-rooms in the City
without any internal pier or column of support.
The ceiling is composed of a series of geometric
panels, with foliated enrichments, and the walls
exhibits a complete series of illustrations
from Tennyson's '•Coming of Arthur," and the
'

' Idylls of the King." The ornamentation of the
space over and aroimd the doorway in this room
is in keeping, consisting of knightly trophies,
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interspersed with flonil and araliesque designs.

TTie ga«-firtmgs arc chandeliers, supplied by
Messrs. Vcriiy. The chiimiey-pieoes, with the

silrered jfla-sses over, arc of somo elaboration of

design, cousistiug- of a union of oak and marble,

and these were supplied by Mr. Austey, of

Alpha-road. In the eentre of a screen is a (frill,

fitted round -with glazed tiles: the remaining
arches are occupied by recesses for coats,

and for drawing wine and beer. A
a>acious servery is situated on this

floor in contiguity with the dining-room, and
oommunicatiug by lilts with kitchens at the top

of the building. Ou the second floor the
smoking-room, o5ft. by 31ft., occupies the most
important position. It is caniod tlirough two
floors, and proWded witli a gallery all round.

It is lighted with two rows of windows, and also

by a very large central skylight. The walls are
decorated with ai-t-tile paintings, including
illustrations of the Seven Ages of Man, and a
pictui-e of Shakospcai'e reading his plays to Quee:i
£lizabeth. There are other paintings, of flowers
and birds, on the gallery, level. Adjoining the
smoking-room is another dining-room, 31ft. by
26ft., called the Marble Room, as the walls above
the dado are panelled witli colom-od marbles

;

above these are carved oak panels, illraninatcd

with heraldic shields. Tlus dining-room oj>en8

into a small private dining-room, IGft. by 12ft.,

fitted all round with pitch-pine framing in

small panels. The second lauding on the grand
staircase contains a window of stained glass,

.lepiesenting Whittington, Lord Mayor, burning
the bonds of Henry V. The kitchen and scullery

are placed on the third floor. In both the floors

are covered with cliequercd plates, screwed to
the boards, with white-lead and felt joints, turned
up two inches all round next the wall, with over-
flow pii>es between joists to take away any
water. The walls are covered with white tiles.

On the fourth floor is the larder. The large
chop-room in basement has a grill stove fitted

with hot closets. The flue of this, which is of
iron, is carried above the roof of the building,
and is surrounded by an iron case for ventilating
the room. On the first and second floors are
serving rooms. The whole of the closets, cutting
tables, &c., ai-e heated by steam from the boilers

in kitchen. The whole of these fittings were
executed by Mr. Waller, of Fish-street-hill.

On same floor as kitchen is a large bakers' oven
in two compartments ; it weighs upwards of 40
tons, and considerable care had to be taken in
the construction to carry seciu'ely this weight.
Since completion, an area in the first floor, origi-
nally devoted to oflices, has been appropriated
as an extra dining-room. It is called the
Alabaster Room, as the walls, including dados
and cornices, are lined with marble, arranged om
pilasters and panels. The ceiling is panelled in
wood and tinted, and the floor is of oak-laid
herring-bone. Tlie angle building on ground
floor (the "American Stores") is devoted to
tavern business, but here the Elizabethan char-
acter has been maintained in the ceiling and all

joiners' details, while the windows are of stained
glass, with centre busts of historical personages.
The exterior elevation is of red bricks, with
Forthaid and Bath dressings, and is treated in
Elizabethan style, with Classic details. That
portion of building in Mark-lane not used for
restaurant purposes is treated as ordinary street

architecture. Speaking generaOy of this build-
ing, while it is not conspicuous for magnitude, it

is considered successful in adaptation to purpose,
economy of service, and ready supervision ; the
harmony of design has been carried through all

the minor details and fittings, and were we to

oammenoe this work again we could not suggest
any constructive improvement in general ar-
rangement or practical detail. TTio Uulhorn
Settaurant is located in premises which were
successively a public bath, a circus, and an
American refresmneut hou.so, and was re-con-
structed for ita present purpose about four years
since. The general dLnensions are 1.55ft. by
140ft. The grand taUm is 9.5ft. by oOft., the
grill room 41ft. by 37ft. On the first floor is a
gallery all round the grand mlun, a dining-room
68ft. by 26ft., another 3Gft. by 20ft., and a
smaller one. The remainder of the site is appro-
priated to lavatories and w.c.'s, and for private
rooms and residences, and a hairdresser's shop in
Holbom. Very little architectural altera-
tion was required in the works carried
out four years since, although the interior ar-
rangements underwent an entire re-casting. The
grajad salon was rcfloored, new continuous sky-

lights erected along the east and west galleries,

dividing partitions put up, and the large diniug-

room, called the Riuoe's salon, was formed by
sweeping away a niuuber of smiUl apartments.

The central hmteru hero is32tt. by IGft., and the

room has the two long sides covered with silvered

plate-glass. The kitchen was necessarily placed
in the basement. The outlay has been consider-

able, but tlie adaptation luis been pronounced
successful. The I'almrrslon Mestauraut forms tlve

whole of the upper and part of a lower basement
of PiUmerstou Buildings, extending from Old
Broad-street to Bishopsgatc-street. There are

entrances in both streets, and a broad conidor
connepts the two thoiX)ughfarc8. A luncheon-
bar at the Bishopsgate entrance leads to an
extensive range of skylighted apartments in

which iire biUiard-tables. In the centre of the
biulding is the French dining-room, adjoining
which is the kitchen. Beyond this is the chop
and grill-room, and on the opposite side of cor-

ridors the smoking-rooni, leading again to the

billiard-rooms, and these again to the wine-bar.
The reconstruction of the interior necessitated

some diflicult needHng-up of heavy walls and
chimney stacks more than 100ft. high. The
cellarage in the lower basement exceeds 12,000ft.

m area. Reference may be made to Maciog^s in

Cheapside, a tavern where oil-paintings of a high
class decorate the walls, where all the windows
ai'e filled with stained glass, and where imusiial

care has beeu bestowed on counters, gas fittings,

and floora, mth a result as far removed from the
vulgar glare of the modem gin-palace as fi-om

the duigy rustiness of the old "public." "W'e

will pass on to notice the Grand Hotd, in

Charing Cross and Northimiberland-avenue.
The area measures nearly 20,000 superficial feet.

The gi-ound-floor fronting the streets is designed
for a series of thirteen shops. In Northimiber-
land-street there will be a luncheon buffet 7.5ft.

by 20ft. ; a ceutrid dining-room 1 OOft. by .50ft.

,

a secondary dining-room 'lift, by .'i5ft., and a
smokiug room 41ft. by 31ft., and 20ft. high.
Under this room in the basement is a biUiard-
room ; under the luncheon buft'et is a grill-room
lighted by corridors in Northumberland-street,
and with wall surface laid round with glazed
tiles. The remainder of tliis lower story is oc-
cujjied by basements of shops, lavatories, and
w.c.'s, luggage rooms, and subordin.'ite oflices.

On the fiist floor are a series of sitting and bod
rooms, having an average of 300ft. super., and
with an approacK"" corridor between. At the
Northumberland-street end on the first, second,
third, and fourth floors the space is appropriated
to the kitchen department, the stores being on
first, the larders on second, bakeiy on third, and
kitchen ranges, &c., on fourth floor. On the
first floor there are also a dining-room 41ft. by
32ft., and a library 21ft. by 19ft. The grand
stau-case, 25ft. by 19ft., extends from the upper
basement to tlie attic. Instead of the ordinary
treads and risers, it is intended that each
step shall be carried by building ii-ou joists in
the walls, riveted to raking strings, and to fonn
the foundation of the treads and ri.sers fi'om top
to bottom, with Allen's patent concrete inter-

laced mth hoop iron. Upon this will be fixed
Sicilian marble treads and risers, mitred to cut
and moulded string, and relieved with polislied

onyx paterce in ends of each step. On the upper
flight Greenmoor stone will take the place of

marble, and the strings will be in Portland
cement finished with Parian. Tlie soflits of

stairs and landings will throughout be made and
moulded in panels, fini.shed in Parian cement
for decoration. As the whole of the
iron will be bedded-in into concrete tliis stair-

case would be a safe exit in case of fire

;

two hydrants will be provided on each landing.

Ou the top floor of the hotel a large area has
been reserved for the erection of a laimdry, if

subsequently found desirable. Independently of

the large and secondary dining-rooms, billiard

and smoking-rooms and di"awing-room, and
library on first floor, there are about 250 rooms.
The character of the elevations was detemuned
by the exigencies of the building. The curved
sweep between Chariug-cross and the Avenues
added to the difliculty of picturesque combina-
tion, and the necessity of a sevenfold division of

stories prevented massive treatment, while the

very heavy ground-rent forbade sacrifice of any
part of the area in recesses. The Italian stylo

offered the least difliculty in designing, and the
high mansard roofs at the cast extremity of the

front and on either side of the curved sweep will

somewhat take off the horizontaUsm of the

fa(;ades. The large central dining-hall measures
lOOft. by 50ft. ; it will have a waggon-headed
ceiling of glass and iron, with ornamental ribs,

the whole double-glazed and provided with
special appliances for ventilation. For the dados,
pedestals, and columns used in decorating the
ground and secondary saloons, veined and
Silician marble will be used ; the treatment of
the panels between the pilasters is not yet deter-
mined upon. The smoking-room south of the
mam entrance and on the same level is 41ft. by
31ft., and upwards of 20ft. high. It will bo
ventilated by inlets of fresh air at the back of the
skirting, by ventilating flues in the several walls,

by a ventilating cornice running round the room
and by the central sun-burner. The woodwork
of this room ^vill be of pitoh-pine, French
polished, with the mouldings relieved in gold,
and the walls covered with stamped leather,

paper, or ajsthetio subjects on glazed tiles. The
servery on ground-floor is 271't. by 23ft., and
being 20ft. high, has ample space for a surround-
ing gallery for various stores. The wine and
beer cellars are under the grand saloon, and
arrangements have been made by a separate
series of air flues and pipes to regidato the tem-
perature. The passenger lift will be worked by
geaiing below, the power being obtained by an
eight horse-power gas-engine provided in dupli-
cate. These engines are proposed to be the
Otto silent gas-engine ; when started, they re-
quire but little attention, and the cost of'main-
taining the same will not exceed Id. per hour.
The ordinary speed will be about 50ft. per
minute ; the power to be such that 12cwt. could
be lifted at this speed. The ground and first

floors are of fire-proof construction on Deimett's
principle, the remaining part of moulding being
ordinaiy timber girders and joists. In conclu-
sion Mr. Francis said the hotel was, when the
members visited it the previous Saturday, in a
very incomplete state. When, he added, the
structure approaches its completion, and we can
realise the hopes formed as to the result of our
labours ; when the large central dining-room
with its semi-circidar roof, its marble columns,
pilasters, and dado, and its combined silk and
art-tile enrichments are finished, illuminated
very probably by the electric light ; when the
several other reception rooms are ready with
their distinctive detail and varied wiill decora-
tion ; when we can walk up the marble staircase

or traverse the several stories bythe aid of the lift;

when the multij)lied cooking arrangements are
in their places ; when rooms are furnished and
corridors completed—then it may bo worthy
another visit from the Association, and I shall be
most happy, with the consent of the proprietors,

to escort the members over the completed build-
ing, and to supplement the present hasty skcteh
with a better and more attractive description.

ROYAL ACADEMY LECTURES ON
ARCHITECTURE.

The Gonnc REvrvAi ksd Sni Geleeet Scott.

IN the second portion of the first Academy
Lecture on Architecture, delivered by Pro-

fessor Barry on the 30th ult. (see p. 133), the
career of Sir Gilbert Scott was dealt with in

reference to the Gothic revival. Sir Gilbert
Scott might be considered a representative of an
architectural revolution ; he was a revivaUst by
taste as well as from conviction. He spoke of

his love for Gothic architecture as "absolutely
spontaneous," and he regarded Classic work as
alien to our race and religion, and early in pro-
fessional life identified himself with the new
Gothic movement. The question might be asked,

why have such violent revul-sions of public
opinion from the Classic Renaissance to the
Gothic Revival ? Why should not the progress
of architecture be as gradual as in olden days,
when changes succeeded each other as naturally

as blooms follow buds? The answer must bo
that this is an ago of freedom of thought. The
time is past when men agreed to receive their

policy, their religion, their architecture, from
others. The '

' revival of letters
'

' was an out-

burst of freedom, and if we will have liberty, we
must accept its drawbacks. These Avho think by
repudiating revivals to obtain originahty, in-

dulge in a vain hope. Arcliitecture is not free

;

she has a scientific as well as an artistic side,

and must be useful as well as ornamental. A
revival, if it be more than a passing fancy, must
be called for by some new want to be supplied,

or by some deficiencies to be atoned for. At the
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time of the Gothic rerival, both these eonditious

n-cro present. A craving had arisen for some-
thing better than the then prevailing dreary

bareness of churches, public buildings, and
houses. Men began to turn to art as a civiliser

and tcaeher; a revived eaniestness in religion

brought new forces into play, and overj-tliing

became ripe for an arcliitoctural revival. Tiuiher,

an age of ecclesiastical neglect had allowed our
cathedrals and chiu-ches to faO into decay. A
cry was now raised for the building of new
churches and the repair and restoration of old

ones, and Scott threw himself into the new
movement -with groat enei-gj'. The movement
would scarcely have advanced as rapidly as it

did, if it had not been for the choice of Gothic
.architecture for the rebuilding of the Houses of

Parliament. For this work it became necessary

to train workmen for the various departments of

stone and wood carving, encaustic tUes, decora-

tion, metal work, &c. To educate workmen in

Gothic principles of work, collections of easts and
specimens were made, iind Sir Gilbert Scott

became one of the first and warmest supporters

of the Architectural Museiun at Westminster,
an institution establi.shed T^ith this obji^t. The
influence exerted by Pugin and liis followers

made itself felt in all the suKsidiaiy pursuits

which are allied to architectural design, and
thus it became possible for architects to ensure
the due execution of their ideas, in the style now
coming into use. In sccidar as well as in eccle-

siastical work some phase of Gothicwas adopted.

In the adaptation certain inconveniences were
felt, and increased elasticity was desired. Some
authors souglit to attain these ends by mixing
Italian and French peculiarities of detail with
those purely English. The employment of large

shafts in columns, and the partial abandonment
of moulded, for plate tracery, date from this

period. Sir Gilbert Scott did not, however,
accept with any readiness such a modification of

the revival movement. To him it was a national

effort to revive the English forms of Mediieval
arcliitecture. "We may see traces of admixture
oi the foreign element in certain of his church
fittings, but in his more important designs for

buildings (always excepting the Albert Memorial
in Hyde Park), he remained, as he began,
emphatically an English architect. Neither by
taste nor temperament was he an innovator. In
his works we may see evidences of .sobriety of

taste and calmness of judgment. In his teaching
in that room. Sir Gilbert enjoined a candid
examination of the principles of diverse schools,

and, added Professor BaiTy, "I cannot but
ailhere to this teaching, vs-ith this ditference,

tliat my distinguished predei^essor's tastes had
led him into the Mediteval camp, while mine tend
in the opposite direction. There can be no
legitimate groimds for expecting success, on
either hand, unless with devotion and enthu-
siasm, and a fiiin resolution to do youi* best.'*

The name of Sir Gilbert Scott will ever be
indissolubly associated with structures intended
for ecclesiastical uses, and it is upon them that
his fame will chiefly rest. No name will be
handed down to our 8ucce.ssors as much connected
with recent restoration as that of Sir Gilbert

Scott, and no one has been more vigorously, and,
in many instances, more unjustly, assailed, in

reference to this question of restoration. Mis-
takes will be made in all great movements.
In BO long, active, and laborious a career as that

of Sir Gilbert Scott, episodes occniTcd, doubt-
less, which may not have conmiended them.selves

to his riper judgment; but many of those who
have been ready to listen to accusations of rash-

ness formed .an erroneous view of his character

—

of his painstaking habits, his calmness of judg-
ment, his modesty, and his love for his art.

A gTcat arcliitect stands forth before the world.
His works areijublic jiroperty, at least as regards
the right to criticise and assail them. His deeds
are not like those of statesmen, lawyers, and
other public men, whose mistakes are .soon

absolved, if not soon forgotten; nor can his

failures be biuied, like those of another profes-

sion. It may, perhaps, be whi.spered that even
our greatest men do .sometimes go a.stray; but
the architect must be infallible. He is supposed
to be bound to break a lance with all comers,

and must be ready to defend works executed by
him in the first enthusiasm of youth, as well as

liis acliievemcnts of yesterday. It is not neces-

saiy, however, to defend or apologise for the
restorations of Sir Gilbert Scott. His works
stand on their merits, and need no champion.
But yoimg architects do wisely to be cautious in

lending an ear to deprecatory anonymous criti-

ci.sms. It is never difficidt to find fault. The
ttttpprenKio veri and sif//f/estio ftthi are twin-
brothers of evil. No work of architecture that

the world has yet seen is beyond criticism. How
ca.sy for any one to enumerate a string of faults,

and shut his eyes, with wilful blindnesa, to

merits and success. Criticism, to be useful,

however, should be candid, and even generous.

If you desiie yourselves, said Prof. Barry, in

conclusion, to obtain success and fame in your
pi-ofession, do not believe that great reputations

are Uglitly won, or easily supported. Do not ex-
pect that the goal is to be reached otherwise than
by patient and laborious steps. Sir Joshua
Reynolds declared "Students must therefore be
told, again and again, that labour is the only
price of solid fame, and that whatever their force

of genius may be, there is no easy method of be-
coming a good painter." With a change of the
last word, this doctrine will apply as fiuly to the
architect as to liis fellow-student. In no pro-
fession is steady application more required. You
must not be discouraged at failure, and must bo
prejjarcd for censure, when you have jjorhaps

expected praise. The career of Sir Gilbert Scott

was, in some respects, unique, and, in all proba-
bility, the exact circimi-stances of the revival

wliich affected it can never rccnir. To you, as

the yoimger standard-bearers of the profession,

it may nevertheless supply encouragement. We
may all determine that our noble art shall not
suft'er in oiu- hands by any lack of devotion, h.-ird

work, !ind perseverance. Thus may we follow,

though, it may be, at a distance, in the steps of

the gi-eat men wlio have pa.ssed before, and thus
may we endeavour to deserve, if it be not given
us to achieve, success which may compare with
theirs.

THE 1,0GIC OF ARCHITECTUEAL
DESIGN.

THE theatre of the Royal Institution was
well filled on Friday evening, when Mr.

H. Heathcote Statham delivered an address on
" The Logic of Architectural Design." Mr. W.
Spottiswoode occupied the chaii'. The lecture

was illustrated by a scries of large wall sheet-

drawings ; reduced copies of these, reproduced
by photo-lithography, were handed as pamphlets
round the room.

If I were asked, said Mr. Stath.am, to define

in a single comprehensive phrase what is archi-

tecture, I should say, it is the art of building
with expression. But, in order to proceed
rightly to understand the limits and capabilities

of this art, it is nece.s3aiy to bear in thought that

it differs from its sister arts in two important
particulars. Tlic first is that it arises out of the
practical requirements of life, and must have a
certain strength of con.struction ; our houses
must be such as to protect us from tlie weather,
and so strong that they will not fall down. The
other dift'erence is that architecture has no direct

reference to any of the external forms of nature.

It relies in a great part for efi'ect upon the

observance of the laws of order, number, and
proportion, and in this respect it rather resem-
bles the art of music. J ust as mu.sic depends on
setting forth a harmony in chords of certain rates

and with a definite rhythm, so does architecture.

The musical theme is first di.splayed in the
opening bars and then played with and repeated

;

and in the building the theme is in like manner
set forth in the basement, and varied, repeated,

and played with tlirougliout the edifice. This
comparison may be carried a step further ; for

when you have raised a line of building high
enough a horizontal line is needed to indicate the

termination, and so in mu.sic, when you have to

repeat, a single chord is repeated several times

to denote that there is no more to bo expected in

that direction. I believe that the fact already

mentioned with reference to arcliitecture, that it

does not directly imitate the forms of nature, is

one reason why there is such an absence of

definite opinion as to what is right and what is

wrong in architecture. If an artist should

venture to depict a man with two heads, people

would at once bo shocked by the evident mon-
strosity ; but if a man designed two towers or

two entrances to a building wliich only required

<mc, the redundancy would be just as wrong,
only that the public do not take the trouble to

thiuk the subject out. "What I wish to biing

before you this evening is that architecture is

the expression of certain wants to which it bears

a real relation. Only so long as you consider
this relation of need and cxprexsion is itjierfectly

possible to estimate rightly whether a given
building is worthy of commendation or otherwise
I don't propose, however, to evolve a logical

ftrchitocturo out of my own inner coDsciousness

;

I Irnvo thought it bettor to illustrate the
progress of the art by examples on the walls,

and to refer to some well known building.i as
instances of what is right and what ia wrong.
Upon the walls you will see the elementary Doric
temple of the Grecka drawn in half-elevation.
You will see that it consists of a central cell

enclosed in front by upright Sfpiare beams ; on
these are horizontal beams separated from each
other by short pieces of wood placed at regular
intervals, and above these a raking cornice covered
by roofing nece.s.sary to tlirow ofi the rain. Much
of the eliaracter of the building is owing to the
fact that Greece had a bright and simny atmo-
sphere. If this had not been the case it is very
possible that the Greek column would not have
existed—an illiLstration of the effect of climatic
effect upon arcliitecture. The fU-st alteration
to the square pillar seems to have arisen from
the discovery that by taking off the comers of
each post there was no diminution of the strength,
while the removid of the angle allowed more liglit

to pass through, and gave an appearance of
lightness to the composition. From this point
there was but a short step to giving sixteen
sides to the piUar, oidy that when this was done,
it was found that a square tile was wanted to
form a firm seat underneath the beam carrying
the weight of the roof, and this is the actual
form in which the column appears on some wcU-
known tombs at Beni Hassan, in Egypt. Tho
sixteen facets hardly appeared sufficiently light,

so the next process was to hoUow out each of the
faces, and in the earliest Doric buildings there
ia this simple hollowing out of a sixteen-sided

pillar. But in a later phase of Greek art these
sixteen "flutes" were increased to twenty , so that
a point between the flutes should coincide with
each angle of the covering tile or abacus. Then
the column was diminished upwards—an in-

stance of the metaphysical relation of architec-

ture to nature. All natural objects taper from
their base, and it is found that unless this rule

be followed a column has .a tendency to seem to

be larger at the top than at the bottom. Next, a
wide annulet was set between the column and the

abacus, so as to form a capital, and just below
this point several narrow incisions were cut
round the column, with the object of stopping
the upward lines and binding the whole together.

These lines have sesthetically very much tho

same effect as the annular ligament which sur-

rounds the wrist. Now, putting iiU these develop-

ments together, you get an object far more ex-
pressive of force and strength than the square
pillar was ; it has now a play of light and shade
on its .surfaces, and each decoration and orna-

ment assists the expression. Now we come to

the lintel or architrave, and this, as it has to

carry the weight of the roof, is left perfectly

plain. On this are set at equal distances a series

of blocks, on each of which are scooped three

vertical channels or "triglyphs," emphasising

the fact that they bear a vertical weight. The
spaces between were at first left empty, but
afterwards filled with thin sculptured slabs,

known as " metopes." Another beam is thrown
over, and forms the lower member of a trian-

gular tympanum or roof. The cornice projects

sufficiently to keep the rain off, and is moulded
so as to emphasise the constniction. The whole
of the bmlding is thus seen to con.siet of a series

of beams, and from this it gets the name of the

trabeate style of architecture. The Romans
threw the arcliitecture of the Greeks into a
melting pot for future ages to cast and coin

from. They first brought the arch into play,

although its powers had long been known. All

expression was boiTowed from the Greeks, and
they continually used the cohunn as a decoration

although it canied no weight. Again, when
they used a colonnade and stnmg arches together,

they could not relinquish the idea that the

feature must be completed by an architrave,

frieze, and cornice. In modem times this fault

has been frequently repeated, and London is full

of instances. jVnother and more serious error

was that in a series of round arches the line of

pressure passed outside the vertical line. An
arch is a system of wedge-shaped stones resting

one upon tho other, and kept up by the weight

forcing them together at the base. In order

that the arch may stand, the line of pressure
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most pass uitliin the supports, and this is not

always an easy matter. The readiest way of

doing it is to build thicker base walls ; but this is

very expen;sive both iu money and material, and
not always practicable. Another mode often

adopted by the Romans was to build intersecting

aichee, and to throw the weight on the inter-

vening space. When the Roman builders wished

to vault in a building, this was comparatively

easy if the space to be covered were square, for

then they could throw cross vaults over, and the

two arches met obliquely. But when they came
to vault an oblong space, there was considerable

difficulty. They met it by stilting the smaller

arch, and the result was at the intersection of

an oblique angle having a singular and un-

sightly twist. Against a vault they built a

odonnade, and thus infringed the fundamental

rule that the architectural design, both internal

and external, should arise out of and express the

scientific construction of the building. On the

contrary, while the line of pressure from the

vault is, as you wiU see the screen, oblique, the

line of expression of the engaged colimrn and its

entablature is perpendicular. A third difficulty

they met with is one which occurs in the use of

the arch on a large scale in any style. When
the space arched over is wide, the stones at the

top become almost vertical instead of wedge-
formed, and a very slight movement on the

basement catiscs them to slip.

{To be continued next tccck.)

BuiUimg 3-nttlligettct

Bttceleseah.—The parish church of Buckles-

ham was reopened on Jan. 31, having undergone
restoration by Mr. W. G. Cimnold, of Ipswich,

from the designs and imder the superintendence

of Mr. William Smith, of 10, John-street,

Adelphi, London, as architect. The cost has
bean about £18,000. The walls of the

church throughout have been re-faced both
internally and externally ; in the latter case with
flint work and stone dressings ; while on the south

side a small aisle has been added, separated from
the nave by an arcade of three arches, as well as

an organ chamber and vestry on the south side

side of the chancel. Besides the nave
arcade, a new chancel arch has been
inserted. The whole of the floor of the

church has been raised a foot, while the

chancel is raised another step, and two steps lead

up to the altar. The roof is an ojjeu roof with
arched pitch-pine principals springing from cor-

bels, with moulded plates and purlins. At the

west end of the nave is an oak-framed tower and
spirelet in which the bell is hung. The chiuxjh

was formerly possessed of a west tower, and por-

tions of the old stone-work of it were discovered

in course of the restoration.

Chelmsfoed.—The new buildings of the Essex
Industrial School and Home for Destitute Boys,
just opened at Rainsford End, Chelmsford, were
opened on Wednesday. The schools stand in an
area of 10 acres, and are designed to accommo-
date 150 boys, besides teaching staff. The main
building comprises two floors, and is E -shape on
plan, with its back to the south. On the ground-
floor of this longest side are placed a central

entrance, and washing-room, with, on either

hand, oflices and stores, and offices for council.

On the right of centre is the dining-room, in im-
mediate connection with the kitchen depart-
ment, and in the east wing an officers' dining-
room, bakehouse, laundry, and stores. To the
west of centre are lavatory and clothes-rooms in

immediate connection with the playground.
The west wing contains the schoolroom, 50ft.

by 30ft., classrooms, punishment cells, and offices.

Cm the first floor, over part of centre and west
wing, are the workshops, reached by an external
Staircase and gallery from the playground, the
schoolmaster's dwelling occupying the rest of
the west wing. The general dormitory is 121ft.

by 34ft. 6i"n., ^-ith an average height of 15ft.,

approached by staircases in centre and at east
end. An infirmary, and matron's and resident
officers' rooms are also provided. The building
will depend for external expression entirely
upon grouping and proportions. The walls are
faced with stock bricks, enlivened by a few bands
of red, and the roofs are covered with Major's
angular corrugated tiles. The architect was

Mr. W. Stock, coimty surveyor ; the contract for

the school-buUding proper has been carried out

by Mr. S. Parmenter, and that for the lodge and
manager's house by Mr. S. Fiucham, of Chelms-
ford. Water is supplied from a well on the

premises ; the chief parts of the building are

warmed by hot-water pipes, supplied by Messrs.

T. H. P. bennis and Co., who gave the boiler.

The total ouUay has been £1-4,000.

Isle of Muix, N.B.—A new Free Church was
opened at Tobermory on the -ith of Januarj' last.

The style is Early English. The building,

which is heated -with hot-water pipes, is seated

for 450, and has cost about £3,000. "The archi-

tect is Mr. John C. Hay, of Edinburgh. Situated

in the centre of the street which runs along one

side of the beautiful little bay, the church, with its

tower and spire 100ft. high, is a decided orna-

ment to the Highland town.

Meteopolitan BoAitD OF WoBKS.—On Friday
tliis Boaixi granted applications from the Vestry

of Hampstcad for pcniiission to boiTow the fur-

ther sum of £1,500 for the erection of a vestry

hall, and £3,000 for sewerage works. An
advance of £2,000 was made to Wandsworth
Vestry to purchase a vestry hall and parish

offices, and one of £7,000 to the churchwardens
and overseers of Bromley St. Leonard, for pur-

chasing a site, and building a vestry hall and
parish offices. A draft specification for paving
works, &c., in connection with the Whitechaptl
and Limehouse Artisans' DweUing scheme, were
approved, and tenders were ordered to be invited.

Paddock.—AU Saints' Church, Paddock, was
re-opened on January 27, after restoration at a

cost of £3,500 under the care of Messrs. John
Kirk and Son, architects, of Huddersfield and
Dewsbury. The old vestries and east walls have
been entirely removed, a new chancel and
vestries built, and the south-west porch pulled

down and enlarged. These additions have been

designed in the Early English style. The whole
of the nave has been re-seated with pitch pine

benches. The old ceiling of the church being a

flat plastered one, polished pitch pine hammer
beams, with tracery panelling, have been

inserted. The old font has been re-dressed and
removed from its original situation, and iixed in

an alcove made for its reception iu the tower.

The ambulatory and centre aisles are laid with
ornamental tiles, as is also the floor of the

chancel.

Peeston.—Tlie Roman Catholic Church of St.

Augustine, Preston, was reopened on Simday,
after improvements, earned out at a cost of

£2,000. The interior has been decorated by Mr.
James Smith, of Lark-hill, Preston. A new
sanctuary has been added, measuring 33ft. by
30ft. , and semicircular in form. Round it nms
a dado of Staifordshiie and Derbyshire marbles,

and in them are inserted four paintings by Mr.
Rossi, each 3ft. by 6ft., and representing " The
Giving of the Keys," "The Raising of Jairus'

Daughter," "The Taking of the Slshes," and
"The Marriage at Cana." Above the dado
rises an ai'cade in wliich are five frescoes, each

1 Oft. by 8ft. , from the brusli of the same artist.

In the centre of the sanctuary is a large marble
altar, and on the reredos is a carving of the Last
Supper. The canopy over the altar rises to a

height of 25ft., ending in a dome, around which
cluster G angels in statuary marble. AU the
marble work, and the altar, have been executed

by Mr. T. Sherrott, of Preston. The old benches
in the church have been replaced by new ones of

poU.shed pitch-pine and modem design, from the

workshop of Mr. Thomas Baines, of Preston.

Sandeingham.—TheRectoryHouse of Sandring-
ham is evidently of old date, and has been added
to from time to time by the various incinnbeuts,

the result of which was an incongnious pile.

Last year the Prince of Wales decided to have it

enlarged and thoroughly renovated internally.

In pursuance with instructions, a new study and
kitchen offices have just been added, a new hall

and staircase in pitch-pine, and various other

alterations to improve the interior. The walls

are built of brick, and faced with the car stone

peculiar to the locality. Some of the stoves and
raantlepieces were from Messrs. Barnard, Bishop,

and Bamards. The whole of the works were
executed by the estate workmen, under the super-

intendence of Mr. C. Smedley Beck, architect,

of Norwich.

SzTSV^nixxB.—The newchurch of St.Stephen's,

Ayres-quay, which was erected last year from de-

signs by Messrs. Austin, Jolm.son, and Hicks, of
Newcastle, has just been opened for public wor-
ship. ThestyleisGothic.of rather alate type; and
the building is constructed of brick throughout,

with stone mullions and tracings to the windows.
The church consists of a chancel about 40ft. by
25ft. , a nave 80ft. by 29ft. , an organ chamber north
of the chancel ; and a vestry and parish room is

formed underthe chancel . There are no aisles ; but
owing to the inclination of the site a capacious
schoolroom and vestry has been obtained imder-
neath the chancel. The roof, which is very high
pitched, is covered with red Stafi'ord.shire tiles,

and the long straight line of ridge is broken by
an octagonal bell turret above the chancel arch

,

of open woodwork surmounted by a lead-covered

spire. The contractor for the masonry was Mr.
W. Scott, of Sunderland, and the whole of the

woodwork, including caiTed pulpit, Icoteni, and
altar raOs of wainscot, and seats of pitch pine

for nearly 500 persons, is by Mr. F. Caldcleugh,
of Durham. The cost of the church, including

site, is about f0,500. The metal work was sup-
plied by Messrs. Jones and Willis, of London
and Birmingnam.

Thiesk.—The Biu:ial Board for Tliirsk, at a
meetiag on Tuesday week, received about forty
tenders for the construction of a cemetery, inclu-

ding the erection of chapels for Episcopalians
and Dissenters. Each chapel will be 3Sft. by
18ft., capable of seating about seventy persons,

with an octagonal bier porch at the north end.

The site is about 100 yards to the north-west of
the vicarage, on the road loading to Newsham,
the area of which is 3 acres, but more can be
added if desired at any future time. The chapels
will stand parallel with each other in the centre
of the ground, and about 15 yards apart. There
win be an entrance lodge, with Board Room.
The buildings will be Gothic in character, built

of brick, with Thimbleby stone dressings. Tlie

site will be enclosed with a fence waU, finished

with a neat stone coping and iron palisadocs, and
ornamental entrance gates. The whole of the
works will be executed from the designs and
under the superintendence of Mr. Wm. Bell,

architect and surveyor, of Thirsk.

The second course of Cantor Lectures at the
Society of Arts tliis session will bo by Dr. W.
H. Corfield, M.A., on "Dwelling-houses: their

Sanitary Construction and Arrangements." It

will consist of six lectures, to be given on the
following dates :—Lectui'e I. (Febniary 17)

—

Situation and Structure of House.—Drainage of

soil, foundations, wall.s, roof, rain-water pipes,

&c. Lecture II. (Februaiy 24)—Ventilation,

Warming and Lighting.—Size of rooms, over-

crowding, ventilators, stoves, lights, &o. Lecture
III. (March 3)—WaterSupply—Sources, systems
of service, cisterns, pipes, filters, &c. Lecture
IV. (March 10)—Removal of Refuse Matters.

—

Dust, kitchen refuse, earth closets, &c. ; conser-

vancy and water-cai-riage systems compared.
Lecture V. (March 17)—Sewerage.—Main sewers

and house branches, traps, ventilation, &c. Lec-
ture VI. (March 24)—Water-closets, Sinks, and
Baths.—Arrangements of pipes, traps, &c. The
course will be illustrated by specimens and models
from the Parkes Museum of Hygiene.

Dr. J. S. Phene delivered a lecture on '
' Cy-

prus" at Sion College, on Tuesday evening, in

which he described the past history of the island,

and the rock-cut tombs to be found at Balfa and
Paphos. He stated that he had found abiuidant

traces of sun, planetaiy, and seiiient worship,

and that the tnmcated mountain peaks and sau-

rian and human similations traced by cairns-

and avenues of stones, corresponded to other re-

mains which he had previously identified with
this worship in the Western Highlands of Scot-

land, in Brittanj-, Greece, India, and with the

snake mounds of America, pro'\'ing the luiivcrsal

spread of the worship of the Enemy of mankind
under the similitude of a serpent. If the cedars,

pines, and cypresses which formerly clothed

the island -with magnificent forests were
replanted, the lecturer predicted that it would
soon become healthy and be blessed with more
regular rain; thcoldharboursoughttobe reopened,
and the whole land restored from its present state

of degradation. The lecture was illustrated by
a number of water-colour sketches of scenery,

plans and sections of the i-ock tombs, mystic

caves, and serpent circles, and specimens of

ceranuc ware.
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Slore than Fifty Thousand Replies and
l-<'ttcrij (III Kiihiccti* of I'mvcrsjil liiHTcst luivc iiljpfurcil iltirin^

Ilu- last ten vfiirs ill till' ENULISII MK<;HANIU AM) WOKJ.l)
OK SCIKNCH, most iif tlifiii from thi' pens of the Iciiditit;

Srientiflc wnd Technical Authorities of the dnv. ThousiincU of
ori^itinl itrtirlos and scicntitiL- papers, and eoiiiitless reeeipts and
wrinkles embnieinK almost every suliject on whieli it is possibU;
to desire inforuuitioii have also appeared diiriiiR the same period.
The earliest and most aeeurate information respeetilifr all new
seientifle discoveries and meehanieal inventions is Ut be found in
its puRes, and its lar^e eircutation render its the best moditnn
for all advertisers wlio wish their announcements to be broUKlit
under the notice of iiuinufueturers, meelmnlcs, seientlJle workers,
and amateurs. I'rice Twopence, of all booksellers and news-
vendors. Post free SJd. Office : 31, Tavistock-strcet, Covent-
Kurden, W.C.

»<
TO CORiJESPONDENTS.

[We do not hold oiir.selves respon.^ililc for the opinion-s of
otir correspondents. The I'^tor re.spectfiilly requests
that all cuimniuiicatious should bo drawn up as briefly
as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to convspondenee.]
All. letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 31,

TAVISTOC'K-STUEET, COVENT-GARDEN, W.C.
Cheques and Pu.st-oflice Orders to be made payable to

J. Passmore Edwards.
ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.

The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line of eight
words (the ilrst line coimting as two). No advertisement
in.sertod for less than half-a-crown. Speeijil terms for
series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
applicatiim to tlie Publisher.
Front I'age Advertisements and Taragraph AdvertLse-

ments Is. per line. No frrmt pa{,'o or parajfraph
Adverti.scment inserted for less than 5s.
Advertisements for the current week must reach the

office not lat«r than 6 p.m. on Thtu^ay.

TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTIONS.
(Payable in Advance.)

Including two half-yearly double numbers, One Potmd
per amiiini (po.st free) to any part of the United Kingdom
for the United States, £1 6s. 6d. (or (idols. 4ilc. gold . To
France or Belgium, £1 Gs. (kl. (or 38f. SOc.). To India (via
Southampton), £1 Gs. Cd.iTo anvof tlie Australian Colonifs
New Zealand, the Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova
Scotia, or Natal, £1 Gs. 6d.
N.B.—Amciican and Belgian subsa-ibers are requested

to remit their subscriptions by International P.O.O., and
to advise the pnbU.sher of the date aud amount of their
remittance. If the last-mentioned precaution is omitted
some difficulty is very likely to arise in obtaining the
amount. Back niunbers can oidy be sent at the rate of
7d. each, the postage charged being ,"id. per copy. All
foreign subscriptions, miiiccompanied by an additional
remittance to cover the extra eo.st of forwarding back
numbers, are commenced from the next number publislied
after tlio receipt of the subscription.
Cases for binding the half-yearly volimies, 2s, each.

Received.—B. of G.-T. S. A.—M.—H. W. and Co.—

M

B. of W.—R. J. A.—P. O.—W. T. .and Son-M. O. T —
0. E.aiid Co.—D. and Co.-S. aud Co.—S, T. and Co.—
C^ A. and Co.-W. L, B.—J. W.

A Victim. (We hardly sec what other course is open fo
clients. Somebody's decision must be final, and the
engineer is most likely to be the disinterested pai-ty.We quite agree with you, however, as to the frequency
with which ignorant and unscrupulous people get
entrusted witli the direction of works ; but respectable
contractors sliould rofn.se to tender in such cases.)
Cautio.n. (Ho is legally entitled to the drawings.)
G. L. (See Answers to Correspondents oh p. 78.)

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
J. S. (As regards your suggestion, we shall always exer-

cise a primary regard for good con.struction, though the
stricture you make as to the kitchen chimney in tlie
design we published hist week may be applied to liun-
dreds of well-constructed liouses. Tlie flue is carriwl on
anarch, and there is notliing to prevent an easy bend.)—S. Y, D. (The walls had better be battened and the
tUesiixed to the battens. )-Civis. (We can recommend
yon a work by JIi-. Talbert's "Ancient and Modern
Furmture,," to be obtained by Messrs. Battsfoid, Hol-
bom.) — Drawi.sob received. — " Agmon" — "Dun-
wich."

the Cliurch of St. Michael, for the Bedford Park
Estate ; aud if I venture in your own columns to

raise debate on the point, I cry you mercy ; it

may be but the expiring whine of a moribimd
senility, so I pray you let an old crow have his

croak

!

On the groimds expressed above, I question
tliis being architecture, wliich, as I began to

learn it—alas ! more than forty years ago—and
have been learning it ever since, I have grown
to imderstand as beauty aud excellence of form
and construction, guided by system (which im-
plies harmony—at least, if not unity of style)

and allied to utility. Perhaps I am quite wrong
in such ideas of our art, and modem examples
would seem to prove me so ; but if perchance I

am near the truth, how does such a design as
that named abide the test f I will not recapitu-
late the characteristics which I have as.signed to

it, nor -will I question the cleverness with which,
as wo might exp(!ct from its author, its veiy
varying parts are put together. Why, however,
I would ask, shoidd a new chiu-ch have a debased
Tudor window at one end and a Georgian stable

circular one at the other, and the bell-cot of the
same stable seemingly between the two ? What
is the gain of that everlasting " cove" (repeated
ad nauseam from the time of its reappearance in

those City Chambers) whose effect depends on
height and distance, but hero brought down
close to the eye ? And what, in the name of all

the Muses (for I forget at the moment who of

them takes charge of architecture), is a "bal-
cony" (;') wanted for on the side-aisle roof of

a church':' I waited with curiosity for the
promised plan of this church, if haply it might
give a clue as to how the balcony is to be got at,

but the plan came not, and my marvel yet abides.

If meeting this design in the boudoir of some
worthy lady, in the shape of a paper model given
by some neat-handed granddaughter or niece,

one would exclaim, "How pretty," and "How
fimny !" and so leave it; but it is otherwise
when it comes out as a serious design for execu-
tion (ominous word !)* My attempt to criticise

it is ended. It may be that as a sexagenarian
(aud something more) I am past the appreciation
of these later "revivals" (?) of 17th and 18th
centm-y " work." I confess to this, and then of
cotu-se, '

' what can it matter what such an old
noodle says !'" So I had better spare my pen and
your patience, and at once subscribe myself, as
your readers (of the "revival") will certainly

dub me,
Jan. 29th. An AECHiTEcrnTEAL Fogey.

locks, with keys to differ throughout, and 1 was
able to execute the order at once from stock.
The same may be said of a largo order which

I executed for the War Department for Cyprus,
whereas tho English locks I formerly had of tho
same class only differed in half-dozens (or up to
C variations) linless specially made otherwise, and
at an extra price.

It is, therefore (to use Messrs. Chubb's own
words), "most unfair" for them to class tho
" Anglo-American " locks in question among-
the common goods, " with little or uo variation,"
which I had previously condemned.
With respect to Messrs. Chubb' s workmen, I

am pleased to find that they may bo included
among the "creditable exceptions" quoted by
me iin the Timts ; but, considering that I men-
tioned Messrs. Chubb as one of the exceptional
lock firms of this country, I really cannot see that
they have much ground for complaint imless .t
be that they are anxious to defend the cause of
their "weaker brethren," in which case their
action is decidedly magnanimous.—I am, &c.,

James Hill.
Upper Thames-street, London, Feb. 4.

C0trtsp0iitrtnct.

PICTURESQUE AKCHITECTUEE.
To the Editor of the Building News.

SiE,—All recognised canons of good taste and
soimd criticism agree in excluding from the pale
of the true picturesque those foolish fabrications

—

constructed ruins
; the sentiments attacliing to

intentional imperfection aud designed dilapidation
being utterly opposed to those connected with
the effects of natiu-al decay.
How, then, stands the ca.se with designs, pro-

fessedly architectural, in wliich the effect aimed
at seems very analogous to that of au artificial

ruin—in which discordant elements of diverse
styles are linked together, as though through
some accident of repair or reconstniction—in
which debased Gotluc aud cormpted Classic
unite their uncouth details in "most admired
confusion," and in wliich features foreign to the
uses of the building are dragged in neck and
heels (at no small cost of money, see you) to
produce uovelty (aye, indeed !) and to vary out-
h'ne ? Is this architecture in the proper sense of
the word ? Is it real art in any sense 'i

You seem to give a decision in the affirmative
under that powerful pronoun, the editorial '

' We, '

'

in the admiration you express for the design for

ENGLISH A^^D AMERICAN LOCKS.
SiE,—In your issue of the 17th ult. you com-

ment upon a letter on above subject which
appeared in t'.ie Times, addi-essed by me to the
Hon. Colonel Wrottosloy, R.E. In that letter I
incidentally alluded to Messrs. Chubb and Son,
and I notice in your issue of the 24th ult.

that they traverse some of my statements
respecting machine-made locks. As their re-
marks are calcidated to depreciate the quality of
the locks under discussion, perhaps you will
kindly allow me a sentence or two in expla-
nation.

I quite agree with Messrs. Chubb that it is not
desirable to make a large quantity of locks with
keys precisely alike ; but, with aU due deference
to them, I cannot see that they are waiTanted
in concluding that it is aR.sunied by either
Colonel Wrottesley or my.self that "all English
locks are of one class, consisting of a number of
small parts, exact counterparts of one another."
It does not foUow, because locks are produced
wholly, or partially, by machinery, that the
keys should neces.sarily have little or no varia-
tion.

Mes.srs. Chubb also seem to labour under the
impre.ssion that I sell the common American
locks, and those only, although I stated in the
Times that I had "no great faith" in such
locks

; that they were only intended for the cheap
" wooden houses of the States," and that I did
not buy " the purely Yankee goods." I may be
allowed to say, therefore, that the special locks I
sell of American manufacture differ in the keys
to a far greater extent than those of the same
class made in tliis country at higher rates. Sin-
gularly enough, it so hajipened that the same
moniing on which Messrs. Chubb's letter was
published au order came by post for a school at
Tunbridge for 36 of the " Anglo-American "

HOUSE CLASSIFICATION AlO) REGIS-
TRATION.

Sib,—We class and register our ships ; might
it not be a good plan aud to the public advantage
to do the same with our houses 't

As regards drainage and water supply, a
house could be classed under several heads, ac-
cording to the style and quality of its fittings,

e.g.—
A 1. class house has all drains, soil, and

waste-pipes outside of the house, and the soil

and waste-pipes and rain-pipes separate and de-
bouching into ventilating siphon-traps at their
foot, and each also ventilated properly at the
top. The drain to be also trapped off from the
sewer by a ventilating siphon trap, and ventilated
at its higher end. -All the water supply for culi-
nary and drinking purposes to be off the main
direct.

A 2.—Drainage same as above, but water
supply off cisterns having no connection with
water-closets, said cisterns being properly placed^
and to have lids and block-tin self-acting over-
flows to keep out dust.

B 1.—Drains wholly or partly through house,
but these and the pipes properly fitted in,
trapped, and ventilated. Water supply off the
main.
B 2.—Drains as in B 1, but water supply off

cisterns as. above.
C 1.—Drains going through house, and only

partly trapped and ventilated, diain gas going^
up soil or waste-pipes, and not in a satisfactory
condition. Water off main.
C 2. — Drains as iu C 1, but water off

cisterns.

D 1. — Drains going through house, and
neither trapped nor ventilated properly. Water
off main direct.

D 2.—Drains as in D 1, but water supply off

cisterns, and so on with the other styles of
fittings.

The higher classification the house would get,
it would stand a better chance for selling well
in the market. I have been asked to give cer-
tificates myself ; but if some acknowledged
standard were made out by the authorities,

such would be, I believe, of immense service.—

I

am, &c.,

W. P. BucnAS, Sanitary Engineer.

SlE,

SEMI-DETACHED VILLAS.
—There can be no difference of opinion.

• I SI • the wood-work is to be painte-d green, possibly
for " symbolical reasons."

as to the importance and difliculty of the problem
you have set before your readers, and having
given considerable attention to this subject, per-
haps you will allow me to indicate various points
to which attention shoidd be directed iu planning,
and which I find experienced tenants regard
as important to the comfortable occupation of
this class of houses, and as economising repairs,

fmiiiture, and domestic labour.

1. Thedomestic offices (including coal-cellar),

should be on same level as livmg-rooms, audeasily
but not directly accessible from dining-room
stairs and entrance.
N.B. A serrice door is preferable to a hatch, as

requiring but one servant instead of two, and
should be shut off from the staircase and hall.

2j The bath-room and w.c. should be distinct,

easily, but not obviously, accessible ; against an
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external yf,\il, but not adjoining any door or orer

any principal room.
3. The minimum of passages.

4. No rooms liglito<l from the side.

5. The minimiun of external doors.

6. A roomy ratnince, Ti-ith sjmce for hats and
coats, end for a i)erambiJator (this last is an im-
portant point, invariably overlooked).

7. The larder and stores should be accessible

without necessarily passing through Htchen.
8. A copper in scullery (not in kitchen).

9. The kitchen range lighted from the side.

10. A water supply to bed-room floor.

1 1 . The stairs to be screened from the front

door and to l>e sufficiently easy of ascent.

12. A tradesmen's entrance at side.

13. A throiigh side passage for convenience of

dustmen, gardener, coals, &c.

14. The back garden not to bo narrowed by
too great projection of offices, or it.i privacy
diminished by being overlooked thereby.

15. A minimum of flats and valley gutters.

Sanitary and other matters, move of detail than
plan, need not here be gone into.

After the well-considered design for a detached
villa by " S. in a Circle," one is disappointed at

bis plsJi for a semi-detached villa, published in

yonr number of the 31st. The plan is e^'idcntly

carefully thought out, and many of the points

above have been fairly met; but it remains
open to obvious objections. There is no wall
space for hats and coats ; the back garden is nar-

rowed to a width of 14ft., and commanded by
the servants' department ; there are no less than
four external doors ; much waste of space in

passages ; all dust and garden materials must be
carried through scullery ; and the design could

not be carried out at 61d. a foot. The service

arrangement is comically like the Irishman's
bottomless sedan chair; except for the look of

the thing, it would be easier for Mary, having
already brought the dish and its odours into the

iitaircase hall, to carry it through the dining-room
door instead of han(fing it to Jane through the

hatch ; and although winders may be difficult

altogether to dispense with wthout sacrificing

more A-aluable space, yet Tjin. riders and for-

windcrs to a quarter space are unnecessarily iun

eonvenient. I cannot, however, object to the

scullery side-light, as the other alternative, viz.,

its -svindow overlooking the garden, would be a

greater evil, and in any case a tradesmen's side

entrance is ncc'cssary, and the overlooking objec-

tion can be easily met by raising the division fence.

The general arrangement of the plan is prob-
ably the true one, and if the unnecessary and
offensive gro)md-floor w.c. were dispensed with,

and the entire side block brought forward, most
of the objections I have named would disapi>ear

in the re-arrangement.
The problem cannot however be yet regarded

as at aU settled, although no doubt the attention

you have called to it will bear good fruit.

—

I am, &c., C. M. Stedhait.

An enquiry was recently held at Woodford, South
Essex, before Mr. S. J. Smith, C.E., Local Govern-
ment Board Inspector, respecting an application

from tho Woodford Local Board for sanction to

iorrow £1,800 for sewerage works.

rmttvcommuniratiou.

QVESTIOXS.
[5669.1—Sesponsibility of Clerks of "Works. —

"wax some of yuur uiimei-oiw lejulera Uirow any liglit on
the rcsponfiibilit>' It^ally resting on a clerk of works .' I
will state a case thus:—Suppose a clerk of worka hannj?
Uic superintendence of a building- under the direction of
the architect* and he is furnished with correct copies of
plans, schedule, and speeifiiuitions, by the ju-chitcct. Tho
clerk of works is appointed to attend to the interest of tho
employer in whose paid service he is, while so employwl—
as clerk of works—to see that the contitictor fairly
executes his oontraet accoi\Ung' to plans, ifcc, and to the
entire satisfaction of the architect, and accoixlinp' to the
true intent and moaning of the plans and spedttcations.
A clause, as usual, is in the sjKiciticatious by whit-li tho
contracting i)artie3 ai-c boiujd to submit ail disputes
arising from tho contract to tlic architect, who shidl be
sole arbiter between them. The contnictor proceeded to
execute the works, but does so totally different from the
plans, and his materials and workraansliip of an Lnfcnor
kind, and conmuy to those provided. The structure falls,

and a dispute thus aiises between the employers and the
contractor. A reference is made t^^ the iirbiter, who sum-
mons both parties to appear before him. They accordingly
appear by ajjent and counsel, the case is fidly investif<att'd,

and the arbiter tinU.-* tlie contractor failed to exccuti^ 1 ho
works accoi-ding to plans, &e., and decides against him with
expenses, and ordaiusliimwithinareitson.^blo time {named),
to takedown the fallen structureand rc-erect it according to

the plans, &c. In tlio ease of his failing to do so he dii-ects

the employer to do so at his expense, the architect not
being jmid in the oi-dinary way by commission on the cost
of the works, but by fe«?. The clerk of works allowing
the building to go on contrary to the plans, &c., as befon;
stated, only repoi-ts the matter to tlie architect when the
building gives way. The faulty building is removed by
the clei-k of works, at tho instance of the employers (in

terms of the arbiter's tludinp), and reconstructs it accord-
ing to the plans, &<-., and it is now a substiintial and
secure structui'e. The question is. On whom does the
responsibility of the failure of tho first structure rest ?—

A

Constant Keadbb.

[5670.]—Laundry Bryingr Closet.—I am desirous
of building a drjing uloaet to my laundry, lift. X Hft. and
should be glad if any of your renders would kindly give
me some information respecting the fitting up of same,
such as best method of heating, clothes-horses, ventila-

tion, &c., or reference to any plates or di-awiugs illustra-

ting same. I may say there wnll be no room or chamber
over the closet, llephes will oblige—Bar of Soap.

[5671.]-Storing: Rain-water.—I shall feel obliged
by some reader of tlie Buii.dino Nkws kindly informing
me what size tank would be necessary to store the rain-
water from about 2,182 feet sup. of roof area. I know
that the rainfall for a year avei-ages about ISin. in depth
per foot, but I am not certain how I should allow fur the
quantity of water taken from cistern for use of house.
Full particulars will oblige—Peck.snikk.

[5672.—Fir.—In back numbers of this journal, ques-
tions have been asked on moi"e than one occasion as to the
means of distinguishing between tho various species of
tlr; but the answers have, for the most part, been that
practice is alone the method of acciuiring it. In the
ITonours examination in building consti-uction of the
Science and Art Depai-tmeut, (jueetions are given nearly
eveiy year which necessitate a l:nowledge of how to dis-

tingTiisli the tirs when worked up. It hua occmTod to me
that if the replies given in this journal be coiToct, it is

manifestly untiiir to give questions on a subject in which
practical experience alone guides one. As I intend sitting

at the coming examination, I shall be much obliged if any
one will kindly help me either by giving me information
on the subject, or by mentioning a book which treats cf
the matter.—A. S.

[5673.—Sand Piles.—In your *' Commonplace
Coliunn," in the number for 3Ist January, article " Foun-
dations," it is recommended to bore holes in the earth,

and to fill those holes with sand in preference to using
piles of wood when the gromid is soft. This suggestion
js frequently repeated in books ; but in the C(»ui-80 of a
pretty long professional experience, I have never seen it

put into practice, nor heard of the plan being employed.

May I ask to be infonned where, and by whom, tliis
method of forming foundations has been used in i-ecent
limes, and with -ii-hat i-e-sult I I'crhaps some of youi*
readers aui contribute information on the subject.

—

E. J. vr.

[5674.] —Ordnance Datum.—T have charge of a
navigable river in which I am about to make some im-
iHjitant improvements. I should like to reilute all my
levels to ordnanc-e datum. Thei-e jue several bench marks
of tho Ordmuice Survev in my locality. Can any ix-ador
infonn me how I can obtain the heights of them so as to
be able to comiect my levels with tlicm.—Beta.

[5675.]—Planks, Deals, and Battens.—Will
some reader, tlu-ongh Intercommimication Column, in-
form me how to distinguish l.st from 2nd and inferior
quaHticsof ^Vrchangel and roter.sbiu'g planks, deals and
battens. They are not bnindud ;it the ends like Swedish
and other goods, but mcrclr st^imped, I believe, with a
small letter. Perhaps someone will also kindly inlona
me where I can pet the weekly current pxiccj of wood
goods.—CouNTUY Builder.

jiEPiiji:s.

[5636.J—Porous Bricks.- " Z. X. T." will find tliat
the Boduneut from the water will soon stop the pores in
any porous bricks he c;in get and render them impervious.
If he wants to filter the water, ho siiould use the material
of the Helenito of Iron Filtering Company.—A. W. Wal-
lace, M.D.

[5646.]—Condensation on "Walls.-This is of
constant occuitcucu in tliu South cif lieland. It is caused
by the vyall getting cooled below the dew-point of tlie warm,
moist air which comes in on a change of weather. It can be
remedied by lath-aud-plastering the wall, or othei-wiso
covering it wiUi a non-conducting substance -whieh will
prevent the cold of the wall coming to the surface, or by
keeping ilres in the bedi-oom during cold weather, so as to
prevent the walls getting cooled.—A. W. Wallace,
il.D.

[5G47.1—Glass.—The gla-ss used for while gas globes
is calltd opal glass, and can easily be procured in flat

sheets at any glu.ss warehouse.-William Ramsey.

[5652.]—Casts of Carving's.— Mr. Harrv Hems*
modus operandi ahould have h.-.d a little more detail, I
think; otherwise the operator will tind himself in "alix"
when he attempts to pull away the clay. Having pi-o-

pared the clajr aa instructed by Mr. Hems, the operator
should examine the carving, and see if there are auv
undereuttings ; if so, they shoidd be first tilled np or
squeezed, so that standing at right angles to tho carving,
all the sm^ace can be seen. The exposc-d portion of those
pieces should be dusted over by taking up du.st on the
end of a brush and putting it on tlie clay, this will pi-e-

vent the general squeeze from sticking to, or tlisturbin,,-

the undercutting pieces, which should be taken out sepa-
rately with a knife or modelling tool, and placed on iho
inverted squeeze in their proper places

; you can then pro.
coed as described by Mr. Hems. Should the squeeze Ix;

large, it should be covered with a coat of plaster to keep
the clay from warping, and to assist in taking it away. In
squeezing wood caiTings, ti.ssue paper is often used with
advantage : it prevents, in some measure, the particles of
clay being pressed into the pores of the wood.—H.
Tkbby.

[5653.] - Casting- Plaster of Paris with Gela-
tine Moulds.—Gelatine, I Jind, is best made from
Russian and common glue in equal parts ; to harden
same, add .^oz. of Canada Balsam to each ^ gallon of
gelatine when dissolving ; in using gelatine the casts ^vant
taking out as soon as the plaster is set, as the lieat of
plaster, if all'iwed to stay in too long, will take the face
otf or make it soft and pappy. Allow suthcient time to
cool down before reiilling.—O. Lisrtu:.

[.5663.]-Plain Tile Boofs.-I have no doubt the
houses referred to are veiy old ; if so, the laths and nails
will be decayed. And the men going on the roof to repair
them, if not experienced men, would do more harm than
good. The appe.uuuce may seem to be good. I onco
went on a roof of that description ; but, to my surj^rise, tiie

tiles and laths gave way, and I very soon found myself
on tlie ground again more frightened than hurt. If the
houses are of modem erection, the fault will most jjrob-
ably be in tlio gauge of the tiling being too gi-eat, which
is often dona by jcn-y builders. In such case, the only

LONDON.
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cure is to sti-ip the root' find rc-lath and tile tho siime at a
proper ^luipff, say not ranrt- thui four inchf.'s ; and properly
touched underneath with hail' mortar, will make a perl'ect

cure.—i'BACTICAL TlI-EU.

(But cDfScc €Mt
TiTE 5.3rd annual exhibition of tho Eoyal

Scottish Academy was opened in Edinburgh on
Saturday. The nimiber of -worlcs exhibited in

1,078, being four fewer than Uxst year. Among
the chief jjieturcs by membcrB of the Academy
arc Mr. Hercbnau'.s " Charles Edward Seeking
Shelter in the House of an Adherent," astrildug
illu.stration of the story of "Alnaschar," by
Mr. Lockliart, and "The Retreat from Moscow,"
by Mr. Gibb, one of the newly-elected associates.

The pictures from a distance embrace Mr. Leslie's

"School Re^dsited," Mr. Orchardson's "Tho
Queen of Swords," and "The Social Eddy,"
and a picture by Mr. Ahna Tadema, entitled

"After the Audience," which occupies the
central position in tho great room. Tiie presi-

dent, Sir Daniel Mac.nee, has portraits of Sir

James Bain, painted for tho corporation of Glas-
gow, the Duke of Buccleuch, the late Mr.
Samuel Bough, and Professor Balfoiu-, of the
University of Edinbiu-gh. Among the sculp-
tm-es is a marble bust, bj' Sir Jolm SteoU, of the
late Lady Anna Stirling Maxwell, commissioned
by the late Sir William Stirling Maxwell. Mr.
Mossman has a colossal marble bust of tlie late

Rev. Professor Eadie, of Glasgow ; and there

are also works by Mr. B. Nodie, Mr. George A.
Lawsou, Mr. D. W. Stevenson, Mr. .Tohn Hut-
chison, Mr. Charles M'Bryde, and others. Tlie

total sum realised through the sale of pictures on
Tuesday was £2,101, as compared with £1,701
on the opening day last year.

TirE annual conference of the G encral Alliance
of Operative House-Painters is being held diu'-

ing the present week at Hanley. The meeting
opened on Monday, when about fifty delegates
were in attendiince. Tlie annual address was
given by the President of the conference (Mr.
Sumley), in which he disputed the assertion

wluch they continually heard, that trades
luiionism was driring trade from tho eoimtry,
and prevented tho development of the national
resom'oes. AiTjitratiou was one of the funda-
mental piinciples of theii' society, but there were
questions upon which it was impossible for them
to arbitrate. He announced the accession of

1,100 members to theii' society during the past
year, and referred to several of the subsidiary
objects of the society. He said trades unionists
were much indebted to Mr. John Morley for hia

able and crchaustive address on over-production,
and to Mr. Maodonald, M.P., for introducing
his Bill for compensating servants injm-ed in the
scrrice of their employers. This Bill was of

especial value to painters, whoso work often
plaeed them in jeopardy. He had not the
slightest sj-mpathy %vith the pei'potrators of the
diabolical outrages which had been committed
dm-ing the recent strilce in the cotton districts,

and he earnestly hoped that such acts would

never again be witnessed in tliis oomitry. Setting

law and order at defiance must destroy the cause

of any workmen.

A MEETING of artiste was held on Saturday, at

tho Grosvenor Gallery, to consider tho question

of artistic copyright, as it would be aftected if

the recommendations in the report of the recent

Royal Commission were adopted by legislation.

A resolution was adopted to the effect that while
tho report of the Royal Coiiunission exposed
the defects of the existing law of artistic copy-
right, tlie meeting was of opinion that the inte-

rests of the public coidd be as adequately secured

by means less injmious to the interests of art.

A second resolution was also adopted as follows

:

'
' Tluit in the absence of express stipulation the

purchase or acquisition of a work of art should
not carry with it the right of reproduction, but
that such right shoidd in all cases remain vested

iu the producer until he has specifically parted
with it. It is, however, exiiedient for the
seciurity of purchasers and the public that tliis

general principle should be subject to the

following limitations—1. That the suggestion

of the Royal Commissioners iu relation to photo-
graphic portraits on commission should apply to

all jjortraiture, and that the author of a portrait

executed on cominis.sion should have no power to

do anything in the exercise of his copyright
without the sanction of the person who ordered it.

2. Li regard to nplican made by the artist him-
self, that the possession of copyright should not
be held to entitle the author of a work of art to

make copies.thereof iu the same material, and of

such close resemblance iu other resjjects as to

iiuperil the identity of the original work, and
thereby to le.ssen its value." A resolution

declaring that registration would prove a
vexatious and ineffective mode of protection for

the design in works of imaginative art was
proposed by Mr. Plerkomer, seconded by Sir F.
Leighton, and adopted. A committee consisting

of Mr. Fripp, Mr. Richmond, Mr. Albert Moore,
and Mr. Herkomer was appointed to carry out
the objects of the meeting. We have heard on
good authority that the Ro3^^1 Academy contem-
plate a memorial to the Government on the
subject of artistic copyright.

It is proposed to establish a Society, to be
called the "St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society,"

for the non-professional study of Ecclesiastical

Aroliitectm'e and desigTi. Members will visit

churches under the direction of professional arclii-

tects ; frequent meetings will be held, at which
lectures and papers on architectiu-al subjects wiU
be read and discussed. The fii'st meetmg was
held in the Chapter House, 68, St. Paxil's Church-
yard, last night at 7 o'clock, when the rules and
other matters connected with the society were
brought forward for consideration. The Dean of

St. Paul's has consented to become president.

Mr. Penrose, Sui'veyor of St. Paul's Cathedi-al,

has promised to conduct the members over St.

Paul's; Mr. Randall Dmce has kindly offered

to give the members a systematic description of

the contents of the Royal Ajt'chitectural Museum,
Westminster, in clironological order. Mr. R.
Howard Wall is the Secretary, pro tern.

A MONOOiurn, consisting of a history or arclii-

tcctural description and complete drawings of the
Abbey of St. Andrew, Hejjiam, is about to be
published for Bubscribors only by Mr. Charles
Clement Hodges, of Bamsley. Wo have seen
several of the drawings for this volume, and they
bear evidence of much careful work and study.
The plate8(which are photo-lithographic reproduc-
tions of the author's own drawings) will com-
prise plans, elevations, sections, details, and
perspective views both of the church itself and
tho remains of the domestic buildings of tho
abbey. The church of Hexham Abbey is

equalled by none in tho county of Northumber-
land for scale and architectural interest. Mono-
graphs of the kind now promised by Mr. Hodges
deserve the support of the profession, and ulti-

mately become exceedingly valuable records of
buildings either no longer remaining or "tho-
roughly restoi'cd." We hope to return to Mr.
Hodges' book later on.

TuE important question of water supply to our
large cities will, it is to be hoped, receive great at-

tentionin Parliament tliissessiou. Both Lancasliiro
and Yorkshire will move in the matter, and tho
utmost efforts will bo made to bring about an
improvement now long demanded. Mr. Edward
Howard will move for a select committee of in-

quii-y on the subject. The scope of his proposed
invetfcigation wiU embrace tho water supply of
the manufacturing districts of both the counties
mentiono. He is person.aDy disposed to adopt
whatever means may be deemed requisite to meet
the existing difficulty, but before agreeing to any
large measure of refoi-m he desires full inquiry.

The Thirlmere scheme attempted to be carried

out by Manchester last year having dran-n his

attention more immediately to the subject, he
will ask the Select Committee if it be appointed
to decide how far it is necessary or expedient to

lay the Cumberland and Westmoreland lakes,

under contribution. The Thirlmere scheme will

again be fought bitterly, whether or not its pro-

gress delayed by the contemplated action of Mr.
Howard.

Mb. Gladstone draws attention in the Guardian
to a plan now on foot for the restoration of the
ancient and venerable, though small, cathedral

church of St. German's, in the Isle of Man. The
great antiquity of the see and the site may make
the church, which is of the thirteenth century,

seem modern in comparison ; but it presents an.

assemblage of remarkable features wliich invest

the scheme with more than a local character.

Its restoration would fill a palpable void, as the
see of Man is at present without a cathedral.

Tlie present Governor of the Isle of Man, with a
view to the restoration of the ancient cathedral,

has had, within the last thi'ee years, the principal

arches under the central tower, together with the

external walls of the building, repaired and
secured under tho supeiintendence of Mr.
Anderson, well known in connection with the
works at Jedbui-gh Abbey and the cathedral of

lona. The Governor has also obtained designs

for the complete restoration of the cathedral,

which Mr. Anderson estimates can be effected at

a cost of £10,000.
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Mr.

CHIPS:
. Itm^a'taittt tn alradr raused : they are

iMi tliaa £400. Many working men
hai<» oantzilHitcd tbmx ahilling.

A •tatDed-ckj* wmdow u to be erected in St.

Hannt'f Clar^ WaBtminster, iii memory of tlio

Hm WuMlnrortk District Board of Works have
anoficd the tender of Mr. Beevcrs for the eiccu-
tina of all aaaont' and pariours' work in Clapham,
for* tetm of three years, in accordance with a
whrinh a* prieea.

ne Iowa ooomiaaoDen of Ennis have obtained
« ka> of jtll.OOO fur the construction of waterworks
for wtfflyJMig the town with pure water.

TWt Town CoouniaiiaBen of Qoeenstown adopted
«a Monday the (chema of Mesars. O'Kecfo iind

Jaekna, eiril enfoaecn. for proposed water-
vnfa, and authorised them, in conjunction with a
thiid hydisulic-eugiuecr to be berritfter ai>poiut<Hl,

to jmpan the neceasaiy plans, sections, and books
4e venRBo^

A new system of water-supply was publicly in-
aonrated at Bomsey on Thuraday iu lust week
It MS been rroridea by the South Hants Water
OoBpaay, wao have also just supplied several vil-

lamm in the aoahbooihood, as well as the suburbs

hour instead of by the day, and will ask them to

work 55 hours a week, instead of 49)^, as is the ease

at the present time. The alteration in the mode of

pajTueut, it is stated, will amoimt to a reduction of

is. per woek. The alteration iu tlie scale is to take

effect iu May, iu accordance with a resolution passetl

some time time ago binding both masters and men.

Sooltine Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of

the United Kingdom, given on application to
CHARLES TRASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Ilminster, Somerset.

Agent : ilr. E. Ckickm-vv, 4, Agiur-stfcct, London, W.C

HART'S PATEIT

CYCLIC ELEVATOR,

The Prime Xiaister has appointed Sir Richard
Wallaoa, Bart, K.C.B., M.P., to the vacant
Truteeahip of the Xattoual Portrait Gallery.

IKRSmtaS FOB THE ENSTJTNG WEEK.
>M>*I.—Ii»)>l lutllntc of Briti^ ArebllcrU. John PfDnc-

tkun i , « ** Thr ^mmvUUtn botwem Ancient
Alt aiU U* A>dcalO<oaMtn,u lUa»tn>lc<l br
t to Work! or tto •(* af FMdea," 8 pm.
to «f Alto. t>r B. W. RJchardMui, on " Further
"MarckM Is PutrefiuUTe <.'h.in«es," 1 p.m

I flf CItU Basinem. DiMruMioa on "The
Ow iMM aad tendhBrrt Water SuppUet.," 8 p.m.

cttr of Aita. 1. Ballwar, on • An Application
oTlto m Hl»ir Piaraaa to tlu BrducUon of
MrtaUic sdykMci/- S pja.

*i.—OvB aad Mcvtaaloal BniHaect*' Societr. James
Low,m " Flactare of lmn,"6S>n.m.

•t ril ty te tto na« Arlh. c. J.Orimths on '-The
.
Xltc^ WooJ BacnivinK at the rn-»ent l>ay."

aacw^af Aitk A.O. FhiUip on" Nuxioiu Vapours,"

»ai»al.-%Ai»IUIwl«i»l AanriattOB. U. Pben> Spiers on "The
latmit liau l Oaaxm* of Ajvhitccu at Paris,

HELLIWELL'SPatented NEW SYSTEM
tJ>" Alhi \<,.\l Kl(-TKiUTl.MrKIiIS3I.\HIJiOUVZL\G
_ All Woodwork is covered, ami no outride PaiotinK is
ggahed. Old Boots Be-glazod. Any one can repair or

"Wis III I I I lor Kanwa;

^•fsi ••ea, a»S we skonld be rery moeh lnrluii.d to try the

,T Sutions.MnU, Wearlnn Sheds, ftc.,
to CDMTTatories, Plant House,i, and

-.--. —DoW be rery mn
Ia». llianrtalaly worth luokloic to.'—

s la Bvet Uie ead In view

Builder.
other similar system

more nearly than anything« saM m."—rjk< ruu
^".5t»J*Jg^^^r^ >^<^ satlsfceOM to every one using

SS!!!*^!*lJ^.'.l^ new Olaslaa gystoa to be worthy the
ttoaarftaJersoftlK ' Kej.toneT^'—The AViuloiu* Slwal is.Dmwtoirs.or rartleulars, apply t« the Patentee
T. W. HKLUWELL, Brighouse, Yorkshire;

or, 19, Parliament-street, Loudon.

_JfaglSS»^ &"*"= .f*"9« !• refreshing,
S^'S^'T}*':- !?* •*• I">-"-atlTe .f rnaa., s.unr.»«S;

iSClll uS^ urn !?* "'»<««'>«'t the world, and the

WiUl-JsAn) ABBEY GEEEK SLATES
*^. TT*^ *'"*•" "^''Ut. «n*I niadr in
•rmllsUf tor Immrdwtc di'liTrrr. I-'nr

UTof B

fXR.'

* J!?* «<»' amOUUe for Immrdiate dVliTorr Fur

tta Msausa, aynderwen, Kg.o., CannartSenshur!-

TENDEBS.
Brxhill.—For the restoration of the parish church.

Mr. W. ButterHcld, architect :—
Gaskin uf Coutcrbury (accepted) £4,131

BiuoilTON.—For suppljiug and fixinj? iron fence to
enclose shubberies on the Madeini-road, for the Brighton
Town Council :

—

H. Greene and son, Brighton £315
Horton and C,)., Liverpool 300
Bced and Son (accepted) 265

Bhiohtox.—For the construction of sewers in Preston-
ville, for the Brigrhton Town Council :—

Marshall, J. O. B. (accepted) £G85
Brightov. — For an additional stoi-v to the Sussex

Hotel, CliftonriUe. Mr. Fred. W. llyde, architect,
Brighton; quantities supplied;—

Cheeseman and Co £1,489
Lockyer 1,447
Garrett i.aso
Botting 1,300
Parsons and son 1,275
l^itclung and Son 1,1SJJ

BiiisTDi..—For alterations and additions to Xo.s. 1, 2
and .'i, Bridpc-street, for Messrs. I.,evy and Co. 3Ies.srs.
J. W, Trew and Sons, architects, 1, Wine-street,
Bristol:—

Eostabrook and Sons f 2.">7 nett.

i^»y ^ 2,55 nett.
J.Sanders 248 nett.
Neale 245"
J. WUlinms 2.37 nett.
.1. Broad 203 nett.
E. J.Hatherly 201 nett.

[•Less £2 for revolving shutters.]

Chiswick.—For alterations and addition to Little
Sutton, Chiswick. Wm. Emerson, architect :—

Iluwanl Bros £5,404
Tjascellea 5 .331
C""" „ '..' '.'.'.

sImi
Adamson and .Son (accepted) 4,1^1

Csovuo-f.-For new offices in Catherine-street, Croydon,

J s? -f Light and Coke Company. Messrs. Bernoy

. £a,aso

. 2,907

. 2,790

. 2,769

. 2,&S9

. 2,5i3

and Monday, architects
Coles
Hyde
Hart
Nightingale ]'

Macey and Son
]]

Smitli, Jas [,] ['[

[Architects' estimate, £2,.541.]

Ix)xi>o}<.—For the erection and completion of a ware-
house m Queenhithe, Upper Thames-street. Mr H HBndgman, architect

; quantities by Mr. Walter Barnett
and Mr. F. Thomson

:

Wall Bros
Morelund and Mixon
Adamson
Brass
Ashby
Manly
Kirk and Bandall
Tarrant
Scrivener and Co.
Downs
Grover
Perry and Co. ...

Conner
Crabb
Hunt
Toms

_ Hailcw«^« gUl« have many otrnipcUtots, thoughgjy-.*' aiffly,'** r™« and delleate with a simple
iti'Jgli'LH-??* y»»«. aperient. Tl,.^ ..111.. ™mpo«,rt of
=.ff?J_ !".". •» partfcalarty adapted !•„ all toinpl.lnt.v* aartserrlreahla at the critical periods

Crairt Htks.

WAOE8 MOVEMENT.
—5iiri;;ir""~* numlK.-r of masons in this town
f!^g*ir'_*gy? prop<«sl of the masters totrngn^u tba workuig hours by two per week.

SwI^ii 1^ Mi'iniaon of their iuUntion, dating

fypfayrt ttoonghout South Yorkshire. At the

"""" to pay the whole of them by the

. £2,057

. 1,9H9

. l,a)6

. 1,895

. 1,886

. 1,790

. 1,783

. 1,749

. 1,74,3

, 1,7;B
l,ftS8

1,680

1,.598

1,1)84

1,.582

1,473

„_ HATH STONK OK BKST (lUAI ITVWESTwoc ouovNi;. nox mtouNij;^cJi'i[.>ii.vM nowx,

RANDELL, SAUNDERS, &CO.,LiMiTED,
Quarrymen and Stone Merchants

Prices, de,i,ert.d.t any P«rt ;;„....^U„itod Kingdom, ru.nl.ho

B«TB Sio.i Orrits, COHSHAM, WILTS.-[Adyi.]

fin?!?""°*j* ,
.Jrritatlon.- Soreness and dmipss

th?^lESS% ''""'''"°"'; '"'"« '" PruKlmlty tothcBlai'-it

^pTi^'t iOk ^.,:i:?"^„ris '3St^"
Thr.;af.„d p" inii^i-.HA,;i'r,

'•'^""'"" '" '"c .MunidpSf

^^OYAL POLYTECHNIC—
UM.KIOIIS auEKU nilKAM fwrltt™ br -Hr'siv,

i.i.i..Tici< i.iVmT:)y,'M^'/-( "Kf's""''i;'rl,v;t/;^,.l':"'"'""-

Lsi'TO-fc
*«. ^'-aVS.I'^J' i."'op"ouX'.!;"K' „ST!;;;-j

K

ArPLT TO THE

PATENTEE, 37, WALBROOK, E.G.
OE TO THE

Sole Makers:

J. & E. HALL,
Engineers, Millwrights, Founders,

and Boiler Makers,
DARTFORD, KENT,

OR

21,ST.SWITHIN LANE, LONDON.

Sole Makers of MOTT'S

UNIVERSAL CRUSHER.
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OCCULT PEINCIPLES IN DESIGN.

THE Institute lastMonday was occupied in

discussing two subjects, each of which
had more interest for the archicologist and
theorist than the practical arcliitect. The
topics, though widely different, had yet

some sort of a relation. In one case the

question of planning and one or two abstruse

points turned on an old mediaeval chiu^ch,

whose foimdations, long since buried and
forgotten, have recently become a theme of

interest ; and in the other case, with regard

to buildings whose ruins, upwards of two
thousand years old, stUl stand on the rock

at Athens, and attest for all time a won-
derful era of civilisation and refinement.

Now, regarded from a practical standpoint,

no one cares an iota as to the precise position

or divergence of the axial lines of the old

and new cathedrals of St. Paul's, or whether
the choir was dcilected for symbolic

reasons or not ; neither, on the other hand
does the practical architect care whether
the proportions of the Parthenon were ad
justed to the eye from certain points of

sight on the Acropolis, as assumed by Mr,
Pennethome. Nothwithstanding this in-

difference, the subjects possess some interest,

and we are surprised a larger audience of the

younger members of the profession was not

present. They were not, perhaps, inviting

topics, nor was the manner in which
Mr. Pennethome' s theory was illustrated

the most intelligible to those who had never
bpfbre grappled ivith the problem.

With regard to the question of the decora-
tion of St. Paul's, we have already said

sufficient about the objections which forbid

a piecemeal scheme, particularly the project

for the mosaic embellishment of one part,

and that the crowning feature of the cathe-

di'al. Our opinion was supported at the

meeting by more than one speaker who
questioned the propriety of coloured decora-
tion in the dome and the effect it would have
in " bringing down " apparently the dome
over the still undecorated interior.

The partial decoration contemplated, must in

the mind of most artists we believe, have
the effect we have before feared of destroy-

ing the natiu'al scale of the whole building,

and throwing it out of harmony ; apart from
the other question of expediency of begin-
ning with the purely decorative work when
so much else needs consideration. With re-

spect to the question of the plan of Old
St. Paul's, Mr. Penrose's paper, a re-

port of which we have given, opens up
a somewhat occult question, though it

also shows how inaccurately the old plans
were drawn that out of four extant docu-
ments not one agrees with the scale which
the recently-discovered cloisters have per-
mitted to be made, and no two agree with
each other. In each of them the proportion
between nave and choir varies, though Mr.
Penrose strongly points to the trustworthi-
nessof theOxfordNo. 1 plan, whichshowsboth
cathedrals, and which accords fairly with
Hollar's. Then there is the more interesting
point as to the different directions of the
axes of the old cathedral and the now, and
the deflection of the choir and transept of
the former from the true lines. These
points can only be cleared up by an investi-

gation of the actual foundations so far as
they can be discovered, and the conclusion
we can draw from them must remain more
or less conjectural and uncertain. Doubt-
less, however, symbolic reasons lie at the
bottom of the divergences of the axes.

When wo como to Mr. Penncthome's
theory respecting the apparent proportions

or the visual heights of the Greek temples

we have something far more definite and
satisfactory, for we know that the Greek
aichitects were masters of aesthetics, and that

geometricor opticalprinciples, instead of sjrm-

bolic ones, controlled the design. The subject

was less intelligibly illustrated than it might
have been, though some largo diagrams, and

a few excellent water-colour drawings of the

temples by Mr. Phene Spiers were hung on
the walls. We may simply explain that Mr.
Penncthome's theory is essentially foimdcd

upon optical principles. It is well under-

stood that the geometrical elevation of a

building is seldom seen in the actual pro-

portions except from a distant point of

view; the actual heights of the various

parts, as seen .by the eye of a spectator from

a certain point of view, subtend smaller

visual angles as they rise above the level of

the spectator. This the Greek architects fore-

saw and, according to Mr. Pennethome,
they made certain corrections and adjust-

ments of the real heights of columns, enta-

blature, &c., as laid down by canons in the

executed building. They, in fact, worked
to a scale of apparent proportions after

having iixed upon certain commensurable
geometric quantities. Mr. Pennethome, in

his elaborate work on the " Geometry and
Optics of Ancient Architecture," speaking

of the Egyptian and Greeks, says:—"To
prevent any apparent disturbance, either in

the proportions or lines, it was fovmd neces-

sary to introduce certain corrections in the

vertical as well as in the horizontal lines of

the first masses." It does not require any
great discernment to understand this require-

ment. It was necessaiy first to determine

the most general point of sight from which
the temple was seen, and the most favour-

able visual angles wore chosen. Let us

illustrate a case. In designing such a temple
as the Parthenon there was a canon of

proportion agreed upon for the width and
general heights founded upon certain aliquot

parts of the length of the upper step of

portico. In the Doric porticoes, we are told,

the whole height is found to divide into 9

aliquot pai-ts—namely, height of steps=l
part, column=6 parts, and entablature=2

parts. Having thus obtained the actual

heights of elevation, the Greeks from these

calculated the apparent vertical magnitudes,

so that they should bo all commensurate
with one another, and these were calculated

by trigonometry, so as to suit a favourable

visual angle. It is not necessary here to

detail the method, as Mr. Penncthome's
paper will be found reported elsewhere,

but from the above explan.'ition we trust

our readers will see the rationale. To say
the least, the theory is highly probable, as

evidence is not wanting from the writings of

Plato, Aristotle, and Vitruvius, and otlier

authorities to show that a point of view
was invariably chosen by the old architects

from which they considered the proportions

of their buildings. Again it has been sho^^^l

by Mr. Pennethome that the calculated

quantities so obtained agree very closely

with the actual-measiirements of the temples.

Of course, before the calculations can be
made it is necessary to define the pro-
portions, next to assume a horizontal plane
and a point of sight in it, and the diagonal
of temple or building will give the greatest

view the eye can take in. The lineal heights

are then obtained. To apply the corrections to

the building wo may assume an arc struck

from the eye as a centre at the required

point of view, then lines drawn through the

points of division of tho arc tiU they
cut tho vertical plane of building will

give the corrected proportionate heights. In
the case of the Parthenon the points of

sight selected were two, according to this

theoiy—namely, the south-east and north-

west angles, and the results of thecalculations

of those angles show a perfect agreement,

Mr. Pennethome says, between the measured
and the calculated dimensions. The same
agreement is affirmed between those made
for the Propylsea and the porticoes of

the Erechtheum.
Another part of tho paper dealt with the

curvature of the horizontal lines, and hero the

author's ideas do not quite accord with Mr.
Penrose's investigations. The convexity of

the lines are executed practically as arcs of

circles. Eeferring to the Parthenon, tho

curvatureof upper step= 0'37 by calculation,

and by Mr. Penrose's measurement 0'366ft.

This is a close approximation. He found

the ordinates derived from measurements of

steps agreed with those obtained by calcu-

lation of arc of circle. Tho upper step and
architrave, according to Mr. Pennethomc's
diagrams, have the same convexity, namely,
•22, while on the flank it is '37. In the

temple of Theseus, the calculated convexity

of liiie of tho upper step amounts to "Oeo,

and this is tho degree of curvature adopted

for all horizontal lines of portico. In the

Theseum the lines are flatter than in the

Parthenon (see "Geometry and Optics"). The
quantity '22 regulates all horizontal lines of

the last temple. We may remark, however,

that Mr. Penrose found in the fronts of the

Parthenon a curvature on plan, as well as in

a vertical plane ; thus the architrave of ea.st

front is found to bend inwards, but this

has been proved by the same able authority

to have resulted from accident, and not
design. The only objections, indeed, to

urge against the curvature of the horizontal

lines are to be found upon the plea of

disturbance by earthquake or otherwise

;

but, before such an argument can be used,

the disbelievers in these corrections must
account for various other refinements, such as

the convergence of the axes of the angle

columns, and the curvature of other lines

not affected by any such causes. The subject

is one that will repay study, and we refer

our readers to the report of the paper itself

for information, and also to Mr. Pennc-
thome's exhaustive work on the subject.

If the theory of angvilar coiTcction be not

conclusively proved, it is at least based upon
a very sound hypothesis, and one which the

practical architect wUl do well to regard in

the design of his buildings.

AETISTIC COPYRIGHT. '

SO many people have said so much about
the law of artistic copyright during the

past few days that by ordinary persons the
matter has come to be considered involved

to a degree which is certainly not the case.

Everyone is pretty well agi-oed as to the bad-
ness of the existing law, which robs both
artist and patron of the copyright unless

one or both of them are careful to secure it.

As matters stand, a copyright in a picture

or drawing (not executed on commission) can
exist only in those rare instances when at the

time of the sale either the artist or the pur-
chaser of the work stipulates for it by a
stamped agreement. If this step is not
taken the copyright lapses, and any person
who may steal a photograph or copy of the

picture may engi'ave therefrom, and sell the

engi-avings without any fear of disturbance

either from the artist or the purchaser of the
picture. Many people are altogether igno-

rant that this is tho case, but it is so never-

the less, as many an art patron has found to

his astonishment and indignation. The re-

cent Eeport of the Eoyal Commission on
Copyright proposed to end the anomaly by
vesting the copyright, in the absence of any
special agreement, in the purchaser of tho
picture. This view, naturally enough, has
been demuiTcd to by artists, and one result

of the dissatisfaction felt was the late meeting
at the Qrosvenor Gallery, to which we re-

ferred last week. The Eoyal Academy has
probably done more good by the publication
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«il ft MMional on the subjcKjt pivsontcd to

|1» OovoniaiMit, in which the history and

MMantpoaition of thokwof copyright iscaro-

MW eoMidH«d. and in which tho objections

toft* neomnandatioiis of the Eo}-al Com-

MMaiMn whioh moct suggest themaelyes to

Snasonable mind are fairly and temper-

r urged. The Timrs, in a somewhat

knr aitidp. accust-s tho Roj-al Aca-

ikwifMni of putting forward "picas for

aptf^ tw«*iiient,'^uii> fact bein^ really

mite the (erene. Tho memorial is a i>ro-

tMt against die " special treatment " which,

far Mne ifirm difficult to discern, it is pro-

poaed to mete out to painters. WhUo the

Boyal Commissioners have decided that the

light to dnunatisc a novel should bo reserved

to its aathor, that the fullest rights shall be

Raerred to scttlptore, extending not only to

portraits, but to copies of ancient or other

works, and over photographs and drawings

aide of their works, and to photographers

•i tbe customary proprietors of the nega-

tins ; painters alone are to be robbed of

ttMir oopyright for the benefit of the pur-

I of uair pictures. These recommen-

I have been made by a body of gontle-

exoeedingly well able to guard the

I of literature and music, but with-

out having one amongst them to represent

the '•1«''"« of Art, and the result is that if

the outcome of their labours ever becomes

]aw the injustice which is admitted to exist

t present in connection with this matter

wiD be indefinitely intensified.

The arguments set forward in the memo-
rial of the Boyal Academicians on behalf of

die painters are just and weighty ; but we
attaoi little importance to them in compari-

son with the public interests, which we
helieve will be jeopardised if the recommen-
ilalitTnt of the Boyal Commissioners are ear-

ned oat. When an artist's ideas are carried

beyond the original, that is to say, for in-

stuioe, when engravings of a good picture

are miiltiplicd, who else but the artist may
be safelv trusted to watch and aid the pro-

cess with an interest above mere pecuniary

considerations ? Will anyone who really

hopes for the education of the popular taste

be content to leave the matter in the hands
of the mere speculator, whose chief care will

be to reduce expenses to a minimum and to

earn a hi^ profit. There are artists, un-
doubtedly, with whom such considerations

have had but Uttle weight, but little good
or harm is likdy to result from the misrepre-

tmtatiffn of their works. In the case of one
who is an artist in reality—who has spent

his heat efforts in the achievement of a result

which he knows is honestly worth far more
than the price paid for its original embodi-

at in tao hope that by-and-by its ropro-

ay bring him fairly-eamed fame
1 profit, it seems hard that his conscien-

I must be punished in the way it

' will be if the copyright laws arc

after the fashion at present pro-

There is another right claimed by the
Academy ICamorial on behalf of artists which
is most important and iust—viz., that in the
event of too sale of tne copyright by the
paiater, the transaction shoi^d not prciu-
dieially affect his ownnrship of the sketches
and studies connected with tho picture in
qnsation. As the law stands, the right to
VM thesB sketches and studies passes from
the artist with the copyright of the finished
picture ; if, therefore, as is proposed, tho
oopylight became, as a matter of course, the
property of the purchaser of the picture, the
arturt would danng the remainder of his life

use in fear and tn-rablijig much of the accu-
mulated work uf previous yt-ais in the shape
of sliet«J>«a and studits. The Royal Com-
wliiniKils have indeed perceived this, and
here thwiiseltes suggtntiyl a si>c<,ial enact-
ment for the protection of tlie naint<T ; the
wonder is that their sense of its necessity
has not indicated the unnatural character of

fwrtainl'

their main recommendations, which are, as

they admit, opposed to the unanimous opi-

nion of the whole body of artists throughout

tho country.

We trust tho Memorial of tho Academy

may be supported by outsiders generally,

especially by tho architectural profession.

Architet'ts are too well used, it is true, to the

abstraction by others of ideas which no copy-

right Act can ever protect, and the (Mstor-

tion of which wo are compelled to witness

with weeping and gnashing of teeth ;
but

that does not in any way affect the justice

of tho claims set forward by our artist

brethren. There are, moreover, some special

reasons which we need not refer to hero, but

which -ivill occur to any of us who have to

avail ourselves of their co-operation in the

adornment of our works, which should induce

us to support tho conclusions arrived at in

the Royal Academy memorial which we

append

:

1. The copyright in jaintings and drawings to

belong to the arbst, but carrying no right to disturb

the purchaser or owner of the picture. 2. The pur-

chaser or owner of a picture or drawing to be pro-

tected against replicas that should so colourably

imitate such picture or drawing as to rea.souably

allow its identity to bo challeniod. 3. Tho com-

missioner of a portrait picture to be protected against

copies oi any size, and in any material. Also to be

protected against the pubUcation and sale of

engra%-ings, or prints of any kind, or of photographs

from tho said portrait. 4. In the event of his sale

of tho copyright in a picture or drawing, the artist

to be protected against such sale affecting detrimen-

tally his full rights of property in all studies and

sketches conuected with the work in question. 5.

Sculptures aa per Boyal Commissioners report. 6.

Engravings as per Koyal Commissioners' report, but

to be protected in all international conventions. 7.

Kcgistration of paintings and drawings not to be

required until the legally-defined owner (the artist)

parts with his copyright. 8. Eegistration of sculp-

ture to be tho same as in the case of paintings and
drawings.

ON THE NORWEGIAN ORIGIN OF
SCOTTISH BROCHS.

THE above title is tho heading of a small

pamphlet—a reprint from the
'

' Proceed-

ings " of tho Society of Antiquaries of Scot-

land, by Mr. James Fergussou, in whioh tho

author endeavours to prove, in opposition

to the opinion expressed in a paper read be-
fore tho Scotch Society by Mi'. Anderson,
that tho Brochs found in tho north-

western parts of Scotland were built by the

Norwegians.
In 1876, Mr. Forgusson wrote a short

essay
'

" On tho Brochs in tho North of Scot-

land," which has since boon published ; and
Mr. Anderson, the Curator of the above
society, has lately written a rejoinder there-

to in tho " Archffiologia Scotica," in which
ho contends that these towers were "aU
erected by the Picts not eai-lier than the

fifth, nor later than the ninth century.

Mr. Fergusson, in tho pamphlet before

us, answers Mr. Anderson's reply at

some length ; and his arguments are

generally sound. He says, very truly,
" The great tendency of controversies of tlus

class is to got smothered in detail, and to

such an extent as to obscure tho main facts

at issue." Mr. Fergusson confines attention

to the essential peculiarities of tho Brochs,
and to the internal ovidenco they afford.

Ho remarks "the one great fact which
it is indispensable shoiild bo borne in

mind in order to appreciate what follows, is

that the Brochs are essentially works of

fortification, and can only be understood
when treated of according to tho known
principles of military science. Fortunately,
whether applied to castles, citadels, or
towns, these are few and simple and nearly
identical in all ages and countries." From
tho earliest times, observes tho author,
through all tho middle ages, and down to
the curioaily complex system of the jiresent
day, " none of man's architectural works
have been subject to such rigid and un-
changeable laws of utilitarian uso as works

of fortification. Uso, and use only, governs

every form and every detail. . . If, con-
sequently, the Brochs are works of fortifica-

tions—which no one 'doubts—their ago and
uses ought to bo easily ascertainable by the

appplication of the same rules which govern
all other works of their class, and it is, I
believe, because they have not hitherto been
looked on from this point of view, that any
uncertainty exists regarding them." Mr.
Fergusson further observes that no extrane-

ous evidence has been found pointing to any
date or origin. In reply to the argument
that the Biochs cannot bo Norwegian,
because there are no Brochs in Norway,
the author, with justice says, the same
argument may apply to all other countries.
" It may bo argued they are not Celtic

because there are none in Celtland

except four; there are none in Pictland,

though that was inhabited by Celts much
more nearly approaching in condition and
position to the inhabitants of Brochland than

the Norwegians."

From such arguments Mr. Fergusson
shows that these erections are due to some
circumstances peculiar to the north-western

part of Scotland. As regards their being

bmlt of stone, it was not likely in this part

of Scotland, treeless as it is, they would have
been built of wood, when rocks of sandstone

or schistose slate existed close at hand. Tho
peculiarity of this form of architecture is

attributed by Mr. Fergusson to the presenco

of the Northmen or Norwegians in these

countries. Either, it is maintained, tho

Brochs were built by the Celts to defend

themselves and their country against attacks

of the Norwegians, or they were erected by
tho Northern people to defend themselves

against the Celts. As regards the precise

date of the Brochs, the author does not in-

form us, though theii- distribution is given

by Mr. Anderson as follows :—Shetland 75,

Orkneys 70, Caithness 79, Sutherland 60,

Ross Mainland 10, Isle of Lewis 28, Inver-

ness 6, ditto Islands 41, Forfarshire 2,

Perthshire 1, Stirlingshire 1, Bcr\vick-

shire 1 ; total 374. Mr. Fergusson says

the lino of tho Caledonian Canal divides

Scotland into two parts, and we have

400 or 500 brochs on its north side, and
four at tho utmost on its south side.

Eden Hall, Berwickshire, is not considered

a true broch, and the other four in Pictland

are explained by the author ; at least, the four

or five are considered exceptional. Mr. Fer-

guson thinks, from the above unequal distri-

bution of these towers, that they wore built

by the Northmen themselves, for it is difficult

to see what difference existed between the

Celts on the two sides of this division. Hence
the conclusion that " Norwegian Scotland is

identical with the land of tho Brochs, and
that either they or the Celtic inhabitants of

that region whom thoy dispossessed built

them." While admitting the capabilities of

the Celtic race, Mr. Fergusson thinks that

during tho Broch period (500 to 1000 A.D.),

the Celts were in a very low stage ; they were

always gregarious, and he implies they never

could have in this Highland district havo

risen to the high degree of civilisation the

builders of tho Brochs must havo reached.

Discussing the theories of erection, the

author describes minutely a typical Broch on
the island of Mousa. It is a tower 50 feet

diameter at its base, and now in parts over

40 feet liigh. At its imier floor lino its court

is 20 foot diameter, its walls 15 feet thick,

honeycombed with galleries and bee-hivo

apartments. There are 3 of tho latter on the

ground-floor, and G of the former, one above

the other, a staircase in tho thickness of walls

giving access to each, and also to a bartizan

on the top of walls. (See Sir Homy Drydon's

detail drawings in tho "Arch. Scot." Vol.V.)

It shows a high degree of construotivo skill

and is capable of holding a largo ganison

with stores. It is contended that a tower of

this kind could not havo been built by a
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fisherman population, or by tlioso engaged in

agricultural or pastoral piusuits ; the island

must have been populous and wealthy to

have required such a fortress, while the posi-

tion of the tower, within 80 feet of the shore,

and with its entrance turned towards the sea,

makes it very improbable that the Celts could
have erected it. On the other hand, if we
suppose the Broch on Mousa to have been
bmlt by the Norwegians or Vikings, as sug-
gested, the tower and its position are intelli-

gible. The Shetland and Orkney islands

were a convenient stepping stone to base
further operations against the British islands,

and this little island was most suitable for a
settlement. No fortress, the author says,

was more ingeniously contrived for defence
to resist inland and foreign invaders, and
the exigencies of the Vikings' life

were met in the construction of these

towers so exceptional in their design. It is

not necessary here to enter into further
details, though historical facts are equally
strong against the Celtic theory. These
Brochs, moreover, are situated at a distance
from each other, so that they could not aiFord

mutual support. Some of these towers were
afterwards converted into farmhouses by
•secondary occupation, and the materials of

others were used in buildings. Mr. Fergus-
son gives some illustration of a class of

sepidchre in Scandinavia, bearing on the
subject of Brochs ; one is a plan and view of

a dolmen at Uby, built of large boulders.

In conclusion, the Irish Eoimd Tower
appears to have been a modified Scottish

Broch, erected to meet other requirements.
The Cloictheachs or Bound Towers were
erected for defence, but afterwards mayhave
been tiuTied into belfries ; and Mr. Fergus-
son thinks that an investigation into the ago
and uses of the Brochs -vnll furnish the only
key for the solution of the mystery still

hanging round the origin and use of the
Bound Towers of Ireland.

THE ROYAL SCOTTISH ACADEMY.

THE fifty-third Exhibition of the R. S.

Academy has been opened a fortnight
earlier this year, and without the usual flourish
•of trumpets in the form of after-dinner speeches.
The bauqueting scene was dispensed -mth in
•consequence of the great loss sustained in the
death of two such eminent members as Paul
Chambers and Sam Bough, who were both un-
expectedly removed from the field where they
liad won so much renown for the Academy and
Scottish art.

The exhibition is considered as being a good
eoUcction, comprising some works of the very
highe.st order, and great nimibers of more than
average interest and exccUenee. Mr. Lesly's
weU-kuo'wn picture of " School Reiasited " has
evidently the widest circle of admirers. Alma
Tadema has sent a work entitled '

' After the
Audience," in which is represented an incident
in the daily life of the great Roman Agrippa.
This gentleman is interesting to' the architect
in ha\ing done something to help his great
patron to turn the bricks of Rome to marble,
and the painter has succeeded wonderfiUly in
delineating one of the marble halls of the
Imperial City. The textm-e of the surfaces and
aerial perspective of the scene are rendered with
a photographic acciu-acy of detail in the light
and shade, which is really marvellous. Agrippa,
who is made more of a veteran than his not very
lengthened career woiUd lead us to expect, is

a-scending a broad flight of steps, wlule a crowd
of suitors watches -with eager glances his retreat-
ing fonn. In the distance is an inner court, in
which a crowd is gathered, among whom the
lictors are conspicuous ; and a great charm of
the picture is the contrast between the shady
light on the foregrovmd of marble and the
briUiant illimiination of the distance, beyond
which again there is a glimp.se of blue through
an open doorway. The picture is fuU of inter-

esting study in many other aspects. Tlie late

Paid Chalmers and Sam Bough are well repre-

sented. Sir Noel Paton sends only a small study
for his larger picture of " The Adversary." It

is a very realistic conception of his subject, with

a sOTpent wrigghug in burning lava at his feet.

Wliether ho is about to " take a thought and

mend" or not is left doubtfid; but it is quite

safo to say that Sir Noel has not made liis

"Satan "a hero. Mr. Herdiaan has a large

painting of an imaginary inoidont in the adven-

tures of the fugitive Prince CharUe. It is a

scene of cottage Ufe, when the gudewife pays

homage to her unexpected guest, whose
"duddies" bear token of liis ha-ving come
through many thorns and briers on Ids way.

Mr. Gibb's pictui-o of the " Retreat fi-om

Moscow" gives a good representation, without

overmuch of sensational horrors, of the dark,

dreary winter of that dLsmal march.
The water-colours and scidpture are not

remarkable in containing much of any great

interest this year. As far as commercial pros-

pects are concerned, it is satisfactory to be able

to state that the receipts of the opening day for

1879 considerably, exceeded 'those for 1878, and
amounted to over £2,000.

The Royal Scottish Academy has certainly

aecompH.shed well its mission in encouraging the

study and practice of the art of painting. Tlio

great amount of mediocre excellence appearing

on its walls is itself a great result, creating a

want and providuig the supply. Signal as has

been the success of the Academy in respect of

painting, as indicated by the crowd of appli-

cants for space and the number disappointed,

small praise is due to it for its encoui-agement of

architectiu-e, as a sister art, entrusted to its fos-

tering care. It has not given a fair field or any
favour to the production of original design, or

any encoiu'agement to induce exhibition of works

which would make the annual exposition really

representative of what is interesting and impor-

tant in the architectiu-o of Scotland. Architec-

ture is treated as an interloper, hardly fit to bear

other pictures company, having no local habitat

of its own. Many of the drawuigs are lost in

the crowd of water-colours, and others placed

with supreme and ignorant indifference to the

character of the design or the scale of its artistic

draughtsmanship. An etching, or geometric

elevation, with much fine detail in the dra-sving,

such as 937, Mr. Aspen's "Yarmouth Town
Hall," or 959, Mr. SheUl's "Church Front at

Dalkeith," is put beyond reach of human optics

to command the character of the detail, and
small scale di'awings have been perched aloft to

complete the pyramidal outline of the group
below. Another subject, drawn to a scale pre-

posterously large for its importance, is placed

close to the spectator. In short, the arrangement
of architectural drawings, as distinct from the

water-colours, seems to indicate that they are,

with few exceptions, considered as the pieces of

a Chinese puzzle, to be fitted as best they can
into any space left for their reception after the

water-colours have been served. In the face of

treatment such as this, it is not encouraging to

prepare important works for exhibition. Even
ordinary subjects, which necessarily bulk largely

in tlie Exhibition, would probably appear in

fewer nmnbers, were it not that building com-
mittees and proprietors are supposed to desire a

sight of their edifices on the walls of the
Academy.
The architectural section this year is a good

one. There is less of faulty delineation and
conunonplace design, a residt, no doubt, owing
to the fact that the number of subjects is very
much less than in former years. The circum-
stance has also occasioned a better arrangement
of the architecture which occupies one compart-
ment to itself—the side selected for it being, of

course, tlie worst.
The most important work delineated is the

Royal Infu'mary. It is a bird's-eye view of

this great national undertaking, coloured in

monochrome, and presents a very clear view of

the vast extent and order of arrangement of

the several departments. The drawing is not
executed, of course, to a veiy large scale, and
its ridiculous position next the ceding, requiring
the spectator to look up at it when ho should
be looking down, is vciy aggravating to the eye.

97 1, "Interior of Library of Royal College of

Surgeons," should have been hung where the
Iniirmar)- is placed. It is xmfortimate in colour-

ing, and lacks precision of outUne, so neces.sary

to perspective, of its various distances between
the book-ca.sos. 973, " The New Hospital for

Incurables," is Classic, of simple, dignified pro-
portions. E.xceptiou may be taken to the small
pedinient which ornaments the centre, and

houses and street architecture are few and feebly

represented. 970, "South-east View of Ken-
Avith, Perthshire," is a weak etching, and it is

to be hoi)ed that the north-west view is more
inviting, with less of the donjon-keep about it.

9.57 is a piece of street architecture in Pai.sley,

comprising the oifices of no fewer than three

branch banks. The design shows nothing of

the ornamental other than what is prorided by
a judicious arrangement of the features peculiar

to the Scottish Baronial style in its plainer

character.

The strong point of this Exhibition is chim;h

architecture, of which there are eight or nine

separate subjects, with the novelty of several

diawings illustrative of some of the designs.

Mr. R. Anderson, who is a member of the

Academy, sets a good example in giving exterior

and interior views, fidly illustrative of his

designs. These drawings are executed to a
reasonable scale, and may be considered models

of architectural delineation, as pen-and-ink

sketches. 940, "Episcopal Chmch at Forfar,"

has the ordinary nave, aisles, and small tower

and spire. The chancel is large, and well-

lighted, but the triplet at the east is disfigured

by two very awkwardly-placed trefoil piercings.

The pillars of the nave have only imposts, and
the whole design appears to be of an economical

description. 96.5, "The New Free Church at

Kirkcaldy," by the same architect, is interesting

as an attempt to dress out the old-fashioned

Presbyterian meeting-hou.se, with its circum-

ambient galleries, in Early EngUsh Gothic.

There are, however, novelties in the construc-

tion. The plan is evidently of great width in

proportion to the length, and the front shows a
large, circular sweep, with the tower and spire

at its side. The roof is partly canied on iron

pillars, boarded over at the tie-beam. A wooden
clerestory, hghted with borrowed lights from
skyUghts in the lower portion of the slating, with

the bracketed supports, has a good effect. But
the result is not by any means a very successful

attempt at solving the problem, «-hich seems

to be insoluble. The proportions of the plan

are at perpetual war with the structural condi-

tions to which Early Pointed Gothic owes its

origin. The spu-e, which is very plain, but well-

proportioned, looks lanky beside the breadth and
rotimdity of the church, and enhances the incon-

gruity between the proportions of the edifice and
its Gothic detail.

964, "Hou.se at Colinton," by Mr. Anderson,

is a vei-y faithful reproduction, externally, of the

domestic arcliitectm-e of the fourteenth century,

but will hardly satisfy the conditions of the

" pictm-e.sque " or "pretty," pojiular in the

nineteenth.

Another church, exhibiting some novelty in

its design, is 9-53, "A New Parish Chm-ch at

Galasluels." This is also an attempt in another

direction, to solve the diificidty of reconciling

Gothic proportions and detail with the comfort-

able accommodation of a largo congregation.

Galleries in this case are di.ipensed with, and
ground-floor space is attained by adding to the

nave, by aisle and transept projections. Tho
peculiarity of the design consists in the equal

apiwrtionment of aisle and tramsept as additions

to the nave. The tower is placed next tho tran-

sept. The drawing of tliis and some others is

executed to a scale disagreeably large for artistic

effect, and is veiy indiifereutly done, and inac-

curate in its perspective of detail. There is no
view of the front or the interior, and the aspect

represented depends for its effect on the three

gables of the transept, with the three large Geo-
metric windows, somewhat mystically balanced

by the three smaller hghts of tho aisle and three

coiTcspondiug Hghts of the clerestory above. Tho
tower and spire, hke most of the towers and
spires exhibited, is a curiosity. It presents the

striking novelty of a smaller tower peeping above
the battlements of the one below ; each with its

cornices and crockoted finials, of which the one at

the west comer seems very insecure. The same
characteristic as to the exaggerated scale apphes
to 960, "A New Church at Portobello"; and
another feature conspicuous in both is the

amount of louvre-boarding and tho double bell

chambei-s, one over the other, leading to the
inference that an unusual umnber of bells have
had to be pro'rided for.

938. " A U. P. Chiu-ch in Dundee " is a water-
colour sketch of a design in tlie Norman or Nor-
manesque, and comprises nave and transepts,

with the inevitable tower and spire at the comer.
which looks poor for lack of company. Mansion | The detaU of the large west window is not very
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• -wUk te tnuHom and upno ta and wmi-
mhnl abote. Hm tower dtows a pre-

Bt at Boiuter loams, iriiidi very

I Ha apfnanuioe of stehiUty.

MSiaadraviBgr.ariatherthrKroagfasketeheii.

1u«^ of "Andohituu Fm> Church,"

two extmon and oue interior. The
•• inpean to be the brink of a very steep
*- -"—•— and, a* a whole, the composition in

ne. The design i» ordinarj* Early

and gaUori«s appear to nm round the

r, which ahows an aislo beyond the nave.

1W «Aot of the gallery catting throu(rh the

aim It Bot happy. One peculiarity of uie de-

mga which *tn<ea the ere is the anortcnine of

Hm Ughta orer the pulpit, in order to provide a
kisa wall nace for aome pictorial illustration,

lAldi ia £mlT indicated in the sketch, and fo'-

^hid^ it ia to^ feared, a faculty will be difficult

to g«t fnan the General Ajsembly.
MS. "A CompetitiQa Deogn" is a pretty

r aketoh of a church and itji adjoining
mie detail thowa a very elementary au-

witli Gothic detail ; but tlie propor-

r to be good and the several partu aru

_^ groined.
a deaign for organ case and pulpit in

d Gothic. Both are very ornamental.
The latter ia a Toatrum, rather long for its dis-

taace ttaa the wall, with triple canopy overhead.
Ike aqmorta of the canopjr are too slender, and
liwtwD erick pillaia carrying the .slightly pro-
jeetfaig part of the front are Xorman in their

MTia

) are many excellent water-colours repre-
MBting architecture and the picturesque in bits

«f MiMToae. Boalin, and St. Monuuec Churches.
lb. Jtrthnr'a picture of "Lucy Anhton's Chapel"
ia Toy accurately drawn, anil tlic landscape and
Ibht of the picture are iiuely rendered. E.
ueoige't works are always welcome, and in 903,
" Tlie Cathedral and Castle of Limburg,' ' he has
wvduued^a picture which exhibits a rare com-
liiMiliiii of the picturesque in nature and ai-t,

aad iSnatratea forcibly the character of the age
which made the lords of the manor select such
roi-ks fiw a foundation. Mr. Lessels sends a
large and ejqneaaiTO water-colour view of the
inloriar of St. Jaoqoea, Antwerp ; but the arches
of the nave, by aome mishap, are not in the same
jibatt aa the doeatoty above.

SEW B. C, CHURCH IS CADOGAN-
8TREET.

A FEW weaka ago we referred to a new
church in the neighbonrhood of Cndogun-

qnare from the deaigna of Ur. J. F. Bentley,
npon which we commented in favourable terms.I^ Satorday the Architectural Association
'viatad the edifice, and we take the opportunity
•f grring oor readen a general description of the
tatoPW. It ia not exaggeration to say that this
dlBnll, tiloagh unpretending in its external
ivhitouture, is a budding displaying n more than
orBoary degree of merit, and marks a develop-
ment of Gothic that has unfortunately found
bat few able exponents. Mr. Bentley, like Mr.
Pwi»»l, is a thorough master of the true spirit
•fOoOie detail, and it is this |)eouliarity which
bore aH dso claims oor admiration when we

r the drarch in Cadogan-street. One of the
.(eat weakneaaea of our church architects lias

I (lie mnUiplicatiorn of detail and a tendency
to eMoaOMeace. In Mr. Bentley's church we are
in^eaed by a acBae of supreme simplicity and
bnadth. Then ia nothing fossy and fidgetty
aboBt the arcading, the clerestory, or the rofrf.

Xut modem churches an spotted or striated in
•oleored material ; in this building there is
y*Wag of the sort. iTiere is no attempt at
biMt wiigf, all is of a quiet warm stone tint,
"tfcjpl—ly of wall aar&ce for fre«,oes aa means
pean. Condiam Down stone has been chiefly
aad in the interior, and the chancel is com-
pleialy faced with ashlar of this material,
i^Oe^cTBally white stocks with stone draaaings
iMobMB oaed. The roof is devoid of all cmn-
biHMe aad elaborate framing ; a plain wooden
baMvaok of cream tint, sliffhtly pointed,
MMvad by moulded rihe (or principals) oud
nfton paiDte<l of a bluish green, corem
the nave, while the cbanoel roof is varied
^.*'**> ""—iwgd of a series of cants, the
MOagHf •aaaWag stilted. At each prin-

JJ«ib» • ^wple tie-beam saspended in
ttaoHtmbyaa inm king; the principal ribs are
iMMd abore aad below the tie-bMra, which

latter intersects the ribs above the springing. In

the aisle roofs wo observe a series of three cants

similarly treated, the lower one being deepest.

The plan of church comprises a nave of four

bays, 82ft. long and 27ft. >vidc ; a chancel, 35ft.

in length by 24ft. in width: aisles 15ft. wide each,

and transepts bounded by the outer walls. At

the east end of north aisle there is a Lady chapel,

on the south of diancel a chantry, with an organ

chamber, and a sacristy projecting beyond.

The height to ridge of nave inside is 55ft., that

of chancel being 52ft. The proportions are effec-

tive, and we are informed the acoustical qualities

are good. At the north-west comer is a spacious

ponSi, which forms the westernmost bay of

aisle, and we notice its eastern wall is pierced by

a four-light window, tlirough which a pleasing

vista is obtjiin«i of the aisle, and the east Geome-

tric window of Lady chapel. Opposite the porch,

forming 'a gabled projection, is the baptisterj',

while above the former is a tribune approached by
a spiral stair, which is externalised as a low roofed

turret flankingthewcstgable. Oue pleasing varia-

tionupon the usual planisthe internal buttressing

in the north aisle. The site was cramped, and as

this side of the church is bounded by Cadogan-

street, the architect has wisely utilised the space

that would otherwise have been taken up by outer

buttresses, making the wall ilush externally. By
this means, a series of recessed bays are produced

in the aisle, arched over by drop arches, and
one of them is converted into three confessionals

with arched heads, the treatment of which is very

effective. Another feature adding much to the

east end is the sci'eened triforium foi-med on the

inside of the east window above the altar, access

to which is obtained by a small turret at the

north-east angle eastern gable. The passage

or gallery is formed within the thickness of the

wall, the inner face being relieved by a beautiful

open screen, forming four cusped lights under
three arches with tracericd heads. Below the

open screen and above reredos nms an arcading
of cusped panels, which also continues roimd the

sanctuary sides. Below this the altar end will

have a car^'ed stone traceried reredosof cm-vilinear

style though without colour, and the sides of

reredos and return walls of sacrarium are
enriched by a series of gabled panels, the heads
of which are crocketed and their intersections

carved with angels by Mr. McCarthy, to whose
work we must award high praise for the tme
Gotliic feeUng he has imparted to it. The band
of carved leafage over the reredos and the heads
at the termination of labels in sanctuary are
particularly fine in expression, while the foliage

of caps and pendant shafts supporting ribs of
roof are close, and devoid of that bimchy and
coarse effect we generally notice in chm-ches.
The nave is effective in its simple division. The
clerestory is lofty, and pierced with cusped
lancets imder droj) arches, two to each bay,
while that of the chancel forms a series of lancet
lights. The arches of navo are moiUded
with exceedingly effective members, the chief of
which is a bold ogee, flnisliing at the lower
angles with a roll member, slightly pointed.
The pillars are on plan elongated octagons, a
slighuy pointed shaft ninning up the nanow
side of each on the nave side carrjing the main
principals. In the chancel they are varied, and
have a rather peculiar section with deep hollows.
The interior dignity of the church is enh.-inced
by the four lofty lancets of eqiml height inter-
nally, which pierce the west gablo end. Tliis
window has drop arches resting on small de-
tached shafts, 24 feet high, of Hopton Wood
stone, tied at intervals into the jambs by iron
bars. The centre pillar at the east wndow screen
is nhm of Hopton Wood stone. Another pleasing
detail is the treatment of the entrances at the
west end, the thickness of wall being here
reduced internally by three drop arches. We
note a great variety and much refinement in the
detail. Tlie or^m chamber, for instance, has an
open Late Curvilinear or Flamboyant screen in
front of the organ ; the La<ly Chapel, east end,
has a Geometric window ; the reredos ti-a<;cry is
certainly Late, while the remaining portions are
evidently Early in character. The cap mould-
ings are fine and close set, and, on the whole,
the masonry is higldy creditable. Mr. Howell
has acted aa foreman of masons, imder the con-
tractors, Messrs. Braid and Sons. The flooring
will be of boards under the seats, and tiles in
the passages, chancel, and chapels. The windows
are filled with plain cathedral glass set in lead
wiuare panes. Externally, the simple lofty
hmcets at the cast and west cuds arc enclosed

luider arches, and have small stone ashlar but-
tresses on the broader faces or mullious. The
masses of main gables, transepts, and aisles,

together witli the angle tun'ets (the western one
being only temporarily roofed with a bw tile

roof) group very agi-eeably, and the colours of
bricks and tile harmoni.se together. The execu-
tion of the works reflect much credit on the con-
tractors, Messrs. Braid, and upon the able clerk
of works, Mr. Thomas Spooner, who has acted
imder the architect. The carving has been
entirely entrusted to Mr. McCarthy.

ROYAL ACADEMY LECTURES ON
ARCHITECTURE.

ITAUAJf GorniC TEIE PBECUESOE OP THE
EEN'AISSANOE.

IN commencing his second lecture Professor
E. M. Barry said he should devote this course

to a consideriition of the Renaissance in Italy,

and as a prelude to so doing, should speak that
evening of Italian Gothic as the precursor of the
Renaissance. Tliat change of style must be
roughly di\-ided into tlirco periods, the Transi-
tional, the Roman, and the Pedantic schools. At
the first signs of the Renaissance in Italy,

Grothic was beginning to exhibit symptoms of
deoadeueo, both in general fonus and in detail.

Vigour of thought was replaced by refinement
of execution, and ai'chitectural ornament had
become uninteresting. The Italians had always,
worked on somewhat different piinciples from,

the architects of sterner climes. Living upon
classical soil, and among the dry bones of old
Classic art, they were in the most favourable
position for welcoming a change which to them,
seemed but a natui'al return to ancient traditions.

Among the peculiarities of the Italian Gothic
was a spirit of liorizontalism opposed to the all-

pervading verticality of our own Medieval
architecture. In the larger diameter of shafts,

and their frequent use as single supports, remi-
niscences of the columns of, Greece or Rome
suggest themselves. The pointed arch, more-
over, seemed unable to hold its own. The Italians

loved the round arch, while they only tolerated
the pointed foi-m. Ignoring buttresses, they tied
their .arches together with iron rods, and seemed
incapable of those daring feats of construction
familiar to Gothic architects elsewhere. Repose
and breadth of effect had more charms for the
Italian mind than the bold projections, deep
shadows, mysterious intricacy, and complicated
details of Northern work. Tliey had broken,
indeed, with the simple lintel construction of

Greece ; but the arches of Rome were less easily

forgotten, and their employment less readily
renounced. The graceful campanile of Giotto,

at Florence, illustrates many of these peculiari-

ties, and others are exemplitied in the cathedral
to which it serves at once as a foil and as an appen-
dage. Tliis great church of Ste. Maria dei

Fiori, the Duomo of Florence, stands forth as a
giant, disdaining ornament or smallness of detail.

Its features are few, simple, and abnost colossal

in scale. In it wo see a remarkable plainness
and simplicity of plan. It was conmienced by
Amolfo di Lapo, just before his death, which
occurred about 1300. He is u!5ually credited
with the general conception, arrangement of
plan, and construction or design of vaulting,
always excepting the dome, added long after-

wards by Bnmelleschi. With this, the largest
Medifeval church in Italy, may be advantageously
contrasted Westminster Abbey. In the nave of
the former, 250ft. long, there are but four arches ;

in the latter e.xamjde, we find twelve arches in a
lougth of 233ft. Each church is divided trans-
versely into nave and aisles, but these three divi-

sions occupy a space of 125ft. in the Italian, and
only 75ft. in the English example. At Florence,
we find a grand central space surmounted by a
pointed dome, with three tribunes, all alike
covered with semi-domes. At Westminster, there
is a multiplicity and intricacy of jiarts, planned,
with various angles, and much diversity
of dimensions and detail. At Florence the
scale is too colossal to please, and has
the character of a small design unduly mag-
nified. On entering the nave, the gi'eat

arches, although well and gracefully projKjr-
tioued, have a bare and imsatisfactory effect,

and on passing to the central area, under the
dome, this feeling is intensified. The grand
dimensions of the dome, 137ft. diameter, and
about 2S6ft. liigh, are thrown away, by reason
of the paucity of detailed parts of moderate
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size, to serve as a scale for the whole. Amolfii's
uavc is (joined in a simple manner, and, like

many other parts of an Italian Gothic building',

the vaiiltinji^ seems incomplete without painting.
The d.;signers of these structures reg-arded them
rather as a framework, to be filled in by others,
than as works of architecture, complete in them-
selves. Simple forms, spaciousness, and gi'eat

wall-spaces are consequently found associated
with Gothic architectui-e in Italy. The Northern
architects had a less wealth of art, but more
fikill and self-reliance; they were engineers as
well as artists, and, employing' buttresses in the
most scientific constructional foi-ms, they were
ever advancing in their art. The Italians

shunned buttresses. Strength w.as usually
obtained, less scientifically, by an enoi'mous
thickness of wall, and resort was had to iron
ties to keep the arches from thrusting out the
-walls. With their love for repose and breadth
•of effect, they prefeired a plain wall, as at
riorence, to',the'varied sm-face, as at Westminster,
with its variety of light and shade, and its

picturesqureuess of outline, both of plan and
elevation. They did not, indeed, wish their
walls to be imdecorated. They were ready to
<;over them with marbles, ai'ranged in panels,
and to crown them with cornices of great elabo-
ration. Such marble veneeiing is essentially

weak ornamentation : it indicates no construc-
tion, and might have been applied by any one,
and at any time. It serves to give some scale to
the building ; but it is an independent attempt
at decoration, and not an arclutectui'al design
successfully achieved. Italian Gothic must,
indeed, be regarded as an incomplete style, not
fuUy -worked out. Whether we regard the
general principles of composition, or the
detailed forms adopted in Italy, we come
everywhere upon traces of Classicalism, which
aeemed to herald the Kenais-sance. Aniong.st
the details of tliis and other Italian chiu'ohes
recalling the Classic forms •we find single
shafts used not only in arcades, but as mul-
lions for windows, and in these cases often
doubled on plan w^ith happy effect ; the abacus
and lowest member of base are nearly always
square, and there is occasionally a diminution
in diameter from base to capital. The arclii-

volts are frequently plain with square edges.
Wlien the arch was not actually square in sec-
tion, a few indentations, with the occasional
interposition of large beads, filled the place of
the smaller beads, fillets, chamfers, and hollows,
of English Gothic. The cornices, again, formed
strong horizontal Unes round a building. In
their fondness of plain surfaces, and dislike to
bold projections, the Italian arcliitects may be
said to have dc*signed their buildings as eleva-
tions, while our own mediieval architects thought
theirs out in perspective. The brilUant climate
had sometliiug to do with these differences, and
.another reason was the fondness for ajiplj-ing
thin veneers of costly marbles to the whole ex-
temal and internal sui-faces. In spite of all care,
it has been impossibje to prevent these slabs
from cracking, or bulging, as unforeseen pres-
sm-e conico upon them ; and then all sense of
permanent secuiity and enjoyment vani.shes.
The introduction of marble in paneb, recesses,
or spandi'els is not liable to this objection.
The panelUng on the outside of the cathe-
dral at Florence recalls the work of the
cabinet-maker rather than that of the architect.
That building is however, incomplete, and if the
entrance-front had been finished, as designed by
the ai'cliitect, the whole effect of the exterior
would have boon more pleasing. We do not,
indeed, know how Amolio would have treated
his facade, but in Siena Cathedral an example
exists, very rare in Italy, of a front entirely
finished. In this case, we have an elevation of
great richness and much beauty of detail. It is,

however, an application to the'building, a veneer
on a large scale, for the outline bears but an im-
perfect reference to the constructional form of
the building within. Gables appear for orna-
ment, without roofs behind them, and the aims
•of the designer were akin to those of the scenic
artist, who presents us with a frontispiece, and
does not aUow us to turn the comer, or view it

save from one point. The interior of Siena
Cathedi-al is one of the most charming of Itahan
Gothic churches, not so much for its architecture
as for the exceeding beauty of detail of the
aooeasories thereto. The .strongly-marked band-
ing of various coloured marbles in its walls is,

indeed, monotonous, and inharmonious with the
vertical principles of Pointed architecture, but

the whale interior glows with gorgeous colour.

We have e-xquisite cariings, elaborately inlaid

woodwork, paWng of splendid design and execu-
tion, bronze and ironwork, gilding and coloiu:ed

marbles in profusion. The architect has provided
an arena, within which art revels. The details

are everytliing, and the general arclutectural idea

is smothered by those who should have been its

servants. In further comparing Italian with
Northern Gothic, we cannot but notice the differ-

ence in the windows, not only as regards their

relative frequency and .size, but al.so their arohi-

tectural character. In the great Northern
chiuTihes the areluteets delighted in largo and
elaborate windows. In Italy they were few and
far between. The brightness of the .sunny South
taught its builders to exclude light and glare,

and the use of coloured glass was not encouraged.
Stained glass would have been incon-sistent with
the methods of internal decoration common in

Italy, for Italian arcliitects applied to thcii'

walls that which their Northern contemporaries
placed in their windows. There is very little

tracei'y, and where it exists it seems designed
to exclude the light, while the absence of an
adequate clerestory causes a heaviness, lack of

gradation in height, and want of variety.

Of late years, so much attention has been given
to Italian Gothic architecture that many of our
architects have adopted details from it into their

own designs. The lecturer saw no grounds for

condemning such a practice, apart from the special

circumstances of each case. But to utilise these
details well and reasonably is a matter of no
small difficulty. The essential quality of all ti'ne

art is its fitness, and in adopting Southern detail

into Northern work, the presumption is against
the process. We should, therefore, be very sure
that in attempting fusion we are not sacrificing

principles, or ottendiug common-sense. With
this proviso, the lessons of Italian Gothic are
before us, and may, in certain cases, be followed
with advantage. One inducement to adopt the
architectural details of North Italy has arisen in

consequence of oiu' habital employment of brick-
work, both on the grounds of economy and the
difficulty of procuring stone. Brick has, of ne-
cessity, become the coimnon building material,
and a style of architectui'e which seems to lend
itself readily to its use has obvious claims on
attention. In the plain jambs, simple mouldings,
geometrically eniiched cornices, and string
courses of North Italy, we have features specially

appropriate to brick architecture, while by the
use of the column the use of numerous small
pieces in the mulUons of the windows is avoided,
a very apparent defect in the brick Gothic archi-
tecture of Northern Europe. The adoption of
terra-cotta, again, has proved an arg^ument in
favour of Itahan types. The use of this material
is splendidly exemplified in such Italian buildings
as the great Hospital at Milan. In England,
apart from a few exceptional instances, terra-
cotta has held an inferior place, but it offers great
opportunities to the architect of taste and judge-
ment. The limits within which terra-cotta
can be properly applied may be broadly defined
as ornamental rather than constructional,
In using brick in our large towns, we must
bear in mind the changes of our climate, and
the consequent dinginess which, sooner or later,

settles on brickwork, and obliterates distinctions
of colour. We are often very hard on our imme-
diate predecessors who covered their brickwork
with stucco ; but their biuldings, at any rate,

admit of being cleaned, so as to afford some
cheerfulness to our streets. Architects have,
perhaps, been too indiscriminate in their denun-
ciations of plaster. Por interiors, it has many
advantages, and is often to be preferred to the
rude brickwork, not too good, either in quality
or workmanship, which we are asked to accept
in exchange. No one would use cement dress-
ings and cornices if he could do better, but for
coating plain walls plaster will act as a protect-
ing covering, gi'ving both warmth and dryness.
There shoidd be some place in our work for
methods of building which possess these advan-
tages, and the question aiises when and now
plaster may be legitimately used. The Italian
Gothic architects had not much aft'ection for
brick surfaces in themselves, being always ready
to cover their walls with veneers of marble, an
application of a covering more foreign to the
structure treated than cement or pla.ster. It is

impossible to lay down ab.solute rules in such
matters. Architecture should satisfy the reason,
and should plea.so the taste ; and all the argu-
ments in the world will not make a man like

that which his soul abhors. In studying the art

of other times and nations, let us not forget the

dictates of common sense, or the needs of oui
own age and country.

ABCHITECTXJBAI. & AB,CH.fflOLOOICAIi
SOCIETIES.

The Bei'hsh AnciiiEOLOoicAL Society.—Some
interest was created at the meeting of the British

Archseological Society on Wednesday week by
the exliibition of a number of small objects in

jet and jet-like substances, with bone hair-pins,

&c., said to have been found at South Shields on
the site of the recently-discovered Roman station

known as " The Lawes," and about which much
curiosity has been excited among the antiquaries
of that town. The majority of these objects,

chiefly fron the "finds" of other persons who
are continually at work on the spot, must be
regarded with considerable suspicion as being
manufactured on purpose to mislead and entrap
the unwary, and the chainnan, Mr. H. Syer-
Cuming, in perfect accord with most of the
members present, denounced them as " impudent
forgeries." Mr. Loftus Brock, F.S.A., followed
with a description of a recent discovei'y at Car-
lisle, on the course of the Koman wall, of a large
monumental stone slab, beautifully sculptured,

and representing a female figure seated beneath
an arclutectural canopy, holding in her right
hand a i-ound fan, like those used by ladies of the
present day. A child stands by her side, and on
the canopy are the figures of tw^o lions devoiiring

human heads. Mr. Brcx:k alluded to tliis sepul-

chral monument as being similar in artistic

treatment to the famous Palmyrene tombstone,
found last autumn at South Shields, as the photo-
graph of it clearly showed, and closed his remarks
upon the interesting memorial by pronouncing it

undoubtedly Roman, though without any inscrip-

tion remaining. A descriptive paper, by Sir

Lewis Jarvis, V.P., on " Middleton Towers,"
now by his skilful architectural management
restored to something of its former baronial

character, having been built by Lord Scrope,

temp. Edward III., then followed ; with a .short

paper by Dr. Harker on ''Pre-historic Remains
found at Morecambe," read by Mr. I)e Gray
Bii'ch, and one by Mr. Syer-Cuming, ou

CHIPS;
The Rev. F. Storer Clark, vicar of St. Peter's,

Greenwich, complains that he is one of several

clergy who find their ministry marred through au
echoing church. "If any brethren have been able
to remedy such a calamity, we shall be thankful to

know of the remedy, or of any ai-chitect who has
made this a special study."

The Ramsgate Town Council decided last week to
convert the old fish market into borough surveyor'.a

offices.

The Cork Town Council on Monday elected Mr.
M. T. O'Keefe, of that city, as city engineer and
surveyor. The salary is £o.50 per aumuii, and tlio

surveyor is to give his entire and exclusive time to
his official duties.

The Dorking Rural Sanitary Authority have been
served with a wi'it under the Rivers Pollution Pre-
vention Act, on account of the alleged continued
pollution of the Pipbrook by sewage. In conse-
quence of this, negotiations have been accelerated

for the foi-mation of Dorking and Leatherhead,
which latter is at present in Kpsom rural district,

into a combined district for sewerage iiurposes.

A permanent contagious diseases hospital is

about to be built at Tunbridge, from the designs of
Mr. Noot.

An inquiry was held at South Petherton last
week, betore Major TuUoch, in reference to an ap-
pUcation from the Yeovil Rural Sanitary Authority
for sanction to contract a loan for the dr.uuage of
South Petherton. The sewage will be utilise! on
farm land.

The Wolverhampton School Board are about to
enlarge the infant-schools in Redcrcss-street, at a
cost of ft)30. Mr. Fleming 13 the architect.

An inquiry was recently held at Petworth, be-
fore Mr. Arnold Taylor, an in.spector of the Local
Government Board, with reference to anapphcation
from the Rural Sanitarj- Authority of Petworth for
approval of a special drainage district compiising a
portion of the towu of Petworth, and for sauction
to borrow £2,.500 for -H^orks of sewerage for the
said district. No opposition was shown towards
the scheme.

A stone spire is being added to St. Peter's Church,
Bournemouth. The work will cost £3,000, and
will be completed by Michaelmas.
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OAL KAKK AT rXOEKLAXD—" BUILDIXO XKWA CLUB **

roe A WATHDR IXX—THE LOOIC Or A1ICIIITEC-

» T«m nTEXTUXTH CCXTt-XX AT

Our Lithographic Illustrations

XSW XATUXAL HISTOBT XUSEinC, WITTa

A* lart we an enabled to publish the promised
MMnl Tfew and principal plan of this important
MfUnc, of whicn we have already given a large
Mrio« working drawings showing the terra-
cotta eOBatnicUon and ornamentation (see

BoiMOW Nxws, Oct. n and 2$ ; Nov. 8, 22, and
»; tad Dee. IS and 20, 1878). The plan which
we gire ibowa the building- as executed, and it

wfll be noted that the large hall formerly called
the "Index ICoaeiun" is to be known as the
"Tjjieal Koseam. Our perspective riew is the» a« was exhibited at the Paris Exhibition
iMt year. Tlie buildinjr will very shortly be
•OBjMted, tlioagh prtjbably will not be occupied
Aomg the pnaent year. Mr. Alfred Water-
kooK, A.BJL, ia the architect.

SAtlOSAI. PSOnXCXU, BAXK OF EXOLAWD,
SUXDEBUUTD.

Oto »fcw of thia boilding, which is one of the
liBiwtai it bnoehes of the above banking corpo-
mon, U taken from a drawingexhibited in the
ftiia Exhibition of laat year. The fronta are of
nudham atoDe, and the site being a comer one
in the Hi^-stroet, leading from the Docks to
the railway-rtation, the position is commanding.
The entnaoe at the an^ is through a hand-
•omdjr panelled mahogany lobby, into the
oanUng-room, which ia a lofty room 40ft.W^. The waUa and ceilings are divided into
bga. Dandled and moulded ; the counter and
dealt mtinga are finished in mahogany; the
p^Uie naoe b laid with encaustic tUes, and the
vttflaal hc^g ia by means of hot-water piping
adoaOa. In the rear are the manager's con-
•™™ff»* •*"»« rooma

; additional spacious
aMe-aeeoaimndatiop ia provided in the basement,
aU fitted in the moat approved manner. The re-
aindcr of the latter rtoryia devoted to clerks'
Itoeheon-room^ Uratoiy, and conveniences.
Jrne oppo- itoriei give comfortable B/*omjno<la-
tJonto the bank'a reaidcnta, which are ap-
proached from both atreeta. The works were
eanjed oat by Xeana. Shaftoc and Barry, of
lot«.ftoin the design* and under the Bui>crin-
TawMniii of Mr. John Gibson, of Westminster.

A WATitDE nm.

' '^ *"^i*^ *>" taken Bo much with the
• ol onrDeaigning Onb ainoe we com-

^^^mZ. a! .S2IS ??• " fM> one for which

Z^'^ZS^St*^ •"»" *"-^y' "t any rate,

ST.r?f*".' ."?'..**'* no* only nioro numerousuiM nqiBl, tat the diancter of the foremost ofUia« waa rtrj neariv of equal merit. We
le^g Irttle to be miThm. The aeUctod
t;;^"'^' Motto J," who*, drai^^W

12^^j^>*«*«»." wUchwa* awarded

THB lOQIO OP ABCIUTKLTUKAL DESIGN.

For a description of these sketches see our report

ofMr.H. H. Statham's lecture on p. 185, and also

laat week's number, p. 159.

OLD HOUSE m DESBY

This house is in the Wardwiok, opposite the new
free librar)-, from an upper floor of which the

drawing was made. It had formerly a greater

frontage to the main street, having a third bay,

but when the Cross-street was made or widened
the gable and bay were taken dovpu and rebuilt

on the flank. It was erected in the first half of

the seventeenth eentiuy. Tlie way in wliich the

supporing wall is cut away bv t!he opening is

worthy of remark.

—

Wk. Kd. Lethaby.

THE ENGINEERING OF WATER
SUPPLY.

THE water supply of our large inland towns
is a matter of such moment that any in-

formation bearing upon the question has a more
than usual interest. Two papers on the supply
of water in Australia were read and discussed

on Tuesday week at the Institution of Civil

Engineers. One paper dealt with the Geelong
water supply at Victoria, and was read by Mr.
Edward Dobson, Assoc. Inst. C. E. It appears

that in 1871 Lieutent-Colonel Sankey, R.E.,
reported to the Victorian Government, recom-

mending the construction of certain works,
namely—an open channel from Wallace's Swamp
to the Stony Creek reservoir ; a storage reservoir

at the head of the creek, 26 miles from Geelong,
with a capacity of 754,000,000 gallons : a brick-

lined aqueduct, communicating by a natural

water-coiu-se with a small pipe head reservoir at

AnakieGap, holding 1,330,000 gallons; a 13|
mile length of 12-inch and 14-inch main, lead-

ing from the pipe-head re8er^•oi^ to the service

reservoir ; a service reservoir, to hold 6,000,000
gallons ; filter beds ; several miles of mains, in-

cluding 42 miles of sub-mains, varying from 12

inches to 3 inches in diameter. Geelong has a
population of under 25,000, including the

suburbs, and Colonel Sankey' s plans contained
provisions of some interest. One of these was
that the water should not be allowed to rise

within 1 5 feet of the by-wash until all subsidence
of the dam had ceased ; another, that relieving

reservoirs should be constructed to lessen the
pres.sure on main between the pipe-head and the
service reservoir, and that there should be a by-
pass at the service reservoir to allow of its being
shut off for repairs without interfering with the
town supply. Mr. E. Dobson, as resident engi-
neer, carried out these works, and his paper fur-
nishes some useful information respecting the
failure and repair of the Upper Stony Creek
reservoir. Ho attributes its failure to an in-

judicious selection of site, or rather foundation, a
frequent cause of similar casualties. The puddle
wall had subsided, and the face of dam slipped in
consequence. In repairing the dam the water and
slush were pumped out below the outlet, a new
by-wash was cut 17 feet lower than the
original, and the stone from the cutting was used
to fill up the slip, while the slope of the bank
was made 4 to 1 instead of 3 to 1. Describing the
lower reservoir dam, Mr. Dobson says it is of
concrete, erected in a gap at the lowest of the
reefs which diride the valley into basins. It
stores 142,000,000 gallons, and has 42 feet depth
of water over the outlet pipe. The foundation
of dam rests on vertical strata of slate and lime-
stone. In the composition of the concrete the
following materials were used ; broken sandstone
and cement mortar, made of pit sand and Port-
land cement, in the proportions of 2-inch metal,

4J; screenings, IJ; sand, 1^; cement 1. Short
tunncU had to bo driven through spurs in the
gorge of the Stony Creek, consisting of vertical
strata of limestone and slate. Their size was
about G feet by 3 feet, and the cost a little more
than £3 per lineal yard. Both lithofracteur
and ordinary blasting powder were used. In
the work of pipe laying an immense amoimt of
labour in crossing creeks and weirs, boring and
retaining walls, waa undertaken, and as a regular
gradient could not bo obtained, the bottom of
valley waafollowed to themouth of the gorge, then
the 4)ur8 were tunnelled through, and it ascended
by a steep incline, so as to obtain the shortest route
to the tunnel's mouth, without rising above the
gradient. This was fixed at 4 inches per chain
for the 9-inch pipes, and at 2 inches per chain
for the old 14-mch pipes. They had to deliver

720,000 gallons every twenty-four hours. Blow-
off cocks were attached to the mains at iho
principal summits. The average co.st of laying-
was less than 1 Is. per yard ; this included cartage
of pipes, 24 miles, retaining walls, &c., but was
exclusive of cost of timnels and cost of pipes.
We have no space to enter into other details.

The second pajier, on the "Sandhurst Water
Supply, Victoria, Australia," by Mr. Jo«eph;
Brady, M.I.C.E., dealt with the construction
of storage reservoirs and filter beds he had de-
signed for the purpose of the extension of tha
water works. Sandhurst, we may remind
our readers, is the central town of the Bendigo
gold field, and is about 105 miles north-west of
Melbourne. The population was 35,000 ; the
average rainfall for 13 years was 23-13 inches,
and the city is of considerable elevation. Be-
fore the year 1858, Sandhurst was supplied by
rainwater stored in small iron tanks above
ground. With regard to the details of the
reservoirs given by Mr. Brady, the surface
level at Big Hill reservoir was 991 feet above
sea level. Its area was 18 acres, and gathering
ground nearly 4,000 acres. The formation wa»
schistose. The dam was of earthwork, with a
centre puddle wall, 350 yards long, 30 feet high
in centre, and abutted on abrupt hills at the
ends. Its cost was Is. 7jd. per cube yard, and
of the puddle, 4s. 9jd., and it contained 77,000
cubic yards of material. The top width was 12'

feet at 5 feet above the highest water level, the
slopes being 3 to 1 inside covered with gravel and
2 to 1 outside soiled and grassed. There was a
by-wash for surplus water, which discharged
into a valley, and the outlet was by a 7 -inch'

cast-iron pipe, well protected, and fitted with a
brass delivery valve, of Guest and Chrimcs pat-
tern. The Crusoe resen'oir had a capacity of
330,000,000 gallons ; its area was 80 acres ; and
its greatest depth, 40 feet. The dam, of earth-
work, is 700 yards long, 12 feet wide at top, and
47 feet high ; its cost was £25,400. The slope*
are 3 to 1 inside, and 2 to 1 outside, the former
covered with rough stone pitching and giavel,

and the latter grassed. Provision was made for
shrinkage. The by-wash was obtained in a
depression of the hills, the stirplus water dis-

charging into a lateral valley clear of works.
The outlet was a cast-iron siphon, 18 inches-

diameter, and 515i feet long, the inner leg being-

20GJ feet long, the crown, 88 feet, and the outer
leg, 221 feet. This siphon did not cross the dam
at right angles to a vertical plane, but was laid

on its side. It finished with a bell-mouthed end
in the lime-pond of the settling works, under a
constant head of 4 feet of water. At a level of
over 800 feet, the discharge of water was 4,500
gallons per minute. The filter beds were de-
scribed, but we need not refer to these, beyond
saying that the Hme process was used, and the
maximum daily supply delivered was 200,000
gallons. The wages were high, bricklayers
being paid at the rate of 12.s. per day, and
labourers at 8s.

The collection of maps, plans, and views of Lon-
don and Westminster, made by the late Mr. Fre-
derick Grace, and lent to the South Kensington
Museum by his son, Mr. J. G. Grace, which we
have already noticed, is now on view from 10 to i
daily in two of the upper rooms in the galleries on
the west side of the Horticultural Gardens. The
plans and views selected from the collection for ex-
nibition are 3,085 in number. A complete cata-
logue, compiled from Mr. Grace's larger work, has
been issued, and may be purchased in the Museum.

A Local Government Board investigation waa
held at Kcdhill, on Saturday afternoon, with
reference to the quality of the water sui)iily by the
Caterham Spring Water Company. A haudbill,

entitled " Typhus Fever," has siucu been circulated
in the town. It states that it hasbeen represented to
the Mayor that the Caterham water has been ac-
cidentally contaminated so as to render it at.

present unsafe for domestic purposes, aud persona
are cautioned against its use for drinking or
cooking.

The Waterford Harbour Board having obtained
froTn the Treasury the promise of an advance of
£40,000, in such smns as may be requii-ed, for the
construction of a dry dock, will proceed with the
works forthwith.

A now organ was opened at Brentwood Congre-
gational chapel on Sunday week. It was built by
Messrs. Hill and Sons, of Camden Town, at a cost
of £380. l"he choir-chamber before the organ and
situate behind the pulpit has beeu rearriuiged and
other structural altcratious carried out by Messrs-
Winter Brothers, builders, of Brentwood.
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NOTES ON ST. PAUL'S CATHEDEAL.*

(Concludedfrom p. 133.)

iv
'^^ 1""^'^ -f"'^^ points which make airainst

the Oxford plan No. 1 of the Old and New
Cathedrals of St. Paul, are-firstly, that it docs
not tit our new diHcoverics ; secondly, that the
internal detail is drawn in an obviously careless
manner, the pUIars of the central tower alone
seeming to have been properly laid down, and
the rest merely sketched in hap-h.izard

; and,
iastly, the curiou.sly oblique lines of the fronts
and ends, &c., ah'eady noticed. The last-men-
tioned primd facie doubtful point is, howeverr^y an evidence of the accuracy of the plan
Ihesecond IS nothing more than inattention to adetaU which had nothing to do with the gist ofthe drawing, and the first-named mi.sftH hasaneen from the fact that the draughtsman
was put out by an irregularity of which he hadno previous experience, namely, a deflection ofthe axis of the choir from that of the have
Ihis appears to be the solution of the whole diffi-
culty, and when the drawing is corrected for this

?!^"iif
"^''S^'l^eit everything fits in its place,and the obhque hues are aU of them reduced iL

their proper square directions. And now theplan becomes intelligible, but I have additional
evidence, and wiU here quote a passage from the

Kt^'""?'*.f''-h,r P*'
'^^^"'^ for changing the

site of the Church and taking up aU°thf old
foundations are chiefly these -.-Tint, the Act of

fhTt ;T!f u-"" r^T^^S the City had enactedthataU the high streets (of which that which

f \T^^}h South side of St. Paul's was one)

S^*?J''^'<^~'^'^"* '^'^ ^^'^ foimdat^oM

NnvJh -^
''^*- .*™«%. theChiu-chyardonthe

North side was wide, and afforded room that way
^V ^tf""^ Fabrick a more free and gracefiJ

aspect. T/nrd!y to have biult on the old
foimdations must have confined the Surveyor toomuch to the old plan and form : the ruinom waUsin no part were to be trusted again, nor wouldtoe old and new work unite or stand togetherwithout cracks. It being fomid expedient there-fore to change the foundations, he took the

mtdXT' r.r™°'° Northward, and laid the

t^e V i^?.^^^ *.''!."'^ ^''••'^ ™°ro declining tothe North-East than it was before, which wasnot due East and West, neither did the oldfront of the Cathedral lie direct from Z„^,;/.,

Z,rL^^ "°i''' P'''^'^"*' ^hich was notpracticable without purchasing and taHn-down a great munber of hou.ses and the aid oiParhament This, tho' much wi.shed for hewas not able to effect. The Commissioner for

and^ J'l '^1 ^iX^"'^ ^° *^« «™' Pl»«o markedand staked out aU the streets, and the ParUaraentconfimied their report, before anything had betn

rl^rick '^;'' "''"I
'""^ ^''^ ^- the new

J^abrick. The proprietors of the ground, withmuch eagerness and haste, had began to build-
a<!corclingIy an incredible progrefs had beenmade in a very short time ; many fair and lam-ehouses erected, and every foot of ground in thattraduig and populous part of the town was highly
estoiated." It IS here then stated, upon theauthority of Sir Chri.stopher Wren that the
axis of the new Cathedral was se?' more le!chmng to the North-East than it was beforeBut how if the aoister waU shows that the

fy, %^^^^l^^ o^J^'' &«tt-East instead ofthe North-East? Sir Christopher Wren was

Itf" Tw*^ he mistaken ^in a matter^East and West but he may have put down toirregiUanty, which he more than once mentionsin connection with the Choir, the deflection of

of Z'l^^f 7?'il'S*''?
North-Easterly tendencyot the whole Cathedral. These bearings are as

foundations of St Paul's cross, of which I by nomeans despair. But there is nothing imreason"able m the idea of a deflection of the axis In

cert„?nTT '""' '"'°t«"Pl''ti°«:. it must have beencertainly large-not much less than 4'. There
IS, however, in a fine abbey chiu-ch—AVhitbv—an instance very much more considerable

Ti^i-ir"*"
^''^ "^^ "" '"0 Jmown to me—Whitby . . . _ 6" 20'

??'^^?t Pauls', Ay^o<A««M '. 3" 55-
Idchfield

. . JO ,r.

St. Mary's, Oxford, has 3' 20' deflection.' Theabove all mchne to the north, which is thegeneral direction; but there are instances of
deflectiou to the south. Other cathedrals maybe cited for a smaUer amount from my oyZ
observation

:
I may name York, Norwich, Peter-borough and Lmcoln, as designed by Bp Remi-

rCrnsff'^^T^';"^
'^^ "^^'"^ straighteSdby Grostete

;
also to a smaU but very pereeptible

extent St Peter's Cathedral at Itome. If we

rtHL ^^.°^^"^^? ^ '"'^^ heen squarewith the west front, and that its central line was
correctly shown on the plan, and then set ft out

cWerbT '"'' """^ ""^y^" the cloister and
,t?l'l"T..'t^fJ_!7.--!r-.<ieed with their

tho east and we.st extremities correctly, what-ever It did ekewhere
; and if so, there m^^t havobeen the deflection of axis which I have spoken

t.J. V
*" he observed further that tho pL asdrawn shows the eastern waU very obUque to theaxis of the cathedral, and the cTrrect?on of the

soTar^
the way proposed brings it very nearly

Xn^fhT? ^^''^9'^y T^y t(, reconcUe thisplan with the new discoveries, if we retain the

Tdlrtfr*'
°' coincidence, is by a delTtiont

a «;™J 7"".°° deflection, a plan wliich after

as f^ V ''•''°««'Pt'?iust be entirely discreditedas to Its representation of the east end. Theargmnents agamst the deflection are the silence ofSir Christopher Wren on tho point, and thatstraight axes are shown on this and L theotWtwo plans, viz., HoUar's and Loggan'sTfor thrOxford plan, No. 2, lacks authen^tfc^y), 'and tt^

Xttf 'V'''"*'^'^
*''** "TheSu?;;yorto^

advantage of more room northward," mav be
quotedmthissensejbutthislastpointisneutriisS
by the consideration that the same passaL^e soea^of the axis of old St. Paul's as decWng noXof
east which would not have been trueKtn-
fb5'±'j^."Ll''5J* t? ^-1 demonstrated that

real places, but^^iV^^^thw^k^rrS^^^- ^
church falls centraUy upon apiece of fo3i?n ea^t aTaU Be^n" ^^

"°t decUne to the north-
which was discnveroH ;„ n,„ fu ^:_

uiiuuii, east at all. Besides the orientation would then
v- . ,r ""J "i"ju » piece 01 lounaationwhich was discovered in the alterations madeSyears ago at the west end. The strongest ar^

3tionoVt"r'- °°
'""t

hypothesif thatX
I?iw 1

"* "'''^^ '^™* ^« ^°- to be corrected,

for Z T "^^ /"? '" ^^'^ "°rth churchyard

Indft™dfr''-°^,,*^" ""-^^ *^^^««Pt ^all,and found them m the very first pit, within two

CLOISTEES A.\D CHAITEP. HOUSE, OLD ST.

EEFEKENCES :

PAUL S.

Chapter House.
2. Buttresses.
3. 3, 3. Cloisters.

|

4. Loose Fragments of
|

Fouadatioa buried I

deep.

28'

59'

15'

follows :-

The New Cathedral to the North-
East . . . _ (,

The Old Cloister wall and Chapter
House to tho South-Eaxt

But the general axis of tho Cathe-
dral to the North-East . . 3 . ,„

That is on the assmnption that the Oxford planNo
1 correctly shows the con-elation of the oUand new fabric at the east end. That this wfcorrectly marked on the plan, both at the e^sand west, I have scarcely any doubt - hut L?l,whole of the foundationsVt'Le eho ; mu t have'

5, 5. External Anples,
Cloister WaU.

0, G. -Wall of present Ca-
thedral.

(The i-ecent discoveries are
shown in darker outline

i than the rest of plan.)
feet of the centre of the hole. The whole of thework west of the tower is thus shown to be in
accordance with the plan after correction in themanner above explained, and tho axis of the
transept agrees in direction with the plan, and
all this comes by moving it on the western extre-mity of the axis as a pivot. We must conclude

Kd^„ !,„ , "iicuLiiiiou woma tnenhave been so nearly true that he would scarcelyhave said it was not so without some quaHfica-
tion. The confirmation I hope for may perhanscome from the foundations of St. Pa^'fcroT
1 his interesting structure is sho^vn on the Oxfordplan, No. 2 and the place is confirmed by severalold perspective views. It is true that the planwe are now considenng gives an impossible ex-tension to the choir, but the compiler was pro-bably mfluenced by Stow's figure of 690; but Ithuik his place for St. Paul's cress about oppo,sitethe buttress dividing the second and third bay ofthe choir, and its distance from the cathedral

Itself may be allowed to have much weight.
especiaUy a^ he has rendered the due preportloni

neither
^^^PtT-^^-i^e to the cloister,"^ which

neither Hollar's nor the Oxford plan. No 1have properly represented. The plak of 'the
cloister (see opposite) shows the exact position ofthe foundations we have recently discovered, and
their relation to the present cathedral. It wiUbe seen they include the two southern of thoeight great buttresses supporting the chapter-
house and of the mtemal cloister-wall, the foui-south bays of the ea^tside,u-ith the return an-kand also the ^mth-westem angle; besides these
traces were found of both S.E. and S W ex-
ternal angles of the cloister. I have a few remarks
to make on the bells which have lately beenadded to the cathedi-al and himg in the north
tower. This tower, although, in the general
\-iew of the cathedral it does not seem I lar-e
object, now contains, all on one level, tweh-e
beUs, which Sir Edmund Beckett considers the
heaviest peal that can be rung. The tenor ishi cwt., and the total peal weighs about 272 cwt
Tl.e onginal floor, which seems to have been cal-
cidated for a much lighter peal, had in conse-
quence to be strengthened. This has been done bvpowerful struts, two from each face of the towermeetmg m a quadrate collar arrangement,'
which strengthens the whole floor. The timbew
arc large generaUy 18 inches deep, and some asmuch as 10 inches broad, either oak or of teak.that the eastern extr^n^VyLdheTmereTaS ^i '" T'^^^^^^""'''

"*
to the present cathedral that the planXw and ItjT'k '''"'• " -^'""^

T^'^' ^« •^^^''t pro-
this implies the deflection of the aSsTf the LTf ^-"^ ^'^

?^'"'P'^ "^ the enormous mals of
choir. Hie deflection we are suppoZ^ corfl wMlftT^"""^'

**"= '^''^^ "^"^ "'' ^ have.
not have been continued without ZcW°oualitv T^f X1^^^ ^^ ^™"e- on, placed my hand
m.some of the choir arches rsoTo iCrSt^worroTth/™^"'*' ?1 '''%^^^^^ ""-^ tl'^^toneW spread ouWniothers_cJnti.cted. l^n^te^J:^^point we have Sir Christopher Wren's evidence
takenfromthe"ParentaUa,"p. 274, "Lastly the
mtercolumniations or spaces between the Pillars
ot the Quire next adjoining to the Tower arevery miequal " This is exactly what muTrhave
occurr«l ,vith a deflected axfs. The Oxford
plan, No. 1, shows the axial Hues as coincident

-1 "
,
— , 1—"'".V t't^A^viKitiLiii jiiuvement. verv

similar to that of my pulse and scarcely more
perceptible. The beUs were cast and hin- bv
Messrs. Taylor, of Loughborough, and are the
gilt ot the Corporation and some of the leadinsrCompames of the City of London. The position
ot the scheme for the embeUishment of StfPaul's
IS this

: A sub-committee have recommended theat tho extremity of the' old choir. This woidd I ^ontinn'nf "„T"""'","r
""^e "-ecommended the-m a very probable arrangement. ^''^l^lt^lll^^tT.^^^^^stating thjs we must not overlook the words of

nher W ° ^^''', 1"?'"^ ''^°''''' that Sir Christo-pher Wren took advantage of more room north-

stend'
\"- ^'^ °^^°''^ P'-"' however, afit

to the' !^r '^^t^S^^^'^f^'' of the new cathedral
to the south of the old ; whereas the amended^an gives the preponderance, although only a

fW 11? fi'
\° ^""^ "°'"*'' ''''I''- I claim, howe4,tHat the first purpose and end of that plan is that

iutvsijr- .£n.-.str::|iristj.-4»s''S-- -^- si

The President of the Royal Academy andMr. Poynter have agreed to assist the Dean andChapter and the committee in carrying out tliis
design, with such modifications as^" the proper
selection of the subject entaUs, and they JSe now
considenng the proper means of cariying out

™rtr°^ '^'^'"•^
I'

*'' ^<-'^ hya f\ill-sized
cartoon placed up m the dome itself, so that the
scale of the work may be thoroughly settled and
adjusted to its nrnrio.- =;(.„„;„„ 'on..--. _ ,
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ari^

.03

take • oeoadeiable time. In con-

iritli Um oabdliduneut of the Dome,

U aav iatarak ttB«*ml>eM to consider « very c^-

rioMMitem ofaxw^t on the put of the fitful

aadaaiMtttederiKBcraf the Ouhedtal, which I

fooad vImb maUagr dw oar^il meMorementa of

the conSnimtian of the cupola vhich was re<

<raUte far thia mAarttUag. Thaae meMure-

ioti far the aectioa wets tdan with fhe help of

the tkaodolite, and in aeTOal ways, ao as to

^A~* or 1 mar ruther ear coafiim, ouc another,

o tiat I hare no doubt of their accuracy within

•OMe ttaetiaD of an inch. Harinj^ got ue inea-

aanaenta I was soon able to make out a system

of ttow eenina with ndii about 67 feet, 46 feet,

tet, which afforded an exceedingly close

-«*t~» to the fijfure. But I spent a great

of «i~' in endasTouring to make out a law

of iVMgjn cootbiniag these oeaties and radii. At

lait it itraek ma that the aro of a parabola which

be a tangent to the sloping ude of the

at the niinging, and of which the cen-

tral **»«» or ana of symmetry inclined to the

hociaoa at an angle of 51* 30', might afford a

pn>bahle solnticn. These data, combined with

the ninging and culminating points of the

Tii^r imirl^ the elements, as they are called,

of th« oorre to be ddculated, and when done,

nUionrii it differed a very little from the coutuur

of thaaome as executed, it explained the theory

of tbeeentree and radii which I had been seeking

abaohitely. The oorTeapouduioee are here

exhibited:—

After adjusting the
measuri'd and the

caloolated dimen-
rfoaaat tbobottom
aal top, that ia at

*'*T?*"?'"i"' Feet. Feet.
and toe circular

•r^ of the dome,
/adifference

^hajre far the inhorizon-
eqairalentheighte 40-30,

j
^^j ^^^_
'sure of

13-40, ,. „ -00

,
37-65, „ „ -06

And at the height of about 55-00 feet,

phiiiii the iHirizontal measures hare

beta eqnsated, a difference in vertical

The tittea and radii are thus determined. If

we tot auppoae the theoretical parabolic arc to

he drawn and the angle formed between its

jBjilliKi^ axia and the base of the cupola be
JiT^i^faiil

i
namely by the angle of ii' 45', the

point where this line cuts the cnrre is taken as a
given point in the section, and it is found that a

radios of 60-60 feet with its centre on the spring-

iam line will join this paint and the springing

fSmt of the oapola. Draw this arc and con-

tinoe it npwards about half as far as below the

ptnnt. If this centre be now joined to the point

where the parabolic axis meets the vertical central

axis of the dome, and the latter be taken for the

centre of die aeeond sweep, the junction of this

with the ftnt will be on this line produced. The
radios will be 44-10 feot, and the sweep will

extend 13* on each side of the parabolic axis, and
then it win merge into a third sweep of which
the centre is again on the springing line, and
wfaii^ win oomplete the section. The radius
66*40 feet ia abo the radius of curvature, as it

is eaOed, dne to the parabola at the middle of the

an fmniil by its aid, and the last radius is also

that due to the parabola at the termination of

the whole section by the eye of the dome, and
the oential radina of 46-10 differs only a few
faifhsa from the radius of curvature at the apsis

of the parabola. The angle of inclination of the
pawhobe azia ia the latitude of the place. The
proof of the cotrsnt inai of these views has been
givca by the pnotieally perfect agreement
Mtwecu the calculations and the measurements
given above, of which the discordances never

three-qoaiteta of an inch, and I have
nany more points than aro above
aad have taken two oomplcto sections

of tiM doBM widi eomqxndfng remits.
1 ^ I

The export Aad at the Boothampton dorks has
bean Ugbted dmfng the past week by the Wullnco
•teetiie light. The Aed h about 300ft. by HOft.,

aad ia mid to have been tmliiantly lighted iMr

thiaa laasa, nc«withataadiaK the absorbing effeob
of tb* Haefc BCiniata floor aad unwhitewasbed
root. A aa^ Fanaar-WaOace light was also
»la«ad oatrids at the aocth-waataa^ of the open
dock. Vo pntiealan have baoi made known as to
Ihtaoitcf lhta»pwlaiaiitii

ROrAL IKSTITITE OF BEITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AT the meeting of the Institute lield on

Monday, the Pn'sideiit, Mr. Charles Barry,

in the chair, the foUo\ving gentlemen were

deoted:—As FeUo»-s: AlexanderPeeUes, Salter s

HaU-oourt, Cannon-street, E.G. ;
Henry Deut

Lonias, Norfolk-TOW, Sheffield ; Thomas Archer,

Biiekingham-«trt>et, Strand, V,.C. ;
Arthur

Grt-en, Buckingham-sti-eet, Strand, W.O. ;

Samuel Knight, ComluU, E.C. ;
andWilUam

George ColdweU, Finsbury-place (South), Ji.C.

As AssocUtes : George WiUiom Webb, Castlc-

straet Beading ; Wallace Gill, Fountain-build-

ings, Bath ; Henry BlackweU, Old Broad-sti'eet,

E.G. : and Leonard Brisbane Broim, Aberdeen-

place, N.W. The President read a conmiunication

fror. the Foreign Office stating that it has been

decided by theKingofBavaria to hold quadrennial

exhibitions of works of art at Munich ;
the iirst

if these wiU open in July, 1879, and will dose in

October. The conditions would bo placed m the

hands of the secretaiy, who would afford all in-

formatiou to members, but he might add that

first and second gold medals would be awarded

to works selecttd by a jury of the artists of

Munich ; that all works must bo delivered by

the 31st May next ; that the expenses of i-cceiv-

ing and returning and insurance wiU be paid on

all accepted works, but the expenses of those

docliued will fall on the ovraers.

ST. Paul's caihzdbal.

The Pbesidknt said Mr. Penrose's paper on St.

Paul's Cathedral (see pp. 132, 183), was now open

for discussion. The exact date of the mouldings

of Old St. Paul's found, and how far they coin-

cided in character with the received period of

working, wore questions which a few years ago

would have excited the liveliest discussion in that

room. As to the decoration of;St. Paul's, all

would be glad to know that the marble pavement

had been commenced. The design exhibited

was, he thought, an admirable one, and he could

only hope that the whole work would be carried

out as snown. It was a happy augury that two

such masters of their art as Sir Frederick Leighton

and Mr. E. J. Poynter had undertaken to prepare

designs for the dome.
Mr. WnicnooBD inquired whetherthetowerwas

strong enough to bear the ringing of the peal of

bells.

Mr. Statham wished to know what effect the

proposed mosaics in the dome would have on the

aerial perspective of the cathedral. One of the

last things their late hon. secretary wrote upon
was this point, for Mr. CockereU thought the

cartoons might reduce the apparent height of

dome. He believed that the mosaic floors would
partially neutralise this.

Mr. E. B. Feehey referred to the extra-

ordinary variations in the contemporary views,

plans, and descriptions of Old St. Paul's. The
irregular intercolumniation wliich Wren con-

demned might have partiaUy arisen from the

practice of Gothic builders to set out the bays

nearest a central tower to a narrower

span than the others, so M to afford greater

support to its mass. Again, there might have
been a variation therein arising from different

dates of building nave and choir. Mr. Penrose's

theory of the deflections of the axes was very

ingenious. The small size of the chapter house,

only 33ft. diameter, was very remarkable in so

large a cathedral, especially as compared with
similar structures at York and Westminster.

Mr. Dawsow asked whether the cloisters were
not truly square on plan. Ho also inquired

whether Mr. Penrose had found any remains by
which he could fix the coincidence of the east

ends of the old and new cathedrals. If the

plans were incorrect in this particular, there was
no reason to assume that the axes of old nave
and choir deviated.

Mr. RoBnre suggested the question whether
gilding and colour would not diminish the appa-
rent size of the dome. Stevens's idea was to in-

troduce into the dome groups of architectural or-

naments from eight points, and to unite these by
circles. The arrangement, size and colours of these

rings would need the most careful consideration.

Mr. BoTZS did not sec from the plans and
discoveries the necessity for Mr. Penrose's
theory of deflections of axes in the nave and
choir of old building.

The Pbbsidest, in closing the discussion,

asked Mr. Penrose if, in his researches, he had
found any similar cases in Classic or Gothic

work, where a dome was developed from three

centres. It should be remembered that Wren
always contemplated the introduction of colour

into the dome, and that ho pixibably made full

allowance for it in deaigiiiiig. Mr. Penrose,

in speaking of the deflection in Old St. Paul's,

had referred to numerous other Gotliio instances,

all of which showed inclinations to the north.

Now, the deep earnestness and feeling with

which the Gotliio arcliitects worked, made it

certain that there was a well-miderstood and
common cause for the custom. A possible reason

occurred to liim, namely, that it might be a
reproduction of the leaning of our Lord's head on

the cross, shown in all representations as inclining

to the right.

The Rev. Benjamin Webb (hon. associate)

said in his younger days he should have agreed

«-ith this hypothesis, but he believed any deflec-

tion was due to mistakes in setting out the

foimdations. If, however, this deflection was
invariably to the north, the President's idea was
probably right.

Mr. Penkose said there were no grounds for

alarm as to the effects of bell-ringing in so

massively constructed a tower as that wherein

the bells were hung. He believed the effect

of filling the dome with mosaics would be to

increase the apparent size. The two spandrels

alioady treated seemed to him to look broader

than the plain ones. The dome never looked so

small as when there was a fog in it. The new
pavement referred to in the paper was that of

the crypt only, and not the nave, as several

speakers seemed to assume. It had been

prepared in the female prison at Woking from
full-sized drawings which he had made; he

thought the cost was about 4s. per foot, but this

estimate was subject to correction. It was in

contemplation to repave the cathedral floor

proper as fimds pei-mitted. The old chapter

house was a little larger than the drawings had
led Mr. Ferrey to suppose ; it was nearly 40ft.

diameter. The old chapter house seemed to havo

been repaired and agidn used after the Fire,

and Dr. Simpson, the cathedral hbrarian, had
just found that in the reign of James II., meet-

ings were held in the old room. The cloisters, as

Mr. Dawson suggested, were not set out square

;

the bays of one side differed in size from those in

the next, but corresponded with those opixisite.

He had fixed the relative position of the old

and new east ends from the Oxford plan No. 1

;

he was now excavating to find the north wall.

The peculiar curvatures of the dome appeared to

have been determined upon by Wren, because a
spherical vault appeared when viewed from
beneath to hang down near the centre ; the

centres and radii he had shown were probably an
after-calculation made for the guidance of the

workmen in constructing the dome. The
deflection of choir from navo was nearly always

to the right (it was so at St. Mary's, Guildford,

where it amounted to 3°. 30'). b\it in a few
instances, as at Wisbech, it inclined to the left.

One reason for the deflection might havo been a
desire to improve the perspective by causing the

distant lines of columniation to approach each

other ; the beauty resulting in this manner from
the change of axis was very apparent in Lich-

field Cathedral.

OBEEK AET AND GEEEK OEOMETEY.

A Paper by Mr. John Pennethoene, entitled
" The Connection between Ancient Art and the

Ancient Geometiy, as Illustrated by the Works
of the Age of Pericles," was read for the author

by Mr. Arthur Gates. The paper was written

to show the connecting links between ancient

art and the geometry of the Greeks, and to prove

that complete hai-mony exists between the few
passages in the writings of Plato, of Aristotle, of

Vitnivius, of Pliilo, and of other authorities

which refer to the theory of ancient art, and the

facts deducible by measurement from the archi-

tectural remains in the Athenean Acropolis,

which were calculated and executed by the archi-

tects of the age of Pericles. The works of the

period were executed with such extreme preci-

sion that we are able from them inductively to

recover the original canon of proportions of tho

Athenian porticoes by simply eliminating the

small irrational quantities found to exist in the

whole height of each temple and in the heights

of steps, columns, and entablatures, when com-
pared with the length of the upper step in any
given portico, and by substituting instead the

nearest commensurable magnitudes. When
these small irrational quantities aro effaced, all
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the Greek poHicocs harmonise, and can bo col-
lated in what is reaUy tlie given Athenian canon
of proportions of porticoes. Thus: divide a Hno

step ot the octastyle = 10 parts, of the hexaityle= 8 parts and of the tetrastyle porticoes be =
6 parts. Let the whole heiglit of the Doric por-
ticoes = 5 parts. Let the whole height of the
Ionic porticoes = 6 parts. lu the Doric por-
ticoes the whole height is found to divide into
9 ahquot parts: The height of the steps = 1of cohmm = 6, and of entablatiu-e = 2 parts'In the Ionic porticoes the whole height is found
to divide into 12 aliquot parts: the height ofthe steps = 1, of colunm = 9, and of fntab-

H^'r \^:'^'< ^"^ ^^-^ Doric'and Ionic por-

frieze o H, f ''°"f
''t'.'l projection from the

trieze to the lower step is made equal to l-9th

fnVrt'^^^ •i^^S'^v'''*''^'
"^ the porticoes, then

Zln^,^ '^v «t*^'-''*''P^' °^ "'« entablature,and of the mchnation mwards of the first masses

n,H f^r-"'"'^*^'""'*'
'^"''^"'^ "»*« some givennumber of ahquot parts, and the details of the

r3i°"' ''^/f^ate'l by these munbers.

arral-p™?nr". ^f'° ^^ -^^^ architects in thearrangement of the position of the propytea,

the ^^t°^T •°''"''' '^'^ ^'^"IP''^" suS-o,mding

bl^xh.'-n T ''^"P'f were generaUy surroundedby external colonnades supporting an enrichedentaMature, a^d the exter^Il appfaronc^^ thedesign was veiy carefully studied.

(To be Continued.)

constructed in this manner, from a love of stained
glass and a desire to obtain as much space aspossible for Its display. Owing to thetW ofvaulting It became neces.sary to bring moreweight into buttresses, and this was theorigS
of pinnacles From the elevation of a bay of acathedral (Fig. 17) upon the wall you wUl seehow stnctly logical it is in arrangement and sub!ordmation of parts. But we nutt now pass on
to consider the growth of the Gothic oolmnn and

n'
J

-^i
•

• ^F-
'^^ "^"^^ "'« ''"liert form

in wlueh a circuUr column supports a squarehead and arcade, as at Waltham Abbey Sd a

ttt^X C"t^eater5htnes:*in1ffe^ ^^^
\
f^'^"-^" ^^ '« - -*. __

partlj. to Tuow^of s^atr sl^nes beSg'^' "he kanTr^S^T\ ..""'^^ -^"-" ^" -^
upper arcade has been diimidshed at"^ r^a™ IS t^^^L^^.""?.'' P"''"?^^? "^ "''l^tec
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another sketch on the screen
; you wiU see that

t is a part of a bridge, and that on a solid
granite column set upon a buttress is a stone andtimber house three or four stories high Thepier IS substantial enough to carry a much
«W f Tw'*^^'' ^V' ""w as I remove the upperSheet of the drawang you see that the grwutoshaft Mmply carries one of the recesses of Black-fnars Bridge! What a waste of arehitectuml

fnT„ .^' ?^ the masonry been needed to

W«T ^''t.^^^'i'ty of construction, it ought to

\tZ^\ '^T'"^ ^ * ''""'•««« i" the li^e of thestream s flow, but as it is it simply carries an airybalcony. It is an mstance of a mistake often madi

N

THE LOGIC OP AECHITECTUEAL
iJJiblGN.*

With IiiusTiiAnoNs.

^^' "Jr"*f,! *r'*
"''•^^ (lifficulties-that

of getting the line of pressure within theflanfang mass, of vaulting oblong spaces and of

STwhTf "C^
"earthekcystoL ^f the a^h-that what is known as Gothic architecture grewThat pointed arches were first used for scieS'

fit "that 'in'fh'^'^'l"''^"^' ^ ^1-rCn ttlact that m the Transition or Eom->no=„„„
ehurches aU the large arches whicli cai~

S

are pointed, while the smaller ones SrXt«ifor ornament are round. Vaulting was nowrendered a more easy matter, for the^wo archeTcould. If pomted, be struck frJm differenlhetSitand yet form a good jimcture, as^ iT u'Upon this angle aU the weight depends sothat It was presently noticed that thisQ be^phasised by a nb, and that the space betweenbeing of no structural importance, could betreated as the architect lik<^, by hiUo^,, ;!outer setting the masoniy askew. Z-e*\ndmore ribs were added to the vaulting, asi^X
vault (iig 16), of which weU-known exam,>lpiexist in Henry VII 's Chapel, WestnSn^erSat St. George's Chapel, Windsor. The l^,tdevelopment marks a long and very imn^rta^^tep as wi 1 be seen from the plan o7a feS?
len-lth"""'^' f ^'™°- '^^ *he ribs are of™^length, nse at equal distances, and diver^^

.^S^-iflogilaT ^''-^rfa^" tr
™^'^^

prJty th,4 tSlook'^^r^e™^^^^^^^ ^t it

fil. ..^''" '•'''^ *<' h"^™ bien^ derivedfrom an attempt to copy the interlaced branchesof trees ma forest; nevertheless, it is the out

roof of
T"'' ^^^ *'"^''^'^' ™^y be seen in the

uuiici a Lrothic edifice as a simple series of hnt

upper arcade has been diminished at its base

P.V
"e^'^.eJ>'"'*fo,7as to break the column up at

-tig. 22 intosmaUer ones, so that the bulk isarranged just where the weight is required to beean-ied In 23 the vaulting shaft is brough?down at 4 to capital, and in 24 it is continuedthrough to base of building, but bound in to the
capital and colimm at c. In Fig. 25 you see a

^t^ "^f- i^j;
'^'^P^'^ °^ ^"Pe<l «bafts upona pier. It wiU be seen that it is perfectly easy

to connect tins last shaft with a D^ric col4in bya series of gradations. The differences betweenthe two are traceable to the relation between
material and chmate. Tlie left-hand-side of plateVII. shows a Greek capital, built in a coi^itiywhere marble is abundant, where the climatewas sunny and clear; henee the temple wasSwh Tf "p'^- !?P'^*"^"'^ ^" *!« two sidessmd m the hiter Conntluan examples every detaiwas worked out with extreme delicacy. TheEarly Engbsh capital on the opposite side wa!executed under a thick climate, and in a coarse-
gr-iuned stone; hence the several features wereahnost gashed out. That is the reason why theIbuildmgsm the Greek style, erected about ,50
years ago, look so cold and uninteresting. Anvattempt to reproduce that style in London wouldhave this result, unless the Greek cHmate could
also be introduced, and marble quarries opened

fc It,
'""'^- °^

f'"" "P™ architecture.Upon the green is a plan and perspective of theHouses of Parhament. This is a ve^ fine plan inmany respe-cts. All the corridors converge in acentral octagon, and this is architecturaUv ex-
pressed by the spire which rises in the middleof tho buildmg. The very large tower
18 placed at one of 4e aSgles todenote that this is the grand entrance^ Now
L^ Charles Bany had been de-sirous ofmaking lus budding m the fir.st place synunet-ncal and had put another Victoria tower at

he ou^btT'l'''' \ l^r heard some people say

said
?'4° ^^^

t°°f '.
^^ ^°"1<1 ^ effect have

said. This IS a budding in wliieh there are

TlLfT* ''"tP'^'^es of equal importance."Ihe clock tower is treated in a utiUtarian manner
as siinply a means of raising a clock in the air.The lower part IS therefore httle more than astalk, marked witli emphatic vertical lines andspread at the stage containing the clock. Thesetowers are placed at the extreme ends of thebuildmg, so that it is possible to estimate Ussue from any standpomt. It woidd not be ea.sy tofind a better example of an iUogical mode of con-
struction than the bmlding in which we are nowassembled. As you faiow, on the front of the Institutonnextto Albemarle-street is a series ofCorinthian colunms. IntemaUy it is, however,
divided into a number of smaU rooni, and aii
entrance-hall and staircase leading to thistheatre at the rear, luid there is absolutelyuotlung to show that one portion of thebSg
s ot greater importance than another. ThIonly logical bmlding behind such a front wouldbe one large square hall. Again, if you look ata section of St. Paul's Cathedi'.a you\rilJ s^e

bphLi 'A
eo.nstructionally a Gothic biuldingbehind a Classic mask, with the masses disposedso as to rest upon a senes of arched buttresses

carefully tied m. But in the time of SirCWtopher Wren every building of importance musthave the orders appbed to it; it was then con-sidered almost as unbecoming to erect a buildingwithout the orders as for a person to go ivithoS
clothes. Upon the first a*^ second order waserected a St Paid's, and this is but a hrgeblank waU piled up to liide the flying buttresses
supporting the central vaidt. On^Stering thecathedral you see this is the ea.scs for there is aoftyimddle vault and a low aisle on either side(in one of these you ,viU recoUect they havesmothered the Wellington Monument). ThS

tural design, and at the same time they wiUapply ornament to their works. If the materials

l^Z.T'^^TT^ *"^*er in the lines and

weTfor f^"*''' M '°'^'' '^«y ^"^•l often look

Tf nkfnJ ^T^^'^T
?PP'-o-^'nate to the harmonyof nature. Now I have spoken upon the tmoaws of arelutectnral desij^ and have refer^dtosome vulg-arities of conception, and itmaX

^^t^^^ •' ^\ practical application to oV-
We K ^'^ *^o P"^* '"ty °^ ««ty years wohave been taken up with the imitation of the

rrlTf?\T'' -"^ P,**' architecture. Eoman!Greek, Gotluc, m all their varietiei^tho lastbeginning, curiously enough, with Tudor, asthat piesumably most suited to modem reqiire-ments, and gradually worked backwa4 Lthe search for purity till something very like

^TT'nr" ,''t*empted-^ach has%een^tri^r

Jb^tll^i^T' ^^1""°" '"'own by the name ofthat pecuharly aesthetic sovereign, Queen Anne,
IS just as dlogical as any of the others. It i^now con-ect to reproduce on your fireplace the

i^^r, ,v/
'^

^l^'"' '^'"P^"^ ^th the orders under

H?« nt f T"' tympanum, and roof, allcomplete forthe protection of the front from rain, and then

ITJT^ ^'''f
P

""^i
*^o centre of the pediment to.afford space for a bracket on which to set up aJapanese pot! And this is art in the hou^etihe cause of these vagaries is that few people

for these th""''^'
to think what are the reaso^nstor these thmgs which they see every day, andconsequently we are at the mercy of anyoneXcan get a new thing taken up by a few of^he

rbWe'/"'!^""-
^ehitectsVnotrtUi;

to blame for this
; we can hardly hope for better

ardiitecture untU there is a demand for it andtoi tlus reason it is necessary that people of cul-ture should be induced to tliink oVt the matterogicaUy, to wish for what is right, and to say
so. True, it is possible to Uve upright, moral

the ;,• W T"^, \ ^" ^'"^^ happy while hVing inthe midst of all that is una^sthetic. In the samemanner a lady might be veiy channing, weu!mfonned and possessed of natural attmctions,

so oirf",!-'^'^/""^
""^"* '^ ''he were to dress iil

80 old-fashioned or unbecoming a manner as to

rnlL% ^"^^'
.
°* ''"^^"- The illustration

applies to architecture at the present day. It isworthwhile to have our taste widened and cul!

a^l T \ "if
''""'^? ^to the reasons for details,and I shaU consider I have done somcthin.^ forthe advancement of architeotiu-e H I can inducesuch an audience as I have the honour of ad-

rrr^l
""^^ohoe-court Mr. Martin, ofStratford-

Cnl'-R'I'^i''''™.^"^
'Charged by the West HamLocal Board with erecting a building in Argyle-^eetPaistow beyond the building h'ne,XLwith erecting tho same .*nthout submitting the

wlTfi ,
'^'' ""PS"^"™' °* the Board deparbnent,was fined £o. and a continuing penalty of £1 per

tLl'^ n r^"'*
""*" ?'>"» should be suppU^elwhich could be approved of.

vv^^'j.

The coimcil-chamber in the Guildhall, Derby,has been rearranged .and rendered more conilmodious The woodwork and fittings were

thp';;'„h^y^-?J°"''^y'
o* Forester-Street, and

of Derty '^ ^ '^"- Cochrane and Dean, also

plZ^»^^"
^' -J-shlin, architect, of Dublin, has been

Acadfmj'oflS:'"'^ °' "^^ ^''^ ^hemian

nd.JfTt'^°^^°"^'' "Chapel was recently opened atOrsett Umon-house, South Essex. It has been

UoTlu^ ,^-- ^"der, contmctor, of GmTesS
r^^„,=f

designs of Mr. Charies Pertwee, of

sJi?^f!
[''• «" "^^^ '-" people. The altar, desks,

seats, aud roofing are varnished pine. Above tho

fn^lu^ T"^"^?
°* three panels of slate, the centre

^pv^i,fi,'^".v
''."o^'' 0" ^ ^ound of French

prey, and the other two with sacred monograms. It
IS heated by hot water.
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COKPXTTTIONS.
CiunEL CojtPBrmoK.—There were

tor iiMtmotkiBS in the above

. U mtt» ol imgoB submitted.

TWpltM ««n to be «at ^ on or before Feb.

M to Mr. J. S. HodfriaiuoD, Secretary. At a

of the oommittee held on the 5th

«• deoklMl to award the first prize

(£SQ to the demga bearing the motto,
" TkoRMgl^" and the sec(»d (£20) to " Liverpool,

JnuMTf, 18T9." The authors o{ the first prize

iV dflTiaTnlfm iiii IHxou sod Moxon, of Bamidey.
tha |Mii|>nMi<l oatlar is £2,500, and the chapel is

to •eeoHaBodate 400 pereons. From a letter in

I it will be perceived the oompeti-

to have b^n decided in a very

> Schools.—The Ilkeston School
Board hare proriaianally selected the following

I as oompetitors for the proposed Granby
I to acooBiinodate 300 boys and 300 girls in

BSBta, together with teachers'

A. & Potter. Mansfield; Mr.
JCnigkt, Kotttngham ; Hr. Keeling, Notting-
ham ; Messrs. Trueman and Pratt, Nottingluun

;

and XesBS. Tait and T^ngham, Leieeeter.

Tte ICbtbofoutxx Fsee Ho6Fn.u, Cohpeti-
rmm.—little has transpired since our last notice
«< iUs oompetitian. The Committee have had
'mider oonadeiatioin, the claim made by Mr.
OwcBt, lefeiied to by us, and having consulted
tlieir Misssor, Mr. I'Anson, have determined to

adbsreto their first decision. Mr. Owen's plan
;i ns»e>»(s merit, though not of a kind to justify a
rediatiibotion of the awards. Thedesign "Civis"
(Six. diaries Barry's) has been supplemented
noe oar last notice, by a coloured perspective
of the BWjops^te-street Klevation, showing the
alteinatiN-e design for this front. It is certainly
less faulty than the first ; red brick and stone are
used, and a sligbt balcony projection obtained up
to the tap ol second floor. The elevation is

uioviMa by a broken onuunental gable, in which
the aa^ qooina are pronounced features. We
may notiee e» pturnnt that the Jews' convaleiwent
rooo, Idteben, and mines' room are a long way
frcan the wards, and on the third floor the middle
ward is made a passage room, to the extreme
tiansrene wards at either end. These are ob-
jectiooable points. We may add to our comments
as regards '• F,xperientiaj" that though the
wards are only lighted on the Half Moon-street
side, the author has provided ventilating spaces
above the rooms on the inner side, by keeping
the ceilings low. In justice to the author we
point this out. We understand the committee
nave been very anxious to acquire the property
at the oomer, Sir Paul Pindar's house, which
breaks into the site, and hascontdderably curtailed
the poaabilities of the plan.

I<EOAI. nrrELLIOENCE.
AlLmFT) NbOLIOEXCB iXD Bbeace of Com-

•»*<»•—The llethley School Board r. Gfough and
Psttinaiai

—
^This was an action for negbgence

and bteach of contract, tried at the Leeds Assizes
oo Satnnlay and Monday week. Messrs. Pattinson
contracted with the plaintiffs to erect two schools,
the cost of which was about £.5,000. Mr. Gough
was the architect. The schools were ready for
cpntagta 1877, and it was then discovCTed that
the ooutraet had not been carried out. The
material was of an inferior quality , and the work
was an entire departure from the character of the

yifHW-attoos. Mr. C. L. Dieseer, C.E., Mr.
***"• Cotson, Aid. Croft, and another witness
WBO oaUed on the part of the plaintiffs to prove
that the work was inferior, and not according to
^•y^Wftions. On behalf of the MeSrs.
P»*tlnsoo. the builders, it wasM,ntcndcd that theM^ estificale of the architect was conclusive.
^»oo«*»act prr^vided that a certificate of the
•wMtaet showing the final balance due shonld be
niMBlMi is andsnoe of the works having been duly
?"*''**«g- ** ^" admitted by the plaintiffs
Uat WA oertifleate had been given, and the
««n«d Jodge therei^on intimated that he con-

?^2!VS!L''"~ T,"" •»" »«»«"' 'he dcfen-
«2;^«*B»on, and he diiectea a verdict to be
4«ai«dfor tb«a. As to the defendant Gough,

ft!^^^'^ (1-°^ JMtioe Brett)^d
theowrtioBVHwhetiier he had exenAedrea-aoMtk ens in anperintendisg the builders. Mr.

Clr'^u •>eJ>«^f«r-fuIlT examined the
Bcbo<Js. and he considered, with the previous wit-
ness, thatthjyweresuhstantiaUy and satisfactorily
eneted. He bad in a letter to the Timet recom-

mended the use of slates similar in colour to those

used in these s<-Jiools in therestoration of St. Alban's
Cathedral. Mr. Crnvford Eyre, who was clerk

of the works in the erection of the schools, gave
corroborative eridence. Mr. Pattinson, the

builder, and Aid. Croft were also called. His
Lordship asked the jury to decide whether Mr.
Gough had exercised reiusouable care and skill in

siii>criiitouding the execution of the contract and
in giving the final certificate. The plaintiffs had
not impugned the honesty of Mr. Gough's inten-

tions, therefore that consideration would not be
necessary, and so far the defendant was entitled

to a verdict. The jury returned a verdict for the

defendant. His Lordship gave judgment
accordingly.

1 M^ I

Builbing luttllirjcnct

Bbiohtldiosea.—The parish church of Bright-
lingsea, near Colchester, was reopened on Wed-
nesday week after undergoing repairs and resto-

ration. It is a noble Perpendicular edifice, with
a lofty tower which serves as a landmark. The
roof of the nave and chancel, together with the
clerestory, having fallen in about the year 1814,

the present roof was then constructed, and at the

same time the chancel and chancel aisle arches
were rudely rebuilt. Recently the church had
fallen into a grievous state of dilapidation. From
the designs and under the superintendence of

Mr.'Charles Pertwee, of Chelmsford, the tower
areh has been opened into the nave, the west
window and ancient ringers' gallery have been
restored, the nave rebenched and paved, gutters
renewed, and roofs of aisles repaired, piers and
arches scraped, and walls repaired and coloured,
chancel arch rebuilt, and window-glazing re-

newed. The chancel has also been furnished
with choir seats and other appointments, and
has been decorated in stencil. An organ has
been erected by Messrs. Bryant and Ellis, of
London, and the church is now heated by Port-
way's slow combustion stoves. The works have
been carried out by Messrs. R. J. and W.
Aldous, of BrightUngsea, at a cost of about
£900.

LojTDON.—New show-rooms at No. 13, King
William-street, Charing Cross, for Messrs. John
Hardman and Co. , have recently been completed
by Messrs. Lott and Son, builders, under Messrs.
John and S. Flint Clarkson

; the principal show-
room, which is 48ft. long and 24ft. high, being
on the street level. All the walls, ceilings, and
floors are lined with pitch pine in narrow widths;
recesses are left, which Messrs. Hardman will fill

with typical decoration. The cases tlu-oughout,
which are dustproof, are of polished wainscot,
some of them being iron-plated and guarded by
electric alarums. The packing-rooms, &c., are
paved with thick Claridge's asphalte. The tubes
and the brass, and wrought-iron cages for them,
and other work in the gas fittings are from
special designs, and have been made by Messrs.
Hardman themselves ; as also the door furniture
and other metal finishings. They have also exe-
cuted the stained glass exhibited in the lantern
lights.

FoLKEsroxE.—A new church at Foord, an
outstanding district of the parish of Christ
Chureh, Folkestone, was consecrated on Feb.
3rd by the Bishop of Dover. The church, which,
when complete, will consist of nave, aisles.
chancel, organ chamber and vestries, tower and
spire, is built in the Early Decorated style of
Arehitecture, with the local ragstone laid in
random courses, with Box-ground Bath stone
dressings, the internal walls beinglined with rich,
coloured, red brickwork, coursed with grey!
The roofs are of fir, left clear, without stain or
varnish. The windows are glazed with varied
tinted cathedral glass. The seating is of red
deal, varnished only. The heating with hot air
has been most successfully carried out by Mr
John Grundy, of Tyldeslcy, near Manchester,
and has borne the test of the recent severe
weather with very satisfactory results. The
whole of the works have been carried out from
thedesiims and under the superintendence of
Mr. A. KowUnd Barker, architect, 11, Bucking-
ham-street, Strand, London, Mr. Burgess
Beeves, architect, Folkestone, acting as clerk of
works. The building works have been carried
out by Messrs. R. and D. Baker, of Tontine and
mrbour-Btreets, Folkestone, at a cost of about
£3,600.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinion-i of

oiu- correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all communications should be drawn up as briefly
us possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
iillottwl to con-espondence.J
All letters .should bo nddressod to the EDITOR, 31,

T.\\^STOCK-STKEKT, COVENT-G.^RDEN. W.C.
Cheques and rost-olKce Ordera to be made jiayable to

J. I'asshoke Edwards.

F. Bros.-S. and S.-L. and N. W. R. Co.-B. Bros.-
E. T. H.-T. W. C.-M. and Co. -J. and J. B.-
M. R. Co.-B. W. M.-W. P.-H. S. B. Co.-W. W.-
B. and B.—R. E. C.-T. and H.

BuiLDKB. (Yes, of the Secretary of the B.I.B.A., 9, Con-
duit-street, W.) — Ji.vK. (See advt. pages.)

n. R. (Indiarubber can be dissolved injnineral naphtha or
in bisulphide of carbon. Take the li)fht-poluured parts
from the bottle-rubber and cut into tine slnwis. Keep
the mixture in a warm place, and the rubber will soon
di.ssolve.)

Tyro. (Your comrade is right. It is quite trae there are
144 square inches in a superficial foot, but in duodecimal
or cross multiplication the inch is taken as the l'2tli part
of a foot, for it rcally means 12 square inches. The
sum of the superflcials given is 175ft. Sin.)—Faemeb
(We can recommend a little book entitled "Practical
jVrchitccture," by W. Scott Bum, publishiHl at office
of the Country.)—X " You.vg Akchitkut " (It is best to
mount the print on linen stretched to a frame, and to
keep the surface of engraving a little away from glass
by a gold flUet.)

"BtnLDING NEWS" DE8IGNIN0 CLUB.
LIST OF SUBJECTS.

A. A cottage hospital for five of each sex, containing
convalescent wards, administrative offices, rooms for
matron, surgery, and operating-room. Plans and eleva-
tion.'i to an eighth-inch scale. A view may bo substituted
for one elevation.

B. A mantel-piece with pier glass over, which may be
combined with shelves for diina. Material painted
wood. The fire place to have an open grate. Height of
room 9ft. 6in., and width of chimney-breast 5ft. Inch
scale.

Deawisgs kkceived.—G. Jaer Bach (we shall be glad to
receive your designs, and we hope you will prolit by our
criticism.) "J, C." in circle, H. Rjiy, L in ti, Fleur-dc-
Lis, W. .J. M., East Anglian, Omnia ;Vincit Labor,
Signum, "Motto J," "O" on shield, "Nemo" in
shield, J. Crowquill, ' T, W. P. (you, like many more,
violate the rules in not keeping all your drawings of one
subject on one sheet j members are requested to be
more partlciUar in this respect). Rebus, Yes or No,
Burswell, Try, Demwich, Leo, Rusticus, Thor (your
sheet is not of specified size), "M" with leaves, "Be
to its faults a httle kind," &o., J. S., Spero Meliora,
J. Lennox Canning.

C0trtsp0niienct

A VERY LIMITED COMPETITION.
To the Editor of the Butldino News.

SiE,—The enclosed is very amusing
; you will

observe the covert flattery conveyed in the
remark, "Your name was one of tho.se men-
tioned," &c., suggesting the idea that only a
select few are to be allowed to compete; but not-
withstanding the selectness of the affair, archi-
tects must satisfy Mr. Fairbaim by referring to
churches already erected by them, and at the
same time that gentleman wiH be glad to get a
" note of their terms." I would advise the suc-
cessful architect to get paid early in the day,
as after erecting a church (with tower and spire)
to hold TOP people, and hall, boimdaiy walls,
&c., very little will remain for that unfortimato
man out of the magnificent sum of £3,500. I
presume you will agree with me that the archi-
tect who engages in this competition has lost all
idea of personal and professional dignity.—

I

am, &c. T. K.
Edinburgh, Feb. 6, 1879.

South XT.P. Conoeeoation, Galashiem.
It having been resolved to proceed with the

erection of a New Cluircli for this cougiogation, I
have been requested by the Managers to procure
and submit to them plans by a number of architects
for approval. Your name was one of those men-
tioned to the Managers, and I was instructed to ask
you to provide Plans, and to inform you that they
had resolved as follows, viz. :—(1), That accommo-
dation should be provided for 700 sitters

; (2), That
the Church should be after the Gotliic style, with
spire and bell

; (3), That there should be a hall and
all modem conveniences in keepiug with the
Church

; (4), That heating should lie by water
; (.3),

That sittings (gallery on three sidesrshould be in
circular or hor8e-.shoc form; (6), That platform-
pulpit, and accommodation for choir and organ or
harmonium behind same, should be provided

; (7),
That interior should be of yellow pine

; (8), That
when estimates come to be taken they must bo by
way of specification, not by schedule; and (9),
That the total cost, including boundary walls, &o.,
and also Architect's fees, must not exceed £3,500.
The site secured for the Church is a prominent one,
and consists of 80ft. of frontage and about U5ft.
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in depth. As it is expected, however, that there will

be houses built on both sides, the sufRcieut lij^litiug

of the Church must be kept in view. If you agree
to furnish Plans, you will probably bo good enough
to refer me to any churches of similar coustruction
erected by you or to your plans, in order that their

acoustic properties may be tested. As time is of
importance, all Plans must be lodged on or before
the l.ith instimt, and it will of course be understood
that no charge is to be made for any Plans, except
for the Plans which may be adopted, and I shall bo
glad to receive at same time with the I'lans a note
of your terras. Should you wish to .see the site of

the proposed Church, either Mr. Munro, the chair-
man of the Managers, or I, shall be glad to point it

out to you, and to give you any further iufomiation
you may desire.—I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

F. C. Faibbaibn, Clerk to the Managers.
Galashiels, Feb. 4, 1879.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE LUNATIC ASYLUM
COMPETITION.

SiE,—I inclose you copy of correspondence
relating to the above competition, and will feel

obliged if you can find space for insertion in

your next issue.

I am at a loss to understand the Building
Committee's reasons for refusing to furnish
necessary information to competitors. One would
reasonably expect them to correct any errors in

their "Suggestions to Architects," to which
their attention has been drawn (see

'
' Queries

8, 9, 10").

It is very unfortunate that the Committee
should shii'k their duty, and thus leave competi-
tors in the dark as to their requirements, espe-
cially as the '

' conditions of competition '

' appear
to bo fair and reasonable.—I am, &c.,
Durham, Feb. 11, 1879. William Fox.

[copy.]
GlOUCESTEESHIBE CoUNTT LtTMATIC AsTLirjt

Competition.
Durham, January •23rd, 1879.

Dear Sir,—I enclose a Schedule of Queries in
connection with the above, and will feel obliged if

you will kindly fill in answers and return to me at
jour earliest convenience.—Yours truly.

The Clerk of the Peace. William Fox.

Shire Hall, Gloucester,

7th February, 1879.
Sir,—The Building Committee of the proposed

Gloucestershire Lunatic Asylum have decided not
to furnish any further suggestions or replies to
queries to architects.—Yours truly,

Francis Edw. Guise,
Clerk of the Peace.

W. Fox, Esq., C.E. (per G. M.)
[We cannot spare space for the list of queries

«ent, but they are all such as ought to have
been answered, and without the information
asked for in many, competing would be working
at random.

—

Ed.]

WESLEYAN CHAPEL COMPETITION AT
MATLOCK BRIDGE.

Sib,—Plans for the above having been asked
for in competition, it appears that eighty-five
architects responded, the plans being sent in on
Saturday, Feb. 1.

On the Monday or Tuesday following the com-
mittee were enabled, by their very superior
judgment, to decide which of the eighty-five
sets were the best, and also which was the second
best

!

In my simplicity I should have thought that
it would have taken some time to arrive at a fair

and reasonable selection out of so many designs,
tut perhaps the solution of the matter may be
rendered more easy (as it seems the selection was)
by taking into consideration that one set (the
first premium) was furnished by the near relation
of one of the Building Committee, who is also a
large contributor to the funds.

Putting these facts together (the short time
taken for the selection, and the relationsliip of
the successful competitor), and considering that
there were twenty or thirty superior designs re-
ceived, can there be any reasonable doubt but
that the whole thing has been a prearranged
affair ? I confess I looked for better things from
a set of people who profess to bo guided by
righteou.sness and truth in aU their dealings.

Further, the instructions were minutely parti-
cular on the subject of cost, absolutely stating
that they would utterly discard any plan that
exceeded the amount named, whereas it is the
opinion of competent local and other authorities
that the selected design would cost about double
that amount, while many excellent designs sub-
mitted coidd undoubtedly done for the money.

—

I am, &c.,

Oira OF THE Unsuccessful 83.

METROPOLITAN FREE HOSPITAL
COMPETITION.

Sib,—May I a.sk the insertion of a few words
of explanation with regard to your criticism on
the design " Experientia" ?

Not wishing to dissent from its general tone,

the writer will find he is in error about the ques-

tion of cross ventOatiou to the wards, as it is

provided throughout by the means of light di-

rectly accessible to the outer air, obtained in the

difference of height between the wards and
corridors, a plan I believe novel in its application.

I enclose you a small section making it fuBy
clear.

As to the mode in which some of the competi-
tors have acted, that is to unite their forces and
thereby obtain a large selection from alternative
designs, I wiU say nothing except that itis novel,

but I have my very grave doubts whether the
pavilion design of "Ad Rem" comes within the
conditions of the competition, and in any event
a building of such excessive height can hardly
fail to be in its practical working unsatisfactory.

—I am, &0., " EXPEELENTIA."

PENMAENMAWE, OR BLUE WELSH STONE.
Sib,—Since your issue of Jan. 31, Mr. Allison

has kindly forwarded me a copy of the report on
Granite Paving referred to in his expose of the
Neven Granite Company's Circular in yours of the
17th ult.

He has also favoured me with an explanation,
and this, with his complete report dealing more
fully with the whole question, convinces me that it

was never intended to condemn the particular Pen-
maenmawr stone which comes under the denomi-
nation of " Grey Welsh."

I shall feel obliged. Sir, if you will insert this in
justice to Mr. Allison, who I think you will allow
IS entitled to pi'aise for the public spirit displayed
in preventing (with your assistance) corporate
bodies and others, who have not the opportimity of
obtaining authentic information on this particular
subject, from being misled.
I venture to express an opinion also, that his

report, if published, would be of interest to those
studying the question of the best material for car-
riage-way paving.—I am, &c.

Matthew Jones, City Surveyor.
Chester, Feb. 5, 1879.

HOTELS AND RESTAURANTS.
Sib,—Through the medium of your journal may

I be allowed to supplement by a few remarks, Mr.
Frederick Francis' able paper on the above subject,
read before the Architectural Association ? Refer-
ring to the art tiles employed as decorations at the
King's Head, may I, as one of the two actual
painters of tbis work, be allowed to state, that I
have just designed and painted'thoso additional por-
tions rendered necessary by the enlargement of the
premises in Mark-lane.

I must here acknowledge the name of the other
painter, M. Alexandre Gravin, who in the original
.lud largest portion of the work designed and painted
those tiles constituting architectural arrangements,
flowers, birds, fruits, &c., the sole painter and part
draughtsman of, the entire historical Shakesperean,
and other subject work being your obedient
servant, Isaac A. Gibbs.

I. A. Gibbs & Howard, Ct, Charlotte-street,

Fitzroy-square, Feb. 10, 1879.

ENGLISH V. AMERICAN LOCKS.
Sib,—In your paper of last week you insert a

letter from Mr. Hill respecting American machine-
made locks. Without venturing to say a word
against those of Messrs Chubb's manufacture, we
may yet, with perfect confidence, recommend these
lupplied by Mr. Hill, for cubicles and school build-
ings, for which they are particularly apphcable.

The locks are certainly superior to the ordinary cast-
iron rim locks. Each lock is numbered, and two
keys are supplied with tlie lock, and in case these
are lost or mislaid fresh keys may bo obtained by
sending the number to Mr. 'Hill. Besides this, the
shank of the key is flat, and not round, as is usually
the case with English locks. The consequence is

that they are much lighter and ea-sy to carry. At
all events, we find both locks and keys have given
much satisfaction to our cUent for whom the school
boarding-house at Tonbridge has been erected.

—

We are, &c. Wadkoee and Bax£B.
3.3, Great St. Helens, E.G., Feb. 10, 1879.

JntercommimicatioK

QUESTIONS,
[567fl.]—Orders of Architecture.—In setting oat

the orders for -workmen, itis conKiderable labour to go
intothe very particuhir parts of nnxliile.'f and minutes as
generally given in IxMiks. I have in my possession,
'* Nicholson's Oai-penti^-," published at tlie beginning of
last century, containing a treatise on " The Orders."
The plates are very practical, as each of the parts shows
at a glance the relation it bears to the others by a seriea
of divisional lines by the side of elevation. Thus, take
the Corinthian : the tirst line would be divided into 9^
parts representing diameters ; in the second, 1 1-6 parts
would be marked for the ca])ital, and i part for base and
plinth, and so on with the smaller member.^. These plates
are rather rough, and I am anxious to obtain a modem
work of a similar nature. Will any reader kindly refer
me to one?—C. B. C.

[5677.]—Body Colour.—Thave been colouring some
lArge surfaces with body colour ; and although whilst
wet the tint appears perfectly flat, I find it dries very
unevenly, leaving unsightly patches here and there. Will
some one kindly give me a nmt or two, and greatly oblige I—One in thi; Dark.

[5678.]—Painting" Cement.—Having to rcpainy
some cement plinth and cornice, we should oe glad if and
one would inform us of some material that would stant
the weather, and prevent the damp from coming through
What has been done before has, in a short time, peeled
off in patches.—W. J. A. E.

[5679.]—Gilding" Plaster Casts.-1 have a plaster
copy of the celebrated "Milton Shield," same size as the
original, and think of having it gilded and framed. Can
any of youi- readers inform me : 1. Is it a proper treat-

ment to gild it J 2. Will the gilding stand, or is it likely

to get discoloured or fade 1 3. Who had I better get to do
it, a picture-frame gilder, or is there a special treatment
for phister casts X 4. Woidd silvering it be best, to
make it more like the original, and would the silvering
stand as well, or better, than the gilding !—Tyeo.

[5680.] -Clerk of "Works' Salary.—If an architect

employ and pay the salary of a clerk of works by request
of his client, is the architect entitled to a proiit on the
outlay I-A. R. I. B. A.

[5681.]-Voluntary Architectural Examina-
tions.—lam thinking of going in for examination next
year, but feel doubtful about the meaning of some of the
points mentioned in the instructions to candidates, and
should feel verj- much obliged if any passed candidate
would be kind enough to enlighten me. In the tirst i)lace,

with regard to history and litemture, ** Aji outline of cer-

tain characteristics of the principal historical styles of
architecture." How many styles is this to include?
Would Greek, Roman, Gothic, and Renaissance be taken
to represent a sufficient number, or are more or lesa

required ? Next, " The particular characteristics and
history of any one style named by the candidate." Should
one say Classic, or Gothic, as the case may be, or
be more definite and say Greek, or English Gottiic,

or Thirteenth Century English Gothic (say) or what?
TTiere is not sufficient time allowed to admit of any
vei"y comprehensive history. Further, in the work to

be done at home, " A specimen detail drawing to an inch
scale of the work in each trade, and an equal niunl>er of
full-size drawings to correspond." Now how many.tmdea
are to be represented ? How is *' each " to be interpreted X

Would mason, carpenter, and joiner be sufficient ! If not,

how many trades must be exemplified in this manner X—
Tyro.

[5682.]—Cubic Space.—What is the minimum cubic

space allowed to each person in the following bttildings,

viz., model dwellings in flats (exclusive of staircase), pub-
lic places of wor^p, and hospital wards?

—

Hexagon.

[5683.1—Csrmagraph.—I wish to have a cymagraph
made. It was described by Mr. M. B! Adams and Mr.
Sharp in the Building News for 1873. Will some of

your readers oblige me with full particulars J What size

should parallclograma be from rivet to rivet, and is it

indispensable that they are both the same length, width,
and thickness of brass bars, diameter of hook, size of
board and box !—R. 8. T.

[5684.]-Fixing" Tiles.—Can any kind reader inform
me how I may tlx tiles of ^in. thick at the back and sides

of a dog-giute I I have, on several occasions, fixed them
where described in various cement"i, &c., suggested ; but
at the longest, they remain in position only for about 12

months, l«ing atfected, no doubt, by the heat. As the

tiles are valuable, I am desirous of fixing them, and any
suggestions to aid me in so doing wul much oblige—
Calor.

REPLIES.
[5652.] —Casts ofCarving-.—Mr. HarryHems' state-

ment that pipe-clay is obtained principally near Chud-
ieigh, is calcidated to mislead. Itis fouud in the neigh-
bom'hood of Newton Abbot, in which town and the

ighbouring villnge of Ivingsteignton the clay merclKints
have their j>laces of bu.siness. Tlie trade is entirely in the

hands of five or six tirms.-J. B.
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Bra»» enrious particnlare transpirod last -week

in tke Exdaeqaer oa to the manufacture of picture

gtaaf <rf noted penile or gatherings- A Mr.

^^Qnx irbo oallea hmuelf an artist, had painted

a number ofbodie» of Tariona sizes and in diiferent

for a photographer named Tuck, who
obaeqtMntly to fit heads to them. A dispute

about an tmfini-shed painting of bodies,

vbidi, when mpplied with heads, waa to repre-

ent thePan-Ainglican Synod. The photographer

f.Ll lie was to see a sketch before the picture waa

pmeeeded with, bat the jury thought the contra«i

WM fnnir****^! *»d gave Mr. Ridley the verdict.

Ax a meeting of the Edinburgh and Ijcith En-

gineers' Society, held last week, a paper was

nad by Mr. John RomiUy Allen on the "Stability

of Dock Walls," in which he described the

I by wluch faHnre in dock-walls might bo

^mwiJUi inatamnng specially the necessity fur the

gwilugiial fcnrmation of the site being studied by

mmmr of borings taken during the progress of

tha work. He stated that by means of careful

Vi^!iM. a great economy in masonry might be

•Siataa, and that the stability of the wall was

naifyMBond by having increued batter at the

not, K> as to spread the pressure over a larger

ana at the frtnit of the foundation, where the

itrcn ia nmalrsl The paper concluded by a

new BKtood of <i'l''iil»rin[j the stress on a dock-

wall, which was simple anJd practical.

At the fortnightly meeting of the liiverpool

Etacineering Society, held on Wednesday, Jan.

29tK, Mr. M. E. Yeatman, president, in

the olmir, a paper was read by the Hon. Sec.,

Mr. W. W. Sqoiie on "The Construction of

Timber Dams." The ^per dealt with two forms

of coffer dam, viz. : I>ouble sheet piling with

«by puddle between the rows of piling; and
rincfe iheet piling canlkcd and shored up on the

tamde. Tba detua o( each were described and
{Dmtiated by diagrams based upon the most re-

cant piaetioe. Hie driving was fully entered

into, togather with the preparation of the timber

tor pJUng. Variooa shoes suitable for this par-

tiMuarworkwere described, and their comparative

coat given. Some jMirtiouiars of the lengths of

timber that can bo obtained were given, and the

acarfing of piling was discussed. Caulking waa
nast conaiaered, and the paper concluded with
one remarks upon drawing piles and the removal
of the day by oiedging.

Tks freedom of the Turners' Company was
neaented on Monday to Sir F. Leighton, the
iVwidiiit of the Royal Academy, and Mr.
rhariia Maaby, the Secnetarr of the Institution

of Civil Engineera. Sir F. Leighton, in his

lapljr, reminded his hearers that it was to the—
'"it application of the principle of the lathe

potter's wheel—that the world owed the

_ tat amn of delist and instruction in varied,

aiwaaJva, and daoorativu forms. What a fund
«< lnr«ll iiam waa in the potteij of the most gifted
artidio raoea, and what a mine of character in

alL What aa inatmctive cjntnuit there was,
for JnaNnre, between the bxilbous homeliness
ttVritUk aarthan veasels, and the tapered elegance
«f the piodaea of Japan and Persia, or the more
lialaiwied perfection of the pottery of Greece.
Itaiaaaad io him aa tar aa artistic temperament is

MMBMnad, ana might read the charact4;r of a
paopia in ita pota and paoa. But if we further

considered what wo owed indirectly to the potter

in the artistic adonuncuta of which his art has

been the vehicle—when we remembered that the

vase-painting of Greece had brought us nito

more imme<3Gate contact with the genius and

intimate Ufe of the supreme artistic race than the

greatest achievement of its sculptors—we shoulrt

more fully feel our debt to that humble potter s

wheel which, with a past sense of its importance,

the turners had so prominenay painted on the

blazon of their company.

The forthcoming part of the Tramactioiis of

the Eoyul Irish Academy for their department of

Polite Literature and Antiquities is devoted to a

memoir, by Dr. Graves, Bishop of Limenck, on

a remarkable Ogham inscription, found on a stone

monument from the Killeen of A^sh, a

disused burial ground, in the parish of Mmard,

in the county of Kerry. The monument, in

addition to the Ogham inscription, has also

inscribed upon it an Irish cross. The out-

line of this cross is formed not by straight

lines, but by arcs of circles, and the

cross itself is surrounded by a circle.

Examples of it occur on fifth or sixth century

Christian monuments in Ireland, and it may be

seen worn on the breasts of Irish children on

every anniversary of St. Patrick's Day, whence

it is often called Patrick's Cross. The question

of the probable origin from an Eastern source of

this form of cross is discussed in the memoir.

There is also to be found on this monument

a remarkably disguised form of a cross, known to

antiquaries as a swastika. The Ogham characters

are totinct, and the Bishop has little doubt as to

reading them as follows

—

"maqi maoa—
APILOODO," the first two words being on the

right, the third being on the left hand side of

the stone. A great deal of interest attaches to

the determination, after very careful considera-

tion, that the third word is the Ogham equivalent

of Aedhlogodh, which is the genitive case of a

well-known proper name belonging to a chief-

tain living in the sixth century, and in the

neighbourhood of the place where the monument

was found.

Ma. WnjjAM Haywood, Engineer and Sur-

veyor to the Commissioners of Sewers for the

City of London, has reported to a committee of

that body on those parliamentary projects of the

present session which affect the City. These

are but six in number. The Metropolitan and
Metropolitan District Railway Companies intro-

duce a fresh Bill for the completion of the Inner

Circle vui Cannon-street, Great Tower-street,

and the Minories, with a spur line to White-
chapel High-street. The scheme provides for

the widening of the eastern end of King William-

street and Eastcheap, and Greatand Little Tower-
streets in case the Corporation, Commissioners,

or Metropolitan Board of Works contribute

towards the cost. The London, Chatham, and
Dover seek to extend their Holbom Viaduct

station nearer to Old Bailey by acquiring some
16 perches of land. The City Union Rail-

ways (Outer and Inner Circles Completion) Bill,

which proposed to construct an above-ground
lino from Cannon-street to Fenchurch-street

stations, and an underground line from Mansion
House to Aldgate has been abandoned. The
City Corporation are promoting two Bills, one
for the abolition of Leadcnhall Market, and the
establishment of a new market in lieu thereof,

the improvement of the site and neighbomhood
and the formation of a new street from Leadeii-

hall-streot to the junction of Lime and Fen-
church-streets ; and the other for widening
London Bridge about lift, on each side and im-
proving the approaches. The last Bill is that
for the Tower High Level Bridge, promoted by
the Metropolitan Board of Works. The Com-
missioners are recommended to dissent from the
whole of the projects in order to obtain a locus

standi before Parliament.

circular box, about the size of a halfpenny, for

screwing to the window frame ; the cord passing

down perpendicularly from the roUer is threaded

through the holder, and when the blind is required

to be raised, is pulled down freely, or when
lowered is allowed to run up through it. When,
however, the blind is wanted to remain to any
height up the window, the cord is pulled a little

to the right by the thumb and finger, and catching

against a loose jaw or cam inside the hqlder, the

cam rises and grips the cord between it and a
raised surface inside the cord-liolder, till it is

again relieved by the thumb and forefinger. The
cord can never slip (till required), or the blind

run down by its own weight, as with the double

cords and rack, as the tighter the puU is on the

blind the firmer will bo the hold on the cord,

which, working between smooth surfaces when
in motion, cannot fray or wear. Tlie blind-roller

and cord-holder when used in conjunction allow

of the blind being raised almost as easily as with

a spring roller, without the evils attendant

upon the latter. The brackets which support

the axles of the roller are similar to the ordinaiy

kind, but one is fitted with an adjusting screw

and lock-nut, so that if, through the sinking of

foundations a window-frame falls at either cor-

ner, the roller can be adjusted in its bearings in

a few seconds to remedy this, and allow the

blind to properly cover the window.

We have seen the clay model, executed by Mr.
Belt, the sculptor, for the proposed statue to

Lord Byron, at the artist's studio, 21, Wilton-

place, Belgrave-square. The poet is shown
seated on a rock, in an attitude of contemplation,

his right arm resting upon his knee, supporting

his head. A manuscript lies open on his left

knee, whUe^in his hand is a pencil. Lying by
the side of the rock is the poet's favourite dog,

"Boatswain," looking up devotedly into his

master's face. We think the sculptor has been

successful in the treatment of the dress. There

is a careless grace and ease in the lines of the

figure and adjuncts. The poet is clad in the

customary loose shirt, the expression of the face

is thoughtful, and the model is at least broadly

treated, dignified,.and thoroughly English in

conception. Mr. Belt's work has been suggested

by the well-known lines from " Childe Harold :

"

' To sit on rocks, to muse o'er flood and fell,

To slowly trace the forest's shady scene

. This is not solitude.'

The sculptor has consulted the best authorities

for the likeness, and the model is colossal, on the

scale of a 9-feet figure. It is intended to place

the bronze casting on a marble pedestal 10 feet

high, and this is to be given by the Greek

Government. As regards the site, we under-

stand nothing has yet been finally settled. The
top of St. James's-street, the Green Park, and

other localities, have been suggested. Mr. Belt

is also engaged on a bust of the late Hon. Eliot

C. Yorke and Mr. G. H. Whalley.

The subject of the work prepared for distri-

bution to the subscribers to the Art Union of

London of the present year, is a series of twenty

illustrations, by Mr. C. B. Birch, of Lord Byron's

poem "Lara," with the text. This poem was

chosen for illustration on account of its presenting

a large amount of dramatic incident within the

limits best suited for a work of this character,

thus facilitating the aim of making a series of

designs which should, as far as possible, tell

their own tale. In addition to this, great

advantages are offered by the costume and archi-

tecture of the probable period suggested. Mr.

Birch is already well known to the subscribers

by his statuettes, "A Wood Nymph" and

"Whittington." The original marble of the

former, life-size, given in 1872 as a prize by the

Art Union, was selected as one of the works to

represent British sculpture at the Paris Exhi-

tiou.

We have seen a new blind roller, patented by
Mr. W. Luce Hosking, of Ventnor, which is

simple, and yet an improvement in many respects

on any other wo have seen. It is a wooden
roller, which can be made in any length, of two
halves, semicircular in section. When the two
halves are brought together the rib fits into the
groove, and between these parts, and over four
or more pin points in the bottom half of the
roller, the top edge of the window blind is

gripped, and the whole secured by a sliding

latch, the roller being then round, and in appear-
an'* solid, with the blind hanging from one
point of its diameter. The cord-holder is a small
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CHIPS.
The restoration of some church paintings at

Ecouche (Ome) has brought to light a masturpicce

by Miguard, nearly Oft. in lengtli, whicli had been

mi.s.siug since tlio iievolution. Some house-painter

ajiparently had daubed a picture over it.

Tlie ceiling of the navo of St. Katherine Cree

church, Leadenhall-street, now undergoing repairs,

is decorated with the arms of the senior sixteen

livery companies in proper heraldic colours. It is

projxjsed to renovate this exemplification of the

companies' arms in connection with the reparations

now in progress. The church was built from the

plans of Inigo Jones, " citizen and clothworker,"

in 1028.

New Eoman Catholic schools have been com-
menced at Crewe. Eventually it is proimsed to

build a church adjoining the schools. The architect

is Mr. James O'Byme, of Liverpool, and the con-

tract, wliich is of the value of £3,117, has been

given to Messrs. Eoberts and Eobinson, also of

iverpool.

It is rumoured that Mr. Cross contemplatee the

extension of the Artisans' Dwellings Act to the

smaller to^n-ns. We doubt if much good is likely

to come of the change imless action on the part of

the local authorities is made compulsory, and
that is not likely to be done by the present Govern
meut.
The foundation-stone of a new Presbyterian

church at York was laid on Fridav last. The cost

is estimated at £5,000. The lu-chitect is Mr. T. B.

Thompson, of Hull, and the contractors are Messrs.

Keswick, York.

By special permission of Her Majesty, Mrs.

Thomycroft is making, for the Art Union of

London, a reduced coi)y of her iine porti'ait-bust of

H. E. H. the late Princess Alice. A number of

copies, in jjorcelain, will foim a part of the prizes

in the coming distribution.

The west window of the parish church of High
Wycombe has lately been filled with stained glass

representing three subjects in the life of our Lord^
viz., the "Nativity, the "Adoration of the

Magi," and the "Presentation in the Temiile."

The window is the work of Messrs. John Hardman
and Co.

The town council of Derby have increased the
salary of Mr. Clement Dunscombe, the borough
surveyor, to £350 per annum, as surveyor to sani-

tary authority, in addition to £150 paid from the
corporation

The Wrexham rural sauitary authority have
approved plans prepared by Messrs. Shone and
Baugh, civil engineers, for the sewerage of the
districts of Stansty and Acton. The outfall is to

be on land at Erlas, belonging to Lord Kenyon, and
the estimated cost is £4,500. Tlie same authority

has obtained the sanction of the Local Government
Board to a loan of £5,600 for sewerage w^orks at

Brymbo.

Winsham parish church, near Chard, has been
reopened after a restoration carried out under the
superintendence of Mr. W. Hodder, architect to

Viscount Bridport, by the workmen on the estate.

The Aldershot School Board have approved plans
of alterations and additions to the West schools, to

be cairied out at an estimated cost of £1,000.

The death is announced of Mr. William Turner,
architect, of Wrexliam, at the early age of 42
years. Amongst his works are several churches,

chapels, and a number of board schools, and the

cemetery chapels at Wrexliam.

A cathedral is about to bo built by national

Russian subscription at Andijan, in memory of

Prince Scrgius Maximilianovifch, ncjihcw of the

Emperor of Eussia, who was killed in the late

war.

It is stated that Lambeth, Vauxhall, Chelsea,

Albert, and Battersea bridges will be opened toll

free on March 1st.

An adjourned quarter sessions of the Bedford-

aliire magistrates was held on Tuesday week to

consider tenders for the re-construction and im-
provement of the Shire hall. Sixteen tenders were
received, ranging from £13,030 to £17,699, and the

lowest but one, that of Messrs. Wood and Son, of

Leeds, was accepted on the recommendation of the

architect, Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, A.E.A. The
amount of the contract—£13,485—includes fittings

for the court-room. The work is to be commenced
at once, and to be completed in fifteen months'

time.

The floor of the chancel of St. Michael's church,

Nottingham, is being laid with encaustic-tile pave-

ment. The work is being executed by Mr. Crossley,

of Newark. A stained window is about to bo

placed in the west end of the same church.

An infectious diseases hospital and disinfecting

chamber have been erected for the Taunton Town
Council, and are now ready for occupation. The
work has been carried out by Mr. Westcombe, con-

tractor, under the supervision of Mr. J. H. Smith,

borough surveyor.

MEETINGS FOE THE ENSTJINa WEEK.
Monday.—IiiKtitutiou of Survpyors. Paper by H. J. CaBtlo,sen., on

" Contrihutive Value," 8 p.m.
Society of Arts. Cantor Lecture No. 1, Dr. Corfield

on "Household Sanitary ArranRomcnts," 8 p.m.
Wednesday.—Britisti Arclia^ologieal Association. Papers by Hcv.C.

Collier, on "Tlie Kcccntly Discovered Roman
ViUa at Itchen Abbas," and by George Patrick,
on " Burleigh House, 8 p.m.

Society of Arts. Paper by J. L. Haddon, cx-Chief
Engineer in the Ottoman Service, on " Turkish
Resources and their Ready Development,"
8 p.m.

THrasDAY.—Society for the Fine Arts. Conversazione.
I'wiDAY.—Institution of Civil Engineers. Paper by Percy W.

Rritton, Stud. I., C.E., on ' The Design and Con-
struction of Wrought Iron Tied Aixlies," 7 p.m.

HELLIWELL'SPatented NEW SYSTEM
OF AIR&WATEK-TIOHTIMPERISHABLEGLAZING
All Woodwork is covered, and no outeide Painting is

required. Old Roofs Re-glazcd. Any one car repair or

take in pieces.
" It is suitable for lUilway Stations, Mills, 'Weaving Sheds, &c..

but is specially applicable to Conservatories, Plant Houses, and
Orchard Houses, and wc should bo very much incUned to try the
system. It is certainly worth looking to."

—

Builder.
" And will, in our opinion, supersede any other similar system

before the public."

—

Huiliung News.
" It seems to meet the end in view more nearly than anything

wo have socn yet."

—

Thr Field.
" The patent has jtIvcq high satisfaction to every one using

it."

—

The Christian I nion.
" Convincingly prove the new Glazing System to be worthy the

attcntitm of readers of the ' Keystone.' —The Kej/stonc.

Tor Estimates, Drawings, or Particulars, apply to the Patentee,

T. W. HELLIWELL, Brighouse, Yorkshire

;

or, 19, Parliameut-street, Loudon.

WHITLAUD ABBEY GREEN SLATES
These SLATES are of a gi-ey green tint, are stout, and made in

all sizes. A large stock available for immediate delivery. For
further, pjirtieuljirs (with a list of important buildings covered)
apply to the Manager, Clynderweii, ll.S.O., Carmarthenshire.

—

+-•

Holloway's Ointment and Pills.—All ulcera-
tions, Bores, abscesses, bad 'legs, and skin diseases are best treated
by these medicaments. The ointment eradicjites all noxious taints
and makes every symptom assume a milder form, and this desirable
result i.s made doubly certain by the purifying, regulating power of
the pills.

HIGH-CLASS VAENISHES.
HEADE liKOTHEltS, Tower Vamliih Workn, Wolvcrhumpton,

rei4pp<.lfullv invite attention to their Vamishes for House
T'aintrrs, 'Hecomtont, and HultdcrK, which will be found of

uniform excellence, and for eluKticity, lustre, and durability all

that can be desired. They would direct spetlal attention to their

Extra Hard-Drying Varnishes for church seats, uud seiits •f
school*! and puhlie buildings, which for hard-dryin(f, brilliftncy,

and wear arc un8uri>as»ed.

DoTilting Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of

the United Kingdom, giveu on application to

CHARLES TltASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Ilmiuster, Somerset.

Agent : Mr. E. Chickmay, 4, Agar-atreet, Ix)ndon, W.C,

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Bangoe.—The bricklayers aud ma-sons employed

at Baugor struck ou Monihiy, o\ving to the masters'

demana for an extension of working hours until

four o'clock on Saturday afternoon.
Bolton.—The Master Builders' Association of

Bolton Iiave given notice of the following great
reductions in the building trade:—Bricklayers,

plasterers, plumbers, and painters with labourers,

will he reduced, bricklayers, Jd. per hour

;

labourers, 23. per week; plasterers, 3s. 8d. per
week ; labourers, 3s. 9d. Plumbers who worked

48J hours all the year round at 35s. weekly will be
required to work 52 hours in summer and 47 in

winter, at wages of 34s. 8d. summer and 31s. 4d.

winter ; and painters will be reduced from 8d. to

7d. per hour. The joiners submitted to a reduction
some montlis ago.
Blackbcbn.—The ma.ster painters of this town

have issued notices for the further reduction of the

wages of operative painters at the rate of id. per
hour, equivalent to 2s. 3d. per week, to take effect

on Monday next. The hands have proposed arbi-

tration, but this has been declined by the employers.

It is not expected that the dispute will end in a
strike.

DuEHAJt.—On Saturdayweek the Durham joiners

struck work against a reduction in their wages of

Jd. per hour. The men were receiving 7|d.

per hour, but the building trade is so depressed

that the masters allege they cannot compete with
contractors at the existing rate of wages. A com-
promise was offered by the deputation of workmen
to continue work at a reduction of Jd. per hour.

This the masters refused, and after a long and
animated meeting of the men, it was unanimously
resolved to stand out against the full reduction.

Glasgow.—^About 2o0 plumbers in Glasgow, who
have been on strike for six weeks, agreed on Mon-
day to accept a reduction of Id. per hour on the

present rate, 8|d. per hour.
Pkeston.—'The Preston stonemasons resumed

work on Monday morning on the masters' terms, a
reduction of 43. per week within a fraction.

SouTKPOKT.—On Monday week the Southport
painters came out on strike to resist a reduction in

their wages of 12J per cent. The men had offered

to refer the dispute to arbitration, but the masters
declined. At present painting is just beginning to

be brisk, and the strike will interfere with contract

work.
ToDMOEDEir.—Wages have been generally reduced

in the building trades of this town by Jd. per hour.

A strike has occurred at Mr. Mallison's, builder, of

Valo Mill, who put up a notice of a reduction of Id.

per hour.

CHAPPUIS' PATENTS
FOE

REFLECTING LIGHT.-DAYUCHT REFLECTORS

OF EVEEY DESCEIPTION, ALSO

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT REFLECTORS.

P. E. CIIA.PPXJIS, Fatentee. Factory, 69, Fleet-street, London, E-C

N.B.-DIAGRAMS AND PROSPECTUSES ON APPLICATION.
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lUrmeft

ni»»<nimi flNtitinr •* Wad'* Bcnta, BeciaoBdaeqr,

farlfr.aitapHi. Mr.J. 1—iiiiif.«r*iteo«.-^^
!!'. ifiaaVM

t,<8S
«,84«
«,«26

—Tm nfin ta tbe gmanur adiool for

1 iVyirm OovBCil ;—
__«rfH«d[M<«Ii«rf) «<? U"

^emtom-om-TaMrt.—Tot the eoutnietun of the Hor-
for tke Town Oaanca :—

(iiniUllti • •
".«M

[Bix taadtt* KoeiTed.]

Bi.4ccacu.—Ite the eewerins of the diitricta of

(ortbe Blackburn Town Council :—
O. and J. E. (accepted).

—fot tke rKon-<tmctian of the !<biie Ball, in

Bg^loi^ l^'tha BedfonlAbin* county uuMpstrates. Mr.

JUftri ITitntii—I. AJLA., ardiitect :-

irood1«r8oiolI-.i.(a«eptod) ..«13^
tea nettnd, of iridch Ox highest ms
£ir^8M. aad the knraat 13,090.]

Caaamraix, B^—fte tha aolaifemmt of the boys'dnV desaitaenta of tte Oamberwell-roail school, by

an pkm,fortfae London School Board. Mr.£.lt. Bub-

aaa, anhittct to the board :—
W. BMa tt^ro
J.1>«Mn JWOO

fkSSi :•:
::: ^

Waa.Bna. S37S
W.Dawna S.33S

HtefiftHin (aceepted) 3,380

rOoit B«k«d of eniaitenMBt only. £9!b. «d. Coat per

kaalafatnadMiol (aafarai aaoertained), £11 lu. Std.]

CkJFf^wmxB.—Tenden for an additional story to the

B^ta Hotel. OiflonTtlle, Brixton. Ur. Fted W.
Hrde, aietaiteci ; qnantitiea sopplicd :—
^Tllll «.<89

i,«r
1,380
1,.'»0

1,K5
1,186

Ctemoa.—For ttnaiia and deooiations at Halinfr Park,

, for Mr. /anea Watsey. Ur. H. J. Newton,

Gtjawood and Bona £846
Ooddtn 813

Lambfe (aeeeptcd) 193

DcssT.—For foondinir and erecting a water Thccl at

Boota's com mill, for the Derby Cotpoiation :—
Lampjtt and Co. (aecepted) £.%0

FaBxaAj^Bt-aazT.—For paring cro«<in|^ at the foot

of OMtlxtieet, AaUey-tetrace, and at the railway sta-

tioa:- "
£105

r, 103

Dnke* Fowler (accepted) 101 lOs.

HoLSoax.- For dnatijig and watering during the current

year for the HoDmcb District Board of Works :

—

Ja<&aoDandBon,Hamsey £3,500
Hob(ia,T., Fkddington 3,J00

Dodd^H. 2,650

Wlffl<i»ianii,W.T.,King'a-cro«a Wharf... Si,~74

IroM, W., Dalaton (accepted) 2,4110

Look.— For the erection of a Rhoolmaster*s bouse,

for die Btboot Board for Looe, Cornwall :—
aaer, J. (accepted y £3212

I«a<rt of aefCB tenden receired, of which the highest
was£U0.]

Is^axnooorr.—For the orection of a Bchoolnuurtcr*B
hooae at liaaddoKet, for the Rev. Thomas Jonui. Mr.
W. B. Jonea, architect, Btyn Uanwtat .—

JcBH, Jenmiah. £320
,Joha 290

. Jekn Both (accepted) 270
inUnM.B*aa. 270
<Mtth.Wm 280
Ha|baa,Win. ... 288

-_..- and Bon
^MeUnf and Bon

LLAXwRgT.—For the erection of two cottages in Wat-

hng-«treet, Uanwist. for Mr. William Owen. Bodunig

Cottage, UauKist. Mr. W. E. Jones, architect, Br>-u,Uttn-

jonea, .Toemiah ^JJ*
Jones, Dayid „ 19^

Oritliths and Edwards (accepted) *«i

WUliam»,Evan
SI5 ,n n

Williams, Robert 203 10

Lea.—Tenders for restoration of north aisle, St. Giles's

Church, Lea, Malmesbury. Mr. C. J. Phipps F.8.A., of

Lowion, architect :— „, o^^
Light and Smith, Chippenham »''~?
Wall and Hook, Brinscombc 1>721>

KestaU, Bisley ^ -. L'^
Stratton and KnappGaisdon (accepted)... 1,500

F. Brown, Tctbury 1,376

Maiokxheap, Bepkb.— Residence for P. S. Langton

Esq., Noifolk-park. Messrs. Brown and Alburj-, archi-

tects, Reading :— ,„.,,
KcmpseU «.625
Filewood 2,525

Smmonds 2,494

BilTerandSon 2,464

Woodbridge Bros 2,280

Kingerlee (accepted) 2,150

MABYBORofGn.—For repairs and decorations to the

Town Hall, for tlie Town Commissioners ;—
Hayes (accepted) £276108.

[Three tenders received.]

New Choss.—For new kitchen, &c., at the Amcrsham
Arms, New Cross-road, for Mr. W. Agate. Mr. W. T.

Hunt, jun., surveyor :—
D.Thomas «270

M.Redman 248

H. LHolloway 2:»

K. Smith (accepted) 108

Pexoe, e.E.—For gas fittings in the new parochial

offices, for the Penge vestry. Mr. Elkiiigtou, architect ;

—
Strode & Co. (accepted) £9112s. 6d

Red Hill.—For the erection of shop and dwelling-house

and two cottages in Commercial-roaa, Red Hill :—

Apted Bros £865
Worsfoid 823 16

Stoneman and Son 720
Scougal, T. (accepted) ... 666 16

RoTHERniTnE.—For paving Laxford-street, for the

Botherhithe vestry :—
Rutty £220
Turner, T 198 106.

Etheri<lge,W 1S4

Kent, C. (accepted) !7.S

Wells & Barnes 155 108.

6ofTHEXD-«N-faEA, EssEX.—For constructing sewers in

Porter's town for the Southend-on-Sca Local Boai-d. Mr.
HajTington, sun'eyor :

—

Maxwell, W £1,200

Day, C. H 1,198

Storcy&Co 1,IS6

Bell, J. ... 962

Bulford, G 879

Whur, T 706

. Btrachan, J 610

Steward, W 698 10 8
Spendelow, W. (accepted) 540

TooTixo.—Tenders for the erection of the Defoe
Memorial Manse, at Tooting. Messrs. Tarring and
Wilkinson, architects, 69, Basinghall-street, London, E.G.

Gough,London £905
Atkinson, Wandsworth 796
Manlcv, M., London 787
Langridge and Sons, London 750
liOVcU, E., London 760
Castle, W. and H., London 721
Lawrence, T., Mitcham 715
Morris, D., Tooting 700
Bcbington, Uxbridgc 690

ToTTESHAM.—For constructing a new sewer in West-
green-road, for the Tottenham Local Board of Health :—

BcU, Wood-green £458
Bloomfleld, Tottenham 450
King, Hemc-hill, and Humphreys, Totten-
ham 386

Rowley, West-green 356
Pizey, Crouch-end 345 10 10
Ford and Norris, Wood-gieen (accepted) ... 340

Wood Green.—For the construction of roads, sewers,
and surface-water drains, on the British Land Company's
t^tate, at Wood Green. Mr. Henrj- B. Mitchell, Sui'-

veyor :

—

Kocble £2,766
Jackson ... 2,666
Acock 2,667
Harris 2,666
Crockett 2,626
Killingback 2,680
Pizzev 2,660
Dunmore (accepted) 2,491
Richardson (withdiuwn) 2,200

Walsall.—For new receiving wards and alterations to
the union workhouse for the Walsall Poor Law Guar-
dians :

—

Taylor, Thomas (accepted) £720

[Lowest of thirteen tenders received, of which the
highest was £932; architect's estimate, £780.]

BATH STONE OP BEST QUALITY.
WESTWOOD GKOUND, BOX GHOUNI), COUSHAM DOWN,

and COMUE DOWN.

RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO.,limiteo.
Quarrymen and Stone Slerchants.

PrlcP9,dpUYeri!clat any part of the United Kingdom, furnished
un uppliuitiou to

DiTH Stone Office, COIiSHAM, WILTS.—{Adtt.]

Epps's Cocoa.

—

Grateful and Comforting.—"By

a

thoroiiffh knowledfte of the natural laws which govern the
oucnitions of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application
or the fine properties of well-selected coeoa, Mr. Epps has provided
our breakfast tables with a delicately-tlaTourpd boreraKe which
may kivc us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judJeiou.H use
of such articles of diet that a constitution may be graduallv built
up until strong enough to resist every tendency to disease,
llundreds of Bubtle maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak point. "We may escape many a fata,
shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a
properly-nourished frame."—Ctuii Servic* Gazeite.^HoM onlv in
PacKcts.labelled—" James Etfs & Co., HomcBopathic Chemists,
Loudon . '

'

—

[Advt . ]

THE BIRKBECK BUILDING SOCIETY'S ANNUAL
BECEIPTS EXCEED FOUR MILLIONS.

HOW to PITRCHASE a HOUSE FOR TWO
GUINEAS PER MONTH

With Immediate Po.ssossion and no Kent to pav.—Apply at the
Office of the IhiiKUK. k Bvildikg Society, 29 & 30, South-
ainpton-buildings. Chancery-lane,

HOW to PITRCHASE a PLOT OF LAND
FOE FIVE SHILLINGS PEE MONTH-

With Immediate Possession, either for lluitding or Gardening
purposes,—Apply at the Otfice of the IIikkjieck Pnr.KiHii.D Lanu
fSociKTi , 29 and 30, Southampton-buildings, Cliancery-lune.

HOW TO INVESTYOURMONEY WITH
SAFETY.

Apply at the Office of the Birkbfck Bank, 29 & 30, South-
ampton-buildings, Chancery-lane. Deposits rceoivrd at varying
rates of interest for it ited periods, or repayable on demand.
Current Accounti opened with parties properly introduced,

and Interest allowecl on tfcc minimum monthly balances.
English and Foreign Stocks and Shares purchased and sold, and
Advances made thereon.

Office hours ft-om 10 to 4 ; except on Saturdays, when tho
Bank closes at 2 o'clock. On Mondays the Bank is open until

9 o'clock in the Evening.

A Pamiihlet with full particulars may he had on ajfplication.

'E'BJlSCIB RAVENSCBOFT, Manager.

T
GAULT BRICKS, DRAIN PIPES, &c.

HE AYLESFOED POTTEEY COM-
1 P.\NY, Manufacturers of Salt Glazed Stoneware, Drain

Pipes, Terra Cotta Chimney Pots, Agricultural Dniin Pipes and
Oault Bricks for facings, Jte., are now prepared to .tupply the
above in trucks at the Aylesford Station (S. E. Railway), or iu
barges at the Works.
For Prices, &c., apply to THOMAS 8TANFIELD. Aylesford

i*ottcry Company, 17, BelYedere-road, Lambeth; or to JOSEPH
IIAMIJLET, at tlie Works, Aylesford, near Maidstone, Kent.

ZINC ROOFING
FIXED COMPLETE.

F. BRABY & CO.,
ESTABLISHED 1837,

The Manufacturing Agents of the VIEILLE MONTAGNE CO.
PATENT SOLID UNSOLDERED RIDGE PLATES FOR ITALIAN OR PLAIN ZINC ROOFING.

BY THE ADOPTION OF THIS METHOD THE USE OF SOLDER IS ENTIRELY DISPENSED WITH, AND
CONSEQUENTLY THE DANGER INCURRED BY THE USE OF FIRE-POTS IS AVOIDED.

THE COST 18 LESSENED AND THE DURABILITY INCREASED. ESTIMATES FOR ZINC DORMERS, FLATS, &c.

FITZROY WORKS, 356 TO 369, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON.
ALSO AT DEPTFORD, LIVERPOOL, GLASGOW & CYPRUS.
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NEW RENAISSANCE BUILDINGS.

THE inclination of the last new fa(?hion in

building is by no means exclusively

towards tbc StuartorJacobean stylo, ifwomay
judge by recentworksinthemetropolis. If we
walk down the Embankment, up Northum-
berland-avenue, to Charing-cross, we meet
with three buildings, all executed in some
version of the Renaissance, though illustra-

tuig very different schools. Taking Mr. J. P.
St. Aubyn's and Professor E. M. Barry's
new block of chambers in the Temple, we
arc struck by the fact that two gentlemen
of totally opposite schools are engaged
jointly in the work. The design by the
first-named gentleman was Gothic, a view of

which we gave some time ago ; but the
erected fa<;ade towards the Embankment is

French Eonaissance, and is the work, we
believe, chiefly of Professor E. M. Barry.
The connection of the two gentlemen is not
difficult of explanation. The new block is

an extension of the Harcourt and Plowden
buildings, and Mr. J. P. St. Aubyn has
acted for the Middle Temple, and Mr. E. M.
Barry for the Inner Temple, or Harcourt
structure. It being necessary to make one
elevation, it was determined to adopt the
design of Professor Barry, and the result is a
structm'e of Eenaissance character, in which
the Gothic element of variety has been mainly
kept in view. Indeed, there is much in the
outline and massing of the present building
which reminds us of Mr. J. P. St. Aubyn's
first sketch. The broken frontage and
the agreeable contour and skylmo are
essentially Gothic. The angle turrets are
not capricious features, but intended to give
a certain uesthetic result, arising out of an
accidental cii-cumstance of plan, and those
who are still fond of asserting that Classic
design caimot bo made picturesque in its

masses, need only to look at this building to
see what is possible, even in London, when
there is plenty of room, and when the
restrictions of the Metropolitan Board do not
unnecessarily interfere. "We may mention
that a necessity became, perhaps, a virtue in
this respect. The Board refused to allow
the frontage to go beyond the old river wall,
a,nd to save a wasteful setting-back of the
line of front, the facade forms an acute
angle with the return on the eastern side,

and a slightly obtuse one on the west. To
conceal the effect of the perspective lines,

angle turrets were introduced, and the
result must be pronounced satisfactory.
One great advantage certainly the architects
here have had, and that is the building can
be seen in the front and at both ends—an
opportunityseldom to be met with in London.
The end facades have also bay windows, and
that towards the gardens facing Black-
friars is flanked by a circular turret in the
line of the older buildings which serves to
mark the limit of the fayade on this front.
The main facade is symmetrical; it has a
slight projection in the centre crowned by
an ornamental gable in the style of the
French chateaux of the time of Francis I.,

on either side is a spacious baywindow, each of
thesebeingmarkedby lofty gables whichbreak
the steep mansard roof. The only fear we
have is that the smoky atmosphere of London
wiU not take kindly to the fine carved
panelling and detail, which in parts begin
to look smothered in black. The comer
turrets, with their ogee roofs and crocketod
angles, are made useful features in the plan,
and they finish above the cornice as open
peristyles. Examining the building, we

find it comprises two distinct wings or ex-

tensions parallel to each other and separated

by a court. The wings are united in front,

and make one facade. This is done by a

centre archway in the facade leading into

the court, above which are large rooms alter-

nately approached from the Harcom-t and
Plowden wings. Each wing contains several

sets of chambers to be exclusively used for

the members ; and each set consists of four or

more rooms, a laundress closet, water-closet,

and safe. On the Middle Temple sidethere are

two sets of chambers on each floor, making
on aU the floors foirrteen sets. The Inner
Temple wing consists of three sets on a floor,

in all twenty-one sets. We notice a little in-

genuity has been exercised in the planning
of the rooms near the front on account of

the unsquareness of the site. A few of the

larger rooms with bay windows are turned
into octagons in plan, and the passages are

rather crooked. On the Harcourt side two
open weUs give light to some of the imier

rooms, and in one or two instances the light-

ing is indirect and insufficient, though the

staircases are all lined with glazed bricks.

The stairs are of stone, and are lighted

from the centre court. The floors axe con-
structed on the Dennett arch system, and
the principal sanitary arrangements have
been carried out by Mr. Jennings. In the
Middle Temple chambers Mr. Jennings'
plan of ventilation has been adopted, w^e are

told, successfully. It consists of air-cham-
bered flues opening into the rooms. Dust
shafts are also provided to the floors, and
every convenience seems to have been con-
sulted. The fagade and its profusion of

carved work are the chief attraction, as

internally the chambers are plainly finished

with plaster for painting. Passing under
the centre archway we notice symbolic
carved keystone and spandrels, and the piere

and window friezes are enriched with carved
medallions. Over gateway fonning the cen-
tral line of mullion of facade are figures repre-

senting Valour, Truth, and Clemency, and
at the sides are symbolic carvings of Moses
as the Moral Law-giver, the Queen as

Modem Law, and Minerva at the top.

Panelsof the Virtues, the Sciences, Commerce,
and Navigation are also introduced. On
each side of the entrance arch niches are left

for figures of "Justice" and "Learning,"
which are being executed, we hear, by Mr.
Calder Marshall, E.A. The other carving is

very spirited. We may add that the clerk

of works is Mr. Geo. GoodchUd, to whom we
are indebted for some particulars, and that
the contract was taken by Mr. G. W. Booth.
By adopting the Renaissance of the early
period, the architects have overcome the
rigid forms and inelastic features of a purer
Classical stylo, and have made their building
harmonise with the Temi^le Gardens and pic-

turesque masses of brick houses. The for-

mality of the Roman or PaUadian would
have been out of place, the Gothic would
have blended incoherently -with the library
of Mr. Hardwick, and the " Queen Anne,"
though akin to the old hall and a few of the
houses, would have appeared somewhat in-

congruous with a spacious thoroughfare so
thoroughly modem in its conception as the
Embankment. The typo of Eenaissance
chosen is eminently Gotluc in its spirit and
outluie, and the architects appear to have
taken as their model the Chateau de Cham-
bord, in which we trace many of the details

employed. The horizontal lines are empha-
sised, but the vertical linos are not lost.

The carved and panelled pilasters which
flank the windows are made to play a
subordinate part, being pm-ely decorative,
while the balcony of the first floor is made a
prominent line and is deeply and massively
corbelled. The basement is rusticated and
has a batter at the angles. One of the best
features is the cornice and the dormers, the
profuse cai-ving and members of which pro-
duce a veryrich, though not redundant effect.

In Mr. Gibson's offices for tho Society for

the Promotion of Christian. Kuowlwlgo a
more Classical mode of treating the fa(;a<lc is

adopted, and it is only fair to obsei-ve that
here the limitatioas of site imposed a rigid

line of frontage. But the author, notwith-
standing, has been fortunate in giving
variety to the fenestration and ordinances by
adopting a single order for tho two principal

stories, and in otherwise diversifying the
windows. Instead of superposing four or
five orders with their entablatures answering
to the number of stories, a' very common
mode of applying the Classical stylCj tho
elevation is divided into three—a basement
of one order comprising tho chief offices, a
predominant order, and an attic. This is

by no means new ; the principle was largely

employed by the architects of the time of

the earlier Georges—cleverly in Somerset
House ; but it became rather hiickneyed, as

we find it in some of Nash's buildings in

Regent-street, Eaton-square, and many of

the neighbouring squares. The monotony
of the practice arose from masking a common
brick front with commonplace windows,
behind a screen of three-quarter columns or
pUastors, above which the front, in all its

naked baldness, peered as an attic stoi-y. Mr.
Gibson has avoided this appearance by
recessing some of the planes of his walls, and
in producing a play of light and shadow.
There is certainly a freedom in the detail

;

the usual cornice members to the basement
story, which is rusticated, are disjjensed

vnth, and bands of guilloche run round the

broad faces. Tho treatment of tho attic in

the main fa9ades is satisfactory, giving
variety in a part of the building that is

generally spiritless and lacks interest,

and the architect introduces in the cornice a
peculiar though somewhat favourite means
of relief by a diaper in tho cove. On the

whole, the comer frontage has 'been dealt

with in a masterly manner, though some
exception may be taken to the enrichments.

We have already noticed the architectural

treatment of the Grand Hotel, in which a
vei-y different working out of the Classic

regime is observed.

EEMBEANDT'S ETCHINGS.*

COLLECTORS of Rembrandt's etchings,

especially in England, have much
cause for thankfulness to Mr. C. H. Middle-
ton for his excellent and comprehensive
catalogue of the works of the greatest master
of the Dutch school. The life of Rembrandt
Van Ehyn has been much obscm-ed by the
many misstatements of those who have
•written about him : most of tho stories told

to his discredit have been proved to be fic-

titious. He was bom of respectable parents
in easy circumstances, in the year 1607, as

is proved by the register of his marriage,
which took place upon tho 22nd of June,
1634, when he calls himself twenty-six years
of age, as his birthday was on the 15th of

July. Having no tuni for classical studies,

ho was taken from school at an early age,

and placed with a painter to learn the prip-

ciples of the art. Having been instructed

further by Jacob I. van Swanenbureh and
Lastman, he studied at last, according to

Houbraken, under Jacob Pinas, but this

fact requires corroboration. Having already
achieved considerable success, in 1630 he
settled at Amsterdam. Here he mamed his

first wife, Saskia, the daughter of Rombertus
VanUlenburg. In or about 16-10—possibly

in expectation of a sum of money upon tho

death of his mother—he purchased a house
situated in the Sint Antonie Breedstraat,

and in it executed most of his finest works.

Mr. Middlcton thinks it not unlikely that

the purchase of this house was the first

cause of the ruin that overtook tho artist in

• A Descriptive Catalopic of the Etched Wc rk of Eem-
bmndt Van lUij-n. By Charles H. Middli^ton. liondou;
John Muiiay, lti76.
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165T. It is of grwt importance thatwe do not

coBfotmd this house with a smaller one which

h» oocmaed previously. It was of this larger

gae tb^Ute rtory is told of his ha\-ing so

lane • nnmber of pupils constantly i>aj-ing

Urn 100 florins a year, tho upper rooms of

H ^"g diridwl into small chambers by

nsMthat the pupils luight be kept sepa-

In 1612, bis diamiing wife, of whom ho

t m> many portnuts, died, and from this

date » percepttDle change takes place in all

lot work; but notwithstaniling the graver

tone vfaidt is apparent, ho still worked on

m» hard as ever, or harder still. In 1653 ho

married again, and, bcooming deeper and

Aeeptr in debt, in 1658 ho was made a

baiUDupt, and all his splendid collection of

prints, pictaiea, and drawings, of armour,

ot di«aaee, and rare china was dispersed.

The honse waa stripped of everytliing,

Matkm having been made of even the halt-

doxn linen articles at tho washerwoman's.

Fnm this time the history of tho artist

becomes obsoore. Wo find that about lG6d

be was again a widower and again married.

'Whether be, as report says, ever wont to

Sveden or England is uncertain. Evidence

goes far to i»ovc that he never left the town
in which so much of his life had been spent.

He died at Amsterdam iu October, 16C9, and
was buried at the Westerkerk . The arrange-

Mnt of his etchings is new, and should com-
mend its»'lf to all students. The fact of the

reat variety of thf quality of work exhibited

m different examples of the master's etchings

nggested to the author that it would be

best to rearrange the whole of the

etdiings according to the dates of execution,

so that the student might imderstand easily

that works of apparently different hands
were really by the same hand at different

periods. In these days of reckless scepticism,

iriien it has become the fashion for so-called

«oiiiMisaeiiis to show their acuteness, by
flteir supposed discoveries of alien work in

so many of the earlier and larger etchings,

this arrangtjment will prove very instructive.

To prevent confusion and difficulty of

reference, a full table of all the etching-

work of liembrandt, in the order of date of

ezecutiuu is prefixed to the volume, the

numbers of the five principal catalog^ues

being placed in columns opposite.

The descriptive catalogue is arranged in
iliree parts : (1) Studios and Portraits ; (2)
Seriptnral and Religious ; (3) Fancy Com-
positions; each preceded by a list of the
worin included in tho section. After tho
description of each print we have accurate
measorements in inches and millimeters ; the
wiuus states (not always allowing trifling

alterations to determine a different state);

and the princiiial old copies that could by
any means mislead the onwanr. Beference is

made in each example to the public col-
lections in which it may be fonnd, and, in
eases where it has been thought ad-
TBntageons, critical notes upon technical,
oontroversial, or other matters of interest
re added.
Mr. Middlcton goes very fully into the

({nestion of Bembrandt's making money out
« etchings, done by pujjils, and inscribed

hf himsalf, and as to how far ho was legiti-

mately assisted. He proves conclusively that
dw early etchings, when he was probably al-
most whhout x>at>i)s, and before he had great
reputation, oonld have brought him little
proAt. " It has been constantly and confi-
dentWasserted," says Mr. Middleton, "that
Bwnbrandt oontinoally altered his plates,
woridngup and producing new states,
fbe divgo Deing osually combined with an
eeasation of avarice and dishonesty. . . .

Bnt the conclusion at which 1 have arrived
is ia entire contradiction to this usually-
saoaiTed opinion. Rrmhrandi very rarely
olt^etf Am fUUet; when ho did so it wa«
*wwy ^of >n artistic or other such intent

—

be oonected an obvious error, supplied an
unintentional omission, or added that which

ho knew was an almost necessarj' improve-

ment. Alteration for tho mere sake of alter-

ation ; still more alteration through greed of

profit, was entirely foreign to his habit, and

wherever a change is effected which docs

not lecommond itself to us, and is unworthy

of his genius, I do not hesitate to afiirm

that an inferior hand has wrought upon his

plate."

Without always agreeing with Mr.

Middleton in tho instances he brings, there

is no doubt that ho is usually a safe guide.

The variations which disfigure Rembrandt's

later prints were doubtless made by others

'nto whoso hands the plates fell after his

misfortunes. There is little chance that he

was allowed to retain his valuable copper-

plates when they took from him the Imen

which was at the wash. The book concludes

with a list of tho works consulted and an

ample index. There are twelve plates, of

great value, of tests by which to discover the

various states and copies. No collector wiU be

without a copy of this valuable book, which is

alike creditable to the writer and the pub-

lisher. Nothing Jhas been spared to do

justice to tho importance of tho subject.

ARCHITECTURAL GEOLOGY.—IV.
POIKILITIC series. This name has been

given to the strata which come between

the Oolites and Lias and the Carboniferous

rocks, on account of the variegated colours,

which arc their distinctive feature ; they

consist chiefly of red clays, shale, and sand-

stone in tho upper part, with beds of lime-

stone and dolomite, or magnesian limestone,

below them, tho upper beds being called

"Trias" or "New Red Sandstone and
Marl," and the lower beds tho " Permian,"
or more commonly the " Dolomitic," after

tho French geologist, Dolomieu. The Poi-

Idlitic series may, therefore, be considered as

forming tho boundary between the Secondary
and Primary rocks, since the Trias belongs

to tho former and tho Permian to the latter

division.

Triussic rocks present a remarkable con-

trast to those of the Lias, both in the red

colour which prevails in most of the bods
and the small amount of organic remains
and carbonate of lime found in them ; con-
sequently it is hardly correcttoapply to any of

them the term " marl," which sigrifies a cal-

careous clay ; but as tho name of
'

' Red Marl

"

has been commonly given to tho upper beds
of the Trias, it will bo necessary to retain that
designation in distinguishing them from the
lower beds, which have received the name of

"New Red Sandstone." The Trias beds
come prominently to the surface in the
counties of Cumberland and Northumberland,
West Lancashire, and Cheshire, the north-
eastern parts of Yorkshire, and over a large
portion of Nottingham, Warwick and Wor-
cester; also in the coimties of Stafford,

Leicester, Derby, Gloucester, Salop, Gla-
morgan, with small portions of Somerset and
Devon.
New Red Marl consists chiefly of red clay

wth beds of alabaster and gypsum, and occa-
sionally sandstones. It is found near White-
haven, in Cumberland, where alabaster is

obtained both for ornamental purposes and
for the manufacture of plaster of Paris. In
Derbyshire its beds yield large quantities of
alabaster frequently termed "Derbyshire
mpar " or " marble," which is much used for
decoration of churches, as it is beautifully
veined and takes a good polish, quarries of it

being worked at Aston and ChoUaston near
Derby ; while at Barlborough, near Chester-
field, the clay is used for brick-maldng. In
Leicestershire alabaster is also obtained near
Syston, and sandstone for building in the
neighbourhood of Leicester. In Stafford-
shire we find alabaster at Tutbury, near
Burton-on-Trent ; and in Notts it occurs in
abundance in the neighbourhood of Newark,
Orston, and Axhohne; while in the same

county the red mai-1 clay is worked for red
brick, tUes, and drain-pipes about Notting-
ham and Beaston. Blue bricks are made
from these beds at Nuneaton and Polesworth
in Warwickshire, red bricks and tiles near
Coventry and Leamington. At Great Mal-
vern, in Worcestershire, it is worked for

bricks, tiles, and drain-pipes, and also in

some parts of Somerset, as at Farringdon,
near Bath ; Canton, near Taunton ; and Poole,
near Wellington. In Cheshire the red marl
is largely quarried for sandstone at Ombers-
ley and Hadley, and for burning into lime
at Pattingham and Tattenhall.

New Red Sandstone supplies a large amount
of bxiilding stone in Northumberland, Cum-
berland, Yorkshire, Lancashire, Cheshire,

Derby, and the Midland Counties, as well as

in parts of Gloucester, Somerset, and Devon.
In Northumberland it is quarried at Deans,
near Newcastle; in Cumberland near St.

Bees' Head and Whitehaven, as well as in

the neighbourhood of Carlisle, for building
purposes ; flags and landing being obtained

at Lazonby. In Yorkshire a sandstone
having dark brown quartz grains, with
argiHo-sUiceous cement, is quarried at Os-
motherly, near Northallerton, and at Stock-
ton-on-Tees and Cottingham, near York;
also at Gathcrly Moor, near Richmond, a
similar stone is obtained, wighing 1361b. to

the foot cube, which has been much used for

buildings in Richmondand Darlington ; flags

and paving-stones are obtained in the south-

west of Yorkshire, near Rotherham and
Bradford. In Lancashire a reddish-brown
pebbly sandstone is quarried in the vici-

nity of Liverpool, at RamhiU, Eccleston,

near St. Helens, and Rainhill; building stone

is also obtained at Preston, Kirby, and
Barrow-in-Fumess. There are numerous
quarries of this stone in Cheshire, at Alder-
ley, Birkenhead, Chester, Frodsham, Kels-

hall, Macclesfield, Malpas, Neston, and
Runcorn. In Derby it is worked at Ashby
and Weston-on-Trent. In the counties of

Stafford and Warwick we find good building

stone near Wolverhampton, Cheadle, Bre-

wood, Codsall, Bugeloy, Stafford, Tamworth,
and Penkridge.
A white sandstone which has been much

used in buildings about Shrewsbury is

quarried at Belton, near Drayton, in Salop,

and also at Bewdley is a similar stone, which
is used in buildings at Ludlow and its neigh-

bourhood. At Bishop's Castle a sandstone

is worked for local buildings, and at Bridge-

north flagstones are quarried. In Gloucester

a good building stone is fomid near Chelten-

ham, and a red sandstone is quarried at

Wootton, near Garston. At Ashby-de-la-
Zouoh, in Leicester, and at Warwick, Lea-
mington, and Polesworth, in Lancashire, a
freestone is obtained from this formation,

and much used in local buildings. Near
Bristol a sandstone is obtained at Easton,

and a freestone at Clifton, which has been
used in the suspension bridge ; a shelly lime-

stone is foimd at Hamhill, near Bridgewater,

and there arc also stone quarries at Trull

and West Leigh, near Taunton. In Devon
it is quarried for building stone at Exmin-
ster, Heavitree, and Pakcham ; and for

hearths and flags at Thorvorton.

The beds of clay which occur in many
parts of the Rod Sandstone formation are

largely worked in Warwickshire, at Ansley,

Chilvers Coton, and Nettlefold, near Nun-
eaton, for the manufacture of blue bricks

and tiles. In Worcester there are brick

works at Ordingley, near Droitwich, and
fire-bricks are made from it at tho Stoke
Works ; at Malvern it is used for tiles and
drain-pipes. In Stafford red and blue bricks,

paving and drain-tiles are made at Winshil,

near Burton-on-Trent, from this clay. In
Cheshire it is worked for ordinary bricks at

Runcorn, Stockport, and Wrexham, and for

fire-bricks near Macclesfield.

Permian RtrtAa., or "Dolomites" underlie

tho NewRod Sandstone geologically, the bods
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greatly resembling those of the Trias, with
the exception of the magnosiaii limestone,

which is absent in the upper rocks, but is

abundant in the lower ; theii- general charac-

teristics being red sandstone and marl,

magnesium limestone, marl slate, and con-

glomerate. They are found near the surface

along an almost unbroken lino of country,

reaching from the mouth of the Toes, in

Yorkshire, to that of tho Exo, in Devon,
with a branch in a north-westerly direction

to tho mouth of the Mersey. The prevalent

red colour in these rocks is indicated by the

names of several places in which they abound,
as Eotherham, Eetford, Radford, Redcliffe,

Eadstoek, &c.

Red sandstone and marl of tho Permian
series are found westward of Doncaster, also

at St. Bees' Head and Corby Castle, in Cum-
berland, Fm-ness Abbey having been built

from the stone quaniod at St. Bees' Head.
Near Manchester there are beds of red marl,
clay and sandstone, with bands of limestone,

the thickness being 140ft. In the Lake
district these beds attain a thickness of

4,000ft. near Appleby, and of 8,000ft. at Pen-
rith. In Dui-ham there are beds 700ft.

thick of marls containing gypsum, bods of

limestone, marl slate, and sandstone, at

Thickley, Ferryhill, and Durham, the Lower
Red Sandstone being foimd at Clacksheugh.
InYorkshire the LowerRedSandstone appears
near Knaresborough and Pontefract, in Lan-
cashire at Astley, and in Cumberland at Pen-
rith. It extends westward from Wolver-
hampton, in Stafford, to Coalbrookdale, in

Salop, is found on the south of Shrewsbury
and on the borders of the Dudley coal-field.

In South Stafford the beds reach a thickness
of 3,000, and in North Stafford of 700ft.

Beds of sandstone are quarried near the town
of Stafford. In Warwick a sandstone for

local buildings is obtained at Baxterley,.near

Atherstone.
Maynesian Limestone or Dolomite is tho

most important feature in tho Permian
series from the architect's point of view, that

material having been selected for the external

facing of the Houses of Parliament at West-
minster, the Geological Museum in Jermyn-
street, and many other important buildings,

on account of its unifonnity of texture and
colour, which render it peculiarly suitable

for architectural work. In this country the
Dolomite comes to the siu-face over a very
limited area, a narrow strip of it forming the
eastern boundary of the Durham and York-
shire coal-fields. The northernmost outcrop
is at Tynemouth, from whence it extends
southward along the coast to Hartlepool, and
then turns inland towards Bishops Auckland
and Darlington. In Yorkshire the Dolomite
extends in a narrow belt from Bedale in the
north, by Ripon, Knaresborough, Tadcaster,
Pontefract, and Doncaster, going southward
through Notts, by Worksop and Mansfield,
as far as Nottingham.
In Durham the stone is quarried for build-

ing purposes at South Shields, Boldon, Fvd-
weU near Sunderland, Trimdon, Coxhoe,
Ferryhill, Midiidge near Shildon, Aycliffe,

and other places. The most important
quarries, however, are those which are
worked in Yorkshii-e, Nottingham, and
Derby, in the naiTow strip cropping out
between Tadcaster on the north and Mans-
field on the south, where tho stone which
is found consists, with few exceptions,

almost entirely of the carbonates of

lime and magnesia. The purest of these
is that obtained at Robin Hood's well,

near Doncaster, which is of a cream
colour, and partly crystalline, its composi-
tion being 41.J per cent, of magnesia to 55

J

of lime, without any trace of silica. Its

weight is 1371b. per cubic foot. The stone
found in Roche Abbey, between Rotherham
and Bawtry, is of a similar description,
having 39J per cent, of magnesia to 57J of

lime, with less than 1 per cent, of silica, and
cubic foot weighs 1391b. It has been much

used in building the churches of that locality.

The stone quairied at Anston, between Work-
sop and Rotherham, has been largely used for

building, and together with that of Bols-
over-moor in Derby, was employed for

tho outside of the Houses of Parliament
and the Geological Museum. Tho weight of

Anston stone is 1441b., and of Bolsover 1511b
per cubic foot. Tho composition is very
similar in all the stone in this locality, boinj

from 42i to 45 per cent, of magnesia witl

from 51 to 53 per cent, of lime, and a small
proportion of silica. A similar stone is found
at Huddlestone, near Pontefract, tho weight
of which is 1371b. per cubic foot. This has
been largely used for building purposes in

Yorkshire, as at York Minster, Selby Castle,

Sherbum Church, and also in London at

Westminster Hall, and Henry Tilth's Chapel.
A soft magnesiau limestone is obtained at

Brodsworth, near Doncaster, which was
used in old Doncaster church, but is not
durable. Its weight is 1331b. to the cubic

foot. The stone of Cadeby, near Doncaster,

has also been used in London, but perishes

rapidly. Its weight is only i26jlb. to tho

foot; butatConisborough, inthesamelocaUty,
a good and durable stone can be obtained,

and was formerly much used in that neigh-
bourhood. The stone found on Bramham
Moor, near Tadcaster, at the quanies of

Jackdaw Craig and Smawse, has been long
used for buildings in that part of Yorkshire,

as at the churches of York, Tadcaster, Bever-
ley, HuU, and Ripon. In most cases, how-
ever, it shows signs of decay. The weight of
these stones is 1281b. to the foot.

In the neighbourhood of Mansfield, Notts,
we find a dolomite which contains about 50
per cent, of silica, the Kme and magnesia
acting as a cement for holding the siliceous

particles together. The stone of Mansfield
is largely used and much esteemed for archi-

tectural purposes on account of its colour,

durability, and fineness of textui-e. The
white stone contains only 7 per cent of mag-
nesia, add weighs 1461b per cubic foot, while
the red contains 16 per cent, of magnesia,
and weighs 1481b. per cubic foot.

A hard and compact sandstone belonging
to this formation is also largely quarried at

EUand Edge, near Halifax, chiefly for wall-
ing and paving stones. Its weight is 1531b.

to the cubic foot. Tho dolomite found near
Castleford, Leeds, Knottingley, MUford,
Selby, and many other places, is used for
biumng into lime.

ART STUDY AND ART WORKERS.

AT the recent annual meeting- of the Not-
tingham School of Ai-t, the head mas4er

—

Mr. J. S. Rawle, to whose efforts the school
owes its present enviable position, gave a very
sensible address to the assembled students. He
said if

" A thing of beauty is a joy for ever"
it should also be a joy for everyone. No student
should imagiuo that the things which speciall}'

interested those of different occupations to his

were therefore of no interest Hkewiso to himself.
What he meant was this, those who were
omamentists should seek all the good, and learn
all they possibly coiUd from tho pictures, and
those who were artist students should not think
that ornamental art was beneath their notice.

The followers of each branch of art might learn
much from each other's work. For there was
not that wide gulf between the work of the
omamentists and of the artist which many so

erroneously supposed. The same broad principles,

the same great truths, should guide both. There
was not one art for the designer and
another art for the picture maker. In a pictm-e
the mode by which the beauty of line and of
form were produced was not so evident, for
pictorial art shoiUd disguise the means by which
the end was gained ; whereas va. an ornamental
design they might, without restraint, show more
completely those lines, and subordinate masses
which led up to the principal forms. If they
oritieally analysed a good picture and a good
piece of ornamental work they would find that

the same giuding principles, in a greater or a less

degree, had influenced the construction of each.

And experience proved that the greater the art

power possessod by tho designer the bettor wonld
bo his work. It was also true that a knowledge
of ornamental _dcsign woiUd prove a help to the
artist. This should always be felt, and then,

although pictorial art was, of course, tho higher
development, there woidd be a greater bond of

sympathy between the two, which woiUd prove
of benefit to both. Ornamental art should be
considered as tho younger sister to pictorial art,

and not be, as was often the case, banished out
of the family altogether, as something unworthy
of association. iTiis union woiUd not degrade
the latter, but would certainly elevate and
ennoble the former. The workers in each branch
of art should remember that all good original

work must be based upon what had gone before.

If it were not for the influence of the past upon
them they would be in the condition of a Now
Zealander, who, without a history to build his

experience upon, could only carry his primitive

art-power as far as the carving of rude simple
forms upon the prow of his canoe. If they looked
back upon the past epochs of art, both ornamental
and pictorial, they found, in every case, that
there had been a gradual growth which in time
only, through a succession of workers, had brought
about some distinctive characteristic wluch
marked the art-history of the period. A style

in art was never originated solely by one man,
but by the united efforts of a succession of men
working together with one aim, each takiag the
excellences, or the pecuHarities, of his prede-
cessors as a foundation upon which to build a
more complete superstructure. It was difficult

sometimes for those who were actually working
to note the gradual change that was taking
place. It was only by looking back that they
were able to mark progress, or the reverse, for
art had its periods of decadence as well as its

periods of advancement. Future generations
would be better able to understand and to

appreciate, at its true value, the work that was
being done in this the Victorian Age. They
might see, by looking back some fifty years,

what a great, he felt he might justly say,

—

what a mighty change had come over the art-

practice and general art-feeUng in this country,
in that period of time. It matters not whether
they looked at pictorial or at decoi-ative art.

The art of to-day was a different thing to what
it was half a century ago. Who was there who
would say that ornamental design had not, with
them, made gigantic strides in tliis period of

time ? Indeed they might only step back a
quarter of a century, and see what their own
cui-tains were like then,—when straggling palm
trees, with birds and beasts, unknown to natural
history, did duty for ornament ; when hons or
panthers sprawled upon their hearth-rugs, and
when patterns, outrageous in form and in colour,

disfigured then waUs. Let them be thankful
that they knew better now. There was now a
greater sense of propriety and fitness in con-
struction which guided all their decorative work.
There was better form and better colour. And
let them rejoice when they knew that they could
do this better work themselves, without having
to place an ignoble dependence upon outside
foreign help. And again, with regard to' the
Fine Arts ; many pictures of fifty years ago,
which were then thought worthy of honoured
places in the rooms of the Royal Academy
would now be rejected from a second or third-
rate provincial exhibition. It was doubtful
whether they could mark much increase in the
number of gi'eat men, for genius was a Divine
gift which shone out but rarely, and appeared
only as God, in his good time, pleased to bless
the world with it. Genius might be helped by
favourable conditions—it coidd never be created.
The great changes in the past half-centmy were
more to be observed in the rank and file of art-
workers. Wliere there was one man who, fifty

years ago, could paint a fairly good picture they
found now a score of men and of women who
coidd do far better. There was now a casting
aside of worn-out academic rulesand mannerisms,
and a more direct study of Nature. She became
the true source of inspiration—the trammels of
formal ndes and traditions had been burst
asunder, and Nature's laws had come to be
consideredfirst, and the canons of Art, after-

wards. They saw on all sides more tnith and
vitaHty, although they coiUd not shut their eyes
to the fact that there were tendencies to be
observed, hero and there, to run into wrong
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nwMwwkidi matt be wmtohed and guarded

^Bia*t. Art w»«, «inip«»tiTely. of r«o«it

rj^vtk in tliM country. It h»d shown its -nnde-

nnwl inflnence in other nations lonjr before it

J^ l_0aB to t«ke root in Britiah soil. They

omU iLdlT go «o f»r bMk »e Holbein or

Vaadnk. and mj that the« men were exponents

ffvLjMA Art. for they were foreigners who

tvne to live with them, importing some of that

art-power which, nnfortunatoly, the English

aid not then UOMBIW It was not untU the

MiiV««« of the la«t century, that England com-

CBced to show the world that she also could

ha«« an art-life of her own ; and it was Hogarth^

OaiaabaKHigh, and, more particularly Reynolds,

„^ —

.

» be '»''< to haTO giren birth to the

^^Uk School of Painting. They burst forth

W^lMtunni. mit -* neat darimeas, and produced

trarka which were the admiration of all men,

and whifi would utand the test of all time.

With th««n a brighter era dawned ; and soon

aniM the genina of Willdc. of Etty, and of

Jliiller, to aaaert that art should indeed have an
.lArlhig home in this land. But, perhaps the

noat wonderful derdopmcnt of all has been the

riaa and the progrees of the English School of

landaoape Punting. England stood proudly

alone, on an eminence as the birthplace of the

modem achool o< landscape ]>ainting. Whatever

might be their failings in other branches of art

no oae would dare to snatch from them the

howtor of haring won imparallclcd success in

the npnaentation of all that was beautiful and

etaadin the worid of nature surrounding them.

tt waa only in the beginning of the present

MUdiiy that a constellation of gcniu.'tcs made its

aspearaiioe, and the works of Constable, Patrick

Kumyth, De Wint, Copley Fielding, David

Cox, and Toniar, ahowed the whole world the

gloriea of the meadow, the river-bank, and the

mooatain aide. These men, together with the

figure painters before mentioned, had testified

to their fellow-men that art, with all its beauty

of form and glow of colour, could live in their

midot, and take a deep hold of their hearts and

miala, notwithstanding their cloudy skies and
»l«nM.ig fogs. They must not join, then, with

thoae who so unjustly said that the English were

not, and could not, possibly be an artistic nation.

(Applause.) They must remember how young

their national art-life was, and not close their

eyea, wilfully, to the fact, that each decade of

yean ahowel logmi of an increasing, and of an

enduring atrength. But, if a yet more glorious

future was to be unfolded for them, they must
all remember that the humblest workers in the

caaae of art had their fair and just share of work
to do. It was not to the great alone that they

mnat look, but also to the small from whom the

great amat tpxing. Thoae who were students

honld nmember uiat, inaignificant though their

powen might then be, they were still part and
panel of tiio great company of art-workers.

They, too, could help toarards whatever greatness

and glory in art toetr country had in store for

them. Tliey could do this by deeply loving

their work—by throwing their whole soul and
adnd into it with the determination ever upper-
naat before them—^that whatever they had to do
snat be done honestly and thoroughly, and with
a le?eiant spirit.

PICTURES AND ETCHINGS.
"ITESSBS. ELLIOTT 4 FRY, of Baker-
ilX rtieot, the well-known photograpliic artists,

have jnat opened an exhibition of paintings well
worth a visit. The works exhibits! are chiefly

those of an artist who must be acknowledged as
one of the most gifted painten we have—we

Mr. Hubert Herinimer. For power of
and for the faculty of rendering

w, few modem artists are his equal ; but
tha BHat nmatlcablc iieculiariHr impressed upon
aa by these woricx is that ur. Iferkomer can
paiai both grand and small subjects. He can
eOTcr a caaraa nearly as largo as any Raphael
or Rabens ever pointed upon, with subjects of
afpasabig tjfenutli and depth of tone ; and he
•n faint, with exquisite feeling and minuteness
«fMUn,f«>ifvpietaf«s of cabinet delicacy. We are
itmck, on looking over the collection of Messia.
Elliott and Fit, with Mr. Herkomer's now almost
faialorinl pirton, "The Last Muster," made
kwnm to the public hv the beautiful steel
cnnaviDga. For aocorate drawing and vigour
of Maduig, no leas than for chUroscuro and

, Oil la one of the flneat studies of the

painter. " Rest " is the artist's title for a water-

colour repreeenting as a scene Aldenham Church-

yard, near Watford. At a second glance we
catch the meaning of the designation. An old,

wrinkled woman of the allotted nian of life, such

as the artist alone can depict with such a forcible

expression of coimtenance, is seated imder a tree

absorbed in meditation and enjoying the quiet

and rest of the churchyard. This is certainly

executed in the happiest style of the artist. The

time-stained church and the exquisite portrayal

of the lineaments of the face of the old woman
unite to place the picture above the ordinary run

of representative subjects. Mr. Herkomer,

though he often verges on the " grand " style,

does not indulge in ideal portraiture ; his

countenances are all essentially natural,

though never vulgar or trivial. . Thus liis

picture called " Bittgang," a pleasing incident

fomidod on a religious custom of blessing the crops

in Bavaria; his study of Mr. Fry's gardener,

together with "A Word of Advice," one of his

recent productions, "A Souvenir of Rem-
brandt, and his fine picture, entitled
'
' Who Comes Here ? " are marvels of expression

.

A striking study in water-colours depicts the

shooting of a poacher, an episode of hunting life

in the Black Forest, which Mr. Herkomer has

illustrated with dramatic effect. The picture

is small, but the figures, the horror depicted in

the countenances of the gamekeeper and hunting

party, and the half-revealed fact of the fatal shot

in the discovery of the dead man, whose legs

only appear in the foreground, render this a

wonderful instance of the artist's power in nar-

rating plot. The sequel to this story, called the
" Arrest," is perhaps still more clever aa a study

of countenance and of character. Another inci

dent in the Black Forest, imder the name of "A
Dilemma," has been wonderfully told by the

artist. A tourist and his wife, a newly-married
couple, have lost their way, and enter the room
of a chalet, in which a group of people sit. The
stranger, guide-book in hand, endeavours to

make himself imderstood, but the faces of the

benTldered occupants tell too clearly that they

are not understood by any, while the faces of

a few others betray suspicion of the intruders.

Equally telling is another piece in which two
women are engaged in gossip. We cannot mis-

take the air of the two interlocutors, whose very
coimtenances seem bent on tittle-tattle. A long
piece, showingaforest of pine with wood-cutters,

IS perhaps one of the most masterly and finished

in this collection, and we believe the artist him-
self thinks it one of his happiest works. The
tree stems are truthful, and the colouring has a
depth of tone thoroughly characteristic. In giim
subjects Mr. Herkomer seems to excel, and we
saw a few groups of studies, and figures painted
with an exquisite feeling, with an oil-like bodyof
colour. This impasto mode of execution seems to

be a favourite one, particularly in some of the

earlier pieces. The artist works his figures up
with a thick body of colour, upon which the lights

are placed in opaque pigments. As a master-
piece of groupmg and colour, "Who Comes
Here," occupies a high place in the collection.

The old man s and the little girl's faces eager to

know who the stranger is, are marvellous in their

truth, expression, and execution. We must not
omit to notice some very clever allegorical sub-
jects. One, a " Fairy Symphony," is a composi-
tion of a highly poetic kind in which the artist

has drawn largely upon his imagination. In this

instance there is a wealth of imagery in the
sylphs and mon.sters introduced, and the semi-
spectral treatment is very clever. The composition
is foimded apparently on a mythological legend.
The artist's "Fawn Fancies," and symbolic studies
of "Morning" and "Evening" are also clever

and highly decorative. Those who wish to see
some of Mr. Herkomer's choicest works cannot
do better than to pay a visit to the collection of
Messrs. Elliott and Fry.

Messrs. J. Hogarth and Sons, of Mount-street,
Grosvenor-s^are, have on view a collection of
etchings, by Messrs. C. P. and F. Slocombe, of a
character that will repay inspection. They
chiefly comprise views executed from nature.
Those by Mr. C. P. Slocombe represent coast
scenery m Cornwall, and other parts, and display
a thoroughly artistic conception. In rock
scenery, as well as in foliage, Mr. Slocombe is

particiUarly happy, and we may point to "Path
through the pine wood," "Chalk cliffs and
boulders, Rottangdean, Sussex," " King Arthur's
Castle, Tintagel, Cornwall," and " Lyndhurst,
New Forest, as particularly expressive pieces in

which the artist's needle has depicted with a
great deal of feeling and colour these objects.
" Stonehenge, mid-day," is a fine etching, and
Mr. Slocombe's handling seems well suited for the
exhibition of the rockyand rugged elements of the
picturesfiue. " Pembroke Castle, South Wales,"
and " Moonlight " in Surrey, show the artist's

capability in two branches of delineation. The
latter is a fine vista through a pine wood
executed in a vigorous style, though the clouds

are rather black. "A quiet retreat, Pinner,
Middlesex," admirably expresses the character of

its title. Tlie old house, surrounded by some
lofty trees of birch and poplar, is cleverly

rendered. In the etching " At Lyndhurst," the
cottage by the roadside, the foliage, and espe-
cially the oak in the foreground, are very
truthful in drawing, and there is a soft chalk
effect in the etching of the foliage. We note also

one or two architectural subjects, "Rue du Roi
Priant, Rouen," a picturesque sketch, and a
" Street in Rouen," with some old gabled timber
houses. The portraits called "Captain of a
Pilchard Boat, St. Ives," is a cleverly executed
study of expression ; the mouth and the pipe are

exceedingly natural. Many of these etchings
are in brown ink. Mr. F. Slocombe has a very
different manner from that of his brother. There is

a clearer and more decided execution, but we lose

some of the softer effects. " SteephUl Cave,"
"Isle of Wight," "Margate Harboiu:," and
"Jetty," and " Colliers unloading, Margate,"
are all very cleverly drawn. There is a breadth
of treatment, and a great deal of colour in the
etching. '

' A Girl in the Costume of the latter

part of the 16th Century" shows some skiiful

drawing and chiaroscuro. We only add here

that these etchings can be purchased separately

or mounted in portfolios, at 60 and 18 guineas
respectively for each series.

A LOAN COLLECTION lOF WORKS OF
JOSIAH WEDGWOOD.

THE Liverpool Art Club have on view a fine

collection of works by that incomparable
potter Wedgwood, arranged as they are set out

in his own catalogue. The promoters have been
assisted by Messrs. Wedgwood in this task, and
it is no exaggeration to say the series of works
brought together has never been surpassed. As
usual, the catalogue before us gives the visitor

every information he can require. The marks
on Wedgwood ware are made the subject of

a chapter. Of these we find it stated '
' the marks

of the good period are usually clearly and evenly
stamped, and except upon glazed pottery and
Queen's ware, easily deciphered. With the name
is often found either single letters, numbers, or

signs, scratched or impressed." Many of these

are only workmen's marks. A rude K made
with a point is found upon some of the fine busts

attributed to Keeling. Various stamps are

illustrated which wiU be a useful guide ; but
many genuine pieces of old Wedgwood are found
immarked. The introduction gives a sketch of

the artist's history, from which we learn he was
apprenticed to his eldest brother in 1744, and in

1752 commenced at the Bank Pottery, Stoke, in

partnership with Messrs. Harrison and Alders.

Pottery was at that tune in a low state in

Staffordshire, and Wedgwood helped to convert

it into an elegant art. The manuscripts referred

to give some interesting particulars. It may
here be mentioned that Wedgwood was not an
original artist. His Portland vase, so justly

admired, was a copy, and liis works were gene-
rally imitations of Classic conceptions. His
cameos are accurate reproductions from antique

gems and models. His copies from Romano-
Egyptian gems are various. There is one, a
figure of Apis, with a winged disc, and an
emblem of the soul in cream-coloured biscuit

porcelain 9-16in. by fin. " A Figure of Osiris,"

various figures, &c., from Gnostic amidets.

Classical subjects, some upon cream-coloured
porcelain, others upon jasper ware, from gems
are numerous : these varyjfrom h an inch wide to

2in. or more square. Portraits are common,
often upon white jasper ware body with blue

groimd. Over a hundred cameos are mentioned.

We may observe that the jasper ware surpasses

for fineness and durability any other ; and the

most minute touches could be made upon it. The
next section refers to the intaglios ; these were
also chiefly from antique gems. Most of these

are in black basalt ware, oval in shape,

and the average size about ^in. and |in. They
are impressed "Wedgwood and Bentley. '
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Some of these are executed for omumeutiil pur-

poses, such as box-tops, watch backs, &o.

Class II. contains a valuable collection of baa-

reliefs, medallions, &c. They are chiefly in

jasper of two colours, pale blue being a com-
mon coloui', and are applied to cabinets, chim-
ney-pieces, and other fiuTiiture. Tho subjects

are largely chosen from Classical stories.

We note No. 542, " Mairiage of Cupid and
Psyche," enlarged from a celebrated cinque-
cento gem, oval in fonn : also .T'iS, .52.5, .585,

Head of Medusa, modelled by Flaxman, cir-

oular in shape, the workmansliip exquisite, and
the colour blue body, head in white relief.

Some of these are over a foot in length. Many
are moulded from cinque-cento works. One of

the most interesting divi.sions of the exhibition

ii that containing portraits of illustrious per-

sons of Greece, Egypt, and of Roman and
European celebrity. These portraits are in

basalt and jasper on coloured grounds, and
their usual size is 2in. by l|in. A regular
series divided into kings and queens, statesmen,
philosophers, and poets is catalogued. Most of

the medals are double. The Koman history
medals begin with Romulus to the end
<}f the Consular Government, and include

a series of 60 in number. The medaLs have
«ameos on both sides, thus tho head of Romulus
has a reverse, "Foundation of Rome"; the
Kape of Sabines has on reverse, '

' Peace pro-
cured by Sabines." Heads of illustrious Romans,
the Twelve Caesars and their Empresses, heads
of Popes (258 in number taken from Dassier
medals) in basalt ware, heads of illustrious

modems are among the collection. The last

group is the most interesting ; they are in black
•basalts, or blue and white jasper, chiefly the
latter, and generally oval. The catalogue con-
tains a full description of each. The portraits

have been modelled in some cases from life by
modellers employed by Wedgwood ; in the
majority of cases, however, they are from medals,
waxes, and engravings. These heads have
often grounds of dark blue, reddish brown, and
Wack. The groups of busts, va-ses, lamps,
statues, &c., are also particularly interesting
examples, and exhibit the versatility of the
works of this master. The catalogue is a
masterly work of the kind, and has been com-
piled by Mr. Charles T. Gatty.

CINGALESE ART REMAINS.

SOME explorations have been recently con-
ducted in Ceylon on the site of the ancient

•capital of the Cingalese Kings Anuradapiu'a, now
ifl ruins. One Dagoba called the Thuparame,
which has been uncovered must have been
a magnificent structiu-e in its perfect state. This
building is supposed to enshrine the left collar

bone of Buddha (some say the left jaw bone)

;

but these relics were always deposited in golden
caskets, beautified with profuse settings of gems
«f great value, before they were enshrined in the
edifices erected for their reception. The
Thuparame stands on a circular platform, the
brick walls supporting it are of great thickness,
and on the outside embellished with fine mould-
ings and pilasters of the same materials, though
there can be no doubt that the whole of the out-
side, including the parapet which once encircled
it,wasoriginallycovered with plaster, and possibly,

too, decorated with paintings. This platfoim is

paved with slabs of granite. On this platform
are four concentric rows of graceful octagonal
columns. The first row is close to the base of
the Dagoba, the second row about 2ft. from the
first, the third about 5ft. fi-om the second, and
the foiui;h row, the columns and capitals of
which are carved from a single stone, is arranged
roimd the margin of tho platform. The capitals
of the first two rows are ornamented along their
upper edge with gi-otesque squatting figiu-es,

with arms uprai.sed, as though supiMrting a
weight resting on their heads ; the tliird row
has eagles standing upright with outstretched
wings ; and the fourth or outer row is orna-
mented in a similar manner with quaint dwarfed
figures in every conceivable position. The tops
of all the colimms below the capitals, which are
also octagonal, are ornamented with a fringe and
tassels of veiy graceful design, those on the outer
columns being of a very difi'erent pattern from
those on the three inner rows. Tho height of
the inner row of colmnns is 24ft., the second
22ft., the third 19ft., and tho outer row (all

raouoUths) 14ft. Between the third and fomth

rows of columns there was evidently a wall, no
longer in existence, tho stone foundation of

which, slightly raised above the rest of the pave-
ment, can be veiy easily traced. Tlie rows of

columns roimd the Dagoba are arranged in quad-
rants so as to form a rather broad passage to

each of the cardinal points of tho Dagoba, where
there was probably an altar close to its base. At
the east and west sides of tho building are fine

sets of stone stairs reaching to the platform, 14ft.

above the grfjund, the steps having been orna-
mented with carved stones, and wing walls, now
thrown down, winch were finished off with flat

stone slabs richly carved Tvath figures bearing
bowls or vases containing the sacred lotus

flowers. These carved stone slabs still remain in

position, but some are broken. Opposite the

landing of these steps, and in a line jwith the

foundation of the circular wall which is supposed
to have once encircled the Dagoba, will be found
a double step carved out of one block of stone

and mortised above to receive the stone door
frame, which once formed the entrance, and this

goes further to favour the supposition of a wall

having previoiisly existed. The object of these

beautiful stone pillars and wall was undoubtedly
to sustain a magnificent conical roof, which
woiUd have covered the whole of the Dagoba.
The interior of this roof, the Dagoba, columns,
walls both inside and out, altars, and, in fact,

everything about the building must have
originally been most gorgeously painted. That
it was so is pretty clearly proved by the recent
excavations most carefully made both here and
in other places, where thin coatings of very fine

plaster are found covering the stone and brick-

work, with traces of bright colours. At the
RuamveK Dagoba some fine paintings have been
brought to light. The height of the Thuparame
is 62|ft. from the pavement at its base, the
diameter of the base 59ft., and the lower part of

the plain bell, 33ft.

HOUSEHOLD SANITARY ARRANGE-
MENTS.

THE fir.st of a course of six Cantor lectures on
" DweUing Houses: their Sanitary Con-

struction and Arrangements" was delivered by
Dr. W. H. Corfield, M.A., Professor of Hygiene
at University College, at the Society of Arts on
Monday evening. A number of specimens from
the Parkes Museum of Hygiene were exhibited
in illustration of the lecture. Where choice of

situation was at all possible, the " expo.sition " of

a house was of importance ; a house facing east

would be exposed to cold and dry winds, and
facing south-west to driving rain. More im-
portant than this was the character of the soil

beneath a house. Soils were divisible into two
classes, those pervious and those impervious to

water. Typical of the former class were gravels
and sands ; then came loose limestones and sand-
stones, and other rocks through the masses of

which water could percolate ; chalks, and the
limestones and granites so freely fissiu-ed that
water could easily escape. In the other class

were the clays and marls. Each class of soil was
imder certain conditions dangerous to the life of

those living in houses built upon it ; the dwellers
upon impervious soils were liable to consumption
and rheumatism, those on pervious soils to

typhoid fever and to cholera and other epidemics
wlien those had obtained entrance into the dis-

trict. In this choice of evils there might at first

seem little preference, but this was not the case.

The dangers of pervious soils were not only less

fatal, but coiUd be more easily coped with, and
chiefly by lowering the sub-soil water, so that it

did not approach the level of the fomidations of

the dwellings. Towns were often built in basins
of pervious soils resting on impervious ones, and
these basins were sometimes waterlogged to a
considerable extent. In such towns, whenever tliis

gi'ound water had been lowered by drainage the
deathsfromcon.sumptionhaddecrea.sed. Specimens
of agricidtural drain pipes were exhibited, and
it was shown that di-ains, unlike sewers, ought
to be but loosely jointed and laid with regular
fall. Passing on to notice the foimdatious of

houses, the dangers of '
' made earth

'

' were in-

dicated. Such sites ought not to be built uix)n
for a considerable time, for it had been shown by
Drs. Parkes and Burdon Sanderson that the
organic matters in them slowly became in-

nocuus by subterranean o.^idation, and they
should then be covered by a layer of concrete,

not only upon tho entire surface to be occupied
by the house, but also for a considerable distance

beyond. The materials of foundiitions ought to

be, for sanitary, as well as constructional reasons,

exceptionally good, but as a rule they were the
worst used in the fabric. The surface of the

basement should be covered with water-proof and
air-proof material. One mode of doing this was
by Pritchard's patent flooring, which consisted

of a series of agricultural tiles laid side by side,

upon them being a layer of concrete, which
could cither be left plain or faced with asphalte

or tiling. No wooden floors should be laid in

basements, which ought not to be used for other
than cellarage purposes, and certainly not as
sleeping apartments. Just above the ground
level a damp coiutsc of any impervious material

should be laid all i-oimd the house ; for this pur-
pose cement should not be used on account of its

liability to crack. Another misapplication of

cement was sometimes seen on brick nouses built

on damp sites ; in these, unless precautions were
taken, the subsoil water often rose by capillary

attraction, and to render the house less damp,
the walls were frequently plastered with cement.
The consequence was that the water wliich had
evaporated on both surfaces of the walls could now
but escape into the rooms, and thus the remedy
was worse than the disease. Dry areas, well

drained, should be provided outside the houses.

For walls the most fireproof material was brick,

and next it concrete, for both had already been
burnt. Where walls were exposed to much rain

they should be protected either by being faced
with glazed bricks or hung with tiles or slates,

and, 2 of brick, it was wise to build them hollow.

Chimney flues should be as straight as possible,

kept separate from each other, and where
practicable, Uued with pipes to facilitate cleansing

and reduce the danger of spread of fire. It was
desirable floors should be fireproof ; if of timber
the boarding ought to be so laid and pugged as

to prevent the passage of air from the rooms
below. It was essential to durability that the

space between floor and ceiling should be venti-

lated by external gi'atings or otherwise. A new
method of ventilating rooms and floor-joists,

now under trial, for which some advantages were
claimed, was knovra as Ellison's patent conical

ventilator. It consisted of brickspiercedin couples,

with cone-shaped apertui-es, the small hole being
placed outwardly and communicating with the

interior of the house by a broad shallow hollow.

It was claimed that heat and air would enter by
the small hole, and would be so reduced in

velocity that its entry into a room would cause
no perceptible draught. In roof construction it

was desirable that no cornices or eaves' details

should drip upon the waUs of house. Gutters
behind parapets ought to be wide enough to

allow a man to stand in them, and means should
exist for facilitating the removal of snow ; if

allowed to accumulate it slowly melted and would
find its way through tho roof. The point that

all rain-water pipes should be kept outside the
house was insisted upon. The lecturer had
traced many cases of diphtheria and other

illnesses to the bringing or rain-pipes through
rooms from the front to back of houses, &c.

Bits of leaves and rubbish fell into these pipes

in spite of wire guards, and there decomposed.
Another common danger was the opening of

pipes below bedi'oom windows. Floors were
best polished and bees' -waxed, or laid with
parquetry—plans adopted in the best hospitals,

where cleanliness was a primaiy necessity.

Skirting boards should be let into grooves, to

prevent dust accumulations and draughts result-

ing from subsequent slirinkage. If cai'jjets were
used a space should be left all round to facilitate

frequent and easy cleansing. The best wall
covering was tUes, if well laid ; if plastered, it

was much better painted. Wall papera were
open to grave objections : they harboured dust

and disease-germs, could not be thorouglUy
cleansed, and frequently their colours contained

arsenic, more especially the gi'een and brown
shades—a cause of much unsu.spected suffering.

For the.se reasons ceilings should not be papered

;

if of wood they should be panelled. All wood-
work should, as far as possible, be polished,

stained and varnished, or painted.

The President of the Royal Institute of British

Architects has received a compliment from Austria.

Mr. Charles Barry has been elected an Honorary
Member of the Imperial and Eoyal Academy of
Fine Arts of Vienna.
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ABaUTtXTlTiAL ASSOCIATION.

rTTHK fcftaicidT ine«tii« of the Anooiatioa

X VM w«M on rridaj- CTBoing ; the Preeident,

Xr. H. li. nanatm m the ch«ir. The foUowing

til— ««« eteeted :—C. C. BnuUcy, A.

F. LitUewood, W. POpe, Christopher E.

awl B. A. Woodrow. A toIo of thanks

id to' Mr. Bentler, the uchitect of St.

Muy'aB.a Chnrch, Cacbgu-atzeet, for pcr-
* ttwiMiiiNn of thn Annntttatiin to visit

aad it «aa aaaoanoed that the iifxt

take place on Sataiday, the °22ud

at S PwB-t »od would be maae to Alex-
*— ani Ktanbers' -buildings, Vic-

Or ABC3IITBCIS AT

nad a pi^er descriptive

at Hob Cooj^eas, which he

dele«te from the Architectural As-

"neOaagnm was, he explained, or-

tbs Soaeti Centiale dee Architecta,

_>tioB uuiieeptmdtng roufhly to our

bnt with a membership of 330, and in

jtH/m with 16 nrorinoud and 12 foreign

of whidi the Inatatnte is one. Dele-

^ re Knt frcnn moat of these societies, and
oi«r 4M aiehitects from all parts of France and

fcnigB parts signed thairnames aa attending the

Cbamaa. Tbe gimeial iiiimliim» were held in

tlwnlaes <tf ^ta TncmifBto, ud the sectional

aiaatiMBa is aone of the imoeoapied bureaux in

tks^uriea. T%efbat meetiiig took place at

the ^oeadero on Monday, July 29th, under the
' Imoy of M. Lefnel, architect of the modem
of the Loone and the Tnileries, when M.

read a paper " L'.£><thetique u la

poft^ de tout 1e monde" (iEathetics placed
within the reach of Ererroiie, or .Esthetics for
the Million), the purport bong that Art is re-

gnJatad by oertain di^nitc principles and laws,

wfaidi oupit to be laid down and determined in

the Mae war as tboae of acieaoe. For an object

to be buautifnl it must oonfonn, he argued, to

the aaoal type of its olaas, as a whole and in all

iti rhitaila and yroportions. The argument should
haie besD oamed a step further, but M. Hermant
diaeiaimed any intention of himself laying down
the fatwa goreming nstheticti, and simply intro-

dneed tbesabjeet. Unfortimately,asnoaiBciu<8ion
waa allowed at the meetings, the sabject dropped
at its faiith. On Tuesday a, paper was read bv M.
OcMisa on "The Education and Professional
StBtai of tbe Architect," in which he set forth
the iiiniiiai of the architect's province of work
hf the engineer, placing the former in a very

^
winih iiia poation, eapeaally in the provinces.
rietBuua without any architectural iuKtructioii,

he and, naedncated thongh acquainted with the
oastooH and a few of the technical terms used
in bwJHing, aiime the title of architect, and
cJAor hy imacmpulous conduct or ignorance
Mag dlanrwlit on the whole profession. As a

ly tor this, M. Coniau advocated the cstab-
ant of a diploma, which would require
the a,waage ran of architects such a courso

of stody as woidd be a guarantee to the public,
and erentaally raise the standard of the pro-
'-—'— ^je idea of tbe institution of a diploma

J, he remindi'd members, with tlic

Oantrale, and might well be taken up
and brooght to a definite aolotion. it.
waimly nrged the Congress to take

tonforent the taldng of illicit commis-
wnieh more than anything else was

tlw pnfesoon into discredit. Mr. R.
gsTO a description of the archi-

enamination organised by the
R.I.B.A, in 1862. and deplored the fact that
tfnaff to the apathy of the committee,
meoaQr daring tbe last few years, the scheme
hadwdl nigh fallen throngh. 8cnor Bolmas,
••"•^ oftte Oiattnl Somety of Architects in
lumd, fafarmed the Congreas that in Spain the
nhtaiiliMi of the diploma waa a necessity for
those pracsling as architects. There was a
cbool of arehttecture in Madrid, three years
fcyf *• ""^ I>«rfod of study, at the end of
wWak ansniMtaatfcm waa held, which might !»fe Ottm^hf those who oame up from the
eenatejr «r profaned pfivate study to that of the
fceoj. FbwyeaiBhadthentobe passed in an
MAaatrs cttee and on works in progress, after
vfekD s aseond examination had to be passed
wMafceo^bnodtlieapioma. Herr Kleinrfte

fcoseCynheyn, stated that there was• m Omaoan, but not compulsory

;

tins then wete tvodasags of arcUtecte-ihose

who had obtained the diploma, and those who
had not. Some of the diplomaed architects were

men of very little ability, and some of the other

class of considerable talent, so that he did not

consider tlie diploma was of any value. M. Jean

Strohm, councillor of state, professor of archi-

tecture, and master of the Imperial Academy of

Pine Arts in St. Petersburg, spoke of the xmsatis-

faotory position of the architect in Russia, smd

a<lvocatcd a diploma. It was intended to return

to the subject on the following day ; but there

being no time set apart for it, it dropped. M.
Dutert then read a paper on the architectural

designs exhibited in the Salon of 187S, and Mr.

R. P. Spiers gave, by desire, a description of the

career of an architccturul student in England,

and an account of the condition of aixjhitecture in

that country. Genci-al surjirise was excited that

the system of pupilage yet prevailed in this

country, and the statement that premiums of

from 100 to 200 guineas were frequently paid to

secure admission into an arcliitect's office created

amusement. In the afternoon, another meeting
was held, at which M. Darioud read an essay,
'

' On the Union or the Separation of the Archi-

tect and the Engineer, which had gained a

prize from the Acadcraie des Beaux Arts. The
author di\-ided his subject into four parts :—1st,

What is the State Engineer? 2nd, What is the

Civil Engineer ? 3rd, What is the Architect?
and, 4th, What are the actual relations between
engineers and architects, and what should be
done to improve them ? In answering the first

question, M. Davioud described in detail the

organisation of the Corps des Fonts et Chaussees,

distinguishing between the mining engineer, the

engineer who formed part of the service of

bridges and highways, and the military engineer.

Ue contended that centralisation and subordina-
tion of one to another had suppressed the initia-

tive of the individual, and consequently all ori-

ginality and artistic feeling was lost. The State
engineer had his life so marked out and
deJined that he is unable to free himself from
the trammels imposed on him, and eventually
becomes a mere wheel in the great machine
which constitutes the French Board of Works.
He considered that the course of study pursued
by the State engineer in the Ecole Polyteohnique
is too theoretical and abstract, and its tendency
is to fonn a body of men who do not draw or
oven make calculations, but prefer to alter, cor-
rect, and sign what is submitted to them, and to
make work for the engineers, inspectors, and
architects placed imder them. Many, however,
of the most eminent engineers connected with
the French railroads have left the State service to
design and carry out the roads, bridges, and
machineiy of railway companies. In answer to
the second question, it was shown that the civil

engineer is free and independent. The course of
education he has gone through at the Ecole
Centrale des Arts et Manufactures is of a more
practical kind. The student has to go through
a course of construction wliich might be turned
to account in architectural design. Leaving
the Ecole Centrale with his diploma, the civil

engineer goes into the works as a subordinate,
which enables him to study and ask questions
without compromising his dignity. Emi)loyed
in private interests, he is obliged to work hard to
acquire his position, and to display a considerable
personal value before he can reach the post of
chief engineer. M. Davioud does not consider
that the civil engineer has done much harm to
architecture. He has raised construction to the
height of an experimental science, and he has
allowed France to rival England by a judicious
and economical employment of materials. The
civil engineers in France are increasing in nmn-
l)er and in public esteem, because they are forced
to work, and not allowed to sleep in the ener-
vating atmosphere of " functionarism." It is to
be regretted that they are not artistic. M.
Davioud thinks, however, that art is again
assorting itself in connection with scientific con-
struction, and foresees the time when the metal-
lurgist, the savant, the ironfouudor, and the
architect, working together, will produce features
of unknown beauty, c»U8ing a revolution in art
as fmat as that which took place when Arcuated
took the phico of Trabeated architecture. In
answering the third question, M. Davioud dis-
cnssed the reasonableness of the law in allowing
anyone who chose to call himself an architect.
He declared himself a partisan of complete liberty,
and considered it was for the client to find out
how to obtam capable and fit penwjns to work
for him. As yet, he considered that arcliitects

had never taken sufficient trouble to enUghten
the public on the value of the men of merit in
the profession, and the equality of salary
wliich they have adopted (by a fixed scale
of charges) is not likely to make people
believe there is much diiferenoo in the merit
or talent of those who practise. He classed
the 4,000 architects of France into three cate-
gories—Ist, those who are veritable artists, of
whose talent and knowledge there is no question

;

2nd, those who have desired to place themselves
in the first category, but whose qualifications

have not risen to the standard, who nevertheless
have become practical architects with business-
like qualities; and 3rd, the "usurpers"—men
who have gone through no serious course of study,
but who have picked up such a superficial know-

/

ledge as enables them to compete with talent, and
;

who demand 5 per cent, or even less if they can
'

get it. The weak and enervated individualism of
arcliitects was contrasted with the spirit and i

energy of the civil engineers with their magnifi-
cent meeting hall in the rue de Faubourg Poiseon-
niere. Passing on to architectural education, the
great improvements made in the Ecole des Beaux
Arts were recognised, but it was contended that
there is stiU much room for reform. He believed
that the various studies required of the young
architect would invigorate bJTn and prevent his
becoming a mere decorator or designer on paper.
If they compared the work done by the State or
civil engineer in the same time as that of the
architectural student they must be convinced that
if a struggle ever took place between the two
professions the architect must go to the wall. In.

examining the fourth question, the union of
architects and engineers, M. Davioud considered
architects have obtained most valuable informa- •

tion from the civil engineers on all questions,

connected with the science of building; any
union with the State engineer would, however,
he thought, be fatal to the profession. Architects
had been called in by the State engineer for
public service with disastrous results to the credit

of their profession. Already it is a question of
establishing a staff of municipal and provincial

architects, imder which system he contended the
architect's art would be lost and he would become
a simple functionary. From the civil engineer,
however, the architect has nothing to fear but
simple rivalry, and a union between those pro-
fes.sions was recommended. This essay occupied
three sittings, but was followed by no discussion.

On Wednesday two sectional meetings were held,
the first subject being the scale of charges.
M. St. Ginest, President of the Toulouse Archi-
tectural Society, urged the importance of drawing-
up some definite scale of charges applicable to all

France, and mentioned that at Marseilles the
Gennan sliding-scale had been accepted. The
latter system was condemned by M. Ravon,
who said any scale should be perfectly

clear to both contracting parties ; the five classes

of building in the German scale would lead to end-
lessdisputesandlitigatiou. The subject was again
taken up on Friday, when Mr. Spiers described
in detail the English system, including the posi-
tions held by quantity surveyors and clerks
of works; the latter were totally unknown to-

French architects. On Saturday the matter was
again considered, when M. Davioud urged that,

until there was a compulsory diploma, there oughts
to be no fixed scale of charges, or the artist would
be in the same category as the first comer who-
might choose to call himself an architect. M.
Lucas pleaded that it would be a very difficult;

and delicate task, to determine the artistic merits
of the various membera of the profession. A re-

solution was brought forward by M. Davioud,
to the effe<;t that the congress considered that
"each architect has the right to adjust the value
of his services, according to his own estimate of
what would be a just recompense for his talent."
There were many dissentients from this mode of
leaving the question open, and ultimately it was
carried with an addition, stipulating, that in the
absence of any preliminary arrangements, the
scale of charges fixed by the CouucU of Public
Buildings in 1803 might be accepted as a mini-
mum. That scale was : for drawings of every kind
I J per cent., superintendence of work It percent.;
quantities and specifications, 2 per cent. ; total 5
per cent. ; but besides this a French arcliiteofc

charges a fee of from G to 8frs. for arbitration,
and Ifr. per mile travelling expenses. Retm-ning
to the Wednesday meeting in the second section,

the education of working men was there taken
up, and M. Lucas read a paper advocating the
establishment of a technical school of apprentice-
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ship for workmen of all classes, instead of the

present system, by which they pick up their in-

formatioii as best they can. In the aftenioon M.
Trelat, Director of the Eoole Centralc cVArehi-

teetiire, delivered an eloquent address, iu which

he contrasted the aim of the architect with thfit

of the engineer. The architect has three condi-

tions to fulfil : to distribute, to form, and to

construct. Wlien wo examine these conditions,

we see the gi-eat difficulties with which he has to

contend, for these are absolutely contradictory to

one another. When the plans, elevations, and

sections have been distributed in accordance with

the conditions required, then the artistic element

has to be considered, and various changes made

to bring both into accord. Both may require

further alteration and modification to bring; them

in accordance with constructural necessities. We
jee buildings admirably constructed, as far as

rtabUity, economy, and excellence of materials

JO ; but they are incompatible with architectural

oeauty ; they have neither style nor expression.

Theengineercan planand calculate the strength of

materials ; the contractor can build : it is the

irchitect's mission to unite the two with beauty

ind cxjircssion. To do this he must sometimes

gicrifice a part of his art ; but if ho allows the

unity of his design to be sacrificed he abandons

hi3 special characteristic. The engineer is young

—he dates only from the 17th century, but lie is

at present the conqueror. He has only two con-

ditions to fulfil—to distribute and to construct ;

-with form and unity ho does not concern himself.

The education he requires is quite different from

that which the architect should possess. M . Trelat

advi.Hed architects to take up those special studies

for which his school was established. There, he

eaid, he insisted on a better groundwork of

knowledge of the sciences, and of the theory and

practice of the economy of construction. There

was a large staff of professors, and periodical

examinations held. After three years here most

of the students proceeded to the Ecole des Beaux
Arts, to acquire proficiency in artistic design.

{To be Continued.)

ROYAL ACADEMY LECTURES ON
ARCHITECTURE.

Itauan Gothio in Seoulae BuiLriNoa.

PROFESSOR BARRY devoted his third

Academy lecture to the consideration of how
Pointed archjtectui-e was applied by the architects

of Northern Italy to seciilar buildings. The
period of the Renaissance under consideration

was, he observed, a time of transition from
ecclesiastical to civil poUcy ; under the influence

of democratic ideas, the principal Italian cities

Tied with each other in erecting noble civic

buildings. The town hall generally asserted the

importance of the rulers, and was dignified iu its

architecture, and marked by a characteristic

campanile, the symbol ofpower andindependence.

But these Italian Gothic campaniles must, he

considered, be deemed rather interesting than

admirable, in an architectural sense. Rising

jBtraight from the gi-ound without buttresses or

breaks, u.sually plain and destitute alike of orna-

ment and of Ughtandshade, a weU-designedupper
Btory was but a poor compensation for so much
effort exerted for so small a result. Tlie general

characteristics of designsfor civicbuildings did not

materially differ from those of other Itahan

Gothic work, but the horizontal principle was
more marked, and the approach to Classicalism

somewhat nearer than in ecclesiastical examples.

A free use of the pointed archwas balaucedbythe
absence of vertical piers or buttresses, and by the

strongly marked horizontalism of string and cor-

nice. The latterfeature is, indeed, speciallysugges-

tiveof a Classic origin. It wascomposed of gi-oups

of mouldings, of moderate size and prominence,

suitable to construction in brick, the material

mostly used. Enrichments of regular forms, not

always beautiful in themselves, were arranged in

horizontal bands of ornament, and below aresmaU
arches, either machicolated or intersectingeach

other. In Venice the erection of the Ducal
Palace formed an epoch in Gothic art. In it we
find the same half-application of Gothic princi-

ples which mark Italian Gothic. Perhaps the

most striking feature is the tliick and massive
tracery. It is strong enough to serve as a con-

structive feature supporting the fabric above. It

isindeed abeamofmarble, perforatedwithquatre-
foil openings, laid upon numerous supports, to

which it communicates the strain of supi>ort.

To counteract the opening thrust upon the

joints of masonry, iron tie-rods have in many
cases been added from capital to capital. The

arcades of the Ducal Palace are very beautiful,

and afford a remarkable lesson as to the di.sposi-

tion of light and shadow. Assuming the pro-

priety of theconception, and takingthequatrefoils

of the tracery as forming a level band of enrich-

ment, no sculpture, in such a position, would

produce the effect of these simple forms, with

square edges, displaying themselves in clear-cut

prominence against the shadow behind them. In

the other portions of the elevations there is little

of interest, for the admiration it has received has

been due to its associations, and to the charms of

certain details, rather than to any excellence of

the composition as a whole. The heavy box -like

upper story comes down with apparently cnish-

ing weight, upon the pierced arcades below, and

if it had not been for the relief given by the

application of colour to tho vast plain surface,

the effect would be much worse than it is. The
whole wall space, where not perforated by

windows, is covered with a diaper pattern, com-

posed of pieces of different coloured marbles.

The effect is curioiis, rather than satisfactory;

but if the object were to lighten the appearance

of a great unbroken mass, the expedient must be

pronounced successful, to a considerable extent.

The general question of coloured decoration is

a point on which it is difficult to insure any con-

sensus of opinion, for it is largely a matter of

taste. The addition of the work of the sculptor

and the painter to a structure wiU not make the

latter architecture, if it be only building ; and

still less can such a miracle be effected by the

humbler efforts of the decorator or the veneerer.

To test the architectural merits of an_ edifice, we
may ask, how would it appear it destitute of the

added ornament of colour? If the upper story

of the Ducal Palace were painted in a uniform

grey tint, could it be admired as a work of art ?

Or take another instance,: would not the Church

of St. Mark, Venice, lose all its charm if the

varied hues, rich mosaics, and costly marbles

were obliterated? Colour may add to archi-

tecture, but it cannot take its place ; and though

it may modify objections, and soften defonnities,

it can never atone for bad art. Poverty of

design will always declare itself, and it is never

more objectionable than when it puts on the

disguise of iU-conaidered contrasts of parti-

coloured brickwork. It is the architect's business

to biuld pictures, not to paint them. The
Italian architects were not accustomed to

vary the colour of their brickwork, which was
generally red. Where variation was desired, it

was obtained by a sparing use of stone or marble.

With us, to whom it is easy to obtain bricks of

different colours, the temptation to use a varie-

gated surface has proved irresistible,
_
and has

injured many a good design, cutting it up into

Small parts, so as to resemble a pavement set on

end, or Timbridge-ware manufactures. Decora-

tion of this kind should be temperately applied,

if it is to please, and the hues of colour should

have reference to the constructional forms of the

bmlding in which it is used. The horizontal

courses of black and white marble, to be seen in

Italy, in the BrolettoatComo, and tho cathedral

of Siena, are open to question, and would be

more pleasing if the contrast of colour were less

marked. The great opponent, however, ofcolourin

EngUsh architecture is the damp atmosphere, and

the smoke and dirt of our great towns. Public

buildings with us begin to lose their beauty

almost before the scaffoldings are removed, and

the most delicate details, whether of carving or

of colour, are the first to disappear, in dismal

smears of blackness. Until some imprevement

can be obtained in this matter, the architect's

work is somewhat disheartening, and delicacies of

expression in external work are put out of his

reach. In this scientific age, asked
_
Professor

Barry, is chemical discovery, which in its pursuit

of gain has poisoned rivers, and rendered smiling

valleys as bare and desolate as if a plague of

locu-sts had ravaged them, powerless to aid in

purifying the air we breathe ?

GAS IN THE HOUSE.*

A HANDY little brochure under this title

offers some very sen.sible remarks upon gas

lighting. Its author, Mr. H. Faraday, wisely

refraias from taking a partisan's view of iha

merit of gas as a lighting agent, for he frankly

admits tho superiority of tho electric light, biA

he shows truly enough, as gas was tardily

adopted and struggled, into use long after Oio

discovery, so it is certain that the electric light

will take a long time before it takes tho place of

gas for domestic use. At least it is certain not

to die a sudden death ; for, notwithstanding the

supremacy of gas, there is still, as we are told,

a brisk demand for oils and candles. Mr. Faraday
proceeds to lay down a few rules, and to offer

some suggestions that will be read with interest

just now by the gas con.sumer. The trade of gas-

fitting has no doubt fallen into diiffoputo from
the indifference of customers when ordering

fixtures, though we are inclined to think also the

gas companies have not been so liberalnor soeager

to promote ef&ciency as they might have been.

Among the practical rules given by the writer

are the following:—That no pipes of a softer

material than iron or brass should be hid from

sight ; all pipes in basement should be laid with

a slight faU towards the meter, thus lessening

the chances of obstruction from condensed

gas and assisting the upward pressiire ; no
gas pipe under 5 feet should be of less bore

than iiu. ; if for more than 2 burners not less

than fin. ; over 6 burners ^in. ; 10 burners fin.

;

1.5 burners lin., and so on, while in pipes outside

buUding, these sizes should be doubled nearly, to

make allowance for internal corrosion. No metal

burner or outlet should be used, for the metal is

apt to corrode and impair shape of flame. Biu--

ners of varying check power should be distributed

throughout the biulding, with due regard to the

average gas pressure at each light, so as to avoid

fizzing and droning. All gas used for heating pur-

poses should be consumedin a burner that provides

an intermixtureof airbefore ignition, andtheflamo
should bum blue. Gas stoves should have a dis-

charge tube for the burnt gas, of not less than

2|in. diameter, which tube should communicate

with a brick flue. All pendant fittings not of

iron,ornot strengthenedbyan interiortube of that

metal, should be provided with a cup and ball, or

other loose joint at top. No globes should be used

with fish-tail burners that have an opening at

bottom of less than 2\bx. diameter. For small gas

escapes ordinary yellow soap slightly moistened, is

a good temporary remedy. Referring to ordinary

lighting fittings, it is recommended that for base-

ments the tubes be of iron instead of brass. For
halls,alampwith large doorand divided panesthat

may be readily cleaned is preferred, the vestibule

globe lights being expensive, and whenbroken not

easily repaired. The author justly thinks it

inliospitable to leave the steps to entrance in

darkness, and for this roa.son pleads for the fan-

light lantern which lights both interior and
entrance steps at once. He thinks, however,

these lamps may be made more interesting and
architecturally in harmony with the lines of

doorhead, and also may be adjusted so as to make
the number on door discernible at night time.

For the dining-room the fidgetty jets of gasfrom

a chandelier are condemned, and the argand or

ring-flamed burner recommended in its place as

more powerful and steady. It may be fitted up
with a large opal reflecting glass and fringe.

The same burner is suggested for the library,

and a ventihiting pendant. For stairoases, a

bold scroU aim from landing supporting a central

hanging lamp, is preferred to wall brackets, or

perhaps standard lamps fixed to the newels of

stairs. The hints on fittings are useful, and wo
are glad to find polished brass recommended.

Sunlights are spoken of as the best means of

lighting large haUs, staircases, picture gaUoiies,

and smoking-rooms ; and gas-pipes and stoves

are advocated for bedrooms, as they create no

dust or smoke, and require no raking or stirring.

On Wednesday, the 12th of February, the Church
of St. John, Great Yarmouth, was reopened after

the addition of north aisle, transept, aud porch.

The cost of addition is about £1,0-50, including

benching, and ISO fresh seats are provided. Tho
works were carried cut tmdor the superintendence
of Mr. H. OUey, the architect.

The death is announced in Munich of the well-

known historical and fresco painter Michael Echter.

Ho was a pupil and admirer of Kaulbnch, whom ho
took for his model, though the latter was only a

few yeai-s older than himself, and whom ho

aided in the execution of his famous staircase

pictures in the new Museum at Berlin. He was
bom in 1812, and his career was brought some

.

time ago to an eaily end by the loss of sight.

• Gas in the House. Some Hinta and Suggestiona by
H. FlBADAV.
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XATO OOLLaOB, XIXEB, CISU.% csoeedinKly interesting design, \>j Major
C Xaat, R.E., the architect for the proposed
Ibro College, about to be erected at Ajmer,
Indim, is vdl worthy of illustration as an adap-
titian of the natire styles of architecture to
Bodeiu roqoiremento. Usually a sort of Classic
ttjit cS ardiiteetare has been employed for the
Modem bnildings in India, such as the Court of
SnaU CaiuKss, Calcutta, erected by Mr. Hugh
T ifirwrd, Chief Engineer to the Government of
Bengml,,MnatedbyMr.W. H.^Vhite,F.R.I.B.A.,
iriule on the other hand several very clever build-
i"^ have been erected after the Gothic manner,
ctuefly in the style of Early French, by Mr.Wra.
&Mnan,* kng time resident in India. We have
alnbaflditus m the Gothic style, by Sir Gillxjrt

Seott, Mr. aoget Smith, and others. Major Majit
howerer, haa boldly taken the indigeneous ancient
rtjrie, and we Tentme to thinlc has produced both
• nitahle and [eanotiaUy modem building. The
aevenl apartments are clearly shown by the
ground plan giren with the view.

ODassiarBD chttsches ix tbe cut.
AmHt mtd Agnet. — Formerly called St.

Anne-in-the- Willows, but for what reason is not
known. This chorch has been twice destroyed
by fire—in 1548 and 1666. After the last fire
tbe parish of St. John Zachary was united to
flS. Aime and Agnes, and the present building
was finidied by Wren in 1680 at a cost of
<2,44< Oi. lOd. It was afterwards " beautified "
fai not.

«f. Ottfft, Botolph-laru.—The first authentic
oita ci this chnnh is 1321. It was rebuilt after
neFilvby Wren at a cost of £4, .509 48. lOd.
At the west end is a tower of simple proportions
Mft. hi^ but which cannot be seen to any ad-
jutage owing to the extreme narrowness of the
«iwniding lanes. The sketch herewith shows
toe eaA front. Tlese drawings, together with
nose given Dec. «th, 1878, were made from
n^OMH oo the spot by Mr. Robert Kendrick,
of Wamngton, and Mr. Jesse F. Scott, Stam-
ford Ilill, London.
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shields bearing the arms of the Kenyon family.

The hall, dining-room, and Mr. Konyon's room
are line<l with old bronni oak panelling up to

the ceilings, the chimney-pieces, doors, &c.,

being designed to accord with old work and e.xe-

outed in rak. A gallery is carried round the

hall at the level of the'chamber floor, commu-
nicating with the various rooms, and leaving tlie

centre portion of the hall open to the roof, which
is open timbered. Mr. W. E. Samuel, of

Wrexham, is the contractor for the work, which
is well carried out. The architect is Mr. John
Douglas, of Chester.

OOLD ICEDAL WALL-PAPEB DECORATIONS.

OuB do<ible-page plate this week is devoted to

the illustratiuu of the two designs for wall-paper

decorations to which the gold medal of the late

Paris Exhibition was awarded last year. The
authors of the designs are Messrs. B. J. Talbert

and Walter Crane, and the manufacturers are

Messrs. Jeffrey and Co., of 64, Essex-road,

Islington. We have seen the several renderings

of these patterns, and they are certainly equal to

anything of the kind which wo have seen before.

The richness of colour and spirited drawing in

Mr. Talbert's design is well wortliy of its author.

The frieze, which in this design is but Hi inches

deep, carries out the treatment of the sunflower

as employed for the general wall paper. The
dado is of a geometrical pattern, well suited to

its position, and capped by a rich band of con-
tinuous ornament. Mr. Crane's design is very
delicate, and quite characteristic of this well-

known artist. The author thus describes his

design:—"In the arabesque, the ever-ascend-
ing stem and interlacing branches may figure the
constant growth of an ideal life, like a tree bear-
ing flowera and living fruit. Amorini suspend
its festal garlands, and light the flame of its

thoughts, or play with the masks of grief and
gladness, overhung by the bow and quiver of

Love, and crowned with his roses. Pride and
splendour as of the peacock lodge in its boughs,
and the craft of the serpent is ruled over by the
benign wings of the dove, while the com is ever
in the sickle, and the cornucopia full of fruit.

In the frieze, the peacock stands as the emblem
of the day. As in the arabesque and the frieze

wo have the elements of the earth, air, and fire

of life, so may the dado be emblematic of the
' water which is under the earth,' or the cold and
silent hours of life which gKde by like the silver

fish in their spheres." We hope shortly to
devote another page to the illustration of two
similar designs for decoration, manufactured by
Messrs. Jeffrey and Co.

were placed second, the designs of Mr. S. W.
Grant, of Duke-street, Adelphi, being third ia
both competitions.

SCHOOLS OF ABT.
Lincoln.—Ai a meeting held recently in the

Memorial Hall, Lincoln, resolutions were passed
appointing a committee to consider the desirabi-
lity of purchasing the old Lineobi County Hos-
pital for the purposes of an ait museum. At the
close of the meeting the annual distribution of
prizes to the students at the School of Art took
place. The report spoke of the excellent cha-
racter of the work done during the year. One
silver, and three bronze medals, three Queen's
Prizes of books, and fourteen tMrd-grade, ancJ
nine second-grade prizes, had been awardet
by the Department, who had also purchased i.

study in chalk. At the second-grade examinsf
tion in May, 43 were examined, of whom 41
passed and nine obtained prizes from Soutk
Kensington. A number of local prizes were ala>
given. The silver modal offered by Aldemiai
Rorston was awarded to Henry Elmitt, a pupl
with Mesiirs. Bellamy and Hardy, architect!,
of Lincoln, the fourth medal canied off by-
pupils with this firm.

lAunncH TuniA, xkab ellesksbe.

2" '7" "•*• "^ Pl"» ot this hous<- illustrate

? 7 . •"g^'nent and coustmction. The
jp*L-JyU Moekis now neariy completed, and the

!?,'."
<™— win be erected when the old house

•4}«aar israaoTed. It was desired to con-«nH* tfee building in the timber frameworks ODoe so generally employed in Shrop-
- ^ . ' "• «djoinmg <xmntiw, and the whole
"TSf,"^ exe.ul.-<l «,lidly in English oak,Md ffllad w with Wckwork, which Is covered

H^fUS'^ ^'"^^ tJmbem. The chimneysWt <Med with i«d Bnabon bricks, and the

r^«ll^"^,.T"5,^r" J"*"-
The windows

are filled with lead hghts, those in haU having

Kswi, Dm:. tUt, vsn, Kor. «th. 1874.

COMPETITIONS.
Newton Abbot.—Ten designs have been sub-

mitted for the proposed Coffee Tavem at Newton
Abbot. The first premium of £20 has been
awarded to Mr. Charles Jenidn Jones, of 8,

Buckingham-street, Adelplii, architect to the
London Coff'ee Tavem Company, and the second
premium of £5 to Messrs. J. W. RoweU and
Son, architects, of Newton Abbot and Torquay.

SODTHPOBI PeOJOSNADB EXTENSION SCHEME.

—

Sixty-seven sets of designs were sent in to the
Improvement Committee of the Southport Cor-
poration in competition for the awards of thirty
guineas, twenty guineas, and ten guineas for the
three best designs for carrying out the scheme of
extending the Promenade as far as Park-road at
a cost of £40,000 or £.50,000. fter examination
this number was reduced to fifteen, and the
fifteen to three — "Vive la Mer" " Sexa-
gesimus," and "Advance," to which they recom-
mended that the prizes should be given. On
Monday night the General Purposes Committee
met and confirmed the recommendation. The
successful design—" Vivo la Mer"—is the pro-
duction of Mr. G. Heaton, architect, of Wigan.
" Sexagesimus" is the design of Messrs. Goodi-
son,' Atkinson, and Ford, of Liverpool; and
" Advance " that of Mr. J. Sidebottom, of Black-
pool. It is expected that the extension scheme
will now be piuhed forward with all speed.

WEDicEantJET.—In the recent competition for
the two schooU for the Wednesbury School
Board, as we stated on p. 143, tho designs of
Messrs. Alexander and Ilcnraan were successful
for the schooU in Lower High-street, and those
of Mr. EttwcU, of West Bromwich, for the New
Town Schools. For the former the plans of Mr.
K. F. Matthews, of Birmingham, and for the
latter, those of Mr. C. Newman, of Wednesbury,

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
The Gas Companies.—Sir W. Lawson, on Mon-

day, asked the Chancellor of the Exchequer
whether the Government intended to bring in any
general measure with reference to the gas com-
panies in case the electric light should be perfected
for general use. The Chancellor of the E-xchequer
said the Government had no general measure of
that character. He understood from his hon.
friend the Chairman of Ways and Means that he
proposed to refer the various private Bills intro-
duced this Session to one strong committee.

Prevention of Floods.—In answer to Mr. A.
Peel, Mr. Cross said that the Lord President would
before long introduce in the other House a separata
measure dealing with the question of River Con-
servancy aud the Prevention of Floods.

The New Law Courts.—Mr. O. Morgan, oa
Tuesday asked the First Commissioner of Works
whether he could state when the new Law Courts,
would be sufficiently advanced to admit of the
transaction of business. Mr. Noel.—There were
originally two contracts for the new Courts of
Justice ; according to one the eastern wing ought
to have been completed during the year 1877, but,
unfortunately, owing to frosts, strikes, and other
unforseeu circumstances, the work was delayed;
but I am hajjpy to state that it is now ready for
occupation, with the exception of some minor
details connected with furniture and fittings. The
legal authorities are now considering the question
of the apportionment of accommodation and of
removal, which will take place at their convenience.
The main building should, according to contract, be
completed during 1880 ; but it is impossible at this
moment to fix any precise date at which it will be
finished, but every exertion shall be made to hurry
on the work.

A Local Government Board inquiry was recently
held at Caerwys, near Wrexham, by Major Tulloch,
with reference to a proposal to supply Caerwys with
water from Flyunon Deg, and for the formation of
a special drainage district. It was stated that the
scheme was prepared by Mr. Humphreys, the
sanitary inspector, and was to pump water from
Flynnon Deg at an estimated cost of £400. The
area of the proposed drainage district was 2.5 acres,
the population 370, and the rateable value £5,000.
Major Tulloch said he had never heard of so smali
an area, and could hold out no hopes that it would
be sanctioned by the Local Government Board.
It was eventually agreed by the meeting that ap-
plication should be made for the whole parish to
be constituted into a drainage district.

A meeting of Freemasons was held at the Free-
masons' Tavem, Great Queen-street, W.C., ou
Tuesday week, for the purpose of forming a com-
mittee to restore in whole or in part the west face
of St. Albau's Cathedral. Mr. John Chappie, the
clerk of works at the cathedi-al, explained the work
proposed to be done, and the committee was ap-
pointed, Earl Skelmersdale being nominated as
chairman. The maximum subscription was fi.xedat
£.5, and a prehminaiT list was read.

The Rural Sanitary Authority of Eqiingham,
Norfolk, having appUed to the Local Government
Board for sanction to borrow a sum of £5,000, an
inquiry was hold, before Major Hector Tulloch, at
Holt, on Wednesday week. After hearing evidence
for aud against, and viewing the town, the inspector
said he should intimate to the Board tliat the pro-
posed scheme of drainage was not wanted, and that
the water scheme was impracticable.
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THE "BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING
CLUB.

BEVIEW OF DESIGNS FOB GEOUP OF THEEE OOTTAOES.

THE objects of good planning' in cottages are
obviously comprised under one word

—

" economy." The entrances should be contrived
rather as internal lobbies than as conspicuous
features ; the stairs may be well made to occupy a
portion of the space so set apart ; the living-room
should be easily accessible, of a good size for aman,
wife, and three or four children, and in convenient
proximity to the kitchen. There should be no
waste passiige room, unlighted comers, or un-
necessary wall space. These conditions in the
present competition seem met by "Yesram."
The ground area occupied is about 54ft. by 23ft.
exclusive of offices, and is well disposed. The
end cottages have side lobbies with stairs slightly
projecting, which lead into a front living-room,
in each case 13ft. by lift., and into a kitchen
10ft. by 9ft., in wliich there is a pantry obtained
under the stairs. The wash-house, oven fuel,
and w.c. are desirably placed as a back pro-
jection. Above are two bedrooms. The centre
cottage divided by straight party walls—a rather
advantageous provision, we consider, sanitarily
regarded—is, of course, different in plan. A
front lobby with stairs gives access to a parlour
in front, a living-room behind, out of which opens
a small kitchen with sink at the back ; beyond,
separated by a space for light to kitchen, being
the wash-house, and conveniences. Above are
three bedrooms. There appears to be no waste
space, and the author has certainly produced a
compact group of dwellings, the main block of
which is calculated at 23,362ft. cube, at 6d., and
with the offices is estimated at £688. The ele-
vation has the great merit of being simple and
appropriate, relief being obtained by the tUe
hanging of the upper story and the timbering
of gables. Motto "J." has some good points in
plan._ The lobby stairs and pantry are well
combined in the end cottages, in a similar manner
to the first ; but there was no necessity for a
parlour and living-room to each cottage. The
living-room is made to answer for a kitchen in the
end cottages, beyond which is a scullery with
pantry. In the centre-house the scullery and con-
veniences are combined in a projecting back wing.
The upper floor is commodious, three bedrooms
being obtained to each cottage. The author, as
usual, sendsapictvu-esqueelevationiu wliich timber
and plaster are used in the upper story, but the
drawings are very crowded on the sheet. Esti-

mate is £900. The plan of "Omnia Vineit
Labor " is clever in the entrances, though the
overlapping of the bedroom of middle cottage
upon the kitchen of the end house is not desir-

able. All three cottages are differently arranged.
The porches and stairs are compactly combined,
and the kitchen and scullery lead out of the
living-room in each case, but the stairs in centre
are ill lighted. In the elevation we have a pleas-
ing combination of brick and tUe effective in the
main. The cubing is put at 24,380ft. at 6d.,

£609. "Star in Circle" exhibits some good
planning, the entrances at ends are compact,
the larder being placed imder the stairs ventilated
and lighted. The living-room, 14ft. by 10ft. 6in.

is made to answer as a kitchen, and out of it

opens a washhouse. The plans all vary. The
elevations are in a neat and appropriate style,

though the grouping at ends is not agreeable.
The cubing is put at 33,186ft., and, priced at
6d., equals £829. The end cottages of "S in

circle " are generally well planned in the
entrance lobbies and stairs ; in one case the
washhouse is made to enter directly out of living-

room, which serves as a kitchen as well. We do
not like the narrow passage entrance to the
centre house. The coals, ashes, and closets are
placed in a row at the back, under a lean-to roof

;

this is perhaps unobjectionable in the country,
but the coals would be better stored under the
roof. The bedroom plan shows 4, 3, and 2 bed-
rooms respectively—a good arrangement, and
the division walls are straight with a slight

exception. Tlie landings are lighted, and the
closets are useful. Externally there is consider-
able variety obtained, as the end entrances are
dissimUar, and in one case the upper story is

made to project over the porch. We do not
admire, however, the disjointed efPect of the
right-hand side cottage, caused chiefly by the
roofing. The cubing is worked out at 24,984ft.,

and is priced at 6d., £641 16s. "Enigma" is

certainly economic in plan, and the end cottages
are replicas. The pantry would have been better

leading out of kitchen or living-room than wash-
house, and there is rather a roundabout ap-
proach to the fuel store. The upper story is

tiled. Estimate is £.540, the cubing being
21,600ft. only. "Such a Dog" is the motto of
two alternative sets. One design shows the
group combined as a right angle, two cottages
on one side and one cottage on the other. The
porch entrances are somewhat circuitous in
arrangement, but the washhouses are conveni-
ently placed. We do not like the suggested
position for the water-closets : they are certainly
better outside ; ash or earth closets are preferable.
The alternative plan shows a back-to-back
arrangement of two cottages, compact, but the
stairs are ill-lighted. The elevations are simple
and appropriate. '

' Spero Meliora '

' rather ex-
ceeds the requirements of country cottages ; the
lobbies are too large, and the parlour in one case
is beyond the demands of the working man.
Generally the plans are well studied, and the
elevations are suitable. Estimate is £9.50.

"Crowquill" also transcends the average cot-
tage, and externally the design would be more
suited to a suburb of a town. The end cottages
are similar in arrangement of plan, and the front
angles form canted bay windows, though for
what purpose the heavy stone corbelling above
is introduced we cannot imagine. The wash-
houses form a detached block in the rear. We
do not see a coal store. The drawing is credit-
ably executed, and the estimate is £704. " M in
Leaves," like the previous two, falls into the error
of providing larger rooms than desirable. The
passage entrances are quite unnecessary for the
working classes ; they entail labour in cleaning
and need a watch over the front doors. The
author provides back covered yards for washing
purposes, and reduces his scullery to a " wash up
sink " out of kitchen. These are the best parts
of plan. " T. W. P." sends a clever, but rather
straggling plan. Theentranceand stairs areplaced
opposite each other in each cottage, though ir-

regularly distributed, and the rooms are located
on each side of entrance, rather objectionable, in-
asmuch as it places one room beyond the control
of the housewife, if she happens to be engaged
in the kitchen or washhouse. The latter is made"
to form a single building detached from the
cottage, and to be used jointly ; the coals and
w.c' 8. are placed round the same outside block, a
by no means desirable arrangement. The design
of "W. J. M." is well drawn, but much too
ornate in style for cottages. Such ornamental
bracketed door canopies and the cross timbering
are surely out of place in dwellings for agricul-
tural labourers. The plan is more in keeping,
but the broken party walls and the arrangement
of centre staircase are defects. "lohDien"
is a neatly drawn set ; but the remark we have
already made about a passage access to the rooms
applies to this. A large class of the designs we
have received give us more than we asked for,

though a few are creditable as drawings. Among
these we place the design imder motto " Be to its

merits very kind, kc," the author of which
seems to have somewhat mistaken the object of
these competitions, in contributing a set of elabo-
rately figured plans, sections, and a fuU specifi-
cation. To do him justice, we may say they
archighly creditable as technical drawings; butwe
mayrepeat here, chiefly to save himuseless labour,
that the only drawings we need are those which
illustrate the general scheme and design. The
plan sent ha-s ono or two obvious defects. The en-
trances to end cottages lead directly into the
living-rooms, and the central passage is defective.
Why cant the comer f and what object is there
in the huge corbelling of angle above door ? The
details show knowledge. Other designs creditable
as drawings, in which the object of cottage design
is lost sight of, are "Un Jeune Eleve," "OUve
Branch," J'J.C." in circle, "To be, or not to be."
"Club in circle" makes one washhouse auswerfor
the three cottages; the end cottages are wellar-
ranged, but the elevations are too costly. " Leo"
sends asimpleplan, butwith separateoutbuildings;
"J. S." has some good points, the elevation has
afussy look but is not without merit ; " W. in Tri-
angle '

' is bewildering in plan, and the party walls
are crooked ; and the same remark may be applied
to plan by " Corvus," whose arrangement lacks
contrivance. " L. in G." is suitable in treatment,
but the out-officesare crowded,while '

'Montague '

'

spoils a tolerable plan by attempting variety in his
elevation. "Reseda" appears to havesomething in
it, but the break in the centre cottage isunmcan-
ing. We have no space left here to criticise other
attempts, many showing misdirected labour and

some skill in drawing. We may name in order
of merit "Burswell," " Yes or No," "Maltese
Cross," "Revus," "Try," "Ostrich," "Tarn
O'Shanter," "X. L.," " Steflano," " Spider,"
"Y. SaerBach," " Thor," "G. in Shield," and
"Ogmore."
Wo cannot avoid here giving a few words of

advice to many of the latter class. Study the
grammar of planning, and never attempt an
elevation imtil the plan is thoroughly worked
out and reduced of all superfluities. We recom-
mend, for the first, a perusal of an article which
appeared in the Building News a year or two
ago, besides an examination of good plans ; and
for the second, a strenuous exertion to bridle the
fancy.

DEMON POE STONE PULMT.

We are well aware that a stone pulpit is a
difficult subject for design, as many architects
err in the attempt ; and lest any of our contribu-
tors should be disposed to quarrel with the award,
we will just state what we consider to bo axio-
matic principles of design, and upon which wb
have based our selection. In the first place, to
attempt to design a stone pulpit like a wooden
one would bo manifestly wrong. The outline
and details must be essentially suited to masonry;
the base should be massive, the ornamentation
confined to moulding and relief, and attenuated
tracery strictly avoided. Upon these principles
then, we consider motto " J " has arrived
at a fair solution. The design is Clas.sic in
conception. The pulpit is built up from the floor
rectangular inplan, while the side, front, and ramp
of stair is simply jointed ashlar of Ketton stone,
relieved by a moulded cornice with egg and
tongue enrichment as a capping and book rest,

and a carved sunken panel beneath. Inside, the
pulpit is lined with oak panelling. Next iu
merit comes " Triangle in Circle." Here a little

more freedom has been displayed, the square
front of pulpit being broken by a circular cor-
belled projection, quite plain ; the only relief

being carved diaper ornament up the sides and
round the base of projection. The style is Gothic,
and the detail is effective, though the di-awing is

poor. The author of the third best design,
" K in Circle," has, by mistake, sent a font for
a pulpit—an error that, of course, excludes him,
and we only mention his design as conforming to
correct notions of design. "Bad Attempt" is

certainly rough in drawing, but the design is

not wanting in simplicity and character. The
author supports a circular pidpit upon a massive
central shaft, surrounding which are three
smaller shafts with caps and bases. We do not
like the sunken panel and cross, though the
details are good. " Signum" is perhaps nextiu
merit. The pulpit is constructed on a square
base of ashlar, the front of which is made to
project on angle shafts. "Nemo in Shield"
is a plain circular pulpit standing on a mas-
sive stem ; the ornamentation is appropriate,
with the exception of the capping, the metal
scroll work, and the newel of balustrade.
" Burswell" adopts a square form, suitable but
for the panelling. The elevation looks octagonal
from improper shading. " Prenez garde" is

much too florid, and the details are somewhat
coarse, especially the base mouldings. Another
class of designers have adopted the framework
idea too much; "East AngUan" is ono of the
best of these ;

" Try " is another, but faUs in his
mouldings ;

'
' Namor '

' has the germ of success,

but the base with its huge scotia and the
mouldings destroy an otherwise reasonable
design; "Dunwich" attempts too much; there
is something good in the idea, but the details are
extravagant. The corbelled Ijase is spoilt by tho
pimy and crooked angle shafts in a very un-
natural position, and the inter-penetration of the
angle pillars is absurd. "Amateur" is too
bombastic, and there is a useless display of

ornament. It would be throwing words away to
criticise a design which makes the finial of a
centre arch a book rest. "Try" endeavours
to be too ingenious ; the plan is capricious. We
can only name " Fleur de Lis," "Con Amore,"
"B. M. W.," "Bo to its merits, &c." Many
of these are far too elaborate and costly for a
country church pulpit.

AtBurton-on-Trentcounty-court, ontheSthinat.,
a case was heard in which J. A. Mason, architect,
claimed £15 for plan of building prepared and
supplied to a Mr. Christian. The defence set up
was that the designs were too expensive, and were
never used, and tho judge (Mr. Woodfordo) gave
judgment for plaintiff for £3.
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BOTAJj INSTITrTE OF BRITISH
ABCHITECrS.

(Omduitdfnmp. 185.)

THE anthor further urged, that not only

were thcec matters of arrangements of

•PPioaches and general appearance thought out,

bat that the gi^cn points of sight and the

•{iparent magnitudes were the 8iibjects of

eonaderatian ; and calculations were made in

«ri(r that the deaigns should appear to the

ncolaton as peifeat in apparent proportions as

ittymfot fiiBt coooeived in the architect's mind.

Tie idea of a point of sight was not, ho ad-

mitted, new ; but that the Greeks should have

Mrreoted all the apparent rortical maguitndcs,

mo that in tiie flnisned design they sliould uU he
womienBarable one with another and 'n-ith the

•ppucot whole height, and then hare trigno-

^MtiieallT oalculated and corrected all the exe-

eotod ^'«»g^» in the finished design to suit a
f»TUUi»blB given point of view, required actual

proof. The evidence was based, firstly, upon
the written statements of Plato, Aristotle, and
"Vltiuvias, who all clearly referred to a favourable
plant of view, to the apparent magnitudes, and
to the correctians made in the original design by
imrt^iT' "additiaos and diminutions." Secondly,

tiw iiieasiiiuiiKiita of the Athenian porticoes

1 dearly that certain small plus and minus
had lieou either added to or taken

I the original dimensions of the porticoes, as

given in the canon of proportion. Thirdly, by
trigonometrical calculations commencing

the given quantities, the true executed
I might be arrived at, which in every

would agree with the measurements. To
1 the first point, a number of corrobora-

tive passages were quoted from the three authors
named. But we need not trust to the correct

intcrpretatioa of these passages, for if such
"additions and diminntions" were really made
upon the original designs when designing, we
aanst expect—upon examination of all archi-

tautuial worics of magnitude executed, either in

Oieeoe or in Asia Minor, during the best period
of Greek art,—to be able to discover by measure-
ment the actual amount of the variations made
in the heights of the several members of each
design when subjected to those corrections essen-
tial to produce ajiparent harmony between all

the parts of the fiuislicd executed design ; and
this was, he urged, really the case. Sufiident

Toe was allowed for the eye to embrace the Uno
greatest extent (nsuaUy the diagonal line of

the temple) within a given horizontal visual
ang^ of 45°, and this horizontal angle of ih° was
dealt with as a fixed quantity. Vitruvius refers

to the ^lecialcalculationsrequired for detennining
the apparent magnitudes, and the additions and
diminntians that have to be made, but before this
oonld be done certain quantities mu.st be given.
Kistly, this is done for the Greek porticoes
when the first ^ven heights, widths, and projec-
tiona are all laid down according to a fixed canon
of proportion. Secondly, upon the horizontal
plane—"the plan exhibiting the length and
breadth of the whole work, and the several parts
of it, must be formed," and the position of the
point of sight must also be given upon this plane,
" so as to comprine the whofe extent of that scale
which the eye is able to embrace at one view."
Thirdly, the position of each design upon its

utificial platform with regard to the point of
Mght and the height of the upper step either
•bore or below the horizontal plane must be also

S'ven. The temple is now supposed to be fixed
position with regard to the point of sight>—the

^TCD dimeniioas are aU commensurable, and if

Bieie weiw no ootrections to be made we might at
once prooeed widi -the designing of the cohunns
and the entablatures. This is actually the case
in some small designs, but not in the Greek works
of magnitude. In these cases certain corrections

5?IL*"
** ^f*^ hy calculation, so that the per-

qwetive design may appear totiie spectator to be
perfect in apparent proportion, and the slight
ineynlarities were thrown into the executed
w«w, wiiere they escaped detection. The hori-
MDtal tiaight lines nave also to be converted
into oonTez lines. Bpealdnf generally, the cal-
cnlations for determining the apparent magni-
tudes are fomid to assume a twofold character

;

firstly, position, and, secondly, tlie executed
dimensioii s. This was fully explained by refer-
ence

_
to diagrams representing the Parthenon,

and it was shown that all posiiions were rendered
eoaunensarablo with the given canon of propor-
tions, and that the apparent dimensions were

made commensurable by substituting for the

apparent irrational quantities the nearest angular

magnitudes, and the slight irregularities were

finally thrown by calculation into the executed

height, so as to cause perfect harmony be-

tween all the apparent proportions. The
second important correction that the Greeks

made upon the masses of their architectural

designs was the substitution of curved lines

in their larger works of architecture, instead of

the horizontal straight lines. The first accurate

study of these'cur\-ed horizontal lines was made
by Mr. Penro.se, who visited Athens in 1816, a,nd

measured and observed them with scientific

skill. He measured the curvatiu-o of the lines

in the sub-basement of the first temple of

Minerva in the Acrojxjlis (built about the 8th

century, B.C.) as follows :—Length of the front

104 2ft., amount of curvature in vertical piano

•A centre 0-15ft. ; length of flank 221 -Oft.,

curvature in vertical plane at centre 0"233ft.

This is probably the oldest existing example of

the curvature of the horizontal lines of Greek

arcliitet-ture. But the principal development of

these curved lines is in the designs of the age of

Pericles, and of all the horizontal curves now
remaining, the best preserved and the most care

-

fidly executed will be found to be in the upper

step of the Parthenon. When speaking of the

curve of the upper step at the east end, Mr.

Penrose says, "A circle drawn so as to pass as

near as possible to all the measured points,

taking them in their actual positions, would be

subject to an error of only "OOBSft." The
agreement Ls evidently so close between the

measured and the calculated ordinates, for aU
four sides of the Parthenon, that we may
safely identify them as the arcs of similar circles.

The entablature of the Parthenon has as it stands

ceitainly a curvature in a horizontal as well as in

a vertical plane, but the former curvature appears

to have resulted from the concussions which have

so seriously shaken the building, and not from de-

sign. The columns are of exactly the same
length, so that the curve of the entablatiu-e

follows that of the upper step. The second part

of Mr. Pennethome' s paper dealtwith the working
out of these general principles, in the column and
entablatvu-e, and the minor details of the build-

ings. Here a new feature had to be introduced,

the application of the conic sections to the out-

lining of the mouldings, ornaments, capitals,

and all details of Greek art, and although there

is no written work upon the conic sections earlier

Apollonius, B.C. 240, yet traces of these curves

are found in all the marble remains of the Greek
temples, and there was reason to believe also, in

the outlines of some Egyptian cornices, and shafts

of columns. In the designing of the Greek entab-

latiu^s there are no corrections to bo considered,

but the whole entablature from the first is per-

spectively proportioned, and aiTanged to suit the

fiven i)oint of sight ; and this is the case in the

esigning of all the cntablatiui^s, whether in

Athens or Rome. Dividing the whole apparent
height into some given number of aliquot parts,

the apparent height of the architrave, of the

frieze, and of the cornice will in each case be a
multiple of this given modulus. Again by di-

viding the first modulus into a given niunber of

apparent aliquot parts a second modulus is

obtained by which the apparent heights of aU
details of cornice, of architrave, and of frieze will

be regulated, and the true lineal heights are then
all determined by trigonometrical calculations.

In Greece the curved outlines of the ornaments
are generally traced upon curved surfaces, which
become the mouldings of Greek architecture.

From direct observation we find that the curved
profiles of the mouldings can bo reduced into the

arcs of a few simple mathematical curves, and
can then be classed according to the number of

curves combining to form the profile. The sec-

tions through the fascire are frequently curved
surfaces, the section being either elliptical or hy-
perbolic, and the sections through the soffits of

the cornices are also the arcs of conic sections,

either of the hyperbola, of the parabola, or of the
elhpse. The designing of the ornaments is com-
plex, owing to the multiplication of the curves

one within another, but when a single outline is

taken, the curve is found to be simply the aroof one
or other of the conic sections, easily traced by de-
scriptive geometry from the given elements of the
several curves. The first ideas of the Egyptian
oolumns were, Mr. Pennethome believed, derived
from the artistically-arranged olforijigs painted in

the toml)8, and on the temple walls. The Grecian

Doric colunms and entablatures were suggested

by those earlier Egyptian designs ; but the
Egyptian architects were guided in the design of

the colunans by the laws of proportion, and a
knowledge of geometry. Between the designs of

the Egyptian and the Greek cohunns are many
points of very close resemblance, sufficient to
prove that the first ideas of the Doric cohunns
and the first principles of Greek art were both
derived from Egypt. 'But in Greece we lose all

trace of nature in the designs, and the colimms,
as well as the ornaments, are purely 'intellectual

works of geometry, dependent for their beauty
upon accurate proportions, upon tme mathe-
matical curves, upon a carefid study of light and
shadow, as well as colour, and, lastly, upon
great precision in the execution of every detail.

Athenian architects appear to have adopted a
certain canon of proportion, both for the Doric
and for the Ionic colmnns, thus—In the Doric

, ., .,,, r,, , height of column,
order the width oi the abacus = 2

This is the case in the Parthenon, in the Temple
of Theseus, in the Pi'opylaea, north wing, andin
the temple of Apollo at Phigalia. In the Ionic

order the width of the abacus
^I'^ig^of column^

8

This is the case in the three examples of the
Ereehtheium, and in tlie Ionic temple of the
Ilissus and at Priene. The first masses of the
columns being arranged, then the width
of the abacus is always divided into

some given number of aliquot parts, as 14,

15, 16, &c., and one of these parts being
taken as a modulus, then the upper and lower
diameters of the colunms, and in the Ionic order

the height and width of the capital and of the

base are made multiples of tliis modulus. All
the details of tlie colunms, as well as of the
entablatures and ornaments, were invariably

proportioned in aliquot parts. The Greek archi-

tects made a finished coloured drawing of the

whole design, taken from some angular point of

view, and showing the sculpture, painting, and
aroliitecture all combined ; this was known as

tlic Seenograph. It would, however, require the

artist feeling of a Raphael or of a Claude to re-

produce copies of these original drawings of the
Greek artists, but the materials exist in the
remains of the sculptui'e, of the painting, and of

the architecture, and in the position of the

Acropolis itself in the plane of Athens.

LE&AL INTELLiaENCE.
CoNSEauENTiAii DAiiAOE.—Mr. Under-Sheriff

BircheU, on Monday, presided over a special jury
at the Middlesex Sherifis' Court in the case of
'

' FitzwilUam and Hall v. the Loudon School

Board," in which a peculiar question arose as to
" consequential damage " to the HaU-park
Estate, Paddington, by the London School Board
taking two houses in Campbell- street for a
school. Mr. Grantham, Q.C., and Mr. Ander-
son were for the claimants ; Mr. Marriott, Q.C.,

and Mr. Freeman for the School Board. The
sum of £462 7s. was agreed upon as to the

houses, and the principal question was 'tho

damage to the rest of the estate by the severance.

The evidence on the point was most conflicting.

The surveyors for the claimants estimated the

damage at £1,000, and described all schools as a
nuisance to projierty, except of the lowest de-

sciption. On the part of the School Board,

several surveyors stated that so far from damage
being done to tho property by the school a benefit

would be conferred on it. The neighbourhood

was inhabited by artisans, and schools in such

places did not injure property. One of the wit-

nesses, however, admittted that to take two
houses from an estate and thereby introduce a
"foreign owner" was an injury. The jury,

after a brief consultation, gave £424 for the

severance, which, with the value of the houses,

made the verdict of £886 7s.

WATEB SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

LiLEBT, Lkicesteeshiee. — The usual local

inquiry for sanction to borrow £3,500 for drain-

ago works for tlus township has been recently

held before Major Tulloch, R.E., upon plans pre-

pared by Messrs. Hodson, Price, and Hodson, of

Loughborough. It is intended to provide

sewers for all the streets, and the whole sewage
of the throe water-sheds of the township is

brought to one point of outfall, where it is to be
dealt with by irrigation over S acres of land.

Tho only unusual feature of the scheme is that

the proposed outfuU ground is practically level, tho

greatest difference in level being only 0-4 of a foot.
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iStiiltiins IntcUigaicc.—•--•

—

Amrr and Navy Clot).—The Army and Navy
Club, which has heen closed since the I'ith

Auffust last for extensiye alteration and entire

redecoration, from the designs and under direc-

tion of Mr. Hugh Roumieu Gough, of 6, Queen
Anne's-gate, S.W., was _reopened on the 17th of

Febi-uary. The principal alterations consist in

the enlargement of lower smoking-room, by the

addition of a corridor and of the former visitors'

dining-room, ma]dngtheareaofnewroom2, 620ft.,

probably larger than the smoking room of any
other club in London. The ceiling of tho new
portions of the room, as weU as that of tho

visitors' new dining-room and new billiard-room,

are very richly treated, and have been carried

out in carton-pierre. One of the principal

features of this building is its noble hall and
grand staircase, occupying an area of 1250ft.

;

in this portion only has gilding been used, the

iron balustrades being etched with gold on a " cafe

aulait" ground. The general repairs and renewal

of .furniture were entru.sted to Messrs. Holland
and Son. The total cost of the works has been

about £12,000. The bUls of quantities for the

builders' and decorators' work wore supplied by
Mr. Wm. AUport. Mr. Crawford Eyre acted as

clerk of works.

Bkistol.—The formal opening of the new
Grammar School, Tyudall's Park, will take place

after Easter. The style is that of the fourteenth

century. The dimensions of the ground line are

158 feet by 68 feet, and the height to the ter-

minals of the gables is 90 feet. The building is

of red local stone, with freestone dressings. The
ground-iloor of the main building is divided by
corridors, opening upon which are the cloak-

rooms, the head master's rooms, and eight class-

rooms, each averaging 20 feet square. From
the entrance a conidor leads to the western

transept, where the principal staircase of Pennant
steps and freestone balustrade leads to the upper
floor, the whole of which is devoted to the largo

Bchooh-oom, 140 feet long, 50 feet broad clear of

the walls, and 50 feet high from the floor to the

collar beam of the roof. The seats and desks

provide accommodation for between 400 and 500

boys. The pointed roof is covered with green

slate, and surmoimted with teiTa cotta cresting.

The clock has been supplied by Messrs. GiUett

and Bland, of Croydon. The total cost of the

building, including tho site, will be nearly

£20,000. The clerk of the works is Mr. George
Salmon ; the general contractors, Messrs. Wil-
liams and Sons. The gaseliers and pendants
were supplied by Hardman & Co. The designs

were furnished by Messrs. Foster and Wood.

Ceicksea.—The parish church of Cricksea, in

the Dengie Hundred, South Essex, was re-

opened on Sunday week, after having been
entirely rebuilt upon the same site. The new
chm'ch consists of nave, 36ft. by 19ft., with
south porch and a chancel 20ft. by 16ft.. with
north vestry. As much of the old materials

has been Jised as possible. The nave roof is

open-timbored and tiled; and the west end
is surmoimted by a bell turret constructed of

oak, and himg with oak shingle. The south
doorway was the only architectural feature of

the old church which could bo re-used ; it is of

the Early Decorated period, and has been
adopted as a key for the style of the restored

church ; the old stone doorway has been pro-

tected by a massive porch in oak. The chancel
roof is close boarded with moulded ribs, and
carved stones at the intersections. The fund-
ture consists of Caen stone pulpit, stone cre-

dence-table, desk, lectern, and benches of carved
wood. In front of the altar is an inscription in

encaustic tiles,
'

' Do this in remembrance of

Me." The works in the nave have been carried

out by Mr. Charles Eea<l, of Bumham, Essex

;

and those in the chancel and vestry by Mr. J.

M. Hayes, of Maldon. Mr. F. Chancellor, of

London and Chehnsford, was the architect. The
total outlay has been about £1,350.

DtJBLiN.—New and extensive buildings are

being erected at the terminus of the Great
Northern of Ireland Railway Company in

Amiens-street, Dublin, and are nearly com-
pleted. They are built of Belfast red brick and
Dumfries stone. In the basement are the sta-

tionery department and the strong rooms. The
board-room opens on the departure platform,

and has an open roof and sunlights. Adjoining

area new station-master's ofBce, three waiting-

rooms, lavatories, and lamp-rooms. On the

second floor are a committee-room and secre-

tary's, accountant's, engineer's, and traflic

manager's rooms. The buildings have been

erected under contract by Measrs. Fitzpatrick,

Belfast, from the designs of Mr. Lanyon, of the

same city, architect ; the outlay has been about

£16,000. 'The mantel-pieces, heating apparatus,

plumbing, and gas-fitting were executed by
Messrs. Hodges, of Dublin.

GuiBBOKOTJOH SouooL BoAED.—In a resume of

their work during the last three years, the retir-

ing Board state that they have carried out the

Elementary Education Act to the best of their

abihty, with the restricted means at their com-
mand, and that towards providing proper school

accommodation, they have effected the transfer

from the Charity Commissioners to themselves of

the Providence Schools, which represent property

and securities to the value of upwards of £5,000.

Of this sum £3, 000 lias been devoted to the erec-

tion of the new Providence Schools. The New
Providence Schools provide accommodation for

789 children, with suitable teachers' residences

adjoining, and are now almost completed and
ready for occupation ; and the Board state that

they feel it due to their architect, Mr. J. Mitchell

Bottomley, of 1, Zetland-road, Middlesbro'-on-

Tees, to say that they believe that both for beauty

of design and for practical convenience and com-
fort, these schools can compare favourably with

any with which they are acquainted. Tho cost,

inclu.sive of site, is £7,562, and the contractors

for the whole of the work are Messrs. Sturdy

Bros., of Middlesbro'. The Board state that

their architect has prepared plans for the North-
gate Schools, also providing accommodation for

789 children, but, owing to the depression in trade

and other causes, they have proceeded with only

tho boys' and infants' departments, leaving the

girls' school and the teachers' dwellings to be
completed' when a revival of trade and ex-

perience of the practical working of the existing

schools may demonstrate the necessity for this.

The contract for the Northgate Schools has been

let to Mr. Richard Cass, of Guisbrough, for

£3,285, and the site has been given by Admiral
Chaloner.

Huii.—^The first block of school buildings

erected by the Cottingham School Board were
formally opened on the 5th inst. They are in-

tended to accommodate 300 children. "The build-

ings are erected of brick with stone dressings, a
conspicuous feature being a tower and spire

containing the bell over the infants' entrance.

The'roofs are open-timbered, of pitch-pine, stained

and varnished ; and the lavatories, which have
the waUs lined with white glazed bricks, are

fitted with Macfarlane'swashing apparatus. The
total cost of the buildings—which are of a sub-

stantial character—including the pavement, gas

and other fittings, payment to clerk of works and
every expense, will amount to £8 13s. 4d. per

head. Mr. Robt. Clamp, of HuU, is the archi-

tect, and the works have been satisfactorily

carried out by Mr. Mark Helas, the builder.

LrvEEPOOL.—The Liverpool Reform Club was
opened on the 6th inst. Granite, about 6ft. high,

forms the base of the building, above which
rises the main walhng of Ruabon bricks, relieved

here and there by Woolton red stone in the di-ess-

iugs. From the entrance hall the first or prin-

cipal floor is approached by the grand staircase.

On the right there is the reading-room, about
40ft. long and 27ft. wide. The remaining por-

tion of this floor is principally occupied by the

large dining or coffee-room, about 87ft. long and
27ft. wide. Continuing up the grand staircase,

the smaller dining-rooms, smoke-room and bil-

liard-room are reached, all on the second floor.

The general contractors were Messrs. Jones and
Soils, Liverpool. Messrs. Gillow and Co., Liver-

pool, supplied the furniture, and Messrs. Hard-
man and Co., Birmingham, the gas fittings and
ornamental ironwork. Mr. Thos. Dove was the

clerk of works. The building has been erected

and the furniture supplied under the superinten-

dence of the architect, Mr. Edmimd Kirby, of

Liverpool.

M.VMOiESTEE.—St. John's Church, Deansgate,
Manchester, was reopened on Feb. 13th, after

restoration. An inner chancel, or "chorus
cantormn," has been formed within the exist-

ing walls. The altar is of oak, open framed,

and has been manufactured by Messrs. Cox
and Sons, of London. Above the oak panelling

the walls of the sanctuary are decorated in

colour and gold, with a banded diaper and
four vesioa-ghaped panels. Tho plaster-groined

coiling of the apse is also decorated in colour

and gold, and is powdered with stars. Tho
work has been executed from the designs of

the architects (Messrs. Medlaud and Henry
Taylor} by the contractor, Mr. T. Scott.

Meteopolitan 'Boaed of Woeks. — At this

board regulations prepared under tho 12th
section of the Metropolis Management and
Building Acts Amendment Act, 1878, with re-

spect to tho protection from fire of now theatres

and certain new music halls, have been submitted
to the Building Act committee ; they were referred

back to tho committee with authority to send the
same to the Lord Chamberlain and the justices

of the peace for the City of London and the
counties of Middlesex, Kent, and Surrey, with,

the view of obtaining their opinion thereoa
before they are finally settled and approved by
the board. A letter was received from tho
Baroness Burdett Coutts, offering facilities for

the removal of the Whitechapel hay and straw
market from its present position in the High-
street to her Columbia-market in the Hackney-
road.

Staveeton.—The chancel of the parish church
of Staverton, near Totnes, has been restored,

under tho superintendence and from the designs

of Mr. Ewan Christian. The roof, quite new,
is of the local waggon shape, and of pitch-pine.

Its timbers are decorated by colour, the ribs and
purlins painted, and tho carved bosses at tho
intersections gilded. Over the chancel proper the

panelled boarding is varnished only, but within

the sanctuary the ground is of blue, spangled

with golden stars. The roof springs from wall-

plates, in which are carved paterte, and at the

western end spring corbeU of stone, upon which
are sculptured representations of angels in atti-

tudes of adoration. The floors are laid with
Minton's encaustic tiles ; and by four steps of

Robin Hood stone the ascent is made to tho

altar. The walls of the chancel are plastered

and stuccoed a quiet colour. The reredos is in

the main of moulded and carved stone, having a
central compartment of wood highly decorated.

The stone and wood carving and sculpture have
been executed by Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter ;

and Mr. Cudleigh, of Newton Abbot, is the con-

tractor for the restoration generally.

Tewkesbtjbt Abbey.—At the last meeting of
the restoration committee apian prepared by tho

architect, Mr. J. Oldrid Scott, was exhibited,

showing the proposed position of the large organ
in the centre of the tower arch to the north

transept, was produced and approved, and Mr.
Willis's specification and estimate (£700) were
accepted for the rebuilding of the organ, which
was originally purchased for Magdalen College,

Oxford, in 1637, and removed to Tewkesbury
Abbey exactly a century later. A vote of thanks

was proposed to Mrs. H. B. Moore, who has
imdertaken the restoration of tho font and to

provide for it a canopy. Plans of the choir

stalls were also produced, and it was decided

to proceed with those for the north side, leaving

those on the south until further funds ai-e ob-

tained.

Waenetoed Diocesan CHAEmES.—The fol-

lowing grants towards the erection, enlarge-

ment, and restoration of churches in tho ancient

diocese of Gloucester, were voted by the Wame-
ford Ecclesiastical Trustees at their last meet-

ing :—Bledington (additional) £100 ; St. James's,

Gloucester, £250 ; Iron Acton, £100 ; Moreton.

Valance, £100; Northleach (additional) £150;
Sutton-under-BraUes (additional), £50; Tewkes-

bury (additional), £100; and XJpleadon, £25;
and towards the erection, repair, and alteratioa

of parsonage houses :^—Beachley, £50; Coaley,

£100 ; Little Compton, £10; Minsterworth, £76;
and Stone, £25.

more than Fifty Thousand Beplies and
Lcttoigun subjccta of t'nivprsjil Iiitortst liavc appoared durinar

tlic la«t ten vcars in tlio ENULISH MKUHAXIC AND WC)KLI>
OP SCIENCE, must of them from the pens of the ieaduiK

Scientiflc tind Teehnicnl .Authorities of the day. Thousands of
oriKinal artieles and seientilie papers, and eountless reeetpts and
wrinliles embraeing almost every sulyeet on which it is possiblo

to desire information have also appeared durin« the same period.

The earliest and most aceuratc Information respeetinir all new
seientiflc discoveries and mechnnieal inventions is to be found in

its pajres, and its large circulation render its the best medium
fur all advertisers who wish their announcemenLs to be bmuffht
under the notice of manufaetnrers, mechanics, selentiHc workers,

and umuteurs. Price Twopence, of all booksellers and news-
vendors. Post firce 21d. Office : 31, Tavistuck-sU-eet, Covent-
garden.W.C.
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....jiUe for the opituona of

The Eiitor M^wrtfully roiiu«tB

boold be drawn up a» briefiy

_^^,„^_ ,„ ..« _. jnany daimaato upon tlie spaoe

j!B''lMw*Sai3l'ulid^TMd to JheEDITOR, 31

TA^•XBr^0CK-8THKBT,CO^•E^•T-OARDE^^W.C
Clttqaa aail Ttet-oSoo Ordera to be made pa^ble to

J. Fajuou KDWir—
AOVEl

III Bill tar Iw tl

PAMHOUt KdwaUM.
AOVEBTIBEICENT CHARGES.

liiiiiiiwin is <id. per lino of eight

ktutf AB twoi . No lul^•orti8ement

tb&n half-«-crown. Special terms for

of yrr*n than "'* insotiona can be aaoertained on

IMliiMlhiii tn tilt Fnblisber.

1 1^» AdTotisenients and Farafrraph AdrertiKe-

U. p« Itee. K» front pa«j« or pangraph
ft iaaefted for less than 5s.

_._„a>t>lbr the cuitent week moat reach the
»ai~ not Wcr than 5 p.m. on Thursda}-.

TEBJfS OF StrBSCRIPnONB.
(Fafablein Advance.)

ludtuBii^ two Walf-jraarly double numbera. One Povnd
per annnm (post fk«e) to any part of the United Kin^om
for the United Statea. £1 ta. 6d. (or 6dols. 40c. gold). To
FnuKv or Bdgbua. £1 «i. 6d. (or .ssf. SOc.). To India (via

8oalhaaipton).£l fla. Od{To any of the Auatralian Colonies

NcwEeatud, tha Ckpe. the W«t Indiea, Canada, Nova
8eoda.<irNatal,£l«s.ad.
y.B.—American and Belgian sufascriberB are requested

to Rmit their subaeriptiana by International P.O. O., and

to adrae the pabliflher of the date and amoiut of their

noiittance. If the last-mentioned precaution is omitted

ome dilBenlty is ver>' likely to ansc in obtaining the

amuont. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate of

Td. each, the poatage charged being 3d. per copv. All

ftaidfii aabacnptaooa, unacoompanied by an additional

nnittanoe to eorer the extra cost of forwtmling back

mmfaan, are commenced from the next number published

•Iter the noeipt of the subscnptiun.
~

I for binding the half-yearly volumes, 2s. each.

O. W. By. Oo.-W.H.S.andSon.-J.E.B.-H.F.H.-
B. W. M.-8. C. E.-K. U. and Co.-F. H. K.-D. and
Co.-A. B.-L. and N.-M. H. and Co.-J. and Co.-
T. L. and Co.-W. K.-T. H. C.-T. and Son.-F. and
Cb.

A Oocyrar Stumxt. (There i» no such work a» you
rwjuiie upon architectural dran-ing and shading;, pub-
]ii£ed in Eittlaod, and the only work on sltading of a
-pnwCiealUid we can recommend isOwilt's " Sciography

;

~ pieaofShadoWB, andrulesfortheirprojeotion,"

[ ia 1894. If you want to learn the names of

. .K of boildillga, you mu.st consult I'urkcr's Glossary,

Owflf• fiieyvlopadia, or other work of on clementan'
Idnd, for wUeh joa appear to have such a contempt.) —
H. J. PaaiaoN. (We cannot recommend you any work
oa pcJM djmwiiigs for cottages. " Cottage Construction

and Oaifan," by C. W. Strickland, published in 1864,

and anniber work, " Hints on Cottage Architecture,"

by H. Wearer, may be of service.)

X. RzKp. (We cannot say. We have never had any
other oomplaints, but we cannot guarantee the integrity

of adrertilerBj—E. A. P. (The plates are not sold

eflwwt«l7.]~ExETBa. (Many methwls have been ad-
riaad in back numbers. We believe the damp proof
eomporition sold by the Silicate Paint Co. is an effectual

iwnedy.j—J. Kayk and 0>. (We do not insert copies
of letters aent to other journals.)

"BUILDINO NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

B. If. W.—(We oannot account for the omission, and we
DOW mtppty the critictsm of the buffet. The general
idcA is not without merit ; but the top ramps and side

^Mlrea wpoH the outline, and the car\-ed brackets on
cnehrideof mirrors are quite outnfke4;ping with the end
su|n>urt« to the cove. We should have liked the design
better if the tampa had been omitted.)

Comspottiittta

THE OEIGIN OF THE SCOTTISH
BROCHS.

To the Editor of the Bdhdino News.

Sr«,—When I read in Mr. Feranagon's paper
on the Brochu, the followinfif catching sentence,
Tiz., that "the great tendency of controversies
of this land is to get ranothercd in detail, and to

och an extent a» to obscure the main facts at

iaae," I knew some unwary critic would swallnw
the tempting bait, nor on perusing yoiu' article on
the subject was I mistaken. The fact is that it is

details and details alone that must decide the mat-
ter, for it is the character of the objects found in
excavations in the brochs that miwt determine
their oritrin and use, all else being simply specu-
lation. Now, the objects found belong almost
eB^UBTely to the late Celtic and not to the Viking
period, aa anyone who chooses to examine the
ooOectioiu m the Mu<<eum of the See. Ant. Scot.
may lee for himself. This is the impleasant
objection to the Norwegian theory, which
Mr. Fergnsaon makes no attempt to answer, and
for an obvions reaaon—that it is unanswerable.
Mr. Andenon is a practical working archteolo-
fiat who haa examined and excavated a very
urge nimiber of these structures himself, and is

•lao curator of the Musetmi of National Anti-
qnitiea of Scotland, and his opinion is coiuie-
qnentlj entitled to much more weight than that

of Mr. Fergusson, who as far as the brochs are

concerned, is merely an amateur.—I am, &c.,

J. ROMILLT j\XLEN, F.S.A. ScOt.

23, East Maitlaud-street, Edinburgh.

CLERICAIi DEESS IN 1750.

Sib,—As a sequel to my last letter, I may add

that, havingpersonally seen the interesting figure

which Mr. Harry Hems had discovered, we are

now agreed that it represents the Poor Man of

Pinhoe standing appropriately on the top of an

alms-box in the church, as I suggested. The date

is, I think, the beginning of the last century.

—

I am, &c., Mackenzie E. C. Waxcott.

SEMI-DETACHED VILLAS.

Sib, I was glad to see further attention

called to the problems connected with semi-

detached villas in your last number, a question

which is of so much importance to a large section

of the dwellers in towns and suburbs.

Having had some little experience in carrying

out buildings of this class, I may, perhaps, be

allowed to add a few remarks to those of Mr.

Stedman. The good points in the plans of " S.

in Circle" (illustrated in Jan. 31), are the pro-

vision of a lavatorj- out of the hall (a w.c. on the

ground-floor is, I think, quite unnecessary in this

cla.ss of house), the shutting off of the kitchen

and oflices and the garden entrance, though this

latter feature cannot be considered needful, the

dining-room window being a French casement.

The faults, I take it, are—the excessive projec-

tion of the kitchen and olfiees, which seem to

make a strenuous endeavour to reach the bottom

of the garden—and what appears to be the in-

tentional blocking up of the through entrance to

garden by the coals. The stairs are very cramped

indeed. The kitchen -window commands a great

part of the dining-room. I hold with Mr.
Stedman that the kitchen and scullery windows

should be on the side where there must always be

a high fence for the depth of the house, and on

no account should either of these wmdows over-

look the garden. There is some amount of waste

space in the roof. The lowest price which can

bo generally reckoned near London for this class

of property is 7d. per foot cube.

By the way, is not £800 cost rather too much
for a semi-detached villa with only two recep-

tion-rooms ?

If the kitchen is put by the side of the dining-

room and the hall and stairs in front of it, with
the entrance door in the front wall (leaving only

the scullery and oflices to be buUt out in one
story), the house becomes square, and may be

covered with a simple one-span roof. On first-

floor there would be three bedrooms and bath-
room, and separate w.c. over hall, with three

attics and cistern or box-room in the roof. The
depth of house being 33ft. and the width 26ft.

I have found the foregoing to work both eco-

nomically and conveniently, costing about £1,400
a pair. I may add that by making the house 2

or 3ft. deeper and getting the main entrance on
the side, a small library may be got next the
drawing-room in front.—I am, &c.,

Feb. 10. M. C. H.

ARTISTIC BLOWrERS TO OPEN FIRE-
PLACES.

SiE,—I see in the interior view of the Dining-
room, Finchley-road, published in the Building
News of to-day, a sort of dog grate is used with
an open fireplace, and that the very necessary
feature of an ornamental blower is introduced.

Now that so many of us live in Queen Anne
houses—or at any rate in houses where these ad-
mirable grates generally known as slow combus-
tion stoves are used, having large openings over

—

the necessity of a blower is very much felt, and
its treatment architecturally is worthy of con-
sideration. I must say I have not yet seen it

well treated in anymodem Queen Anno building,
while in a great many the tiles round the grates
bear witness to the smoke which the inmates
enjoy at times. For instance, when I went over
the new School Board Oflices on the Thames Em-
bankment soon after they were opened, the tOes to

the grates in nearly all the rooms were well
blackened, and brown paper blowers were used.
I wonder how they work now ! This is probably
not, strictly speaking, a Queen Anno building,
but it comes under the same class, perhaps better
termed " Free Classic." But if the smoke makes
free in these Classical houses, so it does in the
severe Gothic ones, and it is to one of the most
severe, and I may say beautiful, modem examples

lately built that I think wo must turn for a les-

son in the aitistic treatment of blowers. I refer

to Mr. William Burges' house at Holland-park,
Kensington. Here in the library, as in all the

principal rooms, hooded mantels over open fire-

E
laces with dog grates are employed. All these

oods are most beautifully carved and delicately

painted in gold and colours so that the least

escape of smoke would at once spoil much of the

elaborate decorations. Fortunately, before any
damage was done effective means were taken to

prevent the escape of smoke by the insertion of a
blower, which consists simply of a piece of plate

glass some six or eight inches deep, and sup-
ported by an iron bar on the lower edge. This
has the advantage of not obscuring the fire and
yet preserves all the advantages of an ordinary

blower. I think Mr. Burges' practical idea is

worthy of imitation, even by those who, like

myself, are tainted with a love for the style called

Queen Anne for one's fireside.—I am, &c.,

Feb. 7, 1879. An Old Tee SairABE.

THE METHLEY SCHOOL BOARD t.

GOUGH AND PATTINSON.
SiE,—As your report of the above action,

probably drawn from a local source where
feeling would not unnaturally be with the board,

is calculated not only to prove injurious to me,

but also to be a serious annoyance to other

gentlemen in the profession bearing the same
name, I should feel obliged if you would, in

justice to them as well as to myself, allow me to

make a few remarks. In the first place, I would

state that the schools were completed in April,

1877, and the Board were so well satisfied with

them, that they paid the contractors half the

balance due at two months after the completion

instead of four months as arranged in the

contract. Some time after completion, I sent in

my account, and for a long time no notice what-

ever was taken of it. After a period of about

three months, I heard that the Board considered

5 per cent, should cover all charges ; to this

I demurred, showing them that no such arrange-

ment was ever made, and sending them the Rules

of the Institute to prove to them that I had only

charged what was fair and reasonable, or rather

that I had charged considerably less than what
was customary. A long correspondence ensued,

and I made every offer I could to avoid litigation,

suggesting arbitration, &c., and lastly agreeing

to make an abatement rather than have any
further dispute. All efforts to get paid, how-
ever, failed, and iinaUy, some twelve months
after the schools were completed and occupied, I

was compelled to bring an action to recover my
costs. Up to this time no sintjle complaint of any

kind whatever had been made either to me, or to the

contractors ; but in their statement of defence,

I found for the first time carelessless and neglect

on my part were alleged, and two hundred

pounds were claimed as damages. For particulars

of this I had to take out summonses, when after

much trouble, I, at last, fotmd part of my
neglect was in not sweeping chimneys, repairing

harmoniiun, &c., &c., things not in the contract,

and not a single item of which they could

substantiate. This counter-claim was at last

withdrawn, and a fresh action commenced for

breach of contract and neglect, the contractors

being also made parties to this suit, and two
thousand pounds damages claimed. This action

is the one reported by you. The alleged breaches

of contract were the use of Lias lime instead of

Selenitic, facing bricks, ilating, and flooring of

inferior quality. With regard to the Ume, tho

Board had already allowed the contractors an

extra, although the same was not awarded by
me, yet it was claimed by tho builders as they

had used it in the proportion of two-and-a-half

of sand to one of lime, instead of five to one as

specified ; the other items tho witnesses for the

Board failed to prove, and Mr. J. P. Seddon, and
Mr. T. Thornton Green, a surveyor to the London
School Board, and also to the Metropolitan

Board of Works, after carefully inspecting the

schools, gave such conclusive evidence that the

works had been carefully carried out, and that

any slight variations from the contract had been

made entirely in the interests of the Board, that

after Lord Justice Brett had siunihed up, the

Jury found a verdict in my favour, and judgment

was given accordingly. Immediately after this

the Board withdrew their defence to my action

for payment for professional services, agreeing to

pay ail costs. Such being the facts, I am content

to leave your readers to form their own conclu-

sions. My reputation is dear to me, and although
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this letter has been necessarily a long one, I

tnist to your sense of honour and justice to

publish it. Shorthand notes of the entire case

were taken, and I shall be happy to submit them
to you for publication or otherwise, if desired.

Tlie matter is certainly one of importance to the

profession, and Lord Justice Brett's summing up
defines to a great extent, and very clearly, the

legal responsibilities of architects, upon which
subject there has lately been so much corre-

spondence.—I am, &c.,

Hugh RotrMiEu Grouoii.

MATLOCK CHAPEL COMPETITION.

Sib,—It might be inferred from the letter of
" One of the Unsuccessful 85 " in your last

•week's paper, and also from the last paragraph
of your notice of the above, that this competi-

tion had been decided in a very unfair manner.
So far as we have been concerned in the matter,

we have not departed in the least from the bounds
of honourable competition, and whatever urgency
the committee have used in making their selec-

tion, it appears to us that your correspondent is

more clever even than they in that respect, see-

ing that he can determine in far less time than

they used in making their selection, that there

were twenty or thirty superior designs to ours.

No doubt he was pretty certain about the merits

of one at least in the number, and had that been
chosen we shoiild have heard nothing from him
of either urgency or unfairness.—^We are, &c.,

DrXOJJ AND MOXON.

SEVENTEENTH CENTURY HOUSE AT
DERBY.

SiK,—I notice in your number of the BTTiLDr>ff>

News for Feb. 14th, a sketch of an old house built

early in the 17th century, at Derby. May I be
allowed to correct a mistake which occurs in the

short notice describing the house, stating that

formerly it had one more bay that was taken down
to make room for the street at the side? Formerly,
and within my recollection, it had three more bays
and gables, making a frontage of five in all, and
the ground and first-floor rooms were the entire

length of the front. These three bays were pulled

down by my grandfather to make room for the
street, which entirely spoilt the house and grounds,
which used to cover several acres. Sevei^al genera-
tions of my people have Uved in this " Wardwick
House," which was my home in early life ; and I

<!an well remember the large rooms with their fire-

places like a small room attached, and the beautiful

oak panelling. Perhaps you may thiuk fit to correct

the mistake in your next number.—I am, &c.,

_J_ P. J.

FBITHSTOOL.—CHURCH BELLS.

Sin,—Your definition of "frithstool" reminds
TOO that there is a good and little-known example of

the frithstool in Chewton Mendip Church. It is a
stone seat cut in the thickness of the wall, beneath
a vrindow on the north side of the sacrarium. Mr.
Parker mentions two examples only, oneatHexham
and the other at Beverley, and both are on the
north side of the chancel. As I am writing may I
ask if any one can tell me at about what period
church bells were first hung to wheels, and raised
and rung in peals?—I am, &c., R. S. Philpott.
Chewton Mendip Vicarage, Bath, Feb. 3.

Jntocommunication.

QUESTIONS.
[.VWS.] -Water-Colour Drawingrs.—"Will Home

architt^ctund coluurist kimlJy give me adWce as to whether
" l)(jdy colour drawint^" (niixinj? of Chiue.se whit© with
pujinentrt), or ** transparent colour drawinj?," is preferable

fur architcrtunil work, perspectives, &c, I see that Mr.
RuHkin, in Ids " Elements of Drawing," pp. 'JOl, strongly

advocates "body colour."—Y. 7i.

[6686.1—Bella.—"Will some reader eshow the method of

calculating the number of changes that can be rung on
various peals, and what is the number of changes on four

bells .'-Belkrv.

[r>6fi7.]- Shop Fronts. —"Will Rome reatler give a few
hand sketches showing the details for boxing to story post

for weights, arrangement for revolving shutters, and
fixing stall board, framing, and sashes !—Ijii'Eoveu.

[5688.1—Skittles.—"Wliat is the best foundation to

put under an oak floor to deaden the jar as much aa

possible, and to keep the joists from sinking !—iNguiRKR.

[5689.]—Marble.—The imparting through these

columns of a really efficacious recipe for readily restoring

the gloss to a black marble mantelshelf, to wliich French
polish or furniture paste (or both) has been applied,

would greatly oblige—Maumor.

[5690.]—Gutters.—The opinions of.correspondents are
solicited as to tho relative advantages of wood and cast

iron eaves gutters with special reference to suitability, cost,

durabihty, or any other grounds. What are the special

advantages and disadvantages of each kind l Reference
to any source of information would be acceptable.—W. J.

[5691.]—Culverts.—What is the method of determito-
ing the size a culvert should be to cairy a bum through an
embankment ! How much larger in area should the cul-

vert be than^the sectional area of the ordinary stream to
allow for storm-water, floods, &c ?—W.J.

[5692.] -Girders.-On page 65, "Tredgold" (1875
edition) gives this rule for tiuuing the breadth of girders
when the depth and length are known
L.'inft. x;W . in lbs. X -Qll [which ia (a.) in Table VII.)

D.=*

In applying this to the following case where the girders
are 8ft. from centre and have a'aoft. bearing, being 14iu,

deep,'and to carry l|cwt. per ft. sup., the result comes out

/•too X 31360 X -011"^ inches,
^

2744 ^ = ^"^
Will some of your numerous readers be good enough to
point out what is wrong in the above 1 And tell me if there
IS a better way than tfiia of adapting the formula on

p. 14 of Hunfs Handbook ('W' = C bd^^
substituting

L.

a: for 6 W :

W
or X =lc X rf" > -^ C

W=8_x20xU^7_f f-j^-'lf^'')
1 = 980cwta.

di\ided by 2 for distd. load ;

: 4 for fir. (p. 16) { ,

less I as advised on foot note, p. 16 J

:3

Then a: = { 3 x 14 x 14

20

1 .

3 = 11 finches.

Studext.

THE R. S. A. EXHIBITION.
Sir,—The allusion to desi^ for N. P. Church,

Dundee, in your critique on R. S. A. Exhibition, is

inaccurate in two important particulars. First, the
church has no " nave and transepts " in the ordi-

jnary acceptation of the terms, and, 2nd, the *' in-

•evitable tower and spire " are only conspicuous by
their absence.
A tower tfiere is, but it is crowned by a lead-

covered elongated dome.
As tlie value of critical remarks depends in some

aneasure on absolute accuracy of description, may I

trust to your insertion of this correction'^—I am, &c.

,

G. S. AiTKEN, Dundee.

Me. T. Roger Smith haa just concluded a
iflhort coiu-se of lectures on *' Architecture ** at the
School of IVlilitary Engineering at Chatham.
He haa illustrated these by a method which is

somewhat novel, for in addition to the usual
^agrams, *' lantern illustrations '* have been
employed. That is to say, photographs of build-

ings have been magnified and projected on a
screen by the electric light, with the aid of a
large magic lantern. Upwards of 150 buildings,

or parts of buildings, have been by this means
shown with great brilliancy, as well as perfect

accuracy ; and the experiment has proved a
perfect success.

[5G93.]~Turned. Newels.—Are tiuned newels to
stairca.ses fashionable at the present time? I seldom see
one in an architect's drawings, or in the architectural
jom-nals. Most of them seem to be square hand-wrought
moulded newels. Would some kind friend who really
knows what is now generally used give a sketch of newel
and out«r string suitable for an ordinary villa or good
mechanic's cottage, and obhge an old-fashioned staircase

hand who is now a Countby Pbactitioseb.

REPLIES.
[5667.]—Portland Cement.—To Smeaton we mus

accord the honour of having introduced this cement. He
was the flrst to investigate scientifically the hydrauhcity of
certain limestones, and his experiments for Eddystone lights

house with Aberthaw lime and tarrus and puzzolana, re-
sulted , I beheve, inthe origin of thenamethrough thecement
resembling so closely Portland stone. Fixim Vitruvius
downwards little was known respecting the property of
hydrauhcity till Smeaton showed how to make limestone
that should stand and harden under water. Portland
cement subsequently began to be made with river mud,
but it must be remembered that the same cement can bo
obtained from many other materials besides those of chalk
and river clays.—G. H. G.

[5670.]—Laundry Drying: Closet.—I have seen
a ur>*ing room heated by ileam and Co., of Liverpool,
with small wrought ii'un pipes Sin. bore ; the heat attained
Wiis 170'' and it worked in a very satisfactory way, and was
very httle trouble, only requii-ing a pint of water once a
month. I think " Bar of Soap " would find this apparatus
to be all he could desii-e, and in time it would pay for
itself it is so simple and economical.—J. A. Buck.

[5671.]—Storing: Bain Water—Taking the rainfall

to be 18in., 20,400 odd gallons would fall on the given
surface in the course of a year, allowing 56 gids. per day.
Authorities consider a four months' supply should be pro-
dded, and tliis would require a tank contair^ 1,080 cubic
ft. or about 12' 0' x 12' 0' X 7' 6' inside dimension. The
variable nature of the supply precludes the possibihty of
regulating the size of the receiver more nearly.—A. L.

[5672.]-GildinK' Plaster Casts.-A gilder will

know to treat it. Gold will keep its colour and last a long
time. Silver exposed to the air will speedily tarnish and
become black.—Jon.v Algar.

[5673.]—Fir.—Make acquaintance with the working
foreman of the nearest timber yard, spend an hour with
him every morning before oflice hoiu-s commence, for
three weeks or a month ;

you will then obtain more prac-

tical knowledge on the subject than by any other means.
—G. B.

[5673.]—Fir.—There appears tobenothing inconsistent
or unfair in giving the questions referred to, as the
different kinds of fir timber are easily recognised when
worked up. White fir or spruce (or white deal) has a
uniformly whitish colour fn)m the comparative absence
of resinous matter in the pores, the rings being lejM dis-

tinctly marked than in the red fir. The knots are of a
dark brown rH>lour, hard, brittle, and apt to get loose.

There is no ditference of colour between the sap and
heartwood. Rod fir or pine, or yellow deal, has tiie liard

and soft rings very distinctly marked, giving the surface a
honey-yellow colour with reddish streaks, and gives off a
strong resinous smell when being worked. The knots
are of a bright red colour, and not so hard as in the
white timlxjr. The sap wood is usually darker than the
heartwood, assuming a greenish hue on being exposed.
Baltic red fir is heavier, and the balks run larger than the
white fir. Yellow pine fAjnerican), has a brownish colour
with small black streaks on the surface. It is lighter,

straighter in the grain, freer from knots, and more eafflly

worked than the yellow deal. Pitch pine has a reddiaii

appearance, the pores being filled with resinoufi matter^
giving off a strong smell. It is a very heav>' timber, with
a sticky feel, which renders it difiicult to work.—C. W.

[5674.] -Ordnance Datum.—By obtaining a sheet
of the Ordnance Sur\'ey having one of the knowTi bench
marks on it, '* Beta " would obtain the figures for it, which
could then be used to bring his figures to ordnance
datum. The process seems so simple that I am afraid I
have mistaken the meaning of the writer.—A. L.

[5676.] —Orders of Architecture—Xo modem
work of a similar kind to Nii-holsun's luus been published
^ving tlie subdivisions of the " Order " at the sine. There
IS a little treatise by Leeds in Weale's series ; but
"Nicholson's Principles of Architecture" would meet
" C. B. C.'s" wants, and second-hand copies may stall bo
obtained. Of course there is Gwilt's Encyclopaedia, but
the Orders are drawn small.-G. H. G.

[.5677.]—Body Colour.—I presume "One in the
dark" is writing of water-colours. My own practice has
been to avoid body eohjurs in water-colour drawings, and
to use as little of it as possible, and that only in

the touches of for^yround. To obviate muddiness and
unevenness, however, the rules are simple. Select paper
with a good tooth, stretch it on a board or frame, well

sponging the siufac^ before conmiencing to colour ; incline

the boai-d a little when laying on your large washes of

colour ; begin working at the top edge on the left hand
with a fully charged brush, and never work backwards or

retouch. The last is the main rule to obsen'e incolouiing
lai^e surfaces, and is indeed the secret of transparent
tinting. It is best to begin with the cooler colours.—
G. H. G.

[5677.]—Body Colour.-It w very likely a fault in

the plaster or wall. The most effectual way ia to give the

work a coat of paint and a coat of size before coloimng.
—Joh;^ Aloar.

[5678.]-Paintin& Cement. -After 25 years' experi-

ence, I have never known anything effectual in preventing

wet coming through a painted wall or cormce, let the

material be what it may, although many things have been
advertised from time to time for the pui-pose. Wat«r must
evaporate, and on the same principle that a boUer will

burst that has no safety valve, so will water force its way
through any material that confines it. Cover your cornice

with lead, and di-aw off your plinth.—Joiix Algab.

[5678.]-Painting Cement.-Use the sihcate paint

after removing the old paint.—ARcniTECT.

[5680.]^Clerk of Works Salary. -An architect

who employs a clerk of works, and pays his salary by
request of client, is certainly not legally entitled to any
profit save interest on the money advanced.-G.

[5681.]-Voluntary Architectural Examina-
tions.—The instnictions appear vague. By '* an outline

of certain characteristics of the principal historical stj'les

of architecture," they would include Egjptian, .(^J*syrian,

Greek, Roman, Byzantine, Romanesque, Gothic, and
Renaissance, as the leading ; the object of the course is to

obtain the candidate's knowledge of leading pecuharitiea

of style. The next requirement means, if I underatand

it right, that the student should describe in more detail

one of these styles, as Greek or Gothic. He may confine

himself to English or French Gothic, or to one particular

period : this is clearly optional with the candidate. The
meaning of the clause, ** a specimen detail drawing to an
inch scale of the work in each trade, and an equal num-
ber of full-size drawings to correspond," is certainly not

so clear. The number of trades to be represented would
include all those engaged in ordinaiy building, which I

need not say includes the bricklayer, ma.son, carpenter,

joiner, slater, plasterer, smith, ironmonger, plumber,

decorator. ** Each " in the above clause is, of course, to

be interpreted as meaning di-awings of all the trades.—

G. H. G.

[5682.]—Cubic Space.-" Hexagon" will find his

query answered if he turns to Uie Commonplace Column
under tliis head. Por dwelhngs, 600 feet cube is the

least, though for dormitories it should be at least 8<>J feet

per head. For hospitals, 800 to 1200 cubic feet are allowed

per man, the larger quantity being necessary for dor-

mitories in acute cases.—G. H. G.

[56S4.]—Fixing- Tiles.—The tiles will not comeofT
again if *' Calor" will have flat iron bars built into brick-

work at back, upright with cuds turned in ; from these

bars, small pi-ojecting pins, with a thread worked on end

;

these to come through at tho comers of tiles, which might
be filed off if found necessarj-, to allow the pins to pass,

and still keep a close joint. A bi-ass or steel bos.^ can

then be screwed on tt) each pin, which will each be holding

the comers of four tiles apiece. The di.stance apart for bars

and pins to be decided by the size <^)f the tilas, and length

of pins by thickness of same.-LXXXIV.

At a vestry meeting held at St. Peter Mancroft,

Norwich, on Tliursday week, it was decided to take

in hand at once the repair and restoration of this

fine 15th century chiu^, the largest in the city,

and a committee was appointed to carry out the

work.
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(Dur Offia Caljlt

— II1.I RunomB and Rahxb, engineers, of
LwmWi and Ipswioh, haveimUidkeds pamphlet,
in wliicli thvj draw attention to the defects of
narruv rails (or tramways, and the nowing
nnisance thor have ca»«>d in the London
aborfas. \\'Jiat the authors sar, as repinls the
inconrenicnoe of dri>-injr ordinary vehicles over
tnm ham cannot be called in question ; but we
tUnk the gnatest nuisance arises not so much
Jram trying to keep on the metals as from
attempting to avoid Uie ruts or frroores between
the pitnhing and the rails. To obviate the
nanow tiamwaj, Mem. Bansomee and Rapier
|m>pi»s viler rails, 10 to Sin. broad, which, it

IS belieTfld will allow anyone to enjoy the easy
motion. " One wheel hu;^ the groove, but does
not enter, and the other runs on some part
of the loin, face on the opposite side." This
wide tramway has been in use seven years under
•y hoatjp tiaiBo, it is alleged, and is found to
be oonTenient, both for ordinary as well as
tramway traffic. In Glasgow, the plan is found
to mawer, and is said not to have cost
M. for repairs for 7 years. Looking at
the drawings of the "Permanent" Tramway,
we find they are made of cast-iron n-sliaped, in
unction , the groove being in the centre. They
an east in short lengths, the surface
being " chiUed." The hollow underneath
is fiBed up with concrete, and the blocks are
laid tqwn concrete beds 1ft. lOin. wide by 6in.
deep. They are, in fact, continuous blocks of
cement ccmcrete with chilled cast-iron surfaces,
thcnoogUy rigid, and fastened by fish plates and
bolta. The anthers lay groat stress upon the
Tahie of rigid tramways, and allude to the
oontmnal movement of the ordinary rails which
ziae and fall, and by this action are constantly
WK'Hng in and squirting out surface water,
which action tends to rot the sleepers and pro-
dace voeij decay by the abrasion. To prevent
the wide faioea becoming slippery to the horses'
feet, small grooves are formal along both edges
at ahrat intervals. We think the proposed
method of laying has decided advantages in these
reneots, and we prefer the section of rail shown
with flanges below tailing under the stones, as
obriating the evil we have so jfrequontly pointed
ont in onr pages.

Axmas oonx>ration fight has taken place over
the bmlding of public offices for Southampton.
We commented not long since upon the attempt
to spend a large sum of money in the remodelling
<rf an old structure long since displaced by the
growth of the town from its true business centre,
aad last Wednesday week the council, by an in-
gnificant majority, decided not to throw away
£7,000 of the ratepayers' moneyon such a scheme.
So far this decision is satisfactory. It appears that
Mr. Lemon, the consulting engineer, had instruc-
booa^to prepare plans for rearranging the
pnaent building and adding to it, at a cost not
BJtonwding £3,000. Mr. Lemon found this sum
quite inadequate; the estimate came to £7,000,
and from this amount the stun of £2,000 was

ultimately struck off in respect of decoration.

Now £2,000 is a large sum to strike otf for such
a purpose, and wotild go a long way in acquiring
a better site. Prom what we can gather the
council are indebted to their engineer a consider-
able sum for his services, which might have been
roent on premiiuns to obtain the best talent of
the country. As regards the cost of a to\vn hall

and offices, an expenditure of £20,000 would be
sufficient, if we consider the requirements and
estimated'cost of the buildings for a similar pur-
pose erected at Leeds, Wakefield, Barrow-in-
Fumess, and other places. The Southampton
town council will, no doubt, see tliat a public
competition from the whole profession is the best
and least expensive course to pursue, and, if

liberal premitmis are offered and fair de.iling is

guaranteed, they will in due time get a buildmg
worthy of the town.

The annnitl meeting of the subscribers to the
Birmingham School of Art was held on Wednes-
day afternoon, at the Midland Institute, under
the presidency of Mr. William Morris. In moving
the adoption of the report, the chairman said he
believed that a very decided impravement had
taken place during the past year in the work of
the students. The report having been adopted,
Mr. Morris was re-elected president, and on the
motion of Mr. J. H. Chamberlain, it was decided
that the nominiitiou of students by subscribers
should be discontinued. In the evening the
president distributed the prizes to the successful
students in the town-hall, and delivered an
exceedingly interesting address, to which we
shall probably refer at greater length next week,
on the progress of art at home and abroad.

The Sowerby Bridge Local Board have just
erected batlis, public offices, and abattoirs, the
plans of which are before us. The ground plan
of site is oblong, and some ingenuity has been
exercised in the management of the ground level
and the steep slope to the river. A swimming
bath 61ft. by 2lft., surrounded by patlis and
dressing boxes, is placed in the rear close to the
river, the entrance to it being by a long passage
with steps, which also gives access to a smaller
swimming bath for boys, and a series of private
baths. The arrangement of entrance is well
managed. There it also a washing and drying
room, below which is the boiler house. On one
side of the bath entrances are the pubUc oifices,

comprising offices for the surveyor, accountant,
and collectors, with a board-room over. The
swimming baths are roofed with iron, the prin-
cipals being trussed and these carry wood purlins,
A ridgQ ventilator is provided over the large cue
which is lighted by windows facing the river ; the
other baths have skylights. On the other side of
the site is a range of buildings arranged as
cattle pens, and slaughterhouse. The fall of
grotmd has here been made the most of by form-
ing the pens below the roadway to the abattoir.
A fire-engine station is also provided at the en-
trance. Mr. J. H. Smedhui-st, the Surveyor of
the Local Board, prepared the plans.

It may not be generally known that the Local
Government Board have certain rules in respect
of pipe-kying, among which we find that street

mains are recommended to be of cast iron not
less than 3in. internal diameter, and to be well
varnished

; that lead Ls not advised to be used
with soft water in service pipes or cisterns, but
that wrought-iron tubes with screw joints may
bo employed for house service ; that house-taps
should liave screw joints of the "screw down"
kind; aad that in wrought-iron pipes double
screw joints at convenient places should be
inserted to allow of easy repair or the removal of
a pipe. These are useful precautions, though not
often consulted. There is no doubt wrought-iron
pipes are cheaper, stronger, and better than lead.
In towns iron and lead pipes should be protected
from the injurious action of some soils, and for
this purpose a lining of asphalte, Portland Ume
concrete, or sand may be employed. A fall of
5ft. per nule is found sufficient for a conduit of
2ft. diameter, and for less falls larger diameters
should be used. The New River conduit is about
1 in 10,000. The suggestions as to tanks of cast
iron are useful. The bottom must be well sup-
ported and the sides securely stayed. The tie-
rods should be made to pass through the plates
and be secured by washers on the outside, not to
mtemal irons. In all iron tank work cleaning
and painting should be done once a year: neglect
of this has caused many tanks to burst by the
corrosion of bolts and tie-rods. Iron tanks for
houses should not bo exposed to the action of tha
sun, but clothed with boards lined with felt.

Lamplougrh's Pyretic Saline is refreshinc-.most aKiwablc, iinii the i>rcToutivo cif rEvEUS i!ino7t"s
SMiLL-rov, SKIN UisEASEs «nd many other spiinu ami nummor
1 ake?'?-n ??ifh

"'' ^M?'^;^ throughout the"^ world, and thoMaker, 113, Holboru HUl. Use no subttitute.^Advt.}

CHIPS;
In our description last week of the National

Provincial Bank of England at Sunderland, accom-
pauymg the illustration, we omitted to state that
Messrs. BeUman and Ivey fixed there four large
Scagliola columns, in Eossl-de-Levaute, with
pohshed white moulded capitals. The building
necessitated the erection of iron stanchions within
the columns; these were first placed in position,
and the Scagliola columns subsequently sent from
Loudon and fixed round without showing joint.

A valuable collection of local geological speci-
mens, formerly belonging to the late Professor
Harkness, F.K.S., has been presented to the
museum at Carlisle.

Mr. F. J. Francis asks us to correct an error
which occurs in our report of his paper on " Hotels
and Eestaurants." We described Crosby Hall as
havmg been altered by Messrs. Francis and
Siiuuders—it should have been stated by Messrs.
Francis only.

On Monday week, at a meeting of the Royal Scot-
tish Academy, held in Edinburgh, Mr. James Cassie
and Mr. Robert Gavin were elected Academicians.

_
The new West Ham and Stratford Dispensary,m West Ham-lane, Stratford, E., was opened on

Friday week. Mr. J. T. Newman was the architect,
and Messrs. Hooking Bros, were the contractors.
The cost has been nearly £4,000.

Plans have been approved by the Bradford Church
Bmldiug Society for a new chui-ch, proposed to be
erected at Maiiuiugham, at a cost of £8,000.

LONDON.

JOHNSON &, CO.

PHILADELPHIA.

ARCHITECTURAL ""^^^^^
RED AND BUFF TERRA-COTTA MANUFACTURERS.

Works
:
Ditchling and Keymer Junction, near Burgess HUl, Sussex.

J. tCo.haT,obfi»eaMEDALSat the I^°^^|^™^lph^ Exhibitions for GOOD DESIGNS and EXCELLENCE of MATERIAL andVTUttJijaAJNailll', and will, on request, send samples of work
BIDOE TILES. FmiAI^, BRICKS. TILES, &c., which -W iu^texture. smooth, and of a deep red colour, and wiU resist tha action

Archite<is'De,i^/aUh/ully carri^ out. Sample of Work, South Kcmngton Museum. Estimates on application.

OFFICE ON THE WORKS KEYMER JUNCTION
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ART, ITS AIMS AND OBJECTS.

AT the distribution of prizes, last

week, in connection with the School

of Art, at Birmingham, the President,

Mr. W. Morris, delivered an interesting

address, which, though it must to

a considerable extent have been delivered

over the heads of its hf arers, yet contained

some salutary truths. The Birmingham
School of Art is an influential Society aiming
at a wider art education than that usually

fostered by a mere local school ; it stands

first in the list of schools of the second

grade, and in the national competition it has

always maintained a creditable position.

This being the case, we cannot be sui-prised

that the president took a rather extended
view of its work and prospects, and that the

aim and objects of art, were looked upon
from a somewhat lofty standpoint. Allowing
that the circumstances called for a more than
ordinary comprehension on the subject, we
cannot but think Mr. Morris's address dealt

too much in hyperbole, and too little mth
the practical in art, before so practical an
audience as that gathered before him in the
Midland Institute at Birmingham. Parts of

the address must, we fear, have been rather

unintelligible to many. The burden of it was
a protest against the aimlessncss of art, and
the commercial spirit of modem life.

History, morality, and politics were strained

to interpret some very easily explained'facts,

and the speaker seems to have been carried

away occasionally by his enthusiasm into

rhapsody. We can heartily sympathise with
the desire of Mr. Morris to raise the tone of

art, to minimise the amount of unhappy and
misdirected labour in the world. We agree
with him that the chief duty of civilisation

should be to set about making labour happy
for all, rather than to encourage art and
energy for warfare. We are ready to admit,
too, that a large proportion of the work done
is dishonest and degrading ; that is to say,

tending to make some rich at the cost of

the slavery of others ; or, in a word, that the
ultimate end of true art is lost. But these
sentiments are not new. Bentham and
Hume, Mill, and other moral and political

economists have all laboui'cd in the same
field in the effort of reforming and improving
human life, and directing energy, and while
they have indicated the way, Mr. Morris has
only pointed out the effect as regards one
branch of industiy. The virtues of '

' honesty
and simplicity of life " doubtless lie at the
foundation of all true and pleasure-giving
art, and the problem is how to secure
these aims. According to Mr. Morris, this

degradation of art has arisen mainly from
the evasion of plain duties, from luxury,
and the competitive spirit of the age ; but it

is necessary to point out here that these
things are to a certain extent inevitable

to our transitory stage of modem civilisation
;

that the present age is one in wliich the
commercial activity is the greatest, and that
it is quite as impossible to live now the
simple life of the Plantagenot village crafts-
man, asitis to reach theUtopian millennium of
artwhich Mr. Morris places before our vision.

We are told, " From Ispahan to Northum-
berland there is no building bmlt between
the seventh and seventeenth centuries that
does not show the influence of the labour of
oppressed and neglected herds of men. No
one, indeed, rose high above his fellows.
There was no Plato, or Shakespeare, or
Michael jVngolo amongst them, yet, scattered
as it was among many lasn, how strong

their thought was ! how long it abided

!

how far it travelled ! And so it was over

through all those days when art was vigour-

ous and progressive. Who can say how
little we should know of many periods but

for their art ? History (so-called) has

remembered the kings and warriors because

they destroyed ; art has remembered the

people because they created." Very true,

indeed, is the assertion that a century of the

Byzantine empire gives us a weary chronicle

of "pedants, tyrants, and tax-gatherers to

whom the terrible chain wliich long-dead

Borne once forged still gave the power of

cheating people into thinking that they

were necessary lords of the world." Truly

history has left a tale of " languor, and the

evil deeds of kings and scoundrels "
; but

that there were others of whom history does

not speak who have left us evidence of

honest labour done in grief and joy. In the

records of art no one can gainsay the fact

that art, dxiring the mediajval period, was
greatest when the individual artist was
nothing, whereas it is quite as incontrovertible

that art has declined as the artist's power
has become more personal. All that we
know is that it is an unalterable condition of

history rightly read, only to be explained

by the creation of the multifarious activi-

ties of a more complex state of society.

Before we can make the art workman's
labour less dreary and degrading we must
remove the obstructions and restrictions

under which he lives. Mr. Morris admits

there is "an apparent external progress in

some ways; that in England painters of

pictures have grown, are more conscientious

in their work, and have expressed a sense

of beauty the world has not seen for the last

300 years." He admits also that in archi

tocture and the arts that attend it, there has
been great improvement in England, though
other countries have done little more than
stand stiU. " These improvements have, it

is said, concerned comparatively few people,

the mass of our population not being in the

least touched by them, so that the great

bulk of our architecture— the art which
most depends on the taste of the people at

large—grows worse and worse every day.

You must go to London if you don't believe

it." Mr. Morris, whatever his quaUfications

to speak of art generally, certainly does not in
his opinion as regards architecture agree with
the bidk of intelligent or discerning critics

concerning it. It has been admitted by
every authority capable of forming an
opinion that architecture has made rapid

strides during the last quarter of a century.

We do not point to any particular phase of

it, or to any ruling fashion, but to the
general appreciation of truthful construction

and honest expression it has been the wit-
ness of. If we mistake not, the opinion

advanced by Mr. Morris is shared by others

who deny to modem architects the right to

create new, or to restore old, buildings, but
who at the same time are always uttering a
lament at the national decadence of archi-

tecture. Such pessimism, to say the least,

is not healthful or hopeful, and the sooner
we accept, in a true spiiit, our present
position as the only one possible for our age,

the more likely it is we shall make an
advance. We note that the president
extends the progressive period of archi-

tecture to the seventeenth century—two
centuries later than is usually accorded

;

but surely, if we can acknowledge the
building of that period, we may include
our own century ? " Though many of us
love architecture dearly," he observes,
" I believe that it helps the health-
fulness of body and soul to live among
beautiful things, wo of big towns are
mostly compelled to live in houses which
have become a by-word of contempt for their

ugliness and inconvenience. The stream of

civilisation is against us, and we cannot
battle against it," We will not dispute the

truth of the allegation, but is it possible for

any art reformer to give us better houses till

the people are prepared to receive the lessons

of art ? Passing to pattern design, the speaker

called attention to the deterioration of art

in the East, which has always been held in

such high esteem among ourselves. In short,

the address pointed to another instance of

the falling away of the art instinct, which
nearly always succeeds conquest and civil-

ising agencies. In India it is said English-
men in their short-sightedness are actively

destroying the sources of that education wo
are attempting to promote, in jewellery,

metal-work, pottery, calico printing, bro-
cade-weaving, carpet-making; all the famous
and historical arts of the peninsula have
been thrust aside for the advantage of any
paltry scrap of so-called commerce. The
" art manufactures " of India are beginning
to 1^deteriorate, and th^ " conquered races,

in their hopelessness, are everywhere giving
up the genuine practice of their own
arts, which we have loudly proclaimed are
founded on the truest principles." The
speaker alluded to the way Grovemment
is furthering this deterioration by manufac-
turing cheap Indian carpets in the Indian
gaols. Mr. Morris does not say this is a bad
thing if properly managed, but complains
that it will make wares cheap, and that it is

this desire that is destroying Indian manu-
factiu'e. In fact, Eastern art is dead, and
"the commerce of modem civilisation" is"

declared to have slain it. "Obvious as is

the siurface improvement in the arts within
the last few years among ourselves," the pre-
sident said,

'

' there is something wrong about
the root of the plant to exult over the burst-,

ing of its February buds."
But what is the remedy proposed for all

this ? Much there is that we admit in this

long wail of lamentation ; civilisation is

against art we are told more than once.

Great men of art have but a narrow circle

that can understand them, and are utterly

imknown to the great mass of people. Art,
in short, has become a too delicate thing for

the people ; many honest and intelligent men
eager for human progress, yet anti -artistic,

believe art to be intended only for the fcAv:

hence their treating it lightly. Mr. Morris
attempts justly to disabuse this idea ; he
shows that all the treasured art we collect at

Kensington and our museums is nothing ex-
travagant, but represents the common house-
hold goods of past times. The things we
value were common things in their own day,
no rarities ; no great artist drew the designs
for them, highly paid, daintily fed, or care-

fully housed ; but they were made by "com-
mon fellows," as the phrase goes, in the
common course of daily labour. Their labour
was not irksome. Take, again, the treasiu-es

of architecture which we study so carefully

—

how were they made 'i The village churches
were designed not by the great architect

carefully kept for the purpose and guarded
from troubles, but by the monk, the plough-
man's brother, the village carpenter or mason—"a common fellow whose everyday labour
fashioned works that are to-day the wonder
and despair of many a hard-worldng ' cul-
tivated architect.' " This art, so careful,

doUoate, and inventive, may be scon in out-
of-the-way hamlets, in the chest of the yeo-
man's wife as weU as in the throne of the
great Plantagenet, and it brought with it

happiness and made life endurable. The
president says, in short, " the thing which I

understand by real art is the expression by
man of his pleasure in labour. I do not
believe he can be happy in his Labour with-
out expressing that happiness, and especially

when he is at work on anything in which he
specially excels." Only in these later days
has this universal gift been rejected by mmi.
To the " hurry of the war of the counting-
house and the war of the battlefield " is

attributed the irksomeness, and dishonesty,

and the pleasurelessness of all our work.
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Tlie praadpnt would do away with tlio " toil

whico maktv tlie tiiousMiid-and-ouc tliiuss

that nobody wants, which are used merely

M Um wnntWT for the competitive buying
tni tJSag fal«nlj called commerce," and he

wouldCBBonrage " an art made by the people

for tha people—the exprmsion of man's hap-
-Hmm in ha labour." A little reflection will

ow that the loss of pleasure in the work-
s'* labour is duo to several causes beyond

oantnd. Machinery has cutcred into uneven
eoBipetitian with hand labour, driving all

art manufootoren to produce their goods in

the cheapeiit way, while competition is so

RTVut that hand labour has become a mere
hiiurj-onlyavailablefor thosewho can payfor
it. nieae are really the causes of the degra-
dation Mr. Horns speaks of, but which,
angularly enough, he does not once allude

to. The popularisation of art is an excellent

ide*, but we need only say it is a work of
tine and education. Before our daUy wants
and appliances can be made artistic the
public must be brought to realise the in-

trinsic value of art as an education of the
Muaes, while the artist must bo taught to

beetow his labour less grudgingly on the
«aaunoDer things of life. Again, to produce
" luqipiness " in any work, it should not only
be ooagenial but remunerative, though Mr.
Moris doce not tell us how this is to be
attained under the present dispensation of
labour. We cannot help thinking the Bir-
mingham atldrcss, while it may have inspired
the enthusiasm of the young student, failed

to teach much by its dismal retrospect ; and
that the Utopia of art so graphically
sketched by the president would have been a
little leas visionary if the pUiin duties of the
British working man and student of art of
the nineteenth century had been more
dearly defined.

OFTLIXE AND COLOTTR AS ILLUS-
TRATED IN THE DRAAVINGS OF
THE OLD MASTERS.

APART from the actual subjects of the
works themselves, the sketch studies of

Baphael,DaVinci, Michael Augelo, and other
nasten now on view at Burlington House
•ad the Otosvenor QBllery, have some par-
tioalar points of value for the architect and
decorative artist. In the first place, they
entirely nm counter to the ordinary ideas of
modem artists and teachers of art by the
want of finish and the lack of laboured exe-
cution they display. It is a common error
nowadays to estimate the value of a work of
art by the amount of mechanical labour
bestowed upon it, by that appearance of
painstaking care in very little detail, as if the
artist were successful in proportion to the
nuiiilxT of lines or touches ho had crowded
on the pmer. Of course, this is a vulgar
<*W)r, and we may say, as a rule, that the
laeribf at a work of art of every kind are
almost directly in proportion to the visible
case and facility of the artist's expression.
To tho*e who have any doubt about this we
commend the ooUeotion of studios in the
galleries of drawings above referred to. We
may, for example, refer to the gradation ofme and tone perceivable in the inimitable
KCtcfa l«idsc>4)e« of Canaletto, or the figure
ooi^waitions of Raphael, Pannigiano, or
Oawco. We obser\o nothing like finished
features, details of dress, or half-tints, cer-
tamly nothing approaching a finished back-
gionnd

; the lines of the principal figures
jfjAetched in vigorouslv, in totjil forget-
rataMS* of those in receding parts or planes
of the picture, yet in jM-rfoct accord and
balaooe with them ; there is never a crowd-
ing or confused assemblage of figures jostling
one another, and dctoacting from the chirf
tiMne, and no lesson is more forcibly taught
na than this one of subordination of lino and
nantpnlation to the central idea of the study
In the "Study of a Tree," by AnnibJe

Carracci, in Gallery VII., the oi-tist has by
a few woU-ohosen and vigorous strokes of

his pen, aided by bistre wash, pi-oducod an

impression more telling in its completeness

than another artist's work who had taken

the pains to mark every spray or group of

foliage with the minuteness of an etcher.

Again, let ns take the study by Pannigiano,
" Christ and His Disciples Worshipped by a

Crowd of People." Here the ijrominent

figures are sketched with a power of group-
ing and dignity worthy tho master. Although
there is a crowd, there is no sense of confu-

sion, and every line and touch of tinting

throws up in marvellous perspicuity tho

idea uppermost in tho artist's mind. Tho
drawing is washed with bistro and touched
with white—a mode of sketching very effec-

tive and expressive, and lai'gely made use of

bytho cinque-centists. In Michael Angolo's
'

' Figiu« of the Dawn : Tomb of Lorenzo do
Medici," there is more finish, tho drawing
is executed with silver point, yet wo fmd in

it rather the dehcacy and grace of ease than
of laboured execution. The same great

master's copy of portion of the '
' Last Judg-

ment," in tho Sistino Chapel, is another
model of execution. A vigour of thought
seems to struggle through the mere hand-
work of lines in black chalk ; as wo witness
quite as forcibly in his study of "Three of

the Labours of Hercides "—a masterpiece of

action in drawing. Equally remarkable is

the pen and bistre sketch by F. Baroccio of

tho " Assumption," and some of tho studies

of Giulio Romano. There is in nearly all

the masterpieces of composition a i:)redomi-

nant idea or attitude that is at once per-
ceived, and we are never loft in doubt as to
the meaning or movement sought to be con-
veyed by tho artist. A few lines convoy the
expression of face, attitudes, and diaperies,

while degrees of solidity are expressed by
skilful washes of colour. It has boon re-
marked by an able French critic that
"drawing itself is nothing but tho imme-
diate residt of the differences of coloiir ; tho
ideal line which bounds coloured sux-faces."

We have clearly in this definition tho
real value of lines as a mode of
art expression; we must regard them
chiefly as the contours or boimdaries of
surfaces and masses than as essen-
tial to art representation. Prudhon, it is

said, instead of drawing his external bound-
ing lines like other artists, began with his
masses of Ught and shade. Ho commenced,
in short, by modelling tho forms instead of
defining their contours, and in this respect
he followed the true theory. M. Ingres also
began the internal modelling of his figuies,
and afterwards marked their outHnos. The
advantage of this mode is that it makes the
artist more careful of the gradations of
colour, light, and shadow; the modelling
and relief of his figures become the principal
aim. The value of giving painters models
is therefore evident; tho old masters wore
taught figure drawing by this method, and if

our artists were also more frequently adepts
at copying from the round, tho bettor it

would be for art. In one direction, that of
chiaroscuro, or the arrangement of lights and
shadows, tho sketches and studies of the old
masters are significant. How tho figures of
Rembrandt and Raphael stand out !—there is

no rig^d contour apparent, no diilcrenco of
mere colour, so much as variation in tho
amount of light thrown upon tho diffornnt
surfaces or figures. It may bo called in fact
tho art of modelling on the flat. It gives
that indication of relief which is the cliief value
in a picture or composition, and in short
chiaroscuro constitutes the painter's i>owcr of
modelling, so to speak, the various parts of
his picture to produce a satisfactory whole.
Each object or figure should have its own
degree of relief, and these in turn should be
placed in their proper jjlanes or relations by
the same agency of light and shadow. No
artist will disimto these principles, and they

load us to speak of the importance of that
class of works in which light and shade in
its various and subtle degrees take the place
of colours. The term "black and white "

aptly, though perhaps roughly, designates our
meaning.

It is well known that with some of the
greatest painters the rigid linear contour was
lost in siuToundings; so it was with Murillo
and Correggio, so with Rubens and Rem-
brandt. Varied relief and appearance of
movement is the result of this practice, while
tho accentuation of outline, as we sec in the
pictures of Ingres and many modem artists,

at once destroys apparent depth and reduces
every figure and object to a dull flatness. It
must not bo understood from these remarks
that we undervalue the importance of out-
line, but our object has been mainly to show
that in composition and figure-subjects con-
tour is of secondary importance to model-
ling, light, and shade. There is no absolute
line in nature.

The first sketches of the great masters, as
we see them at Burlington House, were re-
markably free. They wore the result of a
masterly disposition. Tho figures seem to be
thrown together mider groups or masses,
never in higgledy-piggledy confusion.
Raphael, Michael Angelo, Da Vinci, Dela-
croix saw things in their ensemble, and each
line and stroke of pencil or colour had a
generalising boldness at once bringing out
and relieving the figui-es and expressing
their movement. If wo attentively examine
the black and white studios of these masters,
we at once see the rationale of the process :

they began by modelling in more or less

broad washes, building up their figures in

proportionate quantities of light and shadow
tUl the outline was nothing more than the
finish. In all their work " detail" had a
subordinate place; they never began by
drawing a head here, an arm there, and so
on, but with the instinctive flash of genius
they pourtrayed the total impression, filling

up afterwards. Every touch of colour or
shade had, however, a form and meaning.

Lastly, we find that monochromes were
favourite modes of execution. Low-toned
colours, and especially browns, wore the
principal pigments employed, and sepia or
bistre were chiefly used. Mixtures of brown
and cool greys add much to the eflfect and
relief, but the whole compass of light and
shade and tone was quickly realised by the
heightening effect of white. It is wonderful
what a vaiiety of effects and tone may be got
from black, say ivory black, and white.
Every conceivable combination of grey and
shadow can be produced ; and tho advan-
tages of black or low-toned browns need not
be enjoined here for all studios for sculptured
decoration, particularly those of the archi-

tectural artist. There is a love among many
of our water-colour artists for thick painting
—a heavy, impasto kind of style, which
seems to us to prevail among those who
have the least coniidonce in their work. The
colour is added and thickened tUl tho draw-
ing becomes lost. For architectural subjects

transparent colouring has undoubted merits,

and the aim of all skilled coloui-ists is to
produce effect with tho least expenditure of
colour.

LECTURES ON THE RISE AND
DEVELOPMENT OP MEDIEVAL
ARCHITECTURE.*

THE lectures delivered at the Royal
Academy by the late Sir Gilbert Scott,

R.A., just puijlished by Mr. Murray, possess
a more than transient value to the student.
They are tho outcome of tho study and
oxperionco of an admitted master of

modisoval architecture and, wo may add,
the most celebrated Gothic architect of the

• LectureB on the Itiso aud Uovelopmont of Mediteval
Architccturo, delivered at the Royal Academy by Sir
OiLOERT SooTT, K.A., F.S.A., LL.D., Ua. London : John
Murray.
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present century. Deliverod in the heyday
of a professional reputation, amid the daily

cares and absorbing Libours of an unsur-

passed practice, there is much in them that

will now be read a second time with

renewed interest by the architectural student

and even the professional man. As many
of the later lectures have been fidly

reported, and as several of the illustrations

have already appeared in oiu' own pages,

we take it for granted that the scope

and object of the work are pretty well

known to om- readers. In the preface to

the lectures written by the late Sir Gilbert

Scott, so late as the beginning of last year,

it is stated that only half the lectures were

delivered by him as Professor at the Royal

Academy. The first seven were delivered

while Professor CockereU held the chair,

but owing to his health. Sir Gilbert Scott,

in conjunction with Mr. Smirke, was called

upon to relieve him of this duty. The
eighth, ninth, and following lectui'es

were given after the retirement of Mr. S.

Smirke. These circumstances have natm'-

ally tended to produce a somewhat discon-

nected series, which is pointed out by the

author ; but, as we can fully believe, he says

they wore " written with much zeal," and to

his pupils and sons he accords thanks for the

assistance rendered in the illustrations,

which are certainly very profuse and, on the

whole, highly creditable. A note to the

preface acquaints the reader that many of

the illustrations have been prepared from
sketches and marginal references left by the

author by Mr. W. Samuel Weatherley, while

others have been procured from reliable

sources. Perhaps the first lecture is more
characteristic of Sir Gilbert Scott's mind
than the later ones. He begins by enforcing

the historical claims of Pointed architecture

upon our study—a task for which no one
better than ho could have been chosen.

These claims have sufficient interest, even at

this time, to be recalled. The first is that

Gothic architecture is the architeotm'e of

the modem, as distinguished from the ancient,

world ; the second, that it is a style par
excellence Christian ; and lastly, that it is the

native architecture of our countiy. These
claims are discussed in a moderate and con-
ciliatory tone. The claim that Pointed archi-

tecture is Christian is argued in a like si)irit.

The author acknowledges that it is not the
" only Christian style which has arisen or is

likely to arise, but that it has been more
entirely developed under the influence of the
Christian religion, and more thoroughly
carries out its tone and sentiment than any
other stylo." This is a sensible view of

the case, and one which no anti- Gothicist

is likely to call in question. The lecture

then proceeds to the intrinsic or abstract

claims of the style, and in discussing these

we find the author still moderate, and not
aifirming anything questionable. He, of

course, dwells upon the advantages of the

arcuated over the trabeated system, especially

the pointed arch, though he does not urge it

to the detriment of other forms. The facility

of the style in decorating construction ; the
flexibility of its forms, such as the arch and
vault ; its adaptability to varied climates ; its

power of uniting the arts of painted glass,

sculpture, &c. ; and the special objects of

its study are pointed out with a master's
hand. In the last of these remarks, he
points out the danger of pursuing the study
in a spirit of antiquarianism. He suggests
that our own object should be art, not
antiquity—useful hints, but which the author
himself lived long enough to see impugned.
In another part, he impresses the value of

real study derived from buildings them-
selves, as being of more importance than
facts obtained indirectly. In lectures II.

and III. the rise and development of

Mediaeval architecture is sketched, and from
these the younger student will derive a
more connected account of the growth of

the style than from any other elementary

work we are acquainted with. The structural

process which gradually transformed the

Komanesque basilica into the pointed-arched

church, is clearly traced to statical and
ussthetic reasons; the history of vaulting is

sketched from the early ban-el vault to the

groined oblong bay, the works of Dr.

^Vliewell and Professor Willis being here

laid imder contribution. We may remind

the reader that the author repudiates the

capricious origin of the pointed arch, and
attributes its introduction solely to the

necessity of statical construction, and chiefly

to its dirninished thrust ; not, as assorted by
some, to the necessity of obtaining arches

of equal height at the side of oblong groins.

In substantiation of this view, the earlier of

the French Transitional churches are quoted,

such as Noyon Cathedral and St. Germain des

Pres ; while at Canterbury also we find the

wall rib round, and the wider or cross arch

pointed. In fact. Sir Gilbert Scott believes

the arch of this fonn was adopted for con-

structional motives, and these ho classifies

under statical, geometrical, and oesthetical

heads—the first exemplified in wide-span
arches, the second in narrow arches of

oblong vaulting, &c., and the third in the

harmonious combination of various arched

forms. The French architects were the first

who undertook the solution, and to perfect

the system. Some beautiful illustrations of

the apsidal chapels of St. Denis, Noyon,
St. Germain des Pres, and the Cathedral of

Sens (the supposed archetype of Canter-

bury) accompany this interesting section of

the work, while excellent representations of

the Choir of Eipon, Canterbury Choir, and
Trinity Chapel, Chichester Cathedral, Tyne-
mouth Abbey, and St. Cross, Hampshire,
exemplify the working out of the problem in

England duiing the so-called Transition.

We cannot but admire the beautiful illustra-

tions of Chichester Cathedral, Tynemouth
Abbey, and Hexham, as representing the

later works of this period, and as imique
examples of architectural drawing applied

to book illustration. The nave of Poimtains
Sir Gilbert designates as Romanesque, as

also Kii'kstall and BiiUdwas. Of another
stage, called the refined Norman, the

Galilee at Durham and St. Mary's Abbey,
York, are instanced, though the last has
decided jjointed arches ; while the author
places St. Cross, near Winchester, as inter-

mediate between these classes. Trinity

Chapel, Canterbury, is put in the thii'd class

of the Transition or typical of the Early
Pointed phase, though retaining just enough
of Romanesque to distinguish it from well-

developed Early English. The development
of carved capitals is introduced here, and is

copiously illustrated with examples. The
author claims for the English Transition

equal nationality with that of France,
although the latter preceded the former ;

and he also says, what every true

Gothicist must admit, that the English
Transition was carried through to a style

more distinctive than that of the Early
Pointed of Prance. The lecture on the
thirteenth century enters upon the full-

grown Gothic, and the author seems here to

expatiate with exultation on a style to which
he devoted the best energies of a lifetime.

Here and there he is carried away with that
fervoiu' and emotion which those who have
heard him can best realise. Speaking of the
classification of Mediceval arcliitecture and
the non-coincidence of the styles with the
centuries, he suggests that the Norman
should, roughly speaking, occupy the interval

between 1070 and 1173, the Early Pointed
from thence to 1273, the Middle or Deco-
rated period from 1275 to 1373. Sir Gilbert
Scott entertained a preference for the vigour
and boldness of the works of the earlier part
of the thirteenth century, and it must be
confessed his most satisfactory works are
executed in the earlier phase. His sketch of

the opening of the century is interesting ; in
Prance the secular and occlosiastical powers
had reached a high stage of development,
while in England the barons and the Church,
at least, were prosperous. At Canterbury the
cloisters were added in the perfected style ; at
York the Nonuan transepts were robuUt ; St.

Hugh at Lincoln made a pretty complete
remodelling in the style ; Wells underwent
rebuilding ; the western porch and choir of
Ely were undertaken ; St. Albans had ita

western fa9ade, nave, and choir rebuilt ; but
the most complete works of the age were
Salisbury Cathedral and Tintem Abbey,
while numerous other buildings, iis Westmin-
ster, and St.Mary'sAbbey,York, werepartially
remodelled. Peihaps one of the most unique
examples of the i)eriod is the beautiful
Chapel of Nine Altars at Durham. Speaking
of Italian Gothic, with which Sir Gilbert
largely infused some of his later works, he
observes the union of which it was the result
" produced many noble and many incon-
gi-uous developments." He also says truly
it should be used with caution. We can-
not follow the author thi'ough this most
interesting lecture, which occupies a con-
siderable portion of the fu-st volume. The
characteristics of the style, the various por-
tions of buildings are minutely analysed, and
some exquisite examples are engraved ; the
colimm and its base are traced, for example^
through various changes, and the critical

remarks on mouldings will be re-read with
profit. The capitals given are unique types,
while the western portals of St. Albans
(p. 167) is a superb instance of this feature.

The following lecture is devoted to some of
the leading works of the thii-teenth century,
and here we find illustrations of the Temple
Church, the movable reredos once belonging
to the high altar at Westminster, containing
very early painting ascribed to an ItaUaji

artist ; details from St. Ethelreda, Holbom ;

east front of Ely ; Peterborough Cathedral

;

the south-east portal of Lincoln, and various
details of windows. A very instructive

lecture is devoted to the "Rationale of
Gothic Architecture," in which the author
glances at various theories broached as to its

origin. It is more to the point that in
England the style was developed just when
the great institutions of the nation were
being formed, that no occult motive existed,

but that common-sense applied to plain
requirements became the sole motive. " A
DigressionconcemingWindows" is the subject
of a lecture in wliich the author enters into
the rationale of splays and tl^e two systems
of arching the heads, called the rere arch
anAthroui/h arch, equally and so variously em-
ployed by the Mediasval architects. Lecture
VIII., upon the Practical Study of Gothic,
contains some very trenchant obsei-vations

calculated to make many professing Gothi-
cists feel somewhat ashamed of their igno-
rance of true principles. Sir Gilbert says
"Gothic architecture is only to be learned
from old examples," and the study should be
continuous. Hints to students, and various
examples in London and elsewhere follow

;

while in the next lecture the return to Eng-
lish types is strongly recommended, and one
sensible suggestion made—namely, that in
designing we should design m English, as

good writers invariably write in their <ncti

language without recourse to foreign idioms. '

The advice, though it is less necessary at this

moment, comes nith much force from one
who i-eached the highest pinnacle of success
in the art by consistently following the piin-
eiples of English Gothic, uninfluenced by
the fashions and importations of his day.
In the second volume Sir Gilbert Scott

reviews in gi-eater detail the English develop-
ments of architecture, and from lectm-e X. the
author commenced the course in his official

capacity. In theii' practical interest to Eng-
lish students, these later discourses possess a
new charm. They begin with the Celtic

i-emains in Scotland and Ireland, and pro-
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wed with the churches founded by St.

Attgnstino. Canttrburj-, York, and Kijion,

the churche* of Hejchain, Brixworth,

Xorthauiptonshire ; Worth Church, Sussex ;

^adfotd, Wats; Castle HiU, Dover,

oburrhm at Monk Wearmonth and Stow,

Sonpting, B«rton-on-Humber, &c., are

amOBgSoae described and illustrated, many

m plan and details. The earlier Nonnan

ixnldings. includinsr Cauterbur)- and Weat-

aunster, are consiacred, the characteristic

tt»lbazt» of the style are discussed, and the

principles of treatment of doors, windows,

anades, and vaultinjr are shown to have

been logically deduced from actual wants.

In Lecture "XII. the early architecture

of Britain is continued, and examples are

given of St. Albans. Winchester, Ely,

Bodiester. Xorwich, Gloucester, Worcester,

and Durham cathedrals, Tewkesbury Abbey,

and Christchurch, Iliints. The author thinks

it was Durham that iufluence<l Christchurch,

not Christchurch Durham, as maintained by
Mr. Fi-rrey. In the subsequent lectures the

Sraotical and artistic principles of Early

ritish architecture are discussed, the condi-

tioas necessary to the arcuated style arc

distingaished, and the development of vault-

ing is thoroughly entered into. It is not

necessary for us to comment here upon these

lectures, as they have been given in the

BuiLDtXO Xews, and fully illustrated. They
comprisesome beautiful examples of vaulting,

from the plain barrel vault of the Romans
to the fan and traceried vaidting seen at

Henry VII. 's Chapel. The dome, a favourite

theme with Sir Gilbert, is the subject of

another lecture (XVI.), in which the deve-

loped forms in France, Glermany, and Italy

are fully described. The pendAitive dome
is specially dwelt up as capable of being en-

grafted upon the Crothic, and the author
welcomes the cupola, " the noblest of all

architectural features," into our revived

Gothic architecture. This fact is illustrated

by the author's premiated design for the new
Parliament House, Berlin (see p. 289), and
for the Central Hall of his new Law Courts

design—illustrations, however, that do not
worthfly exhibit the real merits of these

designs. Allowing for the somewhat discur-

sive manner unavoidable in the lecture form,

we have no hesitation in saying Sir Gilbert

Scott's work is one of the most complete
and most philosophical expositions of

Medieval Architecture that has yet been
published.^

BOYAL ACADEMY LECTURES ON
ARCHITECTURE.

ZXSLT BDIAXSSAIIC2—BBtrVELUESCKI.

Fhis fourth lecture, Profes.sor Barry dwelt
upon the re-birth of Cla*wical ideas in the

Ui>thic architfctureof Italy, as specially exempli-

fied in the building of the Certosa and the duomo
addedtoAmolfo'scathedralatFlorence. Tliclta-

lian*, unlike onmelvex, broke at once and for ever

with Mediieval architecture, and to this day
regard Gothic as barbarous. The Early Re-
iislMsnTCi aichitectnre might be studied accord-

ing to two types. One of these was more
amctcd by the work immediately previous to

HaM than was the other. The Certosa at Favia
might be regarded as an illustration of the one
chool, and the works of Bnmelleschi as

ouapleii of the Utter. In the former building

thsT Bad a building of prreat richness, with
TamddetaiU, many very beautiful, but with a
•omplete sfaaenoeof repoM. The architects had
honowed featotes, without scruple, from the
tival styles known to them. There were the beau-
tifal aroaded galleries surrounding the upper
part of the scmunrmilar apse**, fanniliar in Lom-
Lanl rhurrhes, and 'r»-ndrTcd into Northern lan-

guniKi in the early Vjiuldings of Odogne. Cir-

cular arrhes prevailed in the windows, but the
pofaited form was aim repreaented. The turrets,

with thtir spirc-Uke tops, gave an eflect of ver-
ticahty, whilp the ennehed comSoes asserted the
kurixontal prindple. The elaborate stnicture,

half-lower, half-dome, which covered the inter-

seetaoB ot nave ud transepts, was one ot the

few existing examples showing what might

have been the treatment of the dome by the

Italiou architocta of the Middle Ages. It was

designed in accoidanco with the tradition of the

dav, altered by an admixture of details intended

tote Classical. It was composed of successive

stories of small colmnus and arches, gatliered

inwards, till the summit could be crowned by a

small octagonal cupola. The general effect was

fantastic, and could not bo commended : but it

was interesting, as illustrating an attempted

compromise between the Medireval lautem-apire

and the dome. Taken altogether, much could

be said in favour of the Ceriosa, in an architoc-

tiural sense. It was inconsistent, and its details

were wanting in purity of style; nevertheless,

many of its parts were adnurable, such as the

deUcate arabi^ues in the pilasters of the chief

facade, which exhibited a refinement of design

and execution seldom surpassed. Scarcely any

other single building illustrates more clearly the

confusion of ideas which ushered iu the Renais-

sance. The movement was one of \-igorou3

iudividuaUty in details, without the "controlling

authority of a strict general design. Tlie Early

Renaissance was a period of experiments; of

essays, rather than acliievements. The designs

of the period exhibited a life and elasticity which

might have been turned to better account, and

with the greater knowledge of the past possessed

by modem architects, it might not be too much
to hope, even yet, for a skilful adaptation of a

style based upon the works of this first period of

the Renaissance.
Turning from the Cortosa to the Cathedral at

Florence, a marked difference in character was
observable, although the mterval between the

periods of erection was not great. The Certcsa

was commenced about 1396, and Amolfo died at

the commencement of the same century, lea\Tng

the arches of his great church unfinished, and

his plans for finishing its dome, or domes, alto-

gether uncertain. The completion fell to Bru-
nelleschi, who finished the dome just before his

death, which occurred in 1444. At tliis period

the Certosa had been all but completed, with the

exception of the western front, which was not

conunenced until 1473. After the death of

Amolfo long doubt and delay occurred, and at

length the question of the day with Florentines

was, " How to finish the Cathedral ? " Amolfo
had provided enormous thicknesses of wall, to

support a great weight of superstructure. He,
doubtless, contemplated an inner dome at a

lower level than the existing structure, and he
may have thought of some aspiring design re-

calling, externally, the Gothic lantern and spire,

as at the Certosa and at Chiaravalle, near Milan.
If there existed any idea, however, of realising

such a conception, it was abandoned altogether

at the bidding of Bnmelleschi. A Florentine by
birth, Bnmelleschi had early acquired the friend-

ship of Donate, and with him visited Rome.
This journey was the turning-point of Brunel-
loschi s career, and determined his subsequent

taste in architecture. It is thus recorded that

the Pantheon formed a part of liis especial

studies, and his subsequent proposals were

Srobabiy based upon an admiration of the simple

omo of that unique building. He made plans

of temples, baths, palaces, theatres, the Colos-

sentm, and other monuments of old Rome, from
which he thought he could learn the methods of

the ancients. He then returned to Florence, fuU
of the conclusions ho had formed, and as eager as

any modem Revivalist to extol the merits of the
half-forgotten arcliitccture of the past. He
found the authorities in the midst of divided
counsels and heated discussions. Architects and
engineers had been summoned from afar, and
wete iu full debate as to how the work should
proceed. Brunelleschi declared his opinion that

the walls should be carried higher ; that windows
should be pierced in the upper parts of the walls
of the octagon ; and that the dome should be
commenced at a much higher level than Amolfo
had intended. While making these suggestions,

he kept back his explanation of tlio actual
methods for carrying them into execution. They
were consequently declared ijnpraoticable by
rival competitors for popular favour, and
appeared Uttlo likely to be approved. It was
curious to note the alternative plans
for filling up the central blank. The
great question was the need of scaffold-

ing, or internal supports, for so vast a
dome, while in process of construction. To meet
this difficulty it was proposed to fill up the space
with earth, iu which money should be imbedded

as the moimd rose ; and that, on the completion

of the work, pcrmis.sion should be given to the
people to fetch away the earth, and keep all the

money they could fmd ! Other proposals were
made for the erection of a central column, or of

several internal piers, with arches turned from
them, to support a massive scaffolding above, on
which the cuixila might be raised. It was de-

clared impossible to erect the latter of stone or

other solid material, and cysteolite, or sjionge

stone, was suggested as an alternative. Bru-
neUesohi listened to these proposals with ill-dis-

guised impatience, and, at last, roundly declared

that they were worthless, and that the dome
could be built without such contrivances, and
mth no sacrifices of solidity of material or

of architectural grandeur. He was voted a
dreamer and a madman, and laughed at as a
simpleton. In the end, however, the Florentines

had to claim the assistance which they now de-

spised. The question was referred to the syndics

of the woolworkers and the wardens of the chm^h,
and in their difSculty they reqiiested Brunelleschi

to lay before them his detailed proposals. It

then appeared that he had carefully considered

the difficulties of the case, and had matured plans

which he was ready to pledge himself to carry

out. His written report to the syndics and
wardens contained a full description of his ideas.

He alluded to the large dimensions of the

building, both in width and altitude : the diameter

of the dome being 137ft., and the height 280ft.

;

and decided that the dome shoidd be octa-

gonal on plan, so as to suit the walls,

and that the section should be pointed.

By this design a certain harmony was secured

between the plan of the church and the domed
roof over it, but could not be regarded as having
solved the problem of a Gothic dome. In the

neighbouring baptistry there was an example of

an Early Pointed dome of octagonal plan, which
may well have served as Amolfo' s model in his

general design of his far greater work. There
was, therefore, no novelty in Bnmelleschi' s sug-

gestions, beyond the scale of the work. His ori-

ginality displayed itself in the proposal of great

height, a departure not only from the intentions

of Amolfo, hut also from architecttiral precedent

in dome construction. By raising the drum
beneath the dome, Bnmelleschi evidently desired

to obtain a grand external effect, as well as a
noble completion of the interior. This had been

the aim throughout of the Renaissance architects

iu contrast with that of their predecessors, who
had made the dome the actual crown of their

budding as well as its ceiling. Brunelleschi'

s

work was rather an octagonal roof, with curved

sides, than a dome, in the strict sense of the word.

He adopted the Northern method of double con-

struction ; but with so little difference between
the inner and outer sections, that the whole may
be considered a single design. He thus availed

himself of the whole thickness of the double sec-

tion where special strength was necessary, such

as at the eight angle ribs. Between the angles

he placed piers, two in each bay, to give stiffness

to the filling-up of the compartments, and to serve

as counterpoises to the thrust of the arch.

Between the outer and inner cupolas was placed

a circular ring or bond, formed of strong beams
of oak, fastened together with iron. The cii'-

cular bonds were used at about 18ft. apart, and
the dome was carried up to a certain height iu

this manner, without scaffolding or internal sup-

port. In Brunelleschi' 8 report he did not ven-

ture to promise completion of the work without

scaffolding. He only imdertook that it should bo
carried up to the height of about 60ft. From
this point upwards he said it might be continued
'

' after such manner as shall be determined on by
the masters who may have to build it, since prac-

tice teaches us by what methods to proceed."

For the lower part he advised the use of hard
stoncand marble, andforthosuperstnicture, brick

or spongite (spugne), for the sake of lightness.

It is curious to mark the reserve which Brunel-

leschi exhibited in his suggestions. He seems to

have pointed out the step to be taken at once,

leaving his future intentions vague and unde-
scribed. The Florentine authorities did not
thonjughly trust him, for they associated with
him Lorenzo Ghiberti, known to us for his

famous gates to the Baptistery. Bnmelleschi
brooded over this mark of distrust, preparing his

models in secret, and referring objectors to Ghi-
berti, as to difficulties which he felt sure lus col-

league coiild not solve. When the cupola was
partially completed, ho succeeded in getting

left alone, and was appointed sole archi-
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tect of the fabric for life, with an
annual allowance of one hundred florins.

In order to facilitate the progress of the workmen
he erected a scaifolding inside the dome, although
there is no record of any centreing for the arch.

On this scaffold he placed, amongst other things,

wine-shops tind eating-hoiLses for the workmen,
ao that the latter should not lose time by descend-
ing for refre.sliment. At length, as Bnmelle.schi

was approaching his seventieth year, the two cu-
polas were all Ijut finished, and nothing remained
hut to add tlic lantern, above the circular apace,

or eye, at the top of the building. In accordance
with his usual dilatory custom, BruneUoschi had
left this matter unsettled, and while ho was en-
gaged on the models of this final detail, the end
came. After liis death the models were disre-

garded, and the present lantern was added by
others. Bnmelleschi died in 1116, at the age of

sixty-nine, and was buried in the church to

which he had devoted the best years of his Ufo.

He figures, therefore, worthily in the li.st of the
Fathers of the Italian Renaissance. He found
-the Gothic .styles of Italy in vogue, but to him
the glories of old Rome were the guiding star of

his architcctiu'al life, and when he died, his

mantle fell on other great artists, who were
lieuceforward to conduct the movement.

ROTAX INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE fortnightly sessional meeting of the
In.stitTite was held on Monday evening, the

President, Mr. C. Barry, in the chair. Mr.
White, secretary, announced the death of Mr. C.

J. Adams, Fellow, of Stockton-on-Tees. Mr.
T. H. Wyatt, hon. secretaiy, notified to the
members that M. Pascal Coste, of Marseilles, had
just died, in liis 92nd year. Mr. Wyatt added
that he had received a letter from Herr Lepsius,
of Berlin, one of their gold-medallists, pressing
the Institute to elect Herr Gropius, the Govern-
ment Arcliitect, as an hon. and corresponding
member, and forwarding photographs of works
he had executed. The President said Herr
Gropius would be nominated at the next
meeting, and the Coimcil felt justified in

recommending his name, as he had con-
ceived and carried into execution many iin-

portant works, of which an architect might
well be proud. The President then read an
extract from a Freemasons' journal, with refer-

ence to the election of Bro. John Gibson as
Grand Superintendent of Works for England, in

succession to the late Bro. Frederick Pepys
Cockerell, and said all members would congratu-
late their old friend and coUoague, Mr. Gibson,
on his appointment.
Mr. David Ross, of Dunedin, New Zealand,

was elected as Fellow ; and Mr. John Slater,

B.A., of Bedford-row, W.C., as Associate.

OBEEE AET AJJD OEEEZ OEOMETET.

The Pkesident invited di.scussion on Mr. John
Pennethome's paper, " The Connection between
Ancient Art and the Ancient Geometry, as
Illustrated by the Works of the Age of Pericles,"
read at the previous meeting (see pp. 183, 212),
remarking upon the extreme refinement which
the author had shown to exist in Greek architec-
ture, extending even to placing a building in the
best point of view, and aiTanging every propor-
tion to suit that view. That these calculations
were 6ucce.s.sful, the admiration of all subsequent
ages had testified.

A paper, written by Mr. F. C. Peseose, was
read for the author by Mr. Gates. The author ex-
pressed 'his admiration of the research, thought,
and careful mea,surements displayed by Mr. Pen-
nethome, in his researches into the optical refine-
ments of the Greeks, and his regret at having to
dissentfromsomeofhisconclusions,more especially
that as to the supposed coiTcctions for certain defi-
nite points of view. He had carefully tested, from
throe given pointd of \iew, Mr. Pennethome's
scheme, for the proportion of a Greek temple in
three instances. In one of them he found the
supposed corrections very closely coincided with
the actual measurements ; but in the other two he
did not obtain nearly so satisfactory a result as
was given by Mr. Watkiss Lloyd's method of
proportions—a theory which he thought both
simple and more likely to have been adopted by the
Greeks. These points were illustrated Vjy a num-
ber of comparative detail mea.surements, which
Mr. Gates drew out upon the black board __ „ „ ^..^.»».....^„
Mr. Watkiss Lloyd thought it would bo | from every calculation certain unimportant frac-

almost a shame to demolish a system on which
Mr. Pennethome had bestowed so much thouglit,

ingenuity, and labour. Ho was, however, of

opinion that neither the ancient author he
quoted from, nor the actual buildings, confirmed
the whole of the author's conjectures. The
passages in Vitmvius referred to appeared to

relate to the mimetic arts, especially to sculp-

ture. It was clear, however, from these passages
that attention was paid to optical effects, and
enta.scs were given to colmnns, square openings
in lofty situations were designed as parallelo-

grams, and what were to appear as circular

openings as ellipses. He did not believe that these*

refinements were yet further adjusted to suit some
one special point of view. His own theory as to

their principles of designing, based on study and
measurement of the principal buildings, was that

the architect had first to consider the general
proportions of the apartments into which his

structure would be divided, and that he aimed at

making these symmetrical and proportionate.

Then he distributed these elements in accordance
with his taste, and so as to fall in with a canon
of niunerical proportions governing the general
arrangements. In the Parthenon the numerical
canon was based on a difference of 5 between the
two members. Thus the upper step on the
longer and shorter sides, bore a proportion of 4

to 9 ; the entire height of front to breadth of

upper step was as 9 to 14 ; the height of colvunns
and architrave to same step as 4 to 9 ; and the
entire height of facade to same step as 2 to 7.

The actual measurements bore out these propor-
tions not exactly, but within very trifling varia-

tions. The height of the column agreed with
the breadth of the front with a difterence of 1,

given in favour of the column, and this rule was
bome out by all the chief Greek temples.

Mr. H. fl. Statham protested against archi-

tects allowing themselves to be overridden with
figures. By cutting up the parts of a building
into such small parts, and omitting the '

' slight

discrepancies," some numerical series might be
found by which the wildest Gothic cathedral
would be reduced to system. The new point in

Mr. Pennethome's paper was, that ho supposed
Greek architects designed their buildings to be
inspected from some one point of view. Inci-

dentally he must take exception to the argument
that the charms of architecture, like those of

music, could be reduced to no fixed rules, for har-
mony depended on the sychronous recurrence of
certain vibrations, whereas in architecture there
was no coiTcsponding law. He noted that three
separate bases of compaiison were taken—the
upper and middle steps, and the podium ; all

could not, he thought, be right. Then the point
of sight had been assumed at 45° ; if so the Greeks
were wrong, for the most complete view was
obtained at 33' from opposite the centre. Further,
if all these minute adju.stments were calculated to
suit, say, the north-western approach, they would
mar the appearance from the south-eastern point
of view. The explanation offered was that the
pavement at the east end was so much broader
than at the west, that when viewed from its

edge this was set right—a suggestion with which
he could not agree.
Mr. Gates, on behalf of Mr. Pennethome,

replied on the di.scussion, referring to the attack
made upon Mr. Pennethome's theory by M.
Lesueur, who had attributed the variations in the
Parthenon to settlements due to imperfect founda-
tions, and had declared that in no case did a long
line of building appear to sink in the middle, nor
were any other optical corrections needed. At
Athens, said Mr. Gates, an instance of want of
attention to these corrections might be seen in the
Academy of Fine Arts, built by Messrs. Hanson,
of Vienna, and ZUler, of Athens. Every detail
was carefully executed in white Pentelic marble,
and with a refinement only inferior to the
Parthenon. Tet the effect of the whole is heavy,
the coliunns seem to lean, the entablature sinks
in the centre, and the whole is distorted, simply
because no regard was paid to optical corrections.
The angle of 45 degrees might be a mistaken
point of view, but that was the fault of Greek
architects ; the fact that all the principal temples
were approached from such an angle gave colour
to the theory. Perhaps if similar attention
were given to arcliitecture as had been devoted
to music, the harmony aiforded by certain hues
and proportions might be established as a law in
design. Tlie systems both of Messrs. Penne-
thome and Lloyd seemed to agree with mea.sure-
meuts of Greek buildings, if they eliminated

tions. But since it would be allowed that the
Greeks made many refining corrections in theix
works, was it not reasonable to go a little further
and admit the jjossibility that they made such
minute—often, perhaps, empiric—adjustments,
as to render the appearance of a building mora
hannonious from given jwints of view f

The Peesident having closed the discussion,
invited Mr. J. K. Colling to read his paper upon
" Architectural Foliage," but Mr. Christian pro-
tested against commencing, at 9.4.5 p.m., a paper
which woiUd occupy at least an hour to deliver.
The President suggested the desirability of car-
rying out the programme, but by a show of
hands it was unanimously decided to adjourn the
meeting. The President announced that the
next meeting would bo special, and for members
only, and that the next ordinarj- meeting would
be held on March 24th, when Sir James Watson
would read a paper on '

' Improvements in
Glasgow." An endeavour would be made to
enable Mr. Colling to read his paper the same
•vening.

tt-^^to^*

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
the ioteenational oonoeess of aechiteots at

PAEIS.*

(Concludedfrom p. \%1.)

THURSDAY was devoted to an excursion to
Rheims, andonlFriday thequestion ofcompeti-

tionswas discussed,'when thefollowing resolutions
werepassed:—1st. "That the Minister of Public
Works berequestedto reorganisethesystem ofpub-
lic competitions throughout France, and to place
them on a basis such as woxild give satisfaction
to the interests of artists, the common welfare,
and the requirements of State administration."
2nd. " That the ba.sis should consist of a series of
rules defining the drawing-up of a programme,
and the nomination of a jury consisting of archi-
tects, instead of leaving the selection and
judgement to the prefects and mayors." The
lecturer said he suggested that, as this
congress was an international one, it would
not be a.sking too much that the resolu-
tions should be modified, so that they would be
applicable in other countries. Ho doubted
whether the prefects and mayors of France would
give up their powers and rights of selection,

especially when it was the money of their awa.
provincial towns which was about to be spent.
He also laid before the meeting a copy of the
Institute rules, in which the utmost demand was
that an assessor {an architect by profession)
should assist the municipal authorities. Senor
Bolmars and Herr Klein, the delegates from
Spain and Denmark, deplored the mismanage-
ment of competitions in their respective countries.
M. Strohm, the Russian delegate, contended that
architects should be placed on the Committee of
Adjudication, and that competitors ought to be
allowed to appear before this committee, not
only to explain their own designs, but to criticise

those of other competitors. On Saturday, at a
sectional meeting, a letter was read from the
Commander da SUva, president of the Archi-
tectural Society of Lisbon, describing the
cathedral at Batalha and its late restoration.

This cathedral is especially interesting to us, as
it is considered the architect must have been an
Englishman, from its resemblance to some of our
minsters. It was built towards the end of the
14th century by liing John I. of CastUle,
who imported a large number of archi-

tects from all countries, so that a building
should be constructed which should be with-
out a rival. It has just been restored by
the Chevalier Santos Periera. The concluding
meeting of the Congress was held at the Troca-
dero in the afternoon. The chairman, M. Guil-
laume, member of the Institute of France, and
Director of the Ecole des Beaux Arts, distributed
the medals and prizes given by the Societc Cen-
trale des Architects. The large number of prizes
given by the Academy of France and the School
of Fine Arts render it unnecessary that the
Societc Centrale should hold any fui-ther compe-
titions or give i^rizes to students. It takes up,
therefore, another field, that of rewards for
executed works. It is now five yeara since these
were instituted, and there seems to be no ill-

feeling or jealou.sy created as to their justice of
decision. There are two classes of prizes—those
given to arehitects for the best specimens of do-
mestic architecture erected within a certain num-
berof years, and thosetoworkmen employedin the

' A paper road by R. Phene Spirrs, F.R.LB.A., on
rebnmry 14th, 1879.
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In^.-Ming tnde, «nd to manufaottirers of special

ed by architects. To {auiliUte the dis-

I at th» tecoad class of awards, all the

of Paris and the proyinces aro re-

Itonport (o a committer of the Soeietc

_ _B^ oiany contractors or workmen who

k«« ezeented work nnder their order worthy of

-imial BDtioe. l^esc "contractors" are not

^1^ ^^Taf-"-*- and speculators of our country,

bat Um aBtaal inaiaxa theimiclTes, independent

^p.jni«k of eadi trade. The committee's choice

^m to be approved of by the council of the

Sod^t^. The principal rewards given this year

^im as follows :—M. Henri Blondel and Charles

De ]a I^nde^ architects, of Paris, and M. Gosset,

nduteot, of Rheims, were awarded medals for

ttair eteeutod deaigns for Domestic work ; M.
Mmn B^Toil, a medal, for a work on the

Xananeaqiie architecture of the south of France;

X. Xeta, architectural expert, a medal, for

MBftanoe rendered in the Courts of Justice

;

K. HamoUe, the society's large bronze medal,

fbr ardueoloncal excavations in the island of

Deloa; to M. Dutheil, stonemason and "pic-

quear" (? Better-out of masonry), who passed a

Ifrin**"* examination in stereotomy, a silver

adal was awarded ; and to M. Diunain, stone-

Mair™* a bronze medal ; the next medal was
giren to X. I>elhomel, aged 73, who in 1829

OBterad the aervic* of the contractors for the

luriiiiiiliniiii at Amiens Cathedral, and for 45

jum has been the foreman mason employed in

a<|iim the stonework of the cathedral, having
Inen oonmiended for his exactitude, intelligence,

and his upright character by the various archi-

tects superintending the work ; to M. Banct,

described as " good builder," was awarded the

ext modal. It is recorded of him that when
the great demolitions were commenced in Paris

boat SOyeaiB ago he wasemplbycd in the work,
Ining allowed to sell for his own benefit the

aateriala pulled down, that being his reward
lor Ida trouble. Finding his beneiits to be too

gnat, after deducting what he thought was
a fair remuneration for his services and
risk, he offered the remainder to the mimici-

pality, who, finding that there was really

a oonsiderable profit in the undertaking, since

that period have put up to auction the privilege

of demolition. To his chief foreman was
awarded a bronze medal. To M. Baudet, civil

engineer and constructor of ironwork, who
oanied out the iron construction of the roof of

the National library and other public buildings,

a Blver medal ; and to his pupil and chief fore-

nan a bronze medal. To M. Meril, forger of

vnmght-iron work, a silver medal, and to his

fiaemaa one of bronze. To M. Bernard, working
joiner of Lmma, a silver medal. To MM.
Oencate and Herschen, civil engiueers, manufac-
toran and patentees of ventiladng and wanning
mpfuiatoB, silver medals, and to their foreman a
iBonze medaL Those who have visited the
Palaoe of Yersaillcs will remember the magnifi-
eenoe of the lead cresting which surmounts the
chopd roof. This has recently been restored

mder the superintendence of the lecturer's

fanner professor and principal, H. Questcl, the
architect of the Palace of Versailles, and to the
chief plomber an^ his foreman were awarded a
hrer and bronze medal reroectively. Two other
Btedala, given to M. FarvUlee and U. Lcibnintz,
tte manufacturers of the glazed terra-cotta work
aaed in the decoration of the loges in the centre
of the Exhibition buildings, concluded the list of
xewaids. It must be remetnbered that it is the
emtom in France to entrust the different trades
«C a buihling to different specialists. This
inonaaes the labour and difliculties of the archi-
tect, bat it has the counter advantage that the
necialist contractor, who in many cases is still

the actual woriccr on the building, has the subject
at hia fingers' ends ; he takes a great interest in
tte work, and can execute it at much less cost
flUD a Ivgc contractor, being content with a
^aDer pront. The last address at the congress was
tj K. Desiardins on the Campagna of Botne, and
the pmceedings terminated with a banquet at the
Grand Hotel. As to the residts of the Congress,
Mr. Siriers said ho did not think much practical
benefitwaaeffccted. Itwouldhavebeenmoreuseful
if the pcliminary arrangements had been more
earefaUy thoo^t out. Scarroly the titles of the
pspeea were known before the meeting, and
eadi reader oommeacod his discourse with an
polosy for what he called "the tyranny of the
bIIb. The chairmen and other ofH(«.'rH were
not ehoaen till the meetings commenced, and then
half-as-hoar was lost in the appointment. 'The

resolutions were not formulated in advance;

in some cases were scarcely put in a defimte

form. Ko oommittoes were appointed to

continue the work, and one's only astonishment

is, that 60 much was got through ; so many
excellent, if too theoretical, addresses delivered

;

and so much interest and sj-mpathy awakened in

those who took part in the proceedings.

Mr. RmDETT, in proposing a vote of thanks to

the lecturer, remarkotl that it was gratifying to

Icam that the conduct of public business was not

one of the things which they did better in

France. The rehvtions and distinctions between

the architect and the engineer appeared to have

been fully discussed. It was clear that until the

engineer became more artistic and the architect

more scientific in their constructions there could

'je no usurpation of each other's provinces. Mr.

Spiers had mentioned that clerks of works were

unknown in France. The position of a clerk of

works was anomalous ; he was generally chosen

from a class of men who had been all their Uves

in a builder's employ, and he feared ai-chitects

did not always get what they wanted from him.

Ho trusted the custom would grow of having in

his stead a resident architect on the works, who
wovUd, at the same time, be gaining valuable

experience for after practice. The French

svstem of contracts was very different to ours.

"there were indeed no contracts, but the work in

each trade was carried out by a separate work-

man at so much per cent, below the miuiicipal

schedule, and as the whole was measured up at

the close, it was not to be wondered at that in

the architect's scale of charges was a fee of six

francs per hour for settling the differences which

might aiise. With the vote of thanks he would

couple another to Mr. Spiers and their President

for so ably representing the Association at the

Congress.

Mr. Clabksox seconded both votes of thanks.

He did not entertain the fear that the architect's

work was Hkoly to pass into the hands of the

engineer in this country, for the engineer's

province was restricted to constructions of a

utilitarian character. There was no doubt, how-
ever, that the very large amount of ecclesiastical

work which had fallen to the architects during

the past five-and-twenty years had been some-

what prejudicial to the profession ; but there was
now a tendency to require that young architects

should divert their attention from the examina-
tion of old works to the study of modem pro-

blems of construction and design, and of con-

temporary buUdings. The new Post-office

buildings in St. Martin's-le-Grand had been
incidentally alluded to as the work of a Govem-
mentengineer. Thatwashardly eorroot, forthcMr.
Williams, their architect, was one'of the Fellows

of the Institute, and a duly qualified member of

the profession, although he had the misfortune

to l« in official employ in connection with
the erection of Post-offices throughout the

kingdom. The system of a uniform scale of per-

centages appeareid to have been considered at the

Congress as unfair, but this was not the case ; the

young architect who had but a smaU practice

gave a larger amount of attention and thought to

each biuldjng than the man at the head of his

profession coidd afford. Architects of largo

practice ought, he thought, to weed their busi-

ness and only take largo and important works.
As to diplomas, in England these were not half

so much value to the public as to the profession
;

it would force men to go through a regular curri-

culiun and would give them the power and
mastery over their work which resulted from
labour devoted to study.

The Pbesebknt, in putting to the meeting the
vote of thanks to Mr. Spiers, intimated that the
remarks of their representative were listened to

with great interest and attention at the Congress.
With all its defects, ho believed the Congress
would have a very good effect ; the subjects were
all practical and hiida direct bearing on thepro-
fession. The mode of subdividing the contracts

in France led to far more attention being paid to

the work than prevaUed in England, and the
result was satisfactory although it entailed in

supervision a vast amount of trouble upon the
architect. Some modification of the two systems
might perhaps be found practicable in this

coimtry. He then put to the meeting the vote
of thanks, which was carried by acclamation,
and responded to by Mr. Spiers, who fiuther
explained the workings of the Parisian schools
of fine arts and design, and the French system of
contracting.

COLOUR IN ARCHITECTURE.

A PAPER upon this subject was read befor^

the Birmingham Architectural Association

on the 11th inst., by Mr. J. W. Tonks. Moder
building, he remarked, was, before all things,)

utUitariau ; but while the architect was expected!

in the first place to produce the greatest resultsj

at the least possible cost, there was also a desirel

for what was beautiful, and an emulation to obtain!

the most ornate or beautiful buildings, existing i

not only amongst municipalities, but amongst
j

tho owners and occupiers of dwelling-houses.

The problem before the architect was how to]

produce satisfactory and pleasing structures
\

without unduly increasing the cost, and this
1

must be solved in one or all of thi-ee ways—by \

variation of the sky-line, by the recess or pro-

jection of portions, and the enrichment of sur- I

face. The play of contrast in tho roof-line

could be obtained in Gothic by pinnacle, parapet,

cresting, and slope of roof ; in Tudor and Eliza-
,

bethan by an enhirged variety of expression and '

clustered chimneys ; in PaUadian by cupolas,

pediments, and pavilions ; and even in Queen
Anne by hat-boxes of quaintest form and roof

accretions. There were four styles in art. Some
variety of sky-line could bo introduced with ad-
vantage by the architect. The second mode of

light and shade in architectui-e by recessing or
projecting parts of the frontage, presented great

difficidties in execution to town architects ; no
encroachment could be made upon a street front,

and land was too valuable to be sacrificed in

unnecessary recesses. The requirements of light

also militated against this mode of treatment,

but something might be done by means of

column, cornice, pai-apet, and even verandah.

As to the third requirement of chiaroscuro, little

need be said of the enrichment of surface by
moulding or carving. The tendency to decorate

was usually sufficient to cany the designer tO'

the fuU length of his client's purse. To be
effective, ornament must be in its place, it must
supply a want, and it must not obtrude itself

undidy. The last method considered was tho

actual use of colour in external architecture.

Iron, brick, wood, and stone all admitted of a.

certain amount of distinctive surface effect and
colour. When the building was new, or in the

case of woodand iron, when fresh paint had been
applied, the result might be satisfactoiy, but the

atmosphere of a manufacturing town would soon

efface all expression, and all these materials-

faded under the influences of smoke and rain ta

uniform hues. The question arose whether
coloured surfaces could be employed which would
be impervious to both influences. Tho polished

surfaces of granites and coloured marbles were
but slightly affected by the atmosphere, and
these materials afforded a basis of distinctive

colour, but the use of these were necessarily

restricted by their expense. Mosaics were a still

more costly luxury, but will probably play a
more important part in the future than they

had done in the past. Mosaic was now being

introduced into the decoration of a public build-

ing at Birmingham—in the central arch of the

front of the Council-house. The use of terra-

cotta of different colours was n,ow common on

the Continent, although but little adopted in thia

country. It was being used on a small scale and
with good effect in the School Board offices and
the Grand Hotel in Colmore-row, Binningham.

A little harshness of colour was pardonable when.

the material was being introduced, for it would
speedily tone down, and an architect's intre-

pidity and foresight in designing and construc-

tion would add to his reputation in after years.

Majolica ware and faience had been freely em-
ployed in the PavUlon de VOlc de Paris at the

recent Exhibition in that city, a building de-

signed by M. Bordouard, and intended to become
permanent as a gynmasiiun. It was composed

of a framework of iron, clothed with bands of

brickwork, terra-cotta, majolica tiles, or slabs.

The age of frescoes for external decoration had,

the author considered, gone by, although it

would still be used in the interiors of important

buildings ; the begrimed, plague-stricken effect

of an old fresco on a decaying wall was depress-

ing. Painted pottery was in a different case ; it

would not lose colour, and a broken tile could be
replaced ; it did not retain dirt and could be
easily cleansed, and any tint or tone could be

obtamed by its use. When or where to use it

woidd require careful consideration by tho archi-

tect.
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JANITARY SCIENCE AT THE SOCIETY
OE AETS.

rHE Council of the Society of Arts have
formed a Sanitary Section, and have ap-

jrinted the following gentlemen as a Coimiiitteo

i charge of it :—Mr. F. A. Abel, C.B., F.R.S.;

It. R. BrudencU Carter; Mr. E. Chadwick.C.B.

;

6r Henry Cole, K.C.B. ; Major-Gen. Cotton,

;.E., C.S.I. ; Captain Douglas Galton, C.B.,

?.R.S. ; Mr. Coghlan McHardy ; Mr. Robert
iawUnson, C.B. ; Dr. B. W. Richardson, M.A.,
.''.R.S. The Committee will meet periodically

or the discussion of sanitary subjects. Commii-
dcations of a suitable nature are iuTited. Tlie

innual Conference will be held in the rooms of

ie Society of Arts, on Thursday and Ei-iday, the

15th and 16th May, 1879, on National Water
Supply, Sewage, and Health, the Right Hon.
James Stansfeld, M.P., late President of the

Local Government Board, in the chair, assisted

by the members of the Executive Committee.

PEOGEAiOIE OP PEOOEEDINOS.

The conference will meet each day at 11 a.m.

,

and sit till 1.30, then adjourn till 2, and sit again
till 5 p.m., and, if necessary, meet again at 8 p.m.

Thursday, 11 a.m.—Opening of the Proceedings by
the Chaii-man.

Papers and Discussion.
Friday, 11 p.m.—Proceedings will be resumed.

Papers and Discussions con-
tinued.

There will be an Exhibition of Mechanical and
Chemical Apparatus in connection with Water
Supply, Treatment of Sewage, and Health. All
articles for exliibition must be delivered, carriage
free, not later than Satm-day, the 10th May,
1879. Manufacturers and others desiring to ex-
hibit should communicate forthwith with the
Secretary of the Society Arts. Papers on any of

above heads are requested. The object of the
Oonference is to discuss existing information in

connection with the results of any systems already
adopted in various localities, referring to the
Bubjects of National Water Supply, Sewage, and
Health ; to elicit further information thereon

;

and gather and publish, for the benefit of the
public generally, the experience gained. The
introduction and discussion of untried schemes
win, therefore, not be permitted. The papers
accepted for the Conference will bo piinted and
circulated at the meetings.

The Coimcil have determined to offer the gold
medal of the Society, and three silver medals, for

the best suggestions, foimded upon evidence al-

ready pubU.shed, for dividing England and Wales
into watershed districts, for the supply of pure
water to the towns and villages in each district.

The suggestions must be sent in to the Society's

office on or before the 26th April, so as to be
discusi^ at the Conference. The details of the
conditions wiU be issued immediately, and may
be had, when ready, on application to the Secre-

tary of the Society.

HOUSEHOLD SANITARY ARRANGE-
MENTS.

ON Monday evening, at the Society of Arts,

Dr. W. H. Coi-tield, M.A., deUvered the
second of a course of Cantor Lectures, on
" Dwelling Houses : their Sanitary Construction
and Arrangements," the subjects treated of tliis

evening being '

' Ventilation, Warming, and
Lighting." As on the previous occasion, the
lecture was illustrated by various specimens and
models from the Partes Museum of Hygiene.
Dr. Corfield commenced by an accoimt of the
way in which air is polluted by respiration, far
more by the putresciblc organic matter discharged
into it than by the diminution of oxygen or the
increase of carbonic acid. The amomit of air

necessary for each person per hom- is 3,000 cubic
feet, and as the air can only be changed three or
four times an hour without draught, it follows
that each person mu.st have from 750 to 1,000
•cubic feet of space ; and this must be properly
di.stributed, for it is evident that a man coidd
not Uve in a space one foot square, and 1,000
feet high ; any height above eleven feet should
not be considered in estimating the air space of
an ordinary room. Ventilation is divided into
two kinds—natural and artificial. Natural venti-
lation means tJio.se methods which make u.se of

the ordinary physical forces of nature which
allow air to go in certain directions. Artificial

ventilation means the forcing of air into buildings
or drawing it out by steam-engines, water-

eower, horse-power, &c. Ventilation by fires arid

ghts forms a coimocting-liuk between the arti-

ficial and natural methods. In order that air

may be changed there must be openings for the

pure to come in and for the vitiated air to go out.

A considerable quantity of air goes out by a

chimney whether there be a fire or not. It is of

extreme importance to have windows on both

sides of houses, so that the' air may go straight

through them. Sylvester's plan for the ventila-

tion of large houses was by means of a cowl
always facing the wind, on a pipe which carried

air into a cellar where it was warmed by stoves,

and then passed through apertures into the
various rooms and out by an exit shaft.

Dr. Richardson improved the cowl by utilising

the aspirating power of the wind upon the same
principle as the spray producers on scent-bottles.

Air outside being colder, is heavier and exerts

greater pressure than air inside a house. If a
hole be bored in the walljof a room, air will come
in as water would. Window sashes can be made
to act as ventilators. Dr. Hinckes Bird's plan
was to open the lower sash and fix in a well-

fitting block of wood. This left an opening
between the sashes in the middle of the window,
and the air was admitted in an upward direction.

One objection to this plan was that people seeing
the window open complained of draught

;

another objection was that it did not purify the

air. Another plan was to cut pieces out of or

bore holes in the lower board of the upper sash,

these holes might be filled with cotton-wool, and
blacks would thus be kept out. Currall's lower-
sash ventilator is a metal plate in front of the
lower bai' of the lower sash, admitting air in an
\ipward direction. A model of an automatic
fastener, invented by Messrs. Thompson and
Sons, of Birmingham, was exhibited and ex-
plained. It allowed a window to be opened any
distance at top or bottom, and always held it

fastened. Louvre ventilators were next spoken
of. If a window be pulled down a little at the

top and a Venetian bUnd let down, with the
louvres sloped upwards, that answers perfectly

well. Moore's ventilators are glass louvres in a
metal frame. They ought to be in the lower panes
of the upper sash, but are generally fixed too high.
Inlet openings ought not to be near the ceiling.

Saehes may be made to fall in and form immense
louvres ; and such are in use at Willis's Rooms.
Doubl6 windows are sometimes used to avoid
having a cold stream of air near the window.
French easement-windows are not suitable for

this climate. If they be used some kind of

louvi-e ventilator is necessary. One of Cooper's
ventilators may be used, being a circular disc of

glass with five holes in it, and corresponding
holes in the frame behind ; the disc turning on
an ivory pivot. Inlets through walls may be
provided with a sloping board in front, having
sides or cheeks. The inlets should only be just

above a person's head. A metal box of this kind
was shown, having a balanced metal flap, easily

moved by a cord. Several small ventilators are
better than one large one. A drawer ventilator

was next exhibited, being a box to be fixed in

the wall, having inside a drawer fitted with
metal plates for giving an upward direction to

the air. Perforated zinc is sometimes used with
the idea of filtering the air ; but it is better to

have simply an iron grating which will keep
out birds. Filtering may be eifected by cotton
wool, a spray of water, or some other means. A
vcntUatiug inlet in a door is sometimes useful,

but conversation in the room can be heard out-
side. In Tobin's system of vertical tubes, a
horizontal pipe, with a grating outside, comes
through the outer wall into the room, where
there is a vertical pipe about six feet high, from
whence the air rises up in a column. Valves, or
trays fitted with plates, and holding water to

filter the air, may be added. A long raised
muslin bag may be inserted, and this would
separate a great deal of impurity from the air.

Ellison's conical ventilators contain simply coni-

cal holes, which are placed with the small end
outside and the large end inside the house,
whereby, it is said, much less draught is occa-
sioned. A conical siphon is also suggested. Of
exit openings chimneys are most important. If

they be not higher than surrounding bmldings
cowls are sometimes necessary. Fixed cowls are
generally better than movable ones, but were
not always ettectual. Dr. Amott's exit valve
consi.sts of a light metal flap swinging on a
hinge at its lower edge, and so weighted that it

balances. It has two disadvantages : one being
that it opens directly into the chimney flue ; the

other that it makes a noise ; but a valve was
shown and worked which made a noise hardly
perceptible. These valves might be very properly
u-sed in situations not leading into chinmejrs.
Fire-clay flues are being made by Doulton, in
which the chimney heatti the air in two tubes
and causes an up-draught from rooms connected
with them. These flues are better with valves,

especially where the flues are not always in use.

Boyle's exit valve is an improvement upcm
Amott's, and cousistg of a series of small talc

flaps. Benham's plan is ono for carrying off

products of combustion of gas and vitiated air
from the upper part of the room at the same
time, but by ditferent pipes, fresh air bein^
brought in from another direction. A modd
and drawing of this arrangement were shown
and explained. Verity's system of artificial

ventilation, recently applied in the Reform Club,
uses water from a cistern as the moving power.
The water from a pipe strikes against a wheel,
and turns a ventilating-fan at a considerable
rate, by means of which air could be forced into
a room or drawn from it, passing along a tube,
in which, if used as an inlet, ice, or a disinfectant
or deodorant might be placed. For want of
time, the subjects of lighting and heating will
be considered at the commencement of the next
lecture, when the subject of water supply will
be taken up.

ABCHITECTUBAIi & ABCH^OIiOQICAZ.
SOCIETIES.

BEmsH AacaxoLoaioM^ Association.—At the
meeting last week, Mr. Thomas Morgan, F.S.A.,
in the chair, further di.scoveries connected with
the Roman villa at Itchen Abbas, a small Nor-
man church, once belonging to St. Mary'sAbbey,
at Winchester, were communicated by Mr. E.
Loftus Brock, F.S.A. The villa, whichwas small,

must have been one of great beauty, and faced

the south-west. The plan of the portion of the
excavations already made shows it to be about
50ft. by 45ft., with an extension to the east. In
this small square there is a passage, approached
by what has been apparently an arch of some
elegance, since the basis of stone columns remain.
There are four apartments connected with this

passage, three of wliich are paved with tesselated

floorings of good design, the one in the third

room being very fine, with a centre figure repre-

senting Flora. The colours of the tesserae are
well-preserved. A large quantity of wall plaster

has been found, the greater portion nicely orna-
mented, with the colours as fresh almost as when
first applied. The fourth apartment has not yet
been excavated, but trial shafts have not revealed

pavement of any kind, so it is probable it never

was so ornamented. No more coins have been
discovered, though plenty of pieces of pottery of

various kinds, and mostly indicating vessels of

very beautiful forms, are constantly met with.

Workmen lately employed in making drains fcr

the sewage of Winchester have come upon a poi-

tion of a very elegantRoman pavement, of which
the colours are very bright and well-preserved,

and this pavement, with the above remains at

Itchen Abbas, the many stiU existing at Win-
chester

(
Venta Belgarum), the pavement at Bram-

dean, and the extensive remains in Lord North-
brook's plantation near Micheldever, sufficiently

prove how widely and thoroughly settled

were the Romans in and near the valley

of the Itchen. A paper was read by Mr.
George Patrick uppn "Burghley House,"
iUustiated by a series of old drawings. The
chairman announced that the Council had re-

solved to undertake some further explorations at

Castor, commenced 50 years ago by Mr. Artis,

whose valuable work on its pavements, altars,

and other interesting Roman remains is so well

known, and solicited the aid of the Association

and the public generally, by way of a private

subscription, for carrying out so desirable a
work.

Messrs. Wm. Fumess and Co., of Liverpool, have
introduced a most convenient and economical glue
heater, heated by means of steam. The glue-pots,

which are of copper, fit into a cast-iron casing

divided by partitioua, so that any or all of them can
be used as desired. The large oval pot vrill take a
cake of glue without breaking, and is used to

supply the smaller ones. The pots are surrounded
by water, in which the steam blows, over-flow

pipes being pro"\'ided. A steam pipe runs along the

front of casting with separate cock into each com-
Eartment. There is ako a pet cock for drawing
ot water to make the glue the right consistency.
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OtTTH FOBCH, LDiOOLS CATHESBAL.

Thb porch on the south side of the choir,

tuowu an the Presbytery entrance, is a bcautiinl,

amd in Eng-land rare, d not unique, example of

the porches so conunon in France, and though
inlenar to the beet of them in size and richne!<s

of deoontioii, ia altogether an excellent example

ot the panod. The chief object of interest is the

doocmy, the sides and arch-mouldings of which

an Toy much enriched with rows of figures and
tringa of foliage alternately ; prtsentmg every

rmriety of anrface to the fleeting light and erer-

changing shade, and showing gradations of colour

quite impossible to do justice to in a pen-and-ink

OTswing. The alto-relievo over the doors em-
bodiea ute idea of the last judgment (as described

in the 2oth chapter of St. Matthew's Gospel),

and was evidently executed by a sculptor not

nnaoquainted with the excellences of ancient art.

The arrangement of the subject is very praise-

worthy, from the importance given to the central

figure, the Supreme Judge of Han, by its size

ad aitnation, in which circumstance It possesses

fanoet a peculiar merit, since the great ma«ters,

both in acolptare and painting who have treated

the (abject, have tisually made the Divinity

eoondary to the display of character in the

object! of hope and aespair. Mention is made
of thij alto-relievo in Fl.ixman's lecture on com-
poaition, and an illustration of it appears in his

work. The four statues in the piers of the porch

are the four Evangeliota, and were no doubt the

work of the same nand^ as the superior portions

of the rest of the work. It Ls probable that a
ristne of the Virgin and Child was placed on the
middle pier, a« at the entrance to Lichfield

Cathedral, which ia of the same age and style.

^le chapela at the ndea of the entrance, which
an Tsr^ nearir alike, though by no means
*'*^'"g to the beauty of the early work, are
nererundeaa good examples of the Perpendicular
aMe. That on the east aide is the chapel of St.

Kaiae, built by Bishop Russell, who died in

1494, and on the west is the chapel of St.

Catharine, built by Bishop Longland!, who died
faitheeariy part of the 16th century.—W. H. W.

Wt. ICAST*! CATBOUC OnntCR, BATH.

Tsn new church is being built for the Very
Ber. Canon Loughman, from the designs of
Mtaais. Dnnn and Uansom, of Kewcastle-upon-
^^me, to nplaee an old one known as the " Upper
Cnapel," in Montpellier, Bath, which was formed
aoaae yean ago out of stables belonging to the
Biding-aRbool, into a temporary church. The
new building is situatcl in the Julian-road,
about three bundnyl ynnla distant from the old
one. In plan, the church consists of a nave
76ft. by 2?ft., and with a south aisle has a total
width of 36ft. 6in., a sanctuary 3.3ft. 6in. by
22ft., aide chapel 27ft. by 13ft., and sacristies
89ft. long, with sacristan's-room and organ-
chamber above, the latter opening upon ^do of

sanctviary with an arcade of four arches. The

whole is being built, inside and out, of Bath

stone, with the exception of red Mansfield co-

liunns in the nave, and red granite in the sanc-

tuary. The clerestory runs at same height

along both sides of the church, and below it, on

the north wall, are stono panels, to be filled with

paintings. The roofs are all of dressed pitch-

pine, that of the sanctuary being groined up to

a large moulded purlin, over the clerestoryiof five

windows. The central portion is a pointed

barrel vault divided into panels with carved

bosses at the intersections of the mouldings.

The contract is being carried out by Mr. Joseph

Bladwell, builder, of Bath.

JLBT VTTtOV OP LONTJON' NEW PEEMISBS.

Tms Art Union of London, instituted in 1837,

has found its operations successful to such an

extent as to require enlarged arrangements for

the transaction of its increasing business. Having

set aside a fimd for the purpose of acquiring

suitable premises, the Coimcil lately decided to

invest the same in the erection of a new building

in the Strand, on the Savoy Estate. They de-

cided that the architecture should be Palladian

in style, and intrusted the work to Mr. Edward

CnOUND FLODn PLA/f

ST. BABKABAB; CHTJECH, BF.CKENHAK.
|

We give this week another illuHtration of S|

Barnabas Church, Beckcnham, Kent, to b
erected in a portion of the parish, to which a nel

district has been assigned. The site is on risinf

groimd, a short distance from the main roa
from Beckenham to Bromley. The foundation
for the chancel have been put in, and a memoria
stone, which wiE be inunediately under the altai

was laid by Earl Nelson on June 11th, 1878, a
President of the Free and Open Church Asso
oiation. The church will be constmctcd of Kentisl

rag stone for the external walls, with Godstoui
freestone for internal ashlaiing; the walL
between the Kentish rag and freestone being
filled in with concrete. Red Diunfries stone will

be used for the shafts, bands, &e. The chancel
will be groined. The chiuxih will seat about;

1,000 persons. All the seats to be free, and the
estimated cost £18,000. Messrs. Alex. R.
Stcnning and Henry Hall, of 27, Fenchuroh-
street, are the architects, the work being per-
sonally superintended by Mr. Alex. R. Stcnning.

WAEEHOtrSE nf DONEOAIX-PLACE, BELFAST.

This building has been erected in place of one
destroyed by tiro about two years ago, for Messrs.

FIRST rLVOB, PIAK

STRAND

M. Barry, R.A. The new building contains, on
the ground floor, a front ofiice or shop, and at

the back, a council-room and a room for the

secretary, looking over the ground attached to

the Savoy Chapel. The first floor is occupied

by two galleries for the exhibition of pictures

and sculpture. The front gallery, towards the

Strand, is lighted by the three arched windows
of the principal story. The other, and larger

gallery at the back, has a top light only. Tlie

basement is occupied by carpenters' workshops,
packing-rooms, and stove-rooms, and there is

also a sub-basement, which was rendered

necessary by the great depth of the foundations.

The building rests upon a continuous bod of con-

crete, about 3ft. thick. The front is of Portland

stone throughout. The principal story is marked
by the employment of a Corinthian order of

columns and pilasters, with arched windows
deeply recessed. The spandrels over the win-
dows, and the pilasters, are car\'ed with subjects

suggestive of the practice and influence of the
tine arts of painting, sculpture, and architec-

ture. The device of the Art Union, used on
seals and official documents, is carved in low
relief on a circular shield in the tympanum of

the pediment over the doorway. The site luis

presented some irregularities and difficulties

with respect to light and air, which lave affected

the arrangement of the plan. The contractors
are Messrs. Perry, of Tredegar Works, Bow,
who expect to finish the building before mid-
summer next. The sculpture has been executed
by Messrs. Maljey, of Princc's-mews, West-
minster. Mr. House is the clerk of works.

'i.f^^- Jt

Lindsay Bros., wholesale warehousemen, Bel-

fast. The building contains nearly an acre of

floor space. The top floor is to be used for

cooking, dining-rooms, &c., for the employea

of the firm, and the remainder of the building for

warehou.se purposes. The enrichments of the front

are of terra-cotta, from Messrs. Johnson and Co.,

Keymer Junction, Suiisex. The builder is

Mr. Robert Corry, Belfast ; the clerk of the works
Mr. Jas. Moore ; and the architect Mr. Robeifc

Watt, of Belfast.

A WATSIDB INN.

A fortnight since we published the design

placed first in the competition for a wayside inn,

and to-day we present oiu- readers with the

drawing, by " Mechlin," whose design obtained

the position of second in order of merit. This
position, as we have already said, is chiefly due
to the appropriate architectural treatment em-
ployed, though the plan has also points of merit.

The owners of St. George's Church, High-street,

Borough, were last week, at the Soutliwark Police-

court, summoned by the MetroiJoUtan Board of

Works for an order to take down or otherwise

secure the head of the south-west door and the west
front of that edifice, and to secure the brick aud
stone work of the front or flank walls. Evidence
was produced proving that the portions of the

church mentioned were in a cracked and otherwise

insecure condition, and that no attention was paid

to notices intimating the dangerous state of the
structure, which were served at the church by the
district surveyor. Mr. Partridge made an order for

the necessary repairs to be earned out in six weeks.
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KESIDENTIAI, BUILDINGS IN VICTORIA
STREET.

ONE of tne most important visits by the

Architectural Association was made la«t

Saturday afternoon to two blocks of residential

flats in Victoria-street. One of these, called the

" Alexandra Mansions," we have already Uluii-

trated in the BuiLEiNa News of January 10.

We here, however, more particularly de-

scribe the block called the " Members' Build-

ings" as the most complete of the two. It

occupies a wedge-shaped plot between Victoria-

Btreet and another street ; the comer portion,

however, at the junction, has been set apart for

banking premises. We may observe that the

architect, Mr. Francis Butler, has adopted

what may be caUed the "staircase" in contra-

distinction to the " corridor " system of

arrangement. There are two main entrances,

and these lead to spacious halls common to the

various sets of residences. Three staircases give

access to the several sets or suites of apartments,

and each of these have two landings ; in fact,

the principle of the system is to give each

set of apartments its own landing, and thus

obviate the frequently-urged objection of

making one staircase serve as a communication

to several sets of dwellings. The number of

rooms to each residence varies ; in some cases

there are four and five rooms, and in others three

and five, each suite having its own landing and
entrance. Each set comprises an entrance and

hall, tenants' and porters' lifts, a w. c, a sitting-

room (in some oases double with folding-doors)

and two or more bedrooms. The kitchen and

stove occupy the basement, and the whole of the

service is under the control of the manager. The
smaller suites of rooms are let, wo are informed,

at £160 per annum, and the larger at £200, and
these simis include attendance and taxes. The
cooking may be contracted for between the tenant

and the manager, and the system has all the

advantages of the co-operative plan. The floors

are fire-proof, and the sanitaiy arrangements are

pronoimced perfect. In the '

' Alexandra Man-
sions

'

' four residences are obtained on each

floor approached by two staircases. The principal

rooms vary from 20 feet by 17 feet to 14 feet by
12 feet. In each residence there wUl be a hall,

with lift and w.c, and a corridor approach to a

principal room, sitting-room, bedroom, and
dressing-rooms, besides kitchen, scullery, and
offices. Light is derived from a central area.

Architecturally, the former design is marked by
some ingenuity in the planning. The staircases in

both buildings are made important featiiros of

the interior. The newels are of stone, the

stairs of veined marble, and the entrances and
landings are paved with encaustic tQes. The
stone arcades in the lobbies and landings relieve

the generally cold look of these approaches, and
the form of arch and the details are in a domestic

French-Gtothic—a sort of Transition between
Florid Gotliio and Renaissance. The lighting of

some of the passages and rooms appeared to us

insufficient, though, to do the architect justice,

he has shown some skill in the lighting areas in

cutting off the angles of projections. In so

cramped a site, and in a building of such a

height, lighting was a matter of difficulty. The
entrances to the members' buildings, with thin,

flat, elliptical doorheads, having vine-and-oak
foliage carved round the jambs, are made con-

spicuous features, together with the bays. The
centre doorway leads by a wide corridor to an
elongated octagon hall, with lantern over 20ft.

by 15ft., placed obliquely to the axis, and from
this hall access is obtained to two sets of resi-

dences in front, and to a corridor in the rear.

On the right side is a suite of rooms with its own
entrance hall, two front sitting-rooms, about
16ft. by 15ft., and two bedrooms. The bay pro-

jections add much to the spaciousness of the

principal rooms ; externally they form pro-

noimced features, being carried uj) eight

stories, including the ground floor, and two
stories above the eaves level. A bold coved
carved cornice marks this jimction, while
the chimney shafts assist to break the sky-
line. The termination of the bays is pleasingly

managed and their pointed roofs also help to

break the steep roof. There is a strong touch of

•''Tench in these and other parts. The flat win-
do-^s are al.to slightly projected, and form verti-
cal ijitures in the fa<;ade. Bands moulded and
carveu with panels of varying form and design,
connect jjig parts horizontally, while between
the grouu ^nd first stories a balcony, boldly cor-
belled out -ound the bays and richly charged

with can'ed panels, forms a conspiciious feature.

Tlie whole of the fa(jades are executed in Tisbury

stone ashlar, supplied by Mr. Alford, and pre-

sent a very imposing appearance to the street.

We may note that the windows are mullioned

with transoms, the angles and heads being

rounded at the comers. In the Alexandra Man-
sions, illustrated by us, a similar treatment of the

facades is noticed, but these are still unfinished.

We observe one improvement in the latter block

—namely, the windows have balconettes. The
comer also has an octagon bay or turret. It will

be unnecessary here to describe the arrangement,

the plans of which we have already given, but
the same principle of planning has been followed

out in the suites of rooms and mauonnettes on
each floor.

INDIAN POTTERY.

ItTR. GEORGE BIRDWOOD, on Wednesday
i.VL evening, read a paper at the rooms of the

Society of Arts upon the subject of " Indian

Pottery at the Paris Exhibition." He desired

to draw popular attention to the interest

awakened among the cognoscenti and curiosos

of Paris in Indian pottery, and to the warning
which he had elsewhere raised against the

influences which were enfeebling and corrupting

its artistic character, and which would only

become aggravated by the commercial demand
now sure to spring up for it, unless they were
from the first intelligently resisted alike by its

purchasers, importers, and manufacturers.

After referring to pottery of English manu-
facture, he passed on to a description of the

principal varieties of Indian pottery suitable for

exportation, particularly mentioning the red

earthenware pottery of 'Travancore and Hydera-
bad, the red glazed pottery of Dinapoor, the

black and silvered pottery of A^imghur and
Surat, the painted pottery of Kotah, the

gilt pottery of Amroha, the glazed and
unglazed pierced pottery of Madura, and the

glazed pottery of Scinde and the Punjab. In all

these varieties of Indian fancy pottery an artistic

effect was sought to be produced ; but only the

pottery made at Azimghur, and in Scinde and the

Punjab, and the Bombay School of Art pottery,

were exhibited at Paris, and it was only of these

examples that he proposed to speak. In the best

Indian pottery was also found the reverent sub-

jection of coloTu: and ornamentation to form, and
it was in attaining to this result that the Indian
potter has shown the true artistic feeling and
skill of all Indian art manufacturers in his handi-

work. The great secret of his mastery was the

almost intuitive habit of the natives of India of

representing natural objects in decoration in a

strictly conventional manner ; symmetrically and
without shadows. In this way, the outline of

the form ornamented was never broken. The de-

coration was kept in subordination to the form
also by the monotonous repetition of the design
applied to it, or by the simple alteration of two, or

at the most three, designs. Also, never more than
two or three colours were used, and, when three

colours were used, as a rule, tvs o of them were
only hghter and darker tints of the same colour.

The potters' art was of the highest antiquity in

India, and the imglazed water vessels made in

every Hindu village were still thrown from the

wheel in the same antique forms represented on
the ancient Buddhistic sculptures and paintings.

Some of this primitive pottery was identical in

character with the vases found in the tombs of

Etruria, dating from about B.C. 1000. The
glazed pottery of Scinde was made principally at

Hala, and that of the Punjab at Lahore, Mool-
tan, Jang, Delhi, and elsewhere. It was said

that the invasion and conquest of China by
Chirgiz Khan, in 1212, was the event
that made known to the rest of Asia and
Europe the art of glazing earthenware ; but,

in fact, the Saracens from the first used glazed
tiles for covering walls and roofs and pave-
ments, and of course with a view to decorative

effect. Mr. Birdwood, after describing the
technical details of the maniifacture of Indian
pottery, and referring to the habits of the Hindoo
villagers, in conclusion said that he had gone
fully into the Indian patterns, surroundings,
and antecedents because they could only proceed
profitably in their inqmries by the chronological
and historical reduction of the origin of art.

It need not be enforced, he thought, how much
an intelligent study of economical and historical

influences imder which the arts of India had
been produced and were sustained, would help

to a fuller understanding of the origin and
development of the Indo-European art generally.

In the course of a brief discussion, in which Mr.
Andrew CasscU, and Mr. KippUng (of the

Government School of Art at Lahore), Mr.
Doulton, and others, took part, it was stated

that all articles of Indian manufacture had of

late appeared to indicate a decadence of Indian

art.

COMPETITIONS.
Beibtol TJuivEBSiTr College.—The Council

of Bristol University College met last week to

consider the plans sent in by eight architects for

the new building, and they decided on appointing

Mr. Charles Hansom, F.R.I.B.A., as their

architect. On Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
the plans were exhibited to the public. In addi-

tion to Mr. Hansom's design there were designs

furnished hy Messrs. Stuart Colman, J. H.
Hirst, F.R.I.B.A., John C. Moncrietf, Lysaght
and Scoones, E. H. Edwards, S. C. Fripp, and
H. Crisp. Mr. Hansom's design is in the Tudor
style. Mr. Stuart Colman sent in two pen-and-ink
bird's-eye views. Mr. E. H. Edwards furnished

a design for a two-«tory building, which would
occupy about 80 feet in depth of the site and run
parallel to the wall inclosing the property of the

Blind Asylum, leaving an average depth ol

9G feet, on which hereafter to erect the north
wing and new front. An alternative design for

a three-story building occupies a similar position

to that 'proposed for the two-story structure

though it is more compact in plan. The approxi-

mate estimates were between £8,000 and £9,000.

Aperspective in pen-and-ink, byMr. JohnC.Mon-
crieff.was submitted, the style beingEarly Gothic.

Mr. Henry Crisp's elevations were evidently con-

sidered as subservient to the plans, and treated

simply as sketches, thus literally answering tho

request of the council in their instructions to archi-

tects. Mr. Fripp' s design shows anelevation inthe

modem Italian style. The plan does not provide

for any ornamental building to be erected here-

after in front of those now required, but it gives

all the accommodation set forth by the council

for the college and the chemical department with

abundance of light and air, at an estimated cost

of about £7,300. The estimates sent in by tho

different architects varied from about £8,000 to

£18,000, Mr. Hansom's design costing about

£15,000, which, judging from the accommoda-
tion at present required by the University, about

200,000 cubic feet, exclusive of passages, store-

rooms, attics, foimdations, &c., is not extrava-

gant. His scheme, when completed, will cost

between £25,000 and £30,000.

BtJSHKT—^We have seen the five sets of design

submitted in competition for the erection of a
new church atBushey, Herts, to cost £5,000, with

tower, giving space for eight bells, and to accom-
modate 500 people. Mr. W. Young, of Exeter
Hall, sends a pen-and-ink perspective, showing
the tower above the choir, but excludes the cost

thereof from his estimate. Messrs. Pillean and
Page, of 18, Buckingham-street, submit a
coloured perspective aud interior, with tower

over north porch ; estimate, with tower, £6,500.

Mr. R. Raikes sends a coloured perspective,

showing tower and spire at north-west entrance.

The chancel is apsidal, and the exterior treat-

ment differs from that of the rest of the designs,

which are of the usual type. The upper stages

of tower and spire are not included in the esti-

mate. Mr. W. H. Syme, of Watford, has a
coloured drawing, and also a perspective in pen-

and-ink. Tower is shown over south transept,

and there is a strong resemblance generally to

the Baptist chapel recently erected by the archi-

tect at Watford. Mr. Syme backs his estimate

by a builder's tender guaranteeing the execution

of the work for £5,200. Messrs. Coe aud Robin-
son send two coloured perspectives, one showing
the propose<l church in red brick, and the other

in Wolverton stone ; tower and spire over north-

western entrance. There is also a highly-

coloured interior, the elaborate fittings shown in

which are probably notmeant tobe included in the

estimate. The design is the best of the five ; Mr.
Young's, in our opinion, coming next. Two of

the other competitors find it necessary to find

accommodation for part of the congregation in

transepts, which aj;e uncalled-for in a church of

the kind proposed.

I Taunton.—The proprietors of the North Town

I
Nxu-sery Estate, Taunton, recently invited plans

for laying out their property as building sites,

I ffering a premium of £50 for the best plan, and
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£10 for the KtonA. Orer a hundred sets of

pIma irwe sent in hj architeets and surveyors

man parts of the countrr, from Barrow, Lowes-

toft, AUork, Dublin, and Edinburgh. &o. The
owBsnwdv aasbted in their adjudication by

]b. SaTis, a local builder, and made tlie foUow-

iD^swards :— 1 »t preraium.Monsrs. Habcrshon and

Tlavdmer. of Bloomsburr-aquarp, Loudon, W.C,
and Newport, Ifon. ; and Messrs. Foole and Jone:;,

Waadswoidi-eanunon, London, S.W. ; placed

next in order of merit, Meena. Hedland and Sou,

QtooBester, and MoiiirK. Erril and Clire, Chep-

itov. Xeasn. Habenthou and Fawckner's plan

has been adopted. It is conceived on purely
„^K»»ri«ii priadples, the aim beinsr to get as

many booses as poasihle upon the given area, so

as to prodnoe diTeratr of class and amount of

BCBeraTiental ; 135 ^ots of various sizes are

Stown.
•—^ .

BOOKS RECEIVED.

3riam Stru, a tragedy, by J. T. B. (London :

Limgaana, Oreen & Co.) is, as we have already

anBOanoed, the work of a member of the archi-

tectnral profession, whose name is well known to

ns and our readers, and some of whose buildings

hare been iUnstrated in our own pages. We
have little space to spare for notices of purely

Btcrary works, but we feel sure that everyone

who buys a copy of the book will be charmed
with it. It is 6o simple and natural as to remind

ooe frequently of the greatest of dramatists, one

of whose well-known plays it somewhat resembles

in plot and character, without, however, any
smpcion of plagiarism. "J. T. B." will, unless

we are mncn mistaken, be remembered as the

anthor of "Brian Boru" long after the most
nhntantial of his buildings has crumbled into

ruins. n* FaUnteaf Manual, by James and
J. H. Johnson (Landon: Longmans & Co.), is

the fotirth edition of a guide which has stood

many an inventor in good stead, and will prove

invaluable to many more. Laxtotd Fricc Book

for 1S79 (Lfjndon : Kelly & Co.) appears for the

sixty-second time, and, as usual, leaves little to

be mid about it, except in commendation of the

care exendiicd in its revision and preparation.

Spim't ArehitecW, Ituilderii', and Contractors^

racket Boot; (London: E. & F. N. Spon) is

another work of a similar kind, and equally ex-

cellent. Our Domatic Poitom, by Henry Carr,

M.I.C.E. (London : W. Eidgway), is a note-

worthy account of the poisonous effects of certain

dyes and colours used in domestic fabrics. TA«
Figkt tcilh Jn/atioH, by W. Stephenson, M.D.,
P.R.C.S.E. (Aberdeen : D. Wyllie & Son), is a
cheap and handy trcatixc, giving much valuable
mframation respecting infectious diseases, which
all abonld poaeetis, wldch many have felt the
want of when required, and which medical men
have not always the ability or time to impart.

Uiefitl Jmformation on I'ractical Electric Lighting
W BjIHiigwoitb Hedges, C.E. (London: E. &
F. N. Bpon), may probably be of service to
people unaiqnainteid with the subject, but con
tains little bkely to be new to electricians. The
Steam-Evgine of the Future, by John Bourne, C.E.
(Laadtm: John Bourne & Co., 06, Mark-lane,
JE.C), is a shilling treatise which should be read
by crery steam user in the kingdom. There are
but few of them, we imagine, to whom the name of
ita veteran author is nnlmown. The Ornamental
Faman't Alphabet (London : E. & F. N. Spon)
may be oseful to engravers, stonecutters, and
others, although there is nothing very new or
ornamental about the few styles of letters not to
be found in all other copy-books of a similar
kind. Ffiel : its Combuttion and Economy,
edited by D. Kinnear Clark, C.E. (London:
lockwood and Co.), is a now edition of one of
the well-known volumes of " Weale's Series."
The very llarge amount of new matter added
really renders the book practically a new one,
and few engineers are better qualified as ex-
ponents of the results of recent progress in the
economy of fuel than the gentleman to whom the
woric haa been entrusted.

PABT.TAirPIMTARY NOTES:
Back-TO-bacx HoT.-sra.—Rir S. Watcrlow last

week asked the Pr«i<icnt frf the Local Government
Boardwhether that Board had, aftercommunicating
with the local authorities, crmceded the principle
of aieotin|; baok-to-back bouses ; and, whether he
would object to lay upon the table of the House a
report upon the aubiectjirepared by Mr. Xetten
Bad< liife, of the Medical I)epoitment of the Board,
and Mr. P. Gordon Smith, the Board's architect,

after local inquiry in the districts where the con-

cession of the principle was granted. Mr. Sclater-

Booth—It would not bo correct to say that the

principle of erecting l)ack-to-back houses has been

conceded by the Local Gtovenimeiit Boanl, but it is

true that in the case of Idle in the North Briorly

Union the Board have stated that, owing to tlie

exceptional circumstances of the locality, they con-

sidered that this form of construction might be

recognised, provided certain conditions could be

complied wiui, and the regulation hrought withiu

the operation of by-laws under the Public Health

Act. But no by-laws have as yet been submitted

by the local authority, so that none have as yet

been sanctioned by the Board. I should mention

that one of the peculiar circumstances is that Parlia-

ment has sanctioned back-to-bnck houses in the

neighbouring towns of Leeds and Bradford. There

is no objection to lay upon the table of the House
the reports of Mr. Netten EadcUflo and Mr. Gordon
Smith on tliis case.

METKOPOLTrAX FiBB Bbioade.—In answer to

Mr. Ritchie, Mr. Cross said he was unable to say

whether the Government would be able to introduce

this session a measure dealing with the subjects

reported on by the Select Comniittoo on the Metro-

politan Fire Brigade. It was, no doubt, a very

important subject, and one to which the attention

of the Government had been called by a recent

occurrence.

WXTEB SnTPITOF LaKCASHIEE ANDTOBKSHrEE.

—

On Tuesday, Mr. S. Howard, seconded by Mr.
WheelhoHse, moved for a Boyal Conuuission to

inquire into the deficiencies of the water supply of

Lancashire and Yorkshire, and into the necessity

and expediency of resorting to the lakes of Cum-
berland and Westmoreland. In support of it he

canvassed the evidence given before Committee on
the Thirhnere scheme laSt year, contending that it

had not adequately considered the question from
the public point of view. Mr. Sclater-Booth was
of opinion that the grounds assigned by Mr. Howard
were entirely insufficient to justify the appointment
of a Royal Commission, and pointed out that there

already existed ample information on the subject in

various Blue-books. Mr. W. E. Forster and Mr.
Raikes advised the withdrawal of the motion ; and
Dr. Playfair, the Chairman of last year's Committee,
vindicated the completeness of its inquiry. The
motion was then wimdrawn.

Builbittg Ittttlligttttt

Incoepobated Chttech Building Society.—
The Incorporated Society for Promoting the

Enlargement, Building, and Repairing of

Churches and Chapels held its usual monthly
meeting last week, at 7, Whitehall. The
following grants were voted from the general

fund, \\z. :—Towards building a new church at

Jump, in the Parish of Wombwell, near Barns-
ley, York, £160 ; building the new church of

St. Paul, Lozells, in the parish of St. Silas, Bir-

mingham, £200 ; rebuilding (on a new site) the

church at Duddo, near Norhara-on-Tweed, £80

;

and towards enlarging or otherwise improving
the accommodation in the churches at Ashby-de-
la-Zouch, £100 ; Backford, near Chester, £25

;

Black Notley, near Braintree, Essex, £25

;

Chastleton, near Moreton-in-Marsh, £15; Nor-
wich, St. Augustine, £25 ; and Stanway, near

Colchester, £60. Under urgent circumstances,

the grant formerly made towards building the

church of St. Lawrence, Morecombe, was
increased from £300 to £350. Grants were also

made from the Mission Buildings Eund towards
building mission churches at Lead-street, in the

parish of. St. Matthew's, Leicester, £75; and
Sturton, in the parish of Stow, near Lincoln, £50.

South Shields.—The new Corporation stables

at South Shields were opened last week. The
stables are 90 feet by 30 feet, and have standing
room for twenty-six horses, and two large boxes.

Howorth's patent revolving foul air extractors

have been used. The buildings were designed
by Mr. Matthew Hall, Borough Surveyor,
assisted by Mr. R. Greaves, and Mr. C. Cobham
has discharged the duties of clerk of the works.
The contract has been carried out by Messrs. D.
Kennedy and Son, of Jarrow, at £4,000.

The renovation of TuckingmiU church haa now
been completed. The chancel lias been thorouf^hly
restored by Mr. May, of Pool, from desifpiH by Mr.
J. P. St. Aubyn, and the cost has been about £320.

The Risca and Mynyddislwyn School Board have
approved of plana prepared by Mr. Watkins, archi-
tect, of Newport, Mon., for a new school for 300
children to be built at Crosskeys,

More than Fifty Thousand Replies and
IjOttPin on Buhjcfts of VniTPrsal lutcrost have appcan-il durins;
thchist ten Ti-arHin the KNGLISU MECUANIU AM) MOULl>
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orijiiiiitl nrtieles and urientific pupors. and countless receipts and
wrinkles cmbraciufi almost every sulijcct on which it is posjiib u
to desire information have also appeared durinjf the same period.
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scientiflc discoveries and mechanical inventions is to be found In
its panes, and its larire circulation render its the best medium
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under the notice of manufacturers, mechanics, scientiflc worlters,
iind amateurs. Price Twopence, of all booksel era and news-
vendors. Post free 2id. Office : 31, Tavistock street, Covent-
garden, W.C.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[Wo do not hold ourselves i-p-sponaible for the opinions of
our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that itll ot)mmuuications should be diuTvii up as briefly

as possible, as there ai-e many claimants upou the space
jtUotted to correspondence.]
All letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 31,

TAVI8T0CK-STREET, COVENT-GARDEN, W.C.
Cliequea and Tosl^offico Orders to be made payable to

J. Passmore Edwabds.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line of eight
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inserted, for less than half-a-crown. Special terms for
series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
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Front Page AdvertieemcntB and Paragraph Advcrtis&-

ments Is . per line . No front page or paragraph
AdvertiBcment inserted for less than 5b.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
oflBce not later than 5 p.m. on Thiursday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.
(Payable in Advance.)

Including two half-yearly double numbers. One Fonnd
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France or Bclgitun, £1 68. 6d. (or 33f. 30c.). To India (via
Southampton) ,£1 Gs. 6d.;To any of the Australian Colonies
New Zealand, the Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova
Scotia, or Natal, £1 6s. 6d.

N.B.—American and Belgian subscribers are requested
to remit their subscriptions by International P.O.O., and
to advise the publisher of the date and amount of their
remittance. If Ifcc last-mentioned precaution is omitted
some difficulty is very likely to arise in obtaining the
amount. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate of
7d. each, the postage charged being 3d. jwr copy. All
foreign subscriptions, unaccompanied by an additional
remittance to cover the extra cost of forwarding back
numbers, are «omraenced from the next number published
after the receipt of the subscription.
Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 28. each.

Receited.—B. and Co.—C. and H.—T.H.E.—E. and Co.
T. S. Co.—W. and J. F.-McN. R. and Co.—B. B. Co.—
F. W. B.-D. and H.—W. L. B.-B of S.—S. E. Co.—
H. L. B.—G. and C.

L. W. (In reply to your queries as to hollow walls : (1)

the quoins and dressings should not run through, but
a cavity preserved all round. This is one reas(m why
we prefer the greater thickness to be on the outside. If
the stones pass the cavity, the damp is sui'ctopenneate,

(2) Most certainly the cavity should be carried round
the chimney. The method you show in sketch is quite
wrong, though many architects, in ignorance of the
effects, adopt it.)--T. II. MEREmTii. (j\Il;opeiiings are
deducted, except flues. If the rule you understood were
adopted, most windows would be measured as solid.

Order Treatise on Measiuring published by Crosby
Lockwood and Co.)

Ouu Commonplace Column.—Notes or quotations upon
the subjects of Glass Painting, Glazing, Gopura, Gouic,
Granarj', Grange, Granite, Greenhouse, Groin, Gro-
tesque, Grouting, GjTnnasiumj^&c., will be received on
or before March 12tjh.

YouNGSTKR (Send to B. T. Batsford, 52, High Holbom,
W.C, for a catalogue).

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.

As the following were unintentionally omitted in our
review last week, we now mention them:— Oomore,—
(Pulpit weak in design : the base is squat, and the details

lack Knowledge. The figure in centi-al panel would have
been better omitted. We intended to place this deagn
with others at end of article.)"CnE Sara Saba. (Irie

last remark applies to tliis. The faults of the design
are^lie weak angle slmfts : the shfift supporting book-
rests and the mouldings have too many quirks.)—Rub-
TICU8. (ITie defects of plan are the doors opening into

living rooms, ill-lighted stairs, and no wasiiliouse.

Elevations are better. The design we intended to place

in the last group.)

—

Reseda. (We see your object.)

Comspoiibtntt

PICTUKESQUE ARCHITECTURE.
To the Editor of the Buzlding News.

SiE,—I was pleased to see the letter in your
issue of the 7th inst., from "An Architectural

Fogey," and I heartily wish that the subject

he touches upon could be ventilated thoroughly,

with the effect of clearing and purifying t**

architectural atmosphere.
Of course, the idea of criticising any we* o^

a master like Mr. Shaw may seem bold t uiany

of us ; b>it if an acknowledged clever de'?"^'"' *s

Mr. Shaw imdoubtedly is, is being so '"^ '™ ^7t

or is leading, the strange mania i™"^ '' can
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hardly be called by any other name) of tho
present time, «o much tho more reason for some
one to protest, seeing the immense hann that
will be done ; for, of course, such a man always
has shoals of smaller fry anxious to follow in hia

wake.

In the name of common-sense some one must
protest against the vagaries of those whose sole

endeavoiu' seems to be to jjroduce pictxircsqueness

and quaintness at the expense of all true archi-
tectural feeUiig and consistency.

Though arcliitccture is not to bo expressed by
the following of a set of arbitrary rules, yet laws
of some sort must govern all tnie art ; how tho
Church of St. Michael, on the Bedford Estate,

breaks tlrrough all rules, and only aims at

picturcsquencss, is so well put by your corre-

spondent, that I need say nothing on that par-
ticular design. My object in writing is to raise

another protest against the wave of " fashion"
(most siid that even architecture should be the
slave of fashion), which seems abnost iiTesistiblc,

but is likely to render the architect who falls

imdcr its sway, and proves it by his executed
works, ridicidous to all but his mere contem-
poraries who are infected by the same mania.

We do not seem in a state of honest transition

or development, but as a drowning man catches
at a straw, so we are continually catcliing at

some phase of art (?), and we copy Japanese,
Queen Anne, Jacobean, &c., &c., in tm-n, any-
thing, in fact, by the copying of which we can
hope to jM'oduce something picturesque or quaint
in feeling, either in building or decorating.

Truly, there is no lack of " art" among us, but
it is the art of copying.

Tlie BuTLDiNQ News has always advocated
truthfulness and fitness, as well as utility and
beauty in architecture, and I hope that now,
when such men as Mr. Shaw seem to be throw-
ing aside all "old-fashioned" ideas of this sort

in their determined (and, it must be confessed,

often clever) efforts after mere pioturesqueness,

you will raise your powerful voice on the side of

truth and consistency.—I am, &o.,

TeUTH IX AsT.

MATLOCK CIIAPEL COMPETITION.
SiK,—Your readers will, of course, see that the

letter in your last paper from "Dixou and
Moxon" in no way deals with tho question.
Let these gentlemen make no mistake. I con-
gratidate them heartily on their good fortxme in
having such friends on the Committee ; it

matters not to them whether these friends are of
sound principles or otherwise. But I do emphati-
cally protest against being invited to compete,
when all the time careful arrangements are being
made which render the thing a farce, if not
something worse. Nobody would have objected
to tho above gentlemen being appointed straight
off.

"Dixon and Moxon" are right in one par-
ticular. The Committee are entire strangers to
me, so, in case of success, I certainly should have
considered that fairness, or at least impartiality,
had been exorcised.

I will not say more as to the superior un-
successful designs, except that, as everybody
knows, it is no diJEcult matter in a very short
time to i)ick out a nimiber of good designs from
a large collection, but it woiUd probably take
much time to select one as the best.—I am, &o.,

"One of the Uksuccessful 83."

AUTISTIC BLOWERS TO OPEN EIKE-
PLACES.

Sm,—The letter of "An Old Tee Square" on
this subject reminds me that about six years ago
we did the self and same thing he approves as
"Mr. Burge.s' practical idea," with the excep-
tion of omitting tho iron bar, which makes an
imsightly line across tho fire opening.

I foimd that if the plate-glass was properly
bedded at the ends hosdy it did not crack, and
we also ground the bottom edge, which is an
improvement.

One iire with a large square opening, all tUe-
jambs and square dog-grate, putfed back smoke
considerably ; so we made a piece of plate-glass

Y' dip in the centre, like the old-fashioned back-
i>oi,rd of ladies' s<;hools, grinding the bottom edge
as lofore, and it was cured.—I am, &c.,

re.. 24 ,1878. Edwasd Siaee.

THE E.S.A. EXHIBITION.
Sib,—Brief criticLsm must needs be defective, but

for any inaccunvcy iu the description of his design,
Mr. Aitkeu is himself to blame. Had he read with
imderstanding, ho might hare seen that the ex-
pression "inevitable tower and spire" was used
generically, as descriptive of a niunber of designs
besides his own ; domical and pyramidal spires m-
cluded. The expression was employed to note the
singular fact, much more important than any detail

of liis design, that every church of any size, nowa-
days, is not considered presentable without a tower
andapire. '*Tower" and"spire" were iised con-
junctively to note another singular fact, that no
tower, pure and sunple, is enough, but it must have
some suijerstructiure, which cannot well be other-
wise described tlian as a spii-e. Even iu this Exhi-
bition there are at least three varieties of the stunted
spire. Mr. Aitken's was iucluded, because it is not
only an attenuated dome, but it has a turret on the
top of it, aud has thus a much greater affinity with
the popular uotiou-of a spire than with the idea of
a dome ; and in the general landscape of Dundee,
distance, with its enchimter's waud, will unques-
tionably transform its rather ungainly curvature
into the appearance of one of the numberless varie
ties of stimted spires.

The mistake as to the interior arrangement of the
design was unavoidable, as there was no plan, and
the description given very naturally credited the
interior with the natiiral, economical, and artistic

divisions indicated by the drawing. The perspective
shows a nave and transept roof, also a nave and
transept gable. E. S. Academy.

E.S.A. EXHIBITION.
Sin,—In yoiu' review of the architectural draw-

ings, reference is made to the " exaggerated " scale
of the design for New Church, Portobello. The
di'awing shows, by a joint in the paper on the face
of it, that its size must have been an afterthought,
consequent on the addition of a spire, drawn on an
overlapping shp down the centre of the original.

The review, in another part, refers to a drawing
being " preposterously lai-ge for its importance,"
and "placed close to the spectator." Yet there is

a printed notice on the walls of this exhibition to
the effect that its accommodation is limited.

Is it not possible that tho hanging committee
considered that there was something in the drawings
which not only neutralised the eftect of their size

aud scale, but entitle them to their position V

Another generalisation in the review calls for
this comment : that va. arranging the pictures on
the walls of an exhibition it is usually supposed
that the smaller aud inferior pictures are used for
"packing," not the larger.—I am, &c.,

James Paiblet, A.R.I.B.A.

AEMT AND NAVY CLUB-HOUSE.
SiB,—In yoiur notice of the reopening of the

above in last week's Building News, you state
that the " general repairs and renewal of fm'iiiture
were entrusted to Messrs. HoUaud and Son."
This, so far as the fiuiiitiu'e is concerned, is per-
fectly true

;
but as the whole of the very extensive

structural alterations and general repau's, as well
the entire decoration of the club, was carried
out by us, under direction of H. E. Gough, Esq.,
the architect, we trust you will allow us to make
this statement. As the decorations, in particular,
have been very highly spoken of, we think it only
fair that we should have our share of the credit.

—

We are, &c., Tnos. Woxtnek Smith & Son.

79, Essex-road, Islington, N., 25 Februaxy, 1879.

"GAS IN THE HOUSE."
Sir,—I find yoiu- issue of Feb. 21 affords a full

and fair criticism of my pamphlet under above title.

Will you, however, permit me to point out two
small errors affecting the sense of suggestions I have
made :—In place of saying " no gas-pipe under 5ft.

should be of less bore than jin.,'" I proposed that,
"except for short distances (under oft.) no gas-
pipe should be less than }in. bore." Again, I have
not advocated " gas-pipes and stoves " for bedroom
use. It was to tho merit of " gas tires " I desii-ed
to draw attention.—I am, &c. H. Fabaday.

3, Beriiers-street, London, W., Feb. 25, 1879.

CHUECH BELLS.
Sib,—In the current issue the Eov. E. S. Philpott

inquLi-es at what period chm'ch bells were first hung
to wheels, and raised and rung in peals V

I have the authority of the Eev. H. T. Ellacombe,
of St. George's Clyst., the venerable and well-
known authority upon campanology, for saying
that in the veiy earliest fabric rolls and church-
wardens' accounts items are charged for under the
description of bi'll-whech. But a whole wheel was
not used before 1600. On the Continent they are
seldom applied.—I am, ice.,

Exeter, Feb. 25, 1879. Haeey HCems.

Intcrc0mmunicati0n»
-M

QUESTIONS.
[6694.]—A Yotmff Architect's Library.—wm

any correspondeut wjiupile a lint uf workH Mhowiug how a
younff architect uuiy, for a. nuKlerute sum—say, £.V>—jjet

to^utjicr Kucli li niu-leiiH fur u library an BhuU uot leave him
without infonnation on any pi-actical Bubjcctho may have
occaaion to refer to in the course of hia practice I ouch a
library should contain—Ist, Geomctrj', aruwiug*, and sur-
veying- ; 2nd, Construction, with well Ulustratod details of
the oi-dinary aming-ementa iu all ti-adoH ; Srd, tho prin-
ciples and practice of omomeht; 4th, Bcholorly worka
with dctoibt on the various styles.

—

Thule.

[5695.]—Measuring Plaster "Work.—In meamir-
inf?- up pliiHtei-ers' work, ore the openinjfH of doors and
windows deducted, and if so, would small windows be
deducted such as 3ft. by 3ft. = 1 yard super \ Are walls
to be measured from floor to ceiHng, or top of akirtizi^
ground to under cornice I—A Pieckwork Plastbhkb.

[50*00.]—Brick "Wall.— Can anv of your readers
iidvise me how to coiisti-uct a brick wall 16in, in thicknees*
having a wivity of liiu. in breadth ? The bricksbeing 9in.
long, 1 wish to know how tho two portions of tho wall*
one 9in. thick aud the other 4^iu., ought to be toed
together.—C. C. C.

[5697.]—Weigrht of Wrought Iron Girders.—
In the articles on (Quantities (ymith aud Founder, 1st
Vol., 1873) is an example for calculating weight of
wrought girder, with dimcnsiom;, aud states the some at
12cwt. Iqr. 26lb., but to be worked out by the reader.
Indepicndent of the rivets I make tlio weight 16cwt. S^r,
41b. The item for rivets I do not quite understand—viz.,
the 6, but which I tliink into the number of riveta 60.
Will Mr. B. Fletcher kindly explain ! I notice also
queries by "Wm. W., on p. 744, which 1 think remain un-
answered .—LeARNEn

.

[5698.]—Royal Engrineers.—"Will some kind reader
give mo a little infomiiitiun about the office of the Royal
Engineers! I mean the oifice in which such drawings and
works as Mayo Collf^e, illustrated in the Buildisu News
last week, are executed I How do you enter the office f Is it

by competition 1 Is there any limit to ago f And what
knowledge do you require most, engineering or archi-
tecture J—D. M.

REPLIES.
[5649.]—Country Publichouses.—" J. "W. TV." is

no doubt in search of the pictuiesque in roadside public-
houses. We know of no work upon the subject, and the
old coaching scenes invariably picture imaginary inns.
The half-timbored houses are far older than the coaching
days, and the inns on the great roads contemporary with.
those days are of the plainest order. Here and there in,

the old towns of the Midl.ind3, inns or publichousea are
still to be seen of hall-timber construction, and some of
them possess a little architectural uharactci-. Taking
Nottingham as a centi-e, the following may be noted in.

the town :—'* The Postern Gate" where there is a re-
markably fine wood ceiling ; the ** Cross Keys," ia
Bi-ayard-lane, is a good type of an old tavern i the "King
John's I*alace," Widlemouth-^te, a very quaint build-
ing, especially in the rear. Until late years, this town.
possessed an inn on the Long-row, called the *' Old
Bear." It was two stories high, mth an attic in the roof,
which consisted of sundry gables towards the front ; the
ground-floor front was set back some nine or ten feet, and
the superstructmre was supported on wooden columns,
a piazza being thus formed xmdemeath. There are a few
business shops on the Long-row of Klizabethan type that
are very suggestive of ancient inns. In Grantham there
are sevend half-timbered taverns of ordinary character,
and tliere may be seen the celebrated inn the " Old
Angel," which, by the bye, is of stone. Adjoining this
inn is a fine half-timbei-od building, the first floor of
which has a wooden balcony atretchmg across its front,
a balcony that is protected by the overhanging story
above. In Newark there are two old inns, the '* Queen's
Head," and the "White Hart." The former' stands at
the noilh-west comer of the JIarket-place, and the latter
at the south-east, this is very ancient. We make this
note as wo are not quite certain of the names or signs of
these inns. There are several blocks of old propOTty in
this to^vn that ai'e very pictiu^sque and ver>- suggestive
of iincient taverns. In Mansiield tliere is the " White
Hart Inn" in the Market-place; but modern improve-
ments have stamped out its old character, save in the
back elevation of the part over the gateway, where the
original windows are left. In this part the original wind-
ing staircase exists, constructed of solid blocks of oak. In,

Worksop may be seen the " Ship Inn," a real old gem.
Nothing is known of this house in the way of history, bnt
its name suggests that it was so called in honour of
Admiral Drake and his victories. This house is engraved
iu White's ** Sheerwood Forest and the Ostlcries," where
it is said to have been in some part modernised. In
Sheffield there ai-e no old inns or taverns of this character,
but there is an old bidlduig in the neighborhood of the
Midland station, adjoining the entrance of Mr. Longley*s
timber yard, a building foi-merly a lodge or farm on the
estate of the Dukes of Noriolk, It is highly ornate, and is

rich in architectural character ; of late years it has sunk
to the rank of cottage property, and it is hidden in part
by neighbouring houses ; nevertheless, thei-e is sufficient
material to enable its restoration to be easily made on
paper. There is also some old property on " Snig-hill"
m this town that affords a little diaracter in the upper
stories. Outside the ludius imposed by J. W. W.,
there is a remarkable building in ICirk-gate, Wakefield,
called " Six Chimney House," and some veiy quaint old
houses on the south side of Westgate, which, of late years,
have been partly built up in front, and the overhanging
cbai-acter of the upper stories destroyed. The oldest half-
timbered inns the writer is acquainted with are the
" King's Head," a house suggestive of " Bluff Hal," in
High-street, Hull : it is a liouse noted by old Taylor, the
water poet. In the same street another old building-
exists, with a gateway iu the centre ; tliis is known as tho
" entrance to Geoi"ge-yard," and is said to have formerly
been au inn. To anyone intei^ested in the study of old
property, the flneet field to viaitis the City of York, where
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r be ivbD fpeat br any artist. The moat pic-

la are the old 8)uuiidK«. the yards leading

ttsM tkc fwnmeaXs, and iu tbu old cullcge Duildings and
tbeir ptecinta.—W. :>.

[Bgst]-Cuta ofC*rTiiir-"T. B'a" remark that
I am iDeoRvct ia sayinf^ pipo-oiay is procurc>d noar Chud-
Mgh, and bia coerectioii that it is found in the uei;?hbuur-

bood ot Newtun Al^t, is a trifle ccosiihuus. A ^lam-o at

tbe map of Deron shows at ouec that Chudlei^-h and
Newton Abbot are two litUc towns in the southern i>ait of

ttat ooQDty, fiooae fi\'e iniles away from each other, wlulst

tte puiah ai Kine's Teiitnton, the district where tlte

maiot part of the dn^r is procnied, lies somewhat to the
mi between the two. Hence mjr auertion and " T. B.'s "

iime«*iuii aataaBts to praoicely the same thinfr. Besides
jfae day, a deal of fine potter's day is also procured at
MOatf* llagntan, and acane two hundred men are kept
eoaataatljr employed in the pita, niey raise and send og
tm an avenge 10,000 tmis per aimum. The elny Ucs iu
bade TBiriaK fton 10 to 80 feet de^. Pipe-clay is sup-
posed to be decompoaed granite, depositctl by the hand uf
nature in the valleys where it is found. The clur Taries iu
qnahty. and that should be selected for mwleUinK pur-
poaes which is the most free fmin tnit, and able to tnke &
good poliah, besides beini; tough and plastic in a dump
state, thou^ not too brittle wheu dr>'. The principal
day-worters at King's Teignton iu« Messrs. Watts,
Blake. Beame and Co., who have business offices at
Newton Abbot, Comwood, and 8t. Austel. Messrs.
Whiteway and Co. are also laiKC clay merchants, and
there wn one or two minor tirms besides, tut the company
I haTe flxst named do by fm- tlie largest business. It is

l><wiiii. Watts, Blake, Beame and Co.'s clay thnt is prin-
eipaUy used at the various schools of art in 'this and other
f^wntriei, and their lupe-day is sent continually to ever}'
part of the civihsed world. The ocjst of the clay whole-
sale is a fruinea a ton, a tally of 70 "balls" iroing to the
tosL Carriage to London is Qs. a ton by water (per Teign-
nooth), or about £1 for that weight by rail. Of course,
vihea in a retail way the student pavs a shilling for *' a
ball," be pays at the rate of f ,t l(Vi. u ton, so that to those
irtfeo modd a deal, and to all other lar^ constuners, a con-
^detaUeasTmg is effected by providing the day direct
xram Devonshire. King's Teignton is a village nimibering
lAIOaonls.—KssBT Hzhs.

[5674.]-OrdnanceDatTim.-Thank8to"A. L." I
should nave done as he mentions, if the Ordnance Maps
•f mT neighbourhood were published on the 6-inch scale,
bat uiere are none avaiUble at present, llie ono-inch
scale maps do not give the height.s of the bench-marks.
There is an Ordnance work published " On the principal
lines of Spirit-levelling in England," or stimo such title.

Oui anyone Inform me if it it gives the data I require ?—
Bsra.

(8686.]—Water-colour Drawings.—Mr reply last
week, under the head " Body Colour," will, I think, meet
PMtly the query of " Y. Z." Mr. Euskin is sn admirable
eritic upon many things, but his recommendation as to
body eolonr must be taken witlt reserve. I should cer-
tainly recommend " Y. Z." to follow the practice of
"transparent colouring" in water-colours, as one less
open to the trickcncs of the art, and, moreover, the most
natural way of Uyiny on colour in tliis Vihicle. Why
should you mix, for instance, white witli brown, to pro-
duce a lighter tint, if the s^une effect can be obtained by a
simple wash of brown ; If mere thickness of colour is the
<frject, snrdy the process is not legitimate wateI*-colour.
Bat 1may refer to some of aur leading artists of the water-
ooloor school, to show that the practice is avoided.

—

Q.
U. O.
(8988.1—Bells.—The method of calcuhiting the num-

ber of ehaoges on ratioas bells is by Imultipljing the last

and the following three rules or laws of strength always
apply, and can easily be proved (if not of themselves
obvious without) as being ba^ on elementjuy mechanical
laws. Law Ist. The streugtli varies directly os tlie breadth.
Ijiw 2nd. The strength varies invej^ely' as tlie length.
Iaw 3rd. The strength varies as the stjuare of the depth.
Now follows the question with rc.**peft to tlie factor of
safety or constant, as it is sometimes culled, when adapted
to a particular material under S(jme special conditions.
One fourth of the estimated bi-eaking strength is con-
sidered to be suihcient for safety under a tixwl load, and
one-sixth, onoseventh, or one-eighth as a factor of safetj'

for a moving load, according to possible velocity. Ix't us
con.sider the load mentioned bv " Student," as the tlxed
load -viz., 20ft., bearing Uin, "depth and «ft. ap-irt, and
weight IJcwt. per footsupei'lieial of floor space. We have
then 20 X 8 X 175 = 280cwt, but half will, when equally

280_distributed, be carried by the supports, wliich give -

140cwt. bearing on the centre of the girder. Let us obtain
the factor of safety by considering that the piece of red
pine, lin. x lin. and ift. long, will support a safe load of
^"jwt. placed on its centre between bearings, then (if

lateral twisting be prevented) a piece lin. wide, 14in.
deep, and 1ft. long, mil support a safe load of 19ficwt. and
a piece lin. wide and 14iu. deep, and 20ft. long, will sup-
port a safe load of 196 -f 20 = 9-8ewt. Wc have 140cwt.
to support .-. 140 -H 98 = 14-28in. wide. If I had adopted
the factor of safety—viz., 7, quoted by " Student," the
breadth would then have liecomo 24 99—say, 26in,, and in
such ca.se if instead of considering the load to be equally
distributed and fixed we were to consider it to be on the
centre and moving, the 2.'>in. would then become .50in.

being then nearly the same as the i-esult by Tredgold's
formula, and which fi-equently might be required in engi-
neering work.s, and when it would become necessary to
have them perhaps l-.3rd of that breadth and 2ft. Sin.
apart, centre to centre. The preceding will, perhaps,
render apparent the following formula, and which is con-
sequent on the preceding laws and method adopted.

W = c — where W = the safe load— (viz., the bi-eaking

weight of the material, divided by the factor of safety,
which in our case was 4), 6 = bi-eadtll in inches, rf = depth
in inches, I = length in feet.—Hknrv Amurosk.

[6892.1—Gi rders.—" Student" has worked the rulcon
p. 65 of Tredgold correctly, except that he has taken AV to
represent a central load instead of a distributed one, which
would reduce the breadth in the ratio of 5 to 8, or, | of
50-286 = 31-428 inches. This would be the breadth re-
quired for a girder 20 feet long by 14 inches deep, to sup-
port a distributed dead load of 31,360 lb. -without deflects
mg more than l-40th of an inch per foot. It is not, how-
ever, the proper rule for the girders of a Jframed floor,
which are stiffened by tlie other timbers of the floor.
"Student" will find the ruleherequiresonp.l26,"art. 197 of
Tredgold, edition of 1875, and also a table worked out by
the rule on p. 487. Tredgold's rules for floor girders are

That in tho north aisle represents the Healing- of
the Infirm Man at the Pool of Bethesda, John
-v., 2—9. In the centre lig-hts are the figures of
Jesns and the man -n-ho had the infinnity 38
years. The ivindo-sv iu the south aisle is the
subject of the Woman of Samaria, John iv., .5—
28. The -windows haye been carried out in the
richest style of the 15th century. They -were
exhibited iu the Paris Exhibition by the execu-
tors, Messrs. John Hardman and Co., of Bir-
ming-ham.

rej the next nimiberaf bells. Thus, for two
odis two changes, for 3, multiplys x 2, making 6 changes,
fcr four bells 6 X 4 = 24 changes, for 6 beUs, 24 x 5 =
120, and for 6 beUs, li) x 6 = 720 changes, and so on, up
to any number.—^D. H.

[8686.]—Bells—The wayinwhich to calculate thenum-
her of changes that can be rung on various peals is by
beginning at number one bell, and multiplying by each
nooessivc numl»er, continuing to do so until you get to
oie required number of bells, and the result will be tho
snswer. Thus, the number of changes that can be rung
on 4 bells is the following. 1x2x3x4 = 24 changes

:

on 5 bells, 1x2x3x4x6= 120 changes ; on 6 bells,1x2x3x4x6x6 bells = 720 changes and so on.

—

It. JoBSflOX.

[8686.]—Bells.—I should advise you to procure Sen-
sors or Korfs book on change ringing. Ben-wn's is the
Mit;it will cost about a half-crown, 'lliat will show tlie
best method for calculating the number of changes that
«™ne mne on different peahi ; but four bellt is scarcely
ooogh to inwcluuttreson : there should never be less than
*re or six.—W. 8,Tiitett, St. Columb Major.

[8688.]—Bells.—The nmnber of cliangea that can be
rang on various bells is found by multiplying the number
e( bells together, 10 taking the number of belU as per
qncabon, 4, we hare 1X2X3X4 = 24 clianges. 'Ilie

v'S" ,
°' ™"»«es that can be rung with a number of

oeD" lees than the whole peal, is found by taking that
"""her from the highest number downwanls. ITius, re-
qiuied the numtjcr of dianges that can be rung -with 4

"TiS\°'-t f."' ^* '^ "* = '<»*' changes. -Pi.vMoLTii,
. lf«*J—Bells.-The changes that can be rung on

4

WtasjBM. Exl X2X8X 4 = 24. Thcn24X6x6 =
720. Then 720 X 7 X 8 = 40,321;. -O.B.

i^WO.i—Gutters.— I should have thought no one hadDydoDbt respecting the superiority of iron over wood
ntters. As regards suitability, perhaps the old wood
. '™y *??*' *• "oeet in character with the QueenAnne style of bnildimr ; it has also a substantial appcar-
ncejand can be moulded at a leas cost than one of equalze m iron. As regards cost, iron, properly painted, is
diesper than wood because more durable. 1116 special
aaTsntages of iron gnttering are onquestionable : ( 1 ) it canM moidded to salt sny teqobement: (2i its channel is
*»*«» ehapsd for water conveyance.—U. II. (1.

.,J'**-l-<Hpders.-In reply to "Student," the sim-piM sod best way to consider the calcuhition of timber
giroers wUI »«, perhaps, to work from the strength of tho

JH'i^i" ">"*»• -A Pieoe of red pine of lin. squareMd Ift. b.;tweon npports is nnuUy oonsiderod to breakvth about 4cwt. pisoed on its centre between supports,

calculated to sustain only about 1 e^rt. per foofsuper, ex-
clusive of thoweight of the floor itself. If "Student's" load
is IJ cwt., including the floor, hemast increa.se the breadth
given by the rule on p. 126, iu propoi-tion to the increased
load. "Student," shoiildstudythearticIesonfloors,inTred-
gold, p. 121 to 144. As to the transposition of the formula

in Hurst's Handbook, its simplest form is b = ^ L

If a factor for safety of 7 be taken for a Uvf. load, and
allowance made for inferior timber, " Student's " example
-will work out to about ai inches for the bieiidtli, which is
not too much to sustain a moving load of 14 tons, when
the beam is not stiffened, as in a framed floor. It is evi-
dent from the results obtained above that for so long a
span, and so great a load, as in the example given by
" Student," an iron girder would be tlie most suitable.
J. S.

[5693.]-Ttimed Ne-wels.—Turned newels are
quite in keeping with " Queen Anne " work, but they
should be massive. . Hand-wrought

. newels are more
pleasing. Of course, the top and bottom of newel should
be square, or those portions against which the handrail
and string stop. (See Buildiko Nkws " Joinery DetaiLi,"
lately given.)— G. H. G.

STAINED OI.ASS.
Manxinoham.—A stained-glass -window has just

been placed in the chapel of the Tradesmen's Home,
Manniugham, aa a memorial to tho late Hem-y
Bro-tvn, J.P., of Bradford. It is the last of a series
of tliirteen executed by Messrs. Camm Brothers, of
Birmingham. Mr. Brown was a liberal donor to
the institution, and was its first chairman ; his
widow also built at her own expense tho newly-
erected almshouses. The window contains six sub-
jects from Matt, xxv., and is illustrative of the acts
of mercy ; the two centre subjects are larger than
tho others, and executed in rich althougli well-
toned colours; the upper and lower hghts are
treated in grisaille and gold, with a richly coloured
and highly ornamented border.

Memoiual to Dean Mansel at St. PAut's.
A staincd-gla.ss window has been erected in tho
north-west chapel of St. Paul's Cathedral, nearly
under tho west tower, to tho memory of tho
late Dean Mausel, and it was uncovered on
the Feast of the Conversion of St. Paul.
The subject chosen for illustration is the
"Incredulity of St. Thomas," as related in
St. John XX. 24 ; and the work has been
carried out by Messrs. John Hardman and Co., of
Birmingham and King William-street, Chariiig-
cross, imder the direction of Mr. Penrose,
architect to tho dean and chapter.

St. Neot's, Hunts.—Two stained-glass win-
dows have just been placed in tho parish church
of St. Neot's, at the expense of ]klr. V. P. Rowley.

•WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY 7:3

MATTERS.
BEDDDfOTON Sewaoe Faem, Ceoydot.—Tho

Local Board of Croydon have decided to call in Mr.
Bailey Denton, to advise them generally on the
sewage arrangements of this farm, as well as on the
advisibility of deep draining the land, and the
establishment of filter beds for downward filtration,
so as to relieve the farm, and to make it more
profitable.

Deonfield. — The works for supplying -with
water Dronfield and the other towns and -i-illagea
in the northern division of the Chesterfield ruralsani-
tary area are being earned out by Mr. Stevenson, of
Eckington, the contractor, imder the supervision of
the engineer of the scheme, Mr. Frith, C.E. The
site of the reservoirs is on the moors a short distance
from Owler-bar ; they -will be supplied from the
Barr Brook. The estimated cost of works was
£25,000, but it is exjiected that, o-wing to the re-
duced prices of iron and labour, the actual smu ex-
pended will be considerably less. The Rural Autho-
rity propose to give the inhabitants a constant
'"PPly of not less than 12 gallons per head per day,
and that the cost will be less than 2d. per household
per week.

Hae-wich.—A Local Government Board inquiry
was held at the Town Hall, Hai-wich, on Tuesday
week, before Col. Cox, in reference to an appUca-
tion by the Corporation for sanction to borrow the
sums of £10,000 for sewerage purposes, and £1,200
for the purchase of a site at Dovercourt for a small-
pox hospital. The plans submitted under the sewer-
age'scheme were tho.se of Messrs. Ross and Mimms,
of Westminster. They provide that the whole of
the sewage shall be discharged into the sea at the
breakwater from a pumping station on War Ofiice
land by means of a high and a low level sewer

—

the latter being Harwich, and the former Lower
Bovercom-t. The worst gradient was one of 1 in
892 for a short distance. The inspector said the
board were committed to the opinion that it was
necessary to proceed -with the sewerage.

Watee feoji tee Lowee Geeensand.—The
lower greensand at Caterham has just been reached
at the depth of 851ft. from the sm-face, and a supply
of pure water is now flowing from it, and will
.shortly be used in the district supplied by the
Caterham Spring Water Company. The boring
operations were commenced on the 29th of July
last -with a boring of 18in. diameter, and the lower
greensand was reached this week with a diameter
of 15in., soUd cores of the strata passed through
having been obtained. Other bonngs are being
put down by the New River Company at Tumford
and Ware to prove the lower green saud at those
places, while the Lambeth Water Company is
putting down a borehole at Ditton to test the depth
of the chalk basin at that place. The boring at
Caterham has been carried out by tho Diamond
Rock Boring Company, who successfully reached
the lower greensand at Meux's Brewery, Totten-
ham-court-road, in 1877.

The Local Government Board have informed the
Lambeth guardians that they consider that the
erection of an infirmary would be sufficient altera-
tion at the industrial pauper schools at Norwood.
The guardians have instructed their clerk to com-
municate with Messrs. Coe and Robinson, who were
successful in the recent competition for recc nstruc-
tion plans, and to draw their attention to the
ditt'erence between their estimate of cost and that
of tho Local Qovemmont Board.

All Saints parish church, Hopton-by-Thetford,
Suffolk, in the diocese of Ely, is about to be re-
stored from the designs of Messrs. Satchell and
Edwards, of London. For the execution of the
work tho tender of Mr. Brooke has been accepted.
The restoration of St. Margaret's parish church,
Wattisfield, iu tho same county and diocese, has
also been intrusted to the care of Messrs. Satchell
and Edwards.

A report by Mr. Douglas, A.K.C., respecting the
progress of the new Eddystone Lighthouse, of
which he has charge, states that since the works
wore commenced last July the weather had per-
mitted only 135 hours to be worked on the rock
although every opportunity had been taken advan-
tage of. It is not expected that the work wiU"^
above high-water loTel imtil January, 1880.
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A PAPER dome has recently been made, accord-

ing to plans by Prof. Greene, of Troy, N.Y., for

an astronomical observatory which has been
erected for the Rensselaer Polj'technio Institute.

It is a hemisphere 29ft. in outside diameter. The
fr.amcwork consists primarily of a circular sill,

wliicli fonns the base, and two semicircular arch

girders (parallel) spanning: the dome. These are

of 8ea.soned pine. The paper covering is made
in sixteen equal sections, their bases on the sill

and their extremities meeting at the top ; the

framework of each consists of three vertical

ribs of pine meeting at the apex. The paper is

about one-sixth of an inch thick, and is as

compact in structure as the hardest wood. A
4ft. opening between the arch girder is covered

by a shutter (also of paper, on a wooden frame).

The weight of the dome and its appurtenances
is about 4,0001b. It is supported on six 8-iu.

balls rolling between grooved iron trucks. Ko
machiueiy is used to move it.

The Miirkets Committee of the Court of Com-
mon Council have drawn up a report recom-
mending the construction of a new fruit, vege-
table, and flower market for the City, at a cost

not exceeding £30,000. The City Architect had
prepared plans and a model, estimating the cost

at £56,000, but the committee thought that a
design of a less expensive character woiJd meet
all the requirements. The site extends from
Charterhouse-street to Snow-Iiill and from Far-
ringdon-roadto the London, Chatham, and Dover
line. All the excavations have been performed,
so that the basement can be proceeded with. To
form the approaches. King-street has been
widened on the northern side, a new street from
King-street into Charterhouse-street, and another
new thoroughfare from this street to the junction
of Snow-hill and Farringdon-road, have been
made, and part of the London, Chatham, and
Dover line has been covered in. The matter
now awaits the Common Council's approval of

an agreement to be entered into by the railway
company and the Corporation. This market,
when complete, will be the last of the series

designated in the Act as the London Central
Markets—viz.. the Meat Market, the Central
Poidtry and Provi.sion Market, and the Central
Fruit, Vegetable, and Flower Market.

The first ordinary general meeting of Mr.
Euskin's Company of Guild of St. George was
held in Bii-mingham last week. The company
was formed for the purpose of buying land in
England, and thereon to train into the healthiest
and most refined life possible as many men,
women, and children as their land can maintain
in comfort. Tlie vital principle of the guild is

that whatever profit is made out of the manage-
ment of the land is to be applied to the comfort
and welfare of workmen themselves. Alderman
Baker presided, and a letter was read from Mr.
Euskin, in which he said, '

' I never contemplated
any legal difficulties of the kind I meet ^vith,

and I entirely decline any further responsibility
in such matters. The office of master, as defined
hi Fovf!, is one of authority over persons volun-
tarily rendering obedience to great piinciples,
and not authority enforced by law as at present
constituted. For all the organisation of the
Guild a clerk or secretary must be appointed to
be responsible with directions from solicitors, for
I am virtually dead to such business." A
report from Mr. Rusldn was read stating that
the Guild had estates at Sheffield, Bewdley,
Cloughton, Mickley, Barmouth, and £500 vested
in consols.

The Rev. J. B. Steothee, formerly of St.
Mary's Steps, Exeter, and now of Shaugh Prior
—a remote parish upon the western borders of
Dartmoor—has recovered the luiique old font
cover that formerly crowned the ancient moor-
stone font at Shaugh Prior Church. Tlie font
cover was found in an old linhay, or bam, the
greater part broken and rotten, terribly dam-
aged, and apparently quite beyond repair.
Under the superintendence of Mr. Harry Hems,
it was conveyed to Exeter. The crowning finial,

which seemed altogether lost, was foimd in
another house, adorning a rural chimney-comer.
It consisted of a headless and handless Bishop,
clothed in full canonicals, and carved in a spirited
manner. The cover is now restored, and presents
it.s original appearance as it was when, in the
middle of the sixteenth century, it was originally

placed upon the font. Of spiral form, its place

ij! a permanent one upon the font, and luider no
circmustanccs should it be removed. When bap-
tism is administered, the sides of the lower por-

tiim work on hinges like wings, exhibiting the

font bowl within ; and in tliis baldacliino-like

canopy, the child is held and christened. No
other example of such a cover is to be found in

Devonshire, nor in any church in the West of

England whatever. A few similar instances do
exist of this odd arrangement, but they are

nearly all in the Eastern counties. At East
Mailing, near Maidstone ; at Ticehurst, at Wal-
polo St. Peter, at Trovington, at West Walton,
at Bramford, at Fringringhoe, near Colchester,

and one or two other places, there are examples
of like construction. The Shaugh Prior cover

stands between 8ft. and Oft. liigh, and is made
of oak. It is octagonal in plan, and in its con-

struction consists of three several stages. To
the height of 3ft. it rises perpendicularly, each

cant being filled with delicately carved nmning
ornament, and surmounted by an enriched

cornice ; the diameter then lessens, and for

another couple of feet or so it again rises per-

pendicularly, the angles being ornamented by
carved work, whilst the eight comers have
pimiacles, each surmounted by carved figures of

priests in attitudes of prayer and adoration.

Above this, the cover assumes a spiral form, the
spandrels between the ribs being carved with
pieraed ornament of curious detail. The whole
is surmounted by a mitred bishop, holding a
crozier or pastoral staff in his left hand, and
having the other raised in the attitude of bene-
diction.

The death is announced at the age of 76 of

Mr. William Leslie, of Nethermuir. The
deceased, who was a native of New Deer was a
self-educated man, and well known in the
Eastern Highlands for his ability as an architect

and his enterprise as a railway contractor. His
greatest work was the designing and construc-
tion ofDunrobin Castle, Sutherlandshire, built in

1845-9, at a cost of £120,000. Forty years ago
he buUt a tower to Aberlour House, on the
banks of the Spey, and ho also executed a
number of important works in Aberdeen. He
was a member of the firm of Macdonald and
Leslie, who first started the granite-polishing
trade of Aberdeen. As a railway contractor he
constructed the Deeside, Buchan and Formartin,
Devon Valley, Perth and Dunkeld, and Forfar
direct railways. In 1872 he acquired the estate

of Nethermuir in his native parish, at a cost of

£63,000. He was lord provost of Aberdeen
from 1869 to 1874.

The LrvEEPOOL EN-GiNEEEixa SociErsr held its

usual fortnightly meeting on Wednesday evening
last. Mr. M. E. Yeatman, M.A., President,
occupied the chair. A paper on '

' The Design
and Construction of Sewers" was communicated
by Mr. Graham Smith, past President. In
opening his subject he remarked that sewers
should not only be constructed in a manner
to carry with despatch to the outfall the sewage
which might find its way into them, but they
should likewise be built in a manner such that no
portion of the sewage should percolate through
them into the surroimding earth. Cholera, for

instance, might be spread indefinitely by matter
discharged from the stomach or bowels of a
cholera patient gaining access to any source
of water supply. He quoted the General Board
of Health returns to show that zymotic diseases
largely exist and are much due to improperly
constructed sewers and imperfect drainage
arrangements. The question of the proper
forms of sewers to be adopted under various
circiunstances was dealt with at some length,
and the author advocated the circular section
when a largo and constant flow coiUd be
depended upon, and the egg-shaped sewer when
a variable flow had to be accommodated, as the
smaUness of the invert increases the scouring
action of a smaE quantity of sewage, whilst the
increased size of the upper portion provides for
any augmentation of flow. He considered that
the success or non-success of any system of
drainage depended upon the manner in which
details were arranged. These questions, and
such others as the ventilation of sewers and the
materials employed in their construction, were
fully considered.

The Times and other daily papers of the 26th
ult. published the astoimding information that
"M. Eugene Millet, the Arehbliliop who restored
Rheims Cathedral and St. Germain's, is dead."

M. Millet was an architect, and did not belong
to the clerical order, though his connection with
Rheims Cathedral and other ecclesiastical build-
ing.s' throughout France, may have led to the
mistake. He restored the Palace of St. Germain,
now fitted up as a museimi, and was one of the
first who followed M. VioUet-le-Duc in his studies

of the ecclesiastical architecture of the country,
and subsequent practice in the restoration of the
ancient Mediaeval building of the country.

The Adelphi Theatre has undergone a thorougli
renovation, under the immodiato direction of
Messrs. Gatti's architect; Mr. Green Chadwiok,
of ParUamcnt-street. Knowing the dingy mo-
notony of the theatre before its decoration, we
can say that Mr. Chadwiok has made this popu-
lar and cosy Uttlo house still more attractive.

The structure was in the Italian Renaissance
style, but the interior suffered from a tawdry kind
of decoration. The effort made has been to adapt
the new colouring and decoration to the style of
architecture, and chiefly to make it assist in

giving size and scale to the interior. Generally
wo observe that the scale of colour has been re-
duced in tone, a vellum and a light blue being the
predominant tints, employed with a liberal use
of gilding in the gaUeiy fronts and details

The lighting also has been arranged so as to de-
stroy the efiects of shadows, and we observe that
bracket lamps, in pairs, have been placed ou
each side of the pillars of the auditorium, and
a crystal chandelier by Messrs. Defries, Is

suspended over the latter. An ingenious mode of
giving apparent height to the theatre has been
adopted in covering the circular level soffit of

ceilmg above the gallery -with a light striped

paper, the stripes being anranged to radiate

from the domed centre ; the effect below is to

make this flat, annular portion of ceiling appear
conical or raised, after the manner of a tent.

The domical ceiling over the auditorium is re-

lieved in the lunettes or panels with a series of

subjects representing the "Golden Age," exe-
cuted to imitate fresco by J. M. AHen, Esq.

;

and the vestibule to the Royal box has its ceiling

decorated with a symbolic design, "Innocence."
We notice, too, new curtains to the private

boxes. These are made of a rich gold-coloured
satin, the edges being of peacock blue velvet.

The boxes are lined with a light-blue satin

cloth, with vertical stripes of vellum-coloured
material, edged with a gold moulding, the effect

of which is rich and to give height. We observe,

also, the boxes behind the dress cii'cle have been
removed, and we are told the acoustical effect

has been improved thereby. Other alterations

have been made in the upper gallery, by which
the comfort and control of the occupants of this

part and the amphitheatre will be secured. We
dislike the pattern of the paper to the gallery

ceilings, which hardly agrees with the curvilinear

surfaces ; but we notice a good dark dado paper
to the passages and stairs, imitating stamped
leather. The decorations have been carried out

by Mr. Crossley, of Newell.

CHUBB'S
WROUGHT IRON DOOBS,

Fire and Thlof-Kesistinpr Stronpr Rooriis, Safes, and Iron Linings.
UHUUIi'S PATENT I.OCKS.

THREE PRIZE MEDALS
And HoNoiRABix Miktiom at P.VEIS EXHIBITION', 1878.

Illustrated Price Lists post-free.

CHUBB & SON, Makers to the Bank of England,
128, (iueen Victoriii-atreet, St. Paul's, E.C. ; and

68, St. James's-strcet, Pall Mall, London.—{AiivT.]

Iiamplou^h's Pyretic Saline is refreshingr,
most asrtteable, and the i)reveiitive nf fkvkus, nii.rovsNKss,
9M*i.i.-rux, sKi\ ]>isEAsi;s, and many other spring and summer
ailments. Sold hy chemists thronyhout the world, and the
Maker, 113, Holborn Hill. h'»e no «uMi'(u(«.—fAuyt.]

»»«

Roofing' Slates.—Eeduction in prices! Send for
price list to THOMAS H. ItOBEItTS, sliite merchant, Conway,
neforc ordcrinix elsewhere. Slate slahs, eills, hearthstones, ridges,
cistenni, and all other kind of slate work very cheap.—(.Aovt.]

CHIPS;
The contract for building a Wesleyan chapel at

PerrauweU, to hold 600 people, together with a
schoolroom and class-rooms, has been entered into

with Mr. John Blight, Bedruth, in the sura of

£1,750. The style is Early English Gotliic, and the
plans have been prepared by Mr. Hicks, of

Bedruth.

An exhibition of the drawings of the late H.
Dawson n-ill be opened at the Fine Art Society's

galleries, 148, New Bond-streot, ou March 3. It

will consiat of some two himilred sketches and
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dnwinn which h«T» nover bo«n previously on

ng^^T^moceedaot the exhibition, which wiU

tmtrtmi^a open until Easter, will be devoted to

tha Aitirts' BeDeroleot Fund.

A tniff"""'C is now in the course of erection in

bant of Ipstnch town hall, to restore the comico,

too. m % SintileTer fell down a few daj-s smce,

^niLff a Toong man. The town hall is a large

Twiitwn tractore, built about a dozen years since

t tha daagns of Ueaars. Bellamy and Hardy, of

Atavoblio meeting held in the town hall. Water-

fad, bit wa^ ti>e mayor in the chair, it was

iwolvcd to open an Art Loan Exhibition in the city

on the Itt of May next. A guarantee fund was

opened in the room, when nearly £100 was sub-

oribad.

The Chuidi of St. Paul, Poole, is about to be en-

huxed and improred at a cost of £3,800 from the

doSgns of Mr. O. R. Crickmay, of Weymouth. The
propoMd woAs include the throwing out of an apse

aadfthe addition of side galleries, and 200 additional

ittings will be provided.

Tie littlehamptou Local Board have instructed

Mr. Grantham, C.E., to prepare plans for a water

rai^y for a present jiopulation of 6,000, with

powers of extension for one of 10,000.

The Billericay Kghway Board have accepted the

tooden of Mr. John dross, of Hutton, for the

anetioa of foot-bridges at Hutton-wash and Mer-
nDgtons.

^e Hnmtanton Cliff Company have accepted

the tander of Messrs. Bar dell Bros., contractors,

for canying out sea walls, shelter, and other im-

proraments at Hunstanton..^ The works will be

commenced in the spring.

The Society of Arts has just sustained a severe

and sudden loss by the death of its well-known and
neatly respected secretary, Mr. Peter Le Neve
fVxter.

A public laundry has just been erected in the

Bridport-road, Dorchester, for a private company.
Mr. G. J. O. Gregory, of Dorchester, was the

architect, and Messrs. Gay and Sous the contrac-

tors ; the cost of erection was £1,500.

Mr. George Fawkes, who had been town surveyor

of Crickladefor 26 years, died last week.

Danham Church, East Suffolk, was reopened on
the I'ith inst., after having been reseated and other-

wise restored. The woric was superintended by
Mr. 8. Brooke, of Croydon, who carried out in

detail the plans prepared by the late Mr. E. Hake-
well, architect, of Great Bealings. Mr. H. Moun-
tain was the builder.

A watchmaker in Ayr has left the whole of his

aatate, amounting to about £10,000, to rebuild the

bridge in the town which was rendered famous by
Bums as the " Auld Brig o' Ayr."

A new lodge is in course of erection at the

eaatam entrance to Kingston Lacy Park, near

Wimbome, from the designs of Mr. T. H. Wyatt.
It is Italian in style, and in keeping with the

mansion, built about 1663. Mr. A. H. Green, of

Blandford, is the builder.

The French Government has, through the

Minister of Public Instruction, conferred the dis-

tinction of Officer of the Academy on Mr. G.
Tinworth, designer of Doulton ware, in recognition

of his lerrices to public instruction and to the

XXnirenal Exhibition.

The Todmorden Local Board lust week accepted

tenders, amounting in aU to £2, 103, for the erection

of a new town hall.

The Essex Church Building Society have recentlv

made the following grants in aid of church

restorations :—Black Notley, £50 ;
White Roo-

thing, £40 ; Stanway, £60 ; and Wunbish, £30.

New shops have just been completed at the comer

of English-street and the Victoria Viaduct, Carlisle,

for Messrs. Johnston Bros. Messrs. Hethermgton

and Oliver were the architects.

Thomas S. Derham, general mercliant, of Leeds,

has filed a jietition for liiiuidation by arrangement.

First moetuig, M;ireh 13, at Calverley Chambers,

Victoria-square, Leeds.

Mr. Edward Ruudle, for many years architect

and surveyor for the Duke of Bedford's Tavistock

estate, has been appointed steward of the same

estate.

Memorial stones of a new Primitive Methodist

chapel have been laid at Heworth Colliery Village,

near the Felling. The plans liave been prepared by

Mr. Jamieson, of Belle Vue-tcrrace, Gateshead ;
and

the contract has been taken by Mr. Tliomas Dixon,

of Windy Nook. The building will bo of atone,

and that the character will not bo very expensive

may be gathered from the fact that it is proposed

to seat 220 persons at a total cost not to exceed

£300.

A new church room, built on the western side of

St. Martin's church, was opened at Dorking on

Monday. The plans were prepared by Mr. W. E.

Hawkins; Messrs. Goddard, of Famham and

Dorking, were the contractors ; and the work was
carried out at a cost of about £1,100, under the

superintendence of Mr. Dibble.

Roskelton Episcopal Church, Monbraith, in the

diocese of Leighlin, was reopened on the 2l8t

inst., after restoration, including the substitution of

benches for square pews, and the replacement of

pulpit and reading-desk by more modem ones.

A donation of £20 has just been received from
the Goldsmiths' Company, for technical education,

at the Royal Architecturiu Museum.

Messrs. H. and J. Mabey, of Westminster, are

the sculptor.'! of all the carvmg at the new buildings

in the Temple, which we described last week. The
models were also prepared by Mr. H. Mabey.

The Town Coimcil of Margate have decided to

purchase the water-works supplying the town for

£59,000.

The East Grinstead Sanitary Authority have re-

ceived the sanction of the Lociu Government Board
to the borrowing of £13,000 for can-ying out a
scheme of drainage, and have accordingly invited

tenders for the execution of the work.

In the 34th annual report of the Newcastle and
Gateshead Water Company, presented yesterday, it

is mentioned that more than 12 miles of mains and
pipes have been laid during the past year, and that

at the present time a largo new reservoir is being
erected at Swinbum.

School of Art classes hare just been formed at

Crewkeme.

The tender of Messrs. Guynan and Son, of Car-
burton-street, has been accepted for the supply of

the blinds and fittings at the new school buildings

erected at Sittingboumo for the Borden School
Trust.

In our last issue we omitted to mention that

the whole of ;tlie principal rooms in the Reform
Club, Liverpool, were warmed and ventilated by
means of Shillito and Shorland's patent Manchester
grates.

The tender of Mr. Alfred Groves, of Milton-
under-Wychwood, Oxon, has been accepted for the
rebuilding of Little Rolbright Bridge, for the county
of Oxford, under the superintendence of their sur-
veyor, Mr. H. J. JolUt, St. Aldate's, Oxfaid.

Considerable alterations and improvements to
farmhouse and buildings atBarriufftou Down Farm,
Gloucestershire, for Mr. B. H. Hurst, are about
to be carried out, and new cottages erected by Mr.
A. Groves, Miltoh-under-Wychwood, Oxon.

St. Augustine's Church, Norwich, which has been
temporarily closed for restoration, was reopened
on Sunday. The old vestry, which occupied the
south-east comer of the church, has been taken
down, and a temporary one opened out under th©
tower at the west end. The architect was Mr.
R. M. Phipsou, and the builders were Mes.srs.

Downing and Son, of Pitt-street, Norwich. There
are still several things needed to make the restora-
tion of the interior complete.

A school of art has just been re-established at
Bridgwater, with Mr. Davis as head master.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENStTING WEEK.
Monday.— Society of Arts. Cantor Leeture No. 3, on

'* Dwelling Houses ; their Sanitary Con-
Btruction and Anungoments," by Dr.
CorUeld, 8 p.m.

Society of Eiigineers. Paper on " The New
Pits and Hauling llachinerj' for the San
Domingoa Mines in Portugal," by J.
Bemhays, 7.30 p.m.

Wkdsesdat.—Society of Arts. " The Social Necessity
for Popular and Practical Teaching of
Sanitary Science," by J. J. Pope,
M.E.C.S., 8 p.m.

British Archteological Association. Dr. Phen^
on " The Cave of the Oracle of Delphi,"
and C. W. Dymond, C.E., on " The Stone
Circle at Gunnerkeld," 8 p.m.

TnuESDAY. —Society for the Fine Arts. I>ecture on " The
Art Decorations of the Stage," by "W. J.
Allen, hon. sec.

Friday.—Society of Arts. " The Plants of India adapted
for Commercial Purposes," by J. E. Jack-
son, of Kew Museum, 8 p.m.

Institiition of Civil Engineers. Paper on
" The Interlocking of Points and Signals,
and the Electric Block System," by
George D. Maraton, Stud. Inst. C.E.

HELLIWELL'SPatented NEW SYSTEM
OFAIK&WATEE^TIGHTIMPERISHABLE G LAZING.
AU Woodwcjrk is covered, and no outside I'liinting is

required. Old Koofs Ee-glazed. Any one can i-epair or
take in pieces.
" It is suitable for Railway Stations, Mills, "WcavinK Sheds, &c.,

hut is BpeciaUy applicable to Consen'atories, Plant Houses, and
Orchard Houses, luid we should be very much inclined to try the
system. It is certainly worth looking to."—£uildtr.
" Aid will, in our opinion, supersede any other similar system

before the public."

—

Building News.
" It seems to meet the end in view more nearly than anything

wc have seen yet."

—

The Field.
" 7, Mark-lanei London, Xov. U, 1878.

" Bear Sir,—I cannot see what testimonial yuu can n-qulrr from
me than the fact that I have taken off all my putty glazlnn and
removed Kendlc's work to replace it with yours ; any one seeing

the two Bvsteras would sav that vours is Hir the superior, andthat
nothing yet out can touch it.—Yours, "W. li. Pksston. T. "W. HclU-
wcll, Esq., Urighouse."
For Estimates, Drawings, or Particulars, apply to the Patentee,

T. ^Y. HELLIWELL, Brighouse, Yorkshire

;

or, 19, Parliament-street, London.

—

[Adtt.]

CHAPPUIS' PATENTS
FOE

REFLECTING LIGHT.-DAYLICHT REFLECTORS

OF EVEEY DESCEIPTION, ALSO

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT REFLECTORS.

P. E. CHLfVPPXJIS, Patentee. Factory, 69, Fleet-street, London. E-C

N.B.-DIAGRAMS AND PROSPECTUSES ON APPLICATION.
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WATEE-COLOUR DEAWINGS AT THE
DUDLEY GALLERY.

THOSE who are admii-ers of skilful draw-
ing and refined bits of colouiing will

not fail to enjoy the newly-opened ExJii-

bition of Water-colour Drawings at tlie Dud-
ley Galleiy. There is nothing grand or
ideal in the collection ; we did not see one
strikingly large or alluring piotuio on the
walls, but the collection is made up of many
pieces inspired by natural scenery and the
commoner incidents of life, which please if

they do not enthral the visitor. Rural and
coast scenes, and a variety of studies of home
life in which the tenderer emotions are

chiefly concerned, comprise the lai-ger

number of works this year, though in these
comparatively humbler efforts of the artist

we meet with not a few admirable for theii-

execution, theii' delicacy of drawing or
colour. The sensational, whether it be in

theme or treatment, is noticeably absent.
Taking the order of hanging—we may
here complain of the number "skied," or
placed too low for inspection—" The Young
Wife "

(8), by Ellen Clacy, is more remark-
able as a misnomer than for anything cha-
racteristic, as all the artist represents is a
young lady examining a piece of old china
in a window, while the rest of the composi-
tion displays a goodly aiTay of blue china
in a hall recess. The title of "Cuiioso's
Wife " would bo more appropriate. In
" The Prayer," Mi-. N. Cipriani gives us a
clever di'awing of a dark row of stalls, ap-
parently from some Spanish church. In one
of them kneels a supplicant. Mi'. S. T.
Whiteford's "Church of St. Satire, Milan,"
is forcible in colour ; a vigorous handling of
foliage is Mr. W. S. Addison's "Marsh
Marigolds " (19). There is a freshness in the
pictui-e, which is executed in a massive style
with body colour- freely used. No. 21,
;' Goring-on-Thames," by Mr. A. C. BeU,
is a delicately-handled landscape, although
the treatment is broad. Truthful as a tran-
script is Mr. B. N. Spiers' picture called
"A Comer of My Study" (24), in which a
few leather-bound books and an ink-bottle
make up a modest but by no means inex-
pressive subject. Mr. Ernest A. Waterlow
in his " Rear-Guard of the Flock" (33) has
also chosen a simple ruial scene. A girl with
child on her back is driving a flock of sheep.
The road, with its pools of water, the daik
foliage and the sunset sky, the figures and
the sheep are all conscientiously drawn.
"Venice in June " (34), by Mi-. H. Good-
win, is a gaily-coloured view of a scene
painters never tire of depicting. For bold
and truthful rendering of Highland cattle
we commend Mr. J. Richardson's work, " A
HighlandMother"(39),whilemarinepainting
is well represented in Mr. Goddard's " Hurst
Castle, Hampshire " (40). As architectmal
sketches, the contributions of Mr. Phene
Spiers leave little to bo desired. His " Old
House, Rye," a timbered niin, is hung too
low to do it justice ; but the most successful
sketch is " Gloucester Cathedral from the
South-east." Mr. Spiers is certainly a master
of sketching in colour ; his washes are clear
and transparent, and in the sketch before us
there is a charm in the manner in which the
elaborate detail of the tower and Late east
window is expressed by a warm light shadow
tint without an over-laboured execution.
"Tintem Abbey from the South Aisle"
(199|, and the "Bishop's Palace, Wells"
(527), with its chai-ming oriel, are also
pleasing studies. Wo cannot pass by Mr.

W. T. Richards' powerfuUy-colourod piece

entitled, " Twilight—Coast of New Eng-
land (02). The light on tho water, the

rocky headlands, and tho general tone of

colouring make a highly effective scene.

For flgiue-drawing broadly coloured, Miss
Beresford's " Under the Convent Wall"
must also be mentioned, simple as the

subject is. Wo notice, too, Mr. Egerton
nine's " Tin Ghiuit, Whitby" (70); Mr. J.

Moore's "Lord Lcvcson " (72); Mr.
McFaddon's "Roman Arch Bridge, New
Forest;" Mr. F. C. WUliam's "Lynn
Idwal, North Wales" (75); excellent sub-

jects, all characterised by masterly execu-
tion—the latter a skilful rendering of

mountain and mist. A kind of droll humour
is depicted in Miss Kate Greenaway's
"Piissy" (79); a demure-faced little gii-1

dressed in a sage-green frock, with white
cross-over, >vido brimmed green hat,

standing against a wainscotted background

;

the same artist's "Moi-ning Call" (136)
exhibits another study of a girl clad in

similar antiquated attire—a red cloak,

her mamma's muff and bonnet, seated on a
high chair. Tho precocious and sober
countenance of the little mimic is as cleverly

drawn as tho subject is comical. One of the
most attractive pictures is tho work of

another lady artist, Eliza Walker {^o). A
young lady in a biocade dress of golden
hue, holdmg in het hand a black fan,

stands before a pier glass ; tho reflections

of face, the rich-painted china vases on the
mantelshelf, and the hawthorn blossom are
faultlessly painted, and the title is cleverly

realised. Tho revival of the old costumes
of the time of the early Georges has been
eargerly tui-ned to account by tho depictor
of manners. Thus, Mr. F. Slocombe's
"Scrap Book" (109) is a girl dressed in

the low, short-waisted dress of our grand-
mothers, seated in a dingy room of old-
fashioned furniture, a cat being her solitary

companion. The screen and accessories are
clever. "Sweet Seventeen" (116) hardly
realises its name. The subject of the picture
is a young gii-1 dressed in muslin, with large
hat and blue sash. The expression is rather
that of a spoilt child than a young maiden,
but the attitude is easy and gi-aceful, and
the basket of fruit in her hand, the fruit-

laden wall behind, and the general colour-
ing are refined and natural. The artist is

Mr. E. S. Guinness. Mrs. Victoria Hine's
" Old Houses, Sandwich, Kent" (118), is a
picturesque group of brick gables truthful in

colour. A striking picture of sea and storm
in their grander moods is called " The
Surf-beaten Shore" (135), by Mr. G. L.
Hall. As a study of cloud and atmosphere,
tho artist has shownunmistakable power over
his pencil, but Mr. Hall is an adept at
effects of this sort. Of an intensely natural
style of execution is Miss Alice Havers's
picture (129)—

" The kine, tho kine, are onward going,
As o'er the hills the winds are blowing,
They wander onward, ever lowing."

Few would stop, perhaps, to look at so

commonplace a subject as a few cattle

wending their way over a bleak moor, but
the drawing is vei-y faithful. More inviting
in its theme is Miss Kate Sadler's "Satis-
faction " (153), an old monk seated engaged
in illuminating a missal. The artist has
seized a moment of serene satisfaction
in the countenance of tho old recluse, and
tho china and gi-cen dresser are cleverly
introduced. Rich toned, and striking for its

pleasingface, is Catheiine Atkins's "Reaper

"

(176), painted with considerable feeling and
tenderness. Mr. A. B. Donaldson's " Loy-
cester Hospital, Wai-wick," is a quaint
com-tyard, with its galleries of timber
parget, but harsh in colouring. Another
very fine coast scene is C. Davidson's sketch
from the "Cornish Coast, near Tintagel

"

(185) ; a bold piece of colouring, with its

verdure-clad cliffs, and its g^cen and purple-

hued sea. Mr. Fitzgerald's '

' Retui-n from
tho Mask Ball" (187), is a frenzied idea

cleverly worked out. Mr. G. D. Leslie,

R.A., is always happy in his studies

of character. "Curiosity" (194), is a
pleasing incident that tells its own story.

A little girl is pcopinff into a wardrobe or

cupboard. Tho drawing of the figure, on
tip-toe, clad in a white dress, the arms
and expression, are exceptionally skilful.

Another piece, entitled "Security" (211),

by H. Stacey Marks, R.A., cannot bo passed
by. The old chest, of late French or Flemish,

and the drawing of the old man, keys in

hand, are full of meaning, and conveys tho

idea the artist has sought to produce. " The
Manse Gate " (235), by Catherine Sparkes, is

excellently conceived. Tho figure of the
rosy girl descending the steps, the cool green
background setting of the garden, the half-

reflected light on the wicket combine to
produce a very pleasing picture.

There are several vei-y excellently-drawn
subjects that como within the broad designa-
tion of j/rare and " common life." Of these

wo can only name Mr. E. Jennings's

"Suburban Gardens" (223), a grey-toned
picture of winter with the ordinary suburban
surroundings. "A Surrey Hayfield," by
Mr. Slocombe, clever in the light falling on
the hay; "London Shoeblacks" (243), by
E. Roesler Franz ; "An Afternoon's Enjoy-
ment," a clever study of cattle ;

" Tho Hour
of Recreation," by C. Cabianca (271) ;

" The
Thames at Battersea," 1879, by Arthur
Severn (287), a rendering of grey mist and
rain such as Londoners only know ;

'
' Three

Merry Men aie We," by F. Dadd (297);
"Breakers on a Reef," very clever in the

reflected light on crest of waves and tho

misty effects, by W. T. Richards (295) ;
" A

Rough Day in the Chaimel," by H. Anelay
(299); "Weeds," by A. Pai-sons (319);
"Contentment" (320), by J. Knight; "A
Picture of OpenCommon" (322); "Waiting,"
by G. Knight (332) ;

" ADuet in Low Life "

(341), by A. Ludovici ; "Japanese Interior,"
" Peasant Life in the Campagna," by E. R.
Franz ; a sketch of a " Sandy Shore " (436),

by C. J. Barraud; " La Plus Sage do I'Ecole,"

and many others on the screens, such as

Mr. Addison's "Coppice," "Long Ago," by
C. J. Atkins; "Recreation," by C. A.
Smith; "From My Window," P. Norman
(578). Mr. Hanbury's "Side Chapel of

Church of St. Maria de Popolo, Rome " (252),

does not do justice to the rich marbled
interior, and the drawing is poor. Deco-
rative in character is Mr. F. H. Jackson's
picture (269) from the text

—

" Red roses fair.

To wreathe my love that wanders here," &c.

The conception is poetically worked out.

M. F. Sutherland's picture, " In the Mary
Stuart Room, Hardwick Hall" (275), is a
richly-coloui'cd sketch of old chair and chintz.

As a landscape, Mr. A. Hartland's " Coming
Storm, Cwm Bychan" is fine; and in
another class of art, Mrs. Champion's
"Flowers for Our Lady's Shiine" (374),

showing a sister making a wreath, is tender
and pathetic. " Perdita " (371) is a pretty
conceit, allcgoricaUy-treatcd, over-florid, by
Kate C. Hastings, while " THnking " (388),
by C. J. Atkins, is clever chiefly as a study of

accessories, such as the china and the furni-

ture. Catherine H. Sparkes' picture illus-

trating Matthew Ai-nold's "Judas" is

forcible and di-amatic ; the " furtive mien "

and "scowling eye," the "red hair" .and

"tufted fell " of the poet are seized by the
artist in his conception, and the galleon and
crow are well drawn. A finely-painted
coast-tcene is Mr. Walter Severn's " Trevalga
Rocks " (387) ; the ripples of tho sea and the
rocks are bright and transparently coloured.
" Tho Harbour Bar" (410), by G. L. Hall,

is a clever conflict between black cloud and
surf-beaten sea, and the picture has the
depth of oil. Mr. P. Williams' " Church of

St. Stefano,Venice" (411), is, as a severe sub-
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i«Ot,in»ssiToly handled: and "Enonc" (420),

U cxioeRsive' study of fcaturps, dolicatoly

readered, by Mary Mason. AVo have con-

tented oursi'lves -n-ith a mere glance at the

collection, which is a very numerous one.

We cannot, however, omit to mention some
oharming bijou flower-subjects; Nos. 617,

671, 502, 196 are eepedalJy worth notice.

TIm models for statuettes are worth inspec-

tion. Mr. 0. Simonds' " Eros Victor is

« ^eMinff conception, while " Charley,"

by E. R. bulling, is a model in which the

qualities of simjilicity and truthful iechiiitjite

are undoubtedly combined.

THE CAEPENTERS' HALL BRONZE
PAXEL COMPETITION.

PRIZES were lately offered by the Car-
penters' Company in this journal for

designs to bo executed in bronze for the

Gels in the basement pilasters of theirnew
ding now in progress of completion in

London Wall. Before saying anj-thing

about the designs submitted, we may inci-

dentally observe that the new structure is a

massively treated, ashlar-faced building in

the Roman style, the entrance front of wliich

is towards the old Carpenters' Hall. Mr.
Pocock, the architect, hsis adopted a bold
columnar treatment in the facades. They arc

of one order, the Corinthian, and thecolumns
rest upon a solidly designed basement, in

which are smiken panelled pUastei-s of some
projection. The main order is composed of

throe-quarter columns, above which the

entablature breaks, the whole being sur-

mounted by an attic and balustrading. In
the inter-columnar spaces are pedimented
windows set within relieving arches, and
these are flanked by Ionic columns. Below
the entablature, and between the capitals

and keystones, the spandrels are enriched by
festoons boldly carved. In the basement
plain segment-headed windows appear, the

jambs of which are relieved by a hollow and
plain grooved enrichment. The angle pilas-

ters to each facade are rusticatod, aid the
four intermediate ones have deep moulded
panels, the intention being to fill them with
bronzes. These panels are 13 feet G inches

liigh by 2 feet 4 inches wide. The competitors
had to consider, not the principal order or
story of the building, but the basement only

;

they had to prepare a design that could bo
caul, not carved ; and, lastly, the scale of the
work in its relation to the fa<;ade had to bo
kept in view. These conditions have, of

course, been violated by many of the com-
petitors, and there are only two or three
designs that fulfil fairly the condition of

suitability to position, only two that express
cast work, while as regards scale only one of
the competitors can be said to have thought
of it at all. As a whole, the designs are dis-

apiK>inting. Taking them in the order in

which they are numbered, Mr. Banks sends
three alternative treatments, one showing a
figure in canopy, with compass and shield

below ; another has a centre group of car-
penters' tools, and a third a head ; but the
lower jKjrtion of each panel is filled with an
unmeaning comjxjsition in a species of
rococo, and there is in all three drawings a
crowded effect. The chief fault, to our
mind, is that the designs lack character, and
they are much more suited for interior wood
carvings in an : Elizabethan hall. As fidl-

size dra^^-ings they are otherwise creditable.
No. 2, by Mr. J. Daymond, of Vauxhall (we
l>elieve the stone-carver engaged in the new
hall), is rejirosentcd by three cartoons, of
which we much prefer the design showing an
octagoa panel with figures in relief in centre,
tlie lower j>art being filled with a comjjosi-
tion in which a i>edestal and stem growing
therefrom, with scrolls, are the loading
dements. The other designs have centre
medallions, charged with emblems and the
arms of the Com{>any, filled up at top and

bottom with foliage and scroll-work, the

latter becoming suboi-dinate. To both these

the objection is that they do not fill the

panels, and would be far more consistent in

a flat or horizontal than in a vertical position.

The conception, moreover, is sadly lacking in

the architectonic character which ought to

be primarily kept in view, and the artist's

idea is more characteristic of stone-carving

than cast-work. Wo cannot seriously discuss

No. 3 ; it is beyond criticism. The artist

(Mr. J. How) "has conceived something
more nearly approaching a huge ho»-bon

than anything else wo can think of. It is,

in fact, aroticulated cage, circular in plan,with

the Company's arms in centre and a crowTi at

the top, projecting from the p,ancl. Design 4

represents a bra^vny artificer, with axe in

hand, the other parts of panel being filled

with oak foliage. Tlie design is weak. AVe

would simply make the remark hero that a

large figure is very questionably introduced

in such a position. One of the best designs

is No. 5, by W. H. Binger ; its conception is

more architectural, and the relief indicated

better adapted for bronze than those of pre-

viously mentioned designs. An oval panel

with a representation of the craft forms the

centre, above and below which arc emble-
matic compositions, the subjects being sui'-

rounded with a water-loaf moulding. The
treatment is scarcely bold enough for the

positions. Another clover design, by Messrs.

Cox and Sons, is in too elaborate a style of

Renaissance to suit the basement of a

building, in which solidity of charactor has

been aimed at. The artists send two designs

;

both have centre medallion subjects, one
representing Egyptian artificers at work,
another a Renaissance subject. The designs

would bo well adapted for interior decora-

tion, but for the position intended there is a
want of scale in tho work and figures intro-

duced in the lower compartments of panel.

The next design, No. 7, exhibits a bolder

and more characteristic troatmont. Tho
artist (Mr. Hugh Stannus) has not overlooked

the essentially architectonic position and
attributes of such a work ; the design is

suited to bronze bas-relief, and comes within
the limits of cast metal ornamentation. In
one of the designs there is a circular panel
with a seated figure of " Industry," above
and below which are emblematic devices in

allusion to tho craft are appropriately intro-

duced. At the top is a cherub's head, and a
scroll with " Honour God " inscribed. Tho
branching cornucopias below fonn a pleasing
filling-in to tho panel, which is surrounded
by an enriched moulding. Wo observe
also in a sketch elevation indicating the
relation of the panels, that tho tablets arc

made to range with the rustications, and the
lower ornaments are kept in low relief so as

to be loss liable to injury from rough usage,
both desirable points. Another clover

design is No. 8, shown by vigorously coloured
brown drawings. Tho designs exhibit

trophies of carpenters' tools suspended from
heads, in tho composition of which the
author has shown more ingenuity in grouping
than good taste. The heads arc too largo, and
tho trophies have a crowded and lumpy
effect, and certainly indicate by the relief a
carved rather than cast troatmont, which are
evident faults. In contrast to tho last, Mr.
R. J. Boroham adopts the idea of gi-o\vth

instead of pendulous ornamentation. There
are vases at tho base, out of which foliage

springs ; but the design lacks boldness, and is

only suited for inside decoration. No. 10,

in pencil outline, is carefully drawn, but,
like the last, is weak in conception, and tho
ornamentation is much too elaborate for
basement pilasters. In marked contrast is

the next, by Henry E. Tidmarsh, of Homsey
Rise, a bold chalk design, sliowing a rigid

stem-like composition, with siLsponded
trophies, wanting in grace and connection.
The lower parts of panels are left plain
stone. No. 12 shows female figures in

nic.hos, with trophies and anus at the top
and sides. The design is only suitable for
stone. There is one other design, but it is

of quite an unsuitable character. From our
remarks it will bo soon there are only two or
three designs which fulfil tho conditions
uixin which alone a selection can bo made.
In every other case the scale of the decora-
tion and the treatment are at fault. Nothing
in the panels shoxdd detract from tho sculp-
tured ornamentation of the superstmeture ;

on tho other hand, the relief should be
strictly architectural and suggestive of cast
metal. No models have been sent, but the
Company will have little cause to complain

;

some of the drawings are separately worth
the prize offered.

THE HARVEY STATUE.

FROM a large number of designs received
for a statue to Harvey, tho discoverer

of the circulation of tho blood, three models
have been selected by tho Committee for

further consideration, and these are now on
view at the South Kensington Museum.
Tho statue is intended to be erected at

Folkestone, the native town of Harvey.
But there is a national interest felt in the
memorial to so celebrated a physiologist, and
tho adoption of a model at once appropriate
and artistic is a matter of public concern.

Wo have inspected tho models in the picture

galleiy at South Kensington, and while it

would be rash to offer an opinion as to the

result of a competition out of which only

throe designs have boon selected, wo con-
sider that a larger display of designs would
have boon more satisfactory. Without doubt
the three models exhibited are works of

considerable merit, and if those are the three

best procurablewe haveno hesitation in decid-

ing upon tho one that appears to embody the

most desirable attributes as an artistic work.
Wo presume the letters placed on the three

models indicate the order of merit assigned

by tho judges, and if so, we think the least

satisfactory has boon chosen. The model
marked A shows tho gi-eat Lumleiau lecturer

in a standing attitude, ^vith a note-book in

his loft hand, his right holding a heart, as

if in tho posture of demonstrating as a
lecturer. His head is bent downwards, and
he wears a flat cap and a kind of Genevan
gown over the conventional costume, which
consists of the slashed or buttoned doublet,

short breeches, and stockings, common in

tho time of Charles I. There is a want
of repose and gravity in tho figure,

though tho face is highly intellectual,

and on the whole it must be said the attitude

is not dignified enough for a statue. It is a
mistake made by young sculptors to con-

ceive their ideal in too realistic a spirit,

and to emphasise the professional vocation

rather more than good taste dictates. This

appears to us the mistake in tho conception

of tho artist here. The design B is in our

opinion marked by more of tho qualities of

a good statue. The artist shows Hai-vey in

an upright and dignified attitude, his left

leg slightly advanced. In his left hand he

holds a heart, while his right hand is pressed

to his own, as if in intolligont outward ex-

pression of his thought. Tho head has been
modelled from the portrait of Jansons, wo
are told, now in the College of Physicians,

and is eminently thoughtful and handsome.
The figure is dressed in a buttoned and
trimmed doublet with deep collar, short

trousered breeches, and tight stockings, a

cloak being hung loosely from his shoulders.

Tho board is trimmed to a point, and there

is a decidedly Spanish or Vandyke style

about tho costume. Tho shoes have rosettes.

The face is ojion and benignant, and features

I)articularly intolligont and expressive.

Unfortunately, the yellow stained wooden
pedestal detracts from the model as an
artistic whole.
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Design C is also a clever composition.
The pliysiologist is sho^vn similarly clothed,

but the cloak is loosely thrown on a tripod
behind, and the artist has evidently cndea-
youred to pourtray Harvey in the position of

a demonstrator or lecturer, as he holds in

his loft hand a heart, and in his right, as if

in the act of performing an operation, is a
lancet or probe. Behind, at the feet, lies a
dead stag, from which the operator has ap-
parently extracted the heart ho holds up in

his hand. The expression is intellectual;
but while there is considerable ease and
dignity in the figure and its accessories, the
artist has, wo think, fallen into the error of
^ving us the anatomist rather than the
great discoverer and physician. The pedestal
of this design is far too elaborate, though
more architectural. Panels, with ^vreaths
and serpents, relieve the sides, across which
are tablets with the inscriptions, " Bom,
Folkestone, 1st of April, 1578," and on the
other side, " Died, London, 3rd Jime, 1G57."
We understand this design has elicited much
admiration from many who are not critical

enough to see that a carved pedestal invari-
ably detracts from tho sculptor's principal
work. The pedestal has in this case found
admirers. From tho above remarks it wiU
bo noticed that we prefer in conception,
grace of attitude, and expression, the design
marked " B "

; and we hope tho judges will
not lose sight altogether of the idealistic
qualities in balancing the technical merits
of tho several designs. Nor is it too much
to demand in a public statue of a gi-eat man
such as Harvey that the skilful operator be
subordinated to that of a far-seeing physio-
logist and benefactor of mankind.

AECHITECTUEAL GEOLOGY.—V.
Palaeozoic or Puimahy Eocks.

CAEBOOTFEEOTJS GEOFP.—The series
of formations which wehave now to con-

sider is one of the most important in this
country on account of tho numerous coal-
seams which are found in it, from whence
it derives the name of "Carboniferous,"
although the coal itself forms only a
very small part of the series, which
is made up of sandstones, clays, shales,
and Hmestono, alternating -vvith the
seams of coal. Our present business,
however, is with the stones and other
minerals which tho carboniferous strata
yield for the use of the builder, so that wo
shaU leave the coal altogether out of con-
sideration. In this country the carboni-
ferous strata are found in largo isolated
patches, to each of which the temi " coal-
field " is commonly ajJiJied ; thus wo have
the Newcastle coal-field, the coal-field of
Yorkshire, Lancashire and Derby, the
Dudley coal-field, and the South Wales and
West of England coal-fields, all of which
have some peexdiar feature. There are three
principal divisions of the grovip in England
and Wales ; the upper strata in which coal
is mostly foimd being called the "Coal-
measures"; the middle, which consists of
thick beds of hard coaree sandstone, known
as the "Millstone Grit"; and the lower
.strata, which is composed chiefly of hard
massive beds of Umestono %vith occasional
beds of coal, teiToed the " Carboniferous or
Mountain Limestone." In Scotland the
Carboniferous Limestone immediately imder-
lies tho Coal-measures ; the Millstone Grit
being wanting, thick beds of sandstone with
thin coal-seams being found below.

Coal-measures consist of a series of clay or
shale, sandstone, and bods of ironstone with
seams of coal, a bod of flredaij beuig fomid
under evciy coal-seam, which is extensively
worked for the manufacture of firebrick.
Large quantities of sandstone for building
and flags for paving are obtained from these
strata, especially in Yorkshire, Lancashire,
and Duriiam, as well as in those of Scotland

;

these sandstones arc generally very hard and
durable, although most of them are highly
laminated. Tho Newcastle coal-field covers

a largo portion of Northumberland and
Durham, and yields in its upper series an
excellent sandstone for building purposes,

which is quarried at Heddon, Kenton, Hex-
ham, Elswick, and other places. Tho stone

of Heddon is coarse-gramed, and weighs
lilOlb. per cubic foot, that of Kenton has
fine grains and weighs 1-l.Jlb. per foot ; it

is much used for buildings in Newcastle,
and flags are obtained from the upper beds.

Limestone suited for building is found near
Morpeth, and flagstones about Bei-wick.

There are several quarries of building stone
near South Shields, and the Pensher-stone,
near Houghton-le-Spring, is much used for

buildings in Dui'ham, Sunderland, and other
places in the county. Eedgate-stone, near
Wolsingham, is fine-grained, and was em-
ployed in Durham Castle. Near Gateshead,
Bishop's-Auckland, and Hartlepool good
building stones are also procured from the
coal-measures.
In Yorkshire there are extensive quarries

of sandstone and flags in all parts of the
West Eiding Coal-field, chiefly in tho neigh-
bomhood of Leeds, Halifax, Bradford,
Huddersfield, Penistone, Sheffield, and
Bamsley. The Park-spring stone, found
near Leeds, is a heavy fine-gfrained stone
weighing 1501b. per foot cube, and is much
used for architectural work. Tho quarries
of Harehill, near Leeds, yield a fine grit

stone for building, and also slabs and
landings ; that of Eawdon-hUl, which has
a fine grit, has been used in the Town Hall
at Leeds, buildings in tho London Docks,
and at Woolwich Arsenal. There arc also

good biulding stones from the quanics of
Headingley, Staningley, and Pottemcwton,
in the neighbom-hood of Leeds. The
quarries around Halifax and EUand yield

good building stono, and large quantities of

flags, landings, and paving stones. There
are some hard and heavy stones of excellent

quality quanicd in the coal-measures near
Huddersfield, at Longwood-edgo and Cross-
land-raoor, which is much used for buildings
at Huddersfield and Manchester. A large
quantity of rod, bro\vn, and blue building
stone, flags, and roofing slates is obtained
near Shefiield, and employed in local

buildings. About the neighbom-hood of
Northallerton are quanies of stone which is

much used for buildings in several largo
towns ; also near Bedale and Han-ogate
building stono is obtained from, the coal-
measm-cs.
In Lancashire this formation contains

many quarries of stone in different parts of
the country, about Birmley, Wigan, Biuy,
Eochdalo, Knowsley, and Liverjjool. The
stone of the Catlow quanies near Burnley
has a light bro^vn tint, is very hard and
compact, and well suited for architectm-al
purposes. Landings and flags are obtained
in the quarries, but they arc generally
inferior in quality to those of Yorkshii'O.
Tho coal-measures of Derby yield a coarse
gi-ained sandstone, some of which is obtained
at the Duke's quarry, near Cromford, and
has boon used in the Victoria Docks at
London. In tho Forest of Dean coal-field
of Gloucester many sandstone quanies are
worked, and supply materials for local
buildings and for paving. In Monmouth
there are quanies of building and paving-
stone at Newport and Pontypool.
The Coal-measures of Scotland cover a

great jiart of Ayr, Dumbarton, Lanark,
Ecnfrew, Stirling, Fife, Edinburgh, and
Haddington. They abound in grits and
sandstones, of which there are many quarries
about Edinburgh, that of Cragleith yielding
a stone of groat dui-ability and hardness
which consists almost entirely of grains of
quartz, and weighs 146 lbs. per cubic foot.

The stone from the quarries of Binnic and
Humbie, which have a finer grain than the

Cragleith, aro much used for buildings in
Edinburgh. Fine grained building stones
with paving flags are obtained near Stirling

and Falkirk, and there are several quarries
in Fife, at Dunfennlino, Saint Andrew's,
and Strathmiglo.
The clay-beds of the Coal-measures aro

developed chiefly in Yorkshire, Lancashii-o,

Stafford, and Worcester, whore they are
extensively worked for tho manufacture of
firebrick, red and blue building bricks, roof
and floor tiles, drains and sanitary ware.
In Yorkshire there are works of this kind in

the neighbourhood of Sheffield, Eotherham,
Bamsley, Leeds, Castleford, Halifax, and
Huddersfield. In Lancashire firebrick is

made near Barrow-in-Fumess, Bury, Tod-
morden, Staleybridgc, and Blackburn

;

building-bricks, drains and tiles being manu-
factured near Manchester, Bolton, Warring-
ton, Toxteth-park, Livcipool, Rochdale,
Haslington, Whalley, and Wigan from the
clay of the coal-scams. Fu-ebrick is largely
made in Stafford and Worcester at Stour-
bridge, BilstOn, and Tipton ; and the clay is

made into terra-cotta, drain-pipes, bricks
and tUes at Bewdloy and Tipton. Blue
bricks are also made near Tipton, Cannock,
and Birmingham ; building-bricks, tUes and
drains at Walsall, Burton-on-Trent, New-
castle-imder-Lyme, Kidderminster, Cougle-
ton, and Timstall. In Salop tho clay is mado
into encaustic tUcs at Benthall, near Broseley,

and into bricks, tiles, and di'ain-pipes at
Shrewsbury, Ludlow, Whitchurch, Slufnall,

Oswestry, and Bridgnorth. Beds of fireclay

are also foimd in the coal-measiires of Dur-
ham and Northumberland, about Newcastle,
Morpeth, Durham, Sunderland, South.

Shields, and Darlington, where it is worked
for bricks, tUos, drain-pipes, chimney tops,

&c. In Cumberland it is applied to similar

purposes at Whitehaven, Maryport, Thursby,
and Eavenglass. In North Wales the clay
is made into bricks and chimney tops about
Wrexham, Hawarden, Mold, Euabon, and
Conway ; and into firebrick in South Wales
at Abordare, Swansea, Cardiff, Merthyr,
and Brecon. The Coal-measure clay is made
into bricks and tUes in Gloucestershire at

Cinderford, Coleford, Easton, Micheldean,
and in the neighbourhood of Bristol ; in

Warwick red and blue bricks and tUes are
made from it at Atherstone, Coventry,
Tamworth, Nuneaton, and Kcnilworth ; and
in Leicester it is worked for red bricks and
tUes at Ashby-de-la-Zouch and Melton
Mowbraj'. In the Coal-measures of Scot-
land the clay is largely used for bricks, tUes
and drain-pipes near Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Paisley, Blantyre, Coltness, KUmaniook,
Kilwinning, Bothwell, Stonohouse, Coat-
bridge, and Wishaw.
Milhtone Qrit forms a series of coarse

quartzose rocks which crop out alon» tho
edge of the coal-fields of England and
Wales, where it forms the foundation on
which the coal-measures rest ; in South
Wales and the South-wost of England it is

known as tho " Farewell rock" on accoimt
of the absence of coal-seams in this for-

mation. It is chiefly developed in the West
Eiding of Yorkshire, and is conspicuous at
Alston-moor, Swaledalo, Wonsleydale,
Ingleborough, and Pcnyghent ; also at
Pateloy-bridge near HaiTogate, in tho
Plumpton rocks at Knarcsborough, and the
Ilkley crags near Bradford. The grit

quarried at Gathorley-moor, near Eichmond,
is largely used for buUding purposes about
Eichmond and Darlington. In the neigh-
bourhood of Leeds and Selby there aro

sovei-al quanies of a coarse grit known as

BramleyifaU stono which is largely used
about Leeds as a buUding stone, and has
been employed for the Euston EaUway-
station in London. Near Huddersfield a
heavy grit weighing 1581b. per foot cube is

quarried at Scotgate-head, and much used
for local buUdings ; there are also numerous
quanies of buUding stone, flags, and roofing
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kin in the same locality at Longwood,
lf«>.Aw., and Saddloworth. In the neigh-

booilKiod of Sheffield the grit is quarritxl at

•avenl plaoes for ashlar, walling, flags, sills,

•nd 8t<«p8. Thoro are also several quarries

of building stone and flagsaboutSouthowram
near Halifax, and at Kipon a freestone is

obfauned whidi is much used for local

bnildings. In Lancashire the Millstone Grit

Tields good building stone near Bolton,

Preeton, Wigan, and Liverpool. In Derby
it is quarried at Ashover, Buxton, Matlock,

Bow&lcy, Wirksworth, Bolper, Cliapel-cn-

le-Frith, Derby, Duflield, and at the Duke's
quarry near &ick, where a purplish green

stone weighing H-llb. per foot is procured,

which is largely used for bridges, gaols, and
docks. The stone of Darley-dale, near

BakeweD, weighing 1481b. per foot cube is

much used for buildungs of a superior class.

In Warwick a hard quartzoso Tock called the

HartshiU-stono is quarried near Nuneaton
for building and paving, having been
indorsted by contact with igneous rocks.

A grit is obtained at Prudhom near Hex-
ham, in Korthmuberland, and is much used
for buildings in Newcastle ; and in Durham
there are quarries near Barnard Ciistle,

Darlington, Stanhope, and Wolsingham.
Cardoni/erout, or Mountain Limestone, is

found in England and Wales imderlying the
Millstone Grit and forming the lowest beds
of the Carboniferous series ; in Scotland,

however, where theMfllstono Grit isgenerally
wanting, this limestone lies inmiediatcly

below the Coal-measures. It consists for

the most part of massive beds of a bluish-
grey crystalline limestone, which is generally
too hard to bo much worked by the mason,
and is chiefly quarried for burning into

lime, although some of it is capable of

leoeiving a polish and being used as marble
for decorative purposes. The scenery of the
country whore the limestone crops out is

usually of a rugged description, forming the
eiiSa and combes of Somerset and the dales

of Derby. Copious springs of water are
obtained from this formation, owing to the
fissnres in the rocks. In the North of Eng-
land the term " Scar Limestone " is applied
to the formation, which is developed at
Alston-moor, Ingleborough, Ponyghent,
Wensleydale, and Swalcsdolo ; a narrow
strip of it also skirts the slate of the Lake
district and passes along the Valo of Eden

;

marble is obtained from it in the neighbour-
hood of Kendal, as well as lime and building
stone. The Carboniferous Limestone presents
the most characteristic features and great
uniformity in the counties of Leicester,
Derby, Gloucester, Monmouth, Salop, and
Somerset, where it forms a great calcareous
mass undivided by bands of clay or other
beds. In Leicester it is dolomitic in
character, and is quarried for making into
lime at Breedon-lull, TicknaU, and other
localities. In the neighbourhood of Bristol
it yields marble for decorative work as well
a good bmlding-stono. Marble is also
found in considerable quantities about
Matlock and Bowsley, in Derbyshire ; and
limestone obtjuned at Hopton-wood, near
Wirksworth, which has bo enuscd in building
Chatsworth House and Belvoir Castle. Hy-
draulic cement is made from the limestone
which Li quarried at Holywell, in Flintshire.
In Scothuid the Carlnmiferous Limestone is

quarrkd in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh
and Dalkeith for building stone and lime,
and also at several places in Ayrshire and
Fife.

la onr reportof Dr. Coradd's lecture on " Honso-
bold Saniiary Arrangements" in the BtrrLDoa
N«w» of tbe 28th ult., we state " a model of an
aatomatic fasU-nnr, invented by Messrs. Thompson
and Stmt, of Birmin|;bam, was exhibited and
azpUined." The name should Iiavo been " Tonks
and Bona." Tha fastener in question is that
nfond to as " FUeat Sash-opener and Automatic
Faataner" in the advertisement which appears
iDovooIamiis.

HOUSEHOLD SANITABY ARRANOE-
MENTS.—m.

F'
his third Cantor Lectiue, "On Dwelling

Houses," delivered on Monday evening at the

Society of Arts, Dr. Coi-fiold concluded liis

remarks upon ventilating and heating apparatus,

and commenced tho consideration of water

supply. To show how air could be admitted to

a room without porceptiblo draught, an eiperi-

ment was performed. Two little flags were

h\mg in a line with tho nozzle of a pair of bel-

lows ; when the bellows were blown they waved,

tho agitation being more marked when a tube

was added to the bellows. One of Ellison's

conical brick ventilators being placed before the

bellows, with the small hole next the nozzle,

scarcely any movement of the flags took place till

the bellows had been worked for some time. A
device invented by Mr. Stevens, in which a series

of xmiform perforations ended in Uttle metal

cup-moutha placed behind a wire grating, was
applied to tho bellows with equally satisfactory

results. Such contrivances for admitting fresh

air to rooms without draughts ought to be placed

high up in the apartment, and not in the skirting

boai°d, as was too often done. ITulesa the fresh

air was warmed by passing over heated pipes, it

would be too cold to be admitted to the lowest

level of a room. M'Haffie's valve was exhibited

and explained, it being shown tluit it would

admit fresh air xmless the wind was too violent,

when it would be seU-oloscd. Some galvanised

iron-louvre ventilatora, which are adjusted by a

key, sent by Hart, Son, and Peard, were also

shown. Dr. Ball's ventilator had a delicately-

adjusted valve (which in the exhibited si)ecimen

was out of order), admitting au- to a siphon-like

passage ; it was claimed for the siphon that

blacks woidd thus bo kept out, and thiit air

woidd be " drawn up" more readily ; but the

lectiu^r expressed gfravo doubts as to the possi-

bihty of the latter claim being sustained. There

were two or three kinds of stoves or grates con-

nected with ventUation. That invented by Cap-
tain Douglas Galton had all round it an air-

chamber, into which fresh air was admitted from
outside, and after being warmed, was passed into

tho room. By this means, 35 per cent, of heat

from the fuel was utUised. A variety of this

was the Maniihester School-grate, one of the

differences being that air was admitted in a ver-

tical direction. The caution was given that the

back of the grate and the flue, so far as they were
in an air-chamber, ought to ho of one casting

;

if a joint existed, sooner or later it would open,

and air would pass from the flue into the air-

chamber. Some slow-combustion stoves had a
provision for heated air returning into the room.
This air was always too dry, tho modifying
influence of the water vessel set upon the stove

bemg comparatively shght, and the ehaniug of

the organic matter in the air caused the peculiar

smell known as that of "cast-iron. Mr.
Saxon Snell had recently invented a contrivance

known as the Therm-liydric grate. It looked

like an ordinary open fire, havuig near it a boiler

connected with a series of vertical hot-watcrtubcs,
which stand round about as a range of pillars.

The water in Jthese pillars is heated, and th\is

assists in warming the room ; and between the
tubes fresh air is admitted into the room, and is

gently warmed by the contact. These stoves were
found to bo too cumbersome to be brought to tlio

Society of Arts' room, but might all be seen at

any time on presentation of card at tho Parkes
Museum, University College. The lecturer next
referred to tho future prospects of gas. He
believed that gas would be more largely used in

its proper capacity, that of a warming and
co«)king agent. It was possible that for a long
while it would hold its own as a light, but he
did not think we should continue to use coal in

the ridiculous manner we do now. We bvuned
coal directly, whereas from it not only could gas
be distiUed, but tar, carbolic acid, aniline dyes,
salts of ammonia, and other increasingly valuable
products were obtained at the same time. It

was perfectly absurd to suppose that we could go
on wasting all these substances in our fires. In
every large house the mere dust and dirt created
by open fires was equivalent to the employment of
two servants. The gas companies ought to be
aUve to this, and let out for hire gas stoves for
cooking, as they now do the meters ; but he
warned his audience that if gas were used for
culinary purposes, tho present service pipes
would be msufficicnt. Bunsen's stove was tho
best for these purposes. Tlie notion that a gas
fire was more unhealthy than one of coal was a

mistaken one ; if equal care were taken to remove
the products of combustion, the one need be no
greater nuisance, nor more deleterious, than tho
other.

The lecturer then took up the question of
WaterSiipply. Therewere certain obvious charac-
teristics which a diinkuig-water should possess.
It should be clear, colourless, free from suspended
matter, forming no deposit if standing, without
taste or smell, and aerated. If any of these
qualities were absent, the water might be dis-
missed as unfit to diink ; but it might have all

these characteristics, and yet be unsuitable,
because contaminated by sewage. Tho suita-
bUity of a water could only be ascertained
with certainty by a knowledge of its history,
added to careful chemical investigation. Waters
might be dirided into hard and soft. To say
which it was advantageous to use was a difficult

question. The disadvantages of hard water in
that it clogged up pipes with deposits, and that
more soap was needed for washing,were obrious,
and the popular prejudice that soft water was
preferable appeared supported by facts, including
its invariable choice by domestic animals : the
Registrar-General hadproved however that, other
sanitary conditions being equal, there was no
difference in the average mortalities of towns
suppUed with hard or with soft water. But hard
water might be softened—on a large scale by the
use of Clark's process, which consisted in adding
milk of lime. It might seem a paradox to add
lime to water already too largely charged with
lime, but the milk of lime united with that al-

ready in the water and was precipitated with
it as a carbonate of lime, carrying down all sus-
pended matter in tho water, and leaving it when
seen in large masses of a peculiar bluish-green
colour. A disadvantage of the process was that
the deposition of carbonate of lime was somewhat
slow,—an improvement was the Porter-Clark
process, in which the precipitation is effected by
lime in filtering the water. The proper supply
of water in towns should be from 30 to 35 gallons
per head, per day. Prof. Eanldne had indeed
fixed the latter quantity as a maximum, but ho
deprecatedany setlimit ; if asmuch as possiblewere
provided, a useeoidd befoundfor it. AncientRome
liadasiipply of 300 galls, perhead daily, broughtby
tlu'ee great aqueducts, and although thesehad been
patched and tinkered up by successive Popes, it

was still the best supplied of large cities. The
further question arose, how a supply should be
obained ? The rain was a source giving au ex-
ceedingly soft and well aerated, and away
from towns a pure supply ; if collected in and for
rural districts, it was tho best supply. In towns,
however, the rainfall was so laden with soot,

organic matter, and free acids as to be unfit for

diiukiug until purified. lu many places shallow
wells were almost the only source, but were liable

to contamination from cesspools and leaky drains.

An economical mode of making these wasby means
of Norton's Abyssinian pipes, which could be con-
nected together so as to supply a main. Again,
springs or small streams ooidd be impounded and
b. ought into towns by conduits—the Roman plan.

Incidentally the popular mistake that the Roman
engineers did not know the use of the siphon
wascorrected, Dr. Corfield remarkingthat atLyons
the water was brought through three deep valleys

by a series of leaden siphons. Further, towns
might be supplied with water from tho rivers

passing tlirough them, which rivers had higher
up received the sewage of other towns. This
sensible and cleanly method of supply was largely

adopted in this enlightened nineteenth century.

There was a town in Engl.and which took its

water supply from a stream a mile below the
point at wliich it discharged its own sewage—an
example of a " circular system of supply " to be
carefully avoided. A stream was said to be cap-
able of self-purification, and that this could be
supplemented by puiification in the wateiworks
and houses, but tlds was mere sopliistry. There
was no river in England of sufficient length to

admit of natural purification, and the danger
even existed that purifying processes might be
neglected at tho place of intake—a peril which
had been more than once exemplified in London.
He appealed to tho common-sense of the audience
whether it was not better to use a water above
suspicion than that from a river containing sew-
age, even if the latter were filtered, boiled and
even distilled. Another source of supply was arte-

sian wells, sunk to the subten-ancan reservoirs

situated between the clay and impermeable rocks.

Tliis water was free from organic matters but
normally hard. The Kent Company and part of
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the Kow River Company's supplies were drawu
from artesian wells, and were the pinx'st in >i.se

in London. This artesian water could bo fur-

nished to the whole of London if tlie iuluibit-

ants had only consented to the double system of

supply, for drinking and cleansing' ])iu-])osc8, as

projected a short time since. The great advan-
tages of a constant over an intcnnitteut supply
were pointed out in cleanliness, frcshucss, coolness

and readiness to hand ; under the present inter-

mittent system cisterns were, however, indis-

pensable in London households. These were often
made of lead, an excellentmaterial forthcpui'pose,
but expensive. The dangers of lead for water
conveyance had been enormously exaggerated

;

after a short time the lead was coated with an
insoluble corapomid, and then only very soft

or pure waters could act upon the metal. Slate
cisterns were expensive and usually leaked after

a time, when the plumber was called in and
caulked the joints with red lead,—qidte as
poisonous as lead itself. For use on the gi'oimd-
floor, where weight was no consideration, glazed
stoneware cisterns were useful and cleanly. Gral-

vanised iron was another usefid and less ponder-
ous material, upon wliich water had no action.
Proceeding to consider water pipes, a curious
specimen was shown of a lead pipe which had been
recently taken up from the chalk near London, in
which the metal had heen eaten away by external
moisture acting on the chalk. Leaden pipes were
eometimes Uned with tin ; but tlie remedy was
worse than the disease, for water acted much
more quickly on lead if anothermetal were present,
as galvanic action was set up, and any crack in
the tin lining was siJeedily a source of prejudicial
decomposition of the metals. Varnishes for the
interiors of mains were best avoided ; many were,
nseless and some mischievous, for one of these
coatings contained arsenic. In conclusion, the
lectim?r showed the action of ball-coeks in regu-
lating the supply of water to a cistern, the modes
in which they work, and several recent improve-
ments. In the next lecture the subject of Filtra-
tion will be taken up, and also that of the
Eemoval of Refuse Matters byDry Processes.

OUE COMMOKPLACE COLUMN.
OAlLEIty.

THE term may be applied to a corridor-like
space or room, or, more technically, the floor

of a building supported by colimms, as the gallery
of a church, chapel, or public hall. A galleiyin
a building for public speaking or in a theatre
should be arranged so that the floor shall be
.sloped at such an angle that the occupants of
seats in the back-row may see over tho.se imme-
diately in front. The appearance of colmnns
immediately below the front of a gallery always
has an unpleasing effect, and it is bettor to pro-
ject the front over the line of sujiport by canti-
levers or coves. Many interesting samples of
galleries may be foimd in the churches of Wren,
and in the old Elizabethan halls. (See article
on '' Galleries " in the Buildino News and illua-
trations). For picture -galleries we refer the
reader to those of the National Gallery, Royal
Academy, the Grosvenor Gallery, &c., the chief
point being the proportion of the cross section
of the apartment, so that the rays of light may
produce the greatest Uluminating power on the
side walls without unpleasant reflect'oa.

"J. A." sends the foUowing note:—Strictly
speaking arcliitectirrally, a room may not be
called a gallery except when its length is three
times its width. A galleiy whose dimension
in length is considerable, will bear to be some-
what loftier than one whose dimensions are more
curtailed in the length ; but the height must not
give the appeai-ance of narrowness, and so
resemble a mere corridor. "There is hardly
anything in the interior of a building whicli
lends itself so readily to architectural effect as a
gallery, by giving lengthened perspective and
vista. And when the gallery is formed into
divisions, many fresh and rich combinations of
form are obtainable." There is at Holklmm, in
Norfolk, a very beautiful gaUery for statues
formed by two octagons and a centre connected
by open arches. The arranging of galleries tier
above tier dates from the seventeenth century.

OAEaOTLT.
Gargoyle, or gurgoyle (from Lat. gurgiiUo, the

throat-pipe), a projecting spout placed generally
at the angles of a cornice to carry off the water.
They were first introduced into England in the
thirteenth .century. They are usually in the

fonn of animals, birds, or human beings. Some-
times, however, they are quite i)lajn. Their
origin is somewhat doubtful, but they probably
arose from the arrant superstition and mysticism
of that age. By some they are considered aa

channs, or iietrified sentinels, to guard against

the intrusion of demons. Usually they are gro-

tesque and voiy ugly ; sometimes they are
realistic. M. Yiollot-le-Duc, speaking of them,
remiu'ks that gargoyles were introduced in the
beginning of the thirteenth centuiy. Tliey may
be seen in the cathedral of Laon, 1220. Many of

them arc mastcqjicces of Mediajval sculpture.

Towards the end of the thirteenth centmy gar-
goyles became more complicated, the human
form often superseding the animal. In the
church of St. Urbain, Troyes, may be seen a
gargoyle in the fonn of an amply-draped youth
holding a ewer. Gargoyles are common in the

He dc France, Champagne, and on the banks of

the Lower Loire ; they are rare in Bui-gundy, in

the centre and south of France.—C. F. "W.

The size of gates depends upon the use to

which they are i)ut. GeneraUy, 8ft. Gin. to

9ft. is allowed for width. There are various
modes of framing, but the main principle to bo
observed is to throw the weight of gate upon
the hanging-post by cross-braces. We have
dealt with this subject in previous articles (see

volumes of Botldino News for 1878). It is very
necessary that the material, if wood, shoidd be
well seasoned, and the framing accurately put
together, the tenoned rails being strengthened
by iron straps at the angles. The hinging of
gates is an important point, and to this subject

we refer the reader. Sometimes the opening
stiles run on friction bearers, which, for very
hea^y or wide gates, are necessary.

OEOMETBIC PEOPOETION.

This is a method of designing buildings upon
certain geometrical figures, such as the triangle,

square, &c. It is well known that the Egyp-
tians and Greeks both applied geometrical con-
struction to the proportions of the plans, masses,
and elevations of their halls and temples—a sub-
ject that has been alluded to by Aristotle, Vitru-
vius, Leonardo da Vinci, and various other
autliorities, ancient and modem. Viollet-lo-

Duc alludes to the proportions of the Egyptian
and Greek structiures as mainly founded upon a
system of triangles ; the subject has been largely
treated of by the late Mr. Edward Cresy inGwilt's
" Enoycloptedia," who divides the facjade of a
temple into sqxiares, a certain nimiber giving
the width, and another the height. The sub-
divisions of colmnns, entablature, pediment, &c.

,

arc also proportioned upon this method. It is

also agreed that certain proportions based upon
the equilateral triangle were given by the
mediajval architects to their works, and that the
widths and heights of theii' churches were deter-
mined in this way. The sections of many of
oiu: cathedrals have been found to be deter-
mined by this triangle, and its combinations and
subdivisions ; the vesica piscis was a favourite
symbolic figure so employed ; and the solids and
voids were regulated in the same manner. The
square and its diagonal were also used in giving
the proportions of plans and elevations in many
instances. Salisbmy Cathedral is based upon
the equilateral triangle erected upon the plan.
Winchester and York Cathedrals are also pro-
portioned upon the same figure. We may
refer to the works of Vitrurius, Cesare Cesa-
riano, Boecker, Hoffstedt, R. W. Billing's
" Attempt to Define Geometric Proportions,"
a Mr. Kcrrich's paper in the Archmologia
XIX., Mr. Pennethome's "Geometric and
Optical Princijiles of Architecture," &c. (See
articles in BuiLDiNa News.)

OEOirETEICAl DECOEATED.

This term is applied to the period of modiajval
arcliiteoturo in wliich geometrical foims in win-
dow tracoiy was developed from the previous
Early English forms. It is really the transi-
tion from that style to the Decorated of the
Hth centuiy. Mr. E. Sharpe adopted this teim
in liis nomenclature between the Lancet and
Curvilinear, and assigns the period from 1245

—

1313.

GILDINO.

"J. A." sends the following notes:

—

Gilding, or the process of overlaying surfaces
with gold. Mir/iaiiicd! gilding.—This relates to
the application of leaf-gold to wood, stucco, and
other plastic materials used to imitate wood-

,

carving. Process—^First, the surface is prepared
witli a layer of "thin whito." This is com-
posed of whiting and hot size. If the gilding is

to bo burnished, this is followed by a second
coating of "thick wliitc," which is made from
the same materials as the " thin wliite." When
these two preparations are completed, the whole
of the surface is carefully rubbed down, smoothed
off, and a coating of gold size is brushed over,
after which it is allowed to dry, then levelled
again as the leaf-gold is laid upon it. Opi-ralion

—TTie gold leaves are in succession dropped from
the goldbeater's book on to a cushion or pad,
held in the hand of tho workman, and are by
the breath, flattened out on the surface, and cut
into tho required sizes. Thence the pieces are
liftedand laidon thework bya sort of comb formed
of delicate bristles, and urged close to tho levelled
surface of the ground by gentle puffs of the
breath. When the gilding has reached a certain
dryness it is burnished by an agatc-bumisher.
Those portions are called " matt," and the other
parts" bumislied " gold. In oil gilding there is a
slight difference from tho above in tho prepara-
tion of the surface. First, two or tliree coatings
of thin whito are applied, this being mixed with
a little mellow clay, afterwards two or three coats
of plain gelatine size, and last of all the oil-gold
size upon which the leaf is laid.

Amalgam, or Water-Gilding. — Process— In
gilding of articles of metal, pare gold is first

combined or amalgamated with quicksilver, by
boiling tho gold in five or six times its weight of
quicksilver. The boiling mixture is poured into
cold water, by which it loses a great deal of its

fluidity, and it is then squeezed through chamois
leather. The amalgam is now the consistency of
stiff clay, has a greasy and gritty feel, and is in
the most convenient state for being weighed out
into the portions requisite for each respective
quantity of work. The articles to be gilded are
placed in a sort of "cage"; this cage is made
in a cylindi ical form, and is generally about 1 Sin.
in length, by 9 or lOin. in diameter; it is formed
of coarse iron-wire gauze, supported by an
external framework of iron, furnished with a
solid iron door at one extremity. The articles

under process having been placed in the " cage,"
tho door is securely fastened ; it is then sus-
pended by its axle on two supports in an iron
cylinder. The cylinder being previously heated
by a coal fire beneath it to such a degree as to be
red-hot over a large proportion of its exterior
surface, the cage is introduced, and the doors of
the cylinder closed. The lunder part of the
cylinder is connected with a chamber and flue,

so constructed as to carry off the deleterious
fumes of the merciuy. Steel and iron are gUt
by beingimmersed in a mixture of nitro-muriate
of gold with sulphur in ether or alcohol. By
combining these liquids together, an alcoholic
solution of gold is formed, from which the metal
is precipitated by the iron or steel. Ivory or
bone may bo gilt by immersing it first in a solu-
tion of sulphate of iron, and afterwards in nitro-
muriate of gold.

Encaustic Gilding.—This distinction is applied
to the coating with gold porcelain or . glass.
Porcelain is gUt by the application of gold lesif

during the process of manufacture, and fixed
by that intense heat which confers upon this
substance its enamel and glaze. Glass may be
gilt by applying leaf-gold to the glass when
wetted with a solution of isinglass.—J. A.

Two windows, designed and executed by Messrs.
Powell and Sons, Temple- street, City, have been
inserted in the chancel of St. Michael's Church,
Lewes. The one at the north side represents St.
Longinus tho Centurion, who was present at the
Crucifixion ; and that on the south side, St. Michael
having conquered the Devil, who Ues at liis feet in
human fonn. The windows are to be considered as
an extension of of the eastern one, on which is

represented the Crucifixion.

The Dublin Central Tramways were ofiioially

inspected by Major-General Hutchinson, R.E.,
on behalf of the Board of Trade, on Saturday, and
were authorised to be opened for traffic. The lines
extend from Dame-street to Clonskeagh, and from
Camden-street along the South Circular-road to
Clanbrassil-strcet. Mr. R. W. Walsh was the
engineer, and Mr. W. M. Murphy the contractor.

Everyone will be glad to hear that Mr. J. L.
Pearson has been appointed to the ofiice of architect
and surveyor of the fabric of Westminster Abbey,
vacated by the lamented death of Sir Gilbert Scott.
The special works already commenced by Sir
Gilbert Scott will be continued by his son, Mr. John
Oldrid Scott.
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lUSBIOX FOB SCHOOL OF ABT A>-D SCtBSCE
BUILDDt'OS.

The abore design was f<ent in for the National
Conopetition at South Kcn.'dnjfton of la«t year,

ad was awarded a bronze modal. The subject

w«« ehoaen in preference to others as being one
more calculated to bring out the abilities of
Ktudenta. It will bo seen upon reference to the
plan that the building is divided into two wings
or departments. Tlie left-hand wing is wholly
devoted to the requirements of a good-sized
school of art, and includes all the rooms neces-
sary for the various branches of art training. A
haii master's room, with studio, is provided,
together with second master's, secretary's,

and oomAittec rooms, and an attendant's house.
Staircases for the respective departments flank
the south-east and south-west angles of the
boQding. The front is supposed to face the
south, and there being few clas-s-rooms on that
front, the greater part of light obtained would be
from the north, cast, and west, a south light
being con.iidered objectionable. The large lec-

ture hall forms a central feature, and is empha-
sized externally. This hall would be common
to both departments, and its dimensions show
that it would eene for concerts, lectures, &c., it

iuiTing separate access, and being somewhat dis-

oaonected from the busier parts of the schools.
The tight wing consists of a series of class-rooms,
lecture-rooms, and laboratories, which make it

suitable for scientific purposes. The plans them-
selves will fully explain the further details of the
bnildings. Externally, that treatment has been
aimed at which would give most light and air
together with a simple architectural effect. The
materials proposed are white brick with stone
drrssings, the internal woodwork pitch pine or
oak, the grazing generaUy pkte glass, but of the
Urge hall cathedral tinted in lead lights, and the
rotrfi to bo covered with Staffordshire tiles. The
design is by Arthur Marshall, a student of the
Nottingham School of Art, of which school Mr.
J. 8. Hswle, F.S.A., is the head master, and it
was criticised in tlie Bvujytsa News at the time
the national competition drawings were on exhi-
bition at South Kensington.

DAIBT 7AB1C BtriLDISOS.

Thb principal object in this design being to
obtain the most suitable position and best aspect
for oow-hoiuc and covered cow-yard, with an
economical arrangement for the preparation and
apply of food ; the former building is made to
oocapy nearly the whole of the south front. The
coTved yard in connection thcTcwith and
meamring 72 by (M feet is sheltered on the west
and east sides by other buildings. The roof of
this yard is propowjd to be constructed with
WTDiigfat-inm principals of one span, covered
with galvaniwd corrugated iron, by which means

!

a flat pitch, but light and durable covering, is i

obtained, and the danger from choked and over-

flowing flat guttci-sare to a great extent avoided,

wliile greater facilities are given for the move-

ment of cattle and the carting of manure, through

the avoidance of intenne<liate roof supports. In

actual practice a roof similar to the one shown,

and for the same purpose, has been fomid to cost

lees than if constructed in the usual method of

two ormore spans. The shed centrally placed at

right angles to the cow-house admits of cattle

food being prepared and conveyed for use by
tram truck with the least po.^ible amount of

labour. The steaming apparatus is placed in

close proximity to the chaff-bin and root-cutter,

and the meal boiler for piggeries convenient to

the meal bins. The chaff-cutter would be placed

on upper floor over the chaff-bins, the com mUl
over meal bins and adjacent to granary, and the

root-cutter on bottom floor, driven by a counter-

shaft from the main shaft above. Piggeries

fa 3ing south have covered courts and open yard ;

waggon and implement slieds are placed north

and shelter the open yards. Straw for litter

would be deposited in straw loft by an elevator,

and from thence pitched through doorway into

covered yard as required. A fixed engine and
Cornish boiler are proposed to be used for driving

the machines, and the shafting would be on
upper floor.

HADDON n^lLL.—THB NOETH FRON'T.

It would not be fitting to attempt a description

of Haddon in a paragraph of the sketch. I may
say that it was made on a frosty morning in

January, and represents principally the exterior

breaking up of the kitchen chimney.—W. R.
Lethaby.—Amongst the sketches of details

from Haddon Hall, which have been illustrated

in the Buildiuo News, are the Woodwork, April

2nd and 16th, 1875 (Vol. XXVIIL, pp. 372,

428) ; Chapel Seating, February 18th, 1878
(Vol. XXXIV., p. 158) ; and the Leadwork,
August 30th, 1878 (Vol. XXXV., p. 210).

NEW HOUSE AT EASTB0UB^E.

Tms very interesting little bit of domestic archi-

tecture was exhibitt^d, by the view we publish

to-day, at last year's Royal Academy Exhibition.

The several details also included in our illustra-

tions will at once explain themselves. Red brick

and tUes were used for the walls and roofs, with
cut and carved brickwork to the entrance. Mr.
R. W. Edis, F.S.A., is the architect.

ABT TJNIOW FOn IXDNDON—NEW PEEjaSES, 112,

STKAND.

Last week were published a general drawing,
with plans and description, of this new building
now in course of erection, from the designs of
Professor E. M. Barry, R.A., architect. To-day
we give a sheet of details of the upper part of the
principal facade which faces the Strand. Next
week we hope to publish some further details,

illustrative of the first or chief floor of the
building.

'*-^m^^^*

VENTILATION OF ROOMS, HOUSE-
DRAINS, &c.

TITR. P. HINCKES BIRD, F.R.C.S., &c.,
-Lfi late medical officer of health to the Fylde
Combined Sanitary Authority, has just published
a small work on this subject. We have already
spoken of Mr. Bird's plan of window ventilation,

viz., having a space for entrance of air at the
meeting rails and raising the lower sash, block-
ing up the opening left. The author enters
minutely into the subject of room ventilation,
and recommends architects and builders to make
the bottom beading of windows 2in. to Sin. deep,
so as to insure an opening between the meeting
rails. The authorproposes for an outlet an opening
into the kitchen chimney flue under the cornice,
and, as far as we can see, practically adopts the
Amott valve, which he condemns as noisy.
Messrs. Doulton and Co.'s smoke and air flues
are recommended. We are inclined to think an
opening 12in. by Gin. is unnecessarily large. A
long disquisition on house-drain ventilation fol-
lowed, inVhich the author has strung together a
number of quotations from sanitary writers, all
of which are more or less to the point. Mr.
Norman Shaw's open soil-pipe is as usual pooh-
poohed, the objections made to it being chiefly
those raised in our own pages by correspondents,
to which we need not refer here. The author
does not appear to know of a similar principle
advocated in our pages, but without the liability

of the open pipe being choked up ; but tho objec-

tion urged to open soil-pipes has not been foimd to
exist ; in cases we know, in fact, they are more
imaginary than real. We quite agree with the
other ad^-ice of Mr. Bird, that all waste-pipes-
shoiUd discharge outside, and can sjicak favour-
ably of tho form of closet illustrated. This
chapter is finished by reference to the model
by-laws issued by the Local Government Board,
which are quoted in full. The work concludes
by a long chapter on the ventilation of sewers,
in which the opinions of Dr. F. Letheby, Sir

Joseph Bazalgette, Mr. Latham, Mr. Rawlinson,
Mr. EUice-Clarke, and others, are given, and the
author adopts the only common-sense view that
the freer the escape of air from them the lcs»

injurious they will be to health.

BUILDERS' CLERKS' BENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.

THE twelfth annual general meeting of this

institution was held at the offices, 27,
Farringdon-street, E.C., on the 25th February,
Mr. T. F. Rider, President, in the chair. There
were also present, Mr. George Plucknett, Mr.
Thomas Robinson, Mr. E. Graystone, Mr. E.
Brooks, Mr. J. A. Robson, &c.
The report showed an income for the past year

of £297 17s. lid., and included some liberal

donations from the President, the Builders'

Society, Mr. E. S. Rider, Mr. Charles Kynoch,
and'Mr. Edwin Laurence. One additional pen-
sioner, Mrs. Hannah Wade, had been elected,

and a second presentation to the Orphan Working
School had been purchased, Ethel Mary Jeffreys
having been elected to enjoy the benefits afforded
by this excellent school. During the year the
pensions had been increased to £25 per annum
to men, and £20 per annum to widows, and the
report concluded with the hope that more of

the builders' clerks would become subscribers.

Mr. Rider, in moving the adoption of the
report, after referring feelingly to Mr. Colls'

a

death, and to the severe illness of Mr. T. F.
Cooke, one of tho original promoters of the
institution, he said that the year 1878 had cer-

tainly been a wretched year. Strikes, war,
badness of trade, and calamities, had charac-
terised it, yet, amidst it all, he was happy to
say that the institution had held its own, and
good work had been done. An additional

pensioner had been elected, and another presen-
tation to the Orphan Working School, to which
a child had been elected, had been purchased.
Again, looking to the balance-sheet, he observed
that while tho income for 1877 was £292 7a. lOd.,

that for 1878 was £297 17s. lid., showing a
balance in favour of the latter year. Again, an
alteration had been made in the rules, by which
the pensions had been increased, and with regard
to this latter point he could assure the meeting
that the news had been received without any
gnunbling on the part of the pensioners.

Then, referring to the subscribers, he said he
should certainly Uke to see a greater number of

builders' clerks on the list than was the case,

and it had occurred to him that if a dinner were
held, which he hoped would bring together a
good number of clerks, and if they coiUd get
gentlemen like Mr. Plucknett, Mr. Robinson,
and Mr. Conder to come and encourage them by
their presence, he thought it might be a means
of making known the benefits oft'ered, and gene-
rally be a means of benefitting the institution.

The ordinary business of the meeting was
then attended to, and on the motion of Mr.
Plucknett, seconded by Mr. Robinson, a vote of

thanks was accorded to the chaii-man, and the
proceedings closed.

The Free Library, Bradford, and also the Liberal
Club, have been fitted with Messrs. Robt. Boyle &
Son's Patent Self-acting Air Pump Ventilators, and
we understand the ventUatiou is pronounced to be
most satisfactory.

Mr. Leader Wilhams, engineer to the Severn
Commissioners, died on Wednesday week at his
residence at Worcester. He was in his 77th year,
and fiad held his office since 1842, wheu the Com-
missioners were established. One of his sons is Mr..
Benjaraui Leader Williams, the well-known .artist ;

another is engineer of the Bridgwater Canal ; and
a third is engmeer of the harbour of Sydney, New
South Wales.

The electric light is being employed niglitly upon
the Severn Bridge, in directing work during low-
water, imder the management of Mr. Scholes, the
contractor's foreman. It is reported to be a.

success.
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ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

IT tlio fortnifflitly mectin(? on Friday, the

V President, Mr. 'H. L. Florence, in the chair,

tfie following gentlemen were, elected uh mem-
bers— J. J. Gaul, J. J. Jones, A. J. Wood,

J. R.Duckworth, E. E. May, and H. B. Taylor.

It w* announced that the next vi»it would

take pace on Satiu-day afternoon, March 8, and

would bo paid to Mr. J. Oldrid Scott's Greek

Church at Bayswatcr, and to the now Jewish

Synagog-io near by. The President refciTcd to

the death «f Mr. Charles J. Adams, of Stockton-

on-Tees, who for several years acted as hon.

secretary of the Association.

STUDIOS AND MOULDINOS.

Mr. Edwakd W. Godwin, F.S.A., who had

been announced to read a paper upon " Tiira-

mings," was then Imited by the President to

address the meeting. He said : Gentlemen, I

stand here in a very awkward predicament. I

have lost my lecture ! (Great laughter) . AVhere,

I have not the slightest conception. Up to ten

o'clock last night it was safe and written, and

between that hour and ten this morning it dis-

appeared. That the lecture was absolutely

written I give you my woixl of honour; your

secretary saw part of it, and one of my friends

read the peroration, liiis morning I saw your

secretary, and said '
' I shall back out of it. I have

written iny lecture as promised, and now it's

gone there's an end of it." But Mr. Page said,

"No, you are the thing we want, and not the

lecture." So as I believe in the Architectural

Association immensely, here I am. Well, I am
here simply to talk to you about a few studios

—

I see five sets of my drawings on the walls

—

that I have lately built. I shall divide my
sermon into three heads (I am quite orthodox

and regular, you see). 1st, Studios detached;

2nd, Studios in groups ; and 3rd, Studios in

houses. The arcliitect, like the tailor, should

cut his coat according to his cloth : now there

are hardworking young artists who have their

pictures returned again and again, but who yet

want studios built for them—places which shall

not display any rare architectural talent. What
is wanted is cleverness in designing some-

thing cheaper than the builder could manage
by himself. At the back of most London
gardens there is space for such studios. Thus
in the neighbourhood of Gower-street there

are stables, which let at from £20 to £30 a year.

If the walls on the north side were raised, the

south left low, and a lean-to roof or lid from the

high to the low wall, with high lights, a working

room could be constructed which would cost vciy

little and would ea-sUy let to painters at quite £-40

or £.50 a year. Nothing could be more simple,

and nothing more effective. Competition with the

builder on liis own ground of cheapness is not a

bad thing. I tried this some time since at

Kensington Palace for the Princess Louise, for

whom a builder had volunteered to put up a

studio for about £800. The Princess Louise

thought this was rather too much for a

simple building at the bottom of the garden,

and a friend advised her to "go to Mr.

Godwin." I built a studio 17ft. high and put

over it a kind of Mansard roof, with windows
looking into the garden. Itis about 25ft. square

and has an ante-room attached for the Marquis

of Lome, a little hall, and three entrances. I'll*

walls are of red brick, there are green slates on

the roof to match the old house, and few would
notice that anything had been added to the

old building. It is quite as pretty as the

builder's would have been. It is admirably

suited for a studio, and we managed to put

it up for between £600 and £700, inchiding

architect's fees. AU the light is reflected

so as to reduce the horizontal ceiling as

much as possible. This studio seems perfectly

satisfactory to the Princess, to Mr. Boehm, the

sculptor (for it is a sculptor' s studio) , and alsotomy-
self. Now as to lighting a studio, I use a so-called

Mansard roof and keep it as steep as I possibly

can. The aHist is the most extraordinary client

that you can deal with—every individual painter

has liis individual idea as to what a studio should

be. One tells me that he wants the Hght to

come straight down from the roof, and another

says he mu.st only have a window light, wliile

Pellegrini declares he will have nothing but light

—walls and roofs, all must give Ught. One
would Ixj driven mad if ho had many painters as

clients. Mr. Albert Moore has acted upon the

principle of endeavouring to get rid of every right

angle, and to reflect as much light as possible.

Ho has designed his own building—I presume

at a much greater cost than if an architect had

been called in. Tlie walla and ceilings of this

studio are cut about in a most remarkable

manner, so that when you go in you think you've

got inside one of those many-sided figures used

for mathciuatical demonstrations of angles and

prisms. It has, indeed, numerous sides, is

veiT dodgy and well worthy of considera-

tion by every artist. Detached studios may
always bo built for about £600 or £700

a-pieox!, and for much less if old walls can be

utilised for part of the substructure. Studios

thus an-angcd would be a vast benefit to young

painters, most of whom live and work in little

rooms of a very inferior character. Frith painted

the "Derby Day" in a room which still exists

over a French restaurant in Charlotte-street.

Whether it would have been a better work had

it been executed in a properly-constructed

studio I am not prepared to say, but I hope so.

Mr. Hamilton Maccallum says, " I should like to

be in a conservatory when I paint, so as to get

plenty of light all round." I fear that if it

were anything like the palm-house at Kew he

would be half his time trying to shut out and

adjiust the light. On the wall are a series of

|>^ / a .3

plans and designs relating to a house I have

carried out for my old friend Mr. Whistler

(applause). He used to paint in one of those

ordinary 1st floor rooms looking on the British

Museum. Whistler moved to Chelsea, to a very

different house in Cheyne Walk, built by Sir

Cliri.stopher Wren ; a small studio with black oak

panelling, and looking nearly west with a light

somewhat vague and foggy—just the terms in

which the Attorney-General was pleased to

describe his pictures the other day. I thought

he was working under studio disaclvantages, and

on my suggestion he took two plots of ground

in Tite-street, which at the back looked north-

east over Chelsea Hospital grounds. My design

showed two studios, one 48 feet by 30 feet, the

other 30 feet by 20 feet, etching-room, dining-

room, breakfast-room, and bedrooms, and was to

be built in white bricks and covered with green

slates for £1,700. The Metropolitan Board of

Works, having let us proceed, at last objected to

the design. Of what they said about it in

council assembled, things were repeated to me
which were positively shocking to one's morality.

(Laughter.) They specially objected, I foimd,

to my roof, wliich was at two different angles.

I made a perspective with the utmost care, and I

assure you I didn't fudge it one atom, showing
that the upper part of the roof sloped at such

an angle that tlie part they objected to woiUd
not be visible from the street. They replied

that they did not judge by perspective, but by
elevation. Could you have believed that any
body of men could display such crass ignorance

as to think that a building would look, when
carried out, like the elevation? There are on
wall two designs- for Mr. Frank Miles' s studio in

Tite-street—a most unfortunate name, by the

way. It is for a bachelor, is unpretentiou.s, con-

taining about nine rooms, besides studio. The
latter is at the top of the house, and is in length

the width of two plots—about 40ft. The roof is

veiy steep at base, and then falls off, light being

got at the steep slope. The whole house was
designed with balconies and other accessories to

meet the tastes of a lover of flowers. When the

first elevation was sent to the Board of Works,

our respected friend, Mr. ViUliamy, said, " Wliy,

this is worse than Whistler's," thiit it would be

useless to lay it before the Board, and that it

would not do, and yet I consider it the best

tiling I ever did. I grant you there are no cor-

nice, no parapet, and no string-course; but is

architecture a matter of stiing-courses and para-

pets, and of following out to the letter every

detail to which the provisions of the Building

Act apply? Because I choso to do something

different to the conventional, becau.so I was not

in the fashion, and because the Board and its

offices knew nothing by experience of the nature

of my work, the Board refn-sed to let my design

be carried out. Well, I made a second design,

as you see, in which I introduced a number of

reminiscences of a visit to Holland, and the

thing was pronounced charming. This is very

sad. I am bold enough to say I am a better

judge than the Board of Works as to what is

right in arcliitecture. There is no chance

for art and originality when such things

as that go on at Spring-gardens. It is a dis-

grace to the whole profession that Spring-gardens

exists as it does. And who are they who dare to

sitinjudgment onmywork? What "judgment"
have retired farriers andcheesemongers, whonever

drew a line nor saw a drawing till yesterday ?

Well, hero is another set of drawings of a double

house designed for Signer Pellegrini and Mr.

Stuart Wortley. In the elevation on the wall

that I have sulmiitted to the Board of Works,

by talking in a language they have heard of,

you will see the house is a double one, with

balcony fron one studio to the other, and

various means of communication, all of which,

should it be necessary, can be shut off. Now
let rao diverge. It has been recently said

in this room that there is a certain class of

mouldings weU suited for use in Greece, and

another class that are eminently adapted for

England ; and the difference between the one and

the other has been solemnly illustrated by a

gentleman whose attainments are no doubt very

great. Now, the class of mouldings which are

said to be adapted for Athens, and not for this

country, are those we see in the British Museum
and in Stuart and Revett ; they consist of very

fine curves, hardly going beyond a straight line,

with a sUght turn at the ends, as you see on

the blackboard (Fig. 1). In this (Fig. 2) is

another Greek moulding, Hke to the edge of the

salvia leaf. These mouldings are of a subtle ajid

delicate character, not to becopied by the use of in-

struments. Some of these deUeate curves I have

endeavoured to introduce into my designs, such

as this (Fig. 3), and I fail to see that they are not

as suitable to England as to Greece. It has been

said that our mouldings are bold or coarse

because of our foggy climate ; but on a wet day

one doesn't care whether a moulding has been

used or not. I never look at a moulding on a

foggy day. When we talk about arcliitecture

as a fine art wo mean refinement, finesse, gen-

tleness ; and these qualities we can always trace

in Greek moiddings. At Whistler's house there

is an entrance doorway in Portland stone, in

which I have endeavoured to express these

ideas; you will, itis true, find nothing forceful or

bold about them. I do not speak without some

knowledge of English moiddings. I have spent

hours examining them, with Professor Willis ;
I

havedrawn them, measured them, feltroundthem

—when we knew aU the time ju.st what wo
find in them. Here's a typical Gothic moulding

(Fig. 4). You may laugh, for there is next to

notliing in it. Here (Fig. 5) is a moidding I

have used. Had I been a few years younger

I should have cut off the lowest member,

and notched it. And here (Fig. 6) is a

favourite moulding of Mr. Burges's. Most of

us understand all about these, but we shall not

know all the subtlety that makes the beauty of a

Greek moulding till the end of our Uves. 'They

are not curves wliich can be struck with a pair of

compasses. The best work of the thirteenth

century no doubt approximates in feeling to

Greek art. Tliis I have seen in France, and

especially at * Lisieux some years since. I will

conclude by expressing the opinion that earnest

studies of the best Gothic work of the thirteenth

century will lead us, step by step, back to Greek

work Out of an examination of the principles

of » • rking in the best examples of those periods

may be evolvedin the future sometliing that will

• Mr. Godwin's detail drawings of the apse ef Llsieux

Cathedral, exhibitinsf some of these subtle curvca, wore

reproduced in the Buildixo News of Oct. 2nd, 1874.
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be Bai« mnthy our attention, more refined and

finished tluutei'ther Gotluc or Quem Anne. You
bare seen the churrh near St. Pancras Station,

a copy of a Grrek temple. That is not the form

in which Grade ait is to be renvcd. The study

of the Farthenon will not he much good to you ;

bat in the details of otlier buildings on the Acro-

polis, in the Greek colonies, and in the many
reliefs and fragments at the British Museum.
In tliimi and ouer examples vou ^rill see a le-

fineinait and grace viaab will well np&y study,

and mar be the foondAtion of the architecture of

the future.

Mr. SiAXxrs propased a vote of thanks to Mr.
Godwin for having said so much of interest in

so diSu.'^- a manner. The candid self-criticism

with which he had interspersed liis descriptions

was valuable. The loss of the manuscript might
be a aooroe of regret to Mr. Godwin, but they
oould aearaely sympathise with him, for thoy hud
had an address probably quite as instructive, and
certainly more amusing, than thelost lecture.

Mr. GnassT Bsnos^vz, in seconding the
motinn, observed that for some months past Mr.
Godwin bad cxuted their ciuiosity by the wide
title of his paper. Since that lecture was irre-

tritruUy ffone, would ho gratify the members
by tt^ug them what '

' Trimmings " were ? From
the address he had learned that no aiiist could
hope to become great unless ho liad a studio
bwlt for him at the proper time. The " cheap "

studio seemed to be a glorified stable ; how
should such a }>lace be approached ?—by the
mews or Uirough the house '( Ue did uut under-
stand how fur Messrs. Fellegriiii and Stuart
Wortley's formed one or two houses, nor how
the requireiuents of the Building Act were met.
Amongst the contrivances for lighting Mr. God-
win had not mentioned the plan adopted by Mr.
Cooper, which was an open frieze, admitting
light all round.
Mr. RuDEiT inquired as to the best arrange-

ments for screening and warming studios, and
Mr. ClABXsoK as to the modes of regulating
light.

The vote of thanks having been carried by
acclamation, Mr. Gonwnr ropUed. For the
meaning of "Trimmings" ho must refer mem-
bers to his paper. He would explain that some
years ago a lady who had lived in Paris said to
nim satirically of the dress of English ladies,

"They import their fashions from Paris, but
they exaggerate the trimmings, and the result is

Tulgrarity. What is there a touch of colour,
becomes a blotch in London. What was a deli-
cate bow becomes a draggletailed dustheap."
He tbought the criticism would apply to English
architecture as well as English drcss, and hence
the title of the paper, which he had illustrated
with examples from Norman Shaw, Stevenson,
Chancellor, and Gundry. If the massing were
bad that might be the fault of the client ; but if
the trimmings were coarse the blame must rest
iqjon the architect. He had been asked as tothe
entrances to back studios. These might be
anywhere, wherever found convenient. One of
our lady artists worked in a studio approached by
a stcn ladder—he rcfciTed to Miss Wortley. The
double house he had referred to was really one
with communications on every floor, but they
coTild be separated with the greatest ease. He
regarded a studio as at once a workshop, a
reooptian-poom, and an exhibition building, and
deaigned it accordingly. For heating he had
tried two plans ; an open fireplace at one end and
an American son stove or German stove at the
<>thcr. He preferred the latter form of stove, as
It was less drying and retained the heat a long
while. Asto blinds, tastes differed. Mr. Whistler
had white blinds, admirably hung ho as to allow
no light to come tlirough cracks. Another
artrt used dark green opaque blinds of some
felting substance. He believed Mr. Moore
amened his light by hoods over the windows and
k^Iijghts, and by movable shutters. His own
opuuon was that when a studio was properly and
not over-lighted, no blinds were needed, and that
an adjustable shutter at the bottoms of the
windows would meet evcrj- requirement.

The Hot. and Rev. B. P. Bouveric, rector of

fi^iS^;. L
Q"""*"". "hose skill in sculpture is,

the fTi/lfhire (aunlij JUirror says, well known, is
engaged m carvmg in white marble a full-length
recumbent figure of Bishop Hamilton, to be placedm aa altar-tomb to the Bishop's memory in
oalisburr Cathedral.
•rae Melksham local board have appointed Mr.

•> . Hottans as surveyor.

KOTAIi AC^M)EMY LECTURES ON
ARCHITECTUEE.

SSCOIO) FEBIOD OF EENAISSASCE-
SAKSOVINO.

-BBAKAJITE AUD

THE period of the rebuilding of St. Peter's at

Rome, and of the nou-liotliic palaces at

Venice, formed the siibject of Prof. Barry's fifth

lecture to the Academy students. A passing

notice wa-smadeof acontemporary of Bmnelleschi,

Leon Batista Alberti, who designed some import-

ant buUdiugs in the nco-Roman stylo, including

the church of St. Andrew, at Mantua. Tliis

edifice is cruciform in plan, but has a semicirciilar

arched roof and crowning dome ; the ornamenta-
tion is more suited, however, to a secular building

than to a church, and the design has the merit of

consistency but not that of fitness. It is to

be regretted that the Renaissance was based
throughout on Roman idca.s, and tliat the beauties

of Greek architecture were till long aftei'W'ards a

sealed book to the Italians. The direct imitation

of Roman buildings with all their faults was
common, and was notably the case in the re-

building of the venerable basilica of St. Peter at

Rome, a church erected inthe age of Constautine,

of magnificent dimensions and having a grand
internal effect from its double aisles, and their

long vista of colmmis. Tlie Papal Court, how-
ever, decided to replace the old basilica by the
greatest and most splendid church the world had
ever seen, and when Julius II. was raised to the
pontifical chair he found the arcliitect for such a

design in Bramautc, who was bom just as Bru-
nelleschi died, and on whom the mantle of the
latter seemed to have fallen. Originally a painter,

he turned his attention to areliitecture, and
travelled in North Italy, and studied in Rome,
acquiring an accurate knowledge of Roman de-
tails which no one had hitherto possessed. It is

unfortimate that fuller materials do not exist for
estimating his talents ; for, even at St. Peter's,

very little of Bramante's work remains. He was
largely employed by Pope Alexander VI., as well
as by Julius II., at the Vatican. The Palace of
the Cancellaria was partly designed by him, and
is remarkable for refinement of detail. There are
in it no signs of that worship of bigness which
was to triumph at St. Peter s after Bramante's
death, but, on the contrary, the parts arc small,
and perhaps even over-minute. 'The introduction
of pilasters in the two upper stories, a common
expedient of Renaissance architects, is open to
criticism. Bramante's works were too hastily
constructed, and have consequently been largely
replaced. In liis designs generally, the exuber-
ance of the Early Renaissance became chastened
or controlled by a more severe taste, and luxuri-
ance of detail gave way to a grandeur of style.

Wlien summoned by the Pope to advise on the
rebvulding of St. Peter's, Bramante submitted a
plan of great size and pretension. The aiTange-
mcnt was that of a Latin cross, with five bays
of nave arches, and thiee tribunes for choir and
transepts. A dome marked the intersection of
nave andtranseyts. The principal tribime, wliich
is at the west, instead of the eastern end of the
chm-ch, was erected before the appointment of
Bramante, from the designs of RosseUui, by
order of Pope Nicholas V. This tribimo was
retained by all the other architects who were
afterwards engaged upon St. Peter's. In his
early travels, Bramante had been much impressed
by the cathedral at Milan, and the influence of
this leaning is to be traced in the plan for
St. Peter's, which resembles a northern cathedral
in its division into nave, aisles, choir, and tran-
septs. We are left to conjecture his design for
the exterior, for at his death, in 1614, the work
had not far advanced. Rafi'aelle and Peruzzi
followed him as architects, and passed away in
rapid succession, after wliich the work was
intrusted to Antonio San Gallo. Michael Angelo
spoke in high praise of Bramante's luminous and
comprehensive design, but denounced that of
San Gallo on the ground of its mullipheity of
features, which he said broke it into too many
parts, conveying the idea of a Gothic rather than
an Antique or Classic building. In this censure
we have a key to the artistic feeling of the time.
The period of copying had set in, and every
building was to be imitated from the antique
remains. The five orders became the rule for
the future, and the great difBculty of Renais-
sance architecture has since been in the right use
of columns. If they are too few, and large, they
injure the scale of the buildiug, as at St.
Peter's; if too numerous and small they produce
a pettiness of effect, as in San Gallo' s design.

It may be concluded that Bramante would lOt

have raised the dome fur above the rest ofthe
building, and beautiflU as the present dono of
St. Peter's may be, it is to be regretted that
Bramante had not the opportunity of cairyiug
out Ids design. The fault of St. "Peter's is its

great height in proportion to the widbi, the
dome being two and a haU diameters higi. The
time of Bramante has always been coisidered
the best period of the Renaissance, and ie occu-
pied the foremost place among the arciiitects of
the new faitli. His early training as well as his

later convictions led him to appreciate beauty of
detail, as well as greatness of conception. Al-
tliough fidl of Classic feeling, and even pre-
judices, ho j-ielded but little to the temptation of
actual copying, and his designs show an attempt
to adapt the style to the requirements of his day,
which is the only reasonable justification of a
rorival. One of the mo.st famous of Bramante's
contemporaries was Sanso%Tno, who began palace-
building at Veuice wliile Bramante was engaged
at Rome in caiTying out the Pope's di'eam of

a Christian temple surpassing every ancient
or modem building. The Renaissance ap-
pears to special advantage in Venice, for

Classical precedents were more freely treated
there than by other Italian revivalists, and the
fusion state lasted longer than it did elsewhere.

In the later palaces of Veuice Classical details

are adopted more extensively and apx^lied less

intelligently than in the earlier works, and too
many of the facjades are mere decorated frontis-

jrieces. Thus, at the Casa Grimani three orders

are employed, but the columns and entablatures

seem to be built against the fi'ont without form-
ing part of it; the delicacy and finish of the
ornaments and the dignity and solidity of the

general effect desei-ve admiration. A better

design is the small Palazzo Camerlinghi, near
the Rialto, where the pilasters are actual panelled

piers, strengthening the wall, and the openings
are of Gothic rather than Ilenaissance propor-
tions. The elevation woidd gain greatly, how-
ever, by a lateral extension. The most important
of the Renaissance palaces is the great work of

Sansovino, the Library of St. Mark. Placed
exactly opposite the Ducal Palace, it challenges

a somewhat unequal comparison between tho

Gothic and the Renaissance. On architectural

grounds alone the Library may well hold its

own, but the interest men feel in the Ducal
Palace is not piu'ely architectural. The eft'et'-t of

the Library, as a whole, is veiy good. The
orders of columns are well proportioned and
detailed ; and the small window columns in the
upper story are skilfully introduced, so as to

give scale to tho larger order. The pro-

portions of the arches recall Roman pre-

cedents, and contrast agreeably with the elon-

gated types used in the CamerUnghi Palace.

It is probably owing to the fact that Sansovino

was a sculptor as well as an architect, that the

profuse ornamentation of the design is due ; at

the same time the sculpture itself is well designed

and executed. The library is certainly one of

the best of tho Renaissance palaces, although the

Roman orders are imitated in it. If that be a
defect very few arcliitects of more recent times

can afford to throw stones at Sansovino. It may
be worth while to consider how far such repro-

duction of ancient details is of itself an unpar-
donable defect, and how far it is a special re-

proach to the Renaissance. Unless we are to

have that dream of enthusiasts, an original style,

perfect in all its parts, recourse must be had to

precedents. We must use the old styles, though
we should aim to adapt them to modem use.

With the traditional styles, certain details have
come to be so intimately associated that the ab-

sence of them or their indiscriminate association

with other forms, shocks us, like a false quantity

in poetry, or a lapsus linguae in speech. Any
fusion of diverse architectural schools is conse-

quently a task ot the greatest diflicidty, needing

severe restraint, great caution, and abimdant
knowledge. The architectural student requires

to be on his gnard in tliis respect. Too often he
is tempted to believe that an indiscriminate

hotch-potch of past features is to be tho style of

the futuio. Such a mis-use of freedom merits

the name of " carelessness," and not that which
it claims of "originality." The Renaissance

architects have been much censured for the

regularity of their designs, but in a compound art

Uke architectui-e, wliich demands scientific treat-

ment, tho presimiptionmustbe, said the lecturer, in

favom- of regularity in bmldings of importance.

Although a skilful architect will dccbne to be
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conUxillcd by an absolute symmetrical law, he
willi-omember that syumietry appeals loa:iatural
instijet, and that g-ood reason should exist,

if it> is to bo disreg-arded in his designs.
While the young architectural student ought to
Study the various forms his art has aasume<l in
the past, ho need not copy all ho sees. Let him
choose lis own line and attach himself to what-
ever school of practice he deliberately prefers.
When he has done so he should study it in all

its parts and varieties, and lie will find that
originality springs best from knowledge. The
actual forms of architecture ob\'iou8ly do not
admit of indefinite variation. The possible
curves of an arch or shapes of openings are .soon
exhausted. These things are as the grammar of
oui- art, or more correctly, the language in which
architecture expresses her ideas. As to such
matters we need not be afraid of following
precedents. None are so clever that they can
afford to neglect the stored experience of the
world, and when we sec some nondescript design
we remember the saying that "fools rush in
where angels fear to tread." If the architect
thinks of the purposes for which his buildings
are intended, it is scarcely possible that he can
be a literal copyist, while, as to the rest, it is
better to copy good details than to invent bad
ones. We have seen, in our review of archi-
tectural history, that wlule Gothic art cheri.shed
the vertical principle, the Classic architects, and
the Renaissance revivalists, adopted horizontalism
as their niUng idea. In omamentatiou, the con-
flict has been between the natural and the con-
ventional, not so much in the minor details as in
the application of the higher artistic development
of sculptiu-o and painting. While men have
cherished the old eccentricities of detaU in their
chm-ches, the artists of the Renaissance went
direct to Kature for inspiration. The old Greek
worship of beauty became again with them a
passion, and their saints recalled the gods and
goddesses of old, by their- idealisations of human
perfections. To the Mediicval spirit such ideas
were abhorrent. If sculpture could be admitted
to the sanctuary, it must be prescribed by
conventional religious rules, which ignored the
human element. The painter and the sculp-
tor might dwell in an ideal sphere, peopled
with samts and martyrs, but a reference to
actual facts was forbidden to them. In as far as
the Benais.sance constituted a protest against
such conclusions, it wiU not be reversed. Our
architecture must welcome the best art of its
time

;
and if we expect painters and scidptors to

do their bast in co-operation with om-selves, we
must see that they are afforded free scope for
the exercise of their genius. In determining the

^P' , ?{ °" architecture, such considerations
should have weight. We must inquire not only
mto Its special historical andajsthetic merits, but
as to its adaptability to modem requirements,
not forgetting its flexibUity with reference to the
assimilation of the sister arts.

is shown how these defects can be remedied, and
the best m.tde of a bad system, by disconnection
of house-di'ains with sewer, and by air-shafts

carried up on both sides of the house-drain, so

that currents may be established in the system out-
side liouse. Among the evils of iintrapped wastes
are mentioned sinlcs, lavatoi-y and bath wastes,
the habit of turning the waste-pipe which drains
tray imder closet into the soil-pipe, &c., instead
of letting it discharge outside. The author re-
commends soil-i>ipes to bo placed outside the
walls of houses, no metal being employed, and
carried up above roof, in addition to a ventilating
shaft loading from an inspection shaft on the
sewer side of siphon, by which the gas passes
up or down. Another diagram shows the con-
nection of stack pipes. To continuous stack
pipes communicating directly with house-drains
and terminating above the window-heads, as in
ordinary London houses, the author attributes
immimity from disease, but he suggests that they
should discharge over open gully traps. In
short. Dr. Blako recommends the doing away
with waste-pipes, or allowing them to di.scharge
above guUy gratings ; ventilating soil-pipes,

the removal of lids to jw.c.'s D-traps; the
abolition of cLstems for drinking purposes above
closets, and the use of ^slate, or glazed stoneware
instead of lead for the latter, open both to light
and air. A dry area round every house is also
recommended.

i3ui(bmg JnttUigettct

ABCHITECTTXBAL & ABCH.ffi!OLOGICAL
SOCIETIES.

Glasgow Institxjte of AEcinTEorg.—A meet-
ing of« this institute was held on Feb. 27 ; Mr.
Camj^'U Douglas, the president, in the chair.
The secretary then read the correspondence which
had taken place between the council of the insti-
tute and Town Council of Greenock regarding
the terms of the proposed competition for the
new Municipal Buildings. The president said
that while it was to be regretted that the Greenock
authorities had disregarded their remonstrances,
and refused to alter the stipiUation limiting the
rate of remuneration to 4 per cent. , he did not
think that the action taken.by the institute laid
any obligation upon its indii-idual members to
refrain from engaging in the competition. They
by no means advocated uniformity of payment
irrespective of circumstances.

SEWAGE POISONING: ITS CAUSES AND
CURE.*

THE above is the title of a paper published by
Dr. Edward T. Blake, M.R.C.S., read

before one of the medical societies. The
author observes that the objects of his work are
twofold

:
first, to teach that many diseases which

we look uijon as imavoidable are really the
reverse; and second, how we may defeat the
^vm demons—Ignorance and Indolence. Dr.
Blake observes truly enough that there are cer-
tam conditions ueces.sarv to predispose us to the
diphtheritic virus. In the case of childi-en, it is
neces.sary that the \-itaUty must be lowered by
exposure to sewage infection or some debilitating
agency

;
that there must be actual loss of surfacem the throat; and Lastly, the presence of the

diphtheritic germ. Again, he says the throat
may bo denuded, and prepared for an attack by
catarrh, which Utter corrodes the '

'mucosa '
' of the

pharynx. We may observe, in short, that the
author indicates the true explanation why some
persons escape and others faU victims to these
diseases, and he points out clearly their conncc-
bon with the sanitary defects of our houses
The engravings which iUustrate Dr. Blake's
pamphlet show various tji)ical arrangements,
such as wastes acting as ventUators and cisterns
saturated with sewer gas. Next the reader

* S^"*? Poisoning: ita Causes and Cure. ByEdwd. r, Blake, M.D., M.K.C.S. Lundou: nm-awicku
aaaBo^ue.

COMPETITIONS.
Castleisla^jd.—Out of several designs sent in

for a new R. C. Church, Castleisland, Co. Kerry,
Ireland, the designs of Mr. D. C. Coakley
have been selected. The church is to cost £8,000.

SpALDrN-a.—Drawings submitted in competi-
tion for the new Johnson Hospital at Spalding
vrill be on view to-morrow at the Sessions House,
Spalding. The cost of the building is not to ex-
ceed £4,000, and accommodation is to be pro-
vided for twenty patients and the official staff,
and to include a semi-detached public dispensary.
A premium of £50 has been offered for the best
design. The conditions seem carefully drawn,
and competitors for similar works may note the
fact that architects are advised to read an article
on Hospitals by J. R. Martin, pp. 1006—1063.
in Vol. V. of " A System of Surgery," edited by
Holmes (London: Longmans, Green and Co.,
1871), and Machinnel's Ventilation, p. 1023.

SCHOOLS OE ART.
MAtfcnESTER.—The annual meetingof the Man-

chester School of Ai-t took place on Wednesday
week. The annual report stated that the school
hatl this year obtained 2 silver medals, 3 bronze
medals, 4 Queen's prizes, 17 third-grade prizes,
and 1 second grade prize. At the second-grade
examination in May last, 17 students gained
"excellent" and 29 "passed." A third-grade
advajiced examination to be held annually at
provincial art .schools had lately been instituted
by the Science and Art department. Last year
an examination was held in Manchester, when
five of their students presented themselves. One
obtained "good," and three " passed."

A paper was read on Tuesday evening, the 2.5th
ultimo, before the Manchester Architectural Asso-
ciation by Mr. Charles Luke upon the subject of
pneumatic sewerage. It was illustrated very plen-
tifully with plana and details of the two systems
mvcuted by Captain Liemur and Mr. Isaac Shaw,
C.E., respectively.

EoxnEBHAM.—On Saturday afternoon the first
Board Schools which have been erected by tho
Rotherham School Board were opened. They
are situated at Thomliill, and are built in tho
Late Gothic style from designs which have been
prepared by Messrs. Tacon and Rawson, of
Rotherham, who were appointed architects to
the Board by competition. The schools arc
built of red pressed bricks with stone dressings,
intermixed with ornamental terra -cotta work.
The girls' and infants' entrance, which is carried
up as a centre feature, is surmounted by a tower
and bell turret. Each school has two class-
rooms, and altogether accommodation is provided
for 700 children. The works have been carried
out by Mr. Charles Ripley, of Rotlierham, tho
contractor.

METEOrOLTTAN BoAED OP WOBKS.—At this
Board on Friday, tho Works Committee brought
up a report with reference to tho whole question
of the expediency of extending the tramway sys-
tem in the metropolis, and especiallythe particular
Parliamentaiy schemes of the present year. Thoy
recommended («) That the Board do not consent
to the construction of any line of tramway in any
road or street within the Metropolis where tho
requirements prescribed by the statute regulating
the distance between the kerb and the tram lino
have not been complied with ; except where pass-
ing places are required in the case of single lines
of tramway, or where there are special local cir-
cumstances requiring a modification of the rule.
Subject to clauses inserted in the BiUs, pro-
viding that the general Companies shall adopt
with all reasonable despatch any requirements
made by the Board of Trade, for such improve-
ments in the tramways and their rails, as experi-
ence may from time to time suggest. Consent
was given to the construction of the following
lines of tramway, all others being refused:

—

North London Tramways—in Stamford-hiU,
between Bayley's-lane and Upper Clapton-road.
South London Tramways schemes, viz., from
Wycliffe-grove, along Lavender-hill and Wands-
worth-road to Nine Ehns-lane ; from that
lane along Wandsworth-road and High-street,
Lambeth to near Vauxhall-walk ; and from this
walk along High-street, the Albert-embankment,
Palace-road, York-read, Stamford-street, and
Southwark - street to High -street, Borough.
LondonTramways schemes, viz.—alongBorough-
road from St. Georgo's-circus to Newingtou-
causeway

; from Old Kent-road along Bermond-
sey-uew-road, Grange-road, and Blue Anchor-
road to Jamaica-level ; from Raymouth-road,
along Jamaica-level andLTnion-road toDeptford
Lower-road; from Union-road along Deptford
Lower-road to Rotherhithe New-road ; from
Jamaica-level, along Raymouth-road and Roth-
erhithe New-road to Deptfoi-d Lower-road ; from
Rotherhithe New-road, along Deptfoi-d Lower-
road and Evelyn-street to High-street, Deptfordj
from Water-lane, Brixton, along Brixton-rise,
Brixton-hill, and Streatham-hiU to St. Leonard's
Church, Streatham; and Waterloo-road from
St. Georgc's-circus to within 100 yards of tho
Surrey abutment of Waterloo-bridge (but notover
that bridge). London Tramways scheme :—from
Kentish-town-road, along Prince of Wales-road,
Maiden-road and Southampton-road to Circus-
road. It was resolved to oppose the West Kent
Main Sewerage Bill. Applications from the Ful-
ham District Board for permission to borrow
sums of .£9,500 for sewerage, pa«ng, and other
works, and £7,700 for the formation of road-
ways and for asphalto pavings, were granted.

As many persons have interested themselves in
the preservation of Wren's cliurch at St. Mary-at-
Hill, the destruction of which is threatened by the
Metropolitan and Metropolitan District for the
completion of the Inner Circle, it will be satis-
factory to them to learn that the railway companies
have agreed to insert a clause in the Bill which will
insure the complete preservation of both churoh and
churchyard.

The new church at St. Fillans, N.B., was opened
on Simday week. The church has been built in
conformity with plans furnished by the architect
to Lady Willoughby, who is evidently of an eclectio
turn of mind, the style being described as " a mix-
ture of Gothic, Dutch, aud Flemish."

Tlie Guardians of Marylebouo accepted on Friday
week the tender of Mr. Baker, of Lambeth, amovmt-
ing to £109,348, for the erection of a new infirmary
at Notting-hill.
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iTii m
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t^mgtm,mmi Ha lMi« ciRvlatton render iu thr best medium
IhvatfWwtlianwka wlah tbetr aunouncemi-uts to be brouftbt—iw Ite Billh I iif—aifcrTiin rr meehanics. wlentihe workem,
•ad nMatcvra. Price Twopence, of all bookael er* and news-

r>«< ftee lid. OBce : SI, Tartttock street, Corent-
ir.c.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
£We do not hold otirselves rcspon^ble for the opinions of
ovcomapoaidaito. The Editor rcspcetfully rt?qucsts

that an wnnmnniftiont ahould be drawn up as briefly

I iwiMf, u Uten an many daimantii upon the space
aBotted to oovnapondence 1

AB.htt— ahoald be addmsed to the EDITOB, 31,
XA.TIBrrOCK-8TB£ET, CO%'ENT-OAEDEK, W.C.
Ohagotaaad Poat-oflloe Oiden to be nutde paj-able to

I. Pumou Edwasim.

ADYEBTKEMEXT CHABGES.
Hw >)>>*> for >dTeitiBementa is 6d. per line of eight

wada (the nnt line oountinK aa two). No advertisement
iiiaiitiil for leas than hali-a-crown. Special temu for

I ot more than six inscrtioDa can be ascertained ou
1 to the Publisher.

IFsge Adnitiaements and Pangraph Advcrtisc-
la. pv line. No front pa^ or paragi-nx>h

unt inaerted for less than 5s.

Ad^MtiaimaiitB for the current week must reach the
cflee not later Oan 5 p.m. on Thursday.

TEBHS OF SUB-SCRITTIONS.
(Payable in Adranee.)

Inclodingr two half-yearly double niunbers. One Pound
per annum (podt free) to any port of the United ICingdom
lor the United States, £1 6s. 6d. (or6dols. 40o, (told). To
R»iye or BeU,-ium, £1 6e. 6d. (or 33f. 30c.). To Indm (via
&)Qthampton;,£l 6s. 6d. To anv of the Australian Coloniee
Kew Zealand, the Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova
geotia, or Natal, £1 88. 6d.
N.B.—American and Belgian subscribers are requested

to icmit their subscriptions by International P.O.O., and
to adTiae the publisher of the date and amount of their

'tt^uDce. If the last-mentioned precaution is omitted
t difficulty is very likely to arise in obtaining the
nnt. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate of

7d^eadi,tfae imstage charged bong 3d. per copy. All
foreign subecriptiona, tinaccompanied by an acfditional
nmittance to cover the extra cost of forwiinlinpr back
numbcfa, are oommenoed from the next number published
•**

r the receipt of the subscription.
I for binding the half-yearly voltunee, 2s. each.

KEcanriD.—B. C—J. J.—P. and S.-J. W. 8.—G. E.—
T. C. H.—H. B.—E. and E.—B. C.

B•'«^ B. (Write the Seerc-tary at Burlingion House.)—
C. Y. W. (Rather beyond our province. We have in-
aerted the query in the £natiAh Mrchanic, wherein it will
appear, and will probably be replied to.)

raipps.—(The treatise on "Masonry" in TVeale's scries,
and anoUier published by Messrs. Cassell on " Tracen"m their technical handbooks, will be found useful.)

PaaAaDt-A.—(If the plans arc tinted yellow, the sec-
twoal part should ahio bo tinted that colour, though
na lathe proper tint for brick walls, both in pUn and—"—i).

"BtmjJDfO NEWB" DESIUNING CLUB.
DmnricH. (^ere is, as you found out, a resemblance
between "Mechlin's** dcai^ we published last week,
and the Swan Inn," LJanuiling, but not greater than
we have seen before between works of architects of
repute. It is impossible for us to become detectives in
ermr case of this kind, and if some architects are found
dishonest enough to "crib** from others* designs, can
wo wonder at the infection spreading?)—"Triangle in
Circle.'* (sent.)

SaAwisus RECEivao.-" Ubinue," 'C)Tnraeg, J. G. in
aquaied circle, Pat Norwich, 'Through andDagger.

Contspouknct

ireW PREMISES OF THE ART UNION OF
LONDON.—EXTORTIONATE CHARGES.

To the Editor of the Bcildino News.

_
StB,—The Art Union Society's Offices illustra-

tion in last week's 'BunnTSQ News is good in
parts, and has a generally pleasing effect in
execution. Because it has such merit, one can-
not but Ix; surprised by the perverse eccentricity
which it manifests. General precedent and
common-sense notions of propriety dictate that
the more maaidTe part of the design should be
below, the building getting lighter and more
ornamental in treatment towards the top. In
this design such rule is reversed, the most
maaaive story being the upper one ! The three
atorieB (ea«h good in themselves) want trans-
podtion : the upper one to come to the bottom

;

the bottom one to the first floor; and the ornate
and elegant first floor treatment to the top. Of
course, this only strictly refers to the character
of each floor; if so transposed some alteration
would Ije involved. The objectionable heaviness
of the upper floor is further augmented by the
solid attic over it, which is in harsh contrast to
the li^ht balostradce on lower floors. What a

pity the roof was not hipped, and an open balus-

trade put also on the top.

Allow me to say a word on another subject,

which may bo a usefiU hint to many. I lately

sent an advertisement to the Buildinq News, as

also to another aroliitectiu-al paper. From the

latter came a demand for lOs. 6d., to be paid in

advance. I was too busy to attend to it, and
supposed it would really make no difference.

The adTcrtisement, however, did not appear. It

duly was published in the Builbino News, and
the charge, I find, is 48. 6d. !—I am, &g.,

SI.

COLOUR IN ARCHITECTURE.
Sib,—I have read with some surprise your

report of a paper by Mr. W. Tonks road before

the Birmin^ani Architectural Association. Mr.
Tonics tells us that "the polished surfaces of

granites and coloured marbles are but slightly

affected by the atmosphere." Now this is

dangerously misleading. The polished surfaces

of granites may stand, but Mr. Touks can find

no example in England where the polished sur-

faces of coloured marbles liave stood exposure to

the weather for more than a few months. When
he is next in London let him look at the fountain

at the comer of George-street, AVestininster ; it

will probably satisfy mm upon this point. Far-
ther on he remarka, "the use of terra-cotta of

diSerent colours is now common on the Con-
tinent, though but little adopted in this country."
In what Sleepy Hollow canhehave been reposing '(

Will he kindly tell us of any modem public

building on the Continent where terra-cotta has
been used to such an extent, and with as much
success, as in the new Natural History Museum
at Kensington 'i If he were a constant reader of

your paper he woiJd find that he has made an
altogether erroneous calculation of the amount
of this material used by English arcliitects. In
speaking of things at home he is still more in-

accurate. He tells us that terra-cotta has been
used with good effect upon " the Grand Hotel

"

and the " School Boai*d offices." As a matter of

fact there is not an inch of terra-cotta upon the
Grand Hotel, and no such building as the School
Board offices exists. Indeed, it was only a few
days ago that a member of the Board claimed
for that body the merit of almost Spartan virtue
because they had spent none of the public money
iu building a house for themselves ; that, while
the Town Council were seated ou velvet, the
members of the Board were content with wooden
chairs—boai-d to board in fact. I would not
trouble you with this, only that I am of opinion
that two things are absolutely necessary for a
lecturer : firstly, that he himself should imder-
stand something of the subject he is talking
about ; Becondly, that liis statements, to be of

any value, should be correct.—I am, &c.,
A BmiONQHAil Readee.

DISTRICT SURVEYOR'S FEES.
SiE,—A decision, given by Mr. Newton on

Tuesday last at the Marlborough-sti-eet Police-
court, in the case of Kerr v. Adams and Son,
appears to me of so much importance to archi-
tects and their clients, as well as to contractors,
that I should be glad if you would allow me to
di-aw the attention of your readers to the facts
of the case. I have recently been engaged in
designing and superintending some extensive
alterations at the Army and Navy Club, the
building contract for wliich was let to Messrs.
Thos. Wontner Smith and Son, with the usual
clause that they should give notices and pay
the district surveyor's fees. Notice was duly
given by them, in which some of the structural
alterations were named, and etc., cfc.

,
placed after

them to cover the rest. During the progress of
the works, various firms were employed by the
Committee to put in sundry fittings—amongst
others, Messrs. Adams and Son, the well-known
engineers of Marlborough Works and the
Haymarket, who contracted to put in some new
hotclosets, withthenecessarysteam-pipes, etc. Mr.
Kerr, on hearing that this was being done, sum-
moned them for not giving liim notice, and also for
placing a steam-pipe within less than six inches
of any combustible material ; the l)enalty in each
case being £20 ; although ho had never pre-
viously communicated with them or given them
any notice to alter the pipe, which, by the way,
was fixed in error and altered before the sum-
mons was delivered. Mr. Newton ruled that he
was entitled to a notice from Messrs. Adams and
Son, as the steam-piiie was not mentioned in the

notice given by Messrs. Smith and Son the
biulders. Now, the question arises, if the dis-
trict surveyor is entitled to a notice from every
contractor employed, will he be entitled to a fee
from each ?

In a large building like this I venture co think
this is a serious question. One other contractor,
employed to put in an additional boiler, did, I
am informed, give notice, and others are perhaps
liable to be summoned for not doing so, thus
there may be some five or six large foes charged
on the same building for works all going on at
the same time, and to which the district surveyor
has made just one visit of inspection, as Mr.
Kerr admitted to be the case, though he stated
ho had sent a clerk at other times. If I am
right in assuming that all who give notice will
be severally liable to pay the fees, it will be
necessary, where several contractors are era-
ployed, to see that one gfives notice for all, and
in doing so to see that every item of the works is

specifically given in the ^notice ; no easy matter
in works of such a character as the one now in
question.—I am, &c.,

Hugh Roumieu Gouon.

ARTISTIC BLOWER TO OPEN FIRE-
PLACES.

SiE,—Has not Mr. Edward Starr, who wrote
to you on tliis subject last week, rather
missed the artistic value of the iron bar at the
bottom edge of the glass blower? He says
the bar "makes an unsightly line across the fire-

opening," and adds that he considers a shaped
and ground edge an improvement. In my opinion
glass treated in tliis way would be open to con-
siderable objection, and that the iron or brass
frame is not only a constructive advantage, but
an artistic necessity.—I am, ko.

,

Ax Old Tee Sqtjaee.

E.S.A. EXHIBITION.
SiE,—An " A.R.I.B.A." should know that two

blacks do not make a white: that, whether his
church or spire were the after-thought, the scale of
either is too large. At least, that seems to be the
reason why the effect is not artistic. A large scale
reduces the space available for surroundings, which
help to gauge the proportions of an edifice, and
help, also, the makmg of a picture. But this is

not the head and front of its offending. It creates
larger blank surfaces, which must be all etched
over. When this is not done with taste, the ex-
pressive lines are lost or impaired in their effect by
the coarse surface lines, wHch express nothing of
design at all. The light aud shade is lost, and the
result is general confusion—whatever its effect may
be upon a building committee looking out for some-
thing big.

The notice mentioned by Mr. Fairley refers ex-
clusively to oil-paintings and broad gilt frames.
Mr. Fairley's design would not only have been
admitted by the hanging Committee, but it would
have done more justice to itself—had the frame
been as it is and the picture less. It is not so much
the size as the shape of the drawings which makes
the packing present arrangements, which look as
if a little consideration could have made them
better. Tlie task of hanging the oils is a heavy
one, compared with which the arrangement of
architectmul sketches is a trifle. With a few ex-
ceptions in respect of the 'principal positions, the
work is probably left to the discretion of the
journeyman joiner, as being beneath the artist's

notice, or ijrobably beyond lus criticism.

In the matter of towers and sjiires, and picturesque
embellishment of chiu'ch design—the following
notice of a chm'ch, built by Lady Willoughby, at
St, Fillans, ou Loch Earn, and opened recently,
appears in the local print :

—" The church is seated
for 250, and is an exceedingly neat, commodious,
airy, and well-lighted edifice. The style of archi-
tecture is a mixture of Gothic, Dutch, and Flemish,
and the little church, with its bulbous tower, re-
lieved by the dark, rugged hills behind, forms au
object of beauty in the landscape." If the High-
lander is not so consistent as Mr. Shaw, he is, at
least, more cosmopolitan in his taste.—I am, &c.,

R. S. Academy.

SiE,—Whatever your correspondent, "R. S.

Academy" may have intended in liis remark
"inevitable tower and spire," and its relation to
the rest of his critique, I have merely to consider
the statement as it appeared in your columns,
where it is distuictly aud exclusively part of a
sentence referring to a special design. It is, to say
the least, somewhat disingenuous ofyourcorrespond-
ent to represent it as having any other impUcatiou.
He smrely has not seen his communication in print.

Allow me to repeat his words: "A XJ. P. Church
iu Dundee is a water-colour sketch of a design in the
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Uomian or Komanesque, and comprises nave and
transepts, mth the inevitable tower and spiro at the
comer."

I am quite aware that t!ie general principle,
as your con'cspoudeut expresses it, is of more
consequence than the details of the design referred
to ; hut I also know that when any special design
is commented upon in connection with inaccuracy
of analysis, it is neither creilitahle to the critic,

nor just to the design criticised.

It may satisfy your correspondent to justify his
use of the tenn "spire" by reference to popular
opinion thereon, but he might have remembered
that professional readei's have a preference for
technical accuracy.^I am, &o.,
Dundee. G. S. Aitken.

"

%• We can insert no more letters on this matter.

jlnttrr0mmuuicati0u.
M-«

QU^STIOXS.
[5699.]—Driving- Sewer Heading.—I should be

obliged U) any coneapondentwhowouldBivemea descrip-
tion of tlie plan pursued iii laying drain-pipes, and cun-
struetiiig brick Mewors in tunnel ; with the method of
timbering, the i-emoval of excavation from the heading ;

the distance apart neceaeary for shafta, manholes, &c.T—
KUSHTOS.

[5700j.—Bricks.— "Student,"inthankin|? Mr.,Vmbrose
and "J.S." for sothoroughlyclearinja: up the girder question,
wishes to ask where he might lind noiuc int'onnntion about
bricks, as to different kinds and (lualitie.i, and how to dis-
tingui.sh one from anotlier. For iustance; how to know
kilnbrn-nt from clamp bunit ; hand made from machine
made, and good qualities fi*om bad.

—

Student.

liErLIES.

[5652.]—Casts of Carving:.—" Ilany Hems '* is as
impatient at being con-ectcd as a spoiled baby. He
stated tfiat pipe-chiy was found principally near Chud-
leigh. Now, as some of your readera seeking fuilher in-
formation might, on the strengtli of such a statement,
proceed through Newton Abbot to Chudleigh, a distance
of six miles, only to tlnd that they must retmii to the
former place again for what they required, I thought it a
pity that people should be so misled, and without tlie
slightest animus against ** Hany Hems," who is an utter
stranger to me, I remarked in your next issue that tiie
clay Wits found In the neighbourhood of Newton Abbot,
and that the merchants had their places of business in
that town and the neighbouring village of Kiugsteigntou.
For making this kindly-meant conection, ** Hany Hems"
Bays I am '* consoxious." The following oonections of
"Harry Hems's" statements in your hist number are
rehable :—Newton Abbot has a population of nearly
10,000, and is the market and business town of the im-
portant distiictwhich includes all tlie chief wateiing-placea
of South Devon. Chudleigh is a small inland town with
a population of less than 2,000, and has been void of ani-
mation ever since tlie coacliing days, which preceded the
railway era. The pipe and pottei-'a clays are found in the
parishes of Kingsteignton, Newton Abbot (Wolborough
and Highweek), Honnock, Teignrace, and Bovey Traeey.
The clays are the result of decomposed granite, and give
emplojTnent to a considerably lai"ger nimiber of hands
than the 200 named by "Hany Hems." Between 50,000
and G0,000tons of these clays are taken down the river
during the year to be shipped at Tcigumouth, and lai-ge
quantities are forwarded by rail to Dartmouth, for the
same purpose. Messrs. "VVatts, Blake, Beame and Co.
have works for china clay {a ver>- diil'erent material to the
clay.s mentioned above), at Comwood and St. Austell, but
their oUice is situated tmly at Newton Abbot. Messrs.
Brown Goddard and Ilatheiiey's office is at Newton
Abbot. " Hany Hems" entii'ely ignores this fii-m. Messi-s.
Wliiteway and Mortimer's office is at Kingsteignton.
This is the oldest firm in the trade. The Devon and
Courtenay Clay Co.'s office is at Newton Abbot. The
Devon and Somerset Clay Co. (Limited), has its offices in
London. The last-named Co. is a small one, and has
recently commenced business. The latest published re-
turn of the shijjping dues of the different companies at
Tuignmouth is dated July, 1877. Accoi-diug to it, Messrs.
Watts, Blake, Beame and Co. paid £211 (is. 8d. ; Mes.srs.
Brown, Goddai-d and Hatherley, £113 6s. lOd. ; Messrs.
"SVTiiteway and Moi-timer, £86 19s. 5d. ; and the Devon
and Courtenay Clay Co., £82 18s. Ud.—J. B.

[5674.]—Ordnance Datum.—In the "Absti-actof
the Prijicipal Lines of Spirit Levelling in England and
"Wales," by Colonel Sir H. James, published by order of
the Secretary' of State for War, and sold by Longman and
Co., there are thousands of recorded heights above
Oidnance Datum over the whole of England, along the
lines of levelling, and very probably the marks will be
referred to which " Bet^i " requires. ITie "Datum
Level " for Great Britain is the level of mean tide at
I-iverpool from ob.servations of the Ordnance Sun-eyoi-s,
which is eight-tenths of an inch above the mean tidal
level as shown by the self-registering tide gauge on St.
George's pier at Lavorpool.—M. V. and M.

[5602.]—G-irders. -" Student " does not state, in his
question, the whole of his case. Thei-ulc he quotes fi-om
Tredgold is for tlie drfltctinn of beams, while tliat wliich
he quotes frony Hurst's Handbook" is for the Mreuyth—
that is for the breaking strength. Both are correct when
properly appUed.—C. S.

[56f)l.]—A Young: Architect's Library.—It is

impossible to give a \Ui of booka tliat shall suit all students,
much less casual readers. I will, however, give a list of
works under each of the heads suggested, that will be
found reliable. 1. Mathematies: Todhunter's " Geometiy
for Beginnere," the same author's " Tiigonometry ;

"

Tarn's " Geometiy for Architects," Gregory's " Mathe-
matics for Practical Men." Sui-veying ; Aij an elementaiy

book T. Baker's " Mensuration and Land Siureyxng," in
Lockwood's series

; Simms on " Levelling." For measur-
ing and valuing, Dobson and Tai-n'a " Student's Guide,"
is perhaps the best, though there are many other elemen-
tary works that may bo named. Ityde's " Text Book."
Under Construction, &c, I would recommend as elemen-
tary works, the treatises in Weale's series. Tam's
" Scienceof Building," Fenwick's "Mechanics of Comitruc-
tion," Ilankinc's " Applied Mechanics," Prof. Moselcy's
" Mechanical Principles of Ai-chitectm-e," Tredgold's
" CaiTMjntry," Faii'bairn's'* AppUcation of Iron to Build-
ing," Barlow on " The Strength of Materials," 8t<jney*8

"Thcoi-j'of Strains," Hutaeld's " Ti-ansverse Bti-ains,"
'* Treatise on Consti-uetion," in " Encyc. Brit.;" also
.iVichitectural Dictionary. Bumell on " Limes, Cement**,"
and Ueid on " Portland Cement." Donaldson's" Speciti-

cations." IlieVols, of Builoin-g Nkws. l^axton's "Ex-
amples of Building Construction," itobson's "Domestic
Ai'chitecture," Wightwick's "Hints to Young Architects,"
Guillaumo'sedition. Under purely jVrchitectural and Oma-
menttil works, I would name tlie following, though the list

may be laigelj' extended in this branch. Fei-gusson's Hand-
book, his "Hist. I'liuciples of Beauty "

; Parker's Glossary;
Stuai-t and Kevett's "Antiquities of Athens" ; Wilkin's
" Koman Architecture"; It. Wood's Works; Sharpe's
" Architectiual Parallels, Seven Periods ' * ; Buskin's
" Seven Lamps" ; Scott's " I^ectrn'os on Mediceval Archi-
tecture "j Paloy's "Mouldings"; Pugiu's "Principles
and Specimens " ; Shaw's " Specimens of Elizabethan"

;

Johnson's " Architectural Sketches in Fi-ance " ; Nesfield's
" Specimens of Media;val Ai-chitecture " ; Dalhnan's
" Examples of Domestic jVi'chitectuie " ; Pai-ker's ditto

;

J. B. Waring's " Illustrations of Ai'chitccturo and Orna-
ment" ; Owen Jones' " Grammar of Ornament" ; VioUct
le Due's " Dictionary "

; Gwilt's " Eneyclopredia " ; Auda-
ley's " Dictiouaiy oi Architecture," &c. Works on orna-
ment, and examples of old buildings in various styles are
too numerous to mention, but the above works still form
a good nucleus, and are all reliable and standard works.

—

G. H. C.

[5695.]—Measuring: Plaster Work.—Walls to be
measm'ed from top of grounds to half-way up cornice.
All openings above 9' 0' super, to be deducted.—B.

[5(>95.] — Measuring- Plaster "Work. — Wlien
pla.stcrcrs find materials, deductions must always be made
for doors, windows and fii-eplaces, and the returns at the
tops and sides of doors and windows must be measui-ed
sejiarately ; but for workmanship only, these deductions
are generally omitted, tJie plastered retmiis being allowed
to counterbalance them. Deductions are never made for
cornices, eyiriched vioiihlings, /c«(oo7i5, or other omamenta

;

because the spaces occupied by them are invariably
pla-stored previously to such ornaments being made. If
cornices do not exceed 9 inches in girt, they are rated at so
much per foot, lineal measure ; but all above this girt are
computed by the square foot.—W. C. Suaduock, Ply-
mouth .

[5G95.]—Measuring: Plaster Work.—Rendering
to walls is measm-ed by taking the length by the height,
the latter being taken from the top of the skirting grounds
to the ceiling, and where there is a cornice it is customary
to deduct from this dimension half tlie height of the cor-
nice. Ijathing and pla-stering to pai-titions is measiu'ed
in a similar manner, with tlie exception that where cor-
nices occur it is customary* to deduct only one-third the
depth of cornice from the height, instead of one-half as
described to walls. In case of deductions for doors and
windows, take the full dimensions for length and height
to the outside of grounds, and not the net dimensions. In
the case of doors the height, where there is a skirting,
must be taken from the top of the sldriing gi'ounds, and
not from the floor, so by deducting the full measuiements
of all openings that occur from the superficial area, the
net dimensions of the plasterers' work is obtained, which
is the usiuil way of measuring it. The hollow behind the
skirting boards harboiu's vennin, and the plastering is

sometimes continued down to tlie floor so as to fill it up
;

when such is the case, a superficial area should be taken
of that and describe as rough-plastering behind skirting
boards. You will see by the above that the small window
you mention in your question, 3 feet X 3 feet = 1 yard
super., will have to be deducted from the area to obtain
the net dimensions.

—

Antiio.vy Watso-n.

[6695.]—Measuring: Plaster Work.—If yen
form the quoins of the openings or sti-ike a quirk round a
bead, unless paid extra for the same, you can measure tlie

whole opening. If you plaster behind the skiiting you
can measure from floor to ceiling, othenviee you can't.

—

W. S. TlPl'ETT.

[5696.]—Brick WalL—Tie the two portions of the
wall together every fourth course -with iron ties about
2 feet inches apart ; 1 inch X \ inch opened at the ends
dipped in hot tar.— G. B.

[5696] -Brick Wall.-The cavity " C, C. C. " means
must be a 2^ inch one, not lA as printed. The method of
tying the 9-mch wall to the 4Vinch wall is simple enough.
Wrought^ii-on cramps, dipped in tar, or of galvanised iron,
are the best to use ; these are strips of flat bar iron,
about 8 or 9 inches long, and about 1 inch wide, forked at
ends by a slit in middle. In the centre the bar is bent, so
aa to prevent the lodgment of mortar droppings. Tliese
cramps ought to be placed, say in eveiy fourth orliftJi
course, and about 2 feet 6 inches apart. They are best
set in cement, though common mortar is generally used.
The positions of tlic cramps should alternate with one
another in the different coui-ses, so as to secure a unifomi
tie. The principal caution to be used is that the mortar
droppiugs should be carefully removed from them as the
work advances, so that tlieie should be no connection be-
tween the outer and inner walls.—G. H, G.

[5096.]—Brick Wall.—The best way to tie a hollow
brick wall is with some pieces of flat iron. It must first
be heated, and a twist be made in the middle, to keep it
from conducting the water.—W. S. Tippktt. St. Columb.

[5696.]—Brick Wall.—HollowwaUs, such as" C.C. C."
describes, generally have wrought-iron ties across the
ca^itj-. These ties shouldhavethecndssphtor ''caulked,"
so that they may be well bedded into the brickwork. 'If
the portion in the cavity is bent a little in the shape of a
U, itvill prevent any water passing from one side of the
brickwork to the other.— 11. J.

[5696.]—Brick Wall.—A 16-inch hollow brick wall.
—It is best to have the 'U-inch portion at tlie outside,
and the 9-iadi in the ia-Jide, lea\'iug the canty of 2^

inches, instead of 1^, as stated in your question. Tlie
advantages of tlie thin portion outsido is, Jst, 'I^t the
damp is at once intercejited by the oir space, keeping out
of the greater portion of the wall, and at a considerable
distance fmm the interior of the building. 2nd. The
roof can be economically arranged so as to rest upon the
interior thicker portion of the wall. Ties of wrought
iion are better tlian l)onding bricks, and have the advan-
tage of not being liable to be broken if the wall should
settle unequally. ITiey are generally about 8 inches lon^,
^ -inch wide, by 1-10-inch thick: they are placed about 8
feet apart honzoutally, and with 9-inch or 3 courses of
brickH verticjd intervals between the rows. Each tie is
eitlier bent in the middle, so as to stop the passage of
water along its surface, or twisted in the centre, so aa
to answer tlie same puipose, and to give them 8treii«th to
resist compression. The ends are split longitudinailj' az^
corked or calked, i.«., turned in opposite directions, light
and left, so as to liave a butter hold of tlio brickwork.—
Antho.nv Watson.

[5697._]-Wei8:ht cf Wrought Iron Girder.—
The weight of a riveted plate gnder, m given in Mr.
Banister Iletchei-'s book on " Quantities," Fig. 38, p. 92,
worked out at 40lb. to the foot superficial of I inch comea
tol6cwt. 2qr. 21b. exclusive, of rivets: the rivets come to
3qrs. 141b. Total, ITcwt. Iqr. Uilb.-AKTiioNY Watson.

[5G97.]-Weig-ht of Wrought Iron Girder.—
Tlie weight, \-iz., 12cwt. Iqr. 26lb. la a misprint : it should
be 17cwt. 2qi*. 01b. This error was evidently not discovered
until after the second edition of Mr. B. Fletcher's valuable
work was published, when it was corrected. Independent
of rivets I make the weight lOowt. Iqr. 27lb. 6j;i60 = No.
360 of 2i" Xj" X -("rivets = Icwt. Iqr. Olb. Total, 17cwt.
'iqr. 271b. Tlie difference, \-iz., 27lb., may arise from the
dOferent methods of calculation,: or, perhaps, I may, with
"Learner," not rightly understand the item for rivets:
yet, by taking the rivets aa J " diameter, I make the total
71b. more still. The following altei-ations appear in the
second edition of the items referred to by " Wm. W.," but
the others remain the same :— 5th Item 2, 3.10 ; 9, sunk
work, (tt>p) ; 10th, 1 mitrel; 11th, 500 ; 6, q^^ and tongue
carving ; Last, 2 narrow circular, &c. As to measurement,
I hope to sec some explanation by Mr. B. Fletcher,
or one of your many readers.

—

Buother Learner.

[5697.]-Weight of Wroug-ht Iron Girder.-I
also am not in the possession of sufficient " ingenuity " to
work out the weight of Ml-, Banister Fletcher's gii-der
so as to make it 12cwt. Iqr. 251b. "Learner" will soo
that there are 60 rivets in each row, and as there are 6
rows of riveta 2^in. long we get 75ft. of metal ^in. in dia-
meter. The follo^wiug is what I make the weight of the
gilder to be :

—

^!g = 300 jin. web = 76 one inch thick.

^g= 15-0 ^in. bottom flange = 7-6 „ „ „

^'g = 15-0 lin. top do. = IPS „ „ „

^^ ^g = 53-4 fin. angle irons =20 „ „ „

463
6) 60-2 iin. by fin. rivets.

6 X 60 X m^' = 75ft. X l-47lb. (the weight of 1ft.) =
110"25lb. in the rivets. 463 x 40 {the weight of one
supei-fleial foot of metal lin. thick) = 18501b. Thus in the
whole girder we have 1960251b., or I7cwt. 2qrs. Olb. With
regard to taking the rivets, is it not genei-ally tlie i)i'actice

to add 5 per cent, on to tlio weight of the web, flanges,
angle iron, &c. t—U. J.

STAINED GLASS.
St. Edward's Church, CAiCBRiDGE.—The east

window of this church has been filled with stained
glass by Messrs. John Hartbnau and Co. It is of
the Decorated or fourteenth century period, and
consists of five Ughts and traceiy. It has been
treated with rich canopy work, and each light con-
tains two subjects, the upper one being the more
iraiiortant. The five main subjects are : The
Adoration of the Magi, Baptism of Our Lord,
Crucifixion, Angel Appearing to the Holy Women
at the Sepulclire, and Supj^er at Emmaus. The
smaller groups beneath are ; The Angel Pointing
out the Star to the Magi, St. John Pointing out
Our Lord, " Ecce Agnus Dei," the Carnage of the
Cross, St. Mary Magdalene Sitting at tlie Tomb,
and the Jouniey to Emmaus. A handsome brass
plate, also by Messrs. John Hardraan and Co., is

placed beneath the window, and records the inten-
tion of the donor.

Teddington.—Six stained glass memorial win-
dows have just been placed in the Church of SS.
Peter and Paul, Teddington, Middlesex,—four in
the south, and two in the north aisle. The win-
dows are single light ones, and contain, respectively,

the figures of St. Peter, St. Ancb-ew, St. Jjiraes, St.

John, St. Paul, and St. Jude. The work has been
carried out by Messrs. Powell Bros., of Leeds
(whose agents in London are Messrs. Chubb and
Son, of St. Paul's Churchyard), the designs having
been previously submitted for approval to Mr. G. E.
Street, It. A. Messrs. Chubb have also sup-
pUed eight coloured windows by the same makers
for a gontlemjin's house in South America. The
windows are square, and are to be set in the panels
of doors, tlie centre pieces being elaborately-exe-
cuted figures of the seasons, &c.

The deatli is announced of Mr. John Cotterall,

builder and contractor, of Blackburn, at the age of
41. Amongst tlie contracts he carried out was the
free hbrary, St. Joseph's Catholic chapel, Harwood-
street Wesleyan chapel, the new cattle market,
and many other important works. He was a
member of the Town Council.
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xj:aAX. nrrBixiGBNCB;
DASOKUora Hot^ES.—At Marllwrough-street on

Mdar U»t, Mr. Napier, on the part ot the Metro-

BoUtu Bo^ ot Works. appUea to Mr. Manaheld

fZta the Baading Act, 18 aad 19 \ic., cap. 122,

action SO, for an order for the removal of the m-

waataot tlielioaaw, 17, King-street, and 7», Cross-

tnaC thoM hou»eB having been ccrtifietl by Mr.

KoT the diatriot surveyor, to be in a dangerous

itate' Orders had be<m already made at that court,

hot had not been carried out. Although the appli-

Mtion WM an fje parte one imder the Act, yet out

C< oonit««T to Mr. Fletcher notice had been given

to him that an application was to be made so far as

nnided 17. King-street. Mr. KeiT gave e\-idenco

tc^he effect that uie house was in a most dilapidated

riate and might fall at any moment, and also that

tta order of the Court had not been obeyed. A
ponn asked for an adjournment on behali of Mr.

fletcher. Mr. Mansfield said that after what had

been stated by the surveyor he should make an

Older. ^^ I

—M-»

—

Dxnuso the past two months many additions

have been made to the Parkcs Sfusemn of

Hygiene, and it is expected the museum will be

raened to the public before the end of April.

'the additions to the contents include drawings

of the Peabody-buildings for the Poor, presented

by the architect, and a number of designs for

eottagee, villaa, &c., by Mr. Norman Shaw,

B.A. The collection of sanitary appliances now
includes several patents by Messrs Tonks and
Son, of Birmingham. The library now has in

it upwards of 400 volumes, exclusive of pam-
phlets. Pending the opening of the museum to

the public, tickets of admission may be had on
written application to the curator, Mr. Mark H.
Judge, University College, Gower-street.

Me. Oole Taebottox, F.G.S., the borough
engineer of Nottingham, has just published a

pamphlet on the Meteorology of that town—the

leeoU of observations conducted by him during

the last 12 years. The diurnal observations are

made at 9 a.m., and the instruments employed

are those of Messrs. Negretti and Zambra, and
Mr. Casclla, of London. The barometers are

corrected by James Glaishor, Esq., at the Royal
Obeervatory, Greenwich, and the thermometric

leadings are taken 4ft. above the grotind on
shade and on the grass ; those in the stm are

taken with a blackened bulb in vacuo. Rainfall

is gauged on the ground, and at a station 39ft.

above the ground level. The latter part of the

observation will be foimd of general interest.

liooking at the register of rainfall collected at

Nottingham during last year, we find that the

greatest rainfall recorded in 24 hours was on
July 25, when l-152in. fell. The largest quan-
tity recorded under " total rainfall per month "

waa in August, or 6'4.53in., and the least in

March, -SSCin. The total rainfall in the 12

months is 28-842in. All the observations have
been reduced to mean values.

A iczETCsa of the master brickmakers of the

London suburban district was held on Monday
afternoon, at the City Terminus Hotel, Canuon-

stieet, for the purpose of discussing the question

of wages, and to decide as to the reduction to bo

made therein during the ensuing season. Mr.
Rhodes occupied the chair, and stated that the

matter had already been discussed at Wimbledon.
In addition to the question before them, other

questions might be considered, notably the one

whether or not it was expedient to form a brick-

masters' central association. Rating upon brick-

works had now assumed a matter of considerable

importance to them, since the whole eoimtry had
been put under the operation of the sanitary

laws, and consequently under sanitary rates.

After some discussion, it was unanimously
resolved that, in the opinion of the meeting, a

general reduction of 6d. per 1,000 bricks should

be [made in the moulding price during the en-

suing season. A committee was nominated to

draw up a scheme for the formation of a central

association, and report upon the same to an
adjourned meeting.

Mk. JonN BuBNS, of the Cunard Company, in

a letter to the Provost of Glasgow, points out a

reason why there is distress in that city. His
company is fitting up a new steamship called the

Gallia, and on Saturday the Belgian workpeople,
who were laying down parquetry on the cabin

floor, instead of leaving at one o'clock, as Scotch

or Englislmion would have dono, asked permis-

sion to go on till dark so as to finish their job :—
",The entire panelling of the Gnllia's cabin has
been executed by Japanese carpenters, and the

ii'onwork of the office in which I now sit was
made in Belgium. Instance after instance

could be given of how all nations are competing
with us, not only as regards the manufacture
of articles used m their respective countries

—

hitherto to a great extent suppUed by Britain

—

but the artificers of foreign countries are, in

spite of us, advancing into our own country,

and compelling us to employ them, simply
because they can do our work as well and much
cheaper than it can be done by our own
workmen. What does this bring us to but that

the arbitrary cm'tailment of the hours of laboiu-

is a snare and delusion to our working classes,

and the sooner they cast to the winds the doctrine

of those who are imposing upon them the better

for themselves ? That doctrine tells the working
man that he should not work longer than fifty-

one hours in the week. That doctrine is nuts
for the foreigner to crack, and is ruining our
country and our countrymen."

Me. C. R. Andeews, the surveyor to the
Bournemouth Commissioners, has sent us details

of house-drainage as required by the by-laws.
The plan of publishing a sheet of sections and
details is a desirable one, as there are many
builders who are apt to disregard the written
regulations. In the sheet before us a block plan
for two houses, semi-detached, is shown with the
position of the drains, soil-pipes, inlets and out-
lets for ventilation, road ventilators, &c. The
sections show the mode of disconnection and the
fall of house-drains, which is marked 1 in 20.

In the details the soil-pipe is shown carried up
above eaves, and there left open ; the closets are
connected with the soil-pipe, and the sink waste
discharges on an outer gully. In the sections of

basement dry areas are indicated, and the walls
are buUt hollow and tied with wrought-iron ties
placed 24iu. apart, and at every foui-th course in
height. Under the basement floor there is a
layer of concrete and a space for ventilation, the
walls have also concrete under-footings. Open-
ings for ventilation are sliown over every closet,
and the waste-pipes are all discharged externally.
The details are largo and clearly drawn, and if

the arrangements are carried out systematically,
Bournemouth will enjoy greater immunity from
infectious diseases than it has ever done.

A SKATtrro rink, offeiing 16,000 square feet of
artificial ice in one sheet, is in successful opera-
tion in New York. This enterprise of Mr.
Rankin is notable chiefly for its magnitude.
Something like nine miles of gas-piping are
required for circulation of the refrigerating
liquid, which is pumped through after being in a
freezing chamber some 250ft. long, where ice
is liquefied by means of salt and other solids.

The principle involved is simply that of the ice-
cream freezer. A tight floor was laid over a
surface 200ft. by 80ft. ; on this floor a network of
pipes was laid, and the whole flooded with two
or three inches of water. The surface of the ice

remains dry, though the atmosphere of the rink
is warmed by half-a-dozen large furnaces. The
temperature of the refrigerating liquid is said to

be raised only 10 degrees while on its nine-mile
journey.

Geeat precautions are being taken at Mar-
seilles against^ entrance of the plague. More
than two million francs have been devoted to
quarantine arrangements and the storing of
merchandise to be disinfected. M. De Lesseps
has deplored these arrangements as fit to ruin
the Compagnie des Messageries Maritimes with-
out any compensating advantage. He thinks
these quarantines powerless and useless. Ho
recalls the circumstances of the destructive plague
which he personally observed in Egypt in 1834

;

in Alexandria alone it caused 45,000 deaths in
six months. M. De Lesseps aflirms there was
not a single case of transmission lit/ contact, and
where a village was attacked it was sufficient

to remove the inhabitants, bathe them in the
sea, and change their clothing, to make the mor-
tality cease entirely. The plague, moreover, did
not spread beyond Lower Egypt, though com-
munication with Upper Egypt was not inter-

rupted. M. De Lesseps desired the Academy to
protest against the system adopted at Marseilles,

as likely to rouse unnecessary alarm, &c. M.
Bouley strenuously disputed M. De Lesseps'
conclusions, and urged the analogy of the plague
to cattle disease, which had been mastered in

France by energetic measures (killing all affected

animals, and keeping the frontier absolutely

closed against those which were suspected).
•^^^^»-.»

Lamplough's Pyretic Saline is refreshing-,
must UKrci'ublc, and the preventive of fkvkrs, bii.ioi s.vKiis,

6MikLL-pos, SKIN DisE^SEH, and many other Kpring and summer
ailments. Sold by chcmistB throughout the world, aad the
Maker, 113, Holboni Hill. Use wo «Hfcs/i(ii(e.—TAdvt.]

ROOriNG SLATES.
Ii«duction in Prices.

Send for price list to THOMAS K. UOUEIITS, Slato Mer-
chant, Conway, before ordoriuj? elsewhere.
Slate slabs, cillB, hearthstones, ridgos, cisterns, and all other

kind of slate work very cheap.—[Advt.]

LONDON. PHILADELPHIA.

JOHNSON & CO.

ARCHITECTURAL
RED AND BUFF TERRA-COTTA MANUFACTURERS.

Works : Ditchling and Keymer Junction, near Burgess Hill, Sussex.

J. & Co. hare obtained MEDALS at the London and Philadelphia Exhibitions for GOOD DESIGNS and EXCELLENCE of MATERIAL and
WORKMANSHIP, and will, on request, send samples of work.

BIDGE TILES, FINLA.LS, BRICICS, TILES, &o., which are hard in texture, smooth, and of a deep red colour, and will resist the action
of the weather.

ArchittcUi' DetUjna faith/uMy carried out. Samples of Work, South Kensington Museum. Estimates on application.

OFFICE ON THE WORKS KEYMER JUNCTION
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ART AND ARCHITECTUKE IN JAPAN.

FROM no country and no nation in the

world can Europe gain more teaching,

in matters of art generally and architecture

especially, than from Japaji and the Ja-

panese. The superb folio just issued from

the Imperial Press, at Hahodadi, is one

among the most remarkable illustrations of

a combination of Western and Eastern ideas.

It might have been more characteristic,

perhaps, h.id it represented a purely Asiatic

type ;
yet it becomes more historical as

exemplifying a change from the primitive to

the new. In a great degree, however, this

rich volume deals alone with the past, and
with the earliest stages of those inventions

and manners which really constitute the first

developments of civilisation. Thus, Japanese

architecture : it occupies the ojiening chapter

of the Japanese annals. There seems never

to have been a time in those islands when
men were content with huts of branches and
caves as habitations, or with hollows in the

rock as habitations. They did not possess,

of course, the refinements or ambitions of

Greece, or Rome, or Assyria, yet they coidd

build castles vicing in strength and grandeur

with the Norman, palaces of Italian grace

and luxury, and private abodes abmidant in

both imagination and taste. But there was
always, as the artists of the magnificent

volume before us plead, one capital deficiency

for which they could never atone. The
Japanese group, notwithstanding all its

other riches, possesses little granite, and no
ti-ue marble. While, therefore, despising

the resources \vith which the barbarian in-

habitants of other regions were satisfied, the

people of this region thought that they
might "create an architecture, so to speak,

out of wood. They made the attempt, and,

in a manner, they succeeded. The plan was
necessarily limited ; the scope was confined

;

no edifices so reared could suggest the idea

of secular duration; they could present neither

grand vertical nor horizontal lines ; they were
built ujjon vast multitudes of piles, covered
with immense shadowy masses of roof,

broken into many curves and angles, dis-

torted by eccentricities which in timber may
be permissible, though they would be atro-

cious in stone, and yet the largo effect, as
set before us in chromo-lithograph, is not
displeasing. Wo have a first, a second, and
a third floor of buildings surrounded less

by walls than by arcades—which give an
appearance of lightness to the whole per-
spective—and, when the gaUerios of ap-
proach are really inclosed, they are usually
made light and cheerful by gaily-paiutcd
paper. Something of a Pompeian cha-
racter, indeed, pervades those vestibules and
lobbies, although the human figures are far

less graceful than the Greek, while the por-
nography is even more atrocious. There
are doors oiiening upon windowless interiors,

passages with wide-seated bays, looking ap-
parently upon lawns of green, sprinkled
with tinted bods of flowers, porticoes where
none were to be expected, conducting to

geometrical gardens, and immensely \vide

avenues without a cui-ve, but breaking
off at right angles into othtTS, whicli
deepen down into flat perspectives of
forest-land. In all this wo detect the uni-
versal tradition of Japanese, and, indeed, of
Cliineso and Mongolian art and taste, gene-
rally. It is naturalism in full freedom.
" Why," asks one of the Imperial authors,
" should we build cloisters, when all we
want is jjlenty of air ? " StUl, other motives

must have been at work. Stone, as wo have
huitcd, is Kot altogether wanting in Japan.

It is the material of which the foundations

of all the island temples are constructed

;

and it supjlics the pavements of the more
important tov.is. The Imperial report is

seriously emphatic upon this part of the sub-

ject ; and especial attention is drawn to the

fact tlxat the result of all this wooden archi-

tecture, if the term may be employed, is by
no means monotonous. There are, in Japan,

two classes of sanctuiu-ies : the one foiincd

of dull, unpainted, deal boards ; the other

roofed over with earthen tiles, vorigated and
fanciful, with crooked honis at every corner

where it is fomid possible to place one.

Under these, the church architects of Cliina

suspend bells ; in Japan bells as appurten-

ances of such structures are forbidden. A
gong, hung up at the gate, gives notices to

the worshippers who may be waiting' upon
the ceremonial of the day. Half the edi-

fice often consists of portico ; beyond this

a wall, pierced by a door, inside, as in

the Greek temples, an almost too light

interior. Here and there, square or roimded
timber colmnus, sometimes a metal base or

capital ; between the pUlars, huge ciu'ved

masses of roughly-sculptured wood ; in the

centre, the solid trunk of a tree, smmounted
by an elephant's head carved in pine.

Between this and the base, however, occur

ranges of fanciful decoration such as might
do credit to the toy-makers of Nuremberg
themselves, though the most remarkable
circumstance in connection with them is the

pcipetual reproduction of the pyramidal, or

flame-shaped, figure. Externally, more-
over, a Japanese temple has its auxiliary

appendages—an hypei'borcal gallery, a foun-
tain for religious ablutions, a miniature
pagoda of three, four, or five stories, columns
in couples, and almost purely Doric in style

;

Hen-forms resembling those exhumed iu

Assyria, and stone lanterns which have no
counterparts among the archseological dis-

coveries in anj' other place on the surface of

this globe. Amid all tliis eccentricity,

however, one feature is salient,—the dispro-
portion between the height of the columns
and the weight of the roof, aggi-avatcd,

perhaps, by the rouglmess of the rude low
arches, the grotesque attempts at carving,
the singular suggestions of Roman and
Gothic to be here and there detected, and
the manifest association, everywhere, with
the barbaric mannerisms of China. The
Chinese were our masters, say the compilers
of the Imperial Report, with admu-able
modesty, but they go on to plead that their

chief material in architecture and art, with
the exception of their inimitable lacquer, is

the bamboo, out of which, they pathetically

add, " we cannot be expected to rear either

a Parthenon or a Pyramid." And yet they
contrive to cut vast staircases from base to

summit of their solid mountains, and their

ancestors, at any rate, erected shrines of

which the most exalted Buddhists in Southern
India might bo proud. And, in point of
artistic taste, the Chinese have never been,
within a hundiod degrees, the rivals of
Japan. These latter, too, are apt to lavish

more of their wealth and their idealism upon
their private lives than upon public stiiic-

tures. They care little, as a rale, for palaces
or temples, any more than they do for cos-
tumes or jowellerj-; but upon their houses
they bestow an ai-t resembling in its per-
fection and passion, though not in its

materials, that whicli was bestowed by the
men "designing like Titans, and working
like jewellers," who reai'cd the tombs of
Delhi.

No traveller or visitor from Em-ope has
ever laid open so clear a perspective of this

far Eastern artistic Hfe, or, indeed, history,

as it may more properly bo called, as this

official statement or avowal. It tells us of a
fortress, reared ages ago, when the arts of

quarrying and of monumental structure were

known in Japan, of high castellated towers,
of largo " frigatc-shaiicd " fortresses he^\Ti

from the quartz rock ; and, still more singu-
larly, of arched bridges, almost exactly
similar to those of which the Dutch imported
the plans from Amsterdam, and built at
Kagosima. The Jai)aneso models were 300
years more ancient than theii* supposed
models in Holland. The Japanese gardens
attached to those palatial residences may be
passed by, as not taking any pi-omincnce in

the Imperial Report ; but a strong stress is

laid upon the art of garden architectm-o ; the
dividing walls between gardens and terraces ;

the bridges over lakes ; the descending step.'

from mansion-gates ; the position and fom
of fountain-groups ; and the contrast betweer
these Asiatic Paradises and those of Europe,
with which their conservators seem perfectly

familiar, at Versailles, Rambouillet, and
Fontainobleau, the erections of Louis XIV.,
Colbert, Bossuot, and Lenotrc. Viewed as

a whole, the architecture of Japan, as set

forth and indicated by its professional

admiiers, is an attempt at confoi-mity with
the religion, the climate, the customs, and
the character at large of the jjoople ; but,

apart from this, the Imperial folio descends
to smaller jiarticidars. It confesses the deep
and everlasting want of all Asiatic art ; its

utter powerlessness to represent the ideal of

human beauty. It has no sense of colour in

the highest and noblest sense ; it does not
recognise mankind in its most graceful

movements, its most majestic attitudes, in

the expi-essions which have been given to it

in marble or bronze, by the classic natives.

Here, we think, the Japanese writers have
struck a trae chord, perhaps by the assistance

of an Tuiderstanding other than their own.
They have never seen men or women other-

wise than in a condition of somnolence
or slaverj-, of degrading labour, or luxmy
more degrading stUl, and they have never

seen a specimen of humanity which could

suggest to them other than the notion of a
grotesque and ugly god. Theii- " graven

imago," in fact, is Buddha, a thousand
times repeated, but it may be contended
that they often diapo him with a grace and
vigour not commonly characteiistic of

Eastern art, m which the earliest models
are always those which are most frequently

copied. Again, as the Imperial Report
admits, they have to represent the one
mighty figure of their mythology in all

variety of colours and shapes—to conform
with the popular superstitions, to be gri-

macing, deformed, contorted, a faun or a
satyr, a goblin or a hideous idol, precisely

to suit the ignorance and the fanaticism of

his worshipjjers. There are, we are told, iu

the temple of Go-HiakLr-Bakkan, at Yeddo,
no fewer than five hmidrod of those images
all varying in their ugliness and their utte.

ojjposition to every thought of art, yet all

assembled round a central altar, typifying

the same genius, or power, of good or evil

—

all kings, saints, and martyrs in their timo,

according to the avatars through which they

have passed. Colour gives to them, perhaps,

their principal characteristic. Excelling the

few colossal Buddhas in stone and bronze,

the statues are generally of gilded or

lacquered wood. The flesh is painted in a

rose tint; the gilding is splendid when it

reaches the claws, eyes, and teeth of mythical

animals, and the beards, where golden, are

marvellously suggestive of original massive-

ness and abundance. This, indeed, is a

light thrown ujjon both the old and the new
Japanese arts such as they wore never seen

in before. But the illustrations in our

Imperial folio do not end here. They set

forth, also, a vast variety of anecdotes and
fables in water-colours, representing soldiers

on horseback and on foot, hunters in armour
or naked, nobles and pi-inces at Com-t, priests

before backgi'ounds of gold, ecstatics going

through artificial miseries similar to those

represented on Egyptian tombs, animals
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ascending scaffolds or hanging on gibbets,

wretches undergoing torture, chSnerical

Sons, leopards, and birds, and, as a surprise,

iodes, lakelets, pavilions, bridges, a peacock

on a terrace, and a lady wth a fan. There
is also the picture of a Japjineso artist's

studio with his models, his boxes of colours,

bis little coffers full of vegetable and mineral
pigments, his fish-skin varnish, his circle

of Chinese ink, his pen-shaped pencils, his

brushes of the finest hair, his two palettes

—

the one small, the other large—«'ith a hole
made in each for the thumb, a northern light

through the window, and the artist himself
" steadying his right hand with his loft to

prevent it from trembling." All this should
be ©f great and originail interest in these
days. We have, too, an historical sketch of

the engraver's art, as it was probably
practised in Japan long before it was
familiar in China, with a singular series of
copies from the block engravings of Japanese
composers ; but among the whole the native
instmct for colour must be regarded as
supreme, whether it is exhibited in mattings
or in tapestry, in carpets or in cabinet work,
in lacquer or in porcelain. Even in the
tones and tints of their gilding and enamels
the artists of Jax>an display a sweetness, so
to speak, and a tender gradation which, as
the self-enamoured artificers of King-te-
Chin themselves—their rivals—confess, " is

not excelled at Verres." We may perceive
from this how closely the scientific industries
of the East and the West are being brought
together, and how close the competition
between them is likely to become.

THE INSTITDTE PRIZE DESIGNS.

IN looking over the designs contributed
for the Soane Medallion and the sum of

£50 at Conduit-street, no judge of archi-
tectural drawings can fail to recognise in
the design of " I Strive," a very clever work
exhibiting considerable power and artistic

feeling. In the plan of the building
intended for Foiir Learned Societies, the
blocks are ingeniously disposed symmetri-
cally about a centre axis, and considerable
fikill is evinced in the outline and grouping
of the parts, despite some obvious defects in
detail. The buildings are comprised within
a long quadrangle, there being three trans-
verso and four side blocks, leaving two inner
courts, which have been cleverly treated.
The reading and writing-rooms are on the
tipper floor, and occupy the two main trans-
verse buildings, each with its own entrance
and staircase, while the ground floor is

devoted to council room, secretary's and
clerk's offices. The connecting side blocks
are made the libraries, while the building in
rear is the lecture theatre, T-shaped in
plan, with the seats arranged curvilinearly,
and with side entrances from the inner
courts. We admire the manner the stair-
cases, which form large circular-bayed ends
towards the courts, are planned, but the
lobby and entrances look ill-lighted on plan
and the clerks' entrances somewhat tortuous.
The arrangement on the first floor is much
better : the landing and vestibule are archi-
tecturally managed, and the rooms are
pleasingly broken by bays, which externally
produce a very piquant grouping, especially
towards the river frontage. There arc two
bays on each side of a centre archway or
entrance, which last feature is somewhat
elliptical in curve, bold in effect, and en-
riched with several members. Less to our
taste is the side elevation ; the centre hipped
roof portion harmomses ill with the lateral
bays of the libraries, which are carried up
too high, and fiUcd with an unmeaning kind
of lozenge panelling in the gables. The
details of the river front bay windows are
particularly refined, and the author has
followed in the lattice portion the French
Eenaissance of a type, it would seem, between

that of the 16th century and the Grand
Monarque, though some of the details are

incoherent enough to belong to that of

Henry IV. The author of this design (W.
R. Lcthaby, Barnstaple) has been a fre-

quent contributor to the BUILDING News.
The next meritorious design for this subject

is " Acropolis." The author has chosen
Classic, of the Greek Ionic tj'pe ; the lecture-

room forms the centre of quadrangle, roimd
which and vestibule is a corridor, the offices

and council-rooms surrounding the latter.

We hardly Uko the tower, or attic, over hall

—it has rather a crushing effect ujion

the portico in front, though its sides have
boldly arched openings. The flank eleva-

tion and the details generally show know-
ledge of the stylo and some refinement, and
the ink drawings are well executed.
" Classic " is the motto of another attempt
to compete for this prize. It is a classical

composition with heavy pavilions at the

comers crowned by domical roofs, a loggia
of open arches being between. The archi-

tecture is of a somewhat " loud " kind—if

we may use the phrase—and the drawing,
though vigorous in parts, en-s grievously,

we notice, in the perspective of the colmnns.
The necks to the capitals are drawn with so

much curve as to become positively glaring.

The loggia-arches are also defective in their

curvature, and more pains would have been
better bestowed upon these little matters.

Some clever detail, but sadly wanting in

scale, is shown in the lectiu'o-hall detail.

The author's upper plan is not without
merits. The lecture-theatre is placed cross-

wise in centre of rectangle, and the reading-
room and libraries occupy the angles and
sides. "Spes" is another design, but in

a feeble Gothic. Passing to the Grisdell

Medal designs for the construction of a
stone dome over a drum of 40ft. diameter, Mr.
G. H. Blagi'ove, of Southampton-row, wins
the prize. The author's drawings are care-

fully worked out, and the constructive details

aie shown. We observe the author explains

in full the "theory of stability," according
to some of the best authorities—a practice

we must certainly commend, as showing the
candidate's knowledge of theoi-y. One or

two other designs for this very excellent

prize are exhibited, but of a kind which only
indicates the value of this recent addition to

the Institute scholarships. The " Tito prize"
does not go begging, but we should like to
have seen a little larger display of good
drawings. The year the prize was offered

for a design for a building at the angle of

two streets, combining a first-class shop,
show-rooms on entresol and first-floor. Mr.
C. E. Sayer, of Soho-square, carries off the
honoiu". The design, if wo cannot accord it

high praise, is well drawn and shaded in

India ink. It shows a circular comer domed
above ; the treatment does not strike us for

its originality so much as its careful and
moderate use of ordinai-y features. A space
is left for fumitiire, and there is a spiral

iron stair to the show-rooms. Another
design, " Patientia et Spes," by Mr. H. A.
Polly, showing a refined treatment of eleva-
tion and some good detail, is recommended
for medal of merit. Honourable mention
is awarded to " Acanthus," by Mr. F.
Edwardes, of Manchester. On a first view,
the levation is commonplace, but the
entresol is cleverly treated by a transom
subordinated to the rusticated ground-story
piers, which embrace both stories. Theupper
part of composition savours of tamencss.
"Italiano" and "Spes" are two other do-
signs, but both wanting in knowledge and
moderation in the use of ornament.
The Pugin's Travelling Studentship has

fallen to a gentleman who, it must be said,

gives evidence ofboth abilityand perseverance
though a comparatively new competitor for

architectural honours. A glance at the
drawings, hung and in portfolio, is enough
to convince us of both of the above-men-

tioned qualities. Mr. Walter J. N. Millard
is the successfid candidate. His drawings
and sketches in Franco and Belgium, chiefly
in pencil, show a considerable capacity. Wo
notice, for instance, his " Sketch-book
Leaves," in which there are some charming
scraps of buildings, such as Winchester Ca-
thedi-al and the sketches showing that unique
example of a Mediajval fireplace at Netley
Abbey. The design for a street front of
ordinary dwelling-house shows a suitable
brick treatment ; but the most charming of
Mr. Millard's sketches are his water-
colours. The bits of natural scenery
from Twickenham, Richmond Park, Sel-
hurst, &c., aro extremely clever studios
of vigorous and honest handling in
colour. The sketch of Chingford Church,
with its rich yow-tree, is very truth-
ful and clever ; the round-headed tree in
the sketch from Selhurst is also a capital
study of foliage. In this work of art Mr.
Frederick Homings, who is awarded honour-
able mention, follows close to Mr. Millard,
and both gentlemen have gone, it would
seem, to the same fount of inspiration, and
have been inspired with much the same
feeling. The pencil sketches from Beauvais,
Laon, Soissons, &c. are very interesting. In
the same competition, Mr. J. LansdeU con-
tributes some excellent and painstaking
sketches in ink, showing considerable feel-

ing and delicate handling. Wo refer to his
sketches from Soissons andLaon, as examples.
Mr. G. H. Baynor sends some very careful
and creditable work; and Mr. J. Nixon
Horsfield's drawings are clever, and we
obsei've this gentleman is the recipient of
the same studentship of the Manchester
Architectural Society. We cannot omit to
mention the excellent drawings from the
Antique, sent by Mr. F. MUler—certainly

more his forte than architectural diawing.
We must also mention some capital pen-and-
ink drawings by John B. Guss, a sketch of
" Hall i' th' Wood," Bolton, a fine specimen
of an ornamental timber house, recently illus-

trated in the BUILDING News, and drawings
of Glasgow Cathedral and Dryburgh Abbey,
by James Lindsay. The Institute Silver

Medal and £5 5s., for measured drawings,
has boon won by Mr. F. Pinches, of the
Strand, for some carefully-executed draw-
ings and details of Melrose Abbey, in which
there is much feeling, though want of
decision. Mr. Sidney Vacher, ofKennington
Park, also obtains mention for his di-awings
of Lincoln Minster, showing a bay of the
Angel choir, the drawings of which are

rather spoilt by the bright colours used in

the sectional parts, which rather detract

from the work. There are some other
drawings displaying considerable merit, to

which we cannot here refer, though they are

the work of students destined in a few years

to take the place of their more experienced
and fortmiate competitors. Perhaps the
misfortune in all these competitive contests

is that of doing too much, if not in squander-
ing valuable time on worthless examples,
which, because thoy are old, are thought
worthy of all the votary's labour. There
aro many instances of this want of judgment
in the drawings under review, which occupy,
in addition to the four walls of the Associa-

tion lecture-room, three large screens and
numerous portfolios.

THE SCOTTISH BROCHS AND THEIR
ORIGIN.

IT is only fair that, having given, in a re-

cent article, the gist of the arguments
of Mr. Fergusson in roferonco to the origin

of the Brochs in Northern Scotland, we
should now lay before our archajoloaical

readers Mr. Anderson's inferences ; and we
are the better able to do this from having
received a reprint of that gentleman's paper
from the " Prooocdings of the Society of An-
tiquaries of Scotland." Mr. Fergusson
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maintains, as wo have sliown, a Norwegian
origin for thn Brochs ; while Mr. Anderson
argues that these peculiar circular erections

arc Celtic, being allied in their structui'al

peculiarities to Celtic monuments. Mr. For-
gusson having recently challenged the full

discission of the subject, after Mr. Ander-
son's paper in the 5th volume of the " Ar-
chajologia Scotica " appeared, it is not im-
reasonablo that Mr. Anderson should now
desire to strengthen his theory. Mr. Ander-
son's paper is entitled " Notes on the Struc-
ture, Distribution, and Contents of the
Brochs, with special reference to the ques-
tion of their Celtic or Norwegian Origin."
The author reviews the evidences derived from
structural pec .diarities, geograpiical range,
and the contents of the Brochs ; also their

relation to other antiquities in the Nortli of

Scotland. It will bo impossible here to devote
the space necessary for a complete recapitu-
lation of the arguments ; so we shall con-
fine ourselves to a brief resume of the prin-
cipal of them, leaving our readers to draw
their own conclusions. We may observe, the
paper is well illustrated— a view and plan
of the Broch of Mousa, Shetland, with sec-

tion, being given as a typical example. This
is a ciicular tower, with hollow walls built

of masonry laid dry, about 60 feet in dia-

meter, and 50 feet high. Its wall, 15 feet

thick, is solid for about 8 feet, above which
it is hollow, the cavity being 3 feet wide
between the two shells. This hollow space is

crossed by slabs at about the height of a
man, forming floors or galleries which run
completely round except at the stairs, each
gallery opening in front of the steps, its

other end being closed by the back of stair-

case on the same level. An outer opening,
the only one, is a narrow tunnel-like passage
15 feet long, 3 feet wide, and 5 to 6 feet

hi^h. The central area or well is sutTounded
by entrances to the chambers on ground
floor. The section shows the tower to be a
truncated cone, with a curved batter outside,

pierced only by the narrow doorway ; while
inside the court low and narrow openings
give access to the chambers and staii's, and a
long vertical opening, divided by slabs,

ladder-Ulce in appearance, admit light and
air to the galleries. The author defines the
geographical limits of this typical structure,
and gives a list of several which vary in

dimension from 34ft. to 90ft. external
diameter, and maintains (1) that no
Brochs are found in Norway or in any of the
Viking colonies, except Northern Scotland,
though Brochs are found in the Celtic as well
as in the Norwegian area of Scotland, (2)
that no dry-buUt stone edifices are known in
Norway, though such structures are charac-
teristic of the Celtic, or early Christian
period of Scotland and Ireland, (3) that
tbere is not in Norway a single specimen of

a vaulted roof of drj'-buUt masonry in any
ancient dwelling or tomb, though such roofs
are characteristic of early Celtic structures.
In a:iswer to Mr. Fergusson's argument,
that the Brochs were useless for offensive

warfare, the author says " the warfare of this

region was peculiar. It was an irregular,

intermittent warfare—a succession of forays
by marauding bands against which there
could be no more effective system of defence
than a multitude of safes which wore bur-
glar-proof, and big enough to contain the
families' goods and cattle of the joint j<ro-

prietors. But the peculiarity of IVIr. Fergus-
son's theory is, that it obliges him to give
the safes to the burglars, and not to the
people whoso property was contmuaUy
threatened." Eofei-ring to one structural
objection raised by Mr. Fergusson, the
author remarks;—"I cannot adduce more
authoritative testimony to the fact that the
Northmen of the Viking time (8th to 1 1th
century) were unskilled in constructing
edifices of stone than that of M. Nicolaysen
and M. Lorange," who maintain that it was
not till the introduction of Christianity, or

the beginning of the 11th century, that lime
and stone were employed, and therefore that
the Northmen of the Viking time wore still

in their timber ago. Mr. Anderson also says
the Brochs are not all located in the sea
margin, but are situated on inland lochs. In
Caithness they mark the area of the best
land, and in Sutherland are thickly planted
in the fertile straths following the course of

rivers, and far from the sea. Coming to the
contents of the brochs, Mr. Anderson speaks
with more authoiity. He observes :

" If the
brochs were built by the Norwegians, the
relics found in thorn being the refuse of

Viking life ought necessarily to correspond
in character with the remains of the same
period found in Norway and in the rest of

the Viking colonies. Yet nothing is more
certain than thatthis well-marked Norwegian
group is not distinguishable among the ex-
tensive collections obtained from the Brochs,
while nothing is more obvious than that the
general fades of these collections from the
brochs agrees completely with the remains
of the late Celtic or post-Eoman period from
other parts of Scotland." Many engravings
of an interestiog kind are given to prove this

conclusion, such as the long-handled comb
(not unlike a human foot) found in the
Brochs, but not foimd in Christiania or Stock-
holm Museums, whereas the characteristic

Viking bowl-shaped brooch has not been
found among the Broch relics. Various stone
utensils, called '

' lamps '

' by the author, are
figured, which he shows to be peculiarly
Celtic. On the whole, the Broch relics are
indeed poor—a character in keeping, it is

affii-med, with the desperate struggle for ex-
istence which the Celts wore maintaining.
On the other hand, the author admits that
relics of Norwegian origin have been found
in conneetion with these Brochs, the result,

he asserts, of a " secondary occupation " of
them, indicated by certain internal and ex-
ternal constructions of a different kind of
masonry from the origuial structures. Mr.
Fergusson ignores these. We cannot, how-
ever, go fui-ther. Mr, Anderson next ex-
amines the structural antiquities associated
with the Brochs, and concludes that the
chambered cairns are earlier than the Brochs,
and therefore cannot belong to the Viking
time, and have no analogy with the tumuli
of Norway. This portion of the paper is

amply illustrated, and we refer the reader to
it. The chief conclusions of the author are,

that the Brochs are allied by their structural
characteristics to the Celtic, and not to the
Norwegian group of stone monuments, in
which no instance of a vaulted chamber
occurs ; that the Norwegian remains from
graves of the Viking period in Scotland
agree with those in Norway; that the relics

of the Brochs agree with the post-Eoman
relics of Celtic Scotland ; and that the Viking
origin of the other antiquities is not sup-
ported by satisfactory evidence.

THE HOLBOEN UNION INFIEMAEY,
HIGHGATE.

IN an open space facing the Whittington
Almhouses at Highgato, between

Holloway-road and Homsey-lane, an im-
portant group of buildings for the Holbom
Union Infirmary has been erected from the
designs of Mr. H. Saxon SneU, a bird's-eyo
view and plan of which wo illustrate to-
day. Mr. Snell, who hasonlypartiallyadopted
the pavilion principle of plan, has placed
his main blocks to foi-m three sides of an elon-
gated quadrangle. From an inspection of the
builduigs, we must admit that the architect

has well complied with the requirements ofthe
Local Government Board, and that the wards
are well separated and admit of easy ad-
ministration, whUe the grouping of the
blocks presents a dignified exterior to the
main road. Two main blocks of wards of

five stories in height, separated by a central

tower and staircases, compose the fajado.

The windows have been combined in ver-

tical recesses between the piers, and are ef-

fectively pronounced by gabled heads which
form the most pleasing feature of the eleva-

tions. These are buUt in stock brick,

without coloured bands or other unnecessary
ornamentation, and are characterised by an
agreeable breadth of treatment. The lavu-

torios, &c., are boldly pronounced features

and terminate as towers which help to break
tho monotony of the masses.

As tho plan wo give will show, the hospital

comprises a central block, which forms tiie

principal fagado, at tho ends of which,
though separated and commimicating only
by a covered corridor, are detached pavilions

at right angles, and these form advancing
wings in tho main front . Parallel with and
in front of the central block, and connected
with it by tho main centre entrance, arc the
officers' quarters. Those are the principal

blocks. To be more particular, we may say
the central or main block fonns two wings and
centre, ono wing devoted for male and tho
other for female patients. If we describe

one of the wards comprised in a wing
the whole of this block wUl bo understood.
Each ward, then, is 100 feet by 40 feet, will

contain 50 beds, and is divided into five

parallel compartments transvei'sely to the
main length or axis, each being pronounced
by a bay window at the south-west side,' so

that externally on this front the elevation

consists of a series of five bays to each wing
which continue through ail the stories.

Tho advantages of those bays are obvious.

They give an ample supply of light and air

to the ward ; they catch tho sun, so invalu-

able as a curative agent, and they form a
series of cosy and comfortable recesses for

patients to sit in. Every bay is surrounded
by a seat with sloped backs of pitch pipe ;

in the centre wiU be a table, and the space
thus set apart answers the pui'poso of a day-
room to tho group of patients in each
compartment of ton beds. The bods are

arranged in rows at right angles to tho length
of tho compartments which are separated
by dwarf walls about 5ft. high and iron

columns. The sides opposite the bay windows
have casements and hinged top lights. At
the extreme end are three closets, a sink,

bath, and lavatory, arrangedwith a ventilated

lobby in the approved plan. At the other
end, tho centre of tho whole block, is tho
staircase and nurses' room. Of the sanitary

ventilatingarrangementswecanspeak favour-
ably. Fresh-aii'inlots areintroduced at theend
of every compartment ; these will communi-
cate with slarting-boxes having perforated
zinc jjanols, and running under the beds,

through which also a hot-water pipe runs.

The outlet openings are at tho sides of

windows, arecoveredwith perforated zinc, and
communicate with flues in tho piers of wall.

Besides these there are ceiling channels at

intervals which allow tho vitiated air to
escape by other flues in tho walls on each
side. In these channels are the pipes to

carry off the products of combustion from
the gas-burners, the latter bemg suspended
with inverted cup-liko receivers. As regards
warming, in addition to the hot-water
system, " Thormhydric Stoves " are

placed between tho bays, the flues of which
are carried up the walls. Tlie walls are

plastered, tho lower part in Kecne's cement
and coloured French grey and chocolate red
below. Hydrants are provided on every
floor, and linen-cupboards and nurses'

scullery on the landings. Tho bay windows
have sliding sashes. We may observe that
tho entrances to tho several wards are by the
staircases in centre, ono to each sox, and that

no opening occurs between except at the top
landing, where a door for tho convenience of

the medical attendants is made. The main
entrance under tower is a wide-arched
corridor with receiving wards on each side.

In tho basement under the wards are stores
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and o£5cers' pay and moss-rooms arrangod

ca $uile. A lift is provided to the several

wards, and the whole length of basement is

traversctl by a tramway which connects the

•nd pavilions with the main block. Each
end pavilion forms a long narrow block at

right angles, as wo have said, to the central

one. At one end is a staircase and lift,

nurses' room with plate rack and observation-

window, and a small ward for four beds for

ppocial cases with its own conveniences ; the

<^er portion forms on each floor a ward for

28 bods, 84 feet by 24 feet, with windows on
both sides and rows of beds in pairs. At the
north-cast end is a semi-detached projection

or tower, comprising a sink and two closets,

lavatory, &c., and having a lateral window
for cross-ventilation. In each pavilion this

forms a tower. The ether ventilating

details arc the same as those described above,
namely, inlets near floors with perforated
line skirting boxes under the beds for the
hot pipes, &c. We notice that the windows
in these wards have casements as well as
upper sliding sashes, and the architect has
managed tosecure sufficientdepth of window-
oil to obtain outer baloonettes that may be
used by patients. Two Thermhydric stoves

are placed in the centre of each ward.

Between the end pavilions, and parallel to
the central block, is a range of officers'

quarters. These are connects by a central

covered way. The doctor's residence forms
the centre of the range, and comprises large
pooeption-rooms and several bedrooms. A
Board-room is provided over the entrance
hall. The matron's and head nurse's rooms
occupy the remainder of the wings, accom-
modation for 26 nurses being provided. The
central tower is carried np and forms an
imposing feature in the principal faoadc.
In the upper story is a large iron tank 10
feet square and 10 feet deep, holding 6,500
gallons to be tised entirely for working the
lift. The roof is of slate, and forms a low
spire. Ascending to the upper gallery, and
getting through the dormers to the parapet,
a splendid panoramic view is obtained of the
north of I>)ndon and the Highgate hills.

We notice that all the roofs are covered with
BTOcn " Eureka " slates, and have red tilo

hips and ridges, contrasting agreeably with
the stock brickwork. The walls are relioved
by Slalm dressings and Beart's bricks in

the copings, parapets, &c., stone being used
OS lintcb. T^e chief cff'ect is obtained by
recessing the window bays, which arc arched
above, and break the roof as gables, the
angles having a bold roll member of moulded
brick. The parapets are pierced vrith

vertical openings. We may add that the
contractors are Messrs. J. Mowlem and Co.,
the engineering works having been canied
out by the following firms :—The cooking
apparatus by Messrs. Benham and .Sons, the
hot-water heating by May Bros., the lifts by
Messrs. Potter and Sons, the gas by Messrs.
Jeal Bros., and the w.c. apparatus by Mr. E.
Howard. The works have been superin-
tended for the contractors by Mr. W. C.
Morey, Mr. Walter E. BLiko having acted
OS clerk of works for the architect, Mr. H.
Boxon Snell. Wo believe the entire cost of
building will be about £80,000.

Many readers will feci flattered to hear that a
daily journal considers the wedding-cake provided
for the Duke of Connanght and his wiie by a
Windsor baker, "a very triumph of architectural
kill and tajfte." We regret our space does not
permit a repnxluction of the description of the
"structure,'' with its " vatUted roofs, Bupiwrted by
Corinthian columns," &c.

The Morley Clubhouse was opened at Nottingham
on Friday evening. It is a largo building situate
at tlie comer of Hluikespcare and Meltjoume streets,

and is of four sUirim, the ground floor being
arranged as a cafe, with rooms for the Horley Club
and Yomig Hen's Christian Association above, and
at the top a series of bedrooms. Ur. R. C. Sutton
is the architect, and MeHn. Thomas Fish and Son
are the bailden.

HOUSEHOLD SANITAHY ABE^iVNGE-
MENTS.—IV.

IN his fourth Cantor Lecture on "Dwelling

_ Houses: their Sanitary Construction and

Arrangements," delivered on Monday evening

at the Society of Arts, Dr. Corfield took up the

subjects of filtration of water and dry systems

of removing refuse matters. The process of

purification of water by filtration was, he said,

imtil recently misunderstood'. For a long time

it was thought that water, in passing through a

pervious material, was simply mcchaDieally

strained to the extent of separating from it tlie

grosser suspended particles. When it was

noticed that some of the dissolved matters were

eliminated from the filtered water, it was still

supposed that these accumulated in the filter,

and that they woiUd in time choke it up. The
action of a filter was, however, not only to strain

the water, but so to subject it, when finely divided,

to the action of the air, that organic matters,

whether su.spcnded or dissolved, were oxidised

by it and changed from pntrescible substances to

minerals no longer liable to change, and incap-

able of affecting the health of those di-inldng

them. These facts explained the reasons why
filtration, to be thoroughly effective, should be

both downward and intermittent—downward,
because then the water descended by its own
weight in minute streams, and was less likely to

be forced through the porous material cii mussc,

driving the air before it ; and intermittent, to

give time to the filtering substance to re-absorb

air in place of that used diuing the purification

of the water. A compensatory advantage of

upward filtration was that when it was adopted

there was some guarantee that all the water had
actually passed through the iUter. In illustra-

tion of the necessity for sharply looking after

all household filters to insure that they were in

good order and in use, Professor Corfield

mentioned that a London medical man, who was
very particular about sanitaiy matters, suspected

that the filtration of his drinking-water was not

so thorough as it ought to be. On examiiiing

his cisterns he foimd that the filter had been care-

fidly adjusted so as to purify the water passing

into the servants' water-closets, whereas the

domestic supply for drinking purposes was not

submitted to the process.

Having explained the principles of filtra-

tion by familiar illustrations, and referred to Dr.

Frankland's experiments, the lectiu'cr proceeded

to describe a number of filters exliibited on the

table. In those of the London Water Piuifying

Company the water passed upwards from the

large cistern through pores in a vase ; from
thence it passes out at the top through a little

cup full of holes, and so into pipes by which it

is drawn oft into the pipes upon the siphon

principle. In these filters all the water used

must have passed through the filter, and it

would continue in action for an almost indefinite

peritxl.

Concerning the sUicated carbon filter the

opinion was pronoimced that the filtei-iiig

material was exceedingly good, not being liable

to contain living organisms. Ij'or filtering pui'-

poses both animal and vegetable charcoal were
employed. The latter material was veiy

inferior—it not only gave oil salts into

the water but was less effective in straining

the liquid. Animal charcoal was not always
sufSciently burnt ; and when any animal sub-

stance remaine<l unc.alcincd in the centre of the

cake of charcoal, it became a breeding-place for

minute I'ed worms. In using charcoal, there-

fore, it was necessary to see that it was of animal

origin, and that it was thoroughly biunt. It

ought to be fretiuently cleansed, aud occasionally

scraped. Sponge was often used, as it was
an exceedingly imalterablo substance : but it

needed more frequent washing, or, better still,

should bo replaced at short intervals, as it har-

boimjd small worms. In too many filters, much
of the water passed over the surface only of the

porous material. The best forms of charcoal

(filter were those in which two blocks were used,

the first acting as a strainer. A well-kno\vn

charcoal filter was Atkius', known as the Admi-
ralty pattern, of which several varieties were
shown. In almost all filters the water should be

nm off every night, to allow of re-aiiration.

Tliis must not bo done with the spongy iron filters

of Bischof, in which the material must always

be kept under water. By means of di.igrams

and epecimens, the action of these filters was ex-

plained, it being shoT\"n that the water entered

the filter by a ball-cock arrangement, and passed
down by a tube to near the bottom of the vase

;

it then rose through holes in a plate through
the spongy iron, and was drawn off at the top.

In passing through the iron the water took some
of its particles up, and was, therefore, after-

wards nm through a layer of prepared siind.

In order to aerate the water, it was next spurted
through a minute hole, falling as spray into a
pure-water reservoir. The principles of action

of this filter were not yet clearly understood,
but its results were the destruction of organic
substances in a different manner to that effected

by using either chai-coal or saud. In the aerating
filter of the Sanitary Engineeiing and Venti-
lating Company, the air that passed out of tho

pure-water chamber rose through the filtering

material, and hence there was no need of the
tube for the exit of air provided in abuost all

filters. In this filter, water passed into a loose

vase, and through a cake of silioated carbon,

being subsequently squii'ted upon other loose

filtering material. Tlie plate suppoi-ting this

second mass, instead of being flat, as in ordi-

nary filters, was raised in parts, with small holes

both in the elevated and depreased portions, so

that the air displaced by the water escaped

tlirough the higher portions of the plate. For use

in a room, the conmion glass vase containing acake
of charcoal was suitable, as its perfect cleanli-

ness coidd bo seen at a glance. An improvement
was a handle to the upper vase, so that when
raised it did not diip. A good method for filter-

ing rain-water, for use in coimtry 'places, was
that designed by Professor Rolleston, of Oxford.

It was a tank divided into a large and small

comiiartment, with a layer of filtering material

passing through both dirisions, and resting on a
perforated frame. The rain-water was received

near the bottom of the smaller compartment,
and, rising through the filtering medium, flowed

over the diaphragm into the large comijartment,

where, passing by gravitation tlirough the second

filter-bed, it flowed away. The water was thus

subjected to both ujiward and downwai"d filtra-

tion. A waste-pipe, to obviate ovei'flow, was an
essential to this filter. -

The lecturer then passed on to his second

topic, the removal of refuse from houses by
" dry systems." "Dust" ought to be nothing

but what its name imported, household dust and
ashes ; but, as a fact, aU kinds of refuse foimd
their way to the dust-bin, creating much nuis-

ance. All organic refuse from the kitchen ought

to be placed on the kitchen-fu-e at night, when it

would help to light the fire in the moi-ning, and
v/ould be inoffensive, as everyone could see by
experiment. The difficulty of dealing with dust

was a growing and an increasingly expensive

one. A few years since, when it was largely used

for brick-making, it was a valuable product, but

now, contractors, instead of offering considerable

sums for the privilege of removing it, required

payment for taking it away. Thus, at Islington,

the contractor a few years since offered £2,200 a
year for the dust, and this year the accepted

tender cost the parish £4,057. One of the first

sanitary laws was that all refuse matter should

be removed as speedily as possible, but owing to

the expense of carting away a valueless material

our dust-bins were emptied as seldom as possible

without becoming an absolute nuisance. Where
practicable, dust-bins should not be allowed to abut

on the walls of a house, and in no case should a
rain-water pipe be pennitted to pass through

them ; much injury to health resulted from a

combination of these errors. If the space was
so limited that tho bin must rest against the

house, it should be well cemented to prevent the

percolation of air through the walls, and a rain-

tight cover (liappily made compulsory in the

metropolis) should be fitted to it. But ho must
pass on to speak upon our methods of treating

cxcretal matters in, and their removal from, the

house. The very name of these methods, "con-

servancy plans,' was self-condemnatoiy, for the

householder' 8 aim should be to get rid of excretal

and other refuse as speedily as possible. The
first of these methods was by digging pits or

cesspools in the adjacent ground, or even under

the house, as a receptacle. Wlien these were in

fashion, it was thought so much the better if

the soil were porous, for then the liqiud matter

would drain off, and they woidd need emptying

the less often. Tho inevitable residt was, that

in loose soils the wells became contaminated,

and cholera and typhoid aud other fevers pre-

vailed. Opinions changed, and cesspools were
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afterwards made n-ith iinpor\-iou9 wall's, so that
the (intents were kept iu, a counection being
sometimes made with a land drain or sewer.

Tlie Uist modification was yet largely practised

in Paris for the sake of the mLauiiro ; in that city,

as visitors had seen, open-mouthed pipes passed
from every floor to the cesspool, and as the only
ventilation was by pipes to the roof level, tlio

method was exceedingly offensive. In that city

the receptacles were emptied by means of air-

tight carts, previously exhausted of air, and
attached to the cesspool to suck up the contents

—

a practice no one who had observed it in opera-
tion would wish introduced into England. In
many jiarts of this covmtry the dust-heap was
made the receptacle of all refuse, the liquids

being absorbed by the ashes. In some towns
these "midden heaps" were of cnonnous size,

as in Liverpool, and were even suffered to accu-
mulate in the houses. Wherever they existed
the mortality, especially amongst cliildren, was
veiy great. The improvements iu these diy
systems were always twofold, consisting—first,

in making the receptacles smaller ; and second,
in rendeiing them impervious to water. The
first alteration necessitated more frequent cleans-
ing ; the second insured that the refuse should
bo less liable to moisture—one of the essential

conditions of decomposition. Cesspools were, as
knowledge of sanitary laws increased, reduced to

movable receptacles, as in many parts of France,
and the liquids were allowed to pass off into

drains and the solids removed, as in Chesshii'e's

system. Pails and tubs were placed below the
seats of closets, as at E'iinburgh, Manchester,
and Birmingham. The danger of these plans
was that the.se foul substances were allowed to
remain in the house too long. Such receptacles
should have a sp:ing Hd, with indiarubber
edges, to enable it to fit as tightly as possible.

At Hull, a watertight receptacle was placed
beneath each olosot and periodically removed,
and even this small improvement had led to a
reduction in the death-rate of that town. Dr.
Bayli.ss, medical officer of health for AVest Kent,
lad devised a shaft rising from the receptacle
above the roof ; the lectiu'er had examined
instances of it in tise, and considered it worked
well in cottages. Morrell's self-acting cinder-
aifting ash closet (of wliich a model was shown),
had attached above and behind the clo.set a
receptacle for cinders, of which the larger
ones were retained in a sieve, and might
be re-burnt. By the movement of the seat
the ashes -were sifted and fell into a hopper, being
jerked upon the deposit when the seat rose, and
so rendering it comparatively inoffensive. An
tmdoubtcd advantage iu this clo.5et was that it

separated the large cinders for re-use on the fire.

The Gotix system consisted of a double pail
placed beneath the closet, having an absorbent
material between the two paUs. The dry-earth
system was brought into prominent notice by the
Eev. Henry Moule. He pointed out that dry
earth formed a perfectly odourless compoimd
with cxcretal matter, and that it could be used
again and again if rediied. For large commu-
nities, however, the system was perfectly imprac-
ticable. First there would be considerable diffi-

culty in procuring in large towns a sufficient

quantity of dry earth. Then there would be
further difficulty in getting rid of the compost,
o-wing to the fact—only admitted after considerable
experiment—that it was not a valuable material
manurially. Tlie organic substances were so de-
composed into their constitueHt carbonates and
nitrates, some of the latter being probably given
off as free nitrogen, that after the earth had been
re-used six or seven times it possessed no greater
agricultm'al value than ordinary garden mould.
An uisuperable objection was that in towTis it

would be lial>lo to be used by careless persons,
who would let slops and other liquid refuse mix
with it, and so h.isten decomposition, and the
apparatus itself might get out of order. There
was also the peril, the extent of which was yet
unknown, that although the substances were
deodorised they might not be disinfected, and so

might propagate disease. The system was, how-
ever, the best for temporary collections of people,
as at volunteer encampments or cattle shows,
and might be used in isolated coimtry houses.
A similar system had been adopted for ages in

China, and had been the means of enabling that
land to maintain an enormous population with-
out rendering the wliole country barren. Pro-
fes-sor Corfield anouuced, in closing liis address,
that in the next two lectures the water carriage
systems of removal would bo considered.

THE GREEK CHURCH AND THE NEW
SYNAGOGUE AT BAYSWATER.

TWO buildings remarkable for their design

are now in progress and near completion

within a short distance of each other in

Petersburg-place, Bayswater. One Ls the new

Greek church, from the design of Mr. John

Oldrid Scott, of which we gave a perspective

view and plan, p. 442, VoL XXX., and the other

is a now synagogue from the joint design of

Messrs. W. and G. Audsley, of Liverpool, and
Mr. N. S. Joseph, of Coleman-street, also illus-

trated in the BtJiLMXo News, Vol. XXXIII.,
page 28. As representing two important reli-

gious communities, and as typical in architec-

tural style of their respective tenets, we consider

them as calling for a more than ordinary notice.

Mr. J. 0. Scott, iu the Greek church, true to

the traditions of the ritual, has taken the Greek
cross as the form of the plan, three short arms
and the apsidal chancel end. The western arm
or transept has a narthex along its whole width
and Two entrances. The Byzantine style has

been adopted, the centre area being covered

by a dome of the same diameter as the transepts'

width—namely, 42ft. The illustration which
we gave will convey a good idea of the general

effect and massing, though we remark a few de-

viations from the plan and design. One is the

omission of the colunms in the north and south

transepts, and the dome is pierced not by triple

dormers as sho-wn, but by a regular series of

equi-distant openings round the base. Exter-

nally the walls are of stock brick, relieved by
bauds of red brick, stone being introduced with
red brick iu the voussoirs of the arches. The
narthex towards Petersburg-place has entrances

at each end, the square-headed architraves of

wliich are of polished granite boldly moidded,
above which the semicii'cular arches divided

by stone pillars. Above the central portion of

the narthex, a gabled projection from the main
wall of transept is buUt, foi-ming a gallery

lighted by a large circular-headed window,
divided into foiu: lights by square stone pillars,

which are carried through a moulded transom to

the areh-head. Above the two doorways domi-
cal roofs are formed in the angiJar recesses.

These and the central dome are covered with lead

laid in ribs. The external effect, it is needless to

say, is somewhat heavy and lumpy, characteristic

of all buildings of the Byzantine cupola class.

Interiorly, although yet without the marble
casing and coloured decoration to the domical
surfaces and lateral vaults, the effect must be
pronounced satisfactory. The dome rising from
foul' wide arches that span the transepts, the
central piers of Shap granite, and the broad wall
surfaces produce a majestic ensemble. Each of

the tran.septs is 42ft. iu width, and is vaulted
in concrete, while the eastern end is triapsal,

divided bymassive marble-cased pillars, the cen-
tral bay being the widest. These are arched below,

a circular relieving arch spanning the whole
width of chancel, composed of voussoirs of alter-

nate stone and red brick. Four pendentives fill

the arch spandrels, above wliich is a circular

cornice of terra-cotta, and five feet height
of drum, from which the dome spiings. The
lower portion of cupola is of biickwork, a brick
and a half in thickness ; above it the cupola is

constructed entirely of concrete, of hemispherical
section, varying from 1ft. 2ui. to 9in. at the
ci-own, -with an internal diameter of 42ft.

Narrow openings pierce the dome round the
lower part, and the whole inner surface is

now suuply plastered. The cupola was con-
structed on a ribbed centreing, and is surrounded
at the liaunches by a band of iron on the outside.

Boxed girders are introduced across the angles
witliin the pendentives, and the latter are

further strengthened by iron bolts in the tliickness

of brickwork at angles. The whole forms, in
fact, a solid, homogeneous and compact shell of
brick and concrete, not the slightest apparent
fracture being noticeable. We observe iron ties

are introduced at the springing of the main
arches, though these are hardly necessary for

further security, now the work has become
solidified. It may be mentioned that there is

no outer roof or covering, the outer dome becom-
ing at once the inner cupola or vault. The
circular-ended apses have also semi-cupolas over
them, and in the centre one a cartoon of Our
Saviour has beeii placed on a gold ground. Of
course, it is intended to adorn the main cupola
and pendentives with frescoes ; but we hear the

designs for these have not been settled. The
four main piers, with their angular breaks, aro
encased with a rich dark green marble, and have
bauds of a black-veined marble at intervals. The
walls are to be lined with marble slabs, and black
vitrified brick courses project at irregular inter-

vals of height for this purpose. The arches hare
alternate vomisoirs of red brick and stone, and
the capitals to angle piers aro carved in Bath
stone, their design being very similar to the caps
of the main order at Sta. Sophia, Constantinople,
from which, evidently, the outline, volutes and
leafage have been inspired. Red terra-cotta
abaci are above the caps, and we may
remark that the whole of the terra-cotta

enrichments are highly creditable to the manu-
facturers—the " Architectural Terra-Cotta Com-
pany." The chancel is raised three steps, these
being of light marble. The altar of brick,

encased in marble, stands in middle of the
centre apse. An elaborate and carved wood-
screen is to bo erected across the chancel. In
conformity with the usage of the Greek church,
which forbids instrumental music, a singing
gallery of slight projection is erected in the
north transept, and we had the satisfaction of
noticing the acoustic merits of the bnilding by
listening to the vocal powers of a gentleman who
sang from this point. The transepts will bo
seated, the other portion of floor being paved
with marble. Light is obtained bynarrow semi-
circular windows in the sides of transepts and by
circular wheel-windows of terra-cotta in the
gables. There is a large vestry and a lecture

room below the south transept. We can only
add that Messrs. Kirk and Randall, of Woolwich,
are the contractors, Mr. Leake the foreman, and
Mr. Leigh the clerk of works, the cost being
estimated at about £15,000.
The new synagogue has a wide frontage to

Petersburg-place, and is about 100ft. in length.
The principal front—a view of wliich we gave—

-

is of red brick with Mansfield stone dressings,

and the architects—Messrs. Audsley and Joseph
—have selected a style between Saracenic and
Byzantine, if we are to judge by the details ; the
authors call it Grseco-Byzantine. The main
features of the front are—a richly-recessed
arched doorway, subdivided by a shaft into two,
in the arch of which is a sexfoil panel -with

the Decalogue inscribed ; a large and elaborate
traceried wheel-window, deeply rece8.sed under
a cusped areh, and a low gable with pierced
parapet, flanked by turrets of minaret pro-
portions, having cupolas of pointed shape. On
each side is a low wing forming the ends of
vestibule and the staircases. The vestibule is

adorned by clusters of stone pillars, and have
staircases at each end leading to the galleries.

Pas.sing the inner doors the interior presents a
church-like appearance, having a nave and two
aisles with galleries. The former has a clerestory

of circular windows, and is covered ivith a
plaster vault, ribbed and pointed. At the east
end is an apse-like recess filled by a costly shrine
of alabaster and marble, richly overlaid with
gold, standing upon a raised marble platform of

several steps. It is intended as the ark {aron

hakkodesh), above which is the choristers'

gallery, hidden behind ,the gilt cupolas which
crown the ark. The platform or reading-desk at
the west end of nave is also of variegated marbles,
profusely gilded in the caps, &e. Over the
choristers' gallery in apse is a large wheel-win-
dow, corresponding with that at west end, filled

with stained glass. The side galleries are sup-
ported on massive octagon pillars of iron, which
above the gallery fronts have very deep capitals

cast in plaster and intended for decoration.

Above these spring moulded and enriched
arches, of pointed horseshoe form, carrying the
clerestory walls. The fronts of galleries aro
divided by small square black marble shafts
with caps into nanxiw panels of very rich

grained pitch pine polished, the effect of which
resembles a fine yellow-toned marble. The
seats, doors, and fittings are of the same mate-
rial, simply varnished. As customary in the
Jewish synagogues, the women are separated
from the men, the galleries being set apart for the
former. Throughout the workmansliip is of excel-
lent quality, and the walls arc finished, of a cream
colour. We notice some chastely-designed brass
pendant gMs burners, suspended from brackets in
the spandrels of arches, and the whole of tho
fittings display considerable taste. The pas-
sages are laid with mosaic. The synagogue will
hold 900 worshippers. Mr. Adamson, of Ham-
mersmith, is the contractor.
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Our Lithographic Illustrations—*

—

HiTTSnUTIONS FBOX 81B OILBEET SOOTT's " I.EC-

TUBES ON XEDLXTAI, ABCHITECTUBE."

Bt permission of Mr. Murray, we present our
readers thia week with a double-page of illustra-
tioHH culled from Sir Gilbert Scott's recently
published " Lectures on Mediseval Architecture,"
lately noticed by us. The principal example we
give shows the eastern portion of Chichester
Cathedral, one of the most beautiful instances of
the Transition referred to in the author's third
lecture. In a footnote Sir Gilbert Scott ob-
serves :

'
' This work at Chichester was executed at

theclose of the [1 2th] century, afterthefire of 1 186,
but Professor Willis has shown that some early
pointed work of a very marked character, which
exists in the western part of the Lady Chapel,
must hare been erected previously to that event."
It is one of the finest illustrations in the book,
and it will enable our readers to judge of the
accuracy and faithful renderings of the originals
by Mr. W. S. Weatherley, who has kindly placed
them at our disposal. We may observe, en pas-
tant, in relation to this work—though not with-
out some regret—that the archway at the end ot
nave has been lately closed by an elaborate rere-
dos, from the design of Messrs.Slater andlngelow,
and that a rerodos is in progre.ss for the Lady
Chapel, the execution of which has been en-
trusted to Messrs. Fanner and Brindley.
Ourother photo-lithos illustrate the littleChurch

of St. Jolien le Pauvre, Paris, now the chapel of
the Hotel Dien. This work Sir Gilbert Scott
gives as one of a typical series of Media;val re-
mains of great value. Speaking of this example
in his eighth lecture he observes, "The choir and
its aisles form a perfect work on a very small scale,
in the Transitional style, with Byzantinesque foU-
age." The church is but little known, but is well
worthy of attention. It shows how mistaken is the
idea that the Eariy French style is not suited to
small buildings. TTie clear width of the side bays
is actually under 4ft., and the other dimensions in
proportion, yet the whole not only has not a minia-
<u'i!buthasadecidedlydignified air,while its details
offer considerable varieties, even the two apsidal
chapels being wholly different in their design and
plan. What remains of the nave and the frag-
ments of the fine western portal are good speci-
mens of the 8u««e<ling style. Our illustrations
show views of choir, the south aisle, and south
chapel, the drawings of which have been made
by Mr. Weatherley, from Sir Gilbert Scott's own
sketches, the pl^i being from his measured
dimensioDS.

THE BOLBOBX UNIOW INFIBIIABY, RiaBaA.TB.

A Txnj. description of this building will be found
in on article on p. 269.

AST imiON FOB LONDOU—NEW PBEMISES, 112,

STRAND.

The week before last wo published the plans and
general elevation of this new building, and last

week we gave a sheet of details of the upper
portion of the front. To-day some further
detaUs are given, illustrating the principal story,

or first-floor fa(;adc. The balustrade shown in
the upper part of our plate to-day is as origin-
ally intencled ; the executed work at this point
is more correctly given in our sheet of last week.
In other respects our illustration published here-
with represents the parts as now finished. A
full description of tho building will bo found
with the plans above referred to. Shortly, we
hope to give enlarged details of the carving,
which is exceptionally good. Professor E. M.
Barry, R.A., is the architect. The execution of
the whole of the scagliola marble columns and
pilasters has been placed by the architect in the
hands of Messrs. Bellman and Ivey, of Wigmore-
street, W.

QEOUP OF THBEE OOTTAOES.—"WJUXUtQ NEWS "

DESIONINQ CLUB.

The design by "Yesram" for a group of three
cottages, which we publish to-day, was placed
first in the competition, though other designs
ran "Yesram" rather close in the race. "The
plan, according to our conditions, provides for one
cottage to have six rooms, and two cottages with
four rooms each, an arrangement frequently
required, though perhapsnot so often conveniently
planed. "Yesram" estimates the cost of his

plan at 6d. per foot cube, giving a price of £582
for the main block, and £106 for the outbuild-
ings, making a total of £688.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AT the special meeting held on Monday last,

the President announced that the Prince
of Wales had consented to dine with the mem-
bers on the 26th of April.

It was next annonnoed that the Council had
determined to recommend for the award of the
Royal Gold Medal the name of Count Melchior
de Vogue, whose archaeological works, according
to Mr. James Fergusson, '

' add more to the
knowledge of the architecture and archseology
of Syria than anythat have ever been published."
The following recommendations of the Council

respecting the award of medals and prizes for the
current session were communicated to the meet-
ing by the President :

—

Soane Medallion :—Four sets of drawings sub-
mitted under the mottoes respectively of " Acro-
polis," " Classic," " J strife, " and " Spes '

' ; Soane
Medallion, with the sum of £50, awarded to the
author of the drawings distinguished by the motto
"Istrire," William E. Lethaby (age 22), Bbberly
Lawn, Barnstaple.

Sir William Tite's Prize of £30 :—Six sets of draw-
ings submitted under the mottoes respectively of
"Acanthus," "Antipodes," "Green Margins,"
"Italiano," " Tatientit et Spes," and "dpes";
prize awarded to tho author of the drawings
submitted imder tho motto " Green Margins,"
C. E. Sayer, 17, Soho-square, W. ; Medal of
Merit awarded to the author of the drawing
distinguished by the motto " Patientia et Spes,"
Herbert Alexander Pelly, Morden, near Mitcham,
Surrey; Certificate of Honourable Mention
awarded to the author of the drawings distin-
guished by the motto "Acanthus," Frederic
Edwards, Queen's Chambers, John Dalton-street,
Manchester. Grissell Gold Medal.—Four sets of
drawings submitted for this Medal, under the
mottoes resjpectively of "Alpha," "Between
Whiles," " Crux," and "Duke JJomum" ; Medal
awarded to the author of the drawings submitted
under the motto " Uulce Domum," G. H. Blagrove,
84, Southampton-row, W.C. Institute Silver
Medal (with five guineas) : Drawings.—Five sets
of drawings submitted, under tho mottoes respec-
tively of "Architecture," " Ars longa," "If 1
don't get it I'll try till I do," "Labor," and
" Thorn " ; Medal, with the sum of five guineas,
awarded to the author of the drawinm distin-
guished by the motto " Labor," Frederick
Pinches, 359, Strand, W.C. Certificate of
Honourable Mention awarded to the author of
the drawings di.stinguislied by tho motto " Archi-
tecture," Sydney Vacher, 7, Stanley-crescent, Ken-
sington Parl^ W

.

fistitute Silver Medal: Essays.—The President
announced that not a single essay had been sent in,

and that last year the same thing had occurred.
The competition was open to all members of the
profession without limitation as to age, and the
subject of the essay set for the current session was

" The Architecture of London in tho ICth, 17th, and
18th Centuries." It was much to be regretted that
so little interest seemed to be taken by the younger
men iutheliteraturoof their art. Prof. Kerr, Fellow,
suggested whether something could not be done to
stimulate tho production of essays, in which they
had been lamentably deficient. He only recollected
one really good essay that had been sent in, but
that did not get a prize, though he and Professor
Lewis voted in favour of it. He thought a fair
amount of money prize would stimulate work in
that direction. To prepare an essay on the archi-
tecture of London in the 16th, 17th, and 18th
centuries was a work which merited a greater ac-
knowledgment than a medal of merit. Any num-
ber of medals of merit might be granted. There
were young members of the Institute who could
write well, as was evident from the columns of the
BuixDiNO News. When he (the Professor) was on
the Council—if one was at liberty to say, after the
changes of 1887, that one had ever been on the
Covmcil—the idea was eutertained that some stimu-
lus might be given for tho production of essays of
the high character which prevailed in the Institution
of Civil Engineers, which were for the most part
productions of high merit. He would suggest that
the Council should take the question of the essays
into their consideration. The discussion closed
with an assurance from the President that the
Council would give tho matter their serious con-
sideration.

COMPETITION.
BusHEY.—The Building Committee have se-

lected the designs submitted by Messrs. Coe and
Robinson, in competition for the erection of a
new church at Bushey, Herts. Five designs
were submitted and noticed by us on p. 237.

CHIPS.
The Board of Trade have reported to the House

of Commons that a provisional order has been
made sanctioning tho construction of a new pier at
Kamsgate, commencing near the entrance to tho
" Etablisaement," and extending seaward for about
600ft.; also for a pier at Westgate, extending from,
the clifE seaward for about 1,000 yards; also that
provisional orders have been, or will be, made for
a floating-dock at Penzance, and for piers, quays,
sea-walls, or other harbour works at Cromarty,
Fortrose, Lybster, St. Anne's (Lytham), Skegness,
Strachur (Loch Fyne), Totland Bay, and Whitehall,
Stronsay.

Mr. Hodgson, a builder, of Malton,'lost his life on
Saturday tlirough his own imprudence. His work-
men had been turning an arch over a wine-cellar,
and completed the work on Friday night. On
Saturday morning Mr. Hodgson ordered them to^

remove the centreing and supports,but they refused,
considering that the masonry was not set. He theu
proceeded to knock away the woodwork himself,
when the mass fell upon him, breaking his neck.

It is proposed to erect a new church in the north-
east district of Penzance, in the Penrose- terrace.

The idea is to erect a church for 600 persons at a
cost of about £5,000, and large subscriptions have
been promised towards this sum.

The Stapleford School Board are about to build
new schools in three departments for 330 children,

from the designs of Mr. K. C. Sutton, architect, of
Nottingham.

The museum buildings at Elgin are about to be
enlarged from plans prepared by Mr. George
Melven, architect, of that city.

The Romford School Board have approved plans
prepared by Mr. Hudson, their architect, for new
class-rooms.

The district of Attofts, in the West Riding of
Yorkshire, is about to be supplied with water in
accordance with a scheme proposed by Mr. Lumley,
C.E., of Wakefield.

The Town Coimcil of Bradford, Yorkshire, have
appointed Mr. J. H. Cox as borough surveyor at a
salary of £500 a year.

Dr. Page, Professor of Geology at Durham Uni-
versity, and a voluminous writer on geology and
the physical sciences, died at his residence, New-
castle-on-Tyne, on Sunday, aged 64.

Mr. John Sutcliife has been appointed architect

by the Todmorden School Board for new schoolo
about to be erected at Vale, near the town.

The Croydon Local Board have declined an
offer from tlie West Kent Sewerage Board to grant
the; town an outfall through their sewers on pay-
ment of 8d. in the pound on the rateable value of
the entire district, and at the same meeting decided
to proceed with the drainage of Coulsdon.

A new line of railway in South Nottinghamshire,
and constructed for the Great Northern and London
and North Western Railway Companies, is about
to be opened for traffic. Messrs. Logan and
Hemingway were the contractors.
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E(1YAL ACADEMY LECTURES ON
ARCHITECTURE.

THUJD fEEIOD OP BENAIS3ANCE.—PAT.T.ATOO AND
VIGNOLA.

PROCESSOR E. M. BARRY brought hia

sflics of lectures to the students of the

Acadeny to a close, for the present session, on
Mondy evening-, by an address in which he
revie\)cd the final development and decay of the

Italial Renaissance, and, having glanced at the

devcl(pment of Italian architecture to which this

year's course of lectures has been devoted, the

quesfeon of the possible further revival and
gxowi of the Renaissance was considered.

Thus far, said the lecturer, we have traced the

progress of the restored taste for antique arclii-

teoture in Italy up to the time of Bramante and
Saosovino. This has been called the Golden Age
of the movement ; and if the latter be divided

into three periods, we sliall find it ranking as the

second, or middle stage. The first period was
Transitional, a time of fusion, when the archi

tecture was subor^ated to the decoration. The
second period carried the revival of old forms a
step further, and broke more decidedly with
Gothic precedents. Itsarchitects studied Roman
principles of construction as well as Roman
types of design. Brunelleschi'sdome at Forence
was the first fruit of the process, which led to

the triumph of Michael Angelo at St. Peter's.

Bramante and Sansovino applied Roman archi-

tecture to modem wants, with a success never
since exceeded. Not only did they adopt the
columns, pilasters, and entablatures of the Roman
orders, but they sought also in the details of
their works to resuscitate the old Classic spirit.

Their time has, therefore, been appropriately
called the Roman period of the Renaissance.
But Bramante did not live to perfect his plans
for St. Peter's, and the completion of this great
work by Michael Angelo marks the time when
the second period of Roman vigour was giving
place to a more formal accuracy and a pedantic
precision. Simplicity of general design, with a
colossiil largeness of detail, were the principles

which suited the impatient nature of Michael
Angelo ; and they are illustrated by his aban-
donment of Bramante' 8 plan in favour of a
Greek cross, and by the introduction of a huge
order, with the consequent exaggeration of sub-
sidiary details, which detract so greatly from the
effect and apparent size of the building, as we
now see it. It was probably a reaction against
an exaggeration only tolerable when directed
by genius, which led to the colder and more
tranquil designs of the later Renaissance. Archi-
tecture, which, at the revival of letters, had
followed scholarship, still felt the same influence.

The first burst of enthusiasm had been succeeded
by knowledge ; and knowledge was now giving
rise to a critical pedantry. False quantities were
as much condemned in the architecture as in the
poetry of the day. The effects of a spirit of
inquiry were visible, not in art alone, but also in

religion and manners. Tlie trustful spirit of
olden days had given place to a disposition to
touch, taste, and handle. When the canons of

taste in architecture had been established, no
appeal could be allowed. The instinctive and
undisciplined aspirations of the many were to be
repressed by the cla.ssical fastidiousness of the
cultured few, who, on their part, were bovmd to
be able to produce, when challenged, chapter
and verse for their decisions. The problem to be
solved was to recall the past,—to ignore the
present,—to bring back the dead to Ufe. Can
we wonder if the later Renais,sance architect
failed at so hopeless a task ? Nevertheless, wO
too have our own revivals, and perhaps may
even now be told, " De tefabula narratur."
The appUcation of the spirit pervading society

at this time to architectural design was chiefly

illustrated by the works of PaUadio, of Vicenza.
He gave, indeed, a name to the architecture
which he used, and we have not ceased to speak
of the Palladian style, although the term has
come to be used with some inaccuracy and much
elasticity of meaning. By '

' Palladian archi-
tecture, it is not generally meant to refer

to the architectural forms which PaUadio
himself actually used, but rather to Italian
architecture generally. PaUadio's school re-

ferred every detail to precedent, and considered
that the limits of invention had been reached.
Vitruvius had described the edifices of the Au-
gustan age, and his writings were now eagerly
studied as a very gospel of architectiure. The
proportions he laid down, and the precepts ho

inculcated, were to dictate to architects for all

time tho principles on which alone their art

must be based. Palladio's principal works are

to be found at Vicenza, of which place he was a
native. Hia best design was certainly tho

arcades of tho Town-hall—a building which,
notwithstanding admitted defects, has a cliarm-

ing effect of proportion, and of light and shade.

A peculiarity of his designs is foimd in a weak
treatment of the angles. Notwithstanding tliis

defect, however, Palladio's designs are usually

well-studied. 'The fame he obtained was chiefly

owing to his eye for proportion, while tho dis-

tribution of the parts give a pleasing character

to his buildings generally. Vignola and Sca-
raozzi aro generally ranked with PaUadio as

members of the same school, and its pedantry is

more to be attributed to their followers than to

those distinguished architects themselves. StiU
it is evident that if they had regarded the arbi-

trary proportions of tho Classic orders with less

reverence, their talents might have carried the
Renaissance to a further and more successful

development. This, unfortunately, was not the
case, and the rules which were to achieve per-
fection served to stifle art. The buildings of the
post-PaUadiau school were incapable of exciting
enthusiasm, and can at best be regarded as care-

ful academic studies. As time went on, men
spumed the fetters sought to be imposed upon
them, and rushed into the excesses of exagge-
rated detail, known by the name of " Rococo."
The Renaissance was nothing if not progressive,

and the ultra-classic formality which nowreigned
supreme was the herald of decay. We may
perhaps learn from this the truth that no selec-

tion of a past style of art, and no mere careful

reproduction of its details, wiU ultimately satisfy

a society which has Uttle in common with those
for whose needs such architecture was originally

invented and used.

Vignola's greatest work was the noble Palace
of Caprarola, near Rome, a bmlding simple in

plan, and so treated as to present a castellated,

rather than a domestic, aspect. The design is

graceful, with a double order, and a weU-pro-
portioned arcade to the entrance-front. The
weakness of the angles, noticed in Palladio's

designs, is here avoided. The plan is a pentagon,
with a circular court within, and was evidently
controUed by miUtary considerations. The build-
ing is a fine specimen of Vignola's talents, and,
with a few additions, would be a grand archi-

tectural monmnent. The pentagonal form, how-
ever, is not agreeable, as the angles caused by it

present an awkward appearance, and the castel-

lated treatment of the plan is not adequately
carried out in the external design. The elevation
of each side of the pentagon is that of a palace,
and in the detaUs the miUtary character is also-

gcther absent. The latter might have been pre-
served, and the place greatly strengthened, if

the angles of tho pentagon had been marked by
towers, projecting so as to command the flanks,
and carried up, so as to break the monotonous
line of roof. If this had been done, and the
central circular court covered by a domed roof,
the building might have been rendered far more
effective architecturally than at present. Vig-
nola was more Palladian than PaUadio in his
exact reference to ancient Classical rules. His
treatise on the Five Orders aims at the authority
of a text-book, and is stUl, in that sense, de-
serving of study. He did not give the propor-
tions of any actuaUy existing detaUs, but by a
principle of selection, he sought perfection in the
survival of the fittest, and thought to weld the
whole together into one harmonious system. He
was invited by PhiUp II. of Spain to superintend
the erection of the Esciuial, for which many de-
signs had been obtained from various architects,
but decUned the invitation. On tho death of
Michael Angelo he became for a short time the
architect of St. Peter's, in which capacity he de-
sigTied and erected tlie two lateral cupolas of the
buUding. His works rank on equal terms with
those of PaUadio ; and, indeed, in elegance of
detail may be held to surpass them. He had no
incon.siderable talent as a painter, particularly of
perspective, and used to say that a study of the
latter science had led him to adopt architecture
as his profession. Vignola visited France, and
remained there about two years, which probably
accounts for the tradition that he designed the
Chateau de Chambord. This could scarcely,
however, have been the case, as the building was
commenced before the time of his visit, and cer-
tainly does not accord with his usual principles
of design.

It is more possible that ho had something to

do with tho designing of the palac»at Fontaine-

bleau ; its general appearance is more consistent

with Vignola's architectural principles, although

the details are not to be compared with those ot

his best works in Italy. At the time of Vignola's

death in 1573, PaUadio was nearly at the end of

his career ; but their traditions were, for a time,

upheld by Soamozzi, a young man then rising

into fame. He, too, was a native of Vicenza.

He settled in Venice, and took up the work of

Sansovino and others. He continued the design

of tho Library round the south side of tho Piazza

ot St. Mark, adding a third order, and altering

the deep frieze and cornice of Sansovino. Theso
were not improvements, and his work wants
dignity and interest. Like other architects of

his time, he also turned his attention to military

engineering, and laid out tho fortress of Palma,
near FriuU. In this he used the forms of the

Renaissance, and gave them a pecuUarity of

character, by the use of simple rustication. For
tho massive walls of fortifications such a treat-

ment sufliced ; in such cases deUcate mouldings,

and such detaUs, would have been out of plaoe

and unnecessary ; but for the gateways, the

architects of the Renaissance adopted somewhat
more elaborate designs. The device of rusti-

cation was freely employed by the later

Renaissance architects, but always in subordi-

nation to the general effect, and not after the

lavish fashion of the old Florentine school. The
PaUadian architects usuaUy rusticated portions

of their buildings only, preferring such parts as

seemed to require additional strength, as the

ground or basement stories. Vignola did this at

Caprarola, and he also carried up rusticated

quoins, at the angles of the projections of the

upper story. 'Iliis system of marking the

courses has been generaUy adopted in revived

Renaissance architecture in aU countries. Wren
used it at St. Paul's, and Inigo Jones at White-
haU, and the characteristic Water-gate of the

latter in the Savoy is a pleasing specimen of the

military type, sinular to that adopted by San
Michele. In Italy, the use, in Mediaeval times,

of voussoirs to the arches, of different colours,

had an effect nearly related to rustication ; and
a similar method was common in Byzantine and
Eastern work. Of late years, it has been custo-

mary to condemn rustication, and it is no doubt
liable to abuse. It has, however, when used to

emphasise actual masonry joints, an appropriate-

ness in many situations, and may be used by an
architect so as to give scale to his work, and to

modify the monotonous effect of too much plain

surface. An example may be seen at Bridge-
water House, particularly in the part facing the

Green Park. The rustication of this front is

appUed to the ground floor only, over the surface

of the wall, and at the angles of the projections

above, and we feel that it is both reasonable and
effective.

With PaUadio, Vignola, and their foUowerg.

we terminate our examination of the architec-

tural Renaissance of Italy. It has been said

that Vignola, by his treatise on Proportions, and
PaUadio, by his prescription of strict regulations,

would have made of architecture an exact

science, in which precise knowledge might render

success certain. This is, however, very far from
fair, as is proved by the examination of Pal-
ladio's own works. 'True, he aimed at precision

in his appUcation of the orders : but there is

much variety in his different designs, and his

details were usually refined. His palaces at

Vicenza have served as models to the architects

of most civilised coimtries, and they have sur-

vived the attacks of unsparing criticism. We
reaUse more fully the merits of PaUadio when
we contrast his measured and studied composi-
tions with the reckless and bizarre specimens of

tricky designs which foUowed in the fan-

tastic reaction of later days. In PaUadio's
buildings we find occasionaUy tho mistake of

enormous details misappUed, as at the Valmarina
Palace ; but in other instances an orderwas used
to each story, with details properly subordinated.

Propriety of detail and proportion had given a
fame to PaUadio which would not have been
gained by the picturesqueness of his designs, or

the fertility of his inventive genius. His style

has influenced tho revival of Classical architec-

ture throughout modem Europe, including this

country. Wren, Jones, Vanbrugh, with many
others, have followed more or less PaUadian
precedents, and Somerset House, by Sir W.
Chambers, is just such a buUding as might have
been erected by PaUadio or Vignola.
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The use of Classical architecture is still coni-

tmoa, ahhoafh its progress has been checked by
the Gothic ReTJ>-al. The architecture evolved

faom the iirinciplee of Ancient Greece and Rome
l««j been denounced, we know, as inadmissible,

and stigmatised as Pagan. .iVn active spirit of

theolo^al revival has led to the restoration of

our churches in the old Gothic styles in which
they weiv erected. Eloquence of critical disqui-

atioD has occupied itself with declaring the

IfMiiiwiiiiifid an unholy thing ; an evil spirit to

be ezoraiaed ; a fault to be purged by a return

t« the stoaij^tarand better ways of Medifevalism.

"nie choiee of a style might almost seem to be a

question of moraUty, rather than of architecture.

in deciding such a question, it mtist be remem-
bered that a complete revival cannot but be
impoaaible, whether of the architecture or of the

qarit of the past. The world moves onward
while w* argue, and each generation has its own
lequiraaents. We may copy Greek temples,

but we cannot be as the Greeks were, or think
their thoughts. Neither can we revive the
Ifediwral spirit bv clothing our architecture in

a Gothic garb. It cannot be admitted that

limits are to be placed to the adoption by man-
kind of the extension of their powers by the
increase of knowledge. To be for ever protest-

ing against the things of to-day is a profitless,

as well as an easy task. Some critics think the
present always bad; their artists always failures;

their own countrv always wrong. This is not a
spirit which is Ukely to lead to healthy develop-
ment in architecture. If we cannot recall the
past, it does not follow that we may not be
gainers by its experience, and thus t^e a new
departure. We may fairly profit by its achieve-
ments, and draw precedents from its treasuries.

Henoe we have the responsibility of choice of

style placed upon us. It is, therefore, not reason-
able that we shoidd be forced to select one tyx)e,

and use it for all purposes, merely because our
piedecessors did so, in ignorance of any other.

Still leas can it be contended, that we are not at

liberty to avail ourselves of successive phases of

the same style, because such a course is inconsis-

tent with chronological accuracy. It is not the
business of themodem architect to erect buildings
which may deceive his successors as to the date
of their execution.

We claim the liberty to select different archi-
tectural types for different things : thus, to some
of us, the Gothic style may appear the most
suited for churches and eacrcd buildings ; and
the Italian more appropriate to secular work.
The first of these decisions has already been ac-
cepted, for the present, at least, in this country,
and Gothic architecture has been practically

adopted for church building. But while recog-
nising the existing preference for Medioeval
architecture for ecclesiastical works, it cannot be
allowed that the Classical style should of neces-
sity be neglected. The Palladian school of archi-
tects had a definite intention, which was to design
a modem style, that should bo based upon the
architecture of the Romans. Whatever merit
may be assigned to their works, they certainly
produced buiMings unlike any that had previously
existed. They copied, or intended to copy, liter-

ally, the details of the orders ; but neither
Pailadio's arcades or San-sovino's palaces are
direct reproductions of actual buildings. They,
at least, succeeded in applj-ing ancient art to
modem use, in a manner which has been imitated
ever since. We have had, in this country, many
tastes, and various revivals ; but through them all,

the Palladian or Italian manner of Wrenand Inigo
J<nee has held its ground, and somethingof areac-
tion towards it has lately appeared in unexpected
qnartem. If it be said that such architecture is un-
soited to our climate, it may be pointed out that it

has been generally adopted in climates not much
nnlike our own, and those who have lived in one of
the solid houses, of simple outline, which the
architects of the English Renaissance have left

to us, would not care to change, to the so-called
picturesque creations of Modem Gotliic, with
their voluntary carelessness of plan, and the
maximum of surface of external walls and roofs.
In modem domestic work we must often wel-
come novelties, which we do not desire to see in
our churches. We may, in the latter case, be
content to rest satisfied with piers which are ob-
structive, and arches of unneces.sarily contracted
i^an, while, in secular buildings, convenience
must rule, and science be invoked to aid us to
overcome difficulties, and economise space. It
is not wise of the architect to leave such matters
to the engineer. He must use his art intelli-

gently, being ever ready to adapt it to all reason-

able requirements, and the Renaissance, as a

modem style, will apparently have less difficulty

in accepting tliis position than the more stern

and stiffer tj-pes of Mediaeval art. For grand
architectui-al effect, moreover, and for the con-

venience of a spacious interior. Classic architec-

ture possessess the dome, if not absolutely, at

least more fully, than any other style. Those
accustomed to visit St. Paul's, cannot accept,

unre8er\-edly, the popular doctrine that our

churches must of necessity be Gothic. A calm
review of the history of the Renaissance, and of

the circiunstances which led to it, conducts ua,

said Professor Barry, to the conclusion that the

movement is not yet over. The Classical tastes

which gave to it the first impulse still exist

among us, and are likely to continue. An archi-

tecture which can give us solidity and magni-
ficence; which can adapt itself to purposes of

utiUty, and assimilate progressive scientific con-

struction ; which unites elegance of proportion

with refinement of detail ; and wliich welcomes
the best efforts of the painter and the sculptor

in a loving combination of art, cannot be easily

banished from the modem practice of the

civilised world.

THE ART DECORATION OF THE STAGE.

MR. Walter J. Allen delivered a lecture on
this subject before the members of the

Society for the Fine Arts, at 9, Conduit-street,

W., on Thursday evening. The Marquis
Townshend occupied the chair.

In his oi>euing remarks Mr. Allen said his

object was to contemplate the art decoration of

the stage as it now is, and in order to do that it

was neces-sary to take a retrospect of its history.

In Queen Elizabeth's time the decoration of the

stage was but a poor affair ; the only accessories

consisted of hangings of tapestry, and the floor

was strewed with inishes. The Globe Theatre
itself, according to Taylor, the water-poet, had a
"thatched hide." Most of the halls of the

different Inns of Coui-t have been the scenes of

dramatic success. The stage merely consisted of

a platform, and the entrances and exits were by
steps at each end, and in sight of the audience.

There is no doubt the side scenes of a modem
theatre help the illusion greatly, breaking, as

they do, the actor away from the spectators, aud
leaving the impression of his art on the minds of

lus audience. The art decoration of the stage

must have advanced rapidly, for the Globe
Theatre was destroyed in 1611), from the ciicum-
stance that Shakespeare's play of Henry VIII.
was placed on the boards so completely, that on
the amval of the King to visit Cardinal Wolsey
at York Palace, the supernumeraries fired real

cannon, and the wadding being also real, alighted

on the aforesaid thatched hide and burnt down
the theatre in a most realistic manner. In a

letter preserved in the British Museum, the
writer, a nobleman, says, that the details of the
dressing of the play were so complete, that the

representatives of the Knights of the Garter
wore all the insignia of the order, and were quite

correct as to detail. The rebuilt Globe was
closed with all others in 1042, by order of Par-
liament. The Restoration marks a great era in

the history of the stage—a change both for good
and evil. The decorations must have advanced
in quality and have been greatly appreciated.

Pepys was told by Pettigrew that he had '

' greatly

improved the stage from the time when there was
nothing but rushes on the ground, and every-

thing mean." The rushes were succeeded by
matting ; for tragedy, black cloth liaugings

;

and then came green cloth for the floor, which,
to some extent, is still used. In Queen Anne's
time the decoration must have been curious, for

Booth, in " Cato," was identified by the line in

Pope, " with flowing wig and lacquered chair."

Fancy the stem Roman in a Ramillies wig and a
chair of the Rococo sort 1 Little need be said

about the progress of decoration during the last

century. We look with wonder on the portraits

of the great actors of the close of the century

;

upon Macbeth, arrayed in scarlet coat, blue
facings, powdered wig, jack boots and spurs

;

and Hamlet, in black dr^. Canaletti supplied
the scenery fof His Majesty's Theatre in the
Haymarket when George III. was King, as did
also Paul do Loutherbourg. The scenery in

those days depended more on the artist than on
either the property man or the carpenter ; but in

the pantomime most gorgeous scenery was pro-

vided, chiefly by the latter personages. Coming
to more recent days, to the late Madame Vestris
must be given gieat praise for the service
rendered by her wonderi'ul taste and jidgmeut,
though he suspected that in many of heigraceful
productions the veteran Planchc had mwh to do.
But the revivals of the great tragedian William
Charles Macready must be very vivid in th'memo-
ries ofmany yet living. The an-angemeit of the
Vineyai-d scene in Hajidel's opera of "Ida and
Galatea '

' was perfect. The scenery was aippUed
by those giants in art, Stanfield aud Robers, who
haveprobablyneverbeen equalledsiuce. Macready
brought forward both those artists, Cmrkson
Stanfield aud David Roberts, who elevated scene-
painting to an art, aud who made it a splendid
school for landscape painters. Among their not
unworthy successors might be mentioned William
Beverley, William Callcott, whose scenery at
the Lyceum under the management of Madame
Celeste was perfect, and Hawes Craven, who is at
the Lyceum is setting an example of true art.

At the Strand Theatre, where the stage is very
limited, the scene-painter, H.. P. Hall, manages
to secm'e an effect of space which shows a thorough
knowledge of his art. To the late Samuel Phelps
belongs the honour of proving that the stage can
be made a great teacher. He was the favorite of
William Charles Macready, and will l>e remem-
bered for having raised Sadler's Wells Theatre
from a most degraded conditionto a liigh position.

Phelps thoroughly understood the principles of
decoration. The scenery was always perfect ; never
too glaring, it was an admirable background to

the wonderful acting to be seen before it. The
dresses were archieologically correct, and in per-

fect harmony. Reference must be made to the
Chamber scene in '

' Hamlet '
' for excellence of

setting up. The walls of the room appeared solid

rough stone, the small windows slightly tinged
with stained glass, and the decorations most
api^ropriate. Aroimd the room were portraits in

I'ough tapestiy of the kings of Denmark, and
behind the one representing the portrait of the
reigning king, Polonius hid himself. On the

Queen crying for help, Hamlet drove his sword
tlirough the arras upon which was represented his

father's murderer ; and that ghost was caused to

appear by ' the device of the unfolding of the

tapestry portrait of Hamlet's father, and the
ghostly replica of that portrait appeared moving
and speakmg. Equally great were the revivals

of the old comedies, produced under the direction

of Phelps, which were as perfect as could be done.

Contemijorary with Phelps was Charles Kean, who
took the Princess Theatre, aud there produced a
series of Shakesperian revivals which for magnifi-

cence were never surpassed. The revivals were
the talk of the town, but the art decoration was
woefully overdone. The interminable delays

between the acts, the time taken to work the dif-

ferent scenes, and the monotony of splendour all

combined to break the interest of the play itself,

and the gorgeousness of the frame entirely killed

the picture. The drama, as Douglas Jenold puts

it was elevated—but on to a clothes-peg. Except
this over-lavishness, Kean was in every respect a
true artist, and trained a good school of actors.

Fechter, the French actor, showed great taste and
learning in his arrangement of the stage. At the

Lyceum Theatre, when manager, he went one

day into the wardrobe, and taking up a dress for a

piece then being played, remarked that it was very

pretty but went too far, as there was a space of

about 150 years in one costiune, and with a pencil

and paper he drew the dress perfectly correct.

He introduced great picturesqueness and novelty

into the sceneiy, and abolished the dreadful

carpenter's flats closing together with a crack.

Tlie author referred to the present revival of

Shakesperian plays by Mr. Irving, and inci-

dentally argued in favom- of the aboUtion of the

supemumeraiy, relating many amusing instances

of his marnlot abilities. In Irving' s revivals,

attention was called to the great knowledge of

the laws of light and shade displayed by the scene-

painter, and in the wonderful way in which the

lighting arrangements are caiTicd out. By the

judicious lowering of lights in some parts and
raising them in others, the production of

accidental effect is most successfully obtained.

The change in the first act of "Hamlet," from

the platform of the Castle to the interior, is one

of the most perfect improvements in this import-

ant act. Instead of the sudden spUtting of

two wings, including sometimes a great exhibi-

tion of very dirty fingers bel mging to the scene-

shifters, the stage is suddenly darkened, a slight

noise is heard, a few flitting forms may bo
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observciHon the stage, suddculy the lights are
raised, ijiowing a palace interior as of solid
stone, tli« floors covered with skins of deer, and
all the (iimisliing in perfect harmony. Tlio
di'esses iij

'

' Hamlet '

' have never been excelled.
The Bceupry of a play ought to bo subordinate
and subsjrvieut to tlie acting, and to help in the
harmonj necessary for the general effect. Thea-
trical minagers could, it was iirged, at a much
less cosj than is now ineuiTed, obtain a far
better ^sidt, if in every theatre could be
appointed an artist who, having a keen apprecia-
tion of lart iu its various phases, and working
cordially with the principal performers, could
direct tlie action of the piece completely, so that
the grouijiug be arranged that the stage picture
should look unstudied, and help the action of the
play. One of the best stage managers of oui-

time was the late Augustus Harris. At di-ess

rehearsals he would, fi-om the centre of the pit
or the dress circle, direct the grouping of the
supernumeraries with great judgment. He
seemed instinctively to an-ange them so that the
composition, the coloui-, and the light and shade
of the living stage picture were most effective.
The more careful art is the more carefully is it

hidden, and it would be well if, iu the future,
that wonderful production, the supernumerary,
coidd be missing. Some time since, a comedy
was produced at the Haymarket Theatre which
had a wonderful run. One of our most popular
comedians was " made up " as a very fair man.
His eo.stmne was light brown, the back scene
representing a Scotch moor, was highly charged
with bright yellows, rich browns, and crimsons.
The result was, that from the pit the actor was
completely lost. Had he worn a black hat or
even a white waistcoat the fault woidd have
been corrected to some extent. Reference was
here made to the admirable sotting of " Plevna "
and the " Battle of Trafalgar" at the Canter-
bury, under the superintendence of Mr. ViUiers,
the energetic war cori-espondent of the Graphic.
It could not be denied that in some theatres the
art decorations had improved greatly during the
last twenty years, but in others it has gone on
striding at such a pace that the decoration is all
one had to see when visiting a theatre. The
realism of the fm-niture and decorations is so
great tliat the only artificial thing in the enter-
tainment is tlie acting. At one of the largest
theatres in London a great sum of money has
often been spent to make one or two particular
scenes excessively gorgeous and aU the rest are
as mean as possible, and often the costumes are
anachrom.sius. It will be a great thing for
English art when all the professions are more
homogeneous, when there is more sympathy than
there is now between dramatic, musical, and
pictonal art. He trusted the narrow-minded pre-
judice would be swept away, and that these pro-
fessions would soon rank equaUy with those
yclept Law, Divinity, and Physic.
Mr. Cave Thomas, in proposing a vote of

thanks to Mr. AUen, urged the importance of
subordinating all scenic decorations to the acting.
If one were reading one of Shakespeare's plays
he could grasp the plot and see in his mind every
detail without an atom of scenery, and so if the
attention were fixed on the play the stage acces-
sories were of comparatively little moment. The
human intellect could not comprehend completely
more than one subject at a time. The words
being spoken were the chief thing for wliich the
audience listened, and s-tage managers made a
nii.stake when they allowed music, dresses,
and scenery to bo other than secondary to these.
The first requirement of the drama was good
acting.

At the meetmg of the Dariaston Local Board on
iuesday, the Public Buildings Committee re-
commended the erection of public offices, to include
the uecessaiy rooms for the clerk, surveyor,
collector, and mspector of nuisances, and Board-
room

;
and also a Free Library, Keference Library

i^ading-room, with all the necessary rooms and
ottices for tlie conduct of the business of the hbrary
Ihe sui-veyor reported that he had prepared
du-ections for architects, and the total cost of the
erections was not to exceed £4,500, and the
successful competing architect would be engaged to
carry out the works at the rate of 5 per cent, on the
amount of the contract.

In our description of Messrs. Lindsay Bros.'
warehouse at Belfast, in our issue of the '2Sth ult
we omitted to mention that the premises had been
fitted tlu-oughout with the Patent Balance Weight
Revolvmg .Shutters, of Messrs. Salmon, Barnes
and Co., of Ulverston, Lancashire.

ARCHITECTURAL & ARCH^OLOGICAL
SOCIETIES.

BiEMisoHAJi AnciiiTEcrniui, Association.—
At a meeting of tliis association, on Tuesday
evening, at Queen's College, Mr. J. Roddis
delivered a leetiu'e on " Pre-Gothic Oniainent iu

Europe, and the Treatment of Tena-Cotta."
The lecture was illustrated by a large number of
cartoons. Mr. Roddis also exhibited some speci-

mens of tcrra-cotta made from his own models by
Messrs. Doulton and Co., of Lambeth, for tlie

new College of St. Bede, at Manchester.

BeITISU AltCIIiEOLOQICAl, ASSOCIATION.— The
sixth meeting of the Session was held last

Wednesday week, the Rev. S. M. Mayhew in

the chair. The Rev. Prebendary Sir B. Baker,
exhibited drawings of a singidar Roman vessel
of brown earthenware found by Col. Akers neai-

Chatham. It is of unique form, having aper-
tures at both ends designed for raising and
retaining water by suction, after the manner of
the later medioeval watering-pots. Mr. C.
Brent, F.S.A., described a forged inscription on
marble from a celebrated collection, and which
was found, as believed until now, in Cannon-
street. Mr. Loftus Brock, E.S.A., exhibited a
beautiful specimen of Egyptian glass recently
found in Cyprus. It is a small phial covered
with wavy lines of black worked in the material.
The Chairman exliibited a fine collection of
objects of Spanish glass, others from Venice,
and a beautiful specimen—a mask with a back-
ground inlaid as if with silver. The.se were
described at length by Mr. Syer Cuming, F.S.A.
(Scot.). Mr. Eaiie Way described a eoUeetionof
articles found in excavations at Princes- street,
and Mr. Compton exhibited some old family
plate. The first paper was by Dr. Phene,
F.S.A., descriptive of the Cave of the Oracle of
Delphi. The second paper was descriptive of
the Httle-known monument at Gunnerkeld, near
Shap. These are two irregular concentric circles
of small stones, of sepidchral character it is

supposed, but there is no trace of the usual
covering-mound.

Glasgow AEoniTECTtrEAL Association. — The
first annual meeting of this association \{&% held
on the evening of Friday last, when the secre-
tary's report and treasurer's statement were read
and adopted. The report shows that a consider-
able amount of good work has been gone through
during the first year ; the essays read were on
subjects of a practical nature, which have proved
highly beneficial to those who have attended and
taken part in the discus-sions which followed
them. An exhibition of di-awings took place
during the year, and was visited by many who
take an interest in architectural drawings. The
treasurer's statement shows a surplus after
clearing off aU debts. The latter part of the
evening was occupied in the election of oflioe-
bearers and hon. president. The gentlemen
elected for ensiung year are ;—Honorary ;Pre-
sident—James SeUars, jun., Esq., LA. ; Pre-
sident—Mr. James B. Stewart; Vice-President
—Mr. Ambrose J. RusseU ; Treasurer—Mr.James
Lindsay ; Secretai-y—Mr. Alexander Rae.

Leeds Aechitectueai, Association.—At a
meeting of this society, held on Thursday week,
a paper, entitled " House Planning," was read
by Mr. Henry Walker, one of the vice-pre-
sidents of the association. Mr. Walker, in his
opening remarks, said that he intended confining
himself to a description of the points to be
attended to in the arrangement of a suburban
house, tocostfrom£'5,000 to £8,000, and that his
notes woidd be found to apply in a modified form
to town houses as well. Diagrams were exhibited
to explain the suggested arrangements. Before
proceeding to make sketch plans he advised all

architects first to see the site and thoroughly to
discuss the details of the plan with the client
and liis wife. Mr. Walker strongly condemned
irregularity of plan for the sake of mere arclii-
tectural display, and quoted from the works of
Sir Gilbert Scott and Professor Kerr iu support
of this. He recommended simplicity and com-
pactness of plan as far as the proper arrange-
ment of the rooms would pemut, and then pro-
ceeded to explain the qualities of a weU-planned
hou,se and the best kind of site to select, pointing
out the position the house, out-offices, stable
buildings, kitchen garden, &c., should occupy on
it, and dwelt in detaU. on the question of aspect,
prospect, and the approaches. He then entered
minutely into the arrangement of the house and
kitchen officeSf taking each room separately, and

gi^ng reasons why they should come in certain
positions for convenience, as well as jvith regard
to aspect, &c.

'

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.
RiVBR CoNSEEVANcy.—In the House of Lordw

last Friday, the Duke of Richmond and Gonlon
presented a Con.servancy Bill. Having stated
that legislation on this subject dated as far back
as the reign of Henry III., and that the Statute
of Sewers, passed in the reign of Henry VIII.,
as amended by other Acts, was stUl in operation
for the conservancy of rivers, his Grace referred
to the report of a committee their Lordships'
House appointed in 1877 to show thatthe existing
system of conservancy was very defective. Under
the Bill, the first reading of which he now pro-
gosed, any ten or more landowners or any
Sanitary Authority or Conservancy Board in a
district would be able to supply to the Local
Government Board for the establishment of a
new Conservancy Board. The Local Govern-
ment Board would hold an inquiry and hear any
objections that might be urged against the pro-
posal. It might then, if it so thought fit, issue
a provisional order for the establishment of the
Conservancy Board ; but before doing so itmirfit
require an undertaking from the promoters that
they would, if necessaiy, appear before Parlia-
ment to sustain the provisional order. One-third
of the members of a Conservancy Board under
the Bin would be life members and the rest
members elected by the Sanitary Authority. All
of the former class of members and one-half of
the latter must be landowners. The Board
would have power to tax the whole district, to
grant exemptions from taxation where lauds
were injured, and to impose an improvement rate
where lands were benefited by conservancy opera-
tions. Tenants would be entitled to deduct from
their rent one half of the rate paid by them to
the Conservancy Board. Such were the main
provisions of the BiU, and he believed they were
well calculated to effect the object for which
they were intended. After a few words of
approval by Lord Ripon and of inquiry by the
Duke of Somerset, the BUI was read a first

time.

Thames Valley Seweeaqe Bill.—In the
House of Commons there was a long discussion
on the Lower Thames Valley Main Sewerage
Board BUI, the object of which is to dispose of
the sewage of the district below Staines by
means of a large sewage farm. Its rejection was
moved by Mr. Isaac, who pointed out that it

would injuriously affect the comfort and the pro-
perty of inhabitants, who would have no locus

standi before the Select Committee, and Sir W.
Barttelot, Mr. Serjeant Spinks, Mr. Herschell,
and Mr. Raikes also spoke again.st it. On the
other hand. Sir A. Lusk, Mr. Shaw-Lefevre,
Lord G. HamUton, Mr. Watney, Mr. ChUders,
and Mr. Selater-Booth supported the BiU, on the
condition that it be referred to a hybrid com-
mittee, where aU persons affected could be heard.
On a division, however, the House threw out the
BiU by 168 to U6.

Meteopolitan Wateb Supply.—Dr. Playfair
gave notice that on an early day he will call

attention to the increase of zymotic disease in
the metropolitan district, owing to the impurity
of the water supply, and wiU move a resolu-
tion.

The National Galleet.—Mr. Ritchie asked
the First Commissioner of Works on Monday
whether his attention had been caUed to the
bUstering of several of the paintings in the new
rooms in the Katioual GaUery, and whether he •

could state the cause, and what steps were being
taken to prevent further injury. Mr. G. Noel
said, During the recent severe frosts considerable
difficulty was experienced in maintaining an even
temperature in the large rooms in the bnUding,
and perhaps on one or two occasions the heating
apiiaratus was rather overheated, so that the
hot air admitted through the gratings might
have caused the blistering alluded to ; but I am
inform that this is a damage to wMch old pic-
tures are speciaUy liable in all gaUeries, owing
to the material being subject to expansion and
contraction. The gratings have now been re-
moved and placed elsewhere, and I am happy to
inform my hon. friend that Mr. Burton, the
directory of the National GaUery, considers that
the damage done to the pictures is not irre-

parable.
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Builiing Bittllistnct.—*^-t—
HAsmoa.—Another stajre has been reached in

the Town Hall controversy, the Town Council

baving decided at their meeting on Friday last to

proceed with the structure to bo called the

"Municipal Buildings." The site, as finally

adected. will be on the stoneyard adjoining the

Central Hotel, and will be entirely covered by the

new buildings, which are to be erected from the de-

aiarnsofthe trough suri-eyor. The principal front

wUlbeinQueen's-road, and will be oOft. in length,

two storiee in height, and of Gothic design, with
blneatone walls and freestone dressings. On the

ground floor are placed a jury room and town
cleric's office, each 25ft. by I8ft. ; a magistrate's

room, 18ft. by 18ft. ; and robing room, 26ft. by
I6ft. In a triangular piece of ground at the

rear will be a rate-collector's office, 14ft. 6in. by
8ft. 6in. ; waiting-room, 28ft. by 17ft.; and
constables' day-room, 18ft. by 12ft ; and there

are also a series of eight cells, with entrance

from Station-road. On the principal floor are a
council-chamber, 46ft. by 31ft. ; mayor's par-

lour, 18ft. by 16ft. ; committee-room, 18ft. by
29ft. ; and two snrreyor's offices, each 17ft. by
I8ft. There are also a large police-court and
policemen's living-rooms. The estimate for

quantities will be at once got out. The total

cost is set down at £15,000, and this for building
alone, as the site belongs to the Corporation.

Keppoch-hill.—New Board Schools were
opened at Keppoch-hill, near Glasgow, on Fii-

d«y. The premises consist of a central building
two stories high, with wings on either side, and
s tower three stories high containing teachers'

TOOms. On the ground floor, in the centre, is an
infants' schoolroom, 40ft. by 30ft., communicating
with two initiatory rooms. On the upper floor

of the centre building is a senior schoolroom,
also 40ft. by 30ft., and having an open timber
roof. Open fireplaces are introduced into all

the rooms, but will only be used occasionally, as

hot-water pipes are laid throughoutthc buildings.
The site cost £9,646, and the expense of erection

was £8,100. The schools accommodate 584
children, so that the cost per head is nearly
£13 18s. Mes.srs. D. Thomson and Tumbull
are the architects.

Lambeth.—The chapel of Lambeth Palace,
having fallen into a state of dilapidation, has
recently been partially repaired and decorated,
under the superintendence of Mr. J. P. Seddon
Its plan is a parallelogram of four bays, with a
tliree-light window in each bay, and a five-light

one at its ea-stem and western ends, the latter of
which is now blocked up by the Lollards' Tower
of later date. All the windows have Purbcck
marble shafts, and till quite recently those on
the south side were filled with masonry to about
half their proper height. Most of these now,
however, have been restored to their right pro-
portions, and filled with stained glass. The
windows were originally filled with stained glass
by Archbishop Morton, and at Laud's trial it

was alleged that '
' he did repair the story of

those windows by their like in the Mass-book."
The subjects illustrated on the glass are now, as
then, the types and antitypes of our Lord, show-
ing forth, by such, the history of the world
from the Creation to the Judgment. The sacra-
rium has been enriched by a pavement of
encau.stic tiles inclo.sed within marble steps, with
foot-pace and oak altar-table, the whole being
from special designs of the architect. It is con-
templated to add shortly an organ, to be placed
in a chamber of the Palace abutting upon the
north side of the easternmost bay of the chapel.

LisKEABD.—After having been closed for about
nine months, during which the work of restoring
it has been carried on, the ancient parish church
of Liskeard was opened on Wednesday. With
the'exception of that at Bodmin, Liskeard Church
ia the largest in the county of Cornwall. The
stylo is " Debased Perpendicular." The church,
which is dedicated to St. Martin, Bishop of Tours,
consists of a chancel, nave, north aisle, built in
1477, south aisle, erected in 1428, extreme south
aisle or lady chapel, and vestry. In the course of
restoration, the old organ-loft, at the west end of
the nave, has been removed, and an organ cham-
ber has been constructed near the eastern end of
the north aisle. In the north porch there is a
stoup, and the remains of another exist in the
south porch. At the west end of the north aisle,

neir the tower, there is a Lychnoscojw. A small

window has been inserted in the south porch, be-

ween the two lower niches for the piu^ose of

lighting the gallery stairs. The pulpit which

bears the date 1636, is tastefully oniumented with

Arabesque carving, and is said to have been the

handiwork of one Peter Short, once a native of

Liskeard. "The tower is much older than the

other portions of tlie church. The tower stages

and the arch leading into the nave are Normnn.

Most of the original style is preserved in the north

side of the tower, but the west and south sides are

patched up with a veneering of granite and plas-

ter. A new waggon-headed i-oof has been put

over the entire buUding. The roof is in pitch

pine with carved bosses. There are seventeen

windows in the church, of which fifteen are new
ones. The whole work has been carried out by
Mr. Thomas Lang, contractor and builder, of

Liskeard. Thocontract pricewas £2,350, but there

have been some additions, which it is expected

will make the amount up to £3,000. Mr. R.

Coad, of the Adelphi, London, W.C, was the

architect.

METEOPOLrTAN BoABD OF WoEKS.—At this

board on Friday, a deputation from Bermondscy
Vestry attended to support a memorial from that

body, praying the board to reverse the decision

arrived at last week, and to give their consent to

the lines of tramway proposed by the South

-

wark and Deptford Tramways Bill. It was
pointed out that the action of the board, if car-

ried out, would leave a population of 100,000 at

the mercy of a railway company, and give a
monopoly of the tramways in the south-eastern

district of the metropolis into the hands of one

company. The memorial was referred to the

works committee for consideration and report.

In the engineer's department, Mr. Charles Elwin
was appointed in the first class of officers at a
commencing salary of £240 per annum in place

of Mr. E. A. Riraible, constructive draughtsman,
retired. The Building Act committee reported

with reference to the letter from Mr. E. L.
Paraire, relative to an alleged overcharge by Mr.
Kerr, district surveyor of Saint James, West-
minster, in respect of certain alterations at the

London Pavilion, Tichbome- street, that, in their

opinion, considering the large amount and the
important character of the work done to a public

building, the fee charged is not an unreasonable

one. With reference to the letter from Mr. E.

D. Drury, district surveyor of part of West-
minster, requesting opinion as to the exemption
of the buildings within the Close of the Col-
legiate Church of St. Peter, the solicitor was
authorised to express to the district surveyor the
opinion that by the Amendment Act of 1878,

Westminster Abbey is not exempted from the
provisions of the Metropolitan Building Act of

1855, and to support any action taken by the
district surveyor to enforce the law. It was
referred to the works committee to consider and
report on the advisability of proceeding with the
BUI for the erection of the Tower Bridge.

Shewteld.—The foimdation stone of the new
church at Shedfield, Hants, was laid May 24th,

1875, and it is hoped that in the course of the
present summer it will be opened. The church
was designed by Messrs. John Colson and Son,
of Winchester. The general contract was taken
by Messrs. Knight and Son, builders, of High-
street, Wickham, and the work is now complete
save the creation of the tower and spire, and
some of the internal fittings. The buildmg is

in the Decorated style, and consists of a nave,
south aisle, chancel, and south tran.sopt, having
an entrance in the form of a priest's door out of
the latter, and a fine porcli at the south-west
angle. Provision is made for readily adding a
north aisle. In the building, local stone is used
for the walling, whilst the dres.sings arc of Bath
stone. Within, coloured bricks are used con-
siderably, with good effect. The carved work
has been carried out by Mr. Harry Hems, of
Exeter. The clerk of works, during the main
portion of the work, was Mr. H. A. Amey.
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Cases for binding the half-yearly voliunes, 23. each.

Received.—n. and G.—E. J. C—E. S. and Co,-J. E. W.
Ver Doyant. (To Students only. The Secretaries of

the R. I. B. A., and the A. A. will give all inform.ation

respecting these Societies if written to at 9, Conduit-

street, W.)—Q. H. E. (The Silicate Solution, see

advt, pages.)

Nemo. (Baldwin Latham's work on Sewerage, published

by Messrs. Spon, is the most complete work we know
of. There is also a small treatise on drainage, in Lock-
wood's series. The "Suggestions" published by the

Local Government Board lately maj; be of help.)—

C. F. W. (Numerous figures of the kind you send us

occur in mediteval ma.sonry, but opinions differ as to

their intention. Most probably it is a mason's mark.)

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
List or Subjects.—1. A row of three shops for a village

street, one being at the comer, suitable for the trades

of a butcher, draper, and grocer. The houses to be three

stories high, including the shop. A private entrance

required to each. Frontage to comer shop, 20ft., others

18ft. each. Materials, brick and timber, and tiles for

roof. Plans, elevation, and perspective .sketch. Scale,

8ft. to the inch. 2. A pair of ^vrought-iron gates for a
suburban villa, 8ft. wide, with stone piers. Scale liu.

Eleve. (We cannot entertain your suggestion of con-

sidering the ages of competitors. Such a task would be
profitless.)-Y. Z. (The conditions of the Designing

Club were published Sept. 20, 1878, in the Buildinu
News, a few copies of which are in print.)

Drawings Eeceived.—Maltese Cross, Con Amore, Memor
Estor, T. G. Good, Essayez, EWve, East Anglian, Dun-
wich, Huaticus, J. C. in circle, T. W. P., Belteshazzer,

James, Dagger and Triangle, Try, "Be to its Merits,

&c.," Pat, Ogmore, First Attempt, Signum, Burswell,

Ubiquc, Norwich, Cymraeg, M. with leaves in circle,

Omnia Vincit Labor, Melina, Pecksniff, J. G. in

square and circle.

The Commi-ssioners of Sowers for the City of
London decided last week to discontinue the
electric lighting experiment on Holbom-viaduct,
at the termination of the throe months contract
with the Soci^te Generale, on account of the great
coat. The company offered to reduce the price to
5d. per hour per lamp, but the CommissionerB'
declined the offer, as it would have been three aud
three-quarters the outlay upon gas, and the
electric light was accordingly displayed for the
last time on the Viaduct on Saturday niglit.

—»--•

—

A MEMBER OF A BUILDING COMMITTEE
ACTING AS SURVEYOR AND CLERK
OF WORKS.
Sib,—Not a few gentlemen would he glad to

know your opinion, and a few other professional

gentlemen's, how far a Building Committee has

acted wi.sely aud in the interest of the building

and the subscribers, under the following circuin-

stances. A public hall is being built by public

subscription, from plans, &c., of a London archi-

tect of high standing, one of the oldest members

of the R.I.B.A. The old public hall having been

built about a dozen years ago proved defective

and unsuitable, the builder of the same being a

member of the present Committee, acting on their

behalf during the competition of the contractors

for the work, at the same time performing the

duties of Surveyor, taking out the quantities for

one of the competitors. The tenders were sent in

and a few days after opened. The lowest estimate

being from the oldest builder in the town, who has

built a very nice chmch hero to liis credit under
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Mr. Street, R.A., but lie deolincd to do the work,
the Cotimitteo hiiving' demanded of liiin stipula-
tious boyond those iu tho Bpeoifioatioii ; the next
lowest bemg the builder for whom the Committee-
gentlcman has taken out the quantities, a man
who h»8 only lately taken to the building trade,
his estimate being only £6 below tho next, a
thoroygh practical builder of many years' London
expcnencc.; Since the conunencement of tho work,
the said Committee-gentleman has been appointed
to act as Clerk of the Works. Tho quantities
have been proved not quite correct, and since the
^gSi^S '>is been commenced other difficulties
have crept up, which will have to be met by the
usual bill of extras, &e., of course most of the
Bubscribers tliinking everything is being done with
the knowledge and consent of their architect. I
presume I am correct in thinking that a member
ef a public body acting in a similar way, would
be acting illegally and rendering liimself liable to
a fineP~I am, &o., An Old Readee.

10th March, 1879.

DISTRICT SURVEYOR'S FEES.
SiE,—Mr. Hugh Roumieu Gough writes you

respecting a Building Act ease, decided lately by
the magistrate, in which I claimed notice for
•works done by Messrs. Adams. You must per-
mit me to say that I cannot accept Mr. Gough's
account of the facts. The law is that Messrs.
Adams shall give the District Surveyor notice of
their work with "particulars." How is that
officer to know otherwise what is being done, so
as to be able to perform his duty ? Mr. Gough
knows very well that Messrs. Wontner Smith's
notice was fornothing more than this (I give the
exact words and the whole of them) :—" Putting
in new vrindow and bmlding for lift, &e."How can he pretend to teU your readers that
this ought to afford to tho District Surveyor the
mformation, with "particulars," that Messrs.
Adams were, not only separateli/,hutsu6sequentl!/,
to take a contract for steam-piping and cooking
apparatus ? I may say that it was with consider-
able difficulty I cUscovered what Messrs. Adams
were doing ; and their work was veiy wrong in-
deed. Suppose the club-house had been burnt
down through those steam-pipes

; would the
District Surveyor have been responsible for nc"-
ligence under Messrs. Wontner Smith's notice for
','. ^ "*iy

window and a Uft," because they put an
" &o. " at the end of it ?

A^ regards the fees, the ease is plain enough,
tach builder becomes Hable for his own fee—
generaUy a very triffing sum ; and if there should
be several thus incurred, the District Surveyor
will, I believe, be always found ready to abate
part. My own abatements are very substantialm such eases.

By the way, Mr. Gough forgets to teU you
that

J
begged off "the penalty in each case of

^2' 1 Y"*'°^ "^^y *° ^^^o *l>e law settled—as
it had frequently been before. Messrs. Adams
were fined one sldlling for not having givennotiee
As regards the penalty of £20 for having fixed
the steam-pipes (systematieaUy as a whole, and
not " a steam-pipe " by accident) in dangerous
proximity to the wood-work, it obviously ought
to fall upon the architect under whoso directions
such a thing has been done, and unfortunately
the Building Act cannot reach him. But if the
fire insurance of the Army and Navy Club-house
were pronounced invalid, on account of the cause
of fire having been steam-pipes fixed contrary to
law without the public surveyor's knowledge
how would Mr. Gough stand, and what would
the lawyers' say to his shabby quibbles about the
nccossity for economising the little fees by which
the District Surveyors are paid for their trouble
and often serious responsibility. I hope Mr
Gough may one day be a District Surveyor him-
self, and then he wiU vote the other way to a
certainty. If he should say that he has no am-
bition to hold such an office, mv case is all the
stronger.-lam, &c., Robeet Keeb.

throw aside pagan art and develop Christian
art," i.e., Gothic. Then such men as tho late

Sir G. Scott came to tho front, and wo imss
through an epoch of careful restoration of Medi-
aeval work. All praise to such careful restora-
tion ; but applied to modem requirements we
pass through a fever of Gothic contortions—from
Early Pointed to Late Depressed, with ajumble of
everything from anywhere thrown in as a spice;
till architecture becomes without a principle,
degraded to a fasluon, and we are told in a
mincing manner that the latest ftishion is the
"Queen Eune."
The natural outcome of aU this is Ulustrated

in the other letter, where we are told that a fire-

place being designed in the strictest "truth and
consistency," i.e., large, square oiJon jambs,
with a dog-grate for wood fuel, puffs out black
smoke most provokingly in the designer's face
when he attempts to bum coals (probably)
therein ; but, miracidous to tell, it ceases when a
glass smoke-board is put on.
When will it be known that architecture (or

art) does not consist iu copying ancient forms or
ornament, nor in being Pagan or Christian ; but
in constructionally meeting the requirements of
the ca.se, and in a tasteful manner.

Arcliitects must copy, not what the ancients
did, but how and ti-hi/ they did it. The mere
copying what the ancients did and of conglomera-
ting different parts, results only in the want of
style.

Who is the successful designer of the present
day? Not the architect, but the engineer. The
one is a copying clerk to old forms, the other is

a thinker, a designer, an applier of mechanical
contrivances to meet pre.sent requirements, and,
consequently, whatever he makes possesses style
as distinctive of the 19th century as the Parthe-
non or the Baths of Caracalla are of the Athenian
and Roman period. We have only to point to
the beautiful arched roof of glass and iron of the
railway station, the catenary curve of the sus-
peiLsion bridge, the lattice work of the girder-
bridge, &c. Each po.ssesses a new style intrinsi-
cally their ovra ; and when touched by the wand
of taste, after meeting constructive requirements,
seem to me almost perfect and beautiful.—

I

am, &c., " l9Tn Centuby."

I propose, for cleaning it, that two brushes of
the same length as the cylinder be placed close to
it, parallel to, and at tho same distance from, the
floor as tho axis ; and that there be a crank,
with a handle, attached to tho cylinder, to turn
it round and bring it in contact with tho brushes.
The cylinder could be swept by turning tho
handle when the fire was coaled, or when neces-
sary. Of course, the brushes would have to be
cleaned (or even changed), and tho chamber
cleaned out occasionally. I think some method
of this kind might be adopted to assist in miti-
gatiug the smoke nuisance in cities.—I am, &o.,

W. YOUNO BlAOK.

COLOUR IN ARCHITECTURE.

CON-

A NATIONAL STYLE OF
TECTURE.

AKCHI-

SiE,—I was much struck with two letters in
the CoiTespondence column of your issue of 28th
February. They are in opposition, and show
forcibly the dilemma in which architects are
placed regarding the development of a new and
auitable style of art.

In the one letter the writer bemoans the fact
that wo do not seem in an "honest state of tran-
ffition or development." We copied Greek art,
then Roman, till someone cried, "We ought to

FIREPLACES AND THEIR
STRUCTION.

Sib,—It may seem out of place to write about
alterations in the foi-m of fireplaces at this time
of day, but I think that some little improvement
may stUl be made on their construction. As the
object of a fire is to heat the whole apartment,
and not the wall against which it is placed, I
think the chimney-piece might with advantage
be made to project further into the room than is
generally the case at present (something in the
style of the fireplaces iu old castles), so that the
grate- might be brought well forward into the
apartment. There would then be an open space
or chamber left behind the grate, into which the
soot might drop. It seems to be an evident mis-
take that the part of the wall behind the fire-
place should be made so much thinner than the
other parts of the wall, as it usually is. This is
especially the case in outside walls, where this
part, in.stead of being thinner than the rest of
the wall, should be made thicker to retain the
heat from the fire, and not let it be spent on the
outside of the wall altogether, and lost in warm-
ing the open air. Keeping the chimney-piece
and grate well forward woiUd to a considerable
extent remedy this common defect, and it would
at the same time enable designs for the preven-
tion of the smoke nuisance being put into
execution. For the furtherance of this other
important object, I beg leave to submit a plan
for consideration.
My proposal is, that in the top of the back of

the grate—or, if that would not suit, in the top
ef a thin partition immediately behind the grate
—there be made a round hole, from six to nine
inches in diameter, and that into this opening
there shoidd be inserted a perforated iron
cylinder, closed at one end (made either of light
bar or perforated sheet iron), with tho open end
resting on the grate or partition, and the close
end on an axle working in an eye attached to
the back of the wall. The axis of the cylinder
would be horizontal, and at right angles to the
grate

; and in the mouth of the chimney the
smoke would pass through the cylinder, and a
great part be retained in it in the shape of soot, so
that part of the smoke would notgoup thechimney
at all. As the cylinder would soon get clogged,

SiE,—With reference to the paper on the above
subject, read by Mr. J. W. Tonks, before tho
Birmingham Architectural Association, I think
that in j ustico to the author it should bo known
that he is not in anyway directly connected-with
the architectural profession, and furlher that Mr.
Tonks deos not profess to be an authority upon
tho subject which ho treated.
Mr. Tonks is a " Designer," and as such is

well-known in this town. Before commencing to
read his paper, he told us that his opinions were
simply those of an outsider, and that liis only
object was to give a few hints as to what, from
an outsider's point of view, might be done to
improve the appearance of our buildings, and
that if we, as professionals, deemed them worthy
of our consideration, our technical knowledge
would suggest the proper means of carrying his
ideas into practice.

With reference to what your correspondent
says about the "Grand Hotel" and "School
Board Offices," which by the way is altogether
wide of the subject, permit me to quote the ex-
act words used by Mr. Tonks. He said, " The
use of teiTa-cotta of different colours is common
among the modem buildings on the Continent,
although but little adopted here. A mixture of
it is seen in the new range of buildings in Colmore
row, part of which is known as the ' Grand
Hotel,' and another part as the ' School Board
Offices.' The effect of a band of colour, though
so moderateljr given, is good, and should en-
courage architects to seek by colour contrasts to
balance, as far as maybe, the neutralising effects
of our climate, air, and smoke."
You will see, sir, that Mr. Tonks does not

describe any building as the '
' School Board

Offices," although I must confess that your
abstract of his paper made it appear that he did
so; but "A Birmingham Reader" ought to
know that in brief abstracts such "slips of the
pen" are almost unavoidable.
As to the introduction of terra-cotta in the

Grand Hotel, Mr. Tonks was certainly at fault.
The bands which he mistook for terra-cotta are
iu reality red stone ; but the mistake was really
not worth notice, as it did not affect his meaning
in any way. It must be obvious to everyone,
except "A Bimiingham Reader," that what
Mr. Tonks wished to point out was, not the use
of any particular material, but the introduction
of colour.—I am, &c.,

Feed. G. Httoees,
Hon. Secretary of the Birmingham

Architectural Association.
Queen's College, Birmingham,

March U, 1879.

EXTORTIONATE CHARGES.
SiB,—There is not that difference iu tho scales of

charges of the two journals referred to by " M."
on p. 264, which would appear at first ; but tho
extortion is none the less apparent. It is managed
by what printers call " making lines." Let "M."
pick out a longish "contract" advertisement ap-
pearing in the current issues of both journals and
count the lines. He will find that the same adver-
tisement is bumped out to make three or four more
lines in one paper than the other, and charged
accordingly. I mvariably found this the case with
advertisements sent on behalf of my Authority,
and I pointed it out some time since to the Clerk

;

since then our advertisements have appeared only
in your columns, and we always get as many replies
as before.—I am, &c., A Suevetob.
March 8, 1879.

It is proposed to erect a stained window in the
Lady chapel of the collegiate church of Crediton,
Devon, as a memorial of the late Mr. Richard J.
King, the well-known archieological writer and
tho author of Murray's "English Cathetlrala."
Mr. King, who was foi-morly a magistrate for
Devonshire, resided of late years in a cottage at
Crediton.
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Iutntomimmicati0n.

Qirsnoyt:.
[Brat].—Sawara^d.—Would some of your readers

kfaadir mfona ine at vfaat inclination in a line of drainage
BMS aeoesBary to hare a tumbling;: l>ay. and, sup-
a oooaidetaole length of i^wer, would it be advis-

J. a
[SmS-V-Sanitary Examination.—I bdicve that

there ensta some «>-irty holdiuj; examinations into the
qvalifloationa of sanitary e-n^ueers and inspectors, who
aumrd o^tifloatefl of competency to the successful candi-
date. 1 ahooid be much obliged to any correspondent
who would give me the necessary particulars as to the

~
b tioie, and location, fees, &c., or information as to
il coold obtain it for myself. A list also of the
B that bad best be read onthe subjeetsofthecxamina-

ttOB would alao be thankfully received by—Guli-hptious.
[8708.]-Stone Floors.—I would like to know the

coet of executing- a stone floor of 22ft. bearinKs, supported
b^ rolled iix»n gilders, oumpared with a similar floor, ear-
ned out entirely with wood ! T shall be obliged by some
reader kindly informing me of the way to calculate the
waWit stone floors, composed of ii"Ou girders and 2-inch
r***^^* doubled (lAncashire system) will carry. ALso, the
beet kinds of floors for stoi-es and warehouses.—Feck-
xirr.

[8704.'—Excursion—Will some reader give a list of
any objei-ts of architectural and archieological interest be-
tween Rugby and Bedford, via Northampton, which
would rei^y a visit by— Bicyclist.

[sros.i—Chequered Plates.—I shoidd be obliged
to any reader who would give me a description of
chequered plates.—A Yoir.xo IVrtL.

(6706.1 —Xjabourers' Cotta^ Fitting-s.-Would
aome ofyour readers give exjiencnces connected with
foUowiitf items in laboureia' cottages ? Ist. In the kit-
chen or Uvingroom, is a range preferable to a good baiTcd
ptate for a daas that cannot afford meat to roast often
m the twelTe months, and that probably understands bak-
inir their cake on a flat griddle better than in adoseovcn ?

What amaU ranges, of value not exceeding £3, and of
iteooff caatjnga, have proved themselves good by some
7«air tzial I—Aobicola, Cork.

[8707.]—Haslingxlen FlagB—In looking over a
raeoifieation of i^t^nie pioperty in the neigihbourhood of
MBBdwater, I tind tlie following ;—"Seullcry, kitchen, and
paatiT to be flagged with 3-inch best Haslingdon flags,

and tne stablee and yards paved with G-inch Btacksteads
aetta.** Can any corraspondent siiy where to get, and
what is the quauty of. the stone quoted ? Is it as good
a* Totk stone !—SI. Watso.v.

[8706.^—Hospital Planning.—I shall be obliged
if eome correspondent will inform me what is meant by
the blocks of Hospital words being arranged *' en
echelon."—S. P. G. T.

JIEPZI£S.

[8652.]—Casts of Carving.-Looking back at my
original reply, under the alKive heading, Jan. 31st, I
aid, qieaking passingly of modelling clay, that it was
'* pcoCTred in large quantities in Devon, principally in
llie neighbourhood of Chudleigh." "J. B." takes ex-
ception to this, sa}ingthe " statement is caculated to mis-
lead.** Is it so f A glance at the map of Devon will
diowthe county to be some seventy odd miles across from
east to west ; and about the same in measurement from
north to south. Now, if the compass be put ou to the
paper at Chudlei^-road station, and a circle struck at a
laoios of four miles, it will be found the line will em-
Inaoe ercry one of the six parishes that " J . B." in par-
ticalarising mentions as those tlic clay is dug from.
Thus, it wfll be seen, I not only gave the county, but the
locality where day is procured, and, "J. B.," instead of
conecttng, as be calls it, any error of mine, has merely
added, as a matter of detail, the names of some half-dozen
UtUe pariahes, all clustered together, wherein the clay is

dug. Ihave been accustomed to use nKjdelling clay almost
dauy for the hist 20 or SO yean, and the result of my cx-
perienoe is giTen wlien 1 say that I have found the chiy
nan the pita of Heeers. Watts, Bhike, Beam and Co.,
and of Ueaars. Whiteway and Co., to be the best I ever
need. "J, B.*s** knowledge of the yearly expenBcw of
various clay merchants who ship, a knowledge so intimate
thai he ia able to render an account of their annual dis-
bmsementa to the penny, suggests that he is not altogether
a disinterested person in the fluctuations of the clay mar-
ket. Hence, what he says thereon necessarily bears less
Wilpilt than it would do otherwise. But, it would be in-
tottcttre if, instead of restricting his remarks to quibbles
nponpipedsy, "J. B," would, taking a model from the
eueDent example of my old friend. Sir. II. Terry (Feb.
ytll» *79), give furtherad vice upon what heentirely ignores,
the primary question asked, i.e., "Which is the best way
to take casta of earrings I—HAaav Hkms.

M8S*.]-Ca«t« of Carvings.-" J. B."* writes so
forioouy respecting Mr. Uarry Hems' useful information
that one .is abnoat, inclined to think "Brown" liim-
aaiffittat member of the Arm " J. B." says Mr. Uems en-
cMfigBoree, could not have more indignantly corrected
tteoraagfat. But, with a vivid refwllection before me
ofa ueaaant trip, not a very long time ago, into Devon-
uriie, I can fnllT subatantiate what Sir. Hems hiis told
tis. Newton Abbott, Chudleigb, Hcnnock, and, indeed,
all the other littlt places " J. B." refers to, lay within a
radjoa of three or four milesof <meanother,ana it is quite
umoent to know that pipeclay ia obtatned in South
Devon, without deflniiuf any particuhir act of little towns
and nUages such as " J. B.'* appears to deem necessary.
It would be modi more intereet&g if "J. B.," who ap-
Mafa to know all about it, instead of repeating what Mr.
Hems has already told us as to pipeclay Iieingdecomposed
giamte, would explain by what curious transformation
granite beoomeacUy . This will be useful and instructive,
and, by so-doing, "J.B.** will render inflnitelymorepublic

service than by making petty corrections and giving par-
ticularlv dryquotation.»i'as to what the shipping dues may
be of **^3rown," Jones or Robinson.-YoBKsniRE.

[5697.]-Weight of Wrought Iron Qirder.—
In my anxiety Ut give every information I possibly can, I

have hurriedly worked out the calculation, as desired by
"I>eamer," having just had my attention called to his

question :

—

*J J
= 30 Jin. web = 7ft. Gin.oneinch thick.

** 9 = 16 Jin. flange 7 6 „ „

20 = 15 Jin. flange =11 3 „ „

•
I * ?=53 4 Jin. angle iron= 20 „ „ „° ewt. qrs. lbs,

4(3 3 IS '2 2
6

I
60 =380 jin. rivets 2jin.
long = 75ft. of Jin.
round bar 3 26

17 2

If he refers to the second edition of my work "Quan-
tities " ho will find the amount so stated. The item for

rivets is three to a foot, 20ft. long = 60, and six times 60
for the 6 rows.

—

Banister Fletchkr.

[5697.1—Weight of Wrought Iron Girder.—
Slany thanks for * R. J.'s" explanation of the item for

rivets. I note a mi.sprint in my reply 500 ; 6 egg and
tongue carving should be 5'0' ;

6" egg, &c.—Bkotiieb
Leabksb.

I.EOAL INTELLIGENCE.
A HllAVT FlSTE FOB BEEACn OF BuiXDING

Reoulatioxs.—District Surveyor for East Hackney
(North) ('. Henry Shipp, heard at Worshi])-street

Police-court, on the 6th of March, 1879, before Mr.
Bushby.-On the 9th March, 1878, an order had
been mode for the defendant, within one month, to

amend certain irrcfrtilaritios to four dwellings, Lock-
hurst-street, Clajiton Park, hut on the 19tli Feb-
ruary, 1879, the order had not been coini)lied with.
This was proved by the District Surveyor, and the
defendant was fined £100, having been previously
fined £56 Cs. in respect of the same matter.

Neolf-ctino to give BtnLBiMO Notices.—^At

Lambeth Police-court on Thursday, the 6th inst.,

Frederick Vyncr, of Tintem-street, Brixton, was
summoned by Mr. Parsons, district manager, for

neglecting to give him proper notice, under the
Metropolitan Building Act, in respect of certain
houses in Tintem-street. The district surveyor
explained that it was the practice with a certain
class of builders to commence the erection of
buildings and carry them up to a certain stage, and
then suspend operations for some length of time,
after which work was resumed, ostensibly by the
original builder, but really by mortgagees or other
persons who were imknown to the district surveyor,
and who in consequence found himself gi-eatly

impeded in enforcing the provisions of the Act.
These arrangements were carried out by the agency
and assistance of working men hke the defendant,
who thought it very great fun to plead entire

ignorance of everything when questioned by the
district surveyor or his assistants. They, ou being
?|uestioned, never knew who they were working
or, nor where their employer lived. He called

Mr. \V. H. Rawlings, his assistant, who fully

proved the case, showing that defendant stated he
was working for a Mr. lies, btit that he did not
know his employer's address. The work was com-
menced a year since, suspended for some months,
and then resumed. Afterwards, when a bench sum-
mons was about to bo served on him, he said he
was working for the mortgagee, a Mr. Bartlett,

but no notices were sent the surveyor as to a
change of builders. The magistrate (Mr. Ellison)

said the Act provided that notice should be given
to the surveyor after work had been suspended, or
if the builder was changed, and the Act defined
the "builder" as not only the master builder, but
any person engaged in doing any work on the
building. Defendant would be fined .£3, and
12s. 6d. costs, and he might apply to the mortgagee
to repay it.

Refusal of Cebttfioate. — Stevenson v.

Watson.—This was a case which came before the
Common Pleas Division last week upon demurrer
to a statement of claim, and it raised a question of
considerable importance as to the liability of archi-
tects in relation to their duties under building con-
tracts between master and servant. The plaintiff

was a builder employed under a contract to erect a
large building as a temperance hall near Notting-
ham, and the defendant was an architect employed
by the building owners to superintend the execu-
tion of the works. The defendant had previously
prepared plans and bills of quantities of artificers'

work, and these plans and bills formed the basis of
the contract which was executed between
the plaintiff and tho building owners. The
bill of quantities contained also two further
stiijulations—first, that should there bo more
or less measure than was there given, there
would respectively be an addition to or deduction
from the contract ; and, secondly, all measurements
were to bo made in the same manner as the quan-
titieshad been toJcen, and all additions or deductions

were to be priced at the same rate by the architect.
The contract then set out the following coniitions,
which appeared in the statement of claim:—The
architect might order any additions to or deductions
from the contract without in any way vitiating the
contract, and the amount of such additions or de-
ductions was to be ascertained by liiin in the same
manner iis the quantities had been measured, and
at the same rate us they had been priced at.
Another clause provided that all disputes between
the plaintiff as contractor and the building owners,
which might arise during the progress of the works,
were to be settled by the defendant, whose decision
was to bo final and binding on all parties

;

and lastly, it was provided that the plaintiff
was to be paid on certificates, signed by the
architoct, of the work done and money which
was due. The claim then stated that from
time to time the architect did certify accordingly
until the works were completed. A final statement
of accounts was then sent in by the plaintilf to the
defendimt, showing that, after adding to the con-
tract the amount of the additions ordered by the
defendant and deducting the amount of the deduc-
tions ordered by the defendant, and making all

necessary corrections to erroi-s discovered in the
bill of quantities, a net balance was owing to the
plaintiff of £1,616 68. 7d. ; but the defendant,
vvithout calling upon the plaintiff for an explana-
tion, certified only for an excess over the estimate
of £2.51, and thus did not use that duo care and
sldll ill ascertaining what was really due to the
plaintiff, on the faith and expectation of which he
had been induced to sign the contract, but know-
ingly and negligently certified for an inferior sum.
The claim concluded that upon complaint made by
the plaintiff the defendant refused to give any
reasons or to reconsider the matter. To this state-
ment of claim the defendant demurred, on the
ground that the statement showed the defendant to
be in the position of an arbitrator who had acted
and declared his decision, and that, as no fraud or
malafdes was suggested, no action against him was
maintainable. Lord Coleridge described the action
as one of a kind which had been vainly brought
over and over again—viz., for the negligent
performance of a duty in the execution of which
the exercise of judgment iind opinion was uecessary.
The contract only required that disirates between
the contracting parties should be settled by the
defendant, and he was in no way bound to enter into
any reasons for any decision he arrived at, having
regard to the relations that existed between him
and the plaintiff. Mr. Justice Denman concurred.
The duty of the defendant, in his judgment, was
to porfor;n what he had to do honestly, and there
was no suggestion in the statement of claim of any
mala fides or dishonesty. The nature of his duties

was strictly analogous to those of an arbitrator,

and not, as had been suggested, to those of a mere
appraiser. Ordinary acquaintance with building
contracts showed that an architect could not be
regarded as a mere caster-up of figures, and ought
not, therefore, to be held liable for negligence when
a mistake in figures or measurements occurred.

The demurrer was therefore allowed, but it is

tmderstood that the question will yet be carried

to the Court of Appeal.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Leamingtox.—The new waterworks at Leam-
ington were opened on Tuesday. Hitheito Leam-
ington has derived its supply from the river

Leam ; but the water of that stream becoming unfit

for use, works have been constructed, at a cost of
upwards of £25,000, for obtaining water from a
deep boring in the red sandstone. The water is

lifted by two engines, of 65 horse-power each, into

the reservoirs on tho Newbold Hills, from whence
it gravitates over the town.

Weymouth.—At a meeting of the Corporation of
Weymouth last week, the Mayor presiding, a
report on the sanitary condition of the borough, from
Professor W. H. Corfield, M.A., was read and con-
sidered. Professor Corfield had been appointed to
make an investigation of the harbour, backwater,
and stuTOundings, with a view of giving his opinion
as to any alleged cause of nuisance. It was .a very
exhaustive report. Professor Corfield is strongly
of opinion the sewage of the town should be taken
entirely out of the backwater and harbour into the
sea. A joint report from Dr. Tizard, tho medical
officer of health, and several other medical men was
read, endorsing Professor Corfield's opinion, whilst
letters were received from Dr. Lush and Dr. Wood
also approving his suggestions, and urging that the
sewage should be carried out to sea. Tho following
resolution was agreed to, on the proposal of Mr.
Councillor Nangle, seconded by Mr. Councillor
Howard:—"Resolved, that Dr. Corfield, having
amongst other things been asked, by order of this

Authority, ' What suggestions can be made by way
of remedying the offensive smells complained of '(

'

this AutJiority do adopt the words of tho reply
thereto, viz., to 'Divert tho sewage entirely from
the backwater and harbour ; and that this
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Authority do instrnct the town clerk to call a
committee meeting of tho whole Urban Sanitary
Authority of this borough, on one day of the
ensuing week, and from week to week if necessary,

to cousider and settle means for arriving at a scheme
to caiTT the same reply or suggestion into effect."

(Bux (Bf^tt €Mt
At the annual meeting of tho Royal Birming-

ham Society of Artists, on Saturday last, Sir F.
Leighton, the President of the Royal Academy,
was elected President of tho Birmingham Society
in the room of tho late Sir Francis Grant.
Owing to hia advanced age and inability to attend
the meetings, Mr. Peter Hollins (much to the
regret of his colleagues) some time ago intimated
his desire to resign the vice-presidency, and Mr.
J. H. Chamberlain was on Saturday elected to

that office. Mr. E. R. Taylor, head master of

the Birmingham School of Art, was elected a
member of the society ; and Mrs. G. J. WTiit-
field (formerly Miss Florence Westwood) was
elected an honorary member—the first election of

a lady in the liistory of the society.

A PAKLiAiCENTAET paper has been issued con-
taining the annual report of the Director of the
National Gallery to the Lords Commissioners of
the Treasury for the year 1878. During that

Seriod the followingpictures were purcha.sed out of
ovemment funds:—"Mary Magdalene ap-

proaeliing tho Sepulchre," by Giovaimi Gu-olamo
Savoldo ; "St. Helena—Vision of the Invention
of the Cross," by Paid Veronese; " The Agony
in the Garden," by a painter of the XJmbrian
School; "The Adoration of tho Magi," attri-

buted to Filippine Lippi (or Botticelli
?) ; "The

Nativity," by Sandro Botticelli ; "Portrait of a
Gentleman," by Francia Bigio ; "A Land.scape "

(gnow scene), by Mulready ; and " A Landscape "

(Gordale Scar, Yorkshire), by James Ward, R.A.
Tho following were purchased out of the
"Lewis "Fund:—" Portrait of a Gentleman,"
by a Flemish painter of the 16th century ; land-
scape (river and rocks), by W. J. Muller; "Por-
trait of a Gentleman" (three-quarter length),
by Catharina van Hemessen ; and a fragment of
a composition in fresco, by Ambrogio Lorenzetti.
Among the additions to the Gallery may be noted
"A Cantjn and his Patron Saints," by Gheersert
David, bequeathed byMr. William BenoniWliite,
and "APortraitoftheRev. SirHenry BateDudley,
Bart.," and seven studies of land.scape in crayon,
all by Gainsborough, presented by Mr. Tliomas
Birch Wolfe. The total number of pictures now
contained in the public rooms of the gallery is

1,008, 607 of which are covered with glass.

Readees desirous of comparing at a glance
the respective prices of roofing slates of all sizes

per 1,200, per 1,000, and per square, will find

themselves very materially assisted by a handy
little "Roofing Slate Ready Reckoner," pub-
lished by Mr. Alfred Baker, of 5 1 , North-road,
Brighton. The cost is only sixpence, and the
amount will soon be saved sixtyfold in time by
the use of tho table, which is printed on card for

office use, or on paper for the pocket.

Feom the report of Mr. Haywood, engineer

and surveyor to the Commissioners of Sewers for

the City of London, of works executed during
1878, we leam that a large number of street

improvements were executed, including the
completion of tho Cheapsido and Poultry im-
provement by the setting back of the block of

houses between Old Jewry and Ironmonger-lane.
Specimens of Poletti and Dimfl's i)atent pave-
ment, and of Denuison's wood and iron pave-
ment, both laid in Beech-street, were taken up
and replaced by wood paving ; the former had
been worn into holes and the blocks had broken,

while the latter appeared slippery and dangerous.
Denuison's leaden disc pavement in Comhill was
taken up two months after being laid down, and
replaced by Limmer's asphalte, the leaden discs

having become worn through or pressed out from
the asphalte by the traffic, and the specimens of

Stone's patent footway pavement in King Wil-
liam-street were taken up after six years' use,

having become worn hollow and very incon-

venient. There have recently been laid down in

Shoe-lane, near Farringdon Market, specimens
of Davison's patent iron and asphalte pavement
and Deunison's noLseless granite pavement,
which are at present under trial. Reference is

made to the great changes which have been
made in the carriage-way pavements of the
City during the past ten years by the substitu-

tion of various forms of asphalte and wood paving
for granite, and Mr. Haywood states that at the
end of 1878 there were laid down in the City,

9,688 yainls of compressed ashphalte, 1,611 yards
of mastic ditto, and 11,164 yards of wood paving,
making a total of about 12'U miles of these

classes of street-paving now in use.

A COEEESPONDENT of the Xorthamptoii Mermnj
tells a good stoiy of the building speculations of

the unreformed corporation of Higham Fcn-ers.

He says : "Our venerable coiijoration launched
into the building trade, and placed themselves in

the hands of builders with a really charming
amount of trustfulness. Advertisements were
issued inviting plans for a niunber of cottages to

fill a certain piece of ground. Plans and esti-

mates were sent in and one was accepted. The
builder, however, refused to sign the contract.

The corporation then made a fresh start, and
employed a person to draw up plans and specifi-

cations. They then again invited tenders for the
buildings, either in one or more blocks (the plan
was to build in five blocks)* One of the tenders
received for a certain number of houses was £95
per house, while another tender for the whole lot

was £120 per house. The coi'poration preferred
the tender at .£120. According to the plans, the
houses were to be spouted, and the front spouts

were to have a pipe to bring down the water
between every two cottages. This has been
done, but as there is no drain to take off the

water it has for tho past twelve months been run-
ning into the foundations of the houses. It has
now, however, been resolved that the front

spouts shall be discontinued, and the whole of

the spouting altered so that the water may be
taken round to the back of the houses and dis-

charged into the sewer. What the cost of this

will be of course we do not yet know. But the

coup <k grAee has just been performed. Tho plans
show a road on the south side of the houses about
six feet wide. This has been twice approved of
by the corporation, and tho road, which has been
partly made, will cost about £20. There is no
outlet, and before tho road was finished tho cor-
poration built up the entrance, so that here is a
good road blocked at both ends !

"

CHUBB'S
\VI10UGHT IRON DOORS,

Txxa and ThicMtciiifitiiis BtronR Ruotns, fiafen, and Iron liuias*.
C'HUBBS PATENT LOCKS.

THREE PRIZE MEDALS
Ana HosoLRABi-E Mentiox at PAIilS EXHIBITION, 1878.

Illustrated Price Lists post-free.

CITUBB & SON, MaVcra to the Bank of England,
128, Queen Victoria-street, Ht. Paul's, E.G. ; and

68, St. James's-street, Pall Mall, London.—{Ajjvt.)
-^

Lamploug-h's Pyretic Saline is refreshing,
most uK'eeable, and the prrventive uf revzaa, siLtousxias,
SMALL-FOX, 8Ki» DisEASEKj and many other sprinft and nimmer
ailments. Bold by i^hemiHts tlii-uuK>«»it the worid, and the
MaVier, 113, Holbom HilL Vse no substitute.'-^Adxt.]

ROOFING SLATES.
Reduction in Prices.

Send for price list to THOMAS U. KOBEBTS, Slate X«r-
cluint, Conwnj, before onlcritlK elsewhere.
Hlate slabs, tills, hearthstones, ridKes, cisterns, and all other

kind of slate work very cheap.—(Aovt.]

CHIPS.
Negotiations have been opened between the Cor-

poration and the Waterworks Company at Col-
chester for the purchase of the works by the
Council, as the urban authority of the borough, at
from 23 to 28 years' purchase on the net profits of
the company.

New Board Schools at Longton were opened
on Monday week. The building is in the domestic
Gothic style. The architect was Mr. T. P. Hulse,
and the contractor, Mr. W. CoUis, both of Longton.

At a vestry meeting recently held at Gamlingay,
Cambridgeshire, it was decided to restore the
parish church, which is in a greatly dilapidated
state, and over £3,000 was promised in the room
towards the cost.

The Ipswich Fine Art Exhibition, recently closed

has been a success. The amount already realised is

£600, and the number of pictures sold was 162.

The visitors were more numerous than those of last

year by about a thousand.

A new Wesleyan chapel was recently opened at

Banff. It is Gothic in style, and measures inter-

nally 55ft. by 29ft. Cin., accommodating 259
worshippers. At the rear are a session house and
hall. The buildings were designed by Mr.
Ormiston, of Edinburgh, and have cost about
£1,200.

At the Hartlepool County Petty Sessions, last

week, a case was heard which tested the right

of local authorities to charge upon tenants the
cost of tho water supply, when that previously
existing had been found sufficient. After hearing
the case fully, the bench made an order for the
payment of the amount, with costs.

Mr. Joseph Smith, of Cricklade, has been elected

surveyor of that town in succession to the late

Mr. George Fawkes, who for many years held the
' appointment.

CHAPPUIS' PATENTS
FOE

REFLECTING LICHT.-DAYLIGHT REFLECTORS

OF EVEEY DESCEIPTIOISr, ALSO

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT REFLECTORS.

:P. E. 0H:-^]?FXJIS, P»ateiitee. Factory, 69, Fleet-street, London, E-C

N.B -DIAGRAMS AND PROSPECTUSES ON APPLICATION.
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KKBTINOS FOB THE ENStTINO WEEK.
MoxDAV -SodctT of Artfc Cantor I-cot;m> Ko V.
mo-xDAi.

'='~V.-D,roUiiwHousM: Their Sanitary Con-

Oduauctaan and AmmgemenU," by

Dr. ODrtcM. 8 p.m.
. „ ,

Institiition of Surreyora.—Paper by a.. J.

Caale, sen., on •• Contributivc \ aluoa.

Tpi»ojit.-8o«W»' Ai*8. Paper by Jas. Bradshaw, of

lUluheateT, on "Africa, orTanunount
Kecaanty for the Future IVosperity of

the Leading Industries of J^^land."

8p.in.
.SoaetT of Arts. W. Matticu Williams

Oii*^0(BK)iiucalGardens for Londoneis."

BritinAnbaoIagical Anociation. Papers

by H. Sy« Cimiing on " Ancient Thim-
bu*," and by lii>v. I'rebcndary Scarth on
"Xtoman Inscription found at Bath."

8 p.m.
IkomuT.-Bodety for the Fine Aris. S. W. Kershaw

on "Early Art in Books and Manu-
scripts."

B*Ttnu)AT.—Boyal InsUtntion. Seymour Hayden on
"Etdiing."

WcmnSDAY

HELLIWELL'SPatented NEW SYSTEM
OFAIRAWATER-TIGHT DJPEIUSHABLEGLAZING.
All Woodwork is covered, and no outside Painting is

Stand. Old Roofs Re-gUred. Any one can repair or

6 in pieces.
" It i« MiUble for lUilway Buttons, Mills, VTeaTlnfr RhedB, Ac,

b«t Is spcciallT applicable t« Consenratorics. Plant Houaes, and

OlckaraHoaaM. atHl we khould be rerj much inclmcd to try the

mtum. It U certainly worth looUng to."—.B«ad*i-.
*i And vUl, In our opinion, supenode any other similar lystem

»eftwe the pnMlc."—BciLDt)to News.
" It ici-ina to meet the end in view more nearly than anything

ire have teca ret."—The FiHA.we naTe ^n yew
^^ ^ MarkUne, I-ondon. Not. 14, 1878.

•• Dear Sir,—I cannot e*o what t*«timonml you c«n require from

Be than the fiict that I have Ukon off all my putty f^lazinR «nd

remOTed Ucndlc'* work to replace it with yours ; auy one seeuiR

the two »TftU-m» would sar that yount is far the superior, nndthat
BOthlnc yet oat can touch It.—Youra.W. B. PaEsroit. T. W. HclU-
well. I-4Q., Brighouw." ,..._-«. ^
For BcUmatcs, l>rawinK«, or Partlcolart, apply to the Patentee,

T. W. HELLIWELIi, Brighouse, Yorkshire

;

or, 19, Parliament-street, London.

—

[Advt.]

--•

WHITLAirD ABBEY GREEN SLATES
Theae fiLATES are of a irrry (rrcen tint, are etout, and made in

all lUea. A lanre stock available for immediate delivery. For
farther particular* (with a list of important buildines ci>TCred(

apply to the MkKAcaa, CTynderwen, K.8.O., CarmarthenBhirc.—
rinvT.]

»•«

Hollovay's Fills and Ointment present the
veadieatand iMMt rcaaon»bl« memni of rt-movinfr hereditary, con-
tttatiiMttl, and chronle diaorder, aasociat«d with impure blood

and vnhCAlthj akin. Bcnrry. scorbutic affectioiis, unseemly
cmptions.cnlanrcd glands, ana other blemiahcs. vicld to these
poiifyina rrmedicit. which eradicate the seeds of the complaint,
and avert mi«hief.—tAcTTj.

HIGH-CLASS VAENISHES.
&EADE BROTHF.R.S, Tower Varnish "Works, WolTCrhampton,

Kn«vtfDllT invite attention U) tlieir Vamishcs for House
'naxtxn, I>econit«rs, and Builders, whieh wiil be found of

VBifonn excellence, and for elafcticily, lustre, and durability all

that can be desired. Tliey would direct special attention to their

Bxtia Baid-DT7infc Vamishca for churt-h seats, and scats of
.**"«J. and public buildioirs, which for hard-dryinf;, brillian cy
aad wcarajeiuuurpaaaed,—{A.DVT.J<
A now public building, to be known as the St.

Oeorge's Hall, is about to be built at Kendal from
tiie designs of Mr. John Thompson. The contracts

of Messrs. D. and J. Thoms, builders, and of

Messrs. Thwaites and Son, joiners, have been
accepted for the erection of the building.

The public inauguration of an additional water
supply for the town of Leven, N.B., took place on
Saturday.

^x^^t fittas.

WAOES MOVEMENT.
Belfast.—The master builders, on the 1st of

August last, gave notice that they would reduce

the -wages of the stonecutters by 28. 3d. per week,

the proposed reduction to take effect on the 1st of

November. Taking into account the extreme

depression of trade and other circumstances, the

men assented to the musters' proposition, and the

reduction was accordingly made. It appears that

shortly afterwards another notice was served on the

stonecutters, intimating that the master builders

had resolved to make a further reduction of 2s. 3d.

per week in their wages, the notice to expire on the

Ist of March. On Friday week the notice ex-

pired
; but a threatened dispute was averted by

concessions being made on both sides, whereby a

present reduction of Jd. an hour was agreed to and

extension of boundary, vrith a prospective reduc-

tion of Jd. per hour at the expiry of another three

months. The men accordingly agree to accept 7d.

per hour until thejlst of June, when they will

receive Gjd. per hour, fifty-four hours being the

working week.

DuNFEaMLiNE. — The Dunfermline operative

masons have now restuned work on the masters'

terms—viz., 6d. per hour. Within the last six

months they have been compelled to accept three

reductions of wages, ranging from 9d. to 6d. per

hour.

NoETH Waxes Slate Thaiie. — After many
months of almost unparalleled slackness a slight

improvement is at last perceptible in the slate trade

of North Wales. At Mr. Assheton Smith's quarries

at Llanberis, where some 6,000 hands are employed,

the working days have this week been extended

from three to four, and it is hoped that at the next

monthly letting, this day week, there will be a
further extension of a day, if not full time. At
Lord Penrhyn's Bethesda quarries the working
days are still restricted to four weekly, but the

orders for shipments at Bangor Port, Carnarvon,
and Port Madoc, the outlet for the Festiniog quar-
rying district, are increasing. Many quarrymen
are availing themselves of the pecuniary assistance

extended by the North Wales Quarrymen's Union
to intending emigrants.

Corres

Pebth.—Intimation has been received by a
number of painters in Perth that their wages are

to be advanced from 6d. to CJd. per hour. The
slaters have commenced work at a reduction of Jd.
per hour.

*<

Doulting Freestone andHam Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of

the United Kingdom, given on apphcation to

CHARLES lltASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Uminster, Somerset.

Affent : Mr. £. Cbickuay, 4, Agar-street, London, W.C.
—[AnvT.]

TENDERS
Bradford.—For tlie erection of an iron bridge over the

Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway, at Eipley-strcet, for
the town council of Bradford :

—

Woodiwise, Isaac (accepted) ... £447 2 3

Bradford.—For the construction of a sewer and road
at Oak-lane, for the Bradford Town Council :

—

Smith and Carter (accepted) ... £349 15 4

Benachk.—For Benacro Ecctory, Suffolk. Mr. E.
Makilwoinc Phipson, F.8.A., architect and diocesan sur-

veyor :

—

Cornish and Gaymer £2,087
Downing 2,010

Mon-ia 1,940

Hawes 1,820

Grimwood (accepted) 1,755

B0UBNF..MOUTI1.—For new Congregational Oiuroh at
Fjist Cliff, Bournemouth. Messis. Kemp, Welch, and
Pinder, architects :

—

Stroud £6,274
Minty 6,600

George 4,689

Sharland and Griffin 4,976

Ijawson and Stanley 4,398 15

Brown 4,200

Kke (accepted) 4,013

DuBLi.N.—For additions to Blackheath, Clontarf, for

Gibson Black, Ksq. Mr. Thomas Drew, R.H.A., archi-

tect. Quantities by Messrs. Patterson and Kempstor :—
Millard, T £3,794 16 8

(No credit for old materials.)

CollonBros 3,636 18

Beckett, J. and W 3,600

rembeiton, T 3,600

Elland.—For the curbing, channelling, and repairing

of James-street, for the Local Board of EUand, West
Hiding of Yorkshire. Mr. Hichard Uorsfall, surveyor :—

Jagger, 8. and W. (accepted) ... £294
[Ijowest of citrht tenders received, of which the highest

amounted to £412 lOe. 8d.]

Hastings.—For new roads, sowers, &c., at West Hill,

Hastings, for G. aement, and A. L. Sayer, Esqs. Messrs.

Cross and Wells, and A. G. Colpoys, Hastings and St.

I^onards, architects. Quantities by Messrs. Cross and
Wells :—

King £1,400

Longhurst 1.312

NoTTiNO HiLi.—For the erection of an infirmary at

Notting Hill for the guardians of St. Marylebone. The
whole of the works to be executed in two years. Messrs.

H. 8a.-ion Snell and Sons, 22, .Southampton-buildings,

W.C, architects :— „.,„„,- „
MowlemandCo ^"''?S S
Braid and Co 16.860

Lovett,H IJS,760

Ferry and Co 116.000

a Ckiwland, Bros IJWIS
"^

Crockett,W IIS.T?^ »

Bhaw, 110,875

Wall,' Bros., (accepted) ^^'^
Chappell,J.T 108,860

Kensal New Tows.-For making up the roadways of

Lancefleld, Herries, Beethoven, Mozart, and Dart-

streets, Kensal New Town, for the Chelsea Vestry :—

Matthews, Wm., of Westboume-
park (accepted) , *^J*A ? °

[Five tenders were received, of which the highest was

£4,656, and thelowestthe one accepted.]

Kenlet —For alterations and additions to a house at

Kenley, near Catcrham. Mr. Horace T. Bonner, Lcwis-

ham, 8 E„ architect:—
Burraan '. ^™0
Kirk G 836

m55o^ 230
Higgs 797

Ladtwell.—For factory and stabling, ' LadyweH,

8 E. Mr. Horace T. Bonner, lyswisham, architect :—

SomervilleandHiU £987

2art 972

Staines and Son 836

Burman |10
Kirk,G 875

Smeaton 869

Jerrard 847

London.—For repairs at the Licensed Victuallers'

Asylum, Old Kent-road. Mr. W. Hurran, Chairman.

Mr. W. F. Potter, architect :—
Pritchard, W. H £367 10

Wood, B. T 366

Butler, G.W 322

Hayworth, 8 284

F. Hersee (accepted) 258 9

ZINC ROOFING
FIXED COMPLETE.

F. BRABY & CO.,
ESTABLISHED 1837,

The Manufacturing Agents of the VIEILLE MONTACNE CO.
PATENT SOLID UNSOLDERED RIDGE PLATES FOR ITALIAN OR PLAIN ZINC ROOFING.

BY THE ADOPTION OF THIS METHOD THE USE OF SOLDER IS ENTIRELY DISPENSED WITH, AND
CONSEQUENTLY THE DANGER INCURRED BY THE USE OF FIRE-POTS IS AVOIDED.

THE COST IS LESSENED AND THE DURABILITY INCREASED. lESTIMATES FOR ZINC DORMERS, FLATS, &c.

FITZROY WORKS, 356 TO 369, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON.
ALSO AT DEPTFORD, LIVERPOOL, GLASGOW & CYPRUS.
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GOTHIC AECHITECTUEE IN THE
CITY.

G\
OTHIC architecture still enjoys popu-

r larity in our City street buildangs. If

it lias recently given jjlace, in many in-

stances, to a style which confoiius nioro

readily to real or supposed business wants,

or to the prevailing fashion for " pic-

turesqueness," it stillcontinues to assort itself.

In Moorgatc-street, at the comer of London
Wall, a large and costly pile of offices have
lately been erected in the Venetian-Gothic
stj'le. There are certainly few streets in the

City which are less interesting generally as

regards architecture, altogether lacking his-

torical associations, and possessing no strik-

ing modem buildings. Anything vigorous

and racy is a reUef , and the architect of the

building we have mentioned (Mr. Bradbear)
has evidently been led to this conclusion.

Tower Chambers, as the block of offices is

called, is a somewhat florid stracture, of a

t}'pe common in Manchester and the United
States. The two fronts, of stone, are enriched

by a specious kind of omamontation, in

wliich the windows, ^^•ith red granite shafts,

vary from the flat segment to the lancet

pointed trefoil. Polished red shafts, sup-
ported on carved corbels, adom the upper
stoiy, which is cro^vned by a lofty iron

cresting of showy design. The corner,

wliich is circular, is finished by a lofty

cupola of pointed form, covered with zinc.

In the facadeswe have an astonishing variety
in the fenestration. The ground story, to

be lot as shops, is divided by pilasters carry-
ing flat moulded arches, or, rather, apologies
for arches. "We cannot imagine why square
heads were not used, seeing that the arches
arc of very slight camber, apparently
pointed segments. The circular comer, how-
ever, is spanned in one opening after a truly

acrobatic fashion ; we presume it is stable,

though it certainly does not look so ; and
we can only describe it by asking our readers

to imagine a veiy flat pointed arch of stone,

about 10ft. wide, constructed over a window
circular on plan. Of course it is not the
fault of the arch that it looks exceedingly
weak under a tower of smaller openings, with
their piers and niullions resting upon it. A
.suiguiar fibscnce of gradation marks the
upper story windows. The first floor have
lights in ijairs inclosed by pointed arches of

segnientiil form, the tjnnpana of which are

strangely cut b)' a straight label member.
The next tier of windows arc squai'C-headed
trefoils, and the upper ones acutely pointed
trefoUed ; all have jamb shafts of red Aber-
deen. But the centre bays on each front are
quite unlike the others ; the first-floor win-
dows have profusely carved trefoil-headed
tympana, above which is an oriel supported
on winged dragons, the effect of which is

extremely crowded and incoherent in the
upper stories. The oriel looks crushing over
the elaborate throe-light windows below,
and there is a painful want of connection and
congruity in the design. All this is inten-
sified by a whimsical variety of ornament in

the iiarapet, the pattern of which disjilays

two very different kinds of paneUing, one
round and 1 he other square. The only reflec-

tion, after looking at such an amazing effort

to produce diversity is, that Venetian Gothic
has its votaries who prefer redundancy
to moderation, profusion and luxuriant
detail to chasteness or refined elegance. But
we meet with the taste in other buildings of

the style. In the plethora of florid oma-
ment, carving and colour characteristic of

the style resides its veiy recommendation

to the taste of the many. The sterner fomis

of Northern Gothic have never taken the firm

root of the more ornate species, or that which

Mr. Euskin has aptly, in his " Stones of

Venice," designated as the " efilorescence of

decay " We see nowhere in those Gothic effu-

sions of stylo the aU-pervnding unity in

variety which is the peculiar property of true

architecture — everything is frittered or

(tarved to gratify an ill-tempered fancy, and

the carver's conceits are as fulsome as they

are feeble. To return to Tower Chambers,

the building internally is arranged with a

central hall and stone staircase, with an iron

scroll balustrade of " loud " design, and this

feature is certainly not improved by the very

bizarre coloured glass in the flat fanlight at

the top. The iiointod arches and capitals, in

which the carver has done his best to adver-

tise his art, arc we cannot say of such a kind

that we should wish to see the style more
largely employed. The floors are let as

offices, and from the very convenient position

of the building will speedily bo let, the rents

vaiying from £'lo on the third-floor for

small rooms, to £250 for the comer room on
the first-floor.

In Aldersgate-street, at the comer of

Long-lane, another important structure in a

Gothic dress is in progress, from the designs

of Messrs. Batoman and Corscr. It is

destined for the "Manchester Hotel,"

being undertaken by the Manchester
Hotel Company. In this case a less pre-

tentious and more national kind of

Gothic has been chosen, namely, the Tudor
—red brick, with stone in the windows and
dressings, being employed. As to the selec-

tion of style, we need but confess that Late
Gothic, despite its vagaries and weaknesses,

has more claim to be employed for an hotel

than any other earlier phase; its forms,

features, and ornamentation adapt them-
selves well to domestic requirements, and wo
are not obliged to submit to such an extrava-

gant or capricious feature as a row of

sharply-pointed arches, the apices of which
very uncomfortably rest below a level

stair's landing, and the foliage of whose
caps threaten to knock one's head or hat
every time one of the rooms is entered.

Confining our remarks to the exterior, we
may say that the building occupies an im-
portant comer block opposite the Aldersgate
Street Metropolitan Bailway Station, a bold
rounded comer joining the two fronts. The
gi'ound story fonns an arcaded row of what
Ls intended for shops ; hero the panelling in

sjiandrels and the carving in caps have an
evidently weak appearance. The first,

second, and third floor windows form verti-

cal bays, separated by strings and panel-
work, and small balconettes to the third
story \vindows. The windows are two-
light and have traceried heads, the third-
floor range being pointed with tracery of

Perpendicular cliaracter. The upper row
arc .square labol-headod, with ogee-curved
under-arehes to the lights. There are two
tiers of donners ; the lowest tier rising above
the comice and parapet. It would have
been, perhaps, more coiTCct, if not agreeable
to the eye, if the whole of the four main
windows had been connected' vertically in-

stead of showing pointed arches over those
of the third floor. Angle stone buttresses,
fonning pinnacles, flank the lower \\dndows

;

these and the di'ops to the carved stone
corbelsof balconettes, and the gable pinnacles,
are a trifle over-florid, if not weak—a quality
that strikes us in the detail generally. At
the angle a projecting oriel, four ttories in
height, appears, and the angle roof will be
pronounced by a clock turret. There is an
evident weakness in the gi'ound-stoi-y
treatment towards Aldersgate-street and
Long-lane. Internally the work is not
sufliciently advanced to allow us to form any
opinion of the architectural result ; though
there will be large coffee and smoking rooms

on the ground floor and the customary
accommodation provided in large hotels. A
stone stairs of geometrical design is pro-
vided in the centre of building, with lifts

adjoining.
-^^^^v

CONCRETE PIPES.

A PAMPHLET just issued by Messrs. E,
and F. N. Spon throws some light upon

the vexed question of the use of concrete

pipes at Bournemouth. It consists of a
series of reports, the last of which is dated.

27th January, 1879. The concrete pipes are
2ft. diameter, and were laid in the winter ol

1877. In the report of Mr. Creokc, the con-
sulting surveyor to the Bournemouth Im-
provement Commissioners, the thickness of
the pipes is stated to be l§in. In another
rejiort, the thickness is said to be IJiu., and
in another l^in. Perhaps it is best to tako

the thickness as being l|in., as Mr. Crecko
gives it, he being the official person con-
cerned.

Wo have heard from time to time, during^

the last twelve months, amusing stories of

how the laying of this sewer was being
superintended by a coraniittce from the*

Board, and of differences of opinion on ques-

tions of engineering practice ; but none or
these appear in the pamphlet before us,

wi-itten by Messrs. Henry Sharp, Jones, and
Co., the makers of the concrete pipes, who
have taken a more dignified view of the case

than to refer, even, to any such proceedings,

beyond sajang that their effect has been un-
fortimate to them and detrimental to the

ratepayers of Bournemouth. They have
been induced to vindicate in this pamphlet
the manufacture and use of concrete pipes
for sewage purposes, and to put the facts

before the public in the hope that not only
the quality and character of their rock con-
crete tubes will be understood, but that they
themselves will bo justified against the
charge that they represent tlieii' manufactures
to be that which they are not found to bo in
practice. They do not insinuate any male-
volent intention on the part of the Com-
missioners or their advisers in refusing to

continue the use of the concrete pipes ; but
they express extreme regret that the Com-
missioners should have condemned in such
unqualified terms the kind of pipes which
their o^vn su'.-veyor recommended to them

—

a kind of pipes, moreover, which the in-

spector of the Local Government Board who

-

held the preliminary inquiry was aware the

Improvement Commissioners intended to

use, and who remarked that such pipes were
being extensively used in other parts of the-
country for sewerage purposes.

After the pipies had been laid in Knyvcton—
road, the sewer was required (for some-
reason not stated) to be laid at a lower level,

and they were uncovered, and many of them
were found to be broken— split longi-

tudinally. Then came guesses at the cause
of this. Was it the nature of the materials

of which the pipes were made ? That seems
to have been the first guess, and some pieces

of a broken pipe were sent to Mr. Henry
Reid, consulting engineer and chemist, for

his ojiinion as to their durability, meaning-
thereby their durability at Bounicmouth,
where it is said the water contains no lime

;

but, as Mr. Reid exceeded his insti-uctions,

and proceeded to inquire into the process of

manufacture, and to test the capacity of the
concrete pipes to resist any mechanical
shock or wear to which they might be sub-
jected, the Commissioners did not receive

his report kindly. They asked for reports

from Mr. Donaldson, of Reading, and Mr.
Ponton, of Parkstone, Dorset, who both re-
ported unfavourably of the concrete pipes.

Mr. Crecke states the conclusions he has.

amvcd at, after seeing the pipes taken out of
the trench in Knyreton-road, premising
that he reports imder a full apprehension,

that his conclusions will be subjected to
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criticism, both by local pi-aetical men imd by

many of his own pi-ofession, for the issues,

be sajrs, are of verj' considerable professional

aad commercial luoment ; and he feels also

his own resjxinsibility to the Boanl. After

stating his conclusions, he thinks the Board
fuUy justified in withdraw-ing from the

furtheruse of these pipes ; but, very cm-iously,

and seemingly contradictorily, he fctkes five

ol the woi-st of the concrete pipes which
were taken out of the trendi whole, and fire

of the best sult-jjlazed stoneware pipes, and
submits all to the test of weight saddled
upon them, and found that the stoneware
pipes bore 2,4811b., and the concrete pipes

3,8Ulb., showing the concrete pipes to be
13 per cent, stronger than the stoneware.
Tho use of concrete for sewer pipes has,

indeed, engaged Mr. Crecke's attention for

some years, and it was after very consider-
able investigation as to the manufacture and
testing in .ill its stages that he adopted it.

For the purpose of decreasing tho weight
and cost of tho pipes at Bournemouth, the
thickness had been reduced to Ifin., instead
of keeping to the rule of l-12th of the
diameter, which woiild have been 2in. for

the pipes used there.

The makers of the pipes, Messrs. Henry
Sharp, Jones, and Co., consulted Mr. Lemon,
of Southampton, and Mr. Ellice-Clark, of
Hove, as to the quality of then" concrete
pipes, and their suitability for sewerage
purposes ; and as to the cause of their failui-c

at Bournemouth. The reports of both those
engineers are much more satisfactorj- to us
—and we doubt not will be so to all who are
equally impartial in their view of the ques-
tion—than are those of either Mr. Donaldson
or Mr. Ponton. Their mode of testing the
pipes—that is, by dead weight—is more in

accordance with the actual conditions of a
sewer than is that adopted by Mr. Donaldson
—that is, by impact. Mr. Creokc also ap-
plied the dead weight test, .and, except in
the primary fault of the pipes being too
tiin, we cannot see that he is in any way in
error.

Lastly, Mr. Eeid makes a report to the
manufactui-ers of the pipes, giving tho results
of his tests of the tensile and cnishing
strength of the material, together with some
remarks on sand, &c.

Jfow, it is to bo observed that all these
concrete pipes failed "by cracking longi-
tudinally, and stoneware and fireclay jjipos

have sometimes failed in the same way ; and
wo do not tliink that the cause of failure of
these pipes at Bournemouth has been dis-
covered.

1 ^ I——

—

AECHITECTUEAL MOSAIC.
I.—AxciEXT Mosaic.

FORTY yc<ii-s ago Mosaic might have been
reckoned among the lost arts so far as

this country was conccmcd. It v.-as treated
as a subject of curious archfcological study,
and considerable interest of .-i dilettanti
kind was taken in it, but of English Mosaic
there was absolutely none, nor had there
been for centuries. The latest examples then
kno-.\-n, dated back to tlie poiiod of the

Seat Mediaeval art revival about the time of
enry m., and oven then, as we jjointcd

out iu a recont article, tho ait was a sickly
kind of exotic, practised chiefly with im-
ported materials and by foreign workmen.
The modem revival of the art commenced
in tho year 1839, v.ith ,an extensive and
elaborate inlaid p.ivement by Mr. Blash-
field, after designs furnished by H. S. Hope,
E=q., at whose country seat, Deep-dene, in
SuiTcy, it W.TS laid down. This pavement was
fomic-d of nsph^lto, coloured cement, and
Venetian pise work. In the same year, Mr.
Singer, of Tiuixhall, obtuintd a patent for a
mode of forming tesserje by cutting with a
wire apparatas ijicces of the required foi-m
out of thin layers of clay, which were after-
wards dried and baked in tho usual way

;

and in tho next year (1840) Mr. Pressor, of

Binuiughaiu, discovered tho now well-known
" diy process," whereby a semi-vitrified sub-

stance of extraordinaiy hardness and density

was produced by the pressure of powdered
flint and clay between powerful steel dies.

Pressor's process was at first applied to tho

manufacture of buttons by Messrs. Minton
& Co. ; but afterwards, at Mr. Blashiicld's

suggestion, to mosaic tcssono in various

colours and forms. A new method of com-
bining the tesseriB into patterns, by placing

them face downwards on a smooth surface

and oomcuting the backs in sections of con-
venient size, was also introduced by Mr.
Singer at the same time. The principal

pavements executed about that period were
in tho hall of the Eofonu Club, in Pall Mall,

and in tho house of tho Society of Arts,

Adelplii. Mr. Herbert Minton took a very

great interest in improving and extending
tho new manufacture, employing Mr.
Owen Jones and Sir Matthew Digby Wyatt
as designers, and since that time tlio ait has

improved to such an extent that modem
work now fully equals, and even surpasses,

that of the ancients. Modem mosaic, how-
ever, is so entirely a re\'ival of the ancient

that it can only bo explained by rofsrenco to

old examples and an account of tho various

processes in . use at different epochs of its

development.
In what country, or at what period, the

art originated it is difficult to say. In the

Egyptian Department of the British Museum
there are some mosaic tesserce, and portions

of the capital of a column with inlaid mosaic
work, recently brought from a building at

Tel-el-Yahoudeh, which is said to be of the
time of Barneses II., or, at all events, of far

earlier date than tho time of the Ptolemies,

which has hitherto been said to liavo afforded

tho earliest specimens of Egyjjtian mosaic.

There are also, in tho AssjTian Doi)artment,
examples of small mosaic work inlaid in

ivory ornaments, from Nimroud, but they are
mostly of Eg3'2>tian tj-jjo. Hence we may
infer that the art originated in Egypt, and
was thence transmitted to the East. That it

was kno^\'n in ancient Persia wo loam
from tho Book of Esther (chap. i. v. 6),

which speaks of mosaic j)avemoiits in the
palace of Ahasucinis, which, according to

the marginal rendering, wore of porphyiy,
marble, alabaster, and stone of blue colour

—

probably lapis lazuli—shaped specimens of

which, that liad boon used for mosaic inlay,

arc to bo seen among the Assyrian omanionts
just referred to. The Greeks learned tho art

in the East^ probably during their various
Persian expeditions, and iiftorwards carried

it to the highest pitch of excellence. In tho
days of Alexander, mosaic pavements of

coloured marble were common throughout
Greece, tho floors being as elaborately
decorated as tho ceilings and walls, a fashion
which gave rise to the story related by
Claudius Galenas of Diogenes the Cj-nic, who
walking sicross tlio pavement of a prh'ato

house in Athens, whereon were depicted all

the gods of Olympus, coolly turned round
and expectorated in the face of the owner,
with ilie left-handed compliment that it was
tho least noble spot he could find in the
house for such a purjiose. Mosaic is spoken
of as 1Hhnstroion by Hesiod and Sophocles,
and lithohf/emcna by Xenophon, tho term
mouicioi), whence the Latin muslnii, and the
modem mosaic, coming into use much later.

Pliny mentions several Greek mosaic artists

of great celebrity, particidaiiy Sosos of

Pergamos, but no original specimens of thoir

work have suiTivcd to the present day. An
ancient Iloman copy of the celebrated

work of Sosos, known as "Pliny's doves,"
is to be seen in the museum of the Capitol

at Rome. This exquisite and well-known
example fidly boars out Pliny's high opinion.

It represents four doves on tlie edge of a
metal bason, one of which is stooping to

drink, and tho shadows, reflections in the

water, plumage, heads, and expressive eyes,
are all depicted in minute mosaic work in
tho most beautiful and natural manner.
Tho only other Greek mosaic now existing
is a pavement discovered in 1763 at a villa
near Pompeii, bearing the name of Diosco-
ridos, of Samos, but it seems to have been
only a copy of his design.
The art of mosaic was first introduced to

Rome by Sylla about tho year 80 B.C., when
ho returned home laden with the spoils of
Greece and tho East. It took the Roman
fancy amazingly, and grew into surprising
popularity, arriving at its highest perfection
in the time of Hadiian, a.d. 117 to 138, and
decayed at last only as the Roman empire
itself decayed. During tho reigns of the
twelve Caesars the workers in mosaic are said
to have been among tho most honoured arti-

ficers in tho city of Rome, and no hou.se or
building of any importance was without its

mosaic. Cicero describes the pavement of
his o^vnhouso as lithvstratum ; Seneca said that
he should indeed consider himself poor
and sordid if tho walls of his house were not
adomed with mosaic, Julius Cajsar, accord-
ing to Suetonius, CJi-riod a mosaic pavement
with him, to adorn his tent, through all his
campaigns and progresses, and wherever tho
Romans settled themselves, in Africa, Spain,
France, Britain, or the East, they carried the
art with them, employing materials found or
manufactured in the rcspeotivo countries,

when tho marbles, or fictUo tosserte, of their

o-\vn land wore not attainable. The following
is a brief description of the several kinds of
Mosaic work in use among tho ancient
Romans :—

1. Opus Tesselatum, or Tcsselated work.
—This was the most ancient kind, and was
generally employed for pavements, very
raroly, indeed, for walls. It consisted of

small cubes of marble, seldom averaging
more than | of an inch square, each of
which had to bo sawn or worked by hand
into the shape requiiedby the jjattem. This
was nearly always geometrical in design,
worked out with the Greek fret and many
other ornamental combinations. The colours
employed at first wore probably chiefly

black, white, and rod ; but blue and yellow
wore generally introduced subsequently to
tho invention of tho Opns FH/!iiium. The
best examples are at Pompeii, in the Sala of

the Nuovo Braccio in the Vatican, and in the
Baths of Caracalla, at Rome.

2. Orvs Sectile, or Sectile work.—This
was employed exclusively for pavements,
and was composed of large thin slices of

marble, not of little cubes. It depended for

its effect, not upon the production of any
particular design, but solely on the shape,
coloui', and vein of the marble? employed.
Owing to the extreme costliness of the
materials, it was very seldom employed, and
no examples are kno^vn out of Italy. The
most noble specimen of it now existing is the
pavement of the Pantheon at Eonic, buUtby
Agiippa, 27 13. c. In this splendid pave-
ment the slices of marble are very large,

porphyiy, giallo-antico, and pavonazetto
being the principal marbles employed. They
are arranged simply in round and square
slabs alternately.

3. Ores FiOLixuir, or riotUe work.

—

After the two former kinds had been for

some time in use for pavements, a desire

arose to employ mosaic as a decoration for

the walls and curved suifaocs of buildings.

But for this purpose marble was often too

costly, and did not jiossoss sufficient variety

of colour for the more elaborate designs,

hence tho necessity for an artificial, or

fictile, material. This was a vitreous sub-
stance, composed of sUex and alumina,

but with a larger proportion of silcx than is

used in modem times, and was coloured by
one or other of tho metallic oxides In the

provinces of tho Iloman ^c ^jiro ceramic
tessera] wore formed of fhe various clays of

the neighbourhood, as ior example, the fine
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mosaic at Woodclioster, the most elaborate

discovered in this country, was constructed

with tesseraj made from clays now foimd in

the neighbourhood of Gloucester and the

Forest of Dean. The vitreous material was
also gilded by covering a thin film of leaf

gold, spread over the material, with a thin
plate of transparent glass, or with a fusible

mixture, and fixing the whole by heat. The
advantages of fictile tesserai over marble
were (1), Greater variety of colour; f2)

Facility of working; (3) Cheapness; (4)

Endurance of ]iolish and biilliancy; and
henco the Opus Figlinum soon almost super-
seded the former kinds of mosaic, and
" glassy walls," cum uureo siipcriitdudo,

overlaid with gold, became qiiite common,
and were treated by the writers of the times
as signs of too great luxury. Many ex-
amples of gilded mosaic have boon found at

Pompeii, perfectly well niado, as pure in

colouring, and as little obscui-cd as when
they were executed.

i. Orus VERMiciTiATtnr, or Curvilinear
work, with its throe subdivisions of Major,
Medium, and Minor work, constituted the
full development and perfection of the
ancient mosaic. In this st3'lo mosaic took
its place as one of the fine arts, and aimed
at the direct imitation of all kinds of figm-es,

ornaments and pictures, in their true
shades, colours, and reflexes, and used both
marbles and fictilo tesseno, adding even
jewels and precious stones when necessary,

to heighten the effect. The Major work
was used in largo pavements, or ceilings,

and presented mythological figures, gods,
genii, &c., \vith various ornaments on a
colossal scale. The cubes wore of lai'go

size, not always square, but more often so
than in the smaller styles, and the work-
manship was coarse and rough. It was also

employed in combination with finer work,
for filling in the flat tints and largo dra-
peries. The surfaces, too, were usually loft

unpolished, being merely rubbed down.
Most of the ancient mosaics found in this

country are of this class , and the student should
be cautioned that they by no means afford
the best specimens of the ancient art ; their
workmanship being rough, and their manu-
factured tesserae comparatively soft. They
owe their long endurance partly to the
extreme soHdity of their foundations, and to
then- having been buried out of the way of
wear and injury for ages. TheMedium work
was much finer, and was used for subjects re-
quiring greater delicacyand softness of treat-
ment. The cubes were smaller, and the work-
manship finer. It was sometimes used for
pavements, but mostly for walls. Fine
examples are found at Pompeii. The Minor
work was the finest and most elaborate of

mosaics. It was used for portable pictm-es
and for personal ornaments. Many of the
strips were less than l-20th of an inch
across, and even smaller. It was finished
with most minute nicety, highly jjoUshed,
and rivalled even painting itself.

Besides the above principal kinds of ancient
mosaic there were others of a ijeculiar and
subordinate kind, among which may bo
mentioned that called by Pliny, " the
miswept floor." This was confined to the
triclinum, or dining apartment, of dwellings,
and represented the fragments of a feast
which might have fallen down, and been
left scattered on the gi-ound m the utmost
confusion. Phny ascribes it to a Greek
designer, in which case it is one of the few
examples of bad taste produced by that
nation. _ Another kind was the " Ojuis incer-
ttiiii," in which all kinds of marble were put
together in an iiregular shape, united into a
mass with cement, laiduponthofloor prepared
to receive them, and reduced to a polished
face by friction. They formed a handsome
and durable pavement, resembling Venetian
pise and Italian trazzo floors, as used at the
present diiy. Another most eccentric kind
was the endeavour to apply mosaic to figures

ill relief. A rude mozzo-relievo figure was
formed, coveicd with plaster; and then
portions of the surface were gradually
chipped away, and thou- places filled with
delicate tesselation. Very few specimens of

this are to be met with.

The following were the ancient mechanical
processes :— In laying mosaic pavements,
great care was taken to form a solid founda-
tion. The ground having been excavated to

the nocessai-y depth, a layer of large flint-

stones, with but little cement, was first

placed upon it, and above that o. course of

concrete, composed of smaller stones and
lime, in proportion of 5 to 2, which was
beaten and pressed down with great care

until its thickness was reduced from about
one foot to 9 inches. This process of beat-

ing was called "j-ichrafio,'' and the stratum
itself "riidns." Above the rudus was a thu'd

layer, called the " nuchas," which consistx?d

of a kind of cement, composed of one part

lime to three of crushed brick, pottery, &c.

This was worked to a true face, and upon it was
dra\vn the outline of the intended pattern.

Then the tessera) were placed in their proper
positions, andliqui<l cement poured over the
whole, so as perfectly to fill up the interstices

between the cubes. After the superfluous

cement had been removed, all slight ine-

qualities were reduced by friction with
pieces of marble, and the whole was brought
to one luiiform surface.

For wall and vault decoration, after a
smooth-kej'cd surface had been properly
prepared, the tesserfe were fixed with a
cement called marmoratum, applied in small
portions at a time, composed of slaked lime
and powered marble m the proportions of

one to three, and blended ^vith water and
the white of eggs. This was intensely hard
and very fine, but had the disadvantage of

setting almost immediately after its applica-
tion, which rendered it impossible to dis-

place any of the work, even for altei-ations

during its construction, without destro^^ng
the whole. W. H. E.

AUCTIONEERS: THEIR DUTIES AND
LIABILITIES.*

A UCTIONEEEIXG, or the duties and
-^ liabilities of auctioneers, is scarcely

a theme upon which we ooidd expect much
that was interesting said, but a work upon
oiu: table, by Mr. Robert Squibbs, auc-
tioneer, just published by Messrs. Crosby
Lockwood and Co., entirely and agreeably
disappoints any such anticipations. Mr.
Squibbs' aim, according to his preface, is
'

' to produce a book of semi-legal character
for auctioneers and their pupils," and to dis-

cuss the business relations of the auctioneer
with the solicitor or his eUent, as well as

his duties and liabilities to the jmrchaser.
From a general perusal of the book we think
the author has earned the gratitude of at

least the pupil, if not of the yoimg auc-.

tioneer, by divesting the usually dry forms
and business I'outine of the profession of
the dulness and repetitionwhich might have
been thought inseparable from them. Mr.
Squibbs has thro\^^^ in here and there ob-
soi-vations, incidents, and allusions which
help to make the book very readable

—

though without detracting from its useful-
ness as a text-book. Quotations from, and
references to, law reports and other legal
pubhcations are amply furnished, and we
see an index of cases is prefixed that will be
of much value to the student. Plunging
into the work in medias res, wo find some
valuable advice is given, alike necessary to
the auctioneer and to the purchaser or bis
agent. Thus it should be known that the
power of the auctioneer to bind a purchaser
does not extend beyond the auction, so if the
auctioneer enters into a contract for sale of
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unsold lots ho should obtain the purchaser's

or his agent's signature to the sale-book as

evidence of the bargain ; agfdn Baron Pait
ruled in Davis v. Danks, that the auctioneer

"has asiiccial jjroporty, as bailee, in gooda
and chattels which arc put into hi.s possea-

siou for the purpose of sale, whether sudi
arc in his owii rooms or in the house of

another person." It may not bo generally
known also, th.at an auctioneer is liable for

a misdescription of property. Thus, in

Parker r. Farebrothor, the defendants, in

then- particulars, incorrectly described a
house as having three floors, and another
as in eveiy respect similar to a number
described. The houses were all bought by
one man, who after the sale claimed com-
pensation, though he lived next door. This
was paid. The vendor sued the defendants,
.and the jury gave a verdict for the purchaser.
In general, wrong particulars or mistakes
are construed in favour of purchaser. A
very interesting chapter is that on " Particu-
lars of Sale," exposing in a humorous
manner many of the tricks of auctioneers'

catalogues, and the weaknesses of i)urchaser8.

Mr. Squibbs recommends the older forms of

particulars of sale to auctioneei-s of the
present day, who .are apt to exercise their

powers of description in a rather exaggerated
manner. The author justly remarks, "Auc-
tioneers may rush away into ecstasy over
points of attraction, extent, and conflgum-
tion, beautifully tunbered miniature parks,

and bijou residences, meandering streams,

and Gothic faoades, rich loamy or dry
gravels, and everything else which may, ill

their eye, tend to attract the public in search

of an investment, yet it must not be
imagined that the beauty and admiration
exist only in the eye of the auctioneer.

'

'

In the old days, when a large estate was
advertised, the auctioneer addressed himself
to the wealthy landed proprietor or rich

merchant, who could boast of splendid
genealogies. Now all is changed ; wealth is

scattered, and there are many who, as the
author tells us, arc equally as susceptible as the
auctioneer of attractive descriptions. Names
go a long way ANdth many people, and some
euphonious title, " Orchardlea," or " Great
Allington Manor," tirms out to be a very
unassuming, if not undignified, farmhouse.
Mr. Squibbs recounts numerous instances of

the pci-fidy of his craft; how many glancing
down auctioneer's registers of properties find

them out of the way, or inaccessible. The
descriptive diction of the auctioneer as

regards " residential freeholds," is often, we
know, both maccurate and contemptible,
and tradition and the fancies of imaginative

proprietors are often called upon to give at
attractiveness to a property. " Society

"

and "Position" are often caught at in

selecting a house near to-nTi ; but, as the

author says, " a noble to^vn mansion " may
mean manj- tlmigs, and maybe considerably

below the estimate formed of it in the eyes

of the investor. Many amusing incidents

enliven this chapter, but it may be suflScient

to observe that those high-flo^\ni descriptions

of houses comply with the taste of a certain

section of the public, and that an auctioneer

has to cater to this taste as much as the
architect. The " ivy-mantled Gothic tower "

or the ancestral hall of the Stuart age,

even a Jacobean touch in the details, will

redeem a nudtitude of vices in some minds.
It is veiy necessary in particulars of sale,

that the vendor discloses everything con-
nected with the estate. In Bascomb v.

Beck^^'ith, an impoi'tant issue was raised.

The sale was subject to a condition that no
public-house should be built or carried on
upon the property. The defendant pur-
chased on this condition certain lots coloured
on plan, another excepted portion having
been rcsei-ved by the vendor for the purpose
of building a public-house. The Master of

the RoUs, in commenting upon the evidence,

thought the plaintiff could not compel the
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defendant to execute the contract, if ho in-

sisted on retaining a certain plot free from
any rcstrictiTe covenants. He also thought
the conditions were not truthful, and that

they ou^t to have fully disclosed everj--

Uiiiig where a specific performance of con-
tract was requiml. In another chapter on
" Conditions of Sale," the question as to

whether the auctioneer or solicitor should
•draw those up is raised. Xo doubt, the
auctioneer by their preparation luidertakes

grave duties and responsibilities, and it is

very necessary he should limit the extent of

hia liabilities. The purchaser is, of course,

«ntitlcd to a full investigation of the vendor's
title, and the conditions of sale should afford

him tlie fullest means of inquiry. The
abstract of title of vendor is examined in the
usual way by the purchaser's solicitor, who
makes a list of " requisitions " or objections,
and if any omission arises on his part the
law holds him liable. If the auctioneer pi-e-

pai-es conditions, the law would similarly hold
him responsible for any omissions. Questions
of light, drainage, right of way, or any other
easements, are particulai'ly necessary, and
ought to be mentioned. On the subject of
" Valuing," a few useful hints are given.
The market value, though generally taken, is

not always the real worth of a thing. In
•commonplace properties, the rental may be
a test of value, but not always. A'arious

circumstances have to be taken into the con-
sideration of the valuer. The author truly
«ay8 :

—"It is not because a propei-ty is

• specially convenient or desirable to one indi-
vidual Uiat the sum which he has given is

• the correct market value. It does not follow
that because one individual has given
£50,000 for an estate, the aimual value of
which is £l,oOO, that that price is the mar-
ket value." Many other inexplicable
reasons exist for a difference of opinion.
The valuation of buildings in towns
is very uncertain, and the author
thinks the 'Metropolis Valuation Act,
1869," which provides a basis of value for
the purpose of local taxation, may be taken
as a useful guide. In sjxwking of freehold
business premises subject to a rack-rent
lease for a term of years, the author saj's,

the valuer's safest course would be to esti-

mate the value of the freehold in possession
-at, Ist, the actual rental, and 2nu, the im-
proved estimated annual value, in each case

- deducting the value of the tenant's interest
• under the lease. The several kinds of lease-
. holds are next gone into, and the varying
conditions affecting their value as invest-
ments are considered, though it is impossible
to lay down any scale that will give the
number of years' purchase of the ascertained
annual value in all cases—this being a
matter upon which the practical knowledge
of the valuer and the circumstances of each

• case must be called to decide. The latter
• chapters of the book deal with the various
• other duties of auctioneer, such as collecting
rents, effecting insurances, levying distress,

arbitration, house agency, &c. Referring
to ditches, the law relating to the same is

stated. Thus it may bear reiteration, that
the maker of a ditch cuts it out of hLs own
land, throwing the soil upon his land,
planting a hedge upon it, and therefore the
edge of ditch is the legal boundary.
"Lights" and "Fixtures" are discussed.
Alterations or enlargements do not destroy
the old lights, but alterations in position
do. It may not be generally known, too,
that a right to light may be lost by blocking
up windows for one year. The necessity of
a schedule of fixtures is urged. A copious
index is furnished at the end of Mr. Squibbs'
treatise, which will be hailed with satis-
f;iction by all those entering upon the
arduous and multifarious duties to which it

Li a capital introduction.

Mr. Thomaa Jones, of New .Swindon, ha.s been
anjioiiited eugincer of the Portland Convict Trison.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE fortnightly meeting of the Association

was held on Friday evening, the President,

Mr. H. L. Florence in the chair; Messrs. P. D. R.
Davies, E. J. Rope, A. Beesley, F. Moorhousc,
R. Langton Cole, J. A. Marshall, and F. B.
Bare were elected as mcmbci-s. Thanks were ac-

corded to Mr. J. 0. Scott for pennitting the
inemliers to visit the new Greek ehunh in Peters-

burg-place, and to Messrs. Andsley and Joseph
for similar coiut»sy as to the neighboiu-ing syna-
gogue, and it was announced that the next ^isit

will take place on the 22nd iust. (to-morrow),
when the new premises of the Society for Pro-
moting Christian ICnowledge, in Northumber-
land-avenue, will, by jiennission of Mr. John
Gibson, be inspected. The President remarked
upon the large proportion of the Institute prizes

which had been canned off by members of the

Association, the Est including Mr. Millard, the

winner of the Pugin travelling studentship, and
Mr. F. Hcniings, who was highly commended
in thesame competition; Mr. Sayer, Mr. Blagrove,
and Mr. F. Pinches, the wiiuicra of the Tite,

Grissell and Institute medals, and Mr. Vacher,
who received honourable mention in the last-

mentioned competition.

MEDL^iVAL PAItlS.

Mr. Geoecie H. Biech read a paper on this

subject, illustrated by plans of the city and
Notre Dame and other principal buildings. The
history of Paris was sketched from the conquest
of the city, then known as Lutctia, by Ciesar,

onwards, the retrospect including a reference to

the building by Constantiniis Chloms (a.d. 292-

306) of a palace, where he and his successor

Julian the Apostate lived, and the remains of

which are yet to be seen at the Palais dcs Thei'mes,
in the Hotel Cltmy. References to the Bishops
of Paris occiu" in the ecclesiastical chronicles of

the fourth century, and at that period a church
dedicated to Our Lady, was built on the island

of the city. This church was smnptuously re-

built by Childebert in the sixth century, and to

the latter edifice proVjably belong the remains
discovered in 1847, and preserved in the Palais
dcs Thermes, consisting of portions of mosaic
p.avement and three columns of Aqidtanian mar-
ble, one nearly complete with a.stragal and cap :

Childebert also founded the Abbey of St. Victor,

afterwards St. Gennain des Prds. After Chari-
bert's time Paris was abandoned as a capital in
favour of more eastern cities till 888, when Eudcs
of the Caput line returned to the city. Paris
gradually enlarged its borders, and made
at length rai)id progress imder Philippe
Auguste, when the faubourgs, suburbs which
had spi'ung up around the cliief roads and
great abbeys, were for the firet time inclosed. A
wall bounded with towers and gates was com-
menced on the north side first, and completed in

1208, and afterwards the south side was taken
in hand and completed about the end of Philippe's
reign. In all views of Old Paris, the Tout de
Nesle forms, said Mr. Birch, a very bold and
striking object ; the gate next to it is that called

the Porte de Buci, then follow in order St. Ger-
main, St. Michael, St. Jacques Papal gate, St.

Marcel, St. Victor, and at the point of junction
of the wall and the river was probably another
tower, similar to tluit of Nesle ; crossing the
river end the island of St. Louis, the next is the
Tour Barbeau, then follow the gates of St. Paul,
Baudoyer, Barbette Bracjuelde, St. Martin, St.

Denis, another not recorded, close to St. Eus-
tache, then Montmartre, CoquilUere St. Honore,
ending at the river with a large tower at a
corresponding point to the Tour do Nesle, these
two towers forming the defences of the bridge at
each end. By this arrangement the prcat tower
of the Louvre was excluded ; it fonned a strong
fortification of its obti, resembling our own
Tower of London. Just as in England our Royal
residence w.as at Westminster, and when aban-
doned by the sovereign the great courts of
justice, over which the monarch was presimied to
preside in person, remained ; so in Paris, the
Palais de Justice is now located where it had
been from time immemorial in the ancient Palace
of the Kings ; La Sainte Chapelle, and a few
outer walls, such as the Coneiergerie, the Salle
des Pas Perdus, the clock tower, and one or two
other towers alone now remain of this ijalaee.

More fortmiate than Westminster, it has pre-
served its beautiful chapel, while tliat of St.

Stephen's was burnt in the la.st fire, leaving only
the crypt ; hut Westminster has prescn-ed its

grand hall and cloisters, while the walls only of
the great hall of the French palace remain in the
present Salle des Pas Perdus. Philippe Auguste,
finding that the ancient i^alace on the island was
no longer a convenient or salubrious abode, from
the contiguity of houses, built and fortified the
great tower of the Louvre (a.d. 1204). It pos-
sessed a great central keep, 144ft. in circum-
ferenco by 96ft. high, and tlie usual collection of
towers and walls forming outer and inner baileys
or wards, and was used principally as a State
prison. At this period three bridges spanned the
Seine,—two ancient ones, Le Grand et le Petit
Fonts, and the one built by Charles the Bald.
Le Grand Pont, wliich afterwards received the
name of Pont au Change, from the monoy-
cliaugers who fixed their quarters on it (for, hke
old London Bridge, the.se Paris ones were all

covered with houses) , was defended on the right
bank by a fortress called the Grand Chalet, while
a similar structure on the left bank protected the
entrance to the Petit Point. The Bridge of
Notre Dame was first called Pont de la Plancho
de Mibray, about which there is the following
story. It had been rebuilt in 1413, but gave way
1499, and the Provost of the Merchants, corres-
ponding to our Lord Mayor, was put in prison
with the sheriffs for gross carelessness in not
looking after the bridge, and taking proper pre-
cautions for public safety. Several skilled bridge
builders and master-workmen from Tours,
Orleans, Amboise, Lyons and other places were
called in to give their advice, and to make a
representation of a newbridge. But a foreigner,
Brother John Jocundus, of Verona, obtained the
first premium, and with the co-operation of two
Frenchmen carried it out. The Pont St. Michel
was the next antiquity. All these preceded the
Pont Neuf, uot commenced until 1578. The
first wharf or quay was commenced in 1312, by
order of Philippe le Bel. It extended from the
convent of the Augustines to the Tour de Nesle.
At the close of the thirteenth century, the
churches, parochial and otherwise, but not
including the cathedral, the abbeys, and other
conventual churches, were thirty-six in number.
In the He de Cite there were forty-three streets,

292 streets in the quarter of the right bank,
seventy-six sti'eets on the left bank, and eight
otliers extra-mural ; the number of inhabitants
was estimated at 21.5,861, of whom 11,727 rate-

able and paying taxes Uved on the I'ight bank,
1,241 in the city, and 2,232 on the left bank.
Paris was formerly only the seat of a bishop, and
so continued from the time of St. Denis to a.d.

1022; it was one of the suffragan sees to

the archbishopric of Sens, but Louis XIII. ob-
tained of Pope Gregory XV. a bull erecting it

into an archbishopric, which his successor very
largely endowed, and created a dukedom
and a peerage of France. The Cathedral
Church of Our Lady at Paris would alone
occupy a whole evening. Reference has
before been made to the BasiUca, erected by
Childebert on the site of a more ancient fabric.

Gregory, of Tours, distinctly says that there were
two churches very close to one another, one
situated on the southern portion of the present
cathedral dedicated to St. Stephen the proto-
martyr, the other, a little to the north-east, to

St. Mary. In a.d. 829, the Council of Paris as-

sembled in the nave of that of St. Stephen, which
was the larger and more smnptuous of the two.
In the twelfth century, Etienue de Garlande,
who died 1142, made considerable alterations

and additions to the Chm-ch of the Blessed Virgin,

and Suger, Abbot of St. Denis, adorned it with
some magnificent stained glass, and it gradually
eclipsed in splendoiu' its more ancient neighbour,

St. Stephen. Mamice de Sulbyhad hardly attained

to the episcopal dignity when ho determined to

unite these two cathedrals into one, and laid the

foundation of the existing edifice in 1163, Pope
Alexander III. himself assisting; in 1182itwasso
sufficiently advanced that theHigli Altarwas con-

secrated ; but at the death of Maurice in 1196

the choir was not completed, as in his will he
directs 5,000 livres towards the lead roof to be
paid. The works actively progressed under his

successor, Eudes de Sulby, 1197 to 1208^ and in

the latter year the great west front was com-
menced, under Peter of Nemours, in 1218. The
last remains of the old basilica of St. Stephen
were removed to make way for the south tran-

sept. Under PhiUppe Auguste the west end was
completed as far as the base of the gallery con-

necting the two towers, and the magnificent

apiMjarance of this front influenced the rebuilding

ol the two transept fronts, which before were of
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a sterner and less elaborate dcsciiption. An in-

scription on the south transept attests that the
work was luultrt.iken l>y Jean dc Chellcs, in

honour of the niotlier of Christ, V2'u. The north
transept and first ohupels and the I'orte Boriga,
abutting on the transepts, followed, and the
upper part of the towers and the iutenncdiate
gallery were completed veiy shortly afterwards.
The end of the tliirteenth and conuneneenicnt of

the foiu'teenth centuries saw a great change in

the original grand and simple plan of the cathe-
di'al. Jean dc Paris, archdeacon of Soissons,

left a large sura for the addition of the lateral

chapels of the nave between the buttresses.
Those aroiuul the ambiilatory of the apse date
from the commencement of the fourteenth ; and
many other considerable changes, both internally
and extcmaUy, which totally altered the original
severe style. The present appearance of this

truly grand cathedral, in spite of the rude
-stonns of seven centuries, and those other storms,
even more destructive, of hiunan passion and
violence, and robbery and wrong, is marvel-
lously nuijestie. The stem and simple grandeur
of its west front, incomplete as it may be with-
out its cro«-ning .'ipires (and long may it remain
so), still dominates over the Paris of to-day, as it

did over the Paris of the Middle Ages, lifting
itself up like a rock, and defying, as it were, the
surging waves of tumult and strife which
hiive been succes.sively dashed against its base.
The Abbey Chiu-ch of St. Germain des Pres,
both in point of size and antiquity, ranks next
in importance to the cathedral. Situated at the
extreme south-west of the city, it was once out-
side the walls, but the frequent depredations of
tlie Normans caused it to be inclosed and forti-

fied and defended by a moat. Childebert, on his
return from a victorious campaign against the
Visigoths, was moved by St. Germain, bishop
of Paris, to foimd this abbey, to preserve the
relics wliich he had wrested from them, and
amongst these was the tunic of St. Vincent,
and the day on which he died St. Gei-main dedi-
cated it to the Holy Cross and St. Vincent. St.
Germain dying very soon after, such miracles
took place at his tomb in the oratory of St.
Sj-mphonian, in the crypt of the great church,
that he soon became more in fashion than St.
Vincent, and tlie church was ever afterwards
called by his name. Nothing remains of the
splendid buildings of the first home of the
Benedictines in Paris, once surrounding the
church, with the exception of a pile rebuilt dur-
ing the Renaissance for the abbot's lodgings, but
the church remains in a very perfect state,
although shorn i f two of its spires. The plan
is tluit of a large trauseptal church with ajwe,
ambulatory, and radiating chapels ; towers in
the very unusual position of flanking the
choir in the angle formed by the transept, and a
large western tower and spire. It sen-ed as a
place of sepulture for all the kings and queens of
the Merovingian dynasty until Dagobei t founded
and built the abbey of St. Denis, which became
in after years the Westminster Abbey of France.
The refectory, built by the same architect as the
Sainte Chapelle, Pien-e de MontereU, was looked
upon as the most magnificent anywhere ; it

was vaulted, 11.5ft. long, 32ft. wide, and -ITft. Tin.
to the vaidt. Close adjoining to tliis was the
chapel of Our Lady, only rivalled by the Sauite
Chapelle. Internally, the nave of the abbey
church consists of five bays, then the tran.septs
of only two bays in depth, a choir of four bays,
and .an apse with five bays and apsidal chapels
of very small projection. Unfortimately for
the architecture, it has been painted all over,
utterly destroying all interest in it, although
imparting another from the excellence of the
painting by the late Hipi>olyte Flaudi-in. The
date of the work in the nave. is eleventh eentuiy,
that of the choir slightly later, as the Pointed
arch, in conjuctiou with tlie circidar, first makes
its appoarauce. I'ope Alexander III. detlicated
the cliurch in 1103, and there is a certain
similarity in the magnificently bold caps of the
colmnns in the choir to those in the nave at
Notre Dame. I am sorry to add that many of
the caps of the nave are modem ; the originals
are in the Museum at the Hotel Chmy, but as
they have all been more or le.^s gilded and
painted, it is now veiy difficult to di.scover which
are ancient and wliich arc modem. Turned into
a manufactory of saltpetre during the demo-
niacal period of the Revolution, it was pretty
nearly utterly destroyed, and would have shared
the fate of its superb abbey buildings. Many of
the royal tombs which were first transported to

the Museimi of the Little Augustiucs were
afterwards removed to St. Denis. One or two
points arc worth special attention. The first is

the very marked deviation of the choir from the

axis of the nave ; secondly, the verj' rare ancient

marbles worked up in the coluimis of the trifoiiiun

stage, endently the remains of Childelxrt's

basilica ; and, lastly, it was in the prison of this

abbey that those horrible massacres first com-
menced, giving rise to that significant temi,

Septembrifh, applied by those demons of the Revo-
lution to the horrible work of that month.

{To be continued.)

HOUSEHOLD SANITARY ARRANGE-
MENTS.—V.

PROFESSOR CORFIELD'S fifth Cantor lec-

ture, delivered at the Society of Arts' last

Monday evening, was principally devoted to the
consideration ofsewering arrangements. Under the
terra '

' sewers " he included all pipes and conduits
used for the conveyance of refuse by gravitation,

whether laid in houses or streets. In some
countiy places where diy sy-steras of disposal are

adopted, the wiiste liquids are got rid of by pass-

ing them into agi-icultural drains, and these being
porous and loosely jointed, too often allow the
fluids to escape at the firet few joints, while the
fatty matters cling to the leaks, and gradually
choke the pipe. Some mode of flusliing is, there-
fore, essential, and to meet this wiint Mr. Rogers
Field has devised a self-acting flusliing tank, the
action of wliich was illustrated by diagrams,
working model in gla.ss, and a specimen. It is

an earthenware tank, having at the opening in

top by which the water is received a loose iron

grating, which again fits into a siphon-shaped
bend of tubing. There is also an overflow-pipe,

but this, of course, only removes the water above
its outlet level as received. The peculiarity of

this tank is that it also contains ?.t one end a
large siphon, which starting a little above the
bottom passes through the side near the top
of tank, this lonj leg ending at a lower
level above a small weir, coramunicatiug by
channel with di'ain. By an experiment per-
fomied with a large glass model lighted from
behind, it was shown that the tank can be filled

to its utmost capacity, when the slightest ad-
dition to the contents seals the siphon by the aid
of the wiiter in the weir, and the tank is quicklj'

emptied to the level of the short leg of the siphon.
The sediment is retained in the tank, and can be
removed by other means, while the sudden dis-

charge of water is sufficient to flush a drain.

Proceeding to his chief subject, the lectui'er re-

marked that in towns the main sewers in streets

are usually built of brickwork and egg-shaped in

cross section, that form aft'ording the be.st scour
and least friction, and being easy to construct.

House sewers are often of stoneware, and these
are circular in section. Speaking generally, all

sewers below 18in. diameter ought to be of glazed
stoneware ; above that size the greater cheap-
ness of bricks and the ease of construction
made brickwork the most practicable material.

In these cases the bricks should be of the very
hardest kind, and should be set in cement. It

is a good plan to use invert blocks of stoneware
for brick sewers. Some made by Messrs. Stiff

and Sons were exhibited, a noticeable variety
being that in which a gridded rest is placed
beneath the sewer, impervious vertically so as to

prevent leakage, but pierced longitudinally to

facilitate subsoil drainage. Stoneware mains
woidd be used to a much greater extent in small
streets and towns were it not for the ndstake so

often made in estimating the size required

;

sewCrs are almost invariably too large, a siu'-

vival of the old practice of planning them capa-
cious enough for a man to enter and cleanse them.
That cleansing can be effected by flushing, pro-
vided the sewer be nearly or quite filled with
water, under high pressure, and the flow is sud-
den; management is more requisite than more
quantity of water. Given sufficient size in a
sewer, all beyond is an absolute disadvan-
tage, as the sewage flows in a shallower
stream, more foul air is allowed to accu-
mulate, it is more difficult to flush it, and it

Ls increasingly expensive in construction. In
Laying sewer's i>rovisiou should alv/.ays be made
for making new connections without cutting into

pipes; jiuictions should be laid in a line with
the flow of streams, as otherwise the larger
channel becomes blocked with sediment at the
intersection. Pipe sewerg are usually jointed

together by sockets luted with cement. Where
there is no risk of settlement this is the best
arrangement, as it allows no leakage, and the
stiff' joint necessitates keeping the line of sewer
straight. Where there is a pnibability of settle-

ment or pressure the niakeshift plan is adopted
of luting the joint with clay and adding an ex-
ternal ring of cement. Simple clay joints aro a
mistake ; frequently, as the le<;turer had had fre-
quent opportunities of seeing in London hou.se«,

the clay is washed out by the percolation of
fluid, and the sewer becomes blocked up by sedi-
ment collected around the leak. Another kind
of joint is Stanford's patent, in which the ono
tube fits into the other by a conical end covered
with some elastic compo,sition, which is greased
before insertion. Where the pipes are straight
tills makes a water-tight joint, but gr at caro
must be taken during laying to insure that no
chipped caps are passed. In private property
subsequent connections may be provided for with
the ordinary socket-pipes by inserting junctions
at points that will suggest tliemselves. With
street mains more ample provision should bo
made, both for connections and in.spection8. This
can be done by using Jennings' s pipes, which, by a
series of loose half-pocketson the upper side, allow
of the sewer (which has no sockets) beingopenedat
any point without cutting thepipcs. With ordinary-

socket pii)e3, Doulton & Co.'s operculum or lidded
pipes may be used with advantage, in these about
l-3rd of the upper part of pipe is so nearly
loose that it can be easily detached by a tap from
a chisel. Yet another contrivance for obtaining
ready access to sewers without having to cut into

them, is the '"eapiJcd" arrangement ; in this

method half-a-circle is cut out of each pipe as it

is made, so that when two pipes come together a
round hole is left at the top. After the sewers
have been laid and examined these holes are
closed by means of lids made for the purpose,
which may be removed at any time for new con-
nections to be made. These pipes are made by
Jones and Co , of Bournemouth. Main sewers
require ventilation, and this is most perfectly

secured by openings at the street level. If such
ventilators are a nuisance, it is evident that foul

air accumulates in the sewer which but for this

would pass into the houses ; the remedy is not to

stop up the ventilator, but to make another or

two to allow of freer passage of fresh air. The
ventilation of sewers is never perfect till it is

constant, and sufficient to prevent all objection-

able smells, and all complicated plans for effecting

this have proved miserable failures. More than
30 years since it was proposed to connect all

sewers with furnaces so as to draw out and con-
simie the foul vapours. The scheme was tried

at Battersea, and acted with a vengeance at times,

the air being occasionally drawn through the

houses, breaking the water seals of the traps,

while at intervals the operation was too sluggish

to have any good effect. One dtiy some coal gas
leaked from the gas to the sewer mains, and the
works at Battersea were wrecked. Yet the same
idea has been put forward within the past four

years as a novel and practicable idea, notwith-
standing the literal explosion of the theory in

184-t. The ventilation of house sewers should bo
effected as far as possible from the dwelling.

Where it must be near the house the ventilating

pipe should be carried wcU above the ridge of

the roof, so that whatever quarter tlie wind blows
from the foul air must be driven away from the

house. Private sewers should never be of brick,

for not only is there great danger of leakage both
of fluidsand gaseous contents, but they can be eaten
through by rats, who to their ravages in the larder

add the danger of bringing sewage matteron their

eoatsand feet, wMle their runsforin convenient ex-

its for sewer-gas. It is preferable tokeep all sewers

to the backs of the houses, where the sculleries

and offices are .situated ; but as our main sewers
are generally laid through the front streets, it is

in most old towns unavoidable that the house
sewers shall pass under the premises from back
to front. They ought, therefor^, to be of glitzed

stoneware, and to have a fall of at least 1 in 48.

In all but large mansions 6in. was ample diameter
for house sewers, with 4in. branches. Connec-
tion with the main sewer is u-sually made
througli a galvanised iron flap, lumg so as to

remain closed except when sewage passes. This
flap does not keep sewer air out, and only pre-

vents the entrance of rats when it is not propped
open by a slight obstruction. In addition to

this, some form of water trap should be used to

check the entry of gas. Formerly, a dipstono

was used for this pui-pose ; a rectangular rccos
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was made beneath the sewer, and into this a

lone huDsr vertically, so as to m;untaiu a eon-

atant depth of water. It was, in fact, a miti-

gated cesqiool ; deposits were retained cspccially

ia the oomers. and the nuieanee was greater than
if no trap had been used. An improvement was
to slant the depending stone to an ang-lo corre-

^ondin^ with the flow of sewage, and to obli-

terate the angles of the recess, and a further
de^-elopment made the fall sudden on the inward
ride and gradual at the exit. Every trap is

in reality a cesspool, and the aim should be to
obstruct the flow as little as possible, while
securing such a bend filled wiUi water as to
eheck the upward passage of gas. If our main
ewera were properly ventilated, he doubted if

any kind of trap would be of iise, but until
Jiablic opinion is sufSciently advanced, their iia-

jwrfect protection must bo availed of. TTie
simplest form is that of a shallow siphon, of
which several varieties were shown, stoneware
lieingrecommendedasthebest material. Even these
get stopped up occiisionally, and a vertical pipe
should therefore be taken from the top of trap to
ground level to allow of flushing and inspection.
Following upon these improvements, it was found
advisable to permit air under certain precautions
to have access to the private sewer, if between
the water-trap and the house. Whether the
gas is generated in the private or main sewer it

is an advantage that it should escape into open
air lather than into house, and if air ] assed
inwards this was also abenefit. This air connec-
tion can be obtained in several ways. In Weaver's
ttapapipeisbujlt npfrom the trap to the front area
of house, and is here covered by open gratino-.
Buchan's arrangement resembles this, onfy
the fall of house sewer is more vertical. In
Potts's Edinburgh chambered trap, there is a
large open channel, communicating with external
air by long inlet. This method is exceedingly
useful where sewers are being laid for first time,
but the length of fall required is considerable.
Professor Fleming Jenkin advocates the use of
two siphons, one behind the other, so that if the
water seal of the first should be destroyed, the
eeoond will remain intact, but Dr. Corfield
regarded this as a needless complication. If two
were better than one, why not employ three, or,
indeed, a whole series of siphons. A rather more
expensive disconnection than those mentioned, is
one recently introduced

; it consists of a man-hole
placed over a chamber, with an open channel in the
section of sewers runningbeneathit. Themanhole
is entered by a locked galvanised-iron door with
open gratings, and a pipe passes from the
chamber to roof of house, with gratings at iuter-
Tals. Dr. Corfield expressed his beUef that in
the end this would be found the best plan for
disconnection, ventilation, and inspection.
He had never known a single instance in
which this system of manhole and pipe
disconnection and ventilation had proved a
niiisance, and under no circumstances could foul
air accumulate in such a house sewer. In
any method of ventilation it is desirable that the
outlet should be above the roof-level rather than
in the area. Cowls may, by some, bo thought
ornaments, but for practical purposes are better
omitted, and a couple of wires or a grating
placed over the head of pipes. One accidental
advantage of cowk is, that it they are added,
Iieople suffer a pipe to be carried higher than
otherwise. It was necessary that there
should be a connection with sewer from
lowest part of basement, to provide for the
removal of water used for cleansing the
floors, and against accidents, such as floodings
from burst water-pipes or boilers. This recep-
tacle and its pipe should be well ventilated, and
only discharged into sewer after passing through
an open space, even if the channel were at the
bottom of a grated shaft sunk in the area. The
entire disconnection of this basement drain was
of great imiwrtanee. Dr. Corfield announced
that, in his closing lecture, to bo delivered next
Monday, he should treat of water-closets, sinks,
an 1 baths, and the arrangement of their i)ipes
and traps.

EAILROADS XSD STEEP INCLINES.

Fa paper on " Expcricnoes of Early Engi-
neering Operations on Railroad-i," read by

Mr. W. Milner Roberts, C.E., before the Ameri-
can Society, and reported in the last number of
their Tramactiom, the author recounts his
experience of steep inclines in connection with
the Pennsylvaniau railroads. Railway entcrprite

had just commenced in Engl.ind, and Mr.
Roberts was employed as a yomig assistant of

Mr. Canvass A^^utc, then a leading engineer. The
first American coal and piisscugcr railroad was
that from the smmuit of tlio Broad Top Moun-
tain ; the inclined plane had an elevation of about
200ft., its length being about thi-ee or four times
its height. It had a doiible track passing-place
at the middle, but single at the ends, and was
worked by gravity. The leaded car in descend-
ing tiuTied a large drum at the head of the plane
aroundwhich the rope was woimd which pulled up
the empty car. Another plane, on an improved
principle worked bywater-power, was constnictcd

by Mr. "Wliite in 1S27. The motive power, we
understand, was by a water-wheel geared into

movable bars or racks along the entu-e length of

inclined plane. The writer details his experience
in the construction of several planes on the
western and eastern slopes of the Allegheny
Uoimtain. These planes varied from 8 to lOj

percent. ; the longest being 3,116ft., including
a sliort cur\'e at the top, and a cm-ve 200ft. long
at the bottom ; its rise was 308ft. , the straight

part an inclination of lOJft. per 100 or an angle
of 5° 51'. Tlio plan of working adopted was a
double track, and an endless rope worked by a
stationary engine at the head. We may also

mention tliat in 1824 a canal through the Alle-
gheny Moimtain and a timnel 4 miles in length
was proposed—the last was ridiciJed ; but canals

were looked upon with more favour at that time,

and most of them were begun in 182G. The
author says a railroad over the mountain was
authorised in 1829, with inclined planes between
the tenninal points of the canals—HoUidaysburg
on the oastcm and Johnstown on the western side.

Eleven inclined planes were pixiposcd, and ulti-

mately five on each side were adopted, all

straight ; the maximimi inclination was 10}ft.

in 100ft. Thefc was an impression at this time
that locomotives could do very little work on
grades above 30ft. per mile, and this gi'adient

was the maximum adopted by Major Wilson,
who planned the first State railroad between
Philadelphia and Columbia, and this necessitated
two incUued planes called the " Schuylkill" and
the Columbia, the former being over a mile in
length with a rise of 187ft. In 1847 the Legis-
latui'o appointed the author to survey and report
upon a route avoiding the Schuylkill Incline.

The Allegheny Portage Railway was opened in

1834. Any persons could put cars on the track
and haul them with their o^vn horses from either
end to the foot of the first plane and on the
intermediate level ; the State only transporting
the cars up and down the inclines by means of
engines. Into the details of the machineiy for
working the planes, we refer to the author's
paper ; suffice to say, there was an endless rope
3 Jin. diameter passing round a horizontal double-
grooved wheel at the head of plane and thence
supported on numerous sheaves, set in the middle
of the tracks to the foot and around a movable
grooved wheel below foot of plane. Tlio writer
recoi-ds incidentally the boring of a well cSnoft.

deep from the head of one of the planes, which
turned out absolutely drj^, the rock bored being
compact slate. Subsequently the inclined jilanes
of the Allegheny Portage Railroad were aban-
doned for a graded raili-oad. The author says,
" few travellers who view the beautiful scenery
of this part of the Allegheny Moimtains are
aware that there are two important railroads,
the Pennsylvania and the New State Railroad,
now dead almost in sight at the smumit of the
mountain." This graded road had gradients of
75ft. per mile and 52ft. per mile. The %vriter
next describes the construction of the Dom Pedio
Scgunda R.ailway, Brazil, across the "Sierra"
back of Rio Janeiro, a very difficidt woik, as
the summit of the mountain to be surmoimted
was about 500ft. above the grade of railway at
the eastern end of the 'I'laiel UmniU. Thcleni-ih
of the track, wliich was tem])orary, was 5 miles,
the maximum grades being 238ft. per mile, witli
cun-cs of only 230ft. radii. At this time the
people declared they would '

' never ride under
the Sien'a through the Big Tunnel," and tlioy

long preferred the more peiilous journey round
the summit, the speed of the trains being' limited
to 5 or C miles an h"iu'. The tunnel was pierced
through granite which, singular to say, was not
compact in the centre, but was found veiy wet,
and of partly decomposed gi-anitc subject to heavy
caving and requiting stone arches and walls.
The jiaper of Mr. Roberts is interesting as show-
ing the early methods of traction along steep
gradients, while experience has given jiroof tliat

the ordinai-y frictional adhesion of locomotives is
arajile for almost every practicable degree of
acclivity.

BRICK ARCHES FOR LARGE SE-\VEKS.

IN a paper by Mr. R. Ilcring, C.E., reai
before the American Society of Ciril Engi-

neers, some useful observations are madenpou
the conditions of stability of arches with long
axes. In the city of PhUadcplua several miles-
of large brick sewers are constructed as large aa
20ft. diameter, and some of these have failed by-
total collapse or by flattening at the crown and
spreading at the .sininging. Circidar rings of a
thickness detennined by formula appear to have
been employed, the spandrels being filled with
rubble, and having abutments. The author first

describes the failm-e of a large sewer—the MiU.
Creek—20ft. diameter at the .sjning, built of two
concentric rings of brick with rubble masonry
abutments, battered outwards at the sides, and
straight below the invert which is segmental.
The section resembles that of a tmmel of ordinary
construction. The mortar is described as poor
and scanty, and the drawing given illustrates
the line of pressure graphically worked out. This
line is not confined to the iniddle tliird of the-

joint area, but is sho-wni to intersect the joints
of niptxire at the crown and haunches of the
original sectional foi-m at 1- 10th of the thick-
ness of section, locating the neutral axis at 3-
lOths, which leaves 7-lOths of section imder ten-
sile strain, and 3-lOths mider compression. The
effect of this as well known is tocause the joints
at crown in the intrados, and those of the
haunches in the extrados, to open, as the neutral
axis in this instance passes within the section.

Tlie sewer was found to have been crippled
accordingly. In short, the author shows, by
calculation , that the strain in the arch amounted
to 4291b., whereas, according to Trautwine,
cracking and splitting of brickwork occurs at
abovit 4001b. All the effects of cliipping at the
joints expected were found to have cccuiTcd in
this case, thus proving that the theory and actual
fa lure agreed. The arch was found to have
changedits form by sinking at the crown through-
out its length. Another example is illustrated

a sewer with an elhptical arch, 18ft. Oiii. in dia-
meter, varying from 18iu. thickness at crown to
3ft. at springing, liaving changed its form in a
similar manner, though the materials were good.
The author next shows a section of a diflerently-

desigued sewer arch, based on the method of
graphical statics, in which the following points
were obsei-ved :— 1. "That at no point should
the material be subjected to more than a s.-ife

fraction of its ultimate crushing strain." The
author assumes the safe resist mce of brickwork
at 801b. per square inch, and proposes a con-
venient formula, as follows:

—

T i ii • 1. ^ ^ Pressure at joint of rupture
Least thickness

\ ) j„ jj,^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^
ot arch in ins. j i Aan

2. The bed joints of the bricks should be as
nearly as possible at right angles to the direction
of the Une of support. 3. The lino of pressure
must be situated in the kernel or iidddle third of
the arch to prevent any tendency of rotating. It
must also intersect foundation at a point sufli-

ciently far from edge to be safely resisted.

Another point, wo may mention, is that tho
brickwork is to be bonded so that the line of
pressure will pass through the middle of tho
headers as much as pos.sible to jirevent separa-
tion of the rings. A section of a sewer is shown,
the residt of attention to these points. The arch
is struck from 3 centres, the crowni at 8ft. radius
and the lower arcs of sides at 1 7ft. 8in. radius ;

the arch is thickened as it descends to tho
rubble abutment, and the stones of the latter are
placed so that the line of prcj-sure cuts them at
right angles to their bed joints. AVe are in-
formed the arch has stood well for two years,
and there is no sign of craeking, change of form,
or chipping of bricks. Mr. Heiing' s arch is cer-
tainly based on common-sense principles, and
the wonder to us is how the other form could ever
have been applied to so large a sewer.

The following building grants were made at the
last meeting of the Gloucester and Bristol Diocesan
Association: — Churches; Elmore, £100; St.
George's, Gloucestershire, £150; Moreton Valence,
£50 ; St. James, Gloucester, £150 ; Tayutou (Mission
room), £30; Su'otou-uiKler-Brailes (adiUtioual),
£.J0.—Schools : St. Luke's, Barton-hiU, £50.—
Glebehouses : Chedwortli, £50 ; Coaley, £50.
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MOVABLE BRIDGES.

AT the meeting' of tlio Institution of Civil

Enffincers, on Tuesday, the paper read was
on "Movable Bridges," by Mr. James Price,
M. Inst. C.E.

The tcnu " mov.ablo" was used as being more
g-cneral in its application than any other. Such
bridges mostly occun-ed whore delay of trafK<!

was to bo avoided. Hence rajiidity of move-
ment and minimmn of repairs shoidd bo sought.
There shoidd be no imuecessary weight ; for this
reason steel was pi-efcrred to iron as a material,
saving 2.5 per cent, of the weight of tho parts
Htrained. jlovablo bridges were divided thus :

—

1st, bascules; 2nd, swings; 3rd, traversing;
4th, lifts ; .5th, pontoons.

1st. Bascules were illustrated by the railway
bridge over the Ou.so at Selby, erected in 1839.
Tlie largest of this kind had been opened at
Copenhagen in 18G7. Overhead beam bascules
were much used in Holland, the beams being
usually of timber. The author had erected a
largo single flap bascide over the Shannon, to
cany a railway ; the floor was open to let tho
witd through when the flap was riiised ; it acted
well. 2nd. Swing bridges formed tho most im-
portant class, and all large structm-es in Europe
and in America belonged to this tj-pe. Double
passages were prcfened, as obviating heavy
counterpoise and wind stress ; instances of both
occurred in the South Bridge, Hull. Swing
bridges were classifled thus :—Those that turned
on rollers only ; tliose that tiu-ned on rollers and
a_ centre pivot ; those swung entirely on centre
piTots

; those lifted on a water centre and tilted

;

th.ise relieved by hydraiUic pressure acting
upwards at tlie centre ; and floating s'wings.
"Unlimited hydraulic power available for turning
was not conducive to obtaining light and well
designed .structures. The earliest swing bridges
were of timber; then cast iron was employed,
and now they were universally of wrought iron.
The Brest Bridge, having two leaves, sp.ans the
largest passage crossed by any movable bridge

;

it turned on rollers. To the same class belonged
also the railway bridge over the river Ouse at
Goole, Avhich was almost the largest railway
movable bridge ; it cros.sed two passages of 100-
:feet span each. There were several bridges of
this kind at Birkenhead. The Duke Street bridge
rested on rollers .5 feet in diameter ; it was not
balanced over the centre, and w.as ilifliciJt to open.
Athlone Bridge, over tho Shannon, had rollers
only 8 inches in diameter ; it worked badly. The
great majority of swings turned on rollers and a
centre pivot, including all the large American
bridges; tho most notable was tho Karitan
Bridge, a double swing, with two passages of
216 feet in width each. This bridge, which had
been erected by the Keystone Bridge Company
of PhiLadelphia, was peculiar for being lifted
entirely off its abutment supports, thus needing
no wedging up. To this class belonged also the
tilting bridges generally adopted in France, at
Dnnkerque, Gravehnes, Ha^Te, Cette, and Toulon.
The same type had lilewise been adopted in
North Gci-many. The principle might be
described thus :—The whole bridge being sKghtly
out of balance, each leaf or tho heavy end was
set lip by various methods ; and when the abut-
ment support was withdrawn, it di-opped on two
or more wheels, the main weight, however,
being carried by the centre pivot. A bridge of
peculiar construction had been erected at
Orimsby to carry the Manchester, ShefKeld, and
Xiincolnshire Railway; it had no tail-end or
counterpoise ; it was anchored at the pivot, and
bore with a pressure of 122 tons on a pair of
wheels near the edge of the passage. The
Dutch type belonged to those tiu-ned entirely on
centre pivots. They were to be seen at Rotter-
dam and Velsen, on the North Sea Canal. The
girders were under the roadway ; and the point
of support was brought above tho centre of
gravity by means of a long cone jjassing up
between the girders. In those lifted on a water
centre and tilted, the leaves were .slightly out of
balance. When the ecntie was rai.sed by hy-
draulic pressure, the bridge tilted so <-is to bear
on wheels. In some cases, as at Leith and at the
Albert Dock, Hull, the t.iU-end was heavier,
and dropped with its wheels on to a tram-
plate. Or, as at Marseilles, Millwall, Stobcross
(Glasgow), &o., tho tail end was lig-hter, and
rose in tilting till its wheels bore against the
underside of an inverted tramplate fixed round
its .sweep. The dimensions and ai-r.angeincnts of
the Leith and Marseilles bridges, which v.-ero

constructed in the same year (1874), were com-
pared. Swing bridges, relieved at the centre by
hydraulic pressure, were represented by the
Tj^ne Bridge, which was the largest and most
perfect in this cniinti-y, having two pa.s»ages of

UO feet each. Floating swings, as constructed

by the author in Dublin, were used, one to cany
a double can-iage road, and the other a single

line of railway ; the latter acting also as a turn-

table for waggons, so as to shoot them across

the dock entrance. Tlio principle was to supixirt

nearly all the weight on a submerged buoy,
which tui-ned on a centre pivot on the bottom.

These bridges were eifective, and suitable for

places where the foundation was bad. 'I'raversing

bridges required much pow<*r. The larger ones
were represented by the bridge at Swan.se<a, over

the River Tawe, in which the heavy end was
across the pa.ssage. In swing bridges that

turned on rollers, by withdrawing the supports
from tho long end, the tail end ro.so till the

wheels came level with an upper traversing rail,

upon which the bridge was rolled back. In the

case of the Millwall Dock, the centre was raised

by hydiauUc power, and the light end, which
crossed tho x^assage, was held down by horns,

that prevented it rising ; hence the heavy end
rose to the proper level to bo rolled back. There
were many other fonns of traversing bridges, the

best for a r.ailway and manual power beiii.g

at the Dovey Viaduct. Mr. Kinniple's sub-
merged caisson was also a traversing bridge, the
wheels taking the portion of weight not buoyed
up, nmuing on rails laid in the bottom ; it bore

the same relation to other traversing bridges as

floating swings did to other types. The balancing
of both swing and traversing bridges should be
as nearly as possible over the centre, othei-wise,

particidarly in the former, motion was difficult.

The proportional lengths of tail ends of swings
varied. In the Marseilles Bridge the tail was to

the passage arm as 0-62 to 1 ; in the Brest
Bridge, as O'oO to 1 ; and, in the South Bridge,

Hull, as O'lO to 1. These represented extreme
and mean cases. If possible, the eoiinteipoise

should fonn some useful part of the bridge, such
as cross girders and flooring combined, in the
form of a solid ca.st-iron floor. The modes of

setting up the ends were various, consisting of

wedges, inchned planes, toggles, weigh shafts,

eccentrics, hydraulic lifts, screws, &c. The
Phoonixville Bridge Company had a self-adjust-

ing joint of the rails, something similar being
used at Keadby Bridge. At Marseilles, there

was a bridge which was a combined bascule and
swing. The first motion of the centre ram lifted

it off the bearings only for being swung; but it

coidd be further lifted till a part of tho bridge
turned round a horizontal axis ; and it allowed
barges to pass without being swung, thus saving
ni'uch time. Lift bridges, which rose bodily,

and allowed a passage for canal-boats, were not
common. One had been erected over the SiuTey
Canal, and another by the author, which worked
well and easily. The author had charge for

niany years of an ingenious pontoon bridge,

erected by Mr. Robert Mallet, M. Inst. C.E.,
which worked most satisfactorily ; it was now
done away with, a portion of the canal which it

crossed having been fillid.

COMPETITIONS.
Newton Abbott.—For plans for the erection of

a coffee-tavern in Market-street, Newton Abbott,
the directors 'of a limited company recently offered
premiimis of £20 for the best, and £5 for that
placed second. Some twenty designs were sent in

and the directors have selected those by Mr.
Jones, architect, of London. It seems doubtfiJ
whether the .scheme will be carried out, as some
of the shareholders incline to X)iu'<hasing and
altering an old hou.se in.stead of building.

Pendleton.—A coraiietition has been arranged
for the rebuildingofBrunswick Wcskyan Chapel,
Pendleton, the cost of which must not exceed
£8,500. Designs have been sent in, iDider mottoes,

by four architects invited to compete, and they
are now on view in the present chapel. The
trustees have not yet selected any design.

SpALDrxo.—About sixty designs were sent in
for the new John.son Hospital, proposed to be
erected in Spring-gardens, near St. Peter's
Church. Of the.sc twenty-five have been marked
by the trustees as selected for further considera-
tion, these being by architects in London, Leeds,
Leicester, East Dereham, Warwick, Peter-
borough, Stamford, and Derby.

ABCHITECTTTBAI. Sc AItCH.S:OLOaiCAIi
SOOIBTIES.

AsciKNT GnA-VES nc Robs-shiiie.—At a meetings
of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland held in
Edinburgh on Tuesday week, Mr. Jolly read a
paper describing tho ancient graves recently dis-
covered at Dalmorc, in Ross-shiro. TIic first

group of ten graves was found above Dalmoro
distillery. They consisted of cists formed of
flat stones of different sizes resting on the gronud
and covered on tho top with one or more flat

stones of larger size. This group appeared to
have been enclosed within a stone wall, the base
of which could be traced on three sides covering'
a space of 108ft. by 66ft., tho shorter waUa
nmning north and south. In tho most westerly
.grave of the group—which was about 2ft. 6in.
by 1ft. Sin. and 1ft. broad—there was a skeleton
in the contracted position, finely worked flint-

knife, a necklace of 50 beads of shale, and a
"bracer" a stone implement supposed to have
been used to protect the left wrist from the recoil
of the bowstring. Tho other graves all contained
burnt bones, accompanied in some cases by nms,
one of which was of very unu.sual type. The
bones were mostly human, but in some cases
mixed with those of animals. In one grave a
fragment of a small oval bronze blade with a
tang was found. Tho second group of graves
was about 200yds. from the fomier. Tlie graves
were eight in number ; of the.se two contained
burnt bones, three had remains of unbunit bodies
accompanied by urns, and in the other three no
remains were discovered. Tho paper was illus-

trated by plans and drawings by Mr. Alexander
Ross, architect, F.S.A. Scot., and Mr. Maclean,
of Easter Ross.

SCHOOLS OF AKT.
Nationai Aet Teainlmg School.—The medals

and other prizes won by students of tho South
Kensington Schools in the local and national com-
petition of 1878 were distributed on Monday,
Mr. Poynter, R.A., Director of the Art School,
said that the prize-winners were students of tho
two schools at South Kensington—one for mala
and one for female students—the schools Ijeing in
competition with each other, and with all those
of the United Kingdom. Explaining that the
competition among the students in training and
national scholars was, on account of the excep-
tional advantages they enjoyed, separate from
that of the general students, he enumerated the
higher distinctions—one silver medal, two bronze
medals, and 13 Queen's prizes of books—won
in the national competition, besides 66 prizes

of books won in tho local prize section—in all,

82 pi'izes. The students in training and national
scholars competing for honorary distinctions

obtained 3 gold medals, 11 silver medals, 21
bronze medals, and 20 Queen's prizes of books.
In the competition for prizes open to all students
in the National Art Training School the awards
included 10 silver medals and 21 Queen's prizes

of books—a grand total of 171 prizes. Tho
number of individual students attending the
schools during tho year had been 849, of whom
384 were male and -16.5 female students. In the
3rd grade or highest examination 29 of their

students had obtained the teacher.s' certificate.

The fees paid amounted to £3,832, of which sum.

£316 came from evening students and the balance
from the day students. Mr. G. Morton had
gained the gold medal for a life study. The
students had not gained the gold medal for

studies of the antique, and they had been beaten
by the Edinburgh School, and also by tho
Bloomsbury School of Art—a school composed
entirely of ladies. Tho general standard in the
South Kensington Schools was, however, no-w
considerably above that of three or four years
ago. In the modelling class they had carried off

all the prizes worth anything.

South London.—The prizes awarded by the
Science and Art Depai-tment to the students of

the Southwark, Nine Elms, Greenwich, Wool-
wich, and Stepney Science Classes were distri-

buted at St. Olave's Grammar School, South-
wark, on Friday week, by Professor J. E.
Thorold Rogers, who delivered an earnest ad-
dress to the students, impressing upon them the
value of self-culture. In closing the proceed-
ings, Mr. tarton Parry, imder whose direction

the classes were held, said it was an undoubted
fact that the Continental workman was beating
the Englishman out of the market. He deplored
tho want in this country of a cheap and simpla
system of patent laws.
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B£SIDEXCG AT ILASCPSTEAS.

Wk give this week perspective ^-iews aiid plans

of the residence and stables recently erected for

H. Gainsford Gotto, Esq., near the top of Child's

Hill, Hampstead. The biiildines are faced with
Malm bricks, relieved with bands of bricks of a

dark brown colour. The stonework is Portland,

and the roofs are covered with Staffordshire tiles.

Half-timbered work is introduced in the upper
part of the tower, and in the gables and dormers
of house and stables. The greater part of the

house is carried )ip three stories high, a billiard-

room 27ft. by 18ft. being formed on the top-

floor over the dining-i-oom. The stables are

built at the entrance to the property, and are so

arranged that the rooms ou the first-floor shall

accommodate the gate-keeper. An outside stair-

case is provided for access to these rooms. The
cost of the buildings when finished will be
about £4,200. The work has been caniod out by
Mr. Stanley G. Bird, from the designs of Messra.

George Lansdown and Harriss, of 2 and 3, War-
wick-street, Charing-cross.

FBEHISES AT COBXEE OF NEW
CONDUIT-STREET,

BOXD-STEEET AND
W.

Our Lithographic Illustrations.

SmpION BELLINOEB CnUECH, HANTS.

At the end of the last century tlie fabric of
this church ha\-ing become dilapidated, it was
treated in a very ruthless manner; the wall j of
the nave were lowered about 3ft., cutting off
one-half of the tracery of the windows and the
rood screen and many ancient features destroyed.
Thus it was left until last year, when the chancel
being in danger of falling, the then vicar, the
Rev. \V. C. Baker, inaugurated a movement for
its repair and renovation. Sir John Kelk, Bart.,
tho patron of the living, and others having pro-
vided the necesfary funds, tho work of restora-
tion is now being carried on imder the direction
of Mr. Withers. The chancel is almost wholly
rebuilt, the nave walls raised to their original
hsight, the windows and stone rood-screen re-
stored from fragments found in tho walls, and
the -whole building newly roofed and refitted.
Three fine old bells remain, and will be rehung
Painted g\aa» by Mr. Daniel BeU fill the east
and west windows, being gifts of two former
vicars respectively. The church is dedicated to
St. Peter, and tho annual village feast is still
held on the 12th JiJy, the morrow of St. Peter,
old style. Tlie cost of t'le work will be about
£1,400, and the builder is Mr. Sturgess, of West
Cholderton.

WATUKOTOH CHUBCB, SOEFOLK.

This fine fourteenth-century church lies mid-
way between Ljnin and Downham, and among
80 many dilapidated buildings it stands almost
unique ;a fine pre: ervation. Less than usual has
betndtneto the fabric in the shape of altera-
tion. Tho ancient sacristy, easily traceable, is
gone, and its place fiUed by a mortuary; the
aisle roofs are modem of the worst type ; the
p'jTch has bc«i badly rebuilt, and, with the ex-
ception of a few ancient seats, font, ])ulpit, &c.,
the interior fittings are modem. The chancel
roof is original, wliilst tho nave, roof, and
clereftory date from the sixteenth century. The
beautiful and varied tracery and proportions of
the windows, piers, and arches, and their excel-
lent preservation are worthy of note, being con-
structed of Bamack and Ciipsham stone. In its
repair and refitting, under the direction of Mr
Withen., great rairc will be taken not to destroy
a single ancient feature of tho church, or to do
more than is necessary to preserve the fabric, or
reinstate work wantonly destroyed. The church
contains five bells, and is dedicated to St. Peter
and St. Paul.

This important addition to the street architec-

ture of London, from tho designs of Mr. John
Thos. AVimperis, of Sack\-ille-strcet, Piccadilly,

has just been completed by Mr. Wm. Brass, of

Old-street, City. The position of ancient lights

of the adjoining buildings caused a great deal of

delay and trouble, and necessitated a flat roof

being used. By the introduction of angle turrets,

and chimneys with the parapet broken up by
pediments, a varied skyUne has been obtained

;

the angle turret especially being very
picturesque, and is, without doubt, a most
striking feature from whichever way it is viewed,
and particularly when going down Bond- street.

The upper stoiy of this turret, as will be fccu by
our illustration, is formed into a loggia. The
carving throughout is of_ a very cJfective

character, the whole being a treatment of con-
ventional foliage, typical of the business to be
carried on, which is that of Messrs. Cadbuiy aud
Pratt, cheese and butter merchants. Onia-
incntal iron balconies have been inti*oduced, aud
add to the effect. The materials used generally
throughout, are Portland stone and red bricks,
with red Mansfield surbase, and Forest of Dean
plinths to the pUastcrs of shopfront. Great
attention has been paid to thoroughly ventilating
the shop and basement, owing to the peculiar
character of the business, and the shop has been
fitted with wainscot counters and office fittings of
good character. The walls and other portions
are executed in coloured marbles, with a pitch
panelled ceiling of good design.

BOTAL ACADEMY SILVER MEDAL DliAWINOS.

—

DETAILS OF SOMERSET HOUSE.

In the Building News for January 3rd last
we published the general drawings of this in-
teresting gateway, of which Sir William
Chambers was the architect, by Mr. R. W. Gib-
son, for which he was awarded I he Royal
Academy silver medal last year. To-day we
publish some of the enlarged details : by these
the elegance and beauty of the design may be
clearly seen and studied. Such diawings as
these will always be of value, and we are glad
to present them to our readers. We hope shortly
to give a drafting in detail, also by Mr. Gib.son,
of the York Stairs at the bottom of Buckingham-
street; a woik so neglected that its present
condition is a disgrace to our Board of Works.

The foundation-stone of a new Weslcyau chapel
was laid at Perranwell, West Cornwall, on Mon-
day. The edifice will be Early EugU.sh in style,
aud will be constructed of local stone, with granite
dres.sing8 near the base, and Bath stone in the
upper portions. Beneath the cliapel, which will
measure 70ft. by 42ft., will be a schoolroom aud
vestries, and at the back of tho rostrum will be a
minister's vestry, choir-room, andheatiug chamber.
ITie chapel will be surrounded by galleries ap-
proachccl from the lobby by stone steps. Mr.
James Hicks, of Redruth, is tho architect, and
Mr. J. Blight, of the same town, the builder. The
contract has been takeu at £1,700. '

New Wesleyan school liuildings have been
opened at Swintou, near Manchester. They have
been built from the designs of Mr. S. Hawlinson,
of Swiuton, are faced with brick and stone dress-
ings, and fitted up in pitch pine. Accommodation
h.as been providexl for COO scholars, at a cost of
about £2,m

PAHLIAMENTARY NOTES.
The Death-R.vte of the Metropolis.—Sir

U. Kay-Shuttleworth, on Tuesday, asked tho
President of the Local Government Boanl
whether it was tnie that the Registrar-General
had reported that the death-rate of the Metro-
polis, which was 223 in eveiy thousand in 187C,
and 21-9 in 1877, had risen in 1878 to 23%5 in
evei-y thousand ; whether this increase was ahnost
entirely due to zymotic diseases; whether the
death-rate had risen to a still higher figure in
recent weeks (29-2 in that ending March 8th)

;

whether Dr. Frankland had reported that during
the past year the quality of water delivei-ed by
the companies who derived their sujiply from tho
Thames was inferior even to the misati.sfactory
water-supply of recent years ; and whether the
Local Government Board had taken any action
in consequence of these reports. Mr. Sclater-
Booth said, in reply, that tho death-rate of
London was 23-8, 22-3, and 21-9 per thousand in
the years 1875, 1870, and 1877 respectively, and
it rose to 23-5 in 1878. Dming the first ten
weeks of this year tho death-rate had been 26-3
per thousand. The average annual death-rate
in Loudon, taking the last eight year.s, was 22-8,
against 22 6 and 24 -3 in the two preceding
decades of 1861-70 and 1861-60 respectively.
About one-third of the increased death-rate in
1878, as compared with the exceptionally low
rate in 1877, was due to zymotic diseases, and
those were principally whooping-cough and
diarrhoea. The annual zymotic death-rate in
London from 1871 to 1878 had averaged 4 per
thousand, again.st 4-.5 and 4'9 in the two pre-
ceding decades. In reference to the next ques-
tion. Dr. Frankland had reported that, with the
exception of 1872, Thames water last year was
more iKjllutcd than during recent years, but that
was owing to the excessive floods rendering
filtration exceedingly diflieidt. Tho monthly
analysis of 1878 showed that out of CO samples
of water from the five Thames comp.anies 40 were
clear and tran.sparent, whereas in tho si.K pre-
ceding years of the average samples taken 4i
were clear. The Local Government Board had
no power to enforce the supply of wutcr from
fresh sources, but they had not failed to impress
upon the companies the necessity of adopting all

available improvements, and during the last two
years the five Tliames companies had expended
upwards of £400,000 in constructing improved
rescrvoii-s, and these works were now either com-
pleted or in an advanced state.

The Locks Supplied to the War Office.—

•

Mr. Macdonald on Tuesday asked the Secretary
for War if his attention had been directed to a
con-espondence in respect to a contract for locks
furnished to the War Office, in which it was
statc-d that a person fimiished locks at a verj-
large per centage above purchase price ; whether
he (the Secretary for War) had taken any steps
to find if these allegations were correct, whether
there was any particular reason why that trades-
man was selected to supply locks, aud whether it

was correct that cast-iron locks were not lu^ed iu
the department till the contract was in the hands
of tho contractor in question?— Colonel Loyd
Lindsay : Perhaps I may be allowed to answer
that question in the absence of right hon. friend ?

Attention has been directed to the matter referred
to, and for the information of the lion, gentlemen
opposite I am prepared to state that the Secre-
tary for War has had his attention called to the
purchase of those locks, and the result has beeu
to show that the locks were purchased from Mr.
Hill at a printed price, not in excess of the or-
dinaiy retail price at which they are sold. The
reason Mr. Hill was selected was bocau.se tho
locks he sold were considered well adapted for the
pui-pose required. As to their being made of
cast-iron, it has not been tho practice to purchase
locks made of cast-iron ; but English manufac-
turers admit that if cast-iron locks were of good
quality there was no objection to their being of
that material.

On Saturday an official visit of inspection was
paid to the harbour works of Nuwhaven by the
directors of the recently-cstabli.shed compauy. The
plans include immense sea-walls, to fomi a break-
water and harbour of refuge, so as to inclose an
area of W acres around the mouth of tlio river.
The works are being carried out under the super-
intendence of Mr. F. D. Banister, who explained
the plans.

The Town Council of Bristol have under con-
sideration tho purchase, on behalf of tho city, of
the Avoumouth Docks.
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THE "BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING
CLUB.

A COTTAGE HOSl'ITAL.

AS might liavo been expected, some mcm-
bcTS who have felt tlieraselvcs competent

enough to contribute designs for liouses and cot-

tages, have not entered the lists for the abm-e

(iubject—whether from inability or from lack of

boldness we do not know. The truth is everybody

fancies liimself capable of jjlanniug a house, and
the le^ult is an overwhelming number of dejigns

—good, bad, and indifferent. In the present

instance a cottage hospital for five of each fex,

with convalesceut ward, rooms for surgeon and
matron, and other necessaries was reqiui-ed, and
in response we have several designs, the bulk of

which indicate considerable care in the drawings,

but, as might bo imagined, a want of the know-
ledge of sanitary detail requisite for the task. If

oui' club is to be of value in the instruction of

students entering the profession, it appears to us

that the planning of such biuldings is of far

gieater use than that of a more everyday kind,

and for which large facilities exist. In glancing

over the designs, it is not a little singular or un-
iusti-uctive to remark that many of the best plans

we have received are from those members of oiu'

club who have showni the least aptitude in the

pre\'ious competitions, and especially in the ar-

tistic work. It is the more desirable wo should

call .attention to this fact, ina.smuch as it shows
that those with an artistic bent are often the

least capable of any unusual labour or thought,

as if the pleasure of their natural power ceased
directly they applied themselves to laboirr they
thought uuoougeuial to them. This we need
hardly ob^en'e is the greatest error, and the

rea.son why so many artistic members of the pro-

fession do not succeed in important public com-
petitions. The greatest art in our opinion is

that which can lend grace to the most prosaic

work, the least—that which follows in the con-
ventional groove. Hoping our little digression

will be pardoned, we at once proceed to the de-
signs before UH, and here we have a confessedly

diJBBcult task to select a really suitable plan. The
greatest weakness in those we have received is a

want of simple arrangement and classification.

The principal point seems to be a eottage-hke,
and, if possible, an infoi'mal kind of .plan, in

•which the wards partake more of rooms, and the

administrative offices resemble those of an or-

dinary dwelling-hou.sc. But, of course, tliis ielea

must not be carried too far; there should be a
means of classifying the di.sea.scs ; the pavilion
principle fhould not be lost sight of in thewarels,

which should be well lighted and ventilated, anel

verandahs or other means of obtaining fresh air

for the convalescents should be considered. There
shoiUd be a small room or two for special cases of

an infectious or ai'ute nature, and there should be
few, if any, long corridors. We cannot say that

any of the competitors have realised satisfactorily

these reepiirements. "Triangle in Circle," which
we i)laoe first, makes a too-long entrance corridor

to the wards placed at right angles to each other,

at one end of building. The kitchen at side of

entrance, though closed oft by a screen, is incon-
veniently placeel, and the convalescentroom woidd
have been better located somewhere nearer the
main wards. On the otherhand, there are a few
good points; the wards, each 27ft. Cin. by 16ft.

6in., for five beds each, are well ligbteel anel ven-
tilated by side windows; the lavatories anel bath-
rooms at the enelsare well placeel, anel the nurse's

toom at the angle between the two wards is con-
venient, ina.smuch as one nurse may control both
wards from her inspection winelows, and attend
to the wants of both elas.ses. A special warel is

provielcd, and the buileling is economically and
simply grouped externally in an appropriate
etyle. Wo do not like, however, the outer
junction of ward-roofs. Fresh air is proposed to

be admitteel by Tobiu's ventilators, anel by the
Manchester grate, anel the foul air extracted by
Bojle's ventilators in connection with combiiieel

smoke and ventilation flues. "Omega" has a
fair arrangement of wards placed endwise, with
matre.n's room between, anel batli-roemi and
w.c.'s at ends; the convalescent room, and ver-
andah attacheel are convenient ; but we think the

Oferating-room too near the wards, and there is

a want of skilfid planning in the administrative
part generally—the kitchen being absurdly out of
the way. Style is suitable. "Be to its merits
very kind," &c., adopts a more scientific classifi-

cation ; the tick-wards arc placeel at the ends of

the front block, comptising matron's and nurse's

sitting-rooms ; the entrance is in centre. Behind

eaeih ward is located a nurse's-room anel con-

valescent ward ; the lavatory and w.c. are placed

in a projection from ward, but are not intercepted

enough. There is a verandah leading out of

convalescent-room ; the latter has its separate

w.c. at end of corrielor whie;h connects the two
wings. Pre)jecting in rear, opposite entrance, is

the operating-room ; a kitchen with siele-covered

passages to wards, scullery, and offices. The
kit'.hen is thus isolated yet near, and at cejual

distances fre>m each ward—a desirable point of

economy. The author proposes air-ducts at sides

of warels with vertical channels at heads of heels,

central stove, concrete walls with timbci-ing, and

adopts a suitable style. We like k'ss the alter-

native sketch. The cubing is put at 7d. and

comes to £2,38G. Considerable" ingenuity in

plan is also evielent in "North West."
The wards form the end of an |_-shaped

buileling, tho kitchen and hall occupying

the inner angle. The'convalcscent, nurses' bath-

rooms, and linen-closets are well placed, and but
for the want of a room for special cases, and atten-

tion to other sanitary details, this design stands

well in the competition. Motto " J." is clever as an
elevation. It is a single-story building with

front verandah and projecting convalescent-

rooms; the wards are jueliciously elividedateach

end, one room being for three, and the other for

two beds, but the conveniences are quite out of

the way, and the kitchen and stores not central.

There is a want, in short, of administrative con-

venience. The bird's-eye sketch is pleasing.

"Yesram" places the wards at the ends of a

long corridor with through ventilation and end

light. They have foiu: beds each, and one room
for another bed adjoins ; the closets project at

side of ward ; the convalescent-room and matron

are in centre of block, but the kitchen is not cen-

tral, and we do not know what the '
' adminis-

tration-room " means. There is a great want of

economy evident ; the south elevation is designed

as a suitable one-story range. "Norwich"
fails in placing his closets and lavatories in the

centre instead of on the outer side of wards ; the

kitchen offices are central in the rear ; the ma-
tron's-room facing entrance is surrounded by
corridor, side-doors closing oil the male from the

female corridors. There is a gooel principle eri-

dent in the classification, but a very hotch-potch

external grouping is the result. Ilot water and
open fire-pliices are indicated. "Sin Circle" isa

carefiilly executed set of drawings ;
there is

nothing much amiss with the warels, which are

pa\-ilion, with intercepted closets; the nurse's and
convalescent-rooms are convenient, and the kit-

chen is placed centrally, leading out of a large

central haU. Considerable area is taken up, and

a more condensed aiTangement of the aehninistra-

tion offices would have been better. The author

shows the details of closet connection, anel man-
holes, and the mode of heating and ventilation.

Open fireiilaces and hot-water are combined
with fresh-air inlets, the foul air finding vent in

ceiling communicating with horizontal shaft and
furnace flue. A Domestic Tudor stjde

is adopted. The fault of "To be or not

to be" is that the administrative offices

are iU-proportioned to tho warels. AVhy
the proeligious building above, and where are the

nur.scs' -rooms ? Wasteful of space, wanting in

classification and economy of service are the

general attributes of several other designs we
have received, to which we can only refer as a

class. " Such a Dog," " Anchor," " Cem
Amore," " Pecksniff," " M. with Leaves,"

"Try," "Omnia Vincit Labor," " Cym-
raeg," " Melina," " Ogmore," "Curiose'/"

"Olive Br.mch," "Signum," " G and J in

Square and Circle," " Rusticus," " Amateur,"
" First Attempt," "Cyclop.s," "J.S.," "Ea.st

Anglian," "Burswell," "IchDien," "Herat,"
" Eleve," " Tam O'Shanter," " Essayez,"

"Amphion," " Ubique," " B. M. W." are of

this nmnber, though some very creditable draw-

ings are to be foimd among them. The plans

are either straggling or they show a building two

or more stories high—with superi)Osed wai-ds

—

certainly a very undesirable mode of constniction

;

in one case the author has a quadrangular ar-

rangement, with centre garden and surrounding

corrielor, along which are ranged the several

rooms. Another plan shows an angidar elis-

position of wards fonning the letter A- It would

be impossible for us to criticise in detail the several

plans. In many cases the wards are not pro-

vielcd withsuitable conveniences ; there is no linen-

closet or nurses' -room ; the entrance is incon-

veniently near to the ward or kitehen, wliilo tho

latter is placed quite a jouniey away fre)ni tho

patients; the operating-room, inste'ad of being in

a part of building shut off freim tho warels, is often

unpleasantly near them, and there is a want of

attention to other matters of sanitary importance.

CESWNS FOB CUIMNET-PIIX^.

We have received niuncrous sketches for this

subject, but we are sorry to say not one of them
comcsquiteuptoourexpectations. " MemorEsto,"
which we place first, shows a chimney-piece of

English Renaissance somewhat after the stylo of

tho Aelams Brothers, the jambs being relieved by
Ie)nic capitals, springing from inverted pedestal-

like ceimpositiems. The frieze is fcstejoned. Alxivo

the mantel-shelf the breast of chimney is adorned
by a centre mirror, tide-shelves, a coved top with
space for china, and a broken peeliraent above.

The treatment is quiet in effect, though the pan-
nelling is a trifle overdone. The author pre)|)08e8

French grey and white, the hollows to be picked
in with golel, the cove to be in stampcel gold
leather. "Be to its merits very kind," &o.

sends two designs both marked by simplicity of

outline without extravagant or unmeaning or-

nament. We like the right-hand sketeh the best

with con.soles to jambs. It is a Classical com-
position with pilasters and mirrors, di\-ided into

two tiers by a centre entablature, and without
much projection. The decoration is ce>ufined to

three shades of olive g^recn with emerald mould-
ings to mirrors, varnished. The other sketeh

shows a bevel-edged mirror placed upright, quite

sejuare, with cove and shelf above, the sides

having lockers anel shelves for china, with glass

panels between. The only fault we have to find

with it is the want of depth of raoidding at top.
" Noah" sends a clever sketeh with pier-glass, at

the sides of which project cut brackets forming
angular niches for shelves. An entablature pro-

jects over mirror, the upper surface intended for

busts orvases. Thechimney-piece is simply treated,

of Sicilian marble, with a centre panel of Wedg-
wood and outer moiUding. The side jambs show
an inlay of green marble. We do not like the

overhanging appearance of the angular shelves,

though the general design is spirited. " Nemo "

is too hea\'y in the jambs and upper pilasters ; the

Ionic pilasters are too wide ; in other respects the

design is quiet and not over-fus.sy, and the only

place for bric-a-brac is on the top cornice, a deep

cove surmounting the glass. '
' Veritas Vincit" is

not devoid of merit in the simplicity of the fire-

place and upper framing ; the details are goeid,

and the pillars and shelves light. "Owl" has

also a very simple outline in the shelves above

mantel, but spoilt by the cut fringes and brackets.

Above the gla.ss is an arched recess for china,

lined with gold pattern stamped leather. AVe do
not admire the whimsical iron dog. "Black Star

in Circle" is spoilt by the side ramps which over-

hang the mantel-shelf, and the pediment is top-

hea\-y; without these the design would have been

appropriate. "Yes, or No" is simple and
eftcctive in the upper lockers and places for china,

but the hollow below mantel-shelf, and the non-

descript chimney-piece spoil all. "James"
sends a plain and effective composition, but the

brackets are tawdry. "T. W. P." is weak in

the balusters supporting side shelves, and the

design is over-panelleel. "Maltese Cross"
adopts a heavily framed glass with ciured pedi-

ment— rather commonplace, ' ' Steffano ' is

flimsy and the detail poor. "J. C. in Circle"

falls into a rather stereotypeel treatment of the

upholsterer's type. "Pat" glories in a kind of

acrobatic frontispiece ; it puts us in mind of a
wizard's table with magic bottles, wands, and
inverted pillars. Why make the pillars eliminish

the wrong way? We must place " Amateur " in

the same category. His sketeh shows a projecting

chimney-piece with heavy angle pilasters sup-

porting huge br.-ickets carried up to the ceiling.

These are richly decorated, and over the glass is

an elaborate arcadeel recess for china. The
whole conception is in a "loud " and jwnderous

style of oniamentation—a kind of mixture of

Assyrian and Renaissance. Of other designs we
can name only in order of merit—" Owd Nick,"

"K in Circles," "Club in Circle," "Try,"
" Through," and " Dagger," " Demwich "

"Signmu," "Spider," "Ivy Leaf," " Belte-

shazzar" and " Ogmore." Many of the latter

are in a nondescript kind of design, aud iuelicate

want of study of good examples.

The thirteenth annual exhibition of the Iri»h

Fine Art Society has been opened at the Leinster

lectme hall, Dublin.
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GLASS.*

ANOTHER useful UtUe art handbook has
been is^nird by the South Kensington

Maaeomauthorities'npon "Ghiss," written by Mr.
AleT»iider Nesbitt^ F.S.A. like the pro'Wuus
handbooks, that of Mr. Nesbitt aims at g-ivin^
tt»« reader a dear account of the origin nud
Iiistary of the substance treated on as exemplified
in the specimens at the South Kensington
collection. An instructive chapter on the " Com-
poaition of Glass " commences the book, in whidi
9m idMBUoal ingredients are pointed out and the
fuioiu coloors used in the manufacture of
coloored gla.'w. Thus we have it stated on Dr.
T. re's authority that common window-glass is a
compound of silicate of soda and lime, some-
times also of potash ; and that plate glass con-
teins silica, soda or potash, lime, and alumina.
Veaaetian glass, it is stated, was made "like
BomaD, principally witli soda

; but it appears
from the receipts giren in some loth-centiur
manuscnpts, which have been recently printed
that a mixture of pota.sh obtained from the lees
of wine was used. In Franco potash procured
from fern seems to have been the alkaU u.sod
thrcmghout the middle ages." Si^euking
^ the colourmg powers of different bodies,
M. Bontcmps, at the British Association
meetmg at Birmingham, showed "that all the^nrs of the prismatic spectrum might be given
to glass by the use of oxide of iron in varyino-
TOoportions and by the agency of tUfferen't
a^gnee of heat

; the conclusion being, that the
colours are produced in tlieir natural disposition
in proportion aa the temperature is increased
Manganese, copper, silver, gold, and charcoal
were all found to produce corrc.sponding results-
gold, for mstaace, giving a great many tints,Tajnng from blue to pink, red, opaque yeUowj

Sketches of the hi.story of glass are given, in-
cluding Egypt, Phoenicia and Greece, Rome and
provinces, Bj-zautiiun and the eastern prorinees,
Persia, India, Italy, France, Spain, the Low
Countries, Germany, British Islands, and China,and from these many interesting facta may be
karoed. TV e see the author refers to DrSchhemanu s discoveries at Ilium and Myccnajand observes that while no fragments were foimd
at the former place. Dr. Schliemann niention.s
some discs of glass, believed to have been dooi-
ornaments, ho had discovered at Mycenje. These
disks, Mr. ^e8bltt says, appear to be of the s.ime
character as those found at lalyssos inKhodes, which vary in size from that of aaxpence to a florin, having rosettes pressedfrom a die. Dr. Scliliemann, however cx-
preaeee a doubt whether some of these
dj«!8 are not made of pottciy. Mr. Ncsbitt's
chapter does not give the reader any account of
toe mutations of precious stones whicli the
iigyptians are known to have made, nor that tlie
glass made was generally opaque—a fact that
accoi^withDr SchUemann's discovered relics.The fact stated by Stuart and Revett, that in the
capitals of the portico of the Temple of Minerva
PoliM a torus inlaid with colouicd gla.ss wasfound IS aUudtHl to. The remarks oi Komanga^will be found to contain much that is in-ter^g. At South Kensington many examplesMiioman coloured glass maybe seen, comprising
oiKiqnered andglassimitatingjacinths, sappliires,
glas8,black&e. with the excei.tionof mJifihined^nbed by Pliny, but which appears to

S^!^ '/'^ author sajrs, that murrhine was aranety of agate containing shades of red orpmple produced by heat as in onyxes. TliisSf Y -'"•"''™t«i by some ancient glass
bottles of globuhir or pear-like shape; one of
thOTi represents a species of reticuhited patternmade by combining sticks of vario.u, colourswsembUng the Venetian " miUe fiori." Thesew of eveij conceivable shade and hue in com-
tanation, nolet U-mgthe groundcolour generally.
AJInsion i» made to gems, cameos, and oma-
mrats, and to the ona,,ue red ghiss, and amethyst-
J9«fonnd emUded in pavements in c^m-^^^th marbles, as in the House of the

f^ ^ i'ompeii. Pavements of green gla.ss

a^«T*'.
^^'^^""'^ "'"^^ havebLn io'md

?wff rarnese, near Rome, and many ofthMe fragments have been discovered in explora-

W^I. J^"^';"^^ towns-London espeJiaUy.

be^T^Ti?''^"'"^' ^"^ "I^imeis are tooe seen at South Ken«mgton, Nos. 880 to 895, '76.

In some eases figures of animals and men were
represented, but patterns seem to be commoner.
Glass for windows is briefly refen-cd to. Lac-
tantius in the foiuth centurj' refers to it, and slabs
of marble, with small apertm-cs fonuerly filled
with plates of glass, still exist in Rome. " Some
beautifiU enamelled Oriental specimens are illu.s-

trated ; of these wo may mention enamelled
lamps of the Byzantine period, found in the
mosques, examples of which are to be seen at
Kensington. They have rich diai>ered patterns
or arabesques, with birds and animals. The
Glass of Italy is an interesting chapter. We
quite agree with the author that the "vast
undertaking of covering the interior of St.
Mark's Church with mo.saic had a most import-
ant effect upon the supply of glass in Venice

;

for if the manufacture already existed it would
miqnestionably receive a great impulse ; if it did
net exist, the presence of Byzautiue artists and
workmen skilled in such mattei-s would lead to
the discovery that the 'laguues' passcssing
abundance both of fine sand and of maritime
plants yielding alkali wore well fitted for the
seat of a manufactory of glass '

' Early in the 1 3th
ceutiu7 it is clear the Venetian glass manu-
facture had become one of considerable
importance, the taking of Con-stantinoplc
in 1204, having contributed to that result.
Dociuncntary evidence of the regulations im-
posed on the various sections of glassworkers
con-oboi-ates this fact. One interesting incident
is recorded. In 1370 it was enacted that the
mamage of a noble with the daughter of a
"vetrajo" should not impede the descent of
nobility to the offspring ; and on the 1.5th March,
1383, a set of regulations were issued with the
view expressed in preamble, " ut ars tarn nobilis
stet et permaneat in loco Muiiaui." A few
unique specimens are engraved, as a Venetian
beaker, a ewer, a jug of "mille fiori," and a
grotesque vessel. Dm-ing the IGth and 1 7th
oentui-ies the Murano glass was noted throun-h-
out the world

; but in the 18th century the manu-
factories of England, France, and Bohemia bean
to compete with it, and the fall of the republic
hastened its decline. The secret of the beauty
and lightness of the Murano glass has never yet.
It would appear, been divulged, though its
strength is said to depend much upon its con-
taining lead, like our flint-glass. A very inter-
esting section is that devoted to the glass in the
Low Countries and Gennany. The engraved
.specimens of drinkiug-vesscls with raised'bosses
are particularly unique. Coming to our own
couuti-y, the subject is briefly .sketched, and the
earliest positive evidence of gla.ss-making is sup-
posed to be a contract made in 1U7, when John
Prudde, of Westminster, covenanted not to exe-
cute the windows of Beauchamp Chapel "VVar-
wnck, -n-ith the " glasse of England," showino-
that an inferior kind of glass was made, and that
the Low Countries and France, together with
thoMuranese, supplied our wants largely at this
penod. Soon after, however, in the followin.^
century, Venetian glass appears to have been
made in England, at the Crotchet Friars in
London, if we can trust Stow and other evi-
dence. But we cannot in this short notice give
other mcidents, and must refer our readers to
Mr. Nesbitt's book, which will be found a con-
cise and popular manual upon this most interest-
ing art manufacture, and no student who ^-isits
our national collections of glass should "-o -nith
out it.

for some years. The walls were laid down on
plan, the pavements were copied, and a whole
range of buildings occupying an area of upwards
of^ 300 feet square was revealed. These con-
tained—fii-st, a residence iu square fonn, with an
atriiim in the centre, suiToimded by a crypto-
porticus; the pavements of the apartments
and gaUerics, foimd in fragmentary pieces,
were of mosaic of exceedingly elegant pat-
terns of Grteeo-Roman design, in blue and
red tessene. Coins of several Roman empe-
rors, extending from Augustus to Areadius,
were also discovered

; and these are carefully
catalogued in the book. Another portion of the
buildings was probably used as baths, while a
third part foimd is clearly the foimdation of a
temple, 93ft. by 7Gft. The late Mr. T. Eathurst
prepared a summary of the discoverers' descrip-
tion, and the present editor has added notes
which make the original memoir of still more
interest to the archaiqlogist. Mr. ICing advances
many theories bearing uponthese discoveries, per-
taining to the dedicatory inscriptions, and the
nature and powers of the deity to whom the temple
belonged. The plates illustrating Mr. King's
edition are niunerous, though some of them are
not equal to the occasion, and are drawn with an
uncertain hand. The tesselated pavements are
certainly fine examples. They consist of Ussc-ra
of white and blue lias, and of broken tile for the
red colour. Tlie designs show ffiiillochv borders,
intersecting squares, circles, imitation of matting,
and beautiful cun-ilinear forms. In all of them
the blue is the predominant colour, and, alto-

,

gether, they are vciy striking specimens of |

Roman paving. Plate 8, the " Oracio of |

Nodcns," shows a singular circular opening in
the pavement, which the author thinks was in-
tended to receive libations poured to the "God
of the Deeps "

; these were drunk up by the
di-y soil beneath. In the description to Plate 8,
"The Dedication," the editor supplies the miss-
ing letters of the inscription, and makes it read
as follows :—" To the greatest God, forthe second
time, Flarius Seuilus, Head of the Religion, has
erected this, from voluntai-y contributions, the
Dii-ector of the works being Victorinus, inter-
preter for the Latin tongue." The relics com-
prise combs and kuivc!, in iron and bone, wheels,
ornaments in bronze. Plate 1 8 shows a view of
the hypocaust imder one of the rooms. ^
Iron lamp-stands, implements, namclv, a B
hoe, hatchet, and axe, are also illustrated,
but the most interesting of all, probably, are
the terminal figures in Plate 30, to which au
api^endix is devoted. The Roman origin of these
figures has been disputed. They are really
"Hemite," colossal busts, on plinths of solid
stone. One is a faun, the other a lady, but both
have lost their noses. Mr. King thinks the lady's
coiffure indicates exactly the age of therebuUderof
the temple, though others have assigned them to
Renaissance times. He, however, believes the
Lydney Heiinie '

' stood before the pilasters, bear-
ing up the pediment of the Temple of Nodens, in
company with two or four others." As a scho-
larly description of this British Pompeii, we
commend Mr. King's work to all lovers of
antiquity.

-JL^f?- .J'''. •*"***'"-'' N>!»mTr, F8A WithJ«meT^ Woodcut.. Clmpman and liaU, ni^liuJT

ROMAN ANTIQUITIES IN GLOUCESTER-
SHIRE.*

A SMALL quarto volume upon the Roman
constructions explored in Lydney Park by

the Hon. C. Bathurst in the early part of
the present century has just been published by
C. W. King, M.A., Fellow of Trinity CoUco-e
Cambridge. The Roman station in LytbTey
Park IS situated about a mile and a half from
the western side of the Severn, about twenty
miles below Gloucester. Tlie po.sition is .skirted
by a range of hills, and the Romans found it a
commanding site, as communication with the
other fortresses on the opposite side of the river
could be maintained by signals. In 180.5 thc
foundations of old walls were accidentally hit
upon, and the Hon. C. Bathurst detci-mincd to
continue the excavations, which were canied on

Boman Antiquities at Lydney Park, Gloiiccstcr-
.--..«. A rx'sthumoin work of the Ilcv, W. II. Hatiii ist
M.A., with -Notes by C. Vf. Kl.<o, M.A. London : Lonpl
miut. Green, and Co.

The restoration of St. Peter's Church, Sowerby,
near Halifax, has been carried out during the past
few months. The roofs have been repaired, and the
wliole of the plaster ceiling of the nave renewed.
The old square pews of oak have been removed, the
woodwork being re-used as open seats, and the
lliree-deoker pulpit and reading-desk has been re-
placed by more suitable furniture. The organ has
been removed from the west galleiy to the cast end
of north aisle, and at the coiTcspomling cud of the
south aisle a vestry has been foi-mcd. The floor of
tho chancel has been raised, and the jjassagcs
throughout the church will bo laid with tiles.

Heating apparatus by Lumley, of Halifax, has been
laid down . Mr. Middletou was the architect, and
the works have been carried out by Halifax con-
tractors, the masonry being taken by Mr. Craw-
shaw.
On Wednesday, Feb. 26th, the memorial stone of

the new East Cliff Congregational Church, Bourne-
mouth, was laid. The church will bo (iOft. long,
by 40ft. wide, without the entrances, but including
the apse. Including the gallery, sitting accommo-
dation will be provided for GoO worshijiiiers, the
pews being of pitch pine. The interior will be
divided into two ai.sles. Tlie building is to bo
cairied out in wliito brick, with stone dressing and
moulded brick reveals to windows. The tower will
bo 90ft. high. Tho estimate for the church and
schools, not including heating apparatus, is £1,013.
The architects ari! Messrs. Kemp- Welch andl'inder,
and the builder, Mr. J. Pike.
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Belvelly, Co. Cork.—The tender of Mr. S.

Thomas has been selected (in a limited competi-
tion), for erection of four pairs of fann-
labourer'scottag-cs, fann-honseand school-house,
on the Belvelly estate of Mr. Smith Bany (formerly
M.P. for Co. Cork). The several works will be
executed in Belvelly red stock bricks, Bower's
white facing-bricks and moidded bricks being
used wherever considered necessary. Roman
pantiles will be uxcd in the covering of the roofs
throughout. The works have already been com-
menced, under the superintendence of Mr. Wm.
H. Hill, Cork, the architect.

Ci-EVELAXD. — On Thursday week the re-
opening of the newly-restored chiu'chof Carlton-
in- Cleveland tookplaee. The new edifice, wliich
is constructed from designs prepared by the
vicar, is in the foi-m of a cross, and compo.sed of
freestone from quarries in the neighbourhood.
There are north and south traiLsepts, each about
14 feet square. From the centre of the building
rises a wooden bell tun-et, tapering to a point,
and surmmmted by a small metal cross. Accom-
modation is i)rovidcd for 2.50 persons. The
restoration has cost about £800.

CoTTiNOHAM.—A new Wcsleyan chapel lias

been recently opened at Cottingham, near Hull.
Accommodation is provided for about 600 per-
sons. The building is in the Italian stylo of
architecture, built of white bricks, and liberally
relieved vrith Bath stone, giving it a handsome
and massive appearance. The interior is fitted

up with all the modem appliances for comfort
and convenience. The front of chapel is inclo.sed

with handsome iron fencing, gates, Sec, with
piers and walls in harmony with front of chai)el.

The cost of the bmldiug is about £3,000 ; and
the scheme provides a large school and class-
rooms at the back of chapel, yet to be erected, at
a cost of about £1,000. The architect is Mr. "VV.

Ranger, of Finsbury-pavement, London. Mr.
F. Blackburn, of I£ull, is the contractor.

KiLBUEX Paek.—A new Bible Cliristian chapel
was opened at Kilbum-park on the 9th inst.

Tlie chajjcl seats 500 persons on floor and in
galleries. Ministers' and stewards' vestries are
placed one on eaeh side of pulpit, with lavatory
and conveniences. The basement provides school
room about 40ft. sq<iare, and w.c. arrangements
for boys and girls, also kitchen, &c. The whole
building is heated with air, by TrusweU and
Holden's apparatus. The entire cost of the
building, iacluding lighting, fencing, gates, &c.,
also architect's couunission, is £2,o00. Mr. W.
Ranger, of Finsbury-pavement, is the architect

;

and Mr. John Allen, of Kilbum, the builder.

METEoroLiT^VN BoAKD OF WoEKS.—On Friday
a deputation from St. Luke's Vestry appeared in
support of a memorial asking the Board to ad-
vance or allow the Vestry to borrow the further
sum re(iuired to complete the Golden-lane im-
provement. It was stated that £69,570 was still

required to complete the works, upon which
£105,780 had been expended. Mr. Richardson
severely commented on the conduct of four or
five members of St. Luke's Vestry, who had
trafiicked in land required for these improve-
ments in defiance of the principles wlxich shoidd
regulate local self-goveniment. The memorial
was refeiTcd to the Works Committee. A
second deputation from the vestries of Kensing-
ton, Chelsea, and Paddington appeared in sup-
port of a joint memorial, asking the Board to
rebuild the bridge over the Urand Junction
Canal, in Ladbroke-grovc-road, [Kensal-green,
which is nan-ow, inconvenient, and unfitied for
the huge trafiic which passes over it. The esti-
mated cost was between £7,000 and £8,000. This
was also referred to the Works Coumiittee. The
Hackney Distiict Board were granted pennissiou
to borrow £10,000 for paving works; and jjcr-
mission was ahso given to the Chelsea Vestry to
borrow £20,000 for wood paving. A loan of
£2,970 was granted to Ken.sington for sewer
works. In compliance with a memorial from
Bermond,sey and Rotherhithe, it was imanimously
agreed to rescind a resolution by wliich consent
was refused to the oonstructi(m of any of the
Southwark and Deptford Tramway Company's
schemes, and the following lines of tramway were
sanctioned:—From Old Kent-road along Ber-
mondsey New-road and Grange-road to near
Sjia-road

; from Grange-road along Spa-road to
Jamaica-road; from Spa-road along Jamaica-

road, Union-road, Deptfoi'd Lower-road to

Plough-road; from Plough-road along Deptford
Lower-road and Evelyn-street to New King-
street ; and from Sjja-road along Grange-road,
Blue Anchor-road, Raymouth-road, Rotherhithe
New-road, to Deptford Lower-road. It was
agi'ced that the experiments with the electriclight

.on the Victoria Kinbankment bo continued by
the officers of the Board, on rediiccd tenns offered

by the Societe Generaled'Eloctricite, for a period
not exceeding three months.

St. SEruLCiiEE's CiiuECit, Holboex-viaduct.
—The works at St. Sepulchre's Chui'ch, which
had been stayed for some time, v. ere resumed on
Monday, under a recent order made by Dr.
Tristram, the Chancellor of the Diocese of
London. Application, it will be recollected, was
made by the chnrchwardeus of the City portion
for fm'ther powers, luidcr a faculty granted for
certain repairs, and tho churchwardens for the
Middlesex portion objected to the proposed
alterations. The matter went before the Consis-
tory Court and was adjourned, the learned Chan-
cellor expressing an earnest hope that the parties
woidd come to an arrangement. Tho jjarties

went before the Chancellor a few days since, and
a "comprouuse" was effected. A smn of
£8,000 had been aUowed by the Court of Chan-
cei-y for the restoration or reparation of the
church. By the order the Middlesex portion
withdrew the objection, and both parties were
desirous that the works should proceed in the
manner agreed upon in the memorandum of
compromise mentioned, with the exception of the
lowering of the floor of the church being only
one-halt of the depth proposed in the plan.

Tewkesbuey Abbey.—The restoration of this
noble specimen of Mediteval architectm'e has been
in progress during the past few years, and is now
approacliiug completion. A great change has
been effected in the building by the removal of
about an acre of two coats of whitewash, and tho
clearing away of pews, galleries, organ-loft, lath
and plaster partitions, &c. The work in the
choir, transepts, and ambulatoiies is now fiuished,
with the exception of the laying of the tile pave-
ment and the arrangement of the old stalls in
their original position beneath the tower, with the
organ above them on the north side. In the nave
the stone vaulting has been thorougldy repaired,
and portions of the old eolom-ing renewed. The
chapSls round the apse have also been repaired
where necessary, and a new roof added to one
wliich has long been in a ruinous condition and
cut oft' from the church. A considerable portion
of the sum already expended was contributed by
the inhabitants of Tewkesbmy and the eoimties
of Gloucester and Woi-cester. Upwards of
£10,000 is stQl needed to complete the work, and
enable the building to be opened free of debt in
September next, which is the time fixed for the
re-opcuing services. A meeting convened by a
National Committee appointed in March, 1877,
is announced to be held in the Library at Lam-
beth Palace (kindly granted for the pm-pose by
the Ai'chbishop of Canterbury) on Friday after-
noon, the 28th inst., at which Sir Michael Hicks
Beach, Bart., M.P., will preside. The object of
the meeting -B-iU be to call attention to the pi-o-
gi'css and present position of the restoration of
the Abbey, and to present a report of the work
iiocomplished since the meeting held at Lambeth
in March, 1877. Mr. J. Oldrid Scott, who is

continuing the restoration commenced by his dis-
tinguished father, the late Sir Gilbert Scott, will
also read a paper ; and drawings, plans, and
objects of interest connected with the Abbey will
be exhibited in the Librai-y.

Uore than Fifty Thousand Seplies and
I.<lt(!t-H 111) MibicctB of L*iiivrrn.-il Iiit4*r<-Ht have U|>U(.ari-(l (liiriDK
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oriRiiiiil urtii'k'H and M-ietitlflc puperK, unit ('oumle.i4 reeflpt« and
wriiikloi^ einbi-HL-iiiifulmoKt every HUlject on whu-h It is poMib o
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Tile earliest and mo»t aceumte iiiforiiiation reipeeting ail new
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TO COKRESPONDENTS.
[\V'o do not hold ourselves rcspoiiKible for the opinioni! of
our oomwiKindcnts. The Editor respectfully tequwtg
tliat all coiiununieutions should be dmwu up as briefly
as possible, as there arc many (Jailuuute upon the space
allotted to eorrefipondcnce.]
All letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 81,

TAVISTOCK-STllEET, COVEXT-O.VHIJEN, W.C.
Clieques and Post-office Oi-dcrs to be made payable to

J. Passuore Edwaeds.
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E. W. P. (Address the letter here. We do not know the
price of the book. Write to llr. Murray.) —Ax Old •

Pupil. (Messrs. Allen and Son, G2, Tabemacle-walk,
E.C., can give the information.)—AguA. (Wo do not
know the publisher or price of the book named. A
rough test for tho presence of impurities in drinking-
water is to mix therewitha small quantity of permangate
of pota.«h : if pure, the water will remain of a pinkish
tinge ; if othenvise, it will turn a muddy brown. It is

dangerous to use the same cistern for the supply of the
water-elo.set and the ordinary wants of the household,)
—E. Guff. (If tlie windows have a right of light by pre-
scription, the owner can, doubtless, object legally to the
raising of the opposite party's building) . — T. O.
Thomas. (We thank you for your comuiendations.
We have no knowledge of the work you mention.
There is a course of Practical Geometiy and Plan Draw-
ing by C. W. Pusley. Perhaps you mean this. If any
such work exists, you might get it by applying to
Messrs. Uatsford, of nigh lIolbom.)—<)oN"STAST
Keaokii. (Having given the final eertilicatc,itis not usual
for the architect to afterwards certify to tho infliction

of iienolties, unless there are "extras" still unp.aid.)

—

X. P. HuGGiNS. (For carpenters, Newland's "Carpentry
and Joinery," published by Blackio, will be found a
useful book of reference. Weale's aeries has also some
useful treatises.)

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
AnTHUR Hahtlf.v. (The throe stories are exclusive of
basement.)

—

Peteb. (Your drawing came too late for
review.)

The restoration of the parish church of Caversham
is now being rapidly proceeded with. The old
wooden tower has been demoUshed. and a substan-
tial one, o6ft. in heiglit, built of flint, has been
raised in its place. When tho alterations are
finished, the sacred edifice will consist of a nave
and two aisles. Tlio style is Early English. The
alterations are being carried out from plans pre-
pared by Messrs. Morris aud Stallwood, architects,
of Reading, Messrs. Wheeler being the con-
tractors. We illustrated the designs for restoration
last year.

The great window in the south transept of Chi-
chester Cathedral is bein<r filled with stained glass.
Tlie window is a fine specimen of Decorated Gothic,
and measures 47ft. by 27ft. ; it was erected by
Bishop Laugton early iu tho 14th century, and was
then filled with painted glass, which was destroyed
when the city fell into the hands of the PaiUamen-
Larians. The new glass is beiag manufactiued in
Franco.

C0rrtspf0iiiJtnct

"A NATIONAL STTLE
TURE."

OF AECHITEC-

To the Sdilor of the Buildino News.

Sir,—In your issue of last week a correspon-

dent, "19th Century," asks "Who is the suc-
ce.ssfid designer of the present day ? " aud adds,

"Not the architect, but the engineer." This is

humiliating, and compels one to ask. Wherein
have architects erred; and wherein have en-
gineers surpassed them in the stabiUty and
beauty of their structures ? I readily admit that
the" engineer is a thinker, a designer aud applier

of mechanical contrivances to meet present re-
quirements." But is it not outside tho bounds of
truth to say that " T/to architect is a copying clerk

to oldforms ? " The genius of the arcliitect is to

a great extent distinct from that of the engineer;
but let " 19th Century" look at the shop-fronts

of the present day, with their iron columns and
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Urg^ plate-g-liiss windows ; let liim comparp the

lifrht and inexponsive structure of our mo«U>ni

theatre with that of Syraciise or the Coliseum,

mud my if the architect of the present day is a
" awjv np^-elrrt to oU/ontu." We have a style

of art exclusively our own ; well suited to the

social and commercial requirements of the present

age. I quite agree with " 19th Century ' in his

joat censure of those who ijruore or overlook the

principles so faithftdly oarrieil out by the ancient*,

andiTAo, regardless "of principles, reproduce in

Britain what was adapted only to the climate or

constitution of Greece or Rome ; but surely that

gentleman is not himself so blind to principles as

not to observe that in general the areliitecture of

our day can claim originality consistent with

frinciplcs. Like liim (if I understand him aright)

,

am not an admirer of Queen Anne ; but I con-

tend that it was the logical deduction of reason

that to a great extent suggested such a style. We
know that both Greeks and Romans, as also the in-

ventors of the Gothic style, constructed their build-

ings to suit the various building facilities of their

times ; and displayed their genius in the skilful

manner of arranging and moulding their stones.

English arehitects cannot command the stono

quarries which they possessed—with them brick

takes the place of stone; and surely it is an
honour to the arehitect who invents and adopts
a style suited to the materials at his disposal,

and thus triumphs over the natural ugliness of

brick. This, I think, is paying due heed to the
principles of Art. I observe that in Scotland
some architects are adopting Queen Anne, but
simply because it is in place in England. It is

a disregard of prineiples to introduce it into

Scotland, where there is abundance of stoue. I

trust, therefore, that we will not again be told

that arehitects are mere copy clerks. As to that

unfortunate smoky fire-place, " lEth Century's"
remarks are quite in point ; but if I could induce
hira to bring engineersdown to the level of archi-

tects, I could furnish an instance where an engi-
neer constructed a fireplace and neglected to

give sufficient recess for the dog grate. The con-
sequence was that it smoked annoyingly, and
soon the ornamental arehed lintel cracked with
the excessive heat, neces.sitating more expensive
alterations than the application of a glass t noke
board. But it is useless and unj ust to take such
isolated mistakes as a reason for wholesale con-
demnation.—I am, &c, A Lov£ui of Art.

STRENGTH OF PORTLAND CEMENT
CONCRETE.

Sib,—Owing to the failure ofa large number of
cement concrete pipes used for the drainage in
Bournemouth, on investigation as to the strength
of the concrete took place, the results of wluch
are valuable, and I herewith tabulate them. All
the pipes were about two years old :

—

Thirty-five tests upon the tensile strength per
square inch on 2-2.5 briquettes.
lb. lb. lb. lb. lb. lb. lb.

14.1 290 3.55 420 456 480 .560

213 339 368 430 473 491 560
239 340 385 431 475 505 5G2
273 344 392 440 475 529 610
2S3 3-50 393 450 475 551 700

Arexage 231 333 378 434 471 512 598

Ten tests upon concrete pipes 2ft. internal dia-
meter, 2ft. length, P/,ths substance, with
central load.

lb. lb.
No. I pipe . . 1,848 No. G pipe . . 2,520
„ 2 „ .. 2,772 „ 7 ,, .. 3,360
„ 3 „ .. 2,520 „ 8 „ .. 3,192
„ 4 „ .. 2,8.53 „ 9 ., .. 3,024
„ „ .. 2,688 „ 10 ,, .. 3,360

Average . . 2,536 Average . . 3,091

Ten tests upon tfn.silo strength per inch of jueccs
of the above pipes similar in number,

tensile.
No. 1 pipe 2131b.
.1 2 239
„ 3 „ 2S3
>. ,. 4.>6

.. 6 ,, 230

.. 6 , 344
.. 7 , 420
.. 8 ,. 450
». » ., 273
., 10 , 332

Average 333

Six tests upon compression.
per

square inch

compression.

No. 1 pipe 2,6841b.

„ 2 „ 3,672

,, 3 „ 3,955

„ 4 , 2,825

„ 5 4,340

„ 6 „ 3,250

Average . . .. 3,454

The above tests were made on behalf of the

manufacturer, and arc the most favourable tests

he could obtain.

The tests upon the five pipes, and giving the

tensile and compressive stresses of the concrete

of each of these pijws are exceedingly valuable, as

it furnishes two methods of ascertaining the

transverse strength of the concrete : one by
direct investigation of the transverse strain

exerted on the pijws by the load ; the other by
calculation from the average tensile and com-
pressive stresses, and it speaks well for the accu-

racy of these tests that both these methods give

the same result of 1-8 as a divisor to convert

tensile into transverse stresses or a multii)lier to

convert transverse into tensile stresses. Some
other tests were made not upon the behalf of the

manufB<!turers, and these tests did not give so

favourable results as to the strength of the con-

crete, and are as follows :

—

Three pii>cs sealed at the two ends and burst

with water.
per

square inch
tensile.

No. 1 pipe Oeib.

„ 2 „ 160

„ 3 „ 224

Average . . . . 160

Five tests on the transverse strength per square
inch, and converted into tensile by multiplying
by 1-8.

lb.

per inch
tensile.

57'4 lb. per square inch trans%crse =103
67-0 „ , „ „ ,, = 102
98-3 „ „ „ „ = 178
113-4 „ „ ,, ,, = 20t
114-0 „ „ „ „ = 205

Average 90 ,, Average 162

From the whole series of tests it is erident the
difficulty of obtaining uniform strength of con-
crete in these concrete pipes had not been over-
come, and there is no wonder their use led to
such disastrous results, when the strength varies
so much as from 1 to 7, and even averages of five

samples vary nearly in the proportion of 1 to 4.

The tests are, however, most interesting on
account of the very great strength of some por-
tions of the concrete ; but until some steps can
be taken to obtain uniformity of strength the
lowest strengths will bo those upon which to
base construction. A. C. P.

DISTRICT SURVEYORS' FEES.

SiH,—W^hen I wrote rosiwcting the above, I
did so hoping to elicit a somewhat more unbiassed
opinion than that of the plaintiff, as to whether
in the event of more than one contractor beiu,^'

employed at the same time, in making alterations

to the same building, the Di.strict Surveyor was
entitled to a notice and a fee from each. Mr.
Kerr's statement that "each builder becomes
liable for his own fee

'

' does not convince mo.
True, Mr. Newton ruled that Messrs. Adams
should have given notice; but take a similar case,

Kerr v. Strode, and it will be seen Mr. Knox ruled
the reverse, stating the Building Act was pissed
for the protection of the public, not for the mul-
tiplication of fees. Of cour.so Mr. Kerr says '

' the
law is that Messrs. Adams shall give the district

surveyor notice," Mr. Newton having given de-
cision to that effect, and of course Messrs. Adams
would say it was unnecessary, Mr. Kno.x having
decided a case favouring their views. In the
midst of conflicting opinions, I was in hopes
someone would have quoted a case from a si-
perior couit showing what "the law" really

was. When I know tliis, I for my part .shall be
quite ready to see that district surveyors, amongst
whom I number many friends, get their legal

dues, and not " a substantial abatement only,"

for I am well aware tliat in many cjises the
authorised fee is an inadequate remuneration.
Mr. Kerr says he cannot accept my account of
the facts, but does not attempt to refute it. He
also asks '

' supposing the Club House had been
biu-nt down,would theJistrict surveyor have been
responsible for negligence, under Messrs.Wontnor
Smith'snotice?" lanswer, Certainly not ; forlet the
noticebe perfectorimpei-fect,nosuch responsibility

rests with the district surveyor, and I challenge
him to produce an instance where he or any other
district siu-veyor has been so held liable ; more-
over, I may inform him that the usual insurance
for extra risk whilst workmen were employed
was paid, and that the contract for steam-piping
and cooking appiiratiis, particidars of which he
had so much difficulty iu obtaining, simply be-
cause he never asked Messrs. Adams, myself, the
clerk of the works, or foreman, consisted merely
of one new hot closet and steam-pipe to same, re-
pairing and replacing another hot closet, and
supjilying a small gas-oven ; that the i)ipcs sup-
plying steam to the hot closets could not by any
possibility ever set fire to wood, even if touching
it, can be seen at once by anyone understanding
such mutters, and is proved by the fact that for
upwards of twenty years the pipe from which
Mos.-<r8. Adams brought a branch to supply the
new hot closet has touched wood without even
scorching the paint, the boilers being worked at

a pressure of from two to three pounds only.

Mr. Kerr also alludes to what he calls my
" shabby quibbles." This is scarcely courteous
language for one gentleman to use towards
another ; but I can well afford to let it pas.s. Hia
hope tliat I may myself one day be a district

sui-veyor is doomed to be frustrated, for if there
were half a dozen contractors employed on every
building, and a fee paid by each, I must say
I am too fond of my profession to give my
time to the mental struggles involved in attempt-
ing to interjjret the mysteries of the Metropolitan
Building Act. If tliis atatemeut renders his

case the stronger, I am happy to give him the
benefit of it.—I am, &c.,

HUOH ROUIUEU GouoH.

COLOUR IN ARCHITECTURE.
Sin,—I was pleased to see the letter from Mr.

Hughes, explaining fiu-ther your report of a
paper read upon the above subject by Mr. J, W.
Tonks, before the members of the Birmingham
Architectural Association. Mr. Hughes tells us

that Mr. Tonks was certamly at fault in mistak-

ing red-stone for terra-cotta at the Grtind
Hotel, but that it was a mistake '

' not worth
notice." If Mr. Hughes should ever be tempted
to put in red-stone with the idea that it will

retain its colour like terra-cotta, he will find in

the course of a few years that he has made a
mistake worth a good deal of notice. The stone

iu that time will be as dull as rusty iron, while

the terra-cotta Avould have remained nearly as

bright as ever. Tlie same thing applies to granite

and coloured marbles : the former will retain its

colour, the latter will not. I repeat that Mr.
Tonks was misleading your readers when he said

it was but little affected by the atmosphere. It

should be borne in mind that your journal is

accepted as a useful medium of education by
thousands ; and that, therefore, it is the duty of

everyone who detects an error to correct it,

before others of less experience have time to

conmiit themselves.—I am, &e.,

A BiEMiNGHAir Readee.

In the porch under the tower of the new parish

church of St. Mary, Newiugton. S.E., have been
placed some relics of tlie old structure, demolished

to widen the roadway of Newington Butts. These
include a font of yellow marble and oval iu shape,

and a massive chandelier, consisting of a centra

stem, crowned by a life-size figure of a dove witli

o'lt-strotched wings, and beneath are three rows of

eight arms to support candles ; th:; chandelier was
made in 1726.

Premises for an institution for the blind have
been erected in Lonstlale-street, Carlisle, and will

bo opened iu a month's time. They have been
erected from the designs of Mr. C. J. Ferguson, of

that City, at a cost of about .£:5,000. Mr. Milburn
had t'ao building contract, Mr. Davidson that for

joinery, aul Mr. Johnson that for plumbing.

A new Foresters' hall has just been erected in

Great Shaw-street, I'reston, from the designs of

Mr. Graut of that town. The building is Freucli

Classic in style, and contains a meeting-room 65ft.

by 27ft., besides reading, secretary's, and three

court-rooms. Tlie contracts for croctiou wera let

to local tradesmen.
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jlnttitammunicati0ii

QUESTJOXS.
[6709.] -Perspective.—Will any adopt nt interior

pci-spcctivi! tell me upon what line on his picture he places
hi.H heij^hts, whether upon the nearest point to the eye on
the horizontal line, or upon the station t Also, whether he
i>an reeoniraend any good work upon the above I—
I.NTEIIIOU.

[5710.1—Transparent Varnish for Steel.—Will
anyone kimily infoini nie of the be.tt tnm.-iparent varninh
fur poUshed .steel, to proteet it from (fuina ru.sty anil dull,
.and how to apply it.—W. S. W.

[5711.1—Cricket Pavilion.—Our dub contemplate
erecting a superior permanent building. ^Vhich are the
best and most complete pavilions in Ijondon or the
neighbourhood ! Are there any specially good ones in
the provinces !—Cou.vTr.y Wickets.

[5712.]—Lift.—Can any rcidor recDmmond a simple
dwellinK-hmise lift (from basement to ground floor only)
tor a aft. Uin. sijuaro inside diameter ; height 13ft.—Hoist.

[5713.]—"Wood 'Wornis—Would a correspondent
sdvise me what I should do to a piece of antique furniture
to rid it of tliis infection I—A. C.

[5714.]—Deficient Quantities.-In TheBniLDiNo
IV Ewsot September 21st, 1S77, there is a question asked
by "A Builder" (5132) whether he could recover from a
surveyor or proprietor for dolicient quantities, and it is
answeied in the following number, 2Sth September, 1S77,
by " Nichoh Filius " to the effect that in a trial, " Cokcr v.
Young " it was held a builder could not recover in such a
ca.sc. I should deem it a great favoiu- if the gentleman
who i-cplic<l could let me know in what court the case was
tried, and who w^us the sun-eyor, and lus address, or any
information that would lead to this. An early reply
would greatly oblige.—W. D. B.

[5715.]-Staybars v. Stained Glass. -Will
.some ot yom- influential readers correct me if I am wrong
upon the following questiou.s, for I think they are of
more iinimrtanee to church architecture than many poo-
Iile siiiipcwe. I refer to the removal of staybars and
staneheons, in order to fix a window of stained gla.s.s. I
have known numerous instances of both staybars and
staneheons being replaced by bits of thick wire imside the
glass, to the utter ruin, as I think, of the mndow ex-
ternally. I have known staybars of an old Perpendicular
window, whieb had been in phicc, and firmly leaded
hundreds of years, having been removed because a curate
or a farmer's wife thought a stained glass window" would bo so pretty." I have known a substantial bar
connecting and tieing the wall plates of a chancel roof,
through the springing line of an east window, sawn out to
put in verj- inferior glass. Now, I would ask, 1st. Is it
necessary to remove substantiij staybars and st;xncheonsm order to insert stained gla.ss f 2nd. Can any artist be
found wh(j will aeknowlcd.ge the ironwork as a ncces.sity,
and design his glass to suit it! Srd. Am I right or
wrong in supposing that an old window would be better
without the glass than with it, at the loss of the ironwork,
and the introduction of a wire veil concealing half the
mouldings, and plugged into the stone with great lead
plugs [ My policy has been of late to persuade all mv
clients, where I could do so, to be contented with simple
S-eometrical glazing, of such a character as docs not neces-
sitate the removal ofthe ironwork, instead of allowing tlie
stained-glass painter's assistantto damage the architecture
extomally. I think there will be found many of your
readers who have experienced the .sumc difhiultios as I

;

but, if not, I shall be thankful to be set right.—Aacni-
TECT,

SEri.IES.
[5701.] — Sevrerag-e. — The inclination at which

"tumbling bays" become necessary, depends, of coui-se,
upon the size of sewer to be dealt with, for small sewers
require greater velocity of discharge. For sewers of, say
2ft. or 2ft. (iin. diameter, in fall exceeding 1 in 500, should
have tumbUng bays, and these may be introduced about
300 yai-ds apart, depending on gradient. I should have
ventilating chambers at evei-y tumbling bay ; the outlets
should also be protected by flaps to prevent ini-ush of air
at lower end, and stack-pipes of houses may l:ie turned to
account to let out gases at dilfcreut points. -G. H. U.

[5702.] — Sanitary Examination.—I am not
aware of any society, unless it be the Sanitary Institute.
1 should advise " (jolumptious " to apply to the Local
Uovemment Board.— (i.

[5707.]-Haslin§:den Plag-s. -Situate on the hills
between Ilaslingdcn and li(jelRiale, there are a goixllv
number of quanics, on the Ilaslingden side at Ewooil
Bridge, ira.sUngden, Hawtcnstall, Cbmgh Fold, and
Stocksteads; and, on the Kochdale side, at 'Wliitwoith
and Facit. In speciiiaitions it is usual to .say Ilashngden
or Rochdale Hags, sets and curbs. There are various
qualifies of flitgs, as best barns, second bams, and com-
mon bams. The term bams refers to their original use
for bam floors, hence the name. The best bams are of
suhi rock and self-face<], but not always out of winding.
ITie second bams are of the same rock, but not smooth-
Jaced

; the common bams are from the top rock ; the sets
and curbs are nearly always out of the best or bottom
rock; the common bam rock is of a rough kind and
.sheUy, and is used for inferior work. Macliinery now
plays an important part in preparing the material for the
market by bcmg poUshed and worked by a facing ma-
chine, similar to an iron planer. The gauges are 3ft.
2 Jt and 2ft. and randoms. The stone i.s of a superior
quality, and is of the second or flng rock of the Millstone
(irit series, and is much more durable than Yorkshire stone
tor pavmg purposes. Karely is any other stone u.scd for
street wjrkii: Lancashire than Ilaslingden orliochdale.-K.

5708.J - Hospital Planning-. — Blocks arranged
en erhelon " is ateim intcnrlcd ti imply that thev are

placed as a series of teiTHces, or luranged in step-like
un\CT.-'Q, U.ii.

(5708.i-Hospital Planning-. -The t!rm"en
echelon" can be best ex;)hi:ned by supposing the plan of

blocks to assume on ground a diagonal arrangement of
parallel blocks, or the appearance of steps without risers,

seen in side elevation. I do not know the advantages lyi

the system. — Lui.i;.

[5699.] -Driving Sewer Headings—If the
sewer is 15 feet deep or more, put up a windlass to pall
the dirt up shaft. Sink the shaft 12ft. x .1ft. Oin. in the
clear

; put walings in according to the height of ground,
2ft. 6in. or 3ft. apart. Stret<!h the .shaft in centre from
waling to waling Ui form a double shaft, so that one skip

can work up and other down. Nail a strip of timber in

centre of waling if a flat one, so that the bottom poling
boards will lap 3 inches inside the top do, (if round not
reqniixd) ; and in fllling up the shaft, you can take out the
bottom waling, and draw out the poling boards and
save tiniber, and continue removing timber (as you 1111 up
shaft) all the way up if the ground will stand. Nail a
board on at each comer of the shaft to hang the waUng,
and prevent the skips from catching in the timber. Put a
small prop in each comer of the shaft, between the wal-
ings. The shaft to be sunk lengthways towards the
headings. Put three pmps at each side of the bottom of
shaft to supp^nt it, not quite upright, bottom of props
leaning toward the sides of shaft, one at each comer, and
one in the centre. If the sewer is 20 or 30 feet below the
surface, shafts to be two chains apart if a .small sower ; if

a huge sewer, 5 or 10 chains apart, according to size of

sewer. Manholes to be put in at half distances for pass-
ing and repassing with .skips for small scwei-s, such as IS-

inch pipe sewera. Drive headings 3ft. Gin. high by J(ft

wide. Head treOtobe 2ft. in clear, if sewer tobe for 18-inch
pipes. Props imder head-tree to be 3ft. in clear at bot>
torn. Distance from head-tree to head-tree according to

quaUty of ground. Put poling boaixls from head-tree to

head tree ; the sjime in sides from prop to prop. Drive
heading No. 1. Pull dii-t up shaft. Lay pipes at farthest
end of No 1 heading; also begin to drive No. 2 heading.
'Take dirt from No. 2 heading, and cover pipes in No. 1

heading, and till up. ^Vhen No. 1 heading is filled up,
lay pipes at far end of No. 2 heading. Lower dirt down
shaft, and fill up No. 2 heading same as No. 1. The shafts
should bo sunk where manholes are required for cleaning
ces.spools. If large manholes are required, sink the shafts
in size accoi-dingly. If large sewer, siiik shaft in size ac-
cording. If dirt is to be pulled up by -steam power, sink
the shaft round witli wooden curbs. I'ut poling boards
in behind the curbs, and props between the curbs. At
the bottom of shaft drive small heading, and put in piece
of timber longitudinal to support the curb, length decided
by width of sewer. Drive heading in centre of sewer, fix

longitudinal (called sometimes a bar) in centre of heading
with prop at each end standing on foot block. Foot
blocks should be put under all props. Widen from each
side of centre of bar according to size of sewer required.
If in quicksand or wet ground, put one bar each side of
invert, and fix poling boards close together under bars,
so that you can put masonry in centre of invert. Itemove
bars and continue with masonry ; the quantity of timber
required depending on nature of ground.—Jons J.
Welch, Tiverton-on-Avon, Bath.

WATEK SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Stajtohd.—There beinj]j a larjice influx of salt

water into the deep-boro hole which the Stafford
Corporation are sinking into the Bunter sand-
stones, in order to obtain a fresh supply of water
for the town, the contractor, Mr. Richardson, has
called upon the Town Council to assist in the extra
expense occasioned by this influx into the well,
which is now about 800ft. in depth. The Council
refuse to recognise any liability ; and on Tuesday
it was agreed to refer the point to Mr. Bramwell,
C.E., for arbitration.

At a meeting held at Dawlish on Monday, plans
for a new cottage hospital, prepared by Mr. Bridg-
man, architect, of Torquay, were approved, and it

was decided to erect the hospital in Stockton-road.
The new building will contain on the basement an
out-patients* room, committee-room, kitchen, and
offices ; on the first floor, male ward, female ward,
lavatories, bath-room, operating-room, and ma-
tron's room ; and above this three bedrooms. The
total cost of erection and furnishing is estimated
.it £760 only.

On Friday morning the Mayor of Southampton,
with seven members of the Town Council of tliat

borough, and Mr. James Lemon, C.E., their
consulting engineer, visited the sewage works at
Taunton. Tlie working of the sj-stem was ex-
plained, and a demonstration given of the process
adopted for dealing with the sewage. The South-
ampton Corporation intend constructing sewage
works, and desire to see how other towns have
succeeded.

An inquiry w.as Iield last week, at Dover, before
Mr. Terry, from tlie Local Government Board,
respecting an ajiplication from the corporation for
sanction to bon-ow £6.50 for sewerage puqjoses.
The inspector said Mr. Rawlinson suggested that
there .should be a layer of concrete over the top
of the sewers as a protector, and that if the town
council required any additional sum for the extra
work, they would be at liberty to ask for another
.£.)0. The borough surveyor accepted the sugges-
tion.

The Royal Unity Lodge, M.U. Odd Fellows,
Launceston, have decided to erect a new hall in the
Westeru-road from ^ilans prepared by Mr. C. P.
Wise, of th.it town They have accepted the tender
of Mr. William Burt, also of Launceston, and the
work ia to be carried out forthwith.

€)ur (Dffice %Mt
The Sub-Committee of the Sanitary Institute

of Great Britain appointed to te."t tlio Cowls
cxiiibited at Leamington, having carried out an
elaborate seri(!.s of experiments, have arrived
at results of great value. Theno, liowevor, fhow
the noceasity of further investigating the wholo
subject of ventilation by automatic means. It is

tliereforc proposed to extend the inquiry to other
appliances for veotilation besides tho.'to already
submitted to trial. By permission ot the Kew
Committee of the Royal >ociety the experiment!
will be carried out at the Royal Observatory,
Kew. The Council have pas,sed a rosoluiion
appointinif Captain Douglas Gallon, C.B.,
F.ll.S., Rogers Field, B.A., M. Inst. C.E.,
and W. Eassie, C.E., as a committee to under-
take such investigation witli a view ti> the
publication of the detailed rcstdts. The expense
of the contemplated inquiry will be con.siderable,

and the Sanitary Institute have not at the present
time fiuid.s available for this purpose It is

therefore proposed to rai.se the requisite fund by
special subscription among those intcre.-ted in the
thorough investigation of the subject.

On "Wednesday evening, the 12th inst., the
Liverpool Engineering Society held its usual
fortnightly meeting. Mr. Thomas Duncauson
read a lengthy paper on ".Storing Water,"
which treated of the construction of largo storage
reservoirs. The author conunenccd by stating
the principles on which the yield and capacity of
reservoirs are determined, showing the most
economical proportions between the two factors,

then went oa to consider the actual onstmction
of reservoirs, the usual practice of liydraulic

engineers being fully described, special reference
being made to the Yarrow reservoir of the
Livei-pool Coiporation, and concluded by pointing
out the nece.-sity for some national scheme for
utilising the mountain or rainy districts of

England and Wales for the supply of towns.
The paper was well illustrated by diagrams and
tabulated stal ement?.

Me. Seyjioub IIadex, who33 gifts as a prac-
tical etcher are well known, is about to deliver

at tlie Royal Institution a course of three lec-

tures upon the theory and practice of the art.

The lecturer will give a certain novel interest to
his discoui'ses by the introduction of practical

illustrations of the various processes of en-
graWng. In his first lecture he will deal exclu-
sively with the value of etching as au imrivalled

mode of expressing certain kinds of arti.stic

truth, dwelling at the .same time upon the need of

its encouragement by bodies like the Royal
Academy, which at present gives no kind of

instruction in etching. In his second lecture,

Mr. Haden proposes to etch a plate before his

audience, in order to show them how the needle,

by removing the gi-oimd from the copi>er, per-
mits the acid to bite out the incised line from
which the impression is afterwards taken ; and
in his third lecture he will have a copperplate
press by his side, and illustrate by practical

expeiiment the manner in which the printing is

performed.

A PAPEK was read last week at the Society of

Arts by Mr. William Thomson, F.R.S.E.,
F.C.S., " On the Injuiious Effects of the Air of

Large Towns on Animal and Vegetable Life,

and on Methods Proposed for Securing Salu-
brious Air." A great variety of chemical facts

and valuable statistics were brought forward,
mainly on the authority of Dr. Angus Smith, to

show that not only is the iiir of our large towns
much contaminated, but that these cont.amina-

tions are very injurious to the health, liappiness,

and longevity of the people who breathe it. The
best scheme as yet proposed for the abatement of

tliis evil, Mr. Thomson thought, was that pro-

posed by Mr. Peter Spence, F.C.S., of Man-
chester, who deemed it practicable to build a
chimney 600ft. high, 140ft. external diameter at

the bottom, and 100ft. internal diameter at the
top, at a cost of about £40,000, thus providing
for the perfect combustion of all the coal burnt in

Manchester. It was imderstood that Mr.
Spence' s system, propounded more than twenty
years ago, had been adopted successfully at the
Manchester Assize Courts, and was to be applied

to the new Lav,' Courts in London. The first

great advantage of the plan was its making the
liquid and gaseous sewage to a great extent
neutralise each other. Again, it would thoroughly
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Tcntilatc the sewers ; and, lastly, it miglit mate-

riallT help to solve the liiiuid sewage problem, as

was "explained in detail. The system mij,'ht be

cheaply extended to all our l;u->re to^\-ns by
simply'joinintr all the chimneys in each block of

build£iigs together, and connecting them with
oaetall 8ta<&.

Tksdebs were last week accepted by the Cor-
poration of Leeds for the erection of a now
"destructor" at Armley-road. A similar ap-
paratus was erected aliout eighteen months ag-o

at the Sanitary Depot, Biirmaatofts, and it is in

consequence of the satisfactorv result of this

experiment that the Saniturj' Committee of the
Town Council have now determined to extend
the system. The committee hod much trouble
and expense in disposing of the rubbish swept
from the streets or emptied fh)m ashpits. Resi-
dents objected to the refuse being "tipjied" upon
any vacant ground in the Wcinity of their
dwellings or places of business. Tliis difficulty

has, however, been solved by Mr. Fryer's patent,
of which the Town Council purchased a license

in May, 1877, after the system had been proved
to work well in Manchester and other towns.
As the patent carboniser at Burmantofts is equal
to dealing with the whole of the animal or
vegetable matter found among the market refuse
or street sweepings, only a "destructor " will at

]trescnt be built at Ajrmley-road. The first-

named apparatus comprises a furnace or kihi
which converts vegetable i-efu.se into charcoal,
which is available as a deodoriser or manure,
whilst the clinkers which result from the process
of burning in the second ca.se are ground up into
an inoffensive powder, and this finds a ready
market as mortar or for road-making purposes.
When the rubbish is first collected, the fine ash
found mixed with it is sifted out, and either sold
separately or used as fuel in the subsequent
stages of the process. Broken old pots, sardine
or Australiem meat tins, and other articles of
metal are also picked out, cleansed by being put
through the furnace, and after thus being partly
fused, are sold as old iron. The remainder of
the rubbish comes out of the destructor as
clinkers, which are ground up in mortar pans,
mixed with lime, and sold so readily that the

" supply at present does not meet the demand.

At a meeting of the Council of the Royal
Architectural Museum, held at Westminster on
Wednesday last, Mr. Joseph Clarke, F.S.A.,
resigned the office of senior hon. sec. to the
Museum, a post which he has so ably filled for

more than twenty-five years. The office also of
treasurer, held by Mr. Clarke since the death of
Sir Gilbert Scott, was also declared vacant. Mr.
Clarke's resignation was received by the coimcil
with much regret, and the president, Mr. Bcres-
ford-Hope, M.P., explained that nothing but
advancing years, and consequent pressure of
domestic ties, had induced Mr. Clarke to tender
his long-since-talked-of resignation, which was
accepted with so much regret by all. Mr. John
P. Seddon was imanimously elected in Mr.
Clarke's place, to act as hon. sec. conjointly with
Mr. Maurice B. Adams, and Mr. Walter Cocks
was elected treasurer by acclamation. The
reports of the classes and school of art, as well
as of the sketching club, were read, and bore
witness to the considerable improvement in the
quantity and quality of work done ; while, in
connection with the club, it was announced that
an endeavour is being made to arrange some
Saturday afternoon sketching excursions during
the summer months, Mr. Adams having con-
sented to accompany the excursionists. The
books selected by Mr. A. J. Pennington, the
recipient of the five-guinea prize last year in
connection with the club, were inscribed by the
president, and Sir Walter James promi.sed a
similar prize of equal value this year. Messrs.
Ewan Christian, J. P. St. Aubyn, Professor
L^wis, Sir Walter James, and Mr. J. P. Seddon
promised to attend in turn the meetings of the
club held this session, on the first Wednesday in
every month. The club now numbers about 40
members.

In these daj-s of "Chippendale Chairs" and
"Eastlalca Tables," when "over-mantels"
enrich our fireplaces, and blue plates the walls of
of our sittiog-rooms, anything fresh in the
way of furniture worthy of consideration, both
from an art, as well as from a common-sense,
everyday point of view, would, perhaps, seem
Bcareely possible. We have had Grcek and
Medisval furniture, then Anglo-Japanese and
Qacea Anne, while tho useful "Bcntwood"

furniture is but a recent introduction. In spite

of all these things, we are about to possess another
"latest thing out," and really, judging from the
specimens which we have just seen, theiugeuious
and u.soful '

' chair furniture '

' to which we rofer,

inventedby Mr. J. Taylor the architect, of West-
gate on-Sea, willbewelcomedby verymany, atany
rate for partial, if not for tho entire, fiu'uishiug

of their houses. The idea, like most good ones,

is " the simplest thing iu the world." One or

two pieces of furniture, such as a chair and
table, with a ledge or two, and a whole suite of

funiitui-e, can in a few moments be obtained.

Thus, two chairs aud a ledge, if we may so

tei-m it, and you have n bed on the same two
chairs ; two box-like cupboards, with another
sort of ledge, and not only a useful, but in every
way suitable, buffet or sideboard for a dining-

room ; and so on, T^-ith an almost endless variety

of combinations, the whole series of individual

pieces being at once in readiness for removal in

the smallest possible time and space. For
officers aud others whose residence in one place

must always be more or le.ss of a temporary
character, such furniture would be a considerable

advantage, and although few people would per-

haps care to make theh- houses into a sort of

wizard's cabinet, yet most families have apart-

ments in their houses known as " spare rooms,"
where convertible furniture such as Mr. Taylor's
"chair system" would bo most suitable. We
hope soon to publish a series of examples of Mr.
Taylor's invention, when our readers willbe able

to judge for themselves.

Mb. William Hatw'ood has made a report to

the Street Committee of the Commissioners of

Sewers upon the electric lighting experiment at

the Viaduct. Beyond the details peculiar to the
site selected the report is of no value whatever,
and will not help to the solution of the problem
whether the electric light can be economically
applied in the illumination of streets. It appears
from Mr. Haywood's report that the Jablochkoff
system is "about 7 J times as dear as gas-light-
ing," but the IG electric lamps employed gave
'

' about seven times more hght than the 1 G gas-
bimiers." If illummating power is m.ade the
basis of comparison the two lights arc, there-
fore, practically equal ; but, imfortunately, no
photometric tests appear to have been made, and
in estimating the lighting power of the Jabloch-
koff candles Mr Haywood has taken the unsup-
poi-ted statement of the Soeiete Generale as the
basis of his calculation. Hence his report must
be taken for what it is wortli, and that is merely
a proof that the electric arrangements cost TJ
times more than the gas.

The Society for the Protection of Ancient
Buildings has been too hasty. The Dean of Nor-
wich has been carrying out extensive works of
reparation at Norwich Cathedral, including sub-
stantial repaii-s to the west front and the removal
of the modern yellow wash from parts of the
interior ; these operations being executed in great
measure at Dean Goulbum's cost, andimderthe
supervision of the architect to the dean and
chapter. In the course of the work of cleaning,

a few square feet of decorative colouring were
revealed on one of the arches at the east end, and
have been left as a memorial to future genera-
tions. Some officious person unacquainted with
the facts of the case, presumed that tho old fresco

thus uncovered was but the commencement of a
scheme of colour decoration to be extended over
the whole cathedral. Such an opportunity for
advertising the Anti-Restoration Society was not
to be neglected ; tho official machinery was set to
work, and at once the honorary secretary wrote a
sharp letter to Dean Goulbui-n ijrotesting against
the application of colour to the cathcdi-al. The
amu.sing point of the misconception is, that so

far from the internal walls of Norwich Cathedral
being i a danger of depravation of " the tondc r grey
tints of age '

' with which they are invested in Mr.
Morris's eyes, they are covered from plinth to

vaulting boss with a hideously dirty yellow wa.sh,

spread over tho entire surface in Dean Turner's
time, some seventy years ago ; this it is intended to

remove, and so render visible tho divisions of the
stones in tho Norman, aud later work. A sm.art

rap on the knuckles for the mistaken zeal dis-

played in liis " very able if not modest <lisserta-

tion " was given Mr. Morris at tho meeting of

the Norfolk and Norwich ArchuDological Society

on Monday, and tho Society has gained little by
its precipitate interference.

Thk Westminster and Pimlico Industrial

Exhibition for the current session, is to be held

in a structure which is being built for tho piu--
pose, upon an adinii-able site lent by the goveniors
of the Greycoat Hospital, in Westminster.
This is between tho Victoriti Chambers and tho
Anny and NaYy Stores, on the south side of tho
street, opposite to the block of the " Members'
Buildings." Mr. Seddon, who is vice-chairman
of the committee, is acting as honorary architect

;

and has arranged four building.s, each "Oft. long
by 20ft. wide, and 12tt. high to the eaves,
aroimd a quadrangidar court "Oft. square. The
buildings are being erected by Mr. Humphreys,
of the Borough-road, upon his system of corru-
gated ii-on. The internal court will be covered
with prepared canvas, tent fashion, but in three
aisles, the central one 30ft. wide, and the side
ones 20ft. It is expected that additional annexes
will bo required, as the applications for space
are numerous. The exhibition is to be of work-
men's handicraft, arranged in the following
cla.sses:— (1) Mechanical, (2) artistic, (3) general,

(4) fabrics and fancy work, {')) work of children
in elementary schools, and (6) of young persons
imder 18. The exhibition having been certified

by the Board of Trade, the jiatent rights of all

exliibitors will be protected.

The Committee of the Central A.ssociation of
Master Builders of Loudon, in presenting their
Report, congi-atulate the association on the suc-
cessful termuiation of the "masons' strike" last

spring, when the " Masons' Union," although it

did not withdi-aw its demands, allowed its mem-
bers, under certain conditions, to return to their
work. The a8.sociation is now entirely free from
debt. Although it has only been in existence
ten years, it has successfully resisted two most
important strikes, besides doing other useful
work. During the past year the association

has joined the " National Association of Master
Biulders of Great Britain." In view of the
recent struggle, and of the circumstance that the
building trade of London has barely recovered
from its effects, the committee would not at tliis

time suggest any reduction in wages, but thinks
some modification of the hours of labour might
be advantageous.

Lamplough's Pyretic Saline is refreshiugr,
most auruciibk', iilid the pnvt'iitivf uf ^^.vKlls, hm.iuonkss,
BMAI.L-1'ux, SKIN Diseases, iiiul iiniiy (itlicr spline ii'l<i summer
iiilmi'nts. Sold l)y fht'iuists thr(>U(:li<iut tin- world, and the
Maker, 113, Hulboru Hill. I'^te nti mbstitutc.—;Xa\-r.}-

EOOFING SLATES.
deduction in Prices.

Send for price list to THO.MAS 11. ROBERTS, Slate Mer-
chant, Conway, before ordcrin}? elsewhere.

Slate slabs, eills, hearthstones, ridiies. cisterns, and all other
kind of slate work very cheap.—[Aovt.]

CHIPS.
The Free Library, Bradford, and also the Liberal

Club ill that to\\-n, have been ventilated with Messrs

.

Robert Boyle and Sous' patent self-acting air-pump
ventilators, and we untlerstaud the result is satis-

factoiy.

The gaol at Dorchester is about to be enlarged at

a cost of £30,000. The work is to be done by con-
vict labour, and Mr. G. Crocker, of Dorchester, has
been commissioned to furnish the materials at
schedule prices.

A memorial stained-glass window to tho late Col.

Coles has been placed iu the Cowper and Coles aisle

of Hastings Parish Church. The subject is Peter
preaching to Cornelius.

Alteratious and additions are about to be made to

the Medical Schools, Cambridge, to accommodate
students of humau anatomy, and the Syndicate
have approved Messrs. Tompkins and Sons' plans
for the same.

Mr. J. P. St. Aubyn has been appointed as archi-

tect for tho restoration of the tine Late Peii^endi-

cular Church of Gamliugay, Cambridgeshire, which
is now in a state of great dilapidation.

New Government offices are being erected in

King-street, Cardigan. The contract is being
carried out by Mr. 1). M. Williams, of that town.

TheNorfolkandNorwich Hospital Committeehave
accepted the tender of Messrs. Lacey, of that city, at

£44,450, for the erection of the two western blocks

and the administration aud operation departments
of the reconstructed hospital. The work is to be
commeuced as early as possible.

The restoration of St. Mary's Church, Bimmy,
is about to be carried out from the designs of Mr.
R. M. Phipson, of Norwich and Ipswich. The
first contract, that for tho restoration of the tower,

has been taken by Mr. H. Nurscr, of Bungay.

The Lancashire county magistrates have ap-
pointed Mr. W. H. Stevenson foreman of works
at Whittiiiglium Asylum. There were 115 candi-

dates for the situation.
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DECORATION AND ARCHITECTUEE.

WHILE the decorator and architect arc

so estranged from each other as they
almost necessanly are under the present art

regime, it is vain to expect from the former
an acquaintance with certain principles of

art that underlie what wo may hero for our-

present purpose call architectonic decoration.

The absence of this knowledge, or rather

concern for the architect's work, is painfully
made apparent in almost every building in

which the highest class of art decoration is

not attempted. Panels in tints, bordeiings
and stencilled patterns, scrolls and festoons
arranged in a kind of rococo manner appear
to bo the stock-in-trade of the school of

decorators we have now in view. Some-
thing must bo said, indeed, for the latest

fashion for dull and dingy colours. If

rather sombre for our climate, they arc sen-
sible ; our wall-hangings, cai'pets, curtains,

wear well in them, and they do not lend
themselves to that light and frivolous kind
of decoration to be foun d in the saloons and
cafes of Paris, and which under the term of
" Louis Quinzc " is even now extolled by
some decorators as the acme of refinod ele-

gance. Such ornament we have long since
relegated to theatres and music-halls, though
even in the better examples of such places it

is giving place to something less tawdry and
superficial. In many of our recent restau-
rants and hotels the taste for borders, scrolls,

&c., appearstobe reviving—whenever, in fact,

the money to bo spent in decoration is insigni-
ficant in proportion to the extent of sur-
face to be covered. Not a few recent
buildings, including an hotel on a grand
scale, threaten to call into requisition this

kind of artistic trimming. The walls and
ceilings must be covered with something,
and the " scroll and panel " style— if we do
so designate it—is the cheapest and most
effective. Now it appears to us to be a
great pity something less mechanical could
not be substituted for this stereotyped
kind of ornamentation, if only a ceil-

ing or a room could be artistically

treated. Wo do not suggest that a piecemeal
plan be adopted, as a picture in fresco or mo-
saic imdertaken in one part, leaving the
other portions cold and bare. This plan, we
know, is a favourite one with some artists

;

it is fragmentary, and always unsatisfactory.
It isibetter to avoid pictorial wall-painting
altojrether, than to begin a scheme of sub-
ject-painting with but slight chance of

comjjleting it. A less'uncertain mode of treat-
ment is that of partial relief by flat retiring

tints, or the use of coloured materials. In
this kind of decoration everything depends
on the harmony of the tints. Friezes,
dados, spandrels of arches, and ceilings,

naturally lend themselves to this mode of
decoration, and it is rather to bo regretted
that architects have not encouraged the use
of coloured stucco more than they have.
Frescoes are admitted to assimilate better
with architecture than oil-painting, despite
the failures that have occiuTed in its em-
jjloyment in England ; its very deficiency of
depth and richness of colour, and the
absence of glossiness, are unquestionably
points rather in its favour than other-
wise. Elaborately-finished oil-paintings,
such as Dclaroche's " Hemicyclo," in
the Ecole or Musee Beaux Arts, Paris,
is quite beyond the province of architec-
tural decoration—the cost about £30 a
square yard, if we are to accept the
figure from a well-known authority, being

equally beyond the reach of most people.

The frescoes at Westminster are really a
series of panel or easel pictures, and are pro-
nouncedby allcompetent judges to exceed the

limits of decorative painting. If we would
regain a true taste for decorative art that
should bo applied to architecture, and yet
subordinate to it, we must go to Egyptian
and Greek art for models. In both in-

stances the idea of decoration was relief,

flat, conventional ornament, or scenes from
heroic or religious mythology. Even Greek
sculpture was eminently decorative. The
art of the 12th century and the Renaissance
was also mainly decorative. It strove to

preserve the graceful and pleasing in form
and colour, and the attributes of realistic

or "high art," -as it is sometimes called,

were always absent. If we seek to

discover the rule which painting played
in the great historic periods of archi-

tecture, we shaU find it following the

architectural forms and subservient to them.
The patterns from Egyptian ceilings given
by Sir Gardner Wilkinson show a thorough
knowledge of decorative combination in

colours. The ceiling-patterns of the tombs
were arranged in compartments, in which
the favourite fonns of the lotus, the square,

circle, diamond, fret, seroU, and zigzag
occui', and these were painted upon the

stucco. The borders were plain lines or
other devices in red, blue, or green. The
shafts of the columns wore covered with
painted stucco. Red, blue, and greenwereprc-
dominant colours, but yoUow and black are

also seen, and these were used with a know-
ledge of the value of complementary juxta-
position or harmony. It is well knoivn the
paint was mixed with water and a little

gum. The Greeks and Etrurians em-
ployed coloured decorations with equal,

if not greater, delicacy ; red and blue were
used for grounds, and the celebrated frieze

containing the Panathcnaic procession, which
encircled the peristyle internally, had a blue
ground. In the mosaics of Hadrian's VUla
at Pompeii, in St. Mark's at Venice, and
the beautiful processional compositions
found in the Ravenna churches, St. Apol-
linare Nuovo, especially, there is much to

be learnt.
'

' Legitimate mosaic decoration,"

says an able authority, '

' like all true archi-

tectural decoration, should, in the first place,

be made subservient to the architecture."

The subjects chosen ought to be simple in

design and gradation of colour, while any-
thing approaching pictorial effect should be
avoided ; the treatment should be broad,
and a happy mean between the baldness of

the earlier and the florid tendency of the
later works taken as a guide. In the friezes,

vaults, pendentives, and domes of buildings,

mosaic decoration appears to be most happily
introduced, as the imperfections of the
method become less visible. For walls and
pavements mosaic is equally suitable as a
coloured incrustation ; it becomes, as ob-
served, to the structure it decorates, " bone
of its bone," and, by virtue of its intimate
connection and durable character, is more
desirable as an architectural decoration than
either fresco, encaustic, or water-glass. One
great advantage in the use of mosaic is the
facility with which soot and smoke can be
removed by simple washing. Water-glass
painting, too, so largely used in Munich, is

a great rival of fresco, though its merits
have been impugned of late. In this pro-
cess a soluble alkaline silicate is used as a
medium between the colour and substra-
tum. Our object hero, however, is to sug-
gest decorative prinoij)les rather than tech-

nical processes.

Of monumental painting M. Viollot-le-

Duc, in his " Dictiomiairo Eaisonne," speaks
with considerable critical acumen. He says :

" HaiTnony in subject painting is always
regulated by essentially decorative princi-

ples ; it changes in quality of tone, but it

always remains equally applicable to subject

or ornament. In the 12th century it was
absolutely similar to that of Gh-oek painting

;

backgrounds were kept light, figures and
ornaments wore put in with full local colour,
instead of with what wo call demi-tint;
reliefs were light, almost white, in their
salient parts ; modelling was carried out in
brown for every tint alike ; finishing touches,
in light colour upon the dark and sombre
parts, and in dark colour upon the light
parts, corrected any spottiness in the ensemble.

Colours were always broken on broad, light
surfaces

;
gold was used in brilliant parts,

such as embroidery and the nimbus of a
saint, but rarely as a background." He then
proceeds to notice the leatling colours, such
as yellow ochre, light red, greens, and
secondary tints, such as rose-purple, and
observes that a bro'wn line divided adjacent
colours. In the following century the pri-
maries began to dominate. We do not
instance mediseval colouring as in all cases
worthy of imitation ; but we merely desire to
point out that in the purest periods tho
decorative character was uppermost in the
mind of the artist, and that, as art degene-
rated, the picture became the idea rather than
tho wall or ceiling. One very fundamental
distinction is necessary to be observed, and
that is decorative painting is not easel

painting : each has its distinct qualities and
province. Wo may here notice some very
judicious remarks made by M. Veron upon
this point. He says, " Easel painting always
seeks more or less to deceive the eye, its aim
is to produce the effect of relief upon a flat

surface." Again, it must be executed with
the intention of being viewed from some one
point, but in monumental painting of the
best epochs unity of point of view is never
attempted. In pictures painted on walls at
all elevations, the painter never took accoimt
of horizon or efi'ects of perspective, but
boldly painted his figures in attitudes proper
to the positions. If a horizontal line were
assumed there would be only one point of
sight, and so soon as the spectator moved
from this point the perspective of the whole
picture would become false, " all the vanish-
ing lines begin to dance and to give a fecling-

of sea-sickness to people who viewed them."
As the same writer remarks, the system
adopted was based on a reasoned-out prin-
ciple ; "it condemns the whole scheme of

decoration of a room to appear true to one
person alone—he who happens to occupy the
right point of view." " "VVTiat are wc to say
of that so-called system of decoration which
places flat painted ornaments side by side

with scenes in which truth of effect, of light

and shadow, and of perspective is aimed at ?

Representations in which reality of appear-
ance is produced by the use of relief are

altogether out of concord with flat ornamen-
tation." Monumental painting, therefore,

whether it depicts scenes or otherwise, has
to deal with plain sm-faces, and harmony,
not crude colour, nor illusion, should be the
aim of the artist who endeavours to unite
painting and architecture.

ARTISAN REPORTS ON THE PARIS
EXHIBITION.

IT was not by any means a novel idea on
the part of the Society of Arts, or of the

Royal Commissioners, even of the workmen
themselves that a selected body of "Artisan
Delegates '

' should bo despatched to the Exhi-
bition at Paris last year, to make their obser-
vationsupon the various works of industry and
more especially the trades which they re-

presented, and to give us the results of their

visit in the shape of " Artizan Reports."
The experiment has been tried at most of

the great Exhibitions, ^vith more or less

success, and though the neat p.amphlct which
presents us with the record of the doings
and experiences of the Livei-pool Working
Men is free from some of the graver
faults which have characterised former
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productions of this kind, it is iilmost

napOBsible to eaoapc from the conviction

tiukt the gain will be to the men who went

to Paris, and not to their brother workmen
who may or may not read their report*.

We learn from the introduction that Mr.
Forwood, then Mayor of Liverpool, received

last year a circular fi-om His Boyal High-
ness the Prince of Wales proposing that

steps should be token to send some skilled

woricmen to Paris, to see the Exhibition, and
report upon the trades they followed. As a

consequouce of the action inaugurated by
the Mayor, subscriptions were received to a
considei'able amount ; and ten men started

for Paris—or, at any rate, this number sent

in reports. They were :—A bookbinder, a
boot and shoemaker, a bread-maker and con-
fectioner, a cabinet-maker, a cooper, a pat-

tern-maker; a gilder, a letterpress-printer,

a ropemakcr, and a general reporter, who
treats of the excursion, and rambles over
various topics, from Sanitation to the Elec-
tric Light. The General Report leads the

van, and describes the hearty welcome which
the Liverpool party received from Sir Philip

CunlifiFe Owen and the many ways in

which the genial Secretary of the Royal
Commisioners attended to their comforts

;

for which, by the bye, we find he was
presented wiUi a copy of a " resolution

drawn up and approved by the men."
thanking him and his staff for their many
acts of courtesy and kindness. It is not
necessary that we should do more than
glance at the various reports which follow

:

we find from the introduction that "each
Artisan was requested to devote at least

seven days (inclusive of travelling) to

an inspection of the Exhibition, and of

the manufacturing establishments in the

City of Paris, where the special work in

which he was interested was carried on."
This latter instruction was no doubt ex-
cellent in theory, but must have been rather
difficult in practice. Indeed, but for the
exertions of Sir P. Cunliffe Owen, it would
bo next to an impossibility for a stranger,

of the Artisan class, to obtain admittance
to the workshops of a foreign country.
We are suprised to find in how many
cases our Liverpool friends did, however,
actually see the methods pursued in

French workshops, and thus obtained an
insight into the details of the manufactures,
whose results only could be seen in the
Exhibition building.

The reports vary greatly in length and
completeness ; the power of obsei-vation

rarely goes hand-in-hand with the facility

of recording what one has seen ; certainly

not in the artisan classes of this country. A
man may be a first-rate craftsman, but
totally unable to tell his fellow workmen
the details of the processes in which he is

skilled, or to analyse the causes of success

and failure in a trade with which he is

familiar. It is this defect which is most
conspicuous in all the artisan reports which
have come imder our notice, the want which
is so apparent in all of them of a ready
power of description. The best report from
the Liverpool men is undoubtedly that of the
boot and shoemaker, Mr. John Garvey, and
nearly equal to it in merit are those of the
printer, Sir. Swainson ; the coojier, Mr.
McStay ; and the cabinet-maker, Mr.
James. There is in all the reports a
strong tendency to stick up for old
England, and to preach the doctrine that
we have little to fear from foreign competi-
tion, or, as the preface neatly puts it, "It
will be observed that the reporters generally
unite in the testimony that the products of
British artisans comijare upon the whole
favourably with those of other countries."
Some reporters put this truism more forcibly.
Thus the ropemakcr ^^inds up his brief
report, "In conclusion, I saw nothing to
alter the opinion that has hitherto been held
as to Liverpool by foreigners, viz., that we

make tlie best rope that can bo bought in

the world. Wo have, therefore, I think,

nothing to fear in the rope-making business

from foreign competition." There is no
mincing of the matter here, and several of

the other delegates are equally confident

that we can "lick all creation."

AUCHITECTUEAL MOSAIC.

n.

—

Medl«;val Mosaic.

THE Ancient Mosaic, as wo have said,

decayed with the decay of the Roman
Emph-e. But the art had left vigorous

roots which, under Christian auspices, started

into fi-esh life, and developed now forms and
styles, when the arts were again free to

enter upon a renewed career. But yet

during the period of decadence (say from
220 A.D., onwards) we may trace the exist-

ence of two distinct schools, which were
connected by so slight a link with the

ancient that Dr. Kugler is " almost tempted
to believe that historical mosaic painting of

the grander style fu-st started into life in the

coui-se of the fourth centm^'." These two
schools or styles may bo distinguished as

Ist, The Later Roman ; 2nd, The Byzantine.

The Later Roman flourished chiefly in Italy,

during the fifth and sixth centuries, and de-

cayed dming the mediaBval troubles of Italy,

about the middle of the ninth century. It

employed coloured glass tessero) in common
with the Byzantine school, but its distin-

guishing feature was that the design was
worked out nearly always on a ground of

blue or white. The finest specimens of this

style are the churches of Santa Maria Mag-
giore at Rome, and St. Vitale at Ravenna.
The Byzantine style differed from it chiefly

in the constant employment of a gold gi-ound

for the design. It originated with the
artists who doubtless accompanied Constan-
tiue from Rome upon the removal of the

seat of empire to Constantinople (Byzan-
tium) and who added to the traditions of

ancient work, which they carried away
with them, many ideas of magnificence and
gorgeousness derived from the Oriental taste

of their new land. The most glorious speci-

men of Byzantine mosaic is the Chuich

—

now the Mosque—of St. Sophia at Constan-
tinople, built by the groat Emperor
Justinian uix)n the close of his Persian
campaigns, towards the middle of the
sixth century, and adorned with all

the spoils of the East. These splendid
mosaics are not at present visible, having,
where the Turkish conquerors have found it

impossible to destroy them without injuring
the fabric, been long hidden under thick
layers of fanatical Mahometan whitewash.
In the year 1848, however, when the Mosque
was under repair and the whitewash was
temporarily removed, the late Sultan per-
mitted them to be examined, and magnifi-
cent drawings of them wore made, which
were published by M. Salzenberg in a large
folio volume, through the liberality of the
then Prussian Government. From a techni-
cal point of view, these mosaics are remark-
able among other things for the presence
among them of silver mosaic, the actual ex-
istence of which was for a long time very
doubtful, although recipes for its manufac-
ture are found in MS8. of artistic processes
of the seventh or eighth centuries. They are
foimd in the greatgroined vaults of one of the
galleries of St. Sophia, and their position is

worth notice. This vault is construotionally
a groin as far as the middle portion, whore
it becomes a flattish dome, and the artist

has cleverly given the idea of its being a
groin to a certain extent, by following the
intersecting line of the vault with his deco-
rative lines, and then lias indicated its

termination in a domic fonn, by the intro-

duction of a central circular ornament ; and
in this part some of the silver ground mosaic
is introduced.

Another interesting technical feature of

tlio mosaics of St. Sophia was observed by
M. Salzenberg, by aid of the scaffolding used
for the repairs, viz.:—That when the mosaics
can only be seen from beneath at an angle
exceeding 46 degrees, the pieces are ar-

ranged with their upper edges set forward
from the wall face in tiers, farther and far-

ther apart, as the angle of vision is increased.
By this means the work is saved on much
intervening space, and both material and
cost economised, in some parts to the ex-
tent of two-thiids of the whole. This
method also had the advantage of reflecting

the light at a better angle to the eye. The
pieces of glass usually employed in Byzan-
tine work were of inegular shapes and
sizes, and of all colours and tones of colours,

and very seldom indeed without gold ground.
The execution was always large and coarse
and very rarely approached even the '

' Opus
Majus VeiTuiculatmu " in neatness of joint

or regularity of bedding, and yet in general
effect of gorgeous, luxurious, and yet solemn
decoration, they arc unapproachable. They
often produce oven an effect of sublimity,
which is due chiefly to the gieat simplicity

of the forms and draperies, and the severely

majestic, or grandiose, expression always
given to the swarthy visages of the saints

and heavenly beings who were their chief

subjects. Tie stylo, however, was conven-
tional and monotonous in the extreme, and
true, natural art imder its exclusive influence

was impossible. But for many years it was
the only pictorial art which was pi-actised or

has survived to our day, and it is to Byzan-
tine mosaic we are indebted for the preserva-

tion of much of the symbolism, and many
details of the ritual, and even of the theology,

of the Christians of those early periods. It

prevailed extensively all over the East, and
at last came back to Italy, mfluenoing all

the architecture of that counti-y and its

neighbours for at least a thousand years.

The Later Roman style having decaj'od, the
Byzantine—or Greek, as theywere now called

—workmen came into Italy in the early part

of the fifth century, and for a period of six

himdred years were the principal—nay the

exclusive—workers in mosaic evei-jTvhere.

A chronological list of buildings decorated

by them in this interval is given by Lord
Lindsay in his " Sketches of the History of

Christian Art." In the year 1073 the decora-

tion of St. Mark's, Venice, with mosaics was
begun by the "Greek" artists and was
continued by thom till the 14th century.

Then- work is estimated to cover a space of

30,000 square feet of the upper waU, vaulted

roofs, and cupolas, and are on a gold ground.

The mosaics of this building are the grandest

and most extensive in the world, being exe-

cuted by successive artists through several

centuries ; and fonn a perfect cyclopaedia of

the history of the art. For in addition to

the work of the Byzantines, they were con-

tinued by the Italian artists down to the 16th

century, designs being furnished by the

greatest artists of the day such as Titian,

Tintoretto, Salviati, Sansovino and others.

In range of subject the mosaics of St. Mark's
have been styled by Mr. Ruskin " the

poor man's Bible," andheadds, " a glorious

Bible." All the wealth of Venice was ex-

pended during six centuries in putting these

works together; and in 1610 the Senate of

Venice decreed that no ancient mosaic should

be removed, whatever its merits or demerits;

but where it was m danger of ruin, the de-

sign should bo carefully copied and the

work restored to its original state.

In the middle of the 13th century, the

Italians, led by Andi-ea Tafi, a painter of

Florence, emancipated themselves from
Greek tutelage in mosaic, and it is remark-

able, as Vasari jwints out, to observe how
rapidly Tafi improved when working on his

own responsibility at the Church of S. Gio-

vanni, Florence, after having induced a Greek

workman of St. Mark's, Venice, to teach him
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the details of tlie art. It appears that his

method of working was to mark the cartoon
with red outlines on the stucco, and set his

squares very deeply into it iirmly cementing
them also to each other. He had not, how-
ever, taken sufficient care to guard against
the i)enotration of damp to the back of his

work—one of the most fatal enemies to

mosaic—and this defect was afterwards
effectually cured by Agnolo Gaddi, who
employed as a hydi-ofugo stucco made of

mastic and wax, which has proved effectual

to the present day. Among the contempo-
raries and successors of Andi-ea Tafl were
Jacopo da Tunita, the Gaddi, Giotto and
others, and under their influence the art

became Italian, and no longer exclu-
sively Greek. The works of these artists

forms the third and best style of mediasval,
or Chiistian, mosaic, which for convenience
has been called the Eonianesquo. This
style, while still remaining many traditions

of the Byzantine school upon which it was
founded, is distinguished by greater freedom
in the designs, due to the employment of the
most eminent artists of the period. Many
of the later mosaics of St. Mark's are by
artists of this school, but it finds its most
complete iUustratiou in the decorations of

the dome of St. Peter's at Home,which were
begun by Clement YIII. at the commence-
ment of the 17th century. The decora-
tion of this church, in fact, exercised as

great an influence on the progress and de-
velopment of the Romanesque school as that
of St. Mark's had upon the Byzantine. When
it was begim, mosaic workers in Rome were
scarce, and they were paid at the high rate of

four scudi per square palm for coarse mosaic

;

but this rate of pay soon attracted such an
influx of workmen that the price was soon
brought down to half a scudo, equal to about
half-a-crown of English monoJ^ Natural
causes operated very much in promoting the
cultivation of mosaic in Rome, for the hu-
midity of St. Peter's proved so destructive
to oil paintings, that it was found advisable,
even in the time of Urban VIII. to substi-
tute mosaic. The study of the art was
also stimulated by the constant discovery
of fresh ancient examples, and also by the
genius and skill of the artists, among whom
may bo named Muziani, Paolo Eossetti,

MarceUo Provenzale, the Fabio family,

—

who copied in mosaic some of the works of

the gieat painters, Domenichino, Guercino,
and Carlo Maratta,—and Giovanni B. Cal-
landi-a who died A.D. 1644 and executed the
well-known copy of Guide's picture of
Michael the Archangel, in one of the chapels
of St. Peter's. Callandra also invented a re-
tarding mastic cement, which removed the
greatest difficulty in the way of the old
methods of fixing the tesseroe, enabling the
artist to improve and connect his work as he
proceeded, and thereby confen-ed the greatest
benefit upon the art. No improvement
or change of any importance has taken
place since his time until the modem revival.

There were, however, two kmds of mosaic,
common to all the above styles or schools of
mediajval art, namely, (1st) Opus Grecani-
cum, and (2nd) Opus Alexandrinum. Opus
Grecanicum was maiuly a system of glass
tesselation,executed in grooves cut in white
marble to about half an inch in depth. It
was generally employed as an inlay in
church furniture, shi-ines, screens, taber-
nacles, altars, monuments, &c. The patterns
were always of tlie geometrical kind and
often very elaborate, the ornamental bands
being customarily combined with large slabs
of the most precious materials, serpentine,
porphyry, pavonazzetto, &c. It was only
occfisionally used as an adjunct to architec-
tm-e. The floor of the chapel and the .shiine
of Edward the Confessor m Westminster
Abbey were executed in this kind of work
by Italian artists in the time of Hemy III.
The finest Italian examples are in the clois-
ters of St. Paul's, the chmch of St. John

Lateran, the porticos of St. Lorenzo fuori

do Mura, Rome, and the Duomo at Civita
Castellana. Opus Alexandrinum, which
was sometimes called also Opus Grecauicmu,
was cliiefly work in marble tesselation,

executed iu grooves like that just aoove
described. It formed the ordinaiy Italian

church paving from the period of Constan-
tino down to the 13th centuiy. The patterns
wore nearly always geometrical, and very
much resemble one another throughout Italy
and Sicily. It is not usually finished with
such great neatness as the Opus Grecanicum.
Having lately given in this joui-nal a full

description of this style with an accoimt of

some fine specimens to bo found in England,
we will now merely refer the reader to that
article.

Opus Alexandrinum work was discovered
almost entirely towards the end of the 13th
centm-y, being gradually superseded by Flo-
rentine Mosaic, which was foi-med by slices of

marble arranged somewhat Hke the ancient
Opus SectUc, that is, wth the projections of

one piece fitting into the recess of another.
It was in this way used at first for conven-
tional patterns and in monochrome only,

but afterwards also for pictorial representa-
tions. Its progressive development may be
traced from the Church of San Miniato and
the baptistery at Florence, though the works
of Giotto at the Campanile, Brunelleschi at

the Duomo, and Orcugno at Or San Michele,
to the singular pavement at Siena, where
through the wonderful skill of Becafumi,
large, elaborate compositions may bo seen,

admirably exhibited in light, half-tint, and
shadow, by means of the three mai'bles only.
Another kind of medifeval work is known as
Volcanic Mosaic. This bears some analogy
mth the early Florentine, but differs in the
materials, which, as the name indicates, are
of volcanic origin. It was develojjed in

Naples, Sicily, and Auvergno, whore nature
affords an abundant supply of the materials.
It was used for external decoration, and was
remarkable for the depth and contrast of its

tints.

ARCHITECTURAL GEOLOGY.—VI.
Old Red S^\ja)STONE and Devonian.

THESE two series of rocks are considered
by some geologists to belong to one and

the same geological period, since they both
are found immediately underlying the car-
boniferous strata which we described in oior

last article ; and there is no doubt that they
have many characteristics iu common, and
from the character of the fossils which wo
find in them it is probable that some of their

beds were formed at the same epoch in the
earth's histoiy. From the fact, however,
that the Old Red Sandstone is for the mos^
part a fi-eshwator deposit which has been
formed in lakes of vast extent, while the
rocks of the series termed Devonian are
chiefly of maiino origin, it has generally
been concluded to regard thom as separate
formations.

The Old Rod Sandstone, with the investi-

gation of which the name of Hugh Miller is

chiefly associated, is largely developed in
several parts of Scotland, which it stretches
across in a diagonal direction in three great
belts ; the southern zone extends from Had-
dingtonshu-e into Ber\vick, skirting the Vale
of Tweed, and passing through Roxburgh,
Dmnfries, and Kiikoudbright. The central
zone extends along the east coast from
Stonehaven down to Dundee, and along the
Tay Valley, westward to Stirling and Cal-
lander, fringing the Frith of Clyde as far as

Ardrossan. In the northern parts of Scot-
land it is foimd, covering a considerable
area in Banff, Moray, Ross, and Cromarty,
where it juts out into the Moray Frith on
both sides, and skirting the north-east coast
is developed into lofty prominences at the
northern extremity of Caithness. This for-

mation yields a large amount of material

which is useful for building purposes, as

flags for paving, liniestoiio for bimiing into

lime, and an milimited amount of building
stone, the products varying according to

locality ; white, yellow, and sometimes rod
sandstones being obtained in Fife and Moray
and the southern coxmtios ; rod sandstones
and limestone in Perth, Forfar, Kincardine,
and Fife ; with paving flags in Forfar, and
micaceous sandstones in Caithness.
In the South of Scotland good sandstone

for building puiposos is found in Dumfries,
at Eccles and Thomhill ; and the red stone
quai-riod at Corsehill, near Annan, on the
Solway Firth, has recently been introduced
into London ajs a building material ; whit<!

and red freestone is obtained in Roxburgh,
at Dcnholm, Ha\vick. and Jedburgh. Iu
Berwick good building stone is obtoined at
Coldstream, Chumside, Dunse, Grrecnlane,

and Paxton ; and in Haddington at Qarwald
and Prestonkirk. In Lanark we obtain
white, brown, and yellow sandstone at

Broomhill, Lanark, Lesmahogow, !ind Wil-
shaw, some of which is much used as a
building stone in Glasgow and the vicinity.

In Ayr a limestone is found at Dairy, brown
freestone at Ardrossan and Dalmellington,
and a white freestone near Kilwinning. In
central Scotland there are numerous quarries

in Perth, at Aberfeldy, Auchtei-arder, Black-
ford, Blairgowrie,Cupar Angus, Crieff, Errol,

MyInfield, &c., tho stone from which is

largely used in tho local buildings. In Forfar
the rod colour' prevails in the sandstones
which arc quan-ied at Arbroath, Brechin,
Dvmdee, Forfar, and Kirrymuu-, some of

which is employed for buildings in London.
There are also quan-ies of building stone at

Stonehaven and Kirksido in Kincardine. In
the North the red sandstone is worked for

building at Cromarty, Dingwall, Inverness,

Mimlochy, and Tain, near Ruthven, Spynie,

Auldearn, and Nairn. In Caithness it is

quarried for flagstones in tho neighbourhood
of Thurso.
In England and Wales the Old Red

Sandstone is found covering a more limited

area than in Scotland, being chiefly de-
veloped in parts of Salop, Gloucester,

Hereford, Monmouth, Brecon, Glamorgan,
Caermarthen, and Pembroke, whore its

strata attain a considerable thickness, vary-
ing from 4,000 to 10,000 feet. In the upper
beds are found rod and variegated sand-
stones ; in the middle marly sandstones and
flags, with beds of concretionary limestones,

called " comstones "
; and m the lower pai-t

pale-coloured sandstones and marly beds,

with comstones. In Gloucester the grey
san.dstone quarried at Lydney was used in

building Tortworth Court, the seat of Earl
Ducie, and also tho Cardiff and Newport
docks ; that from Coloford is much used for

buildings in Gloucester and Bristol : grey
building-stone is also quarried at Tortworth
and Newnham, and a white stono near
Chai-fiold. Herefordshire contains many
quarries of the Old Red Sandstone, which is

largely developed in that coimty, building-

stone being procured in the neighbourhood
of Bromyard, Hereford, Leominster, King-
ton, Pembridge, Ross, Weobley, and on the

borders of Worcestershire, near Malvern.
The stono obtained at Chepstow, in Mon-
mouth, was employed in building the

Abbey of Tintem ; and about Newport is

foimd a red sandstone suited to building

purposes.
Devonian is the name given to a series of

slaty rocks, grits, sandstones, and lime-

stones, which is chiefly developed over a

large portion of North and South Devon and
in parts of West Somerset and Cornwall,

and in its upper strata closely resembles the

Old Red Sandstone. In the northern parts

of Devon it covers a large tract of country,

extending from Baggy Point on the extreme
west to Wivehscombe in Somerset, while in

tho south it occupies most of the country
bordering on the sea fi-om Dartmouth
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cast to PljTuouth, and over a large portion
of Comwiill, from Mount's Bay iii the south-
Avest to Tintagel in the uoilh. In the
neighbourhood of Banistaplo and Dulvei-ton
we find beds of calcareous sandstone, groy
slates, and nodidar bands of limestone. Bc(^
of red and grey sandstone occur along the
north coast about Trcntishoo ; calcareous
slates, with bands of limestone, extending
from Hfraoombe to Withycombe and the
Quantock Kills in Somerset ; while grey
and purple slate is quarried at Mortchoo on
the north-west coast, at ChaUaoombe, and
near to WiveUscombe in Somerset. Bods of
hard red and grey sandstone, with slate, are
found in the neighbourhood of Dunster,
Minehead, Porlock, and Linton. Black and
white marbles are obtained from quai-ries in
the neighbourhood of Bridestow, South
Tawton, Drewsteigton, Chudley, and Staver-
ton. In the south of Devon this formation
contains large quantities of limestone in the
neighbourhood of Ashburton, Bury Pome-
roy, Chudleigh, Ipplepen, Newton Abbot,
St. Mary Church, Plymouth, and Torquay,
from which are obtained excellent mai-bles,
together with stone for building and paving
purposes. Marbles of various shades of
grey, with white and yellow veins, and
occasionally red marbles, are procured near
Plymouth, Pitit Tor, St. Mary Church,
Babbacombe and Newton Bushell. At Ip-
plepen, near Totness, a handsome red
marble is obtained in blocks of considerable
size; and at Kitley Park the marbles are
green and rose-coloured. The chief slate
quarries are at Newton Abbott, South
Molton, Tavistock, and Totness ; slates are
also obtained from the quarries in Somerset,
about Wiveliscombe and Wellington, which
also j-ield flags and building-stones. In
Cornwall the formation is chiefly remarkable
for the excellent quality of the slates obtained
from it, the best being quarried at Delabole,
near Camelford, Tintagel, Liskeard, Calling-
ton, Linkinghom, Mawgan, Bodinin, and
Wadebridge; from some of which places
good paving stones are also procured.

SILURIAX AXD CASIBKIAX EOCKS.
These rocks, which are considered by

.geologists to be the oldest of the fossiliferous
formations, derive their names from the
localities in which they are most largely
developed in this country

; the Silurian being
found in large portion of "Wales and the Eng-
lish counties bordering thereon, a part of the
kingdom formerly occupied by the tribe of
ancient Britons known as " Silures," over
whom Caractacus reigned as king, who is
well-known in history for the brave stand he
made against the Roman legions. The
Cambrian rocks, which form the base of the
Silurian, and were formerly looked upon as
belonging to them, but are now separated
into a distinct group, are chiefly developedm the north-west of Wales, small patches
only being found in other parts of the
Principality. The chief characteristic and
most valuable product of all these rocks is
the slate, which they yield in large quan-
tities, suitable for use as slabs, or for roof-
ing purposes, the quality of this slate being
superior to that obtained from any other
formation. The slate of these formations is
generally termed by geologists "clay slate,"
to distinguLsh it from the thin sandstone
flags which are found in the coal-measures,
and are often u.sed for roofing purposes;
clay sLite consisting chiefly of clay which has
been subiected to enormous pressure, both
horizontally and vertically, whereby it has
been completely metamorphosed, and a new
stratification called "cleavage " introduced,
which is often at right angles to the plane
to which the beds were originally deposited.
It is by means of this cleavage that the
quarryman is enabled to split the slate to
any required gauge of thickness merely by
the u.se of a hammer and chisel. The action
of heat has also destroyed all trace of any

fossils which the claj- originally contained.
The principal slate quarries of Wales are

those in the neighboui-hood of Bangor, Con-
way, Tremadoc, Ffestiniog, LlangoUeu,
Portmadoc, DolgeUy, Barmouth, Mont-
gomery, Denbigh, Llangodog, and Abor-
ystwith.

In the North of England these rooks are

developed in Cumberland, Westmoreland,
and the adjacent parts of Lancashire, where
large quantities of greenish coloured slate

is quarried about Ulverstone, Coniston,
Cockermouth, Hesket, Newmarket, Amble-
side, Keswick, Windennero, Broughton-in-
Fumess, Whitehaven, Burnside, Langdale,
and Kirby Lonsdale. Flags ai\A building
stones are also obtained from most of these

quarries.

In the West of England the Silurian rocks
are found in the counties of Staffoi'd,

Worcester, Gloucester, Salop, Hereford, and
Monmouth ; sandstone and limestone being
procmed from them near Dudley, Abberley,
Malvern, WalsaU, BUston, and Sedgeley.
Near Hereford the Woolhopo limestone is

quan-ied for building pui-poses ; at Ledbury,
Aymestry, and Donnington, an hydrauUo
cement is made from the limestone, and a
good building material obtained from the
sandstone ; at Downton Castle, in the North
of Hereford, a micaceous sandstone is

quarried. Limestone and sandstone are
obtained at Mayhill in Gloucester, sandstone
and flags at Dymock. In Monmouth the
flags and limestones are quanied for building
piu-poses in the neighbourhood of Usk, and
at Knighton and Presteign, in Eadnorshire.
The Silurian rocks of Scotland are less

calcareous than those of England and Wales,
and consist of a fine-grained clay slate of

an inferior quality, together ^vith coarse
granular sandstone. This foi-mation ranges
across the Southern counties of Scotland,
from St. Abbs Head on the oast coast,

through Berwick, Eoxburgh, Peebles,
Selkirk, Dumfries, Ayr, and Kirkcudbright,
as far as the Midi of Galloway on the West

;

forming the Southern Highlands and the
ranges of the Lammormuir and Pentland
hills. In the North we find a thin band
along the south-eastern borders of the
Grampians, and in Argyle, Eoss, and Suther-
land. It also occurs in parts of Forfar,
Kincardine, Aberdeen, Banff, Elgin, and
Caithness.

The chief slate quarries are those of
BaUachvdish, in the north of Argyle, near
the entrance of the Caledonian Canal.
There are also slate quaiTies in Perth about
Glenshce, CrifF, Tullybeagles, Benledi, and
at Bimam and Dalbeattie, near Dunkeld.
Those of Abercaimy and Aberfoyle yield
sandstone for building as well as slates for
roofing. In Forfar slates are obtained at
Dundee and Forfar, and limestonf at
Brechin and Hedderwick. In Aberdeen
there are slate quarries at Aboyne, Gai-tloy,

and Troup-hdl, and in Banff we find lime-
stone at Keith, Fordyce, and Cidlen.

The Cambrian rocks yield the purple slates

of the Penrhyn quarries in North Wales,
and those in the locality of Llanberis pass

;

also the slates of Ffestiniog which are shipped
at Portmadoc, and those of Machynlleth,
Aberdovey, Llangollen, and Barry Island.

The quarries of Llanfair and Dorothea west
yield green, blue, and rod slates ; those
near IJarmouth, purple and green slates,

with a sandstone suitable for building.
Good building stone and flags are also

quarried from the Cambrian rocks about
Ffestiniog. At St. David's and Eamsay
Island this formation yields different coloured
slates, with flags and sandstone for build-
ing. In England patches of Cambrian
rocks are foimd at the LongmjTid hills and
in the neighbourhood of Shrewsbury,
where green and purple slate and grit-stone
is quarried ; and at Charwood Forest,
Barrow-in-Soar, and Bardon in Leicester,

roofing slates are procured from it. Th'e

Hollybush sandstone, which is quanied near
Malvern for building purposes, is considered
as belonging to the Cambrian formation.
The rocks of the Silurian formation are

of marine origin, and appear to have been
deposited in shallow seas, as many of the
limestones are formed of old coral reefs.

MR. SEYMOUR HADEN ON ETCHING.—I.

rriHE first of a course of three lectures ona course
_L Etching was given by Mr. E. Seymour
Haden, F.R.C.S., at the Royal lustitutiou. The
lecture was illustrated by a series of etchings by
the old masters, shown upon screens. The admirers
of the art of etching ought, the lecturer thought,
to have a desire to share with others the pleasui-es

which had recently been a sealed book to almost
all. He had himself long enjoyed the impiUse of
raising an art that had been lost, and he wished
to have the opportunity of explaining something,
that needed explainuig, and of putting right
what seemed to him to be wrong; those were
the incentives, and he trusted woiUd be accepted
by Ms hearers as excuses for his appearance
before them that day. It was, perhaps, suiprising,

that as a man belonging to a scientific profession
he sliould have addressed himself to the eluci-

dation of a scientific point without bringing to
bear on it the prejudices which belong to pro-
fessional habits and modes of thought. A mem-
ber of his, or, indeed, of any profession, was not
under influences conducive to movement of mind,
except in the usual groove and by the customai-y
routine, with the necessary residt of a limitation

of view. It was his wish to look over the sides of

the groove of the etching world, and to assist his

audience at the same time to understand the
origin and raison d'etre of the art. He referred

those wishing to go more fully into the subject

than would be possible in three lectures, limited

to an hour each, to procure a little book he had
written, "Notes about EtcHng," pubHshed by
the Fine Arts Society. It was his belief that the
art faculty was innate ; that it could not be
acquired—like the moral and intellectual forces,

it might be cultivated if already present in the

mind, but could not be created. At the same time
this art-faculty might be debased as easOy as it

might be improved, by wrong examples and
teaching. Upon this subject of education by
example and precept, he considered that what was
called an academical school was bad in its

influence upon art. He believed that an academy
—any academy—which was established, osten-

sibly, at all events, for the purpose of sxib-

serving the highest objects of art, in reahty had
no other effect than to cause one artist to

resemble another. An academy, like any other

guild, was very beneficial to the interests

of the artists, but not to those of art.

Nor woidd he attach any gi-eater value

to what was called technical superiority,

nor to traditional manner than to academic
trainmg. Further, minute rendering in artistic

work was bad. Elaboration of detail required

time in execution, whereas a work of art pre-

supposed an active conception in the mind of

the worker as quickly developed. A picture

which had taken a year to prepare would
probably be a very poor work. The great

masters believed that the fire of genius burned
very quickly, and acted accordingly. Ho would
not go into what constituted a good drawing, as

he had done that in the Httle book already

referred to. All fine art was suggestive, and
not imitative ; realistic work was thoroughly bad
and foreign to the instmcts of art. A good
drawing was not an "exact representation of the

object sought to be pictured to the mind ; but a

collection of lines so laid down as to suggest the

object and to give the impression of the great

force which it had in nature. If a man could
do the latter he could draw ; if not, however
carefully he might follow the ndes laid down in

.schools, lib could not draw. No painter under-
took to reproduce the morning mist, for example,
but merely to suggest it ; the sculptor did not
6 lect marble to represent human flesh because
of any analogy or resemblance between the sub-
stances, but because the material carved allowed
of the utmost delicacy of form in poiuiraying
the human outbnes, wliile possessing a purity of

tone with which flesh could not compare.
Amongst .artists, the dreamer who wished to

express his high conceptions in the tersest manner,
employed the point as the tool with which to

write; the etcher's needle possessed an in-
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cisiveness of cliaractcr wliich was shared by no
other instriunent or process. This thought
brought them to the maiu object of the discourse,

the restoration of the etching to its proper place
in art, that j)liice which it onco occui)iecl, but in

Tvhieh it no lougcr stood. How was tliat to be
attained ? He thought its restoration might be
acconipli.'<licd by a better understanding, both
inside and outside the ai-t, as to what painters'
etcliing really was. The first tiling was to ex-
plain what it was (a thing he thought very few
understood), both in theory and practice. The
former ho would imdertake that day, and the
latter in the two succeeding Icctiu'es. In the
first place, he must treat upon tho theory
and histoiy of the art, and why it was practised.
In tho second place, he should consider the cau.so

which had di.splaced etching from its proper
position, a cause which he should thow was
still in operation to prevent its general practice,
and in the third place, he would indicate the
mode in which that deterrent cause might be got
rid of. In the first place, therefore, tho history
of engraving told us that it was by origin a
painter's, and not an engraver's art. The early
painters engraved their own works, resorting of
course to the use of tools for the purpose, in the
tope of making their works more widely known,
and BO of increasing their artistic fame. There
were originally no copyist engravers, nor were
there even when the work passed into an art
of delving in the copper-plate without lead.
Engravers proper did not appear till tho depres-
sion of art in the period of the Commonwealth.
After the death of Charles I., art was stamped
out ; all the King's pictuios were sold, and
dispersed over the Continent, and high art dis-
appeared in England quite suddenly. If they
took the whole period of engraring ou copper,
•from its development in the fifteenth century
to its decline in the nineteenth century, it

would be found that it consisted almost entirely
of works executed by tho burin and graver, and
that it might bo easily divided into two classes

—

that of the painter or artist, and that of the
copyist. From the moment that it became
possible to produce engraved work by the point
of the pencil, the burin fell from the hands of the
former and higher class of workers, and artists
devoted themselves to original etching, while
those who still used the burin became mere
imitators. It was evident, therefore, that there
could, in the nature of things, be no personal
antagonism or rivalry between the two classes of
engravers and etchers. Notwithstanding the
higher character of etching, the etcher was
excluded from the ranks of Royal Academicians,
while engravers were admitted to equal
membership with painters, scidptors, and archi-
tects. This action ou tho part of the Academy
constituted a tacit indictment of the etcher, which
it was the duty of the etcher to plead to and
answer if he could. The reason the old masters
etched was simply to extend their reputation,
and because, fortimately for art, there were no
engravers to do it for them. There was an
impression current that etching was not good in
which you could see between the lines, and that
such an etching had a gridiron eifect. But true
art consisted in producing the greatest efl^ect
with the least effort, and the best artist was he
who used the fewest lines to convey liis meaning.
The works of the best etchers, as could be seen
on tho screen, contradicted this theory. The
right number and character of lines were those
in which the artist could best express his own
thoughts and peculiar tempernmont. The
art of etching was purely a suggestive one ; if
this were not the ease, it would be reahsm, and
not art

; the more detailed the work was in its
details, the more opaque and uninterest-
ing was it likely to be. For aU that,
the doctnne of elaboration was that maintained
by the Etching Club. Tliat it was mistaken
might be seen from the examijlesof Rembrandt's
etchmgs exhibited on the screen ; the brilU.int
appearance of tho first-proof of one of his works
with the eifect of the second when it had been
touched up was very noteworthy. But he must
pass on to the second, and by far the most im-
poitant, part of the subject, and tliat was to cou-
Hider the causes which had been in operation to
displace the originality of etching from its
pi-oper rank in art, and which were still in
exLstenee to prevent its rehabilitation. The
period of this debasement of etclung might be
considered to extend from tho establishment of
the Conunoiiwealth to the present moment. Tlie
low state of art at the former time favoured the

introduction of the copyist engraver, and that

agent had, in our omv days, enrolled as a co-

worker, the dealer in pictures. Tho present low
state of art depended, and was due, almo.st

entirely to the combination of tho engraver and
the dealer. The way in which tho engraver
came upon the scene was this. One could ima-
gine him going to the painter, let them say,

for example, Vandyke, and saying to liim,

" What is the use of your doing etchings ? There
is no art here now, the king is dead, all tho

great patrons and masters are fled ; there is none
left who cares for art. What is tho use of your
etched plates ? Nobody understands them, and
as for the idea you contemplate in ' Icones,' of

pourtraying a hundred of the most eminent and
foremcst men, spare yourself the labour and let

me do it for you. True, my work is not exactly

like yours, but it will bo quite good enough for

these times." Vandyke, wo know, yielded to

these arguments ; the " Icones '

' was completed

by mere engravers, and thus the art of etching

was lost—MUcd by the same blow that chopped
off the head of King Charles. The lecturer

showed on the screen the forceful and beautiful

character of some of the heads in the "Icones,"
as etched by Vandyke, notably that of the Earl
of Pembroke, and the mode in which they were
elaborated and spoiled when tho engraver
touched them. The work of the etcher fell

presently into the hands of Woollett and Sharp
and that class of engravers, and subsequently,

into a stUl greater type of workmen, the mezzo-
tinters, many of whoso works were so good in

their way, that people almost forgot that they
were not original. About that time, Hogarth
and Turner conceived the idea of engraving their

own works. Hogarth could not stand the

manner in which hi.-j works were engraved,
and it was to that determination to become
his own engraver that we owe the pleasure

which all felt in looking at Hogarth's works
Turner followed the example, and if time had
allowed he would have become a great engraver.

He etched all his works himself, and in many
cases also mezzotinted them. Nothing was more
interesting than to examine his work ; the little

faults and improvements he foimd in the proofs

showed how difiicult he found it to be satisfied

with the mezzotinters. In face of the fact that

three of the greatest artists and etchers, Rem-
brandt, Hogarth, and Turner, all etched for

themselves, because dissatisfied with the en-
graver's work, it was unnecessary to urge the

superiority of etching over engraving. If this

were the feeling of artists in the be.st days of

engraving, how much greater must be the differ-

ence now that engraving was really bad ? The
operations of the modern dealer were very cha-
racteristic, and d'rectly inimical to the develop-
ment of etcliing. The modus operandi of the
dealer—the ideal representative of that class

—

was wonderfully clever. He posed himself as

the sole medimn of negotiation between the
iiouvcanx riches of no refinement, but who must
follow the prevalent fa.sliion, and the artist ; he
was shrewd and businesslike, and determined to

speculate in art. He, therefore, went to the
painter, and asked him the price of his picture.

"£•500." "Veiy well, you may raise it to

£1,000 on this condition— that you only sell

it through me." Then tho dealer saw the
nomeau riche, and told him ho must have a picture

by So-and-so, and that he woiUd procure one for

him at about £1,500. But tho dealer operated
on a very much larger scale than that by means
of the gi-eat "steel plate." The dealer went to

a different sort of artist, and said, " I must have
a picture, one of a kind that will impress the
greatest niunber of people—it had better, there-

fore, be religious. In order to invest tho work
with the greater reality, you must go to the East,
and you must be away about three years paint-
ing it, and after you bring it home we will ex-
hibit the work all over the country. We will

engi'ave it, and take off thousands of impressions
from a steel-plate, everyone of which we must
call ' proofs.' Now, we -will have, say, perhaps,
a thousand impressions, all ' proofs before
letters,' another thousand ' proofs after letters,'

some artist's proofs, proofs on indigo and other
paper, at ten, eight, six, and five guineas each,

to suit the credidity and pockets of those who
have to pay for them, although, as you know,
there is not the least difference between tho
several proofs." The whole transaction between
artist, dealer, and engraver would thus reduce
itself into a veiy serious conspiracy. The dealer

sought to make himself sole arbiter between the

purchaser of pictures and the artist, and to bo
the sole judge of art. With these 20,000
or 30,000 issues of " proofs " of steel

engi'avings one might compare the forty or
fifty impressions of etched plates. The dealers'

influence and power was immensely augmented
by the action of tho Printsellcrs' Association.
That was an orgauisation established for the
express purpose of stamping every one of these
so-called "proofs" as proofs on payment of a
certain fee for each copy, and the stamping of
tho Association was regarded as eridence that
such impressions were proofs. The Association
took to itself immense credit for its operations.
It would stamp as many proofs as a member
liked to take, if he paid the fee, and the purchaser
could afterwards point to this stamp u])on his
copy as proof that it was a proof. It was
evident that etching had the utmost difBculty in
making a stand against such a custom. It had
been proposed to call the present time tho Iron
Ago or the Steam Age, but, in his opinion, a
more distinctive name would be that of the
"Steel-Plato Age." There was yet another
cause for the decline of etching, which
it was extremely awkward for him to touch
upon, and yet he must do it, as he was
there to speak tho whole truth. One of the
reasons for the non-revival of etching was,
undoubtedly, the character of the work executed
by the amateur etcher. For twenty years past
it had been supposed that anybody could etch,

and some very bad work h.ad been done by the
amateurs, so bad that the Royal Academy had
made it an excuse for the thorough exclusion of
etching from its walls. For this he did not
blame the Academy so much as the amateurs.
The art itself coiUd not, however, be held
responsible for the bad work issued under its

name. He was extremely sorry for the bad work
he had done himself. He should not publish any
more etchings ; he would advise amateurs gene-
rally not to prepare any more, and then the
Academy would have no pretext for refusing to

admit etchings. He had no ill feeling against
the Academy; very many of its members he
knew, and respected them as personahties ; but
the mischief they did in their corporate capacity
was immense. For a quarter of a century they
had not elected an etcher amongst them, and yet
there was one man who ought years ago to have
been an Academician—he referred to Samuel
Palmer. His etchings were carried as far as it

was possible for such works ; they were, indeed,

much too elaborate for hisown taste, buttheEtch-
ing Club swore by them as the best ever produced

;

yet the Academy had never recognised him, whilo
they had elected engravers as members. But he
must proceed to his third point : the remedy for

the debasement and neglect of painters' etching.

This lay with the Academy, who ought to exert

themselves to reWve the art. They might do that

very easily—in the first place, by encouraging its

use amongst themselves. By so doing there

would at once be an end of the amateur, who
very naturally was hateful to the Academician.
If only educated painters would etch, Mr. Hadeu
declared he woidd liimself etch no more, and he
believed every other amateur etcher would come
to the same conclusion. He thought it would
also be a good thing for the Academy to exhibit

the works of the Etcliing Club—a body which
certainly did nothing, or scarcely anytliing, for

etching as an art, and which consisted entirely

of Academicians. Then they ought to give

etchings a proper place on their walls, and not
hang pell-mell those admitted, as was now the

case. Wliy should not eteliings have as good
and distinct a place as paintings, architectural

works, or sculpture:-' The Academy might
anange for a winter exhibition of eteliings in a
similar manner to that of the Old -Masters

—

which, by the way, was entirely owing to the

suggestion of the Burlington Fine Arts Club.

That exhibition came about in this way. When
the British Institution of Painters broke up (for

want of fimds, so it was said) , the Burlington

Fine Arts Club of Connoisseurs endeavoured to

carry on the -winter exhibitions of the Institu-

tion, and negotiations wei"o opened with tho

Academy for the use of their galleries for the

purpose of showing works by the Old Master's

during the six months those rooms were pre-

viously closed. The proposal was accepted by
the Coimcil of the Academy, and Sir Francis

Grant met the Burlinrton Club and arranged
eveiything. When tho S'.-ltL-me came before the

general body of members they refu.sed to confirm

the arrangement, and it fell tlirough. The club
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then called on the Academy to carry oat a siinilar

plan themselreti, and this had been done. Re-
turning to the remedies for the present conditiou

of etiJiing, he might add there was one more
important thing the Academy might yet do,

namely, to elect into their body some original

«teliei8, and if they asked him where to begin,

Iko wonld point to Samuel Palmer. By recog-

nising' etchers aa artists the Academy would be
doing something towards restoring and revivi-

fying this intei^ting and beautiful art.

HEDI.SVAL PARIS.*
{ComtiHuedfnm page 297.)

OX the snmmit of the hill on the south side of
the City of Paris, Clovis, the first king of

the Franks, on his conversion to Christianity,
fuunded a basilica dedicated to the Apostles SS.
Peter and Paul. Clotilda completed it, and Clo-
na was here interred. St. GeneTiive, the patron
aint of Paris, was here interred, and, from the
miracles done at her tomb in the ninth centviry,
the L-hurch receired her name instead of its former
one. But that church has entirely disappeared.
The Rue CIotis passes oyer the exact site of the
chtirch, but the tower, which was on the south
side, has escaped. In the second court of the
Eoole des Beaux Arts are preserved the capitals
of the columns of the nave. It stood in the im-
mediate proximity of the parish church of St.
Eticnne de Hont. It possessed a nave with
aisles, no transepts, an apsidal choir with radi-
ating chapels, the most eastern bfeing square ; it

was almost entirely rebuilt in the thirteenth cen-
tury, but the capitals of the nave before referred
to are evidently earlier. The nave and aisles
seem to have been covered with one roof.
Of the Abbey buildings large portions
still exist. Worked into the modem Lycee
the three courts still exist— the chapter
house and refectory are comparatively perfect.
Tlie ctnrch was proposed to have been removed
in Lonis XV.'s time, when the enormous new
church of St. Genevieve was bmlt a little to the
west of the old, which is sometimes called the
Pantheon, but was not finally destroyed until
about 1804. The very beautiful twelfth century
effigy of Clovis, has been removed to St. Denis.
TIic shrine of St. Geneviive, the most sumptuous
in Paris, and often carried iu procession round
Paris to avert some threatened misfortune, was
melted and broken up in 1793, but did not
realise the amount expected to the Revolutionary
cash-box. Of the Abbey of St. Victor, close to
Halle aux Vins, no vestige now remains. It had
been rebuilt in the time of Francois I., and
must have exceeded in size and magnificence the
Church of St. Eustache, which it probably
resembled. Its stained glass windows were the
most splendid in Paris, and its treasury rivalled
St. Denis in richness. Here were preserved the
hair shirt, comb, gloves, and coif of St. Thomas
a Becket. In a very fine bird's-eye view of Paris
preserved in the British Museum, and for the
time when made singularly accurate, this noble
abbey, with its spires, forms a very striking
object in the south-east quarter of the left bank.
The Grey Friars, or, as they are called in France,
the CordeliiTcs, had a monastry on the south side,
Rue Pascal, outside the walls. The church has
been demolished, but there are remains of
the buildings in the modem hospital. The
Abbey of St. Antony has entirely disap-
peared, but has given its name to that
quarter of Paris, the Faubourg St. Antoine.
The best preserved of all these monastic institu-
tions is that of the Priory of St. Martin-in-the-
Fitlds, originally outside the walls, but after-
wards included in the new extension of the city,
by Charles V. It is certainly well worth a visit
from all students in architecture. The church
and monastic buildings are now the Museum of
Arts and Trades. The refectory is used as a
library, and the nave partitioned off ; the choir
was full of agricultural and other machines
when I last saw it in October. The nave is
without aisles, of immense width, with an arched
limber roof and windows very high up in the
walls. The choir is earlier, of a solemn Roman-
esque character, apsidal, of seven bays, with
ambiUatory and radiating chapels. This part of
the church is not in the best of repair, and it is
rather difficoU to gain admittance, being used as
store sheds. The most eastern chapel is of a
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very unusual plan, reminding one something of

the ace of clubs. The chief glory is the noble
refectory, now used as a library ; it is divided
down the centre by a range of very slender
columns, and has in its north wiill a pulpit-like

beaulieu. The proportions of this building are
singularly beautiful ; but, like the nave of the
adjoining church, has been so plentifully

bedizened with colour that a great portion of its

architectural intci-est has gone. Most of the
Priory buildings remain, but have been so built

in and altered that it is difficult to recognise
them. The cloisters here were the most
beautiful in Paris, but these, with the
Lady Chapel, chapter house, and archive tower,
had been rebuilt by the monks at the end of the
seventeenth century. The abbey was fo\mded
by Henry I. in lOGO, in honour of St. Martin.
Ttio refectory and the Lady ChaiJel arc said to

have been designed ay Pierre de Montereuil.
Notre Dame des Champs was a very ancient
priory church, which had belonged to the Bene-
dictines from the eighth century, but was ceded
by them to the Carmelites in 1601. It was a
spacious chiu^h of the twelfth century, under
which extended a vast crypt. It was outside the
walls iu the Rue d'Enfer, and was utterly de-
stroyed at the Revolution. The Order of Mount
Carmcl have since returned to the site, and fixed
their abode on it. The Convent of the Jacobins
was also on the south side between the gates of
St. Michael and St. James. Tlieir church was
built for them by St. Louis, and, like most of
the churches of this order, consisted of two
parallel naves ; there was one peculiarity

connected with this convent—their refec-

tory and "parlour" projected through the
city wall, and formed externally, as seen
from the fosse, a square embattled tower.
Most of these churches of the various orders
were exceedingly rich in tombs of the noble and
illustrious dead ; many of the effigies have been
preserved, and taken to St. Denis—they formed
quite a school of art of French sculpture from
the twelfth to the eighteenth centuries. The
Knights Templars had a splendid preceptory,
rivalling the Chateau of the Louvre in its mili-
tary aspect of crenellated walls and towers, and
its immense central keep or donjon. After the
suppression of this Order their buUdings passed
into the possesion of the Knights of St. John
of Jerusalem, as in England. Their church was
like all those belonging to this Order, circular as
to the nave, with a long choir. It was not equal
in beauty to our London example, although it

might have been larger. It was destroyed in
180.5, and the last portions of this onco famous
edifice were removed in 18i53. The Commandery
of St. John of Jerusalem, now entirely de-
molished, was on the opposite side of the city,

and was not inferior in beauty to that of the
Templars. Tlieir Church, called St. John
Lateran, was close to the Hotel de Cluny. Its
bam, in two divisions, di\ided by columns and
beautifully vaulted, was removed in 18.51. The
tower of the Grand Commander of the Order
was in a very perfect state until then, and eveiy
effort was made to save it, but without success.
Some fragments have been preserved in the
Musee de Cluny.
In that small space comprised in the island of

the city, not coimting the Cathedral, a monastery
of the Bamabites, or La Sainte Chapelle, there
were no less than seventeen churches, all of
which have now disappeared, only leaving very
rare traces in some cases behind. The lie de
Cite was then densely popul.ated. The streets
were exceedingly narrow, and the very bridges
were thronged with houses even in the Middle
Ages, immensely lofty, and inhabited by many
families—a characteristic of Paris to this day.
Gone are the churches of St. Denis du Pas, St.
Denis do la Chartrn, St. Christopher, St.
Genevitve des Ardents, St. Pierre aux Boeufs,
St. Laundry, St. Croix, St. Symphorien, St.
Pierre des Arcis, St. Martial, St. Michel, St.

Jean le Rond, St. Aignan, St. Barthelemy, St.
Germain, le Hieux, La Madeleine, and I believe
quite recently what was left of the churches of
the Bamabites— St. Eloy and St. Marino. The
Cathedral and La Sainte ChapeUc are the only
existing religious edifices left on the island, fct

Jean le Rond occupied a very similar position to
the Cathedral, as the Church of St. Gregory to
Old St. Paul's, or as St. Margret's, Westminster,
does to the Abbey ; it nearly touched the north-
west tower. All these churches had been rebuilt
in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Sur-
rounded by the modem buildings of the Hotel

Dien is the very beautiful twelfth century
Church of St. Jidien le Pauvre, difficult now of
access, as it is used as the private chapel of the
hospital, but no pains .should be spai'ed by tho
lovers of sacred architecture to sco this little

gem*. Reference has been made before to the
freqaency of the change of dedication in Paris.
Tlic St. Julian, to whom fliis chiuch is dedicated,
was St. Julian the Martyr, but towards the end
of the twelfth century another St. Julian the
Confessor, Bishop of Mans, called from liis won-
derful charity St. Julian the Poor, was substi-
tuted. Tho nave, now of six bays, was almost
rebuilt in 1675, and was then shorn of two bays
at the west end to enlarge the courtyard. A
chancel arch, supported on clustered columns,
divides it from the choir, which is entirely, with
its chapels, of the work of the twelfth century.
It is apsidal in plan, with tworansesof windows
in the apse, the lower richly moulded with clus-
tered shafts, and the upper plainly splayed ; the
first portion of the choir is of two bays, with
sexpartite vaulting in each bay. In the clere-
story is a coupled lancet window, with internal
columns and arches. The capitals of the cylin-
drical columns supporting these bays and the
carving throughout is of the most masouline and
vigorous type, similar in character to the choir
of St. Germain des Pros and Notre Dame. In
tho International Exhibition last year there was
illustrated a project of rebuilding tho nave as it

was supposed tD be formerly. One has such a
wholesome dread of restoration, as understood
by our neighbours across the Channel, that one
would prefer tho process being altogether dis-
pensed with in this case. Another large parish
church is close by, St. Severiu. The existing
ancient churches of Paris are all very
late iu style ; their cluef glory is their old
gtained glass, which exists in most of them.
Another point deserving of attention in them
all is their clever planning ; no site was
too difficult or too irregular. St. Severin was
almost entirely rebuilt during the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries ; the three last bays of the
nave at west end are earlier, and also the loiver

part of the tower which is at the north-west
angle. When the Church of St. Pierre aux
Boeufs was destroyed, one of the doorways was
brought here, and now serves as the west door

; J
the date is about tho first half of the tliirteeuth

century. The plan consists of a nave and choir ^
of the same internal height, but extcrually the I
roof of the choir is higher, double aisles and an '
external range of chapels. Attempts were made
to give a Classic character to the arches and
columns in the reign of Henry IV.; it is vaulted
throughout. The stained glass here is very fine,

and deserves close attention. Opposite to the
eastern facjade of the Louvre is the flue church,
formerly collegiate of St. Germain I'Anxerrois,
not named after St. Germain of Paris, but St.

Germain of Auxerre ; it formerly held first rank
after the cathedral, aud was most richly en- 3
dowed. In plan it is cruciform, but tho transepts
do not project beyond the double range of

"

aisles ; in length it is 240 French feet by 120
feet wide. The nave has only four bays

;

the choir the same, and seven in the apse.

The tower at the south-east angle is the
earliest part of the fabric, then follow the central
portion of the west door, and the remainder
dates from the fifteenth to the sixteenth cen-
turies ; but, as at St. Severin, attempts were
made to alter its pointed arches and clustered

columns to tho fashionable style of the seven-
teenth century. There formerly existed in this

church a very beautiful choir-screen or rood-
loft, designed by Pierre Lescot, and carved by
Jean Gonjon; it was destroyed in 1714, and
some of the fragments are preserved in the
Louvre. There is some exquisite old glass in

the rose windows and clerestory windows of the
transepts. The modem glass, filling nearly
all tho lower windows, is of tho worst descrip-

tion. M. Lassus was tho aroLitcot employed
in the general restoration which this church has
undergone. The signal for tho fatal massacre
of St. Bartholomew was given from the belfry

of it. It existed in ad. 880, for it was pillaged

and bumed by the Normans. It was then
called St. Germain le Rond. SS. Lou and Giles,

in the Rue St. Denis, is another old church of

the same style—Late Flamboyant. St. Nicholas
des Cliamps, close to the Priory of St. Martin,
is curious from the mixture of styles, aud is

singularly imposing from its immense size and

• .See itIustrationB, dra^Mi by Mr. W. S. \VeaUierley, in
Xla^ Building News of the 14th inat.
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height, and is of the usual plan, without tran-

septs. St. Laiireut is similar, again. The
famous architect, Lep autre, remodelled the

church in the prevailinfj faahion of hia time ;

but the keystones of the vault are worthy of

attention. St. Mercy, in the south-east district,

should be visited, for, although very late in

stylo (it having been rebuilt in 1520 and
finished in 16-40), it still is in the Gothic stylo.

It is a large cruciform church—a Kare of

five bays, a choir of three, and seven bays iu

the apse ; there are two aisles on the south side

of the nave, only one oa the north, but both
have chapels. Two architects of the name of

Slodtz, in the reigu of Louis XV., beautified it

in the stylo of thut age. Here the stained glass

is very fine, but sadly fragmentary ; a portion of

one window has been removed to make good
another. St. Gervais, so conspicuous an object,

looMng eastwards towards the He de Cite and
the Hotel de Ville, is an imposing structure from
its height and size. St. Medartl is remarkable for

its continuous mouldings and curiously carved
keystoric. I have left the churches of

St. Eustacho and St. Etienne de Mont for the

last, for these two churches arc certainly the
most beautiful of all the parish churchesjust de-

scribed. In St. Eustache the Old Pointed stylo

has died out, but has imparted in a most remark-
able manner its characteristics of plan, arrange-
ment, vaulting, &.c. , on a building which is really

Classic in detail. In St. Etienne the Pointed
style still prevails as far as the arches, which
rest on cylindrical piers, the mouldings dying
into them. The axis of the nave and choir here
are not parallel. Between the nave and choir is a
wonderful architect ural/o?;rrf(;/b/r(' in the shape of

a jube or rood-loft with winding staircases, and
the stained glass is the finest in Pari?. Both
hero and at St. Eustache there is a curious

aiTangement of clerestorial aisles, worthy of a
study to those who have to build town churcht s.

St. Eustache is the largest church in Paris after

the cathedral, and is certainly very beautiful.

No interior sui-passes it iu dignity ; debased and
bad as the detail may be, yet the effect is

dignified iu the extreme ; it is an interior which
one can never forget. Some ancient mural
paintings of the Renaissance have been dis-

covered in one of the chapels ; the west front is

still incomplete. Passing along the Kuo de
Eivoli towards the city, the tower of St. Jacques
de la Bouoherie forms a very prominent object.

The church to which this magnificent tower was
attached has entirely disappeared ; the plan was
very irregular, it had been rebuilt in the time of

Pran^'ois I., having been completed 1522, and
was destroyed 1797, the tower being preserved
for a shot tower, but the image of St. James,
which terminated one of the pinnacles, was
precipitated to the ground. The steeple was
purchased by the city for 250,000 francs, and
carefully restored, aud forms as striking an
object in modern Paris as it did in mediaeval
Paris. Behind the Hotel de Ville formerly stood

a very large and fine church, St. Jean en
Greve ; it had two fine western towers, one sur-

mounted by a spire. The extension of the Hotel
de Ville now occupies this site. Of the Church of

the Holy Innocents and its famous cemetery
nothing now remains ; it was on the west side of

the Rue St. Denis. There are a number of old

Tiews of tills fearful cemetery sun'ounded by a
sort of cloister. In the centre was a pulpit

something like Paul's Cross, and several stone
crosses marking separate places of sepulture for

communities. The upper parts of the cloisters

in the roofs were used for chamel houses, aud
the old prints show these literally packed with
bones and skulls, of which a very liberal supply
lay scattered about in the inclosure. It had its

fosse commune, in which coffins were stacked,
only separated by a sprinkling of soil. On the
walls of the cloister was painted the Dance of
Death, aud over the portal of the church the
legend of the three dead and the three living.
This cemetery of the Church of the Holy Inno-
cents must have been a perfect Golgotha, yet
the surrounding arcades, all damp and humid
as they wore, were filled with the stalls of linen-
drapers, dressmakers, printsellers, and public
scribes. The Church of St. Paul, near the Bas-
tille, has entirely disnppeared ; St. Honore has
left a name only behiud ; and on the left bank
St. Andre dcs Arcs, St. Benoit, St. Come, St.

Etiemio des Ores, aud St. Marcel, have aU
gone.

In closing this accoimt of the parish churches,
one cannot help forming a comparisoa betw*OQ

them and our London churches. The enormous
size of these Parisian examples strike one vrith

astonishment, but it must be remembered tliat

mediiBval Paris was very densely populated.

Each house teemed with life from "cave" to
" grenier," from cellar to loft. Separate dwell-

ings for each family have always been the rule

in London. Another feature is the enormous
quantity of old stained glass still left in the

churches. Paris never felt the fury of tho icono-

clasts, as didsome other parts of France. The period

of havoc and destruction was the end of the 18th

century, and considering tho fearful excesses of

that time, it is surprising that Paris should
still contain so much. The ancient Hotel de
Ville occupied the same iJosition as tho present

;

the centre portion of the west fagade was then
represented by three gables With traceried

windows flanked by two turrets, with spires and
vanes, and was supported on the ground floor by
stone pillars ; it was more generally known as

the House of the Pillars than as the Hotel de

Ville. A great part of the ancient pala<!e on
the He do Cite still exists, although masked by
modem buildings of tho principal Law
Courts of France. The chief gem of this

palace was the chapel, happily still

existing, and known as La Sainte Chapelle,

from tho extreme sanctity of the relics

purchased from Baldwin, Emperor of Con-
stantinople, by St. Louis, and here preserved.

The principal relics were the Crown of Thorns
and portions of the true Cross. The chapel is of

two stories, for the undercroft, lilce that of St.

Stephen's at Westminster, is level with the

ground—not beneath it. It is apsidal in plan,

without aisles. There are, first, four compart-
ments, each filled with superb 4 -light traceried

windows and boldly-projecting buttresses ; then
an apse divided into seven compartments, with
2-light windows, vaulted throughout in each
story, and externally surmounted by a high-
pitched leaden roof and central flcche of carved
oak and leadwork. If one would want an ex-
ample of perfection in architeeture of the Middle
Ages we should find it here, for in this buUding
the subtle beauties of proportion, scientific skill

in construction, harmony of parts, and splendour
in decoration, are as distinct witnesses of that per-

fection in those days as the Parthenon isof the days
of Pericles and Pliidias. Facing the quay at the

corner of the Rue de la Bariilerie is the ancient

Clock Tower of the palace, and continuing west-
ward from that are several old walls and towers,

especially that known as the Conciergerie, where
Mario Antoinette was imprisoned prior to her
death. Tho immense hall, called the Salle des
Pas Perdus, lately burnt by tho Communists,
was formed within tho ancient walls of the great
hall. Unlike Westminster, to which it bore
some resemblance in other respects, it was divided

by a range of coliunns down the centre. At one
end, corresponding to the dais, was the table of

white marble where the King formerly dined,

surrounded with the great vassals of the Crown ;

and at the other was au altar, erected by that

most miserable of monarchs, Louis XI. The
palace covered a very large extent of ground,
aud in the fagade facing the Rue de la Bariilerie

was the parish church of St. Michael of the

Palace. Close adjoining to the Sainte Chapelle
was another beautiful little building, destroyed
in the fire of 1610 ; it served as sacristies and
muniment rooms.
During the Middle Ages the colleges of

Paris formed a very important quarter

;

they have now, ™ith tho exception of tho
Sorbonne, nearly all gone ; a few remain diverted
to other uses. The names of the most famous of

these colleges were those of tho Sorbonne, Nar-
bonne, Bayeux, Siez, Harcourt, Bemardins,
which had a particularly fine church founded by
Stephen of Lexington, an Englishman ; a por-
tion of tho buildings exist, used as a fire brigade
stition. The College of Cluny had been do-
signed by Pierre de Montereau, and would have
vied with the finest at Oxford or Cambridge

;

traces remain, and some tombs are in the Musce
de Cluny. The College of Beauvais preserves

its chapel, a very beautiful model for a college

chapel, now desecrated ; there were many others

of less renown. Of the Palace of St. Paul no-
thing remains ; and of the many splendid palaces

or hotels of the nobility only the Hotel de Cluny
and a portion of the Hotel de Sens, and a fine

square tower belonging to the Hotel de Bour-
goyne. One of the finest of these, the Hotel de
la Trcmonille, has only disappeared within these
few years. The Maine of the Fourth Arron

dissemcnt oocupies a portion of an hotel formerly
belonging to the captain of tho watch. In the
Hotel do Cluny, that most perfec-tly preserved of

all these ancient buildings, tho eye rests on
Roman, Gaulish, Merovingian, and Carloviugian

relics discovered from time to time. Antiquities

of Norman and early Medioeval times are strewn
around. Every age has left its mark behiud

;

and the student in architecture and occlesiology

has no difficult task in tracing the progressive

history of Paris from ago to age, perhaps with
regret fur that which is lost, not by the decay
of time, but by the violence of those paroxysms
cf fanatical fury which have so often disfigured

tho face of fair Lutetia.

ABCHITBOTlTBAIi & ABCH.ffiOI.OaiOAI.
SOCIETIES.

BamsH Aboiuesolooical Association.— The
sixth meeting was held last Wednesday week,
Mr. H. Syer Cuming, F.S.A. (Scot.), in the
chair. It was announced by Mr. G. Wright,
F.S.A., that tho coimcil had accepted the invi-

tation of the mayor and corporation of Great
Yarmouth to hold the congress of the year at

that town. Visits wotdd bo paid to Burgh,
Caistor, Blickling, Hall, Dunwich, and other
places of interest in the locality, closing at

Norwich. Mr. Loftus Brock, F.S.A. , exhibited

a German glass apostle cup, and several relics of

old London from recent excavations, including a
silver bottle which had been turned in a lathe iu

its fabrication. Mr. EarleWay described similar

excavations in Southwark, and produced a largo

collection of Roman articles found iu them. Tho
Rev. S. M. Mayhew reported the discovery of

some remarkable Roman remains which have just

been brought to fight by the new drainage works
at Lincoln. Seven brick bases on pedestals were
found exactly opposite the building discovered

last year, and supposed to be the pra3torimn. He
ventured to conjecture that they were for placing

upon them the sacred standards of the legion

quartered in the city. They were 4ft. Gin. high
and 2ft. broad, and have been demolished. A
good tesselated pavement has been found near
the Exchequer-gate, and elsewhere traces of the

ancient sewers of largo size and capacity have
been mot with. The first paper was on " Ancient
Thimbles," by the Chairman. After referring

to statements made that these articles were of

recent date he adduced evidence to show that they
were well known to the Romans. The earliest

examples, however, in this county and North
Europe appear to have been of leather, one of

that material being shown. It was in use in

County Cork as late as 1820. A large mmiberof
examples of brass, dating from 1500, were ex-
hibited. They were mostly found in Iiondon,

and some of the 17th century have inscriptions.

Several ladies who were present produced other

examples of high workmanship and finish. The
second paper was by the Rev. Prebendary Scarth,

F.S.A., readby Mr. W. de Grey Birch, F.R.S.L.,
and was descriptive of a Roman sepulchral

inscription recently found at Bath, where several

remarkable discoveries have been made in course

of t he drainage work.

SCHOOI.S OF ABT.
Ca31B£IDO£.—The annual meeting and distribu-

tion of prizes in connection with this school took
place on Tuesday week, iinder the presidency of

Prof. Sidney Colvin. The report showed a slight

decrease in the number of students, which was
now 148. A life class had been commenced and
had proved successful. In tho second grade
examination of fifty-four students who presented

themselves, twenty-seven passed and eight

obtained prizes, and in the third grade five ob-

tained prizes and fifty-seven artisans obtained

payments for the schooL Mr. Beresford Hope
delivered an address on the art and value of

drawing.

Tho water supply of Preston has been seriously

contaminated during its passage through open con-
duits near tho reservoir, and the Town Council
have decided to replace these by stone pipes from
the Grimsargh reservoirs to Alston, at an estimated
cost of £2,855.

A stained-glass window, designed and executed
by Messrs. Lavers, Barraud, and Westlake, of Lon-
don, has just been placed iu the church of St. Peter,

Battlesdon. It is in the Perpendicular style, and
consists of six lights, filled with scenes in the life

of Our Lord.
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UNIVEESITT COLLEGE, BEISTOL.

The design we show in this week's number is

one of two submitted by Mr. Stuart Colman, of
Bristol, in a limited competition, just now
decided. The councU, desiring as much of the
foreground as possible to be left for a future
building of somewhat more expensive character,
at the same time wish that the architectural
character of the present building should not be
neglected. The central block only, therefore, in
each of Mr. Colman' s designs is the part pro-
posed by him for actual execution. In both de-
signs the various departments, such as literature,
science, engineering, physics, and chemistry, are
so grouped that they are each readily reached
from the central entrance. There is also ready
access from the women's entrance, and from the
physical and engineering group. The chemical
department Is behind the main building, and
directly opposite the central entrance, from which
it is cut off by an independent staircase. The
medical school, suggested on the S.W. side,

would communicate with the main buildings
through an arcade or cloisters. The women's
entrance and staircase is on the side farthest re-
moved from the medical school; so that the
women can enter the lecture-rooms and labora-
tories from their own part of the building with-
out encountering the men ; and thus an almost
complete separation of the sexes is secured.
In the three-story design which we publish to-
day, the central entrance gives access upwards to
the main ground-floor and downwards to that of
the physical and engineering departments. The
large lecture-room is on the left of the entrance
on the main floor, and on the right are the rooms
for the secretary and for male students. On the
opposite side of the large lecture-room, on the
terrace-level, are the women's entrance staircase
and cloak-rooms, and their reading-room. The
smaller lecture-rooms are on the upper floor. On
the entresol-floor arc grouped the principal's
room, the profcs-sor's rooms, and the council
chamber. The author's estimates are £11,000
for the two-story buildin-j, and £11,020 for the
three-story building, fairly worked out at fid. a
footcube. We have reproduced theother design for
publication as soon as gpice will permit, bccau.se
we think it po.<saessed of considerable originality
and suggestive design.

WALL FAFEB DEOOUATIOirS.

Two or three weeks since we published a double -

lage plate illustrating the Gold Medal Designi

Exhibition, and to-day we give two more
examples of wall-paper decorations, also manu-
factured by Messrs. Jeffrey and Co., of E.ssex-
road, Islington. The wallflower design is by
Mr. Walter Crane, and is intended for sitting-
rooms chiefly, though it has been found suitable
for staircases, or for dados to small entrauce-
halls, such as those on the Bedford-paik Estate,
where this paper is being used in this way with
considerable effect. The frieze is bright in
colour, and weU-chosen for its position, the
foliage being based upon the almond blossom,
with swallows at regular intervals, giving a slight
geometrical effect to an otherwise rather uatiuid-
istic design. The staircase wall-paper to the
right of our liUiographic plate is an attempt to
solve what is rather a difficult problem in wall
paper decorations, especially in cases where the
staircases are of cramped proportions and quick
rise. Mr. Brightweu Binyon is tlie author of
the frieze and dado decorations here shown, the
filling-in being from the design of Mr. A. F.
Brophy. The dado is so arranged that while it

can be used for ordinary rooms or halls, yet by
simply cutting through the stem of the double
panel it can be used for the rake of ahnost any
staircase.

CABTKD WOOD PANELS, AMIENS CATHEDEAL.

CoNTiNuiNO our series of sketches by members
of the Eoyal Architectural Sketching Club, we
publish to-day another sheet of pen-and-ink
drawings, by Mr. T. Frederick Peimiugton,
finished on the spot from the casts or originals iu
the museum. These examples arc both well chosen
and well drawn . The museum is particularly rich
in examples of wood-carvings, both from ex-
amples at home and abroad. Members of the
Club will next meet at the museum, on Wednes-
day, April 2nd, at 6 o'clock, when Mr. J. V.
Seddon has promised to attend and look over the
drawings submitted on the occasion, and the
usual visitor will also be present.

VILLAS NEAB LEIOESTEB.

These two houses near Leicester were designed to
combine modem requirements with tlie simplicity
and purity of English domestic work {17th cen-
tury). The cost is about £2,400. Tlie arcliitoct
is Mr. T. H. Baker, 1.5, Hotel-street, Leicester.

^

THE NEW PREMISES OF THE CHRIS-
TIAN KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY.

WE recently alluded to some conspicuous
buildings in Northumberland - avenue,

and noticed their progress. One structure at
the comer of the Avenue and a cross-road leading
to Scotland-yard is intended for the new premises
of the Christian Knowledge Society. The build-
ing in question has been roofed in and so far
completed externally as to permit us to say some-
thing more definite of the design, and we take
the opportimity of a visit to the building made
by the Architectural Association last Saturday,
of describing briefly the arrangements. The
ground plot forms an elongated segment facing
the Scotland-yard approach, which is curved, the
main frontage being partly towards it and partly
facing the Avenue, the comer of which is

rounded. Mr. J. Gibson, the architect, has of
course designed his principal facades to face the
avenue, and this portion of the building will be
used as retail shop and offices ; the other end of
the building being appropriated as a wholesale
shop and warehouse. Entering by the main
doorway in the circular comer we come to a
large retail shop, forming the eastern and
angular portion of the building, and lighted by
large windows on both fronts. A gallery on iron
cantilevers will surround this apartment, which
is of lofty proportions. Passing tlirough it on
the left is a private entrance with stone stair-

case, with mes-senger's room, superintendent's
office, &c., in front; behind there is a long
narrow room called the "grant department."
This portion of the building forms the central
division of the block between the circular comer
and the warehouse at the western side. The
latter is a large area, rather wedge-shapo in plan,
devoted on the ground floor to wholesale business.

It is divided by massive cast-iion pillars into bays,
the floors above being of timber resting on
wrought iron gii'ders. Near the centre is a largo
well-hole and stairs which continues from top to
bottom of the warehouse and gives access to the

, _ _ „ several superposed floors, six in a!l, besides the
Messrs. Talbert and Crane, from the Paris

| basement. The well-hole is surromided by iron

pillars of several tiers. A lift also will traverse
the warehouse floors. The solidity of the cir-
cular iron pillars strikesus in this part, but theloads
on the floors will be very great. In the base-
ment there are packing-rooms, two strong-rooms,
besides urinals and lavatories for the use of the
men employed in this dcpartnioiit. We notice
that the biulding is divided into three blocks by
party-waUs and iron doors, agreeably to the rule
for the limitation of areas in the Metropolitan
Building Act. Ascending the staircase, we reach
a mezzanine floor, set apart for a tract office and
accountant's room, with lavatory and w.c. On
the first floor, over the retail shop, is a commit-
tee-room, a secretary's office, and a board-room,
the latter being a long apartment with rounded
end, Ughted from the Avenue front and at end,
and in communication with the secretary's offices.
A circular iron staii-case for private use is pro-
vided in this part. Tlie board-room is well-
lighted, but quite plain in its finishings ; above
are the editorial offices, the upper floors being
cliiefly residential. No attempt at decoration
has yet been made ; all the rooms are plainly
finished with plaster, and are yet in a rough
state. The materials used and the workmanship
appear to be of the best and most durable kind

;

the landings and stairs are of stone (Yorkshire),
and the walls of stock with gault bricks for
facings. The facades are faced with Portland
stone, and the quality of the mason's work is
excellent in appearance. Tlie fa(;ade is of two
orders and an attic. The lower or basement
order is Doric, rusticated in channels, over which
is an entablature of rather unusual design. The
upper members or the corona and cymatium of
the cornice are omitted, there being instead a
flat band-like member of very slight projection,
wlule below this is a frieze with a guilloche orna-
ment of convex contour. The general effect is
perhaps rather flat, and sticklers for orthodox
classicism will find fault probably with Mr. Gib-
son's innovation. The main order is a kind of
Composite, and here the architect has certainly
exceeded the conventional proportion for height of
shaft, which looks somewhat attenuated. This
order is continued romid the facade, and com-
prises two stories. On each front the bays are
arched in the attic, but in the rounded comer a
straight entablature runs through ; a pleasing
variation is thus produced, the arched side re-
cesses and the intercolumnar spaces in the comer
being filled with windows of different design-
Above the attic story is a deep-coved cornice,
with trusses above the pilasters ; the cove itself

is carved with a diapered pattern, and a similar
kind of relief is carved in the htillows of the
semi-circular arched windows in the attic. In
the spandrels are wreaths carved in relief. The
roof is rather high-pitched, with dormer win-
dows, pedimented, over those below. The effect
of the building as we approach it from the Em-
bankment is dignified and bold ; the Palladian
style of Italian adopted well disguises the parts
otherwise small and unimportant, and the treat-
ment is removed from that commonplace kind of
Italian we have had so much of. It is to be
regretted the columnar arrangement could not
have been carried tliroughout the whole front,
instead of the rather unpleasant break which
occurs between the offices and warehouso por-
tions of the facade, the horizontal members and
windows of which latter part, we observe, do not
align agreeably with the corner portion. The
contractors of the building are Messrs. Cubitt and
Co. , who have also carried out the ironwork.
Mr. Hankins has acted as foreman to the
builders, and Mr. Mason as clerk of works under
the architect, Mr. John Gibson.

At Lambeth Police-court, on Thursday in last
week, Mr. Arthur Timcwell, the late proprietor of
the Marble liiuk, Clapbam-road, was summoned by
the Metropolitan Board of Works for non-compli-
ance with a notice as to the construction of tlio

rink. It appeared that the building was erected
under a two years' licence as a temporary structure,

and that it was not built in accordance with the re-
quirements of Mr. Parsons, the district surveyor,
and he had now called on the dofondaut either to
alter it as required, or to pull it down. The poiut
was raised, whether after a licence was gr.autcd, the
rink could be regarded as "iu course of erection"
wi;hin the meaning of the Metropolitan Building
Act, and Mr. Ellison, after consideration, held that
the suinmona must be dismissed.

A new Wesleyan chapel has been opened at
Scruton, near Bedale. It seats ~o persons, and cost

£320.
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KOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
AKCHITECTS.

A N ordinary meeting of the Institute was held

XjL on Monday evening', the President, Mr.
Charles Bany, in the chair. The following

gentlemen were elected to membership :—As
Fellow : William Oakley, Associate, 29, Charles-

street, St. James's, S.W. As Associates : Alfred

Jackson Martin, Darlington ; Sydney Robert
James Smith, 94, Lansdowne-road, South Lam-
beth, S.W. ; Frederick Edward Fellows Bailey,

Lichiield-street, Walsall ; and Alexander Henry
Kersey, 65, Moorgate-street, E.G. Prof. Martin
Gropius, Govommeut Architect, Berlin, was
elected by show of hands as an honorary and
corresponding member.

AECHITECTUBAL FOLIAGE.

Mr. James K. Collino read a paper on this

subject. Sculptured foliage, when well and suc-

cessfully engrafted upon architecture, never fails,

said the author, to greatly enhance its richnea.s

and elegance. This is fully in accordance with
all the most perfect developments of architecture

as seen in the best works which have been handed
down to us from the earliest ages, whether they
are the remains left us by the Egyptians, the

Greeks, the Goths, or any others. Unfortunately
foliage is not unfrequently applied for orna-

mental purposes in the worst possible manner, but
when well designed and executed upon coiTect

principles, not overlaying the architecture itself,

then it vastly improves the works to which it is

added. There are, however, many oases where
it is injudiciously excluded, and there has
been, in times past, a tendency to substitute for

it plain moulded work. In nxmierous instances,

there is a fatal obstacle to the introduction of

foliated ornamentation, because of its expense
and costliness ; but we not imfrequently see vei-y

elaborate attempts at decoration by the adoption

of intricate moulded work, which add but little

to the beauty of the bnilding. There are other

oases, still more serious,where carving and sculp-

ture of the highest class are added in the most
profuse manner, but where the money and labour
are entirely thrown away, because such decora-
tion is applied upon an improper or false prin-
ciple. In all early forms of art we find plain

surfaces invariably used for the development of

painting or sculpture. In the Egyptian and the
As-syriau, walls were made eloquent by hiero-
glyphics and sculpture embracing animal and
vegetable foi-ms. In the Indian, Persian, Mo-
resque, and the Arabian, the same principle was
adopted ; the buildings of these nations wore
literally covered with elegant combinations of

foliated form, and plain moulded work is scarcely

to be found. Yet all these elaborate enrichments
were not added to or upon the works, but were
taken out of them, and therefore they did not
destroy their breadth or character. It is in Greek
architecture that we first see a development of

plain surface,where although friezesandpediments
were enriched with matchless sculpture, still

architraves, cornices and walls were left plain and
bare, er were enriched only with plain moulded
forms. The Greeks, however, appear soon to

have disliked the appearance of many of thoir

plain surfaces, and supplied the deficiency by
painting. They then covered their plain archi-

traves with the meander, their unsculptured
mouldings with the anthemion and other orna-
ments, and the lacimaria of their ceilings with
the star or arrangements of foliated forms. The
Romans carried out the enrichment of their

mouldings with sculpture to a greater extent than
the Greeks, and they aLso enriched their friezes

with many line arrangements of foliage associated
with animal foi-m. But besides these they en-
riched many of their plain surfaces with scidj)-

tured foliage, as in the architraves of their
entablatures, as well as the coronas and soffits of
their cornices. They greatly developed and
perfected the Corinthian capital, and added
foliage to the Ionic capital, producing what has
been called the Composite, and so considerably
enhancing its beauty as an enriched capital.
Tliey panelled too, some of their pilasters with
gi-and and magnificent foliated scroll-work.
Unfortunately, liowever, ^\it\l the exception of
these last, this decoration must have been placed
at too great an elevation to have been properly
seen. It was left, however, to the modem
Englishman to carry out these antique styles
devoid of all enrichments or sculptiu'e, e.xeeiit

long lines of bare moulded form. He is the only
artist who deliberately sits down and wastes his
time over the contours of quirks and ogees, and

by the aid of the plasterer's mould nms his

entablatures, and borders all his windows and
doors with liis surprising combinations of mould-
ings. His plain surfaces are relieved only by
scratching upon them lines to indicate colossal

blocks of stono. Happily this phase of arclii-

tocture is now nearly extinct. I would, how-
ever, call your attention more particularly to the

improper application of decorative sculpture.

Owen Jones told us that "construction shoiUd bo
decorated, and that decoration should never be
purposely constructed." Yet wo constantly see

buildings erected where the so-called decorations

are added to or applied upon the architecture.

Festoons and swags of gigantic size are pinned
up to the surface of the walls by pateras or lions

heads, and tied there by imiwssible ribbons,

wliile Uttle window pedunents are broken in the

centre in order that their cornices may be piled

up with immense loads of sculpture or foliage.

In many modem French ceilings festoons of

papier mrkhe are frequently introduced, actually

hanging away from the ceiling, looped >ip by
their extremities. Surely no greater violation

could be imagined than thus to separate or hang
enrichment up, as if ready to fall upon the

spectator's head. Unfortunately there is a pre-

cedent fojmd in antique architecture for these

applied forms. The Corinthian capital is not a
composition which grows out of and forms a
part of the column itself, like the grand old

Egyptian capitals, but all the parts are applied
or added outside the bell, which is the actual

capital—acircimistancewhichhas greatly aided the
labours of the modem plaster-caster, but should
not be the rule in architectural ornamentation.
No period in modem Engli.sh architecture is

more justly noted for foliated caiwing than that

belonging to the school of Sir Christopher Wren,
at the head of which stood Giinling Gibbons.
For skill in workmanship, dexterity of manipula-
tion and close imitation of nature, this period
stands higher than any other. It is, however,
extremely unfortunate that so much of this

remarkably beautiful carving should be after-

wards applied and added to the construction.

Enriched ornament, to be true, must be subser-
vient to the purpose and to the architectural

forms of the work itself. The features them-
selves should be enriched, and as a general rule

ornament should be taken out of the material

—

sunk below the surface and not laid upon it. A
work may in this way be literally covered with
ornament which may immeasurably aid itsbeauty,
as in the walls of the Alhambra, or the elaborately
carved but simple form of an Indian sandal-wood
box. The great defect of modern ornamentation
is that it is so often represented as if it had
weight in itself, and that it was absolutely
necessary to hang it up, or that it should stand
upon its own base, as in many of the otherwise
very beautiful Italian arabesque pilasters. The
festoon, as a means of ornamenting a work, has
been used in French and Italian Renaissance
more than any other form, but it is essentially a
bad one, and it is at the same time one of the
most objectionable forms of constructed orna-
ment. From its very nature it is added to the
tiling ornamented, and is formed of an artificially

constructed collection of miscellaneous flowers
and fruit." It is not only made up of all manner
of flowers and fruit, strung together without any
cohesion of parts, but of nearly everytliiag that
can be imagined, such as musical instruments,
dead bu-ds, shell-fish, and a multitude of other
objects, as well as the ever-indispensable ribbon.
Grinling Gibbons appears never to have been
able to get on without festoons, ribbons and drops,
or pendants in his work. The example of a
panel from St. Paul's Cathedral is a good speci-
men of this. It is executed in the usual manner
that he adopted for nearly all his most important
works ; that is, it is carved in limo tree and planted
upon an oak panel. Tlie composition is rich and
bold, but somewhat confused. In the centre
there are a pair of cross trumpets tied together
by a ribbon. Then there are in the upper part
interlacing scrolls of a conventional type peculiar
to Gibbons. Out of the upper part of the scroll

there drops a swag or festoon of small flowers,

either periwinkles or primroses, which runs to

the upper angle of the panel, and from which, himg
to a single flower, drops perpendicularly a bmich
of trilobed leaves, forming the end of the design.
But besides this there is a larger a%d bolder
swag, ia much higher relief than any other part,
extending from the knot of t'e ribbon at the
junction of the trumpets, sweeping to the bottom
of the panel, and going right up to the extreme

angle again, from which the smaller festoon and
drop hang. This is repeated in the other half of
the design, all, except the scrolls, being supposed
to be hung up by artificial means. The pecu-
liarity of Gibbons' scrolls, is that instead of the
leafage forming a sheath, as in nearly all

Classical foliage, it grows out of the stem itself

or arises from tho other side of the stem.
The leafage is from nature, sometimes taken
evidently from tho hawthorn, and in other cases
from the celery-leaved crowfoot. In richer work,
as at St. Paul's, tho leaves are double—that is,

one lapping over the other. A defect in these
latter scrolls is that they grow in two directions
—that is, out at both ends, which might hare
been casdy avoided. Tlie fruit and flowers in
Gibbon's festoons are all accurately and very
beautifully copied from nature, consisting of
peonies, anemones, crocuses, primroses, tulips,

peaches, peas, and other fruits. All are separate
and disconnected, except occasionally, by some
faintly carved lines or strings at the back. No
part is growing but is in "still life," and all are
separately fastened in their places by means of
screws, nails, and glue, and where the fnut or
flowers are in very high relief, they are not
worked out of one solid piece of lime-tree, but
are formed of different layers of wood, about two
inches thick, placed one upon another. There is

no undercutting, properly so called, as the whole
is backed off behind, and shaped preWously to

its being planted on the ground, which gives the
work as much relief as if it consisted of actual
flowers. In a few cases all are carved out of the
solid. His panels are made up in two different

styles—-the natural in the festoons, and the con-
ventional as seen in the scrolls, a manner of mix-
ing up the natural and conventional common to

most of the foliated work of the Renai.s.sance

period. Natural ivy, vine, oak, and other leaves
as well as fruit, are introduced among purely
architectural foliage in such an ineongmous
manner that they never properly amalgamate
with the other portions of the composition.
Gibbons went in boldly for nature in his own
style, and whenever he adopted the natural he
made the conventional qmte subservient. But
in the French and Italian the natural is usually
introduced as if it were only an accessory. We,
in the present day, should throw aside all archi-

tectural precedents for foliage, except the prin-

ciples upon which they worked, and boldly make
our applications directly from nature. Instead
of doing so, we are often so boimd by conven-
tional rule, that we are not likely to succeed but
in a partial degree, and by adopting two different

manners we must fail in harmonising them.
But artists and carvers are told by architects,

and one hears it continually held up as law, that
foUage for architectural purposes must be highly
conventionalised, that it must not be too natural,

and so on. I was in a lately restored church the
other day, and I remarked to the clergyman,
"Why, what eommon-plac« designs all your
new poppy-heads are." " Oh, yes," he replied,

" our architect prefers them ; the carver wanted
to make some of them different, but the archi-

tect would not allow him to do so, but would
insist upon his copying the old ones." In this

manner, only too conunon a case, we are con-
stantly trying to resuscitate the ornament of

former ages, and the plan will brimc with it

notliing but disappointment. The best positions

for foliage upon a building are in friezes, mould-
ings, string-coiu-ses, panels, and diapere. In
panels and spandrels we find the greatest de-

velopment for foliage. In all cases keep the

most important sculptured decoration as low
down as possible in a building, and do not tlurew

away work by placing it too high to be properly

seen. In the upper parts I would have orna-

ment of a more simple character and arranged to

suit the respective heights.

(To be eontiiiued.)

HOUSEHOLD SANIT^iHY ARRANGE-
MENTS.—VI.

THE course of Cantor Lectures, at the Society

of Arts, on " Dwelling-houses : their

Sanitary Construction and Arrangements," was
brought to a close on Monday evening last, when
Dr. W. H. Corfleld, M.A., gave the sixth and
last lecture, the subject being "Water-closets,

Siuks, and Baths, arrangement of Pipes, Traps,

&c." The professor first explained a diagram
representing the section of a ventilating man-
hole, in which air was admitted at the lower part
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of tha Bewer and passed np a rentilnting pipe or

diaft, oi which the top was covenxl by a grating.

A -water-tnip wae formed by a siphon bend, and
an upright piece waa iitted to a plug, which
-would be taken off so that rods might be pushed
down to clear the pipe. A man-hole is not neces-

aary for ventilating drains ; all that is necessary

is an opening of sufficient size, say 6in., directly

into the drain, between the siphon trap and the

house wall. The simpler form of water-closet is

the Hopper Closet, consisting of a conical basin

with a siphon trap at the lower part of it. Beer,

Dent, and Hellyer' s Artisan Closet, the pan being
provided with a flushing rim, was exhibited as

an example of this kind of water-closet. Water
scaicely stood in the pan at all, but in the trap

below. A flush-pipe should never be less than
l^in. in diameter, and ought not to be connected
with the main water-pipes. Such a connection

was doubtless the cause of the epidemic of

typhoid fever at Croydon in 1876-7. In the
Vortex Closet the siphon was much deeper than
in the Artisan, and the water stood in the basin

a considerable height. The water is discharged
into the middle of the basin, and there is a
TentUating-pipe to take off foul air. It is

advantageous to supply closets indirectly by
service-boxes holding about two gallons. Speci-

mens sent by Hayward, Tylor, and Co., and
Tylor and Sons were prodiiced. When the
handle is polled only the water in the service-

box can run out, because a ball-cock Is raised

and the fap turned off. One service box exhi-
bited had a provision for an after-flueh, which
supplied the basin with water to remain in it.

Jenning's Monkey Closet had a provision by
which the basin was in such a position that water
must remain in it under all circumstances.
Woodward's Closet is provided -with a flushing
rim ; and Bossing' s Closet supplies water by one
pipe with two branches, the whole contents of

the basin being washed into a vertical pipe lead-
ing into a siphon. Behind the closet is a vertical

opening fitted with a cap, which can be removed
if the siphon be stopped up, and there is also an
overflow-pipe ; but this latter the Professor con-
mdercd useless. Dodd's Wash-out Closet has a
provision for ventilating the soil-pipe at the
place where the siphon enters it. Fowler's
closets are used in poor neighbourhoods where
there is an insufficient supply of water. In this

system sink, rain and waste watere are collected,

and made to flush the closets. A plan submitted
by Messrs. Doulton was shown. 'The Pan Closet
is most commonly used in the interior of houses,
and is a mischievous contrivance. A sample was
produced. The basin is placed above a metal
pan, which moves in a large iron box called a
container. The container has a 4 in. outlet at

the lower i>art of it, and below the floor is a trap
—generally a D-trap. The container is simply
a reservoir of foul air, and a great deal of that

gets into the house, as the pan does not fit air-

tight. This closet will in time surely go out of

use. A D-trap, so called from its shape, has a
pipe inside it wliich dips into water for a certain

distance. Foul matters collect in the angles, and
it can never be cleared out by the water. Su^h
a ridiculous contrivance ought not to be used
under closets. A proper trap there is a siphon
trap of cast-lead, similar to model produced. A
leaden tray is usually placed underneath the
doeet apparatus to prevent any overflow from
becoming a nuisance. It is called the safe, but
any other word in the langiiage might be better
applied to the contrivance. A waste-pipe is

carried from the safe, generally into a D-trap,
and the overflow-pipe from the cistern is gene-
rally carried into the trap of the nearest water-
doset. There never should be such a direct

ccnnmnnication between the house and the foul
air in the D-trap. Tho waste-pipe might be
carried through tho wall, and made to

end outside, and no trap was required.
Brahmah's valve-closet as exhibited has a
small air-tight valve in the lower part of the
basin. Overflow is provided for by holes in the
side of the basin, communicating with a pipe
which passes down generally into the valve box

;

and there is a siphon to prevent air going into
the basin. Specimens sent by Tylor, Hayward
and Tylor, Deer and Dent, and Boldings, were
then pointed out. Jennings uses for a valve an
indiarubber ball, fitting over the end of the waste
pipe. Air coming in presses the ball down on to
the top of the pipe that loads to the overflow pipe.

Water from the overflow pipe could raise the ball
and pass biyond. In Tylor' s closets there is a
galranised iron sipboD trap underneath ; it only

requires to be attached to the closet, without any
trap whatever. A cap with screws on can bo
taken off, and tho interior got at for cleaning.

Jennings has a similai- closet, which is also com-
plete in itself. A specimen of Jennings' Solid

Plug Closet was shown. The plug is not solid

literally, but has in it a contrivance for the over-

flow. It is provided with an indiarubber ring,

fitting water-tight upon an aperture leading from
the pan to the base of the closet. There is always
water in the basin and in the siphon trap below.

When the plug is lifted the water in the basin

runs away and swills out the siphon below, if

there is one. These closets are largely supplied

without ti-aps at all, and, it the sewers be pro-

perly ventilated, the Professor believed they
i.ould be a successfid experiment. Mr. Saxon
Smithies' closet is fitted with a duplex lid, wliich

opens out beliind into an air-space—a shaft

carried above the roof of the house. The water
supply apparatus works with the lid, and the

closet is excluded from the house. AVater waste-
preventers were then dealt with. Amongst these

were the service boxes previously si^oken of. A
glass cistern sent by Tylor and Sous showed a
water waste-preventer inside it ; when the handle
is pulled the whole valve is lifted up. The lower
part of the valve has an indiarubber ring, wluch,
by pressure of the water upon it, and by
force of adhesion, carries up a weight with
it. Water is gradually admitted into the

space above the weight, and after a time
the weight falls and closes the valve.

With Underhay's regulators, if the handle be
pulled and released immediately, as much water
will flow as if it be held up a long time. A
lever works a valve, which turns off the water,
and the rate at which the valve is closed depends
upon the rate at which the lever can be made to

fall. This is regulated by a bellows, and there

is a stop-cook, which may be so placed that it

will allow the lever to fall slowly, quickly, or not

at all. The amount of water delivered each time
the handle is pulled may be regidated with the
greatest nicety. Mr. Jennings has made an in-

genious improvement, in which the regulator
works upon the principle of a plunger. If the
handle is pulled up, and let go in the ordinary
manner, the waste-preventer docs not come into

action ; but if it is held up, after a time the

plunger is no longer sustained, and the waste-
preventer comes into action and turns off the

water. In dealing with soil-pipes, the Professor
said that they were largely made of milled or

seamed lead. Those pipes gave way at the
joints, in consequence of the action of sewer gas.

The pipes should be of drawn lead, made in the

same manner as wire, and they would then only
require to be joined at the ends of their lengths.

Iron soil-pipes are sometimes used, and they
vary less in length than lead when subjected to

extreme changes of temperature. Where expense
is not objected to, the Professor thought it better

to have lead pipes the whole length, and where
necessary, they might be protected by square
iron pipes, like rain-water pipes. Earthenware
pipes are sometimes used for soil-pipes, but he
considered they are not good things. An
example of a zinc soil-pipe was shown, with a D-
trap of very thin lead, into which the waste-
pipe from the cistern was brought. The zinc

pipe was quite eaten through by the foul air.

Lead pipes, not ventilated, contain foul air,

which cats into them. A specimen was pro-
duced, taken from under a bedroom floor, and
full of holes. He did not tliink a D-trap under-
neath a closet was any good. Sinks ought to be
disconnected from the drains ; but if it be neces-

sary to disconnect closet-pipes, it shows that
the sewers are not ijroperly constructed
or ventilated. Sinks and baths should
have pipes which are discharged over
areas, upon gratings, or under gratings and over
traps. It is always proper to have a trap of

some kind upon a sink. A D-trap is objection-

able. A bell trap in its ordinary shape is about the
worst contrivance ever devised. A difference in

the pressure of the air is enough to bring air

from the sewer into the house ; and the water
into which the bell dips evaporates. In Jennings'
sink trap the bell is not removable—but only a
piece of perforated galvanised iron. In another
variety the bell trap is hinged. Sinks up-stairs

have a long pipe in which, although the pipemay
be disconnected, foul air accumulates, and a trap is

therefore necessary. Jennings' sink, largely used
in model dweUing-hotises, instead of a lot of holes,

has a slit sufficiently small to prevent pieces of

soap and other things going into the drain, but

it allows the water to nm away easily. The
aperture into the waste pipe can be stopped, and
the sink used for washing. The siphon gully
Mansiu'd trap contains three compartments
through which tho water passes, aud is use-
ful for scullery sinks. Pipes from baths require
a trap upon them and require to be disconnected.
A vote of thanks to Dr. Corfield for the able and
clear manner in which he had delivered his veiy
instructive lectures was carried by acclamation.

SOME OLD HOUSES AT EXETEE.

WE do not appreciate our mercies until we
have lost them, is a common saying ; and

I realised the truth thereof very keenly when I
read in a local paper of the narrow escape some
quaint old houses in Exeter had recently. The
publication in question narrated how, at a fire

the other night in the West Quarter (the most
ancient part.) of Exeter, the flames nearly caught
the half-dozen houses that stand upon what
remains of the original old Exe Bridge. " These
buildings," the report went on to say, " are the
oldest in the city, and are such ramshackle,
tumbledown places that their removal would be
a public benefit." That was the newspaper
reporter's prosaic opinion of as pictm-esque a
group of buildings as I know ! They always
suggest, whenever I look at them, old London
Bridge ; and I think that hardly anywhere, save,

perhaps, in odd comers such as one meets with
in the older part of the town at Cassel, will a
cluster of buildings be foimd that, in all its

bearings, carries one back so completely into a
jiast age. It is often my pleasant task to point

out to strangers who may be sympathetic lovers

of domestic architecture, unfrequented "bits"
in this ancient city ; and I always reserve these

houses till the last, saving them as a savoury
morsel, as it were, after those of lesser interest

have been inspected. It is with much regret,

therefore, I must add that what the fiery element
has spared them, the hand of Time has not dealt

tenderly with ; and, from a recent personal inspec-

tion, I very much fear they are doomed. Before
many more years have run their course, these

houses,Tikeuumbers before them, will have passed
away, and only in the recollection of a few will

their very existence be remembered.

Hence it seems that a note or two thereon is

well timed. The old bridge over the F.xe was
built about 1250. It had twelve arches, and
though much of it was destroyed during a great

flood in 1449 and more of it collapsed in 1.t39,

several of its arches stand till tliis day. The
main road and traffic do not go over this now,
however, for a now bridge, known as the Exe
Bridge, was biult and opened in 1778 a Uttle

higher up the stream, and the road was diverted

to meet it. It is against the eastern side of the

remaining fragments of the original bridge that

the houses I refer to stand. Within the memory
of many still living, somewhat similarly con-

structed buildings stood upon the opposite side

of the bridge too. These were ahnshouses, and
beside them, also on tho bridge, was an ancient

chapel to Our Lady, described in an existing deed
so early as July 8, 1380. This chapel and the

almshouses were taken down in 1833. Seen from
the Idgher side of the water, the houses group
very pleasantly. Upon the right hand is the

western end and tower of St. Edmund's Church,

a Perpendicular building, built of the warm red

local stone, Heavitree or Pooomb. The stream

just here is about forty yards wide ; this is not,

mark, the main portion of the Exe, but an arm
of it, which joins the principal part again lower

down. Throe arches span the water, and upon
each of these stand two houses. Upon the

one end they abut right up against St.

Ednumd's tower. The middle opening is

the widest, and the abutments are solidly

built of the local stone already alluded

to. Across them are huge oak beams supported

by divers struts and corbels of similar material,

and upon these the houses stand : the timbers

being more or less bent with the strain upon them.

By peering underneath, into the semi-gloom
that exists tlicre, it will be seen that, fm-ther in,

the dai'k waters moodily flow through, not the

piers only, but the actual old airhcs, or at least a

part of them. These are imder the roadway
farther in than the houses. I regret very much
that I do not liold tho facile pencil of an Ernest

George or a sketch of this interesting group
should be published ere it disapi)ears from mortal

ken altogether. In each instance the lower
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flooi'3 project out ia opeu comdors over the water,
au(l iu cue case stone steps lead down therefrom,
agaiiist the pier, givijig the inhabitants thereby
access to the river beneath. Tliese places are
used by t)ie occupants as waslihouses, &c., and
the clothes that may generally be seen hung out
help the picture not a little. The two central
hoiLses are altogether moi'e prominent than the
others, and on one side assume a turret-like shape.
The buildings are constructed entirely of timber,
and in the main, are plastered. The window case-
ments retain, inmost instances, their oldlead lights.
Tlie ^viudow openings are diversified, some
curiously small (not a foot square), whilst the
larger ones are invariably wide and low. The
roofs are covered with slates, all of wliich, save
over one house, are old. The height of these
buildings above the water-line varies from five

to twelve feet. The river flows over a .sparkling,
rippling weir on one side, before it pops in
between the abutments ; and this all helps the
old-world look of the picture.
Seen from the other side—that is, from the

roadway upon the We.stgato Bridge—it will be
fomid that the buildings are inhabited by folks
in verj' humble Hfe. The two houses nearest the
ehiu-ch, after haring for years exhibited the
sign "Lodging for Foot-travellers," are now
unoccupied, and it is not probable that they will
be relet. It was here that, until recently, Ger-
man mu.sician3 and the prettUy-attirod wayfarers
who affect ItaHau costmne used to find a resting-
place

; and ve"y miich in keeping they would
look as, on a Sunday morning, for instance, I
have seen them loimging about at door and over
window-sUl. These old houses have undoubtedly
sei-ved theii- many generations ; and now in their
last days they retain to the full that quaint
interest which gives that character and indivi-
duality to oiu- old city of which no one is more
proud than is the vniter,

Hahkt Hems.
[Sir. Hems has sent a small sketch of the

houses
; but it is imsuitable for reproduction, or

we shoidd gladly have published it.

—

Ed.]

I

A3IERICAN ENGINEEEIN-G.

WE have received the first number of the
" Proceedings of the Engineers' Club of

Philadelphia "—a club which has recently become
organised, and which owed its origin to a few
social gatherings of young engineers in PhUa-
delphia during 1877. The number before us
contains several useful papers of a practical
character relating to engineering questions,
many of local interest merely, but some of general
value. The house and street drainage of Phila-
delphia is the subject of one paper by Mr. Rudolf
Hcring, C.E., in which the author advocates
pipe sewers 12 and 1.5 inches in diameter instead
of larger sewers, on the score both of economy
and efficiency. The author, speaking of main
sewers in Philadelphia, says, " I beheve we could
reduce the size of om- main sewers nearly one-half
without rimning any risk . . . the smaller
the sewers the easier it is to ventilate them, and
the greater will be the velocity for the same
amount of sewage, and the more effectual the
discharge." Frequent openings iu the streets
for the free entrance and exit of air is thought the
best means of ventilation. As regards rainfall,
Mr. Hering says that the sewers of Philadelphia
are much too large; one inch of rainfall is
calculated upon, but that there has never
been a shower sufficiently heavy to fill any of the
largest sewers, provided they were not tide-
locked. If provision for half-inch rainfall per
hour were made, it is thought to be ample. In
New York, calculation for one inch is made, but
it is shown that tliis^estimato requires large and
costly sewers, especially where the drainage
areas are large, while the necessity for stiU more
costly systems increases. Another paper, en-
titled " Empirical Formula for Strength of
Wrought-ii-ou Beams," by Mr. Percivai
Roberts, contains a few useful remarks. The
empirical formula, has given the author remai-ks,
very good results in practice, and is further con-
venient for rough calculations. We give it
here :

—

J
/arcajnsq. in. Xdepth of barininche8X4\_ ,

length of space in feet
~

L being the safe load in net tons, uniformly dis-
tributed upon a laterally-supported beam. If
the load is in middle, the residt mu.st be divided
by 2; if at a'jy other point, the proportion of the
rectangle of the segments to the square of half

the space must be taken. The weight of the beam
isdecluctedfromthercsults obtained. Inthetables

of the Phoenix and Trenton beams which follow,

the calculated safe loads are very clo.se to the
results obtained from the above formula, the

Phoenix giving from -3 of a ton to more than
2 tons more weight for a load upon the same
section of beam (1-shape) than is obtained by the

formuln , while the table of the Trent<m Company
gives about as much loss. The fonmda gives

therefore a mean between the two. If we take

an example from the tables, a beam of 10ft. span
Din. deep, l.'iOlb. per yard, the Phcenix safe load

is put at 19-70, while the formula gives IS'OO

net tons. The rule, therefore, of Mr. Roberts gives

a result exact enough for practical wants, where
strict theoretical acciu-acy is not required, and
as pointed out by Mr. Christie in the discussion,

while it is too low for thin-webbed is too high
for tliick-webbed beams. Another paper by Mr.
P. Roberts on the" strength of wrought iron in

structures" reviews some valuable evidence upon
the tensile strength of wrought iron. The
author refers to the " Experimental Inquiry "

of Mr. David Kii'kaldy imdertakeu for the
Messrs. Napier and Sons, published in 1804, in

which that keen-sighted experimentalist points

out the importance ot closely observing the
shape of the test piece with reference to the
tensile strength obtained, also that the testing

machine should be perfectly reliable. We may
here give, in the words of the author, an im-
portant conclusion that cannot be too well known

:

'
' He found that if a bar, instead of being of

parallel section, be turned down by sinking a

fillet into it so that a minimum section occui's at

but one point, that specimen woidd stand a much
higher strain before breaking than a piece from
the same bar whose section was parallel, the
former contracting none whatever at point of

rupture, while the latter would be much reduced.
The mean of fourteen experiments gave, on the
gTOoved section, 73,9421b. per square inch, while
the same bars, not grooved, showed but e2,2.5Glb.

per square inch, a difference of II, 6861b. in
favour of the grooved .section 1

" The author
considers such a grooved section utterly worth-
less as a test in specifications to give information,
as it represents an artificial condition that rarely
occurs in practice ; on the other hand, the
parallel section represents the most ordinary case
of use. '

' To ascertain the limit of elasticity

veiy accurately is surely of more importance
than to have the tensile strength to within a few
thousand pounds ; for, strain a piece beyond
this limit, and no matter what its idtimate
strength may be, it is but a question of time
when rupture will ensue." These remarks are
sensible, and we endorse the opinion that
if our " factors of safety " were proportioned to

the elastic limit rather than to the ultimate
strength, much safer and more accurate results

would be obtained. Another suggestion as re-

gards tension members is that they must bo
"double rolled from the muck-bar direct," to
use.a specification phrase. The practice of re-
ducing and repiling bars is an additional seciuity,
as the bar by this process gets rid of the poor
ii'on it may have in its composition. The
"Scales of Maps," by Mr. Lewis M. Haupt,
president, is the title of a paper pointing out the
the ambiguities existing in the u.se of ratios as
expressing the scales of maps. The teiiu " ratio"
is not agreed upon, and confusion exists iu de-
signating the scales of maps and drawings. The
author establishes the definition of araiio"a.s
being the expression for the value of the relation
existing between two quantities, and as obtained
by dividing the second by the first." The given
object to be represented by the drawing should
be considered the first, being the imit or measure
with which the other is to be compared. Thus
a scale of 1-5280 is 5,280f. of field to 1 foot of
map, or 1 railo to 1 foot = 1- 12th of a mile to
1", and not 12" to 1 mile. It is shown, there-
fore to be inaccurate to indicate the scales of
maps as so many inches to a mile—a very com-
mon mode of expressing scale. The expression

I"
to 1' is also in the same manner incorrect, the

inches evidently referring to the drawing and
the foot to the object represented. It should be
r to

}f"—the antecedent refemng to the object
and the consequent to the drawing.

The Town Council of Harwich have obtained the
sanction of Ihe Local Government Board to the
boiTowing of £10,000 for the proposed drainage
works, to bo caiTied out from the designs of Messrs.
Euss and Minns.

COMPETITIONS.
Spalddio.—The prosperous market town of

Spalding, situate on the River Welland, is to
become the possessor of one of the most useful
institutions of ancient or modem times in the
erection of the Johnson Hospital, for wliich a
competition was advertised some months ago.
For the accomplisliment of this object every pre-
caution has been taken by the charitable lady at
whose expense the institution is to be erected,

and we imderstand, Jendowed. From sixty sets

submitted the number was reduced to twenty-
five, as we stated last week, and afterwards to
six, the authors of these being Messrs. G. G. Hos-
kins, Darlington ; Giles, Gough, and Popplewell,
Craven-street, London ; F. L. Simpson, Wake-
field; L. P. Grace, 38, Wigmore-stroot, London;
Lloyd and Lunn, Lieamington ; Shields and
Routhwaite, Sunderland. Since then the fltst

premium has been awarded to Mr. G. G. Hoe-
kins, and the second to Messrs. Giles, Gough,
and Popplewell.

TuE Geme Billiaed Table Design Compe-
tition.—Messrs. Ormo and Sons, of 11 and 13,

St. Ann-street, Manchester, offer £120 for designs
of biUiard tables, &c., as below:—Class 1. £50
for the handsomest design of a biUiard table, of
any style. The design to be of a rich character,
and regardless of expense iu manufacturing.
Class 2. £25 for the best design of a billiard tablo
suitable for a house, of no special stylo or
character. Class 3. £15 for tho best design of
an inexpensive billiard table. In this competi-
tion the judges will be instructed to select tho
table that combines the best effect with the least

expense in manufacturing, a table for tho
million being the desideratum. Class 4. £10 for
the best de.sign of a marking board, combining
the arrangements for scoring the games of
billiards and pool. AU the above designs must
bo drawn in ink. Class 5. £20 for the best
sketch of an interior of a billiard room, ideal or
otherwise, showing all or part of the billiard

table, marking board, &o. Tliis drawing must
be in perspective, and not less than 20in. by 15in.

This drawing may be executed in ink or in
colours. With each design there must be a side

view of the billiard table, drawn one-twelfth of

full size, and another showing one leg, and a
small portion of the side drawn to one-fourth the
full size. It is not necessary that working
drawings be sent, but if required they will be
asked for. Drawings gaining a prize become the
absolute property of Messra. Orme and Sons.
The drawings not gaining a prize will be held
by Messrs. Orme and Sous, six months from the
date of award, for the purpose of public exhibi-
tion, and on any orders being taken from any of

the designs, not the prize designs, during that
time, a commission of 2| per cent, will be paid
to the author of such design, but such commis-
sion will not be given on designs which are
similar to those that Messrs. Orme and Sons
have already executed work from. Competitors
not gaining a prize may allow their drawings to

remain with Messrs. Orme and Sons pennanently,
who agree to pay 2J per cent, on all tables made
from such design, within three years of the date
of award ; but such commission will not be given
on desigms that are similar to those that Messrs.

Orme and Sons have already executed work from.
Competitors must have their drawings delivered

at 11, St. Ami-street, not later than June 18th
instant, and all packages must be carriage paid.

The judgesare W. J. Muckley, Esq., of the School
of Art, Manchester ; E. Salomons, Esq.,

F.R.I.B.A., architect; and Mr. James Lamb,
cabinetmaker, of Manchester.

The Sioke-uton-Tkext Sewage CoMPETiTioir.

—In response to the invitation of the Town
Council of Stoke for schemes for the treatment of

their sewage upon seventy acres of land recently

acquired about a mile from the town, twenty
engineers sent in plans and reports upon the day
named, the 8th instant. The lowest estimate for

the entire work, which included the completion of

the outfall sewers, the formation of roads and
approaches, the laying out of the land and the
works for the treatment of tho sewage was
£4,311, and the highest £20,710. Five of the
estimates were under £10,000 ; twelve ranged
from £10,000 to £15,000 ; two were under
£20,000, and one was over £20,000. Eighteen of
the twenty engineers advocated irrigation ; two
recommended precipitation by lime or chemicals,

and downward filtration. Of the eighteen who re-

commended irrigation twelve advocated subsi-

dence in tanks ^vithout chemicals and downward
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filtration, and six recommended lime or chemicals

for the purpose of prei'ljiitatii u. Six of the

schemes rtvommeuded ulong with irrigation sub-

sidence in tanks and downward filtration. The
plans of Major-Gencral Scott, C.B., F.R.S., of

J^iincTt and Mr. Gilbert R. Redgrave, who sub-

mitted a joint scheme, were imanimously awarded
the first ptx^mium of £150. Those of Messrs.

Bailey, Denton, Son, and North were selected

lor the aecond premium of £100. The scheme of

Jfessn. Scott and Redgrave involves the use of

power for pumping the sewage, obtained by
improvements of the Trent ; the treatment of

the sewage in tanks by the lime process ; the
employment of intermittent downward filtration

for the night sewage, and the irrigation of the
whole of the farm with the clai-ified effluent from
the tanks. The total cost of the system is set

down at £10,890, distributed as follows :

—

Improvements to the river, £875 ; roads and
approaches, £695 ; completion of the outfalls,

£4,065; prcp.iration of the land, £920; and tanks,
works, and machinery, £4,335. The scheme of
Kessrs. Baily, Denton, and Co. prorides for an
outlay of £14,032. It is proposed that Messrs.
Scott and Redgrave shall carry out the work, in
which case the premiums will merge into the
oommiasioii.

—-»>-•

—

Blackbtjen-.—A new Wesleyan Chapel, in
Preston Kew-road, Blackburn, was opened on
Thursday, the 20th inst. It is Gothic in style,
of stone, with Bath and granite dressings. At
the comer is a tower, with broach spire rising to
a total height from the ground of 128ft. The
chapel measures, internally, 78ft. by 60ft., and
is fitted with benches of pitch-pine, varnished
and stop-chambered ; the pulpit is of pitch-pine
and oak, and has a flight of stairs on each side.
At the rear are the vestries. A gallery surrounds
the chapel, and has a pitch-pine front. 1,033
sittings are provided. Beneath the chapel is a
school-room 74ft. by 53ft., and 17ft. high, two
daas-rooms, each 14ft. by lift., fitted with
revolving wooden shutters ; a moming-chapel
for week-day .ser\-ice8, 35ft. by 21ft. ; and two
vestries. Mr. William S. Varlcy, New Market-
chambers, Blackburn, was the architect, and
Mr. E. Lewis, of the same town, the builder.
The hot-water contract was taken by Messrs.
Mercer Brothers, and that for gasfittings
by Messrs. Freeman and Collier, of Manchester.
ITie total cost will be about £10,000.

Carlisle.—Rapid progress is being made by
the contractors, Messrs. Morrison and Mason,
in the extension of the Citadel Railway Station,
about 300 men being employed on the job. The
premises will be ahnost doubled in size. The
platform on the east side will be greatly ex-
tended, so as to afford additional dock accom-
modation, and there will also be three sets of
through lines, both north and south. The station
will be about 1,000ft. long by 300ft. wide, and
in the centre will be an island platform, 1,400ft.
long. In the middle of this platform will be a
suite of refreshment and wadiing-rooms, book-
iiRi parcel, and telegraph offices, and imdemeath
will be kitchen, scullery, larders, wine and beer
cellars, lamp, porters, and boiler rooms. These
rooms will be lighted by Hayward Brothers'
patent pavement lights, with semi-prismatic
lenses, and communication will be made by hoists
between the basement and rooms on the plat-
form ; while for passengers' access is provided
to the platform both by subway, overhead bridge,
and an inclined approach from the Viaduct.
The station roofs will be supported on iron
columns and girders, and will be glazed on
Rendle's system. The works are being carried
out from the plans of Mr. George Cunningham,
C.E., engineer to the Joint Station Committee;
Mr. W. lieid is inspector of works ; while Mr.
Waddell is the contractors' engineer, and Mr.
Morton is their manager.

CinsTEB. —A new altar dedicated to "Our
Lady of Seven Dolours," was unveiled in St.
Francis' R.C. church on Sunday last. The altar-
piece is a life-size group of the Pieta, of Munich
workmanship, which stands on a massive pedestal
on the super-altar, under a deeply-recessed arch
richlj moulded and relieved with carvings of the
Passion flower, leaves, &c. ; in the spandrel of the
gable above is carved a heart pierced by seven
awords, types of the Dolours; a ribbon filling

up the same panel bears the following inscrip-

tion in Latin— "And thy own soul a sword shall

pierce.—St. Luke il. 35. The gable terminates
with a foliated cross, the height to top of which
is 1 3 feet from pavement. 'The altar proper has
an arcade of seven compartments in the centre,

one of wliich is a panel -with cross and winding-
sheet ; and in the other six are angles bearing
emblems of the Passion. The altar has been de-

signed and made by Mr. John A. Hanley, archi-

tectural sculptor, of Chester.

HiitPSTKAD NoRKis.—The work of restoring
the interesting old church of St. Mary, Hamp-
stead NoriTS, is about to be at once commenced,
the restoration committee having accepted the
contract of Messrs. Silver and Sons, of Maiden-
head, for eanying out the alterations, according
*:o plans prepared by Mr. Arthur Baker, arclii-

tcot, of \ ork Chambers, Adelphi, London. The
present church consists of a chancel, nave, west
tower, and porch. The chancel is Early Eng-
lish. The nave, which is disfigured by most
imsightly pews, has two lancet windows on the
north side ; those on the south side are chiefly

Perpendicular. The north porch is plain Per-
pendicular; the doorway is Norman, with the
billet moulding ; inside is a deep Early English
recess for the stoup ; the south doonvay is also

plain Norman. The staircase to the rood-loft
remains, and a small Perpendicular window to

give light to it. The tower arch is Transition
Nomian, pointed. The tower is plain Perpen-
dicular, with very thick flint walls. The roof
of the nave is Jacobean, with the date 1635. On
the north side of the nave the original stone
consecration cross still remains.

Incorporated CiruRcn BuitniNO Society.—
The Incorporated Society for Promoting the En-
largement, Building, and Repairing of Churches
and Chapels held its usual monthly meeting at

7, Whitehall, last week. Grants were voted
towards building churches at Abergynolwyn, in
the parish of Llanfihangel-y-Sennant, Merioneth-
shire, £80 ; Brynwyndham, in the parish of
Ystradyfodwg, Glamorgansliire, £160 ; and Fair-
warp, St. Mary, in the parish of Marcsfield, near
Uuckfield, Sussex, £100; rebuilding the churches
at Thimbleby, St. Margaret, near Homcastle,
Lincolnshire, £45; andTrefilan, St. Hilary, near
Taleam, Cardiganshire, £80 ; and towards en-
larging or otheiTvise improving the accommoda-
tion in the churches at Brassington, St. James,
near Wirksworth, Derbyshire, £35 ; Friskney,
All Saints, near Boston, Lincolnshire, £50

;

Hastingleigh, St. Mary, near A.shford, Kent,
£35 ; Maresfield, St. Bartholomew, near Uckfield,
Sussex, £50 ; St. John the Baptist, Timberhill,
Norwich, £15 ; Naiberth, St. Andrew, Pem-
brokeshire, £50 ; Todenham, St. Thomas-a-
Becket, near Moreton-in-Marsh, Gloucestershire,

£25 ; and Whetstone, St. John, in the parish of
Finchley, Middlesex, £30. A grant of £30 was
made from the Mission Buildings Fund towards
building a mission church in the parish of St.

Stephen's, Cardiff.

Kennardixotos, Kent.—Tlie parish church
of St. Mary, in the liberty of Romncy Marsh,
has just had its tower partially restored, from
the designs and under the superintendence of
John P. Seddon, architect, of No. 1, Queen
Anne's-gate, Westminster. The present church
is a comparatively small one, reaiTangod out of
the ruins of a much larger one, which was par-
tially destroyed by lightning in 1559. The
result is a structure of singular picturesqueness
and interest, consisting of a nave with south
porch and chancel, the latter placed irregularly
with regard to the nave, the north walls of both
being in a line, while the chancel being much
narrower than the nave, their central axes do not
correspond. A north aisle once existed, as is

evident by an arcade embedded in the north wall,
and only visible on the outside of the church.
The tower, which was to the west of this aisle,

and in advance of the western walls of the nave
and aisle, now stands isolated, and only
attached to the nave at the south-east angle.
There is a circular turret projecting from the
north side of the tower, with a rude conical stone
roof. Two magnificent middle-pointed traceried
windows, partially destroyed and blocked, exist
in the south walls of the chancel and nave.
These are so far finer than anything else about
the church, that they form a curious problem in
themselves. The present condition of the church
with that proposed, if it be possible, have been
represented in two pictures prepared as a con-
trast by Mr. Seddon, and wo propose to give

representations of them which may present a
bone of contention for the Society for the Pro-
tection of Ancient Buildings, who may prefer
the church in its .squalor, with plastered cciliiig
pierced by the iron stove-pipe, with the rotten
deal pews, to the view g-iveu with the windows
mentioned reopened and refumislied with tiaeery,
and the interior rcfm-nished with screen and
decorations as jiroposed. The work at present
done, however, is confined to a faithfiil restora-
tion of a crumbled and dilapidated western door-
way and three-light window over, and a richly-
panelled oak door -vvith wrought-iron furniture,
and the re-flooring and plastering of the interior
of the tower, to serve as a Sunday-school room,
as proposed by the Rector, the Rev. Sydney Loft.

LrvEEi'OOi..—The New Commercial Salerooms,
Liverpool, were opened on Mondav. The plans
are by Mr. J. F. Doyle, architect, of No. 4,
Harrington-street, Liverpool, and the works
were contracted for by Messrs. Haig and Co.,
builders, of Fraser- street, Liverpool. The style
is " Queen Anne," and the structure consists
externally of a mixture of red brick, with Cefn
stone dressings and mipolished Shap granite base.
On the ground floor are oflicea, and a small
private room for brokers. The rest of this floor
is taken up by the fruit saleroom. This room
and its approaches are lined with panelled dados
of oak. In addition to offices, the first and
second floors are fitted with lavatories, and the
third floor is occupied by the keeper of the build-
ing. The total cost of the erection when com-
pleted will be about £15,000.

METEOPOLITAlf BoAED OE WoEKS.—At the
meeting of this Board on Friday, a long dis-
cus.sion took place with reference to the expedi-
ency of proceeding with the Tower Bridge Bill,

the Government having declined to consider at
the present time the extension of the coal and
wine dues beyond £1,890 for that purpo.se. The
works committee reported in favour of abandon-
ing the BUI, but it was eventually decided by 19
votes to persevere with the BUI. It was decided
to fence in Plumstead-common, at an estimated
costof £11,281 15s. The action of the Fire Brigade
Committee in accepting the tender of Messrs.
Stimpson and Co., amounting to £3,778, for the
erection of a fire-station at Greenwich, was con-
firmed. Letters were received from theHome Office,

transmitting letter from the Central Association
of Master Builders of London, and copy of a
statement of objections of their Association, and
also of the London Builders' Society, to the By-
laws made by the Board under the Metropolis
Management and Bmldings Amendment Act,
1878, Section 16 ; these were referred to the
Building Act Committee.

Tlie Great Yarmouth Town Council have before
them plans for providing additional house accom-
modation for the working classes on waste lands in
their possession close to the town. One of these
has been prepared by Mr. Baker, the borough sur-
veyor, and shows a series of ten terraces running
east and west, to be erected on land north of the
workhouse, with 35ft. and 30ft. front roads, and
loft, occupation ways between the double blocks.
234 liouses are indicated, ofi which 216 have a
frontage of 14ft. and depth of 35ft. each ; these are
estimated to cost £100 each in erection. The
remaining 18 houses, facuig the sea, would be of a
superior class. An alternative plan for the utili-a-

tiou of the same site is that propounded by Mr. J. H.
Bly, who proposes ten long streets running east and
west, providing for tlie erection of 123 houses, with
a frontage of 17ft. each, and gardens each 92ft.

deep ; no lateral streets are provided, but one plot

in the centre is reserved for irade purposes, and
another for a public building, and on the sea-front
of these streets spaces are set apart for the erection

of villas.

A new Wesleyan chapel was opened at Ladycross,
near Laimccston, on 1 uesday week. The chapel is

in the Early Enghsh style of architecture, and seats

about 190 persons. There is a school-room 30ft. "by

20ft. , and a residence for the chapel -keeper attached,
with a coach-house and stable behind. Mr. William
Burt, builder, of Launceston, has carried out the
work from plans prepared by Mr. C. P. Wise. Tlie

cost has been about £1,000.

At a meeting held at St. Matthew's Church,Wal-
sall, it was decided to build an orfjan-chambcr on
the north side of the church, from the designs of

Mr. Ewan Christian, of Loudon. It was also de-
cided to obtain estimates for the general restoration

of the church in five sections, the proposed work
including entire reseating, removal of galleries,

and erection of three porches.

The Wareham Highway Boaid have elected Mr.
W. W. Fookes as surveyor.
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Uore than Fifty Thousand Beplies and
Tx'ttiTS on subjects of Umvprs;il IiitfTrht have :i[ipi-uri-il (Jiirinu'

tlu- la^t ton \cal-8iil the KNULISH MEfHANU; AND WOKI.li
or !*< IKN ("!:, most of tliem from the pens of tlie leading
ScieiilHie inol Toetuiieal Authorities of tile day. Thousantls of
oriL'iual iutieies and seicutiUe pai>er». nud coitntiess receipts and
wrioltlis emitnieiUK almost pvcry fiuhject on whielt it is possil) e

to disire information haye also appeared dnrinR the same period
Tlie earliest and most accurato information resjieetinK all new
M'ieatilie discoveries and mechanical inventions is to he found in

its paves, and its larKO circulation render its the Ix'st medium
for all advertisers who wish their aiinouneeiucnts to ho brouKlit
under the notice of mnnufacturera, mechanics. scientiHc worlters,
and amateurs. Price Twopence, of all bookscl crs and news-
vendors. Post tree 2Jd. Otbcc ; 31, Tavistock street, CoTcnt-
Kardeu W.C.

TO COBRESPONDENTS.
["U'e do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
om- correspondents. The Editor respectfully requests
that all eominunications should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

All letters should ho addi-es-sed to the EDITOR, 81,
TAVISTOCK-STREET, COVENT-GAKDKN, W.C.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
J. rA«S.>loRK EdwAUDS.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per lino of eight

words (the hi-st line couiitinj^ as two). No advertisement
iiLserted fur less thun lialf-a-croini. Special terms for
Bcrics of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
applic.-ition to the I'ublisher.
Front Page Advertisements and Paragraph Advertise-

ments Is. per line. No front page or paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the cmrent week must reach the
office nut later than 5 p.m. on TTim^ay.

TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.
(Payable in Advance.)

Including two half-yearly double numbers, One Pound
per aimimi (post free) to any pai-t of the United Kingdom
for the United States, £1 Cs. 6d. (or 6dols. 40c. gold) . To
France or Belgium, £1 6s. 6d. (or 33f. 30e.). To India (via
Southampton),£1 6s. 6d. To any of the Australian Colonies
New Zealand, the Cape, the AVcst Indies, Canada, Nova
Scotia, or Natal, £1 6s. (jd.

N.lj.—American and Belgian subscribers are requested
to remit their subscriptions by International P.O.6., and
to advise tlie publisher of the date and amount of their
remittance. If the hist-mentioned precaution is omitted
some dithcultj'; is vei-y likely to arise in obtaining the
amount. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate of
7d. each, the postage charged being 3d. per copy. All
foreign subscriptions, unaccompanied by an additional
remittiince to cover the extra cost of forwarding back
numbers, are commenced from the next number published
after the receipt of the subscription.

i for binding the half-yeai-ly volimies, 2s. each.

of our frequently being unable to deal with all

the distreB.'iing ca.scs coming before the Council
in a way adefiuato to the needs and deserts of
the applicants, I have had a letter from one of

the leading members of the profession—one who
is serving on our Comicil, and who knows the
good work done there—offering to make a dona-
tion to the Society of £100 if fourteen other gen-
tlemen can be fomid to do the like within three

months, so as to raise our funded stock over
£5,000.
May I ask the favoiu- of your giving this fact

publicity in the columns of your paper, and thus
oblige, yours, &c.,

J. GoLDiouTT TtmNEE, Hon. See.

15a, Wilton-street, Grosvenor-place, S.W.,
March 2i.

Ekckived.—T. and II.—S. P. J". Co.—A. T.M.-C. H. S.—
J. M.—O. Bros.—L. Bros.

E. A. P. (Yes, the book is published by B. T. Batsford,
6-', High Holbom.)—Ikquirer. (The angle of 45' is
taken from the sill of window and measured from the
vertical face of wall. The obstruction opposite is sup-
posed to clciu-this Une. The subject was explained in
the BuiLiiixr. News last }-e,ir.)—SruDiiyT. (A work
on " Quantities," by Mr. Banister-Fletcher, and Dob-
son and Tarn's " Guide to Measuring and Valuing,*'
are botli good books on the subject.)-T. O., Grimsby.
(If we understand you, the block plan measures by
scale 100ft., whereas the land measures 110ft., and the
latter dimension was wiitten in figiu-es on the plan.
The builder certainly ought to work to the figures in
this case, unless a contract was signed before tlie plan
was figured.)-A. F. M. (A cla.ss for the study of the
figure from the life is held every Satiu-dav at the Royal
Architectural Mu.seum, 18, Tufton-stieet,' Westminster.
The fee is 3s. amonth.)

"BUILDING NTTWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
Robert Briogs. (The rules were published Sept. 20th,

1878, and a copy of tlie Bitildixo News of that date
may be obtained of tlie publisher.)

H. Eav writes ancnt the selected design for 3 cottages.
(Yom' second query is reasonable : the door would have
been better a little further away from front door -not
so central. The kitchen would perhaps he a little dark.
W.C.'s are not well aiTanged. Your other queiies ai-e
tiifling, and you must remember it is impossible to get
a perfect phm.)

OUE COMMONPLACE COLUMN.
C F. W. AXD Others. (Received. Our Commonplace
Column is published eveiy fortnight unless any pressui-e
on our .space precludes. This has been the only cause of
delay.)-,!. D. B., C. W., G. U. O. (Original notes or
apt_ quotations on graining, granary, greenliouse,
groined vaulting, gi-otesque, grout, gutter, gjTunasium,
habitibic room, hagioscope, half-timber, hall, &c.,will
be received on or before the 8th of April next.)

CHAIR FURNITURE, &o.

See,—In your notice of my patent chair fiuiii-

ture in your last niunber you spoke of me as
" the architect of Westgate-on-Sea." My con-
nection with that place, which has ceased, was
the starting it as a building estate by the erec-
tion of some bungalows there, four of which,
freehold and fumiahed, were bought by Pro-
fessor Erasmus Wilson. These fomied the
nucleus of what has since been developed into
the flotmshing town of Westgate.

I afterwards moved to, and have remained at,

this place, " Westcliff, Birehington-on-Sea," l|
nules westward of Westgate, where I have con-
tinued my system with great success, selling

bungalows, freehold and furnished complete,
even to a corkscrew, to gentlemen of position.

Here I have gradually developed and perfected
inventions for the construction of wooden bun-
galows, such as that in which I reside, and of
their " chair furniture," of which you have
given so favourable a notice.

Though called "chair fimiiture," and easily
converted into various articles, theii' component
parts of chairs and stools are not readily obser-
vable, so as to in-vite the "wizard's wand,"
unless real convenience require it.

By the inventions above referred to I am now
able to export to any coimtry not a mere shell of
a house, but a complete bungalow residence,
furnished with appropriate chair fumitiu-e, the
whole safely packed in a small compass.—I am,
fcc, John TArLOE.

Westcliff, Birchington-on-Sea,
Thanet, March 25.

the first question ; and if the architect cannot
straightway give a sati.sfactorv answer, his work
is regarded with disfavour. I'ho consequence of

tliis IS that church-building is little more than
the solving of various archa3ological problems,
which different men affect with differing degrees
of success. Every new departure is a revival.

A rorival 1 Why tbe very name condemns it. It
is useless to try to jiaus off as a living man a
ghastly galvanised cori)se.

Of course, a new style cannot bo invented at
once ; it must grow. But if men will only free

themselves from the notion that new buildings
must be built in some ancient style which has
had its own good day, and died : if they will

accept new materials and work upon them as
artists, fiUfilling in all ways modem require-
ments, we shall see the much-desired new birth.

Meanwhile, it must bo confessed that these con-
ditions are being fidfilled more completely by
engineers than by architects.—I am, &c.,

March 25, J. A. G.

THE ARCHITECTS' BENEVOLENT
SOCIETY.

To the Editor of the Buimiino News.

Sib,—In consequence of Mr. Mocatta's, the
chairman's, remarks at the recent general meet-
ing of thLs Society (see Builihr, March loth,
1879, page 293), urging the necessity of increas-
ing the amount of the invested capital on account

THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE FUTURE.
SiE,—In all ages arcliitecture has found its

highest form of expression in religious edifices.

Why ? Because real religion is the embodiment
of man's deepest, noblest, most earnest aspira-
tions. It is only natural for men to lavish their
greatest skill, knowledge, and patience on such
objects as most vitally affect their every-day
Uves. Therefore, it is not too bold a thing to say
that it is not to oiu- churches that we must look
in the future for the liighest development of
architecture. How can we reasonably expect
men to expend their best abUities on buildings
which are used only for a few hours on one day
in the week ?

In the Middle Ages the Church was para-
mount there was but one form of religion in the
land, men were earnest in their worship, and
the restUt was that building arose wMeh, in
their way, have never been surpassed. 'The
prevalent spirit in this respect was then more
like that which exists in Belgiiun at the present
time, where the churches enter largely into men's
daily lives, and are not merely visited once or
twice a week by respectable and wearied con-
gregations. It would be equally useless to greet
this change with joy or regret ; it is enough to
acknowledge it and act accordingly.

But if not in ecclesiastical edifices, where may
we expect to find the highest development of our
art ? The answer has already been given—in
those buildings with which men's most earnest
a.spirations are identified ; in schools, colleges,
hospitals, town-halls. Look at Manchester. She
can produce a town-hall which is, perhaps, »m-
rivalled ; but she cannot build a cathedral.
Everyone will help towards the former ; only one
sect wiU materially aid the latter.

Tliere are few things more depressing than the
prevailing notion that a building must be in
some accepted style. "What style is it?" is

BUILDINGS IN BOND STREET.
SiE,—Wliether the shop, illustrated in your

last week's nimiber, merits the title of an
'

' important addition to the street architecture of
London" admits of question. Several "im-
portant additions," that is to say artistic and
interesting buildings, have lately been made in
the street, but those persons who have at heart
the dignity and improvement of what the Earl
BeacoDsfield styles the most interesting thorough-
fare in Etrrope, will probably consider the design
under notice, and those premises a little above of
the Messrs. ChappeU, as veritable eyesores. Can
you state, Sir, what is the particular style in-
tended f The general appearance, in consequence
of the window-heads being corbelled, is Gothic

;

but roimd arches, and the moulded pediments to

upper windows and the doorway, are as decidedly
Classical in character. The ironwork may be
described as nondescript. Its want of vivacity
in design is, however, more than compensated
for by its being painted pea-green. The finial,

on turret roof, is a caution. The description

states that the carving is typical of the proprie-
tor's cheese and butter business. I don't know
how this may be, or whether the said business is

supposed to have inspired the motif of the design
generally, lluttcry it may be—a compound of

strange and questionable elements—but in my
humble opinion it assuredly is not '

' the cheese.'

'

—I am, &c., M.

CHIPS.
A substantial red brick building has been erected

on the Worcester-wharf, near Bridge-street, Bir-
mingham, as a hall for the use of the canal boatmen
passmg through Biimingham. The building is

three stories high, and contains on the'grouud-tloor,
large coffee-room for men with lavatories, and
drying-room ; coffee-room for women, with lava-
tories and a kitchen. On the second-floor is a lofty
hall seating from 150 to 200 persons, vestry, care-
taker's parlour and lavatories, and on tlio third
floor are caretaker's bed-rooms. The architects are
Mesrs. Osbom and Reading, and the cost has been
about £2,600.

The London School Board at their meeting on
Wednesday ordered the school in Gillespie-road,
Highbury- vale, N., to be enlarged by 200 places

;

the work will be earned on a schedule of prices by
Mr. E. Lawrence, whose tender, amounting to
£11,527, was accepted in May last for the erection
of the original scliool for 1,000 children. The fol-

lowing cxpeutUtures were authorised for recently-
enlarged schools belonging to the Board:—Win-
chester-street, Fiusbuiy division, £143 23. 8d.,

400 school places, equal to a cost of 143. 3d. per
head; HoUydale-roiui, L.imbeth division, £2C4 lis.,

400 school places, equal to 13s. 2d. per head ; and
Ben Jonson, Tower Hamlets Division, £279 4s. 6d.,
480 school places, equal to Us. 7d. per head.

A Local Government Board inquiiy was held a*
Hastings, on Friday, before Mr. Robert Morgan,
C.E., into an application of the town council for
sanction to borrow £3,300 for works of sewerage in
St. Andrew's district, so as to prevent the frequent
floods; and £16,900 for lajing out the new park
and for the formation of new roads connected there-
with. Mr. Andrews, the surveyor to the town
council, gave e^^denco shelving the desirability of
the proposed works.

Mr. John Braithwaite has been re-elected sur-
veyor of Lower Darweu.

New schools are about to be erected by the Ore
School Board from the designs of Messrs. Jeffery and
Skiller, of Hastings, arcliitects to the board.
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lutntommuuicatifln.

QCFSTIOXS.
fSnS-l—Imperial Hotel, Torquay.—A client of

mitte wishes to nuild an hoU'l somowlmt iipon the plan of

the Imperial, at Torquay, which I am told was illustrated

in some of the Imilduia: papers tilwut the year 1806. I
should be greatly obli^^d if any of your readers could in-
form me whnt Hate it was published^ (ft wheie I can
<^tain a plan.—J. A. C.

[5717.]—Deals.—Can any of the readers of the Build-
ing Nkws gri\"e me some information on the following'

subject:—I am working under a specification whicli si)eti-

fies seocntd Fetersbuiy deals to be used for joists, common
Taftera* ftc.f but in the description of materials at the
eommeiioement of the si)ecitication it states that uU
timber ia to be free from s^p, shakes, &c. Now the clerk of
works is interpreting^ this hterally, and entirely ijnior'^

that seoond Petersburg are not free from s«p. The ques-
tion is, can I be compelled to provide deals free from &ap,
&c., oris the law on my side if I refuse to supply any
other kind than that specified ? I did what otlier com-
petitors no doubt did when making out their tenders—
viz., allowed for second Petersburg only.

—

W. B.

[571S.:—Billiard Tables.—Will any of my fellow
readers kindly inform me of a good treatise on billiard
tables .' Also one giving all the ditfei"cnt sizes and full
particulars of same. Please state price.—C. P. L.

[5719.]—"Wooden Verandah.—Will some one give
me a few practical hints about a verandah in wood I

—
ILB.

HSPLIES.
[5699.]—Driving Se-wer Headingrs.—I am much

obliged to Mr. Welch for his i-eply to the above queiy.
May I further trespass on his kindness by asking for in-
formation as to the method employed for getting the dirt
out of and back into the heading, "especially when it is of
considerable length ? Is there any gi-eat difficulty in fill-

ing in after the pipes are laid on accotmt of the" limited
headroom I Also, is there much trouble in getting the
timber out in moderately good ground ?—Rl'shtox.

[5707.]—Haslingden Flagrs.—In reply to M. Wat-
son, I maj say the flags and setts he mentions come from
the localities mentioned in the specification, which are on
the line of railway from Bury to Bacup, and very near to
Manchester. The stone is of a good quality, bluish in
colour, and very hard. I should sav it ia quite as good, if

not better, than York stone.—J. A."C.

[5709.] -Perspective.—In reply to "Interior," it
may be best to imagine how practically to obtain a few
leading lines—say, of the interior of a church, after wliicli
the other lines could easily be filled in. First, it may be
as well to remark that the best and quickest way will be
to geometrically draw the plan of the portion beyond the
picture plane to the same scale intended for the perspec-
tive. Next draw on plan a centre line longitudinally
through the nave and chancel. Next draw on plan a line
at right angles to the former, and to exclude as much of
the building as is not to appear in the picture. The posi-
tion of this line will require to be determined according to
the design as to whether there are aisles or transepts to
span or otiierwi.se, and as to the character of the nave
itself, which if very long and narrow, would not be fairly
conveyed unless much length were included in the pictm-e
by the trace or plan of the picture plane, and, moreover,
the more the latter includes the greater tlie tendency
towards sublimity in the picture so far as general effect is
concerned, but the less the detail of arches to nave and
clerestory windows can be developeti. Next comes the
distance of the base line on the geometrical plan. This
most also be drawn at right angles to the longitudinal
axis, on plan, and as it contains the station point or point
of KjiS^t somewhere in its length it must be placed at such
a distance from the plan of picture plane when, consider-
ing the extremitieB of tlie latter at each end to be iden-
tical with the horizontal limits of the intended picture,
that any two lines drawn from the extremities of tke plan
of the picture plane to any assured point in the base line
and considered as the point of sight, shall not contain at
ihe point of sight an angle of more than 60'—i.e., 30' on
each side of the plan or trace of the central plane, which
is an imaginary vertical plane intei-sccting with the axial
vertical plane (which would pa.ss through the centre of tlie
ridge or ridge rib) at tlie extremity of the chancel or
apse or as the case might ho, and its other end would
intersect or be identical with the station point wherever
the latter may be placed. It could be placed in the axial
plane, when it and the central plane would be identical,
but such would be destructive of relief to the eye and
utterly prevent our getting a perspective view of any
existing planes parallel with and facing the clerestory
wall planer, and being on the same side of the axial plane
as the wall planes which they face. It is therefore neces-
sary and customary' to make the central plane and the
axial plane contain several dogi-ees, and the point of sight
consequently to the left or right of the intersection of the
axial plane and the base line which allows the opportunity
of fairly depictiiw the details of the arches, windows, &c.,
on one side, and gives a good view of the roof. With
teapoct to the base line, which, as we have seen, contains
the point of sight, it may be so detennined as to l>e much
moTf; distant from the picture plane, and which would
much dmiinish the angle subtended by lines from
the point of sight in such line, and whic^ would
give more grandeur of idea as to the building at the ex-
pense of not so fully developing the detail. Then with
regpect to drawing the perspective, it may be well to recol-
kci that the picture is practically the converse of the goo-
metrical plan wedrnw, having the picture plane as a neu-
tral plane between the two ; that is to sfty, that all lines at
right angles to the picture plane and which on the geo-
metrical plan diverge from the .station point, will in the
picture crmverge from the neutral plane- i.«,, the picture
plane to what is usually called the jwint of sight, but
which might perhaps l>e more appropriately c^ed the
point of distance, and such point of distance or point of
id^t will be exacUy^ opposite its oorrelative on tiie geo-
memcal plan. Now to begin woric. Draw radial lines,
turn point of sight to the point denoting the plan of each
vertical line required to be shown in the perspective. It

will l>e necessary in most cases to be careful and take the
lines seriatim and transfer same by a slip of i>aper to the
ground hue of the pictm^ plane on the penqicctive

;

then with i-espect to setting up heights they will be the
same sciile as the plan, as we ai-e drawing iu what wo call

parallel perspective (though to bo correct the centnU plane
could not then l>e obhque as we have it} . Tlie heights can
be set up from the sjime scale anywhere along the picture
plane, but in practice will usuaily be measured on the
very vertical lines re<iuiring them. On tliis ej-stera the
perspective will show equal halves to anv vertical plane
being parallel to the picture plane and bisected by the
axial plane, and theii- intersection cairiod to the picture
plane by a Unc to point of sight and tlicn transferred by
slip of paper to perspective. It will frequently be useful
to adopt proportional lines of heights tor special cases
witliiu the picture plane in onler to save drawing and
confusion of lines, and it is also well to place the hori-
zontal lino-i.c, the height of the spectatoi-'s eye, high as
he might be elevated. Truth will prevent our adopting a
point of sight which, through the existence of a west wall,
would have the visual rays intercepted ; but where a west-
ern gallery exists there would be an excellent and pos-
sible place for a station point, and the hoiizoutjil line

would be drawn at 5ft. above the gallery floor on which
the spectator would stand. Then ha\-ing a high horizontal
lino we shall have a good view of the building on four
sides instead of tliree—viz., the roof, the side walls, and
the floors and benches if shown, which will truthfully
enhance effect and the better show bases to columns, &c.
Having a good perspective floor view by very flno firm
pencil lines, and the portions of same requiring pro tern . to
remain on the paper, being drawn firmer and blacker, we
can complete ou plan in perspective the plan of whatever
we require to sut up vertically, and the sections of moulded
principal rafters and of transverse ribs and of diagonal
ribs can be drawn on plan in pei"spcetive and carried up
to top of abacus and then dra^\Ti to their proper sti-aight

or ciured lines as the case may be, bearing in mind tJuit

all portions of circles in roof ribs, whicli are in vertical

planes parallel to the picture plane are seen their real
fomi, and may be di-awn with the compasses ; but as it is

said thatthere isnot a really straightline in theEi-echthenm,
and in a really artistic building tliere should not exist a
rigidly correct geometrical lino either cuiTcd or straight,

tlierefore the segments will be best drawn easy with com-
passes having needles. If drawn by hand alone they can-
not average the true curve, and on the building nothing
but the average of the true cm-\-e would be tolerated, and
we should not depict what is worse, as a segment drawn
by hand would compare unfavourably with one drawn by
the compas.ses, as we cannot draw like Giotto. Diagonal
ribs should be divided from the geometrical plan, on wliich
they would be described as turned down on their hori-
zontal axes, drawn on the paper, and their points pro-
jected to picture plane transferred to perspective. The
height to each division will be taken from the drawing of
cui'\-e on the plan. Intermediate ribs and lierncs can be
projected on the plan in a hke manner, and transferred,
&c. It would pi'ove convenient in such cases to use thick
tracing paper, as plan upon plan, again and again, must be
drawn to obtain the necessary points, and any undue
attempt to dispense with their necessary production must
injure and tend to muddle and worry the paper, or else
detract from the effect which the faithful drawing in per-
si>ective of the correct curves would produce ; because a
cui"ve not a true one (on the average) must be a deformed
curve, and such can be no more desirable in perspective
than in geometrical drawing, and would never be tolerated
except that the general beauty of the interior, together
with colouring or etching, tends to conceal it.—nKxay
Ambbose.

[57n.]—Cricket Pavilion.—Amongst the best and
most favourably noticed (brawings submitted in compe-
tition for laying out Koundhay I*ark, Leeds, was a very
beautiful design for a double-fronted cricket pa\Tlion, the
author of which was Mr. Stewart, of AVool Exchange,
Colman-atreet, City. I believe it was erected somewhere
near London, but I am not certain.—C. Mudfoed.

[5712.]—Lift.—If "Hoist" will put himself into com-
munication with us we shah be happy to give him any in-
formation he may require. An mtelligible description
would occupy too much of your space.—A. S. and 8., 48,
Leicester-square.

[5714.]—Deficient Q,uantitiea.—In a book entitled
" A Legal Handbook for Ai'cliitects, Builders, and Build-
ing Owners," by Edward Jenkins and John Raymond,
barristers-at-law, dedicated by permission t^j the lloyal
Institute of British Architects, and published by King and
Co., 12, Paternoster-row (5a.), your correspondent,
**W. D. B.," will find the following on page 73 :—" Wlien
the contract consisted of a tender to execute certain work
contained in specifications and quantities made out by tlie

employer's surveyor and an acceptance of that tender, it is

held that the builder could not recover as for extras for an
excess of work performed in consequence of an error in
the quantities." For a case where this point was thus
settled, we arc referred in a footnote on the same page to
Coker v. Young, in Poster and Finlason'H Nisi l*rius
reports. This case was tried in IKOO. Mr. Jenkins, one of
the authors of the "Legal Handbook" referred to, and
whose address, I beUeve, is 6, I*uper-buildings, Temple,
would be able to give '* W. D. B." further particulars.

—

NicnoLi FiLius.

STAINED GLASS.
Stow-on-tiie-Wold.—The five-light west win-

dow of the parish church of Stow-ou-the-Wold
haa been filled with stained glass from the manu-
factory of Messrs. Wailes and Strang, of New-
castlo-on-Tyne. In tho tracery arc seven angels
holding scrolls containing portions of the passage
in Revelation — '* Holy, holy, holy, Lord God
Almighty,*' &c. The middle portions of the lights

are tilled br full-sized figures of Moses, Isaiah,

Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel ; and in the base of
the window arc subjects from the life of Moses.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Insecttee Scaftoldino.—The Judge of the

Sussex County Court district lately heard a case at
Brighton, in which a plasterer claimed £50
damages, arising out of an injury received by the
falling of a scaffold- while he was working on it,

said to be due to the negligence of the defendant,
his employer, in having it improperly erected. It
was shown that a scaffolding had been erected by a
man who was not accustomed to such work, and on
a bag of cement being thrown out of a window
about 3ft. above tho scaffolding on to it, it gave
way, and the plaintiff was precipitated from it, and
broke his leg. Plaintiff said that the scaffolding
was 30ft. long, that it had only supports 3in. square,
in the middle, and one at each cud. The judge
said

: Tliis is only one of many instances in which
injury has arisen througli scaffolding being im-
properly erected, and I am of opinion that all such
erections should, like plans, be subject to the
approval of some official appointed by the local
officials. I know that when a largo church waa
being erected here some time ago, the scaffolding,
whicn was of immense height, was built by a
labourer, who knew but very little about such work,
and long ere the work was completed, the scaffold-
ing had swayed over, and was only supported by
the building, which was in course of construction.
One tradesman who was engaged in the work
objected to his men using the scaffold, but others
were not so considerate. Very frequently are the
scaffold holes too slender for the pui*pose *for which
they are used. The existing state of things is a
crying evil, and should be remedied. Those engaged
in the erection of buildings should be protected
against employers who are not considerate, as well
as those who are to occupy the buildings when
completed. In these days of contracts, we cannot
exercise too much official supervision.

The Lancaster Town Council are about to erect
new markets from tho designs of Mr. John Thomp-
pon, architect, of that town.

Our (DfSce %Mt
Sib Sidney Hbdlet Wateblow has a pretty

little controversy on hand with the Duke of
Richmond and Lord George Hamilton. Sir
Sidney is chairman of St. Margaret's Technical
School, "Westminster, of which the head master
is Mr. Gofiin. Mr. Goffin is charged by the
Science and Art Department with havinjf
obtained improper access to the examination
papers which were to be used for the examina-
tion of his pupils last year. The examiners
found, when they came to look at the answers,
what they thought was evidence of mechanical
answers learnt by rote. They made inquiries,
which revealed that just before the examination
Mr. Goffin had drilled his children in eight of tea
questions on their papers. Fiu-ther, they dis-

covered that Mr. Goffin had, through the care-
lessness of the secretary of the school, had the
papers for some time in his possession. There
was a visit to the school. Mr. Goffin denied the
charge, but, without affording him any oppor-
tunity of rebutting the evidence, the department
refused again to accept him as an accredited
teacher. It was mere waste of time for Mr.
Groffin to appeal to be heard. His managers lost

their trouble in writing on his behalf. The de-
partment had made up its mind. Sir Sidney and
his colleagues being opposed to the appearance of
injustice, refused to dismiss their master unless
they heard the evidence against him. The de-
partment refused to give the e\-idence or to rescind

its order. So tho case stands. Mr. Goffin will

shortly be made the subject of a Parliamentary
debate.

The Southampton Town Council have, it

appears, agreed to do the least possible in the
way of providing public offices, and have re-

ferred the question to a committee who are
empowered to call in an architect, if necessary,

to consider and report upon the adaptation of

the existing premises to Corporation and Post-
Office requirements. If there are no means to

build new offices, of coui'se the patcliing up of
the old premises at the least expense is the only
sensible course, though in such case we cannot
see the good of calling in an arcliitect when the

town have already plans prepared by their own
consulting surveyor. As Mr. Lemon's sei-vices

are included in his salary, why go to any further

expense about what must after all be a mere
makeshift for a few years? Such a procedure
seems to us an unnecessary waste of time and
money, and not flattering to their suneyor. The
most amusing part of the affair is that the
question has been made a party one and a test

for electioneering purposes, while the most ex-

pensive mode of dealing with the old premises

has been suggested.
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THE SOCIETY OF BRITISH ARTISTS.

THE pictures at the Suffolk-street Gallery

of the above Society, if they do not
quite equal former displays in sonic of the

higher qualities of iiainting, maintain a fair

average of exccllenco in landscape and (/enre

subjects. The largo room is adorned by
works of some well-kno'wn artists, of whom
we meet with the names of Goodall, Wool-
mer, Caifieri, Lee, R. Redgrave, Cox, Alfred
Cole, Sir J. Gilbert, Bromley, Ludovici,
W. H. Gadsby, Gerardin, Cobbett, J. Burr,
Gii-ai-dot, Bartlett, Clint, Hinos, and others.

To come to the most striking works first,

we may place Mr. CafBeri's " Music Lesson"
(13) in the front rank as a charming example
of effective drawing and colour. A group of

yoimg ladies round a grand pianoforte are

taking their music lesson in a spacious and
lichly furnished room, draperied on one side

with dark curtains. The window opening in

the latter, through which a peep of green
leaves is obtained, the light tints of the silk

dresses—blue, pink, and buff—the blending
of the colom-s and the truthful perspective,

make up a very pleasing subject. Vigorously
painted, yet delicate in tone, the pictiu'e is

seen best at a moderate distance. One of

the finest studies in forest life is
'

' The Oak
and Birch " (92), by Mr. Fred. Hines, the
massive trunk and foliage of the oak and the
contrast with the light feathery spray and
silvery stem of its more delicate companion
the birch, are admirably painted. Excellent
as a transcript, it possesses a higher meaning
in its contrastive power, whUo the manipula-
tion is nearly perfect. A more impas-
sioned piece, persuasive and emotion-moving
in its more diiect appeal tohuman sjTnpathies,
is Mr. J. Burr's " Words of Comfort " (125).
The handling is energetic and massive, and
the depth of tone iu keeping with such a
theme. Mr. A. J. Woolmer contributes one
of those epic landscape subjects for which
he has a decided penchant. It is entitled,
'

' The Primeval Forest : A Leaf from the
Stone Book " (148). The artist has painted
a grand old oak springing up amidst
a scone of luxmiant vegetation and animal
life, such as one may imagine to have existed
in the primeval forest. The idea is poetic-
ally worked out ; the dark grotto, and the
grove beyond, ^vith the trunks and branches
of trees against the bright sunlight, the ser-

pent entwined in the oak branches, the fowls
of air and water, combine to present a pic-

ture quite antediluvian. Mr. Woolmer is a
vigorous painter of nature in its gi-ander

moods. The luminous effect upon the trunk
and foliage of oak, the brook below, and the
water from the rock at the sides show a
wonderful mastery in the opaque coloui-ing of

the high ligljts and the transparent or
glazing tints over the deeper or darker por-
tions of the picture. The scale of tone and
the vigour of touch are no less remarkable.
Another picture of some merit is No. 157,
"Tired Out," exhibiting an incident that
tells its own tale. The artist, Mr. A. Dixon,
has covered a large canvas, fully sensible

of a well recognised mode of enlisting

attention. The subject chosen is a railway-
carriage compartment occupied by a young
soldier, a mother \vitli her two children, both
asleep, and a young girl attired iu sombre
dress, who is looking out into the dark night
with a careworn, anxious, and tii-ed expres-
sion on her face. The gloom of the caniage
and the darkened features of its occupants,
worn with fatigue and ennui, are well de-
jncted, A few fine landscai)es are to be seen.

Wo notice No. 181, "A Scene in North
Wales," by Mr. E. J. Cobbett, remarkable

for the cleverly-painted gleam of simshinc

over some rugged uplands ; the figures are

less happy; No. 189, "Pastimes and Times
Past," by Mr. W. Holyoake, boldly painted,

yet stiff in execution; " Eagle's Crag, in

Borrowdale," by Mr. J. Peel, a grand moun-
tain piece, in wliich the colouring and
effect of sunshine and atmosphere are

rendered mth considerable skill; No. 163,
" Up Stream," by Mr. Stuart-Lloyd, clever

in the handling of feathery foliage ; and two
pleasing pieces, Nos. 103 and 104, the first,

"Temple Reach, Hurley," by Mr. A. de
Breanski, and the second, " The Last Swal-
low of the Season," by Mr. W. Gosling. The
latter is a view of the Thames at Bolney, and
the delicate drawing of the trees in then-

autmunal dress contrasts with the freshness

of the piece above. One of the largest archi-

tectural pictures is Mi-. Wyke Bayliss's " In-

terior of the Church of St. Remy, Rheims "

(164). The artist has sought to embody the

sentiment of the poet conveyed in the "Golden
Legend," from the stanza :

—

" Shafts of sunshine from the west
Paint the dusky windows red

;

Darker shadows, deeper rest,

Undenicath aud overhead
;

Slowly, slowly, up the wall

Steals the sunshine, steals the shade."

The red glow of the western sun and the

misty stealing shadow over the arcades are

painted with effect, but the perspective of

the arcade is certainly faulty, and the detail

carved string courses and capitals are coarse

and lumpy. Compositions representing

everyday-life and manners are, as usual,

plentiful. No. 42, "Pensioners' Pensioners,"

is a homely incident told by Mr. A. W.
Bayes mth much pathos and feeling. The
old women in the hall feeding sparrows are

thoroughly characteristic of the comfoi table

hospital, and the expression on their faces

betoken the interest they take in their kindly
office. In grouping and colour the piece is

admirable. Mr. Bromley, in the '

' Fruit

Seller " (38), shows a Spanish bmnette sitting

on some steps with her friuts, her dark eyes

turned askance. The colouring is bright and
genial, and the execution clever. Sir J.

Gilbert, E.A. (30), in his usual vein,depicts an
incident in "Tristram Shandy," in which
Coi-poral Trim questions Uncle Toby's paper
projects. The scene is cleverly depicted, and
the characters of Sterne's humorous story

well sustained, though the diawing of table

is poor and the red coats a little too harsh.

Mr. W. H. Bartlett's portrait occupies a con-
spicuous place ; it is of a yoimg lady in sage-
green, sitting in a red ai-mchair, looking at

an album. There is rather a meaningless in-

tention in the piece, though the work is

characterised by solid handling and depth of

tone. No. 100, "Finishing Touches," by Mr.
Watney Wilson, is the picture of an old Jew
trimming his beard. The old man's face and
hands are very transparently painted, and
the chiaroscuro and execution leave nothing
to be desired. The faces of the old man with
gout, the wife, and the little girl in No. 178
" KiudEnquu-ies," are natural and carefully

painted, and the artist. Mi-. Hayllar, sustains

his reputation as a truthful renderer of

everyday life. Perhaps one of the most
amusing of (jenre subjects is " Old Crabby "

(176). The artist has caught the true feline

expression of temper in the ears and eyes,

while the intruding pugs are cleverly ren-
dered. Mr. ElHs's "Forage Party" is

forcible in colour, the geese and the
grass, trees and hedge are painted
in a vigorous and telling manner.
One of the most remarkable pictures
in the large room is by Mr. J. Morgan,
entitled (No. 153) " French and English."
Two parties of boys are trying their

strength by pulling at a rope, one of

the groups being numerically double
the other. The smaller band has ap-

parently the advantage. Two urchins on the

other side of a fence are, in a spirit of patriotic

bravado, deriding the large party. Wo are

struck no less by the expressive features of

the boys engaged in the " tug of war " than
by the gestures of the urchins who are

lookers-on of the struggle, and the colour

ami finish of the landscape. In the north-
west room one or two pictures attract atten-

tion. Mr. J. R. Ashton, in " Check," shows a
game of chess. The two playei-s are ob-
viously adepts; but we pass the obvious
plot to remark upon the bold and solid

manipulation, the dark setting to the faces

and chess-men, and the clever colouring.

"The Abbey Ti-ees" (473), by Mr. Stuart
Lloyd, is a picture worthy of the artist's

reputation as a painter of an unconventional
school. There is a velvety softness in the
background and foliage, and the flowering-

grass is characterised by a dexterity and
softness of manipulation almost realistic,

imtting us in mind of those pictures repro-

duced through the agency of the camera
obscura. " Learned Leisure " (475), by Mr.
F. S. Muschamp, is a sentimental conceit

—

lady in golden-coloured satin sitting under
a window of painted glass. The colours, the
deep rod couch and the dress, produce a
rich cabinet picture. A fine landscape meets
us in 456, entitled " Where the Wild Thyme
Blows," in which Mr. Grace has realised, in
liis usual broad manner, the romided masses-

of foliage and blue distance. Equally good,
as a reminiscence of old chirrch days, is

Miss Jane Humphrey's " O, come let us
sing unto the Lord!" (491), and Mr.
Goldingham's jesters, called "One Fool
makes many " (462) ; while Mr. W. Henry's
view of " Canal and Civic Hospital, St.

Mark's, Venice," is an architectiual subject,

well painted.

No critical observer can fail to notice

the almost unanimous return, among
artists -of flgure-subjects, to tho cos-

tume of the last century, and that which
preceded it. Periwigs and knee-breeches,

the rosettes and court-dress of a former
generation—even Regency d.andj-ism—are
becoming the fashionable habit among-
artists -who once were wont to clothe their

figures in ancient togas, or to wrap them up
in cloaks. In this respect painters aie

keeping architects company, and it certainly

would be rather an anachronism to introduce

modem dress into a room of 17th century
style and furniture. In such (juise, anyhow,.

we have several pictures. Mr. J. Rick's
" Evil Beginnings have Bad Endings " (424)

is a clever subject, though, we must confess,

a trifle obscure in its meaning. An old man
in wig, doublet, and surtout, is plajTng

whist -with a young man—it may be a son

—

while above the latter, in the comer of room,
is a mirror, in which is reflected the hand of

cards of the latter. Tho faces of the players

and the accessories are admirably rendered.

Singularly faulty in drawing is Mr. Haw-
kins' allegorical subject, " 'The Progi-ess of

Time, representing the Sun-dial in Aldbury
Churchyard, Herts " (425). The figures are

ci-udely painted, and there is a general want
of scale. A forcible picture is No. 405,
" Guilty, or Not Guilty ? " by J. Paed. The
prisoner's scowl, as he is brought in between
two soldiers, is a masterly piece of expression,

and the coloui-ing is equally good. Wo can
only glance at Mr. Ludovici's " Dancing
Class' (228), depicting a row of girls in

coloured dresses being taught by a master

;

it is a clever, vivid piepe of colour, admuablo
in drawing, and, like all this artist's works,

displays an energetic style of manipulation
thoroughly characteristic. No. 360 is .a

grand Alpine piece, " Morning in the Alps"

;

the pine and the sunlit peaks produce a strik-

ingensemble. Afcw others wenoteby nmnbcr
as skilful renderings of everyday life ; such

are Nos. 292, 250, 240, 299, 210, 215, 386,

383, 532. Mr. J. Ellis's drawing, 505 is a

vigorous handling of sea and shadow.
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though too rough and dauby in its near

effect to ploasf the ordinai-y run of picture

fanciers. No. 504 is a clever flgiu-e subject,

andKos. 506, 512, 517, 530, and 338, are

also striking pictures.

The water-colour subjects do not come
up to previous exhibitions, and our space

wQl not permit us to individualise the

best even of these. Some of the sub-

jects aTe singularly feeble, and a few
sensational in style and execution. In
this class we place Nos. 555 and 723. The
view of St. Wolfran's, Abbeville (584), is a
largo subject, spoilt by the inky tone of the

noble front, and the drawing suffers from
crudeness and lack of aerial jjerspectivc.

Mr. D. Law sends, as usual, a few conscien-
tiously-drawTi landscapes, 724 being the
boldest. No. 776 is clever in its foliage

and distance, and the hazy effect over moun-
tain ; 570 is a sunny piece, and 571 very
natural. For truthfulness of colour, and
simplicity and breadth of execution, Nos.
601 and 602 are, without doubt, exceedingly
conspicuous among so many attempts at
artificialities of style. They remind us of

some of the better works of Pyne or Penley,
depending for their effect on local colour and
transparent shadows, broad in handling,
and without that painful, affected manner
noticeable in manv works in the same room.
Nos. 627, 648, 699," 694, 625, 624, 622, exhibit

skilful drawing, and come within the class of

genuine wat<;r-colour8.

THE MAINTENANCE OF MACADAM-
ISED EOADS.*

ROAD making and maintenance is an art
that has been pretty much left to tra-

dition, the most experienced roadmakers
having furnished little or no written instruc-
tions. Since the days of McAdam and Tel-
ford, the literature of road construction has
been very scantily added to, and the secret
of good roads has more or less remained in
the keeping of turnpike, town, and country
surveyoM. Mr. Thomas Codrin>!ton, M.I.C.E.,
the general superintendent of county roads
for South Wales, has in some measure sup-
plied the want by publishing a treatise on
"The Maintenance of Macadamised Roads,"
fpving the result of experience and observa-
tion relating to the systematic management
of roads. The author brings considerable
knowledge and observation to the task,
mainly the result, it would appear, of hav-
ing the superintendence of a large area of
road maintenance. The conclusions of
foreign engineers have not been overlooked,
for we find the "Annales des Fonts et
Chaussees," and other authorities, have been
consulted, and many valuable expei-iments
with reference to the bulk and weight of
broken stone for metaUing, the " draught "

of vehicles, &c., are given. In the last-
named matter, Morin's and Dupuit's experi-
ences are recorded, besides those of Sir J.
MacneiU and other engineers. The author,
agreeably to the best experience, lays great
stress on the necessity of good draijiiage of
road surface and subsoil. It is now gene-
rally agreed that attention to these points is

absolutely essential to economy of mainten-
ance, and that, though the first cost may bo
large, a well-drained road is the cheapest.
Some useful hints as to the various modes of
cutting drains for the foimdation of a road
are ^ven which would have boon more
practically^ useful to a large class if illus-
trated_ by a few sections. In speaking of
roads in open level districts, the author says
the fiold Bide of the fences, where the width
of land taken is limited, is thebest place for the
sunk side-draiBS or ditches. In cuttings,
the drains are best under the "water-table,"
or side channel, cut about a foot below the

• The Miiintetuinoe of MaoadamiMd Heads. ByThokas CoDsiKOTox, M.I.O,E., F.O.B. London : E. and
ir. It. Span, Cbariag Oom.

formation suifaco, and filled m with rubble-

stone up to the road materials. In sidelong

ground, catchwator drams should be pro-

vided, to intercept sm-face-wator from the

high groimd in addition to the covered

drains. Sometimes, besides the lateral

drains, cross, or "mitre drains," are necessary

to "be cut, meeting in a V in centre of road,

and discharging into the side ditches. The
author says a fall of one in a hundred is

sufiioient for those drains, which may be
cut in the formation surface about 6in. deep
by 12in. Avide, filled in with broken stones

or pipes, or, better stUl, small box-drains,

consisting of dry side walls and a cover-stone.

Speaking of the cross section of a road,

upon which much has been said,

Mr. Codrington advocates a moderate
degree of convexity, just sufB.cient, in fact,

to throw the rain-water off freely. The
evil of a too convex contour has been found
to be the tendency of the traffic to use the

crown of the road entirely, as the only part

where the vehicles can rmi upright, the con-

sequence being that a hollow track is formed
which retains the water, and the road wears
imevenly. In flatter sections a more oven
wear is the result. Telford adopted a flat

elliptical curve, more convex in middle than
at the sides ; Walker, a section composed of

two straight lines, joined by a curve in the

middle, having a fall of 1 in 24 at the sides,

but, practically, a segnient answers the pur-
pose, the main consideration being regularity

of section and evenness. The author ob-
serves:— "A fall from centre to the sides

need not be generally more than 6in. on a

road 30ft. wide, and should never exceed
9in. ; for a road 18ft. or 20ft. wide Sin. or
4in. is enough." Eoads Avith gi-adients need
less curvature of section than level roads,

though this ride is not always attended to.

The curvature of section may be given bj^

fonning the bod of the road with a fall from
centre, or by diminishing the thickness of

road coating towards the sides. Telford
used to foi-m his road-bod level in cross

section, giving the convexity by diminishing
the bottoming of gravel at the sides. A
carefully-laid bottoming or pitchmg of

stones on edge, consohdated by beating with
a large hammer, is better, wo believe, than
Telford's plan of forming a regular pave-
ment of stones. The method of McAdam,
who dispensed with an artificial foundation,
and placed his broken stone directly on the
native subsoil, has generally been followed,
however, by modern road-makers, though
we findthe author inclined to disapprove of the
practice. We are disposed to think a flexible

road substratum the best both for wear and
traffic, if inequaUties are filled in ; we also

differ from the author in thinking a uniform
thickness of metalling the best ; it is better,

we think, to cut the foi-mation surface to a
slighter curve, to give a thickness of metal
diminishing at the sides. Concrete founda-
tions, introduced by MacnoUl, are, perhaps,
bettor than pitched whore much traffic exists,

and lias lime concrete, 12in. thick, has been
used under the macadamised roadways of the
Victoria and Chelsea Embankments. "When
set, 6in. of granite wore laid over it in two
courses well rolled. In speaking of broken
stone roads, the author says a thickness of

3 to 6in. should bo laid on first, choosing
dry weather for tlie operation ; when con-
solidated, or partly so, under the traffic,

and the ruts filled in, other coats may bo
added until the thicloiess is reached. "The
layers after the first will work in bettor if

laid in wet weather." . . . "It is best

to give a new road a stronger coat than
woidd be enough for an old road
under the same conditions of traffic

and situation, and it is seldom advisable
even on the best bottom to make a
now road less than 6in. thick. On a well-

drained bottom this will make an excellent

road sufficient for a considerable country
traffic. McAdam considered that lOin. of

well-consolidated material was enough to

carry the heaviest traffic on any substratum,
experience has proved this to bo tnie with a
well-drained and properly kept road, and
even in the macadamised streets in London.
It is seldom necossaiyto give more than 8 to
9in. thickness, and it is better to add
gradually by successive coats of metalling to

a road made at first i-ather too weak for heavy
traffic than to give the whole thickness at
once." The remarks on water-tables, rolling,

&c., will be found of jiractical interest, and
wo pass them over with the remark that the
author recommends a binding of limestone
detritiis or road scrapings when the road
materials are sOicoous, and sand for lime-
stone materials—chalky or clayey binding
being avoided. As to cost of macadamised
roads, the author says, with materials at

hand, a good road may bo formed and
coated for Is. or Is. 3d. per square yard, and
a London street constructed in the best
manner, with 9in, of Guernsey granite, may
cost as much as 63. to 7s. per yard. The
suggestions on road materials, stone break-
ing by machinoiy, and the cost will be fomid
useful to surveyors generally. The "com-
position of road coating," or the space taken
up by broken stone of different sizes, is dis-

cussed in detail, and numerous experiments
and results are quoted, into which we cannot
enter here. If we take the author's exair.i -

nations, it appears that no matter what
the strength of road, or its thickness, or

material, or traffic, the proportion of mud
that can be washed out, and which forms the

binding material, is about the same. Some
interesting experiments made by the author

ai-e described, for detennining the effect

of heavy loads on wheels in breaking the

road coating; which only prove the great

damage done to roads by heavy loads carried

on nan-ow tires, and that considerable wear
is due to this cause alone. The chaijter on
"Measurement of Traffic and Wear" ex-

hibits the French mode of finding out the

amount of wear ; but there are so many
factors at work that it is difficult to draw
any safe conclusion from the experiments.

From numerous observations it hus been
found that about 100 cube yards per iidle per

year is the average consumption of good
roads, though in the metropolis six times

that quantity of granite have boon used

annually per mUe. In spreading road mate-
rials on old roads it is suggested that they

should be Laid on in small quantities where
hollows or weak places occur, or where
necessary, to preserve the cross section of the

road, and this patching should be done with

care, not in square patches, the angles of

which are wasted or get knocked aw.iy, but in

oval or circular forms, according to the shape

of the hollows. Autumn and early Avinter

are the best times for repair. The custom of

loosening the road surface with the pick is

thought undesirable in weak places if the

border round tho patch bo slightly loosened

to give tho new stones a hold.

Wo cannot refer to many other useful hints

given midcr this headmg, perhaps one of the

most important sections in tho book, as tho

economical maintenance of a road largely

depends upon the manner it is patched and
tho removal of tho detritus resulting from
the wear of material. Regarding the latter,

tho author advocates a thorough removal of

supoi'fluous mud, so as to keep the road hai-d,

though ho acknowledges that scraping may
be carried too far, by removing stones of a

size which would be useful in tho road and
increasing the wear of it. Bayley's hydro-

static vans for watering are recommended as

saving, and Mr. W. J. Cooper's patent for

mixing chlorides of calcium and sodium with

the water is sijoken of, though the results

are not favourable to their use. Some use-

ful data as to cost of labour, and its propor-

tion to materials, are given, from which wo
gather that the cost of niauunl labour is

generally from 30 to 40 x^or cent, of the
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combined cost of labour and material. In
South Wales the manual labour is from
JE7 4s. to £9 is. per mile of road per year, or
from 2s. to 2s. lOd. to a cubic yard of
materials laid. In London the cost of main-
taining macadam roads is from 2s. to 3s. (id.

per square yard 'annually. Mr. Codrinf^^on
Iocs not compare the cost of wood or asphalte
ith macadam, though there is a decided

iifference in favour of the first. Generally,
it is shown by the author that no real
iconomy is to bo gained by saving labour in
siirfaee-work and in the removal of the
worn-out materials from the road. The

1vantage of having men in chai-ge of cor-
dn sections of a road is pointed out, as they

I income familiar with the peculiarities of
lliom and begin to feel an interest in their
labour. The road-surveyor's duties are dis-
( ussed, and the author counsels care in the
]
>reparation of estimates and in accounts of

flic actual expenditure on different roads
year by year. The expenditui'e on repair's
should be kept distinct from cost of manago-
II lent, and the labour on surface-work from
I hat pertaining to materials. We unite in
ihe hope that the New Highway Act wiU
systematise the maintenance of our highways,
1 'Y requiring the accounts of expenditm-e on
roads to be rendered to the county authority,
so that a useful comparison may be estab-
lished for future guidance. The appendix
to Mr. Codrington's book contains forms for
annual estimate, accounts, &c., and adds to
the usefulness of a guide that will become
almost indispensable when it is known.

AECHITECTUEAL MOSAIC.
III.—Medi^v.u. Mosaic.—

(

Contimced.
)TTTE have now described aU the principal

TT kmds of Middle-Age work. To speakmuch of the pictorial design of each
school would far exceed our limits

; andwe prefer the more practical task of
aescnbm-f as much as can now be
ascertamed of the technical methods
employed. The mode of preparation of the
matenids for glass mosaic was long preserved
88 a secret art, handed down traditionally
among the workmen. Ancient MSS. have
however been discovered of late years which
throw some light upon it. From one of these
kno-vvn as the " Bolognese MS." we ex-
tract the following particulars. This MS
was HTitten m the loth centmy, in a kind
of Itahanised Latin, and has been long pre-
SOTved in the library of a convent in Bologna.
Lbe foUowmg translation is by Mrs. Morri-
neld :—
HEBE BEGIXS A TEEATISE ON MOSAIC COLOUES,
A»d First IFow to Make the Material for the

^M«i«.-Takelead and tin, of each lib., meltthem
together, and calcine them with common salt, untiltbe whole i.s reduced to powder in a rever-
Beratory furnace, and then melt the mass and add
to It Its own weight of raw tartar, and reduce it topowder, and mix it .again with common salt, and
Sr„ '^u

" e^fl^eratorv furnace for one natiu-al
aay. Ihen wash the salt out with common warm
water, and add more salt, and calcine it again, andcontmue this untU it becomes a white calx, take
/lb ot tins calx and loz. of calcined bones, and mixau together, and put the mass into a glass pot, melt
It and let it remain infusion for three daysf and trv

milfirr„n?-f
••?,'? J^-'i'^ther it is well digested andmixed, and it will be mosaic or white glass, of Avhich

V^^'^f^^'' all other colours in glass as follows :10 » D. ot the said material put loz. of zaffirdi in^wder and mix it well with an iron rod, and,

wh^i, •." 1""'' '"^"'^'l' t^y ^th a little of it

r.,1 of"-*
'' ? g°«l.l'l"«

;
if iiot add aUttle zaffirdi,ana let it continue liqtud until it is of a good colour

m^\^T\ i"'
^"'^

'1 '^'^^ t^<= whatever shape youUke, but take care of the wind while you are casting

„-dT"'7 ^j-"'^ "f ^tomic-T-^V^ lib. of crystalglass and putitm the firo, and, when it is red hot

^t.Tr r ?P'"'' °' """" '" ""'>''='> 'o'^lie alum isoiBsolved, and so quench it sixteen times, and thenpulvense it on porphyry and mix ivith it threetimes Its own quantity of ceruse in powder. Fill ajar half full with it and cover it and lute it down,and put It in a soda furnace and let it remain thereas long aa If it were soda, and when it is cold you I

will find your material fit to receive whatevercolours
you like.

To Make a Saffron-coloured, that is Golden
coloured. Mosaic.—Take some of the prepared mato-
riiil and add to It loz. of the saffron of Mars, and
mix with it 81b. of the prepared white material, and
let it stand until it is of a gold colour. If it does
not become so, add a little more saiVrou of Mars
and it will certainly be like gold.

But if i/ou U'isli to make a red tmaaic, put into the
wliite matoiial loz. of alcucu (i") and loz. of cal-
cmcd brass to 81b. of the said material, and it will
be red. But, if you wish to make /</mA Mosaic, melt
loz. of iron and loz. of tin, and throw powdered
sulphur upon it, and it \viU make a very good
blaek.

To Make Red Mosaic—Take 3 parts of the white
material, I part of calx letitia;, that is calx of gold,
1 part of ashes of verziue and 3 parts of sal gMu in
powder

;
mix the whole well together upon por[)' -.Ty,

and set it to molt in a glass pot in a glass-fu::]ace
and let it remain there for four or six hours; thou
take it out and you will have a red mosaic.

To Make a Ruse-coloured Mosaic.—Take 3 parts of
the white material and 3 parts of calx letitia3, that is
calx of gold, and 2 parts of cineris pencholini, i.e.,
brass burnt and reduced to powder, and 3 parts of
sal gem ; pulverise the whole together, and do as
you did before.

To Make a Pomegranate-coloured Mosaic.—Take
3 parts of the said m.aterial, and 1 part of calx solis,
i.e., calx of gold, half a part of manganese (?), and
1 part of sal gem, and do as before.

To Make a Blue J/oswiV.—Take 3 parts of the said
material, 2 J parts of ultramarine azure, and 3 parts
of sal gem, and it is done.

To Make a Green Mosaic—Ttike 3 parts of the said
material, and 2 parts and 2 oz. more of calx of iron
and 3 parts of sal gem, and it is done.

'

To Make a Chrysolite, i.e.. Glass of the Colour of
Gold.—Take o parts of the said material, 10 parts
of calcined lead, 10 pai-ts of sal-gem

;
put the whole

into afumace together for five hours, and it is done.

transparent glass of a yellowish green colour, from
the black a violet or amethystine glass. These al-
terations and anomalies, some of which throw light
on the nature of the blue glass of the ancients, are
to bo ascribed to the gieater or less degree of oxida-
tion of the metallic colouring matters."

The directions given in several other
Mediffival MSS. which we have seen
closely correspond with the above ; but it
will be interesting to the practical worker to
compai-e with them the results of a modem
chemical analysis which was made some
years ago by Professor Branchi, of Pisa, who
procured a nmuber of mosaic fragments
from Eome and Pisa, for the pmpose of
ascertaining the composition both of the
materials themselves and of the metals vnih.
which they were coloured. Several varia-
tions appear as the result ; e.g.—lu the Pisau
mosaics the red colom- appears to have been
produced from copper, wliile in the MS. it
is produced from gold as well as from copper.
Again in the blue, which accortling to the
MS. was ooloiu-ed with " azzm-ri ultra-
marini," was found by analysis both of the
Roman and Pisan material to be produced
from copper; and the green of the Pisan
mosaic was produced by copper, that of the
MS. by "crocus martis " and sal-gem.
Professor Branchi considers that the modem
art of colouring the glass is superior to the
ancient, and questions whether the old
workers were acquainted -vvith the use of
oxide of cobalt for blue, which had been
said to have been kno^vn even to the
Egyptians, because the oxide of copper was
sufficient for the purpose, and because in
the specimens examined by huu, when seen
by refracted Hght, the characteristics of
cobalt colouring, as pointed out by Berg-
man, wore wanting entirely. The following
are the Professor's words on various
colom-s :

—

/ "
*T.°''vf"®''

*'^° ^'^^ the last mentioned glass
(I.e. the blue specimens), preserved, as it should do.
Its own colour after being pulverised .and fused by
hrewith a smaU quantity of carbonate of soda.
Whilst that from Eome passed to an amethystine
colour,which the Pisan glass also acquired, although
in a less degree, having been both pulverised, mixid
wnth carbonate of soda and exposed to the same de-
gree of heat. Having treated m the same manner
the other enamels of various colours .and more or
less opaque of the mosaic of Pisa, I saw that the red
passed to a blue colour, that the purple was changed
to an amethystine colour, and that the black became
a tr.ansparent yellow glass, on the surface of whichwas an alkalme stratum of a bluish green. Haviii<»
repeated these last experiments, I obtained from th?
(lark green, hght green and piuple enamels, results
diftermg from the preceding in the gradation of
colour only. From the red fafterwards obtauied a

In the oldest mosaics of St. Mark's,
according to Sir H. Layaid, there ox-e no
true reds or pui-ples, o^ving to the difficulty
of their production ; and according to Mr.
Porgusson there are no reds, or very dull
ones only, in St. Sophia; while in other
churches of Constantinople, dating before
the Turkish conquest, the rods exceed all
other colours in brilliancy,

One of the most beautiful features of
mediioval mosaics is their (jildiny. A
method of producing gilded mosaic, which
was known in the old Eoman times, and
continued for many ages, was to cover a
film of leaf gold placed on the vitreous
material, with an actual piece of thin glass,
and afterwards to unite the whole into one
mass by the action of fire. But accordLag to
a later and more improved process, the
covering material was little more than a
" vitreous vamish," scarcely distinguishable
from the gold which it protected, except
by having a shining, non-metaUic surface,
and by the resistance it offered to iron tools,
and to the action of mercury and nitro-muri-
atic acid. The probable method by which this
extremely thin covering was applied, was
that glass or crystal, easily fusible, was
reduced to an impalpable powder, which
was distcmjiered with water, or with a solu-
tion of gum, or of borate of soda, or other
liquid, that this ndxture was spread over
the gilded sm-face, and that finally the
whole was exposed to heat, which fused the
powder into a fine vamish, which has
resisted not only the above named re-agents,
but now, after the lapse of six centm-ies,
appears without the slighest alteration in
the same state in which it left the hand of
the artist. The best gold-ground mosaic
is undoubtedly that in which this covering
material is thinnest.

The cement or stucco with which the
mosaics were fixed was of the very greatest
importance, and each artist is supposed to
have had his o^vn secret and favourite
methods of prepaiing it, but according to
Vasari it consisted of slaked lime I part,
pounded marble 3 parts, mixed with water
and white of agg. But as this hardened
too quickly there was afterwards used a
mixture of 1 part of slaked lime with 3 of
powdered travertine stone mixed up with
linseed oil, and kept stirred every day during
use, adding oil as it dried. The foUowng
account of the analysis of the cement used
in the mos.aics of the Duomo of Pisa, made
by Professor Branchi, of Pisa, iviU be of
great interest to the practical worker :

—

" The cement or bed of the beautiful mosaic of
the Tribune of the Duomo of Pisa consists of two
thick strata one upon the other. The lower stratum,
which is white, tasteless, of a texture .apparently
homogeneous, soluble in acids, with hberation of
carbonic acid, consisted undoubteiUy of a mi.xture
of slaked lime and mai-ble dust. Having tested tho
weight of 2 denari (grammi 2-358) with acetic acid,
there remained only silica and yellow oxide of iron,
weighing Ifgr. (grammi 0-085). The superior
stratum in which the parallelopipeds of colom-ed
glass were embedded consisted of a yeUoivish mix-
ture somewh.at hard, which acquii-ed on lighted
charcoal a colour that was tirirt grey and then
blackish. The same acetic acid to the action of
which 1 exposed an equal quantity of this layer as
of the lower, dissolved the lime witli slight ebullition,
and left 12.|gr. (grammi 0-G13) of a substance of a
dark yellow colour, which I foimd was composed of
linseed oil dried, and a small portion of turpentine,
and of other resinous matter. The cement of the
mosaics of the cloisters of the Basilica of St. Paolo,
without the walls of Rome, was composed of slaked
lime and brickdust more or less finely pulverised.
It was of a flesh colour, unalterable by lire or ex-
posure to the sea wind, and of a taste slightly saline.
By means of an analysis, sufficiently accurate for
the purpose, I find in the same quantity (viz.,
2 denari) that its constituents were nearly as
follows :

—
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Denari. Grains, Gramini.

Carbonate of Ume .... 1 3} 1-360

PulTerJMd bricks deprived

by acetic acid of their

cAlcoreoos parts .. .. II5 0'5"2

Muriate ol soda, earthy
muriates, and a little cal-

careous sulphate . . . , 8V« 0*433

By these results I have learned that the grounds of

the mosaics were not always prepared in the same
manner.**

Sir M. Digby TVyatt was of opinion that

the ancients probably used for their finest

pictures some retarding agent, such as beer
or honey, which would tend to keep their

cement plastic longer than it would if mixed
with water only.

The method of worlcing difiercd from
modem methods chiefly in the fact that the
ancients worked exclusively from the front,

while many modem mosaics are prepared
from the back, and affixed to their places in

plaques or Eections. The surface to be
decorated, built of biick or stone, was fli-st

rendered >Wth rough plaster, to make a key
for subsequent coatings. Then a strong and
fine plaster, nearly 1 inch thick, was put
upon it. Cartoons or drawings of the
subject wei-e either placed within view of the
workman as a guide or were drawn upon
the plaster itself. The beginning was
always made with the most important part
of the design, the artist first faiocking out
with his cbisel a portion of plaster corre-

sponding in size to that which would be
occupied by a few tesserae. He then selected

a piece of the vitreous material of the proper
colour, fi-om a tray in which the various

colours were arranged. This would be
about the size of a circle 5 or 6 inches in

diameter and i an inch thick. To cut this

to the shape and size required he placed it

upon a sharp edge of iron, and struck it

with an edge tool, exactly plumb with
the under iron, and thus fractured it in a

direct line between the two edges. An
earlier method was to draw a hot iron along
the line in which it was desired to make the

fracture. When he had thus obtained the

small piece he wanted, ho took some fresh

cement (made of 1 part lime to 2 of marble
dust) inserted the piece and pressed it till it

was flush with the adjoining plaster, and ho
could see whether more cement was wanted,
and so proceeded till he had finished a face,

or some other loading feature, which being
done, the superior artLst allowed some
inferior hand to fill in the draperies and less

important parts of the design, while he
himself commenced in some other place.

The work' thus performed, it must be
acknowledged, has often a much greater

effectiveness than the extremely smooth
work which is performed by the modem
method. In the old work there is an end-

less sparkle and diversity of tint, which
frequently contrast painfully with modem
restorations in the old buildings. The
modem artist has aimed at a fineness,

smoothness, an(J regularity which the old

workmen seemed not to care for ; and with
the residt that while the modem work
glistens painfully like a single sheet of

burnished metal, which some have compared
to a "copper cauldron " effect—the old

•work, having been fixed by the method
described, it was impossible to bring each

separate piece of glass into an absolutely

true place, and consequently they are all

Been at thousands of angles, differing some
widely and some microscopically, but all

reflecting light at different degrees. This it

was, combined with a judicious coarseness of

execution in work placed at a distance from
theeye, which happily gave to the old mosaics
that glorious biilJiancy and variety which
they retain to the present day, and which
the modem mosaicist would do well to

emulate.

EaBATA.—In our hist article, on p. 321, first column,
line 29, **t«mainin(r*' fihould read '* retaining." and in

the next ndomn, tint line of last paragraph, for "dis-
ooreied " read " diaeontinued."

ARCHITECTFRAL GEOLOGY.—Til.
lOJfEOITS AND MET.\MORrHIC EOCK8.

IGNEOUS rocks are those which at some
time or other diu-ing the earth's history

have been in a molten condition, from which
thoy have been formed into a solid mass
either before the deposition of the overlying

sedimentary and fossiliferous rocks, or have
been forced up from below in a fluid con-

dition after the formation of those strata

which they are often foimd to pierce through
and overflow. Igneous rocks are not always
the most ancient, as wo find thorn occmring
in nearly every gealogical ago, oven down to

the end of the Cretaceous Period. Thus, in

the Lake district of the north of England,
wj find a mass of basalt piercing the green

slates ; they must therefore have been forced

up after those rocks wore deposited, but pre-

vious to the formation of the Old Eed sand-

stone. In Leicestershire the syenite has

pierced the coal measures at Mount Sorrel,

and has charred the coal through which it

has passed, converting it into coke, and rests

in a mass above the carboniferous strata. At
Dartmoor, in Dovonshii-e, the granite was
probably formed during the Poi-mian period,

since it has altered the carboniferous rocks

with which it has come in contact. In
Scotland, where granite abounds and is

found in large masses, it appears for the

most part to have boon the most ancient of

the rocks, from the decomposition and
weathering of which the sedimentary strata

have been formed ; but in some cases

we find it piercing the overlying schists of

the SUuriau period in Dumfries and Gallo-

way, the molten granite havitig penetrated

the other rocks in the form of veins.

Porphyry, which consists of compact
felspar, in which large and distinct crystals

of quartz and felspar are embedded, is un-
doubtedly of plutonic origin, having pene-

trated the other rocks in the form of

"Dykes," and formed intrusive sheets coin-

ciding ^vith the bedding of the stratified

rocks. In North Wales the iwrphyry is

found embedded with the slates and grits of

the Silurian period, forming beds of groat

extent and thicknes, and protruding in

enoiTnous bosses through the sedimentary

strata. In Devonshire the porphyries appear

to belong either to the Devonian, Carboni-

ferous, or Permian epochs, haring been
erupted and spread out in a liquid state over

the bed of the sea in which those strata

wore in course of deposition. In the south

of Scotland the porphyry underlies the coal-

measures, and rises from under them on the

banks of the Clyde, forming the hills of

Kilpatrick, Campsie, Kinross, Largs, Glen-
iffer, and Neilston, as well as the escarp-

ments of Salisbury Crags and Arthur's Seat

at Edinburgh.
Metumorphic rocks are those sedimentary

deposits which have been so altered and
changed in character by the action of heat,

sometimes combined ^vith enormous pres-

sure, that their original bedding and the

organic remains which they contained have

been entirely obliterated, their ingredients

being rearranged as crystalline products.

To this class of rocks belong many of the

granites and other quartzose rocks, mica-

schists, slates, marbles, and serpentines.

Syenite, which is a species of granite, so

named from having been found at Syene, in

Egypt, appears as a metamorphic rock in

Chamwood Forest, Leicestershire, where it

alternates with slates, forming a series of

stratified rocks which have been altered by
the intrusion of a molten mass forced up
from below.

Granitic rocks, whether of eruptive or

metamorphic origin, have all a very similar

chemical composition wherever they are

found, silica invariably i)rcdominating, and
forming from G7 to 75 per cent, of the mass,

alumina being in the proportion of from 13

to 19 l>or cent., lime from 1 to 3 per cent.,

potash from 3 to 5, soda from 2", to 6 per
cent., and oxide of iron, upon which the
colour chiefly depends, varying from IJ
to 6 per cent., the red kinds containing more
iron than the lighter coloured. The specific

gravity of granites averages 2'66, so that a
cubic foot weighs about IGGlb., and a cubic

yard 2 tons, or about twice as much a yard
of coal. The granite of England is only
found in large masses in Devon and Corn-
wall, a few isolated patches of it occurring

in Leicestershire, and in the Lake district of

Westmoreland and Cumberland. The granite

of Devon has been worked on Dartmoor at

High-Tor, King's-Tor, Hingston Down,
Blackenstone, and at Fromator near Tavis-

tock ; it is of a greyish colour and generally

porphyritic, having large embedded crystals.

London Bridge is built of Dartmoor granite.

In Cornwall we find several varieties of

granite, which serve as excellent buUduig
material ; that quarried at the Cheesewring,
near Liskeard, is light-coloured, with whit<!

crystals of felspar, and has been largely em-
ployed in London for building Westminster
Bridge, the Thames Embankment, London
Docks, the tomb of Wellington in the crj'pt

of St. Paul's Cathedral, and other works.

The granite obtained from Penryn an<l

Lamoma has been much used for docks and
bridges in London, Birkenhead, and Ply-

month, and for fortifications at Chatham
and Portsmouth. In the nighbourhoods of

Penzance, Falmouth, St. Austell, Lost-

withiel, Charlostown, St. Ives, Holstone,

and Padstow, much excellent granite is

quarried for building purjioses. A porphy-
ritic gi-anite has been found at Calstock,

Lanlivory, and Luanllian, a block of which

was employed to form the sarcophagus of

the WeUington Monument in St. Paul's

Cathedral.
The syenitic granite found at Mount Sorrel,

in Leicestershire, is very hard and expen-

sive to work ; some of it has a wann rose

tint, which renders it suitable for ornamen-
tation. In the Lake district at ShapfoU

and Wasdalo-Craig, near Penrith, a hand-

some porphyritic granite is extensively quar-

ried, having a rich reddish-brown crystalline

base, with large flesh-coloured crystals of

felspar imbedded, and is capable of receiving

a fine polish. Patches of granites and por-

phyry are found in several parts of North
and South Wales, protruding through the

Silurian and Cambrian strata ; it is chiefly

quarried for paving purposes.

In Scotland the granitic rocks prevail over

all others, especially in the mountainous re-

gions of the northern counties, where they

form the basis of the Grampians, extending

from Peterhead and Aberdeen on the east

coast to Ben Macdhui, Oban, and Fort Wil-

liam on the west. From Ben Nevis the

granite is found rurming northwards through

Inverness to the Moray Firth, and occurs in

irregular masses about Sutherland and Caith-

ness. It forms a large portion of the Isle of

MuU, Arran and other islands on the west

coast, and is found in the southern counties

of Dumfries, Galloway, Kircudbright, and

Wigton, where its veins pierce the Silu-

rian rocks. The principal quarries of

Aberdeenshire are in the neighbourhood of

Aberdeen, Peterhead, Aboj-ne, and Inveniry

;

those of Peterhead being chiefly noted for a

red granite of close texture and great hard-

ness, which is obtained in large blocks, and

is much used for ornamental purposes, as it

receives a high degree of polish ; it appears

to be of emptivo origin. A finely crystalline

granite of a light rod colour is obtained at

Carnegie, and grey granite at Dancing-

caim, Eubislaw, and Tyrebagger, which is

considered to bo a motamoriihic rock of older

date than the Peterhead gi-anite. In Kin-

cardine the granite is quarried about

Banchory, Cove, and Nigg ;
and in Perth-

shire at Aberfeldy and Broadalbane. The

county of Banff also contains much granite,

of which there are quanies at Mamock ;
and
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at Portsoy, on tlio north coast, Serpontino is

obtained for omamontal pui-poses. In In-
vemoss there are granite quari-ies at Strath-
crick, Fingask near Bcanly, and in the
island of Bemeray. The island of Mull is

noted for its beautifully marked granite of a
reddish tint, which is highly prized for
architectural work, and was employed in the
columns which support a portion of the
Holbom Viaduct. In the Isle of Arran we
find two kinds of granite, one a fine-grained
stone suitable for architectural work, and the
other a coarse-grained material. A grey
porphyritio granite is largely quarried in

Kii'cudbright at Craignair, Crcetown, Dal-
beattie, and Newton Stewart, wliich has been
much used for buildings and docks about
Birkenhead, Liverpool, Newport, and Swan-
sea. In the county of Wigtown the granite
is quarried for building purposes at Glonluco
and near Wigto^vn.

MHaraorphii: rocks abound in sovoral parts
of Scotland, being found on the west and
north-west of Argyle, and in the counties of

Inverness, Koss, Sutherland, and Caithness

;

they form the lofty mountams of Bon Nevis,
Ben Lomond, Ben Ledi, and Ben Lawers,
and extend along Loch Tay, Loch Long, and
the Caledonian Canal ; they arc also found at

Inverary, Callander, and the Trossachs,
Eamiock, Glonlyon, Fortingal, and the
Mull of Cantyre. The basis of these rocks
is generally a material called "gneiss,"
which is similar to granite in chemical com-
position, but differs from it in structure,
appearance, and origin, having a laminated
arrangement of its particles, and containing
crystals which appear to have been worn
round by the action of water and confusedly
aggregated. It is never eniptive, or found
in veins piercing other rocks, and the quartz,
felspar and mica frequently alternate, as if

the granite had been broken down and
rearranged in separate bods of quartz rock,
mica-schist, and clay-slate. Gneiss forms
the western shores of Ross and Sutherland,
and also is foimd at Culish, near Avoch, on
the eastern side of Ross, near the Moray
Firth, where it is quarried for paving. Some
of the grey gi-anites of Aberdeenshire also
appear to be of metamorphic character.

Serpentine is a mctamoi-phic rock, often
classed amongst marbles, which it resembles
in appearance but not in composition, and is

highly prized for ornamental purposes on
accoiuit of its variegated colours, chieily red
and green, and the fine polish which it is

capable of receiving. It differs, however,
very greatly from true marble in its chemical
composition, being a hydrous silicate of
magnesia and containing from 38 to 40 per
cent, of silica, w ith from 34 to 59 per cent, of
magnesia, with oxide of iron in larger or
smaller jjroportions, according as the colour
is more or less red. It is chiefly developed
at the Lizard, in Cornwall, where it is

obtained in every variety of colour, and is

casUy worked and polished. The green
Mona "marble," foimd at Holyhead, in
Anglesea, is also a serpentine. This material
is also worked in some parts of the north of
Scotland for ornamental purposes.

Marble, or crystaUiscd carbonate of lime,
must be included among metamorphic rocks,
as it is generally a limestone which has been
altered and crystallised by the influence of
heat. In England the marbles are chiefly
found in the Old Red Sandstone or Devonian
strata of Devonsliire, and in the Carboni-
fei-ous Limestone of Derbyshire. The marble
quarries of Devon are extensively worked,
since blocks of considerable size and great
beauty of colour can be obtained from them

;

those found near Plymouth are generally
grey, with white and yellow veins, red
m.arble being also procm-ed in smaller quan-
tities. Red marble is obtained near Totness,
and green or rose-coloured marbles at Kitloy
Park. Black and white marbles are quarried
near Bury Pomeroy, and also in some of the
northoi-n parts of the county. In Derby-

shire marbles of various colours, as black,

blue, grey, and nisset, are procured about
Ashford, Allpoi-t, Bakewell, Buckland-Hol-
low, and Derby. Marbles are also found in

almost all geological periods, and wherever
igneous rocks have come near enough to

limestones to produce crystallisation. Thus
we have the Purbeck marble of the Upper
Oolitic period, which is a fossiliferous mne-
stono, and has been partially crystallised

without obliteration of the fossils ; the
marble of Carrara, in Italy, has also been
shown to belong to the same epoch. In the
Wealden wo find a hardened limestone which
can bo polished, and is known as Sussex
marble, being locally used for decorative

purposes.
Slnte must undoubtedly bo classed among

metamoi-phic rocks, as, although its chemical
composition resembles that of ordinary cla)',

yet it has been so altered by pressure and
heat that all its original bedding and fossils

have boon obliterated, and a new stratifica-

tion, termed " cleavage," introduced. This
material belongs chiefly to the Devonian and
Old Red Sandstone series, or to the Silurian
and Cambrian rocks, which were described
in a former article. The following summary
will place before our readers the order in

which thd several geological series follow one
another, and the kind of building materials
that each of them yield, as well as tho
localities in which they are chiefly de-
veloped :

—

recently told the members would bo examined.
Mr. Hayes, sen. hon. hoc, announced that the
8ub-cnnunittee ou the balloting question bad
agreed to a report, and that a special meeting of

members would be held on Friday, tho 18th
April, to coniudcr the desirability of altering tho
rules.

THE SCHOOL OP ST. LUKE, AT OKEST.

Mr. W. H. Jaicbs Weai.e read the following
paper doscriptive of this school : My acquaint-
ance with Belgium extends back to 1849. At
that time there was no public interest whatever
in architectural matters. Whenever any now
building was erected, or any old one restored,
the local papers uniformly lavished the most
extravagant praise on tho authors of tho work.
The only point that occasionally excited remarks
of a different nature was the cost of these works.
From 1849 until 1858 the only criticism of Bel-
gian architecture that had appeared in the
country was contained in two pamphlets by an
English architect, then resident in Bruges, Mr.
Thomas Hari)er King, with whose '

' Study Book
of Mediaeval Architecture" many of you are
doubtless acquainted ; these related more espe-
cially to the new church of St. Mary Magdalene,
at Bruges, the plans of which were considerably
modified in consequence. In liis translation, or
rather adaptation of Pugin's contra.sts, to which
he made considerable additions, were some very
just remarks on modem Belgian work, but at
the time of pubUcation those excited little atten-
tion. In 1858 I commenced the publication of a
series of critical articles on the restoration of
pubUo buildings of the country. These drew
some attention, and when, in 18G0, the Royal
Commission on Monuments was reorganised, I,

Geological forma-
tion.

Tertiaries

Chalk

Gault

Greensand

Wealden

Oolite

Lias

New red sandstone

Magucsian lime-
stone

Coal measures ....

Millstone giit . . .

.

Mountain lime-
stone

Old red sandstone
and Devonian

Silurian

.

Cambrian

Igneous rocks ....

Metamorphic rooks

Building Materials.

Sand, gravel, clay, brick-earth,
cement-stones

Lime, whiting, flints, building
stone

Clay for bricks, drains, tiles,

terra - cotta ; occasionally
building stone

Sand, gravel, firestone, sand-
stone, limestone, rag

Clay for bricks, tiles, &c.
;

sand, sandstone, limestone
Limestone for lime and build-

ing, marble, flags, slates,

clay for bricks, &c
Hydraulic lime, building stono,

clay for bricks, &c

Sandstone and limestone for
building, flags, landings,
blue and red bricks, tiles,

drain pipes, &c
Lime, building stone

Sandstone for building, flags,

landings, slates, firebrick,

clay for bricks, tiles, terra-
cotta

Sandstone for building, flags,

roofing slates

Lime, building stone, marble .

Flags, lime, red and grey sand-
stone for building, slates .

.

Sandstone and limestone for
building, flags, slates, hy-
drauUc lime

Slates, sandstone, flags, lime-
stone, lime ^

Grauite, porphyry, gneiss ....

Serpentine, granite, syenite,

marble, slate

Locahties.

/ Thames Valley, Middlesex, Surrey, Essex, Herts,

j
Sheppoy, Hants, Dorset, East Yorkshire, West

( Lancashire.
(East Yorkshire, Lincoln, Norfolk, Cambridge,

Herts, Bucks, Oxon, Berks, Wilts, Dorset, Hants,
Sussex, Surrey, Kent.

^ Cambridge, Oxon, Berks, Bucks, Norfolk, Wilts,
! Dorset, Isle of Wight, Kent.

j
Surrey, Kent, Beds, Berks, Sussex, Dorset, Wilts.

j
Sussex, Surrey, Kent, Dorset.

/Portland Island, Dorset, Wilts, Oxon, Bucks,

j
Northampton, Rutland, Lincoln, North-East

( Yorkshire, Somerset, Gloucester.
, North-East Yorkshire, Lincoln, Leicester, North-

ampton, Oxon, Worcester, Wai-wick, Gloucester,
( Somei'set, Dorset, Glamorgan.
, Derby, Leicester, Stafford, Warwick, Worcester,
I Yorkshire, Lancashire, Cheshire, Northumber-
j

land, Cumberland, Gloucester, Somerset, Salop,
' Devon.
Yorkshire, Durham, Notts, Derby.

) Yorkshire, Lancashire, Durham, Northumber-

I
land, Gloucester, Monmouth, Derby, Stafford,

^ Worcester, Leicester, South of Scotland.

i West Yorkshire, Lancashire, Northumberland,
( Durham, Derby, Warwick, South Wales.

/ Somerset, Devon, Gloucester, Salop, Monmouth,
j

Leicester, Derby, Westmoreland, Cumberland,
( South of Scotland.
/ Various parts of Scotland, Salop, Gloucester,

j Monmouth, Hereford, Somerset, Devon, Com-
( wall, parts of South Wales.

Wales, Hereford, Gloucester, Worcester, Mon-
mouth, Stafford, Lake District, parts of Scotland.

North Wales, Pembroke, Salop, Worcester,

[ Leicester, Cumberland, parts of Scotland.
I Devon, Cornwall, Leicester, Westmoreland, Cum-
i

berland, large part of Scotland.

j
Cornwall, Devon, Derby, Wales, Scotland.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AT the fortmghtly meeting of the Association,
held on Friday, the President, Mr. H. L.

Florence, in the chair, Messrs. W. S. Skinner
and J. D. Webster were elected as members.
Mr. Page, hon. sec, announced that the next
"visit" would bo made on Saturday afternoon,
tho 5th April, to three houses erected from Mr.
E. W. Godwin's designs, for Messrs. Gillow, on
the Chelsea Embankment, and that afterwards
some of the studios of which Mr. Godwin had

though a foreigner who had but recently settled

in the coimtry, was named a member of the Pro-
vincial Comnuttee of West Flanders. Hoping to
awaken public attention to the real natiu-e of the
so-called restorations, I seized the opportunity of
the first general meeting of the Royal Commis-
sion at Brussels in 1S61 to read a memoir on the
restoration of the pubUc monuments of the
country. Tliis memoir raised a regular storm,
not only in the architectural world, but in
sever.ll of tho leading joimials, and for several
weeks I canied on a paper war with some
half-a-dozen opponents. Of the seventy-two
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members of the Commission, two only, like

mvseU members of provincial (xmunittees,

tlioroughly espoused the line I had taken up,

whilst about a dozen more K"^"** i'^ thoir more

or lem partial support. The Central Commission

of Brussels, and the entire body of Government
architects, became, of^courso, my bitter opponents.

The two members who ^-ere with me were the

Baion John Bethune, of Ghent, and Jules Helbig,

of Li^ge. The former of these two gentlemen,

Tears before, had one day, while copying the well-

knowu picture of the "Elevation of the Cross,"

by Van Dyck, in the Church of Our Lady, at

Courtray, been accosted by Welby Pugin. The
young Bethune became his cicerone in Qxe church

and town, listmied, at first with some astonish-

ment, to the English architect's remarks and
criticisms, the points of which awoke a sym-
pathetic echo in his mind, and between the two
there sprung up an intimate friendship, which
led to H. Bethune's taking up the idea of

devoting his life to art. He came over to this

country, studied glass-painting and metalwork
-with t^e Hardmans, and furniture and archi-

tecture with Pugin. He became the Pugin of

Belgiiun, and has for many years not only de-

signed and carried out a number of buildings,

ecclesiastical and domestio, but has designed and
directed the execution of a vast amoimt of

articles of furniture in stone, wood, and metal,

and himself designed and executed a large amount
of stained glass. There is no living architect in

Europe whose work resembles Pugin so much as

his. ily other adherent was M. Helbig, an artist,

who, aSfter studying painting in the Diisseldorf

Academy, had gradually taken more and
more to study the Mediffival paintings of the

Low Countries, and to imitate with growing
success the works of the best artists of the
fourteenth century. For three people who met
once a year to carry on a struggle with a power-
ful body like the Central Commission, and at the
same time to contend with local opposition with
any great chance of success, was out of the
question. At last we determined to try and
form a society composed exclusively of Mediteval-
ists, and in September, 1863, we founded the
Guild of St. Thomas and St. Luke for the study
of Christian art and the propagation of its

principles. This guild meets every year in

some town, either in Belgium or in one of the
neighbouring countries. The session lasts a
week ; the mornings arc devoted to the exami-
nation of the monuments and works of art of the
locality and neighbourhood, the evenings to

leading papers and discussions, partly on the
boildings and objects examined in the mnming,
and partly on some particular art question
proposed at the previous meeting. It was by the
guild that the Cfreat Loan Exhibition of Eccle-
siastical Art was got up and carried out at

Mechlin in 18G4, and which, owing to its taking
place in conncciion with the CathoUc Congre8i<,

did more than anything to propagate a taste

for Mediaeval art among both clergy and laity
;

the chronological arrangement of the specimens
of church vessels and fumitiu'e there exhibited
having been adopted with the especial view of

showing the superiority of Media;val art. The
mailer loan exhibition of Bruges of 1867 was
also got up by the guild, and this and the
annnal meetings in different towns brought
recmitstoourcause. OurviewshadgaiDedground,
but those of our number who were architects
or designers had the greatest difBculty in
getting their ideas carried out. Designs put into
other hands were modernised and classicised in
their execution, and we felt that this would con-
tinue to be the case as long as art workmen
received their education in the acadamies, all

carried on according m the Government system.
In 1864 one of our guild members, who, as a
brother of the Society of St. Vincent of Paul, took
an active part in the direction of a patronage for
yotmg workmen, found two boys who very much
wished to learn drawing. The idea struck him
that he might introduce tliis branch of instruction
with good result ; and having obtained the assent
of the committee, he commenced a drawing class,

for which he himself prepared the models.
Other boys soon joiued it, and the class increased
little by little. Those members of the guild who
reaided in Ghent were naturally interested in the
work, and promoted it, some by pecuniary aid,
others by teaching. In 1 869 it was determined
to remove the class, which had greatly increased,
from the patronage, and to constitute it a separate
work, but still imdor the auspices of the S(x;iety

of St. Vincent of Paul. The regular direction of

the class, henceforward known as the School of St.

Luke, was confided to the Brothers of Christian

Doctrine, and in 1870, whenitwas opened, inrooins

of its own, 110 pupils were admitted. In 1871

theroomswere enlarged, a libraryand a collection

both of castsandantiquitiescommencedjwliilst, in

addition to the class teaoliing, acoiu'se of lectuios

on symbolism was given. In 1872 the average
number of pupils attending the classes hold every
evening had increased to 160, and the attendance
at a special class, held on Simdays for tliose

whose occupation hindered them from frequent-
ing the evening school, to seventy. A scries of

lectures on construction were given this year by
M. Arthur Verhaegen, who, after having passed
his cxaiuination as civil engineer before the.

Government jury ivith the highest distinction,

had adv^pted Uie profession of arcldtect. In 1875
the buildings now occupied by the school were
conmicnced. They arc red brick, in the Flemi.sh

Domestic style of the fifteenth century, and were
designed hy pupils of the school. The interior is

adorned with a simple polychromatic decoration.

They were opened in 1876, in which year the

evening attendance rose to 200, and the Sunday
attendance to 100. The art coUectiou received a

very valuable addition in the shape of a number of

drawings of articles of mediasval furniture be-
queathed to the school by one of its earliest

founders and friends, M. Florimond van den
Poele, designer of the Convent of Vive, near
Bruges, and of the manor-house of Schelderode,

whose special talent for designing metalwork had
led us to expect great things from him, when his

useful career was closed by death at the age of

forty-three. In 1877 the new buildings were
enlai'ged. There are now in the evening
school 350 boys, and in the Sunday class 120.

In 1878 a school of St. Luke was commenced
at Antweip by M. Belpaire, engineer ; M. Hen-
drickx, a pupil of Leys, and the author of the
fine series of the " Stations of the Cross " in the

cathedral and in the church of St. Joseph at Ant-
werp ; M. Baeckelmans, architect of several

remarkable churches ; M. van Ryswyck, gold-
smith and metalworker—all members of our
guild. But this school is not under the care of

the Brothers of Chiistian Doctrine. Another
school was established at Tourney, under the
management of Brothers trained at Ghent, aided
by two members of oiu- guild—M. H. Desclee
and M. Cloquet, and a fourth at Lille. I hope
that before the close of the present year a fiith

will be in working order at Liege. I should
have much liked to have been able to have put
before you specimens of the pupils' work during
each year of the course, which occupies seven
years. This, however, was not possible, but I

have here the set of models—fifty in number

—

which form the fii'st or elementary series. The
method adopted difi'ers from that gcnerallj' used
in Belgium. The objects are in white outline on
a back ground, easily seen at a distance, and
intended to be reproduced on a slate or blackboard
—a better system for beginners than that of

drawing on white paper. The object is to form
the eye of the pupil as quickly and as easily as

possible by enabling him to see at once the
defects in his work, so that he may himself try

and improve his copy without waiting for the
master to correct it. The classes in the school

at Ghent are now complete ; they include archi-

tectural drawing and construction, ornamental
drawing and carving, figure drawing and paint-

ing, the complete course in each class extending
over seven years. The regular daily direction is

confided to the Brothers of Christian Doctrine, who
are aided by members of the guild, the general
superv-isor and director being its president, M.
John Bethune. I now wish to call attention to

another institution carried on in a similar spirit,

but the special aim of which is to form art work-
men. About a mile from the town of Ghent, on
the road to Courtray, in a small village nnmed
Maltebi-ugge, is an orphanage for boys, built and
endowed by a wealthy cotton manufacturer of

Ghent, M. Joseph de Ilcmptinne. It is a large

quadrangular brick building, erected from the

designs of M. John Buthune, with an elegant

and spacious chapel, the chancel of which is

richly decorated. The fittings and furniture

throughout the entire establishment aro in the

meditcval Flemish style. Economy has been
closely studied, and everything, with the one
exception of the altar and chancel of the ohapel,

is extremely simple, but far more solid than the

general run of fittings in institutions of this

class, yet, owing to the careful attention given
to every detail, the general effect is extremely

good, and even casual obscnei"8, after having
gone through the biiUdings, come away im-
pressed with the gi'andour of the general effect.

The orphanage contains over 300 boys, almost
all sons of ordinary labourers. It is imder the
direction of Brothers of Christiim Doctrine. The
eduiMition is of course thoroughly religious, and
not at all in accordsmco with popular cuirent
ideas of the present day. Those boys who show
no aptitude for art, are, in addition to reading,
writing, ciphering, and elementary geography,
taught gardening, tailoring, shocmaking, or some
other manual labour. But all those who show
any disposition, .and the proportion is large, are
trained to become art-workmen. At the age of

from twelve to foui-tceu very many of them are
able to di'aw from Nature, and show an amount
of feeling that is quite remai'kable at so early an
age. Instead of engaging skilled masters to
teach the boys, which would have been expen-
sive, and probably have led to no satisfactory

results, a far better system was adopted. Two
brothers, of the name of Blanchaert, one a stone
carver, the other a carpenter and wood carver,

were indenmified by M. de Heinptinne for re-

moving their' workshops from Heirsden to the
inunediate proximity of the orphanage. Blan-
chaert, the stone carver, is a woll-irifonned but
quaintly simple peasant. Thanks to my late re-

gretted fi-iend, Sir John Sutton, Blanchaert in his
younger days travelled over great part of Europe,
studying the choicest specbnens of Medieeval
sculpture. He was one of the first to join our
g^ld. In his workshop are now some fifty boys
and young men engaged in carving statues,

reredoses, pidpits, fonts, &c. In his brother's

workshop are some fifty more, who make every
description of furniture, from the simplest stool

to the most elaboratoly-carved credence or cabi-

net. The plan pm-sued has turned out advan-
tageously to all concerned. Tire masters, who
formerly corrld not depend on the regular attend-

ance of their men—on Mondays, for instance

—

and were affected by strikes, can count on
regular attendance on every working day, whilst

to the boys the advantage of working for a long
number of years imder the same direction is

immense. In other ways, too, they derive special

benefit. The wages they earn are paid to the

institution, a certain sum being deducted for

thoirkeep, as also a percentage for buying off those

who may have the misfortrme to be di-awn as con-

scripts for the army ; the remainder accumulates,

and is given to them on leaving the orphanage
when they are grown up. There is also a work-
shop of decorative painting under the direction

of M. Ad. Bressers. A foundry for works in

brass and other metals has now been at work
three years. Here lecterns, taber-nacle doors,

candlesticks, and other articles in latten, are

tur-ned out in all respects equal to old work. A
bookbinders' shop has also been established, and
a smiths' forge for works in wronght-iron is in

contemplation. The whole colony leaves a de-

cidedly favourable impression on the mind of the

visitor, carrying him back in thought to the life

and manners of the good old times of the Middle
Ages. These schools have jeen star-ted and
carried on by menwho believe that cxclusivism,

that is to say, the exclusive study of Christian

models, is the only way to arrive at a regenera-

tion of art. And so Classical and Renaissance, or

as we prefer to call them. Pagan and Paganised

Christian art, are rigidly excluded. Not only

that, but inthe schools the attention of the pupils is

exclusively directed to Christian art of the nor-th-

westem part of the Continent. All ancient art

was the rratural outcome of the people, and by an
attentive study and analysis of its characteristics

we can arrive at a clear idea of their religion,

morals, and maimers. Indian and Egyptian,

Greek and Roman art are all alike in this respect.

When Christianity permeated and changed
society, there gradually grew up a new art wliich

went on developing itself in a regular and logical

manner, imtil its progi'ess was arrested by the

so-called Renaissance. These schools aim at

reviving the traditions of Cluistian art, and for

tills reason exclude all that is antagorristic. For
although in classical models there is doubtless

much grandeur and a groat deal of beauty, yet

even in the best Greek art yoir will seek in vaiu

for a single type of the two fundamental virtues

of regenerated Christian society—humility and
chastity. Where faith and morals are wanting
there can be no hope of ever attaining the degree

of perfection which our ancestors reached in the

Middle Ages, far less of surpassing them, for

art, according to the definition of the gi-eat
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St. Thomas Aqmiias, is noug-ht else but the
miuufestation of beauty, unci beauty in the
splendour of the glory of God revealed in His
creatures. Christian artists should be guided
by this teaching, which e.tplaiu8 the antagonism
between tlie two schools: the Clu'istian school
whicli di-aws men towards the supematural,
towards their Creator; and the reaUstic school
wluch drags them down towards creatures. The
one .seeks for beauty in Nature, and tries to
reproduce its works with the greatest perfection

;

the other rises higher, and, looking to the soui-ce
of eternal beauty, tries to derive some rays of
glory from it. To become Christian artists we
mu.st commence by being thoroughly Christian.
lu the carrying out of tliis first prinJiplo Ues the
secret of the vigour, strength, and influence of
the schools of St. Luke. Many eyes are now
fixed, and many hopes founded on them, which
I feel siu-e will not be disappointed. I began by
saying that twenty years ago Belgium was, in
art matters, behind Euglaud in every respect. I
will end by saying that, in one respect at least,
she IS now ahead, in having schools founded on
time principles.

Tir''^^V
^' ^^' ^'"•'^ proposed a vote of thanks to

Mr. Weale for Ids novel and too brief paper.
Anyone who had been in the Low Coimtries,
and liad criticised the character of the modern
architecture, must have felt the need of such a
society as the one he had organised. Bad as our
restorations might be, England had never at-
tained the mean atrocity of those carried out in
Belgumi, and specially those undertaken by the
Government. At Bniges the town-liaU had been
recased and completely t-poiled, and it was not
the only instance of the kind in that town. In
many cases in the churches Gothic work that was
not even decayed was replaced by modern copies.

**Vr ""li'^
bO'ir testimony to the unwearied elf. rts

of Mr. Weale for many years past to bring about
a better state of public opinion, and believed that
but for those exertions arehitectural affairs in
iielgium would have been even worse than
now.
Mr. Aston Webb, in seconding the motion

remarked ihat Mr. Weule's school was evidently
special and exclusive, but seemed to have had
good re.-ults in training up skiUed workmen.
Jbivei-ything appeared to be kept from the mem-
bers of the guild except Gothic architecture, and
that being- so, the education could hardly be
deemed complete. Would Mr. Weale say that a
JVledia?val can-er would have been better for
knowing nothing of Greek work? His own
opinion was that a general course of styles was
the hrst es.seutial to success in arcliitecture. The
question arose how far was it in accord with the

^il^'i^V*""
present day to try to bring up a

school of workmen to carry out carving as in
MediiBval times. For skill in modern work it
would be Vetter, he thought, to teach the work-
men the study of the carving of the styles which
succeeded Gotliic, and which more nearly approxi-
mate to oui' o^vn day.
Mr. We.u,e said he did not intend his Christian

artists to study Indian or Egyptian architoctm-e,
tor it woidd be of no help to them, nor did he
ujgo them to copy any style directly but to go to
^atiu-e. If theMediajval spirit and mode of
study had been continued there would now have
been but one style in this countiy. In restora-
tion one must imitate the detaUs of the work to
be restored, but in building a modem church an
endeavom- must be made to show that it is now
and to give it fresh expression. He could say a
good deal about Belgian art of the present day
but a.s he had only just left the country, he felt it
would not be right to do so. He thought that in
the town of Bniges he had obtained an alteration
of the system of putting a false wooden cornice
to every house, and also had sot the example
smce pretty generally foUowed, of sweeping the
layers of whitewash and paint from the old brick
nouses.
The Peesiiient, in putting to the meeting the

Tote ot thanks, said that there were some defects
in societies such as Mr. Weale had founded
which he must advert to. One of tho.se, that of
the exclusive devotion to Mediievall work
had already been refen-ed to, and it would in
tune, he beUev. d, prove a mistake. From the
orphanage near(ihent a nmubeiiof young workers
would be sent forth who woxdd find that m the
greater number of new buildings goin-r on their
only stylo was not at aU wanted. The novelty
of the scheme would be lost in a very sliort timeand the stylo would degenerate into mere man-
neri.sm. rhcie was also a want of a hi<'her

cla.ss of teachers than the two Ullage brothers
who, however zealous they might be, were
very incompetent for the work of instruction.

THE INSTITUTE PRIZES, 1880.

THE conditions and subjects of the prize list
for 1880 have just been published by the

Royal Institute of British Architects. Candi-
dates for the Pugin Travelling Studentship, who
must be between 18 and 2.5 years of ag«, are
required to send in their applications and testi-
monials together with a select number of their
drawings and sketches on or before the 23rd
January, 1880. All sots of drawings and essays
sent in by competitors for the medals and prizes
offered by the Institute, must be sent in on or
before .January 30th, 1879, and must be distin-
gmsihed only by a motto, and accompanied only
by a letter sealed with a blank seal, and having
on the outside the same motto as that attached
to the drawings or essays, inclosing the author's
name and address.
The Soane Medallion and, subject to certain

conditions, ,£50 will be awarded to the author of
the best design for a Fine Art Museiun for a
large provincial town. The building is to be
isolated on all sides, and its principal front is to
face an open square. The groimd floor is to be
chiefly devoted to sculpture, coins, &c.—a por-
tion only having a top light—with two or three
moms for ciu-ators. On the first floor are to be
placed the picture galleries, lighted by skyUghts
only, a fine art library, and a room for engra-
vings. The ground-floor should be raised some
three or foiu- feet above the level of the street,
and areas shoidd be foi-med around part of the
building, to afford ample light to the basement,m which the surjilus collections are to be stored
and works of art received and impacked. Pro-
vision is to be made in the basement for refresh-
ment rooms, as well as for retii-ing rooms for
ladies and gentlemen respectively; and a
residential set of rooms for the porter is to be
provided in the basement. The site to be occu-
pied by the building and its areas should not
exceed 15,000 feet superficial. The drawinc^s
required will be, ground and first floor plans,
principal elevation, section through thegalleriesj
section through the staircase, each drawn to a
scale of 8ft. to one inch

; perspective view, and
a portion of the principal elevation drawn to a
scale of 2ft. to one inch. The further award of
£i)0 will be given to the successful competitor,
upon arrangements being made for his .'oin"
abroad for a period of six months, in order to
pm-sue lus architectural studies, within two
years after receiving the medaUion.
The Tite Prize of £30 will be awarded to the

author of the best design in the Italian style for
a mausoleum. The plan is to be that of aGreek
cross with a dome in the centre, the interior
diameter of which is to be 35ft. The drawings
required are a plan, an elevation, and a section
each drawn to a scale of 4ft. to the inch, and one
sheet of details on a scale of 2ft. to the inch
Careful adaptation to EngUsh climate and
modem ages will, the Institute Council intimate,
be considered in the award. This and the Soane
competition are open to all members of the pro-
fession under 30 years of age.
The Grissell Gold Medal is to be awarded for

drawings illustrating the design and constmctiou
of tliegrommg of a church, width of navo 30ft.A plan, longitudinal and transverse sections, each
drawn to a scale of 2ft. to the inch, are stipu-
lated for, and perspective diagrams, showing
the jointing, may be added ; but the joints of
the masonry must also be carefully shown in the
geometrical drawings. Coloui-may be used, but
only for the puipose of showing the construc-
tion and distinguisliing different materials.
The Silver Medal of tlie Institute, with five

gmneas, will be awarded for the best iUustrations
drawn from actual measuremeut (with dimen-
sions figured both on the general and detaUed '

dra.wings) of any important building—Classical
or Medifcval—in the United ICingdom or abroad,
hitherto unpubUshed in that manner. A to^vn
or coimtry house, erected between the years 1000
and 1750, is suggested as a subject worthy of
lUustratiou, but auy of the following buildings
may, however, be taken if more convenient to
the competitor:—Kelso or Dunblane Abbey.
Oashel Cathedral-, or any monastic building in
Ireland, St. David's Cathedral, Entrance Gate-
way, Middle Temple-lane, Steeple of St. Ma"--
nus the Martyr, London-bridge, Steoplo of

Newark, Notts, Long Melford Church, Suffolk
pr the north-oast transept of Beverly Minster,
rhc drawings must not exceed six in number.
They must consist of at least one plan drawn to
the scale of 8ft. to the inch, or, in the case of
very large buUdings, of 6ft. to the inch ; ahio
of one elevation and one section drawn to the
scale of 8ft. to the inch, with details drawn to a
reale of 2ft. to the inch, the profiles of mouldings
bemg given l-4th fuU size. The elevation and
detaihi are to bo in outline enly ; the plans and
sections are to have only the sectional parts
hatched or shaded. Perspective drawings may
also bo sent, and they may bo etched in Indian
ink or tinted in sepia. The jointing of masonry-
must be carefully indicated, showing mode of
constmction and materials used. Competitors
must send, -with their finished drawings, tho
rough sketches plotted on tho spot. This com-
petition is open to all members of tho profession
without limitation.
The Essay Competition, whichhasbcenafailure

during the la.st few years, is again opened, butm addition to the Instituto Silver Medal, tho
sum of ten guineas is offered for the best essay
on the subject of " The Architecture of Londonm the Sixteenth Century," the same subject as
that suggested last year, except that the period
to be treated ranged from the sixteenth to tho
eighteenth centuries. Each essay must be
accompanied by suitable illustrations, and tho
competition is open to all competitors without
restriction as to age.

PICTURES FOR THE ACADEMT.
MESSES. PILGERAM and LEFEVRES have

had on view at their galleries in King-
street, St. James's-square, a few paintings
intended for the forthcoming Royal Academy
Exhibition that possess more than ordinary-
interest. Mr. John Smart, R.S.A., is repre-
sented by two landscapes of remarkable power.
One entitled " Far from the Busy World

"

sustains Mr. Smart's well-achieved skiU as a
painter of broad and vigorous effects. The scene
represents Scotch moor with cattle and water in
the foreground. The ruggedness of the moor,
and tho heavy cloud are happily suited to tho
artist's broad and energetic handling. His
"Drummond Hill, Perthshire," is one of those
impressive views of mountain that meet us iu
the grand scenery of the Scottish Highlands.
The liyht thrown across the moimtaiii is skilfully
managed and the effect of height and distance
enhanced by tho introduction of a bird on tho
wing, which catches the light. In the foreground
the painting lack.s solidity and tone. Miss Hen-
rietta Browne's "Le Ducat" is a portrait study.
An oldnian, apparenUy a Jew and curioso, dressed
in a long coat, with cap, is busily engaged turning
over his collection of coins and plate. In one
hand ho holds a coin, which he is examining
through a glass. The face, hands, and general
drawing are excellent, and the artist has suc-
ceeded in producing a well modelled, richly toned,
and delicately painted subj ect evincing a thorongh
mastery of the figure. Perhaps, the most
striking painting on view is Mr. W. E. Lock-
hart's "Gil Bias, and tho ArchbLshop of
Granada," representing the archbishop in his
scarlet robes, standing on a lauding, wiih stern-
ness on his face, rebuking the hero of Le Sage,
who, cap in hand, dressed in the yellow Court
dref B, descends the steps. The wealth of tone,
iiyht and shade, the expressive cast of features
iu the old and youngman, and tho rich costumes,
add a dramatic force and charm to the incident
told by Mr. Lockhart with so much reality.
"Frtre and Soeur," is the title of a small
cabinet picture, by Mr. Edward Frere. Its
interest is centred in a humble interior, in which
a little boy is engaged holding a skein of wool
for liis sister. Tho tale is simply to'.d, and
homely, and Mr. Frere's softness of touch,

I

perh.aps, adds to its charm. We cannot admira
the drawing of Sir H. Thompson's "Grand
Canal, Venice," but as an amateur's work, we at
once overlook any technical qualities, and can
appreciate the art feeling displayed. L. Alma
Tadema, A.R.A., is to exhibit, wo unlerstand,
several pictures which Messrs. Pilgcram and Lo-
fevro will have oh view during the next few-
days. We believe one is entitled "A Hearty
Welcome," another, " In the Time of Constan-
tine."

The first stone of the new spi re to St. Peter*
Chm-ch, Bournemouth, was laid on Tuesday weeks
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KIKGSTOWN TOWN HAIX.

The foundation-stone of this new building was
laid during November last year, the design
having been selected in competition in the autumn
of 1874. To-day we publish a view of the build-
ing from the Crofton-road. Mr. John L. Eobin-
Bon, of Great Brunswick-street, Dublin, is the
architect ; and Messrs. Meade and Son are the
builders. The contract was taken at ,£12,340.
The building will contain a court, with witnesses'

,

judges', barristers', and jury rooms, and clerk of
the peace ofBces. The township offices comprise
board-room, town-clerk's offices, surveyors', rate

-

collectors', and sanitary offices. The large as-
sembly-room is 75ft. by 41ft. 6in., with retiring
and cloak rooms. The building is faced with
chiselled Dalkey granite, and has Bath stone
and red Runcorn dressings. The work is to be
completed within two years.

SOANE ItEDAIXION PKIZE EESI03I, 1879, FOE A
BUILDIKa TO ACCOMMODATE FOUE I.EAESED SOCIETIES.

The acoommodation pro\-ided is in accordance
with the iustructious, and is similar for each of
the four societies, with a lecture-ball in common.
Examining one of the sets : The library is fitted
for 5,000 volumes, and has a gallciy round, sup-
ported on coupled swept trusses. It is princi-
pally lighted by the windows in the bays, which
are above the wall space, which is valuable for
book-shelves ; the ceiling is to bo formed by
seniicircular arches, abutting on the sides of bays,
which carry the flanks of bays above the roof.
The bays are also arched across, and the ceiling
of panelled plaster follows the lines of these
arches. A Hbrariau's room is attached. Tlie
reading and writing-rooms adjoin, and are sepa-
rated by a screen. They each have bays, and
arj planned to obtain as much light as possible,
and to be easy of access. The princiiml lava-
tories and cloak-room are in mezzanine, over the
subordinate rooms of the ground-floor. The
entrance is from the coui-tyard by the doorway,
a detail of which is given, and has w.c. and
cloak-room attached. "The staircase rises imme-
diately from the entrance. On the ground-floor
are the council and committee-rooms, secretary's
and clerks' offices, with separate entrance, cloaks,
and w.c. The lecture theatre is seated for an
audience of 300, and is provided with ample
entrances both from the courtyard and exter-
nally. A detaU of one bay of the elevation is

furnished. The ceiling is to be waggon-headed
over each limb of the cross, and flat, with deep
core over the crossing. Caretakers are provided
for in the basement. There is also an attic story
with dormers, which break the roof. It was felt
that the courtyard plan would lend itself most
readily to equality in the arrangement of the
four sets, and to efficient lighting and privacy.
The style chosen was Renaissance, the cliief in-
tention of which was to do without an order, and
to obtain some originality without the eccen-
tricities of the later developments. The draw-
ings required were eight, of which the perspective
and slieet of details are illustrated.—W. R. L.

the depression of trade, and are gi^ng only a
few days' notice of reductions to workmen from
whom they have received as many months' notice
whenever an advance of wages has been desired.
Such conduct is unwise in the extreme. The tide
wUl turn somff day, and their conduct wUl not be
forgotten. We have been endeavouring to im-
press on members the desirability of giving to
tlieir employers ample notice of their intention
to claim advances in wages, to enable them to
finish existing contracts without loss and to pro-
vide in new ones for the increased cost of labour.
In some towns all efforts in this direction are
being neutralised by the short-sighted policy of
the employers, who -wUl eventually mourn over
the consequences of their own folly." Reference
is also made to the (Jovemment BiD dealing with
the liability of employers for injuries to work-
men, which it is suggested is not intended to bo
passed. The secretary, Mr. Prior, says he has
no hope of obtaining a satisfactory measure from
the present House of Commons, and urges the
members to make their power on tliis question
felt at the next general election.

COMPETITIONS.
LoNDOU ScnooL.—Pifty-

DESION FOE A LACE CUETAIN'.

The illustration given this week is from a design
by Sidney Smith, a student of the Nottingham
School of Art. It was exhibited among the
national competition works, at South Kensington,
last year, and gained a silver medal. The fabric
is intended to be made on a lace machine. The
style is technically known as " Guipure d'Art,"
and is a reproduction, as far as can be done by
machinery, of the 16th century hand-made lace,
known as " Punto in Aria."

THE WINDSOB AND ETON ALBEBT IN9Tm7TE.
The foundation-stone of the above building was
laid on Friday last by Prince Christian. "The
plans—which were selected in open competition
are by Messrs. H. F. Bacon and E. Ingress Bell.
The building has a frontage of about "Oft., and
consists of three storie.', comprising a great hall
for public entertainments (with artistes' rooms in
connection therewith), lectures, &c. ; a library,
reading-room, and ladies' reading-room ; a
mnseum, art and science class-rooms, committee-
room, care-taker's quarters ; stores and warmin"--
dtamber in the basement, and the customary
accessories. The main entrance is in the centre
of the facade, the reading-room being on the
right hand, and the library and ladies'
reading-room on the left ; immediately in
front of the visitor the great hall is
entered by two ample doorways, between
which it is proposed to place a bust of Her
Majesty the Queen. The great hall is 66ft.
long, 33ft. wide, and 2oft. high, and will accom-
modate 600 seats, exclusive of the gallery over
the entrances. ITie principal front is designed in
the style of the 15th century. It is being exe-
cuted in red brick, with dressings of a warmly-
tinted freestone, and will be embellished with
carving, sparingly introduced. In the centre of
the premier clage, and on a pedestal in a carved
and canopied niche, a statue of the Prince Consort
is intended to occupy the place of honour. Mr.
Woodbridgc, of Maidenhead, is the contractor
for the worka.

OFTHE AMALGAMATED SOCIETY
CARPENTERS AND JOINERS.

WE have received the Nineteeth Annual Re-
port of the Amalgamated Society of

Carpenters and Builders. It congratulates the
members that although the past year has been
one of commercial depression and disaster, result-
ing in severe suffering to trade organisations, and
heavy taxing on the resources of the society, yet
it is still in a sound financial condition, and the
diminution of accimiulated capital has been com-
paratively trifling. During the year thirteen
new branches have been opened and six were
closed. The total number of members at the
close of the year was 10,574, being 255 less than
at the end of the previous year, Nothwithstand-
ing that the largest and most costly strike ever
known of the trade took place in the first five
months of the year, yet the income was only di-
minished by £632 14s. Id. from those of the
previous year, the total receipts being
£41,598 14s. 3d. The expenditure amounted to
£44,476 148. 7d. showing a loss on the year of
£2,878 Os. 4d. A valuation of the buildings
and other property of the Society shows that the
assets are worth £76,166 6s. 5id., or£4 lis. lid.
per member. In unemployed benefit £10,504,
or 128. 8d. per member was paid, the largest wsa
per member since 1871, and for trade privileges
including strike pay, arbitration, and legal ex-
penses, £12,292 or lis. lOd. per member.
"Attempts to reduce wages are now being made,"
the report notes, "in many of our northern and
midland towns, and wliile in most of our larger
towTis and cities employers are honourably ad-
hering to their agreements, and giving duo notice
of their intention to reduce wages, in other locali-
ties they are taking every possible advantage of

City op London ScnooL.—Pifty-tlu-ce archi-
tects have sent in designs for the proposed new
building for the City of London School.

Haevey Tekcentenaey Memoeiai,. — The
models for the statue of Harvey wliieh it is pro-
posed to place at Folkestone will remain on Wew
in the picture-gallery of the South Kensington
Mu.seum until the evening of to-morrow. The
models are three in number, distinguished by
the letters A, B, and C, and were reviewed by ua
on p. 244. The scale is three inches to the foot.
It is intended that the statue shall bo of bronze
and the pedestal of granite. At a meeting of
the sub-committee held on Monday at the Royal
College of Physicians, Sir George Burrows,
M.D., in the chair, it was decided that the com-
mission for the statue should be intrusted to
Mr. A. Bruce Joy, who is the designer of the
model marked B. About £1,800 has already
been subscribed, and £200 more wUl be needed
to defray the cost of the memorial.

Ipswich.—The town council of Ipswich recently
received seven plans for the adaptation of the
Public Hall, so as to serve as a com exchange
without unfitting it for the purposes to which
such a building is usually devoted. These were sent
in under the several mottoes of " Tria Juncta in
Uno," "Bona Fides," "Excelsior," "Economy,"
" UtiKty and Economy," "Grosvenor," and
"Postulata." A special meeting of the town
council was held on Wednesday last, when in ac-
cordance with the report of a committee, the
premium of fifty guineas was unanimously voted
to the plan of "Tria Juncta in Uno," and upon
opening the sealed envelope, the author was
found to be Mr. Horace Cheston, 1, Great Win-
chester-street Buildings, London, E.C. The
estimated cost of the scheme is £3,400, but it

should be added that the town council have not
yet decided whether to alter the public hall as
suggested, or to build an entirely new com
exchange and pubHc offices at the rear of the
town hall.

Newton Abbott.—At a meeting of the share-
holders of the Newton Abbott Coffee-Tavern
Company it was decided that the tavern should
be erected in Market-street, from the designs of
Mr. Jones, architect, of London, which had
been selected by the Directors. The opposition,
which was weak and frivolous, spi-ung froca
motives of jealousy.

On Tuesday week, at the Anthropological Insti-
tute, Sir Charles Nicholson, Bart., read a paper
upon "Bock Carvings." These are to be found in
various parts of the harbour of Port Jackson, New
South Wales, representing the humau figure, kan-
garoos, whales, 4:c. One, a whale, was fully thirty
feet in length. The remarkable circumstance about
these carvings on the carboniferous sandstone is
their evident autiquity. Earth has gathered upon
the sculptured surface of sufficient depth to sustain
forest trees.

An oil painting of tlie late Alderman W.G.Ward
has been hung in the Dawson gallery o£ the Castle
Museum, Nottingham, in the establishment of
which Mr. Ward devoted all his powers. The por-
trait is the work of Mr. S. Redgrave. Among other
recent additions to this museum arc three cases of
Indian embroidered saddlery, armour and weapons,
purchased at the late Paris Exhibition.
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THE KESTOKATION OF TEWKESBUEY
ABBEY.

IN view of the rcopeiiiDg of Tewkesbury Abbey
in September next, a ijublio meeting was held

in the library of Lambeth Palace on Friday

afternoon. A number of drawings and views,

including a series of water-colour sketches by
thelato Uev. J.L. Petit, of Lichfield, werehung in

the room. The Right'Hon. Sir Michael Hicks-

Beach, M.P., occui)icd the chair, and in opening

the proceedings urged that the abbey had
especial claims on the country[atlarge for repara-

tion and maintenance. As a rule when parish

churches needed restoration there was no special

difficulty in raising the means in the neighbour-
hood, for they were not generally much larger

than suited local requirements, nor required

greater fimds than could be raised in the imme-
diate difctrict. Our cathedrals were known far

and wide as great national monuments, but were
felt to be in a peculiar sense the property of the

diocese or county in which they were situated,

and in all cases that responsibility had been
cheerfully accepted and borne. But the case of

Tewkesbury Abbey was very dissimilar to either

of these ; it was of a size far beyond the needs

of the townspeople, while it had no cathedral

body, nor funds, nor the widespread fame
and interest which attached to the centre

of a diocese. Special means had therefore

to be taken to bring the absolute necessity

for its restoration before the nation at large,

and to attract general sympathy and in-

terest. As to " restoration " ho was very con-

servative. In the first place he would say. Keep
a building in repair, even remove any of the

discrepancies which have been added to it, but
do not add any of your own fancies ; and treat

all you find there soberly and reverently. Too
often these rules were broken in so-called re-

storations, but no fault of that kind could be

found at Tewkesbury. He believed the abbey
was safe in the hands to which it had been in-

trusted, and that the restorationwould be carried

through in a conscientious spirit.

The Eev. H. Kobeson, vicar of Tewkesbury,
read the report of the Restoration Committee.
It stated that very considerable progress has
been made towards the restoration of this, the
largest abbey church in England, since the
meeting held in March, 1877, when a National
Committee was formed to co-operate with the
liestoration Conunittee at Tewkesbury. The
works done since that meeting include the re-

moval of all plastering and whitewashing from
the walls, pillars, piera, and vaulting of the nave,
a task nearly finished, and which has in places
revealed work of a highly arti!^tie character.
The ornamentation of the nave vaulting is

now being proceeded with under the personal
care of Mr. T. Gambler Parry, to whom this

part of the work has, with the approval of
the architect, Mr. J. Oldrid Scott, been en-
tirely confided, while a stone pavement laid
on the ancient level disclosies the full pro-
portions of the massive Norman pillars, and
gives greater dignity and effect to the whole in-

terior. The floor of the transepts, chapels, &c.,

has been concreted and repaired, and the two
ancient chapels adjoining the nortli transept
(imtil lately erroneously known as the Chapter
House), and which have for long been in a
ruinous condition and cut oft from the church,
are being also re-roofod and otherwise restored.
The Rev. C. W. Grove, of Tewkesbury, has
presented an oak eagle ; while Mrs. B. T. Moore,
also of Tewkesbury, has imdertaken the
cost of a new font. A striking feature has
been added to the eastern end of the
church by the generosity of Earl Beauchamp,
who has at his own solo cost restored to its

ancient position the old altar-slab, men-
tioned by Dingley in his " History from
Marble" as the largest in the kingdom. This
slab, divided in half, has for generations served
for seats on either side of the north porch. It is

now mounted upon a mas-sive oak frame, and is

regularly used at the celebration of the Holy
Communion. Earl Beauchamp also included in
his gift two handsome altar-coverings. The in-
teresting Clarence Vault, containing the skulls
of the famous Duke and Duchess whose name it

bears, has also been repaired. Other *orkshave
been carried out, or are in a fair way towards
completion, including necessary repairs to the
roof of the fabric, a thorough system of drainage
sim-oimding the building, the restoration of the
north-west porch and gates, which foi-m the

principal entrance, and the improvement of the

approaches generally. Much costly work still,

however, remains to bo done in tlio reparation of

nearly all the interior fittings of the church, as

well as much-needed and considerable external

repairs. One important item has engaged
most careful attention, viz., the enlargement
and rearrangement of the organ, for which
it is proposed to erect an organ-loft across

the north transept-arch and above the north

choir stalls. The execution of this work
has been intrusted to Mr. Henry Willis,

of London, whose estimate for the altera-

tions and improvement (retaining as much
of the ancient organ and its case as is possible)

amounting to .-fifOO, has been accepted. The
amount of payments already made, and for

existing contracts, reaches the sum of £7,911, to

which must be added the estimated cost of restor-

ing the ancient stalls, the enlargement and fixing

of the organ, the decoration of the nave vaulting,

the levelling of the churchyard and other ex-

ternal repairs, in aU £1,22.}, making a total of

£9,136. The subscriptions liitherto received

amount to £8,G94, to which may be added a
conditional promise of £.300 by the Vicar
and liis sister, making a total of ,£9,194, thus
leaving a balance of only about £.58 at the dis-

posal of the committee. The committee have
carefully refrained from contracting any debts,

or from entering into any contracts the expenses
of which they were not prepared^ to meet, and
therefore appealed with more confidence for

further aid from the public.

Earl BEAtrcHAMP moved '
' That this meeting,

having heard the report of the Restoration Com-
mittee detailing the works which have been
carried out during the past two years, desires to

express its entire satisfaction with the progress
which has been made, and cordially invites the
co-operation and aid of all who are interested in

a work of such great national importance as the

careful and judicious restoration of the largest

existing abbey church in this countrj'." The
work had, he said, been frugally and judiciously

carried out ; no other restoration of like extent

had been can-ied out for so little money.
Lord SuDELEY, high steward of Tewkesbury,

seconded the resolution, which was carried
imanimously.
Mr. REorNAXD Yoek;e,M.P., proposed that the

names of the follovring gentlemen be added to

the National Restoration Committee :— Rev.
Canon Barry, Messrs. Thomas Blashill, A. "W.
Blomfield, H. C. Coote, E. B. Ferry, J. F.
France, S. W. Kershaw, Bowes A. Paice, R. B.
Prosser, J. P. Seddon, and Wm. White ; and
that a London sub-committee for the purpose of

collecting the fluids required for the completion
of the work be also formed. Mr. Yorke compared
the state of the abbey in 1863, before the
restoration was commenced, and at the present
time, and said there were groimds for congratu-
lation in the changes effected in the appearance
of the abbey. The resolution was seconded by
Mr. Bltjnt, and agreed to.

Mr. John Oldbid Scott read a report on the
abbey and the works that are being carried on
under his supervision and from his designs,

opening by expre.s.sing his acknowledgments to

the Restoration Committee for the confidence
they had reposed in him. It was his earnest
intention to pursue the course laid down by his

father, and to act in the same spirit of true Con-
servatism by which he was always inspired, and
which in tlus case is, Mr. Scott significantly

added, happily shared in to the fullest extent by
the committee themselves. The Abbey is built

mainly in two styles—Norman of a very plain
kind, and a beautiful variety of Middle Deco-
rated. The Norman abbey was founded early
in the 12th century, and consisted of a long nave
with aLsles, transepts united by a grand central

tower, and a choir, also with aisles, terminating
in an apse, surroimded by an ambulatory, from
which no doubt projected chapels, as they did
also from the eastern walls of the transepts. The
two chief characteristics (both of which still

remain) must have been the grand central tower,
richly arcaded, and sunnountcd as it then was
by awooden spire, andthat which yet givesit espe-
cial individuality, the remarkable western front,

thecentralpartofwhich is occupiedbyone vastarch

,

extending from the ground to the roof, recessed
in seven bold orders. This was no doubt
originally fUled in with a number of Nor-
man windows, but of these we have now no re-

cord. The present appearance of tliis front is

much injured by the loss of the gable wliich rose

above it till the 17th centnry, when all the high
roofs were unhappily swept away, to the great
loss of tho .building. Internally the abbey,
which was in those early days exceedingly plain,

had a curious feature (which it possessed iu

common with Gloucester and Pcrshore) of re-

markably tall columns and arches in the nave,
contrasting with very low ones in the choir.

The building continucKl as its Norman founders
left it for some 200 years, when early in tho 14th
centiuy an astonishing change took place. In
the nave this was confined to the insertion of
tracery windows tliroughout, and the substitu-
tion of stone groining for the flat or coved
wooden ceiling, the same being done in tho
transepts. In tho choir, however, a far greater
alteration was effected. The ambulatory was
first taken down and rebuilt farther out, and
from it were projected the most beautiful seriea

of chapels to be found in this country, except
indeed at Westminster. All of these now re-

main with the exception of the Lady Chapel,
which was on a fur larger scale than the others,

and which from the precious fragment of its

west end still existing, must have been a build-
ing of extreme beauty. The date of these works
must have been early in the century. Imme-
diately afterwards the whole of the choir was
pulled down, the Norman columns only being
left, and rebuilt in the richest variety of the pre-
vailing style. A lofty clerestory was erected,

consisting of some noble windows of the finest

design, which are still filled with their original

stained glass. The groining, too, was of the

most elaborate description, and the whole of this

part of the building vrithin and without is of

almost unequalled elegance and picturesque

beauty. The new walls were of the same height
as the old ones, but the roof was arranged slightly

lower than before, so as to allow of the addition

of the beautiful parapet—now, unhappily, almost
ready to crumble away. At this time and sub-
sequently the eastern part of the building was
further enriched by a magnificent series of

Chantry chapels and monuments. These alone

are sufficient to place Tewkesbury in the very
first rank among our great churches in iwint of

historic interest. Two more peculiarities relating

to the interior which distinguish Tewkesbury
Abbey as it has come down to us remain to bo
noticed. Tho marked contrast between the

noble simplicity of tho nave and the exceeding
richness of the eastern portion is the first. This

is very striking, and tho skill with which the

two are brought into harmony by groining of a
somewhat similar character being continued

throughout the whole length is worthy of

especial observation. The other feature to

which I would alludo is the unusual propor-

tions of the interior. No other building

of this nature gives such a remarkable impression

of breadth and expanse. This is no doubt due
to the height being in such a small ratio to the

width ; but it is the breadth of the building

which strikes the observer, and not its want of

elevation. Reference should be made to the ex-

quisite thirteenth century work adjoining the

north transept. There was at first a Norman
apsidal chapel hero, which was rebuilt in the

thu-teenth, and again in the fourteenth century

;

but just beyond this, in a very unusual position,

viz., at the extreme north-east angle of the

transept, there stiU remains a most beautifvd

little building, dating from the commencement
of the Early English period, though with subse-

quent alterations. This can be shown to have

formed the chancel of the small church, the nave
of which ran across the north front of the tran-

sept. It has been conjectured with much pro-

bability that it was erected to form a Lady
Chapel for the use of the parishioners. Tho
design of its nave can still be traced with some
acouracy, and it must have been a feature abnost

unique and of the greatest beauty. Should its

restoration ever become pos.sible, it would be

indeed a charming addition to the Abbey, and
one, I cannot doubt, of great utility. But I must
proceed to describe the works we have in hand
and those which are proposed. The cleansing

from modem plaster and whitewash and the

repair of defective stonework,'spoken of in the

Committee*s report, refers only to the interior of

the abbey. AVliat is of^ special interest here is

the treatment of the vaulted ceiling. The
bossesof the groining whenfirstuncoveredshowed
signs, although not very distinctly, of their

ancient decoration, and it was at the time de-

tennined to restore them. The result, however,

was unsuccessful, and the treatment was stopped
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after two bays had been so dealt ivith. The
carving of the bosses throughout the roof is of

the highest value and interest, the subjects of

the central ran^' consistin.^ of scenes from the

life of Oui- Lord, while the two side rows are

occupied with angels bearing censers or playing

upon musical instruments. Nothing can exceed

the artistic feeling displayed in these sculptured

bosses; but, from their being in most cases

hardly more than sketches, it quickly appeared
that any treatment of them in full colour

tended only to obscure their design, and to

emphasise their incompleteness. So much was
this felt that for a considerable time it was the
opinion of M. GamblerParry and of myself that it

would be best to attempt no decoration what-
erer. The greater part of the ceiling was,
therefore, left plain, but the effect from below
was by no means satisfactory, and at length TIr.

Parry proposed a mode of treatment which he has
now carried out in a portion of the groining. I
desire to express my great admiration of the
skill and judgment shown in this work. The
committee luianimously concur in this opinion,

and it has been decided that the treatment shall

bo continued throughout the whole of the nave.
The floors of the transepts, ambulatories, and
chapels have been made good in all respects. The
Decorated chapel east of the north transept is in

course of carefid reparation, the cost of which is

being borne by the Pi-ovincial Grand Lodge of

the Freemasons of Gloucestershire. Some
pressing repairs are also being carried out in the
Early English chapel to the north of this, already
alluded to, but not to the extent of anything
like complete restoratinn. Important works
have been carried out in the choir. Of the
ancient stalls, a sufficient niunber remain
to complete the back row on both sides of the
new arrangement. In addition to these, con-
siderable portions of the 14 th century stall backs,
or screens, which roje above them, are in exist-

ence. It has been decided to restore the stalls

to their original position beneath the tower, and
to erect above them these ancient screens. Un-
fortunately, only sufficient length of the latter

remains for the north side, and this alone has
been ordered bythe committee, the funds not being
sufficient for the new screen required on the south
side. Eventually, a second row of seats must be
added for the choir boys as well as book-rests,
but at present this part of the arrangement must
be temporary, the total expenditure needed for
the complete re-arrangement of the choir
amounting to between £700 and £800, of which
the committee are only able to undertuke a very
small portion at present. Various proposals have
been made as to the choir screen, but the only
designs prepared have been for a low inclosure
of ornamental character. A wooden model of the
mostrecentdesignhas been made, so that its effect

may be well considered. It is my own opinion
that this church should eventually possess a high
choir-screen, of very open design, but sufficiently

elaborate to accord with the ancient fittings.

The font at present consists of a base and shaft

of Decorated date, carrying a bowl of very mean
appearance, probably belonging to the 18th cen-
tury. A new bowl has been designed, agreeing
in style with the ancient part. It will be Pur-
beck or some similar marble. The font when
completed is to be surmounted by a lofty wooden
cover of tabernacle work, the design for which
has been founded on an ancient fragment of 14th
century woodwork remaining in the abbey.
Great pains have been taken over the design,
which is now being carried out by Mr. Collins,

the contractor for the restoration works. A
pulpit is much needed, and it is essential that it

should be worthy of this grand building. As to
the chantry chapels, it appears to me that it

would be the wisest course to leave them without
anything like complete restoration. Some slight

repairs are actually required, and should be
undertaken, but nothing beyond this would be
desirable. The case of the sedilia is different,

these being a necessary part of the furniture of the
church. Happily, the greater portion remains.
The design is noble and characteristic, and I
think it would be well to complete them. The
restoration of the clerestory windows reaUy forms
a part of the external reparation of the stone-
work. In proportion to the ^ize of the building,
not much work of this nature is necessary, and it

wonld not, I tlunk, be wise to do more
than is absolutely wanted. The roof of the
south aisle of the nave is, however, in a very
bad state, and requires re-tiling, as well as other
repairs. As to a reredos, no resolution hag been

come to by the committee, although I have pre-

pared a sketch design with a view to elicit opinions
on the subject. Considering how the choir is

flanked by a noble series of chapels and towering
monuments, I feel that it can never look com-
plete until its eastern extremity is occujicd by a

reredos as dignified as any of them. It would
be necessary to give any reredos erected here a
considerable amount of local character, intro-

ducing among its scidptnres figures of those

eminent personages with whom the history of

the abbey is so intimately connected; Tlie

north porch to tho nave is now being carefully

repaired, and is neaily finished ; the very
sumptuous iron gates which have stood
in connection with it for the last 150
years will be retained, though theii- level

will be lowered. Tho floor of the nave has now
been entirely lowered to its ancient level with a
very good effect ; tho step which we discovered

to have marked the position of tho ancient roof-

screen which separated the conventual from the

parochial church, being restored. Finally, a few
words require to be saidabout the organ. The posi-

tion decided for it is beneath the north arch of the
central tower, above the screen forming the back
of the stalls. The fine old ease wUl be strictly

preserved, a very small addition being made to

its lower part to adapt it to its new positioa.

It is of great value and be.auty, and from its

details must be one of the eai'Uest in the country.
Such then is an account of the works either in
hand or contemplated. All are of importance
and indeed of pressing necessity, but the means
at the disposal of the committee compel them at

present to jjostpone a cousiderable proportion of

them. It is greatly to be hoped that the pub-
licity now being given to this great work may
lead to substantial help being received.

Mr. Gaiebieb Paeky, in proposing a vote of

thanks to Mr. Scott for his paper, explained the
work ho had himself been engaged upon in the
nave roof decorations. This vault was, he said,

a most interesting specimen of English carving
;

the roofs of Gloucester, Norwich, and Tewkes-
bury were the three finest in this country. But
this roof was but a series of grand skeletons ; it

seemed as if tho carver had chopped away just as
the spirit moved him, leaving it to the colourist

to complete the ideas he had suggested. The
figures in the bosses were remarkible for their

size ; the angels caiTying all sorts of musical
instruments were about two-thirds the size of a
woman, and the central bosses, in which were
represented the Life of Our Saviour from the
Nativity to the Majesty, were even larger. In
the Crucifixion, the figure is about 3ft. in height,
but, strangely enough, the Cross was left for the
decorator to fill in. The taslc he had undertaken
of renewing the colour which formerly existed on
these carvings was one of considerable difficulty,

and concerning it various opinions would bo
held. That, however, he had experienced
before. During the time that he was at work
in Ely Cathedral he met a clergyman who, on
hearing that he was acquainted with that
Cathedral, exclaimed "Oh, there's a horrid fellow
daubing over that beautiful building ; I wish he
might be hung to a lamp-post and cut into a
thousand pieces!" Mr. Parry said he was a
little amazed at the outburst, but ho explained
that he himself was the " horrid fellow," and
they parted as good friends. At Tewkesbury he
had found the greatest difficulty in the work on
account of tho extreme and necessary simplicity
demanded by it. It would be very easy to

colour tho roof ; but to apply the right lines and
touches of colour at the best places for effect

would demand the exercise of consummate art.

There were a few records in the stones of what
the ancient treatment resembled, and he believed
it was coarse. The difficulty was that any system
of high colour—vermilion, gold, and blue

—

applied to a few points had a tendency to look
blotty, whereas, to be satisfactory, tho effect

should be one of complete harmony, of perfect
peace. The aim of the decorator shoiild be,

consecutiveness, proportion, rhytlim. In this

roof there was a great deal left so vague that

one must follow out his own ideas in completion

;

the nimbuses, &c., had been sujiplied by the
artist, and this rule he had endeavoured to

follow, venturing to add a cross in gilding
beneath the figure of the Crucified One. Among
the instruments borne by the angels were the
rebec, shawm (a sort of bass clarionette), psaltery,

and bagpipes. There were also a pair of very
curious figures, which were declared by one set

of commentators to be Fitzhamon, foimderof the

abbey, and his wife, but which others thought
to be only Adam and Eve.
Mr. Aao-GiitDSEE, M.P. , seconded the vote of

thanks, which was briefly acknowledged by Mr.
Scott ; and the proceedings closed witlithe usual
compliments to the chairman and the Archbishop
of Canterbuiy for granting the use of the library.

The visitors afterwards availed themselves of the
Archbishop's permission to inspect the psilace-

chapel and dining-hall, &c.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

AECUITECTUKAI. FOLIAOE.

WE give this week, in continuation from
p. 339, the second part of Mr. J. K.

Ceiling's paper on "Architectural Foliage,"
read at the meeting of the Institute on tho 24th
ult., with the subsequent discussion :

—

In designing foliage we have chiefly two
things to study. Form, and light and
shade. In form the first thing we have to

decide upon is the leading or settiug-ont

lines of the composition. Aid whether the-e

consist of the scroll form, tho branched, tin;

radiating, or any other lines, they must interse* t

and divide the space to be fUled, in the saiin'

manner that the ribs and veins do the surface uf

a reticulated loaf. No portion must be left un-
provided for, and they must harmonise with tlie

boimding or other architectural lines of the -wovk

itself. These should bo laid out upon a gcu

metrical and somewhat regular and synimetrir, !

plan, and we can but partiaDy obtain any assi.it -

ance for this purpose from nature. But there

arc some general ideas that we can gather, such
as the scroU lines we see in tendrils and climbing
plants, the various modes of branching, tho reti-

culation of leaves, and the radiation of flowers.

Architectural foliage should represent natural

growth, and not be formed with flower.", fruit,

and leaves picked and separated from life.

Crooked form, such as we find in nature, must
be altered to tho tangential or angular, or a

combination of both. We should remember
also that upright lines represent life,

hanging or droping lines decay aud death

.

Haviug decided upon the leading linos of our

stems, the next process is to clothe them with

leaves, flowers, and fruit. Here we may bring

to our aid that varity and beauty of form with
which nature supplies us so boimtifuUy. As a

general rule all well marked and deeply cut lobed

leaves are most ai^plicable to carving, such as tho

irregular lobed leaves of the acanthus, thistle,

hawthorn, oak, aud the chrysanthemum ; radiat-

ing leaves, as the horse-chestnut, ciuque-foil,

vine, and maple ; or those which have separate

leaflets as the trefoil, rose, ash, and acacia.

Perfectly plain leaves, such as the lilac, box,

laurel, and olive, are also valuable where

simplicity and breadth of foi-m are required;

or the complicated can be reduced to their first

simple foi-m. Nature proceeds in this manner
herself—in one leaf, the Marantu, has herself

painted the forms of the plnin 1 jaf. Leaves mostly

assume, more or less, the forms of the geometrical

figures. The Laitrestinus gives that of the

vesica. The Cineraria maritima is of the

same general form, but is cut into deeply rounded

lobes, of the same type as the oak. All comiwimd
leaves stUl retain the general forms of the more

simple ones, as shown by the rose-leaf. The
dock has a leaf of an oval form, folmd again

in the deeply crt-nate-lobed leaf of the greater

celandine. The heart-foi-m is seen in the black

bryony and violet, and again in the leaflets of the

clover. The main ribs of the leaf of the black

bryony assume very beautiful flowing forms,

having a strong resemblance to the lines of the

Greek-honeysuckle. In the >'iolet, the ribs are

quite different, and branch from the midrib,

while iu the bryony they flow gracefully from

the base of tho loaf where it joins the foot-stalk.

The groimd ivy aijproaches very closely to the

circle, and tho two sorts of mallow leaves are of

the same general contour. The water avens, or

Uerba Bciicdicta, from which the Early Enghsh
foliage is said to be taken, gives a very i-imple

trefoil; in late growth it is split into separate

leaflets. The "clover gives a very perfect

trefoil, formed by tliree heart-shaped leaflets.

The terminal point of the leaf of the sow thistle

gives the triangle, wliich is seen again in tho

yoimg leaves of the ivy. Tlie i\'y assumes three

typical forms during its growth: the triangle,

the square or lozenge, and at length, in its
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kvelopmont, tho pentagon. Tlie terminal

iriiiirt of the isow parsnip approaches closely to

tl.. diiigriinal liquaro. The typiciil pcntiigonal

louii (if palmate leaves Is «howninthe maple and
s\c,aiiore. Tho five-pointed form is still retained

l,\ M parate leaflets, as in tho pasHion-flower leaf,

ilie cinqnc-foil. There are two modes of

lug leaf-form. One, that of retaining

till' natural contour, as we find it more especially

in older leaves, as in the maple and vine, which

start off with an abrupt angle or cui-ve from the

leaf-stalk. Tho other mode is that as seen

sometimes in young leaves, as in the hawthorn,

where the leaf flows tangentially and smoothly

out of tho foot-stalk. Most of the conventional-

liscd areliitfctural foliage is in this manner, as in

the early English. It is not necessary to follow

natural leaves htcrally—they may be simplified

;

modified to make them more symmetrical, or

altered to fill any particular form ; or their

outlines may ho changed by adopting various

cuttings, or differently fonned lobes. If we
take, for instance, the most common of all loaf-

edgings, the serrated, we are not bound to the

number wo use in a leaf ; we can reduce them to

three, five, seven, and so on for the entire leaf,

just as it may suit our purpose ; or we can sub-

divide them as in the hawthorn, separate them
by lobes, as in the Grcvilka Acanlhlfolia, sub-

divide as in the creeping crowfoot ; or lastly,

separate into distinct leaflets, as in the diclytra.

Tlie same rule applies to other edgings, and to

the dentated and rounded foi-ms, which may be
also subdivided. Even the pointed foi-ms may be
softened into the rounded. What is done
with leaves may also be done with
flowers, or leaves may be substituted for petals.

Variety of form may be also obtained by the

introduction of insects, birds, animals, and tho
human figure, which frequently giveadditional in-
terest to the composition with the happiest result.

Tlie fight and shade of foliage is a matter of vast

importance, and one that is seldom sufficiently

considered. We can obtain but partial assistance

in this study from nature. Carvers usually
overdo the shadows on the surface of leaves. If

they are engaged upon Gothic work, they will

tumble the siu-face about like the sea in a storm,

after the manner of the later Gothic carving,
until all beauty of outline is lost. If it is a
Clas.sic leaf they are working upon, they Avill

groove and hollow it up until the whole surface
is full of fines. In my working drawings I
always indicate the modelling of the leaves,

which I usually keep veiy simide, but it is very
seldom that I can get the can-er to adhere to the
simplicity aimed at. When carving is placed
upon a ground, as in a panel, the treatment of

that ground in high relief is of the utmost
importance. In low relief the carving depends
more upon outline, and not so much upon light

and shade, because such works are usually
placed near the eye ; but in high relief the gi'ound
should be treated like the background of a pic-

ture, and the dai-kest and most intense tones be
produced by it ; the most biilliant lights should
be obtained by the convex .surfaces of the foliage,

and the hollows be trusted to for the half-tints.

With this scale of light and shade the artist has
to work much in tho same manner as a painter
woidd if he were painting in monochrome. It is,

therefore, important how the lights and shadows
are balanced and distributed. If the shadows on
the leaves are made too broad and deep, or too

mmierous, they must reduce the amount of light,

and the value of the shadows on the ground will

be destroyed, becau.se they amalgamate with
those on the surface. The conventional treat-

ment of architectui'al foliage depends more upon
the skilful management of the light and shade
than upon almost anything else. In adapting,
the fonns of leafage may be followed very closely,

but its geometiical distribution and the treat-
ment of the light and shade are tho piincipal
means of transforming it into conventionalised
architectural ornament. The amoimt of imder-
cutting is another point which rcquiies great
consideration. Some carvers take an infinity of

trouble, and laboriously imdercut every part

;

but tliis is a mistake. Some portions do not
require to be undercut at all, but should be made
to unite and melt away into the ground itself, in

order to soften the edges of some of the deepest
tones, and to lose the outline of the minor parts,
so as to raise the value and sharpness of others.

By this mode of partial undercutting, aLso, we
see that the work is actually a part of the panel,
and not laid in. "Where- tho work, however, is

much raised from the ground it should invariably

bo imdercut, so as to avoid tliick, cliunsy edges

to tho leaves. We obtain many valuable liints

for sliadowing from the backs of luitural leaves,

as they are usually more convex tlian the fronts.

The dried horse-chestnut leaf gives a very ex-

cellent suggestion for raising the centre of the

leaf suiTounded by a hollow, often of great use

in practice. The artist also requires to study

the general balance of his light and shade, so

that one is not too important for the other. As
a general rule ho usually eri's by creating too

much shade. In this coimtry we require strong

contrasts, and if the work is internal, such as in

a roof or groined ceifing, he can hardly make lus

light and shade too strong. The nature of the

material in which the enrichments are executed is

another matter requiring thought. A dull, heavy
sandstone needs a very different treatment to a

bright white ciystaUine marble, and deal has

to be handled difterently from oak, and box again,

differentlyfrom either. Square blookearving looks

remarkably well in rough, coarse-grained sand-

stone ; it has the advantage of never getting

clogged up with soot, and it always sliows to

advantage when jjlaoed at a considerable height.

For great heights very little surface carving is

necessary, and foliage will frequently look all

the better for being left perfectly square and
flat, so as to give, according to the distance, the

utmost value to the difference between the light

and shade. What is crude and unfinished when
near the eye will appear bright, sharp, and
sparkling when placed at the height for which a

due calculation has been made for the effect in-

tended to be produced. Immense labour may be
often saved by i^roperly considering this point

when designing or carving ornament to be placed

at a considerable elevation. One way in wluch
the amount of carving or intricacy of parts can
be studied for various heights is this. Let the

carver take lus position on the ground in a posi-

tion from which the enrichment can be best seen,

after having set; up a model at the height at

which it is to be placed. Let him then with a
pencil, stretched at arm's length, mark off upon
it the si^e of the enrichment as seen from that

point. If he puts this size upon paper, and
begins to sketch in all the parts of his oraaraent

as he intends carving it, ho will soon perceive

what to omit. If the height be considerable he
will find that he cannot di'awin all the work, and
that he can improve the sketch by omitting half,

or perhaps thi'ee parts of it. The principles upon
wliich leaves are divided in nature are continually

being intermingled, although the power of nature
is so great that each individual plant retains its

own characteristic form. Not so in art. After a
considerable practice and study of nature, you will

draw your leaves without immediate reference to

nature, they will be in accordance mth her laws,

but one foim will intermingle with another, imtil

you will scarcely know your.self for what leaf

you intend it. That, however, need not distress

you, as yoiu' object is not to copy nature, but to

work upoii nature's laws. Tims your simple
lilac leaf may become temate, as in the Hepatica

;

doubly temate, as in the creeping crowfoot

;

triply temate, as in the celery ; until, when you
desire it, you arrive at the intricacy of the parsley,

wliich is still upon the triple principle of dirision.

Nature cames out the piinciple even upon the
same plant—as in the ivy—where the leaves next
tho flower are perfectly plain and imdivided, the
young leaves upon the leaf stems are temate,
wliich further develop in the older leaves into a
pentagonal fonn. Tho pentagonal princij>le is

again carried on, from the ivy, through the
maple, which has subdivided lobes, the vine and
hop seiTated, the cinque-foil where it becomes
five distinct leaflets, and to the horse chestnut, in

which it arrives at seven leaflets. You need
not necessarily follow any particular leaf.

One point more must be noticed—the foreshort-

ening of finials and other objects when placed
at a height on a building, and tho necessity of

proportioning tliem so tliat they appear to the
eye of the desired height when in their elevated
positions. Many sculptors make proper allow-
ance for this when executing statues to be placed
on the parapets and pediments of lofty build-

ings, but it is seldom attended to for minor
objects. Some of the Early French finials are

very ably proportioned in this respect, and here
is an example, in which a due allowance has
been made for foreshortening, in a finial from
the interior of the Lady Chapel at Ely. It is

from the upper canopies, where it is placed at a
considerable height. It is greatly elongated
beyond the ordinary proportion, and the berries

above tho lower range of leaves are raised, and
stand clear above them, although the modelling
of tho leaves is rather in excess ; the ribs upon
the surfaces are omitted. This elongation is not
only observable in the finial, but also in the
canopy itself, which is of a much more lofty
proportion than any of those nearer tho level of
the eye. There are ample opportunities for
introducing foliage into arehitocturo, and abun-
dant materials for the purpose of tho artist in
nature, which have never been exhausted

—

bo that
the source is a vast and boundle-is one, contain-
ing a never-ending variety of boautiiful form.
Nature, however, is so prolific, and so wayward
in her manner, that a mere glinqise at a few
leaves or flowers, or a mere pickmg up of a
natural form hero and there, is worse than use-
less. It is the principles that we have to search
for, and those ore liidden under every variety of
form and manner. There is only one way to
detect nature's secrets, and that is to sit down
patiently to draw one fonn after another, until
wo at length arrive at a complete scale of all

nature's variety of form—of hor regularity and
irregularity—of her geometrical uniformity, and
of her apparent utter want of plan or design in
her manner of growth. We see that tbrougbout
all her works she never by any chance imitates
herself—for no two leaves, even upon the same
branch, were ever yet found precisely alike—and
yet the same forms are continually running
throughout nature, until we may almost imagine
that nature does nothing more than reproduce
herself, and the casual observer can see but little

variety in all her forms. Whether we examine
natural forms in this country, or whether we
obtain them from the most distant quarters of the
earth, we can see notliing new, notliing fresh

;

nature is still at work upon her old forms, at one
time on a gigantic scale, at another upon a
microscopic one ; but when we search below the
surface, we arrive at certain art principles upon
which nature works, and which alone are of any
worth to tho true artist. There is more truth
in the words of the poet tliau he himself knew,
when he said

—

All nature is but art, unknown to thee

;

All chance, direction which thou canst not see

;

All discord, harmony not understood

;

All partial evil, universal good.

Mr. Hadfield, of Sheffield, ijroposed a vote of

thanks to Mr. Colling, with most of which he
cordially concurred. The architect who insisted

on having all his bench ends carved to a uniform
pattern, could not have been a very attentive

student of old Gothic work ; in our churches there
is much variety in the treatment of the ornament,
and frequently the decoration has some reference

to the dedication of the church, or to local or
family history.

Professor Kebk, in seconding the vote of thanks,

paid a tribute to Mr. CoUing's long continued
studies and working on carved foliage. It was
a subject extremely difficult to reduce to any-
thing like philosophy, and even the author, with
all his numerous examples and patient investiga-

tions, had not ventured to evolve laws on which
to work out the treatment, but led his hearers to

nature and there left them. There were one or
two points he would like to rai.se, without differ-

ing from the lecturer. One of these was the scale

of objects imitated from nature ; Was it permitted
to the carver to vary this or ought he to adhere to

the Viirious sizes of the objects copied? It seemed
to him that if one took, say, a leaf of parsley, dock,

or tliistle, or the smaller trefoil clover as a model,
he was scarcely at liberty to reduce or enlarge all

to.the same size. In imitating it was assumed that

nature's objects were perfect and her scale was a
part of the design. At the same time, various

scalesmight be employed on different architectural

works. Perhaps Mr. CoUing would overcome
this difficulty by regarding the scale of his deco-

ration as conventional, but in going a step further

back one might encounter a greater difficulty

in assimilating forms one with the other.

Another point was that if carvers were to imitate

nature m stone, how coiUd they copy natural

leaves to a nicety in such a material ? It did not
seem a substance in which the tissues of leaves

and jilants could be appropriately reproduced in

all their minuteness. Car\-ed foliage should be
essentially architecturesque and conventional in

character. In carsTng on boxwood or ivory the

treatment might be delicate and dainty, and
natural forms might be copied exactly as one
found them ; but for ornament to be applied to

architecture, conventionaUsm was of tho essential

philosophy of the work. Thus the Greeks usually
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conventionalised tlie foliage when applied to

buildings. In Mediieval car\-ing, especially of

the loth centuni% there was an exquisite nicety
;

it was more naturalestjue, but still everj-thing was
conventionalised, much more so than was usually

the ease at the present day. He was very glad to

hearMr.Collingcondemn all '
' festoonsandswags'

'

for the system on which they were designed was
fallacious. Those who were the masters of the
Queen Anne style were compelled to use these fes-

toonii, and to develop them in red brick—a mar-
veUouisinstance of what man will dowheuworking
upon fallacious principles. Ko allusions have
been made to this, probably because Mr. Colling
had kept upon higher ground. Another point
of interest was the proper architccturesque
carving upon terra-cotta. There were two prin-
ciples on which terra-cotta might be omamentf 1.

On one the material was taken from the mould,
burnt in the kiln and then treated ; ou the other
it was sophisticated, trimmed, modified, undercut,
and otherwise treated in the process of manufac-
ture after it had come from the mould. These
two modes of treatment were suggestive of the
question whether the material should be regarded
as to be cast or cut, and the same quei-y also

arose as to plaster-work geneiully.
The Peesidest remarked that the paper was

suggestive, but the subject was subordinate in

its relation to the work of an architect. The
architect's first consideration should be not the
treatment of surface, but the general form and
proportion, and so to assimilate the featiu-es to

the character of the building. Mr. Colling had
spoken against wasting time upon the study of
moiildings and proportions of old work, but the
difference between the work of the skilled artist

and the mere stucco constructor lay chiefly in the
greater care bestowed on his details and outlines
shown by the former. Other differences between
cultured and uncultured work existed in the
greater power to observe natural forms and skill

in reproducing the features selected—two qua-
lities not foimd in constant ratio amongst dif-

ferent workers. He would venture, even pace
Messrs. Colling and Kerr, to make some apology
for the much-abused festoon. It generally re-

presented flowers not growing, but plucked, and
might thus be appropriately himg in panels or
placed on pediments. He was not sure that Mr.
Colling had been quite consistent in his paper,
for he seemed to argue in favour of a natural
treatment of foliage in one place, and in another
that it should be made more conventional than
Tas usual.

Mx. CoLLiNO, in reply, said there was no
necessity to adhere to any set scale in the imi-
tation of natural objects. Natui-e herself varied
the scale in warmer or colder climates, as might
be seen in hot-house foliage. Again, one might
take a part only of an object as a decoration

—

a single portion of the parsloy-leaf would gene-
rally be found better than the whole spray.
Neither scale nor form should be followed to a
nicety, but every detail should be studied direct

from nature, and then broadly conventionalised.
The President had rather misunderstood him as

to mouldings ; he did not object to their

being studied or used, but to their being
substituted for carved decoration. His chief

objection to festoons was that they represented
decoration external, and applied to the building,
and that they did not form part of the architec-

ture. He did not object to conventional foliage,

but to the resuscitation of conventional foliage of

other days, whether Greek, Itoman, or Gothic
;

instead of this, let them go back to nature and
conventionalise from its forms for themselves.
The President announced that the next meeting

would be held on April 21st.

MB. SETMOUE HADEN ON ETCHING.—
II.

THE theatre of the Royal Institution was
closely packed on Saturday afternoon by

those desirous of witnessing Mr. Seymour
Haden's demonstration of the mode in which he
etches. The lecturer said he should divide the
Kubject into three parts, and should in turn con-
sider the art itself, its chemistry and its

mechanics, the last including its material results.

There are three modes, he said, in which one
can deal with ajmetal plate so as to print from it,

viz. , those of engraving proper, etching proper,
and dry-pointing—a process which may be re-
garded as intermediate between the other two.
Engraving in executed by actual delving into

certain portions of the plate by means of an
instrument having a triangular point, and called

a burin. In etching a corresponding portion of

the plate is removed, not by cutting into the

material, but by the action of certain chemical
agents known as mordants, which are allowed to

act on unprotected portions of the plate. The
dry-point process consists in incising lines and
afterwards roughening the same by means of a
shatp style, without, however, remo\Tng any of

the surface. My purpose is not only to explain

the ordinary process of etching, but also to

describe a process which few have heard of, and
whichstillfewerhaveemployed. Ordinary etching
consists in drawing upon a plate previously pro-

tected by a resinous coating with a needle, in

such a fashion as to remove the coating and lay

bare a portion of the metal. The needle is not

intended to wound the metal, but simply to

remove the varnish with which it has been
coated. The next operation is to submit the

plate to the action of a chemical agent having a

strong aflinity for the metal—in technical terms,

capable of "biting it." This biting can be
efl'ected in two ways : either by means of nitrous

acid, stopped out from the portions not to be
conoded by Brunswick black, or by chlorate of

potash in diluted hydrocldoric acid. The ordi-

nary process of etching is so troublesome an
affair that it may well deter anybody from
attempting it. The work is so awlrw'ard, and
diflicidt of execution, as to certain classes

of minds to prove prohibitive. The plate

is first varnished on both sides, sj care-

fully as to completely protect it from the

mordant. Then the di-awiug is made upon it in

lines of equal thickness by means of a long
needle. Mlien the design is completed it is well-

nigh incomprehensible ; the strokes in the

extreme distance are exactly the same as in the

foreground, and none but an adept could make
head or tail of the plate. The artist next
examines his plate, and, with a brush
charged \iath vaniish, lightly covers over, or, as

he calls it, "stops out" any lines which may
appear to him to be wrong ; then he puts his

plate—such a one as the one already drawn upon
which I have in my hand—into the bath already

prepared. In about a quarter of an hour I shall

have to take out and examine the plate, and stop

out those portions wliich I think are suifioiently

bitten by the mordant, and this must be done at

frequent intervals throughout the biting opera-
tion to obtain the varied effects of distances.

You will understand from this that the process is

a most laborious process, and indeed it coidd not
be completed within the limits of an ordinary
lecture, so that I coidd not show the whole in

operation. Then, at the end of it all, it will be
found that, owing to the imperfect natui'e of the
mordant, the biting has been very iiTegular, and
it frequently becomes necessary to enforce parts

of the etching not properly bitten with a stronger
mordant. This accomplished, the varnish is

cleaned off the plate, and the plate is ready to be
printed from. Even now, after all the varnish
has been cleaned off, it may be found that the
plate has not been sufficiently bitten, owing to

the temperature having been too low, or some
other reason. In such a case a very delicate

process must be resorted to ; a dabber, covered
with varnish, is applied to the sm-face of the
plate so cautiously as to protect the general face,

but not to fill in any of the linos insuf&ciently

bitten ; and it may be imagined what a very
gentle hand is needed for this. The plate is

then returned to the bath and finally re-bitten.

Another process, that which I have the credit

of having invented—a statement partly true and
partly incorrect—I have ventured to call the
"continuous process," in distinction from the
one just described—the ordinary or " interrupted
process." In this new method the execution of

the drawing on the plate is effected while it lies

in the mordant bath. The drawing is so carried

on that the hues described first shall be the ones
requiring to be the most bitten, and the last

those that need the mordant action least, so

that there is a regular and imperceptible grada-
tion of intensity from the immediate foreground
to the aerial perspective. Sometimes it is incon-

venient to draw while the plate is immersed in

the mordant. This is never the case in the open
air or in a room lighted from the side ; but it is

extremely inconvenient in such a building as this

theatre, lighted entirely from a lantera, and in

order t<) demonstrate my process I shall there-

fore have to avail myself of the aid of artificial

light. Under the ordinary process the drawing

is executed in several stages : beginning at the
foreground, the etcher works in the middle dis-

tance, the extreme distance, and then the sky,

biting in each stage with the mordant as ho pro-

ceeds, and stopping out those fully bitten. The
etching lines thus form a series of different planes

of depth. But in the continuous method the
biting is proceeding concurrently with the draw-
ing, so that each line has its peculiar intensity,

and the residt is an etching really " coloured "

by lines of different tliickiiesses. The metals
used for etching upon are zinc and copper. Steel

is used by engravers, but never by etchers on
account of the hard and dry line it makes ; for

tills reason it is unplea.saut, and therefore unde-
sirable. Copper, on the other hand, is sometimes
soft and at other times hard, and that makes a
great difference in the value, endurance, and
execution of the plate. I very rarely etch upon
it, although its use is very common. The line

made on steel is hard and inartistic, that on
copper is soft, while that on zinc is very flowing
and painter-like. The impression from zinc is

totally different from that on copper (as may be
seen from these proofs hung side by side) ; the
lines are broader, have more colour, and have a

more artistic residt, although those on copper
are undoubtedly more delicate. [Mr. Hadcu
here drew attention toa series of his framed draw-
iugs hung on the screen, pointing out that some
were etcliiugs on copper and some on zinc, exe-

cuted by the interrupted and continuous process
;

some were examples of dry-pointing and others

of ordinary engravinsr.] Zinc is very speedily

bitten, so that I shall be able to execute and
finish a drawing under the continuous process in

a quarter of an hour, whereas, if I di-ew ou
copper, it would occupy an hour. Before comiiii;-

to the room I put a zinc plate into a bath of

water, hydrochloric acid, and clilorate of potash,

and tried the experiment of drawing for exactly

a quarter of an hour to see how far one could

get ; I found I could etch to half through the

middle distance, and with your permission I will

continue the experiment. Here, you see, is my
bath ; at the bottom are four little bits of wax,
on which the back of the plate will rest. On
this plate, which is already varnished, there are

a few marks (although perhaps you cannot see

them). The solution in the bath into which I

am dipping it is stronger than it would be
exactly prudent to use for actual work, but
that will render the process both quicker

and easier. You will please to imagine that

you are looking out of a window at Amsterdam.
Immmediately in front is the river Amster ; on
the left is a row of trees and between the two a
road. In order to remove the varnish from the

plate I am using a very coarse piece of steel ; it

does not need a fine point, for the mordant keeps
it sharp. Of course the nearest objects must be
drawn first, and I will begin with a tree (Mr. Haden
proceeded to draw as he explained the operation).

Now we will go on to the next tree, and then to

the one next to that, each being one degree fur-

ther back than the one last completed. In the
river, are some balks of timber floating about,

and on one of them is a man fishing : all these

things are useful as proving that it is a river we
are looking at, for each must be indicated with
a few strokes. In the middle of the river is a
boat in wliich is a mast, and in the boat are two
men, and there are one or two posts in the river.

The lines composicg the road come next, but the

road is dusty, and the ruts must be left till later,

for they belong in depth of execution to the

background. On the other side of the river are

some trees forming in fact the middle distance

and background, and a few white hoiLses peep
out ; these trees may be suggested by a few lines,

but the windows of the houses must be kept
black. There are two or three boats in the

middle distance, and by the river some trees with
very deep shadow^s under tlicm, especially be-

tween the stumps, which stand out from the

shadovfs. If you listen to my needle you will

hear a distinct grating noise ; it is being arrested

by the action of the mordant, and this is very
valuable aid to the etcher ; for.one thing, he can-

not easily transgress upon a line already drawn,
owing to the biting of the mordant. This plate

is undergoing the action of what is called " foul

biting," the coating of varnish is not sufficient

to cover it, and the mordant will act upon the

general surface. 'J'his accident would be the

despair of an engraver, but an etcher rather likes

it, as it gives colour and effect to his print. By
this time our first plate, done on the intermittent

processbefore Icame here, ispartly bitten, and you
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see that Iremovoitfromthcbath, and stop out por-

tions of it with varnish. It represents a country
lane, deeply rutted, aud you observe I have almost

covered it with fresh varnish, all except a post in

the middle whicli I want to stand out, and so I

leave tliis to be fm-tlier acted upon in the bath.

But it becomes necessary for mo to describe the

chemistry of what is goinp on. This depends on
the biting in of the unprotected parts of a metal
plate, by the action and reaction of chemical
agents. For copper, we use («) nitrous acid 33|
parts, and water 66| parts = 100 parts ; and (i)

hydrochloric acid 20 parts, aud clilorate of potash

3, adding- of water 77 parts = 100 parts. We
(i) di8.solve the chlorate of potash in 38 parts of

boiling water, and (2) mix the hydrochloric acid

with the remaining 38 parts of cold water, aud
(3) add the two solutions together. For ziuc

we use («) nitric acid 2!> parts, and water 75 parts
= 100 parts ; and (i) hydi-ochloric acid 1 parts, and
chlorate of pota.sh, 2 parts, adding of water 88

parts=100 parts. Tho'solution is madeinthe same
way as for copper. By experiment the lecturer

explained the method of making nitric acid, and
added that the action of this agent on copper is

extremely imcertam as well as long. The biting-

in isYeally equivalent to the painting-in or teclmi-

cal execution of the picture, while the actual work
with the needle corresponds to the art manifesta-
tion or poet side of the production of a picture.

Now the actual pamting-in of a picture is a very
serious tiling : iipon it depends the whole spirit

and sense of the work. Some artists have the
power of conception, and others only the art of

execution ; but only in extremely rare in.stances

are both gifts combined. Palmer has both, and
so has Merion, but Wliistler shows only one

;

while Herkomer and Hook possess both in a
fair degree, and almost every other etcher has
only tlie one quality. Turner had the power of

biting-in the lino iu a manner milike that of any
engraver. In his "Liber Studiorum" the en-
graver was to finish the plates, but in some cases

Turner completed the biting, and in these the
work is a model of skill and mastery ; every
line is distinct, and there is not a line too much.
Two or three were di'awn but not bitten by
Turner. Thus there are two plates of a " Farm-
yard," both drawn by him, but only one bitten

by Turner ; and you can hardly believe that the

two were executed by the same person, so great
is the individuality which resides in the biting-

in. Keturning to our etching, I may say that

etching in a mordant, under the continuous
process, is a pleasant process ; if you have a low
etool and sit in the open air, it is almost like

painting on an easel. Nitric acid is always
unmanageable—partly on account of varying
atmosphere, hygrometric, or meteorological con-
ditions, and partly because of the impurity of

the substance. Etchers often find that on cer-

tain bright, sunny days, when all other conditions

are favourable for his work, the acid will not
bite ; whereas on a lowery, gloomy day its action

is very rapid. The reason for this is the presence
of more or less oxygen in the air, assisting or

retarding the galvanic action of the nitric acid

on the copper. The several reactions I have
drawn out as a diagram,* which it would be well
for every etcher to copy and study at his

leisure.

The third head, that of the mechanics of

etching, remain to be considered, and by this

term I mean the material results of the process.

In Fig. 1, y»u will see a section of the depression
caused in the copper by the mordants. For a
time the surface resists the acid, but when it has
bitten it, the mordant spreads in every direction

beneath the surface, forming a more or less

globular cavity ; above this is a little pent, or

roof of varnished surface, and this plays an

• 1. Boactionof copper on nitric acid in two simtUtaneous
steps. Tlie copper acta on nitric acid, foi-ming oxido of
copper, and with water, forming nitric oxide :

—

a. Nitric acid , Copper _ Cupric oxide ,
Nitric oxide

,

ZHNO3 + 3Cu - 3CuO + 2HN0 +
"Water
H2O

h, Cupric oxide , Nitric acid _ Cupric nitrate , "Water
CuO + 2nN02 " Cu(N0a)2 "^ H2O

2. Reaction of copper and zinc on a mixtui-e of chlorate

of potash and hydrochloric acid. "Dutch mordant"
may, though simxUtaaeous, also be represented in two
equations

:

a. Potassic chlorate . IlydroclUoric acid _
KaOj "^ 6HC1

""

Potaseic chloride _l "Water , Chlorine

important part in the durability of the plate.

Now, "with this, lot ua compare an engraved

line (Fig. 2) ;
you wUl see that the triangular

r / c. / r/ a.s

point of the burin has scooped out an accurate

straight-edged groove. You see at once that the

burin is a most inartistic instrument ; it was
never u.sed by Martin Schiju or Albert Diirer.

Lucas, "Vanleyden, aud many early engravers

employed it, but never invented with it, for

they could not. The burin may be suited

for reproduction, but has no artistic value.

"When the printing ink is passed over the surface

of an engraved plate, it forms a V shaped lino on
the paper. The cast of an etched plate is totally

different (and I believe this distinction has never

before been pointed out). The etched cavity has
much more retaining power than the engraved
groove, and the surface of the impression is

rounded. For these reasons, an engraving has

a hard grey effect, while the masses of an
etching have a colour and richness of their own.
Thedurabilityofan engraved and of an etchedplate
is again very different ; from the former thousands

of proofs may bo taken, but from the latter

only a few are obtainable. Why is this?

Because, while in each case the wear of the

handling, and the pressure of the roller and
machine are much the same, grinding down the

whole surface of the plates, its effect on an
engraved plate is to remove the upper part of the

groove you see in section, and consequently to

narrow the burin cut. As a consequence, the

impression of these lines grows very slowly paler

and paler, until at last it has no colour. In the

etcliing, however, the pressure upon its cha-

racteristic pents over the holes left by the acid,

very soon breaks them down, and the whole
of the crater is open, and the result is, that after

printing 40 or 50 proofs, you find it has got so

muddy that you don't care about it. But, before

we close, I mu.st clear off tlio varnish from our

plate, and you -will see to what extent it has

been bitten. In our next, and last lecture, we
will go into the process of printing off our
etchings, and we shall have a little press, and
print them off in this room.

BOOKS EECEIVED.
The City of London Directory, 1879 (London : TV.

H. & L. CoUingridge), is marked by several im-
provements "which add to its value. It has a
position as a directory which is unique in the

variety and accuracy of the information given,

wliich is absent from any other work of the kind

wo know of. To City men it has lougbecome in-

dispensable. JJn'is' » JJuildert' I'rice ISuok (Lon-

don : H. C. Bevis & Co.) is a gixidc for estimates,

arranged by Mr. H. C. Bevis, wbo.se practical

experience as a builders' accountant has again
been turned to good account in its preparation.

A Universal Dictionary for Architects, S/c, by
Wyvill James Christy (London : Griffith and
Farran) , is to be a " copious vocabulary and
practical explanation of the usual terras current

in the architectural profession aud allied trades."

The first part only is to hand. Tlie assumption

in the preface that " excepting the Dictionary

of Architecture there is no book whicli exclusively

contains in alphabetical order a fair approach to

a complete repertory of architectural and building

artificers' jjhraseology " is inaccurate, and the

attempt made to supply the want not so success-

ful as might be wished. The dictionary is

"copious" enough, but not complete. For in-

stance, it is not possible to give any practical

information worth having about abattoirs iu tho

space of eleven lines. More space might easily

have been gained on the same page by omitting

the twenty lines devoted to the explanation of

"Abbreviations," which are of no practical value

whatever. We scarcely see, either, why it was
necessary, on p. 43, to introduce the word "archi-

tectress
'

' merely to tell us at the end of thirty

linos that it is scarcely probable " that women will

eversedulously cultivate any architecturaltalent."

Familiiir Garden Flowers, by Shirley Hibberd
and F. Edward Huhne (London : Cassell, Putter

and Galpin), will have its pi-incipal value for our

readers in the plates, which are designed by an
artist who has before contributed to our own
pages. The Carpenter's Slide Itiile: Its History

and Use (Birmingham: JohnRabone & Sons), is

a cheap and very complete series of instructions

useful to builders, carpenters, bricklayers,

glaziers, pa^-iors, slaters, &c.

AECHITECTT7RAL & AIlCH.aEOLOGHCAL
SOCIETIES.

Kxsn Alfred's Sujoiee Palace.—The excava-

vations in King's Court-yard, at Mudgley,
Wedmore, near Bridgwater (where the thou-

sandth anniversary of the peace of Wedmore
was recently celebrated), for the supposed

remains of King Alfred's Summer Palace, are

progressing satisfactorily, under the mangement
of the Rev. Sydenham Hervey. Of late much
more of the supposed palace of the West Saxon
kings has been brought to light. A wide stone

causeway at the north entrance of the palace has

been found. Its length is not yet kno"wn. A
well little less than 30ft. deep has been dis-

covered at the south side of the works. It is

supposed that anotherwell wiU be opened shortly

more towards the interior of the building. The
excavators arc now opening the ground on a

wide and long wall, leading from south to north

at the west side of the field. The "width of the

wall varies considerably, and one end of it seems

more like a double wall than a single one. The
north end of it is not yet reached. This wall is

an important discovery, as it somewhat corre-

sponds with the wall at the east end running

parallel with it in the same direction. A better

plan of the building can now be drawn, and a

more exact description given. The masonry in

this waU and in the wall of the well is more per-

fect than any yet found.

KCl 3H2O C61
Copper , Chloiine _ Cupric chloride

Cu + Clj - CuClj
Tlie green chloride remaining in solution. For zinc

:

c. Chlorine , Zinc _ Zinc chloride

6C1 "•" Zn ~ SZuCTs

Extensive works of restoration and repairs are

about to be carried out at the parish church of

Shenington, near Oxford, from the designs of Mr.

J. L. Pearson, A.B.A., of Harley-street, W. The
chief features of the work "will be a new roof, new
pews in the pUce of the present high ones, a new-

vestry and organ chamber on north side of church,

fresh stalls and tiling in the chancel, and providmg

a heating apparatus. Tenders have been invited

from selected builders, and that of Mr. Bartlett, of

Bloxham, being the lowest, has been accepted at

£1,200.

CHIPS.
New steam flour and meal mills were started at

Keswick last week. The building is 90ft. by 36ft.,

and six stories in height, and has been constructed

of local red freestone, from the designs of Mr. W.
N. Dack, C.E., of Patricroft, Manchester. The
machinery is chiefly from Illinois and Hamburg,
and is driven by rope gearing in place of the u.sual

upright shafts and bevelling. Mr. Dixon, of Pen-
rith, was the contractor for masonry, and Mr. Patt-
inson, of the same town, for the jomery.

A new aisle is about to bo added to Christ Church,
Lowestoft, from the designs of Mr. W. Oldham
Chambers, of that town.

A stained glass Perpendicular window has been
glaced on the north side of Great Shelford Church,
ambridge. The principal subjects are the three

Graces—Faith, Hope, and Charity—while the tra-

cery is filled with angels and lUy foliage. The
work was designed aud executed by Mr. W. H.
Constable, of London and Cambridge.

The new thoroughfare known as the Bethnal-

green Improvement, being the last portion of the

Oxford-street to Old Ford line of new streets, sanc-

tioned by Parliament in 1872, was opened by the

Chairman of the Metropolitan Board of Works on
Friday afternoon. The new street is 60ft. -wide and
nearly 2,000ft. in length, and is carried from near

Shoreditch Church to the wide portion of Bethnal-

green-road.

An inquiry was held at Eyde, Isle of Wight, on
Wednesday week, before Mr. 6. S. Smith, C.E.,

Local Government Board Inspector, respecting an
application from the Town Council for power to

borrow £12,000 for the extension and improvement
of the esplanade.

Mr. G. E. Street, E.A., has resigned his seat on
the council of the Royal Institute of British Archi-

tects (of which he is one of the vice-presidents),

owing to the large demands which will be made on
his time at the council of the Royal Academy dur-

ing the next two years.

A new chapel-of-ease is about to bo erected at

Burton-ou-Trent, to accommodate 600 people, at a

cost of £5,000. Mr. R. Churchill is the architect

and Messrs. Lowe and Sons the builders.

Thomas Couture, the French historical painter,

died on Monday, in his 64th year. His chief pic-

ture, entitled "Roraains do la Decadence," figured

in the 1855 Exhibition.
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Builiring j-uttllisenct

Metbofoutax Boabo of Works.—^At this

txxrd on Friday a resolution waa passed de-

cloriusr it dMirablo that the opening up of

Buckinirham-gtnvt to the onianiental garden of

the Victoria Embankment ahoidd be carried out
by the raising and openinjr of the Tork Water
(jate, and it was referred to the works com-
mittee to suggest the mode in which this shall be
carried out. An offer from the French Electric

Iiight Company to supply two more electro-

d3mamio machines so as to supply 20 additional

lights, extending along the Victoria Fuibank-
ment as far as Blackfriars-bridge, at the in-

clusive rate of 5d. jjer lamp per hour, was
accepted. Sir J. W. Bazalgette stated, in reply
to questions, that the electric light became more
feeble if more than a certain uiunber were lighted,

but that at present the engine was not working
to its full power. It was staged that experiments
were being made by the officers of the board, the
neult of which would be embodied in the report
to be hereafter published. A letter was received
from the Home Office, transmitting a statement
of objections signed by Mr. J. Goodman, as
chairman of a meeting of owners of land, and
builders, and urged by such meeting against
certain by-laws proposed imder the Metropolis
Management and Building Acts Amendment
Act, 1878; it was referred to the Building Act
Committee.

Rawxassh.—Last week the first school which
has been erected by the Rawmarsh School Board
was formally ofiened. The new schools have
been erected at a cost of £6,200, and will accom-
modate 700 children. Mr. J. Platts, of Raw-
marsh, is the architect. The schools will accom-
modate 200 boys, 150 girls, and 350 infants,
allowing ten superficial feet of space for each
child. The style is Domestic Gothic. They are
built of brick, with Hooton stone dressings, and
the three main fronts are faced with pressed
bricks. Mr. Joseph Brookfield, of Parkgate,
acted as clerk of the works.

SotJTHAjtPToy.—The comer stone of the now
Freemasons' HaU at Southampton was laid last

week. The principal elevation of the hall,

which isto be in the Italian style of architectiue
freely treated, is 50ft. in length, the side ele-

vations, facing the Forest-view roadway, ex-
tending about 73ft. There will be an ante-room
or chapter-room, 26ft. 4in. by 18ft. 9in., with a
height of lift., its bay windows overlooking the
Western Shore. The lodge-room will be 45ft.

by 30ft. and 18ft. high, and will be lighted by
two lanterns from the roof. There will be a
banqueting room, facing Albion-terrace, 38ft.

6in. by25ft., also 18ft. high, together with a
kitchen, wash-house, pantry, and serving pas-

• sage. The material wUl be of white brick in all

the exposed parts, with dressings partly in
moulded brick, and of stone to the architraves
and pediments. The roofs are to bo slated and
tile capped. The architect is Mr. J. G. Poole,
and the builder Mr. S. Stevens, both of South-
ampton.

-
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By the death of Mr. O. F. Hayne, F.G.S., of
ICinchinhampton, the county of Gloucestersliire has
lost an archajologist, botanist, and geologist of dis-
tinction. The Gloucester Museum is indebted to
him for an excellent collection of Hint implements.
In collecting materials for one of his last papers—
lead at the Cottswold Club, on "The Ancient
Camps of Gloucestcrsliire "—he visited, and from
measurement made plans of nearly every camp i>j

the county.

Mr. J. Louth Clumence, architect, of Lowestoft,
has been appointed gurveyor to the Kirkley Burial
Board.

In our account of the restoration of the parish
church of Kcnnardington, Kent, last week, the
Incumbent's name is misprinted as Loft instead of
Lobb. The contractors, who have very satisfac-
torily carried out Mr. Seildon's designs, sire Messrs.
Bourne and Son, Woodchurch, Kent.
Those interested in the preservation of the

Carliol Tower, Ncwcastlc-on-Tyne, ancient laud-
mark, will bo pleased to learn that it is the inten-
tion of the Treasury to send down an inspector to
examine and report to their lordships upon the
question at issue.

A memorial pulpit to the late vicar, the Hev. C.
Porter, constructed wholly of English oak from
dengns by the late Sir Gillicrt Scott, has just been
placed in the church of Baunds, Northampton-
shire.
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GOOD FEIDAY.
The next number of the ButLui.vo News will be pub-

lished on Thm^day, April 10. All advortiscmonts and
other communications must reach the office by 5 p.m. on
Wednesday, April 9.

Eeceived.—B. C. B. I.- J. and W.—"W. A. W.—P. and
S.—C. P.-B. and Son.-E. M.—J. C—L. W. 1!.—
D. F. Co.—W. and H.-W. G.—G B. and L.—E. L.—
N. P. B. of E. S.—G. H. C—C. and G.—D. and Co.—
H. and Co.—J. J. C. and Co.-O.—S. Bros.-S. L.—
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A. J. Fbyee. (The engineer to whom he is articled will

do it if he enters his office at an early age, meanwhile he
should join the classes of construction and design at a
science school.)

Old Houses at Exeter.—(Geo. S. Penny, 14, Eodney-
terrace, Cheltenham, has sent us some interesting

Shotographs of the old houses on the bridge at Exeter,
escribed by Mr. Hems in the Bi;ii.dixg News last

week. We ciinnot undeitake to reproduce the photo-
graphs, but we believe copies can be hod of Mr. Penny.)

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
Drawings Eeceived.—Nemo.—Pagmoor.—Noali.—Saw
Back.—Lennox Canning.

Comsponlrcttct

CONCRETE PIPES AND BOUBNEMOUTH
DRAINAGE.

To the Editor of the Botlbino News.

SlE,—The letter of your correspondent,

"A. C. P.," on the above subject, in your issue

of the 22Dd inst.. contains grave mis-statements,

and a disingenuous manipulation of figures

calculated to mislead.

We should take no notice of a strictly anony-
mous communication of this description, but
inasmuch as your correspondent's initials are

also those of the Mr. Ponton whom you refer to in

your leading article, and who was employed by
the Bournemouth Commissioners, wo feel bound
to point out the coincidence, as your corre-

pondent ignores it, and the pamphlet also.

We thank you for your impartial reivew of

our brochure, and trust that those of your
readers interested will acquaint themselves with
the facts on both sides, by procuring the publi-

cation, which includes Mr. Ponton's own report.
It can bo had of Messrs. Spon, or of your
obedient servants,

Hknky SiiAEP, Jones, and Co.
Bourne Valley Pottery, Poole, March Slst,

1879.

CONCRETE PIPES AT BOURNEMOUTH.
SlE,—The letter of your correspondent,

"A. C. P.," read by the light of your loading
article on the same subject, is decidedly instruc-
tive.

It needs no very great exercise of perceptive
power to discover in the initials "A. C. P.,"
the Mr. A. C. Ponton mentioned in your article,

and while he says that " some other tests were
made, not on behalf of the manufacturers, and
these tests did not give so favourable results," he
omits to add that these other tests were made on
behalf of the Bournemouth Comuiissiouors by
himself and Mr. Donaldson.

I cannot understand how "A. C. P." arrives
at the conclusions he gives. I have read the
pamphlet published by Spon, and with some
difficulty I find the thirty-five tests that ho first

gives, but he has mixed them uj) in such a
manner as to deprive them of value for or
against.

He also states that the briquettes had a 2i8q.
in. breaking section, but I see the book gives
them as one sc^uare inch section—a vital differ-

ence.

Your correspondent does not refer in any
way to the famous theory which Mr. Pontou
propounded for the first time in the iutorests

of the Bournemouth Commissioners, viz., that
the pure water of this neighbourhood destroys
Portland cement concrete. But, perhaps, after

all, I am mistaken, for I cannot thiuk that
a " r.R.I.B.A." would act so unprofessionally
as to attempt to prejudice a case in which he
had been engaged by an auouymoua letter,

and in the manner above described.—I am, &o.,

A Mejibee of the Association of Municipal
AND SaNITAEY EnGINEEES AND SuBVEYOES.

3Inttrtommunicatt0n.

QUESTIONS.
[5720.;[—Sketching Tour.—"Will someone kindly

tell me m what pleasant country district in England I
ciin best spend two or three weeks on a pedestrian archi-
tectural skotching tour with the principal towns that I
should visit \ Also the name and piice of the bust guide'
book for my purpoae.—S. B. A.

[5721.]—Damp in Basement.—"Will any of the
readers of the Building News kindly sug-grest a remedy in
the following case :—In the basement of a suburban house,
the floors of which are of cement or compo-work, the
water by scjme means forces itself through the floor ia
certain places periodically (especially after heavj- rain),
and although the occupier has had the places repaired
with Portland cement, the water still percolates through
as before. It is ascertained not to be caused by the drains,
which are in good order, but is evidently the sui-faoe
water. The cause aud remedy will oblige.—R. M.

[5722.]—Dilapidations.—1. Under what cu-cum-
stances can repointing to external brickwork be required
imder the usual general covenants of a lease ! Is it any-
thing to do with the age of the premises I 2. ^V^len an
old party wall is condemned by the district surveyor, and
the adjoining premises are held on a lease containing the
usual repainng covenants, but only a few years remain
unexpired, what are the legal responsibilities of the lessee

in the matter \ An answer to the above questions 'Bill

oblige.—TwEEDiE.

[5723.]—Ploors.—"Would some practical reader kindly
inform mc as to the best metliods for deadening the soima
aiTsing from ground floors in school-rooms ? Also us to
the merits of wooden blocks laid in cement, with a descrip-

tion of iimterials and the approximate cost of each method.
—Novice.

[5724.]~Queen Anne Building's.— I am iutend-
ing to visit Loudon this Eaater, and would bo obliged if

any of yom- readera would give a list of the best specimens
of modem Queen Anne buildings. This information may
be useful to oUiers.

—

Henby Barnes.

REPLIES,
[5709.] — Perspective. — Ebrata.—In last week's

reply, X4th line, for "span" read "show." SOtii line,

for ''assured" read "assimied." 71st line, for "tiim"
read "from."—H. A.

[5711.]—Cricket Pavilion.—I should have written
an an-Hwer to the question asked by "Country Wickets"
but that all I could say apijcured so much like a shop
ailvertisement that I abandoned the idea. However, if
" Country Wickets " will put himself in communication
with me I shall be glad to «how him the drawings men-
tioned, and, if neces.saiy, he can have a copy of the cricket
pavilion. You were kind enough to give us (Mr. Robert-
son, my late partner, and myself) a very favourable
report on our Rouudhay-park plans which we appreciated
very much. We were not sucees-sful in taking any of the
premiums, and most of oiu' plans were spoiled before they
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were rctuniod, and aV were eont hack in a (lis;yracef«l

stute. We ought to pet quite used to bad treatment in
competition matters.— J. J, Stewart, .(Vrchiteet, Wool
Exchange, Coleman-stroct, liank, Londoji,E.C., 2ml April,
1879.

STATXTES, MEMOaiALS, &o.

The GROssEn KtmFxrp.8T MEMonr.vi,.—The de-
sign for the memorial which is to bo erected in
Folkestone cemetery in memory of tbo sailors who
were drowned on the occasion of the foundering of
the Grosser Kurfuret in May last, has been sub-
mitted to the Folkestone Burial Board and received
its approval. The principal material used will be
yellow sandstone, and for the ornamental enrich-
ment and purposes of inscription bronze will be
utilised. The top part of the design is of a pyra-
midal shape resting on a superstructure having for
its base a slab of granite. The various emblems
consists of cypress leaves, palm branches, wi-eaths
of oak leaves, garlands, the arms of the Impnaial
German Navy, and the German ensign. The height
will be about 19ft.

"WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Diss.—A Local Government Board inquiry was
held at Diss, Norfolk, on Tuesd,iy week, before
Major Tulloch, relative to an application from the
Local Board for sanction to a loan of ,£l,.50O for
carrj'ing out works of sewerage by the urban sani-
tary authority. The plans produced and explained
have been prepared by Mr. Charlton WaUeston,
C.E., and provide for caiTyiug the existing sewers
into a meadow in the parish of I'algrave, near the
river Waveney, where it will be utilised for irriga-
tion of 2^ acres of land. Objections were raised
that the scheme was not sufficiently comprehensive,
and that the proposed site would be a nuisance

,

but the inspector, after visiting the meadow and the
suggested alternative sites, expressed his opinion
that the works did not injuriously affect Palgrave,
but that mora land should be included in the
scheme.

Watee StrppLY OF LoxDON.—An adjourned
meeting of delegates from the vestries of the metro-
Sobs was held last week, in the Vestiy HaU of St.
[artin's-in-the-Fields, to consider the best means

of miproving the water supply. Mr. Edward J.
Watherston was in the chair. About 24 vestries
were represented. The chairman said that the
most serious matter for the consideration of the
ratepayers of the metropolis and the consumers of
water was, not alone the increased and rapidly in-
creasingvalue of the properties of the several water
companies, owing to the principle upon which they
were legally entitled to make their charges—upon
annual value, with extras for high service, water- '

closets, and fixed baths—but also the reduction of
a largely unremunerative expenditure, and the pre-
vention of its continued augmentation by outlays
for unnecessary works. Another matter of con-
siderable interest to Londoners was the prevention
of loss of life and property by fire. The work
before them was to stop the growing power of the
monopolies. In order to show the enormous and
rapid growth in the rateable value of metropoUtan
property, he read a table showing the increase that
had taken place in 30 parishes, where the values
had risen more than 100 per cent, in the 20 years
ending 1876. Among the most striking cases were
those of St. Mary Abbott, Kensington, where the
mcrease was 4243 per cent

; St. John, Hamp-
stead, 323; St. Mary, Battersea, 319-.5: St. Marv
Stratford-le-Bow, 338; St. Leonard, Bromley,
301-8; Lee, 327-4; Pengo, 3383; and the Charter-
house, 444-8 per cent. The average increase in the
rateable value was 104-7, showing a total increase
of £11 827,0o0 m 20 years. Thus it had come about
that the properties of the several water companies,
which in 18.50 were worth six millions sterling, werenow roughly estimated at 20 millions ; and unless a
stop were put to their growing powers, they would
before long be worth 35 millions. The work of the
present committee would bo to propound a scheme
which, while it should be fair and just to the pre-
sent holders of water stock, should be satisfactory

t? I 1

p"'^''*' '^"dy of consumers. In conclusion,
he held that the existing arrangements for supply-mg the metropolitan district with water were
defective

; 2, that the defects were not merely of a
temporary character, but were inherent to the sys-
tem upon which the existing arrangements were
based, so as to be permanently detrimental to the
pubhc mtcrests ; 3, that it was absolutely necessary
to remedy those defects in order to secure a better
supply of pure and wholesome water, to be distri-
buted under the consbmt system, and with such
pressure and with such hydrant arrangements as
would render it available at a moment's notice for
*"« panose of extinguishing fires; 4, that this
could only be accomplished under a system of unity
of management

; .5, that from the economies pos-
sible under such a system, such alterations as might
be necessary m the house services should be made,
not at private, but at public expense ; and C, that

in the absence of a municipal corporation, or of any
representative body willing or competent to under-
take the consolidation of the works, it was requisite

that this should be accomplished by a special water
commission, responsible to the Local Government
Board. A resolution to the effect that the chair-
man's speech should bo printed and circulated was
carried after some discussion, in wliich such strong
opposition was shown to the suggestion that the
projiosed commission should be under the control of
the Local Government Board that the chairman
consented to "withdraw the obnoxious clause, and
the resolution was then agreed to. A resolution
expressing the concurrence of the delegates in the
views of the chairman on the principal points set

forth in his speech was passed, and the meeting
adjom-ned.
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LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
Ahciiitects' Ckarges.—In the Sheffield County

Court, on Wednesday, March 20th, before T. Ellison,
Esq., judge, an action was brought by Martin Carr,
Change-alley, architect, against Dr. Geo. Harrison,
St. James'-row, to recover £42 for work done. The
plaintiff's case was that he drew np plans and
specifications for two dwelling-houses at Kanmoor,
ShefHcld, by the defendant's instructions. When
tenders were sent in for the buildings the cost was
considerably more than the defendant anticipated,
he abandoned his purpose and subsequently sold
the land. The defendant, who is a retired chemist,
first intended to build a detached dwelling to reside
in, for which the plaintiff made him preliminary
sketches and gave an approximate estimate ; this

plan was abandoned, and another plan made for
two semi-detached houses, when another estimate
was given, but the plans were rejected on accoimt
of cost. The plaintiff then prepared sketches of
less expensive houses, but were not accepted by the
defendant, as he considered something better should
be built. A final set of plans were made and
approved, and instructions given to prepare speci-
fications and quantities and advertise for tenders.
The lowest tender being £1,200, on which the claim
was based, 2^ per cent, being charged for plans and
specificatious, and 1 per cent, for quantities. For
the defence it was submitted that £.5 which had
been paid to the plaintiff was sufficient compensa-
tion, the cost of the buildings being several hundred
pounds more than the defendant intended to pay.
The building rules of the estate were produced to
prove that the price of a pair of houses on that par-
ticiUai- part should be of the value of £300. His
honour, in summing up, said that as he (the judge)
understood it all such rules fixed a minimum pi-ico

only. The defendant, who was a retired gentleman,
wished to include a greenhouse, in addition to a
good library, &c., andoouldnot expect to have these
things provided for the amount stated in the
defence. Judgment for the plaintiff for the sum
claimed with costs.

Bad Moetae.—At the Worship-street Police-
court, before Mr. Bushby, on March 27th, 1879,
Mr. Henry Shipp was summoned by Mr. C. A.
Gould, the District Surveyor for East Hackney
(South) and North Bow, for erecting the enclosing
walls of ten dwelling-houses in the Morier-road,
Bow, with improper mortar. Mr. Gould conducted
his own case ; Mr. Shipp was represented by a
sohcitor. The solicitor for the defendant made an
objection to the wording of the summons, that it

was contrary to the Act, and that no offence was
committed. Mr. Bushby overruled the objection
and amended the smnmons to the wording of the
Act, " without the same beingproperly bonded and
solidly put together withmortar." Mr. Gould pro-
duced specimens of the material used as mortar,
and explained to the magistrate " that it consisted
for the most part of ' dirt,' with a very small pro-
portion of sand and Ume, and that although it might
dry tolerably hard it would never set," and, as an
illustration, produced a specimen in a bottle of
water, which, after drying hard, he had been able
that morning to shake up into so much mud, a por-
tion of the vegetable matter floating on the surface.
Mr. J. M. Knight, surveyor, was called by the
defendant to rebut the evidence, and spoke of the
very general use of burnt ballast in some parts in
Ueu of sand, but on cross-examination could only
point out a few specks, and one or two thin lines of
red in the specimen ho produced from the disputed
works ; and on a specimen being handed to him by
Mr. Gould, said '

' it was very good, and, he thought,
better, perhaps, than the specimens he had pro-
duced." Mr. Gould then stated that the specimen
he, Mr. Knight, had just approved of was a lump
of mud from the canal adjoining. Mr. Bushby
made an order for the works to be pulled down.

The Ditstmam's Question.—Queen's Bench
Division. (Before the Lord Chief Justice and
Mr. Justice MoUor. Collins v. the Vestry of Pad-
dington.) This, which may hereafter be known as
the " dustman's case," raised a question as to what
is included in dustmen's contracts to carry away
ashes, dirt, refuse, and rubbish. The plaintiff had
entered into a contract with the vestry to take all

the breeze, dust, cinders, ashes, dirt, offal, garbage,

filth, and refuse which should be collected and
removed by them, thoir contractors, agents, and
servants within the parish for u year, which they
sold to him for the sum of Ud. a cartload, and they
contracted with him that they would at their ex-
pense deliver and deposit the breeze, &c., upon a
tiriekfiold of his at tshcpherd's-bush. The vestry
sent carts, under charge of their men, to collect the
contents of the dustbins, and it was the duty of
their men to take the contents of the dustbins out
of the bins, put them into carts sent by the vestry,
and then take them to the brickfield. The dust
heap accumulated in the brickfield would, at some
time or other, be sifted in order to separate the
cinder, breeze, and ashes, which are used in brick
making. In the course of this process the articles

in question, which in the businesa are known as
" tots," arc separated, and those of the same kind
being collected together are saleable, and upon a
large contract like the present are of considerable
value. The articles are of a very miscellanoous
kind ; but among the most valuable are broken
white glass, bones, articles of iron, lead, and other
metals, and knife handles. Throughout the period
covered by the contract the dustmen employed by
the vestry in collecting the contents ot the bins
were more or less in the habit of picking over the
contents of the bins, of abstracting portdons of the
more valuable articles, of putting them into sacks
of their own, and of selling the articles so abstracted
for their own benefit. This process of selection
was generally (though not exclusively) car-
ried on upon the premises upon which
they entcreti for the purpose of collecting
the contents of the dustbins, and in these instances
the men so acting either took the articles in ques-
tion from the dustbin itself, from the baskets used
for carrying the refuse from the bins to the carts,

or as the refuse was in tlie act of being transferred
from the bin to the baskets. They also took such
articles from the carts themselves, when oppor-
tunity offered, and dealt with them in the same
manner. The contractor at the close of the year,
having paid the vestry £300, brought an action to
recover from the vestry a sum of £l,.i00, the
alleged value of these "tots" during the same
Eeriod, his case being that they were withheld from
im by the dustmen of the vestry, and that the

vestry were responsible to him for the value. The
vestry denied any such liability, and tlie action
came on to be tried before Baron Pollock in Novem-
ber last year, when it was refened to the arbitra-
tion of Mr. Wills, Q.C., who stated a " case " to the
effect above stated for the opinion of the Court, the
question put being '

' whether the contractor is

entitled to damages for the abstraction of the 'tots'

by the dustmen in the circumstances stated." After
some discussion, the learned judges consulted to-

gether for some time, and then proceeded to pro-
nounce judgment in favour of the vestry.

The Aetisans' Dwellinqs Company and theib
Contracts. — Feankenbeeo v. the Ae-tisans',

Laboubees', and Geneeal Dwellings Company
(Limited.)—This case, tried last week in the Queen's
Bench Division, before Mr. Justice Field and a
special juiy, was an action to recover a large sum
of money for goods sold and delivered. The de-
fendants admitted that the goods were supplied,

but contended that they were not ordered by the
proper officers, that the prices were unfair and un-
reasonable, that the contracts were entered into in

fraud and collusion, and the defendants sought to

recover back the money overpaid. Plaintiff who is

a foreigner, had been established in business in this

country for some years in the oil and glass business,

but lately in ironmongery, and he had brought this

action to recover a sum exceeding £3,000 for goods
supplied to the defendants. The company in ques-
tion was formed in 1867, principally by a person
named Swindlehurst, in connection with Mr. Evelyn
Ashley and other gentlemen of position, for lie
purpose of erecting dwellings for the artisan class.

They commenced by purchasing Shaftesbury Park
Estate at Wandsworth, and Swiudlehurst, who was
manager, secretary, and one of the directors of the
company, made contracts with a variety of persons,

and amongst others with the plaintiff for glass,

oils, and paint, and subsequently for iron-

mongery and plumbing. The defence was, he
understood to be, that the prices charged were so

excessive that either there must have been fraud
committed by the plaintiff's bribing Swindlehuist or
having allowed him to share the profits. So far

from either charge being true, notliing had passed
between the plaintiff and Swiudlehurst in the shape
of bribery but the present of a goose (laughter) at

Christinas aud a dinner service on the occasion of

a marriage in Swindlehurst's family. The oils,

paint, and glass were supphed at the market prices,

so was the ironmongery, with the exception of a
few articles that might be picked out as being high.
Mr. Justice Field said ho had so far listened atten-

tively to the statement of the learned counsel, and
also he had looked over the voluminous particulars

and details on both sides. It appeared to him hope-
less to try the case by a jury. If the case consisted

in an ascertained and definite charge it could be
done, but instead of that it was only whether this

large number of items was charged at a reasonable
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price. After some discussion the judge said he
must exercise his power, and refer the case, under

the 57th order of the rules and orders made under

the Judicature Act. He therefore made an order

that the case should be referred to the official

referee, with power to apply to him (Mr. Justice

Field) at Chambers.

(But 0Ma €Mt
The architectural profession has lost one of

its best kno^vn and most esteemed mem bers in

Amenta in the death of Mr. R. G. Hatfield, of

New York city. For many years Mr. Hatfield

had been a prominent officer of the American
Institute of Architecture, of which he was one
of the founders, and also a member of the

American Society of CSvil Engineers. His con-
tributions to scientific periodicals were many and
valuable, his last, a very ingenious discussion of

the origin and nature of the ancient structure

known as the Old Mill at Newport, R. I.,

appearing in Seiil/iier'a Month!;/ on the day of

his death. Mr. Hatfield was much consmted
by his professional brethren in difficult under-
takings. The arched iron roof of the Grand
Central Railway Depot in New York city is

regarded as a fine illustration of Mr. Hatfield's

boldness and skill as a designer. His last public

service was as Chairman of the Committee of

Award in a competition of designs for model
houses for working men.

Thet manage some things more quickly in

France—whether better than hero is another
question. The Bordeaux Regatta Club took
advantage of the passage of the Duke and
Duchess of Connaught through their town to

testify their respect for their Royal Highnesses
and commissioned one of their members, M.
Tristan Lacroix, an artist of some distinction, to

paint a picture of the Osborne as she lay in the
Roads. This picture, first thought of the pre-
ceding day, was painted in oU, completed and
framed by the time their Royal Highnesses
arrived and presented to them by the i)re8i-

dent.

The people of Connecticut have an elephant
on their hands in the shape of the new capitol

at Hartford. The weight of the tower has
proved greater than the piers designed to sustain

it can withstand, and the consequence is, the
reneering of granite surrounding the southern
piers is splitting off in flakes near their bases,

and the whole tower is in danger of being let

down into the basement. It is reported that

over 1.5 tons of type-metal have been used
in trying to remedy the evil effects of hasty
workmanship and engineering. The metal
has been run, while in a molten state,

into the joints of the granite, with the forlorn

hope that it would equalise the bearing ; for it

appears that the shell of granite was laid dry,

without cement or any other filling in the joints,

and the crushing of the stone is attributed to

unequal bearing.

To make shoe-pegs enough for American use
consumes annually 100,000 cords of timber, and
to make our lucifer matches, 300,000 cubic feet

of the best pine are required every year. Lasts
and boot-trees take 500,000 cords of birch, beech
and maple, and the handles of tools 500,000
more. The baking of bricks consumes 2,000,000
cords of wood, or what would cover with forest

about 50,000 acres of land. Telegraph poles
already up represent 800,000 trees, and their

annual repair consumes about 300,000 more.
The ties of the railroads consume annually thirty

years' growth of 75,000 acres, and to fence all

the railroads would cost 45,000,000dol8., with a
yearly expenditure of 15,000,000dols. for repairs

These are some of the ways in which American
forests are going. There are others

;
packing

boxes, for instance, cost in 1874 12,000,000dols.,

while the timber used each year in making
wagaons and agricultural implements is valued at
more than 100,000,000dol».

The third of a course of eight lecttires on the
art of the Italian Renaissance was delivered on
Saturday by Dr. Todhunter, in the Museiun
Buildings, Trinity College, Dublin. The sub-
ject was '

' The True Renaissance : Invasion of the
Secular Elemc-nt," the phase of art described
being the rise of the class of painters who dis-
tinctly aimed at technical perfection, apart from,
and even sometimes in direct antagonism to,

higher qoalitics—^iritual and intellectual. Of

these artists, who strove after skill in lineal

perspective in drawing the human figure, in

painting from the nude, and in reUef produced
by chiaro-scuro—perhaps the first was Pietro du
Puccio, whose sculptural fresco-scenes were fully

described. Paolo Macello, bom in 1397, might
be regarded as the second great student of

scientific jwrspoctive, and he was followed by a
school of men in whom the art of the Middle
Renaissance culminated, men who were, how-
ever, rather complete painters than originators.

In Saudro Boticelli, subjects from heathen
mythology were for the first time introduced,

and these were treated quite in a modem spirit.

He afterwards abandoned painting and became
a penitent. If Leonardo were the Faust of

Italian art, Sandro was the Hamlet ; all his con-

ceptions were melancholy, strongly individual,

and essentially modem in style. Two other

painters of their period, Fillippino Lippi and
Domeucio, without possessing the genius of

BoticeUi, excelled him as mere painters.

An American competition with some novel

features about it has not proved favourable to

the development of arcliitectural morality. The
city council of St. Paul, Minn., having occasion

to build a new market-house, and apparently
distrusting its ability to reach a satisfactoiy resiilt

by the usual process of in«ting a competition of

designs, has hit upon the device of inviting a

competition of bids for furnishing plans, specifi-

cations, and superintendence for the buUding.
They accordingly addressed their propositions to

two architects, Mr. E. P. Bassford and Mr. A.
M. Radchff, and in reply the former agreed to

do the work for three per cent, on the cost, and
the latter for two and one half per cent. Mr.
Radcliff was accordingly appointed architect of

the new market-house. The high tone of pro-

fessional practice which renders such a competi-
tion as this possible may be inferred from the

fact that Mr. Bassford in a card has charged his

competitor with a breach of trust, ha\'ing agreed
with him on a price of three per cent., while Mr.
Radcliff rejoins that their agreement was on
four per cent, and not three percent., "but,"
he adds, " knowing from past experience Mr.
Bassford' s custom in competing for plnns with
myself, I put my bid for two and one half per

cent. The result shows by his bid how well he
kept his word." " It is not within the province
of the American Institute of Architects to estab-

lish missions," remarks the American Ai'chiti'ct

and Buildiny JVcws, "but we might hope that

the trustees would find it practicable to circulate

some wholesome tracts in tliis neighbourhood
with a few to the placing of professional practice

there upon a soimder footing."

Amoxo the numerous and beautiful Irish

works in decorated metal in the Museum of the

Royal Irish Academy, the Cross of Cong holds,

says the Limerick Reporter, a foremost place, not
only for its size, but also because it is a pro-

duction in which are displayed the highest

qualities of decorative art. In the year 1123,

according to the Irish annals, " a portion of the

true cross" was presented to Tiirlough O'Con-
nor, the King of Ireland, who died in 1156. On
receipt of this much-prized gift, the Irish

monarch had it enshrined in the metal work yet

existing. From the inscriptions on this case,

two in Latin andfouriuIrish,weleamthatKing
Turlough O'Connor had it made, that the work
was executed under the superintendence of the

Bishop of Connaught, Flanagan O'Duffy, and
that the maker of it was MaeUsa MaoBradden
O'Echain. In height this relic is 30in , the

width at the cross arms is ISin , and its thickness

is a little more than an inch. It is composed of

gold, silver, enamel, niello, and bosses of

variously coloured glass. There are a great

many patterns of intricate design, and the result

is a composition that for beauty of invention,

management of colour, and masterly execution

equals, if it does not excel, any work in orna-

mented metal that has ever been made. At the

bottom of the cross is a circular socket, but no
part of the staff remains. The designer of the

cross has departed from the rigid unpicturesque

straight lines and the rectangles of his exem-
plar, and has produced awork in which beauty of

form, variety of colour, and exquisiteness of

ornamentation are united in the true poeti-y of

art. The outline is bold and elegant, and the

junctions of curves are decorated with bosses,

and the entire is of the highest quality, both for

artistic conception and excellent execution.

SETEaAL Cabinet Ministers and a large number

of other visitors attended the dinner of the
Institution of Civil Engineers on Wednesday.
The Secretary for War responded to the toast of
the Army, and the First Lord of the Admiralty
for the Navy. The Colonial Secretaiy, in his
speech in reply to "Her Majesty's Ministers,"
while bearing testimony to the important part
which the labom's of Ci^'il Engineers had played
in connection with tho development of oui'

Colonies, said he sometimes fancied that in con-
sidering schemes wliich were promoted for the
welfare of our j-ounger colonies, suificient regard
was not paid to the small means possessed by
those communities. Lord Derby responded for
"The House of Lords," and Mr. Roebuck for
"The Commons." Mr. Lowe proposed, "Art,
Science and Literature," to which Mr. Barry,
Professor Owen, and Mr. Anthony Trollopo
responded. The Earl of Kimberley gave "Tho
Guests," and the Lord Cliief-Justice proposed
" The Health of the President."

In order to make the character and claims of
the Builders' Clerks' Benevolent Institution more
widely known, a dinner was held at the GuQd-
haU Tavern, Gresham-strcet, E.C., on Wednes-
day evening, under the chaiimanship of the pre-
sident, Mr. Thomas F. Rider, who had made tho
suggestion. The experiment proved a success ;

aboutahiuidredwerei^resent, and it was agreed to
make the dinner an annual festival. The presi-

dent, in proposing the toast of the evening,
'

' Success and Prosperity to the Builders' Clerks'
Benevolent Institution," sketched, in humorous
terms, the history of the institution, from its

founding by a few gentlemen in February, 1866,

to the present time, and expressed his regTOt
that it was not more widely supxJorted by tho
class sought to be benefitted. Although in the
London Directory there appeared the names of

1,400 builders and those in cognate trades who,
allowing half a clerk a piece, surely employed
some 700 clerks, yet there were only about fifty

subscribers among the latter. 'He invited any
builder's clerk who saw any cause for complaint,
anything unsuitable, or which appeared capable
of improvement, either in the institution or its

management, to meet the committee, who would
promise either to convince him that he was
wrong, or to admit their own eiTor and try to
correct it. While the institution ought to be
self-supported, still it was worthy of encourage-
ment and aid by the master builders, and by
the benevolent in this vast city, the charitable

metropolis of tho world. The toast was re-

ceived with enthusiasm. The toast of "Tho
Architects and Survej'ors

'

' was proposed by Mr.
Howard Colls, and replied to by Mr. Franklin.

Mr. T. Pluoknett, in responding to the toast of
" Oiu: Employers, the Builders," urgedjthe clerks

to make the institution self-supporting and still

more useful, and suggested that instead of elect-

ing one of the gi-eat master builders as president

they should dejiart from precedent, and place

one of their own number in the chair. Mr. H.
J. Wheatley, secretary, announced, amidst ap-
plause, a list of donations, headed by twenty
guineas from the president, and amounting to

£144 17s., besides several fresh subscriptions.

Amongst the principal toasts and speakers were,
" The Army, Na-vy, and Volunteers," responded

to by Major Brutton, secretary to the Builders'

Benevolent Institution, and by Captain WUliams

;

" The President," proposed by Mr. Dove ; "Tlie

Past Presidents," proposed and replied to by
Mr. Brookes and Mr. Plucknett respectively

;

and "The Treasurer (Mr. H. T. Bayes) and the

Committee," proposed by Mr. Hamilton, and
responded to by Mr. Baj-os.

It wiU be noticed that the Buildino News is

increased in size to-day by tho addition of eight

pages. This enlargement, which is permanent,

has been rendered necessary by the increase in

our advertisements and tho consequent pressure

on our space. The eight pages added have been
divided equally between our readers and our

advertisers, so that both will bo gainers.

Advertisers will notice that a redistribution of

the advertisement pages has been effected, wliich,

without interfering with tho appearance of tho

journal or with the convenience of binding, will

in future afford additional facilities for those who
desire prominent positions for their annomice-

ments.

Lamplougrh's Pjrretic Saline is refreshing-,
rtKist affri-i-'ablf, iiml tlio prcvcnti vi> of iKvEns, BiMnisNi:ss,

KMAi,r.-ryx, skin 1)irk*se», and many other sprlnf? and »unim(n-

ailmcntB. Sold by fhpniisti* throUKhout the world, and tho

Maker, 113, Uolhura UUl. Vu no »u»i<i<u«.—(Abtt.J
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THE CHELSEA ESIBANKMENT.

Foil an unintorruptod view and southern
aspect, few residential loealities near

London can compare with the Chelsea Em-
bankment. With an extensive river front-

age towards the least objectionable part of

the Thames, and Battorsea Park on the other

bank, the occupants of the new residences

built in this fashionable part will enjoy ad-

vantages to which residents in the neigh-
boui'hood further northwards are strangers.

Since Mr. Norman Shaw erected that unique
reproduction of a quaint old English manor,
called Old Swan House, a row of stately-

houses, conceived in a similar spirit, has
been built along the promenade, which will

before long become one of the most striking

in the AVost End. It cannot bo said that

monotony, either in architectural design or

of colour of material, is a vice here, for the

architects, who have been striving to outvie

each other in producing buildings in the
prevaUing style, have rather launched out

in the other extreme of informality and
extravagance. Next to Old Swan House is a
mansion designed by Mr. A. Croft, in

red brick, offering a diverting contrast

to Mr. Shaw's unaffected Low Dutch.
It has been built by Messrs. Gillow, has a
somewhat cramped look, is broken by a
deep recess between projecting bay windows
of different shapes and styles, which, to-

gether with the plaster oraamont, dissipates

the effect. Thoredbrickwork and cai-ved friezes

over the bays are of excellent workmanship,
but the cut brick gables and ornament
destroy all breadth, which is the great fault

of the composition. We shall shortly illus-

trate it. Adjoining is a red brick, double-
bayed house, built for Mr. Armitage, E.A.,
we believe, from Mr. Shaw's design. Next
to this we come to several rod brick man-
sions, one designed by Messrs. Goldie and
Child ; another built by Messrs. Macey and
Sons, has a large, flat bay and gabled
end, but possessing few points for remark.
A little further uj) the embankment is a
clever comer treatment in a simple style, the

materials being stock, with red dressings

;

the arched squinoh at the side of house is

an ingenious and not unpleasmg mode of

obtaining a front view ; after which we come
to houses building by Mr. LasceUes, Messrs.
McLachlan and Sons, and Messrs. Kirk and
Randall. Some of them are cut up by the
mixtui'c of white and rod brick introduced,
with a rather spotty result. Mr. Phene
Spiers is the architect of one in red brick.

Messrs. Gillow and Co.'s now houses, from
the design of Mr. E. W. Godwin, illustrated

and described by us, p. 264, Vol. XXXIV.,
and visited by the Architectural Association
last Saturday, exhibit externally a quiet and
more moderate style. Quaititness and Queen
Anne features are not pi'ominent, though
there is a brealdng up of elevation conducive
to freshness rather than fidgettiness of

manner. We cannot altogether bring our-
selves to think there is anything gamed by
the recessed bay windows, nor any peculiar
charm in the arching over of the angular
nooks except the light and shadow obtained
thereby. In conJuied streets the idea is a
good one, but a recessedbayunderordinaiy cir-

cumstances issomethinglikean advantagenul-
lified . Externally stockand redbrickhavebeen
blended, and as the recessed bays are entirely
of the latter material—that spottiness of
effect we have complained of elsewhere has
been avoided. The brealdng back of the
doi-mer gables to get a side-light has an un-

pleasant if not fidgetty appearance, and the
white plastered fiiiish is not in keeping with
the lower parts. Lower do%vn the cut cor-

bels to the balconies have a rather feeble

look. Three houses have been built, but
the comer one may bo taken as an example
of the others, though larger and more ex-
pensively flnishod. The entrance is on the
return side in Tite-street, and here a recessed
porch is the chief feature. The doorway
forms a pediniental porch in carved red brick
projecting from a recessed wall, the recess

above being arched and the lino of wall
canied flush. The hall is wide and spacious,

the staircase being returned at the bottom
w ith a balustrade of quiet and massive design
opposite the door. On the loft is the library,

with cant bay end, and adjoining a narrow
room called a business-room, lighted by a
^vindow on the slant, which, together with
the canted side of bay, forms a nooked bal-
cony. The dining-room, entered from the
right of hall, is certainly too small, and has
been sacrificed to a billiard-room facing and
lighted from Tito-street, the two rooms com-
municatmg directly by a door. The fireplace

strikes us as we enter the dining-room. The
cliimney-piece is designed in a massive
Anglo-Classic style; the architrave jambs
flanked by cut consoles, a bold cor-
nice broken into three faces forming the
mantel-shelf. The mouldings are eflective and
characteiised by the ovolo and bolder fonus
of the English Renaissance ; the stove, of the
slow combustion kind, is set in a framework of

p.amted tiles, with figure-subjects at the sides,

and Japanese frets in the comers, and a
panel representing the orb of day with
birds above the firegrate. The latter has a
brass front of clever Japanese design, and a
black and chocolate tile hearth. There is

nothing else of remark, as the woodwor'.c,

left in plain stone drab, remains to be painted.

The grey tile front of fh'eplaco in business-

room, and the plain reeded brass front of

grate with blower impressed with a neat
Oriental zigzag-, are unique. A stairs and
w.c. is provided near the billiard-room, and
a back passage forms a communication
between it and the library. The basement
is certainly gloomy, and the arrangement
certainly not a model in its way. On the
first floor the drawing-room is decidedly
small and insufficient, and many a second-
rate villa in the suburbs could boast a larger

one. As on the gi-ound-floor, the drawing-
rooms are sacrificed by the large central

landing and stairs. A boudoir is obtained
at the side of the front di-awing-room,
though it would have been much better to

have thrown both rooms into one. In the
drawing-rooms the chimney-pieces ai-e of

a more elaborate design, and the painted tile

fronts have figure subjects, the colours being
blue and yellow. The windows have fixed

fanlights ui small squares, and casements to

open below, and these lead out on to

balconies. We notice the back corridor is

screened from the staii'case by a glazed par-
tition in panels, but we wonder what the
row of gabled niche-like projections along it

are intended for. Are they for bells 't A
lift is provided at one comer of the dining
and drawing-i-ooms, and its space has been
turned to account in making recesses in

both rooms. Wo must say we dislike the
framing of the doors with centre oblong
panels, a favourite conceit with the Queen
Anne revivalists. The stops to the front

entrance are exceedingly awkward ; the
treads are naiTOW enough and the risers

steep enough to compare -svith the flights of

many two-storied tenements. Entering one
of the other houses which arc less in depth,
the area of plot measming about 112ft. by
30ft., we find it contains a spacious hall with
tesselated pavement, a front library ITft. 4in.

by 17ft., and a dinmg-room beliind, includ-
ing recess, 23ft. by 17ft. The vestibule is

loft, square, and is separated from the inner
haU by an arch abutting against a sqiiare

pilaster which rises from the newel of stair-

Cfuse, a short flight commencing opposite tho
library door. A lift and serving lobby
are provided with back stairs in the rear
at tho end of dining-room. Upstairs the
drawing-rooms, front and back, communicate
by folding doors, makin<f an apartment tho
whole depth of house, 42ft. by 17ft. There
is a small front boudoir. On the second floor
there are two bedrooms, a dressing - room,
and bath-room fitted with hot and cold
water, a lift, and w.c. There are three bod-
rooms on the next floor, and three servants
rooms in the roof. In the internal fittings
wo notice similar stoves and chimney-pieces,
though no decorative finishings. The Icaso
of these houses is for a term of eighty-five
yeai-s at a ground rent of £90, convertible
into freehold, and the price £9,000, the
comer house being £12,000.
In Tite-street several new houses and

studios have been built, or are in progress,
that deserve mention. One of these nearly
finished, for Mr. A. Stuart Wortley, from the
designs of Mr. E. W. Godwin, we have
inspected. It forms the comer house, one
front of which faces tho side of the comer
mansion of Messrs. Gillow described above.
Thoro is something to bo said for the
piquancy and quaintness of this artist's

residence. Wo miss that fussiness and fid-

getty love of cut gables and carved brick-
work and strips of pilasters which some
architects love so much ; the fronts are jilain

and quiet, of stock brick relieved by red
facings, a bright red tile roof of Mansard
form croAN-ning the building. There is

nothing in it in common with Mr. Whistler's
house, standing on the opposite side of tho
road, which has given rise to so much
adverse and amusing criticism. It is a plain
Old English type of house, with mullioned
casements, and 17th century detail. There
are two entrance staircases, as the house is

to be inhabited by two bachelor artists, but
the intemal an-angements make really but
one house. Tho staircases form external
semi-octagonal tower-like projections, and
the canted bay windows carried up at tho
comer make a picturesque grouping, though
a little curious. One peculiarity is a balcony
thrown across the angle of bay above
entrance. The lower rooms are small and
unpretentious, rather low, the windows
mullioned with casements of small squares,

and the cornices and mouldings simple and
effective. Tho stairs have jJoasing tiu-ned

balusters, solid-looking newels, and well-

moulded handrails. The chimney-pieces
are of the Queen Anne type, with effective

"thmnb mouldings," and have slow com-
bustion stoves, with a cast Japanese pattern
blower. Ui)stairs there is a drawing-room
and private bedroom en suite, 41ft. long, with
folding doors of several leaves between tho

two, which will fold into large boxed jambs.
This is certainly a rather clumsy way, as tho

boxed architraves project considerably into

the rooms, and sliding doors could have been
easily formed. But sliding doora are in-

artistic things I The arched recessed fire-

place is a pleasing featiu-o in this room, and
the details of oak chimney-piece and brass

dog-grate exoeeduigly simple and nice. A
genuine piece of carving is introduced into a
panel over the head of the folding doorway.
We also notice the bath is simply recessed in

one of the bedrooms. As in Mr. Whist-
ler's and Mr. Frank Miles's house, the

studios (there being two) arc in the roof,

which is constructed -ftath two slopes, tho

lower or steeper portion being pierced for

openings, and ceiled at the junction in tho

manner described by the architect in a recent

pajjer read by him at tho Association (see

our report, March 8th). These studios make
lofty, well-lighted rooms, about 40 by 20ft. ;

the walls and ceilings (which foUow the

rafters) are simply whitened, and in one of

the studios we notice a large, Gterman poice-

lain stove, which is found vei-y economical
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as • heating ageut. There is a bay win-

doir at end, imd two lofty window casements

at sido, running into roof in one of the

studios. The other is lighted from ends. At
one sido is an overhanging passage, with a

long, narrow trap-door in the floor of it for

laiMig large pictures and canvases. Every-

thing is of the plainest description, and we
believe the woodw-ork will ho psiintcd white,

or very slightly relieved. The "White
House " (Mr. Wiustler's), on the opposite side

of the road, ia of an extraordinary character

—certainly less pleasing. Architecturally,

we caanot place it in any of the usual cate-

gories ; there is decided evidence in the

mouldings to the pediment of doorway of

refined taste, and a semi-Greek feeling

breathes in the delicately-cut members and
inoisod window-heads which enrich the plain

white brick and stone surface of an extremely

servre and monumental type of building

:

though for anything beyond this, either

artisticallj' or architoctui-ally, we cannot
•peak in praise. Another house and studio

is building at the other end of Tite-street,

but its unfinished state docs not admit of

our saying anything of it. Stock and red
brick, and tde roof in two slopes, are

eharacteristic, though we must not forgot

to mention a deep-red brick parapet of ex-

tremely archaic character; a feature wo
notice, also, both in Mr. Stuart Wortlcy's

and Mr. Whistler's houses.

AECHITECTUEAL DIAGRAMS.

IT is an easy matter for the student or the

learner to turn to a score of excellent

manuals, in which he may find an endless

store of usefuL and practical hints upon
drawing materials, and the management and
execution of designs and drawings of every
kind. With so much information thus readily

obtainable upon the technical details of his

art, the scarcity and difficulty in obtaining
eorrect and reliable data, to guide him in the
preparation of diagrams for the class-room,

th<} committee, or the lecture hall, is all the
more marked, and it is jjrobably owing to

the absence of all information ux)on this sub-
ject that so many diagrams upon which a
vast amount of time and trouble has been
expended prove very unsatisfactory for the
purpose for which they were made, and that
the illustrations which appeared admirable
in the drawing office are so often next to

useless in the lecture theatre. It may be urged
that the making of diagrams seldom falls to
the share of the architect ; that it is no part
of his professional work, and that by a few
well-directed inquiries he can soon learn all

that is necessary ujwn the subject. To the
first of these objections, we can only say that
cases constantly happen where drawings
which can be shown simultaneously to a large
number of people, arc required : in law-
courts, for instance, we too frequently find

in disputed questions of light and air, boim-
darios, encroachments, and a score of other
Bubiocts, which will occur to our readers, that
smuI-Bcalc drawings are produced by counsel
and wifnossos and handed round, which very
inadequatelyconvey what is meant to the un-
professional observer. Whereas a good clear
diagram hung upon the wall of the court with
reference letters, could be explained intelligi-

bly to all at once, and would clear up a host
of difficulties and misimderstandings. The
architectural lecturer ought,one would think,
to knov/ what is required in the way of dia-
grams.aadwouldprovidehimselfwith suitable
illustrations ; but, strange to say,while the dia-
grams ef the civil engineers are, as a rule,
all that could be wished in works of this kind,
those of the architect are generally small,
confused, and unsuitcd for the purpose. It
is only when ho is led to inquire into what is

best that he will find how difficult it is, as
we have already pointed out, to find any
roles upon the subject; and in the hope of

assisting him therein, we have brought to-

gether a few practical hints for his guid-

ance. Fu-stly, concerning the material to

be used, the principal rule is, if possible, to

avoid paper of every kind. Cases may, per-

haps, arise whore paper can scarcely be dis-

pensed with ; and for such works the best

material is the continuous cartridge lined

;vith calico. By far the best substance, how-
ever, to di-aw on is what is known as " blind

union," a strong, glazed calico specially

manufactured for roller-blinds. This fabric

can be had in imlimited length and of almost

any \\'idth up to 3 yards, and has a pleasant

and smooth surface to di-aw on. It also

takes the colour well, and owing to its free-

dom from creases and folds, it possesses

many advantages over other kinds of calico.

It is usually sold on rollers, and care should

be taken to keep it rolled, for when once

folded it is impossible to remove the marks.

For smaller diagrams, a cheaper variety of

calico, known as " glazed lining," may be
employed. This can be had in a great

number of tints, and the black glazed lin-

ing is often used for cnijineei-ing diagrams,

the outlines in this case being, of course, in

white. In using the calico, it should be
tacked down on a flat table, but not

stretched, and, except in the case of

largo washes of colour, no trouble will

be experienced from shrinkage. When
it becomes necessai-y to cover large surfaces

with colour, it is generally better for diagram
work to resort to rough cross-hatching. At
a distance of 25 to 30 feet no difference is

perceptible between a surface hatched over

and one tinted. It is as well to remember
that unglazed calicos, as, for instance,
" sheeting " and " twiUs," arc more difficult

to draw on, do not take the colour nearly so

well as those which arc glazed, and axe

liable to let the colour through them. In
di-awing the outlines of the work a soft

pencil should be used and any marks made
in error should bo left as thoy are, and not
erased with bread or indiarubber. Any
erasion spoils the surface for tinting, and
pencil lines are quite invisible at the dis-

tance from the eye at which diagrams are

commonly employed. When the design has
been outlined the colours of brick, stone,

timber, &c., should bo fiUed in, using gum-
water as the medium for mixing the washes.
A small gi-ound glass slab, with a glass

rubber, such as is sold by colourmen for

tempera painting, will be found the most
useftil appliance for preparing the colours.

First drop on the necessary quantity of stiff

gmn-water, of the consistency sold as
'

' liquid

gum," then add the colour and rub it into a
creamy paste, just thin enough to flow from
the brush. As lecture diagrams are more
frequently than otherwise for use by artificial

light, strong bright colours should be used.

Vermilion is an excellent red for brickwork,
&c., but it is very costly, and a substitute

knox^Ti as Chinese red is much cheaper, and
covers well. Modimn chrome is a good
bright yellow, and cobalt the best blue.

For the outlines use lampblack, or the
variety known as ivory black, which
gives a far finer and deeper tint than
Indian ink, so often employed for dia-

grams. Do not use a ruling pen for

the lines, as a much thicker lino than
can be ruled is in most cases required, and
a line painted with a small brush is quite

even enough for the puiposc. Diagram
lines are seldom wanted less than one-tenth
of an inch in thickness, and the shadow lines

may be one-fifth of an inch thick. Any lines

made in error may be covered up \vith flake

white ; where tints have to be applied, they
should be put on before the black lines, as

the black can easily be laid over any other
colour. It is somewhat difficult to indicate

the best scale to be employed, as no one rule

is applicable in all cases. Diagrams of build-

ings for use in large rooms should not be
drawn to a less scale than one inch to the

foot ; wo generally work to one-eighth full

size for buUduigs of a moderate size. Block
printing is best for diagram-work ; the letters

for titles and the principal places should not
bo less than 3in. high, and the small letters

not less than l:Jin. As a general rule, it is

well to trust as much as possible to plain

shaded outlines. Shadows and flat-tints are

apt to confuse. The calico diagrams should
be tacked to a strong lath at the top only,

and allowed to hang freely against the wall.

With a little care they are easily nailed up
so as to hang quite flat. If they are to be
used repeatedly they may be roUcd round
the laths used to suspend them from, and
are thus kept free from creases. It is seldom
necessary to use diagrams larger than one
yard by 2 yards, and it is better to subdivide
the work so as to employ a number of dia-

grams of this size rather than the cumbrous
and unwieldy .shoots which exceed these

dimensions. Wo may state, in conclusion,

that excellent blind-union may be purchased
at the rate of about 7d. per square yard, and
that the colours svdtablo for the pui-pose cost

about Id. or 2d. per oz., and are best applied
with camel's-hair or sable brushes.

THE SINKING OP TUBULAR FOUNDA-
TIONS BY COMPRESSED AIR.

ALTHOUGH the method of sinking iron

cylinders for bridge foundations by
the " plenum pneumatic," or compressed air

process, is well understood by engineei-s,

there aro very few, wo imagine, who are

acquainted with the practical methods
adopted. To the United States we must
turn for any information of this kind,

and it is satisfactory to bo enabled to

give some more precise details than
ordinaiy descriptions and reports furnish.

We find in the current number of the

Transactions of the American Society of

Civil Engineers a very instructive paper on
the subject, by Mr. D. McN. Staufi'er, C.E.,

member, describing the application of com-
pressed air to South-street bridge. The
plan adopted was proposed by Mi-. John W.
Murphy, C.E., who was also the contractor

for the bridge. The latter crosses the

Schuylkill river at a part 467 feet wide fi-om

the banks at low tide, with an average

depth of water at low tide of 20 feet, and a
range of tide of 7 and 6-lOths foot. A marshy
meadow ^subject to overflow bounds the

river on the west. The rock or substratum
of river consists of a micaceous gneiss, dip-

ping and irrogidar in surface, soft and sheUy
on top, above which was found a deposit of

hard gravel, sand, and mud, varying in depth
from 24ft. to oft. There were throe spans

of iron, two 192ft., and between these a

draw span of 200ft. long. Between the

truss centres the widths, exclusive of foot-

ways, were 36ft. in the former and 23ft. in

the latter case. The arrangement required,

therefore, three piers : one a pivot-pier, its

centre being 99ft. distant from the centres

of the piers east and west of it. The foot-

ways wore outside of the triisscs. Prom the

flow to low tide level was 42ft. Such were
the conditions of the site. It now remains

for us to describe the manner in which the

pier-cylinders were constructed, and how
they wore sunk in water 50ft. deep till thoy

reached a rocky bed. They were mado np
of cast-ii'on cylinders made in sections 10ft.

long, with a thickness of motal of liin.,

joined by inside flanges 22in. wide and l.Jiu.

thick, with bolts IJin. di.ametcr spaced uin.

apart from centres. The pivot-pier was
composed of a central column Gft. in diameter

suiTounded by eight columns, each 4ft. in

diameter, airanged octangularly, the cluster

having an outside diameter of 36ft. The
mode of sinking was both ingenious and
simple. No jjlatforin was used, but two
common canal boats, each 100ft. by 17ft.

wide, and drawing 4Jft. of water, were

placed parallel to each other loft, apart, and
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secured by two timber clamps, each made of

three pieces 1 2in. by 1 '2m. , restingou the boats,
and oxtcuding to their outer sides. The
opening made between the clamps was ad-
justed to suit the diameter of the cylinder,

and the clamps were dra^vn together and
made to "hug" the cylinder between them
by two heavy iron rods passing through
them on each side of it, with nuts and cast-

iron washers. Upon this platfoiTu of boats
and clamps a four-footed derrick 50ft. high,

made of 12" x 12' timber, and well braced,

rested, its apex being directly over the
centre of opening. Its feet were secured by
strong iron straps and bolts to timbers
framed into the two boats. The hoisting

tackle was made of two double 12in. blocks,

with a 4iin. rope, worked by a capstan on
one of the boats. Some care was required to

keep tlus floating platform in position—to

prevent its being shifted by the tidal currents,

and for this pmpose four heavy anchors from
the bows and stems of the boats had to be
nxaintained, and the cables adjusted when
necessary. The compressed aii' machine
necessary for supplying air to the workmen
in the simken cylinder consisted of two-
single-acting ail- cylinders, 9m. in diameter
and loin, stroke, with a small reservoir at

the top of machine. It was a single 8-horse
power " Burleigh compresser," and was
placed in the hold of one of the boats. A
storage reservoir in connection wth it—an
ordinary cylindrical steam boiler set on end,
22ft. long and 2ft. diameter—was provided,
to keep always in hand, in case of accident or
stoppage of engine, one half-hom-'s supply of

compressed air, so that the workmen inside

would have time to escape. The air was
conveyed by a gum and canvas hose, 4oin
diameter, to the working column under
operation. Having thus given some expla-
nation of the apparatus, wo may next de-
scribe how the cylinders were united and
simk. The position of the pier or column
having been marked by points on the shore,

the boats and demck were brought over the
site, and the sections to form the cylinder
were one by one rolled on the clamp timbers
attached to the hoisting tackle, bolted to-

gether, and then lowered between the
clamps. The operation was as follows :

the bottom section had no lower flange, the
better to enable it to penetrate the bed of

river ; it was hauled up into a vertical posi-
tion, lowered between the clamping timbers
which formed a guide, and then held tightly
by screwing the clamp-rod nuts. After
being thus secured another section was
hoisted, and lowered down upon No. 1. The
two sections were then bolted together, a
packing of lamp-wick dipped in a com-
position of white and red lead having
been placed between the flanges. After the
two sections were bolted together, the clamp-
ing rods were loosened, and this i^ortion of
cylinder was allowed to slip dowir between
the clamps, and another section bolted on as
before. The operation was repeated until
the bottom of section 1 was within a short
distance of the river bed, and generally five

10-foot sections were thus bolted together.
Upon the upper or last bolted section the
" air-lock " was attached, which was another
cylinder of the same size, but before it was
bolted on a cast-iron diaphragm with bolt-
holes was put on top of the section last in
place. Thisformod the floor of the air-lock.
It had a centre manliole, having a valved
door opening downwards with an air-tight
rubber washer, and three perforations for
the air-supply pipe, the water-pipe, and the
equalising pipes, these being of ordinary
gas-pipe 3in. diameter. If found necessary
to sink the column through a considerable
depth of material overlying the rock, other
sections were added directly ou the top of
upper diaphrag:n and the air and water
pipes loigthened. The operation of drop-
ping the cylinder upon the river's bottom
was a tedious one in some cases. As we

have seen, the clamps acted as guides, and
it was only necessary to loosen the nuts to

allow the column to slip down slowly, pene-
trating tlie mud as far as its weight per-

mitted. Wlion the column had found a
bearing the rods were loosened so as to give

a free play all-round cylinder for the rise

and fall of tide. The next operation was to

remove the water from the inside of the
column. For this purpose the floor of the

aii'lock was secured, cutting off the outer air

from the working chamber below it, the

stop-cock of the air-.supply pipe from '

' com-
pressor" was opened, and the compressed air

was allowed to pass from the reservoir into

the working chamber. As the air-pressure

increased inside, the water was forced out
from below theiottom of the cylinder untU
it was empty. If the cylinder became im-
bedded in a stiff and impervious mud the
water had to be forced out through a water-
pipe over the top of column. Having evacu-
ated the ii'on column of the water, the
working gang descended into the " aulock,"
the upper door was hauled up and tightly

closed by an outside watchman, who gave
a signal upon which the inside foreman
opened the valve of the equalising-pipe by
which the compressed air from the working
chamber was admitted into the lock. As
soon as the pressm-e was equalised on
both sides of the lock door it was opened
and the gang of two or four men, according
to the size of cylinder, descended by means
of a rope ladder, and commenced excavat-
ing the material found inside the column.
Twenty bags of 1^ cubic feet each were
filled and hoisted into the lock per hom- by
light block and fall tackle suspended from
the upper door. Candles were used to give
Hght in these dark chambers, and the com-
pressor was kept at work supplying fresh

air and driving out the ^'itiated during
the time the men were engaged. About
3J hours the men were employed in exca-
vating the material, after which they as-

cended to the air-lock, closed the door,
restored the air within to the normal at-

mospheric pressm-e, the upper door was
again opened by the watchman outside, and
the gang consumed the remainder of then-

4-hour shift in hoisting and emptyinsr the
bags of debris stored in the air-lock. If the
inside material was all removed to the
bottom of cylinder, a fresh sink is mada by
allowing the compressed aii- to escape, and
the water to fill again the working chamber.
The rush of water through the bottom of

cylinder loosens fresh soil, the lifting power
exerted by the compressed air is exchanged
for the normal weight of cjlinder, which
accordingly sinks a further distance into the
bed of river. Sometimes the settlement is

sudden, and as much as Gft. at a time ; in
some cases the cylinder wiU strike a boulder
or other obstruction, and a sudden lurch
throw the column out of perpendicular.
In such an emergency guys were employed
to right the column. In sinking a large
cyUnder "ft. 9in. inside diameter, it is obvious
a considerable lifting force or upward
pressure of air against the diaphragm would
be created, and this had to be counter-
weighted by a wood platform built low
down inside the column, and loaded ^vith

stone; yet not to interfere with access to the
bottom a central shaft was left 3ft. square,
and the amiular space filled with the rubble.
The stone was afterwards used in filling up
the column \vith masonry. Deducting the
weight of the seven sections of an 8ft.

column, 38,0001b. remained to represent the
lifting power of the air-pressure. The pier
columns having been thus driven down to
their bed, they were secured to the levelled
rock by cast-iron brackets with bolts into the
rock, from 8 to 16 brackets being used
according to the size of column. The
columns were afterwards filled to the top
with rubble masonry laid diy, and well
grouted with hydraulic cement grout eveiy

3ft. in depth, and the first 10ft. of masonry
were laid under pressure. This height of

stonework was found sufficient to seal the

column against the entrance of water from
below, after which the pressure was removed,
the water and air-pipes removed, and the
masonrj-fillingcontinuedin theopen air. The
grout employed was of one measure of the

Eoseudalccementto 2 ofsand for the remaining
portion of filling. We cannot go into other
detail. The weight of the bridge was thrown
entirely upon the masonry, the upper surface
of which was levelled and dressed oil". We
maj' add, however, that the rate of progress
in sinking the cylinders was qiuck, as it.took

218 hours from the sinking of the larger
column to the rock to laying the masonry
under pressure. The effect of the compressed
ah' on the men was injurious. Three men
of dissipated habits suffered from a partial

paralysis of the lower limbs, and were sent
to hospital for some weeks. The hot sun
shining on the smaller cylinders added to
the heat of the compressed air in the con-
fined space caused bleeding at the ears and
nosti-ils, and short horns became necessary.

Among the precautions taken, a code of

signals was adopted to commxmicato between
the men inside and those on the outside of

the cylinder; a watchman was always on
duty on the top of air-lock during working
hours, and the code consisted of a system of

taps upon the side of cj-linder with a
hammer. Mr. Stauffer hints the value
and economy of the telephone in submarine
works of this nature, thereby saving the
time of messengers, audits application tosuch
undertakings is mei-ely a question of time.

AECHITECTUEAL MOSAIC,
rv.—MoDEEN Mosaic.

THE decline of Medieeval Mosaic was due
to several causes, among which may bo

specified—the incongruity of its sparkling
and extremely picturesque glass tcsselation,

and its wealth of colour, with the classical

sevciity of the reWved Vitruvian style, to
which we may add the want of freedom and
utter conventionality of design into which
the Byzantine artists and their imitators had
fallen. Marble Mosaic also fell into disuse,

partly from the same causes, and also from
the fact that the hard porphyry and serpen-
tine marbles became more and more costly

to procure, and more expensive to work.
For these reasons mosaic was almost entirely

superseded by fresco painting, and the in-
crustation of walls with highly-polished
marble slabs. The only considerable biuld-
iug in which the mosaic art has been
practised without inten-uption down to the
present day is St. Peter's, at Eome. But
even there, as wo have said, its introduction
was due not so much to its selection for its

o^^'u intilnsic merits, but through the dis-

covery that frescoes would not withstand
the dampness of the dome, and mosaic was
chosen as the only style of art likely to
eudm-e. It was, as Ghirlandaio, the artist,

said, " i>aiuting for eternity." Its iatroduc-
tion at St. Peter's certainly helped mosaic to
retain its place as a practical, living art, but
lio more. It was very little practised out
side Home, and the Boman artists—fo

whom a school of instruction was specially

foimded in the seventeenth centm-y—beyond
the necessary repaiis of their own cathedi'al,

did little more than practise the minute, gem-
like style of mosaic, which for artistic finish,

for fine gradations of colour, and delicacy of

light and shade, can haidly bo distinguished

from the paintings themselves of the great
masters whom they copy. But those minute
works, however admirable in other respects,

lie outside our present subject of Aicfaiteo-

tural Mosaic, which depentls for its excellence

rather upon broad—nay, even coarse—effect*

than upon delicacy and finish.

The modem revival in this country began
in the mamior detailed in our first article.
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But it may be questioned whether we should

have gone any further in the development

of mosaic than in the construction of pave-

ments in ceramic tessene, had it not been for

the impulse which has come from abroad,

and for this the jrreatest honour is due
to Dr. iSalviati, of A'cnicc. It was he who
discovered and encouraged the artist-work-

man, Lorenzo Eadi, almost the only survivor

of the old race of \'cnetian ai-tists who had
traditional knowledge of the secrets of
" smalto "-makin":, which in former ages
had lent such glory to St. Mark's. Br.
Salviati laboured with all the zeal of an
enthusiast. He sacrificed personal interests,

abandoned lii^ o^vn liberal profession, and
unasstste<l, and with a very small capital,

founded his establishment for the revival of

the glass manufactures of Venice, among
which he made glass mosaic a main feature

;

and mider both Radi and his nephew,
Giovanni Albertini, the old processes are
practically revived and improved upon. The
school of mosaic at Borne has not made
much progress itself, but has a thriving off-

shoot at St. Petersburg, at the Imperial
Glass TVorks, under the control of the
Cussian Government. This great mosaic
establishment is more especially under the
patronage of Prince Garkarin, and the
superintendence of Signor Bonafede, piipU
of C3ievalier Barbetti, the gi-eat modem
raosaicist of Eomc. The arc also con-
siderable mosaic works in connection with
tlie cathedral of St. Benedetto, at Monreale,
in Sicily. France nor Germany, so far as
we can ascertain, have any native manu-
factures of mosaic. The mosaic medallions
in the New Opera House at Pai-is wore the
work of Salviati, and the latest mosaics at
Berlin, of which we have any account, were
also by him. They were colossal figui-es,

intended for exterior decoration, and excited
groat attention at the Vienna Exhibition.
An attempt was made to establish a school
of mosaic at Paris in the year X. of the
Republic, also to introduce mosaic work as
an employment for the deaf and dumb, but
both were doomed to failure. In England,
we are glad to say, we are not entirely
dependent upon a foreigner, although many
of our greatest mosaic works are by Dr.
Salviati. Mr. Bust claims to have been the
first English manufacturer who undertook
the preparation of the " smalto," imder a
patented invention of his own, of which the
following is his description, and which it will

be interesting to compare with the ancient
methods previously described :

—

Glass (old, broken, or waste by preference,
for cheapness) is flret pounded or reduced
to powder, or it may be melted in a crucible

or furnace. "With this is mixed as much
sand as it will take up, together with colour-
ing matters or pigments ; those materials
are then melted together, and the articles so

produced, whether slabs or blocks, or decora-
tive designs, or other objects, may then be
ix)lished by means of iron and wooden
polishing wheels as used for polishing glass.

The projKjrtions of sand and glass used by
preference are : glass, Icwt. ; sand, 30 to
401b8. ; but the proportions may vary from
20 per cent, of sand to equal parts of sand
and glass; the quantity of sand used for
pavement work, or for the higher parts of
buildings, or for a rercdos, should be greater
than that used for decorative objects or
parts of a building nearer the eye of the
spectator. The sand mixed with glass and
colouring matters gives an appearance of
stono, the materials being in the furnace or
crucible for about six hours ; but if they arc
left for a longer time the spots or specks
giving the mottled appearance of stone
would disappear, and the material resulting
would be tmiform in colour. Barytes, stron-
tian, magnesia, or other earthy matter may
aigo be used instead of or in conjunction
with sand ; but sand is the cheapest, and
preferable to the others.

In order to colour the material a small
quantityofoxidoof cobalt will give thepattern
and colom* of lapis-lazuli ; oxide of copper
will give brown, dull red, green, or ii'on

colour, according to the quantity used ; oxide
of iron will give a yellow or amber coloiu-,

and oxide of manganese a pm-plo and grey or

brown ; tlie light and dark green materials

mixed in the crucible will produce the shades
for niahvchite, and the lapis-lazuU will be
produced by a similar ml$turo of light and
dark blue. Imitations of marbles -with ser-

pentine colours or veins may bo produced by
mixing the colours in the crucible or pot at

one time, and moidding them into shapes and
forms ; other colours or mixtures may bo
produced by the use of suitable oxides or

pigments.
The fii-st artistic work executed with the

above materials was the picture of " Palissy

the Potter," exhibited at South Kensington,
in 1867. Since that time they have been
used for the decorations of Manchester
Town Hall, for some of the pavements and
the grand staircase at South Kensington,
and at the present moment the very extensive

mosaic decorations in the chapel of Sand-
hmst CoUogo for the Government, are being
executed also in the same material. A fine

opportunity now exists for comparison of

this and other pui'cly English work with that

of Salviati at South Kensington, where the

diiferent specimens are placed side by side.

Among Rust's works now to bo seen there,

may be mentioned a head of Daniel the Pro-
phet, intended for one of the spandrels ofthe
dome of St. Paul's, where wo may hope one
day to see it side by side with the splendid
works of Salviati already there. In Messrs.

Rust's atelier, at Lambeth, may also be seen
a mosaic of moderate size, representing the
Gospel story of the tribute money, and which
at a very little distance might easily be mis-
taken for an oil painting. This minute-work
however, we may again say, is a little out-
side the legitimate field of architectui-al

mosaic. English glass mosaics by other
eminent workers may also be seen and com-
pared at South Kensington.
We now propose to explain as far as pos-

sible the various technical processes at the
principal modem manufactories abroad. The
following account of the mode of manufactm--
ing the " smalto ," ormosaic material , at Rome

,

may be taken as a type of the method every-
where else. The enamel consists of glass

mixed with metallic colouring matter, and is

heated at the manufactory for eight days in

a furnace, each colour in a separate pot.

The melted enamel is taken out with an iron

spoon, and poured on a polished marble,
placed horizontally, and another flat marble
slab is laid upon the surface of the melted
enamel, so that the enamel cools into the

form of a roxmd cake of the thickness of

3-lOth of an inch. To divide it into smaller

pieces it is placed on a sharp steel anvil called

tagliulo, which has the edge uppermost,
and a stroke of an edged hammer is given on
the upper surface of the cake, which is thus
divided into long parallolopipods or prisms,

whose base is 3-lOth of an inch square. These
again are divided across their length by the

tagliulo and hammer, into pieces of the length

of 8-lOth of an inch. The cakes are some-
times made thicker and the pieces larger.

For smaller pictures the fused enamel is

drawn into long parallelopipeds or quadran-
gular sticks, and divided by tagliulo and
hammer or by a file, sometimes by a copper
blade and emery ; sometimes polished on a

horizontal wheel of lead with emery.

The beauty, softness, and great variety of

colours, with the requisite degree of opaque-
ness, purity, and solidity of the mosaic
material, are dependent on the quantity and
quality of the mineral substances employed
for colouring, and the continuance and
degree of heat in which they are fused toge-

ther ; and if these pi-ocesses be imperfect or

iiTegular the appearance and durability of

the mosaic will be affected. If the paste be
not well and carefully elaborated, or if the
mineral elements be not exactly propor-
tioned, so that cither the paste is transparent
or some otlicr defect ensues, then it is

utterly impossible that the enamels can pro-
perly reproduce the painting, for the colour-
ing is uncertain, weak, and almost lost

through the transparency of the materials.

In this state mosaic is liable to injmy from
dirt, damp, smoke, and all atmospheric
changes.
To produce gold and silver enamels great

knowledge and experience are necessary. On
a groimd of thick glass or enamel, according
asitisdesii'ed to render the gold enamel trans-

parent or opaque, or to give it a warm or
variegated colour, there is laid a leaf of gold
or sUver, which is attached chiefly by the
action of fire ; then a film of the purest glass

is spread over it, and this may be either per-
fectly colourless or of any tint that may be
required. When well made these three

layers become one homogeneous body. But
hero is the difficulty : it is important that tho

sm-face of the mosaic shoidd present no ine-

qualities ; if it be uneven the eye will catch

the glitter of the glass, not the brilliancy of

the metal, and the mosaic will look as if it

was varnished over. To prevent all this the

most extreme care is required in spreading

the delicate film of gold without creasuig or

breaking, and also in the subsequent opera-

tions to prevent its being disturbed, torn, or

crumpled. Another difficulty is to prevent

tho introduction of minute air-bubbles,

which would sooner or later separate the

glass from tho metal, and further to avoid

strias in the covering glass. All these diffi-

culties, of course, very much enhance tho

price of gold and silver mosaic, which is

usually at least double the price of other

colours.

The following description of the Russian

works at St. Petersburg, being carried on

exactly after the Roman model, -will sei-ve

for a general idea of both Roman and Rus-

sian methods, and will sei-ve to show very

clearly why the more elegant and simple

methods of Salviati and those practised in

England are cheaper and preferable in every

respect :—The atelier at St. Petersburg con-

sists of one large hall, about 50ft. by 30ft.,

with a small gallery on brackets running

round it, on which are cases of pigeon-holes

for storing the smalts ; these are arranged in

the order of their colours and shades, which

are said to number more than 12,000. Tho
preparation of large pictures is carried on

upon the floor of this hall, and the smalts

are close at hand in the gallery above-men-

tioned. Besides this, there are other rooms

on the ground-floor for preparing the wooden
frames, mixing stucco, and other opera-

tions ; and above are apartments in which

small mosaics are made, for tables, &c., and

for producing the very smaU tesserse used

in such works. The first operation in pre-

paring to copy a largo picture in mosaic is

to draw it on paper or canvas in outline ;

then it is divided by linos into squares tho

size of the tesserse, and these are coloured in

with water-colours. A very strong wooden
frame is then prepared, sometimes of balks,

oin. in thickness, and about 6in. or Sin. in

depth, well clamped with iron at the angles.

This frame is laid on a smooth stone table,

and is filled with mixed plaster of Paris,

which is then left to harden and dry, after

which it is turned over, and the surface which

was next the smooth table is found to bo

nearly perfect, and is rendered quite so by
scraping and other operations. Upon this

an outline of the picture is then drawn, and

lines ruled at right angles so as to form

squares corresponding vrith those on the car-

toon, and the artist proceeds to set the tes-

serte. In order to do this he begins to cut

out the stucco within the outlines of tho

drawing, one square at a time, sufficiently

deep to take a quantity of mastic, made of
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powdered marblo and oil, into which he
presses the tosserOB, keeping tho upper sur-
face perfectly level ; in this way ho works
through the whole picture, which is then
turned over, and laid with its face to tho
stone table. All tho stucco is then carefully
removed from the back until tho rough
under-surfaoes of tho tessera; are exposed.
Konian or Portland cement is then i-un in so
as to form a solid back to tho picture, which
after being cleaned is ready for removal to
its destination.

The smalts or glass enamels are manufac-
tm-ed at the Imperial Porcelain and Glass
Works, and are supplied to tho mosaic factoi-y
from time to time as wanted. They arc in
roimd flat cakes, 4in. or Sin. in diameter,
and Jin. in thickness. A small apparatus
formed of six cutting wheels worked by a
lathe, the wheels of malleable iron, covered
with tin and coated with emery, set at equal
distances on an axle, slits tho cakes into
strips of equal width, and those are then cut
transversely or diagonally, as tho artist re-
quires, with great case by means of a file

and chisel. Smaller ones are made in tho
same way, but the smallest are drawn out
into square rods and broken to the lengths
required.

The Byzantine character of the Eussian
mosaics involves a great cost, from tho large
quantity of gold tcsserre employed.
In tho Salviati process the drawing is

made and coloured on paper, an adhesive
surface is applied to it, and then the tessoraa
of comparatively thin glass are laid face
downwards and adhere to tho paper picture.
The back is then covered wth mastic cement,
which is pressed so as to fill in the crevices
between the tessoraj, and to form a solid
back

; the whole of the back and sides are
then inclosed in a zinc case, and the whole
becomes a perfectly finu plate, as compact
as a slab of marble, and only fin. in thick-
ness, instead of lOin. or 12in., as in tho case
of the Roman and Russian mosaics, and
weighing hundredweights instead of tons.
When contrasted with the costliness and

ponderous weight of the Eussian and Eoman
method of producing mosaic work, that of
Dr. Salviati is as one to twenty. His grand
picture of Minerva, at the entrance to the
Italian Fine Arts Court at the Vienna Exhi-
bition, attracted very much notice, and illus-
trated the gigantic dimensions to which his
work can go. A mosaic of equal size by the
older methods practised at Eome and St.
Petersburg would weigh at least 20 tons, and
would render special structural consideration
necessary in any building on which it had
to be placed, whilst it did not weigh pro-
bably more than 2 tons, and was without
anxiety trusted on the walls of a temporaiy
building.

The English methods of combining the
mosaic fragments into patterns is to all in-
tents and purposes so very similar to that of
Salviati, that a description of them is un-
necessary.
We next propose to treat of modem marble

and ceramic mosaic work.

GOLD AND SILVEESMITHS' WORK.*
A HANDBOOK under this title has been
-^^ issued by the Education Dopartmcnt of
the South Kensington Museum. It is

written by Mr. John Hungerford Pollen,
M.A., the author of " Ancient and Modem
Fumiture," and is illustrated with several
wood-cuts. Glancing over the pages of the
work, we find tho subject—a largo one—has
been treated in a popular yet thorough
manner, the researches of Mr. Layard, Dr.
Birch, MiUler, Bcckmann, Schliemann, and
Mr. Roach Smith having been brought to
bear upon the earlier history of the precious
metals. The use of gold and silver,

I
• Gold and SUversmiths' 'Worl!. I)y Joiix ITrsoEiiFoiiD

roLLK.v, M.A. Ixjndon : aiapnmn aad Uiill, Piccadilly.

besides mixed metals, by the Assyrians,

has been proved by Mr. Layard and Dr.
Birch, tho latter of whom refei-s to tho silver

vases of the Tahai as a "remarkable tribute,"

and as showuig great excellence in working.
Again, the walls of Eobatana, 700 B.C., were
sUvered and gilded in the inner circuits or
parapets ; here it is thought a mixed metal
was used. Tho masonry of tho other walls

was stained. Tho tomplo of Bolus had a
golden imago of colossal size. This and
other recorded statues of gold were, it is

thought, made of wood and plated. Phidias
and the Greek artists used plates, ham-
mered and engraved. The art of chasing
out lines and inlaying a kind of nidlo,

or black composition, was well known,
and tho Greoks, like the Egyptians
and other ancient nations, employed gilding
largely, not only on metals such as bronze,
but on wood and external masonry. In tho
first case gold was laid on as an amalgam
with mercury, the latter being evaporated
afterwards. For coating wood or stone,
" gold loaf of a tolerable substance was laid

on a prejiared bod made of chalk, marble-
dust, or other composition, with animal
size admirably tempered as in modem water-
gilding," and seulptiue and architectural or-
naments were thus eniiched. Greek and
Eoman workniansliip is amply treated ; the
Byzantine revival of gold and silver work,
after the decay of Classic art, exhibited a
vigorous kind of art; the Classic outlines

and details were borrowed ; but, as Mr.
Pollen remarks, the compositions are heavier
and less graceful. Gold was used to excess
in the enrichment of the basilicas, altars,

chalices, censers, and other sacred vessels,

particularly in the time of Justinian.

Precious stones, niello, and enamel form a
large part of Byzantine goldsmith's work,
and these kinds of decoration are described.

Cloisonne and cluimphve enamels are ex-
plained. The author mentions the treasure
of gold and precious stones discovered
recently near Toledo, in Spain, which affords

evidence of tho goldsmith's art in that
countiy in the 7th century. Charlemagne
was a great promoter of tho art in western
Europe, and his crown is engraved in
Mr. Pollen's handbook. This is stUl pre-
served in Vienna. Tho Saxons were
skilled as goldsmiths, and Mr. Eoach
Smith says, "in artistic merit, in style, and
design," their jewels show a closer rela-

tionship to classical art than those from
other parts. Pendants and necklaces, found
in Saxon tombs of tho 6th century, exhibit
elegant design and workmanship, and the
specimens in the Kensington Museum may
be refened to. In Alfred's age (9th cen
tury) the art was much cultivated ; but few
examples of chalices, patens, or other
utensils are to be seen. Irish Celtic work
comijriscs many ornaments of unsurpassed
beauty. The Bell of St. Patrick at tho South
KensingtonMuseum furnishes agood cxa mple
of the plaited and interlaced patterns used,
and gold plait-work and frets seem to have
been common in surface decoration. Tho
gold and silver work of the 11th and 12th
centuries is well known ; altar utensils

—

pyxes, patens, chalices, crosses, reliquaries

—

were undertaken by artistic Benedictines

;

and the abbeys of Ely and St. Alban, among
others, wore famed as schools of goldsmiths.
Ai-chitcctural forms were largely copied in
the ornaments. The golden altar-front from
Basle Cathedral (1003-1024) is one of the
engravings given to illustrate this period,
and casts of candlesticks executed at Hildes-
heim by Bishop Bcrnward are to be seen at
Kensington. Among those illustrated wo
find tho elaborate Gloucester candlestick, a
work of the early part of the 12th century,
showing groat spirit in the bands of sculp-
tured figures, birds, and monsters

;

another, tho allero of Milan, a seven-
branched candlestick of exceeding elegance,
made of gilt-bronzo. The leaf-work and

bo8SCs which adorn the stem, and parti-
cularly the base made up of four dragons,
their tails fonning volutes round the stem,
are beautifully designed and wrought. Mr.
Pollen observes—" Most of tho reUquaries,
whether large gabled-roofed chests or smiUl
movable enamelled pieces that could be put
on tho altar, wore made with round-arched
niches and colonnades, acanthus-lcof capitals,

crestings, and flnials in accordance with the
architocturo of the day. Norwore reliquaries

or shrines only made in this architectural
spirit. Tho censors curiously carry out tho
same type, and were crowned with towers,
turrets, and pinnacles, through the windows
of which tho smoke escaped. A remarkable
example is kcjjt in the cathedral of Treves."
The details of ornamentation were always
bold and full of invention, though the duc-
tility of metal was kept in view. We ob-
serve engravings of chalices of the 13th,

14th, and 15th centuries, many of excellent
design ; but we pass on. An interesting

chapter is that on the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries. It is illustrated by cuts of

Flemish, Louis Quatorze, Louis Seize, and
Queen Anno examples, with sufficient ex-
planations to render the peculiarities of those
styles understood. Electrotype casts of these
are to bo seen at Kensington. A useful

chapter on " Hall Marks " concludes the
book, which wtU be found an instructive

popular handbook and an introduction to
the connoissem-.

OUE COMMONPLACE COLUMN.
OEBDEB (iEON).

AGIRDERmaybe called, forthe sakeof distinc-

tion, a flanged beam, in which the material
most active in resistance is placed in flanges at
the top and bottom, while the centre part or the
web is thus reduced in substance, and merely
unites the two flanges. In cast-iron girders tho
top flange should not be less than '/o the area of

the bottom, flange. A length of 25ft. is considered
amaximum for cast-iron girders, and they should
never be less in depth than ','20 of the span. The
loads on girders in building are generally of a
uniformly distributed character, though in

every case the maximum weight ahoiUd be taken.
The size of the girder depends on the weight to

he carried and the proportion of span to

depth. The most economic proportion is 12 to 1.

The rule to find the strain on cither flange
of awrought-iron girder, supported at ends and
uniformly loaded, may be expressed in words as

follows : Multiply the load in tons by the clear

span in feet, and di\-ide product by eight times the
depth of girder in feet ; the quotient will give
the strain at centre of either flange in tons. A
safe strain of 4 tons per .sq. in. , both in tension
andcompressionisusnallycalculated, no allowance
being made for loss by rivet-holes, a mode of cal-

culation that really allows 5 tons for tension per
sq. in. of net effective area, and 4 tons per
sq. in. for compression, considering the effective

sectionalareaof bottomflange (see "Beam"). For
further information respecting tho theory and
the calculations of gu'ders, the reader is referred

to various articles in the BuiLDCfo News, Cam-
pin's " Treatise on Iron Bridges and Girders,"
Rankine's, Hodgkinson's, and other works. Tho
tei-m girder is appHed to the main beam of a floor.

OLASS.

Tlie essential constituents of glass are silica

and an alkali. Glass has been defined as " an
amoii)hous silicate," because it is capable of
passing from the vitreous to the crystaUiue state.

The origin of glass manufacture is uncertain,

though it is well known that the Egyptians were
acquainted with it, and there is a beautiful goblet
of glass in the British Museum found among tho
ruins of Nineveh. PUny tells a story that
Phoenician merchants returning from Egyi>t to

Syria with a cargo of soda (natron) , when cook-
ing on a sandy beach, rested their pots on blocks

of natron, and found that glass was produced by
the heat causing the alkali to form a flux for
the sand. Dr. Schliemann di.scovered discs and
beads of glass in the ruins of Mycenoe, though
glass was not foimd at lUum, nor is it mentioned
by Homer. I'or hibtorieal sketches of the art of
glass manufacture we refer the reader to Mr.
Alex. Nesbitt's Handbook on " Glass," pub-
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Ushed for South Kensington Museum, recently

reviewed by ns ; also to articles in lire's Diet.

of Arts, the " EncydopaHiia Britannica," and
"Chambers's Encywopwdia." "C. W." sends

the f<J]o\ring oontnbation on the manufacture of

glass :

—

Glass is made from a mixture of flint, sand,

or broken glass (silox), and soda or potash
(alkali), with lime, nitre, oxide of lead or man-
ganese in varying proportions, melted in pots

by exposure to the heat of a fnrnace. Theprin-
opal varieties in use for glazing and other pur-
poses in connection with buildings are plate,

tntcn, and sheet glass. Each variety is usually
divided into three or four different qualities, and
further described by the weight per foot super-
ficial, by the thiolniess, or by the finish of sur-

face. TIate glass is made by pouring some of
the melted glass on to a metal table previously
heated, where it is rolled to the proper thickneex.
When suflSciently hard the plate is removed to
the annealing oven and gradually cooled. Tho
size and thickness of sheets procurable is prac-
tically unlimited. The usual thicknesses are J,

•/i«> I> *nd f ; they may be obtained rough or
rolled smooth, with a plain, fluted, chequered,
diamond, or quarry pattern on siuface, or ground
and polished. Ciotrn glass is obtained by blow-
ing a small quantity of melted glass into a
globular form by means of the tube or blow-
pipe, it is then attached to a rod, the tube and
neck of globe being cut off. The rod is held
horizontally and rotated in front of a furnace.
When the glass is reheated, the centrifugal
motion is continued until the globe flaslies out
into a circular disc or table about i feet iu
diameter. The table is afterwards annealed.
From the method of manufacture the thickness
varies considerably even in the same table. The
naual thicknesses run from l-20th to 1-lSth of
an inch, weighing from lOoz. to lOoz. per foot
super. Crown glass is sold in crates containing
18, 15, or 12 tables according to thickness, each
table running from 4ft. to 4ft. 6in. in dia-
meter ; it is also supplied, in slabs unfiattened
or flattened, with 24 or 26 in the crate.

Slieet glass is first blown in a hollow cylindrical
form with closed ends, which are cut off, and the
t ube cut parallel to axis is placed in an oven with
the cut uppermost, where the gla.s3 as it softens
spreads out by its own weight. It is afterwards
dressed if required and annealed. Annealing in
water or in boiling oil is said to diminish the
fragility of this kind of glass, especially with the
latter process. When dilated by heat the oil

enters into the composition, imparting a certain
elasticity and toughness to the glass. Sheet
glass can readily be obtained in sheets containing
about 20ft. super. , and up to J of an inch in
thickness, the usual thicknesses weighing 15oz.,
21oz., 26oz., 32oz., and 36oz. per foot super. It
is sold in crates of stock sizes, containing a
certain number of sheets according to thickness.
Sheet glass can be obtained flattened or bent to
any shape or form, either colourless, polished,
fluted, chequered, obscured or ground, enamelled,
embossed, tinted, stained, or coloured, with com-
binations in figures or colours of endless variety.
The colours are known as "flashed" whenbumt
in on tho surface. Pot-metal colours are added
to the gla.ss when melted in the "pots." In 1875
M. de la Bastie succeeded in removiiigthe brittle-
ness of glass by suddenly plunging it into a bath
of oil wncn the glass was at a cherry heat.
The colours employed in glass manufacture

are yellow from charcoal, antimony, or silver;
red from sub-oxide of iron, oxide of copper and
from gold, protoxide of iron

;
green from prot-

oxide of iron, oxide of copper, of cliromium

;

blue from cobalt, also from iron ; amethystine
from manganese ; brown from do. ; orange from
peroxide of iron, with chloride of silver; black
from scoria of iron or charcoal.

"flashed" or "coated" glass; (3) that in which
the colours are painted on and burnt in, as iu
painted glass. "J. A." writes, as regards the
latter:—The mode of proccdui-c is as follows:
The design having been first drawn on paper,
tlie glass is laid thereon, and the outline traced
with a coloured fusible glass. Tho pax-ts in-
tended to bo yellow, orange, or red are then
coated on one or both sides, according to the
tint required, with a mixture composed of silver,

antimony, and oxide of iron. The glass is then
exposed to a red heat, in which process the
tracing colour is fused and adheres permanently
to the glass. The mixture of silver and anti-
mony stains the glass, but does not melt ; so that
the oxide of iron, which is in tho state of dry
powder, may be bnished off, leaving the glass
coloured, but as transparent as before.

OLASS PArKTINO.
For information on tliis subject we refer the
reader to various ai-ticles in the BuiLnnio News :

J. B. Waring's " Arts Connected with Architec-
ture : Stained Glass, Fresco, &c., in Italy";
Warrington's "History of Stained Glass"; C.
Winston's " Inqui^ into the Difference of Stylo
in Ancient Glass Paintings, especially in Eng-
land"

; also his Memoirs illustrative of the
art; &c.

irODES OP OOLOUBIKO 0LAB8.
There are three modes in use:—(1) That in
which the colour is mixed up with tho molten
nuMB, called "Pot-metal glass"; (2) that by
uniting a thin layer of coloured glass with
•nothcr layer, either plain or coloured, called

PEINCIPLES OF OLASS PAINTINO.

Certain principles, ns regards design and
colour, shoiUd govern glass for -windows. Among
these are, that the subjects shoidd be chosen
with respect to the architecture and window
tracery ; that the drawing should be simple in
outline and conventional in treatment ; that the
colours shoidd hannonise, and not be too heavy
intone ; that relief or shading shoidd be avoided,
as contrary to the object of window-colouring.
Tho earliest stained glass, such as that at Can-
terbury, shows lozenge, circidar, and otlicr

shaped glass painted \vith Scriptural subjects.
In the Early English period foliage, scrollwork,
and diapered patterns appear; quarries were
introduced in which emblems, leaves and flowers
were painted. Figure-subjects, with canopied
niches, succeeded in the Decorated period,
and geometrical designs gave place to pictorial
and natural subjects, and glass-painting ulti-
mately fell into the error of miitating pictmes,
losing sight of the character of transparent
colouring. (See VioUet le Due's " Dictionnaire
Eaisonne.")

GLASS MOSAIC.

Several kinds of glass mosaics are iu use

:

there is Moiiian Mosaic, composed of small pieces
of enamelled glass, called smalto; Venetian
Mosaic is composed of irregular pieces of all

colours, the ground being gold ; Opns Grcecanicim,
in which small cubes of coloured smalto are in-
serted in grooves of white marble, about half-an-
inch deep, in geometrical patterns. Dr. Sal-
viati's Venetian mosaic has been largely em-
ployed, and the process is inexpensive. Similar
Mnds of glass mosaic of irregular cubes are
known as Stevens' Mosaic and Bust's Glass
Mosaic.

OLAZINO.

We refer the reader to Gwilt's. Hurst's, and
other works for general information upon this
trade. For fixing glass to stone mullions, a
mixture of Bath-stone dust and linseed oil, made
like putty, is recommended as elastic, and more
waterproof than Portland cement. It withstands
settlements. Saddle bars are usually placed in old
windows from 8 to <Jin. apart. Short intervals
are to be preferred. Iron standards also are
necessary in wide windows, with patterns, and
even in picture windows, if they do not cut the
principal figure (see Winston on "Glass Paint-
ing.") We may refer hero to a new and much
improved system of glazing for roofs and sky-
lights, called Helliwell's system; for particulars,
see article in BmLEiNO News, page 543, "Vol.

XXXiy. See also Rendle's Patent System, both
of which obviate the evils of contraction or
expansion, and putty joints.

" OLOET."

The glory is the circle of light usually painted
round the heads of angels, saints, &c. M.
Didron, in his invaluable "Christian Icono-
graphy," gives a most detailed history of the
glory, its nature, origin, and character. He
says, "the term glory is employed to express the
union of the nimbus (vide infra) and aureole."

—

C. F. W.
0LTPH8.

Glyphs (from Gr. y\v(pmi, to hollow out) are
the vertical channels with wliich the Doric frieze
is ornamented. In the Greek Doric they are
worked from tho angle of the entablature, whilst
in tho Koman they arc worked from the axis of
the column. The glyphs are cut angularly, and
are generally grouped in threes, and hence called
triglyphs. The spaces between the channels are
flat and narrow.—C. F. W.

OOBOEX).

A term used in heraldry to signify that the neck

of an animal, &c., is encircled by a band, coro-
net, &o.

GOTHIC AjaCHrrECTUHE.
The term Gothic is used (in an architectural
sense) synonymously with Pointed. Professor
Parker says that

,
tho tenu was given as a

reproach and contempt at a time when it was
the fashion to write Latin, and applied to tho
Medieval styles at the time of tho Renaissance of
the Pagan oiders :

—
" Denique nil sapiat Gothorum barbara trito
Omamenta s.'cculonim etmonstra malorum."

The term Gothic is, however, frequently used
in its broadest sense, including the Romanesque.
Schlegel, in his " Pi-inciples of Gothic Architec-
ture," to which the reader is rcfen-ed, says:

—

"The general title of Gothic architecture, if that
great nationalname betaken inits-widestsense, for
the old Christian and romantic style of the
Middle Ages, from Theodoric down to the pre-
sent time, is decidedly the most appropriate, and
must ever be retained." In treating of
English Gothic, it is more convenient to
do so under the different periods to which
its varied forms belongs. Thus (1) tho
Early English, or Fii-st Pointed, 1200-1300

;

(2) Decorated, Second or Middle Pointed, 1300-
1400

; (3) Perpendicular, Thii-d or Late Pomted,
1400-1500. It must be borne in mind, however,
that the last quarter of the centiuy is passing
on towards the style of the succeeding century.

Gothic architecture is intensely ecclesiastical.
To study its origin vWU be to study the history
of religion. We must not, however, confine our-
selves to merely English Gothic, but must con-
sider also the foi-m it assumed in France, Ger-
many, Spain, and Italy. In this last country it
never rose to its purest form. Classicism was
always uppermost in Italian thought.
In its fancy Gothic architecture was a uni-

versal style, free from national characteristics.
At length, however, it was moulded (so to speak)
to the particular climates and requirements of
the people.

In Classical architecture horizontalism, the
static force, is the pervading feature ; whereas in
Gothic verticalism the ever-stri^ang upwards,
the dynamic force is the all-pervading idea.
The Gothic is realistic or naturalistic, and hence
is free, and progresses unfettered. Its forms are
Copied directly from nature. The capitals are
clusters of foliage and flowers. The finials,

corbels, crockets, brackets are in many instances
direct imitations of nature, as we have ali-eady
seen (Foliage).

Undoubtedly Gothic arcliitecture owes much
to the monks, and it is a moot point whether
the poets influenced the mediaeval artists, or rice

rersd. Dante's great poem has been aptly com-
pared to a Gotliic cathedral : Inferno, the crypt

;

Purgatorio, capitals, corbels, &o. ; Tarar/iso, the
upijcr parte, with wall-paintings of Biblical
scenes.

Speaking of Early Gotliic, M. Cauraont re-
marks: "At the beginning of the thirteenth
century arcliitecture is imprinted with a physi-
ognomy which repels the former style ; it is not,
however, until the middle of the 13th century
that it acquii-es lightness, elegance, and pleasing
proportion, which give so much superiority to
the First Pointed style over those of later cen-
times."
We may refer the reader to the works of Fcr-

gusson, Riekman, Sharpe, Paley, Scott, .nud

Parker on English Gothic ; Wilsou on Scotch

;

Petrie and Stokes on Irish ; V. le Due, Agin-
conit, Caiunont and Gayerbeau on French

;

Hittof, Ottc, and Schnase for German ; Pugiu
and Cotteril for Spanish Gothic architecture.

C. F. W.

VENETIAN ART.

THE fourth of a series of lectures on the
" Art of Italian Renaissance," was de-

livered on Saturday by Dr. John Todhunter, in
the New Museum Buildings, Tiinity College,
Dublin, the special topic being Venetian ai-t.

They had to study to-day, he said, the rise of
art in a new centre, to a great extentindependent
of the influence of Pisa, Florence, or Siena. As
early as the 11 til century Venice had made her
mark as a great maritime power, wliile in the
rith ceutmy she had become the mistress of
Eastern commerce and the banker of Europe.
In the Mill and 15th centuries she was in the
height of her affluent prosperity, though Mr.
Ruskin dates the beginning of her spiritual

decline as early as 1418. The characteristics of
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Veiioliaii art are as different from those of the
art of Horence or Siena as her political history

is from theirs. The feverish changes not only
in government but in principles and methods of

government which astonish and puzzle us in the
liistoi-y of most other Italian cities are at least

much less prominent in the history of Venice.
The Florentines, like the Athenians, or the
French of the Revolution, lived in a whirlpool
of new ideas ; their political life was a series of

catastrophes and metamorphoses ; the eager and
subtle Florentine mind was constantly planting
Dew ideas, as children plant slips of whatever
takes their fancy in their gardens, to be grubbed
np again before they have had time to germinate
in the ill-prepared soil. The Venetians had
something of the ponderous adhesiveness and
conservatism of the English. They were prac-
tical rather than theoretic, and instead of .split-

ting into murderous and suicidal factions, they
consolidated iuto a homeogeneous state, with an
intense insight into their own material
advantages, which Mr. Rusldn very aptly com-
pares to " oiu' own" English temper. With a
distinct reference to England he further notices
the strange phfnomenon presented by the
Venetians in their private religiousness and
public want of religion—as if there ever was a
State whose policy was religious, except when
religion has tiken the form of fanatical con-
quest, as the Mohammedan invasion of Europe
and the Christian crusades ! But, bo this as it

may, we find in Venetian painting sometliing of
the same homogoncousness that we find in
Tenctian politics. The spirit of Venetian
painting is in the main neither Chris-
tian nor Pagan, but simply Venetian— that is to
Bay, imaginatively sensuous—the rich decorative
art of a practical people, -nith a splendid sense
of beauty, not much affected by hobbies of any
kind—classical, anatomical, or scientific. The
Venetian painters were painters for excellence,
who, having obtained from Germany the art of
oil painting, rapidly mastered this, and brought
it to such a pitch of perfection as has never been
equalled. The Venetian school was from the
first a colour school ; from the time when the
modified Byzantine architectm-e was incnisted
irithin and without with gorgeous mosaics and
variegated marbles, and the city began to shine
with gUded pinacles and painted domes. There
was something Oriental in the mistress of the
East herself—this city, where the Byzantine,
Gothic, and Italian imaginationsmetandmingled.
The early Venetian painters carried down the
Byzantine traditions to a much later period than
the painters of any other of the Italian schools.
They remained imaffected by the influence of
Giotto until, as late as the middle of the loth
century, a new school of painters, influenced by
Gentile da Fabraiao, sprang up, not indeed in
Venice itself, but in the neighbouring island of
Murano. This Gentile da Fabraino was an
Umbrian painter, and a pupil of Fra Angelico,
whoso art, as compared with that of his Floren-
tine contemporaries, was of a very debased kind,
outrivaUing the Siene.se painters in profusion
of barbaric ornament, had ju.st the qualities to
•captivate the Venetian mind, and to liim is attri-
buted the change of style which began with the
Vivariui in Murano and Jacopo Bellini, the
father of Giovanni, in Venice. Having glanced
at the history of the Vivarini, the barbaric stucco
ornamentation of the elder Vivarini, and
the advance in colour and oil-painting by
Bartolomeo, and of the works of their disciple,
Crivelli, whose worksareaninterestingepitome of
the changes of Venetian art, from the Byzantines
to the Bellini, the lecturer came to speak of the
two Bellini, who took the torch of art from the
Vivariui and carried it through the 1.5th century
down to the times of Giorgione and Titian. After
an ample account of the lives and works of
Jacopo and Giovanni Bellini, and of their most
distingiu.slicd followers, Carpaecio and Cima.
The school of the Bellini is of great importance
in the history of painting, if, for nothing else,
because evtn the smaller men were at least
masters of oil-painting, who were perpetually
trying slight innovations, perfecting the process
and discovering new capacities in the art. There
is probably not one of them who ha,s not left a
few pictm-cs of .such beauty that they have been
attri Ijuted to one or other of the greatest men
with some plausibility. At this time iu A'enice
the secret bower of that sleeping beauty whose
name among m-n is Colour, was discovered, and
«ver}-one crowded in for a share of her kisses.
The next lecture, which wiU bo delivered ou

Saturday week, the 19th inst., will be on Mon-
tegna, Siznorelli, and the other great pioneers

of the perfect Renaissance art of tho 16th
century.

1 Ml I

SUBURBAN BUILDING MATERIALS.

UNDER tho head of "Legal Intelligence"
we gave a brief summary last week of a

ease heard before Mr. Bushby, at tho Worship-
street Police-court, on tho 27th ultimo, in which
Mr. Henry Shipp, a builder, was summoned by
the District Surveyor for East Hackney (South)
and North Bow, for using improper mortar.
Upon very clear evidence of the nature of the
rubbi.sh which had been employed, the magistrate
ordered the works to be pulled down. An
amusing feature of tho ca.se was that the district

surveyor, Mr. Gould, produced a lump of
material which the builder's own witness, Mr.
Knight, a surveyor, who doubtless imagined it

had been procured from the work, pronounced it

to be " veiy good, and he thought better perhaps
than the specimens he had j^rodueed himself."
We can imagine Mr. Knight's astonishment
when Mr. Gould announced that this good mortar
was "a lump of mud from the canal adjoining."
The nature of the mortar introduced into too
many of the "neat villas

'

' on the outskirts of
London is, however, beyond a joke, and we are
glad to find that siuweyors are looking sharply
after the speculative "jerry-builders." At the
Edmonton Petty Ses,sions, on the 31st ult.,

another builder, Mr. A. Jukes, was summoned at
the instance of the Totteiiham Local Board of
Health for violating their 104th I'y-law, "in-
asmuch as he had begun to erect four dwelling-
houses, the foundations of which did not rest upon
solid ground, or upon concrete, or other soUd sub-
structure." These houses were situated in one of

thenew roads near Finsbury-park,adi8trictwhich
is just now being built over at a most prodigious
rate. In fact, we were told that one estate there
is being covered at the rate of a house per day.
It appears from the evidence of the Tottenham
surveyor, Mr. de Pape, thst a trench 6in. in
depth was dug and filled in with earth, stones,

and improperly burnt clay. Cement was said
to have been used in the proportion of 7 to 1,

but it docs not seem that much cement was
visible in the sample produced in court. The
concrete was, \ in fact, composed of dry, soft
rubbish, and Mr. Crowne, the clerk to the
Tottenham Board, who prosecuted, said "the
samples that had been produced were in his
opinion the strongest testimony that could be
adduced in justification of the prosecution."
The question of what tliickness of concrete is

sufficient to form a " solid substructure " came
incidentally before the Bench, and Mr. de Pape,
while he considered that on that particular
ground (a stiff clay) 9in. of concrete in a trench
6in. deep was enough, said that, as "it was
better to keep houses up than down," he should
prefer as a general rule '

' concrete foundations
to be at least 12in. deep." The builder who
stated that he had built 600 houses in Barrow-in-
Fumcss without any concrete at all, and seemed
quite hurt when fault was found with him,
admitted that he had disregarded the warnings
of the district surveyor, and proceeded with
the work in spite of the exception taken
to the materials. He was fined £.n and 40s.
per day for ten days, during; which he had gone
on in defiance, making S.'lh, and 6s. 6d. costs.
Mr. Abbiss (the chairman), in delivering sen-
tence, said—and we feel we are justified in giving
the widest possible circidation to his observa-
tions—" I hope it will go forth through the
Press that we are determined, as far as wo can,
to put an end to tho .system of setting the by-
laws of the Local Board at defiance, and to set
our faces against the erection of a description of
houses that must immediately they are built, or
very shortly afterwards, become imfit for human
habitation. If, after this intimation, builders
will use improper materials, they must take the
consequences." Tho magistrates seem to have
shnmk from condemning the houses to be pulled
down, as the builder said this course would ruin
him. One of the magistrates on hearing this
.said:—"You talk of being ruined, but what
about those who buy houses built upon such
fovmdatious ? " It is this view of the case which
is tho saddest one ; houses of the class so
roughly handled by tho Tottenham magistrates
are being built iu thousands in the north of
London, and it is only very lately that fate has
overtaken the miscreants who build them. We

have over and over again pointed out tho risk
that is nm in buying houses of this typo, meant
only to sell. As Mr. Jukes shrewdly stated :

—

"If tho work ia paaaed, and the purchxser buys
the house with nia eyes open, that is hi« bna-
ness ; " and, in spito of all that can be said,

people will buy and lease houses no bad as
scarcely to be fit for human habitation. Rnsldii
talks of houses that " spring up in mildewed
forwardncas out of the kneaded fields about our
capital," and this is a true picture of what
indeed takes place. On a good clay soil the
builder will erect a whole row of houses with a
few loads of lime, and a largo proportion of the
mortar owes all its Umo to the shaking out of oa
empty lime-bag over a heap of crumbling ballast.
It i« not only that the materials arc bad ; the
way in which they are put together by a class of
workmen rejected by all the better class of
employers, and as many boys as can be crowded
on to the job, is worse ; and we only hope tiukt
all the authorities round London will be as yigt-
lant as the Tottenham Board, and combine to
stamp out a class of speculators who have had
their day quite long enough.

VARIETIES OP BUILDING TIMBER AND
THEIR DISTINGUISHING FEATURES.

THE varieties of timber in general use are
not easily disting^iished by those who have

had little experience in building operations ; and
the constant question mode in oui' pages as te
the characteristics of different kinds of timber,
show the difficulty experienced by some young
architects and builders. In the newly-issued
volume published by the Council on Education,
" Notes ou Building Construction," the infor-
mation given under this head is somewhat imper-
fect. Thus, in reference to Dantzic timber
(grown chiefly in Prussia), all the information
conveyed as regards appearance is stated as
follows :— '

' Its general appearance aimwers to the
description given by Tredgold of tho northern
pine (Finns syleestris), though in colour it is

rather whiter than other varieties." The
"timber is strong, tough, elastic, easily worked,
and durable, if well seasoned." These descrip-
tions do not give the student the exact kind of
knowledge about tho appearance ho requires:
and, after all, to convey minute distinctions of
colour, grain, and quality, is not an easy matter.
A week at the workshop would, in this re.spect,

be well spent by all students who wish to discri-

minate accurately : as some knov,flcdge of
quarries and masons' yaids is neeessanf to distin-
guish the varieties of Bath stone. 'The follow-
ing information maybe found of service, however,
and we extract it :—" The best balks of northern
pine are importedfromDantzic, Memel, andRiga.
Dantzic balks are from 18ft. to 45ft. long, and
generally 14in. to lOin. squaic. The deals vary
from 2in. to .5in. in thickness, and in length from
1 8ft. to 50ft. Major Scydon, in ' Notes on
Building Trades,' observes tho private marks
on Dantzic are much more numerous than on
Memel or Riga timber. All balksof crown quality
are marked with an indented rrown. Dantzio
marks are lines scribed about tlie centre of each
balk with short crossed lines. For best middling
only the centre mark is used, for good middling
only the two outer marks, and for common mid-
dling all those marks arc made. Memel timber
is very similar to Dantzic, but is considered
hardly so strong. The scantlings of balks are
smaller, being from 13in. to 14in. square. Riga
timber is like the other varieties just described,
but the annual rings are closer. It is slightly in-
ferior to Dantzic in strength, is remarkable for its

straight growth, for the small proportion of sap
it contains, and for its freedom from knots. It
is, however, frequently a little shaky at the
centre, and is, therefore, not so fit for conversion
into deals. Swedish timber somewhat resembles
that from the Prussian ports, but tho balks are
generally tapering in form, of small size, and not
of good quality. Appearance : The wood is of a
yellowish-white colour, soft, clean, and straight
iu grain, with small knots, and very little sap ;

but the balks are generally shaky at the heart,
and therefore unfit for conversion into deals.

Mr. Laslett says, ' There is little to recommend the
Swedish fir to f.avourable notice beyond the fact

of its being cheap and suitable for tho coarser
purposes in carpentry.' "

A peal of bolls has been placed in St. Alphonsus'
tower. Limerick. Mr. Murphy was the founder.
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WIDXEg SCHOOL BOAKD, SUQl's CEOSS SCHOOL.

This building, opened in November last, is one
of a series erected for the School Board from de-
signs by Messrs. F. and G. Holme, of Liverpool,
architects to the board. The accommodation
provided is for 800 children, and the buildings
throughout are fitted with everymodem require-
ment. The infant school, school of cookery, and
keeper's hou.se form a separate building in Milton-
road. The fronts are of grey brick relieved by
dressings, strings, arches, &c., "of red Euabon
brick, and stone bauds, copings, &c., are from
Appleton quarries. The bell turret is roofed
with oak shingles, the other roofs being of slate
arranged in band.s with Cooper's ridges, and lead
fiuials. The interior woodwork is of pitch-pine
stained and varnished. The heating is by hot-
waterpipes iu the main building, and in the infant
school by Shillito and Shorland's patent Man-
chester .school grate. All the rooms are carefuUy
Tcnlilated. The cost has been about £9,000, and
the work has been executed by Messrs. CarHle &
Co., buUders, of Widnes.

THE " BtnLDDfO NEWS " DESIOSINO CLUB

—

DDHNO-EOOM BUFFET.

Cosmjuixo our series of drawings by members
of the BcTLDLN-o News Designing Club, we have
given to-day the two best designs for a dining-
room buffet. The selected design is by "Motto
J.," and "J'Espcre" is the author of that
placed second. Each design has notes upon it
which will be found to describe the author's
intentions in either case.

HESSBS. BOTTSS AWD OBEEs's NEW BAKI,
COLCHESTEE.

TiiE view of this bank, representing the front
elevation on the Iligh-street, has been designed
in the Fifteenth-Ccnturj' manner. Internally it
comprises on the first-floor the bank offices,
including the partners' and manager's rooms,
&c. In the basement a very complete arrange-
ment of lire and burglar-proof chambers, book-
room, &c., and on the other floors the manager's
re«denra. The frontage is rather confined, being
only 31ft. in length, the height to top of balus-
tra<lmg being 3.3ft. The front, as sliown, will
be built entirely in Westwood stone. In the
carving will be represented Capital and Labour

Avarice and Prodigality ; iu the minor portions
the Hare and Tortoise, and other of ^sop's
fables, relating more or less direcUy to the
acquisition of wealth or the reverse. Over the
manager's entrance the finial will personify
Ccrlwrus, while under in the lintel wiU be
carved "CaveCanem," and a chained dog. In the
centre panel of the oriel the arms of the erectors

and their crest, while in the dormers the dates
of the present erection and of the original estab-
lishment will be clearly shown. The architect is

Mr. Ernest C. Lee, of Bedford-row.

CABYINQS, AST UNION OF LONDON, NEW PKEMISES,

112, SIKAND.

We have already* published the general
drawings and details of the new premises now in

course of completion in the Strand for the Art
Union for London. To-day we give some
enlarged drawings of the carving to the panels
of the pilasters on either side of the windows of

the first floor, or principal stage of the Strand
fa(;ade. By referenca to the general elevation, or
to the detail of this part of the front published
in the Building News for March 14, the relative
positions of the portions given to-day will at
once be seen. Each pilaster is di%'ided into three
parts by two circular panels containing the por-
traits of well-known architects, artists, and
sculptors. The drawings which accompany this

description show the upper and the lower parts
of the four panels, with the names of the eminent
artists represented. The centre or intermediate
panels will be given in an early number, as the
proportions of our pages prevented the publica-
tion of the panels in situ. The work has been
beautifully executed by Messrs. Mabey, of
Princes-mews, "Westminster ; and Prof. E. M.
Barry, E.A., is the architect of the building.

THE IPSWICH PUBLIC HALL AND
CORN EXCHANGE COMPETITION.

THE Suffolk Chronide describes the leading
characteristics of the plans sent in for the

alteration of the Public Hall, Ipswich, so as to
render it suitable for use as a Com Exchange.
The competition, as we annoimccd last week,
was decided on the 2nd inst., when the
Ipswich Town Council awarded the pre-
mium of 50 guineas to " Tria Juncta iu
Uno," who proved to be Mr. Horace Cheston, of
Great Winchester-buildings, London. Com-
petitors were asked to give an opinion as to the
practicability of the suggestion, and each of the
seven authors of designs declared that the
alteration was feasible,—the only reply that
could bo expected from a competitor for the
arrangement and supervision of the imder-
taking. The PubUo Hall, it may be remarked,
was built about eight years since, and lies north
and south, the chief entrance being at the north
end, in Westgate-strcet. At this extremity
there is a balcony, with sallery above, the
orchestral stage being placed at the south end.
The hall itself is 98 feet in length by 50 feet
wide, and communicates at rear with a saloon
and other rooms.
Mr.

1 Horace Cheston' s premiated plans
propose to lengthen the prcstut public haU
to the southward (the rear), making it 150
feet in length, and securing an area of 7,650 feet
super. This would necessitate the removal of
the present saloon, aUo the acquirement of
a triangular strip of land. At the back of the
stage, at the south end of the enlarged hall, is

provided a " crush" room, with cloak room, &c.,
and above it a saloon similar to that now exist-
ing. The lighting is provided for by filling in
the present domes with flattened lights, and con-
structing a clear glass roof above. Balance
lifts are shown for sinking the stands into the
basement when not needed. The estimated cost
is £3,400.

"Utility and Economy," by Mr. William
Eade, of Ipswich, shows a second hall to south
of present hall, divided from it by revolving
shutters. Thiswould givedimensionsof 98 feet by
50 feet (the present building) besides a small hall
56 feet G inches by 52 feet, and a totnl area of
7,700 feet super. For the present platform a
sliding one would be substituted, and the gallery
would be removed, and a curved and glazed roof
erected at the north end. The new small hall
would be lighted by an arched roof of glass,
supported on iron pillars. The estimated cost is

£4,500.

• EuiLDiNO News, February 28, Ifarch 7, and 14.

In the plans of "Bona Fides" (Mr. Brightwen
Binyon, Ipswich), a proposal is made to widtu
the present hall on the west side by 6ft. 6in.
by piercing arches between the pilasters, and
also on the cast side if pos.siblo. It is also pro-
posed to lengthen the hall so as to make it 03ft;.

by 137ft., and atfording, after deductions for
stage, &c., floor space ot 7,303 sq. ft. For the
present roof is substituted a glass curred roof
springing from ornamental ribs, and also to
enlarge the present side lights. At the back of
the hall and stage is a corridor, 8ft. wide, and a
saloon 30ft. wide by 4Sft. is proposed to the
west of this passage. The estimated cost is

£5,2.50.

The authors of "Postulata" (Messrs. Wright
and Wright, Ipswich), avoid the purchase of
neighbouring property, and propose a small
south hall, separated by revolving shutters, and a
sinking stage, as in " Utility and Economy."
The oval panels iu the ceUingare to be fiUodin with
glass, substituting a glass outer roof for the
present slates. The com exchange area
afforded would be 7,833ft., and the estimated
cost £4,000.

" Economy " (Mr. Hemy Luff, Ipswich)
proposes a hall 152ft. long by the present width,
the special featm-e being the raising of floor 5ft.,

and heightening the present side-windows to a
similar extent, carrying tliem up to the roof-
plate, with an extra row of julasters starting
from the present cornice. This would avoid the
difficulty as to the side-lights being high up, and
in addition it is proposed to glaze the two centre
bays of present ceiling, to place a glass roof
above the ceiling, and to provide two largo
windows at the south end. The present balcony
and gallery it is proposed to remove. The plan
woiUd give an area of 7,596ft., iucluding stage,
which could be utilised for market purposes by
the provision of movable steps. A movable par-
tition is suggested for reducing the hall to any
required size. A saloon is proposed at the back
of the stage, with retiring rooms over it. A
cement floor for the hall is also proposed, and in-
cluding the costs of this, " Economy's" estimate
is £1,800.

"Excelsior" (Mr. Henry Elliott, Strand,
London, W.C.) lengthens the hall to 140ft. by
three bays. The gallery at the north end is

reduced to small compass, but, as a compensa-
tion, light balconies are run for a short distance
along the side of the hall from the south end.
The present roof is extended over the added
portion of the hall, but the upper part of roof is

removed above the straining beams, and a,

lantern light running the entire length of the
hall inserted. A saloon is proposed at the south
end and above it a green-room, dressing-rooms,
&c. , on the same level as the stage. The esti-

mated cost of this plan is from £5,500 to £6,000,
The remaining plan is that signed " Gros-

venor '
' (by Messrs. Scott, Gibby and Barnard,

Mark-lane, London). The lighting they pro-
pose to achieve by openuig windows betweeu the
jiiers on each side of the hall, suggesting
arrangement with adjoining owners, by glazing
the centre portion of ceiling, and placing sky-
lights on both sides. The front of the present
gallery to be taken down. The present stage and
orchestra to be removed, and a new stage
erected, recessed into a crush-room at the back.
At the back of the crush-room a sujiiier-room i»

provided, seating 100 or 200 people. The area
of the large hall is the same as at present, 98ft.

by 50ft. , the space by the present stage being all

that is gained. The cost is estimated at £3,500.

South Petherton, Somersetshire, is about to be
sewered in accordance with plans prepared by Mr.
Martin, engineer to the Yeovil rural sanitary
authority.

A statue of the late Chief Justice Whiteside, iilti-

matcly to be placed in St. Patrick's Cathedral,
Dublin, is being modelled at the studio of Mr. A.
Bruce Joy, in the Avenue, Fulham.

The second section of the Nottingham and
District Tramways system, extending from tho
Market-place to Carrington and to the extremity of
Forest-road, was opened for trafliic on Saturday.
The engineer of tho line is Mr. MacNay, and the
rails are Wintry and Levick's patent. The stabling
and offices have been constructed from the designs
of Mr. Bromley, architect.

Mr. J. R. Hay, architect, was last week pre-
sented with a handsome clock as an acknowledge-
ment of his services in connection with tho erec-
tion of new Congregational Sunday schools at
Costleford.
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THE SILICATE PAINT COMPANY'S NEW
WORKS, CHARLTON.

SITUATED on the banks of the Thames, at

Chirlton, near Woolwich, the Silicate Paint

Company have lately erected new works which
promise to develop the resources of the company.
On Monday last the works were visited by
several gentlemen connected with the Pret-'S, and
interested in the sanitary manufacture of paint,

whea Mr. Thomas Griffiths, the founder of the
company, conducted the party over the new
factory. The buildings, comprising blocks of

substantial construction, occupy a site of about
an acre in extent, and have been cai-ried out
from the designs of Mr. Ernest Turner, of

Regent-street, at a cost of about £23,000. Our
object here, however, is to confine the attention

of our readers to the processes for the production
of silicate paint, first manufactured in Liver-
pool, and which has gradually been growing in

favour as a veiy desirable sanitary substitute for

lead paint. White-lead is a material entirely

repudiated at the Silicate Paint Company's
Works, an oxy-sulphide of zinc taking its

place. We may say at the onset that the
silicate paint is a preparation in which
silica extracted from a volcanic mineral
forms the basis, its advantages being chiefly

the absence of all chemical action between it

and the material covered as that which ensues
between iron and lead, and a petrifying
surface, unpenetrable either by heat or

gases. The process of grinding the pig-
ments was the first operation inspected. In a
long room are to be [seen several mills and edge
rollers and mixers at work grinding. Various pig-
ments, such as ochres, and other colours combined
with the patent white sulphide of zinc is passed
through rollers, and kneaded into a paste of putty-
like consistency. Wo see the same preparation
combined with hard gums and mixed with oil

or water. The coloui-s are combined above with
oil, and pass through shoots to mixing mills.

The " petrifying liquid," as it is called, is a
solution of silica, and is recommended as an
effectual preparation for the protection of stone,

brick, plaster, or woodwork. It has the property
of hardening the smface of stucco and brick,
and forms a washable distemper to walls. We
understand it has been largely used in colouring
the funnels of steamers, for which purpose
lead paint is found quite unsuited. This liquid
can be thinned with water or oil. We are told
that three or four coats of this solution on brick
renders it impei'vious to moisture, though it

requires to be renewed every seven or eight
years. Ascending to an upper story, the visitors

inspected the mixers for dry materials, and trays
heated by exhaust steam for drying the
same. The preparation of " Gi-iffiths'

Patent White" forms another portion of
the manufacture carried on. Beginning at
the roof of the factoiy, we see large lead-lined
tanks open to the air, into which sulphuric acid
and muriatic acid are blown from an air-pump
below through vulcanite pipes. The zinc is

thus dis.solved, and the solution is conveyed by
pipes into purifyingf tanks below. A soluble
sulphide boiled by steam in large iron vats is now
combined with the zinc liquor which is conveyed
to other tanks, and a precipitate is ultimately ob-
tained which is pumped into filter presses. In
these the material is pressed into cakes, which are
afterwards calcined in furnaces to a white heat.
It is re-pres.sed into cakes and placed in racks in
a large drying-room made to hold 70 tons.
The calcining furnaces, gum-rooms, and
other appUances were afterwards examined, but
the most interesting part of the inspection were
the tests. First, the effect of heat on ordinary
lead and "Griffiths' Patent Wliite " was tried,
sups of ii-on painted with both were placed in
a small furnace, and after exposure to an
intense heat the lead paint entirely disap-
peared, while the zinc paint retained its

body unimpaired. Another interesting ex-
periment was next shown, which im-
doubtedly proves that as a sanitary paint
the sulphide of zinc has advantages over
lead in the composition of paint for certain
uses. Two strips painted with the ordinary lead
and the patent white were subjected to the fimies
of sulphuretted hj'drogen under a glass receiver.
After a second or two the lead paint became
quite brown, and ultimately black, whilo the
other paint exhibited the same untarnished
whiteness it possessed when placed under the
glass. These tests were made in the company's

laboratory. Still larger ones were shown in the

yard. A largo board was painted with ordinary

white-lead paint on one side, and on the other a

like surface was covered with Griffiths' Patent
Wliite. A jet of sulphuretted hydi-ogen was
made to play for a few .seconds first on the

lead paint and aftenvards on the zinc paint.

Directly the hose was directed to the former it

began to get yellow and brown, and had all the

appearance of being scorched by a flame. Tui-ning

the jet to tho other end of the board no per-

ceptible difference of colour was made, and tho

experiment, notwithstanding the intolerable

odour of the gas, elicited much interest among
those present.

Mr. GriiSths also showed the great covering

power of this paint, in contrast with pure car-

bonate of lead, on four boards painted black, and
of equal size, each jmeasuring 46 square ft.

E.xact weights of pure carbonate of lead and of

three different qualities of the " Patent White "

were weighed out, and oil added. A decorator

then applied them to the board with the following
results :

—

Per cent,
covering
power.

The White Lead and Oil actually used
weighing 9 oz. = 100

Griffiths' Patent White, marked A,
actually used weighing Ojoz. = 180

Griffiths' Patent White, marked B,
actually used weighing 5 02. = 189

Griffiths' Patent White, marked C,
actually used weighing 4Joz.=236

The opacity of the lead was much inferior to

any of the other three samples.
There are unquestioned merits in Giiffiths'

Patent White to which we may here call atten-

tion. It is a pure white of great body, which, as

we have seen, does not tarnish or decompose like

white-lead under the action of noxious gases ; it

stands great heat without blistering and dis-

colouration, and is admirably adapted for iron

structures, the walls of houses and hospitals. The
silicate paint is well known to our readers.

It dries quickly, with a hard sui-face ; the
porous face of the material it covers is case-

hardened, and the experiments quoted above
clearly show that its covering - power—

a

point that has been somewhat disputed—is

nearly double that of common carbonate of lead
paint of the ordinary quality. For resisting the
action of salt water it is also recommended, so

that for hydi'aidic and maritime purposes it has
decided claims . Wemayaddthat it is sent outin the
iLsual form, and wlic-n required for use is thinned
with linseed oil and turpentine, silicate dryers
being added. Every variety of colour and shade
is kept in stock. The '

' petrifying liquid '
' has

been largely used for covering damp walls,
while the enamel paint, another beautiful pre-
paration which retains a remarkable gloss, may
be mentioned as a valuable decorative and imper-
meable sm-face for dados, walls of hospitals,
and other purposes for which varnish is now
employed. The '

' petiifying '
' liquid and enamel

paints have, we believe, been u.=ed at the
Grosvenor Gallery, and for newly-plastered
walls, the solution of silica being a good pre-
paration to facilitate the mural decoration. Large
quantities have been used by the Indian and
Home Governments, and the company have
secured a contract for a twelvemonth's supply to
the Imperial German Navy.

MR. SEYMOUR HADEN ON ETCHING.—
III.

THE third and last of Mr. Seymour Haden's
course of lectures on Etching was delivered

at the Royal Institution on Saturday afternoon,
the principal topic being the Printing of Etchings.
In opening, the lectiu-er explained the character-
istics of a dry-point line, and as compared with
the etched and engraved lines described last week
(see p. 369) . The dry-point Kne might be described

/=- / a . / F- / c.s

\

as a XJloughiug of a copper surface by means of a
sharp instrument wluoh roughed the outlines

without removing any portion of the metal. If
the stylo were held vertically the resultant im-
pression as seen in section would resemble Fig. I.

;

tho little horns turned up on either side caught
and retained the printing-ink, so that the impres-
sion of a dry-point line ou tho paper from
the upright style had a pyramid of ink
corresponding with tho groove, and on either
side an indented dark shadow from the
boms. In no case were tho edges of a line
quite true, owing to the minute roughnesses on
the style. But practically the stylo was never
held vertically—there was no need for the addi-
tional labourthat would be occasioned thereby

—

but obUquely like a pencil. This raised a jagged
ridge on the left side of the groove (see Eig. 2),

and the impression from plate viewed in section
was that of an irregular pyramid of ink from the
incision and a deep shadow on one side Indented
by the ridge. The effect was that of a smear or
stain rather than a definite stroke, andwas totally
distinct from that of an engraving or an etching.
It was obvious that this roughened ridge would
be rapidly worn down by handling, inking, and
passing tlirough the press, and hence a dry-
point plate had no diuabUity. Rembrandt was
tho father of the dry-point process. No one
appeared to have regarded the method likely to
be useful until the time of that artist, and even
he did not utilise it till he was in the height of
his career. Rembrandt's arti.st-life might be
broadly divided into thi-ee periods of about ten
years each. The fu-st ten years were passed with-
out any knowledge of dry-point ; during the
second decenniad he mixed up dry-point with
etching, ploughing his outlines and biting them
in with acid, and in that way obtained a greater
amount of colour than had been done before.
In the last period he never troubled himself to bite
in a line, but his eye became so educated and his

hand so firm that by sheer force he dug out every
line on the plate. Some very fine examples of
Rembrandt's work were exhibited on the screen,

including the " Crucifixion "•—a work in intense
shadow with the exception of some vertical rays
of Kght beaming on the central cross and dimly
Ulumining the mount—and the " Presentation to
the People. '

' These different works represented a
gigantic labour in which great force of hand,
detei-mination of character, and complete know-
ledge of art were equally shown. At the present
time no one in France practised dry-point. In
this country some years since it was revived, but
with no success ; no one would buy a proof ; the
Etching Club did not approve of the process, and
thus its use fell through. The only artist who
practised it was Whistler, who, like Rembrandt,
had taken it up in his later years, and some fine

dry-point work had he done. But Whistler's
works were entirely and uniformly fragmentary,
and never carried out to completion. In order to

afford a better notion of the conditions and
physical properties of the engraved, etched, and
diy-point line, he had prepared the following
tabular summary :

—

MATERIALS AMD ARTISTIC PROPEHTIEB OF EKOBAVED,
ETCHED, AND DRV-POINT LI.SE8.

1. EngravedVoiR : oa to Form depends on the instrument
that produces it—i.c, V-shaped. Capacity for containing
ink, exemplified by cast it gives— moderate. Colour
depend.s on shape and volume of east and ou shadow pro-
jected by cast—grey. Durability depend.s on form and
extent of metallic surface left to resist forces employed
to act upon it (which arc, inkinj^ of plate, friction of
printer, action of press) —great. Sum of artistic qualities
—greyness, constraint. Sum of physical properties—great
durability.

2. Etched line : as to Form, dctei-mined by action and
strength of moi-dant—an iiTegular sphere. Capacity for
retaining ink excmplitied by cast it gives—great. Colour,
depending on fonn and volume of ciist—considerable.
Durability, depending on form, and amount of metal left

to resist wear—small. Sum of artistic qualities—colour,
accent, freedom. Physical properties —low degree of
durability.

3. Dnj-point line : as to Form, depending an action of
style and direction of impact—iiat and extended. Capa-
city for holding ink depending on force employed, biuT
raised and depth of sulcu.s nmde—great only at first.

Colour, depending on east of sulcus and extent of surface
disturbed by etj'lo—rich at first, but soon becoming grey.
Durabilit>-, depending on power of resistance to pressure
and friction—extremely small. Sum of artistic qnahties
—richness of colour- suggesting velvet pile, absence of free-

dom. Physical properties—Durability, Nil.

RecuiTing to the etching process, the lectiu-er

referred to the delicacy of the etched plate, re-

marking that there was a distinct difference

perceptible to the artist between the first and a
second impression . For continuous etching on a
zinc plate he used, as he mentioned last week,
2 parts of chlorate of potash to 10 of hydro-
chloric acid, diluting with 88 parts of water.

Tills was an extremely weak solution ; a better

proportign would be 2 of clilorate of potash to 6
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of bTdrocbloiic acid, but it iroiild cause a groat

rtmllitioii, which would interfere with the Tiew

e( the eteber as be worked. It so soon became

Mtarated and ex)mu»tod itself that the mordant

ted to be changed about onoo in a quarter of an

hoar, but as the solution was extremelj inex-

pandTe, there was no inducement to use it too

V^w It should be recollected that it was
aeiQier the hydrochloric acid nor the chlorate of

potaA which bit the zinc plate, but the chemical

ff'—iihaiigii and reaction, steps which were
iiniiiltaBeous. Some ebullition of gas neces-

tiilj took place during the reaction ; if none
were observable the artist knew the plate was
not being bitten. It was evident, therefore,

that the greater the ebullition the more rapidly

was the etching being bitten in, and that was
why he had ueed a strong solution when etching

a plate during the previous Saturday's lecture.

Mr. Haden then proceeded to his main subject,

the printing of etchings. This was more or less

of an artistic character, and had always been
retained in the hands of the artist. In an o!d

etching, by Abraham Boss, on the screen repre-

nnting the printing process, it was clear that

tbe actual printer was the artist, superintending

the work of an assistant. He knew of but two
printers of etchings in this country at the pre-

aent day, of whom Hr. Golding (who has acted

during the lectures as Mr. Uaden's assistant)

was by far the best he had ever met with. Mr.
Brooks, a nephew of the steel-plate printer,

had been spoken of as a very good printer, but
of his work he had no personal knowledge. As
a rule, a steel-plate printer could not be trusted

with an etchiog ; he was accustomed to handle
a plate roughly, to scour it with coarse muslins,

and to print heavily. As an illustration of this

lie might mention that some time since some
excellent plates by "Whistler were intrusted to a

steel-plate printer. The lecturer was at the

pains to visit the printer's and explain the way
in which they should be treated. The man pro-

fessed to understand all about them, and, as the

plates were in the best possible condition, satis-

factory impressions were expected. The results

were so bad that, supposing the plates had been
worn out by handling, &c., they were sold for a
mere nothing, but the purchaser found on exami-
nation that they were still capable of use. For
proofs, the paper ordinarily used was common
plate paper ; but it was too coarse, was scored
with lines, and often contained iron and plaster

of Paris, which were detrimental to the plate.

The finest material for printing upon was old
icerger paper. Some specimens of this, of the
kind actually used by Rembrandt, were exhi-
bited, Mr. Hadcn remarking that he had picked
them up sheet by sheet, quire by quire, and
sometimes a ream at a time, in Holland,
Belgium, and Spain. Sheets of the old French
paper, used by Turner in his " Liber Studiorum,"
were also exhibited, and were described as a
very good material. Kembrandt also used a
very fine paper, known as Japanese. The
modem paper from Japan gave a good impres-
sion, but was dry in colour, and was not very
desirable, for it became cottonous with wear. It
was, indeed, the fibre of a plant, and was pro-
duced by first pounding the stems with stones
till they became rotten ; this was reduced with
water to a pulp, and spread upon stones to

become the thin paper exhibited. A very good
Terger paper was made by Watson, but its thin-
ness was a disadvantage ; he intended to order
some of thicker texture to be made, and it would
then be the best for the purpose. The ink used
was of lampblack, tempered with sienna, umber,
and sepia ; the latter might be used by itself, but
it was very costly. Two kinds of oil were used
—strong and weak. If an etching plate appeared
weak, a strong oil was used by the printer in
his ink to bring it out ; and if it looked strong,
be employed a weak oil. The character and
oomposititm of his ink was to the printer of
etching^ as important a part of his art as the
biting-in was to the etcher himself. Judgment
was required not only in proportioning the in-

gredients, but in spreading just the right amount
<m the plate to secure a good and uniform im-
luunlon. The press used was a small wooden
one, with four long levers attiiched to the wheel,
scarcely changed or improved from tlie one de-
picted on the etching by Boss previously referred
to, and which was eiecutedT about a.d. 1600.
A larger press than that shown (taking a sheet
a little larger than a BurLDiso News page) was
nenessary for etchings of any considerable size,

but the principles of construction were equally

simple. The table on which the plate rested

was, like the framework, of wood, but he should
prefer an iron bed, believing as he did that quite

sufficient elasticity of pressure was secured in the
blanket and wooden roUer. The blankets upon
the roller should be old, and required changing
at every eight impressions, or the moisture they
imbibed from the paper would spoil it. The
proof which was the end of all this preparation

was protected by a backing of stronger paper,

and it should be dried by hanging aero.ss a pole

or string ; the best old etchings showed on the

back the mark of this line. If the proofs were
laid one upon the other the delicate rounded
casts and pj'ramids of ink were flattened, and the

impressions lost shadow and were blurred. "When
dried singly, as in the early days, the lines would
actually stand out in relief upon the paper. As
those suggestions were entirely new, he ought to

state how he arrived at the conclusions embodied
in them. He had made sections of the various
kinds of lines, and had also taken casts

from plates, and examined them by the aid

of magnifying powers. He did not like the term
'

' proof '

' on accoimt of the mode in which it had
been used, but for purpcses of illustration he
would, in deference to usage, divide the im-
pressions taken from a plate into jiroofs and
prints. There were two sorts of proofs : one was
the trial impression taken from time to time by
the artist, in order to ascertain the condition of

the plate. Such proofs in the case of an
engra-ring might amount to five or even ten in

number, but could never reach 5,000. For
etching but throe or four were at the utmost
required. In speaking of the enonnous numbers
of so-called '

' proofs '

' taken and sold under the

stamp of the Printsellers' Association, he had had
no fear of being guilty of exaggeration, but he had
takenpains to ascertainwhat were the actual issues.

Of one of these plates £43,000 worth of impres-
sions were taken and soldas " proofs," of another
from £30,000 to £40,000 worth were sold, in

every case as "proofs," and in the fii-.st case,

notwithstanding that £45,000 worth of proofs

had been sold, the plate was examined and taken
down to the prcs again, when several thousand
pounds' worth more '

' proofs '

' were issued before

the plate was considered good enough only for

"prints." The first fifty or hundred proofs
taken by engravers might, however, be properly
considered to be of higher value than subsequent
ones, aU of which should be deemed simply
prints. Of etchings, on the other hand, but
very few could be printed, and the price of these,

if etched by an artist, would increase year by
year, while the engravings already refeiTed to

would never return the purchasers' shillings, or

even pence, for their outlay. Mr. Golding would
now print off from an etched plate by the lec-

turer ; he would examine it, add a few touches to
the plate where needed, and return it to Mr.
Golding, who would print a second impression.
At the third impression he should tell him that it

would do, with the number of impressions that he
thought the plate was capable of producing, say,

twenty-five proofs, and should mark the plate

with his bon a ti/rr; should it bear more than
that, all subsequent impressions would be merely
"prints." The etcher utterly repudiated the
mark of the Printsellers' A.ssociation. For him-
self , he wrote on the trial specimens, "Artist's
proof. No. 1," "Artist's proof. No. 2," and
"Artist's proof, No. 3," as the case might be, and
then 1, 2, 3, up to the number to which he had put
his lion a tircr. Thus, the number written by
the etcher represented the actual number of the
impression in the series, and this etchers con-
sidered a better guarantee than the Association
stamp. One of the absurd regulations of the
Printsellers' Association was, that the artist was
required to state beforehand how many impres-
sions of the plate ho intended to issue. This, in
the case of an etching, was practically impos-
sible, for all depended on the character of the
plate. If it were a soft one, the number of good
impressions might not exceed eight or ten ; but
if it happened to be hard, it might reach a hun-
dred. In the case of a dry-point, the durability
of a plate was still more imeertain. What, it

might bo asked, was a '

' state
'

' as applied to an
etching? After a few impressions had been
taken from a plate, some corrections might be
made by the artist, and the printing was arrested
for this purpose. Those printed prior to this

alteration wore thereforeknown as the first state of

j
the plate. Some artists added a few scratches to

I

the plate at each working of tbe press, and thus

I

multiplied states, to the confusion of the cata-

loguer. A recent cataloguer of Eembrandt's
works had for the last two years been busy in
enumerating such states, and, moreover, being
of a busy and inquiring turn of mind, hid copied
all the lecturer's original observations and incor-
porated them into it. At this stage of the lec-

ture Mr. Golding printed a trial proof from one
of the zinc plates etched by Mr. Hadei. in the
room on the preceding Saturday. Mr. Haden
added a few lines and touches, and a second
artist's proof was pulled off. Mr. Haden con-
tinued—If I now write my bon a tirer upon the
plate, the number indicated will be well and
honestly printed. In England printers never
steal proofs, but in France theynover neglect the
opportunity of doing so. A friend of mine was
in an auction room in Paris some time since,

when one of my miserable etchings came iip for
sale. My friend knew that no more than twelve
impressions were supposed to have been struck
oft', and he also knew what had become of them,
and that this could not be one. He therefore
gave twelve giiineas for it at the auction, and
when he had bonght it he examined it in the
room, and deliberately tore it in halves, and said

to the astonished company, '
' I have received no

orders for this, but I have reason to know this to
be a spurious impression, and am perfectly sure
that Mr. Seymour Haden will repay me the
money." The people at the auction were still

very much amazed, but my friend's conduct left

a very good effect. The process Icnown as

"acierage" consists rn covering, by means of

galvanic action, the soft copper plate by a hard
coating of steel, for the pui'pose of enabling the
printer to take off a great niimber of impres-sions.

This seemed likely to give a new power to the

etcher; but a grave practical difficulty to the

process is that the ink quits the plate too easily.

The resiilt is a dry and miserable impression, so

that the etcher does not care for it. There is,

indeed, no reason for the adoption of any such
process of multiplication of copies. Certainly,

the etcher has no object in publishing many im-
pressions, and at the present time there is no .such

demand. If there are fifty in the whole
country who care for an etching, there cer-

tainly are not fifty-one. However, acierage

is extremely useful for coating the plate

before being handled, for manyplate.s are literally

worn out before a good impression has been
talcen, and the steel face can be washed off by
acid before the plate is printed from in the

ordinary way. Such a regTilation as that of the

Printsellers' Association, which requires the

number of impressions to be declared, would
have been fatal to the occasional finding of

etchings by the old masters, had it been in force

in their day. In that case I should never have
been able to secure the beautiful little etching by
Rembrandt (shown on the screen) which turned

up the other day, and which cost me at auction

£74. The limitation caused by this Association

has the effect of transferring property in an
etching or engraving from the artist into the

hands of the trade. Let us suppose that an
artist published a work illustrated by, say, five-

and-twcnty etchings, and that 150 copies of that

work are printed, and these are speedily sold at

the published price—suppose we call it 12

guineas. In less than ten years the value of

that work has risen to 25 guineas, and it has

passed altogether out of the hands of the artist

into those of the trade, who destroy the letter-

press and sell the etchings in detail for 63 guineas,

and in a very short time there won't be a copy of

the book I refer to left. Some time since I

executed an etching and gave it to one of the

largest printsellers to publish. After a very

short time I foimd that its sale mysteriously

stopped, and this continued for more than a year.

The publisher had, I presume, received a threat-

ening notice from the Association that if he con-

tinued to sell it he would be exjjeUed, and a note

was sent throughout the kingdom. In a very

short time the impressions must pass into the

hands of the trade, and the artist will never

deiive any advantage from liis etching. We
have now brought our little coiu'se of lectures to

a clo.so. We have endeavoured to look at the

subject theoretically and practically. We have
entered into all details, have shown the advan-

tages of etching, and its histoiy, and have
endeavoured to point out fearlessly the obstacles

wliich hinder its revival. Art has for .some years

past been raised to a false level. The prices

demanded by artists have been out of all pro-

portion to the earnings of other professional men.
When we hear of £2,000 being given for a por-
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trait we ask why should not the doctor have
.£1,000 for curing a fever, £10,000 for a case of

pleurifjy, and £00,000 for saving life ? What art

can flourish at such a rate as that ? If all this

in so wrong, time is it that, by some unmis-
takable manifestation, it should be shown.
Such manifestations of i)ublic opinion are being
shown. It is becoming apparent that Ihc higli

pressure of the last fifteen yeai-s cannot be kept
lip, and that the public are getting tired of

"Stags at Bay," "Squirrels Cracking Nuts,"
and lackadaisical young Ladies. I trust that this

is the beginning of a change for tho bettor in
public opinion.

M
ART AND FREEDOM.

R. AUBERON HERBERT, who presided
at the annual meeting of tho Southampton

School of Art, in the course of his address
remarked that it seemed as if it was impossible
for a nation in a condition of servitude to have a
keen perception and enjoyment of what was
beautiful, or to have the power of expressing it.

What, he asked, was the great moment of Greek
art ? It exactly corresponded to the moment of
highest national greatness. The moment in
which those beautiful sculptures were made in
Athens, and the city was made glorious by her
buildings, was the moment also of her great
generals, poets, and statesmen ; it was the
moment of her richest and fullest national Ufe,
when the nation had Just successfully fought to
be free, and was exulting in her hard-won free-
dom. It was so also in the history of Rome,
although there, as it happened, the moment of
successful art was not exactly contemporaneous
with that of national greatness, but followed
close upon it. Nor is this unnatural. The seed
had been sown, though the fruit was delayed in
ripening. Passing on to a great period in the
historj' of Europe, too, after that long sleep
which they spoke of generally as the Dark Ages,
when at last the country seemed to awake, and
light broke in upon minds which had slumbered
so long, it was soon after tho year 1000 that
there came to us that great and rich development
of artistic power, which re-created the existence
of architecture. Some 100 or 600 years after-
wards, when this great wave which had touched
the mind of Europe seemed to have nearly worn
out, in the period known as the Renaissance,
there was another wonderful outbui'st of poetry,
literature, and art—in architectui'e, sculpture,
and painting. Where, at that time, did they
find the homes of tliis power? In the free
cities of Italy. There were certain cities in
Italy which beyond all others had preserved their
individuality, life, and freedom, each like a
separate thread running tlirough the history of
Europe. They would find that it was to
Florence and Venice, they owed the greatest
debt. Now what was the lesson which he
wished them to draw from this ? It was, fii-stof

all, that all who cared for art, who would enjoy
tho pleasure which it could afford, and who
desired to see the art of this country carried
higher and higher, must remember that art
never can live and flourish unless it grows in a
free soil, unless the awakened intelligence of a
people is surrounding it and supplying it

with nourishment. They must require of
politicians, of those who governed them, and of
all those who had charge of the fortunes of this
nation, that they should watch very carefuUy
over English liberties, so that there may ever be
the right soil in which this tender and delicate
plant of theirs was to grow. And he thought it

not only depended—important as that was

—

upon what they called national freedom. '
' I

now come," continued the speaker, "to another
kind of freedom, which no statesman or public
man can give 3'ou, but which each of you must
Tvin for him or herself. I mean the freedom of
the inner life, that freedom of the mind which
makes a man independent of the world outside
him, of its caprices, its fashions, its tyrannies,
which lets him see -H-ith his own eyes and judge
witli his own judgment. It is an old cry, that
the world is too much with us ; that it forces us
to be of itself ; that it hinders tJie growth of our
own nature, and the fashioning of oar own
instincts. I say, then, let us strive to be free in
ourselves—let us strive not to be caught in tho
current that is round us, and carried we know
not wliither

; but let us strive to keep unimpaired
oiu: allegiance to that tribunal which is within
ourselves. Let it bo our own perception, our
own reason, our own judgment, our own con-

science, not tho.se of tho

which makes one
world. What is it

man a really great painter
where the many fail around him f It is that they
are looking with tlie eyes of tho world ; he is

looking with his own eyes, and seeing what they
fail to see. Tou remember what Turner said

—

Each man saw according to the power of sight
that he brought with him. And that power of

sight such as he had, and such as other great
men have had, comes simply from the fact of the
freslmess and keenness and truth of their per-
ceptions—perceptions belonging to the individual
and differing altogether from those of the crowd
aroimd them. When, on the other hand, Ruskin
spoke of the Academy as in great measure like a
gigantic edition of tlie JlliisCralal London News
he meant that a largo number of tho artists were
thinking the world's thoughts, were looking
with the world's eyes—not using their own eyes
and their own thoughts, and therefore, in the
expression of these thoughts became trivial and
poor. I know that it can be the lot of but few
to stand out far above the re.st of their fellows,

to mould public opinion, or found a new school
of art, but it seems to me possible for each one
of those to whom I am speaking to be true to
their own self—not to bow down to the world
that is round them, to buUd up their own stan-
dard of the true and the false, to cherish and
cling to the freedom of the inner self, and in
doing so to raise here and everywhere the spii-it

in which we look on art in this country, to make
our perception more individual, and therefore
more truthful, more fresh, more vigorous."

they cannot be said to bo inferior to tho Swedes.
Deunuu'k has little on the walls. The manner is

tender and sympathetic, but on tlio wholo weak.
Portugal does little more than rise to tho level of
a proviuuial English town. Greece shows work
in a smooth, conscientious way; but there ii

nothing of classic Greece. Switzerland has some
good pictures, but nothing calling for special
attention. It is also rich in art prcSuctions, but
often there is a touch of Gorman dryness.
Russia is a small state in art, however largo in
area. Its students only who have studied in
Paris come to the front with credit to themselves
and honour to their country. The activity of
the Russian artist is remarkable. Germany and
Belgium are vigorous sometimes to coarseness

;

amounting sometimes to unflinching realism.
Holland does not have many pictures, but its sea
pictures are perfect. What, again, is to bo said
of France, that has grouped these treasures?
Paris is the ai-t school of the world ; embracing
all schools, and towards which pilgrims flock
from every land. Its roll of illustrious names is

worthy of tho admiration of the world.

A
CONTEMPORANEOUS ART.

LECTURE entitled, "Contemporaneous
Art, as Illustrated by the Great Paris

Exhibition of 1878," was deliv3red by Mr. J.
Forbes Robertson before the members of the
Society for the Fine Arts in the large gallery, at

9, Conduit-street, Regent-street, W., on the
evening of Thursday in last week. Mr. James
Edmeston, F.R.I.B.A., presided.
Mr. Robei-tson said, that whatever the motives

of the originators of the Exhibition in Paris,
about which various theories had been put
forward, the issues were momentous in the
extreme, both in an intellectual and artistic

aspect. The wonders of the world had been
gathered together for universal admiration,
promising that the sword would sooner or later
be transformed into a ploughshare. To deal
with a moiety of them only in a brief hour would
be nothing less than presumption. We are first

struck with the art aptitude of the French people
in statues and their accompaniments. We could
not have produced such an effect. Passing
through the great hall, the first set of rooms was
devoted to the British schools ; and these, by
universal consent, were creditable to ourselves.
British characteristics may be summed up in the
word modesty. The French excel in handling

—

the facile use of tho pencil comes to them by
natm-e. America and Italy follow the British
art section. America does not shovr in sculpture
so successfully as it might have done, Boston
submitting nothing. French influence is strongly
marked in all American exhibits. Wiley has a
good pictm-e, but it is strongly French. Dana is

a remarkable sea-painter. Tliirty years ago
America could scarcely exhibit anything ; now it

occupies a foremost place. Italy, once a paint-
ing country, is now one of sculptui-e. It still,

however, has artists with serious aims. The
Spanish influence is, however, felt throughout
Italian work. The French school is also seen
in Italian work. Italy's work in scidpture is

varied ; its leVel, however, is not maintained
throughout. The figure of tho late Pope is

excellent. With political liberty vigoiu- has
been imparted to Italian art. Austria has some
gi-and pictures, as tho entiy of Charles II. into
Antwerp. Portraiture is also well represented.
Hungary only fills one salon, and its work is

quite up to tho Austrian standard—rich in
texture and colour. One picture, a Miltonic
subject, received the highest piize that could be
awarded at tho Exhibition ; strength of repre-
sentation and beauty of effect. Hungarian art
is excellent, but not special. Sweden and Norway
are devoted to sea subjects and landscapes.
Their teclinical qualities are of a high order.
There is French influence, however, as in manners
and customs. Charles XII. of Sweden's funeral
is Swedish, and iinpre».sive and characteristic and
national. The N '

"orwegians have no historic
work of importance, although in general effect ornamentation was so much admired that on the

THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OP
PATTERN DESIGNING.

MR. WILLIAM MORRIS deUvered a leoture
on this subject at the Co-operative Insti-

tute, Oxford-street, on Tuesday evening, Mr. Or.

C. Warr in the chair. The progress and do*
velopment of ornament were traced from itl

earliest records on Egyptian tombs and temples,
its symbolic character being demonstrated. In
the remains of Assyria this was still more
developed ; tho saci-ed tree and serpent, the
embodiments of the spirits of good and evil, were
constantly repeated in more or less conven-
tionalised form, and these eablems survived in
ornaments of every style to the latest Gothic and
Renaissance. The love of delineations of life and
of flowers was universal. The progress of art in
Persia was also adverted to, and the winged
bulls and lions were referred to as derived from
more ancient Assyrian and Babylonian sourees.
The incised and intricate patterns of Persia,
India, and other eastern lands were shown to
have a common growth. Greek art exliibited a
steady gi'owth of refinement and grace to the
Periciean age, but there was throughout a cold-
ness and constraint, and a painful sense of
unattained perfection. Ornament was every-
where subordinated to architectural form, and
was of simple character, and derived from Eastern
sources. The common error that the Greeks had
little perception of the beauty of colour, and
that they were even colour-blind, was ex-
posed and contradicted, the lecturer urg-
ing that Greek colour - nomenclature and
habits of thought referred rather to the tone
and brilliancy than to precise hue. As
the Greeks decayed the Romans increased in
power and influence, and to them, or rather,
perhaps, to tho vast assemblage of nations
brought into intereourse under their imperial
rule, the world owed it that architectm-e became
an art to be studied, and not a conventional
form of building. The arch was introduced as a
building feature of practical use by the Romans,
and fresh combinations of parts, constructional
innovations, and decorative experiments were
tried with the daring of engineers rather than
with the skill of architects. With the change of
the seat of government to Byzantium a further
development of art took place, the influence was
being felt to the present day. The exuberant
richness and wealth of ornament then employed
in Constantinople had furnished suggestions to
the whole world. Incidentally, the Mosque of
St. Sophia, in that city, was refeiTed to as the
most beautiful building in existence, and the
delicacy and refinement of its ornamentation was
illustrated by a large coloured diagram of one of
the capitals, the bell of which was completely
mantled by crisp fern-like leaves, spreading from
the astragal. Arab art was really a combination
of Greek, Coptic, and Byzantine, but owed its

chief impulse to the last souree. The gradual
spread of Byzantine ornamentation and archi-
tectural style over Europe formed the concluding
part of the lecture. These Eastern ideas overran
Italy, spreading into Lombardy, where they were
adapted with a new force and beauty, and the
builders, who had been rugged and coarse, dis-
played work of a lovely and delicate character.
From thence the new ideas penetrated into
I'rance, and so passed into Germany, where the
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basks of the Rhine the mode, now known as the

SoBianesque' style, had never boon abandoned.

TVoan the Rhine it was transported to Entrland,

and was developed on new lines, till the Italian

pluue, introduced by the Normans, supplanted

and partially absorbed it, and Italian phases,

later on, again banished the Gothic modes of

thought. The tide still swept westwai-ds and
northwards, far-otf Iceland being at length

reached. Mr. Morris urged that no art was
worthy of the name which was not at once a

pleasure to the artist to produce and to the user

to behold.

SUNDAY-SCHOOL BUILDINGS.

AS£RII^ of articles on the above subject has
recently appeared in the Church Siiiidaij

School Magazine, written by Mr. C. G. May-
lard, A.R.I.B.A., which offer some suggestions

for the consideration of builders of Sunday-
schools. It wUl at once be admitted that ,the

present buildings which answer tliis purpose in

our towns are deplorably defective in planning,
nncomfortable, and in most cases quite inade-
quate for the purposes of Sunday-school teaching.
in the majority of instances, they are hired rooms
in unhealthy localities, low, Hi-lighted,'and un-
ventilated. Mr. Maylard, who has given, we
believe, much attention to the wants of Sunday-
school building, points out the value of separate
class-rooms for the use of scholars whom it is

desired to attach to the Church. Ho says justly,
" in every case, whether a large or small school,

there ought to bo one general room with the
necessary class-rooms in number accoi-ding to the
size of the parish. It is of paramount import-
ance that these adjimcts to the school should be as

numerous as possible, consistently with the extent
of the population, and the smallest school should
not have less than two." It is doubtless, as the
author points out, the policy of the clergy to

provide separate rooms to prevent the elder

members leaving at a time when they ought to

become attached to the Church. Advanced
scholars do not care to mix with younger childi'en,

but if other rooms were provided they could meet
as Bible-classes. These rooms would also bo avail -

able for other uses, such as instruction for con-
firmation, servants' classes, reading, &c. If,

further, these separate rooms could be made
capable of being thrown into one general room,
an additional advantage would be insured, as

snch a large room could be turned to various pur-
poses for parochial meetings or entertainments.
The author shows first how a school for a
small parish may be planned. He proposes
a general schoolroom 40ft. by 30ft., with
two class-rooms at one end, each 18ft. by
14 ft., opening into the general room by
folding or sliding doors. Each class-room
to have its own entrance. At the other end of

school-room is shown the main porch entrance
at one comer, a recess for superintendent's desk
in middle, and a small class-room with separate
entrance at the other comer. Such a general
schoolroom will accommodate at the usual allow-
ance of 8ft. superficial to each scholar, 200
children, and t'.ie class-rooms 20 for Bible-classes

or 4 infants as a gallery. The room could easily

be improvised into a church or used for mission
seniccs by making the recess a chancel, and the
sraaW class-room at side a vestry, and by removing
the doors of the two class-rooms at the other end;
in this way 300 people might be seated. It is

pointed out that the room may be divided by
curtains. Another plan on a similar principle,

but with separate rooms for the boys and girls

is given. The arrangement is that of an inverted

J, the vertical part being the boys', and the hori-
zontal part the girls' school. At the end of boys'
school two class-rooms are shown 14ft. by 14ft.

each, opening into it and with separate entrances,
also two other class-rooms each, 22ft. by 14ft.

in the angles of large rooms, available for
either school. The large schoolrooms arc 40ft.
by 30ft. for the bojs, and 5Cft. by 30tt. for the
^rls; the two bcmg capable of being thrown
mto one by the removal of a partition. The class-
room are also arranged to be thrown together
for mission services, &c. The school is capable
of accommodating from .500 to 600.
Mr. Maylard next proceeds to show the advan-

tages of the "radiating" or American system

—

a plan which has partially at Ica.st been intro-
duced into this country. A combination of the
rectangular and radiating principles is shown by
a plan of a school at Wandsworth, by Mr. J.
Weir, architect, designed for the Wcsleyan

Simday-school Union. Tlie school-room is 51ft.

by 34ft. ; at one end are 4 class-rooms arranged
round a segment—in plan the arrangement looks
like an arch with 4 voussoirs, segmental in its

inner curve, and with straight extrados. At the
other end is a shallow recess and platfomi, which
might be used as a chancel. But the author
advocates a more thorough carrj-iug out of the
radiating plan, and furnishes two plans to illus-

trate his remarks. One of these represents a
simple semicircular building, the central space
being the general school, 30ft. radius from the
superintendent's desk, which forms the centre of

chord line or diameter, a platform recess being
behind. Six class-rooms, each 22ft. by 18ft. are

arranged roimd the outer line of this semicircular

rooms at the sides, and an infants' class-room
with separate entrances. We quote the
author's description: "On the ground-floor is

a central room A, 40ft. by 20ft. for 150 scholars

;

C radiating class-rooms B, for 156 scholars, and
an infants' class-room C, for 85 scholars, all with
separate accesses, and all available for xise as
one large room to seat 500 people. The position
of the desk of the superintendent is such that from
it he can see every scholar in all these rooms,
and the same would be the case when used for
Church services. A large arched recess is at the
back of his desk with a platform for speakers on
occasions of parochial meetings. A vestry or
library, D, is arranged at the back of the platform,
with lavatory, water-closet, and book cupboard.

UPPER PLAN.

space with radiating division walls, and separate
entrances and wide openings with folding doors
towards the schoolroom so that every scholar can
see the superintendent, while each class-room is

cquidistantly placed from the desk. Such a school
would seat 180 childi'en in eighteen classes, while,
with the class-rooms, it would accommodate nearly
600. A front or straight range of building eon-
tains two Bible class- rooms for adults, committee-
rooms, stairs, and lavatories. It is easy to see

that this plan is well adopted for a large pariah,

lends itself admirably to parochial or other meet-
ings by removing the folding doors and erecting
galleries over some of the class-rooms—an
arrangement that would enable 1,000 people to
be seated. Wo are indebted to the author for the
use of the accompanying plan which explains this

arrangement more fully. As will be seen, it

contains a general room with radiating class-

Right and left of this room are entrances for

senior boys and girls respectively, with a class-

room E, for each to hold 36. The total number
of scholars thus prorided for is 463." E, is a
large waiting lobby for use of those who get
books, while C is a lobby and stairs leading to a
reading-room, tea and cofi'ee-room, and kitchen,

in connection in centre. A gallery round the

general room could be readily constructed, avail-

able for parents on prize distributions, and it is

also pointed out that the two senior class-rooms

are sufficiently high to obtain a mezzanine story

for caretaker's rooms over lobby and vestry. Tho
general room would be lighted by a series of

windows above the openings of class-rooms, the

latter being kept low. From this plan it is clear

the space is occupied in an economical manner,
and that the system adapts itself to square sites.

On the rectangular plan of building, a large part
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of such a Bite becomes noccssai-ily occupied by
projcctiuff class-rooms, and the land is more cut
up. Kefcrriug to cost, the author bases his

calculations upon the Loudon market, and allows
6d. per foot cube. The small rectan^ilar plan we
first described woiUd at this rate cost £1,150, or

a little over £4 a cMld ; the larger plan for 530
scholars would cost about £2,350, and the large
radiating school for 700 scholars would cost about
£3,000; the one we illustrate about £2,500, these

eujns including external conveniences and boim-
dary walls, but no fittings. Various details and
sanitary hints are given by the author in his con-
cluding paper, to which it is here hardly neces-
sary to refer. The selection of a sunny aspect^

for the windows is of course desirable ; heating
is best effected by hot-water or air, with open
fireplaces in the class-rooms if necessary. Air-
chambered grates, drawing their air-supply from
the outside are recommended, the heated air

escaping through a grating at the top, capable of
being rogidatcd. As regards the ventilation,
separate ventilating ilues in connection with the
smoke-flues are advocated, openings for the exit
of vitiated air being made near the ceiling,
having a Sherringham, Boyle or Amott's valve.
Draught is maintained by gas-jets placed just
above the valves in the flues, and lighted by an
opening with close glazed door. Sun burners
with shafts are also recommended for flat ceiled
schools. The fresh air is proposed to be intro-
duced behind a wood dado, having a space of
about 2in.,. with movable hinged flaps for
the admission of air. With regard to the class-
room doors, the author prefers those wliich slide

up from the floor into the wall, hung at the sides
like sashes, to folding doors ; in this case the
general school would have to be top-lighted or
arranged as a domical lantern. Mr. Maylard's
suggestions are sensible, while the system of
arrangement he advocates is strictly scientific.

ME. ALMA TADEMA'S PICTLTJES.

THE pictures painted by Mr. Ahna Tadema
for this year's Academy Exhibition were

on view at Messrs. Pilgeram and Lefevre's
galleries in King-street, St. James's-
square, during the latter end of last week.
We scarcely need to tell our readers that they
well sustain their author's reputation ; and as
examples of consummate Tf/iessc, combined with
a power of realistic effect, we have seldom seen
finer works, even by this master. "Down to
the Eiver," the largest picture, is a grand piece
of painting that has more historic interest and
Buggestiveness in it than the simple title woiUd
lead us to expect. It represents one of those
noble stone bridges that might have spanned the
Tiber or some classic river in its palmiest days.
An Italian lady with a little girl are just
seen on the lower left hand comer of the canvas
descending a flight of steps at one end of the
bridge. 'The head of a boatman, with his hand
pointing to the river, is apparently soliciting
hire, while below him, on a return flight, is seen
the head of another dark mulatto-like man,
also eager for engagement. These figures,
or rather heads, are wonderfully painted, and
give a scale to the grand perspective
of the bridge which crosses the river. To add to
the effect of descent, the artist has cleverly in-
troduced the lack of the head of a golden-haired
woman in the half-landing. We cannot speak
too highly of the solid luminous side of the bridge,
and its reflection in the smooth swelling ripple of
the blue river which flows beneath the arches.
It has been objected by some critics, who affect
aecuracy, that the arches are not in true perspec-
tive, the second span being of a different curve
to the others adjoining it; but it is evident the
artist has here intentionally shown a bridge in
which the arches vary, and are of different
width and oiu^attu-e, as may be seen by the
sudden drop of the lino of the parapet in the
distance. The end openings were evidently in-
tended to be different, and we can hardly impute
to a painter of such masterly architectural
detail a want of correct drawing in so easy a
matter. At the farther end of the bridge a
triumphal arch spans the roadway, while in the
spandrels are introduced pedimcnted niches with
bronze statues. These are marvellously painted,
and stand out iu the sunUt recesses. The cor-
nice, mouldings, and detail generally are very
carefully drawn, and the structure reminds
na of an Italian bridge that spans the
Arno. The colouring, however, is exceed-

ingly rich and sparkling, and the handling
spirited ; the deep blue of the sky over the
warm-toned stone, and the rich colours in

the water, make up a glowing canvas. " A
Hearty Welcome" is a small panel subject,

representing the interior of a con.servatory,

surrounded by buildings of ItaUan charac-
ter. Flowering shrubs, cactuses, sunflowers,

poppies, and other plants are iatroduced,

with a truth, delicacy, yet breadth of mauipida-
tion tliat is remarkable. Viewed with a largo
magnifying lens, the blossom and the leafage
look like reality itself ; every leaf and flower is

delineated vnth a microscopic faithfubiess which
only a photograph can give, and yet the eye is

not distracted with minutiee. Mr. Tadema seems
to possess the power of rendering his pictures
with faultless and minute detail, at the same
time that he never wearies the observer. His
foliage is nothing but a dexterous effect produced
by a dry bruiih with masterly precision, and the
same may be said of his sunflower and blossoms.
Figures of a lady and girl clad in ItaHau gar-
ments are introduced, and, we understand, are
portrait studies of Mrs. Tadema and her little

gu'l, wliile a dark-robed figiu'e is approaching
by a staircase, intended for the painter hunsolf

.

The play of sunlight on the coloured pilasters,

the carved marble entablutui'e which appears iu

the distance, and the figures are mar\-ellou3. In
the "Feast of Pomona," another even smaller
cabinet picture, the artist has given us an episode
of old Eoraan history, in which Pomona, the
divinity of garden produce, is the subject of

festive dance. Mr. Tadema seems to have
caught the very spirit of the festival, and we
might imagine lis picture to bo almost a
reproduction in colotu' of VaiTo's descrip-
tion of these special servdces to the honour
of the tutelar goddess. The apple-tree,
with its blossom, roimd which the figures
are shown dancing, the frescoed garden wall,
over which a fringe of |^bright green leaves
and blossom appears ; the altar ; the marble
border and hyacinths, are wonderful iu their
microscopic minuteness and spirited exeeution.
In " The Time of Constantine' we have an epi-
sode of old Roman hfe, told with similar dra-
matic power. The story told is exceedingly
simple. A wealthy citizen is entertaining a
friend in his garden. Both are seated, amused
by the begging attitude of a dog, which is rest-
ing on its liind legs. But the surrounding
adjuncts make up the picture, the most strildng
point in which is the grey, cold marble and sta-

tuary in the shade of which the ho.st and guest
sit, the reflected gi'een light on the coping of
wall, and the bright green leaves on the other
side. We can abnost fancy, as we look into the
picture, the reality of the marble. Another
small piece, in water-colour, entitled " Strigils
and Sponges," is probably suggested from the
old Roman Bath. The stooping figure of the
undressed lady iu the foimtain, and the attend-
ants—one dark, and the other -with golden hair

—

the tran.sparcncy of the water, the splash in the
basin, is almo.st suggestive of allcgoi-y. The
only regret we feel is that these exquisite cabinet
pictures should have been painted so small,
worthy as they are of larger canvases ; and
uidcss placed within accessible distance, we are
afraid they icill be lost by the side of larger and
bolder pictures. Mr. Alma Tadema can paint
both large and .small pieces with equal boldness
and delicacy; but these pictures are abnost as
surprising in their disparity of scale as they are
in dexterity of execution.

IRON PIERS.

THE employment of wrought iron for the
piles of bridges, piers, and other structures,

has necessitated attention to bracing and other
modes of connection and strengthenicg. Bridge
piers usually consist of a number of piles simk
into the bed of river either by screws or pile-

drivers, connected together by cross braces, the
tops receiving caps, upon which the girders rest.

Clusters of two, fotu-, or more columns or piles,

connected by ties, form the piers, and these are
generally braced together by angle-iron bolted
to ears or lugs, which in ca.st-iron columns are
cast at intervals in the height. We here call

attention to one or two modes of connecting piles

of wrought-ii'on. One very useful method
employed in structures of the class wo are con-
sidering is to join the bracing bars to the upright
piles or columns by means of clips, which svu'-

round the column on tlu-ee sides and jiroject as

lugs, which latter receive the bracing bars. These
are generally roimd, made flat at the ends, with
eyes, and are bolted through the lug or project-
ing part of clip. Ouo advantage of this m'tbod
of connection is that the clip may bo adjusted
to suit the bars, or rather the unsupported
length of pile. In adjusting tie bars the
screw shackle is employed, by which the
length of tie can be regulated to a nicety by
turning the shackle. This kind of adjustment u
evidently required where t)io piles cannot be
driven with accurate verticality. The sizes of
these bracing bars and ties must in all cases be
regulated according to the requirements of each
case, and no rule can bo given. 'The fact is that
bracing of this description is exposed to strains
of an irregular kind tljat cannot be estimated.
Mr. Stoney, in his able work on the " Theory
of Strains, ' observes :

" Cross-bracing generally
fulfils two fimctions—it acts as a horizontal web
holding the compression flanges at short intervals
in the line of thi-ust, and thus preserving them
from lateral flexure, to which all long pilfars are
liable

; it also braces the whole structure in a
horizontal plane, stiffening _it against vibration,
and to resist the side pres.sure of the wind." He
also recommends counterbracing the cross-
bracing. In the case of braced pillars, the same
writer remarks: " In long pillars it is desirable
to connect each pair of compression bars by in-
ternal cross-bracing." He, in fact, regards the
pillar as a girder, each of whose flanges is sub-
ject to a longitudinal pressure. From Ilodgkin-
son's experiments on plate-iron tubular pillars
it is probable that the strength of braced
pUlars is within certain limits independent
of their length, for internal bracing is
generally somewhat stronger than theory
requires. Mr. Stoney adopts in practice 4 tons
per square inch of gross section (excluding the
cross-bracing) for the working strain of wrought-
iron braced pillars. He regards each bay of a
braced pillar as a pillar with roimded ends. It
is obvious such a pillar resembles the compresMon
flange of a girder, and this is the right manner
of regarding it. As regards the sectional forms
of braces, angle-iron seems to be admitted the
best to resist vibrations, as long, round bars and
flat ties offer Uttlo resistance to gusts of wind or
violent waves.
The modes of lengthening pillars of wrought-

iron are by couplings and flanges. Couplings
are best made of steel, secured by bolls. Flanged
rims, through which bolts pass, are generally
adopted in cast-iron uprights and pillars, though
various ingenious modes of lengthening will
suggest themselves to the skilful engineer and
architect. In the construction of iron light-
houses and beacons, considerable opportunity for
structural and artistic modes of connection offers
itself. As a general principle, however, we con-
sider clusters of pillars, disposed in T shaped,
triangular, and quadrangular forms, braced to-
gether, to be the stiffest and most satisfactory
mode of erecting structures of this class.

THE BUILDING TRADE AND THE BY-
LAWS OFTHE METROPOLIT^IN BOARD
OF WORKS.

ON Monday a numerous deputation waited
upon Mr. Cross at the Home Office to ask

him to withhold his approval from the by-laws
promiUgated by the Metropolitan Board of

Works imder the 16th section of the Metropolis
Management and Biulding Acts Amendment
Act, 1S78. Sir James Lawrence, M.P., andMr.
O. Coope introduced the deputation. The by-
laws were framed to prevent the erection of
"jerry" dwellings—houses erected of bad mate-
rial ou plots of land which in many cases had
been mere '

' lay-stalls
'

' for garbage from
London dust-holes. These houses, ha^dng had
their imperfections covered with stucco, were
sold at an enlarged, or, as it has been called, an
"improved" gi'ouud-rent to persons who found
too late that they had become possessed of insani-

tary dwellings constantly needing repair. The
deputation, it was said, did not represent the
large builders, but the men who by their brains
bad made their own way. Sir James Lawrence
declared that some of the by-laws made by the
Metropolitan Board to govern the erection of

biuldings were impracticable, and it would be
impossible to carry them out. He objected to

the rules that concrete was to be used in

all cases under walls, and that the filling up
of holes under houses to be built was to be with
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"hard brici rubbish, or other similar material."

He also objected to the provision that " gwxi

sqnan, sound, well-burnt bricks " should be used

fcr the internal widls as well as for the external

walls, and to the regulations for the composition

of the mortar—"good lime and dean, sharp

sand, which has hefn properly washed, or grit,

in the proportion of one of lime to three of sand

or grit ; and he regarded the rules as placing

mmeoeaRary restrictions upon builders. He also

criticised the powers given to the district sur-

Teyors under the mlea. Mr. Coopo said he held

tiiat it was important that houses for the working
«»1>mmi should nut only be constructed with a due
regard to the necessities of health, but they should

be cheap, in order that rents should be kept down.
He knew that in some parts of London houses

had been so built that it was impossible they
could be healthy dwellings : but he thought that

consideration should be given to tlio point that

while care was taken to guard against such
erections, there should not be rules to prevent
tlM* erection of cheap houses for the poorer
elaases. Several builders then addressed
the Home Secretary, and some of them expressed
themselves as very impatient of the powers given
to the district surveyors, urging that sufficient

safeguards for the public existed before the
appearance of theee rules. The i-ules themselves
were declared to be "an interference with the
liberty of contract," as against "freedom of

action," and it was stated with some bitterness

that the report* of Dr. Tripe, the medical officer

of health of Hackney, regarding erections called
dwellings in that district, had led to the strin-

gency of these rules, which, if carried out to the
fuU, would be very detrimental to those rent-
paying classes of London and the suburbs who
paid between £20 and £50 a year. Mr. Cross,
in reply, said that the Metropolitan Board of
Works had prepared these rules, and that body
was empowered under statute to prepare building
by-laws in order to secure the public health and
the public safety in the area of the metropolis,
such by-laws when approved of by the Home
Office having the full force of law. Whether
the objections which had been raised by the
deputation as to the too great stiingency of

these by-laws were well founded was a matter
which should have his most careful consideration

;

more than that he could not say. The deputa-
tion then retired.

BRITISH ARCIL^OLOGICAL ASSOCIA-
TION.

THE eighth meeting of the Session was held
on Wednesday last, Mr. H. Sjer Cuming,

F.S.A. (Scot.), in the chair. The progress of
some excavations for building purposes, in the
Borough, Southwark, was reported by Mr. Earle
Way, who described a large number of Roman
relics found there. These consisted of fragments
of earthenware vessels of large size, and a per-
forated flint, the "Hag stone" of popular super-
stition, and which was hung upon stables to
prevent the horses being ridden by the hag, as tlie

effects of nightmare were called. Its occurence
loft, from thesurfaceappearsto warrant the belief
that the superstition was known to the Romans.
Mr. Cuming exhibited a beautiful chatelaine or
"equipment" of Pinchbeck's manufacture and
metal. Mr. Loftus Brock, F.S.A., produced in
Illustration of one of the papers, a large collection
of Greek and Etruscan pottery, exhibiting much
diversity of form. Dr. Phene called attention to
several remarkable peculiarities of the articles.

Mr. Thos. Morgan, F.S.A. , then read an elaborate
paper upon Etrurian Art and having reference to
the remarkable tomb recently discovered at Prae-
neste, in Palestine. After tracing the course of art
among this ancient people through the Archaic,
the Greco-Etruscan, and the Romano-Etruscan
Btyle«, illustrating his remarks by a large collec-
tion of plates and drawings, he proceeded to
describe the tomb in detail. It is an oblong
aepolchre, the sides corresponding to the points
of the compass, 18ft. long by 13ft. broad. The
ceiling was flat—in this particular, and in the
style of the ornaments found, indicating a high
antiquity. There had been a bier in the centre,
where was found a plate of gold with small
amulets. Many ornaments of Egyptian character
were fonnd, together with bronze maces, silver
dagger-sheaths, and iron handles. The period
of the interment mjght with safety bo assigned
to the 6th century before Christ. The whole of
the objects have been purchased by the Italian

Grovemmcnt for 70,000 francs. Dr. Phen6 re-
ported the results of excavations made by him in
Etruria, illustrating his remarks by a large col-

lection of drawings, among which the tombs of
Ctistel d' Asso, of vast extent, were dwelt upon,
and the opinion expressed that some of these had
originally been the dwellings of the occupants.
They are cut out of the soUd rock, having what
appear to be doors, but the openings are else-

where.

MR. STREET'S RESIGNATION OF THE
V.P. OF THE R.I.B.A.

TTTE are informed that the reason given in our
V V announcement last week for Mr. G. E.

Street's retirement from the Council of the
R.I.B.A.—which was taken fj-om the Institute

Oirculai'—is incoiTect, and omits all reference to

the reason stated by Mr. Street in his letter

to the Secrctaiy of the R.I.B.A., which wc
publish.

[Copy.]

Deas Me. White,—This year (and next year it

will be same) so much of my time is taken up by
serving on the Council of the Royal Academy, that
I really have no time to spare for other similar
duties, and as under the present system at the
Institute of Architects any chance of getting new
blood into the Council ought to be seized, I feel that
I ought to resign my post as Vice-President and
Member of Council. Will you be so good, there-
fore, as to take care that my name is struck out of

the house list ?—Believe me, yours veiy truly,

(Signed) Geoeoe Edhl'sd Street.

14, Cavendish-place, Cavendish-square, W.
March 20th, 1S79.

W. H. White, Esq., Secretary R.I.B.A.

EXPERIMENTS ON THE TESTING OF
PORTLAND CEMENT AND BRICKS.

IN a recent discussion on a paper read by Mr.
Maclay, before the American Society of

Engineers, some important facts relating to the
subject of cement induration were cited. Mr.
Don J. Whittemore very justly observed that in

experiments undertaken in relation to cements
'

' nothing satisfactory can be done without first

taking every precaution and refinement in mea-
suring, weighing, and manipulating that can be
deidsed in preparing specimens, and that the re-

sulting tests are of little relative value unless all

specimens are exposed to the same temperature."
As Mr. Maelay pointed out in his paper, low
temperature arrests the indurating process as it

does chemical action generally, anil Mr. Whitte-
more says his own observations lead hiiu to the
belief '

' that the action of heat and cold upon
mortars of American hydraulic cements is more
en-atic in character than upon Portland." He
also says that water which has absorbed the most
carbonic acid will always be found the best for

immersion in hastening the indui-atiug process,

and tliis statement he corroborates by the
example of sewer-water immersion, though
dirty water may contain elements injuiious

to the cement. The same authority gives

the result of placing briquettes of pure
cement in a bath of water vapour, constantly
saturated with carbonic acid, for a period of 52
days. While these showed a tensile strength of

3451b. per square inch, specimens of the same
cement immersed in fresh water for the same
period, broke at an average of 1561b. per squai'o

inch. We quite agree with the remark, that no
system of testing is complete which does not give

the values for strains such as crushing and
breaking, as well as tensile strength—the
favourite test. Engineers and arcliitects specify

a certain tensile strength for Portland cement,

but in nine cases out of ten, the cement is seldom
required to resist any other force than compres-
sion, and it is evident the tensile resistance does

not always indicate the resistance of cement to

crushing or cross strain. Mr. Whittemore'

s

experience in testing is that for at least two
years, cement mortars never retrograde in

tensile strength, but increase approximately in

proportion to some root of the age ; for a fair

qu^ty of Portland the index of tliii root is 1 0,
and the expression is

10 _
S = A V T in which S= strength

at the age T, andA is a factor detenuincd experi-
mentally, by dividing the known strength at any
age of sample, by the 10th root of its age. It is

shown that this formula accords very closely

with Mr. J. Grant's observed strengths (p. 122).
If the strength value of Portland cement is to be
determined only by teusional strength, says the
author, the sooner the usual seven-days tests are
discarded the better, for substitute tests at 20,
40, and 60 days. Mr. F. Collingwood referred
to some results of experiments on American
cements and bricks made at the East River
Bridge, a diagram of which is given in the
"Transactions." One of the chief points of in-
terest in this diagram of curves "is the rapid
increase in strength up to about 7 days, then a
depression in abnost all cases up to the 14th day,
and then the marked and steady increase. The
first period would seem to indicate the close of
the formation of hydrates, and the next rise the
beginning of the formation of crystals of sUioate
of Ume, &c." The experiments also indicate
another important fact,

'
' that there is no certain

ratio between tensile and compressive strength,
and that the oi-dinary tests are of little value in
determining the true relative merits of ditferent

cements. Mr. Collingwood' s tests of brick vmder
compression and tension are useful ; those of
whole bricks on end gave a minimum compress-
ive strength per square inch in ten tests of
1,6001b., a maximum of 3,0601b., and an
average of 2,0651b. On the side the figures
were— 2,9001b. minimum, 6,4001b. maxiiniun,
and 4,6121b. average. Ten bricks were then
broken on the flat, and to the surprise of experi-
menters, the Tniniiniiin gave 2, 6091b, , maximum
4,1531b., and average 3,3711b. The less amounts
are attributed to imperfect bearing surfaces. As
regards tension, the minimum strength recorded
was 901b. per square inch, maximum 3oSlb.,

average 1081b.—about equal to the best cements
at the end of 21 days. The conclusion derived
from these experiments can only be that brick-
work has considerable strength as a beam—ono
that is invariably borne out by old and good
brickwork, where the joints are properly
filled up.

»-^^^»^>

COMPETITIONS.
TrvEETON.—The Governors of Blundell' 6 school,

Tiverton, met on Monday, when the plan of
Messrs. Haward and Son, Exeter, for the erection
of the new buildings at Horsdon was selected as
the best and approved, provided contracts could
be obtained within the sum specified, £11,000.

Cardiff.—The first premium of £50 has been
awarded to Mr. G. A. Lundie, M.I.C.E., of

Cardiff, for his scheme for the sewering of the
town. It is proposed to deal with the sewage
on eight acres of land by intermittent downward
filtration, and the whole of the works are esti-

mated to cost about £5,000. The local board
advertised for plans, specification, and tenders,

and there were twenty competitors.

SCHOOLS OF ABT.
Southampton. — The annual distribution of

prizes to the students of the Southampton school

of art took place on Thursday week. The report

stated that in April last the students' drawings
were submitted to an examination at South Ken-
sington, when eight works were selected for

national competition, four thii-d grade prizes

were awarded, one free studentship was granted,

six students were commended for advanced, and
six for elementary work. Three of the piizo

works—a painting from a bas-relief by Miss A.
Colson, and two landscapes by Mr. R. McFadden
(one of these was purchased by the Department
Examiner)—were publicly exhibited at South
Kensington during last autumn. The other

prize works were two heads from life by Miss E.
Harty, and a drawing from the figure and from
ornament by Mr. G. H. Thomjison. In May
last the annual examinations in freehand, model,
geometrical, perspective, anatomical drawing,

and designing took place, when forty-eight

students sat. They worked twenty-eight papers
successfully, thirteen of them being excellent.

The peal of bolls at Ashburton Church, Devon,
are about to be raised from six to eight. The
additional bells are being manufactured by Messrs.

Blows, of Birmingham.

Last week the erection of one of the great towers
of the Forth Bridge, on the Island of Inchgarvie,

was commenced by Mr. John Waddell, contractor,

Edinburgh. The towers, of which those on Inch-
garvie are to form the centre supports, will, when
the ironwork is complete, be upwards of 500 feet in

height.
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Aston.—A new assembly room at Aston, near

Birmingham, was opened on Monday. The
assembly room will seat 4,000 persons, and is,

with the stage, 220ft. long and 87ft. 3in. wide.

The height from floor to roof is about 50ft. The
prevailing colours of the decorations are amber
and bine, interspersed with maroon, the orna-

mental portions being relieved with gold. An
aquarium is not yet completed. In length it

will be about 3-lOtt., and in width 56ft. The
exerior is of red and white brick, and the build-

ing is surmounted by a tower nearly 90ft. high.

The chief promenade is 311ft. long, and on cither

side are large tanks similar to those at the

Brigliton and other aquariums. Encircling the

top part of the building is a tereaoe promenade,
330ft. in length. The superintendonco of the

aquarium is undertakenby Mr.W. A. Lloyd. The
buildings have been designed by Mr. Thos.

Nadcn, of 14, Temple-street, Birmingham; the

aquarium has been erected by Mr. John GarUck
;

and the assembly room by Mr. Wm. Bloore.

Hexhaji.—On an eminence near the out-

skirts of Hexliam, has been erected a pile of

buildings, henceforth to be known as the Tyne-
dale Hydropathic Establishment. They are built

of stone in the Italian style by Messrs. Reed,

contractors, Newcastle, after the plans of Mr.
W. L. Newcombe, architect, Newcastle. The
bmldiug forms three sides of a square, the prin-

cipal entrance facing east, with a second main
entrance on the south ; while the baths, on the

west, fill up the foiu-th side of the square. It

consists of the basement and three stories, each

flat, with slight variation.% being a repetition of

the other. Each bedroom is exceedingly higl]^

and any bad air which might accumulate is

carried off by one of Boyle's patent ventilators.

Dr. Kichardson's plan of cooking in an upper
room has been followed, and the kitchen, the

floor of which has been cemented, and wliich is

fitted with Benham's cooking range, is situated

over the dining-room, so that all objectionable

odoura fi-ora the cooking find theii' way upwards
and outwards. The building, including every-

tliing, has cost £13,000.

HoLYHE^VD.—The parish church of St. Cybi,

Holyhead, one of the oldest and most interesting

ecclesiastical antiquities in Wales, its foundation

presumably dating from a.d. 650, has just been
reopened after restoration from the designs of

the late Sir Gilbert Scott. The old galleries have
been removed, the interior has been excavated to

a depth evidently the original base of the build-

ing, and the roof replaced by one of carved oak,

the centre boss in the nave bearing as a record of

the restoration the crest of the Stanley family,

who have subscribed towards the outlay of £0, 000

expended upon the work.

KiNQUBSiE.—A new Free Church was opened
near the railway station, Kingussie, N.B., on
Thirrsday, the 3rd inst. It measures 56ft. by
40ft., and is 21ft. high to plate of walls. It is

built of blue whinstone, and the fittings are of

pitch-pine. The chief entrance is at the south
through a porch surrounded by turret and bell,

while at the north end is a vestry. On the plat-

form is a chair in carved walnut and maroon
plush. There are galleries on three sides, and
the roof is an open one. The style is Gothic,

and accommodation has been provided for COO
people at a cost of £1,600. Mr. Lam-ie, of In-
verness, was the architect, and the chief con-
tractors were :—Masonry, Messrs. Mackenzie and
Macdonald, Kingussie ; carpentry, Mr. Laing,
Forres ; slating, Mr. Catanach, Newtownmore

;

plastering, Mr . Alves, Forres
;
plumbing, Mr.

Ross, Kingussie ; and painting, Mr. Chiehobn,
Kingussie.

METBOPOLrTAN BoAED OF WoEKS.—At this

board on Friday itwas reported that the two new
fire-brigade stations in Chapel-place, Brompton-
road, and at Shooter's-hill will shortly bo ready
for occupation, and it was decided that twelve
men be added to the staff of the brigade, and
that four new manual engines, two fire-escapes,
thirty 1 00ft. lengths of rubber-lined canvas hose,
and eight manual suction-pipes be obtained, to be
placed at the new stations. In reply to questions,
Mr. Edwards stated that the various makers of
fire extinction apparatus were asked some time
since to tender for the supply of four steam-
engines, &c., to those now required, and Messrs.
Shand and Mason's tender was the lowest re-

oeiTcd(£380 each), againstMessrs.Merryweathcr'H

tender of £390. The engines had been obtained,

therefore, from the former firm, and it was pro-

posed also to obtain the appliances now required

from Shand and Mason's. Considerable discus-

sion took place on the general question of tenders,

but eventually the proposal of the conmiitteo was
approved, and also the purchase of engines. The
fire brigade committee Tsere authorised to obtain

a site in the neighbourhood of Sloane-squaro on

which to establish a fire-brigade station. A con-

tract was sealed with Messrs. Laing for erecting

a keeper's lodge on Tooting Common. The
engineer reported the death of Mr. James Mac-
leary, surveyor, who had been in the service of

the board for twenty-five years. A letter was
received from Sir H. A. Hunt, transmitting a

copy of his final award in connection with the

Old Pye-stroet Improvement Scheme, under the

Artisans' and Labourers' Dwellings Improvement
Act, 1875, deposited with this board as the local

authority.

Radcliffb.—The new co-operative stores are

now completed at Radcliffe. The secretary's

office and board-room, each 30ft. by 22ft., are

upon the first-floor. The news-room is a well

lighted room 62ft. by 25ft., n'ith a panelled

pitch-pine ceiling handsomely furnished in pitch-

pine, with newspaper stands, tables, seats,

writing-desk, reference library, &c., all especially

designed for the room. The library and con-

versation room are arranged in convenient juxta-

po.sition. The remainder of this floor is occupied

by store-rooms for the grocer. The exterior is a

neat brick building with stone dressings. Deco-
ration, wherever introduced, is composed of com-

binations of ordinary stock bricks. The work
has been executed by local contractors at a total

cost of nearly £15,000, from the plans and
under the superintendence of Messrs. Maxwell
and Take, of Bury.

ScnoLES.— At Scholes, on the Leeds and
"Wetherby line, a new We.sleyan chapel was
opened on Wedne-sday week. The chapel, which
has been built from the design of Mr. G. F.

Danby, architect, Leeds, is in the Gothic style of

architecture, and is built of pressed bricks re-

lieved with black bands and stone dressings. The
dimensions inside are 30ft. by 20ft., and 23ft.

high, and it will accommodate about 150

adults ; the roof is an open-timbered one, covered

with dressed boards, felt, and Westmoreland
slates. The principal contractors are Messrs.

Marshall and Sons, of Crossgates, for the brick-

layers' and masons' work ; and Mr. J. Toinlinson,

of Leeds, the joiners' work.

ScoRTON.—A new church is being erected at

Scorton, near Lancaster, and will soon be com-
pleted. It is in the 14th century phase of Gothic,

and is built of local ashlar. The internal dimen-
sions are: nave, 52ft. by 20ft. ; north aisle, 52ft.

by 13ft. ; chancel, 31ft. 9in. by 20ft. ; organ-

chamber, 14ft. by 13ft. ; vestry, 15ft. 6in.

square ; and south porch, 10ft. by Oft. 6in.

There is a tower 49ft. high, capped by octagonal

oak-shingled spire, which rises 33ft. more. In
this tower will be a peal of six bells from Messrs.

Warner's foundry. The easternwindow of church

is filled with stained glass in five lights, the sub-

jects being taken from the lives of our Lord and
of St. Peter. The chancel floor is laid with tiles

from the works of Messrs. Craven, Dimhill, and
Co., of Ironbridgo. The open benches and
upper part of pulpit are of oak. The roofs are

of pitch pine, felted and covered with Stafford-

shire tUes. The church seats 250 persons. The
contract for masonry was taken by Messrs.

Wilson and Kirby, of Longridge ; and that for

carpentry by Mr. Blades, of Lancaster.
*^^^^>-«

An area of about 90 acres of land on Wandsworth
Common on the right of the South Western line,

and extending from the Wandsworth I^son to

Garratt-lane, has been purchased by Mr.
Robert Da^'is, and is about to be covered with
residences for the middle-classes. The plans have
been drawn up by Mr. T. G. Lynes, of St. Johii's-

hill, Battersea, and as approved by the Metropolitan
Board of Works, show a series ot villas, averaging
in coat from £800 to £1,000 each on plots, with
40ft. frontages, and depths of from 100ft. to 180ft.

Tlie contract for making the principal thoroughfare,
to be known as Earlsfield-road, has been given

to Messrs. Robert and George Neal, of Wauds-
worth-common ; we publish the list of tenders sent

in on another page.

The peal of eight bells in Brigg church has just

been completed, by Messr. Warner & Sous, bcll-

foundcrs, of London.

More than Fifty Thousand BepUea and
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OF KCl 1 "« of the iMiUnR
sclcntift i'«r. Thoutandi of
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w .ii;; aiiiiu.it tvci) aulijuiL I'li which it i« po«ih
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and amateurs. Price Twopence, of hii boolcsel en and newa-
vciidorii. l>o«t free Sid. Omce : 31, lavistoclt itreet, CoTont-
irardea W.C.

TO COBBESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold oun^lvos responsililc for tho opinioMof
our coirespondenU. The Editor re«pootfully roquerti

• that all conuaunications should be drawn up ah briefly

as posfttblo, OH there are many claimauU upou the space
allotted to correspondcnoe.]

All letters should be nddreasod to the EDTTOE, 31,

TAVISTOCK-STKKET, COVKNT-OAltDEN, W.C.

Cheques and Post-office Oi-ders to be made payable to

J. Passmore Kdwards.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES. ^
The charge for advertisemontfl is Gd. per line of ei^t

words (the lirat lino counting a^ two) . N o ndvortiscment
inserted for less than half-a-crown. Special terms for

series of more than six insertions can be asoertained on
application to the I*ublisher.

Tront Page Advertisementa and Parf^fraph Advertiae-
ments Is. per lino. No front page or paragraph
Advcrtisenicnt inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday,

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.
(Payable in Ad\-ance.)

Including' two half-yearly double numbers, One Pound
per annum (po.st free) to any part of the United Kingdom
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Fi-ance or Belgium, £1 68. Gd. (or a3f. 30c.). To India (via

Sout]iampton),£l 6a. 6d..To any of the Australian r'ulonies

New Zealand, the Cape, the West Indies, Canadu, Nova
Scotia, or Natal, £1 Gs. Gd.

N.B .—American and Belgian subscribers are requested
to remit their subsci-iptions by International P.O.U., and
to advi.se the publisher of the date and amount of their

remittance . If the last-mentioned precaution is omitted
some difficulty is very likely to arise in obtaining the
amount. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate of

7d. each, the posttige charged being 3d. per copy. All
foreign subscriptions, ujiaccompanied by an additional

remittance to cover the extra co.st of forwai-ding back
numbers, are commenced from the next number published
after tho receipt of the subscription.
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Receivko.—E. H. E.—W. R. L.— S. J. N.—B. L. and Co.
J. andH.-G. G.—G. E. H.-D. C—J. H. B.—B.of A.
F. I. and Co.

J. P. NoRMAJT. (We know of no work that gives exactly

the information you seek, but there is an article om
hydraulic machinery in Spon's "Dictionary of Engi-
neering," and, so fax as mining appliances are concerned,
in Ure's *' Dictionarj'." Knight's " Dictionary of
Mechanics" illustrates several fonns of water motor,
and gives brief explanations. Messrs. Bailey, of Sal-

ford, make water engines of different type.t.)—W. J. J.

(Claridge's is the best. Mr. J. Farrell, Victoria Em-
bankment, W.C, would probably send particulars on
application.)—A. C. P. (We cannot interfere. We
have already said all we have to say. You can, of

course, reply to the rejoinders which have appeared if

you wish, but we tiiink the subject has already occupied

an much space as it is worth.)—Enquirbr. (Thelightet

body would occupy more time in its descent.

)

"BUILDING NEWS'* DESIGNING CLUB.

Dbawisos Recrived.—East Anglian, Motto, J. Signnm,
Dunwich, M. with Leaves, Essaycz, Factable, Ogmore,
Try, Veritas Vincit, Josephus, Orange Blossom, Be to

its Merits, &c., Pogm^ore, Melina, Myletua, Stcffano,

Honey Dew, Nemo, Noah, Antediiuvijm, David Water-
house (drawings of screen returned with thanks), N.
Joyce, D. B. Dick, Toronto. (The drawings of houses
contain nothing special, but we acknowledge their receipt

with thanks.)

List of Subjects.—1. A school chapel for a village, suit-

able for 60 children, vestry, and recess for chancel to

be shutoff by a movable screen, cloak-room, class-room,

and .lavatory. Plan, 2 elevations and sketch. Scale,

Gin. to the foot. 2. A sketch for a hall chimney-corner,
showing seat. Oiwning to be 3ft.

—t-*-*—
A SCOTCH PROVOST ON AECHI-

TECTURE.
To the £iHtor of the Builhino News.

SiK,—I inclose a paragraph from tho Seotaman

of to-day, from which you will see that tho

learned Provost of Greenock has been '

' going
for" tho Liverpool and Manchester Architec-

tural Associations, because they ventured to

express their disapproval of the penny-wise and
pound- foolish course the Coimcil were pursuing
in cutting down their architects' commission from
5 to 4 per cent. What a wigging, Sir, the
R.I.B.A. would have got from the Provost if

they had spoken out pluckily on tho matter ! It

is said that England is the last country to take
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m» any general movement of Hic European mind,

but how about Scotland ? My object in writing

this letter is to try and iuluce architects to stick

together and fonu a real trades' union, to pro-

tect them against tlie shabby treatment of town
councils and vestries, and they will then be able

to snap their fingers at the abuse of a Scotch

provost.—I am, &c.,

_^ April 8th. J. E. A.

The PkOVOST op OBEENOCK and ABCHITECTtJKAI,

AssociATioxs.—At the time the Greeuook muni-
ciiKiI authorities issued invitations to arcliitects for

plans for the extensive new municipal buildings,

thev agreed tl.at the rate of commission to the suc-

cessful architect should be 4 per cent, on the

full cost of the building, the estimate for which
was not to exceed £80,000. Upwards of eight}

architects at once entered as comi>etitors on
the terms proposed ; but the Liverpool Archi-
tects' Association wrote to the Greenock Town
Council complaiuiug of the lowness of the rate

of percentage, and stating that it was considered

derogatory to a professional man to give his

services for less than 5 per cent, for the class of

building referred to. At the monthly meeting of

the Greenock Town Council, a letter was submitted
from the Manchester Architectural Association

making the same complaint, stating that they con-
sidered that the stipulation of 4 per cent had a
great tendency to lead to questionable practices, to

the discredit of architects, and to the disadvantage
of their clients. The Council unanimously resolved
to adhere to the 4 per cent, commission ; and the
Provost, referring to the Manchester complaint,
said he had not a particle of sympathy with these
associations. People were apt to speak harshly
against the working men who form trade unions,
but this was as complete a trades union as had ever
existed amongst working men.

$nttrc0mmuntcati0«.

QU£STIOXS.
[5725.]—Substitute for Mortar. -"Wanted tolino-w

the beet subetitutc for limo-and-rivcr-sand moilar, wlaich
is often falling off and geta soaked full of wet. Tiillow
and tar both have been uselessly used on the surface.
The walls of the house for which it is wanted are of brick,
built 20 years ago. The east end is 46ft. by 44ft., exposed
to the weather. The west end has 46ft. by 24ft. exposed
to the weather. Of these, which are the best to adopt, or
vhat otherwise T Tile or slate nailed on laths, and com-
mon mortar, or Portland cement one paj-t, river sand two
Mits, in two coats, finishing with Jin. in thickness"
whose cement is to be preferred ?—A. 8.

[5726.]—Breaking- "Weight of Girders,—Could
any of your readers kindly frive a reliable fonmila for cal-
culating the breaking weights of the following" girders :—
1. A girder composed of a'roUed joist with a plate on the
top. 2. A girder composed of a rolled joist with a plate
on the top and a plate on the bottom. 3. A girder com-
posed of two ortliree rolled joists with plates on top and
bottom. -T. AV. Leeds.

[5727.]—Slating".—T am desirous of using thick green
or grey elates of small size, and not smooth surface. Will
some one kindly inform me aa to cost as compared witli
tilea south of London, and also brieflj- describe Uie slating,
stating how laid and upcm what ?—H. B.

[6728.]—Coloured Building Stone.-Can any one
give information aa to Findon stone i There was an
agency for it in Southampton-buildings many years ago,
which has disappeared. The stone wiu* brought by water
up the Thames. I should be glad to hear of any available
quarry of yellow, red, or brown walling stone, which could
be brought to London by water at moderate cost.—AV. W.

[6729.] -Pointing" Red Brickwork.—I am about
to have pointe<l some red-brick faced houses I have just
erected. AVill some of your rcrtdoi-s kindly inform me if
Aberthaw lime, vrith alittlc London cement and fine sand
added, are the best materials for such purpose ? If not,
what are ! Also what colour is the pointing of red brick
buildings now erected finished in ? Also I should he glad
to know the joint, &c.

—

Constant Header.

[5730.]—Softening Putty.—I have some old sashes
glazed with plate glass, and I wish to take it out without
reuking. AVill someone expericnoed kindly say the beat

way of softening the putty of same !—T. V. U.

[6731.].-Concrete Steps.—AVTiat is the proper pro-
portiouB of cement and gravel to be used for the making
of confTctc steps ! Would some of your readers who have
had experience in this kindly give particulars ?—O.

1^732.]—Kats.-Can anyone suggest a means of filling
in behitid skirtings and stofjthinga in an old country man-
sion so as to prevent the rats from having free run of the
house ! Any information as to a successful method of
getting rid of these pests will be thankfully received.—
O. D. I,

ItEVLIES.

[6706.]—Labourers* CottaereFitting"B.—In reply
to your quGStiona, an ordinaiy barred gnite is certainly as
naeful aa a range for the ordinary class of Libimrers, but
for oottagen nrofcssing to be built for intelligent oecu-
pants a small range is to \jc preferred. There are
nomeroua ranges, costing about £3, to be obtained at
most ironmongers.~0. H.

[5703.]—Stone Ploors.-For stores and warehouses,
the be«t kind of floor (fireproof) would be concrete and
iron, the iron being placed either in gh^ers or aa ties

only in the lower portion embedded in the concrete. Gir-
ders 13 or 14in. doop, made of two I2in. rolled joists, witli

5in. flanges, united by tl:iiii.'o plates-makin--: box girtlers,

may be placed 10 to 12ft. ai>Rrt. Kolled joists, 4in. deep,
may be fixed between at right angles or iron ties, only
about 3in. upai-t upon and mund which network of non
tlie conr'a-ete is filled in. A solid conen to floor mny be
formed also of simple iron rolled joista placed about 2ft.

apart, embedded in concrete. These floors are better tlian

stone of the kind mentioned. The way to calculate the
weight a 8U)ne floor will cony is to find out tlio weight
one of the beams will carrj- safely, or how much of the
distributed load over the surface of floor (easily obtained)
will rest upon it. This obtJiined, the number of beams
employed will give the total weight per square foot or
yard. Of course each beam canies an area of stonebetwcen
it and the next beam.—G. H.

[5709.] -Perspective.-*' Perspective '• begs to thank
Mr. Ambrose for his exhaustive desoription of interior

X>erspeetive, which, doubtless, will be interesting to many
besides the writer. Thei-e is only one matter not quite

distinct. In cises whcr*> the station is out of the centre,

and a line of 60' (or 30^ on each side) is drawn therefrom
to pietiu-e plane, where is the limit of vision on the near
side, at A or at 13 f I presume tlio picture phme must

always be parallel with the eastern wall. If Mr. A. would
Idndly give us a small diagram it would elucidate the
matter fully.—Pebsi'ective.

[5722.]—Dilapidations.-There are so many classes

of dilapidations that it takes one a considerable time
before he is able to answer "sti'aight away," as the
Americans have it, a client, who in all probability is a
eohcitor, on any and every building or repairing question
with reference to the liabilities and responsibilities of
lessors and lessees, building and adjoining owners, &c.,

but " Tweedie's" two questions will, 1 think, be answered
as follows:—!. If the covenant to repair be the usual
one -I.e., to uphold, maintain, and leave in good condi-
tion at die expii-ation of term, &c.—the lessee is bound
not only to repoint defective mortar joints, but also to

cut out any defective, rotten, or perished bricks and renew
same, and where a wall or chimney shaft is so far out of
the perpendicular aa to necessitate rebuilding ; or, if in

London, to bring it under the Metropolitan Building Act,
part 2, LXXII., the lessor can compel the lessee to bear
the expense of said puUing down and ro-crection, except
as to part thereof in cases of party structures, as will be
found explained in answer No. 2. I have found in set>-

tling many dilapidation matt<?rs that the age of premises
has little or nothing to do with the question (as the lessee

in most cases undertakes to keep them in thorough repair)
unless they have been in the hands of the same lessee for
more than fifty years, and he can show a considerable
exjwnditurefor reinstatements, and that is only taken into

consideration by the surveyors in settling money claims
for dilapidations after the lessee has vacated the premises
after notice to repair, without performing the works
stipulated in such notice, but it lias been ruled tliat when
the lessor stipulates particularly and distinctly the exact
amount and quality of the repairs and reinstatements he
requires, the lessee is not liable to do anything more to
the premises than the specific repaii-s, i:c., alluded to in
the notice, and a money claim for dilapidations in such a
ease would, in my opinion, be barred, should the lessee

have performed all the works so set forth previous to
giving up possession. 2. The building owner— i.e., the
person upon whom notice (under tlie Metiopolitan Build-
ing Act, part 2, LXXII.) is sci-ved, is bound to confonn to
it, otheiTV'ise the board will take the matter in their o^vn
hands and saddle the expense upon him. Wlien, how-
ever, the building owner does perform the works specified

in said order, he is entitled under the Act within one
month from date of completion of same to render to the
adjoining owner an account of the cost of such work so
far as it refers to any party stnu^ture and other portion
of premises disturbed through the demolition of the same,
and the adjoining owner i-s liable to the building owner
for half the cost of pulling down and rc-orecting said
party structure and any surveyors' expenses in connection
therewith, but should the building owner in rebuilding
raise such party structure higher than it was fonnerly, the
adjoining owner is only liable for the cost of halt that
portion of the wall that is necessary for the joint use of
both owners, regard being had to t)ie use that each owner
makes or did make of sueh structure. A notice under
Metropolitan Building Act, part 2, LXXII., renders
the person upon whom it is served liable for the tot^d

expense in case of rebuilding party structure (unless he
can previously arrange with the adjoining owner) until
such time as he renders an account to tlie adjoining
owner—Metropolitan Building Act, part 3, LXXXVIII. 2,

and Metroix>Utan Building Act. part 3, LXXXIX.— but
at the same time it frees the building owner from the
responsibility of scmng the usual thr«; months' party
structure notice upon adjoining oT^Tier, and all the delays
and disagreeables that usually follow in its wake.—J. L.
Stewakt, Architect.

Mr. TV. Johnson, of Xewmarket, has been ap-

Ejinted surveyor to that town by the Newmarket
ocal Board of Health.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Meeriott.—Lieut. -Col. Ponsonby Cox. lusnoctor
under the Local Government Board, held an
inquiry at Merrio,tt, Somersetshire, on Wednesday
week relative to a petition by the Chard rural saui-
taiy authority for a provisional order to enable
them to take lands by compulsory purchase for the
disposal of sewage. It was stated that Mr. Ste-
venson, an engineer, was emiiloyed by the Chard
authority to prepare plans for the drainage of the
parish, the estimated cost of the work being £2,000.
For the drainage o£ the Lower- street a second set
of plans were subsequently prepared by Mr. Brake,
of Crewkeme, and the cost of these was estimated
at £900. It was proposed to give two sites for the
disposal of the sewage, for the outfalls of the higher
and lower levels respectively, and the present
inquiry was as to obtaining powers to acquire
that for the upper district.

Saxford.—-The storage reservoir at Highfield,
Salford, which has been in course of construction
about eighteen mouths, is uow very nearly com-
pleted. The contractor is Mr. C. W. King, of
Wigan. The embankment rises 20 feet above the
ground level, and is at the base lOG feet thick.
Kunning through each side is a stout puddle wall,
and below the ground level a puddle trench 12 feet
deep, renderin^the embankment at once firm and
water-tight. The reservoir is constructed to hold
about eight million gallons. The total cost has
been upwards of £8,000.

LEGAL.
An Architect's CosnxissiON.—At the Hull

County Court last week, before Judge Bedwell,
Mr. w. P. Bm-kinshaw, accountant, Hull, brought
an action, as trustee imder the liquidation of Mr.
Bruce, an architect, against Mr. Joseph lou, *bu8
proprietor, to recover the balance of £50, being 2|
per cent, commission upon the estimated cost oS
certain buildings on the Hessle-road, which Mr.
Bruce was engaged to superintend, as architect for
the defendant. It was stated on behalf of the
plaintiff that in November last the brother of the
defendant waited upon Mr. Bruce, and in accord-
ance with his wish, he called upon defendant in the
evening. At the interview the defendant said ho
intended to build some property in Villa-i)lacc,

Hessle-road, and he would leave his brother, Mr.
William Ion, to make arrangements with him (Mr.
Bruce). The defendant then went out of the room,
and as a result of tlie conversation he had with tlie

brother, Mr. Bruce measured the ground the follow-
ing morning, and proceeded with the plans, sec-
tions, and elevations. He also prepared tracings
of the plans, and took them to the defendant for
his approval. Defendant said he had better submit
them to the Corporation at once, and witness subse-
quently sent them in for approval. Mr. Bruce also
drew up the form of the application usually sent in
such cases, to which defendant signed his name,
and the plans were passed in due course. All was
ready for tender at the end of December, when Mr.
Bruce sent in to the defeudant a request for £30 on
account. To this he received a letter from the
defendant stating that he would pay liim for work
done, but as he had not decided to have the work
done he could not think of paying him. After this

defendant was seen personally, and he paid Mr.
Bruce £5 on account, and he said that there might
be an alteration in the elevation of the shops, as he
did not think of building the houses for which a
portion of the plans had been prepared. Defendant
said he had no objection to pay 5 per cent, com-
mission if the works were carried out, but he had
an objection to pay 2| per cent, if the works were
not carried out. Mr. Bruce gave a receipt for the
money, and had not received anything since. The
defence turned upon the point what had been the

instructions given to Mr. Bruce by Mr. Ion, and
ultimately the jury returned a verdict for the
plaintiff for £11 above the £9 already paid. The
Judge granted the usual costs.

Local Boards and Plans or New Estates.—In
the matter of the Workington Local Board. High
Court of Justice, April 8, Queen's Bench Division.

Sittings in Banco, before the Lord Chief Justice

and Mr. Justice Mellor. Tliis case raised a question

as to the exercise of the power conferred by the
Local Government Acts upon local boards of ap-
proving or disapproving plans for new buildings or

laying out new estates. The Act of 187o, sec. 158^

lirovides that where a plan of work is I'cquired by
any by-law to be laid before the local authority,

the local authority may, within a month, signify m
writing, their api^roval or disapproval of the intended

work to the person proposing to execute it ; and if

the work is commenced, and is not in accordance

witli the by-law, it may be pulled down and re-

moved, lu the present case the applicant had pur-

chased a property in the Workington distnct,

and proposed to lay it out in a certain manner
and sent a plan to the Board. After a delay

of more than a month, during which there

was no approval or disapproval, his solicitor
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wi'oto to them to ascortaiu whether they approved
or disapproved, and upou tliat tlie clerk wrote to

hiin to the effect that the Board could not pas3 tlio

plan at present suhmittcd, bnt that thoy were
taking steps to enforce the laj'ing down o( a street

30£t. in width, in front.of Senhouse-place, which
would answer the object. Upon this tlio owuer
applied to the Board to know in what respects they
disapproved, but could obtain no speciric reply, and
in the result, after a long correspondence, the
owner applied to this court for a, maiidrrmKs to the
Board to approve or disapprove.— Mr. Waddy,
Q.C. (with Mr. Roland), appeared in support of

the application. Mr. Cowio appeared for the
Board, against it, urj^ing that they had siiiliciently

disapproved.—Mr. 'V^ addy, on the other side, urged
that the Board were bound not merely to say " We
disapprove," but to state the grounds of their dis-

approv.al, or in what respects they disapproved, as

otherwise the owner might be hung up for ever and
prevented from deahug with his own land,

unless he chose to go on at the risk of having
the buildings pulled down by the Board. The
object of the enactment evidently was the
owner might be called upon to alter

his plans in accordance with the views of the Board,
and this could not be unless they stated in what
respects they disapproved.—The Court observed
that the Act did not, in terms, require that the
Board should specify in what respects they dis-
approved.—Mr. Waddy : That is true ; but the
object of the Act appears to require it, and there-
fore, it is to be considered as implied, for otlierwise
the iSoard might act quite arbitrarily or for some
collateral object.—The Lord Chief Justice observed
that the Act did not specify on what grounds the
Board might disapprove.—Mr. Waddy urged that
they were restricted to the grounds specilied in the
Act, the level of the streets, their construction, and
with these proper provision for sewerage, not the
position of the streets, as in this instance. They
had no right to disapprove on that ground.—The
Lord Chief Justice: Then the owner can
build?—Mr. Waddy: At the risk of having
the buildings pulled do^vn ; but he ought
not to be put in such a position, and is

entitled to know beforehand in what respects the
Board disapprove.—The Lord Chief Justice : But
you say that they are not entitled to disapprove on
this ground—that the street ought to be made else-
where. Suppose the mandamus goes and they
return that they disapprove, what remedy would
you have ? The Act ajipears to give none in terms.
—Mr. Waddy urged that there must by construc-
tion be some remedy against an excess of jurisdic-
tion or an excess of arbitrary authority, and there
would be a remedy by mdndaiiuis to approve or dis-
approve, because in a return the Board must state
on what grounds, or in what respects, they disap-
proved ; and if they showed none on which they
could legally disapprove it would be bad.—The
Lord Chief Justice asked the counsel for the Board
whethertheywereprepared to contendthatthey could
force an oivner of land to make his street in another
direction from that which he proposed ? To which
he answered that he did not think he was com-
pelled to go so far as that. Upon that the Court
pointed out that the Act specified the matters in
respect of which by-laws might be made, and
which included the construction and levels of new
streets, but not the direction in which they were
made. Upon the whole, as the case appeared to
raise legal questions of some difficulty and also
some difficulty as to the facts, it would be better to
grant the rule for a mandamus, in order that the
questions that arose might be raised on the return.
The Lord Chief Justice, however, observed that it

was to be hoped that the parties would have the
good sense to settle their dispute, as they might
easily do. Mr.' Justice Mellor quite concuiTed in
that recommendation, observing, *' These are ex-
pensive amusements."

Tenders are being prepared for Mr. Holloway's
K"ew College for Ladies, to bo built at Egham. The
design is by Mr. W. H. Crossland, and the quantities
have been taken off by Mr. C. Batstone, and are
unusually elaborate, extending to nearly 1,700 pages,
of which some 200 pages are explanatory sketches.
The bills of quantities have been lithographed by
Messrs. Sprague & Co., 22, Martin's-lane, Cannon-
street, E.G. The competition is a Umited one, being
confined to twelve selected firms.

At the April meeting of the Society of Biblical
Archa;ology, held on Tuesday, a paper by Mr. E.
L. Lushiugton was read on " The Historical
Inscriptions of Seti I. in the Temple at Karnac."
The temple was enlarged by this monarch, who
reigned B.C. I45.i-U0t. Owing to the destruction
of the upper portion of the walls, many of the
historical bas-reliefs are lost ; but there still remains
a copious record of Seti's victories, beginning on
the north side, and relating to the Pharaoh's con-
quests in the earliest years of his reign.

The foundation-stone of a new Wesleyan chapel
was laid on Friday. Mr. W. Botterill, of Hull, is
the architect, and the cost will be £670.

Our (Dtftct ^Mt
The present state of the homo timber market,

according to the Timher Trades Journal, is far

from satLsfactory. Those who sold early in the

season had to submit to considcrablo sacrifioes,

and many of the lots were '

' bonsfht in " in order

to try them again later on. The trade is now
even more doprOiised than it was then, and prices

are not likely to advance this season. Good lots

of clean ash are still in demand, and oak of large

size and first quality can bo disijosed of at fair

pi'ices, but inferior descriptions of timber are

almost uusiilciiblo, and in many cases are con-

verted into fuel. In some of the southern ooiia-

ties the timber which was cut and sold two years

ago is not yet cleared out of the plantations.

This is clearly locking' up capital in a ruinous
manner, as there i.s not only a charge of interest

annuaUy accumulating, but the timber itself is

depreciating in value from exposure to the

changes of a variable climate. It would be
wrong to assume that these los.ses fall entirely,

or even mainly, upon the purchaser. He occa-

sionally makes a bad bargain, but in times of

dull trade the loss falls principally upon the
vendor. At a sale of timber a few months ago
where the lots were all carefully measured and
valued by a competent forester, his valua
tion was so much in excess of the highest prices

offered at the sale that most of the lots were
bought in. Since then at several sales where
this precaution has not been adapted, some of

the lots sold at prices which loft a very large
margin for locked-up capital and other contin-
gencies. The only two de.scriptions of timber
the writer has never experienced any difficulty

in selling are larch and ash. These are saleable

at remimerative prices in almost every comer of
Britain. No other timber trees wUl realise such
handsome profits in a given number of years ; it

is strange that ash as an independent crop is not
more frequently planted.

The last but one of the Mayfair Drawing
Room series of lectures -was delivered by Mr.
Ernest Turner, F.E.I. B. A., on Thursday week,
in the presence of H.R.H. the Princess Mary
of Cambridge and a fashionable audience. The
lecturer treated the subject, " The Ideal
Dwelling-house," from a hygienic point of
view, and gave many examples, illustrated
by diagrams, of sanitary defects too com-
monly found. A point of much interest was
a description of a method of ascertaining, with-
out taking up the flooring, whether di-ains under
hoiLscs were leaky. The simplest method of ex-
cluding sewer air from dwelling-houses without
recourse to expen.sive patents was also described.
After calling attention to statistics proving the
importance of the subject, and its bearing upon
the well-being of the community, practical sug-
gestions were made with regard to the improve-
ment of the di-ainage, water supply, warming
and lighting of existing houses. Referring to
ventilation, numerous means were constantly
being introduced for admitting cold air, but the
admission of warm fresh air was too much
neglected, and the advantages to bo derived from
ventilating grates were forcibly pointed out. A
simple method of preventing water from freezing
in cisterns, by means of a branch from the ex-
pansion pipe of the hot- water cistern, was shown.
The dangers to health arising from dust-bins
were alluded to, and the system, or rather want
of system, of collecting dust in London, was
strongly condemned. Mr. Turner insisted that
the most rational and economical means was
house to house collection, and commented on the
improper construction of dust-bins, their unne-
ces.sary size, and the unsuitability of the materials
u.sed in their construction. Hou.seholders were
much to blame, as much vegetable and other
refuse that ought to be diied and burnt was
thrown into the dust-bin. The National Health
Society propose organising a series of lectures to
working plumbers. Suggestions should be sent to
the Secretary, 41, Bemers-street, London, W.
At a meeting of the Society of Engineers, held

on Apiil 7, a paper was read by Mr. Charles E.
HaU, on '

' Modem Macliinery for Preparing Ma-
cadam for Roads." After introducing the subject
generally, the author proceeded to describe the
various machines ui use in some of the leading
quarries and other works in the United Kangdom.
The machinf 8 were illustrated by diagrams, and in
describing them the author commenced with the
original Blake Stone Breaker, which was intro-

duced into this country in 1802, and ho followed
the BUCces.<ivo developments down to the present
year. The author confined himself to those
machines which had been practically successful,
and which include Blake's improved, Archer's
original, Old and Maddison's, Smithand Roberts',
Madderson's, Marsden's, Archer's latest, Hope's,
and Hall's "Multiple Action" MacHnes. The
points of excellence and difference were explained
by the author, who defined the requirements of a
machine necessary for the production of perfectly
cubical machine-broken stone for road purposes.
Particular attention was called to the importance
of dealing with stone in largo quantities by an
improved disposition of the various machines, in
order to secure a bettor form of metal, with less

waste than as usual under the ordinary working
conditions, and reference was made to those
works where the plan had been more or less
closely followed. 'The development of variomj
expedients for cubing the stone was noticed, and
the results (so far as they could be arrived at)

given of the working of each. The author stated
that he was unable to fix definitely the cost of
producing macadam by machinery, which should
be true in all cases, as circumstances tended very
greatly to modify it. He found from authentic
soui'oes that the cost ranged from 25 to 100 per
cent, in favour of machine-broken as against
hand-broken macadam.

Miss Euza Metetaed, author of '
' Life of

"Wedgwood," and many other works, died at her
residence in Lambeth on Friday last. She was
the only daughter of Mr. Meteyard, a surgeon,
of Shiewsbury, and she was bom early in the
present century. Her first work was pujHshed
in 1S4.5. Miss Meteyard contributed a leading
article to the first number of Douglas Jerrold's
newspaper, and Jerrold himself appended to thaf;

article the signature of "Silverpen," under
which nom de plume Miss Meteyard contributed
extensively to several Metropolitan newspapers
and magazines. Miss Meteyard' s magnum opus
was undoubtedly her '

' Life of Josiah Wedg-
wood," in which she embodied the results of
many years' inteUigent and painstaking research,
can-ied on with an absorbing enthusiasm for all

that related to the great potter. Her literary
labours were recognised by Mr. Gladstone, upon
whose advice she was awarded a pension of £60,
which was after increased to £100 per annum.
Dean Stanley also, in a manner worthy of him-
self, placed at her disposal the cottage in which
she has resided for the last two years.

A coMiiiTTEE has been formed for the erection
of a memorial statue to WUliam Tyndalo on the
Thames Embankment in London, where a site has
been gi-anted by the Metropolitan Board of
AVorks. The committee for this memorial pro-
poses to raise the money in all parts of the
British Isles. Tlio total expcn.se will bo from
£3,000 to £4,000. As it is wished to spread the
interest of the scheme over as wide an area as
possible, contributions of any amovmt will be
welcomed. The Archbishop of Canterbury, the
Lord Chancellor, the Earl of Shaftesbury, the
Duke of Westminster, and others, have joined
the general committee. An executive committee
has been formed to conduct the work, and the
Hon. and Rev. W. H. Fremantle, Rector of St.
Maiy's, Bryanston-square, and Mr. John
MacGregor will act as honorary secretaries. The
bankers are Messrs. Glyn, Mills, Cun-ie & Co.,
07, Lombard-street, E.G. AVe trust the result
may be something more worthy of the site and
subject than we have obtained hitherto.

A KEw method of copying drawings, which is

said to be useful when a couple of dozen copies
or so are wanted, has been brought out in Paris.
The apparatus consists of a shallow zinc tray,
in which is contained a smooth, jelly-like,

cream-coloured substance, resembling in some
degree partially soUdified flour-paste. The
drawing to be copied is made with a special ink.
As soon as it is dry it is turned face dowaiwards
on the contents of the tray. The back of the
drawing is then rubbed over with the hand.
The sheet is then lifted up, leaving much of the
ink transferred to the substance in the tray. A
sheet of clean paper now takes the place of the
drawing, and by rubbing it over gently with
the hand, an accurate copy of the original ia

obtained. With care, as many as 100 copies can
be had. When aU that are needed have been
taken, the composition in the tray is washed
with a damp sponge, and is then ready for use
again. The nature of the composition has not
been made public.
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With the sanction of the trustees of the

Briti^ Mnsciun, and under the auspices of the

Society of Biblical Archa?ology, Mr. Stephen

Thompson, who has lately returned from a pro-

feasional expedition to Cyprus, is about to re-

produce the bronze ornaments of the palace

gates from Balawat, near Nimroud, in the exact

fize and colour of the originals, by means of the

autotype permanent process. It is proposed to

iBgae with the facsimile plates letterpress de-

scriptions by Mr. T. G. Knchcs, the whole work
of reproduction being under the superintendence

of Dr. S. Birch, keeper of the Oriental Depert-

ment of the British Museum. The entire publi-

cation will consist of about 90 large plates.

The Spring Exhibition of Water Ciolours by
living artists, at the Royal Pavilion Gallery,

Brighton, opens to-day, and contains seveiikl

pictures by well-known and local artists.

We observe the names of A. MacCallimi, A.
F. Grace, Edwin Hayes, A. W. Bayes, D.
Law, Harry Hine, Clan Lambert, K. H.
Kibbs, O. B. Lomax, B. Cooper, Jules

Lcesore, Barraud, Bayliss, W. Cruickghank,

B. E. Ward, P. F. Poole, E.A., K.
Meycrheim, Spiers, Macarthur, G. L. Beet-

holme, HayUar, Cox, and several others, many
of whose works have on previous occasions en-

riched the walls. Landsca]>e, still life and fruit,

form the staple subjects of the present exhibition.

Coast scenery in Devonshire, Cornwall, Sussex,

&c., appears to present a never-failing source for

the artist's pencil. Thus we have some studies

near Hastings by R. Beavis, Clara Montalba,
and Charles Collins; sketches of the South
Coast, &c. Shoreham (-eems a favoured place for

artists of scenery of this kind, and the Harbour
is a favourite theme. Bramber, Hurstpierpoint,

East Grinstead, are all capital places for the

study of colour and picturesque effects. We
notice^veral architectiu^ sketches, among'them
"Long Parish Church, Hants," by O'Bi-ycn
Lomax ;

" Rochester Cathedral," by G. de Paris

;

" Near Arundel," by W. H. Mason; "View of

Chichester Cathedral," by Clara H. Wame

;

"Church Porch, South Hayling," by E. Evans

;

"Bridge-street, Chester," by A. B. Donaldson;
"Grand Canal, Venice," by J. Lessore ; "St.
Mark's, Venice," by the same; " Kenilworth
Castle," by C. Marshall; " A Roman Triumphal
Arch," by J. M. Donne ; " CapeUa di Santa Fina
St. Gemigneani," by M. S. Wratislaw ; also Nos.
94, 102, 115, 339, 566, 593, 546, 507, 356, 215,

520, and last, though not least, Mr. W. Bayliss's
" The Lily of France—La Sainte Chapclle.''

Not^MEiTE is a stone of much beauty, capable

of being used for many of the ornamental pur-
pnrposes to which malachite, serpentine, and
verd-antique are applied. It does not possess

su£Scient homogeneity to entitle it to the name
of mineral, and although it contains a heavy
metal and can be employed for its preparation,

the name of ore does not sufficiently describe it

;

neither can we properly call it a rock, as its con-
stituents are too few and familiar. Briefly

described, it is a ma.ssive form of garnierite, or

hydrated silicate of nickel and magnesia. It

comes from "Sew Caledonia, and was discovered

a few years since by F. Gamier, whence the
later name. Tire former name noirmeite is de-
rived from that of the principal to'mi of New
Culedouia, Noumea, which has since been
changed, however, to Port de France. At the
recent World's Fair in Paris this srrbstance was
exhibited in large quantities, and we learn that
it has already become an article of great import-
ance to the nickel industry of France.

The Rev. Chaihes H. Middleton has re-

plied in pamphlet form (Spottiswoodc and Co.
publishers) to a letter published by Mr. F.
Seymour Haden, F.R.C.S., imder the title of

"The Etched Work of Rembrandt." Mr. Haden
charged Mr. Middleton with haWng appropriated
his views and his chrouological arrangement,
and declared that, apart from those appropria-
tions, Mr. Middleton' s publications are worthless.

In this reply Mr. Middleton repudiates the accu-
sations in vrgorous terms as unju.st and untrue.

He explains the footing upon which ho became
a member of the Burlington Fine Arts Club, to

the members of which the " Reply " is primarily

addressed, shows the origin and character of his

work in connection with the proposed Rembrandt
E3chibition at the Club, and quotes passages
from letters addressed to a contemporary, re-

fen-ing to their dates as establishing his irmocence
of the charge of plagiarism. No point of per-

manent importance to the outside public is

debated. The controversy is indeed essentially a
personal one, and seems to be conducted on either

side with an acerbity and warmth of feeling

which may givepiquancy to the discussion tothose
who have followed its details, but will impart to it

little interest to the uninitiated in cataloguing
intricacies and amenities.

Sebiotjs damage has happened to the dock at

the port of Silloth, on the Cumberland coast of

the Solway. About four o'clock on Sunday after-

noon the wall on the west side of the entrance
to the dock gave way. One of the dock gates
fell, and the water, which at the time was
standing about 2ift. deep in the dock, rushed
out with great force, carrying away about 20
yards of the west pierhead, which, having been
stripped of its protecting masonry, offered but
little resistance to the current. The west gate,
in its fall, knocked the east gate out of its

proper position, but it is still standing in a di-

lapidated state, and the wall on the east side of

the entrance appears to be in a somewhat critical

condition. The large blocks of masonry of which
the west wall was composed having fallen into

the entrance to the dock, a complete stop has
been placed upon navigation. The cause of the
disaster has not yet been definitely ascertained,

but the general surmise is that the sill of the
dock, owing to some gradually increasing defect,

had burst up, and the water thus gaining access

to the foundation of the wall got' behind it, and
birlged it in. It will cost between £20,000 and
£30,000 to repair the damage.

»»
Lamplong'h's Pyretic Saline is reft-eshlnir,

mont aKrccablp, and the pi-cvciitive of fkveks, bii.ioksness,
SMAi,i.-pox, BKis rJiHr.A«K9, atid man^ other spnnf^ and KUinmer
ailmcntB. Sold by ohemists tlirougitout the woi-ld, and the
Maker, 113, Holborn IliU. Uk no »»t«(iriiic.—^Alvt.]

CHUBB'S
WROUGHT IRON DOORS,

Fire and TliicMtcsistiuy Strons Rooms, Safes, and Iron Lialngs.

THREE PRIZE MEDALS
And HoxovRABLE Mention at PARIS EXHIBITION, 1878.

Illustrated Price Lists post-free.

CHTBB & SON, Makers to the Bank of England,
I'lft, Queen Victoria-street, St. Paul's, E.C. : and

6«, St. Jame«'S'6trcet, Pall Mall, Loudon.—[Advt.]

>-**

CHIPS.
The restoration of BexhiU Church, Sussex, is

progressing rapidly. The church has been cleared
of old iittmgs, which are to be replaced by open
benches and other suitable furniture ; the walls are
being repainted and replastered, and the roofs
entirely retiled, while the tower is being partially
rebuilt.

Mr. John Pagan, C.E., who has for the past four
years been Borough Survej-or of Wakefield, has
been appointed Colonial Sm'veyor and head of the
Public Works Department in the Colony of the
Gold Coast, at a salary of £800 a year.

At a special meeting of the trustees of the Lower
Ouse (Sussex) Navigation, held at Lewes, on
Monday, it was decided to erect a new iron bridge
over the river at Southease, in accordance with
plans submitted by the engineer, Mr. Wallis, of
Westminster. The cost isnot to exceed theestimateof
£2,252 17s., the actual tender of a firm in Stafford-
shire, and the bridge is to bear the weight of
traction engines up to 20 tons.

The corporation of the decayed Cinque Port of
Pevensey have instructed the town surveyor to
stake out land, preparatory to entering upon a
building scheme, m the hamlet of Wallsend, which
it is hoped will be ultimately j oined by roads and
houses to Eastbourne.

A new steam laundry has been opened at Dor-
chester. The buildings have been constructed
from the designs of Mr. Gregory, of that town.

New oifices for the Guardians of the Portsea
Island Union are about to be erected at Portsmouth,
at an outlay of £5,575.

Mr. W. Logsdail, of Lincoln, has carried off the
first prize in the School of Fine Arts at Antwerp,
the leading academy for painters in Europe. The
school is frequented by many English students, but
the prize, it is stated, has never before been carried
off by an Englishman.

A Methodist New Cormexion chapel, at Bistre,

North Wales, is approaching completion. Mr. E.
Owen, of Breck-road, Liverpool, is the architect,

and Mr. John Williams, of Buckley, the contractor.
The chapel will seat 300 people.

A stained-glass window has been placed in the
east end of the north aisle of Blofield Church,
Norfolk. The window is of the Perpendicular
period, and of three lights ; these are filled with
life-size figures of the Saviour, Moses, and Elias.

The tracery is filled with angels playing musical
instruments, including the harp, organ, violin,

trumpet, &c. The work was executed by Messrs.
J. and J. King, of Norwich.

At the meeting of the restoration committee for
the Church of St. Peter Mancroft, Norwich, it was
unanimously agreed to consult Mr. George Edmund
Street, E.A., as architect, and to request him to
report as to the extent of restoration necessary,

and what portions of the fabric require immediate
attention.

CHAPPUIS' PATENTS
FOE

REFLECTING LIGHT-DAYLIGHT REFLECTORS

OF EVEEY DESCEirTION, ALSO

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT REFLECTORS.

IP. E. CIL^3?F»XJIS, Patentee. Factory, 69, Fleet-street, London, E-C

N.B.-DIAGRAMS AND PROSPECTUSES ON APPLICATION.
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THE FINE ARTS AND OPTICS.

THE relations between these arts and this

science, and of this science, indeed, with
architecture also, are not sufficiently studied.

Nothing, however, can be more obvious than
the influence of light and vision upon all ob-
jects whatever, natural or artificial. That
which, in semi-darkness, is only a sketch,

becomes in full day a distinct outline ; and,

of course, not tints and shadows merely, but
colour in its every variation, depend abso-

lutely upon the medium through which they
are viewed. Dimensions, fonn, and so forth

are acted upon greatly through this element,

which largely accounts, therefore, for the

effect of different architectural styles in dif-

ferent climates. The study of light, indeed,

is essential to much of human knowledge

—

to astronomy and mathematics, for example
—but in no realm is it more essential than
in association vvith the Arts, and pjiinting

especially. The two, in fact, arc kindred,

or rather the one owes its bu-th to the other.

It is this which produces foregrounds, middle-
distances, and backgrounds, solid and aerial

perspectives, gradations of hue in land-
scape, modidations of beauty in the human
form ; it governs the blcndiiig of pigments
and the distribution of shadows, and yet no
two vocations are more opposite, more
widely sundered, more in contrast, as pure
mechanics must be in comparison with pure
fancy, than those of the artist and the opti-

cian. But the results of their studies arc in

a considerable degree the same—that is,

when due thought is thrown into either,

although it has been frequently the case that
an artist has produced effects of light which
have perplexed an optician, whUe an opti-

cian has laid down laws of light unintelligible

to an artist—the one, as it were, speaking
poetry, and the other algebra ; the first

creating harmony out of an unknown law,

the second constructing a law out of an un-
appreciated harmony. We have to do with
the former rather than with the latter.

When Raffaelle pamted " The HolyFamily,"
Corregio the "Man-iageof Saint Kathcrine,"
and MuitIIo his Virgins sun-ounded by
angels, and enveloped in a mystical radi-

ance, these men were engaged upon
works of science scarcely less than of

art ; they brought its realities to the
aid of their imagination, and a similar

remark applies to the canvases of all the
pamters who were poets, without being
imitators, and who worked at their- best,

whether it was Sanzio in the porch of a
Roman temple, or Drolkng in a Dutch
kitchen. Granet used to close his shutters

at noon, and labour by the illumination of

an oU lamp; and "single-candle" Schen-
del's name is a by-word in the studios of

Europe. Those Low Country artists, indeed,
often subordinated everything, the human
figure itself included, to the producing of

variation in light and shade. For this they
degraded their subjects ; for this they
introduced every species of eccentricity

;

they preferred a sun's ray, falling through
a barn-door on a heap of yellow com, to an
ItaUan glimpse of lalue sky and golden-
winged angels. ^Tiero shoiUd we be (was
an old question among artists) if the distri-

bution and power of light wore equal every-
where? There would certainly be no
Italian, and there would be no Flemish
schools, for Venice and Naples are not less

necessary to the one th.an Amsterdam and
the Zuyder Zee are to the other. The ele-
ment—to call it one—is not only poured

upon almost every object in nature ; it is

reflected from and refracted by it ; and

ovei-y hill and tree, house and rock, man or

animal, possesses an individual illumination.

Thus, the Gennans. But it is not requisite

to accept all their abstractions on the subject.

The simplest ab-initial knowledge tells us

that, without light, coal would not bo black,

the sky blue, a rose red, or a diamond
sparkling. These are the earliest teachings

of optics ; and when art takes up the tale, it

is at the point where lights and shadows,

colours and dead siufaces, have to be adapted

or combined, contrasted or compared. The
Greek painters, of whoso works so few are

left, knew that the strongest glow of yellow,

blue, or green, thrown upon a deep red,

would darken instead of lightening it ; they

never, therefore, put these colours into

juxtaposition ; they challenged crimson

with white, and foimd it imconquerable

;

but when they threw upon cither a flood of

perfect, untinted light, coming, whether
artificial or not, from the natural

direction of the sim, thoy never found the

experiment to faU. In later days, Newton,
conversing ^vith an artist, spoke of their

discrimination as of an instinct. But,

although the artist, in search of a medium
through which to paint, may elect between
the humid verdure of Ireland, the mist-

crowned Scottish mountains, the trans-

parencies of the English Lake atmosphere, or

the thousand-and-one illusions of air and
colour on the Continent, in America, or in

the Ea.st, he must expect endless fluctuations,

from hour to hour, from moment to moment,
even on one and the same spot. No land-

scape is ever the same for an instant together.

Photography can do nothing with nature.

It may outUno a form, human or other, or a

or an horizon ; it can suggest where
the lights and the shadows lie, but what
shadows and what lights it cannot tell,

while, with reference to the beauty of a

rainbow, or a sunset, a sea, a flower, or an
altar-piece, it is dumb altogether. It can
no more represent these than it can emulate
the human eye.

It is a well-acknowledged fact that

pictures change according to the light in

which thoy are looked at. There is a subtle,

and yet an easily distingiushable difference

between them when viewed with the assist-

ance of gas or lamps, and in the open air.

The medium, even of a gallery at noon, is

not exactly like that, for instance of a

garden terrace, at the same hour. And the

painter's work itself varies in an equal degree
under the varying influences of the lights

andshados to which his pallette and easel

arc exposed. It is not difficult to under-
stand, then, the characteristics of canvases

sxich as those of Salvator Rosa and Rem
brandt, of Van Huysum and Wouvermans,
of Claude Lorraine and Canaletti. One
glance at, one remembrance of their works,
will suggest how much they were indebted
to, how much they were governed by, their

climate—which is only another word for the
light in which they laboured. It would have
been as impossible for Claude to paint his

visionary paradise among the swamps of

Holland, as for Greuze to have found his

ideals in a Hindoo zenana. Slave as he is,

therefore, of the light, the artist rarely

pauses to reflect what may be the effect

upon the eye, in England, of a
picture painted, say, at Florence or Rome, at

Munich, or in Calcutta. Nevertheless, it is

sure to be materially different from that
which he intends, and a sui-prise, perhaps,
oven to himself. He cannot caiTy with him
the atmosphere of his studio, and this, per-
haps, it was which induced sundry of the
old masters to paint invariably by lamp-
light. This enabled them, they said, to

soften all theu- tints and shades, to paint
independently of climate, and to level down
their surfaces, so to speak, so that they
might be violently inharmonious nowhere.

But theso men did not derive their ideas

from their darkened studios : they hod seen

Nature, of whatever kind, abroad, and the

sun and the sky and the bloom of the

earth wore in their eyes, no matter whether

or not thoy had drawn their curtains before

sitting down, palette and brush in hand.

The artist, then, who works on any noble

scale, seeks, with the solo assistance of his

eye, representing his nund, to distribute

lights and shadows, in proportionate masses

on his canvas, striving to preserve their due

relations, and to keep them in harmony with

whatever groups or figures may constitnte

the livijig interest of his picture—the

details, matters in themselves, which are to

bo paramount above the whole. The opti-

cian studies also theso grand effects ; but he
can bring machinery to his aid ; he can

multiply his own natural powers ; he can

measure, and even weigh, the light ho wants

to use ; he employs, in fact, an apparatus

which, in theso and latter days, physicians

have found inevitable, and which, in time to

come, perhaps artists may not despise. The
Photometre, indeed, has ab-eady found its

way into some of the German studios ; but

many painters fear lost its application should

conduce to a system of mechanical accuracy

in art, entirely incompatible with the free

range of invention and fancy. It is like,

they say, comjyeUing Nature to pose through

an opera-glass. Undoubtedly, such a

medium is ai)t to throw up false lights and
false shadows equally, of whatever shax)e

and colour the object may be, yellow or

blue, ahoTiso, a cart, or a garden wall. Then,

is an artist to copy, without calciUating, or

is he to summon to his assistance,J a more
than apre-RaphaeHte— a scientific precision,

as to matters of fact ? For that is really the

question. A French critic has put it to the

test. Ho brought his apparatus near to

where an artist sat, painting a yellow wall;

he fixed his photometer so as to take in the

object; after the work was done he fixed it

in like manner upon the picture. The resiUt

was, he says, the triumph of a test which
few pictures could undergo, with the dis-

comfiture of the painter. Two errors, we
are assured on the same authority, interfere

with the proper concentration and dispersion

of light . on canvas, the one a timidity in

the deepening of shadows, the other a too

groat freedom in the employment of pure

yellows, and when these have to be modified

the more sombre ochres, often bastardised by
other and, in themselves, corrupted pigments.
With these, of course, light can never be
equal, or the tone harmonious, though the

colour produced may appear fascinating

enough at a superficial glance ; but in these

instances—and here is a profound mistake

which the great old mastorsnever committed
—the light is not consonant with the

shadow ; m other words, the artist was not
possessed of the optical science or instinct.

For in every work of fine art the lights and
the shadows, analysed, will be found con-
sistent, and the one belonging naturally to

the other. The same ray from the sun,

penetrating the same medium, produces
ijoth, and a summer shadow in Rome is no
more like a winter shadow in St. Petersburg
than the leaning tower of Pisa is like the

porcelain tower of Pekin. Modem land-

scape painters, it is true, have observed upon
this fact, and endeavoured to profit by it.

Decamps, for example, is geometriciiUy exact

in liis distribution of the sun's rays at par-
ticular hours of the day, and oven in different

latitudes. What, it may be asked, is the

influence of this exactitude upon the mere
connoisseur ? It creates a sense of the real,

it tends towards an education in art ; in

fact, the farther wo leave the ordinary

pastm-es of home and approach the East

—

Egypt, for instance—it becomes an essential.

An Egyptian landscape is all colour and
light, so is an Egyptian ruin ; a simless Cairo

would be, on canvas, themerestheapofdilajH-
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datiou. iloi-eover, pninters of nij^rlit scenes

hare fo't tlie difficulty iu its full force

(ieneniUy, like that marvellous Scheudel of

-whom nieutiou Las been made, they place a

flaring lain)) iu the middle of their canvas
;

they surround it with an obscure interior, or

the" confusion of a crowded market-place;

they either thix)W its beams upon common
objects, intensely illuminated, or lose them
among the shadows beyond. M. Jules

Janiu, analysing these effects, found that

the Limp in the picture gave forth fourteen out

of fifteen times less than the light that was
actually due from it. This, of course, was an
arbitrsri- conclusion, derived from, as it were,

an imaginative experiment, but it brought
Science, in a way, to the door of Art, and the
two did not agree. Granet, already spoken of,

was a master of the art of illusion pro-
duced by these mere contrasts of darkness
and light. '• M. Gi-anet,"' said the Eight-
eenth Louis, '

' I am always afraid to look at

one of yom- Caimchins taking snuff, lest ho
should sneeze in my face " ; a profound
compliment to the artist, but an utter repu-
diation of colour ; for these pictures were
all of vaulted, cloistered halls, subterranean
passages, gi-ated windows, and sombre
staircases, with a single beam of light, and
no more, introduced somewhere. The truth-
fulness of this artist, therefore, says his

critic, is not less an illusion than the illusion

he was so fond of attempting to produce.
More than this, however. The precision

aimed at by these elaborate methods is often
not obtained. A sky full of clouds will

appear sometimes of a dead white when
scanned by means of the photometer ; a false

dazzle, too, is occasionally created, even by
the most perfectly-adjusted instruments,
and the finest judge, the most infallible

reflector is, after all, notwithstanding its

eccentricities, the human eye, than which,
assuredly, no mechanical optical arrange-
ments can bo bettor adapted to compass
whatever there is of colour or outline in art

-or nature. The reproduction of colour, as

already said, is beyond the reach or hope of

any mechanism, and, as to outline, the more
largely it is extended, by whatever copyist
machine may be employed, the more it bo-
comes bliured and indistinct. Art has been
made, in its inferior degrees, very much an
affair of optics in recent years ; but optics,

as applied to the higher and finer arts, appear
to have been scarcely worth a thought.

COM-THE IPSWICH POST-OFFICE
PETITION.

THE Ipswich Com Exchange is to give
place to a new Post-office, combined

with Corporation offices, and the provision of
a new Com Exchange is contemplated by
the extension of the public hall in Westgato-
street, while designs for a school of art and
museum have just been invited. Twenty-
two designs have been sent in for the first-

mentioned project, now on view at the
Town - hall. The Corporation in their
printed instructions imposed certain con-
ditions as to plan and style, which really
loft competing architects little or no liberty,

and the i-esult is a set of drawings that dis-

play an unusual want of originality or in-
vention. The site of the present Com
Exchange was given, and as the area was
confined by the existing walls of that build-
ing there was no ojiportunity for artistic

skill in the grouping of parts, or play
breaks or recessions in the line of the
fagades which an architect is naturally
prone to indulge in. Furthermore, the
competitors were bound to a certain in-
ternal aiTangement for the Post-office pro-
pared by the borough surveyor, who also
suK^esttxl a scheme of subdivision for the
public offices, and, in short, they had simply
the task before them of supplying a set of
facades iu a given style for the four front-

ages. The town-hull adjoining the site,

but separated by King-street, a by-no-
means unimportant structure, in a freely

ti-eated species of Italian, moreover sujiplicd

the keynote for the composition of the
new building, which was required to be
" Classic." A set feature, or rather cast

of expression, was given by another sug-
gestion that a poitico entnince of certain

Ijrojoction shoxild be shoira on the chief or
CornhiU front. It wottld bo expoctins; too
much under these, Restrictions to look for

any great amounfof architectural skill, much
less of varietj^in the treatment, and we
have according' 1}' » sot of designs ranging
from Classic models to free Italian or Re-
uais.sance. In the larger nmnber of de-
signs, the model plan as regards the
distribution of the windows has been
scrupulously adhered to, notwithstanding
considerable architectural variety would
have been attained by a free redivision of

them. The value of pronouncing the public
offices towards King-street especially has
been neglected in some cases ; while the
canted comers shown in the regulation
plan, always very difficult problem in Classic

design, have not, except in one or two in-

stances, been cleverly managed. We may
here suggest another departure from the
plan that would bo a great public conveni-
ence. Most of the designs show the postal

boxes below the portico reached by a flight

of steps, the inconvenience of which mif^ht

have been avoided by utilising a part of the
public office near the King-street angle for

the receptacles, and by introducing boxes
below or in the window-oiienings, as ob-
sei-ved in many of the metropolitan post-

offices. An easier and readier mode of

communication between the public and sort-

ing offices might have thus been effectei.

Proceeding to notice the designs in detail,

we commence with " Well Considered," be-
causewe understand ithasboen favourably en-
tertained by the committee. In plan we notice

little or no departure from the model scheme.
The floor of the Post-Office is raised about
3ft. above the Comhill lovcl, and the facade
facing this open space is adorned by a rusti-

cated basement, a portico of coupled
columns, and with pilasters between
windows above. These have semicircular
heads fiUed with sculptured tympana, while
the pedestals above the portico have groups
of sculpture, representing the Arts and
Sciences, certainly an unnecessaiy and
costly addition, scarcely appropriate to the
building, though not included in the author's

estimate. The angle windows do not rank
agreeably with those of the facade and flank,

and their omission or reduction in width
would have been an improvement. The
clock-pediment over the centre, and the
terminals are useless, and certainly unmean-
ing features. In the return facade towards
King-street, the public offices are jjronounced
by a pediment. The style chosen is Classic

of a Greco-Roman typo, broadly treated in

parts, and the design is illustrated by a bold
pencil perspective

"DumSpiro Spero," shown by aninkpor-
spcctive, is designed in a more commonplace
type of Italian ; it has pilasters at angles,

the centre ordinance over Ionic portico

is carried through the pediment in a not
very elegant monner. As in many other
cases, the author proposes stone from Brad-
ford for the principal front, combined with
white Suffolk bricks. As a Classical compo-
sition, "Mercury" ranks high in merit.

In the perspective drawing we recognise a
well-known hand. The Comhill front is in

a broad astylar treatment, Florentine in

feeling, without a pediment, a bold modiUion
cornice of some projection crowning the
building, and a low wide portico of Boman
Doric, with coupled columns before the
entrance. The angles are left canted, but
the windows in them, unlike those in " Well
Considered," are narrow. The lines and

fenesti-ation of the faoades are almost
academic in severity, but elegant; the archi-
trave mouldings continue to the cornice,

and enclose above the heads of windows
some cai-ved relief. Steps between the
pedestals of the columns give access to the
portico, but here, as in most instances, the
necessities of a public post-office have been
lost sight of. The builduig is conceived
too much in a villa or club-houso stylo, and
whatever merit it has in the chief fa(;ade is

sacrificed to the exceedingly meagre and com-
mon-place treatment of the facades facing the
Town Hall and old Herb Market. Nothing
could be more pinched or starved in
effect than these fronts, and the author
appears to have lost all interest in his design
immediately ho turned the corner, in spite

of the fact that the King-street front will

bo seen quite as much as the Comhill
fayade. The Corporation offices are sepa-
rated by a slight recess in the wall at the
corridor entrance. The materials proposed
are ashlar, oi- white brick facings. We note
rather useless accessories in the shape of

sculptured arms above the angle windows.
The author's estimate is £6,081.

"Effect and Economy" is a large pencil
perspective in a free Italian dress, with
portico and pedimented treatment of front,

over a msticated basement. The upper
story is enriched by panelled pilasters and
pedimental-headed windows, in a style that
rather competes with the town hall, and
economy does not appear to bo the leading
recommendation. In the return front the
public offices aro not well managed, the
horizontal members and string-courses being
cut through by the lower windows. In the
plan tho author shows a few deviations ; the
school board-room, 20ft. (3in. by 2.5ft. 6in., is

notplacedin the centre, but at the King-street
end of the range of offices, and on the second
floor the principal office is above it. Wo
think this an improvement. In tho space in

centre of basement, under post-office, the
author suggests that 8 strong-rooms should
bo erected for the use of tho public offices,

and for letting.
" V. R." is a striking design illustrated by

a largo inky perspective d^a^ving. The stylo

is Italian freely treated, with pilasters. There
is a Doric portico, the public offices being em-
phasised by a different treatment of windows,
and a break in the linos of composition over
the public offices entrance. A level roof as

in most other cases is shown. The stairs are

altered from the centre of public offices,

as in the Corporation's plan, to the end
of corridor, which is a better position.

The figure of Britannia on the fagade

would have been wisely omitted, and if in-

stead of a clock over the portico, common
to many designs, an anemometer were sub-

stituted, an instrument of some utility would
be added to the town, while a clock might
be placed in tho King-street angle of the

building, and it is sui-prising this better seen

position has not been selected. Tho canted
comer by the way offered a capital position

for a clock, which might havo been placed

between the stories or at the summit imder
a pediment. Being in the instrument room,

the position would be a desirable one.

A design noticed with some favour by
local critics is " Suivez Moi." The author's

design, though rich, is not redundant in pilas-

ters or carving. A breadth of effect is ob-

tained, and if it lacks anything it is in refine-

ment ofjdetail. The stylo is Italian, broken
in tho 'cornices with circular comers, and
ar.glo pilasters. There is a centre panel with
Royal arms over the faoade. We dislike tho

iron cresting to roof—a rather vulgar source

of effect. The author, sensible of the low-

ness of the sum to be expended, estimates

tho Post-office at £4,194, and the Corpora-

tion offices at £2,369, the cubic contents of

the former being calculated at 167,758ft.

The author, in not very good taste, puts in

a plea for acceptance on the ground of hia
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being a native of Suffolk, and having received
his education in Ipswich. Such a practice is

to bo reprehended in competition as unfaii'

to others. In the design "Despatch" (in rod),

which is, wc believe, by alocal architect, wo are

struck by a simplicity of treatment in spite

of the obvious violation of some conventional
proprieties of the style. The drawings are
feelingly rendered in a style that may be
called Palladian, though inexpensive in the
material jiroposed, and not hwsh in
cai-ving. Wo might find fault with tho
rather purposeless pilasters between windows
and some other inaccuracies of composition.
The oiKces are xmemphasised. In an amended
plan, the author shows the sorting-office
along the King-street front, tho sorting-
table by this means comnuniicating with the
letter-box ; and the doors, area, three w.c.'s,
are shifted a little in position. A stone base-
ment, with white Suffolk facings above, are
proposed. Very unlike, and in rather
" grandiose " Italian, is an elaborate set of
drawingswithaPostago-Stampforniotto. The
stylo is Italian or Roman of one order, with
pilasters at the angles in pairs, a pediment
oyer portico, the latter arcaded between the
piers. Pediments are placed in tho centre of
each front, and no differer ce of treatment is

attempted in the offices portion. The ele-
vations are carefully drawn. Our pre-
vious remarks upon the position of a clock
in the main facade apply to this design.
White bricks are proposed "for tho back -ele-

vations, with stone ashlar for the Comhill
front. The stylo adopted is expensive and
rather ambitious, and tho building is

seriously estimated to cost £5,950 ; another
thousand would be nearer the mark. " Civis
Non Peregrinus " sends three designs : the
first, shown by a neat perspective, is the best,
and is conceived in an Italian sj^iirit. The
old portico is retained and carried up to the
top of the building by another superimposed
order, crowned by a pediment, a jjlan that
certainly gives solidity and dignity, if it is a
costly feature. Tho angle pilasters do not
break at the angles. We like less the design
marked " B," where the pUastors are placed
in a wrong position, and the details are poor

;

a third, "C," is crowned by a heavy pedi-
mental tablet with the inscription " Post-
office," perhaps quite as dcsiratjie as a clock
in a town like Ipswiuh, frequented by
strangers. Tho parapets are imdosirable
features, and are certainly costly and trouble-
some. The author cubes his bui'ding at
140,350ft. for post-office, and at 94,000ft. for
tho mmiicipal offices, making a total of
£6,056.
A fov- other designs call for notice,

though of less merit than tho above.
" Harmony," half-shaded in colour, is an
Italian composition, with pediments on each
front, a circular arched portico, rounded
corners, and commonplace detail. The esti-
mated cost is £7,000 ;

" Animo et Fide " is

tawdry in treatment, and redundant with
worn-out and expensive features, such as a
domical hip roof and a cupola. On the whole,
it looks like a miniature copy of the To^vn
Hall. "Despatch," which we distinguish
as No. 2, shows a rather weak composition,
particularly at the sidee ; tho window pedi-
ments are costly features, and would necessi-
tate stone. The elevations in outline are not
accompanied, apparently, by any other
drawings. "Ipswich Arms" is hard and
meagre. " Post Officia Portuna " shows a
pediment, brought out over the portico with
pedimented comers. " Faith " is grotesque,
and crowned by a cupola, deeply undercut at
tho base, and toy-like in character.
" Corona," is an olla podrida of Italian.
"Courage" lacks the public character,
while "Red Star" is an exceedingly pon-
derous design, with excessively heavy cor-
belled window heads, and no relief whatever.
On the whole, it must bo confessed that

there is no one design that can bo carried
out effectively for the sum intended to be

spent, and we may add our opinion that a

sum of £6,000 is totally inadequate for the

erection of a building of tho dimensions
required, and in a style worthy of associa-

tion with the Town Hall. As it is, wo find

the estimates vary from £5,600 to £13,000;
while, if wo examine the cubing, we note an
unaccountable and astonishing difference

made for a building of predetenninod dimen-
sions, tho figures ranging from 200,000 to

400,000 cubic feet. We have roughly cubed
the two portions of tho building, and find

the cubing of both come to about 300,000ft.,

or a trifle less. The rate per foot cube also

exhibits an equal disparity, some competitors
pricing at 6d. and others at 9d., tho
average appearing to be 6Jd. for tho mimi-
cipal offices, and T^d. for tho Post-office.

Judging from the character of the designs,

many of them must have been cubed at even
a less figure than 6d., if tho matter was con-
sidered at all, which is certainly doubtful.

Under such circumstances, we strongly
recommend the Corporation to obtain
professional advice, as regards cost, at

least, before coming to a final deci-

sion. In regard to the style, some-
thing essentially plainer and of greater
solidity of character than the Town Hall is

required. There should be nothing in tho
post-office front to suggest comparison, or
compete with the more important municipal
structure by the side of it— nothing
exaggerated, pretentious, or grotesque iu

feature or stylo. Tho Comhill front ought
undoubtedly to have a portico of spacious
width, such as many of the designs show, of

Classical proportions,quiet, andverymoderate
in enrichment ; the facade should be united
to the portico by the dominant lines of

cornice or entablature, and tho whole front
should be symmetrical and balanced, deriv-
ing its chief architectural expression from
tho fenestral arrangement and cornice,

which ought to be open and indicative of

purpose. If a pediment be attempted it

should certainly be moderate and retiring,

not crowded up with sculpture or terminals,
that would immediately vie with those of

the tovm hall. The facade facing the latter

ought certainly to bo treated as one eleva-
tion with the front, and if possible we think
the additional stories of the municipal offices

support the principle that they should be
prouomiced instead of appearing to be
incorporated under one roof. We think that
the basement should be of stone rusticated,
and we favour those designs which have no
pilasters, or deal sparingly with them. The
Comhill is the most conspicuous site in
Ipswich, and it woidd be an irretrievable

mistake for the Coiiioration to commit them-
selves to any design th.at either lacks archi-
tectural character or is shorn of the best
features it has, or to mcagi-e proportions by
a process of cutting down afterwards.

BUILDING MACHINERY.
A LMOST within the limits of the present

-^*- generation the old-fashioned " biulder "

has developed into the modem "contractor"
—an employer of countless "hands," who in

lieu of the "yard" of former times, has his

wharf on the river ; his steam saw-mills, his

brick-fields, and, perchance, his quarries

;

who imports his own timber, and burns his

own lime, and not unfrequently covers his

own freehold estates with houses, the
ground-rents of which ro2jresent a satis-

factory income calculated by the tons of

thousands per annum. There is no need of
examining how this altered condition of

affairs came about ; how from the plan still

pursued iu the pro\ances, wherein each trade
is contracted for sepai-ately by masters in

that particular branch, certain bold inno-
vators came forward with proposals to take
tho entire job, and sub-contract with the

tradesmen in each department; and how

ultimately those "general contractors"
became tho wealthy capitalists of our own
day, and employed workmen of every kind,
and not only supplied all the labour required
in tho execution of great works, but became,
or are gradually becoming, providers of tho
varied materials used in building. We only
glance at this matter in order to show that

the contractor who has so far concentrated
all tho small fish into his net is in a first-

rate position to avail himself to the full ex-
tent of every modem mechanical appliance
for carrj'ing out the extensive undertakings
upon which ho embarks, and for saving to

the utmost that most costly of all items to

the manufactui'er, }tuman labour. Of course,

in his workshops, his miUs, and his brick-

fields he takes cai-e to provide himself
with the best of machine-tools, and, if his

workmen do not combine to prevent him,
ho will bo the first to obtain every new
description of wood and stone-working
machinery, and every similar appliance for

preparing his materials. He is well aware
of the pecuniary advantages to be gained by
strict adherence to the maxim of the nine-
teenth century, "Never employ men to do
what can be done as well, or better, by ma-
chinery," and for no one has the manufac-
turer of labour-saving machinery worked to

greater advantage than for the builder. In
all these respects his plant is little short of

perfect ; but when we get on to tho scene of
his building operations, the jJace where tho
materials so skilfully prepared have to be
erected and placed in position, we find many
anomalies, manysignsof the prevalence of old-
fashioned ideas, and much that seems scarcely
in accord with the progress we have briefly al-

luded to in the other departments ofhis works.
We propose to glance briefly at the different

stages of the progress of an important work,
and see where wo have found antiquated
modes of working to linger, and in what
respect it appears possible to suggest im-
provements ; in short, to sum up all that we
find on a large and important works in Lon-
don, in the way of mechanical aids to what
we may term the erection of the building.

We hiivo a portable engine, of a type
specially adapted for agiiculturists ; a clumsy
and ill-designed mortar mill ; a stc.am-

pump, whose chief merit appears to be that

it furnishes a standing job to the fitter to

keep it in order; an overhead travelling

crane ; and sometimes a steam-hoist. Now,
when we reckon up the numerous and
intricate operations which are involved in

the erection of a largo building, this list,

which is a more than usually complete one,

leaves much to be desired. In small works
we rarely find anything beyond the mortar-
mill and the portable engine.

On tuminx to oui- advertisement pages we
find many firms offering to the trade tho
most varied assortment of what we may call

workshop i)lant ; but the machinery specially
adapted for the works seems to have attracted

little notice among mechanical engineers,

and it is to this class of building macliiuery

we wish to call attention. On visiti g a littlo

while ago one of the largest works in progress

abroad, upon which between 3,000 and 4,000

workmen were employed, we found that the
united power of tho engines (chiefly used in

pumiiingaiid mortar-mixing) was under 100
horse-power, and that in scores of cases

where a simple machine might have done
the work of a dozen men no idea seemed to

have entered the head of the employers that

the work was being done wastefuUy. There
can be no question that in this matter they
are in Franco and Germany even more be-
hindhand thanwe are. In France that most
valuable appliance the light iron tramway,
and the so-called contractor's engine was
almost unknown until a year or two ago.
In our survey of the work, we may begin

with the excavation, and here, though there
is an ample field for improved modes of

working, the navvy \vith his spado stUl holds
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his own. aud such a thing as a steam-

excavator, though quite possible on a scale

which could be pj-ofitably employed on the

foundations even of an oi-dinary warehouse,

is only intiotluced on the most extensive

railways, docks, or canals, aud has never,

so far as wc know, been consti-uctod of a

sixe suitable for the builder. Something of

the nature of a revolving scoop, which could

be advanced on a light framework similar to

a drill, and would i-aise the earth as fast as

it was removed, by means of an elevator,

into the carts, would accomplish what we
have in view, and do our digging far better

and more quickly than a gang of men.
If we visit the bite where they arc prepar-

ing the foundation for a lai-go building
situated in a nnn-ow street in the City, we
cannot fail to be astonished at the straits

to which the foreman is driven to proWde a
cart-road at an almost impossible angle to

reach the lowest level, and the teirible

strains to which the poor horses are sub-
jected in dragging out the loaded carts.

Failing the steam-nawy, with a self-

dehvery for the excavated materials, we
would advocate the introduction of a simple
form of hoist which coidd be veiy easily

rigged up, and which could be used both to

raise the baiTows fi-om the trenches, as well
as subsequently to lift the bricks, the mortar,
and the men to the different levels of the
building ; a joiated framework, which could
be i-oadily run up. An additional stage
would bo the most generally useful fonn.
Within this frame should work a plat-
fonn large enough for a wheelbaiTow,
or a small four-wheel tmck. A wheel-
ban-ow, by the bye, is mechanically a
wholly obsolete contrivance, and ought
yew's ago to have been sent to the old
curiosity-shop. Now that iron is so cheap,
a small tramway with a 2-feet gauge can be
readily and quickly laid down, and light
trucks made of wrought-iron, which would
coutaiu from 2cwt. to 3cwt. each, would
enable a man to do three times the work he
now does with a barrow. AVe might expect
in Spain or in Eussia to see men wheeling
loads Ijeforo them in such a way that they
manage to can-y nearly half the weight
themselves; but in this jear of grace 1879
it seems almost too ridiculous to see in
London a long line of men toiling up ladders
with hods upon their shoulders. Just con-
sider what this involves—1501b. of flesh and
blood climbing up a scaffold with 001b.
of mateiials ! The cost of laising each
ton ranging, at the present rate of wages,
from Is. to Is. 6d., in accordance
with the height of the building ! The
horse-lift Ls infinitely better than this, but
a horee-nm does not pay for anything
under 25ft.—showing at a glance what a
relatively expensively way even this must be
of hoisting the materials, Eelatively womoan
to steam-power, which would do the work for
Id. per ton. "VNOiat the London builder wants
is a well considered 7 to 10 horse-power
engine of the senii-poi-table type, with a
grate arranged for burning coke. In con-
nection with this he must have the means of
driving a good 8ft. to 9ft. mortar mill—(the
small mUls are of no use) and if he can con-
trive to take some of his power, by means of
shafting, to work a rocking sieve for sand-
ecrconing and a small band saw to save the
time of the carpenters, so much the better.
His engine will work the windmg gear
for the hoist, and before the mortar is

wanted it will do all the excavation for
him. Surely one of the many makers
of portable engines could give us what
is wanted, from this brief description of
the work it would have to do. We have
mentioned the sieve for screening and wash-
ing the sand ; nothing could bo easier than
to do this work with a machine of the most
simple kind. It U true that the cost of this
does not fomi a veiy serious item, oven in
the krgest buildings, and that it may not

pay to have a special band from the shafting
to diive the sieves ; but in the contractors'
engine and fittmgs of the future, it

might bo as woU to remember this.

Next we come to the bricklaying

;

this cannot be done by machiuoiy,
and all the more reason for abolishing it

entirely. Of all the antiquated methods of

gomg out of our way to make work, the use
of bricks is about the worst. Why, with all

our boasted progress, we find oiu-selves at
the end of the 19th century sticking together
bad bricks with worse mortar, is wholly
incomprehensible, and can only be explained
by oiu- desperate attachment to conservative
principles.

With an excellent and reliable material like

cement concrete we ought years and years
ago to have found out a mode of facing it

with some glazed impenueable surface, and
trusted to walls made of concrete which are in

every respect vastly superior to brickwork.
We shall doubtless come to this ; but pro-
bably not until it becomes something
approaching felony to employ bricks. We
have, we fear, after all, pointed out only very
few of the unworkmanlike ways of building
now in vogue. To name another clumsy,
blundering plan, rendering om- workmen
liable to all manner of accidents, just look at
om' sytem of scaffolding with fixed poles and
cords—how long will this muddling plan
prevail, we wonder ? Here there are signs of

improvement, however, as an excellent in-

vention has been recently introduced for
using square timber for the uprights and
ledgers, and employing shoes and rings
made of galvanised iron. Something
far better, and by no means difficult to
ari'ange, would be a platform of Hght iron-
work, raised 6in., say, at a time by hydraulic
pressure or a simple rack and pinion. In
scaffolding of this kind our French neigh-
bours are very ingenious. Look where we
will, however, over the entire works, we find
everywhere a tendency to plod along in the
old grooves, with an entire forgetfulness of
theinvention and progress which are the char-
acteristics of the present day ; and if by
these criticisms, which are offered in no im-
friendly spirit, we can succeed in directing
attention to points capable of improvement,
we shall not have faded in om' object.

PARAPETS AND COENICES.

THEEE has been a return of late to roofs
with gutters and parapets, but the

practice has only been brought about by the
change of fashion in architectural design,
and not by any well-founded preference for
a system of construction that must be more
costly, and has always been associated with
impoi-fect and worn-out systems of architec-
ture. The crowning of the wall has always
boon one of the distinctive features in every
stylo of ancient or modem times ; and from
the hollow, lotus-adorned cornice of the
Egyptians to the best examples of Greek
and Gothic, wo find the cornice and parapet
struggling for suiu'cmacy. With the Greek
architects, the projecting members of
the cornice formed the constructional
drip protecting the wall below it, and
allowing the rain to flow off the roof. The
Doric coi-nice is now believed, with some
show of reason, to have arisen from the
necessities of timber construction, in which
the cross timbers became at length trans-
muted into triglyphs, while the upper
members foi'med the edge of the cover-
ing of slabs or tiles, as now used in the
East. In the course of time this order
of things was changed. The consti-uctivo

motive Was lost sight of, and the wall, and
not the roof, became the object of attention.
The Eomans were the first people who made
the walls of a building a mere mask to the
internal structure, and this idea was never
totally lost sight of, even by the Modiasval

builders, who built parapets to their church
roofs both over the naves and aisles. The
modem architect revived the idea of having
roofs hidden, and at the time of the Greek
mania very few houses were without parai)ets

and concealed gutters. All at once the spuit
of the dream was changed ; the parapet was
condemned as false, as encouraging fiat roofs

that never eft'ectuaUy kept the wet out,

while it disguised everything in the shape of

chimneys. Dming fifty years the anti-para-

pet fever remained unabated. It was thought
heathenish to hide roofs and to suwomid
buildings with balustrades and ui'ns. Ee-
cently, ho-ivever, this interdiction has ceased,

and the Queen Anne revivalists have once
more taken to the idea of building parapets

round the tops of houses and public build-

ings. After all, there may be something in

the notion that parapets answer a useful

purpose in intercepting snowdrifts, broken
tUcs and slates, and in affording a pro-

tection to those engaged in repairs and
cleaning. It must not be imagined that the

question is a pai-ty one simply, for it so

happens that there are numerous excellent

examples of buildings, both classic and
Gothic, where the overhanging roof and
coi-nice are adopted. In the Italian Ecnais-

sance, the projecting eaves cornice was always

made a most important source of effect.

We may mention the Fai-nose, the Pitti,

Pandolfini, and Strozzi palaces particularly,

as illustrating the importance attached by
the ItaUan revivalists to the cornice, as the

only crowning member of buildings. If we
tui-n to the Enghsh revivalists, and especially

Inigo Jones, whose works are just now held

in fresh esteem, we find the parapet omitted

in several buUdrngs. We may name Ambres-
bury, in Wiltsluro, and many mansions
erected by the disciples of the same master,

whore the cornice is made the actual

springing of the roof. At Chelsea, in

Cheyne - walk, and in nearly every old

square and street in London — the

courts of the Temple particularly, the

cornice is made a highly ornamental feature.

Many of the latter are in cut and rubbed
brick, aird have modillious or blocks, and
•ndll well repay the admirer of our old sis-

toenth or seventoeth century architecture by
a visit. While, however, such excellent ex-

amples of pure detail aboimd on every side

readily accessible, it is somewhat ludicrous

to see the attempts of certain revivalists

among us to " snatch a grace beyond the

rules of art " by dosigiring or copying cor-

nices of a nondescrijjt kind, and by erecting

parapets of the proijortion of a breast wall

to a rampart. One of the most noticeable

features in the old brick houses of the seven-

teenthand eighteenth centuries, is the singular

charm of the brick or stone cor-nices rmder a

green-slatedorred-tiledroof ; butit isarather

perverse fact that few of our biuldings that

imitate with such tenacious-Uke closeness

the accidental features of this style have ex-

hibited the one source of effect which the

seventeenth century architect made so

much of.

On the utilitarian aspect of parapet or

projecting eaves wo need not here enlarge

;

but wo may at once observe that both are

useful expedients under cer'tain conditions of

building. The parapet is, without doubt,

a useful adjmict to the roofs of large to\vn

buildings as a means of providing access to

the roofs ; on the other hand, it forms a

lodgment for snow, and a source of damp-
ness to the rooms below, unless the pre-

caution is taken of introducing a damp-
proof coiu'se immediately below the flashing

of the gutter. Its utility as an outside pas-

sage or gutter becomes inter-fered with when
dormers arc constructed, unless these be
brought out on the jjlane of facade ; on the

other hand, the projectmg eaves become a
protection to the walls, and give even

greater sanction to doi-mors as an archi-

tectural relief. There is one kind of parapet
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that combines the advantages of both modes
of construction to a certain degree, and this

is the balustraded or pierced parapet ; but
we have seldom seen any satisfactory

examples of them.

BAD MORTAE AND ROTTEN WALLS.
T AST week we di'cw attention to a case—
-^-' an example of hundreds in the suburbs

of the metropolis that never come to light

—

in which a builder was summoned by the

district surveyor for East Hackney for using

improper mortar, the magistrate ordering

the houses to be pulled down. In this

instance the mortar pr'oduced by Mr. Gould,

the surveyor, was nothing but dirt coloured

by a little lime, a kind of material that is by
no means an imcommon substitute for lime

and sand in the suburbs of London. It so

happens that the " joiry bidlder " who in-

dxilges in this pernicious system of work has

a very plausible excuse i-eady whenever he is

caught. In more than one case lately it has

been contended that the dirty-looldng stuff

is a compound of burnt ballast in lieu of

sand, and evidence to this effect was pro-
duced in the case before us by another sur-
veyor called to support the defendant. It

seems to have been satisfactorily proved,
however, and in a most amusing manner,
that the ballast in question was a lump of

canal mud, and that it had never been sub-
jected to the action of fire may well be
believed. It may be necessary to draw atten-
tion to the fact that ashes and cinders are
frequently used instead of sand in the pre-
paration of mortar, and that in the suburbs
especially there is a strong temptation to

use these materials for sand. If we could
be sure of birmt clay or ashes free from dirt

and impurities being used, there would be no
objection; but, unfortunately, these materials
are too often a disguise to the quantity of
old mortar and dust-heaps that are titilised.

There is one difficulty we may point out in

the detection of this dirty kind of mortar,
and that is the quality of lime used, if

any. Oidy one means can be adopted to

discover the efficiency of such a compound,
namely, the immersion of a dried piece in

water. If it has really any of the pietended
ingredients, such as ashes or bm-nt clay pure
and dry, mixed with good stone lime, the
lump of mortar will remain hard ; but if

otherwise, it will quickly decompose, and ran
into sludge. Wo caution all those who
have misgivings to apply this test. Such
material as bm-nt clay should invariably
bo reduced to a fine powder before being
mixed with the lime. It is not, per-
haps, generally known that thei'e are
ingredients which rather improve mortar
if used instead of sand. We may briefly

refer to some of these. Smiths' ashes we
have occasionally pointed out as adding
materially to the strength of mortar, though
they are chiefly used to impart a black or
dark colour. The scoriae from iron works,
and the slag from furnaces, are employed
with advantage when quite clean. Burnt
clay is also used as a substitute. It is pre-
pared by placing moist stiff clay over a coal

and wood fire, and as the clay becomes burnt
fresh layers of it with "breeze" or ashes
are laid on. The clay should be thoroughly
burnt. Besides these materials, crushed stone
is often used. It appears from General
Scott's experiments, that Portland cement
and sand of equal measures withstood 5041b.
upon an area of lOin. before breaking ; with
a projjortion of 1 to 2 a weight of -133^^.

;

with 1 to 3 of 3031b., of 1 to 4 of 4201b., the
age of mortar being eleven days. The fol-

lowing are given by the same authority for
mortar in brickwork built with ordinary
London stock bricks :

—

Fat limes
Feebly hydratilic limes
Hydi-aulic limes (Lias)

Roman cement
Portland cement
Scott's ,,

Parts by measure.
Quicklime. Sand.

o

2i
2

U
5

4

For fat lime mortar, fine sand has been found
objectionable, as it prevents the penetration

which is necessary for setting. On the

whole, we consider coarse angular sand makes
the best mortar, an opinion that is coniirmed
by all the old and hard mortars we have
ever examined. It is said that calcareous

sands make stronger mortars than siliceous

sands, though we think this rather doubtfid,

as in the case of Tjuilding stones, those sand-
stones in which the ingredient is chiefly

quartz united by a cementing medium of a
carbonate of lime character, are found to

resist atmospheric influences far better than
when the grains are of carbonate of lime
embedded in a siliceous cement. For damp
situations, as cellars and.basemcnts, fat lime
should be avoided, as it retains moisture

;

and when once it becomes dry mortar made
with it decomposes, and falls into a friable

dust. Half the miserably damp and msecure
houses in the suburbs of London, which oc-
casionally yield and give rise to coroner's
inquiries, are built of fat limes on account of

thoii' cheapness and ease of working ; after

they have been occupied for a short time,

door and window frames begin to show
signs of weakness, the mortar has no
hold, and loose masses of dry sand
whitened by the Ume, fall out on the least

disturbance. Who has not lost both temper
and patience in diiving a nail into walls
built of such friable material ? If one
attempts to draw a nail a puff of white dust
is produced, and the mortar seem;, to have
entirely lost its cohesive power and to have
become so much sand. Mortar, with fat

lime used externally, is still worse : it

imbibes moisture with great avidity, and the
first frost breaks away the outer crust.

Pointing is the only remedy to prevent a
further attack on the stability of the wall.

We are glad to see that the amendments to

the Metropolitan Building Act have not
ovex-looked the subject of sand and lime in
the mortar to be used, though we yet wonder
how the provisions are to be effectually

enforced in some cases. For buildings of

ordinary kind limes of a slightly hydraulic
character are required, such as grey chalk
lime, called generally "stone lime" in

specifications, and the has lime. The last in

its natural state is of a dark blue coloiir,

hence called "blue lias." There is consider-
able adulteration, however, to be guarded
against, such as sand, &c., and the test with
an acid to detect the amoimt of effervescence
that takes place should be adopted in im-
portant buildings. Mr. Reid suggests, as a
better plan, to bum a little of the stone in a
small kiln to judge by the slaking ; and
generally, hydiauUc lime shoidd have a
clayey odour and an earthy texture.

mi

ARCHITECTURAL MOSAIC.
V.

—

Modern Mosaic {contintud).

HE revival of marble mosaic as an
adjunct to architocttu'o is even more

recent than that of ceramic and glass mosaic.
The kind of marble work practised almost
exclusively during the middle ages was the
Opus Alexandrinum, in which every frag-
ment was shaped into some regidar geo-
metrical form; but of true marble mosaic
{Optis musivum), in which the fragments
were of irregular shape, and each fashioned
by the workman as he required it, we can
call to mind no later example than the
Baths of Caracalla, at Rome, which date
back so far as the year 211 B.C. But about
twenty years ago an obscure body of Italian

workmen comraenood its re-introduction,

travelling about to various cities of Europe,
like the Freemasons of the middle ages,

wherever they could find employment, with
very little organisation and very small
mean-s. Their work consisted mainly of an
imitation of the ancient Opus incertum, that
is, small irregularly-shaped fragments of

variously colom-ed marbles, not combined
into any particular pattern, but with an eye
to a pleasing combination and harmony of

colour, wliich was surroimded by a border of

more regular Opm vermiciilutiim, idso in

marble, in wliich pictoi-ial designs were intro-
duced. These travelling workmen laid many
pavements of this kind in Paris, Vienna,
Pesth, and in several towns of the South of

France, among which may bo named Nismes
and Lyons, before the value of their work
began to be generally recognised. The in-

troduction of similar work into this country
is due to Mr. Burke, of Ne\vman-street,

London, whose attention was attracted by a
pavement at the Tribunal of Commerce at

Paris, about six or seven years ago. That
gentleman at once engaged the sci-vices of a
number of these workmen, and commenced
tie constniction of similar pavements as a
special business both at London and Paris.

Since that time his firm have laid many
pavements in public buildings, among which
may be specified the Manchester Town
Hall, the Persian Com-t of South Kensington
Museum, and all the flooi-s of the new Natural
HistoryMusemn not yet ojxined. Other firms
have also entered largely into the trade,

which is growing with wonderfid rapidity,

and the list of architectswho order its usecon-
tains many of the most eminent names in the
profession. One smgular fact in connection

with this land of work is that not only do
all the good workmen come from Italy, but
the best workmen are all from one particular

province, that of Udine, noi"th of Venice.

It is only now and then that a Piedmontese,
a Milanese, a Roman, or a Neapolitan can be
taught to be a good mosaicist in this parti-

cular branch of the ai-t.

There are two kinds of work recognised

—

major and minor. In the major work, the
tesseraB are placed by hand in faiiish order,

with an eye to combination of colour ; whilst-

in tho minor, the fragments being pre-

viously mixed as to colour in certain propor-
tions are scattered at random over the sur-

face of cement, somewhat resembling the
way that stones are spread over a mao-
adamisod road. One element of the greatest

importance in laying these pavements is the
foundation. We have seen pavements which"
have given way because fragments of wood
and decaying laibbish have been carelessly

left underneath. The following is Mr.
Burke's description of the pi'ocoss of laying

his pavements. Upon a firm and .solid bed
of concrete is imposed a coating of mastic,

varying in substance according to circum-
stances. Into this mastic the tessersD or irre-

gular cubes of various coloured marbles about
half-an-inch square, are hammered, so that

each one is entirely surrounded by the

comentitioiis preparation, the roughnesses on
all sides affording an excellent key. A suf-

ficient sm-face bemg laid, the workman with
a rammer, somewhat similar to those used
in roads for diiving down granite paving,

beats and rams down all the tesserae, and
then further consolidates the whole, by
rolling over it a heavy granite or stone
roller. It will thus be seen that the principle

of this work is the thorough and entire con-
solidation of the marble cubes with the
mastic, and of the latter ndth the concrete

foundations. When the mastic has set the

floor is sanded down to a imifonu level, and
the colours are brought out by various dif-

ferent means.
Mnrble mosaic has also recently been intro-

duced as a means of profitably employing the
female prisoners in the convict prison at

Woking. Such labour is, of course, not
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expensive, and the result is a very cheap
pavement, which is manufactured in the

prison and supplied nt a fixed price per
square yard. The floor of the passage
in the Architectural Court at South
Kensington is laid with tliis material,

where the design, by Mr. Moody, is very
effective, and the pavement appears smooth,
well-laid, and likely to prove durable. We
have also met with a statement that it is

about to be used extensively at St. Paul's
Cathedral, and we must confess to a senti-

mental objection to labour of such a kind
being employed there. Every well-inten-
tioned effort to reform criminals by giving
them useful occupation deserves respect,

but we cannot quite reconcile ourselves to
the association of it with work which requires
artistic taste and feeling. One could hardly
walk over such a pavement in a sacred build-
inj, where every decoration issupposed tohave
some religious association, without being
reminded of the pavement of a place of
very different character, which some autho-
rities declai-e consists entirely of "good
intentions."

0/)(M Alexandrinum work is very little

used in modem pavements, on account of
the expensivcness both of the hard stones
and marbles employed, and of the labour in
sawing, grinding, shaping, and polishing
each individual fragment ; but we have seen
some very good imitations of ancient pat-
terns by Messrs. Poole, the masons to West-
minster Abbey. The process of work, lay-
ing the shaped fragments in grooves of
marble, is so like ordinary masons' work

—

executed, however, on a small scale—that
any description of it would be mmecessary
and superfluous.

Florentine modem mosaic is scarcely prac-
tised out of Italy. It is of two kinds, viz.—

•

1. Pietrc-dure, in which various objects ai-e

depicted in relief in coloured stones ; and 2.

Pietre-commesse, which consists of precious
stones, as agates, jaspers, lapis-lazuli, &c.,
cut into thin veneers and carefully inlaid.
Its use is very restricted, indeed, owing to
the very expensive nature both of the
materials and the labour which is spent upon
them. None but the hardest stones are em-
ployed ; every separate ijieoe must bo backed
by thicker slices of slate or marble to obtain
additional strength, and every minute por-
tion must be ground until it exactly corre-
sponds with the pattern previously cut. It
is used chiefly for the decoration of altars
and tombs, or for cabinets, tops of tables,
coffers, and the like ; and extraordinary
effects are produced by taking advantage of
the natural tints and shades of various
coloured marbles in the imitation of fmits,
flowers, and ornaments. In construction it

most nearly resembles the ancient Ojius
Sectile, described in our fii-st article.
Another kind of scctUe work which is

usually classed among the mosaics, although
somewhat improperly so, is the modem
French process invented by the late Baron
Triqueti, and very effectively employed in
the Memorial Chapel at Windsor. In this
method the thin slabs of marble are very
large, and shaped to follow the outlines of
the design. White marble and marbles of
various tints are employed, the outKnes of
the design being dra\vn in thin black marble
upon a grey ground. When the whole is

ground smooth and polished the effect is

produced of a delicately-tinted and outlined
fiiawing, with the advantage that it is fade-
less and imi)erishable.
The marbles of Italy, as worked in modem

days, i>resont a wonderful variety of shades
of colour, which enable the artists of Rome
to reproduce many of the paintings of the
great masters with such fidelity that close
examination is required to distinguish them
from the originals. A very extensive collec-
tion of these marbles, in countless varieties
of shade, may be insijccted^by all who wish
to «ee them on the walls of the Geological

Museum, in Jermyn-streot. The ancients
frequently combined both glass and marble
mosaic in the same composition, but this

practice is not adopted in modem work,
which is always exclusively either glass,

marble, or pottery. Modem marble mosaic
is only just coming into use for wall
decorations, but with the great variety of

variously tinted natural limestones and
marbles, we have lately seen, there can bo no
reason why for cei-tain purposes it should
not maintain its place side by side with glass

and too work. Messrs. Burke and Co. are

at the present moment engaged upon vei-y

extensive marble mosaic decorations on the
walls of the Guards' Chapel, in St. James's
Park, under the superintendence, and after

the designs, of Mr. Street. When these are

completed they will form, we believe, the

first important example of tho application of

marble, pure and simple, to artistic work of

such a character ; and as in the same chapel
Dr. Salviati is also executing a "Majesty"
in Venetian gold mosaic, the gift of Queen
Victoria, the friendly juxtaposition of glass

and marble work will give an admirable
opportunity for study and comparison.

DESIGNINGTHE "BUILDING NEWS'
CLUB.

THEEE VILLAGE SHOPS.

THE competition for three village shojis has
elicited a more than usual amount of ar-

tistic ability. The conditions laid down were
clearly in view of a design of modest pretensions,

such as one may meet with in a village or retired

subiu'b. "Motto J.," which we place fii'st, has
cleverly seized the idea, and has given us some-
thing at once English and homely. The style is

peculiarly quaint though unaffected ; the slightly

projecting gabled bays corbelled over the shops
and running up thi'ougli the eaves ; the shop
windows and comer oriel being exceedingly plain,
but effective. The upper stories are proposed to
be "of timber covered with plaster and Portland
cement," the roof is of red tiles, and the wood-
work is intended to be painted dark peacock
blue with white window bars. In the plans the
comer and end shops are well treated, the private
entrance and stairs being placed transversely
between the shop and liviug-room. The author
makes the U%-ing room to answer for the kitchen.

We do not understand how the stairs to the
centre house is lighted unless by a skyUght.
Externally, the treatment of the shop-windows is

pronounced without being unpleasantly sugges-
tive of town or suburban fronts, and the pent-
roof over the butcher's shop is appropriate and
useful. "Sin circle" isccrtaiulycleverin his plan.

The comer shop appropriated to tho grocer is

ingeniously arranged in the supporting piers

and window fi-onts, a small side bay being shown
in the return street. The hall, stairs, and
offices, are compactly planned, but thi other
shops are cramped by the halls and staircases.

Large sitting-rooms are obtained over the shops.
There is a pleasing variety in the elevation and
in the treatment of window-fronts, though the
bracket s below breastsummers woidd have been
better omitted. The stories above arc half-
timbered, the upper story tiled, and the author
has pleasingly varied the houses without osten-
tation. "Noah" sends a cliai-ming old English
front, the centre house being timbered with gable
while the two end houses are in brick. "There

are decided touches of Queen Anne in the windows
and small bays, but the composition, with the
exception of the balcony comer, which does not
well carry round the linos, is pretty coherent.

The shop windows, certainly, are small. Tho
author's plan is compact. Behind the shop in

each house is a small kitchen with projecting
scidlery and pantry, the coals and dust forming
a narrow lean-to on the other side. Stairs are
well placed and Ughted, and a living-room is

obtained over each shop. The author has, how-
ever, not economised Ids space to advantage in

the case of the comer (butcher's) shop. In this

case tho entrance might have been at the side,

instead of through the shop from the front. One
of tho best designs we have received, equal in
merit to the two last, is "Be to its merits very
kind," &c. The author of it has shown a very
decided improvement since he joined our club,

which we are very pleased to acknowledge. His
elevations exhibit a suitable and pleasing

Old EngUsh treatment, simple and highly pic-

turesque, without any affectation of manner or
extravagance of feature. The comer hou.se is

gabled and devoted to a butcher's shop, the other
two houses are relieved by bold plain square bay
windows two stories high gabled as dormers in
the roof. They have plain mullions and case-

ments, and are tiled between. A i)ent roof

divides the shops from the upper stories. The
style chosen is a Late Domestic Gothic verging
upon the Revival, and exempHfied in numerous
old buildings in London and elsewhere of between
the 10th and 17th centuries. Two well-drawn
perspective views arc given, but the drawing of

the larger one is taken from a point of view that
is not artistically, if literally con-ect. Although
the point of sight is supposed to be somewhere
within the gabled house, it is conventionally
proper to show the retum side in sharp perspec-
tive ; as drawn, it has the appearance of being an
acute angle. The plans are carefully worked
out with all dimensions. The butcher's shop is

18ft. 6in. by r2ft. 6in., with a side private

entrance; behind a living-room and kitchen pro-
jection. The two other houses have front passage
entrances to the private rooms, bay shop windows,
small living-rooms behind the shops, and projec-

tion for kitchen offices ; on the first-floor sitting-

rooms are obtained over the shops, and the

stairs and conveniences are well lighted and
planned. " Josephus Orangeblossom " con-
tributes a carefidly drawn design in a suitable

Gothic style ; the middle house is gabled and
timber framed, and the end houses are

tiled in the upper story. The shop windows are

simply arched openings, fiUed in with muUions
and transoms. The grocer's shop is at the comer
with canted comer entrance. An entrance
on the retum side leads into a kitchen,

the scullery, pantry, fuel shed, &c. , being com-
prised in a long shed in rear. The middle house
has a lobby entrance with side-door to shop. This
economises the space for show-board and window
front ; the stairs placed crosswise between shop
and kitchen areingeniouslylighted by a small area

at the side of latter. Ujistaii-s each house has a
front sitting-room and back bedroom, and three

small bedrooms on the second floor ; these are

certainly cramped. Considerable ingenuity is

evinced in the planning, and a flue for ventilating

the butcher's shop shown. The author sends a
sketch perspective. '

' Honey Dew " is an appro-
priate and picturesque design in a timber and
parget style, with large end gable and donncrs.
The shop-fronts are neat in treatment with
recessed entrances ; the upper windows have
nndhons and casements, corbelled as dormers of

the bedrooms in roof. The shops, 14ft. by
13ft. 8in., have angle doorways ; a kitchen with
scullery as lean-to ijrojeotion, and a stairs front-

ing the private entrances make up the ground-
floor. Above shops are sitting-rooms and bed-
rooms behind. We take^exception to the front

w.c's. over private entrances, which cutoff apas-
sage at side of sitting-room. The drawings are

carefully executed. "Pogmore" sends a more
pretentious row suitable rather for a suburb or

small town, though not without merit. The
shop-fronts are too ostentatious for a village, and
the author has not been successful in breaking
through that stereotyped combination of shop-

front and house which makes the modem street

so wearisome. Otherwise the upper windows are

effective. In plan the faults are the cutting

up of the fronts of the two middle houses by an
entrance on each side of it ; the long narrow
passages to the Hving rooms behind, the ill-

lighted stairs, the want of a pantry near hving
room, and the small bedrooms in tho second-

floor. A basement is provided. The author
estimates tho row at 6d. a cubic foot, amounting
to £2, .513. Design marked "Curiose" is not
without merit in external treatment ; the shop-
fronts and upper timbered stories slightly cor-

belled out are picturesque in qrouping, but the

angle protuberance above roof is eliuusy, and the

gable between two houses makes them appear
one. The private entrances are cramped and
the stairs in front of doorways awkward, be-

sides unnecessarily contracting the shops. The
kitchen and scullery look small, and the

upper arrangement of landing and rooms
not economical. Estimate is £1,490. "Dun-
wich" sends an elaborate design in Late
Gothic with three gables, and timber fiUing-in.

The general features are suitable, but the detail

is too ornate. The butcher's shop would have been
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better at the comer. The plan ie not without
merit, but the front bed-rooms over the comer
sliop are cut up waatefiilly. Tlie kitclien and
offices are in basement—not desirable for a village.

The estimate is £2,09o. A little over-timbered

is " Vtritas Vincit" ; the studwork is excessive

almost to the verge of satiety. The staii-cases in

the inner houses seem poorly lighted, otherwise

the plans have merit and are well studied. A
basement is provided for coal and goods. "Enig-
ma " has a somewhat similar plan, though there

was no necessity for a passage entrance between
parlour and kitchen projection. The elevation is

of framework and plaster, with flat projecting
•n-indows gabled at top. The timber filling-in

between windows is a little too fanciful perhaps;
but on the whole the treatment is siutable.
" Juvenis" attempts the same style, but clearly

falls into the eommmou snare of superfluous or-

nament. The first-floor plan is spoilt by a
small l)edroom at the side of front sitting-room

;

and the narrow bedrooms above are quite as

wasteful. A note says the " plastering is to be
colotu'ed red, and the studs to be painted dark
brown" a contrast certainly rather too harle-

quinade-like to i)Iease us. " M. in leaves
"

arranges his frontage after a novel plan. The
butcher's shop and house is detached from the

other two by a passage-way for baiTows, and
the entrance halls and lobbies form jjroject-

iag wings on the ground-floor, though the
bedrooms on the upper plan sail over the areas
left for light. The shops have by this arrange-
ment a wide frontage. The elevation suffers

from a peculiar iircgularity of the windows and
the flat-pitched dormers. The estimates are for

butchers' and drapers' shops, £7!>i each ; and for

grocers', £833 17s. The elevation of " Amateiu'"
is cut up rather unpleasantly, and there is a
strained look about the centre gabled projection
and hi]'.ped roof. In plan the side-entrance and
staircase are awkward, and the lighting of the
other stairs through closets luisatisfactory. In
other respects economy has been stiidied. "Try"
is economical in his planning, but the shops are

pinched up by the entrances and breaks in walls,

and the fronts are rather fantastical. It would
have been better to have made a porch to each
of the middle houses, and to have had a side

doorway therefrom into shop, instead of reducing
the show space by two doorways. The elevation

is simple and broadly treated, and without the
centre projecting porchway it would have pos-
stssed merit. The author has evidently improved
in his style, and has a correct idea of country
shop.s. " Ogmore " also has a simple but
pleasing elevation, but the bay windows to the
sliops are too domestic-looking. The arrange-
ment is certainly clever. " M. in leaves" (No. 2)

shows a variation both in plan and elevation.

Back shops are pi-ovided in connection with the
front, and the plan is less objectionable as re-

gards the construction ; on the other hand, his

elevation we have above referred to is better.

Design by " Boz " is timber-framed, moderate,
and suitable as regards elevation ; the shop-
fronts are artistically handled, but the
plans are not contrived with sufficient

regard to frontage of windows. '

' East
Anglian" runs pretty close as regards plan.

A lobby entrance is shown to two of the
houses and shops, and the arrangement apjjears

eftonomical. We do not like the shop windows,
but the upper part of elevation is better.
" Elcve " has attempted too much ; the elevation

would be more suited to a town thoroughfare,
and the brick treatment of projecting windows
and gables does not suggest a rural locality.

The plans are better. "Pactable," too preten-
tious in the ornament introduced ; the passage
entrances are wasteful, and the sitting and
bedi'O' ms are cramped. " H. T.," shown by a
very sharp i>crspective sketch, is stronger in the
plans than the elevation, which is covered with
timber-work and panels. "Essayez" and
'

' Speedy Method '

' both fail in their plans.

The three gables of the first areimdesirable ; the
latter's sketch is suggestive of something better

in elevation. It is somewhat singular the lobby
entrance has not been thought of by more as the
leaat wasteful kind of entrance. In most of the
plans, the back room has been made either a
sitting-room or kitclien, with scullery and offices

projection, the parlour being obtained on the first

floor ; but the best way of getting the staii'case to
avoid a cramped hall, and to preserve privacy,
has been overlooked in many instances.

ENTEAJTCE GATES IN WHOUOUT lEON.
The designs for these are not so satisfactory.

" Curiose" wo place fii-st, though the treatment
of the panels is rather suggestive of cast iron

than wrought. The piers are cleverly managed.
" Motto J " is a much more spirited and original

design ; the cross braces are made the principal

means of ornamentation, but the scrolls and
thistles which spring out of them seem to lack

coherency with the other panels of gate. The
piers are well treated, with iron lamp-stands upon
the toj). A Japanese motive prevails in the

iionwork, which is certainly appropriate for

wrought iron. The next design of merit has the

motto "Truth shall prevail." The author
adopts a Gothic design ; the lower panels and the

upper filling-in with scroll work are decidedly

characteristic of hammered metal, and the orna-
mental bo-sses are conventionalised in the right

spirit. The piers are rather commonplace.
"Nemo's" design is not without elegance in

the ornamental treatment, and is a close

pattern, but the gate-piers look like cast-iron,

and are certainly effete reproductions. "Con
Amore" sends a suitable design for wrought
work. '

' Melina "is more characteristic of casting,

but the details and general design are meritorious.
" Ogmore's" gates are akso clever in the leaf-

age of lower panels and trefoiled treatment
above ; the framing is also light, but the piers

are less satisfactory.' "Coi-vis" sends two
designs. The upper one is too Gothicesque, the

lower reminds us of one sent to the Paris Exhi-
bition by Mes.srs. Barnard, Bishop, and Barnard,
"Be to its merits very kind," &c. : this is a

pleasing design, if the tenninal ornaments wei-e

less in height. The alternative sketch has
merits, but the spiral points are redundant. The
details are well shown. "Yes or No" indulges

too freely in long, unsupported sprigs of iron,

which could easily be knocked or wrenched off

;

in other respects the design is meritorious.
" Steffauo" sends a rather used-up Gothic pat-

tern ; the twisted rail and standai'ds in upper
panels do not appear to belong to the lower part

;

the pier caps are wanting in good design.

"Try "sends a better conception for hammered
work, thoxigh the p.seudo-Gothic piers are rather

ludicrous in design. "Norwich " is too florid

;

the riveted sprigs and the upper folial treatment
are out of place. A rough sketch is sent under
" Dmn Spiro Spero," but the idea is common-
place. "Signum" is more suited for a cast-

iron treatment, but the design lacks thought and
purpose.

— •-^i^v-*

NOTES ON BUir-DING CONSTRUCTION.—
MATERIALS.*

THE third part of the advanced course,

arranged to meet the requirements of the
syllabus of the Science and Art Department on
building constnietion, is just issued, and we
take the opportunity of giving our readers some
idea of its contents. We may mention that

these notes are published with the intention of

furnishing the student with infonnation to

enable him to pass the Honours examination of the

Deijartment. The volume now on our table deals

with building materials, the two fonner volumes
having treated of construction generally.

Various authorities have been consulted in the
preparation of the present notes, and we observe
that the information required for the second
stage, or that of an clementaiy kind, is printed
in large type, so that students can confine their

attention to the notes necessary for their parti-

cular examination. The contents of Part III.

show the scope of the work. Under the head of

"Stone" we have the general characteristics of

building stone, its durability, structure, facility

for working, hardness, strength, wiight, appear-
ance, position in quarry, natural bed, destruc-
tive agents, as lichtns and molluscs. The tests

used for stone are pointed out, as its resistance

to crushing, its absolution, its immersion in a

solution of sulphate of soda (Brard's test),

the acid test, Mr. C. H. Smith's test, &c.

The scientific classification divides building-
stones into —1, Siliceous ; 2, argillaceous ; and 3,

calcareous ; though for practical purposes they
are arranged under— 1, granites ; 2, slates and
schists ; 3, sandstones ; and 4, liinestmes. The
position in the quarry is described, and the
various beds of Portland discriiniuated. The
notes on "natui'al beds" do not give us much
definite information. It is stated that the natural
bed is easily seen in the position of imbedded
shells, '

' wlueh were, of course, originally de

• Notes on Building;: Construction,
teriala. Loudon : lliving:tuii3.

P,i:t Ill.-JIa-

positcd horizontally ; in others by thin streaks of

vegetable matter or by traces of laminte which
generally show out more distinctly if the stone is

wetted." In some instances no signs of stratifi-

cation are visible, but a good mason it is said can
tell the natural bed by the "feel" of the grain
in working the surface. Unfortunately, " good
masons" are rare, and Ktich a test is not likely

to be of much advantage to the architect or engi-
neer, to whom a knowledge of '

' natural bed ' is

most desirable. We believe an acid test, mioh as

immersion in sulphuric acid, and a close or

microscopic observation of the stone to bo more
practical. The latter test is used for discover-

ing the most durable stone, though Mr. C. H.
Smith's test is simpler and generally applicable.

We give the note— " Break off a few ehippings
about the size of a shilhug with a chisel, put them
into a glass aboutonc-thirdfullof clear water, let

them remain undistur1>ed at least half an hour.
The water and specimens together should then
be agitated by giring the glass a circular motion
with the hand. If the stone be liighly crystalline

and the particles well cemented together, the
water will remain clear and transparent, bat if

the specimens contain uncrystallised earthy
powder the water will present a turbid or milky
appearance in proportion to the quantity of loose

matter contained in the stone. The stone should
bo damp when the fragments are chipped off."

The notes on granite will be found pretty com-
plete : a table of the principal quarries iii Great
Britain and Ireland is given. The varieties in

common use are indicated, the most esteemed
being those from Peterhead, Rubislaw, Stirling

HUl, Dalbeattie, Ro.ss of Mull, and others from
the neighbourhood of Aberdeen. The informa-
tion on slates will be found of service. As to

quality, it is remarked, '
' a good slate should

have a very fine grain" ; veins are objectionable,

particularly when they run with the length of

slate, as it will be liable to split along the vein.

The sizes of the slates and the various descrip-

tions in use, the tests and different forms of slato

are given. Similar information on sandstones,

limestones, including- marbles, is furnished,

derived from a variety of sources. The notes on
the principal kinds of stone in use are of practical

value. Thus, of sandstones, Bramley Fall, the
Yorkshire varieties, Scotgate Ash, Forest of

Dean, Mansfield, and Cragleith, are mentioned.
Of limestonf s, the marbles, Bath-stone, Portland,

Chilmark, Kentish rag, yellow Mansfield, Caen,
&c., are described, and these notes include the

chemical composition, the several beds, uses, and
the buildings in w^liich each stone has been u.sed.

Artificial stone, such as Ransome's, Victoria,

Chance's, and Rust's, is made the subject of a
sei^arate chapter ; but the most suggestive

chapter is that on "Preservation." The various

kinds of processes are described under two
classes, the first consisting of preparations con-
taining dissolved organic substances, and the

second of solutions of substances which act upon
the constituents of the stone, or upon one another
(when more than one is apphed), so as to form
insoluble compounds which fill up the pores, and
make the stone denser, and more imperA-ious and
abler to resist atmo.si)lieric influences. Asregards
paint, oil, paraffine, soft soap, they are only tem-
porary protectives and discolour the stone, and it

is stated on the authority of Dent, '

' There is no
evidence to show that any methods such as these

are likely to be successful in affording permanent
protection to stone." According to the same
author, the solution of baryta followed by a solu-

tion of feiTO-silieic acid so as to fill the pores

with an insoluble ferro-silicate ; or a soluble

oxalate of alumina applied to limestone, possesses

the advantage of producing, by the changes
they undergo within the stone, an insoluble sub-
stance without giving rise to the formation of any
soluble salt likely to cause efflorescence, which
attends the use of alkaline silicates. The tables

will be found of considerable use. In the chapter
on bricks, tiles, and terra-cotta, the constituents

of brick-earth, and their chemical effect, are first

treated, after which follows the classification of

earths into plastic clays, loams, or marls ; the

colour of bricks is explained, and briekmaking is

dei-cribed and illustrated in some detail. After
these the varieties of brie ks are noticed, and the
BtriLDiso News of 1874 is quoted. The means
of testing good bricks, their size, weight, and
and strength, both under compression and cross

strain, are fully entered into. "Hurst's Hand-
book" and "Grant's Experiments" are laid

imder contribution here. Tlie different forms of

bricks are illustrated by diagrams ; terra-cotta
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and day wares are also given. Thus Jennings',

Doulton's. and the Broomhall Company'spatcnts

•!« figured, and the various forms of tale roof

ooverings noticed. The chapter on limes and
cements appears to deal with these materiala in

a thorouirh manner. Concrete is thoroughly

explainc<i in its various forms and applications,

and our own pages have here also been largely

consiJted. Selenitic, tar, iron, and lead con-

cretes are described. In the notes on " efflores-

cence on walls," or " saltpetreing " as it is

called, some valuablehintsare given—namely, the

avoidance of damp bricks containing iron pyrites

or burnt wiUi coal fires, limestones con-
taining magnesia, also sea-sand or sea-water

and the following remedies are quoted :

—

" In the case of ashlar work, the surface
may be covered with a wash of pow-
dered stone, sand, and water, which is

afterwards cleaned off. 2. Painting the surface

is sometimes eflicacious, if it is done before the
efflorescence commences. The mortar before

use may be treated to prevent it from causing
efflorescence (1) by mixing with it any animal
fatty matter; General Gilmora recommended
81b. to 121b. of fatty matter, 1001b. of quicklime,
and 3001b. cement powder ; (2) potash salts may
be rendered harmless by adding hydrofluosilicio

acid. Bumell, Gilmore, and Captain Abney,
K.E., are the authorities quoted in these notes.
Iron, and the other metals used in construction,
form another chapter; the market forms of
wrought iron, and their value and use are noticed,
also brands of iron , varieties and tests for steel, the
various processes for preserving iron and steel ai-o

detailed, and in short every kind of datum that
has been accepted is famished in the pithy form
of notes. Timber and its decay, paints and
varnishes, glass, and even nails find a place. We
must caution our readers, however, not to think
that the work is original, or that it professes to
be a systematic treatise on materials. Its
greatest value is that every fact has been
winnowed of imnecessary verbiage, and given in
the form of crisp notei, though these have been
arranged in a rational order.

THE DISEASES OF BUILDING TIMBER.

IT seems odd that timber trees should bo almost
as liable to disease as man is, but it is un-

doubtedly true, and bad management causes the
disease both in men and trees. Mr. James
Brown, LL.D., states that the principal diseases
likely to be brought on forest trees by bad
management are :— 1st, bark-bound ; 2nd, moss
or lichen upon the bark ; 3rd, stag-horn tops

;

4th, scale ; .5th, premature bearing of seed ; Cth,
dropsy ; ith, ulcers ; 8th, wounds ; 9th, stunted
growth of the young wood. Now, in addition to
these defects, we have in the manufactured
timber such matters to contend with as doatiness
and the excess of sap and weariness, concerning
which so many complaints are made. The
disease called bark-bound is caused by the bark
being girded or bound about the wood of the
tree, thereby preventing the proper flow of the
sap, and also arresting the descent of woody
matter between the wood and the bark. In this
case, if the cause of the disease be not checked in
proper time, the vital fluids become gradually
checked, till at last the passages become entirly
closed, and as the natural con.sequenco the tree
dies.

The appearances of lichen on the bark of trees
is not always a decided symptom of disea,se in
them, but may be occasioned by a temporary
derangement in the outer bark ; and if observed
in time, like any other disease, may bo arrested
by removing the cause before it has had time
to become decidedly fixed in the constitution of
the trees affected.

Willows and poplars, which luxuriate in a soil
rather damp than otherwise, generally become
Btaghom-topped, when grown in a soil too dry
for their healthy developement. Elm, oak, ash,
plane, &c., generally become in the same condi-
tion when the soil in wliich they may be growing
is too damp for maintaining them in a healthy
atate.

Scale is a small white insect found clinging to
Hie bark of some species. In forest trees it is
most frequently found upon the ash while in a
young state. The scale is casUy distinguished
°y .the appearance of the insect upon the
•npfacc of the bark. It presents itself
aa very numerous small white spots, like those
on the bark of the birch ; and if the observer

take a stone, and draw it roughly along the tree,

he will kill many of the insects, and see their

blood give a red tinge to the bark. As to jire-

maturc bearingr of seed, trees in a healthy, rapid-

growing state are seldom fo\md to produce seed
till they have arrived at a considerable age and
size. Gienerally speaking, any forest tree, bear-
ing much seed, under forty years of age, is not
likely ultimately to arrive at a valuable size.

When a young tree produces a profusion of seed,

there can be no doubt that it is in a state of pre-

mature decay; therefore we may be at once
assured that such trees will not become valuable

as timber.

Dropsy generally takes place in forest trees,

either where the soil is too rich for them, or where
there is an excess of moisture about the roots.

The cause of it appears to be that the roots take
into the system of the tree an excess of juice,

whiah the baik and leaves cannot assimilate. In
this disease imnatural sweUings aie observed on
some part of the stem, which begin to rot and
throw oft' the bark. It is iuciuable, and the

only thing is to prevent it by attention to the

ground being well drained and not over-rich.

An ulcer nmch resembles dropsy, but it is mostly
confined to the larch and others of the coniferous

tribes. Its appearance is that of a running sore

upon the side of the stem, where the natural

juices escape in the form of a hard resinous

matter. This disease is mostly found upon young
trees of these tribes, and is frequently occasioned

by insects lodging their eggs in the inner bark,

where the young live for a time, and destroy the

albumen.
Wounds are often caused by the trees receiv-

ing damage on their stems by having the bark
peeled off by accident in some way or other,

which may prove injurious to their health, and
not unfrequently be the cause of death ; but any
simple wound made upon a healthy tree is

seldom or never found injurious, but soon
heals up.
The stunted growth of young wood is at once

apparent by the very short annual growth of

young wood upon all the lateral branches, and
may be in general the natural result of any of

the diseases already deecribed. Eveiy tree when
it has attained its full size and development of its

nature, however healthy it may have liitherto

been, gradually begins to fail in making young
wood. This is the work of time, doing to the

old tree what the disease does to the j-ouug.

Perhaps there is no British tree so worthy of

cultivation as the larch. There are very few
purposes for which the oak is now used, for

which the larch would not answer as well. It

grows rapidly, and attains maturity long before

the oak. XJnfortunately it has been planted
haphazard in all kinds of soil, and the result has
been the development of various forms of disease,

and indeed whole plantations of it have died.

The greater part of the diseases that are found to

prevail in our larch plantations proceed from the

deficient warmth about the roots of the tree, so

that when cold cutting winds and slight frosts

set in in spring, they arc unable to resist the

attack ; their vessels shrink, their fluids become
deranged, and disease follows as a natural result.

But there can be no doubt that, judiciously

managed, we might have a very valuable crop of

larch eveiT year for building purposes. It makes
excellent floors for warehouses, and very difficult

of ignition, a quaUty which cannot fail to re-

commend it, and the durability is well appreciated

by aU who have used it.

THE ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF
BUILDINGS.

A PAPER was read the other day before the

Musical Association on the above subject,

and Mr. Cecil Saunders, the author, promul-
gated certain principles of interest to the archi-

tect, though we may differ from him in details.

He justly urged it was difficult to find a build-

ing equally well adapted for the hearing of a

large number of both slow and rapid music.

Every listener must have 5 to C stjuare feet of

area ; the latter figure was not too much for good
music to be heard in comfort, this area including

seat and passage room. For 1,000 auditors this

would give 6,000 square feet, or 30,000 feet for

.5,000, which was thought the greatest number
that could hear well. Referring to the usual

rectangular shape of room with end galleries, the

author said'tliat if such a room be very long, the

waves of the sound were interrupted, and did

not reach the distant listeners with their

initial crispness and force : if the room was
too broad, there was a tendency to echo, from the
sound being reflected from the walls as well. A
circidar hall was condemned when it had a liigh

and vaulted ceiling; but the Siurcy chapel in
Blackfriars-road was pointed to as one of the
most successful places for hearing. Now, the
Surrey Chapel was a polygon of 16 sides, and was
surrounded by a gallery. It had windows aU
round, with a circular roof over the centre,
sxuTOOunted by a small lantern. It ac-
commodated about 1,-100 i)ersons. Now the
Surrey Chapel, imfortunately for Mr. Saunders'
theory, was practically a round building, and
yet there was no echo, showing that buUdlngs of
this form could be by some modifications made
to answer all the advantages of a rectangle. It
had been found experimentally that buUdings
planned on the circle or square answered better
than these of ordinary proportions ; and the
architect does not require to be told that rooms
of rectangular form, exceeding in length a pro-
portion of 2 to 1, make imder ordinary arrange-
ments bad concert-rooms for music requiring
delicacy of execution and expression. Mr.
Saunders pointed to a square room with roimded
comers as the model form of concert-hall, and
thus has hit upon a mean between the circular

and sqiiare forms. He proposes to place the
orchestra, to hold 700 performers, in one comer,
with tiers of seats in the angle. The organ ho
would make as low as possible, so as to permit of

a low ceiling ; the greater part of this instru-

ment he proposes to place beneath the orchestra,

with this object. A low ceiling is admitted by
every authority to be necessary for acoustical

effect, as every foot of additional height lessened

the horizontal distance to which sound could be
carried. An auditorium to seat 5,000, it was
suggested, might have a circular arrangement of

seats, and those should be so adjusted as to levels

that those in the rear should be able to see over
the heads of those in front, the seats in the angle
opposite organ being almost as liigh as the top
of orchestra. By this arrangement the sound-
wave would reach those at the extreme end of

room as clearly as those in front. The author
recommends wood or zinc for the ceiling, the
boards being tongued and glued together

;
plas-

tering was considered the worst ceding. It

might be divided by circular or radial beams.
With regard to the walls near orchestra, he
thought looking-glasses to be good, as they re-

flected sound, but they should not be bedded in

flannel ; the other portions of walls he would
board or cement. These suggestions, it will be
seen, are somewhat crude, and we fear archi-

tects wUl be slow to avail themselves of them.
We believe, however, the diagonal arrangement
here reconmiended to be a good one for a square
hall, as the waves of soiuid are better conducted
than when the soimd emanates from the middle
of a flat side—one of the worst possible arrange-
ments. The same advantage, however, can be
gained by the octagon or polygonal plan. The
chief difficulties are how to friune the roof to the
best advantage, and how to obtain that archi-

tectural character desirable in a building. These
are problems architects have yet to solve.

ERRORS IN TENDERS.

AT the meeting of the Portsmouth School
Management Committee, on Tuesday week,

the Sites, Works, and General Purposes Com-
mittee presented the following report :—" Yoiir

Committee report that tenders for building the

Church-path School were received on the ISth

instant, as follows: D. W. Lewis, f 0,.')50

;

Longley, £7,980 ; Evans, £7,989 ; Burbidge,

£8,081 ; Light, £8,099 ; Roberts, £8,176: Hide,

£8,190; Hayter, £8,360; Cooper, £8,810;
Quick, £8,939; Jenkins, £9,394. The first-

named tender was selected for recommendation
to the Board, subject to an approval of sureties,

but was subsequently withdrawn by Mr. Lewis,
in consequence of an alleged error of .£1,000.

Your Committee, under the circumstances, re-

commend that the present tenders be set aside,

and advertisements inserted in the BuiLDrN'a

News and principal local newspapers, for the

purpose of obtaining fresh tenders for the job."

The Rev. H. Kitching moved, as an amend-
ment, that " Inasmuch as the architect, who in

this matter is the professional adviser to the

Board, has distinctly stated that there was no
sufficient foundation for the excu.se that too

short notice was given for pricing out the quan-
tities ; and moreover, in his private responsi-
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bility, further advises tlio Board that in liis

judfTiucnt an advertisement for fresli tenders

would be BO contrary to the practice in tlie

building' trade that it was not at all probable

that any respectable contractor would ajfain

tender, tliis Board resolves that from the tenders

now before the Board one be forthwith accepted."

A lonp: discussion ensued ultimately, and the

Board divided, when there appeared for the amend-
ment:—TheRevs. H. Kitching, E. B. C. Churchill,

and W. J.Connolly; Messrs. Cudhpp, Byerlcy,

Blake, De Fraine, Tamsctt, and Long 9. Forthe
adoption of the Committee's report :—The Chair-

man, Vic*-Chairman, the llev. J. Ellis, and Mr.
Whitcombe—1. The amendment w^as therefore

declared carried. Mr. Cudlipp proposed, and Mr.
Wiiitecombe seconded, that Mr. Evans' tender be
accepted.—The Vice-Chairman moved, and Mr.
De Fraine seconded, that Mr. Longley's tender
be accepted.—Mr. Blake proposed, and the Rev.
H. Kitehing seconded, Mr. Light's tender.—Mr.
Long proposed, and the Rev. E. B. C. Churchill
seconded, Mr. Bm-bridge's tender.—On the first

voting, the mmibers were : Longley, 4 ; Evans,
4 ; Light, •'>

; Burbidge, 2. The latter name
being the lowest, was withdrawn, and the voting
then was : Longley, -t ; Evans, 4 ; Light, 5. On
being again put to the Boai-d, Longley's name
was withdrawn, and the final voting was. For
Evans : The Chainnan, Vice-Chaii-man, Long,
Whitcombe, Cudlipp, De Fraine, and Ellis—7.

For Light : Tamsett, Kitching, Connolly, Blake,
Byerley, and ChurchUl—6. The tender of Mr.
Evans was therefore accepted, subject to the
other arrangements. The architect of the school
is Mr. George Rake, of Portsea, whose estimate
was £9 a head, or £8, 100.

A rule apparently generally adopted by
French manufacturers of endless baud saws is

that the free space on the table be equal to tlio

diameter of the pulleys ; another, that the adop-
tion of any particular fonn of casting ho re-

peated throughout in all similar machines, the
dimensions varying, of course, with the size and
capacity. For this reason, there is often a
greater lack of symmetiy than might be expected
from so artistic a nation. For instance, in an
endless band saw machine with canting table the
bed-plate is made to suit the standard, instead

of all being cast in one symmetrical fonn. The
under frame is very heavy-looking, and the
arrangement for canting the table just about aa

awkward as one could well conceive. Two semi-
circular ares are fitted below, passing through
cheek pieces bolted to the frame, and clamped by
ordinajy thumbscrews. In all cases the blades
are protected both foro and aft, the table by
wooden splashei"- guards, the legs of the attendant
alone being left exposed to the entanglement of

a falling blade. Counterweight tensions are
things unknown, a haKd-wheel and screw being
the only means adopted for adju.stment of the
blade. Wooden guides are in most cases fitted

above and below the table, and generally one at

the back of the blade. All pulleys are fitted

with flanges, and, with the exception of the
above-mentioned omission, as much attention is

paid as possible to the protection of the attend-
ant against accident. Timber framing is also

employed for rests for sharpening band saws,
and some of them are veiy pi-imitive and ricketty-
looking machines.

the '270/t. long transept, runuing north and
south, but the nave, which iii 500ft. long, 70ft.
liigh, and with the galleries, fully lOOft. wide.
Between tho nave and the outer walls on each
side are several courts, each 200ft. long and 30ft.
wide. The work of erecting the Exhibition
building, and providing a largo cellarago for
wines, &c., is let to Mr. David Mitchell, for
£61,407, and tho contract is to be finished in 15
months from tho Ist of the present month. The
material to be used is brick, stuccoed. Tho roof
will be of iron. The pre.seut jjlan is to build tho
dome of wood and iron, but it is not impossible
that Mr. Reed's strong representations in favour
of erecting tlio dome solidly of brick and iron
from its base will be successful.

FRENCHWOOD-WORKING MACHINERY.
IN the course of a series of articles on wood-

working machinery at tho late Paris Exhi-
bition, the Engineer makes some interesting
comparisons of the distinguishing characteristics
of French wood-working machines with those of
other coimtries.

The employment of timber benches in almost
all classes of French wood-working machinery,
remarks our contemporary, is a feature not en-
tirely to be overlooked ; timber certainly has its

disadvantages in its perishable nature, and its

want of power to offer the same steadiness in the
bearings as cast frames, but, from the Vlass of
work turned out by French manufacturers, we
cannot suppose that they are so far behind their
foreign competitors as l.to be ignorant of these
points, nor so wedded to past traditions
as to be oblivious of surrounding improve-
ments ; therefore, before condemning what
appear to us ns deficiencies in strength,
we must first consider whether there bo not
some other grounds for their preference for
apparently inferior tools before passing a hasty
judgment on the construction of machines which
are able to turn out equally good work with the
English and American, and enable the manufac-
tm-ers to compete on a parallel footing. In looking
at a hand-power circular saw bench we could not
ielp feeling the weight of this doubt. Tho only
parts not of wood are the saw blade, spindle,
driving gear, bearings, and tie bolts, and the
two latter are of the very lightest description,
yet the work turned out was good. The spindle
18 on the rise and fall system, tho fence of wood,
and the machine brought within reach of the
most modest capital. The same remarks apply in
general to an endless band saw machine for
hand-power, the whole of the frame and table is

of timber, with ten tie-rods. The standard for
the top puUey is exactly the same in form as
that of the log saw de-scribed, and is totally dis-
connected, excepting through the blade with the
lower pulley, which runs on independent
plummer blocks bolted to the longitudinal stays
of the bench. The time during which the wood-
working machinery in the French department
was in ojjeration was generally confined to three
or four hom-s per diem with intervals of rest,

and it was, therefore, not subjected to anything
like the strain put on the English and American
machines, which were hard at work from
morning untU night, so of coiu-se it is impossible
to make a thorough comparison of their dura-
bility on equal gi-ound.'< ; but there they were,
apparently as steady as ever, and, as far as the
tests they have withstood, if not in quite as
cleanly, at any rate in as serviceable a condition
as when they entered the building.

THE MELBOURNE EXHIBITION.

THE foundation stone of the International
Exhibition buildings, in the Carlton Gar-

dens, Melbourne, was laid by the Governor on
February 1 9th. The building wd be an impor-
tant addition to the arcliitccture of Melbourne.
The design is the work of Messrs. Reed and
Barnes, the architects of the new Wilson Hall
of the University of Melbourne, of which we
give a description elsewhere, and many of the
leading city structures. The salient features of
the building (which -will be the largest Melbourne
has yet known) wiU be, first, a dome higher than
the highest spire in the city, flanked by a num-
ber of smaller towers of pavilion shape ; and
secondly, a variety of ornamental details, mostly
in such high relief as to utterly efi^ace the dead-
wall effect but too frequently conveyed under
similar circumstances. The building, excluding
the temporary annexes for machinery, &c., is

cruciform, consisting of a nave 500ft. long
rumiing from east to west, and cut through its

centre by a transept 270ft. deep, the ends of
which are north and south. Tho main front
faces Victoria-street, at nearly tho point where
stand the Model Schools. This transept is the
leading feature of the fabric. At its south end
is the cliief portal—a tall arch 40ft. wide and
GOft. high, deeply recessed, and reached by a
flight of broad stone steps. On each side are
square towers lOoft. high. Some 50ft. behind
the portico, and at the point where the transept
intersects the nave, rises the dome, octagonal in
form, and reaching the height of 223ft., being
about 130 ft. above the main roof. As the dome
rearsitself above the main roof it is surroimdedby
tolerably massive columns, dividing groups of
windows, and just above that point the tapering
gradually begins. At its base the central tower
is 100ft. square, but as its octagonal shape
becomes defined the diameter is contracted to
60ft. The rest of the building is in keeping
with its main features and Avith the nature of its

design, which may be characterised as Italian
Renaissance. On each side the central tower
runs the nave, wliich from end to end measures
fully 500ft. Tho exterior walls are, however,
not those of the nave, but of the courts which
intervene along.side them, an aiTangemcnt which
accounts for the way in which the windows are
designed. Finally, the exterior of the building
may be said to be completed by a pavilion tower,
80ft. high, at each corner. Tho interior as it

will strike the \-isitor may be briefly described.
Entering the building by its south and chief
portal, and passing beneath its fanlight and con-
comitant adoiTunents, he will at once face the
transept, 70ft. high, GOft. broad in the clear,

and besides, flanked with side galleries covering
an additional space 20ft. wide. Proceeding some
soft, further, he finds himself beneath the open
dome, and at a point from wliich branch not only I the Dale,

CHIPS.
The long-continued labour of restoring tho

lantern of tho Cathedral at lloucu is complete.

New banking premises are about to be erected at
erected at Sudljury, for Messrs. Alexander and Co.
Mr. Brightwen Binyon, of Ipswich, is tho architect.

It is intended to hold an exhibition of works of
art and industry in York during tho ensuing
summer. The secretaries ar3 \V. Procter, M.D.,
W. Pumphrey, and E. Taylor, and communications
should be addresssd to them at the Guildhall,
Y'ork.

A course of three lectures will be delivered in
the galleries of the Natural History and Antiqui-
ties of the British Museum by Dr. Carter Blake,
Lecturer on Comparative Anatomy, Westminster
Hospital, on April 24, April 28, and April 30.
Some of the keepers of the departments wiU give
vied voce explanations of tho collections under t^eir
charge.

A novel copyright case was decided at the Maid-
stone County Court on Wednesday. A London
artist, named Hills, having painted a picture of
Old Maidstone Bridge, in oils, from a photograph
taken by a local photographer, the latter sued him
for having, as he alleged, infringed his copyright.
After hearmg the evidence, tho Judge ordered the
defendant to pay a penalty of a guinea, and to
forfeit the picture, which was valued at thirty
guineas, to tho plaintiff. The plaintiff suggested
that the painting should bo given to the Maidstone
Museum, and this course was agreed to.

A committee of the Medical Society of London
was appointed last week to consider what measures
could be taken to prevent the manufacture and sale
of arsenical wall-papei"s. A gi'cat many facts in
connectiou with this subject will be found in a
little book we briefly noticed recently, " Our
Domestic Poisons," by H. Carr, M.Inst.C.E. Mr.
CaiT is, wo believe, actively moving for an inquiry
into the use of dyes containing ai-senic, and, if the
statements contained in his book are truBj there
can be no doubt of the necessity for legislative
interference.

The Bev. George Sanger, Vicar of Carlton-in-
Cleveland, has made an extraordinary appeal in a
circular addressed to his parishioners. He says :

—

*

' I feel sorry for the necessity of a letter to vindi-
cate my conduct in rebuilding tho parish church,
which became so dangerous, after last August gales,
that service could no longer bo safely conducted
under its roof. If I had not talicn upon myself
the rebuilding, the burden would have fallen upon
the parish. You must all be aware that I have
worked as few clergymen ever yet worked to rebuild
the church. I worked as a bookbinder, to get the
money, for two years ; obtained the subscnptiona
by writing upwards of 2,000 letters ; designed tlie

building ; acted as clerk of works and contractor

;

carved all the wood and stoue, and worked with the
men employed ; and I ought to be allowed to com-
plete the work in peace, not be publicly insulted
for the benefit I have conferred upon the parish in
building a church wliich, for elegance, is second to
none in this locality." In conclusion, the writer
begs for "£200 to finish the structure and its

appendages."

An inquiry was recently held before Mr. J. T.
Harrison, inspector to the Local Government Board
at Buxton, respecting the borrowing of £2,500 by
the Buxton Local Board for the purpose of com-
pleting the alterations at the new reservoir. Mr. J.
H. Taylor, the surveyor, explained the efforts which
were being made to render the reservoir serviceable
by stopping tho leakage. The extent of the leaks
having been ascertained by coffer dams the' reser-

voir had since been covered with concrete cement
of an average thickness of 2.iin. to tho height of
23ft. so that there w.as now little escape. The in-
specter questioned the witness in detail as to tho
cost of the work, remarking that he could scarcely
undei'stand that concrete cost 12s. 6d. per yartl,

even allowing for the nature of the work and tho
difficulty of getting material to it. He subsequently
visited the reservoir and also the new gas-works in
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nXUSTEATIONS.
»T. OEORGE AXD mE DRAGON, BY B.^BTOLOUEO PA88ER0TTI.

—nETACHKD VILLAS AT TUBXHAM-GBEEX.—IIANDSWOETH
PCBUC Bl-ILDIXOS.-CBUECU OF ST. JOII.X THE EVAX-
GSLIST, HOLD.- -UOl'SES AT UAXCUKSTEQ AXD XORTII-

ti-eatnieut as well as limited exiioiiditure. This
being so any attempts in the right direction will
always have an interest, while a peculiar value
belongs to any example of this kind dcsisrncd by so
great and experienced a honsc biiilderasllr. Nor-
man Shaw. The only thing, of cuirse, required is
that his plans shall be faithfullv and thoroughly
well carried out, else most of the particular
points in the design and charaeteristios of the
style employed will be lo.«t, and the nholo thing
18 soon rendered little better than a eham. The
design published to-day is intended for erection
at a cost not exceeding £1,400, red brickwork
being used for the wafls aud red tiles for the
roof. The house is arranged all under a roof of
one span, and on plan is scarcely more than a
square, imquestiouably the most economical
foi-m of building. The house .would be im-
proved rather by projecting the entrance bay two
or three feet, aud so increasing in size the lobby
and bedroom over, still preserving the quaint
effect of the elevation, which would be lost pro-
bably to a great extent if executed with so
shght a projection as that now shown for the
part referred to. The chiurch, which we illus-
trated in Jamiarj- la,st, is now in progress of
building, and the Club on the Estate will be
formally opened on Tuesday next, the •22nd, by
a concert by members of the Bedford Park
Musical Society. Several houses are in course of
erection, and with good supervision mil be free
from the objections inevitable, perhaps, in the
experience of the past.

rate contract has been entered into for fini.shing
the tower and spire. Accommodation is pro-
vided for 290 people. The contractor is Mr.
Charles Holland, of Chester, who is carrying
out the work from the designs and under Ihe
supei-intendence of Mr. John Douglas, also of
Chester.

HOUSES AT MANCHESTER AND NOBTItAJIPTOX.

A COEEESPONDKNT lias forwardod the sketches wo
publi.sh of two lionscs—one erected at Northamp-
ton, from the design of Mr. E. W. Godwin,
F.S.A., the other at Manchester, by Messrs. M.
and H. Taylor. The house at Northampton
was erectul long before the one at Manchester,
ajid was illustrated some time since in another
journal.

AMPTOX.

Our Lithographic Illustrations.

ST. OEOKOE AN-D THE DRAGON, BT PASSEEOTTI.

By the courtesy of Mr. J. P. Heseltine, of Ken-
sington, we are enabled to present our readers
to-day with a double-page fac-simile reproduc-
tion from the vigorous drawing of St. George
and the Dragon, bv Bartolomeo Passerotti. The
original was exhibited this year at the Royal
Academy Exhibition of Old Masters, and belongs
to Mr. Heseltine' B valuable and interesting col-
lection. Formerly, it formed part of Baron
Denon's and the late William Mayor's collec-
tions, which were sold some tlirec years ago.
Passerotti's pictures are not familiar to us, but
there is a fine drawing by him in a similarly
bold manner in the gallery of the TJffizi, at
Florence. During the past few years we have
reproduced several of Albert Diirer's engravings,
lent for the purpose by Mr. William Surges and
others. These were so well received by our
readers that it is our intention to give from time
to time other similar reproductions chiefly taken
from the original autograph drawings of the Old
Masters. Next week we hope to publish an
interesting reproduction from one of Albert
Diirer's own drawings ; also from the late exhi-
bition at Burlington House, and belonging to
Mr. Edward J. Poyuter, R.A., to whom we are
indebted for the loan of the original.

DETACHED VILLAS, BEDFOED PAEK.

Like the other houses at Bedford-park, near
Tumham-green, which we have from time to
time illustrated in the Buildixo News,* the
OTie which we publish to-day is designed by Mr.
R. Norman Shaw, R.A., the architect to the
^tatc. The object of the varied designs is to
produce a quaint and homely effect, similar, as
near as may be, to an old vUlage, aud this idea is
supported by the old trees remaining in the gar-
dens and roads, which have been ananged to
P."'»«rve as many of the old group of trees as pos-
Hible. The problem of building a small house is
one of which almost every dabster at building
considers himself a master, though probably few
problems require more taste and skill to work out
well, with regard to suitable and convenient

HANDSWOETH PITBLIC BtTILDINOS.

These buildings, which are now on tlie eve of
completion, have been carried out under the
direction of Messrs. Alexander and Henman,
architects, of Stockton-on-Tees and Middles-
borough, whose designs were selected in compe-
tition. As originally planned, there was to have
been a large public hall in place of the free
library as now erected, but the sanction of the
Local Government Board could not be obtained
for the carrj-ing out of that portion of the
design, and although such a building is much
needed in the district, the Local Board were
reluctantly compelled to abandon that portion of
their scheme. However, in place thereof, rooms
suitable for a public library have been substi-
tuted. Some modifications of the original plans
and elevations were consequently necessary, bat
the leading features of the design have been
retained. The buildings comprise various
offices for the sur^-eyor, ratc-coUector, medical
officer, nuisance inspector, and rooms for a
resident porter on the groimd floor and on the first
floor

; the board room, two committee rooms,
offices for the clerk, waiting rooms, &c. There
are also several spare rooms on the second floor.
To the free library there are on the ground floor
lending and reference libraries, and above them
is a large reading-room with a handsome open
timber roof, of hammer-beam construction. At
the back are extensive etabhng, cart sheds, fire-
engine house, &c. The contract for the bulk of
the work was taken by Mr. Charles Steel, of
Pitsford-street, Birmingham. The windows
have been filled with rough tinted quany glass
by Messrs. Camm Brothers, of Birmingham,
and Mr. Roddis, of Birmingham, has executed
the carving. Mr. Wm. Peacy acted as clerk of
Works.

^^^''im.^me''
^""^ '"^' *""''^ '^' *^''""*

CHUECH OF ST. JOHN THE EVANGELIST, MOLD,
FLINTSIIIEE.

This church, which is intended to be used as a
chapel-of-ease of the parish church, for the
accommodation of the Welsh-speaking portion
of the population, is being erected ou a site
near the centre of this ancient border town.
As will be seen from the view, the east end of
the building is to the road, and for this reason
the tower aud spire have been i)laced on the
north side at this end. The details of the struc-
ture throughout are of a plain and simple char-
acter. The 'outside walling is of local stone, of
a buff colour, used in random courses ; red
Helsby is being used for all the dressings. The
interior, which con.sists of nave, chancel, vestry,
and organ chamber, is lined throughout ivith
white pressed bricks, no plaster being used on
any of the walls. The roofs are of red deal,
stained, and the seats, the ends of which are
Sfjuare-framed, are to be of pitch-pine, varnished.
Browu Ruabon tiles are to be tised for covering
the roofs. The present contract, which is let
for a little over .£2,600, includes building up the
tower to the height of vestry ceiling. A sepa-

DANGERS OF CREOSOTING TIMBER.

AN inquest coneeming the de.-ith of Abraham
John Roberts, who was killed by thefnlling

of a timberstageatNorton'stimber-yard, Wharf-
road, City-road, was concluded on the 8th inst.
Mr. Robert Walker, district surveyor of St.
Martin's-in-the-Fields and St. Anne's, Soho,
deposed that he had examined the pUlars that
supported the timber. In his opinion the acci-
dent was caused by the giving way of the centre
post. The cause of the fracture of the post was
that, although, from outward signs, it appeared
to be perfectly sound, it was quite rotten in
the centre. Its rotten condition was due to its*

having been creosoted. Tliis process caused
timber to be hermetically sealed, and thus the
juice of the wood was not allowed to pass off,
and rottenness in the centre was the imavoid-
able result. In answer to a question, Mr.
Walker said that it had been fomid by experi-
ence that the process of creosoting was a failure,
and that it worked great damage inside. It was
not generally known that the process had a ten-
dency to cause the interior part of the timber to
decay. Mr. Bridgeman, the surveyor appointed
by the coroner, said he had also examined the
scene of the accident, and was of opinion that it
had been caused by the fracture of the centre
post, and that the fracture took place in con-
sequence of the timber-stage being overloaded.
There was a weight of 18 tons on the centre post
at the time of the accident, while on the other
two posts there was a weight of 9 tons each. It
was undoubtedly the hollow condition of the
centre post that caused it to give way. The con-
dition of the post was such that the slightest
vibration would be enough to caxise it to break
and bring the whole of the timber down without
a moment's warning. The case was an excep-
tional one, and should be sounded as a warning
note to other proprietors of timber-yards in order
that they might use precautious against such an
accident occuning in connection with their own
property. The sad occurrence was no doubt
piu'cly accidental, but it was advisable that
Messrs. Norton shoidd take care in the future to
guard against mishaps of the kind, as the same
extenuating circumstances possibly could not bo
applied in another case. In answer to questions
by the foreman of the jury, both of the sur-
veyors admitted that, considering tho exterior
appearance of the supports of the timber stage,
tliey should not have condemned them as unsafe
had they seen them before tho accident occurred.
The jury returned a verdict of "Accidental
death," but appended to it an expression of their
opinion that " aU supporting posts ou the estate
should be examined by a surveyor, and be re-
paired or removed as may seem necessary for
the safety of all the men employed thereon."

"The rebuilding of Vale-street Chapel, Wrexham,
which had to be taken down on account of defects
in the walls, is proccediug. Mr. Williams, the
sub-contractor, brought his men over last week,
the Wrexham Adrertisir states, and took forcible
possession of tho place, and proceeded to lock up
the tools of the men in the employ of the con-
tractor, Mr. Hughes, and they were kept standing
idle several days. An application has been made
to the Master of the Rolls by Mr. Hughes, to
regain possession of the building, in order that he
may complet* it, tho sub-contractor ha^•ing, it is
alleged, broken the contract by drawing 'off his
own men when tho architect had condemned the
work, which indeed was coming down, and had to
be propped up.

Works of sewerage are being carried out for the
Cannock Local Board ; No. 1 contract has been
taken by Mr. Clark, and No. 2 by Mr. Roberts, who
has just commenced operations.
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LIGHT AITO AIR. •

By Jas. Bail.

FOR the fiiU and proper enjoyment of iramov-
aWe property, certain rights are necessary

wliii^h come over or are couuectcd n ith adjoining
property. Thus, if a man liave a field environed
on all sides by the property of others, ho clearly

must have a right to go over the property of
those others, in order to get to Ids own, or his
property would be useless to him. Rights of
tins character are called casements : and among
these rights arc those whicli a man has to light
and air coming over adjoining property to his
own. These rights are founded almost exclu-
sively upon customary usage— or, as it is termed,
prescription—and fonuerly their protection and
continuance depended mainly upon the estab-
lishment of custom, according to the old formula,
from time whereof the memory of man nmneth
not to the contrary. Now, however, by 2 and 3
Will. IV. c. 71 (an Act for shortening the time
of prescription in certain cases) it is enacted, by
sec. 3 : "That when the access and use of light
to and for any dwelling-house, workbhop, or
other building, shall have been actually enjoyed
therewith for the full period of twenty years
without interruption, the right thereto shall be
deemed absolute and indefeasible, any local
usage or custom to the contrary notwithstanding,
unless it shall appear that the same was enjoyed
by some consent or agreement expressly made or
given for that purpose by deed or writing."
This applies only to light, it will be seen ; and it
has been held that, so far as light is concerned,
thi.s enactment destroys the custom of the City
of London by which right to enjoy light and
air might formerly in certain eases have been
infringed, without any liabUity to make good
damage caused by the infrhigcment. FoiTQcrly
in London, when rebuilding upon old sites, the
new buildings might be carried to any
height, notwithstanding an increase in height
might interfere with the light fomierly enjoyed
by the adjoining property; but now London is
subject to the general law, and light may no
more be infringed there than in any other places.
This has given rise to many lawsuits ; indeed,
there is scarcely any rebuilding in the City
whicli is not menaced by a lawsuit, so valuable
is the light there, and so thickly packed together
the buildings.

The biiilding ir tenement in respect of which
an easement is claimed or enjoyed, is called, by
way of distinction, the dominant tenement, and
that over which the easement passes is called the
seiTient tenement : and it is a principle of the
law as to easements, that the owner of the
dominant tenement may not increase the burden
of the senient tenement. It will be necessaiy to
bear this in mind in our consideration of the
present subject.

Before proceeding further, however, let us
point out an important distinction wluch exists
between the right to light and the right to air,
notwithstanding that frequently they are treated
as one and the same. In the ease of the " City of
LondonBreweryCompany c.Tcnnant " (L. R. 9Ch.
212) Selbome L.C. thus laid down the distinction.
He said: "I_ observe that a formula has crept
'" in wliich air is coupled with hght.

the air following a distinct law of motion ; so
that an erection which woidd prevent the pro-
gress of ths straight rays of light, and thus
obstruct light, would not necessarily be an
obstruction of air al.so.

Praotically, therefore, all that can in most cases
be complained of is the obstruction of light ; and
it will be found that most of the eases bearing
upon our subject relate really only to light.

Extint of the Right.—In " Kelk (-.Pearson"
(L. R. C Ch. 890) James L. J. defined the ex-
tent of the right. He said: " The Statute [2
and 3 Will. IV. c. 71, 8. 3, above quoted] has in
no dogi-ee whatever altered the pre-existmg law
as to the natiu-c and extent of tliis right. The
nature and extent of the right before that Statute
was to have that amount of light through the
windows of a house wliich was suflicieat, accord-
ing to the ordinary notions of mankind, for the
comfortable use and enjoyment of that house,
if it were a dwelling-hOuso, or for tho beneficial
iLse and occupation of the house, if it were a
warehouse, a shop, or other place of business.
That was the extent of the easement—a right to
prevent your neighbour from building upon his
land so as to obstruct the access of light and air,

to such an extent as to render the hou.se substan-
tially less comfortable and enjoyable." In
a prior case "Clarke r. Clark" (L. R. 1 Ch.
16) Cranworth L.C. had held that incases of
the obsciu'ation of ancient lights, the real qiies-
tion is, not what is, scientifically estimated, the
amount of light intercepted ; but whether the
light is so obstructed as to cause material incon-
venience to the occupiers of the house in the
ordinary occupations of life. And Lord St.

Now, the nature of the case that would have to
be made for an injunction by reason of the ob-
struction of air is toto ca-lo different from the
case which has to be made for an injunction in
respect of Ught. It is only in very rare and
special cases, involving danger to health, or at
least something veiy nearly approaching to it,

that the court would be justified iu interfering
on the ground of diminution of air." And then
he adds a caution worth remembering : "There-
fore, when witnesses say that there is a material
diminution of Ught and air, and say no more,
they are in truth reducing the value of their
evidence as to light to the standard which must
be applied to their evidence as to air, as to which
such evidence is of no value whatever." This,
of course, proceeds from the natural difference
between Ught and air ; as, for example, the rays
of Ught always travelUng in straight Unes, and

* This article was published in 1877 in a scne.s ol
1 opular Monthly Law Tracts," edited bv Mr. Ja-s. Ball,

author of "The Popular Conveyancer," &c. The scries
wa.s favourably noticed in our own and other journals and
soon ran out of print. The author has liad several appli-
cations to reprint this ai-tide, which formed No. ,9 of the
K-nes, but, believing that the infonnation wotUd bo more
widely extended if pubb.shcd in our papres, has offered us
the ripht of publication, of which we have availed our-
selves.—Ed.

Leonards, in his well-known Handy Book, says .

" Wherever it is shown that the comfort or en-
joyment of a man or his family in the occupation
of his house is seriously interfered with, and
still more, where he is prevented from can-ying on
his business with the same degree of convenience
and advantage as theretofore, by rea.son of the
obstnictiou of light caused by his neighbour's
new building, there is sufficient ground for the
interference of a court of equity." The mere
invasion of privacy, however, by tho building of
premises which overlook one's hoiLse, but do not
affect its lights, is no ground for the interference
of the Court.

The Rule as to Fortij-fiec Degrees.—There
appears to have grown up some kind of idea,
never clearly understood by anybody, as to forty-
five degrce.s, with regard to the right to
and obstruction of Ught. That notion was
happily put into shape and explained by Sel-
bome L.C. in the above quoted case of the
"City of London Brewei-y Company I'.Tennant,"
in which he said : "With regard to forty-five
degrees thei-e is no positive rule of law upon
that subject ; the circumstance that forty-five
degrees are left xmobstructed being merely an
element in the question of fact whether the
access of Hght is unduly interfered with ; but un-
doubtedly there is ground for saying that if the
legislature, when making general regiilations as
to buildings, considered that when new buildings
are erected the light sufficient for the comfort-
able occupation of them wiU, as a general rule,
be obtained if, the builcUngs to be erected oppo-
site to them have not a greater angidar elevation
than forty-five degrees, the fact that forty-five
degrees of sky are left imobstructed may, under
ordinary circumstances, be considered ^arimrt /acic
evidence that there is not Ukely to be material
injury; and, of course, that evidence appUes
more strongly where only a lateral light is par-
tially affected and all the Ughts are not ob-
structed. I make that observation, not imagin-
ing that either at law orin this court any judge
has_ ever meant to lay down as a general pro-
position that there can be no material injiuy to
light if forty-five degrees of sky are left open

;

but I am of opinion that if forty-five degrees
are left, this is some prinit'i facie evidence of the
light not being obstructed to such an extent as
to caUfor the interference of the court—evidence
wliich requires to be rebutted by direct evidence
of injury and not by the mere exhibition of
models." His lordship's words are so full and
explanatory that nothing need be added to them
upon this point; but the ease of " Hackett v.

Baiss " (L. R. 20 Eq. 494) may be referred to by
the reader, in which case the Master of the RoUs
followed the ndo or reasoning laid down by the
Lord Chancellor; and the case of "Theedr.
Debenham " (L.R. 2 CD. 165) further iUustrates
the point.

Remedies.—^The remedies of a person aggrieved

by an invasion, or threatened invasion of his
right to light or air are three-fold : (a) action for
damages; (4) injimction to prevent invasion;
(r) mandatory injunction.*

a. Action for Damages.-—Where damages only
are sought, tho common and most convenient
course is to proceed by action in one of the
Common Law Divisions : and where the damage
sustained by the obstruction of Ught or air can
be easily and readily ascertained, this is recog-
nised to be tho proper course to pui'suo, and in
such a ease an in j unction would most probably
be refused. Tho remedy by injunction is intended
mainly to meet those cases in which the amount
of damage cannot bo easUy and readily ascer-
tained.

It should be noted that in most cases, the fact
of a plaintiff having recovered damages on an
obstruction of light or air, does not condone the
offence of the obstruction ; and the plaintiff, or
other person aggrieved, may go on bringing
actions and recover damages in respect of the
damage accruing from time to time by the diminu-
tion of Ught or air. Tho cour.se which should
be adopted, therefore, when the plaintiff has
succeeded in proving himself damaged, is to
make an arrangement with him, so as to com-
pensate him for the damage sustained and to bo
sustained, and thus bar future actions.
In case an action for damages only be brought,

the following is tho form of endorsement on tho
writ :

—

" Tlio plaintiff's claim is for damages for ob-
structing the access of Ught [and air (t) ] to the
plaintiff's house."

h. Injunction to Freeent Invasion.—In cases
where it is sought to restrain a threatened in-
vasion of a right to light and air or either, a
motion should be made in the Chancery Division
for au injunction. The Chancer}- Division may
also award damages. By 21 anj 22 Vict. c. 27,
provision is made for tliis, and sec. 2 is as fol-
lows :

— " In aU cases in which the Court of
Chancery has jurisdiction to entertain an appli-
cation for an injunction against a breach of any
covenant, contract, or agreement, or against the
commission or continuance of any wrongful act,
or for tho specific performance of any covenant,
contract, er agreement, it shaU be lawful for the
same court, if it shaU tliink fit, to award
damages to the party injured, either in addition
to or in substitution for such injunction or speci-
fic performance, and such damages may be
assessed in such manner as the court shall
direct."

c. Mandatory Injunction.—A mandatory in-
junction is a remedy granted in rare cases, by
which one who has invaded the right to Ught or
air, is compelled to take down the buildings by
which the light or air is obstructed.
The following decisions and remarks should be

attentively conddered, as touching the various
remedies for invasion of right to light and air,

which we have just enumerated.
In the case of the *

' Curriers' Company v. Cor-
bett" (t De Gcx, J. & S. 764) Turner L.J. held
that " it is not every impediment to the access of
light or air which will warrant the interference
of the court by way of injunction, or even entitle
the party alleging himself to bo injured, to
damages at law. In order to found a title to
reUef in equity, or even at law, in respect of such
an impctUment, some material or substantial
injury must be estabU-ihed, and the onus of
proving tho injury must rest, of course, on the
plaintiff." This decision points out the fact that
in some cases there may be ground for an action
for damages, although there may not be ground
for an injunction. Westbury L.C. pointed oat
very clearly the distinctive remedies, and the
reasons for them, in two cases which came before
him on appeal. In one of these, "Jackson v.

Duke of Newcastle" (3 De Gex &c. 275), he
said: "Where the darkening of the ancient
windows of a dwelling-house materially injured
tho comfort of the existence of those who dwelt
in it, the court would interfere by injunction.

. . . Upon a similar principle, where the
obstruction of the ancient lights of a manufac-
tory or of business premises renders the buildings
to a material extent less suitable for the busi-
ness carried on in them, it is a case for injunc-

* To these remedies is added that, which a man has
(according to Blackstone) to enter into adjoining piemi^es
and peareahht pull down any erection put up thereon,
which interferes witli liia ancient lights : a remedy, it

need hardly be said, seldom resorted to in these times.

+ See the case of "City of London Brewery r. Tennant,"
cited at page at, and note what the Lord ChanccUori
as to the ajisociiitiun of light and air.
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tioD, and not merely for compensation in

duuagee. Tlie foundation of the jurisdiction [of

the court to grant an injunction] appears to be

that injury to property which renders it in a

material degree unsuitable for the purposes to

which it is novr applied, or lessens considerably

tbe enjoyment which the owner now luu of it.

The court considers that injury of this nature

doei not admit of being measured and redressed by
damages." And in the other case, "Isenberg-

r. £ast India House Estate Company Limited"
(SDeGe-T &c. 263), his Lordship said: "The
common law remedy for a grievance of this

deecription [i.e. invasion of right to light or air]

is an action for damages : an action liable to be
resorted to as long as the cause of damage con-
tinues. Upon that groimd, and by reason also

of the damage in many cases not admitting '^f

being estimated in monev, this court [the Court
of Chancery] has assumed jurisdiction.

"The jurisdiction of this court, so far as it

partakes of the nature of a preventive remedy,
that is, prohibition of further damage, or
an intended damage, is a jurisdiction that
may bo exercised without difficulty, and
rests upon the clearest principles. But there
has been superadded to that the power of the
court to grant what has been denominated a
mandatory injunction, that is, an order compel-
ling a defendant to restore things to the condition
in which they were at the time when the plain-
tiff's complaint was made. The exercise of that
power is one that must be attended with the
greatest possible caution. I think, without
intending to lay down any rule, tliat it is con-
fined to cases where the injury done to the
plaintiff cannot be estimated and sufficiently

compensated by a pecuniary sum. Where it

admits of being so estimated, and where the cvU
sustained by the plaintiff may be abundantly
compensated in money, there appears to me to
be no necessity to superadd the exercise of that
extraordinary power by this court." His lord-
ship, in the latter decision, very concisely states

the three-fold remedy against tho invasion of
light to light and air, and it would be gathered
from the opinion expres.sed by him that the court
would be chary of granting a mandatory in-

junction, but for later decisions, to which we
shall presently refer.* Turner L.J., in the
case of the "Currier's Company v. Corbett"
(cited at p. 39) seemed to consider it necessary
to put the jurisdiction of the court to grant a
mandatory injunction as a hypothesis. He said:
"Assuming this court has jurisdiotion to order a
building, which, so far as it can impede the pro-
gress of light and air, has been actually com-
pleted, to be pulled down—a jurisdiction wliioh,

BO far as I am aware, has never been assumed or
exercised—this Bill seeks no more than a preven-
tive remedy, and there can be no case for pre-
vention where what is asked to be prevented has
been actually done." The latter part of the
last-quoted decision will serve as a hint to the
draftsman to ask enough, and not, where a man-
datory injunction is sought, to merely ask for an
injunction to restrain further obstruction to light
or air.

The power and the willingness of the court to
grant mandatory injunctions are, however, de-
monstrated by some more recent decisions. In
"Senior v. Pawson " (L.E. 3 Eq. 333) Wood
V.C. said he had no doubt as to the jurisdiction
of the court to order buildings to be pulled down

;

although in the case before him he directed an
inquiry as to damages, instead of granting a
mandatory injunction. In "Beadel «i. Perry "

fL.R. 3 Eq. 465), a ca.se in which a mandatory
injunction was g^nted, Stuart V.C. also gave
ome idea of what the court considered a gi-ound
for its interference. Ho said, "It seems to me
that where, opposite to ancient lights, a wall is

built not liigher than the distance between that
wall and the ancient lights, there cannot, under
ordinary circumstances, be such a material ob-
scuration of the ancient lights as to make it

necessary for this court to interfere by way of
injunction. ... It has been clearly proved
in this case that, opposite to the plaintiffs'

ancient lights, the defendant has built a wall
very much higher than the distance between
ihem and the wall, and to that extent the de-
fendant mu.st, in my opinion, take his wall down.
There must be a mandatory injunction to that
effect.' ' In the case of '

' Lady Stanley of Alder-
ley;r. Eari of Shrewsbury" (L.R. 19Eq. 616) the
court directed an inquiry as to damages instead

• Bee particularly " Smith v. Smith," dted at page 40.

of granting a luaudatoi-y injunction, being of
opinion that it coiUd not in that case grant the
latter remedy. In the case of '

' Smith v. Smith '

'

(L.R. 20 Eq. 500) Jessel M.R. made some
remarks concerning mandatory injimctious, to
the effect that the court might grant them as un-
reservedly as others, and need exercise no more
caution in doing so than in giving other reme-
dies ; and in that case he granted a mandatory
injunction, not to be put in force for two mouths.
It wUl thus be seen that whatever difficulty the
court may have experienced in fonncr times, as
to granting the extreme remedy of a mandatory
injunction compelling the offending party to pull
the obstructive building down, no such difficulty

is i-ecognised'now ; although the leaning of the
court still is to grant an inquiry as to damages
under Lord Cairns' Act* instead.

In the case of the '
' City of London Brewery

Company r. Tennant " (cited at p. 34), James
L. J., said: " In all these cases as to light and
air the Court of Equity is not administering any
equitable relief strictly so called ; but is giving
an equitable remedy for tlie violation of a legal
right : and the question before a Court of Equity
in all these cases is substantially the same
question as that which would have to be deter-
mined by a jury, under proper directions by a
judge as to the principles of law applicable to the
case."

Future Damage.—It frequently happens upon
an obstruction of light that the amount of damage
caused thereby dciJciids upon the nature of the
business carried on upon the premises injured ; so
that a slight diminution of light might cause but
little or no inconvenience in some cases, whilst
it would be a serious inconvenience in others.
Therefore the question has arisen whether the
Court, in dealing with tlic amount of damages
where the present injurj' is small, has power to
take into consideration possible injury of a greater
extent in the future, upon a cliange of ciroum-
stauces. The question does not appear, how-
ever, to have been settled until recently ; and so
far as the older reported cases show, it seems
that the Court formerly considered it must deal
with the present damage only, and not consider
any possible future damage. In the case of
" Jackson !'. Duke of Newcastle "t Westbuiy
L. C. said he had been unable to find any authority
for taking possible future damage into considera -

tion. But in the more recent case of " Aynsley
t: Glover" (L.R. 18 Eq. 541) Jessel M.R. held
otherwise and said that the Court is bound to
consider tlie use to which the property the light
of which is obstructed iiini/ bo put. His decision
was confirmed on appeal (L.R. 10 Ch. 283) when
it was also held that where the ancient lights
have been enlarged, the plaintiff should not bo
compelled to reduce the windows to their former
size as a condition of obtaining an injunction.

Jteacrving Might to Liijht and Air.—Wliere the
owner of property sells a portion of it, and
wishes to reserve the easements of light aud air
to that he retains, he should so reserve them by
the deed of conveyance of the portion sold. In
the case of "Ellis v. Manchester Carriage Com-
pany" (L.R. 2 C.P.D. 13) it was held, foUowing
several previous decisions, that if a person having
a house on his land the windows of which have
existed for more than twenty years, sells a por-
tion of the land, the purchaser may erect any
buildings he pleases upon the laud so sold to liim,

however much they may interfere with the light
coming to the windows of the vendor's house,

—

unless the conveyance by the vendor to the pui'-
chaser should have reserved to the vendor the
easement of light to the house rotaiucd by liim.

The justice of this decision is apparent, although
it appears at the first blush to be against the
principle of the Prescription Act, wliicli makes
twenty years' enjoyment of light the base of an
indefeasible right. But, as wo shall have occa-
sion hereafter more <ully to remark, unity of
possession of the easement and the land over
which it comes, is a bar to the running of the
twenty years, and the enjoyment during the
unity of possession is, in fact, no easement at all,

being but the user by the owner of his own pro-
perty. Besides wliich, if the purchaser might
not build on the land purchased by liim from the
owner of an adjoining Iiouse, for fear of ob-
structing his light, the laud purchased would be
lees valuable to him on that account, and that
would be a consideration which ought to be pro-
vided for in the deed of conveyance to him.

• 21 & 2-2 Vict. c. 27, cited at page 37.

+ Cited at iiage 38.

A pro\-iso has been inserted in some modem
Crown leases against the acquirement by the
lessees of any right to light or air. It is as
follows:

—

" Pro\-ided always and it is hereby agreed and
declared and this demise is made upon the express
condition that the le.s.see his executors adminis-
trators and as.signs shall not by virtue or in

respect of this demise be deemed to have acquii i

or be entitled to nor shall he or they during 1

1

existence of the term hereby granted acquire <

become entitled to by length of enjoyment pr-

Bcription or any other means whatsoever in respt (

:

of the hereby demised premises any right of air
or light or other easement from or over oi-

affecting any lands or hereditaments belongiou-
to^ the lessor his heirs or assigns not com-
prised in this demise. But on the contrary
it is agreed and declared that it shall be
lawful for the lessors his heirs or assigns
and his and their grantees lessees and
tenants or any of them at all times here-
after to erect any new building or buildings of j

any height, or on any land belonguig to the
lessor his heirs or assigns not included in this
demise and to raise to any height or alter any
building now existing or to be hereafter erected
upon any such land whether any such buildings J
or alterations shall or may or shall not or may J
not prevent obstruct or affect in any way the
passage of air or Ught to the iiremises liereby
demised or any part thereof or to any new build-
ing which may hereafter be erected upou the
land hereby demised."

This proviso is perhaps calculated to prevent .i

fruitful source of litigation ; but lessees should
consider, before accepting such a proviso, how
seriously the curtailment of their right to the
easements of light and air, made possible by it,

may affect them.
Uiijims/icd Mouses.—It is not a necessary con-

dition to the acquiring of the right to light
under the Act of 2 and 3 Will. IV. c. 71 * that
the house in respect of which light is claimed
should be occupied, or even in a finished state,

during the twenty years proscribed by the Act
for the attainment of the right. If there are
windows in the house through which light may
pass which would be available for the comfort
and enjoyment of the inmates if it were occu-
pied, that is sufficient. This was so held in the
ease of " Courtauld v. Legh " (L.R. 4 Ex. 12G)

in which Kelly C.B. said :
" I am of opinion that

no occupation at all, in the sense of personal
occupation, is necessary to constitute actual en-
joyment within the meaning of the statute. It

appears that this house was completed as to its

external and internal walls, the roof, and the
flooiings ; and that windows had been put in,

capable (as we may suppose) of being opened
and shut, and of admitting Ught. When a house
is in that condition, it may properly be said that
the owner enjoys the use and access of light to

it, and such enjoyment is sufficient to give a
prescriptive title under the Act." Channell B.,
Pigott B., and Cleasby B., concuncd in the
decision.

Uititt/ of Possession.—Upon the principle that
one cannot enjoy an easement coming over land
who has that land itself t and upon the further
principle that the accruing right to the easement
of light is suspended, but only suspended, dui-ing

imity of possession ; it has been held that the

twenty years, prescribed by sec. 3 of 2 and 3

Wm. IV. 0. 71, as the period of enjoyment
necessary to give title to the easement of light,

must be twenty years during wliich there has
been no unity of possession of the property whcso
light is sought to be protected, and that over

which the easement of light comes ; but that it

need not have been twenty years' contiauud
enjoyment. Hatherley L.C. applied these prin-

ciples in the case of "Ladyraan r. Grave" (L.R.

6 Ch. 7C3), in which he thus illustrated the rule

drawn from them; he said, "If it had been
shown that the enjoyment had lasted for fifteen

years aud upwards, and then there had been an
interruption by unity of possession, and then the

enjoyment had lasted for five years more without
the unity of possession, in such a case an enjoy-

ment for twenty years could have been pleaded."

His lordship held also that when the plaintiff

had shown his right to the easement of light, the

• Cited at page 33.

+ An Ciisement is an accommotlation or convetii/^ncr, which
oue has or claims over tlie property of auothcr, for the

enjoyment of one's own property, such as a right of way,
watercour.se, light, &c. ; so Uiat is evident, from the
mcanin:? of the tt^nn, that one cannot liave an easement
over one's own land.
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jnus of proving a unity of possession which
lestroycd that right rested upon the defendant.

Summitrij.—We thus hare seen that :

—

Tlio riglit to liglit and the right to air arc

lascments wliich one man has coming over tlie

property of another to liis own ; and that these

jasements are distinct.

Twenty year.s' enjoyment of the casement of

ight gives a prescriptive riglit to it : in the
bsence of agreement to the contrary.
Obstruction of light, which interferes mate-

rially with the comfort and convemenoe of those
affected by it, is an offence which the court is

prompt to remedy ; but injm-y to health or other
serious effect is considered a necessary ground
for the interference of the court in cases of dimi-
aution of air.

Possible future damage is now taken into
account as well as present damage.
Vendors should reserve to themselves the ease-

ment of light when selling land adjoining their

house property, in order to secure light to their
houses.

The right to the easement of light accrues in
respect of unfinished or unoccupied houses,
which have windows capable of receiving light
during the twenty years of prescription.

There miLst be no unity of possession of the
easement of light and the land over which it

comes, diuing the twenty years' enjoyment of
the easement upon which the prescriptive right
depends ; but unity of possession only suspends
the prescription during the unity, and does not
destroy or make unavailing the enjoyment of the
right before the unity.

Condmling Remarks.—"We have thus briefly set

hefore the reader the subject of light and air, aud
the rights to their use as easements. Witli
regard to light, especially, we may remark that
the right to it claimed by various persons upon
the removal of old buildings and the erection of
new buildings in place of them, has given rise to
endless litigation. If the property be large, or
affects a large number of sun-oiuidiDg owners,
there is almost invariably a dispute about the
light : as often as not a dispute raked up for the
mere pui-pose of endeavoiuing to extort "com-
pensation '

' by the threat of proceedings. Many
writers have adverted to tliis * and have shown
how that owners have had to fight their way to
new buildings through expensive litigation : and
how, on the other hand, others have spent and
lost more in seeking to jirotect a light than
the whole properly in respect of which they
claimed was woi-th. Tliose who find themselves
in the position of adviser upon such questions
should therefore be more than ordinarily careful

:

and, we think, should always endeavour to
arrange a fair compromise rather than advise
litigation. There are well-known instances in
which large sacrifices of space have been made
in new buildings, because of the right to the
light pa.ssing through some trumpery little win-
dow being set up as a pretext for claiming
exorbitant compensation. In all such eases a
spirit of liberality should instead be shown : the
party whose light wiU be aft'ccted should be
wilUng to receive, and the party jiroposing to
obstnict the light shoiJd be willing to pay, a fair

equivalent for the light : and it is a disgrace to
anything like neighbourliness that so much liti-

gation should be rife as there is in respect of
these matters. Easements are so emphatically
the concern of neighbours that the law cannot
possibly lay down rules which shall comprehend
every case : if, therefore, neighbours disagree,
they arc almost compelled to indulge in litigation

and resort to com-ts of law to have their diftor-
ences healed. If, however, they are. wise, they
will bo content with a more simple, far less

expensive, and eminently good-natured remedy,
which is known by the name of "amicable
arrangemeut " ; the taking of which they will
consequeutly find to bo marked by a saving of
time, temper, aud money.

Still there are some cases in wliich litigation
must, it would seem, inevitably arise: and we
may make a closing suggestion, foimded upon
the principles of the decisions, as to the evidence
to be adduced in support of them. When the
obstructive building is already erected, the evi-
dence of persons occupying the premises whose
light is obstructed should be obtained, as this
will have far greater weight than any scientific

theoretical evidence ; and the latter will not have

much weight, even though supported by the

exhibition of models, compared to the former.

But if the buildings are only in course of erection

,

and there bo only a threatened invasion, models
should be exhibited to the court, and scientific

theoretical evidence given as to the result which
woidd follow from the erection of the proiwsed
buildings.
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WOOD PRESERVma BY CREOSOTE.

IN the proceedings of the Engineers' Club at

Philadelphia, some useful observations arj

recorded on timber creosoting to which we refer.

Decay is mainly attributable to the fermentation

of the albumen of the sap, which commences
when heat and moisture are present ; and the

aim of all wood-preserving processes is to pre-

vent this fermentation by coagulating the

albumen of the sap. Various methods for effect-

ing this, known as the chloride of zinc

(Bumettizing) ; corrosive sublimate or kyanising

;

siUi>hate of copper (Boucheries), and other pro-

cesses of saturation with metallic solutions may
be named ; but Mr. E. R. Andrews, of Boston,

remarks they only retard decomposition by acting

chemically upon the albumen, but they will in

time redissolve and be washed out by the rain,

They do not protect the fibre itself. On the

other hand, Mr. Andrews contends that creosoting

does more than metallic salts to coagulate the
albumen ; it forms a protection to the fibre.

Being insoluble in water, the creosote oil

enters the pores of the wood and clothes the
fibres with an impenetrable coating. Mr. Hay-
ford's process differs essentially from the well-

known Bethell's process, inasmuch that the
latter can only be applied to seasoned timber,
while by the Hayford method green wood is

preferred. The reason given by the author for

this preference is that the more nearly the con-
dition of timber is to that of a living tree, the
sap being withdrawn from the pores, the more
readily it will absorb oO. We may quote Mr.
Andrews' description of the process here :

—" To
withdraw the sap and moisture without harden-
ing the fibres is the fir.st step in the Hayford
process. This is effected by means of steam,
heat, and air-pressure. The wood is loaded on
iron cars, and nm into a strong iron cylinder

which is then hermeticaOy closed. Steam is

then pressed through a long coil in the bottom
of the cylinder, and also, to a certain extent, free

steam is admitted into the cylinder itself. But
steam alone would not heat the wood suificiently

to vapourise the sap. . . To secure a greater
degree of heat, by means of a powei-ful air-

pump worked by steam, atmospheric air is

pumped into the cylinder until the gauge shows
a pressure of 30 or 401b. to the square inch.

Thus a double result is obtained, i.e., a tempera-
ture of 240° to 250°, and also this pressure upon
the surface of the wood tends to counteract the
tendency of the wood to crack in consequence of

expansion of the moisture within. . . Ex-
perience alone will detennine when the wood has
been subjected to the steaming process long
enough to heat the wood to a point when the sap
and water will vapourise. Then by closing one
set of valves and opening others, the air-pump
becomes a vacuum pump, by wliich the vapours
are withdrawn from the cylinder and the wood.
The wood parts with its moisture to such an
extent, that several hours' work of the pump are

needed to produce a vacuum of 24 inches,

whereas without steaming the wood, the same
vacuum woiUd be reached in half-an-hour." We
see from this account that the timber is deprived
of all its sap and moisture, and remains in a

vacuum with its pores open ready to imbibe the
oil which is now admitted, having been first

heated to 200" F. "The oil enters through
perforated pipes by which every stick is at once
bathed with oil which is rapidly absorbed. When
the cylinder is full, the contents are subjected to
a pressure of 1001b. to one square inch until the
wood has absorbed the requisite quantity." Mr.
Andrews then adduces evidence to show that if

the process is thoroughly performed, creosoted
wood is practically imperishable. In the
Philadelphia and central railroads, creosoted pine
ties were laid in the road bed in 1875, and are
now in capital condition. In the late railways
of Belgium the use of creosoted ties has proved
a great success, according to C. Coisno, the
superintendent of the creosoting establishment.
His figures show that in some cases they have
stood from 16 to 21 years in use. To come
nearer home, the author quotes the experience of
Mr. Harrison, the chief engineer to the North
Eastern Railway, who mentions one sample of a
Scotch fir sleeper, creosoted, which had been
laid down near Tweedmouth in 1858, thus having
been 20 years in use. It was an average specimen,
and was stiUin good condition, having been run
over by all the trains between London and
Edinburgh. The sample showed no indentation
under the rail. Against the ravages of the
teredo, creosote oil has been long acknowledged
a protection to piles and submarine timber work.
Various specimens of railway sleepers were
cxliibited by the author, which had been in use
12 to 20 years, and some blocks that showed a
partial riddling wliich had been submerged in

salt water after a portion only had been creosoted.
Added to other evidence we have before adduced
in tliis journal, the above experience clearly

points to the value of thorough oil impregna-
tion.

TITLES TO LAND.

WE have a pamphlet before us bearing the
above title, in which the authors, Messrs.

Renton and Co., estate and insurance agents, of

Manchester, propose certain well-timed sugges-
tions for the simplification and regi.stration of

titles to land. These suggestions are made in

view of the reappointment of a Committee by
the House of Commons to inquire and report

whether any and what steps should be taken
with the above object in view, and to facilitate

the transfer of and to prevent frauds on pur-
chases and mortgages of land. No one who has
had any experience in the purchase of property,

whether houses or lands, must not have deplored

the unnecessary length of deeds, the prolix nar-

ration of covenants and prior-titles, and the un-
intelligible phraseology employed. One of the

suggestions we cordially agree with—it is the
cutting short of puzzling descriptions of lands,

and the resort to tracings of the Ordnance sur-

vey. The author suggests if a certain property

came to be conveyed, "the Ordnance survey be
referred to, and if it were on too small a scale to

show distinctly and with precision the subjects

referred to, let the scales be enlarged aud a
tracing of the subjects laid down on the con-

veyance. That tracing would not require

to be repeated, as we wiU show here-

after, on any subsequent transaction of the

property." It is proposed that in every

town or district there shoiUd be national

or statutory landmarks, or data points, so that

the chief measurements to be set forth on the

tracing would be, say, the di.stance of the north

boundary of No. So-aud-So-street, from that

mark or point. That distance having been
determined, and the point fixed, there could be
no question hereafter as to the position of that

boundary, and relatively to the other boundaries

of the subjects. Thus, all lands by this sugges-

tion would be identified by a tracing or plan

made and engrossed on the title. In .speaking

of covenants or conditions under which land is

held, the authors distinguish the cases that occur.

They say :—"As to the conditions in existing

titles which are repeated nd nauseam in every

transfer, these may be of the following descrip-

tions:—I. Those which, if not complied with,

may either cause the estate to revert to the

original granter or his representatives, or subject

the holder in payment of a i)enalty or liability

for damages. 2. Tliose which have been obviated

by other circumstances. 3. Those which infer

no penalty if not complied with." In the first

of these cases it is observed to be quite unneces-

sary to engross these conditions in every transfer.
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but " that a proper reference be made to them

in the transfer, as they are set fortli in the title

which created them, and in that way they will

be incorporated iu the transfer, and biudiug." If

the title be in a dilapidatecl state, a true

copy made of it, and attested and referred

to, that will serve once for all. These two
Buggi'stioiis, if adopted, would, we consider,

wonderfully shorten transfers, and confer a

lasting boon on grantere and grantees. We have

no space here to allude to the other covenants

imdcr which real estate may be conveyed to new
holders, though, as the authors justly contend,

it is absurd that in every buildmg estate being
laid out every title to a separate lot of ground

—

it may be a hundred—be set forth ad loiigam,

when the conditions may be the same, or different

only in one or two special cases. Of course, it

is necessary to have general conditions prepared
by the proprietor of the estate, which sJiould be
made tl>e basis for grants of title. If altered

conditions are to be introduced in the title these

can be set forth as exceptional ; but it certainly

seems ridiculous to repeat those common and
general conditions which universally apply. The
best mode unquestionably would be to make such
general conditions statutory, under which all

titles would be granted. A similar mode may be
adopted with mortgages. The authors give

various forms for transfers of land under par-
ticular conditions, and to these, and other sugges-
tions as to registration, we have much pleasure
in referring our readers who are interested in

divesting legal documents of their present com-
plexity and cost. The machinery of the law is

still most cumbersome, and Messrs. Reuton will

have done some good if, by the timely publica-

tion of tlicir suggestions, a simplification of

titles can be procured.

COMPETITIONS.
City of London Scnooi-s.—The designs for the

new school buildings which are to be erected on
the Thames Kmbankmcnt are still imder con-
sideration, and, notwithstanding the Easter
recess, the Court has been actively engaged in

examining the several plans. We imderstand
that the members are much pleased with several

of the plans submitted, and that an award may
speedily be looked for. No professional referee

has as yet been retained, though possibly the

Court may seek professional confirmation of their

decision. It is a question yet to be determined
as to whether the competition plans will be
exhibited or not. We hope both the latter pro-

posals vrill be carried out, in common fairness to

the competitors.

Haufax. — Tlie Halifax School Board have
decided not to adopt any of the plans submitted
in competition for the new higher Board School,

none being considered of sufficient merit. This
result has been arrived at after calling in Mr.
Kobson, the architect of the London School
Board, to report on the plans.

Ipswich Public Hall Competition. — Last
week we mentioned the result of the competition
for the alteration of the Public Hall, Ipswich,
which has given rise to some discussion. Having
seen the plans sent in, under the motto '

' Tria
Juncta in Uno," by Mr. H. Cheston, of London,
and also the hall in Westgate-street, we are in a
better position to speak of the practicability of

the scheme. The present hall is a brick-built

Btructure 98 feet long by .50 wide, with a recess

for orchestra at one end, and a gallery at the
entrance end, which returns fur a short distance

in a curvilinear form round the sides. The walls
are relieved by pilasters, above which is a series

of clerestory or lunette lights that pierce the
coved ceiling and form groined pendentives
between. These admit the light. The flat por-
tion of ceiling is relieved by elliptical-shaped

panels, which were formerly intended to be
glazed. Mr. Cheston's premiatcd plan shows
an extension southward, making the hall 151

feet long, and the removal of the saloon and
other apartments in the rear. He forms an
elliptical alcove or recess at the end, and fills

the present panels in the ceiling with
glazed lanterns. The question is whether
this extension, at an estimated cost of £4,500, is

the best means of providing for the requirements
of the Com Exchimge ; in other words, whether
the expenditure of this siun will give the town
what it wants, equally well with a more costly
proposal of building a new Com Exchange, at
tlie cost of £21,000 on another site. Of course

there arc two considerations iu such a question,

one of means, and tlie other of efficiency ; but we
are disposed to thiuk, from au examination of the
plan, that the hall will be spoilt for public

audiences by the disproportionate length of the

room, and also that a wider and more concen-
trated area would be better secured for a Coi'u

exchange. Unless the hall can be -(videned as

well as lengthened, wo are afraid the building

will assume the character of a gallciy—a kind of

teriium quid not to be desired.

Kenilwokth.—The first premium of £.50 has
been awarded by the Local Board of KcnilwoHh,
not Cardiff, as stated by us last week, to Mr. G.
A. Luudie, M.I.C.E., for his scheme for the

sewering of the town. It is proposed to' deal

with the sewage on eight acres of land by inter-

mittent downward filtration, and the whole of

the works are estimated to cost about £5,000.

The Local Board advertised for plans, specifica-

tions, and tenders, and there were twenty com-
petitors.

*—^^im^* —

SCHOOLS OF AET.
GioucESTEK Science and Art Societt.—The

annual rejiort of this society states that during
the past year a piece of garden ground on the

north side of the schools has been purchased for

£750, in view of a possible extension of the

institution, and also to prevent the erection of

objectionable buildings close to the schools. The
work of the Science school commenced on
October 10th, 1877. Four students were en-

rolled, and 52 presented themselves for examina-
tion. The results were hardly so good as last

year, though as this appears to be the case

tlux)ughout the country, it may bo assumed that

the standard of examination has been raised.

In the Art school 229 students attended the
various classes throughout the year. 559 works
in various stages by 78 students were sent to

South Kensington in April for examination. In
the National Competition the school obtained

one bronze medal and two book piizes. In the

advanced Art examination, held in June last,

out of 54 candidates 5 were successful, and 3

received prizes.

ARCHITECTTTRAL & ARCH-ffiOLOGICAL
SOCIETIES.

Glasgow AiicniTEcrruEAL Association.—The
opening meeting of the second session of this

association was hild last week. Mr. James
Sellars, I.A., hon. president, who entertained
the members, received them in the entrance hall,

where the drawings which have been submitted
in competition for the gold medal and president's

prize given by the Glasgow Institute of Archi-
tects were exhibited. Later on in the evening
the ordinary meeting of the association was held
—Mr. James B. Stewart, president, in the chair.

Mr. Sellars addressed the meeting. He urged
continued application to the study of the pro-
fession they had chosen, and offered some prac-
tical ad^vice as to the best means for realising the
objects the association had in view for the benefit

of its members. He intimated his intention of

giving a prize for the best design for a cottage,

with specification, to be competed for by the
members of the association. Mr. Sellars con-
cluded as follows :—" AU of you must know that

the mere regular perfonnancc of ordinary office

work for a given number of hours per day is not
sufficient to make you accomplished architects.

You must have that enthusiasm for your art

which will keep its pursuit constantly before

youi' miud
;
you must have that devotion and

love for it which will engender an ever-increasing
desire for more knowledge of its subtleties—an
ever-growing wish to emulate the immortal
works of those who have gone before you—or

your chances of rising out of the rut in the great
race for distinction are but feeble indeed. In
our profession a position is not to be made -vvith-

out hard, earnest, enthusiastic work. But while

all this is true, I know of no profession in which
there is more pleasure to be obtained. To the
earnest, painstaking architect, who has thrown
his whole mind into his work, who has faitlifuUy

studied its every detail, what greater happiness
can there be tlian to see the fruit of his thoughts
embodied in enduring stone, destined, it may be,

to influence and to give a direction to the taste

of a whole community, and to hand his name
down with honour to posterity 'r

'
' Mr. Mossman

then addressed the meeting. Ho referred to the

relations of architectui'e with the sister arts.

remarking that the art of the best periods was
always characterised by a strict adlieience to
architectonic iirinciples. He coueluded by
offering a prize for designs of a vase with figure
subjects. The customary votes of thanks ter-

minated the proceedings.

Society of Antiquaeies of Scotland.—At
the usual monthly meeting of this Society held
this week, a notice of an ancient Scottish lec-

tern, now in the parish church of St. Stephen,
St. Albau's, Hertfordshire, was read by Mr.
William Galloway, architect, Coit. Mem. S.A.
Scot. Apart from any conjectures as to its liis-

tory, this lectem is of special interest as being
the only known example fonnerly pertaining to

Scotland which has escaped the disastrous issues

of civU and religious commotions. Its histoiy is

very singidar. About the year 1750, when a
gi'ave was being dug iu the chancel of St.

Stephen's church, the lectern was found buried
in the soil. It is supposed to have been thus
concealed at some time during the Civil Ware.
It is of cast brass, and of a handsome design,

consisting of an eagle with expanded wings sup-

ported by a shaft decorated with several groups
of mouldings, partly circular and partly hexa-
gonal. The eagle stands upon a globe, and the

shaft has been originally supported on tliree

feet, which are now gone. In its present .state

the lectei'n is 5 feet 7 inches iu total height. It

bears the inscription— Georgius Creichtoun,

Episcopus Dunkeldensis. He died 2ith January,
1543, and previous to his elevation to the see of

Duukeld he had been Abbot of HoljTood. The
probability, therefore, is that the lectern had
been presented to Holyrood by the Abbot on his

elevation to the see of Dimkeld, and that it was
taken from Holyrood by Sir Richard Tea of

Sopwell, who accompanied the Earl of Hertford
in his invasion of Scotland in 1543. On his

rettim Sir Richard presented to the parish church
of St. Alban's a brazen font bearing a magnilo-
quent inscription, to the effect that though pre-

viously designed for the baptism only of the cliil-

dren of kings, it now, in gratitude for its rescue

from the fiie which consumed Ediubm-gh and
Leith, performed the same service for the meanest

of the English. This font, whichwas doubtless ab-

stracted from Holyrood, is no longer kno-wn to

exist, and there seems no reason to doubt that

the lectem which was saved by beiug biuied

dtiring the Civil Wars, was abstracted at the

same time, and given to the parish church of St

.

Alban's by the donor of the font. Mr. GaUoway
concluded liis paper by urging the Society to

take some steps to have this interesting relic

restored to Scotland. Dra^wings of the lectem

were exhibited. The next paper, also by Mr.
Galloway, was a notice of a sculptured stone in

the old churchyard of Tullibole, Kinross-sliire.

CHIPS.
New schools have been completed for the Thet-

ford School Board, and are to bo opened early in

May. Mr. J. B. Pearce, of Norwich, is the archi-

tect, and Mr. Bardell is the contractor.

A new Calvinistic Methodist Chapel is about to

built at North Risca, Soutli Wales. Messrs. James
and Bevan are the contractors, and the architect is

the Rev. A. Davis, of Eliymney.

The organ recently piurchased for the Wesleyau
Chapel, Lewes, was opened on Sunday week after

repairs by Mr. Starnes, of Lewes. The instrument

was built by Snetzler in 1754, and is one of the

many respecting which the tradition exists that

Handel used frequently to jday upon it.

Mr. Armstead will contribute to the Royal
Academy a recumbent tomb-statuo in marble of

the late "Archdeacon Moore, to bo erected in Lich-

field Catlicdral, near the similar memorial by the

same sculptor of Dean Howard.

A cocoa house was opened on Friday iu the

Market-place, Wednesbury. The alterations were
carried out by Mr. George Monis, of School-street,

iu the same town.

At a ratepayers' meeting at Llaudi!o-fawr held

on Thursday, the 3rd iust., it was decided to take

steps for raising and restoring the tower of the

parish church, and placiu" therein a town clock.

A committee was appointed to act in the matter.

The failure of Mr. Edwin Clark, civil engineer

and contractor, was announced in the London
Bankruptcy Court on Monday week. The liabili-

ties are set down at £700,000.

The Brighton School Board have instructed tho

surveyor to prepare plans for proposed new schools

at Preston.

The Masonic Hall, Dorchester, has just been re-

decorated, &c., by Mr. Gould, of that town.
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Belfast.—New schools have been ereetetl in

V.irth Howard-street, Belfast, by Miss Charters

a memorial of her father. The buildings

niprise on the ground floor a boys' and girls'

liool, infants' Bchool, with classroom, cloak-

(iras. Sec. On the first floor is placed a hall for

-truetion in cookery to accommodate 120

rsons. The main entrance from North Iloward-

reet is placed under the tower, and has deeply

iiikled joints, from which springs a Tudor
r.h with a flat label moulding, on which is

^

placed a datcstone with pediment and scroll-

work. All the external walling is of Sorabo

-iiudstone, with the dressings of windows and
dijoTH neatly tooled. The gables are coped with
stone moulded barges, and have kneelers and
summits finished with stone terminals. The style

adopted is a modificatiou of that prevalent in the

seventeenth centiuy. Messrs. H. and J. Martin
were the contractors. The buildings have been
erected from the jilans and under the superinten-

dence of Messrs. Young and Mackenzie, and the

total cost is about £2,500.

Beeey PoitEEOY.—The parish church of St.

Mary, Ben-y Pomeroy, Totnes, South Devon,
has undergone thorough restoration. The north

transei^t chapel has been carefully cleaned, as

also the Star-tomb, which is supposed to contain

the remains of Sir Richard Pomeroy, who rebuilt

the church in the latter part of the Fifteenth

Century, when the south aisle was added.

The chancel has been laid with encaustic tiles,

and the new altar, which is of massive carved

oak, is reached by three stone steps, along the

second of which are placed elaborately-traceried

rails, also of oak. A stone sedilia has been
placed on the south side. A new oak pulpit, on
a plain pedestal of Bath stone, is situated on the

north-east side of the nave, and a lectem has been
presented. The celebrated carved and Olumi-
nated screen has been carefully treated ; and the

removal of some old pews, and a quantity of dirt

and varnish, has revealed a number of panels on
which ai'e paintings of saints and the four

doctors of the Western Cliui'ch. This screen has
formed the basis upon wliich the whole of the
architectural features of the church have been
renovated, and where it had decayed or become
mutilated, well-seasonedoak hasbeen rc-inserted,

and now it stands almost as perfect as when it

was first constructed. The nave and aisles have
been re-seated. The colimins, which were from
tliirteen to eighteen inches out of perpendicular,

have been restored to their original positions,

and each one has been thoroughly cleaned, the

result being that an inscription was discovered

on each of the capitals. Eleven new windows,
of five lights each, with tracery, have been

inserted, and the east window has been lowered

to correspond with that at the western end.

The floor is inlaid with Minton's tiles. The cost

of the restoration is £3,000, and it has been

carried out imder the superintendence of Mr.
Jeffcry Michehnore, architect.

Dixox Geeex.—The new Chiu-ch of St.

Thomas, at Dixon Green, near Famworth, was
consecrnted on Easter Monday. The church is

in the Early English style, built of Yorkshire

stone, and is plain but substantial. Internally

it consists of nave and chancel, having a total

length of 139 feet, and is capable of accommo-
dating some 630 persons. It has cost about

£8,000. Mr. J. S. Rawson, of King-street,

Manchester, was the arcliitect.

EccLES.—The new chiirch of St. Andrew,
Ecclcs, was consecrated on Wednesday. The
designs were prepared by Mr. H. E. Tijou, of

Manchester. The length of the building, which
will seat 800 persons, is 126ft. 6in. by a5ft. ; the

height is 60ft. It is built of Durnford Bridge

parpoints, with dressings of Storton Park stone.

The cost of the building is £8,000, but the tower

is incomplete, and it is not intended to proceed

with it at present.

Hareooate.—The new chapel erected by the

Wesleyan Methodists at Harrogate was opened

last week. The building is in the Early

Decorated style. The outer wall stones have

been sui)plied from the Killinghall quarry, and
the ashlar dressings from Leeds. The chapel

pos.scssps a nave, two transepts, and a chancel.

The walls are finished in plaster. The chapel is

heated by hot water, and Messrs. T. and R.

Boote, of Burslem, supplied the tile work. The

co.st of the building is estimated at £10,000, and
it will acconmiodatc about 750. It is expected

that when the spire is erected it will augment
the oxi)endituio to upwards of £11,000. All

the work has been carried out under the superin-

tendence of the architect, Mr. George Wood-
house, of Bolton-le-Moors.

Melbouene.—The Wilson Hall of the Mel-

bourne Univer.-ity, now in course of construction,

is the gift of Sir Samuel Wilson, who is a member
of the Upper House of Parliament in Victoria

and a wealthy landowner, to tho University of

Melbourne. It is now about four years ago that,

actuated by feelings of liberal gratitude to a

colony that had handsomely responded to liis

own energy, he concoi ved tho idea of presenting

the colony with a testimonial of his feelings and
worthy of acceptance. The want of an ex-

amination-hall at the university was greatly

felt, and to remedy this inconvenience Sir Samuel
Wilson conceived the idea of presenting a sum of

money sufficient to build a hall worthy of the

institution, to be used for great academical

ceremonies. Messrs. Reed and Barnes, the

architects of the university, were instructed to

prepare the necessary designs and drawings, and
to call for tenders for tlie work. The lowest

tender was £36,707 10s. 6d. from Messrs. Nation
and Co., builders, Melbourne, and the work
is now in active progress. The style of the

building is Gotliic of the Perpendicular Period.

The walls, which stand on a plinth of blue

basaltic stone, are of freestone. The exterior

face is of sandstone of a good quabty, and the

interior of a limestone very similar in quality

and colour to the French Caen stone. The roof

is an open timber one of elaborate design, resting

on stone corbels, and covered with slates. It is

surmounted with a ventilating lantern, and fur-

nished with ventilating gablets. The ball is

divided into bays, a larger one fonning the dais

;

the total internal length is 110ft , and the width
47ft. The height of the walls from the ground
is ooft., and the height of the roof 87ft. The
bays are divided externally by buttresses sur-

mounted by pinnacles, and each side bay is

lighted by a three-light window. The dais is

lighted by two large bay windows, that on the

ea.st side being octangular in form, and that

looking into the quadrangle rectangular. The
main entrance is in the north end, and consists

of the thi'ce doorways shown in the drawing.

They open into an entrance-lobby, which is con-

nected with the present university biulding by
a corridor. There is also a side entrance in the

western bay window leading into the quadi-angle.

Above the entrance-door internally is the large

archway of the organ gallery ; in connection

with this gallery is the block of buildings which
is designed to connect the new hall with the pre-

sent building. It contains the rooms necessary

for instniction in music whenever a professor of

that art may be appointed. The hall is placed

at the south-east angle of the present building,

and is to be connected with it by the block of

buildings above mentioned, the whole forming
an extension of the east side of an oi^en quad-
rangle.

Melboue>-e.—New offices for the proprietors

of The Aye, The Leader, and The lUustrated

Australian Xetcs newspapers have been erected

in Collins-street East, Melbourne. The new
offices consist of five floors, and were erected

from designs prepared by Messrs, Reed and
Barnes, architects, of Melbourne, the front

elevation being of the Corinthian order. The
foundations and basement story are very strongly

constructed of bluestone and brickwork, the

latter being twenty-seven inches thick. The
ground floor, which is approached from the street

by a flight of stone steps, is devoted chiefly to

the general offices, and the publisher's room;
the former being thirty-six feet by twenty-one
feet, and the latter thirty by twenty-six. The
fittings are of cedar. On the first floor are

situated the rooms devoted to the use of the pro-

prietors, editors, and sub-editors. Immediately
over the literary department, on the second floor,

are the composing and stereotyping rooms. The
third floor covers about the front half of the

composing-rooms, and is given over to the use

of the artists aud engravers. The cost of the

building and ijlant was about £20,000.

Neavpoet.—Memorial, stones of a new Bible

Christian chapel were laid at Newijort, Isle of

Wight, on April 8. The chapel is being built

from the designs of Mr. Frederick Mew, archi-

tect, of London. The style of architecture is

Gothic. Tlie roof will be opencd-timbered, of

handsome design, and tlic chapel will bo termi-

nated with an octagon-shaped organ gallery—

behind the rostrum—inclosed by a badly-recessed

arch. Beliind the chapel, in addition to the

schoolroom—53ft. long and iilft. wide—there
will bo vestries for the ministers and stewards,

and kitehen on tho ground floor, and class and
retiring rooms on the gallery level. The chwel
will afford accommodation for about 600. iTie

builder is Mr. Isaac Barton, of Bydc. The cost

will reach £5,000.

QuEEKSTOwx Deep-Watee Quay.—This work,

owing to the energy of the contractor, Mr. John
Delany, of Cork, who has lately completed his

preliminary arrangements, wliich were necessarily

tedious and expensive, is now progressing in a
most satisfactoiy manner ; the large concrete

blocks, weighing over 100 tons, are being rapidly

made at White Point, at which place they will

bo lifted by means of a powerful floating shears,

conveyed to the site of the quay, and lowered

into position at a depth of twenty-six feet below
low-water mark. Largo quantities of material

being ready for use on the spot will insure,

during the summer months, rapid progress in

the work, the comidetion of which will be of

immense advantage to so important a point as

Queenstown.

Rabstoce.—On Tuesday, the churf;h of St.

Nicholas, Radstock, was re-opened, after having
been restored and enlarged. Mr. Willcox, of the

firm of Messrs. WUson, Willcox, and Wilson,

architects, of Bath, prepared designs, and from
his drawings the affair has been canied out at

an expenditure of about £2,550, by Messrs. Wall
and Hook, of Brimscombe. The old chancel

was taken down and the whole east end of the

building cleared away. The church was then

extended about 30ft. eastward, and an entirely-

new chancel constructed. The galleries, which
were very unsightly, were removed, new roofs

formed, and an organ chamber and vestry built.

The style adopted in the original church—Early
Decorated—has been adhered to, and such

portions of the structure as could be utilised

were allowed to stand, so that a portion of the

south wall, the porch, and west end remain.

The tower was imtouched, except that the

internal arch is restored. The new sti-ucture will

seat 113 additional worshippers, besides those

who could have been accommodated in the

galleries, and altogether there is room for 620

persons in the church.

St. Baktiioloitew's Hospital.—An addition

to St. Bartholomew's Hospital is in cour.se of con-

struction, consisting of a library, practical class-

room, mu.seimi, lift-rooms, and offices. The
frontage to Giltspur-street displays a Classic

elevation. The base is composed of Dalbeattie

granite, and is 7 feet 6 inches in height. The
upper portions consist of Portland stone, with

intermediate Aberdeen polished granite pane's

sunk and moulded. The principal room in the

interior is the Tumerian museum, 26 feet C

inches by 96 feet 6 inches. The height is 26 feet

from the floor to plate of roof, and 15 feet from
plate of the roof to ceiling. The Ughtiiig is

effected by a skylight and lantern-light. The
staircase to the offices is of Dalbeattie granite,

Tlie grand staircase, as well as all the internal

stairs, ai-e composed of choice Craigleith stone.

Tlie material used in the construction of the

offices and Uft-rooms is white glazed brick

facings, supplied by tho Famley Iron Company,
near Leeds. The building has an iron span

roof by Messrs. Moreland and Son, who .also

furnish the girders. Tho architect is Mr.
Edward I' Anson, Laurence Pountney-hill ; the

contractor, Mr. Deputy Brass, Old-street; the

clerk of works, Mr. G. Streeter; and the

builders' foreman, Mr. A. J. Pearce.

St. Giles's Cathedeal, Edinbueoh.—The
work of restoring the southern section of St.

Giles's Cathedral, Edinburgh, has been in pro-

gress during the past two months. Tho first

thing done in the way of restoration was to

clear out the Chapman aisle, wliich is imme-
diately east of the south transept. The restora-

tion committee were suiprised by not finding in

that aisle the remains of the Marqius of Mon-
trose, which, according to tradition, were in-

terred there in 1661. It was conjectured that

they would be found in one of the vaiUts. As it

would be satisfactory to have this point as well

as some other points cleared up, an exploration

of the vaults was made on Thursday week, and
Dr. William Chambers, chairman of the rcstora-
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tion committw, has reported. No discover)- was

made of the coffins of the Earl of Miuray, the

Earl of Atholo, the Earl of Montrose, or the

Xarquis of Montrose. Some further examina-

tions will be made, but it is not likely that there

will be any fresh discovery. In short, it would

appear as "if the bones of the great marquis had
Tanished. It is expected that the restoration of

the southern section of thebuildinfr will be com-

pleted in the summer of 1880. The expense is

estimated at £1,500.

Snailweix.—The parish church of Snailwell,

which from dirt, decay and neglect had become
utterly unfit for use, was reopened on Easter

Sunday after restoration from the designs of

Mr. B. Reynolds Rowe, F.S.A., of Cambridge.
The roofs have been re-slated, the walls and
masonry cleansed and repaired, and the south

aisle and porch have been rebuilt. The chancel,

which was whitewashed outside and propped up
by miserable brick supports, has now an exterior

of flints and wrought stone ; the fittings have
been replaced by others more in character with
the church, and all the windows have been filled

with stained glass. The steps are of rubbed
Mansfield stone, and the floors of rich tiles, and
the patron has presented a reredos of stone and
alabaster. The church is seated with oak
throughout. A stone pulpit has been built close

to the north-west side of chancel arch. Of the

new stained-glass windows, one is by Mr. Con-
stable, of Cambridge, and the other ten are by
Messrs. Cameron, of Duke-street, Manchester.

SiouEBEiDOE.
—

^The new cemetery at Stour-

bridge was consecrated on Monday week. The
Board have borrowed £7,500 to meet the cost of

the cemetery, of which the groimd cost £1,123,
and the tenants' interest in it £120. The con-
tract for the two chapels and lodge amounted to

£2,500. The cemetery consists of eleven acres

or thereabouts, a little over four acres and three

roods having been allotted for consecration. The
grounds have been laid out and the buildings

designed by Mr. Smalman Smith, architect to

the Board, the previous designs sent in in compe-
tition having been set aside. The chapels are

cruciform in plan, the consecrated portion being
on the east and the unconsecrated portion on the
west, of a central tower with entrance and exit

portals. There are two vestries and a crypt. The
spire is 100ft. in height, and is covered mth
English oak cleft shingles. A portion of the
interior is lined with brown and white stone.

The chapels, lodge, and inclosure walls have
been built with brown stone, the gift of Mr. J.

Amphlett, of Clent, and G,452 tons of this mate-
rial have been used. Bath and Grinsell wliite

stone are used for the dressings and weatherings.
The style of decoration is that of the Geometric
period. Mr. S. Guest is the contractor for the

chapels and lodge.

Wisbech.—The new schools for girls and
infants at Elm-road, Wisbech, have been opened
this week. The elevations as seen from the
Elm-road arc of the Early Pointed period, and
built of white bricks and stone. The north-west
elevation has a bell tower terminating with a

spire carried by shafts of Mansfield stone with
foliated capitals. The school for girls is 54 ft.

long and 20ft. wide, and two class rooms each
20ft. and 18ft. wide, capable of accommodating
200 girls. The school for infants is 3Uft. long
and 20ft. vride, with gallery and a class-room
20ft. and 18ft. wide, capable of accommodating
150 infants. The entrance to the schools is 20ft.

by 18ft., to be used for a cloak room. The work
has been carried out by Mr. Hemy Earrow,
builder, from plans and under the directions of

Messrs. Adams and Son, architects, Wisbech and
Lynn.

The Shropshire magistrates received »t the
quarter sessions last week a report from Messrs.
Martin and Chamberlain, architects, of Birmingham,
with reference to providing additional lunatic
accommodation. The report was iu favour of en-
larging the present joint asylum at Dlctou by 200
beds, of which it is quite capable, m preference to
building another elsewhere. The consideration of
the question lias been adjourned till July.

The JhU of Man Times complains of the slow
progTMS of the Battery work» at Douglas. The
work is lieing carried on for the House of Keys
under the^ superintendence of Mr. Powell, who
receives, so this journal states, asalaryof £1,200 per
year while the work proceed*. The battery was ex-
pected to have been completed at the close of
1876.
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intended to be '/fiin. scale)

.

The following drawings came too late for review :

—

Omega, Ti-iangle in Circle, Tiy Again, Be Mindful, and
Ampliion. We shall refer to these designs next week.

——•«

—

THE SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION
OF ANCIENT BUILDINGS.

To the £ditor of the Buildino News.

SiE,—As there seems to bo an impression
growing up in the mind of the public that the
above society is actuated by feelings of dis-

regard for the structural presei-vatiou of ancient
buildings, and as such an impression is likely to

seriously interfere with the important objects

wWch they have in view, I have been requested
by the committee of the society to ask you to

Insert their most emphatic denial of any such
sentiment on their part. The urging on the
public of the necessity of doing structural re-

pairs to ancient buildings in time to prevent
decay and keep out wind and weather is one of

the primary objects of the society, and they
have on several occasions had to deplore in the

cases of ancient buildings brought under their

notice that money which ought to have been
expended on the structural repairs have been
worse than wasted in utterly destroying the

beauty and historical value of the interiors.—

I

am, &c., William Mobbis, Hon. Sec.

9, Buckingham-street,
Strand, W.C, April 8th, 1879.

A UNIVERSAL DICTIONARY FOR
ARCHITECTS.

SiE,—In the notice which appeared in your issue

of April 4 of a Universal Dictionary for Architects,

&c., of which I am the author, you state that "the

assumption in the preface that 'excepting the
Dictionary of Architecture there is no l>ook which
exclusively coutaius iu aliihabetical order a fair

approach to a complete repertory of architectural
and building artificers' phraseology' is inaccurate."
I say in my preface that '

' excepting the Dictionary
of Architecture there is no book which exclusively
contains iu alphabetical order a fair approach to a
complete repertory of architectural and building
artificers' phraseology and teims." Now, I main-
tain that, with the exception named, there is no such
book—of course I mean published in the Uuited
Iviugdom—ami from the nature of my investiga-
tions, for some time past, I consider that I am fully
competent to decide on the point.—I am, &c.,
April 8th. WYVUi jAiiES Chkisiy.

5Inttit0mmumcati0tt.
'*'

1
QUESTIONS.

[5733.] —A Six-roomed Two-Story House.—
I shall feel very grateful to oiiy reader of your journal
wlio will inform me where I can get a book or in what
number of Bl-ilding News I may be able to glean some
information in wooden structiu'cs, also difference in cost

of wood and concrete building ? Also the kind of wood
best adapted to stand exposure in the outer wall, and it

there is not a better and more durable way of building
with wood than frame partitions and weather boarding?
I purposed making the outer wall of sohd 9X3 deals,

covering the inside with hair felt, and ftxing Jin. wrot
deal lining as a finish in lieu of plaster, making all main
angles, window and door frames and plates Gin. X 6in.—

A

Poor Cottages, Far "West.

[5734.] — Besin-and-Beeswax Jointing for
Brickwork-—In a bio^i^rapliictil notice of Karl Beacons-
field in M'li/fair, entitled *' The liiggest Ben," occurs
tJie following:—**One very curions circumstance should
not be forgotten. The house referred to above as that in

which Benjamin Disraeli tho first *ate macaroni dressed

by tJiB Venetian Consid' uraa in existence until within a
very recent period. It wfts one of the finest specimens of
Jacobean architecture extant. The bricks were of the
best quality ; they were ground down to a true surface,

and instead nf being ceviented with mortar in t?i^ usual waif
were hrought toqether with a mixture of resin and beeswax.

In the terra-ootta thus formed, carvings of no small beauty
were executed." Can any of your readers supply any
more detadled account of the process, and state whether it

is one which is suitable for present workmanship ?—Q.

[5736.]—Australia. — Could any of yotir readers

Iciidly give any information about architects' assistants in
Melbourne or Sydney t What chances tliey have and
what salaiy they get. ^\-ny information will be thankfully
receive^.— S. B.

[5736.]—Softening" Plaster of Paris. --X have a
delicate marble structure to remove and re-erect. Will
some experienced reader kindly say the best way of soften-

ing the plaster, separating the pieces and cleaning down
when fini^edJ—A Constant Reader.

[5737.] —Load on Beam.—Would one of your
numerous readers give me a simple rule to find the follow-

ing ;—A beam suppoi'teil at both ends and loaded at a
single point ; determine the proportion of the load borne at

A and B respectively 1 Also how the constant for fir is

5pr_ -i.,-.___l3pT
m /..

i,///--

found or derived ?—Cavesdo Tutub.

[5738.]—Attics. —Will someone kindly recommend
from experience a good non-conducting substance with
which to line the inside of an attic roof exposed to the
sun 1 The attic is open to the slates, and well ventilated.

-W. B. D.

[5739.]—Sewage Way Leave.—The question of

price to be paid for increased size of main sewers having
been agreed, the onc'of way leave now is a debatable point,

and a very important one, too, so much so as to nearly

upset all pa.st anangements. Any information from your
readers would greatly oblige as to what has been paid for

way leave per mile, or how J—R.

[5740.]—English, French, and German Archi-
tectural Dictionary.—Can any reader inform the

inquirer whether there is a " Dictionary of Terms in
Aichiteetme and Building Construction " translated from
English into Fi-ench and German.

—

Corvuh.

[5741.]—Shop-Front 'Work.-Will some fellow-

reader give me the benefit of their experience in shop-
frontwork—viz., is itad^'isable, when erecting shop-fronta,

with brick building over, to build on the front girder (a

flitch one) until it begins to deflect, before putting the
iron colimms under it, or is it best to fix the cohunn before

building on giitler at all ?—Constant Reader.

[5742.]—Drainage.—Will some reader of yoiu* paper
informme what the law is with reference to owners of houses
draining into sewers put in the public roads and streets

by the local authorities where the local rates are already

levied J "Wlicthcr the local authorities are compelled to

bi-ing the drain to a person's premises, or whether the

owners have to pay for tlio drain outside their premises so

as to connect it with the sewer, no matter what distance

or depth in the public road or street it may be laid.—

A.C.
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[5740.^—Responsibility for Quantities.—

I

hIhiU

I..:- Ejhid if some of yum- (quantity wurvfyois) reudera would
kiiuily f?ive me tlicii' opinions of tbo foUowin{< (Hierics i

Kits an architect a lo^al right to make aiTang(?meat8 with

tlio quantity surveyor whereby he receives for himself half

tlu- commission without hia having done any portion of

JiL- work in preparinpr the quantities I Can he do so and
M tain p, honest position with his client? Assuming the

quantities turn out deficient, does he not compromise liis

position as independent arbitrator in givingr his final cer-

titiojite under the usual clause in contract that it shall be
LiudinR- on both parties ? When the commission is so

divided, who is respon-sible for deficiency of the quanti-

tdest—C. A. H.

[5744.]~Removing:GreasefroinPhotographs.
Can any reader recommend a sure method of removing
lamp-oil marks from photx>graphs without damaging the

same 1 Hot iron and benzine have been tried without
Buccess.—M. E. 8.

Ji£PZIi:S.

[6699.]—Driving: Sewer Headingrs.—To get th«

dirt out of heading in long distances requires more head-
room than short distances. Ilave a small trolley long
cnot^h to hold two skips, one to be landed on trolley

whilst the other is sent up shaft—say, in a temporarj' road
with tempoiiu-y rails or some quartering, with hoop iron

on top to pre%ent the wheels of the trolley from wearing
the timber. In tilling heading there is no difficulty. Put
dirt back in heading and pun it. Tliere is no trouble in

getting timber out in motlerately good ground. Remove
some of the side pohug boards fii-st, then the props, then
fill up a.!) closely as possible to head tree before removing
it.

—

John T. Welch, Contractor, Tiveiton-on-Avon,
Bath.

[5700.]—Perspective.—In determining the arrange-
ment of lines for an interior perspective, it would be un-
wise to trammel oneself at the commeucement by an
endeavour to adhere t<3 a fixed or predeteiinined number
of degrees to be exactly contained in what might not be
inaptly called the angle of observation. "What is necessar>'

to observe is that such does not exceed 60"^, such to include
the whole of the picture jilane, so far as the horizontal
angle is concerned. The degi-ees in the vertical aii^lo of

observation are not usually considered, nor can it be
necessary to do so as we are not compelled to cast our eye
to the nearest point in the lidge, but the pietm-e requires

the roof completed as a rule. In the diagram sent, sup-
pose Fig.^2 2 2 2 to be a church plan taken clear of open-
ings for 'the purpose of simplicity in illustrating. Let

K L be the axial plane, and P the point of sight, and K
P the central plane. Let linos A B, C D, E F, G II, and
I J contain the plans of points in walls and in ridge, which
may be shown in persi>eetive. Case 1. Now if (as might
be the case) one wished to depict the east end alone for

some special pui-pose, and to be seen from the di-stanco

K P, tiieu A B would be the pietm-e plane, and the lines

A V and B P would contain the angle of horizontal obser-

vation, being much less than 60', and K 1 will be tJie pro-
jection of tJio centre of the east end. Case 2. AVe could
make C D the jiiuture plane still containing less than GO',

and wheie K 2 will be the projection of K. Likewise may
K F, G II, and I J each be made a picture plane, when in
the latter K 5 will bt? the projection of K, and L will in

any picture plane nearer the spwctator have it« projection

in the radial line I^ P. Likewise M in M P, N in N 1%
and O in OP. Now if angle I P J be raea«ui-ed with a
protractor it will be found to contain— say, W, and there-
fore we cannot adopt a picture plane nearer to the point
of sight. Then, supposing that we have drawn a per-
.spective on picture plane I J, wc could, with a paii- of
scissors, clip it round its edges so as to become identically

the same as_the peitspcctive on line G II, and repeat the
operation successively for any imaginary number of pic-

tuie planes drawn parallel to and withm I J, and when
we should have a complete perspective left, whence it is

manifest that a perspective may be diawn with a pyramid
of i-ays, having for its oblique base the section of the
interior of the church depicted, and its side which lies on
plan not exceeding 60'', but- may be less. Finally, with
respect to the necessity for the picture plane to be parallel
with the east end wall— ('.«., at right angles with the
axial plane. In our method we have assumed it is always
to be so, but many lu-tists don'tdraw it parallel, and then
per necessity all theii- tiansversial lines must tend to a
vanishing point, not being the point of sig^ht, but in
parallel^ perspective, There is but one vamshing point
which is the point of sight, and they are then therefore
drawing in oblique perspective and correct in every par-
ticular ; but by some persons conventional parallel per-
spective

—

i.e., with the point of sight witliout the axial
plane—is prefeiTcd, althoughsuch really is slightly oblique
perspective, ignoiing one vanishing point and calling the
other one the point of si^ht. True parallel i)ei'spective

would give an inartistic picture with little else but mono-
tony, and at variance with perhaps the tii-st fundamental
axiom of all artists—viz., that the point of sight should be
to the right or left of the centre of the intended picture.
Oblique perspective for an interior will at once prohibit
any tiunsversial arcs from being drawn with the com-
passes. All such would then become elliptical curves in
pei-spective, and would require verj^ much extra time to
project them eonectly, and then they would not look so
well as geometrical arcs drawn from centres. Hence, per-
haps, is the principal reason why conventional parallel
perspective is preferred—i.e., to save work and gain effect

though nothing can equal a good pliotogiaph which, if

not taken in the centre, must be in obUque perspective,
and in such eveiy curve must be coiTCctly projected ; and
it would be an instructive exercise for anyone having the
time to spai'c to draw a perspective of an interior of a laige
church on the oblique system to a large scale, and get
same church photogi'aphod from exactly the same point of
sight, height also to an inch, and then get the draivn per-
spective reduced to exactly the size of tlie photo by photo-
hthography, and tlien carefully trace same and make
another tracing of tlie leading lines of photogiuph and
then place one ti-acing over the other and see tlie difi'er-

ence. Also might the laige drawn perspective be shaded
according to tlie intelligence of the aitist, especially with
respect to how the light will fall on circular and octagonal
Gothic capitals and reduced to tlie size of photograph and
compared, and some startling discoveries might then be
made.

—

Henkv Ajibbose,

[5725.]-Substitute for Mortar. -If "A. S."
desues a stuccoed surface, Foithuul cement and good
Glean sharp sand, free from saline impurities, in the pro-
poition of 1 to 2 is the best substitute to use. Francis's
cement is reUable. Ijime and liver sand are the worst
possible kind of protection in an exposed or damp situa-
tion.—G, H.

[5726.]-Breakine: "Weight of Girders.-In the
fii-st case mentioned by S. AV, Leeds, the useful foi-mula

for flanged joists may be taken, or,W = 7 — in which
L

a = area of bottom flange up to the top of rounded angles,
d = depth in inches, L length in feet, and W — breaking
weight in tons. In this oise the extra plate produces no
additional strength worth notice, as Uie lower flange takes
the piincipal strain. 2. "When a plate is added to the top
and bottom, I should simply take the additional sectional
ai-ea of the plate added to lower the flange. In the case of
3, I am not aware of any experiments upon which a
reUable formula can be based. ITie only rational method
of eonsideiing two such gii-ders united by top and bottom
plates is ito use the same foimula, adopting a sliglitly

lower multipUce, treating the girder as a box girder. The
tables, published by Measures Bros., Rownson, Drew, and
Co., Henderson, and other rolled girder establishments,
may be obtained for such combinations, and are, as a rule,
reliable.-G.U. G.

[5726.] -Breaking: Weig-ht of Girders.- -In reply
to T. W. Leeds, the best foimulce for rolled joists having a
plate on the top would be those derived by tlie average
strength of numerous examples from different makei-s,
and not made with a view to tlieii* being tested. Perhaps
audi has not as yet been accomplished, and if not wo may
arrive at some conclusions more or less trustwoithy by
considering the known strength of tlie material and the
mechanical nature of the strains to which in such cases it

will be subjected. Let us suppose that wrought iron gir-
ders could be made in one piece and without rivete, then
let U8 consider the actual strengtli of the material when
subjected to a dii-ect sti-ain, neither multiplied nor dimi-
nished by mechanical agency. Fust let us take tensile
strength. It is generally conceded that sound wi'ought
iron of a good quaUty may safely be subjected to a strain
of 5 tons per inch. "With respect to the compression of
wrought iron its strength is slightly dependent on its being
kept straight if in any length, and when under those con-
ditions its known sti-ength or "we might, perhaps, with
more trutli say its unknown strength, is considered to vary
according to the quabty of the iron, there being seversd
kinds of malleable ii-on, some of them of near alfinity in
nature to the soft grey cast iron, and being fit to sustain
a safe compression of from 2j to 4 tons per square inch. It
will therefore be likely that the top flange should be
greater in sectional area than the bottom flange, and it is

usuaUy made about tlio same, but the rivet holes weaken
the bottom flange by—say, l-3rd, and thus top flange
becomes to bottom flange as 3 to 2, and if the top flange

mateiiul were of 4-5tlis the strength for strain remstaiice
tlicn tlie ratio of 5 to 4 in iirea-s would give the recjiuircd
strength, but we have the greater ratio of 3 to 2, which we
assume to be suflicient. we have, of course, always Uio
difference between a crualiing and a safe strain aiieady
provided, and which would cover any unexpected dcflci*
ency in compre«6ibIe ^wer of resistance, should sudi
exist. The preceding u based on the aasumption that the
neutral axis must, per necessity, exist in tlie centre of the
depth, but such may not, nay» probably is not, really the
case, but, however, let us proceed to consider the rolled
joists with plate on the top. A rolled joist has its top
flange of tlic same sectional area as tlie bottom flange,
and tlicrefore as it ia of malleable iron it requires the top
flange to be greater by at least 1-Bth tlian the bottom
flange, and if the metal were only capable of offering a
safe compressible resistance of 2^ tons per souare inch
then it would i-eciuire to bo twice the area of the bottom
flange in order that the neutral axis may be kept in the
centre, because if the top flange be weaker than the bottom
flange it is then evident that the fibres in top and bottom
flanges would have to break simultaneously, and that
tlierefure the neutral axis would exi*t at such place as
would give equal power to each flange, and the top ono
would then be deeper and their proportion could approxi-
mately be detciTuinod provided wc knew the relative ten-
sile and compi-essible powers per square inidi of the iron
and the exact thickness of flanges and breadth and thick-
ness and deptli of web ; but to keep the neutral axis near
the centre we shall equalise the strengths of the flanges,
and find it ver>- convenient to put a plate on the top, and
if such exceeds the pi-oportion of 2 to 1 with respect to the
bottom flange, then we have a little excess in strength, or
we may consider neutral axis now to be nearer the top.
Tliat our theory is correct will be evident from the con-
sideration that if the top flange were to become—say, a
foot tliick, and the web and bottom flange t<^ether an
inch, then the neutral axis would necessarily exist in the
top flange itself, which would practically in theory become
a solid giixler. Hence it follows that we may consider a
rolled joist with a plate on the top if riveted to same to be

calculated by Fairbaim's formula "W ='!-*y? where W =
breaking weight in tons, c is the constant—say, perhap s
65 for a rolled joist and plate on top, but the constant
would vurj- with the proportion of the flanges, also th e
web, and might be as much as 75 for a broad strong joist
of thick metal, and 80 for two or three stout rolled joists
with plates top and bottom ; a is the area of bottom
flange in inches, and from which deduct what rivet holes
there ai-e in cross section ; d is the depth taken, I should
say, from near centre to centi'e of flanges, which gives the
average of their working power, and being in inches, I is

the length in inches. Now, where there is a bottom plate
find the area of the top plate, and do not, until a b«tter
method be found, aUow more tlian about i or, say, 2-3rd3
at the uttermost of the area of the top flange to be taken
for use in the formula as the area of the bottom flange,
and then we should be safe from wasting knowingly any
metal or being likely to run .short in strength, but the
bottom flange must equal the area used, ITie strength of
iron being uncertain, we shall be right in making an
allowance for contingencies. There being two, tJiree,

four, or any number of rolled joists side by side with a
plate on top and bottom, will make no difl"erence to the
application of the formula. The calculation of the equali-
sation of strength of top and bottom flanges would in
method vary accoi-ding to the conditions given when the
neutral axis would not be in the centre, but such gii^ders

arc not fully utilising the metal-saving principle of
making the flanges sustain the strains to the best advan-
tage, because taking an extreme case and supposing wo
had no top or bottom flange, then wc must increase the
veh much to prevent its twisting, when it will at once be
apparent that the extra metal in the web could have been
disposed to greater advantage in the flange of which wc
are minus, but if such were necessary from any cause they
could be calculated by integral inci-ements having their
oiigin in the neuti-al axis. Supposing a girder already
made and having its neutral axis evidently not in
the centre and knowing the strength of the metal, in order
to find its neutral axis we should directly discover that the
power in either flange was a function consequent on its

unknown distance fi-om the sought neutral axis, but by
working on the integral system from an assumed neutral
axis, and using a similiu- web and flai^^es, we can, after a
few efforts, discover a near approximation to what we
seek.—Hknrv AjinnosE.

[5728.]-Coloiired Building Stone.—I am not
acquainted with the stone called " Findon" stone. T
should think *''\V.W." meaus * Finglas" stone, quarriea
neai" Dublin, the coloui- of which is grey or blackish in
tint. It is a limestone, and largely used. I will mention
a few stones of a yellow or red colour :—Ancaster, an
oolite, cream-coloured, works easily, used in the St. Pan-
eras station ; Bamack Mill, Stamford, light brown, shelly,

used largely in tlic Lincolnshire churches, and in N.
Sufl'olk ; Caateiton, Sttimfoid, light brown in colour, used
in Ely Cathedral; Doulting, a Ught brown, a good,
easily-worked, and eveu-gxuined stone; Combe Down,
cream colour, well known as a good matciial ; Haydon
stone, of a brownish colom-, used about Grantham ; Pains-
wick, a cream-!inted stone, used in Houses of Pai-liament

;

l*uddlecoto, brownish, used in Oxford ; Yeo\il, brownish
yellow ; Ketton stone, cream and pink, a duiuble stone ;

An.ston stone, a cream brown ; A^nsficld stone, yellow,

and Bolsover Moor, both well known for decorative pur-
poses. All these are limestones. Of sandstones, I may
montionBrimileyFaU, a bi"own stone, verydurable ; Mans-
field stone, a siliceous dolomite, of wliich there ai'e several
varieties. The red variety is well known, and makes a
very excellent contrast with the greyer varieties. The
dark coloured stones are the best. It may be seen used at
the St. I'ancras Hotel. Bedston, Carlisle, Corsehill, Ful-
foi-d, Grimshill, Xorthfleld, PurktleM. Kenton, Scotgate
Ash, Shipley, Mallow, Money Point. CLare, T^•n-y-Cwul,
and Spinkwell, are names of other quanies where brown
or yellow-tinted sandstones are met with. I cannot speak
here of the cost of transport, but many of tiiem could be
supplied at modei-atecost.-G. H. G.

[5729.]—Pointing-Bed Brickwork.—The material
I have found to stand the best for pointing brickwork is

moi-tar made of lime, proemed from Barrow, in Leicester-
shire, mi.\ed with fine sliarp sand. It should be made up
at least one month before it is used, and instead of adding
water to soften it it shoifld be beaten with a stout wooden
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stair. By this means I have vorked the mortar into a
premier degree of pliablcnes8 after it has loin three months
on the brick floor uf a shed. T-wenty-three ycare ago I
uaed such a composition for pointing a building in a veiy
exposed situation, and thei'e are no signs whatever yet of
any dei'ay in the j^vints. Just boful'e the pointing is done
the brickwork should be satuititcd with wat«r. The joints
i«hould Itc fonned witli a jointer of about 3-16in. guagc.
In good brickwork, however, tuck poihting should never
be resorted to, but tlie joints should bo sti-uck as tJie bricks
axe laid. The question of ctdour is, of course, governed
by taste, but if left to my decision I should certainly not
fidect either white or black, for tJie reason that either iiu-
modeiately inllucnces the general tone of the brickwoik.
If a white pointed buildiuj; be viewed from a spot suffi-
ciently distant to render the points indistinct, the differ-
ence the white joints make in the colour of the general
surface may readily be perceived. The gloomy effect of
black mortar may be observed under similar cii-cum-
etences. I think tJie pointing material for red brickwork
shotUd be slightly Ughter in colour than the bricks. 1='or

the purpose of colouring the mortar I have in general
used dust produced by the cutting of red rubbing bricks,
togetlier witli a little Spanish bixjwn and Indian red, in
relative quantities according to tlie colour I wished to pro-
duce.—J. Savilie.

STAINED GLASS.
Kino's Lanolet.—An heraldic stained-glass

window, designe<l by Mr. J. Clarke, F.S.A., and
executed by Messrs. Clayton and Bell, has just been
placed in the Edmund de Langley Chapel, attached
to All Saints' Church, King's Langley. It is the
gift of the Queen, in memory of Edmund de
Langley, the tifth son of Edward III., and first
Duke of York, whose remains lie by the side of
those of his wife, Isabel de Castile, under an altar
tomb within the chapel.

DUBUN.—A stained-glass window, erected as a
memorial of Balfe, was unveiled in St. Patrick's
Cathedral, Dublin, on Saturday afternoon. It
represents Erin, with a pensive expression of
countenance, lamenting over her son, and placing
on the brow of the medallion a wreath of laurel.
The other hand of Erin rests on an Irish harp—an
acc\iratc copy of that of Brian Boroihme, which
is preserved in Trinity College. The inscription
states that Michael William Balfe—the most cele-
brated, genial, and beloved of Irish musicians

—

was bom in Dublin in 1808, and that he died iu
Eowney Abbey in 1870. The artist of the window
is Mr. Ballantmc, of Edinburgh.

STATUES, MEMOBIALS, &o.
Mo>ft;-stENT TO Geokqe BucnANiN'.—There is

shortly to be placed iu Greyfriars' churchyard,
Edinburgh, a monument commemorative of the
late George Buchanan. Tlie late Mr. David Laing
determined to carry out, at his own expense, an
idea which he had probably been the first to suggest.
The eminent antiquary's notion as to the shape the
monument shoultl take embraced, as the leading
and essential figure, a bronze head of Buchanan, to
be copied from the best extant authority in regard
to his personal appearance. A design was accord-
ingly prepared by Mr. D. W. Stevenson, A.B.S.A.,
which, having been approved by Mr. W. Fettes
Donglas, U.S.A., who acted as Mr. Laing's artistic
adviser in the matter, was put in train for execu-
tion. The stonework has just been completed by
Mr. James Kerr, Haymarket, and the bronze
casting, modelled by Mr. Stevenson, being also
ready, nothing rcmams but defluitively to fix upon
the site in order that the erection of the monument
may be proceeded Avith. Mr. Stevenson has shaped
his desi^ for a structure 10ft. high. The style
adopted is Classic. T'he ground-plan is square, and
the basement consists of several courses of masonry

,

topped by a cornice and cope. On this rests a
S(|uare block of stone, haying in one of its four
sides, each of which mcasnres 2;ft. across, an oval
niche inclosing the bronze casting. In modelling
this head, which stands out in high relief against
the hollow background, Mr. Stevenson has followed
what was considered as the mo.st authentic portrait
in existence. The monument is finished atop with
triangular pediments, one surmounting each of the
four iddes.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Lajtowathbt.—The Penrith Union Rural Sani-
tary Authority have just completed works of water
sumily for the village of Langwathby. The supply
is from a spring at Moor Breast, a mile and a
quarter from the village. The number of inha-
bitants supplied is about ;iOO, and the total length
of mains is 3,500 yards. T"here is a small reservoir
at the head, and in the mains are sluice, air, and
wash-out valves. Messrs. Watson, Gin, and Co.,
of Olasgow, were contractors for the supply of
cast-iron pipes; Messrs. Hamilton, Woods, and
Co., of Salford, for the valves and hydrants ; and
Mr. J. Jackson, of Penrith, plumber, for the exe-
cution of the works. Mr. Watson, of Penrith,
engineer to the Sanitary Authority, designed and
superintended the works. The total cost was £568.

Retford.—A short time ago some gentlemen
were boring for coal in a field near Retford, when
they discovered a valuable spring of water. They
relinquished the coal scheme and floated a company
to supply Retford with water, Mr. C. Tomlinson,
of Rotherham, being the engineer. The Retford
Council refused to let the company break up the
streets of the town, so the latter pei'sons introduced
a Bill into Parliament. The Council thereupon
started a counter scheme, jnirchased land to the
south-east of the town and commenced boring
under the direction of Mr. Fairbauk, engineer,
Loudon. They have now reached adepth of 170ft.,

and hope to meet with a supply of water. The
question of who shall supply the town with water
will be fought out in Parliament.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
An- Employee Found Llujle fob Injuries to

X WORKM^.—At Bolton County Court, on the 2ud
inst., before Mr. Crompton Hutton, judge, a man
named Alfred Leather sued his employer, Mr.
Thomas Feat, iron-founder, Farnworth, for £50, as
compensation for injuries alleged to have been sus-
tained through the defendant's negligence. On
May 21th last, the plaintiff, who was foreman over
the moulders, was sent for by Mr. Peat to assist in

placing an iron beam in position. A temporary
scaffoldiug'was put up between the mechanics' shop
and a shed by a millwright named Hardy, under
the superintendence of the defendant. It was sup-
ported simply by four wooden crates, and when the
plaintiff and other men got upon it the scaffolding

gave way, and the beam fell on plaintiff's thigh,
breaking it in two places. Plaintiff was laid up for
a long time, and for a certain period was allowed
by defendant 10s. per week, but when it was pro-
posed to reduce the allowance he brought the
present action. Defendant's solicitor admitted that
the scaffold was insecure and ought never to have
been used. The judge gave judgment for the full

amount cUimed, with costs.

CHIPS.
The Society House, nun<;aunon, the only building

in that town in which ]mliUc meetinjxs cm be held,
was re-opcned on Monday week, after alteration
and renovation.

It is stated that the Duke of Norfolk has sub-
scribed ,£20,000 towards the erection of the now
Oratory at Brompton, to be built from Mr. Herbert
Gribble's designs.

The annual exhibition of works executed by the
students of the Portsmouth and Gosport was held
oil Monday week.

Sii" Anthony Panizzi, K.C.B., for many years
principal librarian at the British Museum, died on
Tuesday week, at the age of 82.

The Oswestry town council accepted on Monday
week the resignation of Mr. E. B. Smith, and
resolved to offer his successor £150 a year.

The concrete foundations are being laid at the
intersection of Sackville and Abbey -streets, Dublin,
upon which will be erected the statue of the late
Sir John Gray. Mr. Fan-ell is the sculptor, and
the preliminary work is being canied out by Mr.
Toole, builder, of Dorset-street, Dublin.

A bill is piinted, bearing the name of the Lord
Chancellor, declaring that the New Law Courts
shall be styled the "Royal Courts of Justice."

The Thetford Town Council have elected Mr.
Burke, of Manchester, as borough surveyor.

A stained glass window has been placed in the
chancel of Orton parish church, Westmoreland, by
Messrs. Clayton and Bell, of London. The subject
is the Ascension of Our Lord.

Mr. Edward Freeman has been elected to the
Keepership of the Incori)orated Society of British
Artists.

The dissolution of partnership of Messrs. Driver
and Rew, architects, of Westminster, is announced,
and also that of Messrs. A. P. Bell and G. F.
Roper, architects, of Manchester and London.

The tender of Messrs. Foot and Lethbridge, for
building the Oxford-street Schools, for the Ply-
mouth School Board, at the sum of £3,912, has
been accepted. Mr. S. Trevail, of Tywardreath,
Cornwall, is the architect.

An apse and vestry arc about to be added to the
modern Church of St. John, Burj' St. Edmunds,
from Mr. Wyatt's designs, and it is proposed to
place in the same church a new east window, at an
estimated cost of about £200. A credence table and
fald-stool have just been placed in the church

;

they were carved by Mr. Tooley from the designs of
Mr. Wyatt.

The Torquay Local Board have invited Mr.
Ernest Turner, of London, to visit the town and
advise upon the best scheme for a fever hospital.

€)ur €)fSce €Mt
•M

From a report just issued by the Derbyshire
Archajological Society, we learn tliatsome
further progress has been made during- the past
few months in the opening out of the ruins of
Dale Abbey. The clearing of the Chapter-house
has been completed, revealing its fine propor-
tions

; and the slj^ps to the .south has been further
excavated, resulting in the discovery of a door-
way into the fratry . A halfpenny of"George II.

,

dated 17-47, was found on the floor, sho-B-iujf

that the complete demolition of the abbey build-
ings is of comparatively recent date. Beneath
the dormitory staircase, in the south transept,
the saddlestone of the gable, with the socket for
the cross, has been found. The precautions
taken to protect the many moniunents and other
stonework from frost -were effectual, no injury
having been sustained. The excavations are opeu
to the public daily except on Sundays, on payment
of a small charge ; the nearest station is at West
Hallam, two miles distant. The works at the
abbey have been su.spendod for want of money.
The same society is taking steps to preserve and
restore to its proper position an almost imique
wooden eflBgy of a canon of All Saints', Derby,
-with its accompanying cadaver, which are at
present rotting away in the to-wn vault beneath
the church. The tomb which once supported
the fijjure is doubtless familiar to visitors to All
Saints', Derby, as the carved arch with a
curious row of figures of monks ; it forms the
front of what is now tho archdeacon's seat. As
there are probably not twenty wooden effigies in
England, the county Archa3ological Society
urges the desirability of rescuing tins interesting-

memorial from its present ignoble. position.

DuEiNOthe hiying-out of the new garden oa
the north-east side of St. Paul's Cathedral, Mr.
F. C. Penrose, the cathedral Buneyor, directed
the workmen to search carefully on the pre-
sumed site of Paul's Cross, and at a depth of
Oft. below the surface tho foundations were
struck upon. They are octagonal iu form, and
in this respect, as well as in size and character,
correspond with the old drawings and descriptions.

In his lecture before the Royal Institute of British
Architects, in January, Mr. Penrose indicated
on a large scale map the most probable site of
the Cross, and suggested the possibility of some
fragments still existing beneath the surface, and
it must be gratifying to Mr. Penrose to find that
Ms theories have proved coiTect, as in the ease of
the old cloisters on the south, disinterred last-

summer. The Cross was erected at some period
prior to 1287, when it is firet mentioned in a
writ quo wan-anto, and was ra.sed to the ground
by order of the Long Parliament in 1643.

Mr. Geoeoe Edmtjnd Street, R.A., is to pre-
side at the annual conversazione of the Sheffield

School of Art on the 23rd inst., and wiU distri-

bute the prizes. The Sheffield school has always
stood liigh amongst the schools of art in Great
Britain, and none have beaten it as regards the
ultimate success of old students, of whom umn-
bcrs have gone forth and made a name for them-
selves. The late Alfred Stephens, the sculptor
of the WeUingtou memorial at St. Paul's
Cathedral, was closely associated with it from.
its earliest commencement ; and the late Godfrey
Skyes was successively a pupil and second
master thereat, remaining there untU his ap-
pointment at South Kensington. The successors-

of this lamented and talented artist at the
museum, Messrs. Reuben Towrroe and James
Gambles, are Sheffield School of Art men ; so,

too, are Messrs. Innocent and Brown, the well-
known architects, whose score and more of superb
School Board schools form by far the finest and
most pleasing architectui-al feature in smoky
Sheffield. Hugh Stannus, the decorator, and
Harry Hems, the carver, are both old pupils.

George Theater, head master of the Wedgewood
Institute, Burslem, Pigott the painter, Glassby
the sculptor, and scores of others known favour-
ably in the art world hail from the same veteran
school. An exhibition of tho works of past as
well as present students will take place at tke
conversazione.

A CORRESPONDENT asks in the Times if it not ho
to the p\irpose to promote some inquiiy as to the

reasons which have produced the change from
-w^ater- colour painting to tempera painting among-
our English painters ? Much of the choicest

quality of the middle school of water-colour art

has unquestionably disappeared with the modem
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ish use of body colour as a white pignioiit.

;t the keepiug of the paper and tlio usiD<; of

liea of cohjur over its surface resulted in etl'eets

h more nearly resembling- Nature's handiwork

-t bo well assured to those who remember

1 ;irly works, say, of Hunt and otlier masters of

I'lis school. How, then, came this change of

icle:-' It has always seemed that this was
(ted from the bad quality of the paper mauu-
ured for art purposes. Many years ago the

lit was attributed to tho quantity of cotton

j^ then comiug into use. Some thirty-five

irs smce Creswick patented an invention for

iiig the commone.st sort of drawing-papers

!i a thin layer of linen paper. This was par-

;ilarly successful as to a very thin jiaper made
. this method, but tho paper was not quite

»\ liite ; it had a tint of not agreeable yellowish-

ii'ss. As against the use of pure water-colour,

1 in favour of tempera painting, it may be
' i.'d that by the latter custom of production

10 is less danger from mildew than of old

;

t with common care in avoiding the use of

I zing colours over portions of a picture laid

» ith solid white too hastily, the probability of

iuianence is added to by our new practice.

1- iirther, it seems that one or more of our vege-

table colours become pennanent from admixture
with the Chinese white now used. The produc-

tinn of these works should be incomparably more
rapid than coidd have been the case under the

<iM .system, so that it would seem that this change,

n sultant from the ill practices of our manufac-
turers, albeit changing our practice of art, has

]))(ivided us with some equivalent as to diu-a-

''ity.

V MEMOIB on the subject of the Croix Gammce
Swastika, by the Right Rev. Dr. Graves, Lord

iishop of Limerick, has recently been pubMslied

Iv the Royal Irish Academy, as Part 3 of the

J 7th volume of their Transactions. Antiquaries
!') not appear to have published any notes on the

urence of this disguised form of the cross on
^li monuments. But in tliis memoir illustra-

:)s are given of its occurrence on at least four

ient IiTsh inscribed stones, and on two of

se, in connection with Ogam inscriptions, all

..f them apparently belonging to the Christian
]M riod—indeed, never yet in Ireland has it been
' lud on a pagan monument. The author agrees

•ih Do Rossi that it is a veiy ancient device,

ich has been used as a symbol by many nations.

is to be found in the sacred books of the Per-
ms, and was employed by the Buddhist priests,

i h: Sehhemann has found it on pottery at gi-cat

(I'pths below the surface at Hissarlik and My-
na3. It appears on coins of Palestine, Greece,
i Sicily, and on gold Scandinavian bracteates,

1 De Rossi points to a Roman pagan monu-
IInut on which it appears. "The truth is that

* iiu eai'ly Christians, finding this symbol in com-
iiKjn use, employed it as a disguised cross in

times of persecution, when, with their profound
iiverence for the sign of the cross they were
"liliged to combine a certain prudence, which
rrstrained them from exposing the emblem of

> litir faith freely to the™w of pagans who made
it tl>e object of ridicule and reproach." Two of

the stones, figured, were found near Glencar, in

Kerry ; a third, on one of the Blasket Islands off

'':!• coast of Kerry ; and the fourth, near Minard,
in Kerry.

Ox Ea.ster Sunday, at evensong, a panic
urred in St. Peter's Church, Leicester, which
ated considerable alarm. The church is a new
ilding, designed by Mr. G. E. Street, R.A.,
'la new ventilating door has just been placed

III the tower. The church was crowded to excess,
:ind ju.st as the vicar was giving out his text the
'M inchwarden ascended the tower to open the

^v ventUating door, which made a loud and
itling noise. Just at this moment the gas was
lied down suddenly, and some fooKsh person
lied out "Fire!" The congregation rose to
ir feet, and many rushed for the doors, on the

ly to wliich a number of ladies fainted. The
ar and .some members of the congregation

made efforts to quell the alarm, and, the gas
'a\-ing been raised, a number of ladies who had

iiited were carried from the church. It is

ted that there was only one door unfastened
1 available for egress, and that all the doors
constructed to open inwardly, so that had the

iiiic extended disastrous results must have fol-

ded. After an interval of ten or fifteen

uutes the service was proceeded with, without
I urthcr interruption. It is of course impossible
ti I prevent timid, foolish, or mischievous people

from originating panics, but it is as well to pro-

vide against the inevitable consequences. From
what we have seen of Mr. Street's chui'ches, we
believe jiraetical matters such as ventilation,

facilities for egress, &o., receive at his hands an

amount of attention it would be well if all archi-

tects gave to thorn, and we arc surprised to see

it stated that it was otherwise with regard to the

church referred to at Leicester.

The llnited States Signal Service Station at

Pike's Peak is the highest signal siatiou in the

world ;
itisalsothehighcstinhabitedportionof the

globe. It is H,.'i3Gft. above the level of the sea.

On the highest jmint of tho summit stands the

signal station—a rough stone building, 21 by

30ft., ono story in- height. It is divided into

four rooms—officers' room, kitchen, store-room,

and wood-room. The station is 3 miles from

the timber line, where the greater part of vege-

tation ceases. Short grass, tufted with delicate

Alpine flowers, struggles for an existence again it

the frigidity of the atra' -sphere, and creeps

towards the mountain top ; but there are

hundreds of acres of cold grey and rcddi.sh rocks

where not a vestige of verdure exists. Like the

dwellers of the arctic regions, the inhabitants of

Pike's Peak have but two seasons—summer and
printer: two month »j of smnmer—August and
September—and ten long, cold months of winter.

The summer season passes quickly. The atmo-
sphere is congenial ; the many visitors to the

Peak enhance its social life with joy, wonder-
ment, and mirth. During the summer of 1878

upwards of 900 people, in parties from five to

thirty, visited the peak, among them many
ladies.

The development of a taste for art and art

objects seems likely, says the London correspon-

dent of the Zeiils Mcrciinj, to be marked by its

destructive as well as by its conservative phase.
" Hitherto we have been content to enter pleas

for the protection of ancient monuments and
against the modernising rage of certain restorers.

We have revivified the style of Queen Anne, and
by precept and example have rehabUitated the

Jacobean period. It would seem as if some of

our leaders and art critics are anxious to carry

their reforming zeal a step fiu'ther, and to re-

move from our sight some of the monstrosities of

the later Georgian and early Victorian period.

It is true that such monuments as the Duke of

York's Column and the equestrian caricature of

the Duke of Wellington opposite Apsley House
cannot be described as things of beauty, but
should the new Iconoclasts once begin the work
of destruction, our already bare streets and
squares would be shorn of nearly every vestige

of the past, from the figure of George III.

taking off his hat to the cabmen in Cockspur-
street to Colonel Cartwright meditating on the
decay of fife and morals amid the desolation of

Burton-crescent."

The largest library in the world is stated to be
the National Libraiy at Paris, which in 1874
contained .2,000,000 printed books and 150,000
manuscripts. The British Museum and the
Imperial Library at St. Petersburg both contained
about 1,100,000 volumes in 1874, and the relation

is probably the same now. The Royal Library
of Munich contains 900,000 books. The Vatican
Library at Rome is sometimes eiToneously sup-
posed to be among the largest, while in point of
fact it is surpassed, so far as the number of
volumes goes, by more than sixty European col-

lections. It contains 105,000 printed books and
25,500 manuscripts. In the United States the
largest is the Library of Congress at Washmg-
ton, which in 1874 contained 261,000 volumes.
Tho Boston Pubhc followed very closely after it

with 260,500 volumes, and the Harvard Uni-
versity collection came next with 200,000. The
Astor and Mercantile, of New York, are next,
each having 148,000. Among the colleges after
Harvard's Library comes Yale's with 100,000.
Dartmouth's is next with 50,000, and then come
in order Cornell with 40,000 : the University of
Virginia with 36,000 ; Bowdoin with 35,000

;

the University of South Carolina with 30,000
;

Ann Arbor, 30,000; Amherst, 29,000 ; Prince-
ton, 28,000 ; Wesleyan, 25,500 ; and Columbia,
25,000.

Oak, according to a German technical journal,
may be dyed so as to resemble ebony by soaking
it for forty-eight hours in a hot saturated solu-
tion of almn and then paintnig it with a decoc-
tion of one part Campeachy wood in eleven parts
water. This decoction should be first filtered

and slowly boiled down to ouo-haU its volume,

when ten to fifteen drops of neutral indigo
tincture should be added to every quaH. After
tho application of this solution the wood should
bo rubbed with a saturated solution of verdigris
in acetic acid. Tho operation is to bo repeated
tUl the desired tint is obtained.

While public attention is directed to the im-
provement of the street lighting of London (at

present about the worst-lighted metropolis in

Europe), "Fiat Lux" asks what is the advan-
tage of placing the lamps on standards half-way
into tho street 'f Tlie mean, unsightly gas-posts
are convenient for catching the wheels of run-
away cabs, or for a perch whence tho little

vulgar boy may enjoy the rare sight of a pro-
cession of any kind. But in what other way are
they useful 'f They throw a shadow on every
side, 60 heavy a one immediately beneath that
on a gloomy night a prowling garotter might
find the lamp-post his best place of concealment.
If the gas-pipes were carried up the house walls
or the area railings, it would admit of strong
reflectors being u.scd, wliich would double tho
amoimt of light and throw it all into the public
thoroughfare, collected, instead of, as at present,
diffused in empty air.

The Boston Chapter of the American Institute

of Architects has, by invitation, united with the
Boston Art Club and with the School of Drawing
and Painting, with the object of holding a
general exhibition of contemporaiy art in th«
new wing of the Museum of Fine Arts in that

city. An unusually large proportion of tho
space available has been assigned to the archi-

tectural department of the exhibition. The
exhibition is to open April 22, and no contribu-

tions can be received after April 12. An oppor-
tunity so conspicuous for increasing the publio
interest in works of architecture and decoration
should not be allowed to pa.«s by unimproved. It

is worthy of observation, by the bye, that the
general presumption that only pictures of archi-

tecture, and not plans, geometrical elevation,

sections, and details, are acceptable to the publio

is not sustained, in America at least, by facts.

The unexpected general interest evinced in tho
exhibition of the competitive plans for tenement
houses in New York seems to show that pictorial

demonstration is not the only way by wliich

architecture can make itself itself interesting to

outsiders.

The opening of the Shakespeare Memorial
Theatre, at Stratford-on-Avon, will be in-

augurated next week by a series of festivals,

commencing on Wednesday, the 315th anniver-
sary of the poet's birth. A collation is to be
provided in the Town Hall, after which appro-
priate toasts win be drunk, including '

' The
Immortal Memory of Shakespeare," "The
Shakespeare Memorial Association," and "The
Drama." In the evening the first performance
will take place in the Theatre, when Much Ado
About Nothing will be placed upon the boards;
the part of Benedict will be undertaken by Mr.
Barry Sullivan, and that of Beatrice by Mrs.
Theodore Martin (Helen Faucit). On Thmsday
evening and Saturday afternoon Hamlet will bo
performed, Mr. Barry Sullivan takingthe principal
character, and on Friday a miscellaneous concert

of Shakespearian mu.sic will be given in the

theatre. On the following Sunday, the 27th
inst. , sermons will be preached in the Church of

the Holy Trinity, at Stratford-on-Avon, by Dr.
Alexander, Bishop of Derry and Raphoe, and by
the Rev. Stopford A. Brooke. The theatre, which
has been erected from the designs of Messrs.
Dodgshun and Unsworth, illustrated in the
Building News, Sept. 15th and 22nd, 1876, has
been finished, with the ex'ieption of ornamental
details and interior decorations. The amount
received in subscriptions has not, up U> the

present time, been sufficient to complete the

whole of the scheme proposed by the Shakespeare
Memorial Association, who have issued an
appeal for subscriptions to enable them to realise

the entire design, namely: in addition to the

small theatre about to be opened, a library of

dramatic literature, and a gallery to contain

pictures and statuary of Shakespearian subjects.

OuE remarks last week on Sunday school

planning have created some interest. In the
" Wesleyan Sunday School Magazine," for 1876,

to which our attention has been directed, we
notice a series of articles on Simday schoool

planning by Mr. James Weir, A.R.I.B.A., who
strongly advocates the radiating principle we
referred to. Mr. Weir adopts a large central

haU or assembly room of semi-circular form, with
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circularly arraffn^l seatsand a platform in centre.

Ronnd these the class-rooms are ranged in voiis-

80ir-likc order, the outer walN retaininor a rce-

tangnlar form, the infants' school occupies the

space before the platform,—the keystone so to

speak, and the library and secretary's rooms form

a small projection in front. There are separate

entrances for the adnlt class-rooms ; the class-

rooms are lighted by windows in the outer walls,

and the central hall from above the roof of front

ante-iooms. Mr. AVeir illustrates some good ex-

amples of American schools, which combine the

radiatory and rectangular principles, andwe shall

be glad to find English architects adopting one

or two of the lessons our transatlantic cousins

have leamt, in economy and classification of

arrangement.

EccLESiAsncAL antiquarians will read with
interest in the current number of Seriinrr's

Mouthly the account of a ruin in Newport, R.I., a

very beautiful watering-place in America. It

is a roofless, cylindrical, stone wall, about
twenty-five feet high, like the remains ot a round
tower, built upon eight well-formed Norman
arches, sustained by eight stout, round columns.

It is buUt of small, broken stones, laid in mortar,

generally termed "'rubble work." The outside

diameter of the tower is twenty-three feet, the

walls are about two feet thick. The columns
are ten feet in height, and three feet two inches

in diameter. The arches are twelve feet six

inches in height. The ruin has long been called

"The Old Mill." But archroologists have now
come to the opinion that it is the ruins of an
ancient baptistery, and at least eight centuries

old. It is thus the most ancient Clmstian build-

ing in the United States.

As excavator on the pneumatic principle has
just been completed by Messi-s. A. Wilson and
Co. , of the Vauxhall Iron Works, Wandsworth-
road, to the order of the New South Wales
Government, for the purpose of sinking cylinders

in connection \vith the improvements now in

progress at Sydney Harbour. The apparatus,

which is the invention of Mr. Reeves, the resi-

dent engineer of the Tay Bridge works, consists,

according to Engineering, of two cast-iron

cylinders, each 4ft. in diameter, bolted side by
side on a framing, and both connected near the

bottom to one suction 3Jin, in diameter. The
suction is of the necessary length for the work to

be done, and has at its outer extremity a cast-

iron nozzle of special construction. The delivery

of the excavated soil is effected through a trap-

door in front of each of the cylinders, which are

also fitted with a float and gauge to indicate

when they are full. The cylinders are domed at

the tops, and are connected at that point by an
iron pipe of small diameter, with an air-pump
driven by a 4 -horse power engine carried on the

same framing, both the air-pimip and engine
being of the overhead type. On the air-pipe is

monnted a three-way cock, by which either or

both the receiving cylinders can be placed in or

out of commvmicatlon with the air-pump. The
suction part of each receiving cylinder is fitted

with a self-acting valve, so that either one or

the other or both of the cylindcr.s can be iised at

the same time. The usual lufthod ot working
is to use the cylinders alternately, that is, to fill

one whilst the contents of the other are being
discharged. It was largely owing to this apparatus
that such rapid progress was made with the

sinking of the cylinders of the Tay Bridge, its

use enabling the contractors to effect a large

money saving on their contract.

In an article by the late Professor Hartt, re-

printed in the vlwi^rK'aH Xaturalist, the author ob-

serves that among savage peoples generally the art

of pottery making is, at first, exclusively practised

by women, the reason being that the fabrication

of earthenware is primarily and essentially a

branch of culinary work—the latter everywhere
falling to the lot of the gentler sex. Savage
woman not only makes the vessels of clay, she

also ornaments them, and if the fictile art has
originated with her, and has grown up luider

her hands, it seems no less probable that

the ornaments she uses should have originated

with her ; and the probability is increased

by the fact that to her falls the work of

spinning and weaving, and of making and
decorating personal ornaments and clothes, and
of making baskets, mats, &c. She is everywhere
the primitive decorative artist, and to-day it is

the exception that man occupies himself with
ornamental art, even in civUised countries.

Woman covers with ornament everything her

hand touches, and the lady in her boudoir indus-

triously embroiders, on some article of mere
luxury, the same series of frets and scroll borders

that, on the Amazon, the savage unclothed
squaw as diligently and with as firm a hand
traces with a spine on the damp surface of the

clay vessel she is fashioning. The ornaments
are in both cases identical, and not only of

wholly independent origin, but it may be of very
different age. Those of the savage are the mere
embryonic beginnings of art life, while those of

the boudoir are archaic forms, persisting through
the ages, still flourishing unchanged among the
varied wealth of derivatives by evolution from
the ancient primary forms.>
Iiamploug'h's "Pyretic Saline is refreshing:,

most apreeabU', and the prrvpntive of fevehs, siLiorsNEss,
SMALL-POX, SKIN UisE.iSEs, 811(1 luaiiy otliof spring and summer
ailments. Sold by cbenUKtfi throuKhout the world, and the
Maker, 113, Holboi-n Hill. Vae no sul/ttitute.—{A.DVi.}

CHIPS;
On Tuesday the business of Messrs. Child and

Co., at Temple Bar, was commenced in a tempo-
rary building immediately adjoining their old pre-
mises at Temple Bar. The old room facing the
street, known from generation to generation as
" the shop," was at the same time dismantled, and
is now doomed to immediate demolition in order to
make room for the new banking house which will
shortly rise in its place, only being throivu a few
feet further back from the street. When this

change is commenced, the last remaining stones of
Temple Bar on the south and north sides of the
street will be finally removed also.

The School Board for Sutton, Surrey, on Tuesday
week elected Mr. Appleton as their architect.

The surveyors appointed by the Birmingham
Free Libiarios' Committee, Messrs. Martin and
Chamberlain, and the assessors, Messrs. Thomas
Naden and Sons, representing the Lancashire and
theYorkshire Insurance Companies, have completed
their investigations, and the total amount of tho
damage sustained is valued at £20,063 6s.

A new Methodist Chapel at Scholes, Cleckhoaton,
was opened on Good Friday. Tho chapel has been
built from plans prepared by Mr. R. F. Rogerson,
of Brighouse. It is built in the Classic style, faced
with ashlar dressings. On the ground floor is a.

schoolroom, 36ft. by 38ft., which is capable of seat-
ing 250. The total cost was £2,2.50.

At tho last meeting of the Wakefield Town
Council tho resignation of Mr. Pagan, Boron
Surveyor, was accepted, and Mr. J. G. Hesling \s

unanimously apiiomted Siurveyor, at £150 i

annum.
Mr. John Creswell, A.I.C.E., architect to tl.

Corporation of Manchester, has been almost unani -

mously appointed County Architect of Northum-
berland. There were upwards of seventy candi-
dates.

The Congregationalists of Colne, last week,
opened their new chapel, which has been in the
course of erection for the last fifteen months. Tho
new building has cost £4,100. It will seat about
650 persons, and has been erected from designs by
Messrs. Waddington and Son, architects, Burnley.

The foundation-stone of the second group of
Board Schools at Guisborough was laid on Thurs-
day week. The schools, which are intended to
accommodate 1,600 children, are estimated to cost
about £4,000. Tho architect is Mr. Bottomley, of

Middlesbrough ; and the building of the schools lias

been let to Mr. R. Cass, of Guisborough.

A new Roman Catholic church is being erected :if

Castlebar from the designs of Mr. J. J. O'Callaghan.
It 13 of Thirteenth Century Gothic character, of a
French type. It is built of the grey limestone of
the distnct, with chiselled bands of red sandstone
introduced at intervals in the building. Should
funds permit, a tower and spire will be added rising

to a height of 165 feet.

The Cork Town Council have received a report

from a committee with reference to the duties

of Mr. Matthias T. O. Keefe, C.E., recently

appointed to the combined offices of city eugineer
and local surveyor, at a salary of £350 a year.

The committee reconunend that applications for
works of improvement, &c., shall be received from
any ten ratepayers, and that it will be within the
province of the city engineer to suggest other neces-

sary works ; for these works half-yearly schedules
and reports are to be prepared by the engineer, as
well as annual reports on all roads, streets, bridges,

public buildings, and public works in the borough.
All works to be done by contract. It is further
recommended that block paving bo substituted for

macadam, and that the practice of renewing the
surfaces of footpaths with gravel be condemned, and
that the engineer he requested to suggest the best

and most economical substitute.

A working stonemason, named John Hatton, iu

the employment of Messrs. J. Collins and Son, con-

tractors, Warrington, has come into a legacy rf

about £80,000.

The comer stone of the new church of St. Paul
was laid in Ashton-road, Oldham, on Easter Mon-
day. The church is to seat 600 worshippers, and
will cost £6,000.

Roofing Pelts.—P. Braby & Co.
XNODOROtrS, SARKIXG, SHEATHING, AND HAIR FELTS KEPT ALWAYS IN STOCK. MANUFACTURERS OP
PERFORATED ZINC, PERFORATED COPPER, AND PERFORATED IRON IN VARIOUS DESIGNS AND GAUGES.

Wrought Iron Tanks.-P. Braby & Co.
PAINTED AND GALVANISED, OF IMPROVED MANUFACTURE

Corrugated Iron.—P. Braby & Co.
GALVANISED AND BLACK IN ALL GArGES, KEPT IN STOCK. ZINC WORK OF ALL KINDS.

FITZROY WORKS, 356 TO 369. EUSTON ROAD, LONDON.
HATTON GARDEN, LIVERPOOL. GREAT CLYDE STREET, GLASGOW. AND AT CYPRUS.
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THE INSTITUTE OP PAINTERS IN
WATER-COLOURS.

THE exhibition just opened to the public

at the Institute of Painters in Water-
Colours, in Pall Mall, is more than usually
full of works by well-known artists, though
these are not of high interest or exceptional
quality. The growth of a school distin-

guished by the use of a vehicle resembling
in its soUdity of eflfect that of oil is very
apparent to the close observer of the pictures

in this year's gallery, a very large portion
of which are coloured with thick pigments.
That this is a gain we have before expressed
a doubt, as the essential character of water-
colour painting is lost in thick body effects,

and the decision of touch required by the
old system of clear transparent washes of

colom- on white paper is lost. Those who
admire the drawings of Prout, Cattermole,
Hardy, of Hunt, or any of the school of old
watcr-oolour painters, some of whoso works
may now be seen in the South Kensington
Museum, wUl value most the simple render-
ings in colour by those conscientious disciples

of their art who have adhered strictly to
its principles. In the exquisite renderings of

landscape, such as Mi-. E. M. Wimperis's
" A Rough Common " (18), or Mr. Whym-
per's " Woods, at Wotton " (155), we
come across pietures in which the artist has
boldly upheld the distinguishing qualities of

transparent colouring. One of the most
striking sea-pieces in the gallery is Mr. John
Mogford's "Rosy Mom" (7). The sea is

alone a fine piece of study ; the reflections

of the clear sky on the waves are cleverly
produced by the local tint, without a particle

of Chinese white or any body colour ; the
little creek, with its glassy calm rippled only
by the breeze, catches the misty light of the
roseate sky ; the rocky cliffs with the
castle, and the foreground masses are equally
truthful, and the whole effect woU sustains
the title. There is just that hazy effect in-
dicative of a fine calm morning by the sea-
side. Near it is a finely painted picture by
Mr. E. G. Warren, called " The Mid-day
Meal in the Harvest Field," but the handling
is of a very different kind. The corn-sheaves
are modelled with great care, but the near
trees are a trifling finical in manner. Mr.
Louis Haghe, the president of the Society,
contributes as usual some masterly architec-
tural pieces—we cannot call them sketches

—

as they have all the appearance of finished oil

paintings. The "Interior of the Church of St.

Gomar, Lierre, Belgium" (12), isawell-known
subject. Mr. Haghe has produced it with all

the force and feeling of which he is the master.
Wo cannot overlook a slight arippled ap-
pearance in the arcade, the nearer curves of
the arches at their points being wanting
in fxilness. The elaborate screen of late

Flemish character, the reflected hght and
delicate half-tints on the round pillars, are
all deHneatod with masterly effect. In the
high lights body-colour is used, and the
other drawings we shall refer to by-and-by
have almost the soUdity of tempera. We
must not pass by a cleverly drawn
eolom-ed sketch called "A Pinch of Snuff"
(10), in which Mr. Seymour Lucas has given
a study of Georgian costume; the attitude,
and swallow-tailed silk coat, cocked hat
Tinder arm, are thoroughly suggestive of the
dandyism of the 18th century. In No. 14,
" Moel Siabod," that favom-ite Welsh theme,
Mr. O. Vacher contributes a warm-toned
moimtain effect, rich in body-colour and
scumbled effects. Mr. SmaU's piece, " On

the Road to Falkirk Tryst" (17), lays no
claim to water-colour ; it is strictly a
tempera painting. The water below .the

bridge is obscure and smudgy, and there is

a thick and unpleasant effect. No. 16,
" Which will bo old maid ? " a party of girls

playing cards, is somewhat stiff and formal

;

the coiffure of the young ladies, the short-

waisted dresses and sashes, are a sentimental
reproduction of old-fashioned dress that

seems to be running just now in the

heads of artists ; even the execution

affects the old stylo. Mr. A. Bouvier's

"Nydia " (20) is foimded on Bulwer Lytton's
"Last Days of Pompeii." The figure is

graceful and poetically conceived, but the
upper limb of the arm, partly exposed, is un
questionably too long, and the drapery is

poorly drawn. Mr. H. G. Hine is as happy
a delineator of the calm and softer character
of landscape scenery as Mr. Wimperis is of

the rugged and wilder beauties of nature. The
latter generally chooses wild or desolate

commons, marshes, and rocky mountain
effects ; his handling is rough and vigorous,

and in admirable keeping with the subject.

Mr. Hine, on the other hand, depicts with
great tenderness the smoother features of
pastures and downs and lakes, and his

"Autumn Evening'on the South Downs" (27)
is one of his favourite themes. The long
shadows of the declining sun and the pro-
minent swellings of the undulating downs
that catch the hght are admirably truthful
in colour. Mr. Collier's "Wide Pastures"
(38) is a piece of similar character ; the deep
hollow with sheep is cleverly managed as

regards the shadows. " Plovor Church,
Cheshire " (36) is a quaint little bit of
interior, showing an interesting timbered
roof, with curious cut chancel screen of

late design; Mr. J. Fulleylove has done
justice to it. But we come to another
of Mr. Louis Haghe's fine interiors in

No. 40, "Interior of the Cathedral of

Sienna." This Romanesque building does
not lend itself so well to the artist as the
last-named by Mr. Haghe. The red-striped
pUlars are detrimental to that breadth of

effect so conspicuous in the Belgian Church.
In this work the artist has not been so care-
ful in dotaU, the arches are not faultless in

perspective, and the best parts of the draw-
ing are the rich cornice over the arcade filled

with sculptured heads, and the medalhon
heads m spandrels. The church has a blue
star-spangled vault. Mr. Edwin Hayes,
R.H.A., is a powerful painter of sea and
atmosphere. His picture, "A Signal of

Distress in the Offing " (42) is a splendid
example of tempest-tossed sea and misty
cloud. The boat putting off to the disabled
ship, the broad colouring and drawing of
figures, the crowding round the jetty make
a picture worthy of a Turner in conception
and execution. "The Reckoning " (47), by
Mr. Townley Green, is an incident which
would, if painted in modem costume, be
commonplace and uninteresting enough, but
the artist has chosen the more picturesque
surroimdings of an inn as they existed a
century ago. Two gentlemen are seated at
a table, and have finished their repast ; one
is asldng for an explanation of the bill which
he has in his hand. The accessories of the
room, the coloured coats and embroidered
vests, the cocked hats and wigs of the
guests are tellingly, introduced, and the

frouping is admirable. Mr. Orrock in 54
opicts a wild mountain scene in the

Isle of Skye. The blackness of mountain,
the roDing clouds and misty distance, are
soUdly painted, though, withal, too sublime
to bo pleasing. Near it, a small picture, a
lady and little girl at prayers in St. Mark's,
Venice (56), is feelingly drawn. No. 57 is

rich, but garish in colour ; the blossoms of
the rhododoudions, and the oak table, are
striking in their reality. Mr. P. F. Poole's
" Crossing the Brook " is scai'cely equal to
the artist's reputation, though the drawing

is truthful, and the figures balanced and ex-
pressive. In "The Forbidden Room "(68)
Mr. John Fulleylove gives a charming bit of

drawing and colour ; the old-fashioned,

wainscotted room, and the painted piano,

and the little girl who has entered clandes-
tinely, ond looks around half-timorously, are
feelingly painted. Mr. W. Wilson, in
" Miscluof Afloat " (74), pourtrayg an amus-
ing incident in his usual lucid style. The
group of urchins who have got into a boat,
and are trying to row, ond the little fellow
leaning over the stern, attempting to sail

one of his boots, are clover in drawing and
colour : but the chief merit is the marvellous
liquidity of the rippled water, and the
gloaming, limpid effect of the colouring.
" In Sunshine and in Shade " (82) there is a
keen and delicate sense of the bucolic senti-

ment ; the grand beech trunks, with their

leafy shade, and the rich, sunny peep of
bright com-field beyond, are painted with
great, almost excessive, care, but the
shadows lack transparency and breadth.
No. 91, "Interior of the Hall of Justice,

Bruges," by the late J. Chase, is an admir-
able but common subject. The drawing is

minute almost to painful excess. The black
marble fireplace, with its white frieze and
carving, and the elaborate chimney breast,
are too mechanically rendered to do justice

to this fine example of Renaissance. Mi\ C.
J. Staniland's "Repose," a child asleep in its

cot with a ball in its hand, is pleasing. No.
105, " Steephill Castle, Ventnor," by Mr.E.
Hargitt, is a fresh bit of colour, llie deep
blue sea shadowed by the sunny, verdure-
clad cliff, makes a pleasant sketch, admirable
in drawing and light and shade. One of

the most remarkable pictures is No. 109, by
Mr. E. Henry CorboxUd—" Jehu on his Way
to Jezreol." The artist here has attempted to
depict the " furious di-iving" of the grandson
of Nimshi. Mr. Corboidd has chosen the
period at which Joram sends a horseman to

Jehu with the inquiry of peace, and Jehu
points the horseman behind. The dress,

chariot, and trappings, the horses and furious

driving, and the distant watchtower of Jez-
reel display unquestioned archieological re-

sources, and the painting is rich in colour.

The stippled manipulation of the artist has
produced an oil-like depth of tone. Mr. L.
Haghe's "Hall of the Brewers, Antwerp"
(130), we think we have seen before. The
grouping of the figures in the picturesque
costume of the burghers, the stamped gold
leatherofthe walls andthe rich colouriugmake
a pleasing picture. A very striking work
is Mr. C. Green's "Bartholomew Fair"
(132), in which the artist has graphically
depicted a fair of about seventy yeai-s ago.
In the background w^e see the erections

of itinerant showmen, with the stock
I)araphemalia familiar to our youth.
Organ-grinders and clowns are engaged in
front of their shows, inviting a motley
crowd of sightseei's. We see the dandy of
a past generation, escorting two fashionably
dressed ladies of the time thi-ough the
assemblage, card sharpers, cheap-jacks, and
a variety of other frequenters of fairs, but
the most marvellous part of the picture is

the expression of countenanco, the delinea-
tion of characters, and the bright colouring.
Mr. J. D. Linton's "Early Scene in 'Gil
Bias ' " is an episode which will be famiUar
to the reader of that romance ; the exjires-

sion of the young man at the table, and the
scheme of conception and colour are excel-
lent, though the dramatic power of Mr.
Linton's work is equally well conveyed in his

other picture, "False" (138). Another of

Mr. Haghe's pictures, " Church of San
Martino, Rome" (135), shows a fine vesti-

bule, through which a view of the interior of

basilica is obtained. The processional group
introduced makes a picture of a piece that is

rather too coarsely drawn to be called an
architectural di'awing. Contenting ourselves

with this rapid glance at the principal
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pictures, we have only space left to point to

a few othnre that Tva hn"'° noted.—

I

n lift
,

•• Eose Bloom," we have ratlior a weak con-

ceit, a fair-liaWed' gitl amid a bower of

rose-blossoms; Mr. G. Kilbume's " Visit to

the Studio," is an ordinary incident painted,

with much feeling ; No. 15^ is tender in sonti-

mentandcleverlycolonrod; andMr. Absoloti's

episode from "Bleak House "' called " Mrs.

Baquet " 169, must be allowed to bo more
clever in execution than in conception. Of
landscapes " Southwold, Suffolk" (2 1

) is bold

;

Xo. 44, " The Toy Seller," is a bright bit of

colour without much aim ; Mr. Clausen's
'• End of the Day " 50, is painted with much
feeling; "Water Carriers of the Nile" by
Mr. Guido R. Bach, rich in expression and
colour ; while Mr. L. J. Wood's pieces, such
as 53. " Mundon on the Wosor, Hanover,"
and No. 163 are pictiu-esque studies of archi-

tectural subjects rendered in the artist's

well-known style. In the last named there
is a tendency to become mechanical, and the
foregrounds of Mr. Wood's pieces would all

be improved if they were coloured with more
vigour and solidity. No. 129, " The Tay
from Kinnoull Hill," is a fine piece of river

scenery. Nos. 112, 117, 121, 139, 141 and
170 arc noteworthy. The .screens are
rather devoid of interest, though we
note No. 174 and 184, both clever
studies by Mr. P. J. Sldll, also a small
butweU studied piece, "TheAuthor," by Mr.
A. C. Gow; " Under the Mid-day Sun," by
Mr. Hubert Herkomer, and 206, by H. B.
Roberts. Flowers, as usual, makeup some
charming bits of colour, a'd Mrs. Duffield
and Marian Chase sustain their reputation
in these departments of the art.

LIGHT AND AIR.«

ANY means of estimating the injuries

produced by the deprivation of light
and ail-, such life and health-giving elements
in our large towns, must bo welcomed as
one of the most desirable objects of prac-
tical legislation. Mr. Banister Fletcher,
F.R.I.B.A., has just published a text-book
for architect* and surveyors upon this some-
what difficult and obscure branch of the ar-
chitect's practice, and how far he has suc-
ceeded in divesting the subj ect of mathematical
theory, and giving a practical exposition of
the matter, will bo seen as we proceed. It

may be unnecessary to infoim our practical
readers, that two scientific theories at present
exist upon the subject of estimating the
amountof obstruction : one is that propounded
by Mr. Homersham Cox, and to which we
have before referred in the Building News,
a method which estimates the amount of ob-
scuration made by obstacles of uniform
angular width and height, measured by de-
grees horizontally and vertically from 5" to
90" ; the other projwsed by Prof. Kerr, some
years ago, and which assigns certain lighting
values to the surface of the sphere sup-
posed to represent the lighting power of
a window ; both of which systems we
may observe have not met with universal
acceptance in the courts of law. Mr.
Fletcher dismisses them at once as only
worthy of study by the theorist, and fh-
serves they have been " rejected, as being
too complicated, and not practiail." We are
quite ready to admit that, after all, common-
sense and judgment must be brought to bear
up m the subject i estimating obstructions
to light, and that, as long as courts of law
have these questions to decide, evidence will
have far more wei.;ht than mathematics. At
Ihe same time, we cannot bo brought to
-think I hat some principle of measurement
isn.t the riglit and rational mode i»f deter-
mining a lart;e proportion of cases, nor to
believe that the courts will reject a scientific

* Light and Air. A TexUbook for ArchitcoU and Sur-
veyom. Br Bahihtkr Fi,i!tch«b, F.E.I.B.A., &c. B. T.
Satriord, High Bolboni, W.C.

metoody' of calculatidh Iguuply Ijooiiuse it is

ratiwT compKctrted.- Bat Ictms puss on to

the author's treatment of the subject. The
book is divided into four parts. Part I.

treats of the historical aspect, Piut II. of the
legal definitions of light and air. Part III.

treats of the methods proposed f . r estimating
the injury; and Part IV. indicates the
course the siuTcyor stiould pursue in prepar-
ing his case. This di\-ision may possess
some advantages, though it would have been
better if the methods proposed for estimat-
ing the obstruction of light were placed
first. We shall, accordingly, begin with
Part III., in which Mr. Fletcher deals with
the methods proposed, and the reason
why a mathematical method is not desirable.

The case of " Theed v. Debenham " is cited

as an impoi-tant case to show how little the
angle of 45" can be relied on, and wo may
briefly mention it as one of practical interest.

The bill was filed in 1875 by William Theed,
sculptor, against Messrs. Debenham, mer-
cers, of Wigmoro-strect, who intended to

raise the height of certain premises in Mill
Hill-place, whereby it was alleged by the
plaintiff he would suffer material diminution
of light, and would be deprived of not only
a " du'cct light, but what is technically

termed an under or low light " ; and the
bill prayed that the defendants might be
restrained from erecting or constructing any
building at, upon, or instead of the said

premises. " A point of law was ra'sed which
turned upon the distance from each other,

and height of the respective buildings. It

was admitted that the width of Mill Hill-

place from wall to wall was 31ft. ; the
height of the defendant's old building, No.
1, was 29ft. 3in., and of No. 2 31ft., from the
foot pavement to the parapet. The de-
fendants intended to raise their new build-
ings so that their new parapet would be 38ft.

from the pavement, and their new ridge of

roof about 7ft. above the new iiarapct."

The centre of Mr. Theed's window and
studio was about 13ft. above the pavement.
The plaintifTs lights were all ancient, but
their windows had been enlarged within 20
years from the filing of the bill. It was
contended for the plaintiff' that a clear un-
interrupted horizontal light was necessary,

and that a vertical light was not sufficient,

a north light being considered preferable to

any other. The defendant's eaves was just as

high as the width of the street, and therefore

Mr. Theed had an analo of 45°, and the
defendants claimed to build to 45", measured
from a horizontal line drawn through the
centre of Mr. Theed's window. AVe may
quoOT that part of Vice-Chancellor Bacon's
ruling that bears upon the case : "I take
it, therefore, that it has been proved that
there will bo, if the defendant's buildings

are canied up to the height they propose,

a serious diminution of the light required
by the plaintiff for the purposes ho has
mentioned, and which he has hitherto
enjoyed." And after further observations
on the test which had been adopted, of

raising a screen to the height of the proposed
new building, and letting it suddenly fall,

whereby, in the judgment of the court, a
very satisfactory illustration of the effect of

the proposed change had been afforded,

his lordship continued :
" One of the

witnesses has a notion that if the light is not
interfered with to the extent of more than
an angle of 45°, the right to obscure one's
neighbour's light to that extent is a right
which anybody may assert a.'ainst the
owner of any light which is already ob-
scured to a lesser extent. He says in

effect :
' I can raise the building to this

height. My building obscures you to the
extent of 30° only before, I will now obscure
you to the extent of 45°; that is enough
light for you, and with that you must be
content.' . . . The regulation as to the
angle of 45° is to be found, I believe, only
in that provision of the Metropolis Local

Management Act, in which the width of street

is spokoi of, and which of itself, measuring
the width of street and the height of house,
famishes an angle of 45°. That, be it

observed, is from the street, for the statute
enacts that in determining the height of
such building the measiurcment shall be
taken from the level of the centre of the
street ; and that must be so, because the
position of the windows is so different in

various buildings that if you were to search
for the point from which to measure your
angle of 45' it woxild be as various as the
buildings to which it would be ajiplied."

The Vico-Chancellor declared there was no
rule about 45', and thus confinned Lord
Selbome's decision in the City of London
Brewery Co. v. Tennant, and said that the
plaintiff had proved a statutory right to the
enjoyment of his light undiminished. In-
junction was therefore granted. The above
cited case is a Ycry important one, as it sets

at rest much uncertainty and ambiguity
regarding, the angle of 45". The author
next sets forth a table by which we can
estimate damage or injury to ancient light,

and, we may observe, this tabular mode of

dealing with the subject is preferable to a
lengthened statement. We will extract the
table in extenso

:

—
MAXTEES TO BE CONSIDEEED IN ESTIMATIWO DAMAOB

TO AUCIENT LIOHT AND AIB.

1. Quantity of daylight lost.

This should be estimated at different periods of
the year, because the value of light will differ. For
example, take an office in the City. The loss of
daylight in the summer when probably it would be
after office hours would be of little consequence

;

but the loss in winter, when it would occur during
the office hours, and would thus necessitate the
inconvenience and cost of gas, would of course have
a different value.

2. The particular use for which light is required,
having regard to the fact, that for certain trade
purposes, no amount of gaslight can be a substitute

for daylight.
3. If for all the time it has existed it has been

used for the particular purpose ; if not, for what
other purpose 'i

4. How far the enjoyment of the premises is

1 ffected.

5. How far by alterations of dominant owners'

f
remises, the diminution of light may be avoided,
n case this can be effected, it will be necessary to

make a careful estimate of the cost of these works
and the quantum of inconvenience they would
occasion the dominant owner. This may be set

out in the defence, and may influence the jury in

assessing the damage ; but it must be remembered
in law the dominant owner cannot be required to

alter his premises.
6. Whether the quantity of light and air is so far

diminished as to render the room unhealthy for

occupation.
7- How far the injury to dominant owner's

premises may be reduced by the use in building
servient owner's obstruction of white glazed bricks

or facing it with white tiles or other material.

Those heads of considerations embrace the

chief points the surveyor has to consider.

No doubtsuchavariable thing as lightenjoyed
under such very different conditions of atmo-
sphere and necessary to different oocujiations

in vai-ying degrees is a very difficult matter
to compute. Whenever an action has to be
sustained it is necessary to juove a material

diminution of light, and the author's advice

is admirable in its way where the surveyor

is enjoined to " free himself from party ties

and look at the matter as a jjractical man";
but stOl we contend a method of estimating

obstruction is useful as a guide—as a test.

For instance, one surveyor or witness may
be both practical and honest, and yet estimate

a certain obstruction at a veiy different

amount to another equally practical sm-veyor.

Under such circumstances, how is a fair

assessment of the damage to be made mUess
with the aid of some such method as that

proposed by Homersham Cox ? Mr. Fletcher,

in the diagrams appended to his book, him-
self affords evidence that the court is more
ready to take palpable proofs of the amount
of obscuration produced by front, lateral, or

skylight obstruction than it would vivil mce
evidence of a conflicting character. The
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author's comments on the items given above
arc practical and to the point ; thus, as to

3, it is necessary for the surveyor to

know if the premises are adapted for other
besides the present purpose. The ruling of

Vice- Chancellor Bacon we have above
quoted favouis the dominant owner, for

he says distinctly the light which lie

enjoys is no more to be tampered with or
taken away than the front wall of his house,
and no man can bo heard to say he may ob-
scure another's ancient light because he has
more than he requires. As to the enjoy-
ment of the premises, it has been ruled by
Lord Justice James that the amount of light,

to be sufficient, should be according to the
ordinary notions of mankind, " for the com-
fortable use and enjoyment of the house as

a dwcllint<-house."

We pass on to notice the diagrams intro-

duced to explain the amount of obstruction.
These are supposed to represent the upper
half of the windows, theviewbeing taken with
the eye 5ft. Sin. from the giound, and the
body removed back one f ot from the window.
The field of view is divided into squares, and
in one diagram the state "as it was" is

shown, while an >thcr similar area shows the
obstruction. By drawing the new buildings
by the aid of the squares, the loss of sky or
light is estimated approximately at a per-
centage of the whole area. Front obstruc-
tions are similarly shown, though in this

case the area of the whole window may bo
sketched. In these the views are taken from
the first-floor window with the eye at a
height of oft. Sin. from the floor, and the
body 1ft. from the window. From the
ground-floor window the loss of light is of
course greater, and sometimes total. The
object of these drawings may be to show
either that the slightest diminution is a great
injury to the dominant owner, who may
have very little light or sky above the oppo-
site houses, or by the servient owner, that the
premises are already so obscured that a little

less cannot make any appreciable difference.

Another kind of obstruction is called by the
author a " distant lateral," or where a row
of houses at right angles to the plaintiff's

house, and on one side of it, are raised. In
the case cited, the plaintiff contended that
the raising of the houses made his house un-
healthy from the loss of the sun's rays ; but
the author proved, by visiting the premises
at different periods, and maHng diagrams
of the effect of the sun on the house-front,
that they did not overshadow the plaintiff's

house. The last case illustrated refers to
skylights. Here the view is taken looking
upwards through the skylight, showing in

one diagi'am the sky " as it was," and in the
other " as it is" after the obstruction, the
new building being drawn thereon. It often
occurs that a shop lighted by a skylight is

over-shadowed by raising an adjoining
building, and such a case is shown by the
author. A section is a necessary diagram in
this case, to show the actual loss of rays suf-
fered. In the frontispiece the lost rays are
indicated by lines in red, the rays still left

by blue. It may be necessary, fpr instance, to
show that the raised wall obstructs the most
useful light, as, for example, that on one side

of a dispensary where medicines are made.
Having devoted a considerable portion of

this article to the exposition of that part of
Mr. Fletcher's text-book relating to the
estimation of obstruction, we may now
very generally glance at the other parts.
These refer to the historical and legal aspects,
with which our readers arc probably better
acquainted. A comprehensive synopsis of the
leading definitions and cases we published
last week under the head of '

' Light and
Air," written by Mr. Jas. Ball, and we shall
therefore confine the reader's attention to
the main features of Mr. Fletcher's treatise.

The author quotes very largely from the legal
authorities in the matter, and we find the
paper of Mr. Locock Webb, read at the Insti-

tute of British Architects, and reported fully

by us, has been consulted. There are souxe

injuric^s sustained by servient owner for

which the law provides no redress, such as

the diminution of the value of a house caused
by its windows being overlooked, and the
privacy of the house destroyed. Mr. Fletcher
refers to three cases of this kind, and we
might mention several others within our own
experience. It is a kind of encroachment of

daily occurrence, and in view of it the
professional advisor should be particularly on
his guard in recommending building or

purchases on estates. How often a beauti-

fully retired garden is overlooked from a row
of tenements ei-ected by the speculative

builder; but no court of law will interfere on
the more ground of an invasion of privacy.

Table II., given, shows how the right to

light and air is acquiied. 1. By continuous
use for 20 years. 2. By express grant.

3. By implied grant. And (4) by a domi-
nant and servient ownership, distinct from
each other. The author cites s^everal import-
ant cases bearing upon these items. As to

the time, it is necessary to observe that,

although twenty years is neoessary to accjuire

the right, " yet, should anyone take steps

to contest it by erecting obstructions, nine-
teen years and one day will defeat the
attempt." The difficulties of proving an
irapHed grant aro discussed. Table III.

shows that neither non-completion of build-
ing nor non-occupation interferes with the
right, a fact of some importance in many
cases where the enjo}'ment of the premises
has not extended to the whole period of 20
years. In the celebrated case Tapling v.

Jones, we have the fact that ancient light

may be imperilled by alteration oi; by varia-

tions. This case is quoted in full. Altera-
tions of the plane at which light is admitted,
the occupation by the dominant owner of
the servient owner's premises, and owner-
ship of both properties in the same parties,

may severally jeopardise the riiht. Table
v. shows that ancient lights may be lost
" by servient owner obstructing for one
year, by agreement between dominant and
servient owners, or express release, and by
abandonment." Thclastpartof Mr. Fletcher's

work is headed " The Fight," in which the
author discusses the method of defending the
client's rights, and what the respective sur-
veyors may try to prove. These, of course, in

effect; comprise the points already mentioned,
and the author explains every item seriatim.

A few useful hints in a tabular form are
given, and the advice on the selection of
counsel, skilled and other witnesses, will be
foimd of practical guidance to members of

the profession who may have a case of light

and air placed in their hands, and who may
wish to know the usual tactics made use of

by the opposite side. The tables are a good
feature in all Mr. Fletcher's handbooks, and
the practical man will find them useful for

ready reference. In the selection of cases

and citations, perhaps a Httle more method
might have been observed, and if the reports
and rulings had been more condensed by the
omission of a deal of unnecessary repetition,

the book would not have lost in value. As
we have hinted already, we should have
liked a little more prominence to have been
given to the methods of measurement, im-
practicable as they are considered, if only
for the study of the surveyor, who must bo
supposed to be acquainted with the mathe-
matical modes of determining the amount
of obscuration. Notwithstanding, Mi'.

Fletcher's text-book is by far the most com-
plete and practical we have seen, and the
professional architect or surveyor who may
be called in, either by dominant or servient
owner, will do well to foi-tify himself with it,

for he will find the crime of all the legal
definitions and decisions he is in need of,

and a practical exposition of at least one
mode of determining the amount of injury
inflicted. The work has a good index.

ARCHITECTURAL MOSAIC.
VI.—MouEHX Mosaic {contintied).

IN no department of the art does modem
mosaic show so decided a superiority

over the ancient than in ceramic work, that
is, work where the mosaic fragments are
composed of carthonwaro. Its tesseree are
harder and capable of enduring much more
severe wear and tear ; they are made in a
far greater variety of colours, which afford

scope for greater elaboration of omiimental
design, while the biilliancy and polish of
many kinds aro not below the brightness of

glass mosaic itself, and make it possible to
employ the modem ceramic mosaic for wall
decorations—a purpose for which, so far as
wo can remember, the ancient kind was
seldom employed, being used almost exclu-
sively for pavements. And the reasons for

this superiority are not far to seek. In the
first place, the ancient ceramic work wa»
practised only as a provincial or colonial art,

at a distance from the centre of the Empire.
Nearer homo, in Italy and in Greece, Uiere
was for a long time a plentiful supply of
marbles, and afterwards, when that beg^Em
to fall into disuse, glass mosaic arose. But
in the provinces of the great Empire, when
a Roman magnate desired to adorn his house
with pavements resembling those of the im-
perial city, he was obliged to use such sub-
stances as he could find ready to hand in bis

adopted comitry for the materials for his

tessera), and to depend upon provincial work-
men both to manufactuie them and lay them
down. Hence it follows that while the de-
signs have all tlie merits—and demerits be it

also said — of other branches of ancient
mosaics, the ancient ceramic tessera; aro
mostly comparatively soft and perishable,

the preservation of such as have remained
to this day being duo to accidental causes.

But the modem ceramic work is practised

under widely different conditions. Instead
of being employed only where marble or
glass was unattainable, it took its place in

the modern revival as substantive mosaic,

and being for a long time the only kind
practised in this country, its improvement
and development has been the constant study
of several of our most enterprising manufac-
(urers and our most accomjjlished artistic

architects.

The following is a brief account of the suc-
cessive improvements which have taken place
in the manufactuie of the tesserce :—The first

modern mosaic pavements were those of Mr.
Blashfield, briefly referred to in our opening
article, which consisted of cements or bitu-

men coloured with metallic oxides, which
stood exceedingly well under cover, but
were found upon experience not to endure
the severity of winter frost. These were
succeeded by Mr. Singer's method of form-
ing tessersa from thin layers of clay, pre-

viously prepared and stained of the desired

colour, which were cut into long narrow
strips or ribbons by means of a squeezing
machine. These ribbons were then cut into

squares, which were piled one on another
fifteen or twenty high, being previously oiled

to prevent adhesion, and then placed upon a
frame sliding in two perpendicular grooves,

with fine steel wires stretched tightly across,

so that by pressing the frame downwards
the wire sub-divided the slices into the
square, oblong, triangular, or other shaped
tessera) required, which were then dried and
baked in the ordinary way. Tesserce pre-
pared in this manner, however, would not
be more enduring than ordinary earth-

enware tUes, and if artistic designs were to

be employed worthy to last for ages it mani-
festly became desirable to find a more im-
perishable material, and this was happily
found in the application of Mr. Richard
Prosscr's " dry process," originally in-

vented for the manufacture of buttons,

and which is now, with certain modifications

of details, used by all om- great manufac-
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timrs of mosaic tesseiw. In 1840 2^.
Pressor discovered that if the material of

porcelain (china clay) be reduced to a dry
poTvdor, and in that state compressed
between steel dies, the powder is condensed
into about a fotu-th of its btdk, and is con-
vei-ted into a compact solid substance of

extraordinary haitlness and density. Previous
to this discovery the power which the hand
of the jwtter exercised over his clay, and
which had been proverbial from time imme-
morial, was limited to clay in its moist or
pliistic state, but by the new process the
necessity of using wet clay is altogether
avoided. The earthy material, after being
prepared in the usual manner, and brought
to the plastic state, is formed into lumps,
which are dried untU the water is evaporated
from the clay. The liunps of dried clay are
then broken into pieces small enough to be
ground by a suitable mill into a state of
powder, which is afterwards sifted, in order
to separate all coarae grains and obtain a
fine powder, which it is desirable shoidd
consist of pai-ticles of unifomi size as nearly
as can be obtained. The powder, so pi-e-

pared, is the state in which the clay is ready
for being moulded into the form of the in-
tended article by the new process. The
machine and mould used for moulding the
tesserse, is to a certain extent an ordinary
scitiw press, such as is commonly used for
cutting and compressing metals for various
purposes, but furnished for this manufactiu'e
with a hoUow mould, formed of steel, the
exterior cavity of the mould being the exact
size of the tesseraj to be moulded. This
mould is firmly fixed on the base of the
frame, so as to be exactly bcnetith the lower
end of a piston or plug, which is adapted to
descend into the hoUow of the mould by a
screw action, the plug being vciy exactly
fitted to the interior of the mould. The
bottom of the mould is a movable piece,
exactly fitting the interior, which Ues at
rest during the operation of moulding, but is

moved afterwards by means of a pedal, so as
to deUvor the article moulded. The opera-
tion is extremely simple ; the operator first

with his right hand raises the plug by means
of the screw, quite out of the mould, while
with his left he scrai)es laterally, from the table
near the mould, a small quantity of the pre-
pared powder into the hollow of the mould
so as to fill it completely and exactly. Then
a turn of thehandle brings the plug gentlybut
firmly down upon the loose powder -n-ith a
great force, which compresses it into about
one-third the space it occupied in a loose state.
The botton of the mould is then raised and
the tessera delivered from the top of the
mould, when it is found to possess sufiicient

cohoi-ence to enable it to endure as much
handling as is requisite for placing a number
of them in saggers ready for firing in the
kiln. By this process the great contraction
which takes place in drying articles that have
been moulded from clay in the moist state is

altogether prevented, and consequently all

uncertainty in the extent of that contraction
is avoided. The tesserro are extremely hard,
and pavements constructed with them excel
the finest works of the Romans in form, in
colour, and every other mechanical condi-
tion.

The above process was very early intro-
duced to the fii-m of Minton and Boyle, of
Stoke-upon-Trent, by Mr. Blashficld and
Mr. Prosser, and the late Mr. Herbert Min-
ton took a lively interest in it, the first tes-
serre for mosaic work being made at his
works in August, 1840. Progress was slow,
however, until March, 1843, when apajier by
Mr. Blashfield was road before the Society of
Arts, and the process of making the tesserm
were shown by Ml-. Turley, the engineer to
Minton's, 290 boxes of buttons, with 3 dozen
in each, being given away at the doors. A
second exhibition of the kind took place a
few days aftei-wards at the house of the Mar-
quis of Northampton, President of the

British Association, at which the Piinco Con-
sort and a most distinguished audience were
present. This lecture led to the Prince taking;

a great interest in the manufacture, and
henceforth its success was rapid and assured,

the patent being worked until its expiration

by Messrs. Mintons alone.

But great improvements in another direc-

tion have been also effected by the enter-

prise of Messrs. Maw and Co., of Benthall
Works, Broscley. After the establishment

of their works at that place in 1852 they
spent several years in a series of costly ex-

periments, with no immediate profit, but
they gained experience by which they sub-

sequently profited largely. Their first efibrt

was thoroughly to investigate and experi-

ment upon all the clays of the Staffordshire

field, as well as the plastic materials found
throughout the kingdom, many of which no
one else had before attempted to turn to

economic accomit. The results of these ex-

peiiments have been illustrated in an exten-

sive series of specimens of the clays or plastic

slates of Great Britain, presented by Mr.
George Man to the Govermnent Museum of

Practical Geology in Jermyn-street, and
described in a supplement to the catalogue

by Sir Henry do la Beche and Mr. Trenham
Eeeks. In 1857, after all these years of

patient labour, they commenced the manu-
facture of tUes and geometrical mosaic on a
commercial scale, since which time their pro-

gress has been continually marked by the

grafting on of new specialities, the yearly

production of new colours, and new phases

of ceramic art applied to tUes. From the

first they laid themselves out for applying
the very highest art and architectural talents

to their manufactures. In 1856 they pub-
lished a small volume of designs for geo-

metrical mosaic by Sir M. Digby Wyatt, and
in 1807 a much larger volume, which in-

cluded the designs of such eminent men as

Sir M. D. Wyatt, George Edmund Street,

J. P. Seddon, J. Burges, Geo. Goldie, and
others, as well as reproductions of all the

best obtainable examples of ancient tiles,

geometrical and Eoman mosaic, &c. In
1861 they commenced the manufacture of

very small tesseraj for the formation of pic-

torial mosaics, and produced for the Exhi-
bition of 1862 their well-known mosaic of
" The Seasons," which is now in the South
Kensington Museum, from a design expressly

made for them by Sir M. Digby Wyatt. The
result of this work was so satisfactory that

the firm was afterwards commissioned to

execute a mosaic frieze for the inner quad-
rangle of the new India Oifipe at West-
minster. Among the more recent produc-
tions of Messrs. Maw may bo mentioned
tessersB for mosaic work, decorated with rich

enamels.
With all these improvements, modem

ceramic work enters upon a by no means
unequal competition with marble and glass

work, as is forcibly illustrated by the
splendid series of portraits of artists in the
Architectural Court at South Kensington.
Out of the whole series of thirty-five pic-

tures no less than eighteen are in English
ceramic work by Simpson and Co., Minton
and Co., and Minton, Hollins and Co., and
these are placed side by side for comparison
with the Italian glass mosaic of Salviati, and
English glass mosaic by Harland and Fisher,

Eust, and Powell and Sons, where the

colours are eveiy whit as bright and the

general effect quite as good as in the other
material, except, perhai)s, the gold ground,
which is not quite so sparkling and trans-

parent. The most considerable out-door
work yet performed with ceramic mosaic in

this country is the so-called "permanent
fresco " in the great frieze of the Albert
Hall, in London. This was executed with
Messrs. Minton Taylor's cubes, and the
effect is very pleasing and satisfactory.

When its permanence is considered, the
cheapness of this kind of exterior decoration

ought| certainly to form a great recommen-
dation. This whole frieze, containing 5,200
square feet, cost £3,444 ; but about £3 per
square yard is about the average price for

coai-se out-door work, although some coarse
work can be done for as low as 30s., whilst
others wLU run to £4 or £5.
The process of combining ceramic tessereo

into the design required is as foUows :

—

A careful tracing of the design having
been made, portions in reverse of about
oOin. square, are distributed to the assistants

employed to execute the work. With the
original before them, they set the various
tesserse required to make out the design

;

at first loose, but aftei-^vards, when
a portion is accurately completed, dip-
ping the face of each into gum, in order
to make it adhere to the paper. The
several portions so completed are then put
together, with a wooden border forming a
shallow trough round them, into which the

Portland cement is poured, which sets the

whole. The paper is then removed from the
face, and when necessary, an iron band is

placed round the work to bind it stronger
together.

Tesseree are formed into paving slabs

thus. Laid /ace downwards, on a perfectly

flat slate, in the pattern or design required.

Size and shape of the slab is given by strips

of wood or slate fastened round the tesserse.

Portland cement is poured on the backs of

the tesserse, and two layers of common red
tiles are added in cement, thus formin? a
flat and strong slab, which is fitted for laying

down as pavement.
The bettor tUes and the larger tesserse for

pavements are laid separately, on a carefully

prepared foundation of fine concrete, and
then set in fine sand.

Another process, the invention of Mr.
Minton Campbell, is an attempt to combine
the mechanism and durabUity of mosaic
with the freedom of oil i>ainting. It consists

in the preparation of a surface composed of

tesserse of a hexagon form, held together by
potter's flux. The extent of this surface may
be either that of the whole picture or of any
portion that may be desirable. This surface is

painted with vitreous colours by the artist,

and the whole is formed into one mass by
the usual process of baking. Its advantages
are said to be that an unlimited variety of

shades can be obtained without the heavy
cost of ordinary mosaic. Specimens of this

work may be examined by the students on the

grand staircase of the ceramic gallery at

South Kensington, but it can hardly be
called true mosaic, as the joints of the

tessei-SB are almost entirely concealed by the

thickness of the painting and the operation

of the flux.

In estimating for mosaic, as for everything

else, it must be reckoned that there are

masters in the art, who can always command
superior prices, as well as ordinary workmen.
The cost of work also will be much affected

by the number and variety of figures intro-

duced into the design, which occupy more
time and require higher skill than plain work.
The variety of colours also affects the cost,

some colours being more difficult to manu-
facture than others ; reds and purples are

the most expensive, but gold and silver mo-
saic, especially silver, are more expensive

than common tints. It is not far from the

average to say that gold and silver tessei'ce

are about double the value of coloured. The
cost of the cartoon also must be added to

the account, and it may prove a considerable

item when designed, as it should be for im-
portant works, by an artist of eminence. In
estimating the general cost of decorating the

interior of St. Paul's with mosaics, a few
years ago, Mr. Penrose calculated that for

work at 40 or 50ft. from the eye, where fine

work was imnecessary, 25s. per foot would
cover the entire cost, including plaster work,

and everything, but that the spandrels, each

containing about 270ft. of finer work, would
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cost about £500 each. Tho portraits of
artists at Soutb Kensington contain about
^ sq. yards each, and their average price was
about £H0, which however did not include
any payment to tho artists for designs. Ifwc could capitalise all tho amount which has
to bo spent for repairs, repainting, mid
cleaning of other kinds of decorations, it
would appear that although the first cost of
mosaic IS somewhat higher, its permanence,
and fadeless brightness, would render it
reaUy cheap in the long run.
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WATER-COLOUR PAINTINGSAT THE GERMAN ATHEN^UM

A T the German Athenoemn in Mortimer-
XI. street, Regent-street, a choice coUection ofpamtmgs and drawings is to be seen, which wiUremam on view tiU the 5th of May The
works compnse pictures and studies by L. AhnaTadema, A^.A.

; Gmdo Bach, J. W. Bottom-
ley, Carl Haag, Hubert Herkomer, Sir F
Leighton, P.R.A. E Long, A.R.A., Edward

S pT ff' ^^•' ^X^"e«. Dante G. Rossetti,
S. r^Wa ts, R.A., Otto Weber, R. Lchmann

Wlustler, &c. Mr. Ahna Tadcma is repre-
sented by a small cabinet picture of extreme
beauty of execution, lent by Dr. Max
^chlesiDger. The subject, entitled "The
Appeal, 18 conceived in a thoroughly classical
spirit. A hght-hairedgu-1, in Itahan drapery, isrestmgupona long marble seat which extends
the whole length of the picture. It is, ap-
parently, the parapet of a bridge, for just abovethecopmga narrow streak of sea is apparent.Jn a recumbent position, lying full length on the
seat by her side, is a dark youth, barefooted,who has put a question to the girl. The medi-
tative mood of the maiden's face, her Hnger to
lip, IS exceedingly expressive ; but the beauty ofthe composition, simple as it is, is the ideal
sentiment and charming repose convoyed. The
marble and the reflected Ught on the parapetand seat are alone worth in.spection, no less than
Wie qmet colounng and transparency. GuideBach IS so weU known as an artist, that
It wiU bo unnecessary to say his sketches

if
,yater-colonr are wonderful in their

oreaclth and dexterous manipidation. We notea Doorway at Plymouth," a sketch of an ex-
ceedingly good architectural feature, in which
the colours are laid on with exceUent efeect

;

tbc cooler shadows upon the warm-toned surface
ot the stones are broadly managed, and the effect
ot roughness produced by some clever dragaine-
of the dry brush. As an architectural sketchm colour this one wiU weU repay the architect.The od sketches by Mr. H. W. B. Davies, R.A
are freshly coloured ; the smaller sketches, ofwhich there are four, exhibit some of the hig-her
excellences of landscape paintmg. We remark
the dehcatc, yet broad, treatment of foUage and
grass

;
the moonUght sketches are also exqiSsitely

true and careful. Mr. Carl Haag sends a large
watercolour three-quarter figiu-e entitled "EiSeDrmdisohe Novize." The picturesque costume
ot the girl carrying a bunch of mistletoe in onehand and a sickle in the other, betokens her
oflice; the face is sweetly expressive, and thegleam of hght on the cheek and her golden hairare pamted with extreme deUcacy. Mr. Hubert
llerkomer lends several portraits—all of them
charactenstio of that power and individuaUty
for which he IS noted. The portraits of his
father and mother are life-Ufe and vigorous; tho
modelling of features and texture of skin are
masterly. We may particularly call attention to
theportra.tof"An01dLady,"andthatofhi8child
which e-xhibit m a marvellous manner the power

^^M^^T^- "««"«o° of tte artist. These,ana 31r. Edwin Long's series of studies of heads,pamted in Cairo, Baalbec, Damascus, Granada
andTangiers, of which there are twenty exhi-
bited, form a coUection of great interest to theadmirer of portraiture and character, that cannotbe surpassed. A picture in oil, of considerablefeehng, mellow m tone, is Mr. G. Pope's "Daily
^reaa. It represents a widow artist seated inher studio, painting, a httle girl behind her
chair, with a picture-book in her hand. Mr.
Ji. J

.
Poynter, R. A. , exMbits four studies. Theprincipal one is a cartoon for a pietiu-e in char-

coal, representing "Perseus." Mr. Poynterhas, apparently, taken the myth in which theson ot /eus .arrives at the abode of the Ciorgonsihe composition is perhaps a httlo too much

broken up. The charcoal study for a picture ism our opinion, more successful. Mr. G. f!
Watts, R.A., sends a very impressive, though
gloomy, picture of largo size, caUed "Death "
wlut'li certainly, whatever its merits, is rather
repulsive to the feelings. In the gloom of night
under a massive arch, Uko that of Waterlo.^
Bridge, which occupies the whole canvas
crouches a poor, foriom woman, tightly wrappedm her scanty garments, nesthng up to the arch
as If to procure warmth. We might mistake it
tor sleep had not the painter given us the drawn
and rigid features of de.ath. The hushed oniet-
ness of lught, the faint outhne of a dome
beneath the arch, and the reflected lights in the
water are powerfuUy painted. Three studies of
heads m red chalk, by Dante G. Rossetti, must
be noticed for the- poetical sentunent conveyed
in the countenance, no less than for th» execu-

'TV-.-^T,,^''- ^"f°'' Riviere, A.R.A ,exhibits a chalk composition of forcible character
entitled "Acta^on." Several smaUer pictures
caU for attention. Mr. N. ChcvaUcr's sketch of
a mountain valley or gkde is an extremely clever
study of tinted foliage, the high hghts beingopaqi^ upon a channing transparent ground
Mr. W. Kumpel's charcoal drawing, "Sport"
is a study of much merit ; here the forest of

tZ"L i\\''^^*
""'^ "^''^^ '^ vigorouslytown and the same artist's "Beeehel in theNew Forest" are remarkably clever in theteUmg effect of broad washes of colour WecaMot omit to mention a composition drawing

entitled "Spring," a festive procession in thfNew Forest by R. Huttula; "In Tow," byArthur Hopkms, a very clever sketch of waterana twat ploughing the waves
; and "TheHig-h-

and Home," by W Small ; and H. F. BluhSi's

^^T^k'"'^''",^^^^^y ^- Lo^^^Btamana J Whistler, and some works by F. WalkerA.R.A. J. Wolf, and W. Bottomly. fJ;
powerfid drawing and grouping, precision, anddehcacy of techmcal quaUties, the German school
ot artists many of whose works are to be seen
here, will well repay study.

in water and mountainous or rocky scenery MrFairman 18 aufait. A series of fine sketches in

H*..i r.?'' i"<^??° ««°'''7 '" "-at "'"ft beau-
tiful of the lyew Eiigluiid States, Maine, illus-
trate tho artist's undoubted abihty for land-
scape

; and we notice one or two clever studies ofrock and blue eea from the Massachusetta
coast.^, m one tho stratification of the meta-
morphio rocks is peculiarly inclined, and apixjars
to have been tiroken off. Those who are
mterestcd in scenery of this description will weUbe repaid by a vmt to the Condilit-street Gal-
lery. fhe pictures are all studies from Natureana m the close rendering of some of her
grandest aspects the artist has displayed both
stall and technical knowledge

COL. JAMES FAIRMvlN'S PICTCTIES
AND STUDIES.

A N exhibition of pictures and studies by the

i\ IT" ^nt'eman is now open at 9, Con-
duit-street, the coUection comprising chiefly

Umted States. Col. Fairman is a pointer ofmuch power, and his pictures, if they do notequal some of tho.se of our gifted landscape
artists, have nevertheless quaUties that willcommand attention. The finest is certainly hisgrand soa-piece, "The Power of the Sea," astudy froni the west coast of Ireland, which for
gTaudeurofcompo.sitionandbreadthofhandlingis
of considerable merit. A heavy sea is dashhig
over a rocky coast, the white eiu^ of the wavesteng set olf against a black thunder-charged
sjcy. lhepa.inter has seized one of the grandest
moods, and tho roUing masses of water as theytmnble over the sunken reef are painted with
impressive force and Uqiudity. " The Indian's
Adieu to his Native Valley, U.S.A." is a simi-
larly large piece, with a touch of sentunent in itIhe scene is supposed to be in Maine, a broad fer-
tile vaUey, backed by mountains upon which sun-
shine and cloud have thrown an entrancing effect
of hght and shadow, and is being viewed by two

It 7,\°*^''"'- ^''*<"' ^'"'"if"!' P^-haps, it isintended to convey the refiections of the nativeswho have been di-iven from their beautiful
coimtry to the West by the Government. Withgooa judgment, the artist has not intruded bvsize or detail, his figures, which are, in this 'andother pictures, the least successful part of his

T°l .*:? °°t'«e another picture, called "TheLake of the Great Spirit," suggested by theIndian leg-end that He appeared in the clouds ofthe sunset sky. It is a vast plain, Ut up by agolden-red sky, the lurid cloudsoverhead LZi-
nf^»ln^f°T

"* '^'i 'raagined deity. As a painterof architectural subjects. Colonel Fairman is lessat home
;
yet " The Golden Gate, Jerusalem," isnot without merit

; the curved entablature of thegateway is carefully drawn. Another pleasing-
seascape IS "Long Branch, near New Yot"'^showing the remains of a burnt vessel and some
cleverly-pamted sea. "The Plains of Sharonfrom tho Mountains of Judiea" is a bright piece

Lakeot the White Swan, U.S.A.," "AMoun-
tamToiTent mthe Highlands," as showing that

ROTTEN ROADS.
Tl/TANT of our suburban roads are a real dig-
-LTJ_ grace to a civilised community, and thecause m nine cases out of ten may be traced toan unsatisfactory adjustment of the parocliial
boundaries, or to an imperfect system of super-
vision. It IS scarcely necessary for us to men-
tion mstances of bad and uncared-for roadwaysm the motropoUs; they are foimd by himdrods
in the outskirts of smaU residential locahliesand though repeatedly brought before the pubUc
authonties by letters in the local papere, are
destined to remain so. But it is of little u(i- tocomplam so long as we see mUes of roadway
formed upon undrained ground, the inequalities
of wluch are made up of nibbi.-^h heaps. InSouth London, no less than in the outskirts ofthe metropolis on the north-east, we may examine
several roads which have been made up of
scavengers' material," utterly imsuitcd to formroad foundations, repugnant to our sense of pro-

pnety, and certainly a source of danger to
health In what way such refuse can he de-
posited tor this purpose it may not be difficult
to discover; perhaps there is a contract with
the scavenger of the district to deposit his rub-
bish at a certain place ; however this may bewe have a right to be infomed by whose aiitho-!nty such roads are constructed. In spi-eadine-
road materials there is also, from want, of super-
vision a great deal of waste ; the layers are notput on regularly, while the rotten substratom
tonus a soft, squeezable substance that soon
produces holes and ruts. Some usefid sinrgeB-
tions on this matter are given in Mr T Cod-
nngton's recently-pubUshed treatise on the
Maintenance of Macadamised Roads " latelr

noticed by us. Speaking of this, ho says—" A
cubic j-ard of stones bi-oken to a 2in. -gauge will
cover about 30 square yards, so that CO cubic
yards would only coat about a quarter of a mile
tour yards wide. In this case each part of the
road would be coated once in foiu- years, and itmust have sufficient strength to stand the wear
ot tour years." Now in many roads the irre-
giUar wear is qmte ignored, and we see everynow and then a coating of new gravel placed
alike on the unworn as weU as the worn parts.
Ihe ettect of this treatment must be obviously to
waste material and to add thickness to pl^es
thick enough to bear traffic. Materials should
only be laid on the parts that require them, and
the object should be to bring the road to a imi-
fonn thickness throughout, .\nother weak pointm the system of road-repairing or laying is that
the hands employed to spread' the material are
not the most skUled in detecting the weak points
of the road or m preser\-ing the cross sef^tion of
it. We have noticed many roadways upon which
the most careless spreatUng takes place. Bnt
one of the principal point.s to observe in repairinir

^ to apply the fresh material in the least w.aste-
ful manner upon those depressions or -slacks"
of the road which require it. As in aU good
workmanship, there is an art here. The common
method is to make the patches of new gravel
square, by which a large part of the material is
wasted at the comers. The worn hoUows are
invariably rounded or oval, sometuues irregular
and the art is to fUl these hoUows to theu- exact
size and shape, and these patches will be found
to be rather long and spindle-shaped, the ends
being tapered to a point or very nearly so Un-
less this precaution be attended to there are spots
where the water wiU Ue, and the patching in
fame produces unevenness and rotten i-oadwayg
Referring to the kind of material that produces
the most economical result, we may observe that
the French engineers have assigned certain
values to cUtferent materials, and these are caUed
" oo-efficients of quaUty," but they have littlo
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prsctioal value, inasmuch as actual wear or

traffic most bo considered under particular eir-

cnnutances. Tho harder limestones have ad-

vantsftes : thoy bind easily, the detritus mixed
with the lime forming a kind of mortar which
unites tho materiala. Chalk flints and o^ravel

make good roads, and in the southern districta

these materials are largely employed. Hard
<]uartzose grits are recommended ; and the idea

of oombiniug tho coarser with the fine or cement-
ing ingredients seems to be the correct one. A
certain qoautity of clayey gravel or chalk is

necessary to make a coarse pebbly gravel bind
well, and these materials may be sometimes
added with good effect.

CAMPAlflLES AT SOUTH KENSIJTGTOX.*

IN the architecture of other countries there are
many features which at first sight do not

commend themselves to the English taste.

Among these are the campaniles of the North of

Italy. With the form of the Leaning Tower at

Pisa everyeducated Englishman has been fanuliar

since his childhood ; but he has been brought up
to admire it rather as a curiosity than on account
of any merits in its design or workmanship.
Giotto's tower at Florence he considers a "pretty
thing," though he has misgivings as to its

architectural "correctness ;
" and he is usually

pleased with the bell tower of the Palazzo
Vecchio, in the same city. But there is a type
of campanile veiy common in Northern Itidy

which few Britons admire imtil told that it is

the proper thing so to do ; we refer to the plain-

sided, square-based towers, sormounted by open
i>elfries, capped by short spires. A very eminent
authority on architecture, Mr. Fergusson, in his

handbook, expresses what we venture to think
was in pre-Ruskinite days the opinion of our best
.architects on the subject. He tells us that
•' throughout the whole of the middle ages the
Italians retained the original square form" of

tower, " making them as broad at the summit as

at the base." And he goes on to say, "with
very few exceptions they are without buttresses,

or any projection at the angles to give them
even an appearance of strength." That they
Jiave been strong enough to retain their positions

since the middle ages does not seem to have
satisfied the great architect. The consequence
of their apparent want of support he considered
to be that when a spire was placed " on such an
edifice as this, it always fitted awkwardly"

;

and he finds fault with the mediteval Italians

because "they never understood the art of pre-
paring for the spire," "first by the graduated
buttresses of the base, then by the strongly-
marked vertical lines of the upper part of tho
tower, and, above all, by the circlet of little

spirelets round the base of the central spire that
made it an absolute necessity of the composition."
Mr. Ruskin was, we believe, one of the first of
•our fellow-countrymen to go into raptures over
these etructures ; having canonised Turner, he
proceeded to beatify campaniles. Without
•committing ourselves entirely to lus opinions on
the subject, we agree with him that there is

much to be said in support of the beauties of
these North Italian bell-towers, despite their
non-accordance with English views of belfry-
hnilding. Mr. Ruskin describes the campanile
-of St. Mark's at Venice, which is a good speci-
men of the style, as owing "none of its effect

io ornament,' as being built " as simply as it

well can be to answer its ptirpose," with "no
buttresses, no external features whatever," " one
bold square mass of brickwork." He further
4e8cribe8 it as having " double walls, with an
ascending inclined plane between them, with
apertures as small as possible, and these only in
necessary places, giving just the right light re-
qnired for ascending the stair or slope, not a ray
more ; and the weight of the whole relieved only
by the double pilasters on the sides, sustaining
Ismail arches on the top of the mass, &c."
A few lines later he adds, "Then, when
the necessary height is reached, tho bel-
iry is left open, as in the ordinary
Romanesque campanile, only tho shafts more
slender, but severe and simple, and the wliole
crowned by an much spire as the tower would
carrv, to render it more sei-viccable as a land-
mark." This arrangement, he observes, " is

repeated in numberless campaniles in Italy."
He then proceeds to compare the aforesaid tower

* Prom the Saturday Review.

to on of th e :H,ual English type, very much to

th' •' .adv.-ntnge of the latter. Indeed his

opinion of our native spires or bell-towers is so

low that he goes the length of saying that " the
four or eight pinnacled things we call towers in

England (as in York Minster) are mere con-
fectioner's Gothic, and not worth classing." We
have no wish to enter into the merits or demerits
of any bell-towers, and our only object in making
the above quotations has been to show that Mr.
Ruskin is the great prophet in this country of

North ItaUan campaniles, and that we might
nattirally expect those who introduce them into

England to be his disciples. But we shall refer

to this presently.

Within the last few years there have been a

few attempts at erecting Italian campaniles in

this country, but they have not generally been
on a large scale. The plainness of their arrange-
ment has probably made sume church-builders
adopt it for economy sake, and they have, as the

modem builder's phrase puts it, "run up " cam-
paniles which are libels on Italian architecture.

At last there appeared to be some promise of a
satisfactory specimen of the style in our metro-
polis. Overshadowing one of the most deserted

and little cared-for spots in London—need we
say that we refer to the Horticultural Gardens F

—two square-based masses of building suddenly
sprouted from the ground, and out-topped the

long line of the unfinished museum. At first

even the Ruskinite was puzzled by these twin
apparitions ; btit as they rose higher he fancied

he recogTiised a likeness in them to the bases of

his favourite towers, and as they advanced the

similarity became more and more marked. It

was not, however, until the open work at the

tops began to show itself that he permitted him-
self to indulge the hope that they were to be as

children say, "really and truly" campaniles.

Even then he was perplexed. What could they
be for ? Dismis.sing the idea that, like the gar-

dens and conservatories beneath, they were to be
allowed to become ruins, and like them, were
intended to be exhibited to strangers at a shilling

a head, after the manner of other ruins, he clung
to the hope that they were perhaps destined

to summon the neighbouring devotees to

the High chiu-oh and the Low church of the
district, a chime of bells in a different key being
hung in either tower to distinguish the one from
the other. Only two other possible explanations

remained—one that beU-ringing contests were to

bo included among the artistic accomplishments
at South Kensington, tho other tliat one belfry

was to announce to visitors at the Museum the
approach of trains bound for the Mansion Houre,
and its neighbour that of those bound for

Bishopsgate- street. But, like all other great

works at South Kensington, the towers advanced
more rapidly than the thoughts of deliberate

thinkers, and before any definite conclusions as

to their probable use had been arrived at by tho
diktianti of Queen's-gate, the campaniles were
finished. Their last stones showed a striking

peculiarity. Instead of the spires being brought
to comparatively sharp points, they were very
blunt and curious in shape. As we looked at

them, we remembered that the figure of an angel
stood upon the spire of the campanile which
occurred first to our memories; so we imme-
diately concluded that those broad apexes were
intended to support colossal bronzes which
should excel even the Albert Memorial in

their magnificence. We looked daily for the
appearance of the angels, and at last saw
something very different at tho top of one
of the towers. We hesitate to describe what
met our eyes ; but truth compels us to say that,

instead of an angel, we saw a volume of tlxick

and black smoke issuing from the summit of the

spire, in a manner which reminded us far more
of Birmingham than of Venice, and of the
Inferno than of the abode of angels. Rejecting
the dreadful thought which at once occurred to

us, we endeavoured to persuade ourselves that

tho campanUo was on fire, and were horror-

striken at the thought of the large amount of

public money wliich might thereby be wasted.

When, however, after patient watching, the
campanile continued to eject dirty smoke in a

very profes.sioual and ehimney-liko manner, we
became reassured as to the safety of the struc-

ture, although we do not know that we were
less unea'-y about the waste of public money

;

and when the horrible tnith flashed upon us, we
should almost have been glad to have seen the

building burnt to the ground.

We showed just now that Mr. Ruskin is the

gre.at apostle of Italian caiT. r.anUes, and that he
is the chief authority tn their merits. Lotus,
therefore, test these siacxing campaniles at South
Kensiugton by his standard. Writing of the

virtues of architecture, he says : — " We have
thus, altogether, three great branches of archi-

tectural virtue ; and we require of any building

:

—1. That it act well, and do the things it was
intended to do in the best way. 2. That it

speak well, and s.ay the tilings it was intended to

say in the best words. 3. That it look well, and
please us by its presence, whatever it has to do
or say." Now with regai'd to the first of these

three rules we have no complaint to make ; the

cliimney c\'idently draws well enough—too well

if anything ; but as to tho second, we can only
say that the tower spoke as plainly as tower
could speak, and said it was going to be a belfry

andabelfryonly, and that it afterwards turnedout
that in so saying it told what is termed,
in schoolboy parlance, "tho biggest lie" over

told by tower. Possibly its builders might defend
it by saying that it was intended to tell a lie, and
that therefore it did " say the tilings it was in-

tended to say in the best words." How the dis-

ciples of Mr. Ruskin can reconcile all this with
the "Lamp of Truth," of which he makes such
a point in his Seven Lamps of Architecture, we are

unable to say. As to the third nde, '
' that it

looks well, and pleases us by its presence, what-
ever it has to do or say," we deny that a thing
which is such a gross violation of every sense of

art, beauty, or association—we had almost added
decency—can possibly look well, or please by its

presence, " whatever it has to do or say." Tho
great high priest of campaniles particularly

directs his followers not to mix ornament with
business, and warns them against using golden
ploughshares or binding ledgers in enamel ; he
tells themnot to thrashwith 8culpturodflails,norto
put bas-reliefsonmillstones; andherewe findthem
concealing an engine-chimney with the decora-

tions of an Italian bell-tower. After this we do not
think that tho house-agents at Queen' s Gate are

likely to let a house to the critic who wrote many
pagcsin praise of tho lampof truth in architoctui'e,

and called England "a machine and devil-driven

country." The same writer laments that "there
is not a tradesman's sign, nor shelf, nor counter
in all the streets of all oui' cities, which has not

upon it ornaments which were invented to adorn
temples and beautify kings' palaces" ; that

there is not "the smallest advantage in them
where they are," being there "absolutely value-

less, utterly without the power of giving plea-

sure," only satiating the eye and vulgarising

their own forms. He admits that "many of

these are in themselves thoroughly good copies of

fine things '

' ; adding sadly, '
' which tilings wo

shall never, in consequence, enjoy any more.'

"Shall we over enjoy campaniles any more? " is

a question which those who happen to have
windows looking upon the smoking tower
under notice may not unnaturally ask

themselves. Here is a fine form vulgarised,

a form of ornament invented to adorn a temple,

absolutely valueless and utterly without the

power of giving pleasure. Why, in the name of

art, of science, and of common sense a chimney
could not be built like a chimney we have yet to

learn ; nor are we at all certain that a well-built

factoiy chimney is much less gi'aeeful in its way
than a campanile. It may be replied that its

associations spoil it. Why, then, spoil campaTiiles

by giving them the same associations? It is

pos.sible, indeed, that South Kensington miglit

indignantly repudiate the authority of Mr.
Buskin, and even declare war against his jirin-

ciples. If this be tho case, we congratulate

South Kensington on tho refinement of its

cruelty. To take its enemy's favourite child,

and expose it to shame before the eyes of

fashionable London, would be a bitter revenge
indeed. Perhaps the duties of inflicting tor-

ture, which were formerly allotted to tlie oifii'ials

at the Tower, are transferred to the authories at

South Kensington.
If the hint thus given by the highest art

oflicials in the kingdom is acted upon by our

manufacturing fellow-countrymen, we may
expect in a few years, whenever wo travel

through the Binningham or Manchester disti'icts,

to see volumes of black smoke emerging from
models of the dome of St. Paul's cathedial or

even St. Peter's, of Giotto's tower, of the spire of
j

Slrasburg Cathedral, of tho Groat Pyramid, of j

Cleopatra's Needle, and even of those "paltry!
jjinnaelcd things" the towers of York MinstMJ
and Westminster Abbey. Who knows that
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may not become the fashion to make donuetic
chmin'js also in the form of "gwKl copies of
fine tilings, wliioh tilings wo shalliiever, in con-
sequence, enjoy imy nioreV" We may live to see
the roofs of our houses covered with '' tall-boys "

made after the pattern of the pinnacles on the
roof of Milan Cathedral, and cliinmey-pots in the
form of Etruscan vases. South Kcu.siugtou will
then, we suppose, feel satisfied that it has made
England a really artistic nation. In the mean
time, duriug our ivanderings at Florence, Venice,
or Verona, wo shall be haunted by the dreadful
thought that, in lookiug upon tlic campaniles of
the past, wo see tlio factory chimneys of the
future.

EOTAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHI-
TECTS.

AN ordinary meeting of the Institute was
held on Monday evening, tlie President,

Mr. Charles Bariy, in the chair. The following
g'entlemen were elected to membership :—As
Eellow—William Henry Clark, Leon Cliambers,
J3ristol. As Associates—Spencer William Grant,
14, Duke-.street, Adelphi, W.C. ; Walter
Wheeler, 2.5, Boseobel-gardeus, St. Jolm's
Wood, N.W.

; Robert Clamp, 20, Scale-lane,
Hull

; and Isaac Steane, 22, Little Park-street,
Coventry. As Honorary Associates—Sir Francis
P)iilipCmdiiie-Owen, K.C.M.G., C.B., Diieetor
of the South Kensington Museum, The Resi-
Jenees, South Kensington, S.W. ; Hsniy Staeey
Mirks, R.A., 1.3, Hamilton-terrace, N.W.

;

Edward John Poynter, E.A., 28, Albert-gate,
S.W. ; Hnd the Kt. Hon. Richard Assheton
Cross, M.P., Secretary of State for the Home
Department, 53, Ecclestou-square, S.W.
The Seceetaey (Mr. Wliiti) read a letter from

the MetnipoUtau Board of Works, stating that
the board will have great pleasure iu complying
with the request of the Institute for copies of
3)lans, and forwarding four series of plans : those
relating to the proposed Tower Bridge, to build-
ing site-i offered by the board to be let by tender,
to the improvement schemes proposed under the
Aj-tisans' Dwellings Act, ISTo, and a plan of the
jnetropolis sliuwing the properties coudeiLned
under the recent Streets Improvements Act.
The Cnmniissioners of Sewers for the City
of London had also promised to forward plans of
the two s'-hemes about to be carried out under
the Artisans' Dwelling Act.

Mr. VuLLiAMY, architect to the Metropolitan
Board of Works, said instructions had been
given him by the board to foi-ward to the Insti-
tute all plans of improvements and of vacant
land available for letting.

JMPEOTEStESTS IN GLASGOW, AXB ITIE CITY IM-
PEOVEMEXT ACTS : OEIGIX OF THE AETISAJNs'
EWEIilXGS ACT.

Sir James Watson, hon. associate, read a
Xaper bearing the above title, and exhibited a
series of maps, plans, models, and photojiraphs,
illustrating the condition of Glass.'ow before the
pa>8ing' of the Glasgow Improvement Act, 18C6,
and at the present time.

It wiU be generally admitted, he remarked,
that if we would seek to elevate the ereat mass
of our industiial population in our large cities

throughout the kingdom, we must endeavour to
provide them with comfortable dwelhugs. If
the home of the working man be cheerless, dark
and unwholesome, the result will naturally be to
diive him to the use of intoxicating liquors and
too often to the publichouse. A strong feeling
of this has long existed in Scotland, and with
the view of furthering it, movements have been
made both in Edinburgh and Glasgow, especially
80 in the latter, and the movt ments, although
eomewhat retarded by the too often injudicious
conduct of the workmen themselves, with their
strikes and trades unions, have been attended
"(vith beneficial results. Evci-v stranger who
visits Scotland mu>t be stnick with the difference
€xi^tiug between the dwellings of the humbler
classes in Scotland as compared with tho.ie in
England. In England they generally reside in
self-contained brick buildings, whereas in Scot-
land they almost entirely live in large stone
t< nements divided into separate flats, with more
than one family on each flat. But a still more
striking contrast consists in the fact that a large
number reside in nnrrote Innes or closes in the older
pjirts of the principal towns in Scotland, and
although many of these lanes have been removed
there are s-till a considerable number inhabited
by tliis class of the popidation. The old style of

Imilding was to erect large sloiie ienements
fronting tlie stj-cet, with gardens behind, but as
population increased large blocks of liouscs
came to be built on thcBito of tlievo gardens, and
stretching back as far aa from 200 to 280 feet.

Dividing these high tonoments wore uaorow
passages, or closes of from tliroo to four feet
wide. Tills system of building long prevailed
tlu'oughout the large towns of Scotland. In a
work published in 1736 giving a liistory of
Glasgow, the author, Mr. McUro, after enumer-
ating the eleven streets whidi then constituted
the entire town, compares it to a comb with
teeth on each side, the streets forming the centre
or wood of the comb, and the teeth on each side
representing the narrow lanes or closes. Maps
published iu 1770 and 1800 show tliatiu the part
of the city then built (and when the population
amounted only to about forty thousand) this
system then prevailed. Ono is tempted to inquire
what could be the reason which induced parties,
when ground was comparatively cheap, to resort
to such a style of building. In all probability
it was resorted to for protection during the
troublous times which so long existed in Scotland
when families lived inmasses to g-uard themselves
from the I'aids of hostile elans or the oppression
of the feudal barons. The early liistory of Glas-
gow is interestiuff. Originally it was a bishopric
founded by David I. in 1120, who built u mag-
nificent cathedial and richly endowed it. Houses
gradually clustered around it ; a university was
founded in H50, when the population amounted
to 1.500. As population increased ground rose in
value, and builders taking advantage of the old
system, and beintr without any Building Act to
prevent them, filled up almost every inch of
available ground in the centre of the city. The
houses in these clases and lanes were long occu-
pied by respectable people, but gradually
deteriorated, and particularly so from and after
1847, by an influx of population from the rural
districts of Ireland, bring with them habits
which, however innocuous among the bogs of
Ireland, were quite unsuited to the densely
crowded parts of a large city. This class
took possession of the closes, and greatly
increased the overcrowding. In some of
these closes from GOO to 800 people came to be
huddled together. In 1806, when the Improve-
ment Act passed, the density of the population
in some parts of the city amounted iu some cases
to COO, and in others to about 1,000 per acre.
The houses in these closes were generally old,
dark, and iU-ventilatcd, without sirfHoient
breathing space, and without family accom-
modation, there being only one a.sh-pit, &c., to
each close—sometimes even for tw-o closes—and
when fever or small-pox broke out the results
were appalling. The moral efiect produced was
not less disastrous. Such was the state of Glas-
gow when the Corporation, instigated by Mr.
Bhickie, then Lord Provcst of the city, and Mr.
Can-ick, the city ai-chitect, formed the design of
applying to Parliament for power to purchase
and pull down whole blocks of tliese buildings,
to sweep away these narrow closes, to open
streets through the most densely-populated por-
tions of the city, and to see that in lieu of these
old and wietched houses buildings should be
erected and vacant spaces arranged for, so as
suitably to provide for the growing wants of the
city. Plans were made with the necessary books
of reference for the streets to bo reformed and
buildings to be taken down, and to every house
scheduled notices were given, and an Act of Par-
liament applied for. The area of overbuilt
ground tlius scheduled extended to 88 acres,
being nearly the whole of the old town shown
iu the map of 1800. The plans showed the for-
mation of forty-five new streets or enlarged
thoroughfares. Powers were sought to expend
£1,250,000 on the purchase of these, and to take
down, rebuild, or sell in conformity with the
plans of the now streets or enlarged thorough-
fares. Powers were also sought to borrow money
on securitj- of the buildings, and to impose a tax
on the rental of the city (to be paid by occupiers)
of Cd. per £ for five years, and 3d. per £ for
ten years. The Act passed almost without
opposition in the Se.ssion of 1806. Imme-
diately thereafter a committee was appointed,
over which the author presided, for the
following six years. A tax of Cd. per £ was
impo.sed for the first year, and a bank creeiit for
£45,000 was arranged for until the tax was col-

lected and money borrowed em security of the
trust. A j udicious person (Mr. Lamb) was ap-
pointed to negotiate for the puicchase of property

privately, and as most of the buildings were old

and dilapidated, and the owners willing to dispose

of them, tlio c<jmmitteo succeeded in securing a
considerable amount of property at very mode-
rate rates. By the end of the first year they

found themselves in possession of property to the

extent of £500,512, obtained at from 10 to 14

years' purchase for dwellings, and 18 to 20

years' purcliase for shops. By this time loans

began to come in freely at 4 per cent. The
sixpenny tax, which had raised a great amount
of dissatisfaction and grumbling, was reduced

to fourpence for the second year, at which it

continued for four years. The purchasing went
on, and by the end of the second year a largo

amoimt of property had been secured. Such

owners of proj)erty as were willing to deal at

moderate prices had their property purchased,

wliile those whose demands wore exorbitant were
left over. A rule was laid down that no great

improvement should bo begun in any place which
would enhance the value of the aeljacent pro-

perty until the whole buildings required for such

improvement wore purchased, and the adherence

to this rule has tended much to the success of the

enterprise. For the first two years nothing

farther was attempted than putting the dwellings

into a fair state of repair, and opening up some
of the long clcsoH by the removal of a portion of

the back builelings so as to secure sufficientbreath-

ing space, and playground for the children. The
pressure of the 6d., and afterwards of the 4d. tax,

without the necessary changes being scenjgave

rise to a crusade against the committee. How-
ever, everything was explained, and the good
sense of the public idtimately prevailed. The
proceedings of the committee were narrowly

watched by biuldeis, and when they understood

that large clearances were about to be made,

and remembered how little had been done for

years in the erection of workmen' s houses, they

immceliately commenced operations. The rage

for bidlding workmen's houses went on from

year to year, whole streets of new houses sprung

up, until the supply exceeded the demand. Tho
committee, at first fearing that sufficient house

accommodation might not be found for the dis-

placed popidation, purchased two large lots of

building groimd in the vicinity, costing, includ-

ing sewering and laj-ing out of streets and
squares, £80,6C1, to give off to builders for

erecting workmen's houses at moderate rates.

The plan succeeded and residted in a profit of

£15,000.
In about two years after the pas-jng of the

Act, commenced the demolition of some of the

old and dilapidated buildings which had been

purchased, such tenements as were dens of fever

and disease, and haunts of the criminal classes,

being tiiken down at once. This demolition pro-

cess, however, required to be gradual, as it was
necessary to prove to the sheriff before ejecting

more than 600 persons of the labouring class

that an equal amount of house accommodation

suitable for such class existed or had been other-

wise provided. In this, however, there was no

difBciUty, as the erection by private enterprise of

the new"went on much faster than the demolition

of the old. The clearance thus effected by the

committee, aided as it was by certain railway

operations requiring similar treatment, had soon

a marked effect on the health of the inhabitants,

whereby the mortality, particularly of children,

was considerably lessened. For the first four

years the attention of tho committee was
chiefly occupied with tho purchase of pro-

perty and removals already alluded to. The
rest of the property was put into a sufficient

state of repair and let so as to secure a proper

income. By 1870 the property secured amounted

in value to £735,000, and the money expended to

£764,063, and in 1871, £931,231. In 1871 the

Act was extended five years, and in the same

year the chief constable reports as follows:

—

" Through the operations of the City Improve-

ment and the Union Railway, the city has been

cleared of the foulest dens of profligacy and
crime, and their occupants scattered among a

population breathing a purer atmosphere, thereby

attoreling facilities to the police for bringing the

vicious to justice more easily and certaiidy, than
when the whole formed a concentratcel and com-
bined colony of ruflianism." Fears were at one

time entertained that the elispcrsion of the low
class to other parts of the city might contaminate

these places, but these fears were found to be
groundless. On tho contrary, the sanitary in-

spectors have repeatedly reported that the con-
dStion of the displaced population has been
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improTed, and that, although paying higher

rates for batter lioases in other districU &ey are

Batisfied of ibe adrantagea of the change. About
1871 the improvements began to be carried out

by the sale of the ground with its buildings in

order to oarry out the plan? laid down by the

city architect. Care vas taken not to put much
in the market at one time, and the price obtained
esoeeded ex^Mctations. In all oases the ground
has been disposed of by public sale. The result

of the committee's proceedings to the present

time may be enumerated as follows :

—

^^dfcf"'"'* Ground Sold.

In 1872 .. 988,159 12*,307

„ 1873 .. 1,087,365 180,762

„ 1874 .. 1,241,353 613,112
„ 1875 .. 1,316,008 565,136
„ 1876 .. 1,431,593 774,091

„ 1877 .. 1,487,362 883,634
„ 1878 .. 1,538,971 921,538

The property has been all acquired by private
negotiation with the exception of three jury
trials. The result of the operations has been to
Teoonstruct large portions of the city. "Wide tmd
handsome streets with spacious shops and dwel-
lings have in many cases taken the place of
narrow streets, and lanes of old and dilapidated
buildings. Narrow closes from whence the
criminal classes were wont to issue nightly in
quest of prey are now all but unknown, and
respectable dwellings and warehouse premises
have taken their place. Fever dens have been
removed, and the death rate which was on an
average 29 per 1,000 in 1860, was reduced to 25
per 1,000 in 1876, a sa^-ing of Ufe in a population
of 500,000 equal to 2,000 annually. Last year
the average was 26 per 1,000 notwithstanding the
unusually severe weather during the last mouths
of the year.

_
There are still, however, portions of

the city requiring reconstruction, which are being
attended to by the Commissioners. Ground in
the centre of the city was found to be too high
in price to allow of the erection of workmen's
houses. The buildings, therefore, which were
erected there on the site of those pulled dowa,
have consisted chiefly of shops and warehouses,
along with dwellings for the middle classes.
Those built for the working class have been
erected at some distance from the centre of the
city, where the sites were less costly. The fol-
lowing letter, received from Mr. White, the
Assistant Master of Works, explains one of the
plates exhibited at the meeting, and is an average
specimen of the class of workmen's houses lately
erected :—" Dear Sir,—I send herewith two trac-
ings. Plate 8 is the plan of building erected by
the Magistrates and Council in Warwick-street,
which is 60ft. in width. It consists of four flats,
each flat having two separate dwellings of two
apartments and scullery. The arrangement is
one of the best that exists ; the apartments are
large, the ceilings of good heighf^-viz., 10ft.,
and the height of the building 45ft. 6in. Tlie
free space requisite is three-fourths of this height,
actually it is much greater, as the plan shows.
Plate 9 is the plan of building erected in Dal-
marnock-road, a street of 50ft. in width. The
ground flat is occupied by two shops, each of
which has at the back an apartment which may
be used as a dwelling. The three upper flats
have three separate family dwellings on each flat,
two of them having two apartments, and the
centre one one apartment. The single apartment
I do not approve of, my opinion being that there
should be no separate dwelling of only one apart-
ment. The height of the building is 4.5ft., the
ground flat having a height of 12ft., the others
of 10ft. The free space necessary, in accordance
with the Police Act, is three-fourths of the
height. Kotwithstanding the great care taken
by the Court in examining plans to see that the
arrangements for dwelling-houses are as com-
plete as possible, in some instances it is rendered
unavailing on account of houses, consisting
of three and four or more apartments, and which
when the plans passed the Court, were shown as
and intended to be occupied as one dwelling,
bemg converted into single apartments. If the
proprietors were bound to make application to the
Court, it would not allow such alterations without
sufficient means of ventilation being provided."
By a clause in the Glasgow Police Act, obtainedm 1806, no building in which there are sleeping

apartinents is permitted to bo erected, unless
there be a free space in front of the window cfiual
to at least three-fourth of the height of the wall
in which it IS placed. In streets formed since the

height of the building. Where there are no
sleeping-apartments, it is in the discretion of the

Court to allow the building to bo higher thau the

width of the street by one-fourth. In the old

streets, however, formed previous to the passing of

the Act, there is no such restriction as the widtli

of the street regulating the height of the building.

The consequence is, that large tenements, in

which there sire no "sleeping-apartments, have
been erected in several of our narrow streets,

thereby excluding to a large extent the sunshine,

air, and light of heaven. The restriction as to

the free space in front and boliind all buildings

in which there are slecpiog-apartments, amounts
on au average to about 30rt. of open ground. As
far as the space in front of the building is con-

cerned, it is well adhered to; but as regards the

space behind, the Act is frequently evaded by
j«rties who are proprietors on both sides of a

square erecting tenements with a space of 30ft.

between the buildings in place of COft., which
would be required if the bnildings belonged to

different parties. Thus the 30ft. is made to do
double dijty. This is felt to be paitioularly ob-

jectionable as regards hollow squares, where, as

they are closed on all sides, there is a total want of

air circulation. A very salutary regulation was
introduced into the Police Act, requiring aU
apartments to be of such a size as to admit a

certain amoimt of cubic feet of open space, as

follow :—" If such dwelling-house consists of one
apartment, and was used as a separate dwelling,

previous to the passing of the Act, unless it con-

tains at least 700 cubic feet of space, or, if it was
not so used, unless it contains at least 900 cubic

feet of space. If such dwelling consists of

only two apartments, and was used as a

separate dwelling previous to the jjassing of

the Act, unless it contains at least 1,200 cubic

feet of space, or, if it was not so used, unless it

contains at least 1,500 cubic feet of space. If such
dwelling consists of only three apartments, and
was used as a separate dwelling previous to the

passing of the Act, unless it contains at least

1,800 cubic feet of space, or, if it was not so used,

unless it contains at least 2,000 cubic feet of

space." This is exclusive of closets, presses and
recesses not exceeding four feet in depth, and not

having a separate window therein. By a sub-

sequent clause powers are given to persons ap-

pointed by the Board of Police from time to time
to enter any dwelHng-houso which consists of

not more than three apartments, for the purpose
of measuring, in cubic feet, the space contained

therein, and to mark on or over the outside of the

door ',of any such dwelling-house (if the cubic

contents thereof do not exceed 2,000ft.), or to

affix thereto a ticket on which are marked, in

such position and style as the Board see fit, the
number of such cubic feet, and the number of

persons exceeding the age of eight years who,
without a breach of the provision after men-
tioned, may sleep therein. This provision is,

that when apartments are used for sleeping in by
a greater number of persons than in the i^ropor-

tion of one person of the age of eight years or
upwards for every 300ft. of space, or of one
person of an age less than eight years for every
150 cubic feet of space contained therein, every
personso using or]offering to be used, shall be liable

to a penalty not exceeding five shillings a day
during which it is so used. The overcrowding
which existed previous to the passing of tliis Act
may be learned from the fact that, of 58,003
houses visited in 1806, the year the Act passed,

no less than 4,948 were found overcrowded ; and
such at that time was the scarcity of workmen's
houses, that the police wore unable to carry out
their regulations with effect. The number sum-
moned that year was, therefore, only those of a

very aggravated nature—viz., 953. In 1847, the
Superintendent of Police rejKJrted in regard to

the numbers living in lodging-houses of a low
class, that were he strictlyto enforce the Lodging-
House Regulations, ho would turn out 6,000
persons nightly to the streets. Since the Im-
provement Act same into operation, however, with
the erection of whole streets of houses for the
working classes, it will bo seen by the following
figures how greatly and gradually this over-
crowding has decreased, although from the
nature of the population it will always to a cer-

tain extent exist. In 1871, the number of cases

brouglit before the pobee- court for overcrowding,
after the magistrates began strictly to enforce the
regulations, were, in 1871, 3,143; 1872, 1,741;
1873, 1,162; 1874, 1,.540; 1875, 1,623; 1«7C,

1,446; 1877, 1,247; and in 1878, 1,141. Thu.s,
Act, the width of the street must be equal to the I in 1878, a year of great poverty and want of

employment, the oases were not much more than
a tliird of what they were in 1871. The regula-
tions contained in the I'olice Act in regard to
free space and size of apartments, along with
others for securing sufficient ventilation and
drainage, have tended so fai- to the improved
sanitary condition of the city ; but in this respect
they are still found inadequate to cure the evils

under which we suffer. An application has
consequently been made to the Home Secretary
for a prorisional order giving additional powers.
" If the public health is to bo considered, applica-
tion should be made (our authorities think) to the
Court, and consent obtained before houses of
four, five, and six apartments can be reduced
to houses of one or two apartments. The free

space connected with buildings should be mado
what it was originally intended by the Act, and
hollow squares should for the future be prevented.
The cubic feet of space in the apartments of
small houses should be enlarged, and all drains,
soil pipes, and cesspools be constructed and.

ventilated to the satisfaction of the Dean of

Guild Coui-t and the Master of Works.' This
last is a matter of vital importance te the health
of the commuuity. The Dean of Guild Court, to
which everything conuected with the erection
and superintendence of buildings and formation
of streets is referred, consists of the Dean of

Guild as President of the Guildry, or 3Icrchant-
men, along with three ma.ster-tradesmeu sent by
the Trades House, three merchants from the
Merchants' House, the Master of Work s for the
City, the Fiscal or Public Prosecutor, and a legal

Assessor. No building can be erected until the
plans are submitted, examined and sanctioned by
this Court ; and all alterations affecting the
exterior of any building must also, before being-

executed, pass this Court. A supeirision is kept
over all buildings in coirrse of erection, and when
buildings become daugerous they arc required by
the Court either to bo rendered safe or taken
down. The decision of the Court can only bo
appealed to the Court of Session ; and such is the

care taken in these decisions, that very few are
ever appealed. Tliis Court has proved of the
greatest service to the community. It is evident

that no lasting benefit can bo derived from
Improvement Acts, unless care be taken by
sufficient building regulations to prevent the
recurrence of such evils as these Acts are intended
to remedy. In vain need we spend money to
lessen the density of the population, if buildera

are to be allowed to place erections on every
available inch of ground ; and in vain do we
seek to improve the health and comfort and
morality of the people unless we secure for them
a free circulation of light and air. We
come now to inquire at what cost this has
been effected. In a careful estimate made up by
the author with the aid of Mr. Morrison,

now the chairman of the committee, and Mr.
Nicol, the city accountant, the whole cost of

these improvements at 31st May, 1877, was
found to amount to £178,462, arising from waste
rents, interest of ground for a time unbuilt before

being sold, parliamentary expenses, and expense

of management. The result was made up as

follows :—Ground sold and on hand as valued,

£1,647,332, and ground sold and paid for,

£1,612,504, showing a difference of £34,828.

There have been taxes raised, £283,402, and
taxes are to be raised at 2d. per pound, £80,000,

making a total of £363,462. Fi-om this we must
deduct price of a public park, £40,000 ;

ground
thrown into streets and open spaces, valued at

£100,000, and paving streets and construction of

sewers, £65,000, in all £205,000. There is thus

a net loss of £158,402, which with £20,000
allowed for contingencies, makes the whole
charge to the city, £178,402, as ali-eady stated.

The last point isthe manner in which the dis-

placed popiilation has been provided for. It has

been shown by the chainnan, Mr. Morrison,

that during the first ten years after passing the

Act, say untilthe middle ofthe year 1877, thepopu-
lation displaced was 28,905 ; we must add natural

increase of population requiring accommodation,

say 9,000 annually for ten years, 90,000, atotalof

1 18,965. To meet this there have been provided

within the muuicipaUty accommodation for

202,302 persons, and outside the municipality,

and within half-a-milo radius of the city,

accommodation for at least 100,000, in all

302,302, so that the supply is in excess of the
demand by 183,337 i)crson8' accommodation.
Wlule this provided for all who were able to pay
a moderate rent it entaUed considerable hardship

on a class belonging to a lower strata who lived
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in small houses and rented at £2 lOs. and £3 per
anniuu. Accommodation has been found for
these :— Ist. By a number oi tradesmen vacating'

their old and removing- int/j the newly built

houses ; 2nd. By converting Urge dwellings in

the older parts of the city into single and double
apartments ; 3rd. By the oreution of model
lodging houses, where parties unable to keep a
house are provided with lodging, including fire,

gas, and cooking uteusUs, at Sjd. per night,
or Is. 9d. per week; Sunday gratis. There are
now five of these houses belonging to the Trust,
and two more in course of erection. The cost of
the whole is estimated at £80,000. They are all

well frequented, audareself-supportiug. The con-
struction is peculiar and well adapted for the pur-
pose. A shop or store is attached to each house,
where the inmates can procure such articles as they
require and cook them in the large cooking hall
of the house. There are also cooking depots
throughout the city where good food Is supplied
at very low rates. The proceedings I have
described attracted the notice of Mr. Cross,
the Home Secretary, who requested inform-
ation as to details. He afterwards visited
the scene of these operations, and as the
result brought in and passed the Artisans'
Dwellings Bill, which promises, if taken advan-
tage of, to be of great value to our large cities.

It is deeply to be regretted, however, that so
very few of them have as yet done so, although
in many the reforms alluded to arc loudly called
for.

A discus.sion followed the reading of the paper,
and was continued on Tuesday evening. We
are compelled to hold over our report thereof
till next week.

THE CAKLIOL TOWER, NEWCASTLE.

MR. E. J. SMITH, the Crown Receiver for
Northumberland, held "an inquiry at

Newcastlc-on-Tyne on Saturday, on behalf of

the Lords of the Treasury into the petition pre-
sented against the proposition of the Newcastle
Town Council to remove the Carliol Tower in
connection with the erection of the new free
library. The Sheriff spoke in favour of the
Corporation plan, and pointed out]]that all the
alternative schemes had been fully considered by
the conunittee before they decided upon the one
they sought to carry out. The Commissioner
asked if there was no further point as to how far
it was absolutely indispensable that this tower
should be extingiiished, and as to whether it was
possible to adopt a scheme for keeping the tower
and still carrying out the objects of the Free
Xiibraries Committee. Mr. T. Oliver said he had
such a scheme, and put in a plan showing what
le propo.sed. He said in his design he never
contemplated removing the tower. He proposed
going round about it, as he did in the case of

the erection of the Mechanics' Institute, which
he designed and carried out. In his opinion the
tower should not be removed. It would cheapen
the cost not to remove the tower. Mr. Fowler
pointed out that Mr. Oliver's plan was not a
correct one, and showed the discrepancies in it.

Mr. Oliver said he knew the plan was not correct

;

it was only a rough sketch plan, but it was only
a clerical error. He explained the mistake to

the Commissioner when he put it in. The Com-
mis-sioner said the dimentsions could bo easily

altered ; the building could be carried back a few
feet. Mr. Fowler : The present Mechanics'
Institute cannot be utilised with such advantage
as it otherwise would be if you carried out Mr.
Oliver's plan. The Commissioner: It is a
question of degree on either side. Mr. Fowler
then put in a plan showing the scheme recom-
mended by the Corporation, and said he cal-

cidated that they would save from £5,500 to

£6,000 if it were so carried out. Though it was
not for him to say so. they should have also

a, very hand.some building, which would be a
great improvement to the town. Mr. Oliver
remarked, in regard to his plan, that it was only
a clerical error. He got the jjositiou of the

tower, he might tell them, from one of the sur-

veyors. Surveyors were not, he apprehended,
more correct than arclutects, Mr. Fowler him.self

having made a mistake of some £10,000. Mr.
W. H. D. Longstaffe next addressed the Com-
missioner, and commenced by reading a docu-
ment from Mr. Johnson, architect, who submitted
that if it were ab.solutely necessary to erect the
Free Library on that site, it could be done so as

to preserve the tower, and in a great measure the
very valuable open space, by repeating, with

some modifications, the block plan of the

Mechanics' Institute. Addressing the Commis-
sioner, Mr. Longstatfo spoke of the line of the

old wall roimd tho town, and said its whole
history was perplexing, and for this reason he
did not want a single stone removed. He also

contended that if tho tower were pulled down it

would offend several gentlemen who otherwise

would make handsome presents to the Library.

Mr. Gibson Kyle made some remarks in favour

of retaining tho tower, though had there been
no tower he rather liked Mr. Fowler's plan. Mr.
W. L. Newcombe, architect, said ho spoke in

support of Mr. Oliver's plan, first, as an owner
of property in Higham-place ; and, secondly, as

an architect. The inquiry then terminated.

IRREGULARITIES IN INSTRUMENTS OF
LINEAL ME^ISUREMENT.

IN a paper on '

' Tho Imperial Standard of

Length for Free Public Use," recently read
before the Institution of Engineers of Scotland

by Mr. A. B. AUan, C.E., the author dwells at

some length on the necessity of remembering
and providing for probable inacoiiracies caused
by irregularities in instruments of lineal measure-
ment.
Proceeding to the consideration of long instru-

ments of lineal measurement, the chain may first

receive attention. This instrument, whether
66ft. or 100ft. in length, is, from the nature of

its construction, peculiarly apt to vary in extent.

By the links becoming bent or the joints getting

filled with dirt it possibly may be shortened, but
either of these disturbances give rise to no very
great error, and may readily be detected and
removed. The real defects of the chain consist

in its UabUity to elongation, and this arises from
two distinct actions which cannot bo ascertained

by simple inspection, or conveniently set right

by the engineering surveyor. These are the
wearing of the surfaces which are in contact, and
the opening of the joints. The wearing of tho
surfaces, never very great ab.solutely, may be
relatively great or small, according to the

weather during which the chain is used and the

caro taken in preventing rust. The opening of

the joints, on the other hand, may lead to a
serious stretching, and this is not to be wondered
at when it is remembered that in a chain as

usually made there are no less than 303 joints

all capable of being opened, and which the using

of the chain constantly tends to open. Of course,

the extension due to such action increases with
the continued use of tho instrument, and the

combined effect may be an error easily amounting
to Sin. or Gin. on a length of 100ft. without the

chain exhibiting any apparent symptoms of being
out of order. While not prepared to propose a
new construction of this instrument, Mr. Allan
suggested that there is evident room for some
improvement whereby it would be rendered much
less extensible.

A course of careful observation leads to the
distinguishing of three varieties of tape-lines

depending upon the association of different

degrees of stiffness, with ultimate strengths,

wluch also vary. Thus tkero are (1) tape-lines

which have small idtimato strength, with a
certain amount of elasticity

; (2) those which are
strong and very elastic ; and (3) those which are
strong and stiff. The characteristics indicated

under the first head aio those possessed by
inferior tape-Unes of flimsy manufacture. The
second variety, from its being of a stouter struc-

ture, is no doubt meant by the maker to bo
superior to tho first, but is only so in point of

dm-ability, not of accuracy. The first loses its

elasticity rapidly, and becomes permanently
elongated to an extent eventually exceeding the
range of elasticity. The second loses its elas-

ticity less rapidly, and takes a set of elongation,

increasing so gradually that the tape is most
probably otherwise worn out before its elasticity

is altof;othor exhausted. As regards accuracy of

measui'emcnt both sorts are equally defective,

because even with the most careful handling it is

impossible to avoid error where there is excess of

length or of elasticity in the measuring instru-

ment. It is not unconuuoa to find a 50ft. tape-

line, of the kind first referred to, too long to tho
extent of li or 2in., after a short time's use.

The range ot elasticity of tape-linos of the second
kind and same length is in some cases as much
as Sin. Tape-lines of the third variety are prac-
tically iuextensible, being stoutly made and
devoid of elasticity.

Having thus olaasifiad theee instruments
according to their tondoncy to extension, it Hbould
next be mentioned that they are all liable to
shrink on heooaang wetted. The amount of thia

contraction depeada on tlio condition of the sur-
face of tho tape-line and the length of time it

may have beMi exposed to moisture. In a new
tapo, the Borfaoe being nearly waterproof, the
shrinking is at first rery little, but goes on aug-
menting as the sorfaoe beoomcs worn, until ulti-

mately it may be as much as 2in. on a lenprth of
50ft. However thissliortening, although it may
appear so at Jfirst sight, is in reality of little

oonscqueDce provided it be observed and set

right, as it rreadily may be by simply stretching
the tape to its original length. But care should
be taken that this is only done when the tape
has been thoroughly dried. If this be attended
to, there will be no tendency to shrink again
until the tapo is once more exposed to the in-

fluence of moisture. From the above considera-
tions it becomes obvious that the requisites of a
good tape-lino are strength, stiffness, and a
durable waterproof surface ; and as there are no
means whereby a tape-lino, which is too long,
may be brought back to lasting accuracy, it may
be said of long instruments of lineal measure-
ment, that contraction represents a temporary
variation, whereas elongation is the result of
permanent deterioration. Steel ribbon measur-
ing lines, on account of tho care necessary in

manipidating them, can hardly bo said to bo in
common use. They supply, however, a very
reliable means of measurement, their only
variations being those due to changes of tem-
perature.

. 1 M I

BRITISH ARCH^OLOGICAL ASSO-
CIATION.

THE ninth meeting of the session was held on
Wednesday last ; Mr. SyerCuming, F.S.A.

^cotland), in tho chair. Mr. G. Wright,
F.S.A., detailed the progress of the arrange-
ments for holding the congress at Great Yar-
mouth, and read the progranune of places to be
visited. Mr. J. Brent, F.S.A., described a cup
of Castor ware which had been recently found at

the Pan Rock, Whitstable, a site which has
hitherto yielded only Samian ware, affording

evidence that this remarkable spot was a storing

place for Roman pottery, and not a manufac-
tory. He exhibited also several bronze celts

from Canterbury, &c. In the di8cus.sion which
followed with respect to the pre-historic cha-
racter of some of the articles, the chairman
referred to the numerous pre-historic relics

foimd near London Wall. Mr. Myers, F.S.A.,
exhibited a large collection of terra-cottaobjccts,

collected by him in Asia Minor and Africa, in-

cluding a photograph of a remarkable aqueduct
at Algiers of early Arabic date, recently

destroyed to make way for gas works. He wag
followed by the Rev. M. Mayuard, who pro-
duced an interesting series of very early articles

from Cyprus, among which were some of

Egyptian date and style. Mr. Loftus Brock,
F.S.A., exhibited a fragment of Gothic tracery

work in stone, blackened by smoke, probably
tho result of great fire of 1666. It was found in

some recent excavations at London Wall.
The first paper was by the chairman, and had

for its subject tho seasonable one of '

' Easter
eggs." After referring to the derivation of the
name "Easter" from the Teuton goddess, who
was represented with eggs on her head, he
traced the uses of eggs by many early peoples

and races. In Christian times the Copts sus-

pended them from the roofs of their churches.

They are found in terra-cotta in Etruscan tombs

;

in England they were supposed to preserve the

owners from mischief; in early times there is

abundance of evidence that they were worshipped
by the Celts, and a remarkable custom still

extant in Brittany was dwelt upon. Several

examples of much interest were exhibited, one
with the emblems of Astarto and of Christ,

another of iron, of Russian origin, with repre-

sentation of the Ascension ; and a third, of

Kentish origin, which had been decorated g^ly
in colours. The second pajier was by Mr. C. W.
Dymond, C.E., who described with great
minuteness the present condition of the
" Hurlers " in Cornwall, and the two other sup-
porting circles, there being three in all. Tho
paper was illustrated by an elaborate plan, which
will appear in the "Journal," showing the

position of all tho stones which now exist and
their relation to each other.
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nXUSTRATIOSS.
DESIGNS yOB DE00EAT10K8, BY ALBERT DUEEE.—CABT-

IXGS AT TUB NEW PRBHI8BS OP THE AET UNION OF

IjOSDON.—SOUTH VILLA, EEGBNt'S PAEK.—NEW BOAED

SCHOOLS, HASOTEE-flTEEET.—NOEUAN TOWER, DUEY ST.

EDMUim'f.

OurLithographic Illustrations.

DEOOEATIVE DESIGNS BY AUJEET DUEEB.

Conrrrsunia our series from the drawings by the

old masters, wo publish to-day a reproduction

from one of Albert Diirer's own drawings, illus-

trating some characteristic and spirited designs

for decoration in the style of L. Delia Robbia.

The swag is suggestive, and the cherubs are full

of good drawing and vigour. The want of per-

spective and uncertain way in which the archi-

tectural details are shown is quaint, but unworthy
of Diirer. The original drawing was slightly

tinted with flesh washes and tints of blue and
pink to the drapery. The drawing was ex-

hibited this year at the Royal Academy Exhibi-

tion of Old Masters, and belongs to Mr. Edward
J. Poynter, R.A., who has kindly placed the

drawing at our disposal for publication.

Diirer* 8 monogram is not given as here shown
on the original.

CAEVINOS FEOK THE ABT UNION FOE LONDON NEW
PBEUI8E8, STBAND.

A POETNioHT since we gave the upper and lower
portions of the panels between the first or

principal floor windows of this new building,

and to-day, in obedience to our promise then
made, we publish the central portions of three

out of the set of four panels. "Wo refer our
readers to the remarks already given when the

other details and general drawings were pub-
lished in our pages. Messrs. Mabey, of West-
minster, executed the carvings ; and Professor
E. M. Barry, R.A., is the architect of the
building.

SOUTH VILLA, INNEB CIECLE, EEOENT's PAEK.

The Crown lease of South Villa was purchased
by Mr. T. J. Waller several months ago. The
former house was a work in the Doric style, by
Mr. Decimus Burton, which had been added to
at various times. After milking some attempts
in the direction of enlarging the premises, it was
finally determined by Mr. Waller that nothing

short of rebuilding would suffice for his wants,
and be worthy of the beautifvil surroundings, and
he instructed Mr. Gundry, architect, of the
Adelphi, to prepare plans for the new house,

which we illustrate by our double-page view
with plan this week.

BOAED SCHOOLS, HANOTEB-STOEET, ISLINGTON.

One of the most picturesque schools wliich Mr.
E. R. Robson, the architect to the London
School Board, has built in London, is that which
we illustrate this week. The building is situated

in Hanover-street, Islington, and overlooks the
canal, as will be seen by the view which we give.

This is taken from the drawing which Mr.
Robsou exhibited last year at the Royal
Academy. The style is charactcri-stic of Mr.
Robson's work, and the materials used are stock

brick for the general walling, ^\-ith red and cut

brick dressings, and red tile roofs. The school

provides accommodation for 2C4 boys, '2C4 girls,

and 300 infants, making a total of 828 scholars.

THE NOEILAN TOWEE, BUEY ST. EDMUXd'S.

This fine example of Nonnan architecture

formed originally one of the two principal

entrances to the'grounds of St. Edmund's Mon-
astery ; its erection was begun in 1117, and
completed in 1130. The other gateway (now
known as the Abbey gate) , which was probably
of similar character, was destroyed dui-ing the

sacking of the Monasteiy by the townspeople in

1327, and rebuilt soon aftei-wards in later style.

In the '
' Journal of the Archaeological Associa-

tion," will bo found a full description of the

remains of this interesting Abbey, by Mr.
Gordon M. Hills, and in the Building News of

August 13th, 18G9, a report of a paper on the

same subject, read by Mr. Morant before the

Royal ArehoMilogical Institute when at Bury St.

Edmunds. Our illustration is taken from a
drawing by Mr. John W. Simpson, in last year's

exhibition of the Royal Academy.

Me. WILLIAM MORRIS IN QUEEN
SQUARE.

LAST week, the Tf'orld sketched Mr. William
Morris, the decorator and poet, at his

studio in Queen's-square, in its gallery of Cele-

brities at Home. Mr. Morris is described as a

middle-aged, thick-set man, broad and deep of

chest, and "with head curly as to hair and beard,

decidedly handsome and barely silvered over.

Turning from his easel to welcome the corre-

spondent, Mr. Morris holds out a hand stained

dark blue, protuding from the sleeve of a grey
shooting-jacket under a wristband still more b ue
than itself. He explains '

' You see I dye all my
patterns myself, and worked a long time at a
dyer's in order to qualify myself practically for

this important part of our work." Has he also

mastered the art of staining glass ? "No, we leave

our glass work entirely to Mr. Bume-Jones. He
knows so much more about it than anybody else

;

but I make not only designs, but actual dravrings

for upholstery, paper-hangings, and tile-work,

and am very proud of my technical knowledge.
It takes time, of course—but it is now sixteen

years since we first began. As I have dyed at

the vat, so I have passed months at the potteries,

and flatter myself that I now know the capacity

of my materials." Mr. Morris chats pleasantly

as he works at the drawing on his e isel. " You
are speaking of imitators. We suffer far more
from imitation than most people. Mr. Swin-
burne's imitators advertise him ; our imitators

take our property. They appropiate the schemes
of decoration which are our real capital, and
steal our very patterns. You are aware that in

this country we can only register our designs for

three years, after which they become public

property. This time is too short. English
people are slow to accept new ideas, and put off

the evil day of submission as long as possible.

Hence we And that, just as we have succeeded

in introducing anything new it ceases to be

our property. There is also the adaptor,

who employs a vast deal of ingenuity in

stealing the kernel of a design without the

tell-tale husk which would bring him to grief.

I wonder people are not ashamed—not of dis-

honesty, for that is common enough—but of

their utter poverty of thought, the despicable

sterility which compels them to follow the ideas

of others in a slavish and tricky maimer." Mr.
Morris thinks that if art is to form a part of

ordinary life in England the American system of

patenting designs, so as to give the inventor a

fair chance of remuneration, must be adopted.

At present lie has to contend against abundant
capital and technicaliy clever designers, who are

well paid for imitating his work. Amateurs and
ladies are, however, in Mr. Monis's opinion,

commercially harmless and only artistically a
nuisance. Does he study from Natme and then
adapt his work to the conventional forms he
prefers for decorative purposes? During one
period, he replies, he studied closely from Nature,
but being endowed with a remarkably good
memory for ci'lour, form, and land,^cape, he finds

it imnecessary in a general way to proceed be-
yond its stores. For writing poetry or jiainting

pictures he thinks the close study of Nature in-

dispenstible, but not so needful for decorative

work. The son of a City man, but of Welsh
descent, educated first at Marlliorough School

and then at Exeter College, Mr. Morris lit upon
dull times at Oxford, and fell, like many of the-

young men of that day, into the ccolesiological

groove. It was the fashion just then for

thoughtful undcrgi-aduates to fancy that they
cared about architecture and decoration of the
strictly Mediaeval pattern. The influenop both
of Rome and Ruskin told upon William Morris,

After trying for the Newdigate and failing, ho'

took a pass and drifted into Philistia. Before
this he had prepared him^clf for active life by
entering Mr. Street's office to study architecture

as a profession. Following up this plan of life,

he came to town, and devoted himself eagerly to
architecture, decuration, and painting, and for

five years published no line of poetry. His first

volume had not. been succes.sful, aud he worked
at jflan.'i, pictures, and designs until he foiuiti, as

he thought, his vocation iu decorative art. To
this he has been faithful for the last sixteen

years, so far as the five working days of the

week are ctincemed, Saturday and Sunday having
been set aside for verse. Mr. Morris con.sider8

himself a foitunate and exceptionally happy
man. His trade is not only pr<'fitable, but aff ->rda

him infinite pleasure. His first little book, ho
candidly acknowledges, deserved to fail ; all that,

he has written has brought him, he says with
equal frankness, some accession of reputation,

and he enjoys writing immensely—almost as
much as he enjoys angling in the Thames by
Lechlade.

EXHIBITION OF GAS APPARATUS AT
LEEDS.

AN exhibition was opened on Monday in the
Victoria Hall, organised by the Leeds

Corporation, and intended to illustrate the various

economic nses to which gas may be applied other

than for the purposes of illumination, to large

was the number of applications from intending

exhibitors that only about three-fourths of them
could be accepted. The selection, however,
seems to have been carefully made, and as a.

result we have a display of gas apparatus by
between thirty and forty of the principal manu-
factuiers in England, including a larye repre-

sentation of local enterprise. The arrangements
have been carried out under the authority of the

Gas Committee, presided over by Aid. Bower,,

and the preparations, involving a largo amount
of anxiety and laboiu-, have been made under
the direction of Mr. Woodall, Gas Engineer.

The real object of exhibitions like the present is

of course, to equalise the consumption of gas
throughout the year, by encouraging iU more
extensive use for cooking and manufacturing.
At present the consumption of gas in Leeds
during winter is at the rate of about G millions

of cubic feet per day, whereas iu summer only

about li millions of cubic feet are consmued,
althougii the expense of maintaining plant and
meeting charges for interest continue throughout
the year with little variation. Cheap as gas is

already iu Leeds (only 2s. Cd. per thousand

cubic feet, with a discount of 2J j^er cent, for

prompt payment), it might be sold stiU more
cheaply if fuller use were made of the manu-
facturing plant during the summer months, as

would be the case if the advantages of gas for

cooking were more widely known. Tlie di.splay,

which has been conveniently arranged in streets

along the floor of the Victoria Hall, includes all

kinds of ovens and stoves, burners, brackets,

and gaseliers, boilers, grillers, kitchen ranges,

stew pans, bread toasters, &c., many of which
are shown in operation. Some of the heavier

articles, and the engines working with gas as a
motive power, are shown in the ciypt of tho

Town HaU.
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THE SHEFFIELD SCHOOL OF ART.

THE conversazione of the Sheffield School of

Art took place on Wednesday evening in

the school in Arundel -street. Tl>e address to

<he students was delivered by Mr. George
Edmund Street, E.A., who also distributed the
prizes. The exhibition of paintings in oil and
drawings in water-colours is this year entirely

confined to the production.s of students. The
Science and Art Depai-tmeut sent down a valu-
able coUeetion of European and Oriental pottery,
metal work, and jewellery, bronzes, and electro-

types, as wcU as drawings, etclungs, and photo-
graphs.

Among the students' works were the designs
submitted in competition for a prize of twenty
guineas, offered by the Duke of Norfolk, for a
casket to contain the Mayor's chain. The design
of tlie prize-winner, Mr. Ei-nest Thickett, re-
presents on the front panel The Last Judgment,
while on smaller jjancls at the side are figures of
Mercy and Justice. The Ud i.s smmounted by
two figures holding a shield for a coat of arms.
The design is intended to be carried out in silver,

with gilded panels. The Mayor's Prize of
£10 10s., for anatomical studies, has been
awarded to Mr. Austin AVinterbottom, who was
aUo successful in carrying the Master-Cutler's
prize of £5 5s. for the best design for fish-

knives and forks. The Atlas Works Prize of

£6 .5s., for the best Study from the Life, is won
by Mr. F. W. BrambaU. A prize of similar
value, from the same donors, for Study from the
Antique, has been carried by Mr. John Lawson
with a painting in sepia. Mes.srs. Martin, Hall,
and Co. offered £10 10s. for the best design for
a claret jug and two goblets. The prize has
been awarded to Mr. Stuart Thoi-pe, whose
drawing was purchased by the South Kensing-
ton authorities. Mr. Longden's prize (£2 10s.)
for the best design for a carved wood picture-
frame has been awarded to Mr. Charles Wilson.
There were 13 competitors for the Montgomery
medal for a drawing of flowers and foliage in
outline or shading from Nature. The prize was
awarded to Mr. John Fisher, who elected to
make a panel instead of a drawing. Miss Annie
Yeomans was successful in obtaining a National
gold medal for a design for lace pocket-handker-
chiefs, cravat end, borders, &c., painted in
Chinese white on a black ground. In addition
to the gold medal, Miss Yeomans carries one of
two " Princess of Wales' Scholarsliips," awardei
to the two lady students who take the highest
prizes of the year in the national competition.
In this class Mr. Stuart Thorpe also gets a medal
for the design for claret-jug and goblet, already
noticed. Another silver medal is awarded to
Mr. Charles E. Wilson for a design for a ceiling,
for which he also obtained the first prize of the
Plasterers' Company in London. A bronze
medal is also awarded to Mr. John Fisher for his
model which carried the Montgomery medal.
Twenty third-grade prizes have been awarded to
Sheffield this session.

An interesting exhibit in the room is the album
presi nted to the Prince of Wales. On the fly-
leaf is printed "Paris Universal Exhibition,
1878. Drawings of the British Section, by
Charles E. Wilson, School of Art, Sheffield."
It contains 18 remarkably fine water-colour
drawings, representing the Princess of Wales's
boudoir, the Picture Gallery, the Canadian
Trophy, and other views of the more important
departments of the Exhibition.

Among the pictures by past students, the
most prominent work in the room is a painting
by Arthur Wilson, representing one of the grand
apartments in the Louvre. Mr. Wil.son also
shows several other works, among them "the
Entrance to Henry VII.' s Chapel, Westminster,"
a view of the interior of the same chapel, and a
painting of a young lady. Mr. E. Hudson, jim.

,

exhibits a river scene, with trees ; Miss Habcr-
»hon, who won the gold medal two years ago, has
• domestic sketch ; Mr. Reed-Turner exhibits a

I lunting-scene, representing hunters pursuing

"I
sport under the difficulties of one of Kingsley's
North-easters :

" Glen Massen " is a representa-
tion of Argyllshire soenerj- ;

'
' The Old Oaks,

Sherwood Forest," lent by Mr. T. Firth ;
" The

Don, WhamcliffeSide," lentby Mr. C. H. Firth;
and "The Old Bridge and Lock on the Don, at
Tinsley," are by the same artist. Prominent
among the water-colours is a group in still life,

by Miss A. M. Dickinson, which has obtained a
national medal ; a portrait by Miss Ellen Gil-
mour ; a group in still life by Mi£s Biram ; and

soma clever sketches of local men, by
Mr. W. J. Stevenson. "Borcatton Hall,"
drawn by Godfrey Sykes, is from a design

by Messrs. M. E. Hadfield and Son; Mr. W.
Fisher, J. P., lends several more of Mr. Sykes'

works. Mr. Stevenson shows a case of water-
colours with sketches of the reading-room at the

Central Free Library, views of bheifield, &o.

W. Topham has several pen-and-ink sketches,

also water-colours, illustrating old houses in and
out of the town, one being a view of the old hall,

Norton Lees. Miss Biram has a sketch of

Whitby Abbey, and another of the old mill at

Ambleside. W. H. Pigot has several sketches,

including some of Haddon Hall and meadows,
lent by Mr. Manuel. jVmongst other contributors

are Miss Habershon ; Miss Wormall, whose ren-

deiiug of cathedral architecture is effective; Miss
Seaten, Mr. R. G. Smith, Mr. Arthiu: Wilson,
and Mr. Read-Turner.
Among the other exhibits were some designs

by Mr. Edwin Page Turner for tile decoration,

and Mr. J. Brook. Mr. William Ellis exhibits

marble busts of the Rev. S. Eamshaw and Mr.
H. C. Sorby. Mr. R. W. Brookes also has
several busts, one of them a medallion. Mr.
Harry Hems, of the Ecclesiastical Art Works,
Exeter, exhibits his oak coffer, which was shown
at Paris and Philadelphia.

Mr. G. E. Street, R.A., previous to distri-

buting the prizes, deliveredthe following address

:

—Your committee, in asking me to distribute

the prizes which have been awarded and to speak
to you this evening on the subject of schools of

art and their work, have given nie a task which
is specially difficult, I am soiTy to say, in ray
case, owing to my very slight accjuaintance with
the ordinary work and routine of such institu-

tions. I have, however, wUlingly responded to

their request, for my sympathies have always
been with them, and I have hoped and still

hope that by their agency, if at all, we English
people might be redeemed from a general apathy
about art which characterises the mass of the
people in all modem European countries in some
degree, but most of all those who, like ourselves,

boast most of their progress and their advanced
civilisation. It is indeed a truth about which
we cannot have any doubt whatever, that there
is a certain kind of civilisation which, whilst it

raises some men, tends to debase the majority to

a very low level in all matters of taste, and
in all natural artisticdevelopmentandexpression.
The reasons for this do not seem to me to be fai to

seek. The perfection of machinery, for instance,
enables an enormous number of men to earn
their living by perfectly adapting themselves to
one process to the complete exclusion from their
thoujihts of all others. And such a mode of

work involves, consequently, a loss of intelligence

which is hardly compensated by the perfection
to which- the niacliine—and the man, as part of

the machine—succeeds in attaining. The conse-
quence is that at the present day it is to the
workmen of some half-civilised country that one
has to turn if one wishes to find an example of

correct taste in colour, or form, or in the adapta-
tion of both to material ; and that these
precious gifts are either in part or alto-

gether lost when the unci\'ilised workman comes
too much in contact wilh the civilisation of

the ordinary workmen and merchants of our own
country. If you wish to find peasants dressing
themselves in such a guise as to make the very
sight of them a delight to the eye you must
go to some far-off valley remote from railways
and from curious travellers, and not to any of
the towns or districts which science or manu-
factures have made their own. In former days
the surprising skiU. which we stUl see exercised
by the makers of stuft's and carpets in those
countries or by the fitters and enamellers in
Japan, was evidenced just as completely in every
work which proceeded from the hands of our own
coimtrymen. And what is so remarkable is that
nothing that they did was ever absolutely vulgar,
hideous, or commonplace, or false in its mode of
dealing with material or in its suitability for its

purpose, and that, in short, they reached the
same high common and universal standard of ex-
cellence that we now see reached by only a few
nations tliroughout the whole habitable globe.
The attempt to correct such a state of things as
that which we have to deplore, follows naturally
on the discovery or realisation of its existence,

and though some of their supporters find the use
of Schools of Art to be merely the raising of our
people to the same power of drawing as some
other nation—as f.ff., the French—may have at-

tained, I venture to think that the real reason
for their existence, and the real claim that they
have on men who hold right views, are that they
may tend, if rightly directed, so to open the eyes
of the many to the perception of what is good
and bad in art, as to bring us back in time to
something like that universal sense of the
true and tho beautiful, which is not im-
possible, because, as wo know, the people
of this country, from tho eleventh to tho
sixteenth century, imdoubtcdly posse.sscd it.

Of course there are many things which muat bo
made, and which are nevertheless wholly out«ido
our province. A plate for an armoured man-of-
war, or so complicated a piece of admirable work-
manship as a marine steam engine, does not
admit of any kind of decoration ; and a vast
nimiber of things may come under the same
category. Broadly speaking, however, what-
ever is to be in frequent uso and constantly
before the eye may be an artistic work, and
ought—if it is ornamented at all—to be orna-
mented well ; and though there is no reason
for stamping the plates for a boiler or for an
armoured ship with good patterns, there is no
reason whatever why the door of a safe, the front
of a fire-grate, or the crane which raises goods
to the top of the warehou.se should not be all the
subjects of careful thought and design—not to
mention the whole of tho furniture and domestic
utensils in common use in every one of our houses.
In this town you have, owing, as I am iufonned,
to the zeal of your Corporation, a means of seeing
how in former days almost all men's work was
more or less excellent in its character and work-
manship. The Weston Park Mu.seum is one of
which you may well be proud, and it contains
so many examples of work executed in materials
which are the staple of your own manufacture
that I cannot sufficiently praise the zeal and
liberality which have provided them for the im-
provement of the general knowledge and ta.ste of
your people. I'here you will be able to
see how good and well designed a knife
and its handle may be—how exquisitely the
old German work was hammered in iron, and
even the nails of a door were works of art;

whilst candlesticks, plates, vases, and cups,
chased, stamped, and wrought in charming
fashion, were all to be studied there. Or if you
wish for something still more refined, you have in
the Bateman collection some beautiful examples
of the delicate works of the early Irish artists,

some of which have seldom been excelled in after

ages. And if you want to know how even a thing
which was never intended to be seen or exhibited ,
was nevertheless made worth seeing, I commend
to your notice the interesting lead coffin in the
lower gallery. I augur great results from the
constant opportunity of study afforded by this

museum, aided as it is by such loan collections as

that which you have here now from the South
Kensington museiun. I desire, in what I say
this evening, to devote myself as much as

possible to pointing out to you students what I,

an older student, believe to be the right way of
using the opportunities which such museums
and schools of art afford you for cultivating

your artistic intelligence. AVlien you begin
to study art, unless nature has been exception^y
bountiful, as she is only now and then to 3-outiff

students, it is necessary that everyone should
accept a great deal upon the authority of tho
teacher. At fi^^t sight the difference between
such sublime work as the scidptures of the Pan-
theon and the commonplace or affected sculpture

of the later Romans may not be perceived. But
if the student has been made to draw fre-

quently and carefully fiom the former, it will

almost always bo foimd that he will be less dis-

posed than ever to trouble himself about the

latter ; and the mere habit of drawing weU and
carefully from the life or from the pure^t antique

sculpture gives a natural sense of the benuty of

lines and curves such as cannot bo obtained in

any other way with equal certainty. And there

is this great advantage in such work that as no
line is a repetition of any other, and as no figure

seen in the world can ever repeat its lines in any
part, the hand and the eye are both being trained

at the same time to the most perfect apjireciation

of form and line—entirely without that mathe-
matical accuracy which produces monotony, and
is the most cer, ain evidence of poverty of inven-
tion, and want of artistic feeling that I know.
The study of the human form is then for the
draughtsman the most important ttudy to

which ho can devote himself. Among other

advantages, it will lead him certainly if
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insensibly to indillereiioe for some quali-

ities which at the present day have great

and the most noxious inlluoiicc)throughout this

country. Many of you may thinii that accuracy

of woriouanship, exactitude to the minutest

point of ooloor, lino, and texture are indispen-

sable in a good article. It is pardonable if you
do thinlr eo, for the belief is well-nigh universal.

But I venture very confidently to U'll you that

there are varieties within the best works as much
as of the very worst, and that just as God mokes
every man and every animal unlike his brother

or the rest of his kind, so the variety which is

absolutely incompatible with exact accuracy of

execution is really the highest quality which any
of man's works can have. You must, therefore,

train yourselves to believe that one of the main
reasons for insisting on drawing from the lifo in

these schools is that you may learn to depend
upon your hand and your eye for eveiy-
thing that you draw and design ; the more
you do this the more certainly will your
work have some good and precious qualities.

There is nothitg uiat had done so much harm,
and is doing so much harm, to the art of design,

as the too frequent dependence on mathematical
drawing instruments. If a man wants to design
an ornament he brings all his di\'ider8 and his

bow-pencil. He divides out his ornament vrith

an accuracy which aggi-avatcs us, and never
trusts to his hand to diaw a curve wlulst he
can get his bow-pencil to do one for him.
The result is that his lines and his divisions being
all perfect, the design has a tameness and in-
sipidity which deprive it of all the interest

which nature's irregular works invariably have.
And here I would caution you against accepting
as true the attempts which are ever and again
made to prove that the best GieeJt ornament was
entirely an afiair of the bow-pencil. If you
draw admirable curves with your hand it may
often be found possible to find a succession of

centres which will enable you to draw the whole
curve with an instrument ; but this is quite a
different thing from the attempt to devise the
curve with instruments instead of with the hand
in the first place. Remember Giotto's round 0,
and the moral which the story teaches. The
greatest artist could draw a complete circle with-
out the aid of an instrument, and this perfect

power is what you must first of all possess if your
hand is ever to do its duty as the obedient ser-

vant of the intellect. I could give you any
number of examples in illustration of what I

have been saying. But these are hardly neces-
sary, and I must ask you to take my word on
this point. The extent to which this practice
applies is endless. There is a very common
mode of designing ornament to which young
students are especially prone. They are too often
in the habit of designing a portion of an ornament,
and then, by the aid of tracing paper, reversing
and repeating the lines already drawn. In this

way an eighth of a circle is made to do service for

the whole by a repetition which irritates in place
of pleasing. Compare it with a good piece of

Mediaeval workmanship, or of modem Eastern
workmanship, and you wiU find that the virtue of

the latter is that the hand has drawn the whole,
and that no part is a mere repetition of another.
In the one the attempt has been made to make a
little labour go as far as possible. In the other
the work has been a pleasure to the man who
has done it, and his happiness in his work re-

acts on the man who looks at it in exact propor-
tion to its eWdent reality. No doubt you have
had before your eyes from time to time examples
of old VcDetian glass, and I am led to refer to it

now as affording an admirable example of the
way in which artistic work depends upon the
education of the workmen. Ton all know that
the aims of the "Venetian glass-maker and of the
English workman are entirely distinct. The
latter conceives that absolute unifomiity is the
one condition of perfect work, whilst the former
never troubled himself to obtain anything of the
sort. The old Venetian glass has therefore
always excited the greatest admiration, and col-

lectors vie with each other in their eagerness to

obtain Kpocimens of it. In spite of this, modem
fashions so far prevailed that even in Venice and
Murano the old practice died out, and it was
owing almost entirely to the exertions of a man
of our own time—Dr. Salviati—that the old
mode of working has been recovered. He set

himself to make his workmen think for them-
selves, and the result is that I never visited any
mannfactory with a tithe of the pleasure with
irhich I Tusited his works at Murano. For

there I saw a niuubcr of workmen making, often

out of their ovm heads, and always without any
guide or model before them, the most exquisite

glasses, vases, bottles, ^d vessels of all sorts

—

no two of them alike—all probably deficient in

accuracy of dimensions and sliape, but aU of

them done with a life and spirit which can be
secured in no other way. What Dr. Salviati

lias been able to accomplish at Murano we ought
to set ourselves to accomplish here. He has con-

verted his workmen into thinking beings, has
endowed them with a new perception of the

beautiful, and has sliown th;it it is stUl possible

to revive in the most real way those dormant
powers which we are too apt to suppose to be

impossible of revival. Something of the samB
sort of credit is duo to potters who like Mr.
Doiiltou have devoted themselves to the revival

of the half extinct art of tlie potter, whose work
when well and tastefully thrown from a wheel
is always valuable and interesting. There are

rough earthen jrots in your museum which have
become interesting owing to the varied handi-

work of the workmen. The indifference to ex-

actness which marks such works as these is

equally admirable when good smith's work is to

be done ; for here if the work is wrought with a

hammer it is really better in every way that the

marks of the tool should be perceivable than
that the work should have the dull neatness of

cast work. This you can see for yourselves if you
study and draw the German iron work—in your
museum—which you owe to the munificence of

Alderman Bragge. Let me now detain you for a

brief space only on another equally important

subject, that of colour. Here you may indetd ob-

tain from your masters some general information,

but to achieve success, you cannot depend on
rules, and must again depend upon an eye culti-

vated by careful and constant study of good
examples. It is true, however, that in this

matter you must have a natural instinct or taste

for what is good. No rules and no amount of

study will suffice to make some men good
colourists. In my judgment the greatest want
of our day is a due sense of the value of breadth
and tone in colour. Mere contrasts of one colour

with another are never so satisfactory as the

combinating colours in such a way as to produce
delightful general impressions of tone on the

eye. Nature here is the best mistress. There
are times when the landscape and foliage are full

of the most delightful suggestions, and at all

times it is a safe rule to observe the way in

which colours are combined and gradated
in natural objects—such as flowers and the

foliage—if you desire to know how to pro-
duce the best effects. And let me add that
in colour and texture, just as well as in outline,

evenness and accuracy are not virtues. Look at

a piece of really fine old stained glass, and you
will see that no pains have been taken to secure
evenness of tint in the white or ruby or green or
blue of which it is made up. Look at a really

good majolica tile, or at a good Eastern carpet
or stuff, and you will always find the same rule

observed. Ishallgoon now to give you a fewwords
of advice on the mode of study which you must
adopt when you leave these schools, and have to

work or study by yourselves. Tour main object
must be, as I have shown, to make your-
selves masters of that art of stamping your own
individuality upon your work wliich has always
been tlie mark of good workmen. This can, I

believe, only be accomplished by cultivating not
only your hand, but by pursuing your studies till

you have worked yourself into a state of enthu-
siasm about them. In all good artists there is

something of the spirit of the fanatic. To them
their own work is the first tiling in importance
and their own mode of doing it the one thing to be
concerned about. Many-sided men are prodigies,

and not often to be met with ; and unusually it is

better not to aim at too many accomplishments,
but rather to devote yourself to the perfecting of

one thing at a time at any rate. In our great
towns the conditions of life, our surroundings,
our dress, the very atmosphere itself, are all

distasteful and distressing to the artistic eye.

But all of you can occasionally, I hope, get
away from these depressing influences ; and
there is one study which you will not be surprised

to find that I think supremely important, and
wliich few men have better chances of pursuing
than you have in Yorkshire. I would have you,
then, whenever you find it possible, make your-
selves acfjuainted with some of the examples of

our own ancient English architecture, of which
the Yorkshire cathedrals, abbeys, and churches

afford such magnificent examples. I would
advise you not merely to make the customjiry
hurried and careless visit, but to sit down before
them, to study their variations of style and detail,

to read enough about them to be able to under-
stand them, and finally to go to them sketch-
book in hand. No study is more improving, or

more interesting. And I believe that the accu-
rate drawing of our own Mediaival ornamenta-
tion and the detail will be foimd to be as good
a training as any that can be suggested. The
study of art is never so interesting, never so profit-

able as when circumstances allow you to sec it

under the conditions for wliich it was originally

designed. We look at sculptures or paintings
divorced from the buildings they were intended to

adorn under the gi-avest disadvantages, and in

your case, as with most of us in this coxmtiy,
it is in architecture alone that you can examine
the artist's work under the very conditions fur

wliich he designed it, in purpose, situation, and
surroundings. And, as I have suggested already,
what I advise you to do is not merely to look at

old buildings, but to make yourselves masters of

something of their history, and to learn so much
about the variations and development of style in

architecture as to be able to distinguish one from
another in a real way. It is possible for a well-

educated man to say, witliin a very few years, at

what date any of our old English buildings were
erected. Try to learn to do tliis, and you will be
quite astonished to find what a different countiy
it is in which you move and live. Things, which
to the ignorant man, or to the man without edu-
cated eyes were dull and lifeless, are replete with
interest to him whose eyes have been opened to

their value. Youmay say that this advice savours

somewhat of mere antiquarianism. It is true that

it does ; but to know anything of any art, you
must in these days know something of the

art of former days, and that is to say you
must be somewhat of an antiquary as well as an
artist. When the South Kensington Museum
sends you down a collection of examples of works
in the precious metals, it is important that you
should be able to judge with some accuracy as to

the relation which each bears to the other. If,

for instance, you are able to arrange them in

their proper chronological sequence, and to tell

the country in which they have been wrought,
you will be able to see what it was that their

makers were aiming at, and why new facilities

of manufacture led to new forms or works of

ornament. And if, when chance happens (as

it does not very unfrequently now) to allow of

your seeing galleries of pictures, the intelligent

enjoyment of them depends not only on your
being able to admire those with which you .are

most in sympathy, but equally in you being
able to trace the influence of one master upon
another, of one school upon another, and finally

of the art of one country upon that of others.

You have, no doubt, gathered from what I have
said that the work before us is an up-ldU
business from beginning to end. Indeed, sonie-

timcs one feels disposed to despair about that

general recoveiy of taste in this coimtry which it

is the object of schools of art to develop and foster.

We see how gradually but certainly those old

traditions are dying out which, even at the

beginning of this century, had not lost their in-

fluence on some of our workmen. The country

smith was constantly doing work which, being
well executed, fitted for its purpose and natural in

its treatment, had artistic qualities far above any
which we can discover in much of the pretentious

metal work of the present day. The country

builder frequently also biult a cottage or farm
house, not wholly vulgar or commonplace, re-

spectable in its honest use of materials, and,

at any rate, substantial and useful in its

way. And it is this quality of usefulness

for the iiurjiose which, in these and other

similar examples, is that which most deserves

to be noticed and remembered constantly

by students. Without it no art is worthy of

notice—and where it is the basis of ornament no
art is wholly contemptible. In architectm-e, the

first canon is that the building shall do its duty

—

first as being suited for its purpose, and next as

being well and soundly constructed. And what
is true of architecture is true of every other kind

of work. I remember how Mr. Gladstone, when
he lectured on Wedgwood's work, observed on the

admirable shape of his plates, so perfect, that he

did not doubt the cheese for which a dish was
made must have joyed to find itself on so suit-

able a stand. So if you w.int to design a cup you

muit make it of such a shape as will allow of its
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being easily drunk out of. Compare a chalice of

the middle ages with cno of the last century.
You will find the former always usable with case,

the latter hardly capable of use at all. Then
having got the most usefid shape, the object
ought to be to orcameut the fonn, and not to con-
ceal it. You should also always endeavour, as far

as possible, to let everything explain its use
easily ; aud not follow the example so frequently
set now of concealing as far as i>ossible the object,

imder some silly application of a form or thing
with which it has nothing whatever to do.
People nowadays hardly, allow anything to do
its work in a natural way. Even in our gardens
a flower is not allowed to grow and flower in a
natural way, but must be massed with so many
others ui what is called a ribbon pattern, which
is simply a device for destroying all idea of
nature's growth and beauty, and is an unhappy
e'^'idence of the bad taste which inflicts such mis-
takes on the grandest gardens, and leaves to the
unsophisticated cottage garden the credit of being
the only place where the old and natural use of
a flower garden can bo seen. Time would fail

me this evening if I were to attempt to show
you all the bearing of the rules I have sug-
gested to you, and my object is rather to leave
you to carry out for yourselves the principles I
have mentioned, than to attempt the impossible
task of giving a list of examples of their applica-
tion. I have said notliing liitherto about the
Btudy and imitation of natural objects as sug-
gestive of decoration. This is, however, a matter
of extreme importance, and to which, no doubt,
the attention of most of you has been called at
some time or other. There arc two ways
of using nature in art. The one is the
copying her exactly, the other is the
giving a conventional imitation of her. The
direct copj-ing of natural objects is obviously
proper in certain works. If you are painting a
picture you must make your tree, and your rock,
and your wave as like nature as you possibly
can. But as it is wholly impossible to represent
every leaf, every line of stratification, and every
particle of foam on every billow, you are forced
to a sort of conventional treatment which will
enable you to produce the general effect on the
eye of the things you undertake to paint. If,
however, your object is to use a natural foi-m for
some piu-poee of decoration, as it is wholly im-
possible to make the work absolutely like nature.
It is better frankly to accept the conditions, and
boldly to give a conventionalised representation
of it. Take a leaf, and you will find that its
leading features are its outline, the lines of its
fibres, and the way in which it grows out of the
stem. Your couventionahsed leaf must give you
the essence of these three facts in the simplest
way and with the least complexity. It was in
this way that the Greeks used foliage for the
decoration of their buUdings, and without any
knowledge of their work, it was in the same way
that the best Mediaeval English sciUptors treated
the ornament of their buildiugs. Descend from
this higher kind of work and consider how you
should make use of natural objects in the design
of a wall paper, of a piece of stuflp, or of a merely
decorative design for any flat ornament, and you
will find the same rule apply. You cannot abso-
lutely imitate nature without her texture and her
tmts, and therefore you ought not to make the
attempt. Such work as that of Grinling Gibbons,
admirably skilful as it is, mu.st be condemned
where it is «sed as an applied decoration of a
building

; for, in the first place, it is not an orna-
menting of a necessary feature ; and, in the next,
18 not really a facsimile of the natural object it
pretends to repeat. No caution is more necessary
than tlus, for just as nothing is more easy than
the making ornament by the combination or repe-
tition of natural forms, so nothing is more com-
mon now-a-days, and perhaps it is not going too
far to say also that nothing is more contemptible.
I have said enough, I hope, by this time to show
you not only how much there is to bo done by
students of art, but equaUy how difficult it is to
do it. Let me give you one or two encouraging
suggestions. Your SheflSeld School of Art, if it
docs Its work well, may aid in what, believe me,
18 of vital importance to art ; it is adding one
more to the local centres which are necessary if
the provinces in our time are to be permeated with
any proper and universal feeling for art. Such
centres existed of old, and from one of them at
Norwich, in the middle ages, proceeded a vast
number of workmen, paiuteri', carvers, makers
of stained gla-ss, aud so forth, of whose works so
much remains stiU. in the Norfolk Churches as

to inspire one with the greatest respect for their

taBto and skill, whilst from another camo the
architects of your Yorkshire Abbeys, buildings

hardly second to any in tho world. In Italy,

every considerable city was, of old, the cen-

tre of a school of art, and just as these local

centres lost their life and power, the influence

of individual jMiinters or clusters of painters

waned away, and a country in which every
one was at one time an artist has become one
of the most debased aud backward in its art.

Fortunately, revivals are possible. An art dies out
altogether, is forgotten, and then, after ages of

disuse, again springs into existence and flourishes.

Lot us hope it may be so here. But let me warn
you that the conditions are hard. No man can
do anything worth having without love and
enthusiasm for his work. These may, however,
bo cultivated aud developed. He can do nothing
if his work does not bear the impress of his own
thought and his own hand. Tlie human character
of all work is the one enduring interest it pos-
sesses. Tlie work of a crowd of men, all obeying
the orders of one is, after all, mainly, if not
solely, the work of the one whose orders are
obeyed. The workmen who built a pyramid are
no more to be admired than those who spend
their whole lives in making pins; they have,
indeed, been less usefully employed. But the
workman or the student who has made one
really good, original, trulhfid, and suitable
design, has done a good work, for which he
deserves all our thanks. May I be allowed to
hope that in course of time some of you may
find it in your power to do such work, and
that all of you will endeavour to make
the most of the teaching afforded by
this school by training yourselves to

admire and properly esteem all good work and
to distinguish what is true in art from what is

false, and by doing what lies in your power to
stem the tide of bad taste find bad work with
which on all sides we seem in these days to be
inundated. Two reasons may be given for those
who advocate schools of art in the centres of
manufacturingindustry. That which is the least
worthy shall be given first. It is that, with a
more view to trade and to profit, to the sale of
our goods and competition with rivals, an
artistic training of thepeople cannot be dispensed
with. If we ignore the value of the artist's aid
in our manufactures others will not, and in the
end we shall lose any pre-eminence that we
already possess, or fail in the attempt to rival
those who havj already gained it. From this
merely mercantile side, therefore, there can be no
doubt of the interest which the manufacturer has,
and ought to show, in such institutions. The
second reason is of a far higher order, and will
commend itself, I am sure, to the generous
sympatliies of yoimg students such as those to
whom I am speaking. It is that where so little

is bright or beautiful about them there is no
happiness so great as that which may be secured
by the artistic culture to which they may here
devote themselves. It is not the mere love of gain
that will ever nuike an artist. It is the love of
the beautiful and the hatred of what is hideous
that lies at the bottom of all a man's real success
in art. Devote yourselves heart and mind to art
with such views as these, and you wUl bo re-
warded by the conviction that you have not only
made yourselves happier, but have also given
fresh interest and happiness to the lives of those
who see and profit by your work.
A vote of thanks, proposed by the Mayor and

seconded by the Master Cutler, to Mr. Street for
his admirable addi-ess was carried by acclama-
tion, and another vote of thjvnks to the Mayor
for presiding concluded the proceedings.

THE AMALGAMATED HOUSE DECO-
RATORS AND PAINTERS' SOCIETY.

THE sixth annual report of the Amalgamated
Society of House Decorators and Painters

has just been issued. The general secretary, Mr.
Shipton, says :

—" Fellow members,—Tliis, the
sixth annual report of our society, although not
showing so much prosperity as in former years,
affords us considerable groimd for satisfaction.

The past year has beeu one of unprecedented
depression in every industry, and, of course, our
own included. It has been a most trying and
critical period for all trade associations, aud yet
the position |;of our society at the close of 1878
gives solid eWdenoe of being able to pass through
crucial difficulties, and yet have the capacity to

effect a great pecuniary improvement. Daring
the past year our total income has been
£1,000 13s. Id., which added to the balance in
hand at the close of 1877 of £989 Ob. 4d., makes
a total of £1,990 2s. Gd. From thissum we have
expended for sickness £2 1 1 6s. , and for funerals of
members and members' wives £63, making a total

for these benefits of £274 68., and for other pur-
poses £403 5s. 7id., making a total expenditure
of £677 lis. 7j3., and therefore leaving us at
the close of 1878 with a balance in our general
fimd of £1,312 lOs. Il|d., being an inoreoae
during the year of ,£323 Is. 6ii In oonm-
quenco of the severe and continued stagnation of
every trade in the South "Wales district, it ha«
been necessary to close the Abcrdare, Merthyr
Tydvil, and llhondda Valley branches, as the
members had been forced to leave their homes in
search of employment in other places.

"Wo have, however, opened a new and
flouri.shing branch in Eastbourne, and efforts

sliould be made in every town to open new
branches in neighbouring localities where they do
not exist. The exceptional prevalence of priva-
tion through want of employment is made
tolerably clear by the fast that during 1877 the
expenditure for sickness and funerals exceeded by
£68 7s. 9d. the expenditure for the same purposes
in the preceding year. After pa.ssing through
the unusual vicissitudes of the twelve months
just completed, we have 21 branches, 700 mem-
bers, and £1,312 lOs. l\\A. in our general fund.
It is to be regretted exceedingly that our members
have fallen off in number during the same period

;

but when we remember what serious losses in
membera and funds so many other societies have
had to experience, in addition to heavy trade
disputes, and, in too many cases, reduction of
wages, it should be gratifjnng to us to know that
we have thus far sustained our funds and made
over £323 profit during the year. Should a
period of reaction fall upon the building trades,

those who leave or rcmaiu aloof from their trades
organisations will be responsible for any calamity
which may befall us through their criminal in-

difference to the only means by which their just

interests can be sustained or their general welfare
as men be effectively protected. On every hand,
throughout the entire country, the prospects aro
indeed gloomy for labour. If those who are
engaged in industrial toil fail to do their duty to

themselves and protect their interests with an
organised defence, then let senseless regrets cease,

when by apathy they court the disasters they
might easily prevent. In the revision of our
rules it wUl be our duty to make such changes
as may admit the lo:al societies to become, with
great advantage to themselvis and others, part
of our association ; and that before the close of

another year we shall have the great satisfaction

of showing by our next report such an acquisi-

tion of members who, by their ability and in-

fluence for good, will enable us to place before

the trade the po.sitiou of an organisation which,
for extent, solidity, and useful power wiU be un-
precedented in oui" history."

TRAMWAY'S.

AT a meeting of the Society of Engineers,

held on Monday evening, April 2l8t, in

tho Society's Hall, Victoria-.street, Westmin-
ster, Mr. Joseph Bcmays, Vice-President, in

tho Chair, a paper was read by Mr. J. L.
Haddan, on "The essentials which should

govern the Construction and Working of Tram-
ways." The author observed that when tram-

ways were first introduced, they were a great

advance upon tho ordinary roads, but that the

modem improvement of roadways had, in the

present day, led almost to a reversal of the rela-

tive positions of road and tramway. In
'\merica, tho tramways were superior to the

roads, because the latter were sacrificed to the

former. The tram-rail there, moreover, was
available for the modersite ordinary traffic, whUe
the speed of the tram service was about 20 per

cent, greater than in this covmtry and on tho

Continent. Mr. Haddan alluded to the general

tendency to employ wood in roadways, and ho

described a system of construction by which a

road could be made with a perfectly flat surface,

and yet bo well drained, and which should have

tho tramway incorporated with it. Tho tram-

rails, he said, would be of wood, and the road-

way would be kept surfaced with grit, so that

the wood would not form the actual wearing
surface. This system of tram and roadway, the

author observes, would be homogeneous, and
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wonld combine the best possible road for ordinary

^-ehiclcs, with a perfect tramway for special

oarriajfea at less cost than the present method of

construction. The author condemned the indis-

criminate intavdnction of railway and omnibus
principles into the construction and workinjr of

tramways, and described his proposed arrange-
ment for meeting the requirements of a tramway
service. This consists of a locomotive engine to

be worked by steam and air, the steam being
used for compressing, during the journey, its

own supply of air as well as that which supplies

the continuous motive power for propelling the
cars. By reversing, the same driving mechanism
asts as a continuous brake, and the same system
is so arranged that the driver constantly feels

the pull of the train upon a regulator hanille.

The withdrawal of his hand from this handle is

to instantly cause the steam-power to block the
train. Thus the brake mechanism would always
be in action, instead of lying dormant as in

ordinary continuous brakes. The autlior, in
conclusion, stated what, in his opinion, were the
technical, physical, and administrative require-
mt-nts of mechanical traction on tramways
generally.

^^ *

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES.

THIS Institution, pursuant to ancient customs
held its anniversary on Wednesday (St.

George'a-day). The President, the Earl of
Carunrvon, delivered the inaugural address. It
was his duty, and he did it with son-ow, to
mention the lo.-s by death of nineteen members.
Among these were Baron Heath, Canon Raines,
Mr. W. S. Walford, and the Rev. J. G. Joyce.
He then glanced at the events which had more
immediately affected the Society during the
past year. The first was the discussion witli

respect to the roof of St. Alban's, with the results

of which, he thought, the Society might rest

perfectly satisfied. Of the part he had himself
taktn, he would say nothing ; but of Mr. G. E.
Street's paper, laid before the Society at the
opening of the session, he ventured to affii-m that
it had remained imanswered, and was, in fact,

unanswerable. Whatever the result might be,

•we could aiford to look on with a quiet consci-

ence. His lordship then adverted to Sir John
Lubbock's Bill for the Preservation of Ancient
Monuments. He could quite understand the
objections felt to the exclusion from the office

of Commissioners of the Society of Antiquaries
for England, of the Society of Antiquaries
for Scotland, and of the Royal Irish Academy
for Ireland, and of the supersession of one
and all of these bodies by the trustees of
the British Mtseum. But as her Majesty's
Government had made it a siue qua nott that those
trustees should be the Commissioners, he felt it

would be unwise, as at present advised, to im-
peril the safety of the Bill by ojiposition on that
ground, and he had therefore consented to take
charge of the Bill in the House of Lords, and he
hoped the Session would not pass without pla-
cing on the Statute Book an Act which miglit
exercise a beneficial influence on the monuments
of pre-historic Britain. Turning from the past
to the future. Lord Carnarvon proceeded to pass
under review some of the objects which he
thought this society might with propriety, if not
achieve,,yet keep in view. Of these, not the
least important was an archfeological survey of
Great Britain. Nothing, he thought, could more
effectually promote the preservation of pre-
historic monuments, or facilitate the working of
Sir John Lubbock's Bill. After entering into
details on the facts which such a survey should
embrace, Lord Carnarvon expres.sed a hope that
this great work might be undertaken by the
society with the aid of a grant from the
Government, and with the use of the ma-
terials collected together by the Ordnance
Survey. Nor was this the only work which,
in his judgment, the societymight fitly accomplish.
No country, except Italy, was as rich as we were
in charters, and yet we wore the only civilised

community tliat possessed no national Codex
IHplomaticut. Everything extant ought to bo
printed, at least down to the region of Edward I.

Then, again, if it was too much to expect what
he considered was a great desideratum—a new
edition of JJugdale's " Mouasticon "—yet a com-
plete series of the chartularies of tlic various
abbeys would be a most useful work, containing,
as they did, a mine of information on the social
and economic history of this coimtry, and which,
if printed in eztenao, would be put beyond the

|

risk of destruction by fire. Loi-d Carnarvon pro-
ceeded to show what valuable work might be
done in editing the pipe rolls, the subsidy rolls,

the episcopal registers, tlie municipal archives,
and other documents, and then expressed a hope
that from time to time as occasion might arise, and
as the funds might allow, the Society might turn
from the labours of the pen to those of the spade,
and might contribute—as they had last year
contributed to Geueial Lane Fox's excavations

—

to the encouragement of original explorations
conducted on systematic and scientific principles.

If it be asked, where are wo to find the money
for the various schemes he had named in his
address, he ventured to think that for any object
really national an application to the Treasury
would not be made in v.iin. It would, perhaps,
be loss easy to answer tlie question, Where are
we to find the men ? The labourers are few ; and
thankful should he be if any words of his could
stir up the eminent men among those whom he
was addressing to add in the manner indicated
to their reputation and to the reputation of the
society ; but it w'as also not beyond the sphere
of his duty, as he ventiu'cd to think, to remind
the Eellows how important it was in adding to
the members to insist on a high standard of
qualification, and to exercise care and discrimina-
tion in proposing candidates for election. It
was thus, and thus only, that they could gather
and keep together a band of men who, in the
words ot the "obligation," which every Fellow
subfcribed on Ills admission, would '

' do the
utmost in their power to promote the honoirr
and interest of the Society of Antiquaries of
London."

BLACK MILDEW ON ST. PAUL'S
CATHEDRAL.

AT a late meeting of the Philadelphia Academy
of Natural Sciences, Prof. Leidy remarked

that auEnglisli periodicalhadrecently ascribed the
blackness on some portions of St. Paiil's Cathe-
dral to the growth of a hitherto undescribed
lichen, which would appear to flourish only on
limestone, and in situations unaffected by the
direct rays of the sun. Prof. Leidy stated that
his attention was called many years ago to a
similar black api)earance on the brick walls and
granite work of houses in numerous shaded
streets, especially in the neighbourhood of Dela-
ware river. Noticing a similar blackness on the
bricks above the windows of a brewery, in a
more central part of the city, from which there
was a constant escape of watery vapour, he was
led to suspect that it was of a vegetable nature.
On a microscopical examination the black
mildew in tliis case proved to be alga, closely

allied to a species which he took to be the well-
known FrotococHs tiridis, and which gives a
bright green colour to the trunks of trees, to
fences and to walls, mostly on their more shaded
and northern sides, everywhere about Philadel-
phia. Probably it may be the same plant in a
different state, but until proved to be the same
it may be distinguished as P. lur/ubris. It
consists of minute round or oval cells, isolated or
in pairs, or in groups of fours, the result of
division ; or it occurs in short irregular chains of
four or more cells up to a dozen, occasionally
with a lateral offset of two or more cells. By
transmitted light the cells apjiear of a brownish
or olive browni.sh hue. In mass and to the un-
a-ssisted eye, the alga appears as an intensely
black powder. Can this, asked Prof. Leidy, bo
the gonidal alga of the undescribed lichen of
St. Paul's?

ASPHALTE AND TIMBER FLOORS.

A CURIOUS method of laying down floors

has been adopted in France, and is said to

have obtained a wide application. It consists in

putting down flooring, not as hitherto, on joists,

but in embedding the boarding in asphalte. Tlio

new floors are used mostly for ground stories of

barracks and hospitals, as well as churches and
courts of law. Pieces of oak, usually 2J to 4

inches broad, 12 to 30 inches long, and 1 inch
thick are pressed down into a layer of hot asphalte
not quite half an inch thick in the well-known
herring-bone pattern. To insure a complete
adhesion of the wood to the asphalte and obtain

the smallest possible joints, the edges of the
pieces of wood are planed down, beveling towards
the bottom, bo that their cross-section becomes
wedge-like. Nails, of course, are not necessary,

and a perfectly level surface may be given to the

flooring by planing after the laying down. The
advantages of this flooring, which only requires
an even bed on which to rest, are said to bo the
following :

—

1. Damp from below and its consequence, rot,

are prevented.
"2. Floors may be cleaned quickly and with the

least amount of water, insuring rapid drying.
3. Vermin cannot accumulate in the joints.

4. Unhealthy exhalations irom the soil cannot
penetrate into living-rooms. Asphalte being
impenueable to damp, rooms become perfectly
healthy even if they are not vaulted imdemeath.
In buildings with several stories, as in hospitals,

the vitiated air of the lower rooms cannot ascend,
an object which it has hitherto not been possible

to attain by any other means.
5. The layer of asphalte wUl also prevent tlio

spreading of fire from one floor to another in case
of conflagration. The flooring here described
has been laid in the numerous casements of the
newly-constructed forts round Metz, to the satis-

faction of the authorities. The cost is about a
shil ling per square foot. Tliis estimate, .some-

what high, would be much lower in districts

where oak and labour are cheaper, and the dis-

tance from the places of construction less, and
especially where there is more competition among
contractors than at Metz ; and the cost for larger
undertakings may be reduced to eight sliiilingg

per square metre.

THE IMITATION OF WOODS AND
MARBLES.*

IT is useless to preach a high-art doctrine such
as that wliich forbids imitation of natural

products, so long as a large and respectable class

of our artists practise a style of decoration that

is still extensively admired by the public. The
question with us now is not whether painted
imitations of woods and marbles, such as that
produced by painters in "graining" and
"marbling," is a legitimate means of decoration,

still less a rational one. Such a question we
should be obliged to answer in the negative. It

is enough for us to know that thousands of our
best decorators are so employed, and that many
of our best buildings are decorated in this

manner. Such being the case, we open the large
folio now upon om' table, entitled '

' School of

Piiinting for the Imitation of Woods and
Marbles, as taught and practised by A. R. Van
der Burg and P. Van der Burg, directors of the

Rotterdam Painting Institution, illustrated

with numerous engravings and chromolitho-
graphs," many of them marvels of imitative

skill. The book purports to be a complete
course of instruction in the art of imitating wood
and marble according to a certain method. The
method of the Messrs. Van der Burgs may be
summed up as founded upon a close examina-
tion of the effects of the light upon various

grains ; that, in fact, the colour changes its hue
according to the direction of the rays of hght
falling thereon. The authors observe that, '

' if

we take a piece of wood well polished and turn it

round so as to make the light fall upon it from
different sides, we shall at once perceive that

its colour takes different hues, and the so-called
' sliine ' changes its place, and we nmy equally

convince oui'selves that the grain remains im-

altered, whilst the ' parties ' of light and chief

colours, though remaining the sajne, change
their places." The grain, in short, is not de-

pendent upon the colours of the species of wood,
but the colour changes its place according to the

grain. The tools used are of a special kind, and
are illustrated, the authors offering to supply any
thatmayuotbe prociu'cd. It will be unnecessary to

say that the work is enriched by niunerous

examples of imitative painting ; there are 36

plates of chromolithographs, with detailed de-

scriptions and explanations of the preparation of

the colours and processes of working. AValnut

is one of the woods shown. For painting it

the primitive colour is composed of white,

yellow-ochre, and Turkey or Prussian red.

In the process of gi'aiuing, the palette is filled

with colours in the following order : black,

Cassel earth, burnt sienna, raw sienna, and a

little Prussian blue ; the black is ivoiy black.

The graining-brush is flat, with a short haudle,

and is held in a slanting direction, very slightly

raised above the board ; it shoidd not be over-

• School of rnintinj? for the Imitation of Woods and
MiirUes, byOKnuR. A. R. & T. Vas l)KnBri>.ri,Kottcniam.

London : Crosby Lockwood 4: Co., Stationers' Hall-court.
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chai'jjfed with paint, and the sido or point of

hrush t-liould be filled with the darkest )iue.

IJ^fiides the graining-bnish, the stift' brush, a

comb, Bpon-je, and washleather are employed,

the latter to take off the superfluous liquid, or

paint fi'om the brush. The several positions the

brush should be held in drawing the grain are

illustrated, and the authors show that every

^rain has its beginning and end, with few
exceptions ; that is, the grain remains uninter-

rupted, and one curve follows another. Wo
cannot, without diagi-ams, show the methods
adopt' d to give the eli'oct of oval-shaped veins,

but the main secret is to fill the brusli only
slightly with paint, and draw the grain with the
-shai-p comer of the flat bru.sli. The examples of

walnut, plates II., III., are wonderfully true to

nature ; we may also refer to the specimens of
juniper-tree hnitation as excellent reproductions.
Mahogany, maple, ash, and other varieties are
given. But the marbles are perhaps even more
iaithful as renderings. Thus, we have Brdche
^Breccia) marble imitation in which the grey,
violet, red veins, and angular crystalline masses
are cleverly reproduced. Speaking generally
of marble imitations, the authors say, '

' The
paints for marble painting are mixed rather
thick, with raw linseed oil ; in winter, or in the
open nir, a little boiled pale linseed oil ought to
"be added, especially when slow-drying paints,
such as mortnum caput or colcothar, jet black,
&c., are used." Paints should be sparingly used,
"both for facility of woi-king and durability.
Poppy-oil is recommended for the finer sort of
work, as more durable, but linseed oil for outside
work. The palettes for various kinds of marble
are given in detail, and the modus operandi
explained. Specimens of St. Rcmi marble
(plates v. and VI.) are very fine ; different species
of white marble, such as Carrara, that from
Arabia, Spain, Greece, and Italy, are given,
all di.stinguishable by connoisseurs, by the colour
and grail. Sienna marble, Vert de Mer,
Waulsart marble, &c., are also beautifully
illustrated and treated of in the work before
us. The Waidsart marble, plate 36, is a master-
7)iece of imitative art and chromolithography.
It may be of value to remember in wood graining,
that the broadest grain lies near the heart, and
I)ecomes gradually finer, so that the coarsest
comb should be used first, and then the finer by
degrees. In fact, there is more rule and method
in wood-graining than in marble imitation, in
which materials the veins and crystalline ingre-
dients are found embedded in the most capricious
manner.
Some useful hints on outdoor painting are

given in the Appendix, which, however, we find
is introduced in two different places in the book,
and the order of the descriptions of wood and
marble imitations is somewhat irregular. To
prevent cracking, the priming should be made
thin ; for "if oak or deal be covered with a' coat
of paint mixed with nothing but boiled oil,

experience teaches us that the results will be
had." Brown ochre, mixed with raw linseed
oil and turpentine, is said to produce good results
as a priming coat. The priming for wood paint-
ing should not be too dull, or it is not easy to
work upon ; for marble painting it is recom-
mended to be thin, and mixed with more turpen-
tine. Some suggestive remarks are given at the
end about celling and wall-painting. We take
leave of Mes.srs. Van der Burg's work with the
•conviction that it wiU be usefully studied by all

those who imitate wood and marble, as a com-
prehensive and somewhat scientific guide to the
art. The explanations of the processes, the mani-
pulation and management of the colours, and
the beautifully executed jjlates will not be the
least valuable to the student who aims at
making his work a faithful transcript of nature.

THE PARISIAN SEWERS.

SOME particulars are given by Russell Sturges
in the Neiv York Nation^ of the great depart-

ment called "Service de la Vie Publique"

—

Street Department, in short—which includes
within itself a niunber of " services" which have
little in common with the streets. Tliis depart-
m' nt makes a wonderful .show of itself, its struc-
tures, machines, discipline, and organisation.
There are models on an enormous scale of the
sewers of different sizes and kinds, the models in
this case built of the actual materials used in the
actual way, with the railways and working
models of the little cars used in them, and of the

boats which float in the largest sowers. The
system, now thoroughly carried out in aU its

details, by which all the sewage of Paris
is earned to the Seine at Clicliy, far

below the city, below even the Bois
de Boidogne, so that you can swim in the river

anywhere, ride yonr horses into it, or fish in it

with the chance of catching something—this

great network of sewers, so accessible and traver-

sable that rumour ascribes to the late emperor
the intention of using them as military roads

in the case of popidar dissatisfaction—all this is

made so clear to the student that he can escape

the regulation journey through them, if ho will.

Hero are inunense plans of the water-supply of

Paris, as it was anciently at different epochs, and
as it is now, togctlier with large scale drawings
of new aqueduct buildings and models of some
of the more important. Models of the two or
three newest bridges over the Seine are also to be
seen ; of which bridges the very latest built is

the little " Pont de Passy," just below the Exhi-
bition grounds—a foot-bridge made necessary by
the taking into the inclcsure the Pout de Jena,

but which will remain as an added convenience.
Enormous plans, plans in relief and bird's-eye

views of different cemeteries and parks, of the
Bois de Boulogne and tho Bois de Vincennes,
hang under the shelter of the outside verandas.
Specimens of every sort of paving and flagging,

roadways and sidewalks, with elaborate tables

setting forth the results of wear on each one of

them
;

plans of street railways, with models of

rails and cars ; drawings and models of all the
different kinds of kiosk and illuminated paviKon
used along the boulevards and wider streets,

and, finally, plans, views, statistics, and speci-

mens of the establishments of horticulture and
aborioulture—all go to make up such a
miLseum of city life as the round world can-
not match elsewhere. And the crowning
feature, in popular estimation, is the huge
model of '

' the meeting of two ways, a boule-
vai-d and a wide street, with the sidewalks,
water-hydrants, and sewer-culverts, the paving,
rails of tramway, grass-plots and trees, seats,

system of lighting, office of cabs, advertising

column (illuminated from within), urinoir, and
kiosk of newsvender." This affair shows a
piece cut right out of Paris and seen tlu-ough a
dimiuishing-glass. Here are the houses, split

right down ^through floors and roof, showing
how water and gas are laid on and how
sewage is carried off ; under the street

-

level yawn the open sewers, and the water
and gas mains are there, supported by posts
within the sewers or bedded in the soil ; there,

too, is tho ingenious system by which parts of
each house can be entered from the sewers
through an iron grate used only for that service,

and the clever invention which prevents the
flooding of cellars in the worst cases of "set-
back." The thing is complete, even to the gas-
meter of each house, in a handy place for consul-
tation, and the waste-pipe from every bath-tub
traceable from bath-room to di'ain-pipe under
ground.

PAELIAMENTAEY NOTES:
Civil Seevice Estimates.— Votes to complete

the following sums were agreed to last week :

—

£30,540 for royal palaces; £2,975 for Marl-
borough House; £113,561 for royal parks and
pleasure grounds ; £32,930 for the Houses of

Parliament; £117,255 for public buildings;
£15,885 for furniture of public offices ; £184,331
for Revenue Department buildings ; £46,750 for
County Court buildings; £22,018 for Metro-
politan police courts; £8,203 for sheriff court
houses, Scotland; £120,300 for the new Courts
of Justice; £133,500 for the surveys of the
United Kingdom ; £20,786 for the Science and
Art Department buildings; £4,719 for the
British Museum buildings ; £47,470 for the
Natural History Museum; £20,000 for the
Edinbirrgh University buildings ; £17,062 for
harbours, &c., under tho Board of Trade

;

£198,356 for rates on Government property
(Great Britain and Ireland) ; £10,000 for Metro-
politan fire brigade; £12,110 for lighthouses
abroad ; and £23,216 for diplomatic and consular
buildings. In class 2, the following estimates
were also agreed to:.—£43,244 for House of

Lords offices; ,£50,311 for House of Commons
offices ; £59,815 for the Treasury, inoludiug Par-
liament coimsel ; £89,502 for Home Office and
subordinate departments ; ,£77,490 for Foreign
Office ; £39,217 for Colonial Office ; £30,604 for

Privy Council Office and gubordiiiabo depart-
ments.

Tn\MWATS.—The report of tho Committee of
the Hou-o of Lords ap^inted " to inquire into
the roguUtions which it may be desirable to
impose in relation to the construction and xtse of
tramways," was published on Monday. Tho
following summary exhibits such of the regola-
tions which the committee consider it nonld bo
desirable to impose at tho present time in
relation to the construction oif tramways:— !.

It is desirable that, wherever it is possible,
tramways sbould be constructed and maintained,
but not worked, by the local authority. 2. Tho
preliminary consent of tho local authority to tho
constniotioM of tramways by private promoters
should be required as at present, with the excep-
tion that where the proposed tramway passes
through the districts of more than one local
authority, and those authorities differ as to
whether it shoidd bo sanctioned or not, there
should be an appeal to the Board of Trade. 7.
No absolute minimum width of street or road
should be laid down, and the veto conferred,
under certain circumstances, by Section 9 of tho
Tramway Act, 1870, upon one-third of the front-
agers should be done away with ; but as a
general rule, there ought to be at least Oft. 6in.
between the edge of the tramway and the kerb,
and a minimum width of 24ft. from kerbstone to
kerbstone ; it should, however, be left to the
Board of "Trade to decide, according to the special
circumstances of each case, what width of road-
way is required to provide adequately for the
safety of the public and the convenience of ordi-
nary traffic. 8. No preference should be given
to one gauge over another, but the width of
gauge should be settled freely, according to the
circumstances of each case, Section 25 of the
Tramways Act, 1870, being altered accordingly.
9. The Board of Trade should instruct their
inspectors to pay particular attention, in their
inspection of tramways, before they are opened
for use, to the solidity of the permanent way

;

and should also, in the case of existing tramways,
satisfy themselves, before sanctioning tho use of
mechanical power, that the permanent way is

constructed in a sufficiently solid manner to bear
the increased wear and tear. 10. Tho Board of
Trade should have power to regulate the width
of groove to be used in the rails, so as to protect
the wheels of carriages or other vehicles, as far

as possible, from being caught in the grooves.
11. A tramway company which fails to keep its

rails and its own part of the road in good condi-
tion and repair, in accordance with the require-
ments of Section 28 of the Tramways Act, 1870,
shoiUd be made liable to a penalty not exceeding
£5 a day.

COMPETITION.
RAMsaATE.—At a special meeting of the Local

Board Commissioners it lias been resolved that
Mr. James Abernethy, vice-president of the In-
stitution pf Civil Engineers, should be engaged
to adjudicate on the designs sent in for the pi-o-

posed new road, and that he bo paid a fee of 100
guineas. In reply to a member, the chairman
said Mr. Abernethy would simply award the
premiums, and then it would come before the
ratepayers to select a plan.

A new reredos has just been placed in All Saints'
Church, Cockermouth. It is constructed of oak,
consisting of three panels, in tracery, with but-
tresses. The centre panel is finished with a canopy
and bold fiuials, and beaiing a Maltese cross, with
the monogram I.H.S., on either side of which are
passion Howers. On each side of the reredos. are
two panels, in oak, bearing the Decalogue, Lord's
Prayer, and Apostles' Creed, illuminated on metal,
the dado being formed of Minton's encaustic and
majolica tiles. The oak work was prepared by Mr.
John Hunter, of Cockermouth ; whilst the Deca-
logue, &c., was the work of Mr. John Scott, of
Carlisle ; and the carving is by Mr. R. Little, of
Carlisle. The designer oi the whole was Mr. W.
C. Jennings, architect, of Cockermouth. The cost
of the work amounted to about £100.

The tender for the erection of the proposed new
schools and cottage homes at Withingtou, in con-
nection with tho workhouse extension scheme, has
been accepted by the Guardians ; but as the amount
is £2,000 above the sum which the Board obtained
power to borrow, the work, it is feared, will not be
proceeded with as early as was expected. I'he
accepted tender, that of Mr. J. Herd, was selected
from 14 others. Tho highest was £19,180, and the
lowest, £15,190. That of Mr. Herd was for
£10,924.
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i3utlbtng I^nttlligmct

Adei.—The church of St. John the Baptist,

Adel, near Leeds, -viras last week reopened. The
edifice is one of the most jwrfect examples of

K<mnan nrchitoctiire, and is giipjwsed to have

been erected about 1140. In the interior, the

chancel arch, usually the point of special atten-

tion to Norman builders, is remarkable in a.

small country church for its height, 15ft., and
width of span, 12ft. The building having:

recently fallen into decay, it was resolved about
twelve months ago to close it for repairs. It

was also resolved to raise the roof of the edifice,

which at some period appears to have been
depressed—to its proper pitch. This has now
been done. A number of modem windows have
been removed, and restored to their ancient type,

and the unsightly vestry has been replaced by a

detached octagonal one. The gaUery which
formerly existed at the west end of the church
has been removed, along with the narrow pews

;

the nave and chancel have been seated with oak

;

and the walls have been cleared of plaster. The
chancel has silso been laid with encaustic tiles,

and new doors have been provided in various

parts of the church. A new heating apparatus
has also been put down. The cost of the work
is estimated at about £1,500. The restoration

has been carried out by Mr. G. E. Street, R.A.
(diocesan architect).

Bath.—The foundation-stone of the new
college at Bath was laid on Tuesday. The
architects are Mr. T. Hine, of Plymouth, and
Messrs. Wilson, WiUcox, and "Wilson, of Bath

;

and the builder is Mr. J. Long, of Newark-
street, Bath, whose tender was £6,180. The
front e levation of the new building will be in

the Classical style, to harmonise with VeUore
and its portico. It is proposed to have a colon-

nade to connect the present and new structures,

and it will be so formed as at a future time to

constitute the entrance of a chapel or lecture-

room built between the two. On the ground
floor there are to be six class-rooms about 20ft.

square, and secretary's, clerk's, and other offices.

On the first floor three similar class-rooms will be
provided, and a schoolroom 60ft. by 30ft. The
same floor will also contain the masters' apart-
ments.
Belfast.— The new Presbyterian Secession

Church, Botanic Avenue, Belfast, has just been
completed. The external walls of the church are

executed in Scrabo stone with strings of Dun-
donald stone. The facade of the church is

relieved by a slight projection flanked with
buttresses ; a large four-light wisdow, with
pointed head and cusped tracery, filling the upper
portion of it. The style is Early Gothic. A com-
modious manse, in keeping with the church and
adjoining it, has been lately erected. The
general contractor for the work is Mr. Martin
Curry. The architects from whose plans and
under whose snperintence the buildings have
been erected are Messrs. Young and MacKenzie,
Donegall-square East, Belfast.

Belfast.—A new hospital for sick children has
been erected in Queen-street, Belfast. The
Queen-street front is of cut stone in the Queen
Anne style ; the rest of the building has been
executed of perforated red bricks. Mr. William
M'Cammond, of Brookvale-terrace, Antrim-
road, has been the general contractor. The gates
and railing are by Messrs. Musgrave and Co.,

Limited . The cost of the whole has been upwards
of £5,000, and all has been done from the designs
and under the superintendence of Messrs. Thomas
Jackson and Son, arehitccts, of Belfast. The
flues to carry off used-up or impure air are in

proximity to the smoke-flues, there being influx
of fresh air also by means of Sheringham's
patent ventilators. Boyle's patent ventilators

have been introduced at highest level of each
staircaae to ventilate them and the corridors.

Chkltexkaji.—A new church of St. Matthew
was consecrated at Cheltenham on Thursday in

last week. It is constructed of stone, and seats

1,400 worshippers. Tlie style is Early English,
with the smallest possible amount of ornament.
Itcomprigesnaveand aisles, with vaulted entrance
porch at the north-west comer, beneath the tower,
upon which a spire has yet to be built, a chancel,
aisles, and vestry, galleries in the transepts, and
an ambulatory on the south side. The nave is

104ft. in length by 40ft. wide, and is divided
into 7 bays, the two easternmost onos narrowing

in the width of the nave to that of the chancel,
which has an apsidal termination. The nave
coliunns are circular, and of dark grey stone,

with a beading of white stone, "at the
half of their height, the capitals terminat-
ing vrith a plain ogee. Some of the capitals in

the chancel are carved, as well as the gargoyles,
and the panel over the porch. AH the windows
sire plain, except the rose light at the west end
and the large east window, which are worked in

plate tracery. Tlie organ is placed in one of the
bays of the chancel. The roof is wainscoted in

plain wood, and the seats are open and stained.

The pulpit is of ttone, with Lizard marble panels,

and there are panels of the same marble at the
apsidal termination of the chancel. The tower and
spire, when completed, will rise to aheightof 1 90ft.

The present contract for the building amounts to

over £14,000, but the entire scheme would in-

volve a cost of £18,000. Mr. Evan Christian, of

London, is the architect, and Mr. A. Estcourt, of

Gloucester, is the builder.

Hawick.—The fountain erected to the memory
of the late Dr. John Douglas was placed in the
Wellagate Cemetery last week. The style is

Gothic. The arch is supported by four pillars,

with foliated capitals resting on a base 6ft. square
at the bottom. Surmounting the arch is an oc-
tagonal spire, terminating in a broad mould and
finial of carved fern foliage. The height of the
foimtain is 20ft. The basin, which is of rock-
work, is placed between the pillars. Mr. Law-
rence Beveridge, architectural sculptor, Edin-
burgh, is the contractor.

Linton.—The parish church of Linton, Cam-
bridgeshire, has been reopened after the restora-
tion of the chancel and Millicent chapel, from
the designs of Mr. J. Cory, of Carlisle, archi-
tect to Pembroke College, Cambridge, the lay
impropriators. The original open wooden roof
which had been ceiled is now exposed to view,
windows on the north and south of the chancel
and the priest's door have been reopened, the
mulUons and stone-work repaired, and a new
lead roof placed on the chapel, and the windows
fiUed with tinted glass. An oak reredos, carved
by Mr. Godbold, of Harleston, from the archi-

tect's drawings, extends the whole length of the
east end, with returns north and south, in which
the only remaining pieces of the old screen have
been worked, and new altar rails and prayer desk
of carved oak have also been added . Mr. White-
head, of Saffron Walden, executed the masonry :

and Mr. D. P. Day and Mr. ChappeU, both of

Linton, the carpenters' work, and the glazing
and lead work respectively. A new organ has
been erected by Mr. Hunter, of Kennington-
ro.ad, London.

Roas.—The foundation stone of a new dispen-
sary and cottage hospital at Ross, Herefordshire,
was laid on Tuesday week. In the autiunn of

last year the committee sought by advertisement
for designs for their proposed new buildings.

Some eighteen architects sent in plans, and after

consideration three out of the niunber, marked
respectively "Well considered," "Light and
air," "Thorough," were returned for final de-
cision, when the first named, being the production
of Messrs. Haddon Brothera, of Hereford,
Malvern, and London, arcliitects, was unani-
mously adopted. The greater portion of the
edifice is but one storey high, aud contains on the
ground floor, ward for males, as also ward for

females, having a capa<dty of 1,200 cubic feet,

for four beds in each, fitted with lavatories. Tlio

remaining portion of ground floor is occupied by
a nurse's sitting-room, a fire-proof staircase,

store rooms, kitchen, scullery, and larder, coals

and other out-offices, as well as a mortuary. On
the upper storey is a special ward for isolated

cases, and nurses and servants' bedrooms, &c.
The walls are to be built hollow of brickwork,
and the roofs covered with Broseley tiles. The
contract siun is £1,200, and the work is being
carried out by Messrs. W. and J. Ciowo, of the
City Saw Mills, Hereford.

Stbatfoed-on-Avon.—The ShakespeareMemo-
rial Theatre at Stratford-on-Avon was opened
on Wednesday. The building, of which Mes.sr8.

Dodgshun and TJnsworth, of 13, Buckingham-
street, Strand, are the architects, was illustrated

and described by us in the Buildino News of
September 15th and 22nd, 1870. The theatre
is small but compact. The length from
from north to south is 94 feet ; from east to west
79 feet, inclusive of projections for tower and
turret. The north end is occupied by the stage.

On the mezzanine floor there are seven dressing-

rooms. Under the pit, on the same floor, is a
spacious apartment to be used for storage pur-
poses. The stage is on the grouud floor, and is

37 feet by 46 feet, at the back of which are the
property-room and the green-room. The width
of the proscenium is 26 feet, the height 27 feet

6 inches. The pit is 30 feet by 38 feet, horse-
shoe form, supported by massive brick piers and
wrojght-iron girders. At the back of the pit

there are stairs communicating with the south
entrance. The pit has on the outside a cor-

ridor, 5ft. wide, having three doorways, exclu-
sive of the principal entrance. The pit corridor

and vestibule are laid with tile paving. Adjoin-
ing the vestibule is a ladies' cloak-room ;

soKd York moulded steps, having ornamental iron

balusters, English oak handrail and moulded
dado framing, lead from the vestibule to the dress

circle, which affords accommodation for four tiers

of chairs. Above the dross-circle is the gallery,

consisting of four rows of raised seots, supported
by wrought-irou girders, and extending over the
pit to the same line as the dress-circle ; ruiming
round the back is a corridor similar to that com-
municating with the pit. On the same level are

the flies and artists' room. The roof over the
auditorium is supported by wrought-iron prin-

cipals ; that over the stage is of a lighter descrip-

tion,' the principals and tie-beams being bolted

together with iron rods, shoes, and straps. The
roof is of Eureka green slates. There is a circular

turret on the east side of the building, the height
of wliich is 64ft. , aud which affords private com-
munication from the mezzanine floor to the dress-

circle, gallery and flies, and also communicates
with the stage. In the tower are three rooms. A
large iron tank carried on wrouifht-iron girders

affords provision in case of fire. The topmostroom
of the tower gives an excellent view, being at a
height of 82ft. The auditorium is lighted by a sun
burner. The building is of red brick, with stone

dressings. All the stairs and landings are of

hard York stone, and the woodwork generally

of Christiania yellow pine. There is a dado fram-
ing to the vestibule, orchestra stalls, and gallery.

From the line of concrete to the finial of the
principal tower the height is 113ft. On the

south side of the building from the concrete to

the eaves is a distance of 42ft., of which there

are 34ft. of brick and stone work surmounted by
rustic work set out on stone brackets, forming
the corridor to the gaUery. The walls average
3ft. in thickness, and those of the tower 3ft. 6in.

All the doors open outwards. The style of the
Memorial is principally^Early Elizabethan, which
will harmonise in some measure with Shakes-
peare's House ; and room can be made, if

necessary, for a thousand persons.

TiNSLET. — On Saturday the Archbishop of

York opened a new church at Tinsley. Mr.
George Edmimd Street, R.A., is the ai-chitect.

The church is built of stone in the Flowing De-
corated style, and contains chancel, nave, north
aisle, organ chamber, and vestry. The chancel

is 26ft. long, and 1 8ft. wide ; and the nave 63ft.

long, aud 24ft. wide. The aisle is 10ft. wide.

There are two entrances to the main building,

through a porch on the south side and a door on
the west. Above the porch there are carved

crockets, whilst at some distance away is erected

a lych-gate. The church is roofed with tiles,

and at the eastend is a turret containing three small

bells. The church is dedicated to St. Lawrence,
and will acconmiodate 380 persons. The total

cost is about £6,000. Mr. Arthur Hodgson has
been clerk of the works.

West Knotle.—Tlie parish church of West
Knoyle, near Mere, Wilts, was reopened after

complete restoration on Thursday week. The
church has been newly roofed, that in the nave
being of open timber work, aud that in the

chancel of pitch-pine pannelled. The chancel is

fitted with carved oak benches, and a new tiled

floor. A new reredos and a new pulpit of oak
have been added, and also a new font of Bath
stone. The porch has been entirely rebuilt,

chiefly of the old materials. The tower has
been repaired and the bells rehung. An organ-
chamber and a vestry have been added to the

church. Tisbury stone has been cliiefly used in

the work of restoration, which has cost £1,800.

The architect wasMr. J. M. Allen, of Crewkeme,
and the bidlders, Messrs. Osborne and Son, of

Shaftesbury, and Mr. Davis. The wood has
been executed by Mr. T. Osbomc.

Mr. John Day has been appointed surveyor to the

Bedford General lulirmarj and Fever Hospital.
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ICore than Fifty Thousand Replies and
Li'ttcrsoo sulijcits of UiiiViTswl InttTot liuvo iipiicanil duriiiB
thclasttpnTraniin the K.XGLISH MECHANIC vV.NU >VOULI»
OF MMKNCE, most <jf them from the pens of the Icadinjf
Ki'iciitilic 1111(1 Ti't'h nil-Ill Authorities of the day. Thuusiiiid!! of
oii^'iiial articles and siiontitlc papers, and countlPM rei'eiptH and
wrinkles embraciiiK almost every subject on which it is pohsib c
t'l dcsiri- infoniiation have also appeared during the same ucriod
The earliest and most accurate lufurmation rcapeetinK all new
seicntilic discoveries and mechamcal iuvcutiouit u to be fuiuid in
its pnceH, and its tar^e circulation render its the best medium
for alj advertisers who wish their announcements to Iw brouRht
under the notice of mnnufacturcrs, mechanics, scientitie workers,
and amateurs. Price Twopence, of all booksel ers and news-
vendi>r8, I'ost free ajd. Office : 31, Tavistock street, Covent-
garden W.C.

TO CORBESPONDENT.
["We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opiniona of

otu- coiTcspondcnta. The Editor respectfully requests
that all cominunication.'i should be drins^^ uxs im briefly
as poKsible, aa there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

All letters should bo addressed to the EDITOR, 31,
TAVISTOCK-STKEET, COVENT-GAEDEN, W.C.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
J. Passmork Eduards.

ABVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for advertiaementa is 6d. per line of eight

words (the tirst line counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than half-a-crown. Special terms for
series of more tlian six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.
Front Pa^e Advertisements and Paragraph Advertise-

ments Is. per Une. No front page or paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advei-tisementa for the cun-ent week must reach the
office not lat«r than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.
(Payable in Advance.)

Including two lialf-yearly double numbers, One Pound
per anniun (post free) to any part of the United Kingdom
for the United States, £1 Ga. 6d. (or Gdols. 40c. gold) . To
France or Belgium, £1 6s. 6d. (or 33f. 30c.). To India (via
Southampton), £1 68. 6d. To any of the Australian Colonies
New Zealand, the Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova
Scotia, orXatal, £1 6s. 6d.
N.B.—American and Belgian subscribers are requested

to remit their subscriptions by International P.O.O., and
to advise tlic publisher of the date and amount of their
remittance. If the last-mentioned pi-ecaution is omitted
some difficulty is veiy likely to anse in obtaining the
amount. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate of
7d. each, the postage chaiged being 3d. per copy. All
foreign subscriptions, unaccompanied by an additional
remittance to cover the extra cost of forwarding back
numbers, are commenced from the next number published
after the receipt of the subscription.

Cases for binding the half-yearly volimies, 23. each.

Eeceived.—J. B.-Mrs. C—W. G. and S.-E. B. and S.
—W,F. W.—T. B. J. Co.—R. M. and Son.—G. N.—
T. 8.—n. J. C—C and 8.-B. S.—T. L. B.—B. Bros.—
M. R. C.

Broseley. (His address can probably be obtained from
the source indicated. "We do not know it.}—R. B.
Heslop. (St. Peter's, at Rome, was commenced by
Bramante, and continued under the direction of Raf-
faello, Giscondo, Guiliano di San Gallo, Pei-uzzi, Antom'o
Ran Gallo, Michael Angelo, Jacopo deUa Porta, Domenico
Fontana, Pirro ligorio, and Carlo Modemo.)

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
Drawings Received too L.ite..—"Triangle in Circle."

(Piquant, but not good in angle bay.)—*'Ctoiega." (A
correct and ornate Late (Jothic design, with good
aiTangement of entrance to middle shop.) — **Tr>'
Again." (Wasteful, but shows improvement.)—"Be
Mindful." (Ditto.)— "Dunwieh." (We find your
design was noticed under " Norwich " by a mispiint.)

C0ntsp0nticttct

LIGHT AND AIR.
To l/w Editor of the Buiujing News.

SiE,—I have read with much interest a paper
on the above subject in your last week's issue, in
which, however, I find it stated repeatedly that
a prescriptive right to an easement ia obtained
by twenty years' enjoyment.
Allow me to ask Mr. Ball if it is not now the

case that twelve years' enjoyment confers such a
right ? The alteration has, I think, been made
by an Act passed so recently as last Session.—

I

am, &c..

Temple Club, Anmdel-street, T. E. S.
Strand.

SPECIFYING TIMBEE.
Seb,—In the article in your paper of the 11th

inst. on "Varieties of Building Timber," you
very justly state that the varieties "are not
easily distinguished by those who have had little

experience in building operations."
My experience leads me to suppose that this

difficulty is not confined to novices in the build-
ing art ; in fact, I much doubt whether any
ordinary engineer or architect not specially
acquainted with the timber trade can ensure that

he be supplied with any particular brand he may
specify ; he [certainly cannot do so if he has to

deal with a shifty contractor without great

trouble.

The question has occurred to me whether it is

necessary to rely on brands and trade marks
at all.

Wliat wo require is sound timber, which shall

be equal to certain strains, and in some cajies bo
of a given colour, grain, &c. Why not specify

the timber, not by its brand, trade mark, or port

of shipment, but as of a certain wood, sound,

seasoned, free from shakes, sap, &o., &c., and
that samples of a certain size shall under certain

conditions bear a given strain, transverse or

otherwise.

If this was the general custom, the strength

required for all ordinary purjwses would soon be
ascertained by experiment and become generally

known ; and those superintending building

operations would have a satisfactory test that

the timber used was suited for the purpose
intended.

The present system seems to me very vague
and unscientific.—I am, &c.,

Hamilton Tovey, Major E.E.
Waltham Abbey, Essex, April 21st.

DANGER OF CEEOSOTING TIMBEE ! !

!

Sra,—After making a study of creosoting
timber for over 1 3 years, and collecting a vast
amount of information on the subject, both pro
and con., and finally settling down to the belief

that, if properly carried out, it is a good and
just thing to do, judge of my surprise upon
reading on p. 412 of your last number that a
witness, in speaking of a fractured post, says
" t]^ rotten condition of it was dite to its having
been ereosoted, as the process caused timber to be
hermetically sealed, and thus the juice of the
wood was not allowed to pass off, and rottenness
in the centre was the unavoidable result."
These strictures must really apply to a post

which has simply been paid over with a coating
of tar on the outside only, regardless of the
interior condition of the timber. There is a wide
difference between this and creosoting, for, if

the witness has studied the subject at all, he
ought to know that the juice (sap) and air are
extracted before the creosote is injected. As for
the assertion, " it had been found by experience
that creosoting was a failure," I am more than
amazed by it, for our dock and harbour engi-
neers, railway contractors, telegraph engineers,
&c., &c., use ereosoted timber to a very great
extent.

There must evidently bo something very wrong
either on the part of witness or else on the side
of these engineers and contractors, for why do
they continue its use if the process has been
proved a failure ?

If this gentleman, or any of his friends who
have formed an adverse opinion to the virtues of
ereosoted timber, applied to the Secretary, I feel
sure he would, in his usually kind and obUging
manner, send them a copy of Mr. Brain's paper,
read before the Society, and fuUy criticised by a
large meeting of members, which contains a very
good description of the process and the very
good results attained by the use of cbeosoted
intBEB.—I am, &c.,

A Membee CrviL and Mechanicai,
Enginkees' Society.

7, Westminster Chambers.

Sib,—For the first time in my experience, I
learnt on reading the article on page 412, last
number, that creosoting detracted from the
strength and durability of timber.
On the 26th ult. , Mr. James Siveright, Super-

intendent of Government Telegraphs at the Cape,
read a paper before the Society of Telegraph
Engineers, in which he says, '

' Fir grows aroimd
Cape Town, but nothing short of creosoting will
make it last."

Now, whomami to believe—thegentleman who
gave evidence as stated in your article, or Mr.
James Siveright above mentioned ? One or the
other must be wrong—Which is it ?

On asking my chief, he says " Creosote your
piles with 81b. (sp. gr. 1,000) per cubic foot, and
see that you get it."—l am, &c.,

Assistant Enoineee.

BUILDING MACHINEEY.
Sib,—Under the head of " Building Machi-

nery, '

' in your issue of April 1 8th, I noticed the fol-

lowingremarksonthesubjeotof "scaffolding" :

—

" To samo another clnnun', blundering plan,
rendering our workmen liable to uU manner of
accidents, just look at onr system of gcafiolding
with fixed poles and cords. How long will this

muddling plan prevail, we wonder ? Here there
are signs of inipnjvement, however, as an
excellent invention has been introduced for using
square timber .... Something far better,

and by no means difficult to arrange, would be a
platform of light ironwork, raised six inches,

say, at a time by hydraulic pressure or a simple
rack and pinion."

If some particulars of what has been done of
late, without the employment of the usual
scaffold-pole, or the square timber arrangement
referred to by you, will be of interest to your
readers, I shall be glad to forward a description
and sketches of a scaffold used in the erection of
one of my buildings—a Gothic church.

This building, including a tower about 90ft.

high, was built with merely one stage of scaffolding,
instead of a series of stages, as is ordinarily the
practice.

After the foundations had been put in, and as
much walling built as could be conveniently
accomplished by the workmen whilst standing on
the ground, the scaffolding was placed in position

—that is, a single stage of scaffolding only—^the

top of the work tten built being about 12 inches
above the level of scaffold boards. Two feet six

inches of walling was next built from this scaffold

platform ; then the whole range of scaffolding

was screwed up a distance of 2ft. Gin. ; another
height of walling {2ft. 6in.) was then added, and
the scaffolding screwed up another 2ft. Gin., as
before ; and so on, untU the full height of wall
had been built as required.

On the tower, where I more particularly timed
the work, it was found that the workmen could
cease walling, screw up their scaffold the
required 2ft. Gin. , and be at work on the walls
again, in from 12 to 16 minutes—this being
accomplished without clearing the scaffold of a
single piece of stone, hoisting tackle, or mortar-
board, the scaffold, workmen, and materials all

travelling up together.

I may state that the work was double scaffolded

—that is, it had the scaffolding platforms on
both sides of the wall—an arrangement which,
I think, would be more generally adopted where
the scaffold-poles prevail, were it not that such
a duplication of the parts about doubles the cost.

In the case I am describing, the cost entailed

was represented by the price of the extra
scaffold platforms and a few slings—nothing
more.
With a view of placing the "wallers" in as

good a position as the "shed-men," a portion of

the scaffolding was covered in, and the work was
carried on in wet weather the same as in dry, the

covered scaffold being as easily and as quickly

screwed up as the other portions.

This covering in of scaffolds opens up a ques-
tion for the careful consideration of the builder.

If machinery is to pay a fair dividend for the
money invested in it, it must be kept mnning;
and if builders are to secure a good return for

the money spent upon plant, they should be able

to keen that plant at work, instead of letting it

lie idle whenever there ia a day's rain. 'The

general adoption in towns of such an arrange-

ment as I am here advocating, by facilitating

building operations, would be a boon to the

public at large, and cause us to hear less of the

"hoarding nuisance."—I am, &c,
Joseph J. Lisn.

1 and 2, Bucklersbury, Cheapside, E.C.,

April 22nd, 1879.

HOUSES AT MANCHESTEE AND
NOETHAMPTON.

Sib,—^Your expose of architectural piracy last

week did not surprise me. I was struck with
the transparent coolness of tho matter some
years ago, but after caUing Mr. Godwin's atten-

tion to it I thought no more of the affair. I

believe Mr. Godwin considered it beneath his

notice, or, at any rate, would not " trouble the
waters" himself. Still, I think every lover of

fair-play in design will endorse your action. I
can almost guess the "excuse" that the Man-
chester architect will offer:—"Purely a coin-

cidence" ; "Similarity of mind in the authors" !

Surely this sort of thing is worth the serious

attention of the Manchester Society of Archi-
tects. Let us hope the " unfortunate imitator "

will receive proper chastisement from his fellow-

members, for clearly he has not too much
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modesty, from the fact of hia actually biiiUing

this house to li%ie in. After all, it is evident he
preferred Mr. Godwin's ideas to his own.—I am,
&C., BlECH EoD.

StB,—" Murder will out," even in architec-

tural copjrism ; but before condemning the lively

and spirited architects who have come out in

such brilliant colours, one ought, I think, to in-

quire whether they have any arrangement with
Mr. E. W. Godwin to reproduce his design.

Churches by the score bristling with originality

have emanated somehow from this enterprising

firm ; but of all their creations possibly this house
is one of their best, still "they all do it."

Strange to say, I know of an admirer of a
chapel of theirs, once taking the liberty of

sketching it from the road, when the gentleman
who never used other people's ideas approached
and saucily ordered him off. Other characteris-
tics might be added ; but perhaps the Manchester
house is a pill large enough for the present.

—

I am, &c. Habby.

WESLEYAN CHAPEL COMPETITION,
SWINDON.

SiE,—I see by the North Wilts BeraU of last

Saturday date that the foundation stone of this

chapel was laid on the 16th inst., and a public
meeting was afterwards held in the Com
Exchange of that town, when, in the co<irse of
some remarks, the chairman stated the buildings
would cost £4,891 8s.

Some time ago the committee advertised for
plans for this chapel, and one of the conditions
stated the buildings were not to cost over £2,600.
I ask, is it justice to the other competing
architects for a plan to be selected, the cost of
carrying out the same being more than £2,000
above the stipulated amount ?—I am, &c.

,

April 23rd, 1879. A Lovke op Justice.

CHIPS.
A new Congregational Church was opened at

Mount Pleasant, Hastings, on Tuesday. Mr. T.
Elworthy was the architect, and Messrs. C. and E.
Harmon were the contractors.

The Bnrton-on-Trent Rural Sanitary Authority
have under consideration plans, prepared by Mr.
Walker, C.E., of Cannock, relating to the sewerage
of Bartou-under-Needwood. Mr. Walker recom-
mends that an entirely new system of sewerage bo
laid down, and that the sewage should be disposed
of by irrigation. The cost of the scheme is esti-

mated at £2,700.

The credit allowed in the timber trade on the
Clyde has been shortened since the commencement
of the present mouth from six months, or a discount
of 3 per cent, for cash, to four mouths' credit, or a
discoiint of 2J per cent, for cash.

Works of sewerage are being carried out at Cat-
thorpe and Hollymoorsidc, Derbyshire, from the
plans of Mr. Gould, surveyor to the Brampton
Sanitary Authority.

It is proposed to raise £1,000 in shares in the
town of Romford for the purpose of altering the
old Congregational Chapel m >i orth-street, in that
town, so as to tit it for use as a Uterary and
mechanics' institute.

The county magistrates of Essex have approved
plans prepared by the county surveyor (Mr. Stock)
for the erection of a new recreation room and
dining-rooms at Brentwood PauperLunaticAsylum,
at an estimated cost of £4, .500.

The town commissioners of Surbiton-on-Thames
have accepted the tender of Messrs. Turner, of
Liverpool, to do 5,000 yards of asphalting at Is. 9d.
per yard.

A provisional order has been granted by the
Board of Trade to the North London Suburban
Tramways Company, who are the promoters of a
new line of tramways, of about ten miles in length,
from Stamford Hill to Chcshunt, vii Tottenham
and Edmonton. An exceptional clause in the order
is that the Edmonton Local Board have secured
powers requiring the promoters to use in that parish
such materials and mode of construction for surtace
and foundation of road as they shall judge best.

The Middlesex county magistrates will also compel
the promoters,to maintain the whole of the bridges
and 100 yards of (he approaches on cither side
which may be crossed by the line.

The Tvmpn announces that the boring of an
artesian well for the purpose of investigating the
nature of the chalk layers through which the sub-
marine tunnel between France and England is to
pass, was resumed on the French coast at Sangatte
on the 1st of March last.

Inteitommuuicatiou,—"-•

—

QUESTIOXS,
[6745.]—Wood Roofs.—Will any reader kindly in-

fomi me tlie following- :- -Aftci' haviug- ascertained the
strains on the various parts of a roof truss, how am I to
get the 8cantlinf?8 of the vjirious parts in a wooden roof to
bear the strains I I should liko-a reliable foiiuula.—Nil
Despekanuum.

[5746.]—Plastic Slate.—I have several times lately
come across the tenn '* plastic slate roofing" in American
spocificjitions. Is tliis ''plastic shite" some uewTrans-
utlantie building' material or only a Yankee name for roof-
ing felt.'

—

Kappa.

[5747.] — Geolog-ical Tour in "Wales. — T am
desirous of taking- two weeks' tour through North Wales
for the sake of information on geology. "Will some one
tell me the best route to take so that 1 may see the most
natiiral sections?—W. F. "W.

[5748.]—Museum Plans.—Is there any work show-
ing- plans, &c., of British, South Kensington, or Peel Park,
Saiford, Museums, or any book giving assistance in design-
ing such structures ?— R. A. P.

[5749.]—Quantities.—I have a short time ag"0 pre-
pared plans, sections, and quantities. On thed;»y for the
tenders being sent in my employer said he objected to me
receiving- the usual iig per cent., therefore none of the ten-
ders were accepted. A few days later the employer liim-
seLf wrote copies of the quantities furnished by me, and
sent them to various contractoi-s to obtain tenders which
in many cases failed so to do. He has objected to pay me
anything more than for the plans. I likewise gave him a
copy of the quantities, &c., befoi-e they were sent out, of
which he approved. "What shall 1 do t—A. B. O.

[5750.]—Litig-ation.—Will some one kindly tell me—
1st, whether there are some or many instances when
architect appears in court against his client and in favour
of the builder as to extras, and, if so, please cite some of

them ? The particulars of my case are as follow.^ : - -I was
commissioned by a public Board to prepare plana and
specifications for certain buildings, and to superintend
over the erection. The contract was £500. At the com-
pletion I made an appointment and met the builder and
two gentlemen of the Board to inspect the building. I
found everything done to my satisfaction. But as there
were some deviation from plans made according to the wish
of the Board, I made a statement of the same, naming in

detail on one side "as per plan," and on the other "as
built." The balance was in favom- of tlie builder of
something under £5. I gave tlie builder a cei-tiilcate of
completion, but the Board refused to pay the balance. 2nd.
Is ray reputation not at stake if I do not go to court (at

the request of the builder) in favour of justice, and prove
that I am right in my statement?—A Youso Arcuitect.

[5726.]—Rolled Joists.

—

Errata.—In last week*

reply forW = ^Ai? readW = ^'. L is the breaking

weight in tons on the centre.—II. A.

[5728.]—Coloured Buildlner Stone.—Like your
correspondent " Gr. H. G.," I do uot know any stone by
the name of Findon. Possibly "W. W.** means Fins-
dale, which is brought by water to London and is a light
grey ferruginous sandstone of a warm tint. Speaking of
eolomed stones, your correspondent " G. IT. G." I think
rather overdoes the matter, as I assume that ""W. TP"."
wishes to have variegated colours for decorative pxirposes.
It would be better to class them as red, blue, white, and
grey. Commencing with the red (brick red) the best in
colotur are CorsehiU, Mansfield, Dumfries, Dumbarton,
Carlisle, Woolton, Runcorn, Ardrossan, Upper Arley, and
Newbiggin, some of which are hard, tine, close-grained
sandstone, others soft and friable. Blue stones: Blue
stones range in colour from a fine dark blue to a soft or
French grey. The following are a few of their names

—

viz.. Pennant, Dean Forest, C'unliffe, llaudsworth, Thorpe
Lane, Greenmoor, Robinhood, Knottingley, and Jlaning-
hen. White stones: Craigleith, Dalmeny, "West Plean,
Coxbench, Ambersley, and Ilollington. Grey stones
(warm grey) : Wild CaiT, Spinkwell, Scothall, Finsdale,
and many others. The whole of the foregoing are fine-
grained sandstones. The colours of the Oolitic limestones
are too well known to need repetition, Tliere are many
vari^atod marbles and granites, hut these are not gener-
a'ly enumerated under the head of coloured stones. If
your coiTespondent will communicate with me I will show
him numerous specimens of coloured stones.— Samuel
TitlCKETT.

[5737.]—Load on Beam.—The relation between the
forces of weight and support is detonnined by the pro-
portion between the segments. If a beam be supported at
both ends and loaded as in the figure, the pressxu'cs on the

1

i<—5- t
(S >|

supports are as the sejrraents. Thus if the two segments
of the beam are called ni and n, the i^ressure on the left

support equals weight X — and that on the right weight

X— . In a beam the breaJking weight is inversely pro-

portional therefore to the product of the st^ments.

—

G. n. G.

[0787.]—I'Oad on Beam.—Let the beam A B be

regarded as a lever, on which the force is applied at the
point W, the fulcrum being at A, tlien by the principle of
the lever, the proportion of the load or reaction on B x
18 = the total load x 5, therefore the proportion of tho

load on B = — — , and the proportion on A is, of course,

the diff"erence between that on B and the total load. The
constant S, for fir or other materials is given in tables or
can be found by experiment. Given the breaking weight
= W, the length =: I, the breadth = b, and depth = d of a
piece of fir. Then S can be found from the formulaW I~—^ =Qb (P. The weight must be suspended from the
4

centre of the specimen.—J, L.

[57.37.]—Load on Beam.—The pressure of the load
will be inversely as its distances from suppoiis. An
enunciation of the principles involved belong to a lever of
the first order, where the fulci-um is between the weight
and the power. In oiu" case the fulcrum will be repre-
sented by the load. Let us take tlio case whei-e the dis-

tances are 5 and 13, then the weight A as per sketch will
bear on M *' u of ita

weight plus half the
weight of the beam.
The distance M N is

ui cotirse supposed to
be divided into 18
equal ])aits. Then A
will bear onN — ^^ig
of its own weight plus
the remaining luilf of
the beam. A weight
at D would bear '•

is
on M and also " is on
N and i,

a the weight
of beam in eaoh case.

A load on B would
bear *"

ig on M plus
half tho weight of the
beam, and */i8 on N
plus the remaining-
half of the beam. A
load at C would bear
^^18 = 1 on N and
half the weight of the
beam, and -f 18 =^

on M plus half the
weight of the beam.
With respect to the
constant for fir, we-
may recollect that
mathematical f o r —
mu la may be very
diverse in its eon-
stiTiction, that there
may be several diffe-

rent formuife con-
structed to solve tha-

same problem, and that a letter, a symbol or constant
fitting one formula might and pi-obably should be con-
sidered as inapplicable to any other unless proved other-
wise.—H. Amrbosk.

[5742.]—Drainag-e.—An owner or occupier can only
be compelled to drain his house into any sewer which the
local auUiority are entitled to use, and which is not more
than 100ft. from the site of such house (see PubliG
Health Act, lb75, sec. 23).—West Derby.

STAINED GLASS.
Caubbidge. —The Society of Kiiig*s College harve

just completed two important additions to their
collegiate buildings. The great west window of
the chapel, which has hitlicrto remained plain and
uncoloured, unless a very doubtful tradition is to be
believed, has been filled with stained glass in the
style of the other windows. The composition,
which is one of the largest ever executed in Eng-
land, represents '*The Last Judgment," and will

fairly bear comparison with the rest of the stained
glass, which dates from the reign of Henry VIII.
The window is the gift of Mr. Francis Edmund
Stacey, M.A., formerly a Fellow of the College,

and has been executed by Messrs. Clayton and Bell,

who have been engaged upon the work for nearly
two years. Besides this window, a fountain with
the statue of the founder has been erected in the
centre of the great court. King Henry VI., clad

m Royal robes with orown and sceptre, holds in his

hand the charter of the College. He stands on a
pedestal of considerable height, and below him on
each side are sitting figures of Religiou and Thilo-
sophy. The water issues from the mouths of two
dolphins ridden by amorhii, and falls first into a
basin fringed with dolphins, and finally into a third

basin on the level of the turf. The money to pro-
vide the fountain and statue was given to the Col-
lege some fifty years ago by Mr. Davidson, one of

the Fellows, and has since been allowed to accu-
mulate. The work has been executed by Mr.
Armistead, R.A., the well-known sculptor of tho
bas-reliefs of the Albert Memorial.

The west window of Willingale Church has
recently been filled with stained glass. The window
is of three lights with tracery over, and iu the I*er-

jujndicular style of arthitecture. In the ceutre
light is painted the subject of the Resurrection, and
the side lights are respectively filled with the
Raising of Jairus's Daughter and the Raising of

Lazarus. The tracery is filled with angels, while
beneath the side lights are kneeling angels facing

towards a memorial catafalque, which occupies

the lower portion of the central lit.'ht. The design

was made by the Rev. Ernest Geldart. The work
was carried out by Messrs. Sftundei-s and Co., of 75>

Endell- street, London.
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STATUES, MEMORIALS, &0.

CiTY-noAD Wkslkyan Cuapel.—a uew depar-

ture ill the fashion of memorials to Methodist wor-
thies is marked iu (lie memento of the lato Rev.

Samuel Dousland Waddy, D.D., just placed in the

old chapel in the ('ity-road by his sou, the well-

known (J.C. and M.P. The pillars which supported
the gallery, and the pilasters on either side of the

communion recess were mere stucco shams. These
Mr. Waddy has had removed, and replaced by
massive granite and marble masonry. The shafts

of the pillars, weighing about one and a half tons

each, are of polished Aberdeen red granite, in mono-
liths. The capitals arc of stiituary white marble,
carved in the Corinthian order. The pedestals are

in polished red Devonshire marble, the moulded caps
and bases being of black Devonshire marble. Tne
recesses for the pillars are lined with polished
marble. A memorial inscription is incised iu gilded
letters on the loft-hand pedestal. The statuary work
lias been executed by Mr. John Pulsford, of Barn-
staple, and the builder's work by Mr. Je.ssieChessum,
«f Shoreditch, from the designs and under the super-
intendence of Mr. D. Alexander Lauder, architect,

of London aud Barastaple. The cost of the altera-

tions has been about £700.

CHIPS.

At a meeting held at Eastbourne on Saturday it

was resolved to endeavour to raise .£4,000 in sub-
scriptions for a cottage hospital, "as a memorial of
the late Princess Alice."

Another stage has been reached iu the artisans'
dwellings scheme at Dublin, the award of Mr.
Posnett upon the claims for compensation in respect
of the unhealthy area in the Liberties to be cleared
for this purpose, having been lodged. The gross
mun awarded is greatly in excess of the estimate of
the committee of the Dublin corporation and its

«fficials.

At the Easter vestry held at Charlcombe last

week a vote of thanks was passed to Mr. J. B.
Wilson, of Bath, for his gratuitous services as
architect during the improvement and restoration
of the church, now almost completed. At the same
meeting a new font cover was promised to be added
to the church furniture.

The commemoration stone of the parish church
cf St. George, Gloucestershire, was laid on Wed-
nesday week by the Mayor of Bristol. The tine

old parish church, which was completely restored
in 1876, was destroyed by Are at Christmas last. It

is now being rebuilt from the plans of Mr. P. E.
Massey, architect, of London. The estimated cost
19 £6,000.

Mr. Eli Johnson, a pupil of Mr. Boehm, is en-
gaged on a bust of Dr. Moffat.

The Local Government Board inquiry on the
Nemnarket sewerage scheme, for which the local
Ixiard of that town seek to borrow £5,000, was con-
cluded by Mr. S. J. Smith, C.E., inspector, on
Saturday, when Mr. J. F. Clark, the engineer of
the scheme, explained his plans and the proposed
utilisation of the sewage on the land.

According to a daily contemporary, Exeter Hall
is likely ere long to exist only in the memory of
attendants at May meetings and frequenters of
monster concerts and great political gatherings.
Negotiations have been iu progress for the acquisi-
tion of the site for a great theatre, and these have
been chiefly impeded by the onerous condition of
rebuilding the adjacent houses, a large new hotel
being part of the scheme. The hall was built from
the designs of Mr. Dering about fifty years ago.
It would be missed, for Loudon is but ill-provided
with convenient places for great gatherings. It is

not, however, the most scientifically constructed
of London buildings, and its facilities for allowing
the rapid egress of a crowded audience in case of a
panic would hardly be approved of in these days by
the surveyor of the Lord Chamberlain's office if a
theatrical licence were applied for.

An Elizabethan door in a cottage near Hoo, at
ICnster-iu-Tlianet, which has been illustrated iu
Vol. XII. of the Kent Archa;ological Society's
Jauntul, has been sent to Bifrons by order of the
Blarquis of Conyngham, the cottage having been
pulled down.

The Town Council of Derby held a special meet-

^^ g on Monday, at which it was decided to carry
out a scheme under the Artisans' Dwellings Im-

ivement Act, 187-'), iu three parts. By this plan
It is proposed to remove blocks of dilapidated houses
in the neighbourhood of Willow-row, Goodwin-
itreet, and Wright-street, and to replace thera by

and habitable structures. The total cost of
undertaking is estimated at £86,000, at twenty
m' purchase of the jiroperties.

The construction of drainage works was eora-
lenccd in the town of Briton Ferry on Monday,
lessrs. Hill Brothers, of West-town, near Bristol,
» the contractors.

ODur (DfRct ^iiblt
t

TnE following information in refjard to tlio

great value of the ailauthus as timber, is taken
from a paper on the subject bjf Prof. C. S.

Sargent:—In experiments made in the French
dockyard at Toulon, where the wood of thia tree

was tested as to its tenacity, or ability to resist

a strain, in comparison with the timber of

European elm and oak, an average of seven
trials showed that the ailanthns broke with a
weight of 72,186 pounds, while the chn in a
similar number of trials yielded to 51,707

pounds, and the oak, in the average of ton speci-

mens, broke under a weiglit of 4^1,431 pounds.
Evidence as to the value of ailanthus timber in

exp.ised situations and as to its durability when
set in the gi-oimd is yet meagre, but the little

that we have is favourable. Of its value for

interior work and for cabinetmaking there can
be no doubt, the wood possessing properties re-

markable in so rapid-growing a tree. The wood
is at first of a pale straw-colour, but gro'ws

somewhat darker with age, and takes a high
polish. Wlieu cut to show the silver grain it

presents a satiny lustre, and as regards freedom
from warping and shrinking it is superior to

walnut and fully equal to mahogany. It is said

to cut up economically, seasons readily, is easily

worked, is free from unpleasant odour, and has
no ill effects on the tools. For the treads of

stairs, the floors of offices, mills, aud other
buildings, where constant use requires a hard,
strong wood, it is probably superior to any of

the woods commonly employed in such situations.

There is one use for which its freedom from
tendency to shrink will especially commend it

—

i.e., interior finishings. Its warm colour will

make it very effective, when iLscd with both
lighter and darker woods.

An important link is about to be added to the
Midland and Northern railway system by the
opening of the line just completed between
Swinton and Ferrybridge. The line which will

be foiTually opened for passenger traffic on the
2nd of Jime will rmi from the Korth-Eastern line

at Ferrybridge, near to Knottingly Station,
joining the Midland system about one mile from
Swinton, on the main line north and south, and
by the opening of this connection a clear saving
of some thirteen miles will be effected in the
journey from York to London, as the pas-
senger will travel this way in.stcad of ria Nor-
manton. Sheffield, and all the to^wns in the
Midland counties too will aiso be placed in easy
communication with York, Newcastle, and the
Scotch trains by means of the joint lines. The
contract for the making of the lino was let in the
autumn of 1875 to Messrs. Dransfield and Co., of
Liverpool, the first sod having been cut on the
8th of September of that year. The consulting
engineer was Mr. T. Harrison, C.E., London,
the resident engineer being Mr. Francis Liddell,
under whose superintendence the works have been
carried out. The total of Messrs. Dransfield's
contract will be about £450,000. The line is a
little over fifteen miles in length.

iNamBiES are made from time to time for the
best methods of rendering pencil drawings in-
effaceable. The Piipicr Zi'duiifi recommends that
the paper be prepared in the following manner :

—

Slightly warm a sheet of ordinary di-awing-paper,
then place it carefully on the surface of a solution
of white resin iu alcohol, leaving it there long
enough to become thoroughly moistened. After-
wards dry it in a current of warm air. Paper
prepared in tliis way has a very smooth surface.
In order to fix the drawing, the paper is to be
simply wanned for a few moments. This process
may prove u,seful for the preservation of plans
or designs, when the want of time will not allow
of the draughtsman reproducing them in iuk. A
simpler method than the above, however, is to
brush over the back of the pajier containing the
charcoal or pencil sketch with a weak solution of
white shellac in alcohol.

PnoFESSOE DoEEMUS, of the Buffalo Medical
College (New York), recently performed an in-
teresting and instructive experiment before his
class. A block of sandstone such as is usually
employed for window caps and sills, and about
twelve inches squfire and four or five inches thick,
hud a panel one half an inch deep simk in each
side. In each panel was fitted u block, which
was perforated by a piece of common gas-pipe,
and this was cemented about the edges. The
whole was then coated with an impervious varnish.

Air now entering the pipe on either side had
accoee to the cle^ gurfaco of the stono beneath
the panel, and it was found that if the mouth be
applied to the protruding pipe on one iddei and a
candle bo pliccd in front of the opposite one, it
could very readily bo blown out by the air, which,
with veiT little effort, was forced through the
stono. When a rubber tube was connected with
the house gas-pipe on one side of the stone, and
a burner was attoehed on the opposite side, the
simple pressure from the gas mains was sufficient
to force the gas through the stone till it waa
lighted at the burner on the opposite side. When
by any means the pressure was increased, a very
large flame was thus produced. This shows the
permeabilitj' of building stone. Brick walla and
the jilustcnng of rooms are much more porous,
and it may be readily seen that unglazed tile, or
stone, or brick sewers afford but little Eccurity
against the escape of sewer gas.

Me. Edwaed CiiAiiiNOE, the oldest eartheuware
manufacturer of the Staft'ordBhire Potteries, died
on the IGth inst., in his eighty-seventh year.
Born at Leek, and a son of Sir. William Chal-
liner, a solicitor of the town, he went at an early
age as an apprentice to the manufactory of the
late Mr. Eiley, of Burslem. After his appren-
ticesliip he commenced business himself in 1819
at the earthenware works formerly belonging to
Mr. Wood, at the Overhouse, Burslem. These
works he subsequently pmchased, and in 1839
erected on the site the present manufactory, where
Mr. Ralph Hammersley carries on business. Sub-
sequently, having dissolved partnership with Mr.
Wood about the year 1841, ho built a ne^w
earthenware manufactory at 'Punstall, being the
one now occupied by Mr. Enoch Wedgwood.
Here he carried on business until about the year
186^ when he retired temporarily from trade.
In less than a year, however, he commenced
again at the small works in Tunstall, now occupied
by Mr. Ralph Hammersley, where he continued
as a manufacturer until about 1873, when, being
upwards of eighty years of ago he finally retired
from business.

At the last meeting of the board of the National
Gallery of Ireland a letter was read from Sir
Richard Wallace, Bart., M.P., who has lately
become a member of the board, offering an in-
teresting picture by Salvator (a portrait of
Guercino, the painter), for presentation to the
gallery. The director of the gallery, Mr. Doyle,
was requested to accept the gift with thanks.
Among the principal donations of works of art
received for and placed in the gallery during the
past year are, a marble statue of Apollo, by F.
M. Poncet, a French sculptor of the last century,
formerly the chief ornament of the ball-room of
Leinster House, from the Duke of Leinster; a
" Seapiece," by Abraham Storck, next to the
younger Van de Velde, perhaps the best marine
painter of the Dutch school, from the Earl of
Portarlington ; "St. Cecilia with the Angels,"
one of the works of Carlo Cignani ; " Lucretia,"
by Elizabeth Serrani, and a portrait of the time of
Charles II., said to represent the Duchess of
Portsmouth, by Nicholas Maas, all three from Sir
Henry Barron, Bart. ; and a large portrait group
of the Ely family, by Angelica Kauifman, from
the Marquis of Ely.

The new collection of oil and water-colour
paintings exhibited in the picture gallery at the
Crystal Palace is, on the whole, a better one than
that of 1878. The foreign exhibitors still, how-
ever, contribute a majority of the more note-
worthy pieces. The hanging of the pictures
has been accomplished under the direction of
Mr. C. Wass. On Wednesday Mr. W. B.
Frith, R.A., Mr. J. C. Horsley, R.A., and Mr.
G. H. Boughton, acting as judges, awarded
the medals offered to exhibitors by the Crysal
Palace company. The awards included six gold
medals, valued at 25 guineas each, twenty silver

medals, valued at guineas, and fifteen bronze
medals, valued at 3 guineas. In the competi-
tion the works of English artists were di\'ided

into three classes : — A, History or figure

subjects in oil ; B, Landscapes, sea-pieces,

animals, and other subjects ; C, water-colour
dra^wing, irrespective of subject. In class

A, Mr. E. R. Taylor gained the gold medal for
" The Cloister Well," the silver medals going to
Mr. A. Stocks, Mr. J. C. Waite. Mr. J. Hayllar,
and Mr. E. G. Girardot, and the bronze medals
to Miss E. ConoUy, '

' Covenanters on their way
to Prison," Mr. Haynes King, and Mr. J.
Morgan. In Class 13, the gold medal was
awarded to Mr. A. L. Vernon for a country
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idyll, the silver medals to Mr. D. Cameron, Mr.

Y. King, Mr. H. Caffieri, and Mr. F. W. Meyer;

and the bronze medals to Mr. R. Gallon, Mr. J.

Peel, and Mr. L. C. Nightingale. In Class C,

Mr. W. Hall's " Ullswater Lake—Moonlight

"

brought him the gold medal, the silver medals
beinggained by Mr. Henry Moore, Mr. D. Law,
Mr. Hughson Sawlev, and Mr. L. L. Pocock ;

and the bronze by Mr. T. C. Dibdin, Mr. R.
Basell, and Mr. E. Hargitt. The special gold

mediU open to the competition of artists and
collectors for the best picture exhibited, with-

out regard to school, style, or subject, was
jgainedbvMr. T. Davidson, for his "Dowsabell."
The works of foreign artists were also considered

in two classes. In class D—for History or

Figure Subjects in Oil—the gold medal v as

given to Mr. B. Nordenburg for the " Marriage
in a Swedish Village Church ; '

' the silver medjUs
went to Mr. Charles Frore for his group of

wheelwrights "Firing the Wheel:" Mr. H.
Sondermann, Mr. L. Vollmar, and Mr. C. Kron-
berger, and the bronze to Mr. T. Cederstrom,
Mr. J. A. Neuhuys and Mr. Gr. Meyer. The
gold medal in Class E—landscapes, sea pieces,

animals, &o., was adjudged to Mr. C. Kroner;
the silver medals were awarded to Messrs. J.

Banck, V. St. Lesche, H. Baisoh, andE. Weieh-
bergpr, and the bronze to Messrs. O. Jemberg,
H. Dieters, and F. Heimerdinger.

C nUBB'S
WROUGHT IRON DOORS,

Tire and Thicf-Rcsisting strong Rooms, Safes, and Iron LiHings.

THREE PRIZE MEDALS
And noxomtit.! MijTTtoic at PAEI8 EXIIIBITION, 1S78.

Iliubtnit«d Price Lists post-free.

CHUBB & SON, Makers to the Bank of England,
128, Queen Vietoria-street, St. Pawl's, E.G. ; and

68, St. James'S'Street, Pall Mall, Loudon.—[AuvT.]

CHIPS.
A new Baptist chapel was opened lost week at

Westbonme, near Bournemouth. It is Gothic in

style, and measures 40ft. by 20ft. ; it is built of
brick, with stone corbels, and a roof of open tim-
ber, varnished. Attached is a schoolroom 20ft. by
15ft. The architects were Messrs. Burton and
Stephens, and the builder was Mr. M. Carpenter,
all of Bournemouth. The cost has been about
£850.

At the last Commencement of Washington and
Lee TTniversity of Virginia, the diploma of LL.D.
was honoris cauai conferred on Mr. Beresford-Hope,
M.P. This diploma was, on Tuesday, presented to

Mr. Beresford-Hope at his residence, Connaught-
place, Hyde-park, by a deputation from the Rector,
President, Facul^, and Trustees of the Univer-
Bity.

The Committee appointed to carry out the exten-
sion of the Burial Ground attached to the parish
church of Southwick have accepted, out of several
competitors, the tender of Mr. Charles Curd,
builder, of New Shoreham, for building the enclo-
sure boundary walls, &c., for the new ground, and
the work has commenced and is being carried out
from the plans of Mr. Arthur Loader, architect and
surveyor, of Brighton and Shoreham.

The office hours for all clerks in the Queensland
public service have been extended from four o'clock
to six o'clock in the afternoon.

At a meeting of the creditors of William Wain-
wright Williams, brick manufacturer, of Bordes-
ley-green, Birmingham, held on Monday, the debts
were shown to be .£4,2.'}6, and the assets £105. A
composition of Is. in the pound was accepted.

A stained- gla.;s window has been placed in the
east-end of the south aisle of the chancel of St.

Giles's Church, Beading, by the present Mayor of
the town, in commemoration of his silver wedding.

The Brougham centenary festival at Cannes was
closed by the unveiling of a marble statue, which
occupies a site facing the sea, and near the Town
Hall.

The memorial to Bishop Heber in the church of
Malpas, in which parish he was bom^ will pro-
bably take the form of a stained-glass window.

Mr. George Baker, of Great Yarmouth, has been
presented with an electro-plated tea and coffee
service, in recognition of his honorary services as
architect for the new Primitive Methodist Chapel
at Halvergate, Norfolk.

Last Friday a new Masonic Hall, which has just
been erected at Ipswich, was opened. The new
buildings are built of red brick from the designs of
Mr. H. Luff, and have been erected in about four
months by Messrs. E. and C. E. Gibbons.

A new Board School in Stirchley-street, Birming-
ham, was opened on JSaturday. The school has
been erected by Mr. Walter IJrooks, Sheepcoto-
street, Birmingham, from the design of Mr. W.
Hale, architect, Colmoro Bow, Birmingham. It is

built of ordinary brick, in a simple Gothic stjde, the
woodwork being of stained deal. The total amount
of the contract was £1,893.

The Monument on Fish-street Hill, London, is at

present undergoing several repairs. Among other
things, the top of the monument, which was de-
signed to represent a tlame, is to be regilded. The
work is being done by direction of the Corporation,

and it is stated the cost will exceed £.500.

Some school trustees confuse the duties of archi-

tect and teacher, if an American paper is to be
trusted. One recently visiting a school remarked :

" Well, Mr. Syntax, you have a very fair school

here." Mr. S. " Yes, sir, the school's well enough,
but the curriculum is defective." Now Trustee.
"What, the curriculum defective ? We must see

the architect at once about it, and have it raised a
few feet higher."

Six tenders have been received for the restoration

of the nave and muniment room of Bangor Cathe-
dral, but all being much above the estimate, the
plans of the late Sir Gilbert Scott will, it is said,

probably be modified.

On Easter Monday afternoon the memorial stone
of a new Wesleyan chapel atHaxby was laid. The
new building will provide sitting accommodation
for about 300 worsluppers, and Simday school room
for 100 children. The total cost will be about
£1,200. The architect is Mr. E. Taylor, of Stone-
gate.

On Easter Sunday a new Woslevan chapel at
Cottingham was opened. Mr. C. tl. Payne, of

Kettering, was the architect. The style is Classic.

The principal elevations of the building are faced
with Harborough pressed brick. The contract was
taken by Mr. Crisp, of Harborough, at £423.

The present restoration of the Priory Church,
Bridlington, having been brought to a conclusion,
the event was celebrated on Thursday week. The
Archbishop of York, who preached, said that a
former restoration had cost £10,000, the present
one £17,000. The restorations are from the designs
of the late Sir Gilbert Scott, who took a special in-
terest in the work, which has been continued since

his death by his sons, Messrs. G. G. and J. O.
Scott. Mr. J. Thompson, of Peterborough, has
been the solo contractor, and has executed the work
under the superintendence of Mr. J. Wills, the
clerk of the works.

A new Cottage Hospital is being built at Maiden-
head by Mr. W. Woodbriiige, from the designs
(gratuitously supplied) of Messrs. Henry Cooper
and Sou, architects, 86, High-street, Maidenhead.
The materials used are red and grey bricks, with
Bath stone lintels and sills ; the roof to be covered
with Broseley tiles. The buildings are intended to
accommodate four male and four female patients,

and are all on the ground floor. The contract is

£1,3.50.

The foundation stone of a new Oddfellows' Hall,
at Launcoston, was laid on Easter Monday. The
building will comprise a hall, 46ft. by 25ft., lobby,
lavatory, ante-room, &c., vrith rooms underneath
for a curator to reside in. The style is to be
Romanesque. The steps and plinth will be of
granite, and the walls of the best red bricks, with
Portland stone dressings. The plans were prepared
by Mr. C. P. Wise, architect, of Launceston, and
the building is to be erected by Mr. Wm. Burt,
contractor, of the same town.

We are glad to hear of the recovery of Mr. C. J.
Phipps, who was seized with a sharp attack of con-
gestion of the lungs recently, while in Aberdeen.

Plans have been prepared by Mr. F. Chancellor,
of London and Chelmsford, for the restoration of

the parish church of Writtle, Essex. The estimated
cost is £1,100.

A now bridge erected over the Sutton-drain, at

St. Mark's-street, Hull, was opened on Wednesday
week. It has been tested to 50 tons, and supersedes
a narrow brick arch, built by the late George
LiddeU. The platform is supported on nine
wrought-iron plate girders, eacn 3ft. apart, and
from 1ft. TJin. to 2tt. deep, and on two outside
bit girders of Uke depth under the parapets. The
former are covered with buckled plates, and the
latter support curved plates, which extend from
plate girders, and carry the footways. A layer of
concrete is spread over these plates, on which is laid

the flagging and wood pavement. The parapets
are formed of cast-iron latticedpanels, fixed between
newels, and terminated by Bramley Pall stone
pe<lestals built on the abutments, which are of
white brick. The estimated cost of the bridge was
£2,500, and it has been completed for £2,503. It

is the fourth bridge constructed during the past
five years from the designs of Mr. J. Fox Sharp,
the borough engineer. Mr. Malono was the con-
tractor.

The annual meeting of the Association of Sani-
tary Inspectors of Essex and neighbouring counties
was held at Chelmsford, on Thursday, the 17th
inst., Mr. A. F. Ginn, of Chehusford, in the chair.
Discussions took place on a paper read by Mr. Bell,
of Epping, relating to hospital accommodation for
infectious diseases, and on the Public Health
Amendment (Water) Act, introducedby Mr. Boulter,
of Halstead. Mr. F. Ciodfrey, of Braintree, was
appointed president for the ensuing year, and Mr.
Hamilton, secretary.

Steps are being taken to complete the restoration
of the parish church of Bumham, Somerset. The
work proposed includes the repewing and repairing
of the north aisle, and the removal of the present
unsightly gallery.

The parish church of Ulceby is to be re-opened
on the 29th inst., after the restoration of the south
aisle, and the erection of a south porch.

A new reredos has been placed in the parish
church of St. Mary, Chelmsford, in memory of the
late Archdeacon Mildmay. It consists of an oak
frame carved in the Perpendicular style. In this

are three panels, each occupied by an oil painting
executed by Miss Mildmay, from Italian works

;

that in the centre represents the Crucifixion. A
parclose of carved oak, also in the Perpendicular
style, has been placed on the north side of the
chancel, and a similar screen is to be placed on tha
south side.

The first exhibition of the Woodford Industrial
and Art Society was held on Tuesday and Wednes-
day in last week, and proved so successful that it

is proposed to make it an annual institution. The
exhibition, which originated with Mr. S. J. Taylor,
was divided into three sections : 1st. Works of art,

containing 29 classes; 2nd. Industrial work by
women, containing 21 classes ; and 3rd., works of
children, containing 15 classes. Besides these a.

good loan collection was contributed by friends.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at
Southend-on-Sea, on the 17th inst., before Mr.
Harrison, C.E., respecting an application from the
local board, for permission to borrow .£1,000 for
new works of sewerage in Porter's Town, Milton-
street. The plans have been prepared by Mr.
B. B. Harrington, the surveyor to the board.
It was stated that the board bad already borrowed
£12,400, and that further sums of £1,100 for the

Hamlet Valley sewerage, and of £1,000 for the
eastern esplanade scheme would shortly be re-

quired.

Mr. John James has been appointed bridgd
surveyor for the town and comity of Haverfordwest,
South Wales.

In celebration of the completion of a new wiug
to the hospital, at Moretou-iu-the-Marsh, the
workmen were entertained at supper on Monday
week. Mr. Calloway is the architect, and Mr.
Gill, the contractor.

The fomidation stone of a new Wesleyan church
was laid in Bath-road, Swindon, on Wednesdayj
week. The chapel is being erected by Mr. Tj
Barrett, who has taken the contract ai

£4,891 8s. 6d.
j

At Beccles, Suffolk, on Monday, the 14th inst.

the foundation stone of a new Congregations
Sunday School buildings was laid. The architeo

is Mr. Edward Bondman, of Norwich, and thi

scheme includes a principal building seating 301

adults, and 8 class-rooms.

The Town Coimcil of Colchester unanimou
decided at a meeting held on Satm-day week,
purchase the waterworks from the private compan
m which they are now vested.

The Wesleyan chapel, at Belper Pottery, has be«

reseated and refloored ; the contract has bw
executed by Messrs. Wheeldon Brothers, of Belf
A new schoolroom, 48ft. by 24ft., with class-n

beneath, has been erected for the same Wesleyi
community, by Mr. Loomes, contractor of Belp<

and both chapel and schoolroom were opened i

services on Easter Sunday.

The Duke of Westminster and Sir Rob(
Cunliffe visited the sewage farm of Col. Joni

V.C., at Hafodywem, near Wrexham, last week^:

order to see in operation the sewerage ejector, 11

vented by Mr. Shone.

A cocoa-house was opened last week,
BhosUanerchrugog. The alterations have_ ba<

carried out by Messrs. Jenkins and Jones, buildei

of Johnstone, Ruabon, and the decorations by Ml.

Coplestown, of Wrexliam.

The foundation stone of a new Congregat

church was laid at Sawston, near Cambrid
Easter Monday. The church will bi) Goth
style, vrill measure 74ft. by 37ft., and is estii:

to cost about £1,600. The architect is Mr. J.

man, of London, and the builder Mr. Garwood, of

Haverhill.

A now Roman Catholic church, dedicated to St.

Patrick, is about to bo built at Walton-k-Dalo,
from designs by Mr. Pugin.
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AECHITECTURE AT THE EOYAL
ACADEMY.

FUIST KOTICE.

rpO-DAY tlie private view at the lloyal

J- Academy is beiug hold, and deference

to the general rule precludes om- noticing the

works in detail, even if we had time this

week to write at length about them. It

may, however, be interesting to say a few

words generally about the Exhibition, and

certainly, at the outset -it cannot fail to bo

observed how very few architectural draw-

ings are this year exhibited. Out of the

fifteen hundred and eighty-six exhibits at

the Eoyal Academy only one hundi-ed and

fifteen have been selected to represent archi-

tecture, a selection hardly equal to two-

thirds of the number generally allotted to

what Mr. Street called, the other evenin?,

at the Institute Dinner, the "Mother of the

Fine Arts." Surely the secondary Aits have

ousted their mother, judging from the small

collection of drawings permitted this year to

represent the " parent art of architecture."

And especially is this the case when the

comparatively largo number of decorative,

competition and ideal designs are taken into

consideration; for these are this year

tmusually numerous. ,
The merit of the

works shown is, no doubt, as a whole,

of an average order, though several repre-

sentative names are absent from the Exhi-
bition altogether. It seems from the ex-

perience of the past that architesture must
inevitably take a very second-rate place at

the Eoyal Academy, and, indeed, in the

annual exliibition at Burlington House

;

from the nature of the case probably this

must always be so, but we see no reason why
the few drawings of architectural works
which are exhibited should not illustrate as

far as possible the best and most important

examp'es executed during the j-ear. It is

true that the past year has by no means boon

a jjrosijerous one for architects, and their

buildings have perhaps been few, but, on
the other hand, the rejected drawings from
the Eoyal Academy Exhibition have been

very much more numerous on this occasion

than ever before, including several works of

a high order, and by well-known men. If

it be intended to raise the standard of merit

in selecting works for the Exhibition no one
can comjjlain, but evidently this has not been
the case, while, as we have already said, the

decorative and ideal designs are by far too

numerous in so small a collection. Mr. G.

E. Street, E.A., is well represented by
no less than six works, four of which
are churches, viz., St. Mai-y's Cliur. h,

Monmouth ; Holmbmy St. Mary, SuiTcy;
the parish church of St. Peter, Boui-nemouth,
showing the spire ; and the new church of

St. Mary, Speenhamland, Berks. All of these

arc characteristic of the author's work, full

of pure and good detail, and evincing the

master's hand. The reiuainuig two drawings
will, however, attract the most attention,

and deservedly so, as they Ulustrato one of

Mr. Street's earliest domestic works and one
of his very latest. They do not in them-
selves present any leading points for com-
par'son, the buildings being so different in

size and intention. The fonner drawing is a
largo bird's-eye view of St. Margaret's Con
vent. Chapel and Schools at East Giinstead
(111.'3) ; the latter some mansions about to

be erected on the Hans-place estate in

Cadogan-square (1174). All the drawings
arc by Mr. Street himself in his peculiar

manner, though perhaps less careful than

usual ; but then the wonder is that the

author should have found the time to make
the drawings at all. Wo shall return, of

course, to these works later on. Mr. Nor-
man Shaw, E.A., has oidy one drawing this

year. It is his diploma picture of Adcoto,

Shropshire, a work already known to our
readers by the illustration given by us

just after it was made, in the Christ-

mas number of the Building News last

year.* Mr. Shaw could not have chosen

a better subject for his diploma work
as it illustrates him in that particular phase
of Late Gothic, which he had made his own
befre he lent his hand to the more debased

style known as Queen Anne, and considering

the lengths to which this last named style

have boon already carried, Mr. Shaw's
tmest admirers must certainly desire that he
should return to the Gothic work, such as

that so charmingly illustrated by Adcote,

Shropshire, Even in the present exhibition

at Burlington House, where so-called Queen
Aime is conspicuously absent, it is refreshing

to turn to Mr. Shaw's lone work at the end of

the room. Mr. AlfredWaterhouse, A.R.A.,ha&
three water-colour drawings, illustrating the

Prudential Offices, in Holbom ; the New
Court Chambers Quad in Lincoln's Inn, and
Pembroke College, Cambridge ; this last

being to oui- mind the best work of the three

as an examine of architectural design.

Neither Mr. Pearson nor Mr. E. M. Bari-y

send any works, and we miss the drawings
of Messrs. W. Biirgcs, Bodley, Gibson, Tal-

bert, and Seddon. Turning to the catalogue

Mr. Ewan Christian heads the list, with
rather a commonplace though qvdet house in

Sussex, called Glyndeboiirno, and immedi-
ately below Mr. J. J. Stevenson has rather

a striking subject in Ken Hill, Norfolk,

shown by a singularly poor water-colour

drawing. The house is in stone, treated in

"Free Classic," picturesque enough and
quaint, but not very like a gentleman's house.

Denton Hall, Grantham, by Mr. Arthur
Blomficld, M.A., is a more satisfactory and
extensive work, though perhaps a little

broken up. The diawiiig is exceptionally

cleverly executed in pen-and-ink. The
School Board and Municipal Offices (1,080

and 1,111), at Leeds, by Mr. Corson, are

shown by very coarse pen drawings, which
are deservedly hung i-ather out of sight;

and here we may say, with reference to the

hanging, that the jactures are well balanced
in the massing on the walls, and with few
exceptions have been judiciously appro-
priated; but why the iilace of honour in the

centre of the long side of the room should
have been given to 1,14-1, a student's acro-

batic design for a provincial town hall, by
Mr. W. Scott, in which almost all the stj-les

of Gothic haTO been introduced, we cannot
conceive ; neither can wo understand why
the hot and heavily-tinted drawing (1,145)

just over the last-named should have been
hung where it is, crushing rather than
cro\\-ning all the adjacent drawings. It

represents, too, a very overdone interior, with
decorations and furniture in a rather used-up
style. Mr. W. Hensman is the author. Messrs.

Dmm and Hansom have a neatly-finished

view of Downside Monastery and College

(1,081) ; and Mr. E. P. C. Clarke sends
a boldly-drawn, if cnidel)'-designed, alter-

ation to the ugly old church of tt. Mary at

Woolwich (1,082). Skipnessis a Scotch house
in Argyllshire, by Mr. John Honeyman,
which, from the small, quiet view, might be
overlooked ; it is an unusually good and
ai-tistically coiTcct rendering of a much-
abused and misunderstood stjde. Passing a
pleasing view by Messrs. Herbert Carpenter
and Ingelow, of Knowle House, AVilts, we
come to two if the series of four drawings
by Messr.s. Ernest George and Peto—viz.,

the " Coffee-house, at Streatham," and
" Ban-ow Point, at Pinner" (Nos. 1,026 and

BmLDi.-;o News, Dec. 20, 1878.

1,087), the others being " Some Almshouses*

atGuUdford" (1,140) and (1,14!)) " Sora&
Cottages at Pinner." Of these we may say
that all are oxecptionally piquant example*
of that simple domestic stylo in which Mr.
Ernest George has hitherto jjractisod witle

so much taste and appropriate feeling, ami
of the class to which they belong are second
to none in the Exhibition. Mr. Eldon
Doane's wild and singular design for a con-
valescent hospital is not badly drawn, but
seems out of place in the show, and so does
1,072, a small, uninteresting house at God-
aiming, by Mr. Balx>h Nevill ; indeed, wo
only name it as an example of w hat should not
have been exhibited. Mr. T. E. Colcutt's worfc
is always good, and thus the three lodges at
Easton Park ( 1 ,093) are in every way suitably

treated in^half-timber, without fuss or finery.

1,138 shows some stone houses at Nightin-
gale-lane, Wandsworth, by the same artist,

though wo like these loss than the first-

named. The interior of Mr. Colcutt's Paris

house, 1,176, is verygood, excepting the soffit

of the stahcaso, which seems rathei' heavy.
Mr. Isaac Barradale has some good houses

at Leicoster, and Messrs. Dodgshun and
Unsworth a skilful residence in half-timber,

at ShejAord's Spring, Hants. Tlieir staii--

case from the Stratford Memorial Theatre is

less happy. Mr. R. W. Edis has a red brick

new house at Eastbourne, shown by a not
very pleasing water-colour ^-iew, but his

principal exhibit is a large pen-and-ink
drawing, by Mr. Maurice B. Adams, of the
conspicuous now building in Bond-street, at
the end of Conduit-street, a work of consider-

able merit, to which we shall again recur.

Of the several designs exhibited of the new-
Oratory Church at Brompton, the selected

design (No. 1,099) deserves to be first named,
and, indeed, it has the chief place in tie end
of the room fronting the entrance. We-
have this week repioduccd Mr. Gribblo's

drawings, so that our readers may study the
work in detail. The interior is the only
drawing of this design exhibited, and we-

regret the unpleasant colouring of the pic-

ture, wliich in othej respects is clever, and
having an effect of vasfness about it not

found in the interiors of the other designs

which have been selected for exhibition.

These include two drawings by Messrs. Gv
G.Scott, M.A. (1,100, 1,122), A. J.Adams
(1,157); Geo. Nattress (1,097), and 1,110 by
Messrs. Goldie and Child. To these we shall

refer again, and also to ilr. Emerson's
beautiful drawings (1,113) of the Takhtsingji

Hospital at Bhavnagar, India, and (1,172)

St. Mary's Church, Brighton, showing the
tower and spire. No. 1,103 is Mr. Gilbert

Eedgrave's interesting house from the Paris

Exhibition, rather, perhaps, too ornate for

a typical example of English half-timber.

It is worthy of exhibition here from the im-
portance of the subject ; but wc fail to

gather why the design of Cocoa House,
Festiniog (1,106), should have been awarded
so conspicuous a place ; and certainly Mr.
Samuel How's design for a hall (1,109) is

utterly below ordinary merit, yet it has a.

very good place. Mr. Ernest C. Lee just

over the last-named has his cottages at

Midhurst, in every way good, but, notwith-

standing, it is one of last year's rejected

dra\v-ings. His other accepted work this

year is one of the most interesting in the
room ; we published it the week before last.

No. 1,182, "The New Bank .it Colchester,"

nicely drawn by Mr. Gregg. Mr. John O.
Scott has but one drawing, it is by Mr. W.
Weatherley, of " The Tower of St. Paul's

Church, Manchester" (l.l^ij) ; and Mr. Basil

Champneys exhibits close oy (1,117) a not

very good drawing in bro^vn ink of his "New-
Divinity Schools at Cambridge," in Late
Gothic, treated in a free and masterly way,

far beyond any other new wcrk of the kind
in Cambridge that we have seen ; the draw-
ing, however, does it spare justice. Mr. T.
H. Wyatt has a view (1,120) of his " HospL-
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tal for Coiisimiptkm at BiX)iuptou," iiiasort

of Free Classic in red brick anil s-tone, boldly

and simply treated. Here wo reach an
iaky drawing of a design for " The Con-
sumptive Hospital at Hanipstoad" (1,125),

by Mr. W. Taskcr, occupying a large space
without any apparent reason whatever.
" The Grange at Eanisgate," by Mr.
Fug^, would be of interest if we could
only sec it, but at present it is skyed.

iff. T. G. Jackson exhibit.'^ one of the
most charming interiors in the way of
woodwork and ^.colour, that we have
lately seen ; wc refer to I.IM, St. David's
College Chapel, Lampeter, n study in late

Gothic in green. His other drawing is a sepia
view (1,164) of the proposed biUldings at

Mertbn College, Oxford, a work not equal to
his Examination Schools in the same town.
Ml'. James Brooks has but one diawing, a
nice pen-and-ink interior of St. Modoc
Scotland (1,129). Of old work hero, wc may
just name one or two examples in passing
as of special merit. (1,098) The Giant's
Staiicaso, at Venice, by John Biumey, a fine
drawing in colour; (l,121)by Mr. Charles H.
Eew, in pen-and-ink, of the Market Hall,
Malines, not Mechlin, as iu the catalogue

;

and the Cliurch of St. Pire sous Vezelay,
Fi-anoe, by Mr. P. J. Man'in, next to which
is an interesting sketch by Mr. J. Twigg, of
the Hotel de Ville, Beaugency. By a very
red drawing, Mr. Phone Spiers does not
flatter his mansion on the Thames Em-
bankment, at Chelsea, a work in Queen
Anne of much refinement and character,
(l,163)Carlyle House, Chelsea, by W. Adol-
phus Croft, is hard by, and so claims notice
here as a similar work. Mr, E. E. Eobson
for once has forsaken " Queen Anne " in his
To^^^l-hallat Loftus-in-Cleveland (1,152). a
simple Gothic building, beautifully drawn by
Mr. AV. Eushworth. The Grange (1,159), by
Mr. J. D. Sodding, seems rather the study
of an old work. The Church of Our Lady
with Priory, at Marj-church (1,166), by
Messrs. J. A. Hansom and Son, is an impor-
tant work, and (1,173) The Consumption
Hospital, at Hampstead, by Mr. T. Eoger
Smith, deserves notice, and so does Mr. J.
Langham's Country House (1,168). As for
1,169, 1, 179,andl, 183, theless saidthe better;
they should never have been hung if

good work alone is to be exhibited.
We have only one more drawing here to
mention (1,178). It is Mr. G G. Scott's de-
sign for the new front, or rather alterations
to the front of Mr. Haweis' cliurch, St.
James, Westmoreland-place. 1 hero is much
'that is novel in Mr. Scott's proposal, and we
are not favourably imiiresscd with his design,
however ingenious the arrangement of the
bells may be in the series of arched openings
at the top of the facade on either side and
over the clock, where there is a sort of bell
turret arrangement. There may, however,
be some occult i-eason for the treatment
adopted, as we know that Mr. Haweis is an
authority on bells.

Xoxt week we shall notice at greater
length both the architcctiu-al diawings and
the pictures.

THE GEOS%'ENOE GALLEEY.

THE exhibition of paintings at the Gros-
vonor Gallery this year, if it does not

surpass, at any rate equals former displays.
Tlic present collection affords a varied bill

of fare, in which composition, portraiture
and genre hold conspicuous places. In the
large gallery several important works are to
be seen upon the walls, including pictures
b>' Sir F. Leighton, P.E.A., W. li. Eich-
mond, Carl Haag, E. Matthew Hale, H.
Herkomer, T. Armstrong, Walter Crane, J.
M. Strudwick, P. E. Morris, A.E.A., J. E.
Millais, E.A., E. Lehmann, E. SmaUfiold,
A. Legros, O. F. Watts, E.A., J. D. Lmton,
J. Tissot, J. M. Whistler, and other well-
known painters. Mr. W. B. Eichmond con-

tiibutes a few remarkable portraits and
studies. We must place his " Sitting in

Judgment" (5), "A Study of Light and
Shade" (9), and " The End of the Story "

in the highest rank for carefiU colouring and
execution. "Sitting in Judgment" has a
touch of humour ; it is a portrait of a
little girl seated in a d.ark arm-ch.tir with
an ail' of judicial calmness and child-like sim-
plicity. The black dross and dark sombre
di-apeiybehind enhance the solemnity of mien
with which the child is invested. A " Study
of Light and Shade " is certainly clever in

the shadow cast by the biim of hat over the
face of the young girl, and the face is trans-

parently painted. The portrait of Miss Ada
White Thompson is a dreamy face ; the eyes
ai'o languid and expressive, but the fingers

of the hand are evidently too long. Moi-e
pleasmg is " The End of the Story "

; a girl

seated upon a table has closed her book, and
rojjoses m a pensive mood. Mr. Carl Haag
sends two highlyfinished water-colour heads,
one a "Nubian Warrior," admirable in

drawing and the finish of the chain
armour, and another " An African Beauty."
We cannot praise Mr. A. Stuart-Wortloy's
" Moonlight View of Charing-cross Bridge,"
it is badly drawn, to s.ay the least, and we
have seen better pictures from him. Mr. E.
Matthew Hale in " Psycho's Toil in Vcnus's
Garden " (17) has been iusijired by a passage
in the Story of Cupid and Psyche in Morris's
" Earthly Paradise," where Psyche labours
in sorting the seeds in Venus's garden. The
picture has undoubted poetical sentiment in

its composition, the figures of the damsels
are graceful, and the colours of drapery
hai-monious, though rather tawdry. The
daik background of trimmed hedges of the
garden, and the blue pavement, make up a
iargecanvas, somewhat ci'udeand sensational.

Mr. Cecil Lawson's "Kent" (19) is a
largo picture of a landscape, with a planta-
tion of hojjs in the foreground, but it is evi-

dent the poetic allusion intended to be con-
veyed of the " jovialman of Kent, as through
his golden hops ho went," has been lost in

the surroundmgs. It is simply a landscape,
with a vast deal of labour tlirown away upon
it. For composition and sentiment, Mr.
W. G. Will's contributions, "Ophelia and
Laertes," and "The Spirit of the Shell"
(20 and 21), stand high; the latter is a
clever, poetical idea, painted with consider-

able power. Mr. W. B. Eichmond has
painted a fabulous conceit, called " Sai--

pedon," but the idealisation is disappointing,

in spite of considerable power and careful

painting. Perhaps one of the most remark-
able, because natural, pictures, no less won-
derful for its execution than for the senti-

ment introduced, is Mr. Htrkomor's" Light,
Life, and Melody" (24). It is painted in

pm-e wator-colom'S, though it has all the
solidity of oil, and, we believe, is partly
intended as an experiment to test the capa-
bility of the former vehicle., The scene
represents Bavarian peasants seated in a
Kegclbahn, listening to the strains of a
zither being played by a hunter. Behind
the iilayer is the standing figure of a girl,

moved by the melody, whOo peasants
are seated round, listening and conversing
together. Beyond, in the distance, are

seen blue hills. In conception, Mr. Herkomer
has seized ujjon a subject that brings into

full play his marvellous aptitude for charac-
ter portrayal. The old men conversing are

yet enthralled by the music, and the
artist has produced eveiy effect but the
sound necessary to the realisation of the
scene before us. The figures are relieved by
sharp lights scratched from the paper, the
tanned countonanco.3 of the old men and the
reflected light on their faces are realistic,

though broadly handled. Several sheets of

paper wore necessary, we are told, to pro-
duce so large a picture, and these have been
joined in the lines of contour of the figures.

The same painter has sent a life-size

portrait of Alfred Tennyson (49), in which
the poet-lauroate is shown dressed in a cloak.

The execution has all the depth of oil and
dark background, setting off the fine head
and flowing hair. His other contributions
in water-colour ai'e of minor interest,

'
' Auf

der Aim " (251) is forcible in colour and the
drawing of the mountain peaks. A few
spirited etchings are also exhibited in the
sculpture gallery. In decorative or ideal

subjects the present exhibition is fxdl of

interest, if we cannot say excellence. Mr.
T. Ai-mstrong, Mr. Walter Crane, and Mr.
E. Bume Jones this year carry off the
palm. Mr. T. Armstrong's "Fountain"
(27) is graceful in conception ; the
colouring is harmonious and refined, and the
painter has wisely selected tints of a low
scale. We cannot say wc are much entranced
by Mr. WalterCrane's piece of " The Sirens "

(28). Can we call them siren-like ? The thi'oe

figures iu a light subdued tone of colour, are

certainly wanting in contour ; in the centre

and right hand figures the lines of neck and
shoulders are ungraceful. The other contribu-
tions by this artist are better, and to some of

them we shall refer further on. Mi-. Britten,

in "Music" (32), has scarcelj- given us the

ideal sentiment suggested by his theme ; the

figures are wanting in grouping and compo-
sition, and the faces wear a wild expression

that looks out of harmony. We hardly know
how to estimate at its real worth Mr. C. E.
Halle's subject "To God and My Lover's

Eight Arm." If it is intended to be figura-

tive, it certainly misses the mark : we cannot
call it idealised

;
yet there is a Titian-like

richness of colour, breadth of light and shade
and manipidation, that give evidence of

power, irrespective of the scale attempted.
It foi-ms at least a striking subject from the

Vestibule gallery: the mounted female figme
is illumined and painted with effect, and dis-

tance certainly "lends enchantment" to the

picture. For idealised and refined sontinieut

Mr. J. M. Strudwick's work always charms.
His subject No. 35, from Solomon's Song, v. 2, J
'

' My beloved is gone down into his garden, ^
to the beds of spices, to feed in the gardens

and to gather Ulies," is a small picture, in a
low scale of colour and in a conventionalised

style of drawing, that remmds us of the

earlier Italian school. There is much deli-

cacy and tenderness in the treatment. His
" Isabella " is also a composition remarkable
for a pro-Eaphaelite mannerism and fine,

almost mechanical, execution, combined with
emotional tenderness in the piteous look of

Isabella; the architectui-al detail is weak.
"Night and Sleep" is the title of a large

painting by Miss E. Pickering, displaying

much imaginative power. The composition,

drawing, and colour are skilfully managed in

the trailing garments of Night and the

falling blossom from Morpheus. The little

panel subjects by Mr. C. Fairfax Mun-ay (38

and 39) are rich in composition and colour;

while in another branch " Ship-buUding "

(43) is a clever study of figures and river-

side, painted with much truthfulness. We
note also near Lady Watorford's piotuie of
" The Wise Woman's Briar," founded on aoi

old superstition, rich in colour, though
crude; and Mr. J. E. Woguelin's "Tired
Dancer "

(45), gi-aceful in comjiosition

the flowing red tarlatan drapery of the

dancer being well drawn, and with dramatic
effect. But we must pass on, noticing "The
Widow's Acre " (51), by Mr. G. Boughton,
a vigorous mellow landscape, and Mr. E.
B. Brownmg's "Unanswered Question"

(52), an old man holding a skull deep in the

thought it inspires—the last powerful and
touching; a portrait by Mr. Millais (53), till

wo come to two remarkable life-size studies

by Mr. J. M. Whistler, that will probably

attract attention, if not admiration. No. 54,

"Arrangement in Brown and Black

—

portrait of Miss Eosa Cordor," is a gi-acofuUy

painted portrait of a young lady in the two
sombre colours, quite intelligible; but the
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next, " Harmony in Yellow and Gk)ld— por-
trait of Miss Connio GKlchrist," excepting
the hannoiiy produced by two 8liad(3S of

yellow—raw sienna is the neai-est approach
to the tone— can scarcely be deemoil more
than an unfinished picture in which the
artist had only rubbed in the shades of

colour for aftor-linish. The dramng is

coarse, stiff, and formal. Very tlrearay and
streaky is tlie same painter's "Harmony in

Green and Gold" : the haituony is certainly

there, but it is the harmony nearly every
painter's work a.ssumes that is not
finished. But wo believe Mr. "Wliistler

belongs to the school of " Impressionists ";

wo therefore bog pardon. Mr. Lawson's
pictiuc (57), " A Silver Mist," Mr. R. Leh-
mann's " Convent Dole," are both clever

;

the latter is very feeling and rich in tone,

and sustains this master's reputation as a
figure-painter. Mr. A. Logros sends a large
canvas," Jacob's Dream," powerful in colour,

though the recumbent position of Jacob is

awkward. His " Study of Head " (64),
painted on the bare canvas, is clever. Mr.
Morris, A.R.A., exhibits, as usual, some
pleasing subjects, one, " The Holiday," girls

skipping, and "Autumn." Mr. Macbcth's
"Our First Tiff" (70), a young lady and
gentleman under a huge yew-tree; the latter

is reading a newspaper, and does not respond
to the attention of his fair partner. The
subject is pleasingly painted and minutely
finished. At the end of the large gallery we
come to two striking pictures by Mr. G. P,
Watts, E.A., both classical, and exhibiting
masterly composition. '

' Paolo and Pran-
cesca " is stiff in the drapciy, but the gray
tints and the handling are forcible and sug-
gestive. "Oi-pheus and Eurydice" (74) is

grandly conceived; the fig^ure of Orpheus,
who is apparently represented bearing
his dead \\'ifo, is finely drawn ; but the
undraped figiu-e of Eurydico is painted
unnatui-ally, and can hardly be called
successful. The same artist exhibits a
portrait of Mr. Gladstone. Mr. J. D.
Linton's " Les Emigres," is one of the best
of his pieces, and there is some clever paint-
ing in it, stamped by much feeling and
expression. His "False," and "Early
Scene from Gil Bias," are highly-finished
pictures, \vith much dramatic power. We
have before alluded to the latter. We
remark "Little Elaine" (71), a softly-
painted, childlike face, executed with con-
siderable feeling, by Mrs. Anderson; "A
Decorative Centre-piece," by Mr. W. Cr.ane

(72), sj-mbolic of the seasons ; and some
highly luiished studies by Mr. James Tissot,
•whose " Orphans " make an attractive pic-
ture on the walls. The "Hammock" is a
pleasing study of home life, carefully and
brightly painted. In the east gallery we
note oasiially a broad bit of foliage called

'I
Mark-Ash, Now Forest, " byW. Kiimpcl, a

life-size full length sitting portrait of
Thomas Chapman, Esq., F.E.S., by Mr. E.
J. Gregory; " Perdita," by P. Sandy;
"Weed Burners," by David CaiT, treated
decoratively ; Mr. Mark Fisher's "Spring,"
(137), a cleverly handled study of blossom;
"Dorothy," by Mr. G. F. Watts, R.A. ; but
Sir Coutts Lindsay's "Ariadne," is the lion of
this gallery: it is boldly conceived and
luminous—scarcely the ideal figure wo havein
the Homeric account certainly—but stUl re-
fined in drawingandin the treatment of dra-
pery. The blue sea makes a good background
to the draped fisjure, and the pose, modelling,
and turned head are graceful. We must not
overlook a charming monochrome painting
by Mr J. D. Connor, " Staircase of Burgos
Cathedral." The handsome scrolled ramps
and flights of this interesting Renaissance
church are drawn with exquisite care and
feeling. Refined in sentuuent is Mr. Still-

man's "Fiametta Singing" (158), while
Mr. Staple's "Not at Homo" is clever in
drawing, light, and shade. Mr. Walter
Crane's "Panels for Decoration" are bas-

reliefs conceived in a thoroughly Classical

spuit, and intended to be executed in

bronze. They aro perhaps rather severe in

outline, and the i)anel representing " Even-
ing " is one of the best of the foiu-. Mr. E.
Bumo Jones occupies a largo space of the
east gallery ; one subject ho has chosen is a

classical fiction, the story of Pygmalion, told
in four tableaux. The first, "The Annun-
ciation," is a life-size representation con-
ceived in too prosaic a spirit to commend
itself to us. Tho bay-tree, the porch,
and tho standing figure of a woman, are
mannered, and are not suggestive of

much beyond. The other four subjects are

skilfully drawn in low tone, and tell tho
myth with much feeling. Mr. Albert Moore
sends a pleasing figure-subject called

"Topaz" (172), in which tho artist has
endeavoured to give us a symbolised treat-

ment of the gem ; and it must bo confessed
that in the choice of tho tints and tho draw-
ing he has succeeded. It represents two
figures of maidens standing against a back-
ground of light, gold-figured draperj'

;

they aro clothed in graceful vestments of

light green, and have necklets of pearls, and
a topaz in one of them. The head of one of

the figures, relieved by shadow, appears to
stand out like a relievo from the draperied
background, and the whole conception is

delicately handled and suggestive. A study
of a gii-l's head, by Mr. G. E. Hicks (175),
is clever; and Mr. A. P. Payne's "Dream
Life," a girl musing over a book, with a rich,

tapestried backgroiuid, is admirable in exo-
ciition and tone. In the vestibule we see

Mr. Whistler's pieces, "Nocturne in Blue
Green," and " Blue and Gold" (192, 193), in

a style which has lately given rise to so much
ill-merited attention and criticism in high
quarters ; and a few other subjects, one of
the best of which is Mr. W. T. Richards'
vigorous coast scone in New England (195),
and some pieces by A. Hertel, Miss Stuart

-

Wortley, Miss Defries, R. Lehmann, J.

O'Connor, Kennedy, &c. In the water-
colour gallery the chief pieces are by Mr.
Richard Doyle, remarkable forsome broadly-
sketched foliage. His " Pied Piper of Hame-
lin" is suggested by a passage in Robert
Browning. No. 235 is another bold sketch.
We also note Nos. 251, 248, 25G, 267; but
the water-colours certainly do not sustain
the reputatioji of painters in that school.

NEW BUILDINGS IN THE CITY.

THERE aro some signs of architectural
activity in Fleet-street and Ludgate-

hill, which indicate tho expiration of leases

and the continuance of the reconstruction of
these noted thoroughfares. In many in-

stances the premises which lino this central
artery to the City have long outlived their
original design and purpose; shops which
fifty yeai-s ago might have answered the
demands of trade aro now beyond alteration,

and one by ono wo see now fronts taking
tho place of the old ones, extensive premises,
where possible, having been built beyond the
original limits of tho buildings upon the
areas in tho rear. Every now and then a
clearance of a few houses takes place and a
gap is made, which is filled quickly with new
houses ; though, beyond the greater con-
veniences conferred upon the tenants them-
selves, wo fear the admirers of the old street
will have little to be thankful for on account
of the change. Unfortunately, tho rebuild-
ing of our old City streets mustbe regarded,
even from a sanitary point of view, rather
as a calamity than otherwise, as it is in-
variably the substitution of Larger and
more obstructive buildings for smaller ones.
In every instance a considerable reduction
of light and air takes place, injuring not
only those who live close and in the rear,

but also those on the opposite side of the
street. The process of rebuilding certainly

results in improvement in some other re-
spects. It allows for the reconstraction of
old walls and foundations dilapidated and
dangerous, crumbling with rottenness or
saturated with unwholesome mattor, sind it

enables somo of the provisions of modem
sanitary science to be carried out in their in-
tegrity. These aro luiquestionod benefits.
If wo take, for example, tho opening up of
the dense mass of premiBOs between St.

Paul's and New Bridge-street in Ludgate-
hill, a dooide<l public improvement has been
effected by tho removal of a nest of dilslpi-

dated houses of the most rotten and unstable
descrilotion. Moreover, in this instance the
setting back of the line of frontage in Lud-
gate-hill about loft., and tho formation of
an open space, has confeiTcd an immense
boon on tho occupants. It may bo of interest
to notice how architectiu-al considerations
liave been mot in these alterations. In
Ludgatc-square ono or two warehouses have
been built having some pretence to artistic

effect ; but the treatment of tho recessed
frontage towards Ludgate-hiU can at pre-
sent only be judged by a narrow stone

j

faeado to some premises destined for the

I

" Capital and Comities Bank." The eleva-
tion is in a plain, panelled pilaster style, the
wmdows teing closely set and separate*! by
pilasters which nin through all the stories,

with the horizontal divisions slightly broken
roimd them between the window openings.
The thief merits of the stylo is that it is

quiet and devoid of affectation or carving,
tlie main effect being got by the ver-
tical - moulded lines and discontinuotis

horizontal members. On the comico of
the second story is an iron balcony
railing, above which the upper story fonns a
kind of attic. Wo understand the architects

are Messrs. Joseph and Pearson. On the
other side of the opening into the square wo
believe similar premises are to bo built, the
upper stories being carried by iron stan-
chions, one of tho least satisfactoiy necessi-

ties of street architectm-e in crowded cities.

In Farringdon-street, adjoining the Congre-
gational Memorial Hall, Mr. Vickory, archi-

tect, is engaged upon a lofty block of build-

ings, apparcntlyintendedforofBces. The front

is of red brick and stone, of Italian design,

though there is little to remai-k upon,
except that stone arches and carved capitals

will be rather strong in the elevation ; bst
the scaffolding prevents at present the foi-ma-

tion of anything like a critical opinion on
the work. One of the most remarkable new
bidldings in Fleet-street, not far from Messrs.

Collinson and Lock's pargetted front, has
been ei-octed lately from the designs of

Mr. T. Knight, of Coi-nhiU. Between the

second and third stories is a long panel in

red tiles, with majolica mouldings, in which
tho name "The Popinjay" is inscribed,

—

inaccurately spelt with two p's, by the way.
What the connection of the name of that

bird has with tho present building is not
veiy apparent, but an alto-relief in stone

of the bu-d itself occupies a canopied
niche between the first-floor windows, while
from the label mouldings above them aro

medallions of rococo design, with heads
cai'ved in the red Mansfield lintels, and
rejii'esented as being suspended from the

centres. A tablet, also inscribed, is intro-

duced between the second-floor windows.
These introduced features have more the

recommendation of novelty about them than
anything else. At any rate, wo think Mr.
Knight's building woidd have lost little by
their omission, except that the other features

of the front would not have attracted the

passer-by. Red brick, ^^^th Mansfield stone

in the carved portions, aud lintels, have been
used, but the brickwork has suffered much
frojn a white efflorescence or " saltpetring."

In the treatment of the ground story we
think an opportunity has been lost in not
taking advantage of the open passage

which occupies a portion of the frontage.
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The pilasters, of red, polished granite, aiid

tiie caps, are weak. lutei-iorly, al)ovo the

shop, several lai'ge and well-lighted o£Bces

»re obtained, approached by a spacious stair-

case, entered from the passage, and these

will no doubt be readily let.

A few yards nearer tie Strand a large gap
till recently occupied by old houses half built

of timber, has been filled by two new build-

ings. The largest and most important of

these is intended for a new hotel. It is of

red brick externally with stone introduced
in the window dressings and lintels. The
facade, from its present appearance, is in-

tended to bo in a sort of Benaissance, and to
display a little variety in its treatment. On
one side of faeade is a bay window of stone
•with angle pillars and carved capitals, while
«u the other side the windows are large flat

linteUed openings with pilastered jambs. A
•wide corridor onti-anco relieved by pilasters

leads to the principal staircase, and forms a
feature in the elevation. Messrs. Ford and
Heskoth, of Aldermanbury, are the architects,

and Messrs. Browne and Eobinson the
builders. On the east side is a smaller front,

•erected by Mr. Hobson, builder, in white
"brick and red dressings, the only feature of
any remark being an arched entresol. Those
"two buildings occupy the frontage of several
old houses, and are eonsideiably higher than
the adjoining buildings. Undoubted oppor-
tunity for architectm-al skiU is met with
in Fleet-stroet in the management of the
passages and alleys that exist on this north
side, and in presei-ving as much as possible
the associations connected with this famous
thoroughfare. Between St. Dunstan's Church
and Fetter-lane there are two old houses of
much interest archncologically as excellent
•examples of 17th century London. One is

occupied as a secondhand bookshop. These
houses still retain the old two-storied bay
windows, with theii' richly-moulded and
dontHled cornices, and the balconies above.
The sides of the houses are still enriched by
the Ionic pilastere, and, with the gabled tops
and cantilevers to balcony, suggest to us a
rough idea of what Fleet-street was in the
earlier days of the Eovival. They arc thickly-
coated with plaster and i^aint, and are chiefly
of timber construction. We may express a
hope that these will be tenderly dealt with
when they come to be removed, as in all

pi-obability they will before long. Another
block of four old houses, with even greater
architectural pretensions, opposite St. Mary-
le-8trand, call for equal consideration. In
these the fronts are entirely of timber and
plaster ; the architraves and window dress-
ings are richly moulded and carved,
and exhibit the classic taste of the
Stuart period. Pedestrians cannot fail

to observe another improvement at
the jimction of Fleet-street with the Strand,
namely, 'the removal of the hoarding
opposite that portion of the newLaw Courts
that has recently become occupied, an addi-
tional width of pavementhaving been thrown
into the streetby this andthe concurrent clear-
ing away of the stump of the northern pier
of Temple Bar. The removal of the barrier
•has given an opportunity for a more com-
plete estimate to be formed of this portion of
"the g^at work of Mr. Street. The eastern
tower is now revealed in its full proportions.
"We cannot quite agree with one of our
-daily contemporaries that the structure is

something between a church tower and a
chimney : it has far more of the fortress
character of the towers of feudal France in
its composition; and the least successful part
of the design is the flat heavy buttressing at
the sides of the eastern quadrangle archway.
Shortly the block of houses between Bell-
yard and Chancery- lane will have to be dealt
with, and an opportunity wiU be offered for
an architectural frontage of some importance.

Mr. F. W. Stocks has been appointed assistant
Burvcyor of Accrington.

MR. STREET OX ART CULTURE.

SCHOOL OF ART prize distributions have
lately been made the occasions of art

utterances and the policy of art students,

much after the fashion sot by ex-Parlia-
mentary orators. Mr. G. E. Street, R.A.,
has been lecturing to the art students of

Sheffield as Mr. W. Morris did not lona; ago
to a Birmingham audience of students. Mr.
Street's address — to which we commend the

attention of our readers—btII be found fully

reported in oiu' last issue. The former gen-
tleman, in some clever remarks, deplored
the debased taste of the nation, but scarcely

gave us so much as a hope of improvement

;

Mr. Street dealt with the same subject in a
more practical manner, and while lamenting
the general art apathy of the English people,

does not despair of redeeming them. The
remarkable conflict between artistic impulse
and civilisation was explained in a far more
satisfactory manner than wo have been ac-

cust mod to hoar, though to any intelligent

mind it is simple enough. Mr. Street ob-
serves: " It is iiideod a tiuth about which
we cannot have any doubt whatever, that

there is a certain kuid of civilisation wluch
whilst it raises some men, tends to debase
the majority to a vei-y low level in all matters

of taste, and in all natural artistic develop-
ment and expression. The reasons for this

do not soom to me to be far to seek. The
perfection of machinery, for instance,

enables an enonnous number of men to

earn then- living by perfectly adapting
themselves to one process, to the complete
exclusion from their thoughts of all others.

And such a mode of work involves conse-

quently a loss of intelligenco, which is hardly
compensated by the perfection to which the

machine—and the man as part of the

m.achine—succeeds in attaining." We com-
mend this only logical way of looking at the

question of what we may hero call

"Machinery versus Intelligent Labour "to
those who are for ever wondering how it is,

and deploring the fact, that the civilised

modem workman cannot give us half the

beauty and the interest of the workmanship
of former times. But though we maylament
the result, it is ridiculous for us to wish for

a return to the old system, to protest

against machine labour as the cause of

artistic dogeneracj'. We might as well find

fault with all our civilising agents. It

is not the machine so much as the

man that allows himself to become part

of the machine that is at fault. As Mr.
Street said, nothing that the workmen of

former days did "was over absolutely vulgar,

hideous, or commonplace, or false in its

mode of dealing with material, or in its suit-

ability for its purpose." Every piece of old

furniture which our cabinet-makers and con-
noisseurs copy and go in raptures over just

now, exhibits thoughtful labour, as we have
before hinted, rather thau time-sa^ving

labour. The question at onco suggested, is

how to con-eot this state of things, and Mr.
Street thinks justly that it is not merely the

imparting to our students the mere faculty

of drawing, as the power of discrimination

between good and bad in art. We venture

even to say that our Government schools

have taught too well the more mechanical

modes of execution, and have neglected the

culture of the power of discerning good from
bad art, or beauty from deformity. They
have done excellent service as regards the

penmanship of art, but they have not so

thoroughly taught the student to rely upon
his own resom-ces in the power he has or

should have of perception. The mode of

insti-uction is to give the pupil an example
of flat ornament —it may be a portion of a
frieze to a building ho does not know, and
certainly is perfectly ignorant of its purpose

orposition. The ornament is copied and the

mere exactitude of the reproduced dra-wing is

looked upon as the test of the capability of

the student. Prizes arc bestowed for the

excoUenoo of the drawing—not upon the ar-

tistic perception of the pupil. It is this sys-

tem we have always deplored as well in the

Govei-nmeut schools of design as in the
trainiugof theyoungarchitect. It tendstotho
making of copyists and drawing machines,
not intelligent artists. Mr. Street mis^ht

have added that the mediseval workers had
no schools and no drawing facilities. There
is undoubtedly more to be leanit by seeing

and thoughtfully examining our museum
collections, than in simply cojiying in a va-
cant, mechanical and listless manner. Again,

the lecturer said, whatever is to be " in fre-

quent use and constantly before the eye, may
be an artistic work and ought—if it is orna-

mented at all—to be ornamented well." Wo
desire to emphasise the little word "if" be-

cause Mr. Street's meaning is not fully

understood without it. The curse of modem
art has been ornamentation— something
added for the sake of making an object
" pretty " or attractive, and to make it worth
more, and it is very certain that the ti'ue

artistic meaning of this word is not intelligi-

blo to the ordinaiy art student or decorative

artist. The value of the museum and such

collections as those of South Kensington was
rightly insisted upon as furnishing the mntif

of the old artist in the hammered metal work
and other domestic utensils of bis day.

But one of the leading principles incul-

cated by Mr. Street was self-reliance upon
the eye and hand. The study of the human
figure is of course placed first. Ho said :

—

•
' The more habit of drawing well and care-

fully from the Ufe, or from the purest

antique sculpture, gives a natural sense of

the beauty of lines and curves such as can-

not be obtained in any other way with equal

certainty." The difference in this respect

between the sculptures of the Parthenon and
the later Roman work was pointed out.

Mathematical accuracy and repetition were
strongly repudiated, as productive of mono-
tony, and the most certain evidence of poverty

of invention and aitistic feeling ; and Mr.
Street veiy plainly enunciated the proposi-

tion, and very forcibly dwelt upon it. One
of the advantages he claimed for the human
figure was that it led the student " insen-

sibly to indifference for some qualities which
at the present day have great and most
noxious influence throughout this country."

Accuracy of workmanship, and exactitude

to the minutest points of line and colour,

arc without doubt overrated and ordinarily

esteemed as one of the necessary conditions

of artistic merit ; but Mr. Street eudea-

voiu-ed to disabuse the minds of bis audience

of the idea. So long as exactness and repe-

tition are aimed at, wo cannot expect to see

real or feeling art of any kind ; the two
cannot co-exist. The '

' variety which is

absolutely incompatible with exact accuracy

of execution is really the highest quality

which any of man's works can have." This

will appear to some the language of the

enthusiast; but Mr. Street exemplifies the

principle in his ovm works to perhaps a

greater extent than many, and no one with

any real art fooling can deny that it is one

of the most powerful sources of beauty both

in nature and art. "There is nothing," it

was said, " that has done so much harm to

the art of design as the too-frequent depend-

ence on mathematical dra^wing instruments.

If a man wants to design an oi-nament, he

brings all his dividers and his bow pencil.

He divides out his ornament with an accuracy

which aggravates us, and never trusts to his

hand to draw a curve whilst ho can get his

bow poncU to do one for him." Few, we
should say, arc so ignorant of Greek art as

to believe the best Greek ornament was
entirely an affaii- of the bow pencil, though

the ob.sei-vation upon this was well-timed.

The tracing and repetition of set forms was
well censured as a most pernicious mode of

designing ornament, and we coimnend
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especially tljosc remarks to the student.
Mr. Street's illustration of the value of

dependence on the eye and hand in the old
Venetian glass and the Doulton ware was
admirably to the point ; he showed in thLs

instance what may be showed in other
manufactures, that the aim of the Venetian
glass-maker was entii-ely opposed to that of
tJio English artist, who conceives absolute
uniformity necessary to good work. But
our chief business here is to recall a few
points in Mr. Street's address to the student's
attention rather than to comment upon
them. No other utterance has appeared for
some time past so full from beginning to end
of such valuable maxims sa moderately
enunciated, and so free from the extrava-
gances of sentiment and expression to be
found in the teachings of some masters.

EOYAI. INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

MSOUSSION OS AETISAJNS' DWELLDfOS
mPEOTEMENT.

AND THME

AGREEABLY to our promise List week (p.
443), we give below a report of the two

nights' discussion at the Institute which followed
ttie reading of Sii- James Watson's paper on
" Improvements and Artisans' Dwellings in
Glasgow."
After the reading of the paper, the PnEsroKNT

Siud Sir James Watson had opened a
critical question, that of improved dwell-
ings for the poor. There was no need to
inquire as to the necessity for such ; the problem
was, admitting the need, how imhealthy houses
could be demolished and better ones erected, so
as to be within the sum that could be paid as
rent by the very poor. The pecuniary difficulty
of housing this lowest class was so great that he
believed even the company of wliich Sir Sidney
Waterlowwaschiiu-man had shninkfrom facing it.

Various items in the outlay involved—the cost of
erection, of maintenance and repairs, rates and
taxes—could not be economised, but he suggested
that the expenditure on lnud might be. It
would be well if the Metropohtan Board of Works
would let their vacant lands for this purpose at a
low figure, or even offer it gratis to facilitate the
objects of the comjianies who sought to provide
accommodation. 'The great water and gas com-
panies ought to feel also that tliey had a public
duty to perform and should reduce their charge
below the ordinary scale. He saw in the room Mr.
Torrens, M.P., who had contributed a valuable
article on this subject to Macmillan's Mtit/azitic of
this month, and they would be pleased to he.ar from
him how liis Act of 18G8 could be made some-
thing more than a dead letter.

Mr. W. T. McCuLLAon Torrens, M.P., ex-
^aincd that the Artisans and Laboiu-ers'
DweUings Act of 18C8, known by his name, was
completely altered and its most usefid provisions
destroyed when in the House of Lords, so that
the Act was in reality only a fragment of the
measure ho proposed and of that which the
House of Commons approved. Lord Westbury
and others thought they knew better than the
promoters of the Bill what was wanted, and held
that if the ground were only cleared of un-
healthy dwellings, private entcrjirise would step
in and do the rest. Wliat had happened ? After
eleven years' trial tliere were acres of laud in
Xiondon lying as bare as churchyards, while the un-
^"PPyinmates, who once found some sort of shelter
on the site, were stillmore closely cramped up and
saw this vacant space lying idle year after year.
With the noble incentive before them of what
had been done in Glasgow, and the horrible con-
dition of some parts of London, lie, as a member
for a metropolitan borough, would implore his
hearers to urge on the Legislatiu-e the necessity,
for manners and decency' sake, not to allow
things to go on as at present for another session.
He had brought forward a bill identical with his
former one as it left the House of Commons,
for the extension of his Act, wliich would
soon expire from flux of time ; but if this
were not the best means of abating the
nuisance, ho wotUd gladly support a better.
Slums would never be eradicated from towns

;

theymiglit be reformedand woiddrelapse from time
to time. The work therefore must be continuous,
the powers to grapple with the evil ought to be
placed iu the hands of a local authority, so that

local knowledge and interest may be brought to

bear upon the work of domoUshiug, repairing,

and rebuilding. Ho appealed to all to bring
their moral influence to bear on the Legislature in

this matter. He higldy congratulated Sir James
Watson on what had been done in Glasgow, and
wished they could folio «r so good an example in

London.
The Pbesidejit wished to ask Mr. Torrens two

questions : What were the proposed improve-
ments in the Act of 18G8, and what moral
machinery would he recommend for influcuciug

the Legislature ?

Mr. TouRENS rephod that the Bill of 1868
would be re-introduced as it loft the House of

Commons, but amendments woidd be made in it

in committee. Its powers would bo made com-
pulsoiy and not permissive, and it would aim at

renewmg and replacing unhealthy and over-

crowded dwellings by a slow and gradual process.

It was a piece of cruel hypocrisy to say that the

working popidation could go out of town. Let
them go out of town ? Let them go to the devil

!

How coidd the very poor be expected to come
several miles to work in such weather as wo have
had? As to the second question, he could not
venture to suggest the mode in which the mem-
bers of the institute should exert their influence

on Parliament: ho could but point out its

desirability.

Sir SiDJfET H. Waterlow said, after an ex-
perience of 15 years in attempting to provide
houses for the poor, he seemed to have come to a
dead-lock. He had pointed out to the Corpora-
tion of the City of London that they had had
land lying idle for 40 years because of the
restrictive price they set on it, whereas if they
had even given it away it would have paid on
assessments more than they could possibly hope
to realise in the future. The Metropohtan Board
of Works, in a similar way, had land on hand
because they estimated its value so highly that

it could not be taken up and made to pay. Of
eleven sites set apart, under the Act of 1872, for

artisans' dwellings, only three had been built

upon, and of thei<e but two were as yet in occu-

pation, and yet every facihty was availed of for

letting. In this the Metropohtan Board of

Works were not to blame, as they were dealing

with the money of ratepayers, and it was their

duty to get a fair price ; but the defect was that

the increased value of assessments realised by
early letting was .in argument which had no
force with the Board of Works, as it was an
aggi-cgation of vestries, and the profit would fall

to an individual vestry. What the Board ought
to do was to put the land up to auction, and, if

the reserved price were not bid, to wait a few
weeks and try again. If after three or four
pubUc offers by auction no one would offer the
price asked it would be apparent that it was
beyond the market value, and the Board would
feel that it was doing its duty in accepting the
highest offer. He beUeved the highest sum
paid for land in Glasgow—IJd. per foot—was
one at which the land could be remuneratively
covered. The company of which he was the
chairman had offered the Metropohtan Board of

Works twice that sum for sites, but it was
declared to bo insufficient, although the company
had found no difficulty since in purchasing land
of private owners at a lower rate. His company
had spent nearly half a milUon of money in the

prosecution of its aims, and when he told them
that they had never had any trouble as to

hghts, &c., it would be understood that some
discretion had been used in planning and build-

ing. There was veiy much to learn from Sir

James Watson's paper, and the author was much
to bo congratulated on the success achieved. It

appeared that in that city the demolition had
been very gradual, and new houses were provided
faster than others were pulled down . This did not
seem possible in London. The model of a Glasgow
lodging-house he had only seen for the first

time, but he liighly conunended the plan and
arrangements. He concurred in what the Pre-
sident had said as to the duties of water com-
panies. His company had found great difficulty

in this matter, as the water companies positively

refused to allow their tenants to be supphed by
meter even at the highest rate. What had been
done by his company was to have large tanks on
the roofs of the dwellings, and allow the tenants
to use from these freely. If the supply ran
short the waste was traced as far as possible to

the particular ten.int. An alteration was about
to bo made iu the terms of the PubUc Works
Loan Commission' rs, which would, if the Bill

wore carried, seriously increase the cost of bor-

rowing money at the outset when it was most
difficult to raise funds; and he trusted this would
not be made apphcable to societies like that

with which ho was connected.
Mr. VuLLiAiry explained the plans of the

eleven schemes now being carried out under Mr.
Cross's Artisans' Dwellings Act by the Metro-
pohtan Board of Works. They prrjvided for

blocks of buildings of four or five stories high,

with streets and spaces 30ft. wide between ; the

spaces at the rear were to bo asphalted and could

bo used as playgrounds by the children. The
only site entirely cleared was that portion of the

Limchouso and W'-iitechapcl scheme, to the east

of the railway ; but no response had yet been
made to the offer. In the Bedfordbury and Old
Pye-street, Westminster, schemes the arbitrator,

Sir Heniy Hunt, had given his final award ; the

other eight were in lees forward stages. In
reply to Mr. Charles Fowler, Mr. Vulhamy said

his own opinion was that the price asked for the

laud was too high, but, of course, ho was but
the servant of the Board. In any case, the

dwellings must to some oxtenthe provided at the

cost of the ratepayers.

Mr. HoEACE Jones described the two schemes
in the City. Both had been executed, but they
paid the undertakers barely 4 per cent.—not a

sufficient return considering the cost of removal.

Tho price paid per foot was 6d., and ho thought
that too much.

It being now twenty minutes to 11 p.m. , tho

President proposed an adjournment till the fol-

lowing evening.

TUESDAY.
Tho adjourned meeting was very thinly

attended, only a dozen members, in addition to

the President and Secretary, being present

throughout the evening.
In reply to a series of leading questions from

the President, Sir jAjrES Watson said the

builders of Glasgow could not give more, upon
an average, except near tho centre of the city,

than 30s. per square yard for land upon which
to erect working-class dwellings, equal to

Ijd. per foot per annum ; they considered

that no higher price woidd repay them 6J to 7

per cent, on their outlay, the usual rate of

profit in the Glasgow building trades. This was
for the freehold of the sites. He coidd not say

as to the co.st of maintenance and repairs, nor the

average of unoccupied dwellings, as the manage-
ment ofthe propertiesdidnot remainin thehands of
the civic authorities. Sir James explained the

arrangement of the model lodgings by a wooden
model on the table. It was intended for single

people, and consisted of a stone walled house,

divided on each lloor by wooden partitions into a
series of narrow compartments, so planned in

pairs that a recess in one afforded a sleeping

berth, while on this in the next cubicle rested a
second berth reached by a flight of steps. The
cubicles were 10ft. high, had cross ventilation,

and were Ughted above the doors ; the average

capacity was 960 cubic feet for the pair. In the

model lodgings, while the walls were of stone, the

floors and cubicle paiiitions were of wood ; the

authorities were considering the advisability of

compcDing these to be made fire-proof, and espe-

cially of enforcing iron partitions. He had himself

been for many years a manager of a trust, to pro-

vide these lodgings, on the basis of aiming at a
return of 5 per cent, on the money borrowed, and
giving any surplus to a charitable institution. The
trust had three blocks of lodgings, two for men
and one for women, which they let at 3d. per
night per cubicle, tluowing Sunday in. They
did not pay for some years, but the result of

thirty years' trial had been that they had re-

turned the stipidated 5 per cent, dividend,

includingback payments fortho years of stniggle,

and had handed over to the Royal Infirmary
donations from the sm-pluses amountiug to

£16,000.
Mr. John Honeyman, of Glasgow, mentioned

that when the scheme for artisans' dwellings
was under consideration the mimicipal authori-

ties engaged five of the principal architects,

not in competition, but each retained by an
honorarium, to give their professional opinion as

to the best mode of covering the vacant ground
with dweUings. Ho had tho honour of being
one of the architects so engaged, and considered
the method one that might well be followed in

other towns. However successfid the Glasgow
corporation and the trust might be, hedidnotcon-
sider that they had solved the real problem, how
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to proTido for the very poor. As far as that

object was conoemed, not much cncoiiragement

ootiM be gaintxl fmm the opfrations in Glasgow.

Tlio policy adopted there had been to disperso

the working population ; ho thought it a mis-

taken one, and tiwt it involved much hardship

for the poorest class. The dispersal waa en-

forwxl bccatiso of a mistaken idea of a connection

between density of population and health and
mortality, but under good sanitary conditions a
dense population was as healthy as one more
-widelT scattered. The great aim should be to

provide cheap and comfortable dwellings for the

extremely poor as near as possible to their place

of work. '
*VTiere the water and gas works were

in the hands of a corporation that body might be
&iilT asked to reduce the rates. When
municipal authorities offered land for these pur-
poses it was not wiso to ask too high a price, nor
to burden the biulder with unnecessary restric-

tions as to height of stories and vacant areas.

Beplying to a question from Mr. Wyatt, Mr.
Eoneyman said working-class dwellings were
erected in Glasgow for about 6d. per cube foot.

If in London buildings of this class could be
erected after paying from £3 to £4 per square
yard for the site, the builders of Glasgow had
much to leam from the metropolis.

The Pbksidest read figures furnished him by
Sir Sidney Waterlow as to the cost per cube foot

of the blocks of dwellings erected by his associa-

tion between 1865 and 1874, from which it ap-
peared that the cost varied from 5d. to 8|d., but
that the average was 7d. During the last fonr
ycars the President said he had had tome experi-

ence in the erection of this class of dwelling as

architect to the Victoria Artisans' Dwellings As-
sociation. He had found that if they gave the
tenants some degree of comfort, and yet biult as

cheaply, by which he meant as substantially and
plainly as possible, the association could not
bmld under a cost of Tjd. per foot cube. The
dwellings referred to at Battersea and Stroud
Vale were widely different to the simple lodgings
of Glasgow. They were self-contained tene-
ments, of from one to four rooms each, with
closets and water to each, but with one w.c. to

about four tenements. This was found a suffi-

cient number for tenants of the class provided
for, and considerably economised space and ori-

ginal outlay on fittings.

Mr. Smith remarked that he had recently
visited several towns in the north of England for

the purpose of seeing how the artit^an classes

were housed. In several he had noticed that
even in classes of houses that let at from 28. 6d.

to 08. 6d. per week, the closets of a group of from
four to eight houses were arranged in a nest or
clump at the rear of the premises in two street-

;

these closets were on the dry system, and were
kept in order by the corporations. He thought
the plan of arrangement might be usefully fol-

lowed in London.
Mr. Jennings, sanitary engineer, at the re-

quest of the President, exhibited and explained
the construction of several appliances which he
had invented and put up for uso in the Victoria
dwellings at Battersea, built from the President's
designs. One of these was a sink which had a
long narrow slit in place of the ordinary holes,

so uiat the water could nrn off more rapidly,
while by the use of a slide the slit could be
closed, and the sink used as a wash-tub or other
water receptacle. An other was an invention to

supersede the costly and easily-damaged water-
waste preventer in water-closets. It acted on
the principle of the school-boy's leather sucker,

which, when moistened and placed on a stone,

will adhere to the stone for a few seconds owing
to the pressnro of the air. In the case of the
closet, a solid piece of leather is placed beneath
the handle, and is moistened from a bottle of oil.

It sticks to the lower part of the handle for five

seconds, during which time about two gallons of

water can e»cai>e, but if the handle should c n-
tinue to be hold or trigged np the leather falls,

and shnts off the water. A thiid was a form of

trmleas doset.
Mr. Mask H. Jddob said the difference

between the success of artisans' dwellings
schemes in London and Glasgow appeared to be
due to the fact that in the latter city there was
but one governing body, whereas in London
there were many. The model lodgings explained
by Sir James Watson seemed, Uko ragged
schools, to be rather a disgrace to the com-
munity, and at beet but a temporary expedient
for Hbeltcfing a population whichhad no homes.
Mr. FoWLQt observed that Mr. Torrcns'g new

scheme acted on a principle which must render it

as ineffective astheold Act of 186S ; Mr. ToiTens

again proposed to place the power in the local

vestries of the metropolis, who were not fitted

to discharge the duties.

The Peestdent, in closing the discussion,

suggested that afsociations endeavouring to

provide dwellings for the poorer classes shoiild

bo granted every facility. A local authority

ought to let them the land where they possessed

it, at a reasonable rate, so as to allow of a
return of 5 per cent, on the outlay ; the mode of

assessment for rates should be rendered more
equitable, and water companies should be
compelled by the Legislature to supply the

tenants at a fair price. In return for these

special advantages, Parliament might faiily

rest^rict the dividends of these associations to

5 per cent. , at which rate there would bo no
difficulty in obtaining the requisite capital.

Sir James Watson having replied upon the

discussion, a vote of thanks was accorded to

him for his paper.

THE INSTITUTE DINNER.

THE astuteness of the council of the Royal
Institute of British Architects in inviting

the Prince of Wales to be present at their annual
dinner was exemplified on Saturday evening in

the numerous and distinguished company who
assembled at the Freemasons' Hall to meet His
Royal Highness. The president, Mr. Charles

Barry, occupied the chair ; the Prince, who wore
the Order of the Garter, being seated on his right.

The company, which nrunbered about 260,

included the Marquis of Hamilton, M.P., Lord
Houghton, Lord de Lisle and Dudley, Sir

Alexander Cockbum (Lord Chief Justice of

England), Lieut. -General Sir D. Lysons, K.C.B.,
Sir Spymour Fitzgerald, G.C.S.I., Rear-Admiral
the Hon. H. Can- Glj-n, C.B., C.S.I. ; Rear-
Admiral Sir Bcauchamp Seymour, K.C.B., Sir

F. Leighton, P.R.A. ; Mr. W. Spottiswoode,

President of the Royal Society ; Mr. Beresford
Hope, M.P., Sir Coutts Lindsay, Bart., Sir R.
Wallace, Bart., M.P. ; Sir P. Cunliffe Owen;
Sir J. Gilbert, R.A., President of the Society

of Painters in Water Colours ; Mr. E. A. Bond
(Principal Librarian, British Museum) ; Sir

James Watson, of Glasgow, Mr. P. H. Calderon,

R.A., and W. Calder Marshall, R. A. Among
the members of the profession who were
present were : Professors Donaldson and
Lewis, Messrs. J. Whichcord, G. E. Street,

A. Waterhouse, T. H. Wyatt, E. M.
Barry, J. L. Pearson, J. 0. Scott, W. II.

White (see.) ; C. Douglas, President of the

Glasgow Institute of Architects ; H. L. Florence,

T. Worthington and H. Summers, Presidents of

the London, Manchester, and Liverpool Aichi-
toctural A.ssociations ; W. Millican, President of

the Leicester Architectural Society, i.to.

The toast of " The Health of the Queen" was
proposed by the President, and drunk with
enthusiasm.
In giving the next toast, "Tlio Health of

H.R.H. the Pi-inee of Wales, patron of the
Royal Institute of British Architects, the
Princess of Wales, and the other members of the
Royal Family," the Pre^ident said that instead

of leading a life of splendid leisure as he might
have done, the Prince of Waleg had chosen

to occupy himself heartily, and with no stint of

personal labour, in all movements which had for

their object the advancement of the intellectual

or material prosperity of his country. At the

Paris Exposition it was now a matter of pride

for this country, and v/ortliy of congratidatiou

to His Royal Ilighnes.'i, that the untiring and
persistent personal exertions ho made not only

placed England in the foremost rank as regarded
art, science, and commerce, but had mucli to do
in inciting other nations to make the efforts

which were needful to insure the splendid success

wliich was obtained. By deeds like these, by
readiness to mix with and assist his future

subjects in objects which were all in all to them,
but which eoidd only claim his passing but
kindly attention, his Royal Highness had gained
for himself not only the loyalty, but the lovo

of Englishmen all over the world. Since 18G2,

when the loss of the Prince Consort was a fresh

and a deep sorrow to the nation, his Royal
Highness, taking the place of his illustrious

father, as patron of the Institute, had manifested
the greatest interest in its welfare.

The PwNCE OF Wales, who was received with

prolonged and hearty cheering, said :—^Tho
terms in wliich your president has been Idud
enough to give my health and the way in which
you have received it deserve my most sincere and
my most cordial thanks. I can assure you that
it is with the greatest pleasure that I am here
this evening and in yoiu- midst, not only as your
giicst, but in the position which I have th&
liigh honour to hold as patron of the Royal
Institute of British Architects. As has been
observed by your president, I acceded to this
post after the death of my lamented father, who
had held it from the year that I was bom, and
who was two years after that time present at a.

meeting of your institute, upon which occasion
the father of your president. Sir Charles Barry,
was present to receive him as vice-president. Tour
president has made some most flattering remarks
about mo—far too fiatteriug, I fear. He has
alluded especially to the late Paris Exhibition.
It affords me great pleasui'e on tliis occasion-
perhaps the first public occasion since that
Exhibition was over that I have met a large
assembly of my countrymen—to have the oppor-
timity of expressing my thanks to that very
large community which assisted me in thosa
important labours during those two years, and
especially during the one that has just passed.

There were as many as eight gentlemen who
composed the Royal Commission, not to speak of
many others, some of whom are here this evening,
who took different parts in the work which wo
had to do. It has been admitted that the
Exhibition was a success, and we owe it to thoso
gentlemen who assisted me in those labours, and
to thoso great commercial, agricultural, and
scientific bodies who spontaneously came forward
to exliibit their goods and products, and who,
with hardly any exception, responded to the call

that was made upon them. The work that I did
upon that occasion, gentlemen, was really but
slight, and it was one both of love and of peace.

Those who worked with me acted always ia
harmony with me, and I have to thank them,
again for having given up so much of their

valuable time to go to Paris and assist in making-
the E.xhib;tion the success which you have kindly

said, through the mouth of yoiu- president, that
it was. I must not forget one who is sitting at
tills table, to whom, I think, aU of us are
indebted more than to any other man—our
indefatigable secretary, Sir Pliilip Cunliffe Owen.
With regard to this Institute of British Archi-
tects, I may say that it was the unanimous
opinion of an international jniy that our archi-

tectural exhibits were better than those, or at
any rate held very high rank, among those of all

other nations. I thank you for the cordial

reception you have given me, and also for the
way in which you have drank the health of the
Princess of Wales, and the other members of my
family.

Lieut.-General Sir D. Lysons and Rear-
Admiral the Hon. H. C. Glyn responded for
" the Army, Navy, and Reserve Forces," which
was proposed by Mr. J. Whichcord.
Mr. G. E. Stkeet, R.A., proposed the toast

of the " Fine Arts," coupling with it the nam&
of Sir Frederick L-ighton. lie was sure that
painters and sculptors would excuse him for

reminding his hearers of the fact that architec-

ture was the mother of all the arts ; not only did

it afford a foundation for the sister arts, but it

was essentially a public art, one in the enjoy-

ment of which every passer-by could share, and
in which everyone could take an equal interest

with the iiatrou, while (he brush of the painter

and the chisel of the sculptor were alike employed
in the adornment of our public works. In thft

palmy days of art, the great painters could
design cathedrals, and the best sculptors wero
also great architects. One Avould like to fie0

that state of tilings revived, and he was not
without hope that it would again be the case.

In coupling with the toast, "The Health of the
President of the Royal Academy," he would
recall some of the intidents of his career. When
one thought of four or five-and-twenty year*

ago, when Ltightou's first great picture

appeared, one could not but remember that the

instinct of the jiaiuter was followed up by the
instinct of the man who was so many-sided, and
that he determined that the union of all thi»

arts shoiUd bo represented, and that the painter,

the architect, and the sculptor should be depicted

as carrying homo a great work to be placed in a
public building. But, Sir Frederick L<ighton
did not stop there. He had carried out some
very noble work in a church in the New Forest,
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and also m South Kensiugton Museum, aud now
lie had in contemplation, and they all looked
forward in eagcmeHS for tlie work wliieh the
painter intended to add in decoration of that
noble dome which soared above their ffreat City ofLondon. He furnished indeed in himself a
notable example of that hi-h degree of exceUence
wluch could be attamed by a true artist in
several branches of art.

^1,^'' f'
^^^^N, P.R.A., who was muchcheered on rising- to respond to tho toast, ex-

pressed earnest liope that the consciousness ofthe necessity of a greater solidarity and a closerunion between the sister arts which is awakenin'amongst ns might continue to spread and in-crease to the uihn. to gain and streno-thening ofthose arts. To this end all should work. I'heycould do art no better service, provided onlv theireflortsm that direction were accompaniid bvnoyam lUusions The tendency of modern timeswas towards the sub-dirision and distribution oflabour. That was the natural resiUt of tlie^.dening and deepening of the field of know-
ledge, so that one smgle study sufficed to absorb,and even to overtax, the concentrated energy ofthe in<h«dual student, and that tendencvhad

W^'f^U^' ""."^ "P to, a certain point justiKably,
been felt m art as well as in the other spheres ofhuman actn-ity. The problems of architecture,
tor example, were more complex than they used
to be; and as it was impossible any longer to
find men m whom all the knowable was concen-
trated so It was, he wa^ afraid, vain to hope for
the retuiTi of those halcyon days in which painters
built belfnes, or sculptors cathedrals, and in
whicli people were in doubt whether a Peruzzi
shou d be called an architect or a painter, or a
Koscllino, a sculptor or an architect. Neverthe-
less, that almost complete divorce between the
arts which we frequently saw nowadays was
not needed, was not justifiable, and was a re-
proach to us all ; for, in spirit and in its inmost
roo s and recesses, all art was one. It was one
soul speaking to us througli various tongues—thesame bright gem flashing its fire through various
tacets In proportion, he believed, as artists
bore that vital truth in mind, would be tlie
dignity and the lasting value of their achieve-
ments and tlie influence -and authority of the
arts themselves.

,r-^!"'
^?,^s™'=''T proposed tho "Healths of the

\ isitors, couphng with it the name of the Lord
Chief Justice of England. In askino- their
guests to show in daily life towards members of
the profession that con.sideration due to them
he would especially ask for that consideration
and respect m courts of justice, where oceasion-aUy It seemed that architects as a class were
judged by the actions of those who were un-worthy of the profession.

Sir Alexandek Cockbuen said no one was a
greater admirer of art than himself, but he
appreciated architectural art and science above
all because it not only ministered to tho comfortand happiness of mankind, but was inseparably
associated with all the great epochs of our history-
and all tho great events of past times. Each
omportpnt building brought back to recollection
some historical incident en which wo dwelt with
mterest, satisfaction, or pride. Wliere could wetmd anything greater, or anything that more
ennobled the thoughts of man, and led liim tonse to Heaven than our cathedi-al and church
architecture? In Westminster Abbey reposed
the ashes of gi-eat men who had passed away
while in connection with innumerable other of
oiu- chui-ch buildings were these great associa-
tion.s or historical recollections to which we
should cUng to tlie last. Only that day he had
passed along that new building which was to be
associated with the great pj-ofcssion to which he
liad the honour to belong, and looking up at ithe was struck with the marveUous beauty of the
nascent edifice. It would not bo finished in liis
tiine-he ventured to think Westminster-hall
w-ould last long enough to outlast him—(cries of
Ao, no, ' and cheers)-and that it might be

flaid of him that he was the last Chief Justice of
Jingland that administered the law in that
ancient spot. Of that splendid edifice which
was rising now, he said to himself tliat it would
be a.ssociated liereaftor with the great reign of
*iueen Victoria, and with that great change in
the law imder which eoimnon law and equitv
ceased to exist as separate branches of our judioia'l
system. But, nevertheless, Westminster Hall
would stdl retain its own glorious, transcendent
associations to all time. It had witnessed the
foundation of our liberties. That edifice might

be built over, altered, or modified, but it would
never be effaced from tlie memory of Englishmen.
In that hall hud taken place some of tho great
tnaLs which illustrated and ennobled EngUsh
lustory. There treason had met its doom; there
the victims of would-be tyranny and would-be
judicial tuipitude had triumphed over tlieir per-
secutors

;
there his great predeces-^ors, in whose

shoes he sometimes almost trembled to stand had
administered justice through past ages down to re-
cent times. Was he not right, therefore, insayinif
that architecture, which had buUt up tiieso
glonous structures, in which we tiiimiphed, and
which formed our exultation and our pride was a
science which could not be too highly appreciated
or too inueji adinircd:- This institution stood at
Its head fostering and encouraging this great
and noble art. It stood upon the conanes of art
and science, combiumg both. It was au insti-
tution which every man must look to with
iidmu'atiun and honour, and to have been
lonouied by Its princely hospitaUty was a thing
to be remembered for the rest of one's life.

The PiiracE or Wales said the task hail been
deputed to him of proposing the last, but by nomeans tho least toast of tlie evening that of
"Prosperity to the Institute, and the Health of tho
President with which he would couple thename of their Pre-ident, Mr. Barry. He would
thank him again for having invited him to that
mterestmg banquet, and he would express the
pleasure it had given him to dine there, as Mr
Barry s year of office would soon bo over Ihave to give you, gentlemen, his Royal Hig-h-
ness continued, tho toast of Prosperity to your
Institute. -VVhat greater proof of prosperity
could there be than that when this 86eiety was
toimded, 40 years ago, you were only 20 in num-
ber, and now you number upwards of 750 ? Whenwe look around us to-night and see gentlemen
who have come from aU parts of the United
lungdom. It shows at once the interest that is
taken in this annual gathering. It must be a
source of pleasure to you, and to aU of us to
see among us one who has been for so many
years connected with this Institute as Professor
Donaldson. I allude to him as a veteran
arelutect. He has lived to an advanced ag-eand I am siu-e it is the hope of all here presfnt
that he may long continue to grace this board at
these aimual gatherings with liis presence. Itwould be useless for me to dilate on the position
of this society. So much has been said thiscvenmg that if I were to dwell at any length
upon the matters connected with the Institute Imight bo accused of what is vulgarly caUed
*?1^3"g "hop-" I will, therefore, isk you,

and those gentlemen cspeciaUy who are here to-
night as visitors, to drink most cordially the
toast of ''Prosperity to the Institute of British
Architects coupUug with it tho name of your
President, Mr. Barry. ''

Mr. Baeey, in returning thanks, said that itwas a matter of pride and congratulation that
the httle band of twenty members in 1834 had
attamed to the robust strength of 750, and it
wa,s a plea.sure to see that the growth was stiU

^""-'S,*'!':
.'^'^® Institute was now approachiusr

Its ooth birthday, and might be deemed, there-
tore to have reached years of discretion. It
migiit have made mistakes in its youth, but
he trusted tlie Institute was now settling down
mto a useful and honourable period of middle
age. PersonaUy, he congratulated himself
upon the fact that, as his father had welcomed
tlie late Prmce Consort in the name of the
Institute in 1841 and 1843, it was the high
privilege of the eldest son of that father to
welcome that evening the Prince Consort's
eldest son.

In response to loud cries for "Donaldson"
the Irofessor rose and briefly acknowledged the
compUment that had been paid him, cxpressin?
the pleasui-e M-ith which ho witnessed the success
ot the Institute. They were much indebted to
those who had held the office of president from
the time when he had the honour of foundin" tho
Institute to the present time. He eorcSaUy
tliauked them for the manner in which they had
received the mention of his name

prosperity
; tho rollof membcnihip shows incroases

in each class, the present numlMr of subscribin;;
members being 786 as against 709 in May, 1878.
Since the commencement of tho pitsent 8es.sion
a change has been made in tho keeping of tho
Institute accounts, tho trust moncyB having boon
separated from the ordinary funds. The ordinary
income of tho Institute for tho year 1878, in-
cluding arrears and excluding subscriptions paid
in advance, amounted to £2,201 Ss. lid. ; while
the expenditure, including tlio outstanding
accounts (£352 ISs. 3d.) for tho year 1878,
amounted to £1,837 158. 4d. Thus the ordinary
income for the year exceeded the ordinary eziieE-
dituro to the amount of £363 88. 7d., ancl tho
state of the receipts about the beginning of the
official year 1878-79 encouraged tho oonncil to
devote £500 to the purcliaso of 3 per cent, con-
.soLs as an addition to tho invested capital of tho
Institute. Of the work effected during the year
the foremost place is given in the report to tho
modifications and improvements made in tho
proposed by-laws of tho Metropolitan Board of
Works at the suggestion of the council. A
report upon other alterations considered by tho
council to be desirable has been forwarded to tho
Home Office, but at present no definite dechnon
has been arrived at tho Homo Secretary, and tho
by-laws are not yet promulgated. In reference
to the Premises Improvement Scheme it is
reported that Mr. Ph pps's amended plans wcro
found too expcmsivo, and that the council will
bnng forward at the annual meeting next Mon-
day a simple plan of rearrangement of the
present premises, by which they wiU be rendered
self-contained. A broad staircase and improved
means of access, increased librarj- accommodation,
greater facilities for tho transaction of business
and more light and ventilation in the meeting
room than now exist will be obtained. The
meeting room thus altered wUl bo made avaU-
able to the members throughout tho year for
purposes of reading and writing ; its re-adapta-
tion to the necessities of tho usual evening
meetmgs, numbering about fifteen in the course
of a session, will become a mere question of
removing or adding benches. An official report
on injury by and protection of buildings from
lightmng, embodying some thirty-six communi-
cations from members, has been prepared by Mr.
John Whichcord and Professor Lowi.s, tho
Institute's representatives at the proposed Con-
ference on Lightning Bods, and has been for-
warded to Mr. Symons, F.R.S., the secretary of
the Conference. It is stated that the recom-
mendation of the Marquis do Vogiie for tho
Royal Gold Medal has been approved by Her
Majesty the Queen, and it is expected that M.
de Vogiie will visit his country in June next in
order to receive the medal. The Biennial Archi-
tectural Examination wrUl be held on Monday
week, the 12th inat., when ten candidate wiU be
examined in the proficiency class, and nine in
the preliminary class. Tho examiners for tho
year aro Messrs. F. C. Penrose, G. Aitchison,
and T. Roger Smith. An increase is rojiorted in
the number of readers at the library between tho
hours of 5 and 9 p.m. The coUection has been
increased during the year by the bequest of
about 200 volumes by the late Mr. C. C. Nelson
and the presentation of 340 volumes (exclomvo
of periodicals and Transactions), and also 114
sheets of drawing and photographs. In con-
clusion, reference is made to the approaching
retirement from the office of President of Mr
Charles Barry, and to the devotion, care, and
energy with which ho had discharged his duties.
" By the position Mr. Barry has taken and
mamtamedtho Institute has,'" the report states,
"been enabled to acquire a recognised standing
such as It never before possessed, and the council
aro confident that tho members must deeply
appreciate tho important services rendered by
the President to themselves and to the profession
of architects during his eventful years of
office."

'

ANNU.VL REPORT OF THE INSTITUTE.
TIHE CouncU of the Institute have iasued to

lu-ro
">« "";n*ert a report for the official year

1878-9 which IS to be read at the anuual meeting
to bo held on Monday next. The past twelve-
month 13 siiokeu of as one of progress and

T, "."£'°i .V*"
restoration of Sudboumo CSiurch.Ji^t buftolk, a wooden box was found last week

concealed beneath the flooring of the north aisle,and m it were packed some 2,600 coins, chiefly
silver pennies, in excellent preservation of thoreigns of Hemy II. and Henry III., soio being
the productions of the Ipswich and Bury StIdmund's mints. The styfe of the church isWly
Perpendicular, and hence it is probable that the
corns were concealed at the time of the originalbuildmg of the church. 'ITie work of restoration isbemg earned out by Mr. H. S. Smith, buUder, ofIpswich; Mr. \mcent, foreman.

'
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THE SEW CHUliCn OP THE OBATOny.

Wx have already published fourdesigns submitted
incompetitionfortheabovechurch, which included
the design to which the second prize was awarded,
and this week wo are enabled to give to our
readers a series of plates illustrating the selected
design, "D. O. M." (to which the first prize
was awaided),by Mr. Herbert A. Gribble. Bays-
water. It will be seen, on referring to the plan,
that the one great object aimed at was simplicity
ofarrangement, but proridinir for no less than nine
chapels, oncalterinoandbaptistry,and twenty con-
fessionals. It was the author's anibilion to make
the chapels as large as the site would permit,
considering it indispensable to so numerous a
community and congregation. The aisle chapels
measure 30ft. square, and are connected together
hj openings sufficiently large for proces-
sional purposes. There is an ample supply of
exterior doorways, and for the purpose of ingress
the doors under each campanile will be uped,
while those at the bottom of nave are mainly in-
tended for egress. The small door and staircase
shown next the east transept are for the use of the
choir, and lead to the organ chamber over Cal-
Tary Chapel, also to the cloak room, &c., in
Irasemcnt. And, again in the west transept pro-
vision is made for two corretti having communi-
cations with the first and second floors of the
pri' St' 8 residence adjoining. The materials pro-
pared to be used are—for the exterior, yellow
prick and Portland slone dressings, and for the
interior the large columns and pQaster.i will be
in Devon red marble, with pedestals in grey
ditto

; the smaller columns will be executed in
Genoa green, and the walls of such miterial as
will lend itself for future decoration. The Sa-
cristy is a very spacious apartment, mer)snring
53 X 30ft., well lighted by a continuous lantern
carried on a groined cove supported by carj-a-

tides, and will be fitted up with walnut panelling
and presses. A drawing of this room and other
details we hope to give from time to time. The
author appears to have indulged rather freely in

many features peculiar to the School of Michael
Angelo, Bononcini, and Bernini, &c., but prob-
ably when he becomes more familiar with the

Renaissance, ho may give the preference to

Palladio, or his faithful disciple Sir William
Chambers. A coloured view of the interior is

hung in the present Royal Academy Exhibition,

at Burlington House.

PKESnSES, COLESmii-STREET, DIRMIXOIIAir.

The above premises were designed for Slessrs.

Cooper and Co. , to be erected on a site having a
frontage to Coleshill-stroet and Old Cross-street.

The ground-floor contains vaults, smoke-room,
and the necessary offices, with kitchens, &o., in

the basement. On the first-floor is a large dub-
ruom over vaults, with lift from basement, and
lavatories, &c., attached; the third-floor being
used for bedroom accommodation. The exterior

to be executed in pressed bricks and rod Mans-
field stone, with terra-cotta ornamentation,
moulded bricks being used for cornices, strings,

&c. The internal fittings of vaults, smoke-
room, &c., to be executed in American walnut.
Messrs. F. and A. Wheeldon, of Birmiugham
and Wolverhampton, are the architects.

MA.T0 COLLEGE, AJIIEEE.

The Mayo College at Ajmere, which is now
being builj;, and which we illustrated on p. 198,
was subscribed for some years ago by the native
chiefs of Rajputana as a memorial to the late

Lord Mayo, Governor- General. Several designs
for the building were prepared by officers of the
Public Works Department, and rejected as more
or less unsuitable. Eventually the Government
of India placed the design in the hands of Major
Mant, R.E., now Architectural Executive Engi-
neer and Survej^or to the Government of Bom-
bay—an officer who is well-known in India as
an architect, and as having made Indian archi-
tecture his special study. The college is intended
for the education of the sons of the cliiefs and
nobles of Rajputana, and has already been open
for some years in a building temporarily adapted
for the purpose. The new building is designed
in what may be termed the Hindu-Saracenic
tyle—a fusion of the Hindu and Indian-
Mahometan styles, which has already for the
last two orthree centm-ies been largely adopted by
the Rajput chiefs, and even by well-to-do com-
moners in Rajputana and the Noith-West Pro-
vinces, for not only their temples and other public
buildings, but for their palaces and dwellings
also. The style selected hiirmonises, therefore,
with local traditions, and is the most suitable
that could be adopted, especially as it is

theroughly capable of adaptation to the exi-
gencies of the climate and to all modem require-
ments. The college provides a large and hand-
some central lecture-hall (which will occasionally
be used for durbars), library, officd, and sitting-

room for the principal, and class-room for iifty

boys. It will be suiTounded by detached board-
ing-honses, built at the cost of the various chiefs,

each for the quota of pupils expected to be sent
from his State. These bnaiding-honses have
already been erected, and are more or less

Oriental in style. The college will be built
cliiefly of sandstone ; but marble of several
colours, which is found in the vicinity, is also
being freely used in its construction. The per-
spective we gave was drawn by Mr. Herbert
Gribble from drawings sent home by Major
Mant.

THE ART OP THE ITALIAN RENAIS-
SANCE.

DR. TODHITNTER delivered the sixth of liis

course of lectures on this subject in the
Musctun Buildings, Trinity College, Dublin, on
Satuiday afternoon. There was a large attond-
anoo. The lecture was illustrated with a number
of excellent photographs of the works of art
referred to.

Dr. Todhnnter said ho was in that lecture to
speak chiefly of Leonardo, Corrcggio, and
Michael Ange'o. So far they hael watched the
steady progress of Italian art from its rude
beginnings ix the works of Cimabue and Giotto
to its technical perfection in the hands of
Montogna, the Bellini, andthoeroat Florentines.
They had now to witness the la.st Titanic effort

on the part of men of the most a.stouuding genius

to carry the jjerfection fiu-thor- to set U new
story upon this Renaissance Towei- of Babel,
whose top was already in the clouds. In these
three men, with the addition of Raphael and
the Venetians, the spirit of the llenaissanco
attains its supreme expression. Lc-onardo, though
in point of time a man of the 15th century,
rather than of the 16th century, belongs to the
latter by the reach of his genius and tho perfec-
tion of his style. Chronologically, he is the
contemporary of Sando Botticelli and FUUpiuo
Lippi ; logically, he belongs to the time of
Michael Angelo and Raphael. Born in 1452,
most of his work was done before the end of tho
15th century, of which he saw only the first two
decades, dying in 1519. The impietsion made
by Leonardo upon his contemporaries is dis-
tinctly felt in the many an^ cdotes embalmed by
Vasari and otlier writers of the day. He was
for the Florcntiucs and Milanese much what
Dean Swift is for us in Dublin, a legendary per-
Fonage around whose imposing personality quite
a cycle of such anecdotes gathers. In personal
appearance, as in genius, he was a king among
princes—moving among men like a demi-god of
physical grace and intellectual brightness.
Great as was the versatility of many of the men
of the Renaissance, Leonardo's was remuikable
even compared with that of his most versatile

contemporaries—the remarkable thing being the
fact that it he was a jjick-of-all-tra-les, he
po.-sessed the rare distinction of being master of
all. Michael Angelo was great as an architect
and scidptor, and a painter, and was no con-
temptible poet. Leonardo was besides a skilled

musician, who sang his impromptu compotitious
to a silver lute of his own designing, formed like

a horse's head, and tuned according to acoustic
laws discovered by himself. He was an engineer
of most original genius, the best anatomist of
his day, a givat aritlinctioian and geometer.
There were few regions of human activity iu
which he was not more or less at home. But,
probably few men of great genius so favoured
by circumstances as Leonardo have left so little

of supreme accomplishmeLt as measured by the
amount of actual power possessed. His very
versatility, joined with an extieme fastidiousness
as to his workmanship resulting from the high
ideal he alwaj-s set before hiin, prevented his
perpetual activity from achieving the marvellous
results which his marvellous genius served to
warnmt his admirers in expecting. He has also

been unfortunate as regards the preservation of
liis greatest works. Nevertheless, enough of his
work remains to confiim his title to a place
among the greatest. Dr. ToJliunter criticised

in detail several of Leonardo's works, and then
referred to Corrcggio. To turn from Leonardo to

Correggio (he said) is almost like turning from
Goethe to the most seusuous parts of Spenser ;

but Sp( user is much too serious and thoughtful
to be fitly compared with Correggio. The pur-
poseless lusciousness of some of Schubert's
beautiful and interminable compositions may,
perhaps, servo as a tolerable parallel ; but no
one in any art was ever so innocently wanton,
so divinely idiotic as Correggio. Correggio's
drawings, which are usually sketches iu red
chalk, are often very beautiful, though the
beauty is rather sensuous than spiritual, his

type of female faces, with their narrow chins
and heavy lidded eyes, verging ujjon tho
hysterical. Between Correggio tud Michael
Angelo there is a gulf as wide and deep as the
Atlantic. They are inhabitants of different

spiritual continents, or rather of different epochs
of development. Correggio is like the sylph or

sylvan spirit of the later mythologies. Michael
Angelo is a Titan bom of theprimteval imagina-
tion of the world—an insurgent spirit, whose
feet base themselves on the roots of the moun-
tains, and whose brow o'ertops the clouds. The
great work of Michael Angelo' s youth is the
" Pieta" of St. Peter's, finished when he was but
foiu'-and twenty. It is indeedoneofthcgrcatworks
of his life—full of the tenderest feeling. Tlio

Virgin Mother supports her dead son on her lap,

across which ho lies, ^^•ith his nail-pierced hands
and feet and thom-crowned head hanging
languidly in the utter rest of death. Themother
gazes into his worn but peaceful face which
srcms to have fallen asleep with the words '

' It

is finished " on his lips, as if she were pondering
in her breast all that love brings to her romem-
luance. Her face is fiUl of no vulgar anguish.

A solemn awe seems to hold her in a trance, in

which things deeper than life or death are

revealed to her.
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HISTORY AND JESTHETICS OF AECHI-
TECTUEE.

AT the Royal Institution, on Saturday after-
noon, Mr. H. H. Stntham delivered the

first of a .series of four lectureH on '
' The Lead-

ing Styles of Areiiteclure Historically and
.aSatheticaUy Considered." The lecture was of

an elementary and non-professional character,
and was illustrated by large diagrams and black
board di-awings, and by a series of t-mall photo-
lithographs, handed to e;ich person on eutcring
the lecture theatre, of similar character to those
shown at a previous lecture in the same building,
and which were reproduced in the Buildino
News of Feb. Mth last (vide p. 170 aiUi). The
relation to Nature of architecture as an art was
pointed out, Mr. Statham insisting on the point
that there shoidd be no direct copy of natural
objects either in design or decoration—all must
be conventionalised. Many persons could more
or less definitely pronounce on the style in which
a building was erected, assigning a church to
Gothic, a bank to Clast'ie, or a club-house to
Italian, while they had not considered the reasons
for the selection of this dress nor how it was
originated, and his aim was to show that all the
"styles" employed in architecture were con-
nected by a very long chain the one with the
other, and that they grew out of varied requiie-
mentsof climate, material, and habits of thought.
If one opened any German work on architectiu-e

a large space woidd be foimd taken up \vith a
learned disquisition on the origin of architecture,

the inevitable conclusion arrived at by the author
being that we know nothing about it. Inquirera
come upon the earliest remains of the art in

Egj'pt at a period when it was far advanced, and
when the country was covered with inunense
temples, palaces, and other buildings, the records
of a high state of civilisation. The typical
Egyptian temple was described, the massive
walls, the double ranges of internal colun\ns,
surrounding a series of coiirts, and the entrance
between heavy pylons being adverted to. Light-
ing was effected by having an internal range of

columns of greater height supporting the centre
portion of the ilat roof, an indirect light passing
diagonally between the raised and lower portions
of the roof into the temple. At Beni Hassan,
at a temple erected presumably about 1800 B.C.,

the process by which the square posts supporting
the roofs were rounded otf into columns might
be followed: here some of the posts had their

angles canted off, while in others subse-
quently added to the temple a second paring of

the unnecessary comers made the pillars sixteen-
sided. In order that the angles might be seen
in a side light, the surfaces between were slightly

hollowed, and hence the origin of the fluted

colimm. From Egyptian architecture the lec-

turer proceeded to that of Asia Minor, and
showed illustrations of Lycian rock-cut tombs, in

which the ornamentation was an evident remi-
niscence of timber construction. The directly

wooden origin of the Doric style was discussed,
the leetiu'er expressing the opinion that a case
had not been made out by il s supporters, one of

many arguments against the theory being that
the colunms in the earliest temples of this order
were the thickest, whereas if of wood a much
more slender shaft would be sufficient to sustain
thetiabeate construction, and thus it was reason-
able to infer that the coliunns would, as the art

developed, have been gradually increased in bulk
if the change from wood to stone were com-
paratively recent. On comparing a Greek Doric
temple with an Egyptian one, a general resem-
blance could be detected ; the grouping and the
approaches were much the same, but the
columns were now arranged outside the cella

instead of within. A cushion or ecbiuus
was now placed below the abacvis and between
the cdhimn and the beam it carried, and to this
a wooden origin might well be accorded. The
prOL'ress of Greek architecture was rapidly
sketched to the period of the building of the
Parthenon, in which the highest refinement and
grace met, and on which more intellectual force
had been brought to bear than on any other
building. The mode of lighting the interior of
a Doric tcmplo was not certainly known, the
hypiethr.il theory propounded by Mr. Fergusson
being the most generally adopted. It had been
suggested to the lecturer that light was ad-
mitted through the thin slabs of miirble alter-

nating with the triglj phs above the architrave and
known as metopes ; these were about Jin. thick,

and transmitted a certain amount of light. These

metopes illustrated an important law in archi-

tectural design that ornament should bo applied

only to features of no constructional imporlaooc
;

thus, these tiles hai-ing no weight to bear were
decorated with sculpture. Amongst the errors

made in tho Parthenon was a range of has reliefs

running along the wall of the eclla behind the

architraves and in such a position that

it could rarely be seen, and then only at a
very sharp angle. The most interesting

feature of Greek arc^hitectura was the elaborate

system of optical refinements which were re-

discovered by an English architect, Mr. F. C.

Penrose, when measuring and drawing tho Par-
thenon ruins. The Greek architects noticed that

a straight line of any length would appear dis-

torted to the observer especially if another of a
different angle were placed in juxtaposition. In
order to obviate the unsightliness that woidd
thereby be occasioned, a minute and carefully

calculated cmre, based on the conic section, was
given to every line throughout the Parthenon.
The columns were not stryight, but were convex
and slightly diminished at the top ; the lower
member of the pediment, with its cornice, enta-
blature, and architrave, was curved upwards, and
the raking sidescurved in asimilar modeoutwards,
while even the pavement and steps followed the
same curvature, which was continued upon all

four sides, some extremely nice calculations being
made as to the angles. The pUasters were
diminished and inclined outwards, and to the
echinus of the capitals of tho columns the
subtle hyperbolic form was given. This extreme
refinement was only seen in the larger temples
of the Perielcan oge, no such delicacy
being observed in smaller buildings. To the
absence of these optical adjustments was to be
attributed the heavy and unsatisfactory character
of modem buildings in Greek styles. The pojjular

notion that Gn ek buildings were formally
arranged in set lines was shown to be mistaken,
the ground plan of the Acropolis with the various
temples set at diiferent angles being exhibited
in disproof. In his next lecture Mr. Statham
will deal with Roman architecture, including the
Corinthian order, which he regards as essentially

a Roman development.

CREOSOTING TIMBER.

WE have allowed Messrs. Armstrong, Addi-
son, and Co., of Simderland, to speak

elsewhere for themselves as to the value of

creosoting timber, as we did last week two
other con-espondents. For ourselves, we admit
there has been creosoting and creosoting, but
that when tho process is performed properly
upon seasoned wood, or after the withdrawal of

the sap and moisture, and the oil is thoroughly
injected into the pores, timber so prepared is

practically imperishable, the experience of

every practical engineer or architect proves.
Tltere is :nuch in the manner of subjecting the
wood ; the mcistiu'e should first bo thoroughly
vaporised by heat, and the timber exposed to a
steam pressui'e. The efl'ect of creosote properly
applied coagulates the albiunen of the wood, and
gives a waterproof coating to the fibre at the
same time, thus arresting the absorption of

mcistiu'e, for creosote oil is quite insoluble iu

water. Yellow pine slioidd be made to absorb
from 10 to 111b. to the cubic foot, and from 8 to

101b. is generally recommended for sleepers and
ordinary purposes. Mr. Robert Walker, iu the
case reported which has given rise to this

controversy, held that the process of creosoting

by hermetically sealing the pores of the timber
prevented the vaporisation of the sap ; but it will

be seen that the process of creosoting, if per-
formed as we have indicated, practically insures
the withdrawal of all sap. But timber is

sometimes hollow or decayed at the core, and
vo process coidd be expected to impart
strength to a pillar wliich, as Mr. Bridgcman,
the coroner's surveyor, paid, was hollow and
reducjd in substance, and which apparently
yielded under an excessive load. The specimen
of a oreosoted Scotch fir sleeper referred to by
Messrs. Armstrong, Addison and Co., is upon
our table. It is thoroughly sound and hard to

the impres.sion of the finger nail, even at the heart,

and still retains the strong smell of the creosote

after a period of 27 years' service in a most
trying position, while unpreserved sleepers

of Scotch fir used in the Highland railways have
had frequently to bo renewed in periods varying
from three to six years.

MESSRS. AUDSLEY'S "DICTIONAIIY OP
. ARCHITECTURE."

PARTS 8 and 6 of this Dictionary are upon
our table, and we turn over the pages with

fresh interest. Tho work has been brooght
down to the word "aqueduct," which completes
the first volume. It is unnecessary to say more
than we have already done in commendation of

this Dictionary, except that it is far superior to

any subsequent attempt in the same direction we
have met with. Some interesting obsei'vations

are made uuder the article " Apostles," to which
we may refer at some length. It is remarked
that iu the earliest works of Christian art tho
apostles were invariably represented by ctirtain

simple emblems, tho most common of which
were twelve sheep, probably 8ugge.«tfd by Our
Lord's words, "I send you forth as sheep in the
midst of wolves." The sheep are usually placed
in groups of six on each side of a central figure

of Christ represented as tho Good Shepherd, or
on each side of His early symbol, the lamb. In
the more numerous instances the twelve sheep
are arranged in two rows of six each placed on
either side of and looking towards the Holy
Lamb, represented standing on a small mount,
from which four streams are flowing, and invested
with the triradiated or inscribed nimbus. Tho
twelve sheep are never invested with nimbi. At
the extremities towers and gates are represented
from which the sheep are supposed to have issued

in procession towards the lamb. Examples of

these compositions are to be found in the sculp-

tures of sarcophagi, and in the decorations of
the old churches of Rome, as in St. Clemente,
St. Cecilia, St. Prassede, &c. The Apostles have
also been figured, though more rarely, vinder the
form of twelve doves ; but as the authors remark,
unless twelve doves are represented, it will be
unwise to accept them as the emblems of the
Apostles. In the primitive mode of representing
them in human form they appear as twelve
men accompanied by the emblematic sheep, but
presenting no distinctive characters. In later

works they are shown as aged men standing iu

a line or seated on thrones on either side of a
figure of Christ, and each carrying in his hand
a volvune or scroll. Sometimes they are indivi-

dualised by having their name inscribed

near them. Messrs. Aud^ley refer to a " Guide
to Painting," written by a Greek monk, of

Moimt Athos, named PensUinos, as a work of

some importance bearing upon this subject.

See M. Didron's "Manual of Christian Icono-
graphy." Speaking of the order in which the
Apostles should be represented, tho authors
say the Early or Mediseval artists did not
settle any. Dift'erent arrangements have been
adopted, but the Greek list given in the " Guide
to Painting" is as follows :—St. Peter, St. Paul,

St. John, St. Matthew, St. Luke, St. Mark, S».

Andrew, St. Simon, St. James Major, St. Bar-
tholomew, St. Thomas, and St. Philip. In West-
ern arrangements the Apostles St. James Minor,
St. Jude, and St. Matthias appear instead of St.

Paul, St. Luke, and St. Mark. In Western
Mediajval works which display Byzantine in-

fluence, as in the pulpit in the Cathedral of
Troyes, the Greek order is met with. The Canon
of the Mass is supposed to be the liighest autho-
rity on the arrangement and order of the twelve
apostles, according to the Latin Church. It is

observed, " Except where their names are
iuscribcd, it is a matter of difliculty to indivi-

dualise the apostles in works of art executed
prior to the bcgiiming of the fourteenth century,
but in the sculpture, glass and painting of the
Hth and 15th centuries there is seldom any am-
biguity." Long priorto the fom-teenth century,

emblems were given to SS. Peter and Paul. We
may here give the emblems or attributes usually
as.signed to the Apostles in Mediaeval art. St.

Peter usually carries a pair of keys, the keys of

heaven and heU, and a book, and sometimes a
cross inverted. His lesser attributes are a church
and a fish. St. Paul is generally represented
bearing a sword and book. St. Andrew, the
emblem of his martyrdom, a cross in the form of

an X. more rarely a Latin cross, or one Y"Shaped.
St. James Major generally carries a pilgrim's

staff and scrip or wallet, and with a scallop-

shell attached to some portion of his gar-
ments ; St. John (as an apostle) usually carries

a cup in his hand, with a small serpent issuing
from it; St. Thomas carries a builder's square,

and sometimes a spear and dart, in allusion to his

martjTdom : St. James Minor, a club or fiiller's

bat, also tho instrument of his martyrdom ; St.
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Philip usually carries a cross, either of Uio Latin

or Tau form, conunonly placed on the top of a

Icms- staff. On several tnglish rood-scieens he
is shown carrying- a basket of bread, or with
loaree in his hand. St. Bartholomew is depicted

with the instrument of his painful death, a large

knife ; St. Matthew (as an apostle) has several

emblems ; the most common is a money-bag or

box ; sometimes he bears a poleaxe. St. Jude is

depicted with a club, a halberd, a carpeuter's

Suaie, a boat, an inverted cross, bread, and
hes. St. Simon has sometimes a fish or oar,

<Mr a saw, the instrument of his martyrdom ; and
St. Hathias has a halberd or axe, but occasion-
ally a sword. The precious stones also men-
tioned in tlie ApociUypsc were invested with
symbolic meaniugs, and early applied to the
Apostles. We may add that the article refers to
the paintings on rood-screens where representa-
tions of tlie Apostles occur, the chiu-ches cited
being thoseof Belaugh, Irstead, Rinjrland, North
Walsham, and Westwick, Norfolk; Carliie
Cathedral; Southwold Church, Suffolk; and
£ast Wellow Church, Hampshire. The ai-ticle

on "Apse" is very comprchen.sive, and several
illnstrations are given, the works of VioUet-lo-
Duc, Rev. E. C. M. Walcott, Fergusson
Texier, and PiUlan being quoted.

STREET PAl'EMENTS.

AT the meeting of the Institution of Civil
Engineers, on the 29th April, the first

paper read was on "Street Carriageway Pave-
ments," by Mr. George F. Deacon, M. Inst. C.E.
With respect to the figure of stone sets, the

author explained that in order to secure stability
their depth sliould be greater than any other
dimension : but that the length should be greater
than the width in order to facilitate breaking
joint. His conclusions might be thus sum-
marised :—Hard stone, in which joints were
unnecessary for foothold.

Depth. Width. Length.
In. In. Sets In. In. In.

Sets for moderate traffic C to CJ 4 to 14 5 to 7
Sets for heaviest traffic 7 ,, 7| 4 ,, 14 5 ,, 7

Softer stones, in which joints were unnecessary
for foothold.

Depth. Width. Length.
In. In. Sets. In. lu. In.

Setsforlighttrafficoriuclines6to 6J 3 to 14 5 to 7A crucial examination of many classes of pave-
mwits had satisfied the author, in 1871, that
those jointed with asphalte retained their figures
better, and wore out less rapidly, than any
others. This method of jointing, however, was
often very indifferently performed. Since that
date all the Liverpool pavements had been
jointed in this manner with great advantage

;

and all those subject to heavy traffic had been
constructed with Portland cement or bituminous
concrete foundations. The mode of constructing
the foundations and pavements differed in some
important re.spects from that generally adopted,
and was fully explained. The Portland cement
concrete was mostly prepared in a yard, and not
in the street where the work was going on

;

and the author had proved, by a large number of
conclusive experiments, that no loss of strength,
but probably a slight gain, arose from allowing
such time as was occupied in cartage to elapse
between mixing and placing in sitti. Carriage-
ways of bituminous concrete, or asphalte
macadam, were next described. The smaller
stones used for the upper layer of such pave-
ments should not be much harder than the
asphalte itself. A large area of this pavement
had been constructed in Liverpool, and on
sanitary grounds the system would probably be
extended over many back streets.

After describing his experience of wood pave-
ments in Liverpool, the author drew the conclu-
sions that like stone pavements, they should be
provided with concrete foundations, the joints
should be very close, and the blocks should be
creosoted.

Hoch difference of opinion existed as to the
best mode of finishing or blinding the surface of
macadamised pavements. Under a lo-ton steam
roller, preceded by a watering-cart, 1,200 yards
of trap-rock macadam, without blinding, could
only be moderately consolidated by twenty-
eren hours' continuous rolling. If blinded
with trap-rock chippings from a stone breaker,
the same area might be moderately consolidated
by the same roller in eighteen hours. K

blinded with silicious gravel from J inch to the
size of a pin's head, mixed with about oue-fourth
part of macadam sweepings obtained in wet
weather, the area might be thoroughly con-
solidated in nine hours. Macadam laid according
to the last method wore better than that laid by
the second, and that laid by the second much
better than that laid by the first.

In order to compare the wear of different

cla8.*es of xiavemcnts, the autlior had reduced the
traiBc to tons per annum per ;vard width of the
carriageway, and in the following tables he com-
pared the total annual cost of various pavements
when subjected to a standard traffic.

smelling them, was a mysterj' almost as great as
surrounded the fact that the meti-opolis, aloue
among the great centres of civilisation in this
country and in the world, still submitted with
apparent satisfaction to aa intermittent water
supply, impure at times in almost every house-
hold, however pure the soiu'ce of that supply
might be, when with absolute pecimiary benefit

a constant supply might be obtained.

The second paper was on '
' Wood as a Paving

Material under Heavy Traffic," by Mr. O. H.
Howarth, Assoc. Inst. C.E.
The primary point into which the conflicting

DesciipUon of Pavement.

No. 1. Hard stone. \

Gravel joints. Hand- .'

pitched foundation )

Xo. 2. Hard stone \

Asphalte joints. Port- t

laud cement concrete (

foundation . . . . )

No. 3. Hard stone. ,

Asphalte joints. Bitu-
(

minousconcretefoun- 1

dation . . . . . .

'

No. 4. Medium stone. \

Asphalte joints. Port-
(

land cement concrete I

foimdation . . , .

'

No. 5. Medium stone.
Asphalte joints. Bitu-
minousconcretefoun-
dation .

.

No. C. Bituminous con-
\

Crete
)

No. 7. Wood, creosoted. \

Bituminous concrete >

foundation . . . . )

No. 8. Macadam hand- 1

pitched foundation . . )

Original
Cost per
Square
Yard at
Present
Pi-ices.

Inter-
est on
Origi-
nal cost
at4jp.
cent.

Sinking
Fund In-
vested at
3per cent.

Com-
pound

Interest.

]^Iainten-
ance per
Squiu-e

Yaid per
Aiinum.

Sca-
venging

per
Square

Yar-d per
Annum.

Gra^
veiling
per

Square
Yard
per

annum

Total
Annual
Cost per
Square
Yard.

s. d.

12 1

d.

6-5
d.
1-8

.•!. d.

1-0

d.
4-2

d. s. d.

I 1-5

15 1 8-2 0(3 0-25 2-4 11-45

14 10 8-0 0-6 0-25 2-4 11-25

1.-, 1 8-2 3-7 Go 2-4 1 2-8

14 10 8-0 3-7 0-5 2-4 •• 1 2-6

3 9 20 • 1 6-0 2-4 •• 1 10-4

15 1-5 7-5 10-1 1-0 2-7 50 2 2-3

6 9 3-4 2 00 80 •• 2 11-4

Bcmarks.

Old Liverpool
pavements.
N ow constructed

in Liverpool
for heavy
traffic.

Ditto ditto.

f
Ditto for light

I traffic, or steep
gradients, and
junctions of

^ streets.

Ditto ditto.

!

Ditto for back
streets, and for
streetcan-iage-
ways of very
light traffic.

i

Prices if con-
structed by
Corporation

iln
Liverpool

for suburban
roads.

With a traffic of 40,000 tons per annum for
every yard in width of carriageway, the figures
for the last three pavements were as follow :

—

details of the street pavement problem could
xisually be resolved was simply this : That the
conditions of road surface demanded by the two

Description of
Pavement.

No. 6. Bituminousconcrete
No. 7. Wood
No. 8. Macadam .

,

Original
cost per
Square
Yard at
pi-esent

Pi-iccs.

I
Interest on

]
original

! Cost at 44
i per cent.

d.

9
1-5

9

d.

20
7-5

3-4

Sinking
Pund in-
vested at
3 per cent.

Compound
Interest.

d.

fu^Vor Scavenging! Gravelling

c^..™ per Squarepcr Sq.uarc

Annuk. -^mx™

«. d.

9
10

1

d.
2-4

2-7
8-0

Annum.

d.

5-0

Total
Annual
Cost per
Square
Yard.

t. d.

1 1-4

1 8-6

1 11-4

From inquiries made with reference to the
loads drawn by horses since the new Liverjjool
pavements were constructed, as compared -ivith

the loads drawn on the old jjavemcnts, and with-
out giving credit for the great reduction of wear
and tear of horses and vehicles, the author esti-

mated that there was a sa-viug in the cost of
cartage alone exceeding £10,000 a year for eveiy
mile of such pavement as now laid in the Dock
line of streets in Liverpool.

Of all pavements for street carriage-ways
macadam appeared to the author to be the least

satisfactory. It was the most costly, the dirtiest,

and, on the average of all Icinds of weather and
all conditions of repair, probably iuvolved a
greater traction for a given load than any of the
other systems when thoroughly weU laid. Its
dirtiness consisted not only in the excessive mud
of wet weather, and the excessive and impure
dust of dry weather, but also in the facility with
which organic impurities were absorbed by it,

decomposed within it, and exhaled to the atmo-
sphere. In coimtry roads this objection was
insignificant, and no other pavement was better
than well maintained macadam ; but in some of

the carriage-ways of the west end of London
one would regard it as intolerable, had it not
been tolerated so long. To the unsophisticated
provincial the manner in which, on a hot Jidy
day, fashionable Ijondon rolled over her tainted
macadam pavements, apparently without even

main elements of street traffic, -viz., thepowe-
and the load, were almost essentially opposedr
That was, the surface most favourable to the

intermittent tractive action of horses was not the
one best adapted for the transmission of rolling

load. To reconcile these conditions, so as to

render them the lea.st obstructive to each other,

was the practical aim of road pa^-ing.

A series of observations, collected during the
past three j'ears, tended to show that against all

the discrepancies which rendered comparisons of

street traffic doubtful, opposite conditions had
been foimd to arise by wliich they were conipon-

sated in the long nm ; and that, on the whole,
the effect of such minor irregularities was largely

controlled by the element of weight. Upon this

consideration it became evident, that the formula
of direct weight per imit of roadway width was
that which must affoi-d the least erroneous

datum for reducing large series of traffic obser-

vations, taken under fixed rides respeoting the

conditions to be noted. The system adopted by
the author aimed at obtaining reliable averages,

by short and definite observations properly dis-

tributed, rather than from continuous counts

over an isolated series of hours. The observa-

tions were collected by half-hours only, at fixed

periods throughout the day of sixteen hours,

from 7 A.M. to 11 P.M. in every e.-use ; such half-

houi-s being respectively observed again on other

days at the same points and iu different con-
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ditioiis of weather. Tlie remaining night hours
affording a traffic small in proportion, and at the
same time subject to great irregularity with
variable eiroumstaneen, were excluded, as vitiat-

ing the averages required. The Hj-stera of short
observations, while midoubtedly leatling to a
highly corrected comparative figure, was also
found to facilitate the notes respecting weight,
which were of necessity collected simultaneously
with them. The traffic was divided under
seven heads ; for the most numerous and im-
portant of which the empty weights could bo
ascertained with precision, and the ordinary de-
scription of load estimated wihout any serious or
cumulative error. These averages sufficed to
show how widely the actual wear and tear upon
any given roadway might be misconceived, in
the light of a merely general or numerical
estimate.

Experience afforded by recent trials pointed to
the conclusion that the true theoretical condi-
tion imder which wood should be used was that
of a continuous and uninterrupted surface. If a
whole street eoiUd be conceived to be pivved with
a single slab or section of fir timber, the surface
well inlaid with clean grit or large sand, such
road woidd (apart from expan.sive action) pre-
sent, witliout comparison, the fairest teat of the
diu-able qualities of this material.
Upon the basis of these principles the system

of paving with wood, known as Hen-son's, was
introduced in 1875, having for its object the test-
ing of the previous theory, that artificial struo-
tiual foothold was indispensable to afford a ful-
crum for tractive power, as well as to show the
value of real continuity of strrfaee,byprovidingthe
nearest possible approach to an iminteiTupted area
of wood only. The aim of the experiment was
primarily to lay the blocks "heart to heart,"
upon a sound weight-bearing fomidation, so as
to present a continuous and uniform surface of
wood on end. To such a construction the only
foreseen ob.staele was the variable cxpan.>.ion and
contraction inseparable from that material under
varying atmospheric conditions; and this, when
acoumulated over a large area, would doubtless
have been of sufficient extent to become detri-
mental to the efficiency of a road pavement.
With a view to meet this, it was borne in mind
that the action of capillary expansion in wood
was one which must be regarded as exercised
slowly, through the minutest distances; but
aceuniidated in proportion to the area of material
subject to it. The compensation for such an
expansion could therefore only be imiformly
effected over a large area, by providing for the
absorption of minuto portions of it at the
smallest possible intervals, establishing a series
of minute compensations throughout the entire
structure. The substance which was foimd in
practice to be most available for this piu-posewas
ordinary roofing-felt, from 1-lCth to l-8th inch
thick, a strip of which, cut to the same nidthas the
deptli of the blocks, was interposed between each
course, and thus formed a close and yet slightly
elastic joint. In laying this pavement the sys-
tem was adopted ot dri%'ing up the blocks, as
every eight or ten courses were laid, by heavy
mallets and a plank laid along the face of the
work, attention being given to the even range of
the courses as tliis proceeded. The joint was
thus closed as completely as possible, leaving
only the actual fabric of the felt to take up the
expansion, and by tho mutual support of the
blocks saving them from the rajridly destructive
a.ction of spreading at the edges. The protec-
tion of the wood was further enhanced by a layer
of similar felt over the whole surface of the con-
crete foundation upon which the supei-structure
of wood wascusliioued. Re.sidts tended to show
that the several functions of thispimple construc-
tion were correctly anticipated. The endurance
of the wood, consequent upon its relief from
vertical jarring and the mutual support of the
edges of the blocks, was increased by probably
not less than one-half or two-thirds. An even-
grained well-grown deal, of medium weight and
hardnrss, offcrtd the best conditions, as far as
experience went.

'

As regarded built roads, much was generally
said upon tho question of elasticity above alluded
to

; and it was one very commonly misappre-
hended. Distinction was not made between
two widely different theories—viz. :—Was road-
elasticity requisite as it affected the traffic, or
was it desirable as concerned the road itself i'

Within limits, it was as advantageous to one as
it wns detrimental to tho other. Elasticity of
road was for the benefit of the traffic exclusively,

and not for that of the road ; and the inference

was that, if anywhei-o, it should be immediately
at the surface, and there only. A totally in-

clastic road, whether absolutely smooth or

designedly uneven, was open to objections, prac-

tically, on other groimds ; and herein lay the

chief characteristic wliich had brought wood
into favour. Concurrently with a reasonable

degree of diurability, which admitted of being
used to the utmo.st advantage, it presented
always, and luiiformly, a slight degree of sur-

faeo elasticity, to tho immeasurable saving of

vehicles passing over it.

The standard of comparison, therefore, to

which street pavements shoidd be referred, must
embody the two elements deduoible from the
preceding remarks—viz., tho work performed
(as represented by some systematic scale as sug-
gested) , and the sum totsU of direct expenditure
upon it during a recognised unit of time. Of
three materials—macadam, granite or porphyry
sets, and asphalt—the first was beside the ques-
tion, if only on the ground of its representing,

under similar circumstances, a fixed charge of

from 38. to Gs. per superficial yard per annum.
Granite was at the present time more nearly
balanced with wood—excelling it somewhat in
the matter of cheapness, but outweighed by it on
the score of noise and injury to vehicles owing to

its rigidity—the latter two defects insuperable,
excepting at a cost which was but rarely bes-
towed upon it. Asphalte, labouring under an
occasional deficiency insuperable ut any cost

—

viz., absence of foothold—Avas nevertheless to be
regarded favourably in point of eo^3t, and would
rank high so long as the definite solution of the
problem of durability stood in abeyance. Mean-
while the above notable failing, together with
the difficulty attending partial repairs, must
detract from the value of the money-figure to be
assigned to it.

lu view, therefore, of the few materials at
command, and of their several qtialities and
defects, the following questions comprise the
chief issues to be decided :

—

First.—Was the policy of paving for heavy
traffic to aim at reduction of first cost and the
retaining of certain alleged advantages r.ttaehed

to systems of continuous maintenance? or at the
extinction of maintenance, and the acquisition
of durability, combined with certain alleged dis-

advantages accompanying great resistance to
wear?

Secondly.— Could a paved surface be made to
fulfil the needs of tractive power power by the
intrinsic nature of imy material, independently
of designed mechanical form tending to obstruct
free dratight of load ?

And lastly.—Could the durability of any
description of wood, compatible with reasonable
cost, be enhanced either in construction or in
maintenance, so as to place it on a commercial
rank with substances of greater resistance, but t f

lesi advantage in other respects ?

PniNTING OR TEANSFEKRING DE-
SIGNS SUITABLE FOR WALL DECO-
RATION.
A PROCESS for printing or transferring

JjL designs or representations upon woods,
paper, and other surfaces has been recently
patented in this coimtry on behalf of L. Zweig
and A. T. Tischler, of Vienna, and as it may
possibly have some utility in the arts, we give a
brief description :—In order to produce matrices
or engravings for prints in an economical man-
ner, it is proposed to employ peculiar metal
positive prints of the designs to be eopird, which
are to be obtained by producing at first in low
relief work the design to be copied on a zinc
plate by etching the latter by galvanic action.
For this purpose the zinc plate to be etched is

covered with a body colotu* or coating in which
the design to be transferred is traced by means
of a tracer or graver, and the plate thus pre-
pared is then used as a positive electrode in a
galvanic decomposing cell. A second zinc plate,
of the same size as tho plate to be etched, and
serving as the negative electrode, will be placed
together with tho positive plate, but at a proper
distance from it in the decomposing cell. After
the galvanic current has sufficiently operated
upon the zinc plate which is placed in a solution
of stdphate of zinc mixed with sulphuric acid,

the etched plate is to be taken out of the decom-
posing cell, and washed in a bath of potash or soda
lye, in order to remove the remainder of the body

1

colour. But the fact that all tho engravings
appear to bo of tho same dcptli is prejudicial to

tlie clearness and sliarpuess of tho transfer of the
designs from a flexible printing plate or surface,

produced by the aid of the etched plate, since

besides the fine raised' parts, some parts aUo of

the ground which arc not intended for prinlingp

may be transfeired or reproduced. To obviate
tliis objection it is necessary to clean the zino

plate with a rag, to dry it off, and then to corer
cntiicly all the low etched i^laces with a moaa or
composition such as is used for printing-rollen^
and composed cliiefly of glue, glycerine, and
syrup, by which operation the plate becomes
perfectly even and plain. This is done for the
purpose of preventing tho tin from entering into

tho low etched places during the process of
soldering. After this tho widely veined parts
must bo more or less heightened with tin to the
effect that they may appear deepened or recessed
in the matrix, and that the blauk or unveined
places cannot be printed at once when the deagna
are transferred upon wood. The composition ia

then removed by putting the plate in worm
water and the parts thereby dissolved arc made
even with a scraper. From the metal plate thus
prepared, the printing matrices are obtained in
the following manner:—The zinc plate is placed
on the hollow bottom plate of a i)Owerful press,

which plate can bo heated by steam and cooled .

by cold water. The composition to which the
required softness is imparted by adding some
solution of hygroscopic salt, such as chloride of
calcium, chloride of zinc, or chloride of alumi-
nium, is poured upon tho oiled zinc plate, and
the upper pressing plate, covered with a piece
of Unen of the same size as the zinc plate, is

pressed down. The lower pressing plate, whioh
must be perfectly plain and even, in order to
enable the zinc plate to bed evenly and equally
in all parts, is provided on its four sides with
raised borders of the height of between l-16th
to jth of an inch, by which the thickness of com-
position to be pressed upon tho linen fabric will

be regulated, the pressui-e of the upper pressing
plate causing any siu'plus quantity to be squeezed
out. During the time the upper pressing plate
is being pressed down cold water is caused, to
flow through the bottom plate, whereby the
setting or solidifying of the compo.'ution adherii>g

to the linen fabric is much expedited. The
linen, together with the compcsition firmly
adhering thereto, and representing in relief the
sunk parts in the zino plate, discharges itself from
tho composition, and a matrix is thiis obtained
which is to be coated with a caoutchouc varnish,

in order to render the matrix more resistible.

The matrix is now ready for producing prints.

The prints of relief designs will be made in the
following way:—The matrix is passed over by
inking-rollers coated with any desired colour,

and is then gently pressed against the surface
to be decorated, whether of wood, paper, or
plastered wall surfaces, by means of a brush, and
finally carefully removed from the surface. The
designs now appear to be transferred on to
the grounded or prepared surface ; and for the
purpose of fixing them nothing further is required
than to varnish them as is done in hand-work.

THE "POOL OF BETHESDA," BY ME.
EDWIN LONG, A.R.A.

AVERY impressive picture painted by Mr.
Edwin Long, A.R.A., is now on view at

the g^allery of Mr. Aithur Lucas, 37, Duke-
Street, Piccadilly. The subject chosen by Mr.
Long, is the " Pool of Bethesda." It may be
necessary to say that the picture is not a new
one, that it was exhibitecl in the Royal Academy
in 1876, but owing to the unfortimate position

given to it on tho walls seems to have been over-
looked by the critics. No one who now sees it

in the darkened room prepared for its reception
at Mr. Lucas's gallery, under a light of dis-

criminative value, can fail to remark that it

possesess qualities which entitle it to rank with
some of the foremost pictures of its class. Ia
painting it, Mr. Long brought to his task a by
no means common conception or mere literal

rendering. He has spared no labour and study
in making himself master of the surroundings
and details of Eastern life in the time of our
Saviour, and for this purpose visited the Holy
Land in 1874-75 to examine the site of the ruins
of Bethesda. The conception embodied in the
picture is that particular season recorded in St.

John T. when the angel descended to trouble
the waters of the pool and to confer healing
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power on it, the text taken being the second

rene, " Now there is at Jerusalem by the sheep

market, a pool wliioh is called in the Hebrew
toogoe Bethesda, having five porches. In these

lar • great multitude of impotent folk, of blind

hut, withered, waiting for the mo\-ing of the

water, &c." Tlio central figTire of the piece is

a woman not of Jewish cast, who sits in front of

the pool, clasping to her breast a sick child

whom she has brought to the healing waters.

With pallid and dark complexion, her eyes
uplifted in faith, tearful with a mother's emotion
she is waiting anxiously for the angel to trouble
the water. Her very hands seem to express the
nervous anxiety with which she waits, and the
bracelet round Iier wiistand the rottmd arms are
painted with remarkable realistic power. On
her right side behind, crouches a dork old cripple
eager for the first sign of movement of the pool,

bent solely upon the material manifestation of
signs, but whose face and beard are painted with
life-like force. The artist has evidently
attempted a contrast between these two prominent
figures—the woman as typifying the Christian
spirit, and the old cripplethe Jewish or Sadducean
IxJief in " signs and wonders." He has, more-
over, given a stirring picture of the spiritual
meaning of the miracle portrayed. The other
figores are accessorial chii fly. On the left side
of the Gentile woman, lies on his back an old
man, while in the background tluough an open
porch, are descending two others carrying a sick
youth to the pool. In these also there is clearly
a meaning conveyed that we cannot overlook.
But the pi;turo has an additional interest in the
architectural backgroimd which represents one
of the entrances or porches. The circular pillars
are carefully delineated, and show a study of the
best authorities, while upon one of the pillars we
see hung several rows of straps, buckles, &c., or
TOtive offerings symbolical of the iufirmities
cured. Fpon this portion of the painting too
much praise cannot bo bestowed. It is not
obtrusive indrawing or colour, the grey-coloured
Btoneworkofthe pillars, the deepened shade of the
gatewayandthe reflectedlights,happilysctoff the
figures and draperies, and these arc subordinated I o
central figures, upon which a strong light is

thrown. The pool itself, which occupies the
extreme foreground, is transparent, and its reflec-
tions skilfully managed, wliile a white feather
which floats lightly on its surface, helps to
intensify the idea conveyed. Wo understand
Mr. Long devoted much time to the water and
its reflections, and actually modelled his figures
and their draperies in order to obtain the true
reflection. In composition and colouring the
picture is a masterly performance without a pain-
ful sense of crowding ; everything is subordinate
to the dominant sentiment sought to be conveyed
whOe the technique leaves nothing to be desired.
We understand the picture is in the hands of
the engraver and will shortly be reproduced.

COMPETITIONS.
Ipswich Post-Offick.—It is satisfactory to

note that the Town Council of Ipswich have
decided to adopt the suggestion made in these
columns a fortnight since, and will call in an
architect to report upon the 22 plans received in
competition for the new post-oJBce and public
offices.

Eajjsoate.—Mr. Abemethy, who was called
in to advise on the plans of the proposed new
road to connect the East and West Cliffs, de-
livered his report on Tuesday. He awarded the
first premium to Mr. Cummings, of Tunbridge

;

the second to Mr. Higgins, of Victoria-street,
Westminster ; and the third to Mr. Trounson, of
Penzance. The number of competitors was about
•eventy.

SCHOOLS OF ABT.
Nbwpokt.—A pubhc meeting wag held on

Monday night to present the prizes for the past
Tear to the students of the Newport (Mon.)
Dchool of Art. Mr. W. N. Johns read a short
miort for the session which closed last August.
There were 70 students, being an increase of 22.
The art day school was open 49 weeks, and was
attended by six students. The number of draw-
ings executed was 1,467, bv 39 students. Nine
passed in works, fivein freehand, three in model,
four in geometry, two in perspective, winning
23 certificates and two prizes. There wore six
in machine drawing, three in mathematics,

seven in acoustics, light, and heat ; nine in mag-
netism and electricity ; 20 certificates and five

prizes. 1,552 works hadbeen sent up for exami-
nation this year, and that accounted for the few
drawings in the room.

Builiimg Jnttlligtnct—»

—

Deeby.—New board-schools in TrafKc-street

were opened on Thu^^day, the 2 1th ult. These
are the fourth erected by the Derby School
Board, and have been erected from the designs of

Messrs. Colthurst and Story, architects, Derby,
which were selected in open competition. Ac-
commodation is provided for 738 children. The
boys' department comprises a principal school-

room 64ft. by 22ft. by 20ft., and three class-

rooms, each 23ft. by 2bft. by l')ft., the girls'

department a principal schoolroom 48ft. by 22ft.

by 20ft., and three class-room.i, each 22ft. by
20ft. by loft., and infants' depiirtmcut of similar

size and arrangement to the girls. The infants

are on the ground-floor, and the boys' and girls'

on the first-floor, the siiaee bencatli the boya'

room being foi-med into a covered playground.
The rooms have double sashes, and are heated
by hot-water. The style of the building is

semi-Gothic, the outside is fated with best

pressed red bricks with Stanton stone dressings

and blue brick bands. The roofs are slated

with Bangor slates and the ridges are

finished with ornamental red cresting and
terminals ; on the centre of the main roof is a

ventilating turret. The whole of the joiners'

work is of selected pitch-pine, varnished. A
boarded dado 4ft. high, with moulded capping,

is carried round the whole of the rooms and
corridors. Each yard is .supplied with (.pacious

latrines firmishcd with Macfarlanc's patent iron

fittings. The desks are on the duiil principle,

five rows deep, and were supplied by Messrs.

Illingworth and Ingram, of Leeds. The con-

tractor for the buildings was Mr. Ji.lm Gilling,

of London-road, Derby. The heating apparatus
was supplied and fitted by Mr. T. Crump. Mr.
R. Shepherd has acted as clerk of works. The
total cost of the schools has been £6,700,
including site £1,223, contract £1,300; and
fittings, arehitect's commission, law costs, and
extras, £1,275 ; the total cost being at the rate

of £9 Is. 9d. per head.

Ely.—On Wednesday week St. Mary's Church,
Ely, was reopened after restoration. The church
has from time to time undergone repairs and
alterations, but no great outlay was made for

that purpose till 1829-30, when most of the

stucco work and cement covering of the walls
was done and pews and galleries erected. The
first work recently undertaken was to examine
the fovmdations, which for the most part were
built upon the rook. These were found as sound
as when first laid. The wall of the north aisle

extending from the buttress at the east end of

the base of the tower at the west end was in such
a ruinous condition as to require rebuilding, the
safety of the roof being dependent on this being
done. The north porch bore evident traces of

having been suppoi'ted by external angle but-
tresses on each side of the entrance. Tliese have
not been rebuilt, but the windows which were
bricked up have been reopened and glazed, and
the old worn-out stone seats have been neatly
re-topped with oak. On the side of the south
aisle the stonework has been thoroughly repaired.

The flank wall of the south chapel had to be
entirely rebuilt, and a new external doorway has
been inserted. The north clercstoiy wall has
been repaired and relieved of its damp-looking
coating of stucco. The nave roof was found in

goodcondition ; the roofs of the aisles were covered
with lead, but so worn that that the rafters were
entirely decayed. Tlie rafters had to bo rcpliiocd,

and the roofs are now covered with slate. The
whole of the works have been carried out by
Mr. Brown, builder, of Lynn, from the drawings
and under the superintendence of Mr. Franey,
of the firm of Messrs. Franey and Wood, archi-

tects, of Spring-gardens, London. The entire

cost of the works amounts to £2,200.

Haswell, Middlesex.—The corner-stone of

the new church, dedicated to St. Mark, was
laid on the 25th ult., by Mr. Octavius Coope,
M.P. for Middlesex. The first contract
compri.sod the chancel, transepts, and first

bay of the nave and aisles ; since then the com-

vestry and second bay of nave and aisles, and
they trust before the works in hand are com-
pleted, suflicient funds will be forthcoming to

complete remaining portions of the church, thus
leaving only the tower and spire to a future
period. The church is built of stock bricks, with
stone and red biick dressings; the internal
jambs and arches are red bricks, specially moulded
with Pennant stone columns to nave and chancel.
The roofs are of pitch-pine, plai-tcred between
rafters, covered with red tUes. The architect is

Mr. Wm. White, F.S.A., of 30a, Wimpole- street,

and the contractor of the whole of the works
is Mr. Thomas Gregory, of Clapham- j unction.

iNConponATED Chitrcii Buildino Society.—
The Incorporated Society for Promoting the
Enlargement, Building, and Eepairing of

Churches and Chapels held its usual monthly
meeting last week. Grants of money were made
in aid of building new churches at Halton View,
Sambrose, near Widnes, Lancashire, £200 ; Mot-
tingham, in the parish of Eltliam, Kent, £50

;

Sydenham St. Matthew, Kent, £150; Waen-
fawr, in the parish of Llambeblig, near Carnar-
von, £100; and Wigan St. Andrew, £300;
rebuilding the churches at Hoguaston, near
Ashbourne, £70 ; Hopwas, near Tamworth, £90

;

Mansergh St. Peter, near Kirby Lonsdale, £00
;

and St. George, near Bristol, £200. Enlarging
or otherwise improving the accommodation in

churches at Broad Hinton, near Swindon, £30
;

Canterbury St. Dunstan, £40 ; Coldmore St.

Michael, near Wallsall, £15 ; ColdHigham, near
Towcester, £20 ; Cottingham St. Mary, near
Rockingham, £20 ; Llangtndeime, near Kid-
welly, £30 ; Pinhoe St. Michael, near Exeter,
£20 ; and Prestbury St. Peter, near Macclesfield,

£00. In consequence of the more extensive

nature of the work, the grant of £170 formerly
made towards building the church at Cambridge
St. Barnabas was increased to £300. Grants
were also made from the Special Mission Build-
ings Fund towards building mission churches at

Axinin.ster, Devon, £20 ; and Clavhanger, in the
parish of Walsall Wood, Stafford', £30.

Lancaster.—The town council have accepted
the designs and tenders of Messrs. Handiside,
for the erection of a now covered market. Tlio

buUding will cover an area of 154ft. by 150ft.

The roof will consist of five bays, each 30ft. Gin.

wide ; these will be supported by 35 cast-irou

columns, of an average height of 2Gft. These
will be placed longitudinally 25ft. apart, trans-

versely 30ft. apart, connected by cast-ii-on

framing.

Leicestee.—OnWednesday week the memorial
stone of the new chancel in course of erection at

St. George's Church, Leicester, was laid. In
connection with the new chancel there will be
built an organ chamber, vestry, and chancel

aisle. The chancel will be 32ft. long by 29ft.

wide, the vcstiy 10ft. by lift., and the chancel

aisle 20ft. by 12ft. The western gallery will be
entirely removed, and seats for the choiistera

placed in the chancel. The altar \vill be elevated

4ft. 6in. above the nave floor, and immediately
behind the former will be constructed an elaborate

traceried seven-light eastern window 2Sft. in

height and 17ft. wide. The cost of the new
chancel is estimated at about £3,500. Derby
stone has been employed, and the appearance of

the chancel, when erected, will harmonise with

th.it of the church itself. The architect is Mr.
A. W. Blomfield, Montague-square, London,
and the work has been intrusted to Mr. Ailen,

Erskine-street, Leicester.

Lichfield.—The Dean and Chapter havo
issued an appeal for aid in filling in the 1 08 niches

of the west front of Lichfield Cathedial, half of

which is now in process of restoration. The
work has been laid out in two sections, the north

and tho south. With the latter such jirogress

has been made that its restoration already dis-

closes the ultimate beauty of the whole facade.

The Dean and Chapter estimate that each figure

will cost £45, and whilst they will accept the

choice of subscribers for a given statue, they re-

serve the right to select the sculptor and to

regulate, for imiformity , other of the surrounding

circumstances. At present the west window is

surmounted by the figure of Charles II. ; this

will in future be occupied by a representation of

our Saviour ; whilst immediately beneath the

niches will be filled with statues of the angels

Raphael, Michael, and the Prophet Elijah.

The line inunediately beneath the p irapet will

nclude figures of Adam, Abel, Abratiam, Isaac,

mittee have been enabled to give orders for the j Jacob, Seth, Enoch, Methusaloh, Noah, Daniel,
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Job, and Sliein. Tlic lines in the miilclle period

(circa 1300 a.d., Bisliop Langtoii) will iucludo

figures of Ezelriel, Hosca, Jonah, Zephaniah, the

angel Michael, St. Stephen, Bishop do Clinton,

Bishop PatteshuU, Bishop Langton; the next
line Daniel, Joel, Idicah, Ilaggai, the angel
Raphael, St. Nicholas, Bishop Ilackot, Bishop
Lon.silule, and Bi.shop Selwyn. The present
figures will give place to St. Chad (which will
occupy the centre position immediately above the
west door), the figures to the north being in the
following order:—Penda, "VVulfere, Etheldred,
Offa, Egbert, Ethelwolf, Ethelbert, Ethelred,
Alficd, Edward the Uder, Canute, and Edward
the Coufes.sor. Tlic lower line will include the
statues of St. Paul, St. John, St. James, St.
Simon, St. James the Less, St. Jude, and St.

Matthias.

LiTTLK Shelfoed, Cambs.—The parish church
of All Saints was reopened on Thursday, the
2tth inst., after restoration from the designs of
Wr. R. Reynolds Rowe, F.S.A., of Cambridge.
The whc.le fabric has been underdraincd, and one
of Porritt's underground stoves has been fixed in
the nave. The wretched work of 17G0 in the
ehancel has been cleared away, and the sanctuary
rebuilt

;
portions of stone coffius, and fragments

of the earlier fabrics of 1080 and 1.308, found in
the walls, being worked upon so as to be exposed
to view. The chancel is made to harmonise with
the W'Xirk of 1308, ratlier than with the additions
of 1450. It is now entirely ca.sed on the exterior
with flints and pebbles, and the interior lined
with Ancaster and Clunch ashlar work. The
steps levelled by Will Downing in 1613 have been
restored, new wood floors have been laid under
the scat;*, and pavements of stone and tiles have
been laid in other parts, those for the sanctuary
being copies of the old figured ones found in the
church. Old pews have been cleared away, the
nave re-seated in oak, and the Jacobean pulpit
cleansed, repaired, and set on a stone base. The
walls of the nave have been repaired, made as
upright as possible, and plastered inside. New
roofs, copies in fac-simUe of the best parts of the
old ones, have been placed over the nave and
chancel. They have cambered oak tie-beams and
king posts ; the ceilings are boarded and divided
into panels with the old bratticing, ribs, and
patera; ; the roofs are recovered with the old
tUes. The lower stages of the buttresses of
the tower have been rebmlt. The soiith door-
way has been renewed in moulded stone, a new
oak door has been provided, and the whole pro-
tected by a porch of oak upon a stone plinth. It
was intended to add a north aisle and to restore
the tower, but at present these schemes have not
been can-ied out for want of funds.

Meteopouta:j Boaed of "Woeks.—At this
board on Friday, a letter was received from Sir
H. A. Hunt, transmitting a copy of his final
award in connection with the Gre:it Wild-street
Improvement Scheme, under the Artisans' Dwel-
lings Act, 1875; it was referred to the Works
Committee, to whom also was sent communica-
tions from the Home Office, transmitting copies
of the provisional orders and plans relating to
the Little Coram-strect, St. Giles and St. Pau-
cras; Wells-street, Poplar, and Great Peter-
street, Westminster, Improvement Schemes under
the same Act. To the same committee was also
forwarded a letter from the Home Office with
reference to certain "Model Dwellings" now
being built in Bethnal Green pari.sh, which the
local vestry fear will prove unhealthy, although
they comply with the requirements of the Metro-
politau Building Acts.

Peeston Bagot,—The parish church of Preston
Bagnt, nearHenlej'-in-Arden, was reopened on
Friday week by the Bisliop of the Diocese. The
restoration of the chiu-ch has been carried out
under tho direction of Mr. J. A. Chatwin, of
Birmingham. As the cast end had to be taken
down, by order of the diocesan surveyor, the
architect took advantage of this, by extending
the chancel a few yards, and erecting a chancel
arch. The old cast windows have been inserted
in the new walls. In place of the red-brick
chamber at the west end, for the bells, a turret,
in character witli the building has bfcn erected.
The old south porch was falling into decay, and
has been replaced by a new open porch of English
oak. Two small Norman lights in the north wall
are to be filled with glass, by Messrs. Hardman.
The work has been done by Messrs. Smallwood

I and Co. , of Weotton Waven. The carving was
! executed by Mr. RodJis. Messrs. Jones and

Willis made tho altar-cloth and dossal, and the

lamps which are suspended from the roof.

Teddinoton.—^Tho new cemeteiy was conse-

crated on tho 9th of April. The whole plot of

ground is nine acres, five and a half of which is

laid out for present use, divided by a path
1 8ft. wide, one part consecrated and one part un-
cousecrated ground, all being laid out in flowing

curves. Tho two chapels are of the Fourteenth

Century Gothic, good in design, and connected by
a carriage way over the central path and en-

trance arch flanked by towers, a vestry in each

tower, surmounted by octagon crocketed spires
;

the chapels are each 30ft. by 20it. inside, lined

vrith white bricks and relief stamped Mintou
tiles. The material used for walling is Bargate
ragstonc, from Godalming, and Box Ground
Bathstone for dressing. The contractors were
Messrs. Harris and BomeU, of Teddington. Tho
carving, which is very satisfactory, is by Bide
Sziemanowicz, of Westminster, and the whole
has been carried out from the designs and under

the superintendence of Mr. T. GoodcliUd, archi-

tect, Adelphi, London.

TnoEPEBASSETT.—The parish church of Thorpe -

ta«ett, in the East Ridiug of Yorkshire, which
since July last has been undergoing a thorough
restoration, was one of the type of plainness and
solidity characteristic of the Early period of

Norman architecture now fast disappearing. The
edifice, though plain and unpretending, was full

of interest, and we are glad to learn that its best

features have been preserved in the present

restoration, which was necesiiitated by the

dilapidated condition of the building. The old

piers and arches which were blocked up in the

north wall have been opened out. A vestry has
been added, separated from the north aisle and
chancel by two arches, and spanned by a plain

oak screen. The east and west walls retain their

original character, but the higher elevation of

the new roof has necessitated the reconstruction

of the bell tower. The roof is now of one uni-

form level from east to west, and tho main
portion is covered with grey Westmoreland slates,

the north aisle (the only one) being covered with
lead. A new porch has also been added, of open
woodwork, on a stone base ; a much-needed pro-

tection to the fine old Norman doorway, which
has survived many restorations of the church.

All the windows in the north and south aisles are

new. The architects are Messrs Paley and Austin,

of Lancaster ; and the contractor is Mr. Brown,
of York. The church will be opened in June.

Yaem.—The church of St. Mary Ma.;dalene,

Y'arm, was reopened last week after restoration,

under the direction of Messrs. Alexander and
Henman, of Stockton-on-Tees. No structural

alterations have been made in the building, but
the interior has been thoroughly renovated ; the

floor has been raised and laid with wood blocks,

and tiles in concrete and oak benches with
covered ends now form the seating. The chancel,

which before was very cramped, Iras been brought
forward one bay into the nave, arjd divided from
the south aisle by a carved oak screen, and on
the other by the organ. Several now stained-

glass windows have been inserted. New polished

brass gasfittings have been supplied, and instead

of the yellow wash, which fomierly disfigured

tho walls, piers, and arches, decoration in colour

has been carried out. The ceiling, formerly of

plaster, is now in moulded and panelled pitch-

pine. Messrs. Craggs and Benson, of Stockton,

were the contractors for the bulk of the work.
The total cost of the alterations amounted to about
£2,500.

The Yorkshire Fine Art and Industrial Exhibi-
tion will be opened at York on Wednesday next,

the 7th iust., by tlie Ai'chbishop of Y^ork.

Four groups of statues in Caen stone have just

been placed in St. Walburge's Roman Catholic
church, Preston. Tlie two are placed on the right

and left of the high altar, and represent Adam and
Eve after the fall, and Noah, the restorer, leaving
the ark. The other statues represent Moses and
Aaron, and are placed on either side of St. Jcseph's
altar. They are the work of the German sculptor,

W. Pfyffcr, and have been refurbished by Mr.
Park, a local artistic decorator. In the centre of

the high altar has been placed another statue, the
Lamb of the Apocalypse, which had been carved
from one piece of Caen stone, by Mr. Sherratt, of

Preston. A stained glass window has been jilaced

in the church by Lady Holland, in memory of her
late husband. In the centre light is St. Henry, and
on either side Saints Catherine and Cecilia.

Kore than Fifty Thousand Replies and
I.ettoriioa (tubj)ft« ol UnrTenwl Illt^r(^t have appeari-d durlnir

thi- last t<-ii year. In the ENGLISH .MKellAJ<IC AM) WOULn
OF 8CIKNCK, moat of them fhim the ponii of the IcudJng
Svieutifie tind Technical Authorities of the dur. Thtituand* of
orluiiutl artiiics and HCientlllc papem. and couutleaa receipts and
wrinkles emhraeinR almost every suhjei-t on which It U poaalb o
tu desire infomiatioo have also anpcared during the same ucriod
The earliest and most accurate Infurmution rvspccting all new
scientific discoveries and meehanieni inventions Is to be found In
ita paaea, and its large circnlution render its the b.<»t medium
for aliadrertlsera who wish their announcements to be brought
under the notice of manufacturers, mechanics, scientitlc tvorlters,

and amateurs. Price Twopence, of ail booksci crs and news-
vcudora. Post free 'i^d. OlUce : 31, Taristock street, Covent-
gardcn W.C.

TO COKBESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselvp« rejmonBible for the opinions of
our coiTesixjndcntfl. ITie Editor respectfully requests
that ull c(}minuni(;atious sboald be drawn up as briefly

as pos.sibk', as tliere iir« many claitnanta upon the space
allotted to correepondencc.]

All letters should bo addressed to the EDITOR, 81,
TAVISTOCK-STHEET, COVENT-OAllDliN, W.C.

Cheques and Fost-office Orders to be made payable to
J. Fassuouk Edwakds.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line of eight

words (the ktst line counting as two). No advertisement
inserted for lesfi than hali-a-crown. Special tenas for
series of more than six insertions con bo ascertained on
application to the Publisher.

i'l'ont Vage Advertisements and Faragtuph Advertise-
ments Is. per line. No front page or paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 6s.

Advertisements for the current week must leach tiie

oMce not later than 6 p.m. on Thursday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRimONS.
(Paj-able in Advance.)

Includinf? two half-yearly double numbers, One Pound
per ainium (post free) to any part of the United Kingdom
for the United States, £1 6s. 6d. (or Udols. 40c. gold). To
France or Iklgium, £1 6s. 6d. (or Xit. 30e.). To India (via

Southampton),£1 68. 6d. To anyof the Australian Colonies
New Zealand, the Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova
Scotia, or Natal, £1 68. 6d.

N.B.—American and Belgian subBcribers are requested
to remit their subscriptions by International P.O.O., and
to ad\-isc the publisher of the date and amount of their

remittance. If the lost-mentioned precaution is emitted
some ditiiculty is very likely to aiise in obtaining the
amount. Back numbers can only be sent at the rat^ of

7d. each, the postage charged being 3d. per copy._ All
foreign subscriptions, unaccompanied by an additi'>nal

remittance to cover the extiu coat of forwaixling back
numbers, are commenced from the next uiunber published
after the receipt of the subscription.

Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 2b. each.

Received.—P. S. B.-H. W.—F. W. and Co.—M.—
J. W. C—B. 8. B.-A. P. Co.—A. J.—A. W. R.—J. H.
—T. H. C—E. S. and Co.—W. T. and Sons.—C. of G.—
F. J. B.—J. B.—F. W. and Co.—R. Bros.

J. P. HrooiNS. (The company which supplied the patent
siliceous stone referred to was wound up some time
since. We do not know who supplies it now.
We should advise you to paint the verandah with
the silicate paint made by the Silicate Paint Com-
pany, Charlton, Kent.)-R. B. IIeslop. (The same—
simply diflerent modes of spelling,)- -Oct or Towsf.
(Rivington's, Watciloo-place. Why not consult adver-
tisement pages !)

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIONTNO CLUB.

F. R. (We return the designs after our review is written.)

—C. J. Calvert. (The subjects will be announced in

due course. We have noted your motto.)—B. C. (We,
of course, intended the fire-place opening to be ."ift., but
the treatment we leave to competitoi^. Tlie n\isprint as

to scale was corrected. It is a l-6th of on inch scale.)

HALIFAX SCHOOL BOARD COMPETI-
TION.

To the Editor of the BuiLDrxa News.

Sir,—It ha^-ing been stated in your colimms
that, acting upon Mr. Robson's report, the
Board have decided to accept none of the plana

sent in, it ought to be known in justice to the 93

competitors that Mr. Robson was only allowed to

see a few of the designs submitted, chosen from
the others by the Committee.
The fact that in those selected by the Com-

mittee none were worthy, in Mr. Robson's
opinion, of being carried into execution, is a
much greater reflection upon the wisdom of the
Committee than upon the ability of the 93
architects who wasted their time in the competi-
tion.

If Mr. Robson had been allowed to inspect the

whole of the designs none of the competitors

could have complained.
In brief, the history of the whole affair is

this :—
The Committee, whose duty it was to report

upon the designs sent in, met, and with wonder-
ful rapidity selected 7 designs out of the 93 (all

the 7, by tho way, being by local men). Of the

7, this remarkable Committee placed one of tho
designs first, one second, and one third. Then,
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stnuiga to say, all the scaled envelopes were
opened, and everythinjr made known before

the monthly meoting of the Board, wliich was to

endorse or othervrisi- the action of the Committee.
At the Board iTcotingr, the selection of the

Committee was considered most imsatisfactory,

and was not formally sanctioned. Tlie full

Board resolved itself into Committee, and
aelectin)^ another set of 7 design.s, called in

Mr. Kobson to report upon the 14.

How marvellous and- intricate are the actions
of committees !

Before Mr. Eobson arrived at Halifax, the
uafortimate 79 designs (none of which were to

the Committee's thinking worthy a glance of Mr.
Robaon's eye) were returned to their still more
unfortunate authors, many of whom were well
np in Board School designs, and some of whose
designs for this competition were much admired
by authorities on School Board building perhaps
as high as the Halifax Committee.—I am, &c..

Set Squae e.

"WKLEYAN CHAPEL COMPETITION,
SWINDON.

SiB,^I will not atttmpt to answer the pcrti^
nent question of your correspondent, '

' A Lover
of Justice," but with your permission will give
him a few additional particulars, which, as far
as I can learn, are quite correct.
The committee, when reviewing the plans in a

public joimial, stated that they had selected
some half-dozen from those sent in subject to the
cruciiil test of an estimate, and if the first ex-
ceeded the stipulated sum they should take the
second, and so on. The sequel, however, proves
that after obtaining an estimate of the first, and
finding it woiUd cost nearly £5,000, they com-
municated with the author, who replied that he
would guarantee it to be carried out within
10 per cent, of the stipulated sum. The com-
mittee met him, and the result was that tenders
were publicly advertised for, the quantities being
supplied to builders, and the highest estimate
sent in for the works was £4,781 and the lowest
£4,000. After several meetings of the com-
mittee, at which the said areliitect was present,
they decided to accept his plans. About tbree
months from the date the plans were first sent in
the unsuccessful ones were returned, with a note
stating the decision of the committee.—I am,
&C., OXE OF THE UkSUCCESSFUL OxES.

BUILDING MACHINERY.
Sib,
—

"VVe notice your article in the Botidino
NETi-sof April 18th, "Notes on Building Con-
struction Materials," and beg to say we have a
revoh-ing scoop, a tool corresponding, if not
exactly, very nearly, to what you describe, and
herewith inclose you list. The advantages of the
use of this implement are not fully understood.
For use in digging cellars and for the general
purpo.se of removing earth expeditiou.sIy this
implement is indispensable. If in making roads
tike plough and scraper were used together in
breaking up and removing the soft top-soil, and
then with the scraper the hard subsoil was
formed into a slightly rounded carriage-way, a
hard and firm foundation would be secured.

_
We find more difficulty to introduce scrapers

into this country than anywhere else, and it
seems a pity no trials or shows are held, from time
to time, of building macliinery ; and we consider
it would be to the interest of the bmldiug trade
if you would develop the idea.—I am, &c.

Selio Sonnesthai,.

give the points of Mr. A.'s letter bearing out
my statement. He says

—

" I do not compote in designing. My son applied
for plans and conditions simply to enable us to

asccitttiii how the scheme might affect the question of
esiteiidiiig the Zoiulon, Chatham, aiidDoccr Ilailtcai/

through the town, &o., &c a matter
of great importance to the future prosperity of the
town, and ill nhich 1 am personalfi/ interested . .

. . . This project oiiijht not to he lost sif/ht of in
ronnertion irifh the new road, and it ought to bo
revived," &c., &c.
Now, is it not perfectly clear that the designs

which fit in best \«th Mr. Abemethy's scheme of
a railway exten.sion will be successfxd ones, and
the rest nowhere ?

Is it Ukely that the be.«t scheme of the lot

—best for tho town—best as an engineering
work—best economically—and best for conve-
nience—would stand a chance for first premium
if it did not directly or indirectly favour—or
rather if it happened to bo antagonistic to
Mr. Abemethy's railway .scheme?

I will not trespass further on your space than
to reiterate Mr. Abemethy's words referring to
his railway scheme. He says it is "a matter in
which I am pcrsonalh/ interested, and which ought
not to be lost sight of in connection with the neio

road." Now, how can a judge so situated give
an unbiassed judgment ?—I am, &c.,

A Competitor who Protests.

BAMSGATE PROPOSED NEW ROAD
DESIGNS.

Sii!,—I observe it is reported in your last
number that the Ramsgate Improvement Com-
misfJoners have instracted Mr. Aberaethy, C.E.,
to adjudicate on the respective merit of the com-
petitive designs for tho new road.
When first I heard that this gentleman was

the person proposed to be felected I was much
disappointed, as I am certain from his connection
with the town on former occasions his judgment
will not give such general satisfaction among
competitors as that of an entire stranger. Since
then I have heard my opinion confirmed by
sereral competitors.
On reading Mr. Abemethy's letter, read at the

last meeting of the Improvement Commissioners,
I was more than ever conrinced that his appoint- , „
meat will be most unsatisfactory. I will now

J
Tyne, 29th April

THE CAELIOL TOWER, NEWCASTLE-
UPON-TYNE.

SiE,—In tho report given in your journal of
the 25th inst , on the inquiry held by Mr. C. J.
Smith with reference to the erection of a Central
Free Library, statements are made by Mr.
Oliver "in regard to his plan that it is only a
clerical error," that "he got the position of the
tower from one of the surveyors," and concerning
" Mr. Fowler himself having made a mistake of
some £10,000." These assertions being widely
cireulated through your journal, have a tendency
to mislead the public if not corrected. I, there-
fore, have to state, with your kind permission,
that the plans and drawings prepared by Mr.
Oliver show on tho north side a space behind
the tower 20ft. in width, tho actual width being
only 10ft. Sin. ; and upon this supposed 20ft.
space Mr. Oliver shows a gaUory of casts, art
rooms, &c., which forms the only means of
commimication with the proposed building and
the Mechanics' Institute. The remainder of the
north boundary of the site Mr. Oliver shows 4ft.

wider than available. The perspective is also
incorrect. The new tower, instead of coming
forward as shown, will scarcely be seen ; and if

earned out according to the ground plan will cut
some feet into tho o'd Weavers' Tower.
The drawings are dr.awn to scale, and have

been exhibited in the public reading-room and
art gallery hero, placed in juxtaposition with
my design.

Information has not been given by any of the
Corporation surveyors, and the position of the
tower is crrreetly shown on the large scale
Ordnance Survey plans, therefore I am at a loss
to know who "one of tho surveyors" can
mean.

I have not made a mistake in ray estimate
(which statement several members of Council and
myself contradicted at tho meeting)

; but, on
the contrary, the stated amoimt of £20,000 1 gave
as the total cost of the scheme complete I con-
sider to be a safe practical estimate, inasmuch as
the lowest tender for the first contract for the
shell of the building now on approval pending
this inquiry amounts to£10,ei9 18s., andis under
my estimate for this portion of the work. Other
contracts will follow. To these must be added
tho purchase of the site of the tower, land
belonging to the Corporation Estate (which
must be allowed for), and the amoimt to be paid
for the Mechanics' Institute, all of which items,
showing how the £20,000 is made up, were
handed to !Mr. Smith. Mr. Oliver's assertion is,

therefore, untrue. I wiU leave those best able
to form an opinion as to whether or not such
grave errors over a small strip of land made on
plans and drawings for the jjurpose of soliciting
public patronage can be considered clerical.—

I

am, &c., Alfred M. Fowler, M. Inst. C.E.,

Borough Engineer and Town Surveyor.
Borough Engineer and Town Surveyor's

Office, Town Hall, Newcastlo-upon-

CREOSOTED TIMBER.
Sir,—Will you kindly allow us to make a brief

reference to the report of an inquest contained in
your i.ssuo of tho 18th inst. ;- To .some extent
yoiu' article on page 427 of the same paper is a
reply to tho extraordinary evidence of tlio dis-
trict surveyor, whoso statements we may say aro
in direct oppo.sition to the experience and testi-
mony of many of our most eminent engineers
who have had ample opportunity of fonuiug a
correct judgment.

It does not appear to have occurred to the jury
that the piece of timber in question might have
been rotten at the heart when creosoted. Any
person accu.stomed to cutting up timber knows
that instances are constantly oeciuring of balks
turning out rotten wMch before being cut had
every ajipearance of being perfectly sound. It
is rather amusing to be told that "the process
of creosoting is a failure." We thought it had
been pretty well established that when properly
performed no process is so effectual, and none has
so successfully stood the test imdcr all kinds of
circumstances which usually induce decay. We
have known timber creosoted while quite wet—
or rather we should say that the attempt has
been made to creosote it—and we have also known
it merely brushed over with creosote instead of
being properly subjected to pressure under steam
Ijower. In either case the process would be
almost useless.

Our experience as creosoters extends over
twenty-six years, and such is our confidence in
the thorough preservation of timber prejiared by
us that we have never hesitated to engage to re-
place at our own cost any wood that might be
found to have decayed, provided that the surface,
which contains the denser, and therefore the
more valuable, portion of the preservative, had
not been disturbed.

You have referred to the experience of Mr,
Hariison, chief engineer to the North-Eastem
Railway Company, relating to creosoted sleepers
which had been in u.se for twenty years. More
recently some Scotch fir tleepers have been taken
up for examination from the same railway which
have been in use for twenty-seven years, with a
very heavTr traflic over them, and they are still

in a perfectly sound condition. Unpreserved
Scotch fir sleepers have frequently to be renewed
in three to six years. We send you a piece of
one of these creosoted sleepers.

For tramway construction purposes some
creosoted beech pavementhas just been taken from
the carriage-way of the bridge at Sunderland.
This we supplied to the Corporation twelve years
ago. It has been in constant use during tliis

time, and is now perfectly sound, and practically
as good as when first laid down. It would bo
difficult to find a more severe test of the value of
a preservative. In its natural state scarcely any
wood decays more rapidly than beech when
exposed to wet .ind dry weather. Unpreserved,
tliis pavement would not have lasted one-fourth
of tho time.

We will not trespass flu'ther on your space,
but will be glad to furnish to any of your readers
fiu*ther infoiTnation as to creosoting, and ample
testimony as to its value.—We are, &c.,

Aemstrono, Adhisox, & Co.
North and South Docks, Sunderland,
and Northumberland Dock, near
North Shields.

Tho Hackney Board of Guardians h.avo obtained
tho qualified approval of the Local Govenmient
Board to the erection of one of four proposed por-
tions in connection with the scheme of extending
the workhouse infirmary accommodation by build-
ing on the Castle-houao estate. In returning the
plans of Messrs. Lee and Smith, the architects to
the Guardians, the Local Government Board re-
commend the area of window space in au inhrmary
should not be in greater proportion than a rate of 1

foot super to every 70 feet of cubic space in the
ward ; and intimate th.at windows should bo ar-
ranged to be about 12 feet from centre to centre,
and carried up to tho ceiling, or to within 12 inches
of the height of the ceiling, could i»robably be pro-
portioned to meet this demand. The Board also
require small wards containing three or four beds
to be provided for special cases.

The sprin" exhiljifiou of modem paintings has
been opened at Southport. Amongst the water-
colours are "At St. Peter's, Castello, Venice," by
T. Hampson Jones; "Old Buildings at Newton,
Shropslure," by William Eden; "Market Morn-
ing, Place St. Pierre, Lisieux," by Samuel J.

Hodson, and "St. Hilda's Abbey, Wliitby," by
Walter Crane.
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Mtit0mmmucati0it,

QUESTIONS.
[5751.] —Board School Plans. — In submitting

plans, &c., of boa,rd bcIiooIh to the J^duaition Dopartmont
for Ihfir approval, is it necessai-y they should be accom-
panied by tlio spedlicationa aud bills of quantities I I am
a novice in this matter, my prc'sent job being tlie fii-st of
the kind, and I should be thankful to receive from you an
explanation of the requirements of the depai-tment rela-

tive tliereto— viz., tlie deposit of j^lanH. I have prepared a
set of plans and speciflcatious, and my board is pusliiujf

me to get them passed so that we may eoiumenee building-,

but I have not yet fjot out the quantities.— It. T.

[5752.] — Staining: and Polishinfi: Church
Seats.— I have a lot of deal chuich si-ating- to do, and I
want to give it a slight stain and a good dull polish. "Will

Bomo one tell me how to do this, and the probable eost per
yard ? Super varnish is objected to as it makes it look so
conmion.—V.

[575.1.]—Abutments.—Will one of your correspon-
dents kindly work out in x>laia tiguies Spon'a rule fur the
thickness ufabutments—namely,

Also the rules for struts aud braces—namely,

^ "^A /lp»/2 X 0-8.

—AltBelcjikr.

[5754.]—Drainagre.—T have been asked to prepare
plans for the sewerage of a mileage containing about 8,0*X)
of a populati'in, and would be glad if any of your ex-
perienced renders would kindly give me a few hinta as to
proportioning sizes of main, and branch pipes. The
area of surface water drainage to be provided for, and huw
the varying gradients of drains enter into the calculations
for determining the various sizes of tlie pipes! Also if
there is any Act preventing the adjoining stream receiving
the sewerage ? Any hints on a small aud suitable scheme
will be much valued by me.—A Local Suuveyor.

[5755.]—House Details.—I am having a house
built, and most uufortunatelv my aiehitect died, when
some differences arose with the builder. Will some of
your many readers give me their opinion on the following
pointJi. 1st. ITie outer walls are 2ft. lin. thick, being
1ft. Gin. stone on the outside, 2lin. cavity, and 4^in. brick
mside. Strips of lend are specified to be built in over all
openings. "What width ought they to be, and what is the
proper mode of fixing? Show by sketch. 2nd. A "25-
gallon copper " is specified for the washhouse. AVliat is a
copper ? Is it made of iiou or c(»pper ? The builder sjiys
the former and I the latter. Which is right ?-Victiu.

[5756.]—Black Colour on Stone.-The stone we
are usmg on a public works in the north is quarried from
rock situated iu the coal-measm-es and apparently contains
iron. After being dressed and set it grows black in a few
months. Can any one tell me how to take away this ob-
jectionable feature and restore the stone to the original
light colour!—An Old llEAOEn.

liErZIJiS.

[6709.]—Perspective.—Draughtsmenadopttheirown
methods as to heights. Sumo never think of taking any
further trouble in the matter than an-anging the hei'-hts
by the eye. Of course, the proper method is to sot them
off on the edge of the picture plane, though I have gener-
ally fixed them at some convenient position at the side of
iny drawing, determinable, of course, by the width of
interior. It is necessary in ordinaiy cases of drawing
interior perspectives, to assume a station point beyond tlie
interior, and if any size is to be given to the view this
necessitates an enlaigement.—G. H. G.

[5713.]—Wood Worms.—Place the furniture in a
closet or small room, and fumigate thoroughly with ben-
zine. Chlorofonn has also boon used with success, but
benzine is more pei-etrative. The closet should be made
air-tight and the benzine lenewcd at intei-va's for a few
daj's. Vapourisation has been found effective in many
cases.—G. H. O.

[5715.]—Staybarsv. Stained Glass.—The queries
raised by "Anhiteet" are suggestive if not useful. I
quite agree with him that the iron " stiiybjvrs," or, as I
have always called them, "saddle-bars," of old windows
should not be disturbed, but that the stained glass should
be made to suit them. Why should the architectural fea-
tures of a building bo destmyod or injured by painted
class ? Is it not, indeed, pre.serving a proper relation
between architectuie and painted decoration to retain all
Btruetural expedients 1 Unfoitunately, architects and
stained-glass artists will continue to disagree tipon this
point.but I certainly could never understand the taking
doT^Ti of old ironwork to w indows -perhaps extremely
interesting epecimens-to introduce, it may be, stained
iflass figure subjects, a procewling not necessiuy if the
glass artist at all cared for the stonework. The plugging
of the wire netting has injured and shaken the sttjno raul-
lions and traceiy of many fine windows, and I remember a
case in Hampshire in wliich a fine I'erpendicular chancel
mnduw was tjiken out simply because it was found too
old U> bear the introduction of a memorial window with-
out u-on supports, and a new window-a miserable copy
of the old one—was substituted. I ceitainly think this
kind of tamijoriug one which architects should resist, aud
tliat old windows had better be left alone or fided with
geometrical designs rather than the iioiiwork should bo
interfered with.—G. H. G.

[572(;.]—Rolled Joists.—EaRATi-M.—last week's
reply dous not yet read coiTcitly. It should read '*W =
breaking weiijlit in tons on the centre."—H. A.

[5728.]—ColouredBuildiuB' Stone.—Has not "Mv.
Trickett fallen into the same en-or as '* G. H. G.," and
somewhat overdone the matter J It is not a long list of
*' names" we want, but some examples that our eyes may
behold and see for ourselves and form our own opinions.
I'or instance, the " IIan<l in Hand " is a good example in
red ; but what is it, aud where does it come from .' These '

are the .soi-t of questions to be answered. Apropos of rc<l

stone, I note in my peregrinations in and about town that
some red stones bleach or lose their colour, and are after-

WHi-ds paid over witli a pigineut of some kind which gives
them a dirty chocolate bnjwn e(dour, notably some lai-ge

cantilevers at some red-brick mansions near Gloucester-
road station ; and then I note, also, that the Mansfield
columns in the south fa^-ado of the Law Ctiurtn are of

two shades, while those on the east front ore much darker
in colour than either. Can Mr. Tiickctt or any other cor-
respondent explain this 1—J. W.

[5741.]—Shop Front Work.—T should advise " Con-
stant Header " to erect his building on the front gu-der
before putting in the iron column, and allow the building
to deflect, then fix tlie column iu po.sition, and wedge up.
If he puts in the column first and buildi* above it, the
building will deflect on each side (the column not deflect-

ing same as brick or stoue pillars on which the girder rests

at each end] thereby cau.sing the brickwork above to crack
right up the centre. I have ^ustcarried outa similarcase
and all above the girder is quite perfect.—D.

r.'S742.]—Drainag-e.— I think I can give " A. C." some
inioniiation on the subject. A local authoiity is certainly
not bound to bring a drain to tlie limit of an owner's pre-
mises, but tho owner would pay for the expense of the
drain and the connection of same witli the sewer. By tho
Public Health Act (1875) it is not lawful to erect a house,
or to occupy a house newly-erected or rebuilt, until a
covered drain or drains be constructed of such size and
materials, and at such level and with sudi fall, as on the
report of the surveyor may appear to the urban authority
to be necessary for the ettcctual drainage of such house

;

and the diain or drains so to be consti-ucted shall empty
into any sewer which the urban authority are entitled to
use, and which is witliin 100ft. of some pait of the site of
the house.—W. G. Lower,

[5745.]—Wood Roofs.—In reply to "Nil Dc^per-
andum" a reliable formuho for the scantlings for tim-
bers of wood roofs will give results bearing no evidence of
unifoi-m analogy with the sectional areas which, according
to the known strongtli of timber in tension, would
be equivalent to the strains due to the weight of roof and
calculated by the parallelogram of forces. Iron tie rods
of, say, Ijin. diameter, will usually be sufficient where a
sectional area of CO or 70in. in timber would be used, while
about C or 7in. would be equal in tensile strength to the
tie-rod. The necessity for so great difference in excess
arises from several causes. Fii-st tlie timber may be
reduced to about one-half in area for strength by some
great knot. Then, again, there maj' be a diagonal shake
running half way through, and which may not be readily
visible until the weather has seasoned the truss when
fixed. Again, the mortises and bolt holes will perhaps
reduce to two-thirds the available sectional area. And
thick snow, when saturated with water—say, 12in. thick
and weighing as it would, about 40tb. to the cube foot,
would perhaps quadruple the strain ; and screwing or key-
ing a truss will place it under a verj- great stiaiu, because
the tic-beam willbe much cambered, but which is amistake,
because the shrinkage of the timber will not alter the dis-
tance between abutments ; and witli respect to the keys, if

the tie beam shiinks the joint between the king-post and
tie-beam will open in any case. And again, the tie-beam
is frequently utilised to carry the ceiling and should be
substantial to fijc to. All the preceding considerations
render it likely that wood tie-beams are not usually made
much too large, when about ten times the area demanded
by tlie strain of roof-covering and timbers, especially when
we consider that the wind may add 20 or SOcwt. more per
square on the roof. Let us take the case of a principal
rafter—say, 18ft. long. Treat it as a post, and consider
that its scantling must increase as the square of the
length. We shall use the following fonnula :

—
W = 20 ^^ where 20 is a constant. W = ten times

the safe load and consequently equal to the breaking load
taken in ewts.

Ji = breadth iu inches.
T = thickness in inches.
L = length in feet.

Say we have a possible pressure of two tons, then we take

10 X 2 = 20= W.*. 20 = 20 X 5-21- —.-.294 = 6 XT'*.
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Let T = 4 and 294 -J- 64 = say, 4iinch, and therefore
scantling will be 4?in. X 4in., and add 4in. X l|in. for
notching, abutments, and mortises, and we shall obtain
6in. X 4in., which is about what is usually adopted. The
constant 20 on the second side of the equation represents
the supposed number of cwt. which would cmsli an ineh
cube of fir, although some red fir would not crush with
less than 40 to 45cwt. an lin. cube, but some white fir

might not bear more than 17 or 18cwt. on an inch cube.
Straining beams can be calculated by tlie same method.
An inspection of the foi-mula will enable ixs to see that
our unit for compressible timber is really a piece a foot
long by lin. square. Tie-beams will require increasing or
dimini-shing indirect ratio to their length. If the length
doubles, tlic sectional area requucs to be doubled. If the
length is halved then the sectional area should also be
halved. King and queen posts should follow the sumo
rule, and so in proportion, having a tie-beam determined
for one span, we can easily find one for any other span,
and, as the lai^e spans are the most important, it woiild be
best to recollect the safe scantling for a tie-beam of,
say, COft. span, and obtjiin others as required. We might
assume a scantling known by experience to be trustworthy
for 60ft. span—say, 12in. x lOin. Having found the sec-
tional area we can easily dispose or modify it to suit the
other timbers as to convcniency in framing truss. King
posts and queen posts can be mnde half the sectional area
of the tie-beam. Small queeus half the sectional area of
the large queens. Braces or stmts may be calculated by
making their sectional area equal to one fourtli of the
length of strut in inches. The preceding supposes the
pitch to be about flO degrees and the trusses about 10ft.
apart, but a much more depressed piti'h would increase
the strain iu proportion on the principal timbers. When
the tie-beam has to be scai-fed the full sectional area must
be retained by bolted and indented iron plates over joints
and scarfs. Purlins are not affected by the spun of roof
but only by their distance apai-t and length between
proper supports, and should be calculated by the same
mcthod^^ as beams orliindors to support joists except that
they only need to support about ^c^\-t. per foot super as a
safe load, or 2ewt. as the breaking load on each foot
superficial of roof plane.—Hksry Amckose.

[6746.] — Wood Roofs. — In wooden roofs the
tfcantlingM are freneruUy in ex(rcss of th« renistanoe,
and seldom require to be calculated like iron. Thus, for
example, the ootnpreasion in the pnndpolji imd struti is

Konerully more ttian safely resisted by the usual scanUing»
allowed to prevent saving between points of support. To
caloulate tiie sizes for a certain straiut compressible or
tensile, divide the strain in tons by the number of tons
per square inch tlic material will safely bear* the quotient
will give net sectional area in square inches.—O. H. Q.

1:5740.]-Quantities.—"A. B, O." has certainljr a
claim for the quantities he prepared and which have been
used to obtain tenders, but he ought not to have parted
witli a copy to his client, who clearly wished to save tlio

2^ per cent. It is a very unusual vay of acting.

—

[5750.]—Litig-atlon.—Of course.if "A Young Archi-
tect*' gave a ceitiHcate and a balance is due to buuder, ho
can only support his decision, as the board are actiiw in
deftance of their professional adviser. " A Y. A." asks if
there are any instances wheio architects appear in court
against their clients luid in favour of the builder. I do not
remember at the moment any ; but justice in suf^ an
instance has to be considered, not precedent.

—

Q. H. O.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

DoRKixo AND Lka-therhead.—A Local GoTem-
ment Board inquiry was held on Friday Ijefore Mr,
Arnold Taylor into an applicatiou from tlie Dorkinj;
rural sanitary authority that a portion of the
parish of Dorkinc and all or Bomo portion of
Lcathcrhead should be formed into a united district

for carrying out a system of sewerage. It waa
stated that both the towns were iii urgent need of
drainage, and that the liue of the river Mole pass-
ing through both was tho only practicable course
for a system depending upon gravi tation . It
appeared that at present no engineering advice or
scheme could be submitted, and that it waa not
proposed to take in the sewage of the intermediate
village of Mickleham. The mspector expressed an
opinion that this village should be included in any
scheme, and pointed out that before further action
could be taken the portion of Leatherhead to be
included in the district should be defined.

Dorchester.—The Town Council have accepted
the tender of Messrs. Bull and Sons, for the iron-
work for an elevated reservoir at the waterworks,
for the sum of £1,395 ; also the same firm's tender
for the brickwork, &c., at ,£1,174. The tender has
also been accepted of tho Coalbrookdalc Company
for the engine and pump, for tlio sxmi of £1,890.
The works are to be earned out under the superin-
tendence and from the designs of Mr. W. Norman,
the Borough engineer aud surveyor.

STATTTES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Mr. Oladstoxe. — Manchester.—A life-sizo

statue of Mr. Gladstone, lately executed by Mr.
Thecd, forming a companion statue to those of Mr.
John Bright and Mr. Villicrs, has just been placed
in the Manchester To'wu Hall. It occupies what
may be considered the post of honour—namely, the
central niche in the puolic hall, between the prin-
cipal entrance doors. The right hon. gentleman is

represented as addressing an assembly. The atti-

tude is perfectly chai'acteristic, and the likeness is

said to be excellent.

LEGAXi INTEIiliiaENCE.
Unstastped DKiWiNOS.—AttheLeybum(Yorks.)

County Court last week, before Mr. E. 11. Turner,
judge, Richard Crabtee, plumber and glazier,

Hunton, sued the Huutou and Arrathome School
Board for £1 16s. Cd. for work done during tho
erection of a new school. Mr. Teale, Leybum,
appeared for the defendants. Mr. Palliser, ardii-
tect, Nortliallerton, produced tho plans and speci-
fication. His Honour found specification stamped,
but plans not so, and as they were not attacued,
he riued that the plans required a stamp as well as
tho specification. Plaintiff was imwilhng to pav
the penalty and have the plans stamped, and hia
Honour nonsuited him with costs.

Before commenciug his sermon on Simday morn-
ing, the Rector of Haworth (tho Rev. J. Wade,
M.A.) said, with reference to what had recently
appeared with regard to the rebuilding of the
church, that his duty in the parish was not to keep
a show place for strangers, but a house of prayer.
This he should endeavour to keep steadily in mind.
He had received from the Rev. Mr. NicnoUs, who
was the husband, aud, as far as he knew, the only
UWug relative of Charlotte Bronte, his eutire ap-
proval of what was proposed to be done. When
the new church was completed, they would raise
some splendid memorial to the memory of that
gifted family.

A new drapery establishment in George-street
aud Chcapside, Luton, was opened hist week. The
premises include shops, and show and workrooms.
The stylo of the building is Italian, Messrs. Brown
and Humphries are tho architects, Messrs. Ray-
meut aud Sons, of Hertford, the contractors, Mr.
Baun, foreman.
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A VERT melancholy result of wholesale poiaon-

ing by sewage gas was revealed at an inquest

held at Chelsea, last week, touching the death of

a child. It appeared that on the day the child

died five other children of the family and the

mother were also attacked with similar symptoms,
three of whom suecuinlied, while the mother »nd
daughter still remain in a critical state. The
medical cridence showed that death was caused

by s< wage poisoning, the drains of the habita-

tion l)eing in a most neglected condition, ana the

juryretumed a \crdict to that effect, at the same
time strongly censuring the owners of the pro-

perty for not keeping the drains in better order.

PsoFEESOB Peaeson presided on Saturday at

the award of certificates to successful students

at the Crystal Palace Company's School of Prac-
tical Engineering. The three first on thcli!«tof

successful first-year students in the examination
on steam were T. Caigill, H. A. Marshall, and
M. Wilson. For the dran-ing office, R. Laing
and M. Wilson were bracketed equal first. There
were certificates for 14 in the pattern shops,

and 14 in the fitting shops. The three first cer-

tificated members of the civil engineering section,

second year, were—first term, W. Halfhide,

A. A. Barnes, and W. N. Woods ; second term,

K. L. M'Laren, B. E. M. Labarca and M. F.
Wilson (equal); third term, T. E. P. Gardner
and G. T. Ogilvie (equal). After the distribution

of certificates. Professor Pearson expressed his

pleasure at finding that the study of engineering
was now b> ing cultivated in admirably conducted
schools in England. It waa once remarked by
one who was not an engineer that the engineer-
ing profession was one in which a man some-
times su.-ceeded without education ; and to this

the educated engineer replied, " But you do not
know the heavy costs which are paid for the
blunders of the uneducated engineer." The
English race, by reason of inherent energy of

character, wois a race well fitted for the work of

engineering, and its sons had had to grasp some
of the greatest problems of engineering. The
history of e-igineering, however, showed that

some men of the highest capacity in the profes-

sion, through the fault of being imperfectly
trained by only being acquainted with one branch
of their profession, had startled the world by
great blunders, such as Bramah stating that the
steam-engine wovJd never become workable, and
the elder Brunei that a steamship would never
cross the Atlantic. Ko one could tell what was
lost to the world by ten j cars' adherence on the
part of a country to the mistaken views of such
men, and the existence of a school Uke this was
one of the safeguards which the world had
againrt the dangers arising from the blunders of

eminent men.

Me. E. M. Baeey, R.A., has submitted a
report upon the best means of improving the
accommodation in the House of Commons for

reporting the debates. He proposes to alter the
shape of the northern gallery of the Chamber by
substituting a horse-shoe formation, and taking
in a portion of the members' galleries to the
right and left so far as the doors leaeling to the
writing-rooms over the division lobbies. It is

also proposed to make four rows of scats in front

of the curve, with desks attached. Space for

two of these rows, it is suggested, should be
obtained by cutting a«ay the partition at the
back of the present gallery, and impinging upon
the ante-rooms under the ladies' gallery. Pro-
fessor Barry's report has been submitted to the
Select Committee appointed to consider the sub-
ject of ParUamcntary reporting.

The Indian Government has instructed Mr.
Guilford Lindsay Molesworth, M. Inst. C.E.,
the Director of Indian State liailways, to submit
designs for a bridge across the ludus. Mr.
Holesworth proposes to cross the main stream
by a single span of 7oOft. , and in its construction
lie contemplates the use of steel ooly . The Indian
Goreminent considcrc-d that before committing
itself to final acceptance of Mr. Molesworth'

s

designs it would be roost desirable that that
gentleman should proceed to England and make
himself fully acquainted with all the results of
the mo.t recent practice with steel, and with such
details as to its manufacture and testing as should
enable him to be able to specify with confidence
the method in which the work sho Ud be carried
out. Hia deaga of such a span as TsOft. is un-

doubtedly bold, and is not exceeded by any
girder struottire yet erected in any part of the

world. The enterprise is a novel one, and will

open the road to the future development of the

use of this material, wliich, although as yet in

its infancy in such forms of application, pi-omiscs

to be the material of the future. Its cmploj-ment,

owing to its light scantling, will render novel

and special forms of constiuction necessary to

guard against the tendency to buckle likely to

manifest itself in such a great span as that of the

pioposed girder.

The Board of Conservancy of the Thames
have sent a return to the Local Government
Board which will soon be in the printer's hands,

and which will show that we are stUl drinking

the sewage of Oxford. At present the Con-
servancy Board are pressing the authorities of

the City and University of Oxford to cease from
pouring their sewage into the drinking water of

London, and the members indu'ge a hope that

the filth of Oxford may in a short time be diverted

from the river Thames. It is not long since

Heading and Windsor added their sewage to the

drinking water of the West End of London, not

to mention some forty or fifty small towns and
villages. Even when Oxford has ceased from
polluting the Thajncs wo shall have to endure
contributions from the streams which contain

the washings of the highly manured lands of the

river basin, to say nothing of the incidents of

traffic upon the stream above the intake of the

water companies.

Cleopatea's Needle is again encased in scaf-

folding, the Metropolitan Board of Works
having, after a few months' deliberation, given

assent to a scheme for coating it with a solution

devised by the Indestructible Paint Company, in

order to protect the stone from a London atmo-
sphere and climate. The scaffolding has been
erected by Messrs. John Mowlem and Co., the

general contractors to the Board, who are at

present also pacing the landing-stage in front

of the obelisk with granite. Some of the blocks

are of unusually large dimensions, several

measui'ing lift. 6in. by 5ft. When the scaffold-

ing has been completed the obeUsk will be
cleansed with soap and water from the soot and
impurities it has acciunulated since its erection

in September last, and the indestructible paint

will then be applied under the personal super-

vision of Mr. Browning, manager to the
company.

The members of St. Paul's Ecclesiological

Society made their first architectural visit on
Saturday under the elirection of Mr. George H.
Birch, A.R.I.B.A., who so arranged the excur-
sion as to be illustrative of a paper on " Norman
Architecture," read before the Society on the
previous Wednesday. The members met at the
Church of St. Bartholomew the Great, Smith-
field, and were received by the rector and by
Messrs. J. P. Seddon, F. T. Dollman, F. C.
Penrose, H. Roumieu Gough, and A. R. Hoole,
architects. Mr. Birch gave a short historical

sketch of the foundation of the priory, of which
the present church is a fragment, consisting of

the choir, the great central lower arcade, and
one bay of the Early English nave, and pro-
ceeded to point out the saHent features of the
Norman style—the massive columns with their

severe bases and capitals, the mouldings of the
arches and triforium, tho vaulting of the aisles,

and the remains of the apse. Regret was ex-
pressed that the restoration of this church has
been for the present brought to a standstill.

Tlie members next vi.-itcd the St. John's Chapel
in the White Tower, and afterwards the crypt
and cloisters, Westminster Abbey, Mr. Biich
giving, in each instance, an architectural and
historical lecturette.

The members' soirceof the Architectural Asso-
ciation was held at the Society's rooms on
Friday evening last, when a very considerable

number of tho members were present. No pro-
gramme had been prepared for tho evening's
entertainments, which were of the most simple
and ordinary kind, including songs and recita-

tions. The walls were hung with a collection of

drawings and paintings by Colonel Fainnan,
noticed by us last week, and in the secoucl

gallery some water-colour sketches by members
of the Association were aiTangcd, as well as the

drawings intended for reproduction in the pro-
posed memorial work to the late Mr. Edmund
Sliarpe. Mr. Phone Spiers urged upon the
members the duty of subscribing to this work, by
which they would secure, not only a valuable

book for themselves, but assist in executing a
simple duty incumbent ujion them all as a body,
finishing a work Mr. Shatpe had himself begun,
and so erecting a slight memorial to their worthy
leader, who had done so much for the welfare of
the Association. If so good a proposal needs
any rcconmiendation we most thoroughly endorse
it, and hope that several who are not members of

the Association will send in their names as
subscribers.

The Council of the Society of Arts, having
received an application from the City and Guilds
of London Institute for tho Advancement of
Technical Education, offering to take charge of

the Technological Examinations established by
this society in 1873, and carried on up to the
present time, have resolved to transfer those
examinations to the charge of the institute. The
Council have also ascertained that the Science

and Art Department will assist the City Insti-

tute in conducting the examinations, in the same
way as it has liitherto assisted the Society of

Arts. The Technological Examinations for the

present year will, therefore, be carried on under
the direction of the institute, and all comnmni-
cationson the subject shotild be addressed to the

Hon. Secretaries, City and Guilds of London
Institute, Mercers' Hall, E.C.

Theee is nothing of an encouraging nature to

report respecting the timber trade during the

pastweek, which, like its predecessors for some
time, has been one of extreme quietude. The
importations have only been moderate, yet quite

sufficient for the demand, and even more so.

There have been a few cargoes of Norway bat-

tens landed at the North-Eastem ports, which
have been sold at low prices, some as low as

£4 10s. per standard c.i.f. The shipments from
S weden have not yet commenced to ai rive, except

by steamer from Gothenburg. Tlie cargoes that

have arrived during the past week consieted

principally of mining timber and pit props, on
consignment, and have been sold at low prices

—

round timber at 20s., and square at 18s. per

load; Sin. props at 2s., 4in. at 3s., and 5in. at

4s. 6d. per 72ft. c.i.f. The sawmills are very

slack of work, and are running short time.

Freights continue very low, with no signs of

improvement.

CHIPS.
Arrangements have been completed for tlie erec-

tion of a new theatre in Glasgow at the corner of

SauchiehallandEenfield-streets, byalimitcdliabihty

company, at a cost of £20,000. The theatre will be
Franco-Italian in style, and will accommodate 2,000

Eersons. It will be 109ft. long, 5Gft. wide, and 43ft.

igh, and vfill be provided with a balcony and
gallery.

On Thursday in last week the Corporation e>f

Waterfordreceived and accepted a provisional order

from the Local Government Board for Ireland en-

abling the Corporation to bon-ow £15,000 to com-
plete the new water-works, on which £50,000 have
already been expended. It was determined to pro-

ceed in the matter as quickly as possible.

A vrindow on the south-side of Blewbury Church
has been filled with stained glass. The subject ia

the Good Shepherd, and the work has been carried

out by Messrs. Heaton, Butler & Bayne, of Garrick-

street, W.C.

During the progress of building excavations oppo-

site the ancient Castle at St. Andrew's, a subterranean

passage 4 ft. wide was found cut in the solid rock at

a depth of ICft. or 18ft. below the surface. It has

been traced to an exit under the ward immediately

on the south-east side of the castle gable. Of course

it may prove to be a sewer, but tradition avers that

an underground communication existed from the

castle to the cathedral, or the residence of Mary
Queen of Scots, at tho east end of South-street.

The passage is being further explored.

At a meeting of the Wymondham Burial Board

on Wednesday week it was decided to build two
mortuary chapels in tho cemetery.

The Parish Church of Llandewi-Skirrid, in the

diocese of LlaudafT, is about to be re-built, with tho

exception of tho tower, and enlarged. The work is

being carried out at the cost of Mr. Crawsliay Bailey,

and 18 estimated to amount to about £1,500.

Works of sewerage are about to be canicd out at

Cirencester, from the plans of Mr. Grantham, C.E.

The estimated cost is £13,375.

A new parish clock on the restored tower of tho

church of Stratford St. Mary, Suffolk, was set in

motion on Tuesday week. It has been manufac-

tured by Mes.srs. Smith & Sou, of St. John's Square,

Clerkeuwell, at a cost of £127, has two dials, and

strikes the hours on the tenor bell.
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A now saloon anil asseml)Iy-room is being built on
tlieVVest Cliff Slopes at Whitby atthesoleoxpeusoof
Sir George Elliott, M.P. It will be opened early in

the season. The pleiisure-grouuds, terraces, roads,

walks, and approaclies are m process of foriuation.

Tlio architects are Mr. Julius Mayhow, of London,
and Mr. E. H. Smales, of Whitby. The builder is

Mr. John White, of Whitby.

A three-light stained-glass window and a

memorial tablet have been placed in the Parish
Church of St. Andrew, Boreham, Essex, in memory
of the late Sir J. Tysson Tyrell, Bart.

The death is announced of Mr. William Wriglit,

builder and architect, of Great Yarmouth. The
deceased, who was in his 70th year, was for twelve
years a member of the Town (Jouncil of Yarmouth.

A general committee has been formed, consisting

of members of the Somerset Archaeological Society

and of the Town Council, to arrange for the recep-
tion of the Royal Arclueological Institute, whioli

will visit the town in August. The Bishop of Bath
and Wells has been ajipoiuted president for the year.

A limited liability company h.as been formed at

Folkestone, with a capital of 4,000 shares of £1 each,

for tlie purpose of providing a working man's club
and institute in that town, the proposed buildings
including a club-houso for the use of friendly

societies, a large concert and lecture-hall, baths, and
lavatories. The eleven directors are all resident in

the neighbourhood, and include a builder, a car-
penter, a mason, a joiner, and a bricklayer. The
architect to the company is Mr. Beginald Pope, of

Folkestone.

An arr.angement has been come to by the Parlia-

mentary Committee of thcLancasterCorporation and
the Directors of the Gas Company in that town for

the pvurchase by the Corporation of the gasworks for

the sum of £80,000, plus £7,000 for the redemption
of mortgage bonds. The agreement remains to bo
confirmed by the whole council and the ratepayers.

At a recent meeting of the Cumberland and West-
moreland Archuiological Society it was decided to
have an excursion in June next from Penrith to
Barton Church and other places in that vicinity.

The Archbishop of York, on Tuesday, reopened
the church of St. Mary's, Birdsall, which has just
been thoroughly restored aud enlarged, at a cost of
over £;i,000, comprising the complete renovation of

the nave of the church aud the addition of a new
stone chaucel. A new reredos, of Bath stone,
richly decorated, has also been inserted.

We have been asked from time to time to give
lists of celebrated organs and the names of their
designers. A verj- complete table of over a hundred
examples, giviug date of erection, name of architect
or builder, and the style of decoration adopted,
appears in this week's English Mechanic and
WoELD OF Science, compiled by Mr. J. Watson
yVarman, A.CO., and may be found useful for
reference by many readers.

A very large block of residential chambers is to

hi erected forthwith at Knightsbridge, adjoining
Hyde-park, from the designs of Mr. Bentley, archi-
tect, of the Adelphi. The style is a sort of Queen
Anne, very simply treated in brick. We can but
remark how readily the leading Gothic architects
forsake their style, for that against which they have
eo loudly protested.

An admirable portrait of Mr. J. E. Clayton
(Clayton aud Bell), by Mr. J. E. Hodgson, A.R.A.,

and a striking likeness of the lato Mr. F. P.

Cockerel!, the architect, by Mr. G. F. Watts, R.A.,

are well hung at the Royul Academy this year.

Of all tlie quaint and curious frames to the pic-

tures at the Royal Academy this yisir, that of the

series of pictures illustratiug Ahab's Coveting, by
Mr. T. M. Rooke, is the most singular and elaborate.

It is in a sort of Egyptian stylo, and quite the work
of a painter.

The President and Fellows of St. John's College,

Oxford, have accepted an estimate for the restora-

tion of the front of the college, including a new
hall and kitchen, ujjou the desigm submitted by
Mr. Gilbert Scott. The amount proposed to be ex-

pended is £40,000, aud a beginning will be made at

the commencement of the long vacation.

We are asked to state that the Annual Conver-
sazione given by the I'resideut of tlie Institution of

Civil Engineers will this year be held on Monday,
the 2Gth of May, in that portion of the South Ken-
sington Museum whiclr contains the en^iueeriug

and naval models aud machinery. Mr. Bateman,
the president, in makiug this announcement at the

last meeting, invited the members to lend for the

occasion any suitable novelties, so that the already
varied and extensive collection may bo supple-
mented by examples of the latest developments of

mechanical and engineering science.

The Portuguese animal-painter, Thomaz Jose
Anuunciaeao, died suddenly on the 3rd inst. at

Lisbon. He was the director of the Academy of

Fine Arts at Lisbon.

The Goldsmiths' Company has distributed £.50,

and "the Fishmongers' Company 5') guineas toward
a fund for establishiug scholarships in the London
Female School of Ai't.

A new Wesleyan chapel at Wbitchurch, which
has been erected at a cost of £G,000 from the plans
of Mr. Rogers, of Frees, by Mr. Stringer, of Sand-
bach, was opened last week.

New schools are about to be commenced for St.

Boniface's German church, W^hitechapel, from
plans drawn by Mr. John Young, architect. The
cost of the building will be £1,600.

The foundation atone of a new mission chapel
was laid at Wieatcroft, near Scarborough, last

week. It will cost a little over £800. Its interior

dimensions will be 79 feet by 20 feet 4 inches, aud
it is to accommodate about 240 persons.

The Roman Catholic church of St. Wilfrid, at
Preston, is being gradually rebuilt from the designs
of the Rev. L. Scholes, S. J., the sou of an archi-
tect. The new aisle, or Lady chapel, will be opened
on Sunday next, tlie 4tli inst. It is of throe bays,
is Italian in style, aud is constructed of brick, with
terra cotta dressings. The benches are of pitch
pine, with mahogany book boards. There are a
baptistery, and four confessionals. At the end of
the aisle, a flight of stone steps leads to an upper
room or chapel, which will also form a tribune,

looking into the proposed new nave.

The tender of Messrs. Thompson, of Peter-
borough, has been accepted for the restoration of
the nave and chapter-house of the cathedral of
Bangor, from the designs of the late Sir Gilbert
Scott, R. A. The works were commenced yester-
day (Thursday).

At a meeting of the Carlisle Diocesan Church Ex-
tension Society, held on the 17th April, the follow-
ing grants were made in aid of church building :

Dearham, £73 Gs. 8d. towards new aisle and tran-

sept ; Thursley, £18 ; Crosscanouby, £50 ; Sebcrg-

)iam, £-'>0 ; and Hansorgh, .£92.

Mr. Thos. Robinson, of Wycombo, died on Satur-
day week, aged 85. He hid been a surveyor for

the Reading and Hatfield turnpike road for 44
years, to which office ho was originally appointed
under Sir James Macadam.

A new Baptist tabernacle was opened at Honley-
on-Tliames, last week. Mr. Clements, of that town,
was both architect and builder.

St. James's Church, Gloucester, is about to bo
enlarged from designs by Messrs. Waller and
Sons, of the city. The church, which was built

about 40 years ago, at present forms a paralello-

gram, 79 feet by 38 feet, placed north aud
south, and has no deftnito channel. By adding an
easteru ai.sle, 71 leetby 12 feet, the accommodation
will be increased from C24 to 900 sittings, after re-

seating the whole church. An cxtcnsiou will also

be made on the south, so as to provide a chancel
with organ, chamber, and choir aisle.

The restoration of Elmore church is about to be
commoneed, the tender of Messrs. Gyde and Co.,
of Pitchcombe, having been accepted at £I,5J0, for
the execution of the work. The architects are
Messrs. Waller and Sons, of Gloucester. It is in-

tended to place new roofs over the whole building
as the existing ones are dilapidated and dangerous.
The church will be refloored and reseated, the walls,

windows, bell framing, and plastering repaired,
and gutter courses will be placed all round the
building.

On Tuesday week the new church of St. Matthew,
Littleport, was consecrated. The buildings and
tittiugs have cost about .£1,G00. It is built with red
and white brick, with Bath stone dressings, and will

seat about 240 persons. The architect was Mr. W.
Smith, 10, St. John's-street, Adelphi, London, and
Mr. E. Brown, of Lynn, was the builder.

An address of congratulation from artists resident

in Scarborough to Sir Frederick Leighton (who is a
native of the town), on his appointment as Presi-
dent of the Royal Academy, is now completed, and
will be presented in the course of a few days.

A bill forbidding the erection of chancel or rood
screens in any place of worship of the Irish Church
was on Tuesday, in the general synod, Dublin,
thrown out upon the second reading.

A new school, erected by the School Board of
Loudon, was opened at Tanner's- hill, Deptford, on
Friday. It is of the usual Queen Anno character.

Negotiations are in progress for the purchase of
land at Simningdale, Berks, for H.S.H. Count
Gleichen, upon which it is proposed to build a new
residence from the desigus of Mr. David Brandon,
F.S.A.
The Lowestoft Improvement Commissioners have

resolved to call in Mr. Peter Bmff, C.E., of Ipswich,
to examine aud report the best means of protecting
the sewage oatlet on the beach.

Mr. Boehm, A.R.A., has completed the model of
the monument to be erected in the Mausoleum, at
Windsor, in memory' of the late Princess Alice. The
monument itself will be completed in ten months.

At Nottingham police-court on Tuesday, a
charge of obtaining £50 by means of false pretences
brought against John Southeran, joiner and builder
of that town, which has been gone into on live or
six occasions, was dismissed.

Roofing Pelts—P. Braby & Co.
INODOROUS, SARKING, SHEATHING, AND HAIR FELTS KEPT ALWAYS IN STOCK. MANTJFACTUEER3 OF
PERFORATED ZINC, PERFORATED COPPER, AND PERFORATED IRON IN VARIOUS DESIGNS AND GAUGES.

Wrought Iron TanksrP. Braby & Co.
PAINTED AND GALVANISED, OF IMPROVED MANUFACTURE

Corrugated Iron.—P. Braby & Co.
GALVANISED AND BLACK IN ALL GAtGES, KEPT IN STOCK. ZINC 'VTOBK OF ALL KINDS.

FITZROY WORKS, 356 TO 369, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON,
HATTON GARDEN, LIVERPOOL. GREAT CLYDE STREET, GLASGOW. AND AT CYPRUS.
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The members ol the Cheltenham Fine Art

Society on Tiiesdav week presented Mr. SK'ney

Hertiert, artist, of Carlton Lodge, Cheltenham, with

• SiTiea tea-scrvieo and a purse of gold, as an

aeknoirledgment of his services to the society, and

to the cause of art in Cheltenham.

A memorial baptistry is about to be erected at

St. John the Bai>tist's Church, Bathmck, in the

ancle between the tower and the north-west portion

of the church, the space between the baptister}' and

nave being arcatled and filled with light iron grilles.

The plans have been prepared by Mr. A. W. Blom-

field, M.A., under whose superintendence cztensiye

additions were made to the church in 1870.

At Caerphilly, on Friday, the members of the

Twyn Welsh Calvinistio Methodist chapel met to

consider plans for the rebuildiug of the chapel ou

the present site. According to a local daily

journal, "a very pretty Gothic design was flxcd

upon, with a Gothic tower entrance," but the news-

paper docs not deem it necessary to acquaint its

leaders with the name of the fortunate author of

this very pretty design.

A new Catholic convent is about to be built in

Lillie-road, Fulham, from the designs of Messrs.

Goldie and Child.

Various works of improvement are about to be

carried out at the Church-in-the-Grove, Syden-

ham, under the superintendence of Mr. J. Toller.

A line of pneumatic tubes is being laid do^vn

Fleet-street and across Ludgate-circus, for a ser-

vice of pneumatic dispatches betweeu the General

Post-office, St. Martin's-le-Grand, and the branch
offices in Ludgate-circus and Chancery-lane. The
work is being carried out under contract by
Messrs. Keid Brothers, Mr. Dilks foreman.

KEETINQS FOR THE ENSUING- "WEEK.
SIoxD.iT.—Society of Engineers. Paper by Edward D.

Barker on ** Hydraulic, Continuous, and
Automstic Brakes," 7.30p.m.

Society of Arts. " Recent Advances
in Telegraphy," by W. H. Preecc. I>ec-

ture. No. 3
Royal Institafe of British Architects.

Annual general meetiug for election of

officers, «c., 8 p.m.
WsDXISDAY.— Society of Arts. Paper by Lloyd Wise on

"The Government Patent Bill," Sp.m.
Thtbsoat.—Society of Arts. Lecture No. 1. by W. H.

Perkin, on '* The Hist^ny of Alizarine

and Allied Colouring Matters and their

Production fron Coal Tar," 8 p.m.
Societ)' for the Fine Arts. Lecture by

T. H. Wright on "The Music of the
Harps, and National Airs of Ireland and
Scotland," 8 p.m.

ItaoAT.—Architectural Association. Paper by .T. Weale,
'* Notes on the Measurement of Old Build-

inf^, having Special Reference to St,

Alban's Abbey," 7.30 p.m.
Royal Institution. Sir John Lubbock

on " The Habits of Ants." 9 p.m.
SAxnmAT.—Eoyal Institution. H. H. Stathamon "The

Leading Styles of Architceturo Historic-

ally and .3^thetically Considered." No,
3. 3 p.m.

HELLIWELL'SPatented NEW SYSTEM
litPERTSnATJLE GLAZING WITHOUT ri"iTy.
All Woodwork is covered, and no outsido Paiuting is

Teqmied. Old Koofs He-glazed. Any one can repair or
ta£e in pieces.

See half-page Adrt. in next Number.

T. W. HELLTWELL, Brighoiise, Yorkshire

;

or, 19, Parliament-street, Londou.

—

[Advt.]

HoUoway's Pills.—Colds, Catarrhs, and other fehrile
nfTct-ttiii)*! enn be readily arrested in their early st.iKei* by those
Fill*, if taken according to their aceoropanyini? directionR. In
addition to their cooling and purifying properties, these Pillti

control the circulation, reduce iclHlle symptoms, relax the ekin,
promote perspiration and restore health.

€mtit ^tbs.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Ate.—As the result of a conference between

mastcn and men, it has been agreed that the
maaona' wages be reduced Jd. per hour. The
maaten at first proposed Id.

Babssley.—Yesterday the whole of the masons
and labourers employed by various iimis in Barns-
ley struck work against an extension of liours and
a lower rate of wages. The masters gave three
months' notice, which expired yestercfiy. They
demand half an hour more work per day, and pay-
ment by the hour instead of the day. The men
have offered to accept a reduction of 3s. weekly,
and to work by the day, but they decline to work
longer honrs.

BLACKBtms.—The emjAoyis in the building trades
in Blackbnm, including bricksetters, masons, slaters,
plumbers, and joinom, have had notice given them
that their waces will be reduced Id. per hour. No
change Is to be made in the number of hours.

Cabdift.—At a meeting of carpenters and
joiners held ou Saturdav, to consider the proposals

made by the master builders at the recent confer-

ence, a resolution was passed expressing the men's
opinion that the exigencies of the building trade in

Cardiff are not so pressing as to call on them to

accept a reduction. This was ordered to be for-

warded to the Ma.stcr Builders'J Association.—The
plasterers of Cardiff have voluntarily ofEered to

accept a reduction of .id. an hour in their wages,

which they consider called for by the state of

trade.

Leeds.—The imjiending strikes in the Leeds

building trade have been averted, the masons and
labourers accepting a rctluction of a halfpenny per

hour.—The cabinet makers of Leeds had been

on strike a week against a proposed reduction of ')

per cent, on the union scale of wages. On Monday
they resumeil work, conceding the demand of the

masters.

LrvEEPOOL.—A general reduction in wages and
longer hours by the Liverpool building trade opera-

tives, excepting the plasterers, has been accepted.

They, however, object to start work at six o'clock

in the morning. Forty-eight hours have been given

them to reconsider their decision : failing that, a

strike will ensue.—On Thursday night, at an aggre-

gate meeting of the joiners of Liverpool, it was
agreed to.accept a reduction of |d. per hour. The
masters' original proposal was a reduction of Id.

jier hour, which was met by an offer from the men
to accept id., and the disp"ute has been settled by
the compromise indicated above.

NoKTHAirpTON.—Four hundred men engaged in

the building trade at Northampton struck work on

Saturday against a reduction of a halfpenny per

hour in wages.

Doulting Freestone andHam Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of

the United Kingdom, given on application to

CHARLES TEASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, llminster, Somerset.

Agent : Mr. E. Cbickmay, 4, Agar-street, London, W.C.
—[Advt.]

TENDERS.
Benoeo.—For layinf? adtlitional water mains at Bengeo,

for the Hertford Rural Sanitaiy Authority. Messrs.
Smith and Austin, Hertfoi-d, hydraiUic engineers. Quan-
tities supplied ;

—

Hudson, C £115
Raymont, J., and Son 105
Guirr, R. (accepted) 93 6

EERKnAMPSTE,\n.—For the erection of play shed, upper
and fives' couits, boundary walls, corrugated iron fence,
and terracepaving, for the governors of theBerkhampstead
Grammar School. Mr. C. P. Painter, engineer and sui-
veyor ;

—

Osbom £1,016 6 without ground work.
Monk 921 17 6 „ „ „
Fincher and Smith... 918 „ „ „
Cook (accepted) ... 922 includinggroundwork.

BoRTOx.—For the execution of engineer's work in con-
nection with the baths about to be built by the Corpora-
tion :

—
Tuxfiird and Sons, Boston (accepted) £405 13 6

[Twenty-five tenders received, the highest beii-g £1,850
and the lowest £355.]

Boston-.—For the erection of the new baths about to be
built for the Corporation :

—
Lucas, John (accepted) £2,557 10

Brextwooo.—For the supply of iron pipes, for the
.Shcnfield and South AVeald Special Drainage District,
Essex :

—

Henderson, Gracechurdi-strcet, B.C. (accepted) £499

CiBENXEBTRB.—For gftsfittings in new board schools.
Mr. Tripp, architect to the Cirencester School Boai-d :

—

Lane, "W £73 10
Tovey, J. andH 55 6
Alexander and Thompson 44 15
Gillman and Son (accepted) ... 37 2 6

[Architect's estimate £45.]

Croydon*.—For commeroial stbool and residence, Oak-
fe!d-road,forMr. Thos.I..errey. Mr. T. Brookes, architect.
Quantities by Messrs. R. L. Curtis and .Son :

—

Mutch,W £2,.S50

Jnrrett, C 2,290
Saker, J 2,2S9
Coles, C 2,257
Legg,H 2,249
Taylor, M 2,195

Devtford.—For the erection of lodges, stables, and dis-
infecting and destroying apparatus on the premises of tlie

Greenwich District Board of Works, at Knott-street, Dept-
ford:—

Mace (accepted) £2,040 13

HoDDESDON.— For laying additional sewera at Hodd**-
don, for the "Ware Hnral Sanitary Authority. Messrs.
Smith and Austin, Hertford, sanitary engineers. Quan-
tities supplied :

—

Nicholls, J. W £100 13
Taint, J. A IfiO

Gray, W 152
Strachan and Co 160
Rowley, T 140

HAET'S PATENT

CYCLIC ELEVATOR.

PATENTEE, 37, WALBROOK, E.G.
OE TO THE

Sole Makers:

J. & E. HALL,
Engineers, Millwrights, Founders,

and Boiler Makers,

DARTFORD, KENT,
OB

21,ST. SWITHIN LANE, LONDON.

Sole Makers of MOTT'S

UNIVERSAL CRUSHER.
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THE PICTITRBS AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

THE lllth Exhibition of the Royal
Acadomy will bear a favourable com-

parison with most of those whicli have pre-
coded it, thoun;h we miss somoold friends, and
have to rogi-et the falling off of a few artists
who once were thought to be deserving of
high honours. The President shows no less

than eight pictures, the most important, No.
188, being the line representation of " Elijah
in the Wilderness," which was desei-vcdly so
much admired in the Paris Exhibition. The
prophet has sunk to sleep overborae by his
anxiety and toil. As he tosses about restlessly
on the hard rock, the angel who has bi-ought
him food watches over him with kind com-
passion. The drawing of the principal
figm-e is admirable. No. 119, " Biondina,"
a study of a fair, blue-eyed girl dressed in a
blue bodice over white linen, trimmed with
red bow.s. There are other similar portraits
of equal merit, themost important, and in some
respects mostpleasing, of which is "AmariUa,

"

No. 289. The lovely girl stands facing the
spectator imder a trellis covered with vine,
the dark blue of the distant Mediterranean
at the back harmonising with the quiet still-

ness suggested by the scene. Mr. Millais
has surpassed himself ; a finer portrait than
that of Mr. Gladstone (No. 214) has seldom
adorned the walls of the Academy. In
strength and portrayal of ch aractor it reminds
one of the best worksof Moroni—but its man-
ner of treatment and handling is all original.

No one, as far as wo know, has ever produced
such perfect effect with so bttle apparent
labour. You seem to sec the man himself

—

every line, every hail-, every characteristic

of mind and feature.* No. 274, a portrait of

a lady, is also a masterly production, but
hardly so successful, except in the magic
representation of the various textures of the
dress, as the above. The flesh seems powdery
and untndy coloured—a defect which time
win probably increase. In No. 150 we have
a new and bold exhibition of the artist's

varied powers, "The tower of strength which
stood, Four-square to all the winds that
blew." A rough old squaro-buUt tower,
now a ruin, stands on a Jutland, surroimded
on three sides by a rough, chopping sea.

The sky, stormy and lurid, suggests the sort

of tempests the sturdy old building has had
to bear for a thousand years or so. Wo see

little to admire in the works of C. W. Cope.
No. 232 is a weak and stagey scene fi-om
" Hamlet," where poor Ophelia offers to
return his costly presents which he pretended
not to have given her. The colour is all

unnatural, the draviang tamo and devoid of

character or feeling ; nothing looks real

about it. The very architecture is as unlike
anything that was ever done, as Alma
Tadema's is always true to the most minute
detail. The picture of Solomon Hart, and
those of Charles Landseer, though, by right
of the painters being Academicians, occupy-
ing valuable space upon the line, do
not call for criticism. It is a pity, when
many deserving works are of necessity
rejected on account of the large number
of paintings now sent in, that something
cannot be done at least to prevent sxich

things being placed in important positions.

Mr. Orohardson again gives us a dramatic
incident of eighteenth-century life. No. 287,
his only picture, is named "Hard Hit !" The
subject is commonplaceenough,butundorthe
masterly hand of the artist escapes tameness.

• This portrait is, we are (jlad to learn, to be eagmreH
by Mr. T. Oldham Barlow, U.A.

In a handsomely-furnished room, as will

happen where play is high in all countries,

three clover rogues, though iu garb of the
best society, have got the better of a younger
dupe, who is leaving the room after haraig
dropped his money. How hard and long
they have been at the game is shown by the
heajjs of cards which bestrew the floor of the
apartment. We are reminded of QTCville's ac-
count of what took place at Oatlands. Everj--

thing is strictly in keeping. The smooth
polish of the host rising to bid his unlucky
guest, " Good morning," as he stands about
to open the door ; he being too much occupied
with his ill-luck to return the civility or
notice the chair wliich he overthrew as ho
rose from tho table ; the sinister, inquiring
look of the host's opposite partner, and tho
cunning pretence of concern in the old stager
who is shirfHing the cards, are excellently
described. The handling altogether is verj'

slight, almost to a fault.

T. Paed also exhibits but one painting,
No. 20". It is in his best manner, and tho
subject is joyous and happy. Free from
care, a handsome young peasant woman is

seated beside her baby, who is lying asleep
under an improvised canopy to keep off the
hot sun. All among the flowers, some of

which she is making up, together with some
bright red hemes, to delight her little one
when he awakes. All is sunshine and
brightness. J. R. Herbert again gives a
scene m Palestine. Yoimg St. John Baptist
is seated in a desert place, apart from the
haunts of man, studying from a parchment
scroll. His mode of living is shown by a
partly-eaten honeycomb and two or three
locusts at his side. A good deal of pains has
been taken in painting the hot barren waste,
but the eft'ect of the whole is not successful.
Altogether better, as a religious picture, is

Mr. E. Armitago's fine and scholarly paint-
ing of the "Woman taken in Adulterj-."
The story is singularly well told. The woman
stands in agony of shame and terror, while
the chief accuser is vehemently urging the
enormity of her offence, unheeding the words
which the Savioiu- is tracing upon the dust
at His feet. Not so the other zealots at the
right hand of the picture : they begin to see
what is being written, and can scarcely
believe their eyes. Tho contrast of character
seems symbolised in the great and strong
contrast of colour.

In No. 261, Chester Loomis sends a good,
though somewhat tamely-treated attempt to
revivify incidents of Mediseval times. It is

called "Justice in 1500." A deer-stealor
has been caught with red hands, just as he
had shot a young stag. He is brought into
tho council-chamber of a young lord, of
about the age of six years, whose mother sits

at his left hand, not apparently taking much
notice ; the real actor in the scene being an
ecclesiastic, who stands at tho yoimg mag-
nate's right hand. The whole is a wcU-
studied ideal of what might have happened
at the period, but is not of a very high order.
Nothing could be more beautiful than Vicat-
Colo's grand summer landscape in the great
room (No. 245), "Ripening Sunbeams." The
landscapeindeed stretches wondrously faii',no

paling beauty anywhere—Nature is in her
prime. The time chosen is just the begin-
ning of harvest ; a glorious scene of rich
valley, well wooded, with oaks in richest
foliage, stretching away as far as the eye can
reach. In the foreground the rich golden
com, moved in many-shadowed waves,
breathed on by the quiet wind ; tho only
interruption to the stillness that prevails
being the songs of the biids and the distant
creaking of the heavily-laden waggon. It

is a perfect and lovely picture of the fairest

scene that England's richest prospect can
offer to the enchanted sense. Bright and
fresh is the sea that washes the shingle
beach of the Fishermen's Village, No. 269.
" Little to earn and many to keep " is evi-

dently true enough of the rough old salt, who

has just returned from tho herring fishery

;

and yet, rough and hard as his life is, no
and his are not ^vithout their joys. As
the hearty fellow kisses his healthy baby,
his boy of ten or twelve walks off m
triumph with his father's big boots under
one anu, and a lot of herrings for dinner
under the other. Both this and No. 275,
" Tho Mushroom Gatherers," arc capital

productions of J. C. Hook's bmsh. An inti-

mate study of nature, and especially of the
ways and natures of tho dwellers on our
coast, is shown in these most natural and
interesting scenes. The humour and felicity

of choice of subject which is always ob.sorv-

ablo in H. S. Marks' works is conspicuous
this year. All three of his pictures arc ox-
cellent. No. 73, "Intollcct and Instinct,"

shows how the instinct of a do;j may bo
sometimes more useful th.an tho clov^cmcss of

man. An old gentleman is so engrossed in

what he is reading as ho walks, that he drops
some of his papers in his forgetfulness.

Doggy comes to tho rescue, and stays by
them doubtless till his master finds out bin

loss. No. 379, "Science is Measurement,"
is the diploma iiictiu-e deposited as is the
rule, on his election as an Academician. An
ornithologist, with tape in hand, is measur-
ing tho skeleton of an adjutant-bird. There
is a good deal of character about the enthu-
siastic savant. The drawing is perfect. Tho
best of tho three is "Old Friends" (No.
251). Two old GreenAvich pensioners are
wandering together over the yard of a sliip-

breaker, when they recognise their old
friends, the figure-heads, which they once
knew adorning the bows of some of tho men-
of-war of their younger days. It is evi-
dently -(vith great admiration that they look
up to their old associates. T. S. Cooper's
seven cattle-pieces are all of the same de-
scription that we have been used to for

several years, perhaps a trifle more effem-
inate. The cattle are, if anything, cleaner
and smoother than ever, and all of the same
kind. Edwin Long this year, instead of one
great subject, sends several. Though they
are less conspicuous than such pictm-es as
'' The Gods and their Makers," of last

exhibition, they are none the less admirable.
'

' Esther " (No. 102) preparing to go into the
king to plead for her people, sits full of her
high purpose, yet anxious and fearful, while
her handmaids array her in lovely Eastern
costume, themselves doubtful and soiTowing
for the danger of their beloved mistress

—

for who could fail to love hor ? AVhat strikes

one in this picture is the perfect unity in all

'

the parts. The companion, " Vashti (No.

955), is nearly as good. She is represented

as a beautiful blonde, angry and grieved

—

weeping at the unreasonable anger of the
infatuated long. We reserve for future

notice the two other works of this accom-
plished painter.

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

[Secokd Notice.]

ARCHITECTURE, as one of tho arts sup-
posed to be taken xmder tho fostering

care of the Royal Academy, is more meagrely
represented this j-ear than last. Only two
of tho walls of the one gallery devoted to

works of this class arc occupied ; the screen

has been given up to etchings and engi-av-

ings, so that actually British architects are
confined to the smallest half of the gallery

at Burlington House. This may appear a
slight matter ; but it fortunately happens
that the Academy show does not fairly re-

present the ai-chitectural ability of tho
country, for somehow works are exliibited

there that ought not to find a place upon the
walls at all, while of the principal works of

the year there is a very indiffei-cnt cxliibi-

tion. As we last week took a general survey
of the di-awings, we shall ia the present
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notice take up those works only which are of

representative interest. Rampant "Queen
Aiine " is certainly more moderately dis-

played this year, for, ^^•itll the exception of

fir. J. J. Stevenson's " Ken Hill, Norfolk,"

(1,069), itself very moderate,and a few other

very temperate drawings of residences, in a

style that can only be regarded by a stretch of

the imagination as cominguuder that designa-
tion, we see no attempt at sensationalism in

stylo. So far this is a healthy sign. Mr.
Stevenson's water-colour drawing shows
a massively treated country residence,

with none of that frittered effect we have
before complained of. The ycUowsh tint of

the stone walling does not certainly produce
the happiest contrast of colour with the red
tiled roof ; the windows have pilasters and
arched mouldings or pediments, inclosing

the voussoirs, but the recessed bay window is

open to question. Is this feature of inclosing

a canted bay in an arched recess a hobby of

certain followers of the stylo, or is it sup-
posed to be an artistic feature ? Till wo
nave a satisfactory reply we must consider it

a crotchet. One of the most noticeable

examples of domestic architectui-e is Mr.
Arthur W. Blomfield's " Denton Hall,

Grantham." It is conceived in a quiet

English spirit of Late Gothic, without
any frivolous or capricious loaning to

other styles, or straining for mere quaint-

ness' sake. We should have liked to
have seen a little more appearance of con-
nection in the offices ; but this effect is

largely due to the want of breadth of shade
in the drawing, a capital pen-and-ink one
in other respects. Mr. Geo. Corson sends
"two bold ink perspectives, one of his School
Board Offices at Leeds, and the other of the
Municipal Buildings and Free Library in that
town. In the latter we detect a very com-
plete revision of the first competitive design
—certainly an improvement, as we always
thought the first rather monotonous in the
sky-line. The drawings are anything but
artistically rendered, and appear almost rigid

in their severity of treatment. A few figures

in the foreground, and a little more shading
in the last-named, would have relieved the
tmcompromising austerity in the lines of the
architecture, which at present have an un-
finished air. Mr. Corson has adopted a
free, though stem, phase of Palladian com-
position, which will associate well with the
Town Hall. Mr. John Honeyman, in
" Skipness, Argyllshire," has given a
jjleasing but chastely simple design; and
Messrs. E. George and Peto have, in 1,086
and 1,087, contributed exceedingly piquant
sepia sketches in a style they are not only
admirably conversant with, but know how
to render in a thoroughly artistic spirit.

The " House at Pinner " (1,086) is equal to

an ything we have seen from Mr. Shaw him-
self ; but the sepia drawing, of course, adds
to the picturesqueness inherent in the stylo,

and is a species of drawing we should be glad
to see more largely employed for architec-

tural purposes.
After looking at Messrs. George and Peto's

sketches, " Knowle House, WUts " (1,084), by
Mr. R. H. Carpenter and B. Ingelow, has an
exceedingly mechanical appearance about it

due to the drawing which is not in the hap-
piest tone of colour. As an architectural

design of an Elizabethan type it has merits
;

the bay windows are well managed, and
there is a breadth of treatment that reminds
one of the Baronial style of the North, though
the chimney caps are heavy. We hardly like
" Two Houses at Stoneygate, Leicester

"

(1,091), by Mr. Isaac Barradale, albeit the
drawing is excellent. Canted windows have
an awkward effect when carried up as
gables ; the bracketed treatment also is

somewhat unsatisfactory, and gives a rest-
loss, fidgetty effect to the composition. The
designs for the Church of the Oratory,
Brompton, are numerous — perhaps over-
done in the present exhibition. We are

cei-tainly charmed -with Mr. Geo. Nattress's
fine water-colour drawing showing the west
front of his design. Wliilc wo do not ap-
prove of the design, or of tlio particular

Venetian Renaissance model he has chosen
for a London site, we admire the composi-
tion, and especially the tower. Mr. G.
Gilbert Scott's design for the same church,
showing the interior (1,100), is also cleverly

and transparently coloured, though wo take
exception to the wide arches and the carved
panelling in soffits and pilasters as rather
redundant. No. 1,199, the selected design
for this work, by Mr. Herbert Gribble, occu-
pies the central position on the wall, and we
need not say more than we have already
said critically of the ai'chiteotui'c, which wo
illustrated both internally and externally
in our last number. As an architectural

drawing in colour, Mr. Gribble's interior, if

rather weak and washy, can fairly compete
with any in the room. The drawing of the

arcade is exceptionally good, though we note
the arch to the right is a little depressed

;

the colouring to the domical vault is quiet

and harmonious, and the artist has pro-
duced a softened aerial effect almost to the

fault of indecision, that gives scale, while it

avoids that oppressive sense of colour and
detail a cruder or more liny drawing would
have given. One of the most pleasing

water-colour sketches in the room is 1,094,

Mr. A. Waterhouse's "Interior of New
Court, Carey-street, Lincoln's-inn." Mr.
Waterhouso has selected for his view certainly

the most favoui-able point ; the group of

trees introduced, and the reflected light on
the shaded side of quadrangle are very
cleverly handled, and the drawing is in the

happiest style of the author. The Siime archi-

tect's view of new offices of the Prudential
Assurance Company, in Holbom, which we
have illustrated in detail, hardly does jus-

tice to the desij»n, and the return is rather

more shai-ply drawn than is pleasing. A
cleverly drawn water-colour view of the
Giant's Stairs, Ducal Palace, Venice, by Mr.
John Bumey, is a delightful study of

architecture and colour, though placed too
high. Mr. Waterhouso also sends some new
buildings at Pembroke College, Cambridge
(1,102), certainly among the best examples of

his work; but the archedstone parapetand the
turrets scai'cely make a pleasing combination
with the Late Gothic and the red brick—but
the building in the rear is more characteristic.

No. 1,112, "View of Tower of St. Paul's,

Manchester," by Mr. J. Oldrid Scott, is a
finely proportioned work, with a gabled
summit, from the intersection of the roofs

of which springs a spire or fleche. The
detail of the belfry stage is quiet and refined.

The " Takhtsingji Hospital, Bhavnagar,
India," in a Saracenic style, is a cleverly

coloured drawing, in which the tropical

tints of stone and sky have been ably de-
picted by the artist. Mr. Emerson has
become thoroughly imbued with the Indo-
Saracenic peculiarities, as this work testifies.

Messrs. Goldio and ChUds' interior for the
Church of the Oratory, Brompton (1,110)
competes favoiu-ably with those already
noticed ; the gilding is perhaps rather over-
done, and whether the vaulted ceiling is

circular or elliptical is not very apparent
from the drawing, as the panelled soffits of

the transverse arches are drawn as elliptical

in the nearest bay, and circular in the distant

bays. Mr. Basil Champnoys in the " Divinity

and Literary Schools, for the University of

Cambridge " has shown a very rich example
of Late Gothic, handled with considerable

moderation, taste, and refinement ; it is

perhaps the best work of the kind in the
gallery, as our readers may see for them-
selves this week. We pass a clever sketch

for "Pulpit, Canford Church" (1,119),

by Mr. W. C. Brangwyn, in which the author
hasendeavoured, if he has not fully succeeded,

in treating that most difficult of all objects, a
church pulpit. Mr. T. H. Wyatt's " Hospi-

tal for Consumption, Brompton," is certainly
in a rather hea\-y style of red brick and stone

;

the brick preponderates, and the chief recom-
mendation of thebuilding—if itisone—is that
it is hospital -like. Wo certainly prefer our-
selves Mr. T. Roger Smith's design for con-
sumptive patients at Hampstead, at the other
end of room (1,173), conceived in a French
chateau stylo of Louis XIV., and having
more the character of a home for the sick,

the recessed window treatment and balconies
being especially a contrast to those of the
former work. Mr. Smith's building is at
least cheerful-looking, and will crown
Vernon Mount vfiili dignity. A painstaking
drawing, executed by Mr. Maurice B.
Adams, evincing much labour, shows Mr.
Gilbert R. Redgrave's "English Half-tim-
bered house at the Paris Exhibition" (1,103).

It has been illustrated by us, and we need
only remark that its great fault is over-
elaboration in the timber ornamentation,
and it scarcely can be taken as an example
of English-framed houses, in which wo have
always remarked great breadth and sim-
plicity. To show what diverse pattern can
bo introduced Mr. Redgrave's design serves

admnably. The design exhibited for the
Hampstead Hospital by Messrs. Taskcr, Bat-
terbury, and Huxley (1,125) is far too cut up,

and the drawing has a rather crowded effect.

Belowwe notice 1,126, " Intoriorof Chapel of

St. David's College, Lampeter," by Mr.
T. G. Jackson, cleverly dravvTi as a study of

harmony in colour in the new blue-green
shade. The roof, screen, and stalls are

pleasingly harmonised in the general

effect. Mr. Robert W. Edis exhibits a
large and conspicuous line drawing of

a house in New Bond-street, which wo
shall illustrate next week (1,132), disi^laying

some skill in the treatment of a narrow
frontage. Mr. Edis adopts a free kind of

Reniiissance, in which English and French
detail is pleasingly combined. The fenestra-

tion is connected, and the only fault we find

is with the elliptical-headed window below
the corbelled circular oriel, the treatment of

which is not in keeping. Mr. G. E. Street

is represented by six choice exhibits in his

usual style. We may notice St. Mary's
Chm'ch, Speenhamland, Berks (1,133), as the

least successful, and "Birds'-eye View of

St. Margaret's, East Grinstead " (1,143), his

best. The tower is treated as only Mr.
Street or Mr. Pearson could treat it ; it has a
gabled or saddle-back finish, pierced by a
series of lancets, very simple but dignified.

The guests' house, cloister, kitchen-court,

are appropriately treated, and the drawing
is light and transparent. St. Peter's Church,

_

Bournemouth, showing the spire (1,158), is
'

perhaps one of the most successful of Mr.
Street's smaller brick churches. The tower is

dignified and remarkably quiet, pierced as it

is with two lofty lancets in the upper story ;

the new spire is small, and is supported at its

springing by pinnacles with small flying
|

buttresses, while round the lower part of it •

is a series of gabled lights. Already the

tower forms a highly picturesque object at

Bournemouth, and we hope to illus-

trate it shortly. The same architect's

" Designs for Houses in Cadogan -
,

square" (1,174), is thoroughly Venetian in

sentiment, and ofless merit, though, as one of (

the domestic works of Mr. Street, it is

interesting. A peculiar feature of the

design is the angle balcony over porch,

rather more fanciful than welcome. As a

diversion amid the " Queen Anne " craze

in that locaHty, it will be welcome. The '

drawing is rather spotty in effect. Messrs.

Goldie and Child contribute (1,134) Interior

of their Dominican Church, Waterford,

a Romanesque interior, transparent in tone;

and Messrs. George and Peto, some
delightful cottages at Pinner (1,140) ; and
a clever study for a drawing-room ceiling

by Mr. G. G. Fox, hai-monious in the choice

of colour, though a trifle heavy in the cof-

I
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fering. Unprotcndiiigf as a cmcifomi treat-

ment in an Early stylo is Mr. Blonifiold's
" Church of St. John the Evan|2;elist, Went-
bridge, Yorkshire" (1,136); Mr. W. West
Neve's "Warehouses in Devonshire-street,

City," though hung rather high, shows a
sensible treatment of shop-fronts for narrow
and dark streets. Occupying the place of

honour in the top line is a largo, exceedingly
hoary coloured drawing, entitled " Decora-
tions and Fui-niturc," by Mr. W. Hens-
man, in a sort of Renaissance. The colour-

ing is harmonious, but the architcctuial

ti-eatment of ceiling is ponderous, partly,

perhaps, duo to the depth of tone of the
dl•a^ving. Mr. John D. Sodding' sends a
prettily timbered grange (1,1.59) in a clever
and feeling drawing, which we intend to
illustrate. It is marked by breadth, balance,
and a delicacy of detail characteristic of this

gentleman's work. Mr. T. Q-. Jackson's
" New Quadrangle for Morton College,
Oxford" (1,164), is a sejaa biid's-cyo view
executed with much care, almost in the style
of architectural colouring of half-a-centui-y
ago. The buildings shown are Renaissance,
English in feeling. " Carlylo House,
Chelsea Embankment" (1,163), by Mr.
Adolphus Croft,—illustrated this week

—

is rather too broken up to be deemed
a pleasing example of the style it repro-
duces ; and we turn to Mr. Phone Spiers's

mansion in the same locality (1,153) with
relief, albeit it is a trifle fiery in colour. A
sensible kind of brick Renaissance is chosen,
this material being introduced largely in

sti-ings, pilasters, arches, window joints, and
porch. The whole is crowned by a red-tOe
roof. "We must notice in this review Mr.
"W. Scott's " Design for a Provincial Town
Hall," which has been illustrated in our
pages. This work has been singularly
selected to ooouj^y a place of honour on the
walls, and in saying this wo do not wish
to disparage in the slightest the able
drawing and conscientious labour of its

author. There is ample e-s-idence of
skill in design in the drawing, but
as a composition, we cannot say much in
praise of it, and we hope Mr. Scott will

be content next time to give us something
loss profuse, more moderate in his choice of
architectural dialects, less hybrid and
broken. One of the choicest, as it is one of
the most delicate and artistic, drawings is

Mr. Norman Shaw's " View of Adcote,
Shropshiio," which has been already illus-

trated in our pages. This is a diploma work,
deposited by Mr. Shaw on his election as

Academician, and admirably sustains that
gentleman's reputation as a master of
domestic English architecture of. the later
and more picturesque phases. It is impossi-
ble to say too much for the transparency,
crispness, and dotad of this line drawing
and the finish and feeling it exhibits. Mr.
W. Emerson's proposed tower for St. Mary's
Church, Brighton, is a very fine composition;
a low, circular slated spire springs from the
square tower, and its grouping with the angle
turrets produces a rich effect without loss of
outline. We can onlynotice further in these
remarks Mr. Gt. Gilbert Scott's facade for
St. James' Church, Maryleb'ono (1,178), as a
remarkable but able design in a Venetian
stylo. In concluding the present notice,
wo must remark a notable absence this year
of any groat works of composition or inven-
tion. There are few really striking archi-
tectural exhibits in any branch, and gene-
rally the exhibition is richer in drawings
of a decidedly descriptive, if moderate
character.

THE RAMSGATE NEW ROAD
COMPETITION.

THOSE who have visited Ramsgate are
probably aware that the frontage to

the sea of that favourite watering-place has

a somewhat broken line of cliffs, that is to

say, the stoop oscai-pmont is intoi-rupted by
a hollow in the centre, so that the cliffs on
the oast and west of the town are discon-

nected from each otlier, and the centre of

the town in consequence forms a sort of

chasm, destroyingany meansof easy commu-
nication. The Ramsgate Improvement Com-
missioners have lately determined, under a
recent Act, to form a connecting link

between these cliffs on the east and west,

and accordingly invited engineers and
architects to send in plans for that purpose,
the result of which invitation is that no
fewer than sixty-five sets of designs have
been received, which are now on view on the
West Cliff. As we intimated last week, Mr.
Jas. Abemethy, C.E., has reported upon the
plans and has awarded the first premium of

£200 to the plan with motto " The Desider-
atum," by Mr. A. Cumings, of Tunbridge

;

the second premium of £100 to " Noc Timeo
nee Spero," by Mr. Geo. Higgin, of Great
George-street, Westminster; and the third
of £50 to " Progi-^s," by Mr. J. Cardell
Trounson, of Penzance. These plans
selected by Mr. Aberaothy will not, we
understand, necessarily determine the scheme
to be carried out, as the Board will exercise
their o%vn discretion in the matter, and the
whole of the plans will be considered before
a final decision is arrived at. It is at least

satisfactory to hear that the Commissioners
have not committed themselves to either of
the three designs in its entirety, but that the
schemes of the other competitors will be
taken into consideration and a meeting of
the ratepayers called to assist in the solution
of so important a question for the town.
Lot us first take the three plans upon which

Mr. Abernethy has reported favourably. It
is very obvious that there are two modes of
dealing with the roadway: the first is that of
making it connect the cliffs by slightly
easing the gradients and allowing it to cross
the existing streets on the level, taking a
line more or loss set back from the sea front,

and a second plan is that of a high level road-
way or viaduct coimecting the cliffs at an easy
inclination on each side, the viaduct crossing
over existing streets in the hollow part of
the town, and following a lino of route on
the front. We accordingly find the plans
divide themselves broadly into these two
classes, though thei-e are several that show
a treatment more or less of a compromise.
" Desideratum " has adopted the first

course, or the route suggested in the
Parliamentary plan. It has the merit
of at least connecting in an easy
manner the West with the East Cliff with-
out cutting too far inland, or necessitating a
costly scheme of alteration of the existing
streets. Starting from the West Cliff, the
road follows the course of Military-road for
some distance, which level it leaves un-
altered ; it then passes over a viaduct 227
yards long, to carry a widening of existing
road over cliff, and passes over York-street
on another viaduct of simpler kind. Cross-
ing Harbour street on the level, it gradually
rises, embanked by retaining walls, to Wel-
lington-crescent, where it is carried with
ojien parapets on the present levels. The
gradients are 1 in 22 from Princes-street to
Harbour-street ; then a rise of 1 in 20 from
the latter to Albion-place, after which, to
Wellington-crescent, the present road level is

slightly lowered. The widening of roadway
over cliff on the wostem side is proposed to
bo accomplished by building arches into the
solid cliff', the front of which is to bo faced
with concrete in blocks ; the viaduct to have
red brick spandrels, with pilasters and plinth
of Portland stone. Access to the railway
from the to%vn is facilitated by a branch
road from Albion-pla«o, and it is proposed
to widen the steps to the sands. The line is

a good one, but wo think the approaches in
the centre of the to .\-n might bo improved by
a circus at Harboui'-street crossing. The

I

estimated cost is £10,9S2. "Nee Timeo
noc Spero " shows a high-level schome,
somewhat similar in route. The 50ft. road-
way is carried by a widouing-out of the cli£E

on the west by retaining walls ; from
Princes-street a viaduct of 226 yards is

canied over the town. Princess, Leopold,
Farley, York, and Harbour-streets, the road
then passing in a diagonal direction through
Albion-place-gardens ; thonco skirting die
East Cliff promenade. The gradients are
very easy, 925ft. being horizontal. We do
not like the retaining wall mode of dealing
with the West Cliff, which ^vill present an
unsightly front to the sea ; and another dis-

advantage of the plan is that it presents no
conipensatioa for property taken, and ad-
vantage is not taken of the ready means of
gaining store-room in the cliff. The esti-

mated cost is £28,938. " Progr^s " is a low-
level road, the gradients being reduced
on both sides, and the line of route
chosen is a pleasing curve of double
flexure ; and this lino, we may observe, is

the natural frontage line of the town. The
gradients are one in 150 to Rosehill, one in
22'4 to Harbour-street, then rising by one
in 20 to Wellington-crescent on the cast side.

A viaduct crosses Princess, Leopold and
Farley-sti-eots, -v^ith steps ; York-street is

crossed by a girder bridge, Harbour-street
level remaining imaltored. The arches are
proposed to bo of brick and concrete, and
the roadway on West Cliff is widened by a
series of arches built into the chalk rock
with a retaining wall at the back, which
presents the appearance of a viaduct to the
front. This method has been adopted by
several competitors, and is the least unsightly
mode of widening the roadway over Military-
road, and facing an escarpment in some
places over 50ft. high. The design is well-
shown by neatly-dra>vn elevations, and the
plan certainly has the merit of being one of

the best digested schemes for inclined

approaches ; cost is estimated at £20,481.
"Che Sara Sara," follows the MiHtary-road
as far as York-street, then passes behind the
Royal Hotel. The design shows an arcaded
facing along the western cliff, the arches
being utdised for stores ; the gradient is rather
steep, namely, 1 in 17.}, as the road descends
to Harbour-street. The author says by the
adoption of this route the " principal hotels
are untouched, their approaches improved,
and few buildings interfered with " ; but
such a plea, wo think, can hardly be urged
unless the buildings preserved were really

worth retention, or archseologically interest-

ing, which is not the case in the present
instance. The lowest part of the new road-
way is at York-street, and advantage is

taken of this to form a cartway 20ft. wide
as an approach to IMilitary-road and basin.
The estimate given for this plan is £28,387,
and there is a carefully-tinted sepia eleva-

tion showing the viaduct. Another design
under the same motto, distinguished by a
square with 1 • 1— shows a route further back,
cutting the centre streets, with retainingwalls
along the west cliff, following the jiresent

levels pretty closely. " Audacteret sincere "

is the motto ofanundoubtedly able plan, show-
ing a front route and a high level roadway,
and we hope that this and another design to
be mentioned hereafter will bo carefidly

examined. The plan shows a pleasing curve
of roadway, following the cliff and basin
of harbour with quadrant approaches on
the east and west into Harbour-streot as the
central street of the to>vn, so that the
traffic from the middle portion may take an
eastward or a westward direction to the new
promenade, besides an improved approach to
the stationand sands. This diversion has been
strangely overlooked bymany of the competi-
tors. The authorofthis designobservesjustly
thatthough this routonecessitatestheremoval •

of valuable property as compared with that
further inland, ho can obtain improved
building sites, while the spaces under the
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arches of viaduct can be let as shops and
stoi-es, so that the removal of the front pro-

perties, certainly not valuable at present,

will more than conipens;ite for the increased

outlay at first. By this plan the cliffs are

connected by easy promenades crossing over

existing streets, and following the frontage

line of the hjorbour, with uninten-upted

views of the sea. A cleverly tinted sketch

in sepia accosupanies this design, showing
the improved frontages and blocks of build-

ings that might bo built at the junction of

viadact with Harbom-street, and the viaduct
itself is made to form a sort of stylobato or

platform for the now houses. The author
has kept in view the fourth clause of the
instructions issued, which provides, first;

that the road shall, so far as possible, be
kept to the front ; secondly, provide access

to the centre of town and to the sands ; and,
thirdly, interfere as little as possible with
Military-road and the inner harbour. An-
othervery able plan is that of '

' Westminster,"
it is rumoured by Mr. EUico Clark and Mr.
Pugin. This design is illustrated by a large
coloured view of the town of panoramic
comprehension. A high level promenade
along the sea front, with roads in connection
with it, forming easy access to the centre of

town and with an approach to the sands,
east pier, and London and Chatham Railway
station, are its leading features. The
gradients are easy, and the cui-ved western
branch road from the main route bi-ings the
business part of Ramsgate into immediate
connection with the west cliff and harbour.
Hai-bour-street is crossed by a bridge 20ft.

above the present level, and now frontages
are obtained both to the promenade and to

that street, the latter having shops. Piinces-
street is widened and York-street crossed by
an arch. On the east side two roads diverge
from Club-alley, one leading to Harbour-
street and the olhor to the sands and railway
station ; the custom-house is proposed to be
removed, and Harbour-street to be widened.
No. 2, an alternative scheme, follows

the lino of the Parliamentary deposited plan,

but is obviously inferior in point of con-
venience and in tlie lines of promenade. The
estimated cost of this design is £29,000. In
the design under the motto "Front" the
author, Mr. W. G. Osboi-uo, architect, of

Ramsgate, follows the line of front to the
sea and steers to the west of the Albion Hotel.
The plan shows a viaduct of ornamental
design, girder bridges crossing Harbour-
street and York-street, and a viaduct from
York street to the end of York-terrace. The
gradients are easy, and the steepest is 1 in 25.

One very good feature in this design is that
the frontages are well dealt with, shops and
stores being proposed under York-teiTace
from the Street to Farley-place, thebasements
of the new houses being above the shops. The
author sets back the houses 10ft. from the
viaduct so as to give light to the shops below,
and the elevation exhibited is designed with
taste, the horizontal girders of the viaduct
forming a kind of balcony to the faoade.

Branched approaches are sho^vn to Harbour-
street which is suggested to bo widened at
the Custom House. The estimate is £31,000
Tliese three last mentioned plans have
decided merits, and might, taken with
with one another, suggest the bases of a good
scheme for bridging the chasm between the
clll^, and connecting the town as well
as improving the arcliitcctural effect

towards the sea. "Well Considered" is

almost a daring scheme. It has a front level
viaduct about 51ft. high, starting from
Rose-hill to a point opposite Railway station,
another inland route branching from it to
form an inner loop intended to give easy np
proachcs to the town from both cliffs. The
drawings are cleverly executed in India ink,
and suggest an arcade running along the
Viaduct, and the openings of the latter fiUcd
with residences and shops, the chimneys
passing out through the arcade. The idea

is bolder than desirable, and the strip of

houses between the two roads would not be
a very pleasing arrangement. "A.D. 1ST!),"

adopts a serpentine line of pixjmenade inter-

secting the streets in the centre of to^vn.

The sketch shows a viaduct with sites for

t<MTaces and houses between Princes-street

and Albion-place, and a narrower roadway
connecting the centre streets in the roar.

The Harbour-street level is unaltered, con-
crete arches cari-ying roadway over York-
street. "Percy Britton" adopts a front

drive, the West Cliff is arched in front as in

other cases, there is a bridge over York-
street, the road crossing Harbour-street on
the level. Albion-hill is diverted. Prodigi-
ous both in scale and scheme is the design of
" Viator " No. 2. The plan shows a long
front carriage roads or inclines, with descent
to the Harbour, the gradients being 1 in 30,

and 1 in 22, but no access to centre of to%\Ti.

The cantilever footpaths to widen the road-
way along the cliff are certaiidy ingenious,

but we hesitate to call them desuablo or even
elegant. The face of cliff is relieved by an
arcade of pointed arches with a retaining

wall above. " Progrediendo Prosperi"isa
high-level scheme showing? a parade carried

by arches over York and Harbour-streets,

with inclines as well on each side. In '

' Econ-
omist," the main road is made to skii-t the

basin, while another branch road from centre

of town to the Custom House is indicated

upon the Government survey. We can refer

only in very brief terms to several others

which follow, more or less, the Parliamen-
tary plan. " Non Nobis Solum" exhibits

unnecessary labour in indicating the drain-

age. The road is made to follow the ground-
levels crossing over York-street, and cross-

ing on the level Harbour-street, the rise to

East Cliff, 1 in li-5, being fatal to the plan.
" Cu-cle and Cross" is a high-level road-

way following the line of harbour ; houses
and shops are shown below the viaduct.
" Indicta," also a front retaining-wall and
viaduct scheme, just clears the Royal and
Albion Hotels, with a road crossin'^ Haibour-
street on the level.

'

' Nee Timere nee
timide " is a carefidly-worked-out design
for a semi-viaduct low-level plan, the route

being made to clear Crown Hotel, jjassing

behind the Albion. " Camino " spans the
valley, and shows steps to quay. It is econo-
mical ; the gradients are impi'oved ; the

levels on east and west are unaltered, but
the line of roadway is not easy in cui-vature.
" Veritas Vincit " leaves extreme levels, and,

like the last, bridges the streets in the centre;

but a score of other designs have, for the

sake of meeting existing levels, shown a
variety of ungraceful bonds and right-

angled arrangements that perfectly destroy

thebeauty a marinepromenade should posses s.

Among thebestof thesewenotico '

' Advance,"
" Ajax, " " Respice Fincm, " " Veritas

Vincit," "Fido," " Keep on Terra Firma,"
&c., "Science with Practice," " Tokio,"

"Axtibus ct Armis," "Honor Vertutis

Premiam," "Thorough," "Industry," "Ex-
celsior," " The Link," " Cm-ve Chcmm Pas-
sant," "Via Melior Iter Brevius," "Pro
Bono Publico," ."Silver Streak," "Sphinx,"
"Q. E.D.," "Z.," &c. The Commissioners
arc to be congratulated on having received

such a large numberof designs, many of much
merit ; but we desire to call attention to the

points that appear to us necessary to be kept

in view in coming to a satisfactory final

decision. In the first instance, we hope
Ramsgate will not suffer by the adoption of

a piecemeal scheme or a niggardly regard

to outlay. We think that the plan chosen
should be something moi-e than an affair of

mere engineering; it shoidd consult the

picturesque, or rather the architectural,

feeling in the treatment of the new prome-
nade, by uniting the cliffs in a graceful

manner, and mthout destroying the rocks

themselves, or turning them into high rail-

way embankments or retaining-walls. A

viaduct, always a pleasing feature, might bo
easily made to combine effectively with the
East and West Cliffs. Beyond this, we con-
sider that preference should be given to those
plans that woidd sweep away the hovels in
the centre of Ramsgate, and provide a
frontage promenade AN'ith branch approaches
from the town, those giving easy gradients to
the present streets, bridging over the existing
cliasm in the only possibly dignified manner,
and offering a fa(;ado to the sea worthy of

this favourite Kentish seaside resort.

TEMPORARY BUILDINGS.

THE erection of structures of a temporary
kind, at once light, cheap, and port-

able, is a want that has been strangely
neglected by the architect, notwithstanding
the numerous demands for such a class of

structure and our colonising propensities.

It must be confessed that, in spite of the
necessities of emigration, our large mining
and agricidtui'al population, and our anny
organisation, together with the use of
temporaiy buildings in the shape of mission
houses, churches, schools, and drill sheds,

we have not pi-oduced anything more satis-

factory than wooden and iron buddings of

the most primitive description and unre-
decming ugliness. It seldom seems to have
entered the heads of our utilitarian builders

that considerable impi-ovemcnt might be
attained if they adopted the materials each
country or district afforded, instead of per-

sisting in transporting frames of timber and
matched boards after a set specification

;

and it is surprising to find Government and
other contractors adopting iron for the sides

of buildings, when timber and concrete are

far better and more durable. In the presei.t

article we shall first confine our attention to

the modes of construction usually adopted,
resei-ving for subsequent remarks a few sug-
gestions upon the subject of temporary
erections.

One of the commonest modes of erecting

temporary buildings is that of having up-
rights placed upon brick or masonry founda-
tions at intervals of irora. 12 to lo inches

apart, boarded on one or both sides, and
covered by roofs of the same material.

Framed timbers fiUed in with intermediate

posts of lesser scantling make the most sub-
stantial walls —the framings, in fact, resemble

the framed partitions to houses, with sills,

heads, comers, door -and window posts, and
diagonal braces to throw the strains upon
the solid portions of the foundation. The
lighter uprights afford a fixing to the outer

and inner boarding. Scantlings for the

framing are generally about 4in. by 3in., but,

for the filling-in, uprights 4in. by 2in. are

generally sufficient. These framed sides

seldom exceed 8ft. to 10ft. in height, and the

lower they are kept in reason the better.

The roofs are generally simply framed with

collars, the inside lining of matched boards

being earned round them. As regards

the outer covering to the walls and
roof, weather boarding is that generally

used. This consists of plain boards,

about Jin. thick, laid with a lap joint

horizontally, though other foi-ms of making
the joints are sometimes used, such as re-

bating one edge of evei-y board for the

lower one to fit into. Roofs are generally

of wood, with evci-y alternate board covering

the edges of the lower one, or a lap joint

following the length of the rafters, or other-

wise they are placed close to each other

with a fillet over the joint. The latter

method is frequently used. Slate, zinc, and
corrugatedironarecommoncoverings; but the
best roofs are those that are slated upon felt,

and the least satisfactory roofs the metal-

covered. If we examine one of the emi-

grants' huts or wooden erections adopted by
the War Office, we find it generally a recfc-

angular-shaped hut, divided into two or

thi-ee parts by partitions nmning across it,
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with centre doorways, the midfllc division

having a dopr on the outer side with two
windows made to light the end apartments,
at the same time, the partitions dividing
each window into two. The size of hut is

often about 24ft. by IGft., and 7ft. or 8ft.

high to the eaves. The centre apartment
forms the living-room, and the others the
bedrooms. The framing is of red deal
3in. thick, the floor is of lin. boards,
and the roof and sides of |in. weather
boarding. The roof is often felted. The
houses can bo packed in a small compass,
and cost about £40 to i'yO. Cottages of

larger size, with four or more rooms, and a
lean-to washhouso and pantry, are made in

the same manner ; and rows of cottages
with brick party-walls, each about 22ft.

square, with a kitchen or Hving-room and
two bedrooms, each lift, by 8ft., leading
out of it, arc constructed for labourers and
miners in districts whoro no house accom-
modation can bo found. In South Wales
and in the mining districts this kind of

erection is largely used, the houses being let

to the workmen by the colliery proprietors.
But they are at the best but cold and com-
fortless dwellings, though every precaution
is taken to render them dry and convenient.
A rough rubble wall is built to receive the
sills and joists, the framing is covered with
jin. outside boarding and gin. inside lining.
The outside leceives three coats of oil paint,
and the interior lining is sized, stained, and
varnished. The cost of these cottages vary
from £75 to £100 each, or from £15 to
£20 per square. School-rooms, drill and
mission halls, and churches, besides buildings
erectedfor exhibitions and congress meetings,
are built upon a similar principle, the
framing being about 4in. thick, and the roof
constructed of framed principals or upon
the excellent plan of laminated ribs ; but of
all those it must be said, they are never com-
fortable and always imsatisfactory in appear-
ance, resembUng rather huge i^acking-cases
than buildings for human beings. Anything
more tasteless, comfortless, and forbidding
than the corrugated iron chm-ch of the usual
type it is scarcely possible to find. Churches
and schools of corrugated iron ai-e frequently
to be met with, and temporary buildings of
this class will always be in request in largo
poor and populous districts, where permanent
chiu'ch accommodation cannot be provided.
As a rule they are of the most stereotyped
form and are erected by manufacturing
firms upon jertain illustrated models, at
prices according to size or accommodation.
A church for 400, covered with zinc laid on
rolls, will cost probably between £700 and
£800, though the last figure is nearer the
mark. Its size will bo about 70ft. long by
30ft. wide. The roofs are generally framed
with a collar and iron ties looped up to a
king rod, but the scantlings and details are
of the most meagi'C and mechanical descrip-
tion. The temporary churches to be seen in

the metropolis are disfigurements to the
neighbourhoods they occupy, and are gene-
rally so cold and comfortless inside that it

would surely answer to erect buildings of a
more substantial and sightly character that
would draw larger congi-egations and might
be utihsod for a sunilarpurpose afterthey were
done with, or turned into schools and club
rooms.
In speaking of the temporary church of

the usual type, we have pleasure in drawing
attention to an improved construction. We
refer the reader to a church (All Hallows)
that has been erected iu Orange-street,
Southwark, from the designs of Mr. C. N.
Maclntyre North, of the Borough High-
stroet, the whole of the timber framing of
which is bolted together, so that it can be
taken down and re-crected at a trifling cost.

The dimensions of the church in question arc
74ft. long, and, exclusive of transept, 2()ft.

wide. It is of one span, with recesses or
transeptal projections for the harmonimn

and vestry, and an apsidal end. The roof

has framed principals, with collars and
cm-ved ribs, which rest on inside square
pillars, these latter continuing to the under-
side of piincipal rafters, which they help to

supporl;, and at the same time form lateral

aisle passages. The purlijis are boarded in

squares, then felted and slated. The walls

are of brick, the window-frames are deal,

chamfered, vdth oak sills, and the lights are

glazed with lead glazing. Inside, the board-
ing to roof, and the woodwork generally,

are stained and varnished ;
' the church is

fui-nished with chairs, and seats 280 people,

exclusive of choir, the total oost, including

pulpit, an open, framed screen, seats, and
gastittings, being £694. Externally, Mr.
North has treated the building in a simple,

unpretending manner, a thi'cc-Iight \vindow,

and a small bell-cote bracketed over it, form-
ing: the only features at the west end. We
consider buildings of this class much cheaper
and more profitable than the galvanised iron

and zinc buildings in which nave and aisles,

clerestories, towers and spires, and other

accessories to the penuanont church, are

reproduced with unmeaning completeness

and tasteless detail. Timber-framed struc-

tures, filled in with concrete, or tiled exter-

nally, might bo constructed in a similar

manner to that we have described above.

We have long desired to draw attention to a

few methods by which temporary buildings

may be made more artistic. Wo should be-

gin by aclcnowledging a general principle,

that each locality should fmTiish the materials

necessary where timber is plentiful. We can-

not do better than foUow the type suggested

to us by the earliest dwellers on the "Upper

Indus, whoso dwellings have been so giiiphi-

cally describedbyViollet-le-Duc. Unwrought
timbers packed together and crossed at

the angles, and built on brick or stone

foundations, might be made into excellent

cottages in districts where wood is plentifid,

as skilled labour could be dispensed with

;

the openings for doors and windows could be
roughly framed upon the lower walls, and
the roof could be covered with thatch or tiles,

the walls plastered with stiff clay or mortar.
In places less remote from the appliances of

the skilled carpenter, wrought timbers might
bo substituted for the framework of such
buildings ; the sides may then be filled up
with pise, brick, or stone, or better, with con-
crete, the materials of which are generally
accessible. A species of wattle wall plastered

over, or better, lattice-work, might be admir-
ably used as a skeleton framework for cottage
walls. We have seen capital cottages built

with timber framing fUled iii with concrete,

but we would suggest that blocks of that
material cast in the form of hollow bricks,

might be used for the purpose. These could
be made to interlock with one another.
Perforations in the bricks should be left in-

side to form keys to the plastering, or a
lining of matched boards could be fixed to
the studwork. We think that these materials
combmed woidd funiish a far more comfort-
able dwelling than one of brick or wood only,

whichlatterdwellingsare generallybuilt in the
most flimsy fashion ; the principal considera-
tions in temporary buildings are—walls that
shalloccupy Uttle space, can be easily erected,

and be thoroughly weatherproof. In fact, the
problem of building cheaply and artistically

really resolves itself into finding a substitute
for brick walls, some material that can be
more readily made or transported, and put
together by unskilled labourers. Patented
systems aire, after all, for a time at least, mo
nopolies, and really common-sense and
artistic ingenuity have only to be employed
together, to arrive at satisfactory residts with
the methods and materials readyto om' hands

Captain James O'Hara has been appointed in

spector under the Local Government Board of
Ireland iu the place of Mr. Samuel Horsley, re-
signed.

IMPROVEMENTS IN ST. PAUL'S
CHUECHYARD.

C<ONSrDERABLE alterations are being
'' made roimd St. Paul's Cathedral,

midor the direction of Mr. F. C. Penrose,

which will have the effect of apparently

widening the area round the Cathetfral, and
removing that gloomy, barrier-like soclusive-

ness with which our great metropolitan

church has been so long invested. One of

the greatest of these improvements has been
the loweiing of the raiUng of cast-iron, the

wall that fomierly surrounded the church-

yard having been i-ecently reduced about 18

inches in height. The railing itself is im-

questionably a remarkably fine example of

ironwork of the Queen Anne age, and is well

worth the examination of all who are

interested in workmanship of that period,

though wo suspect there are few who have
really examined it with attention. The up-
rights form columns, with capitals of

Tuscan character moulded below like

balusters ; the standards at the angles,

transepts, and gates are massively grouped
in square and cii-cular form. These
ai-e being carefully replaced njwn the

dwarf wall, the whole of the railiu"; having
been carefully cleaned and repaired where
necessary. In connection with this part of

the alterations, we may observe that the

eastern comers of the churchyard have been
thrown into the road opposite St. Paul's

School, and the railuig made to follow in-

verted curves inwards. On the south side

the improvement is even more apparent
than on the north ; but in addition to the

reduction of tho height of railing, it has
been set back about 6 or 7 feet, thereby giv-

ing a footpath round that crowded thorough-

fare on tho south side leading to Cannon-
street.

On entering the enclosure, wo observe that

the churchyard has been altered in its levels,

and laid out as a garden, with winding

paths, while several groups of shrubs and
trees have been planted on both sides of the

cathedral. Since Mr. Penrose read his inte-

resting paper at the Institute, a report of

which we gave at the time (see pp. 132, 183 of

present vol.), one or two remarkable dis-

coveries have been made. On tho southern

side a further clearing away of soil has re-

vealed tho outer south-east angle of

the cloister, and a portion of the sur-

rounding passage is now cleared and
bared to the pavement, the diagonal squares

of which, of Purbock marble, may bo seen.

The remains of tho buttresses and of wall

shaft bases to the cloister have been
thoroughly exposed, and appear as crisp as

when first executed, in some parts. Tho
responds, with their octagonal bases and
moiUdings of Purbeck marble, are clearly

exhibited, and the plan of the shafts them-
selves can bo made out. These are small

engaged clustered shafts, separated by
hollows. Mr. Penrose has attributed this

work to tho end of the 14th century, though
the character of tho mouldings would seem
to indicate to us a later date. We refer to a
plan we gave, page 183, ante. Excav.ations

carried on at the north-east angle, in

pursuance of the scheme of exploration

of the architect, have been rewarded recently

with a still more impoi-tant discovery, that

of tho foundations of St. Paul'sCross, a result

which Ml'. Penrose never despaired of. The
foundations of this famous cross have
been discovered at the north-east anrie

of the choir, and ai-c paa-tly covered hy
the present building. A plan we have
seen makes the out-to-out dimensions
about 33ft., or those of the circumscribed

square. If we range the line of tho eastern

side of the choir on the outside, that is the

square portion of it, the octagon projects

about 10 to 12ft. eastwards ; but the axis of

tho octagon is not parallel with that of the

cathedral, but slightly divergent westwards.
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This discovery will he hailod as a very im-
j)ortanf link by arcLreologists, connecting as

it does the most memonible period of our
history with later times. St. Paul's Cross

we read of as early as 12a9, in Henry III.'s

reign, as a towni preaching cross ; it was
associated with some memorable occurrences,

as the penance of Jane Shore, Dr. Shawe's
infamous sermon, the fulrainations published
against Luther, but its chief intecBst resides

in the fact that from its pulpit the earlier

Eeformers preached their sermons, and it was
used for preaching till 1643, when it was
demolished by order of Parliament. The
earlier prints of St. Paul's Cross show it as a
small octagonal structure of wood, raised
upon a platform of three stops of the same
form, with a pulpit projecting from one of
its sides. Seats surrounded it. It is proposed
to mark the site of the cross by a pavement,
so as to distinguish its position for all time,
and we heartily commend the idea. The
other j>ortions of the churchyard on the north
side are being laid out with paths. A
fountain of circular shape is to be placed in
the space between the transept and the
eastern extremity of the cathedral, close to
the site of St. Paul's Cross, and the foimda-
tions have already been prepared for this
purpose. These discoveries and improve-
ments.'due to the untiring energy of the Bean
and Chapter and their zealous architect, will
convert St. Paul's churchyard from the
neglected and gloomy condition in which it

has so long remained into an attractive
centre worthy of the edifice. Wo may only
express the wish that a still greater im-
provement, long talked of, wiU some day
supplement these efforts by the setting back
of the property on the north side and the
rebuilding of the frontages, and we are sure
the cost of purchase and compensation would
be quickly defrayed by the larger rents an
improved frontage would acquire. It may
also bo interesting to archa;ological readers
to know that the recent conclusions drawn
by Mr. Penrose from the excavations have
to some extent been modified by recent dis-
closures, and that that gentleman shortly
iopes to solve in a more satisfactory manner
the enigmas recently discussed in his paper
read at the Institute, and to which we have
referred.

HISTORY AND ESTHETICS OF ABCHI-
TECTUEE.—II.

ROMAN architecture. Its development and
characteristics, formed the subject of Mr.

Stathara's second lecture at the Royal Institu-
tion, delivered last Saturday afternoon. The
buildings erected by the Romans were, the
lecturer observed, more interesting from their
historical connection than for their intrinsic
architectural merit, inasmuch as they formed the
great link between the Antique and Mediceval
worlds. From an ajsthetic point Roman archi-
tecture was far inferior to that of the Greeks.
The chief traces of the origin of Roman archi-
tecture were found in the remains of that
mysterious people the Etruscans, of whose art
and life recent explorations had given us some
idea. Amongst Etrascan remains had been dis-
covered some of the same forms that existed in
^Xypt-.^rora whence, perhaps, about 1500 B.C.,
art fashions seem to have spread over the civilised
world. The resemblances between the smaller
Egyptian and Tuscan temples yere indicated by
means of typical ground plans placed side by
side ; each, it was shown, consisted of three com-
partments, with internal pillars. The Etruscan
mode of building was known not only from its

monmocnts but also from the works of Vitruvius,
an architccturnl writer who lived presumably
about the Augnstinian period, and from whose
works wo are able to reconstruct the Tuscan
order with exactness, although not a single
original building remained. In the Tuscan
order miglit be detected an unmistakeable re-
miniscence of wooden architectiu:e. The beam
1 lid upon the columns was very thin, and those
were slender in proportions for a stone construc-
tion, although excellently adapted for use in a
wooden style. Tlie architrave exhibited a

characteristic shallowness, and the order was
almost devoid of ornament. A good example of

revived Tuscan might be seen in the church of

St. Paul, Covent Garden, originally built by Inigo
Jones. Another feature of Etruscan arcliitecture,

which influenced that ofRome to the latest date,

was the occasional employment of the circular

form for temples, the round form usually being
capped by a low conical roof. In some'oases,

too, tombs were built with the false arch open-
ing only found in very early periods of art ; an
opening in which the stones were laid hori-

zontally, but so arranged as to lap over more and
more at each course, and thus form a triangular

head, which had the appearance of an arch while

con^tructionally it was not. In his foi-mer

lecture, he had mentioned that the Corinthian

order woidd bo more correctly regarded as a

Roman than as a Greek order, for it was but
rarely used by Greek architects, its great

development and fullest use being made by those

of Rome. A verj' fine example of the order was
the three colunms still standing in the Forum of

Rome, and now known as the remains of the

Temple of Castor and Pollux, although for ages
they were designated as part of that of Jupiter

Stator. On comparing the order as developed in

Rome with that of Greece a very important
difference was apparent, and one which in prin-

ciple distinguished the art of the two nations in

every featiu'e. This was the larger amount of

surface ornament, and the want of constmctional
application in the volutes. They were by the

Greeks brought under the angles so as to carry

the weight ; whereas the Romans turned them
forwards, where they had no business to be, for

the purpose of display. This want of skill and
tact was also exhibited in the Ionic stj'le. In
Greece Ionic coliunns were only employed
between pilasters, the reason being that they
were intended to he seen from in front, where
the delicate curves of thevolute would appearmost
satisfactory; they woidd seem to add strength

to the abacus, and were highly ornamental. The
Romans used the Ionic colmun at angles and
without pilasters, the consequence being that the

volutes did not present an agi'eeable appearance
when viewed sideways ; they therefore twisted

the volutes obUquely, so as to resemble horns,

with the result of greatly detracting from theu'

beauty and effectiveness. Another difference

between the art of the two nations, in which the
distinct inferiority of the Romans was apparent,

was in their methods of decoration. He should
have mentioned last week that it had been
recently discovered that the Greeks decorated
their principal buildings in colour—not in glaring
primary washes over a broad surface, but in

conventional patterns of repetition, applied
in outline to the marble siirfaces of frieze,

arcldtrave, and other parts of the temples.
This subdued use of polychrome was not vivid

enough for the Romans. They had no idea

of subordination of parts and of decoration,

no conception of the fact that a given ornament
might be worth painting but not worthy of

carving. They had enormous wealth and
wished to display it, and so they cut ornaments
upon their mouldings mechanically and in pro-
fusion. Greek ornament was an architectm-al

intoUectualism ; that of the Romans was executed
to display the means at the command of the
builder. This was easily achieved ; the whole
budding was covered with flabby ornaments,
testifying to a good deal of work, but to voi-y

Httle taste or thought. The Greek artist seemed
to have an intuitive perception of what was
necessary to give a building its highest tendency

;

the Roman desired to put on the building as

much costly ornament as he could. The con-
structional distinction between the arclutecture

of the two countries was the introduction in

Roman work of the arch. The Greek was
exclusively a trabeated style ; the principle on
which its openings were formed was that of

upright stones with a lintel resting upon them.
Since the texture of stone is granular, this was
the very worst mode of employing that material,

as the lintel was subjected in the centre to cross

strain, the force which it could least efiiciently

resist. On the other hand, it was a stable form
of building, for if the stones could bear the
weights resting on them, and were undisturbed,

each trilithon would stand to all time unsupported
by its fellows. The Romans used stone in its

strongest capacity, that of resisting compression,

for their openings, building up the masonry in

the wedge form of an arch. By this means,
wider spaces wore bridged over ; but while the

arch covdd not fall inwards, it had the disadvan-
tage of ever thrusting laterally, and frequently,
from neglect of buttresses and foundations, the
arches spread outwai'ds, and the buildingbecame a
complete ruin. But the Romans, while building
in an arched style, continued to imitate lintel

construction, the simple reason why they did
this being because they were stupid. iVhen
they put up a triumphal arch, as in that of
Septimus Severus, they added to the faces of
the piers columns, and architraves, friezes, and
cornices, and since they foimd that the columns
were supporting nothing, and that the arches did
the duty, they brought out a section of the
superposed architrave, frieze, and cornices over
each column. They did not think about the rea-
sons for their decoration, but regarded an order
as a oheaj) way of getting " art." Tlicy ignored
the fundamental rule m Eesthetics that the ex-
ternal design should be the expression of the
construction. Hence in the Baths of Caracalla
as restored on paper by M. Viollet-lo-Due, there
is a series of great arches enclosing a court,

having a column attached to each pier and above
it an architrave, frieze, and cornice, then a statue

in a niche and another architrave, frieze, and
cornice. If you visit Rome you will find that

all these falsely-applied ornaments have fallen

away, leaving standing the arches, in which you
can see the cavities in which the column, statue,

and horizontal members were fixed. That which
was essential in the construction remains ; the

mere shams have perishol. Still more extra-

ordinary differences between Greek and Roman
architectui'e were in the purposes and dimensions
of their buddings. Greek remains consist almost
eutu-ely of temples, and only one of these was
much larger than an ordinary parish chm'ch.

They ai'c executed in the finest materials, and
are exquisite in workmanship; the architectsseem
to have put up a few ideal buUdings. On turn-

ing to Roman works one sees a complete con-

trast. Their temples were comparatively small,

but they had enormous buildings for pubUc pm--
poses, such as theatres and baths, as well as

aqueducts and other engineering works ; build-

ings of great size and many varieties, but no one
of which would be regai-ded as perfect. The
Greek buildings were but few and of one class,

but these were of imsurpassed beauty. A typical

Roman building was the Colosseum, which was
almost exactly three times the size of the Albert

Hall, and half as high again. It was decorated

with the us'.ial strings of colmnns, pilasters and
orders, pUed one above the other, and these illus-

trated one point wherein the architecture of

Rome excelled that of Greece—viz., in afi'ording

the spectator an adequate impression of the size

of a building. This was accomplished by a mul-
tiplicity of parts of similar scale. If a number
of Greek temples were drawn of a imiform size,

little difference would be found between
those of the same order, except that in the

larger examples subtle refinements of curves

were introduced for optical effect, wMch were

qmte imnecessary in the smaller ones. This

one point was better understood by the Romans.
By using a scries of uniform arches the impres-

sion was at once conveyed that a building was a

great one. Again, the Romans were anxious to

provide for cities ample supplies of water, and

these were conveyed by means of aqueducts

carried by arches across valleys. For these the

columns and other apphed decorations were dis-

carded, and the residt was that these were the

most satisfactory of Roman buildings, as they

alone exhibited a complete correlation between
purpose, plm, and construction. The principle

had its application at the present day.
_
"We were

constantly building in inutation Gothic and bad
Renaissance ; but our engineers, when they were

able to keep their hands from arcliitecture and
simply designed a utilitarian fabric, produced a

genuine and therefore satisfactory building.

Some time before the year 309 a.d. the Emperor
Dioclcsian determined to buUd a palace at

Spalatro, and seems to have employed a clever

architect to design it. It occurred to the archi-

tect that part of the Greek architrave might be

treated as part of the arch, and it therefore

followed the outline of the arch as a mouldiug,

instead of being a distinct line above it, and this

was one of the beginnings of a true arched style.

He had alluded to the circular tombs of the

Etruscans. The form was retained and deve-

loped for these monuments; very interesting

examples being the tomb of Cecilia MeteUa, built

about forty years before Christ, and that of

another at "Tivoli of about the same date,
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erected on an Etniscan site. In the latter

case, a tier of Comp'osite columns surrounded a
Bolic cella, or more properly a vault. In the
Pan;heon tliis circular form was rather developed,
but :he colonnade had entii'ely disappeared, and
in the walls were discharging arches to carry the
weifjht to the most stiiblo part of the foiuidations

;

but carefully concealed, liowover, from view, as if

the builders were ashamed of the constructional
necessities of the fabric. The change of the
Stat of government from Homo to Byzantium
had a lasting effect on the ai-clutecturo as well as
ihe history of Western Eiu-ope. In Byzantium
the dome was gradually developed in character
and importance, and adjuncts of aisles, transepts,
and ai>ses were added to the original cone.
Having a round building, it was easty to add a
•domical roof; with the octagonal foi-m it was
still comparatively easy, the angles being
corbelled over. But a squire building presented
a real difficulty to the architect. The first stop
was to make a strong central ring, resting on the
walls at four points, from which the dome should
spring. The angles were supported by throwing
beneath each a segment of a subsidiary domical
vault, and the thrust of these being adequately
met, a firm basis was afforded for the dome.
Mr. Statliam announced that in his next lectui-e
lie should deal with the development of Byzan-
time into Gothic architecture.

THE ART OF THE ITALIAN EENAIS-
SANCE.

ON Saturday afternoon Dr. Todhunter de-
livered the seventh of his eour.-e of lectures

on the above subject, iu the New Buildings,
Trinity College, Dublin. The hctm-er said that
coming from Michael Angelo, the supreme
sculptor of the Renaissance, to the Venetians,
who in all the qualities of fine painting were its

supreme masters, was Hke descending from lofty
peaks to bask in pleasant meadows, and wander
through enchanted groves. The first painter of
the Venetian colour school to whom he would
refer was Giorgione, whose very name sounded
richly on the ear, and filled tlio eye of the ima-
gination with a vague delight of gorgeous
Venetian colour—that full-toned colour which
glowed with the warm splendour of sunset or of
a twilight soft as that which might fill the
•chambers of some jjalace of the genii, where
the glare was mellowed through amber windows.
But Giorgione was now little more than a name
to conjure up pleasant dreams, a legendary
personage whose works had perished from the
earth to live only in the imaginations of men.
All the frescoes with which he adorned the fronts
of buildings in Venice were utterly gone with the
exception of some very few mouldering fragments
•which still clung to the walls. But the impres-
sion which Giorgione produced upon the men of
his time was shown by the multitude of imitators
of his style. Some twenty painters set them-
selves more or less deliberately to paint pictures,
which were easily mistaken for his. In Giorgione
they saw for the first time a man whoso art was
almost divorced from reUgion, and who frequently
painted subjects which were not even legendary or
mythological, but simply ideal transcripts from
the life around him. The beauty of life and the
interest of everyday incidents were now at length
recognised by the Venetians, and hence the crowd
-which pre.s.sed into the wide field opened by Gior-
gione. The influence of Giorgione was clearly
visible in the works of several painters. With
respect to Titian, he was as manifestly the repre-
sentativeVenetian painterof his day, ashis master,
Giovanni Bellini, was of his. Bom about the year
1477, he seemed to have felt the glory of land-
scape scenery as probably no painter ever did be-
fore. Ho completed that fine treatment of land-
Boape as sometliing more than mere background
which was begun by Bellini and Giorgione. In
1516, when he was tliirty-nine years of age,
Titian was fairly recognised as the groat Venetian
painter. He moved in the most cultivated
society, and was in great request as a painter of
portraits as well as of subject pictures. He lived
to the age of ninety-nine. His long life had not
tho personal and poUtical interest of that of
Michael Angelo. He was tho prosperous,
aristocratic painter of a wealthy city whose
national prosperity was at its height, while its

spiritual decline had begun ; and his art shared
to some extent in that decline. In his works
there did not appear tho same undeniable
advance from first to last as was observable in

Bellini's
;
yet up to his eightieth year he showed

little signs of decline in skill. A picture wliich

ho painted for his own pleasure a few years

before his death was hung up as a model of all

technical excellence in tho studio of Tintoretto.

In the spirit of his works, however, a feverish in-

equality appeared. He became the flatterer of

princes, and painted multitudes of pictures which
pandered to the lower tastes of such men as

Philip II. of Spa'n
;
yet, at the same time, ho occa-

sionally did magnificent things, and at his lowest

was always a great painter. Ilis portraits would
always hold the very highest place, though he
frequently flattered his sitters by ido.ilisation, as

in the case of tho ugly, awkward, and sensual

Philip, whose likeness, ai; put by Titian on can-

vas, won the heart of Mary of England. Titian's
'

' Bacchus and Ariadne '

' was one of the greatest

works of his best period. Any adequate descrip-

tion of it would require poetry rather than plain

prose, suggested, as it was, by a poem of Catullus,

and itself no doubt the origin of Keats' '

' Endy-
mion." It was indeed quite in the spirit of

Keats, classical in the sense in which his work
was classical, steeped in the sunshine of Greek
mythology, yet with a richness of tone which
was es.sentially modem, and which was called

Romantic rather than Greek. Ariadne, abandoned
by Theseus in the island of Naxos, was pourtrayed
as surprised by Bacchus as she stood gazing out
to sea after the retreating sail. Bacchus in his

chariot drawn by leopards, and surroimded by
satyrs, appeared ru.shing out of a forest glade
and flinging himself from his chariot in impas-
sioned pursuit of Ariadne, who turned to fly at

the first surprise of his sudden advent.

SCULPTURE IN GOLD AND IVORY.

AN interesting paper on "Sculpture in Gold
and Ivory" appears in tho Magazine of Art

for May. We have, remarks the author, not so

much as a fragment of any of these wonderful
chryselephantine statues of ancient Greece re-

maining, nor have wo more than scanty notices

of how they were put together, and what they
were like. The general tendency of modern
theories leads to the conclusion that though the
materials of which sculptors make use should be
of fine grain and pui'e whiteness, such as Pentelic
or Parian marble, yet that little reliance is to be
placed on the splendoirr of mere material, and
that the mind shoidd be directed rather to the
deep and imaginative beauty which the artist has
embodied in his sculptui'e. Statues of gold and
ivory are to some extent in contradiction to such
teaching, true as it is when broadly stated. There
were many of these chryselephantine statues in

ancient Greece. The most famous were those of
Zeus (Jupiter), at Olj-mpia, of Heie (Juno), at
Argos, and of Athene (Minerva), at Athens.
Tliey were of colossal size. That of Zeus was
from fifty to sixty feet high, on a pedestal of

twelve feet. That of Athene was perhaps forty
feet (twenty-si.x eubit.s). They have been
described but vaguely by various authors—by
Pausanias, who saw those as well as many others
in the second century of oui- era. Tho faces,

arms, legs, and all uncovered portions of the
limbs were of ivory ; the dresses which hung, in

the case of the Athene, in straight but ample
folds to the feet were of gold, the borders and
edges were highly wTOught. The Zeus sat in a
chair (such, probably, as some seated statues in
the British Museum are provided with) made
with massive square bars and backs ; at the
four supports of which .stood four Victories. In
one hand he held a life-sized Victory, in the
other a tall sceptre suiinountcd by his emblematic
eagle. The sceptre was of various metals ; tho
throne, or chair, was of cedar-wood, inlaid with
ivory, ebony, and precious stones, and had on it

figures and groups in relief. Tlie footstool of
the gud stood on four lion.'?, and the pedestal on
which the whole was raised was covered with
figures in relief.

Tho Athene in the Parthenon was standing.
The face, arms, and feet were of ivory. The
eyes wore of marble, or pietra dnra. On the
head was a helmet, surmounted by a sphinx in
the round, v>-ith griffins on either side in relief.

Contests with centaurs were executed in relief

on her Tyrrhenian sandals. She held a spear in
one hund, and a life-sized Victory, considered a
work of extraordinary beauty, in the other ; and
had a shield and a serpent at her feet belundher.
She wore an a^gis, or breast-plate of gold, on
which was a Medusa's head of gold, replaced,

when Pausanias saw it, by one of ivory. 'Tlio

shield had the battle of the giants on tho inside,

that between tho Greeks and the AmazoM on
the outside; and in this part the portraits of

Pericles and Phoidias himself were ingeniously

introduced. Tliis fact led to a subsequent

accusation of impiety. On tho pedestal was tho

birth of Pandora.

Tho gold on these statues was hammered, and
of no great thickness; said to bo "a line"

—

perhajts as thick as the eighth of an inch. The
throne of Zeus has been already said to have

been of cedar. An olive-wood and cedar frame

was the structure on which the Athene and
other such statues were made up. There remain
on coins vai-ious typical representations of the

Zeus and of the Athene, and there are in the

Museum of Naples, and the Vatican, antique

statues considered to represent them (see " Museo
Borbonico," vol. iv., plate 7, for instance), and
the Pallas of the Villa Albani. A bust of Zeus,

with huge locks of hair, in the Museum of

Naples, is also considered to represent the head of

the colossus at Olympia. AU the great artists

who were contemporaries or pupUs of Phoidias

worked at the ttatucs we have described, or took

special parts, such as the inner and outer sides of

the shield, the sandals, pedestals and so on. Tho
golden drapery of the Athene seems to have been

so laid on that it was movable ; at any rate, the

artist had it taken off and weighed when accused

of peculation. The entire weight of gold was
about forty talents, and the value in our money
was about £120,000 sterling—a great sum in

those days.

The question will naturally be asked, how
such surfaces as a face nearly five feet high—or

in the case of the seated Zeus twice as large

—

the arms, and limbs, could possibly be made of

ivory? 'I?he material was laid on olive-wood,

and was probably glued down with excellent

animal size (in the opinion of Do Quiney,

pegged down to the wood). However large the

teeth at the artists' command, the pieces must
have been joined. The ancients are said to have

been acquainted with methods of softening the

edges and joining together slices or slabs_ of

ivory sometliing in the way in which tortoise-

shell is still joined. Oil was constantly rubbed
or poured over the Zeus to preserve the ivory,

and the vapour of water had a similar effect on
the Athene in the Parthenon. It must be re-

membered also that, in consequence of the im-

mense scale on which these statues were made,

the lines or cracks that might be seen on small

carvings close to the eye would not be generally

perceptible. There remains one more question

regarding these sculptures : was the ivory left

white or painted? We know that tho architec-

ture, probably also the scidpturc, of the Parthe-

non was painted and gilt. Were not most of

the statues of the Greeks painted also? If tho

eyes of the Athene were inlaid in marble, or

lapis-lazuU and other stones, was her face left

without colour? Wo have no definite informa-

tion on this point, but there is some probability

that even the ivoiy may have been treated with

colour laid on with size or wax. Such a treat-

ment would tend to preserve the material, and
we know that these large statues remained

entire in the second century of our era, and
were probably, not taken to jneces till the

fourth.

The example set by the artists of the time of

Plieidias was followed in a number of sacred

places in Greece, and it became a sort of fa.shion

to have such statues in the rich temples of the

Roman dominions. Numbers are said to have
been made in Athens, Corinth, and other wealthy

Greek capitals, for exportation long after the

loss of Greek independence. We must not omit

a notice of an effort, tho only one that can be

mentioned in modem times, to revive

this costly land of sculpture. Tho late

Due do Luyncs had a statue of ivory,

silver, and bronze, a Minerva, made by a

French sculptor, M. Simart. It was exhibited

in Palis in 185.5. It measures nearly 10ft. in

height. The face, nock, arms, and feet are of

Indian ivory, as well as the torso of a small Vic-

tory held in her right hand, and tho Medusa's
head on the .-egis. The spear, shield, helmet,

and serpent are of bronze ; the drapery and tho

icgis, or breast-plate, are of beaten sdver, care-

fully chased with the graver.

Wo have no record of any similar attempt
during the Italian Renaissance, that jieriod so

fruitful, not only in excellent sculpture of bronze
and marble, but in the production of carved ivory,
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I and cpms, in every kind of costly and
prHJoos natcnal. But it nuist bo remembered
that the Italinn Renaiasanoe had bnt few remains

of Orw-k workmannhip as examples for the artists

of the day. The excavations and discoveries then

made were of Roman art. The Konians of the

empire were rich and luxurioos, and employed
Greek artists and workmen, who copied and
Rprodnced in countless qunntitics the famous
-worfca of an earlier period, many of which, no
doubt, were brought to Rome, but were in the
pa—inn of the emperors ; or were given by
tboB as public monumenta to the temples ; or
were «eeted to adorn the forii and other public
p!a«es of the city. A statno of Minerva, for
instance, all of ivory, the work of Endoeus, which
Ind been lonp preserved at Tega^a, was placed
by Ai^mstus in his new fonun. Statues of this
perishable material left uncared for, or exposed
to violence in the troubles which broug-ht the
empire to ruin and disruption, could not be
expected to snrrive. Nor has anything of the
kind been brought up hitherto from the buried
cities of Herculanemn and Pompeii.

It must be oKierved, in conclusion, that it

wvnld be an error to suppose that the excfUcnce
of the art M-as in any way lost in the splendour of
the suKstances used in these statnes. On the
contrary, the great artists contrived to make
thar material set off the grandeur of the general
JeagP. The face and arms of the Zeus—vast
surfaces—and distant portions, such as the hair,
weiB broadly treated ; some of the looks, accord-
ing to Lncian, weighing six mime, valued at
" 300 louis d'or." On the other hand, the bars
of the seat, the sandals, footstool, and pedestal
were covered with small, even minute work, and
finished like jewellery

; golden drapery being
painted or enamelled with flowers. These parts
came close to the eye, and being under cover
could bo examined thoroughly. Such small and
elaborate details in the first place, and then the
Iife-siaed figure of Victory, wonld give some
meaaore of the colossal scale of the rest. Con-
trasts of this kind fill up the idea of completeness
and finish which we so often miss when wo come
near, or close under, pieces of colos.sal sculpture.

It is di«BcuIt for the mind to call up for itself
anything like a graphic vision of glories so
utterly gone, and of which some few of the de-
tails only have been mentioned, bnt mentioned
as matters supposed to bo well knotrn, and not
Uierefore, carefully described. We want Michael
Angelo, Cellini, the jewellers whom he tau<>-ht,nd the minute skill of Japanese metallurgists
to work together in order to give us some just
notion of such perfect art. The great men of
the sixteenth century attempted no such cycles
of sculptured completene-is. We can only findB^e sort of paraUel to them in the great shrines
and churches of the Middle Ages and the six-
teenth century.

AMERICAN LONG-SPAN BRIDGES.*
rpHE most important works necessary for rftil-
J. ways or roods are those which enable them
to cross streams. In America these are almost
the only works which merit attention, for exten-
sive cuttings arc rare, largo embankments are
rarer still, subterranean works are few and of
short length, if we except the Hoosac tunnel, 7
iLilometres long, constructed at the expense of
the State of Massachusetts, to shorten the dis-
tance from Boston to Albany and Buffalo. (This
ttamel was opened for travel iu 187G.) In the
geeater part of the TTnited States good building
rtonois lacking, thus bridges are constructed
only m wood and iron. Wooden bridges, the
only ones known up to about 1840, are not built
now, except as a temporary mea.snre, or when
«ilh.ient capital at first is lacking. This is the
reason why almost aU of the inU-resting bridges

fT*-.";
'^°- .-^o"'"'- notable fact in theUmted Stat^ m that the rivers, if they arefew in number, are, on tho other hand,

very la^e. Their general direction is north
or srmlh, like the Alleghanics, the RockyM^tains or all tho great phvsical fea-«n» Of the American continent. Thus theyeoMUtuto Iwrriers which averted the westernexpsnmoo of colonisation, first at the Ohio, then
rt the Mismsappi, and lastly at the Mi.ssouri.

An^S!^'' u "f^"'^ tliese streams arose.Another diJBculty of the problem came from the

"-^k'iuJ^-x'"!^'"" .*'<"<""'''' J"".'/-.- of a
ij^*

»lAi.B2ieix, Ingemeur en diet de«I'ont« ct

nature of the beds of these rivers, which are

composed in the majority of cases of moving
sand, 10, 20, or 30 metres deep. The difficulties

attending the foundations i-esulted in spacing the

points of supports much farther apart than is

generally the case in Europe.
Iron bridges of large span foiin a truly

original feature iu the public works of the United
States. The constniction of some of these

bridges has cost one million dollars, others two
millions, and the St. Louis bridge cost much
more. Eminent engineers occupy themselves

wholly with iron bridges ; large companies have
made an almost exclusive speciality of their con-

struction. The Keystone and the Phoenixville
of Philadelphia ; the American Bridge Company
of Chicago ; the Delaware Company of New
York, and the one directed by Mr. Pope in

Detroit ; the Watson CompanyatPater8on,N.J.,
besides others.

Table.

1st. fixed spans of tkuss bkidqes.
Spans

in Metres.
In 1862 there were in the United States

(we believe) but 2 long span bridges

;

these were designed by Mr. Albert
Fink ; the spaces were 61 00

Then tlie Monongahela bridge was built . , 79'30

And another on the Ohio at Steubeiivillo. . 97"60

T„ ififio o „tv„™ ti,„ ni.;„ ( at Bellaire 106-75
In 1869 2 others on the Ohio

^ _ Louis^iUe 122-00

In 1871 over the Missouri at St. Charles .. 91-50

In 1871 over the Ohio at Cincinnati 156-00

In 1871 over the Hudson at Poughkeepsio
one was commenced which will have 5

spans of 100-12

2aT>. DEAW BEnXlES—-WITH TWO STXIJIETEIOAL
TEUSSES.

Metres.

T™,~ti, «* *!,„ «««. ( at Chicago 6862Length of the floor
, ^^ Cleveland 99-12

I
at Dubuque 1

Over the Mississijjpi \ at Kansas City . . . . } 109-80

(at Keokuk ) 118-03
From 1873 to 1875 over the Missouri at

Atchison 111-32

3ed. sttspession bkidges.
Metres.

18.55 Niagara Bridge (lower) 2 stories 250-20
1860 Pittsburg Bridge 105-00
— Wheeling Bridge over the Ohio 308-05

1867 Cincinnati Bridge over the Ohio 322-00
1869 Upper Niagara Bridge 386-44

1877 Minneapolis, near St. Anthony, Min . . 205-90
1877 Point Bridge over tho Monongahela, at

Pittsburg 244-00
1877 East River Bridge, under construction 493-00

4Tn. ARCH BBIOOE AT ST. LOmS.
A central arch of 158-60
Two others of 15707

All the large bridges consisting of straight
trusses continue to be built on a system much
better known to-day in Europe than it was in

1870. Tho characteristic features may be stated
as follows :—A chord of channel beams of 3 or 4
metres length, often united by cast-iron boxes,
and another chord of cjebars united by pins are
connected by posts on ties variously combined,
always jointed by pins on the lower chord and
sometimes on the other in such a way that each
member is never subjected to but a single stress,

tension, or compression, of which the maximum
determines the section noceasary to be given to
each piece. This method should conduce to a
reduction of weight and a consequent economy.
But this is not the only advantage. Others may
be found in the small opportunity offered for
rust, the metal following the linos of strains

; in
the opportunity for inspecting and repainting
from time to time ; in the facility of transporta-
tion—each piece isolated having but short length

;

in the small area offered to the -wind by the large
lattices, which also do not retain the snow upon
the floor of the bridge. In fact, the persistent
use of the system in the United States proves
conclusively that it preserves all its merits in the
eyes of Americans. Riveted lattice bridges
are only employed in a limited measuie.
The comparative merits of tho two systems,
which differ essentially in the methods of uniting
the members, is difficult to determine on ac-
count of the lack of comparative data on the
weights of metal employed and tho cost of
labour, as well in tho workshop as in erection.
AVhile tho iron and steel employed in American
bridges is always of a superior quality, the
manufacturci-s in Em-ope where riveted bridges
are made, are far from regarding a rigorous
choice of iron employed in their bridges as

equally necessary. Thcu, again, these bliops
havo not the special tools which allow Americans
to manufacture, so surely and coonomjoally,
pieces of which the types are limited. (These
special tools our worlcsliops could prociuE, but
they do not do so for the reason that they Kould
not have use for them.

Suspension Bridges, invented in America near
the eud of the last centiu-y, have been perfected
during the last thirty ycai-s. By an excelVent
combination of suspended cables aud longitudinal
ti-usscs and ties imitiug the floor to the supports
of tlie bridge ; by the inclination given in pUn
to tho cables «nd the addition of exterior guys

;

lastly, by improvements introduced iu the manu-
facture of and methods of attaching the wire
cables, Americans have succeeded in building
bridges, more expensive without doubt, but per-
fectly substantial, and which have solved
problems unapproachable by all other systems.
Foimdations J)y compressed air, invented in

France in 1841 by M. Triger, and applied ten
years later to the reconstruction of the Eoehester
Bridge, were introduced in America in 1855.
They have been notably applied thcie, on a scale
unknown iu Europe, to the two great bridges at
St. Louis aud New York. Among other differ-
ences one remarks.—1. The inimeuso area of the
caissons (reaching nearly 16 acres in the New
York Bridge) . 2. The substitution of massive tim-
ber work for iron in the caisson of this sameNew
York bridge, where the thickness of the platform-
reached 7 metres. 3. The emplo3Tnent of a
machine called a saud pump in the St. Louis
bridge. 4. The great working depth (33-70m.)
under water which was reached in this
same bridge. 5. Lastly, and above all, the
locatiou of the air chambei-s at the bottoms of
the wells. Attacked on a grand scale fi-om the
end of 1869, the foundations of one of the piers
of the St. Louis bridge were far advanced when
I visited there in September, 1870. I was very
much struck -with the air locks which, instead of
being jilaced above the level of the water aud
removed whenever it became necessary to
lengthen the wells of access to the working
chamber, were established as a fixture in the
chamber itself. The descent was thus made in a
central well in the ordinary atmosphere by
means of a large cage, 3 metres in di ameter. In
tho well a circular staircase was built, wliich later
gave place to an elevator.

Tho descent was thus made to a point 6 feet
below the ceiling of tho caisson, then by a door
on a level with tho air chambers, which was two
meters iu diameter. When the equilibi'ium of
pressure was once established tho outside door
opened itself, and nothing more was to be done
but to jump to the earth from a height of about
0-80m. In air thus strongly compressed it be-
came at least necessary to reduce tho time of
labour to less than an hour. What an advantage
not to be obliged to subtract the time necessary
to ascend and descend a height equivalent to 10
stories of a Parisian house. What relief to the
labourers, generally overcome with fatigue and
reeking with perspiration at the end of their
task. What convenience for the transmission of
orders, for the introduction of tools, in fact, for
all kinds of communioations. Besides the space
necessary for tho compressed air was much re-
duced, and it was no longer necessary to con-
struct the portion of the wall situated above the
chamber of heavy plate iron.

Americans have proved that it is possible to
construct readily bridges of 100 metres and more
of span. In countries where the need is not felt

in a similar degree, one should at least conclude
from these examples that it is best to look twice
before constructing bridges which may impede
navigation and prove obstacles to the flow of
freshets.

As regards river bridges, wo can (at least in
tho present state of the question) retain riveted
lattice bridges and leave to Americans those pin
bridges of large lattice wliioh they have, never-
theless, made so useful. But all nations can
leai-n from America useful lessons on the art of
compressed air foundations.

^m I —

^

The foundation stone of a new Baptist chapel
w,as Laid at Horley, Surrey, on Tuesday week. The
building is situated at the junction oi the London
and Brighton main road and tho Albert-road ; it is

to bo an adaptation of the Early English style, aud
will bo built of red bricks with stoue dressings.
Seats are to bo provided for 300 persons, at a cost
of about £800. Mr. T. R. Hooper, of Redhill, is

the architect, and Mr. H. WaUis, of Lingfiekl, tho
contractor.
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CUE COMMONPLACE COLUMN.
OBANITE : DUEAIJILITY AND USE.

IF file grauite contains much quartz it will be
hird to work ; but unless tho felspiir is of an

infcricr kind it will weather well. Tho potmh
felspar is more liable to decay than tlie lime and
soda felspar (oiujoclase). Mica is a soui-co of

weakiess. If there is an excess of lime, iron,

or soda in the mica or felspar the granite is liable

to ddcay. Working.—The smaller tho grains the

better is tho granite for builtling pui-jjoses, as the

more easily can it be worked. Mr. Wray in his

work on Stone, says, '
' In using granite for

ornamental purposes tho coarser-grained stones

should be placed at a di.stanoo from the eye, the
fii.er gi-ained stones where they can bo easily in-

spected. Without attention to this point very
little better effect is produced than by a stone of

imitorm colour." For plinths, copings, archi-
traves, and public doorways, and for those parts
and stnictures exposed to rough usage or wear
grauite is a valuable material. Por engineering
purjjosos it is a most useful material for bridges,
piers, quay-walls, paving, &c. Tho surface of
gi-anito is entirely destroyed by the effects of fire.

Vurirlics.—The Scotch granites from the neigh-
I>ourhood of Arberdeen are Iiighly esteemed ; the
best known are those fi-om Peterhead, liubislaw,
Stirling Hill, Dalbeattie, Ross of Mull, Keinnay,
Kinsteary, &o. The Devonshire and Cornish
granites have not so good & name. Guernsey
grauite is chiefly used for paving purposes. See
"Notes on Building Construction," Ansted's
"Practical Geology," and om- own articles on
"Architectural Geology."

Granite is a ailicious stone of a highly crystal-
line structure, consisting of grains irregular in
appearance and variable in composition. The
principal ingredients are quartz, felspar, and
mica, combined with hornblende and other
minerals. When the felspar is present in large
and distinct crystals, it is tonned poi-jjhyritio

;

when the mica is replaced by hornblende it is
tei-med .syeuitic granite. The colour of gr.onite—usually red or grey—depends on the ingredient
that predominates ; the prevailing tints—either
white, red, or brown—are due to tho nature of
felspar present. Uses.—The density and hard-
ness of granite render it difficult to dress; its
U8e_ is, therefore, chieily confined to the facing
of important buildiugs, and for bridi,'cs, piers|
aqueducts, docks, &o. Durability, "being the
most imp; rtant consideration, will "depend (1st)
on tho quantity of quartz present iu the stone,
the quartz being imperishable

; {2nd) on the
nature and quantity of felspar; tliis mineral
sometimes decays very rapidly cu exposure,
forming a kind of white clay used in making
porcelain ware

;
(3rd) on the proportion of mica

present, being easily decomposed when present
in large quantities. Iron, when present iu any
quantity, also caiLses stains, &c. When the
crystals of the various minerals are small, hard,
compact, and well diffused, with a bright sur-
face, the stone is usually found to be durable.
Generally speaking, granite shows no planes of
.stratification, and can be worked equally in any
direction. When granite is used for ashlars,
it is niore economical to have it dressed at the
quanies; the stone becomes harder when exposed
to the ail-, therefore easier to dress when freshly
<iuarried. The workmen are more accustomed
to the work. The superfluous material being
cut off, the stone is lighter, sa-ving carriage, its

hardness preventing chipped arrisses when ordi-
nary precautions are taken during removal. The
chief supplies are obtained from Cornwall,
Devon, and Cumberland; Aberdeen and Inverness,
in Scotland ; the Wicklow and Mourne Momi-
taius, in Ireland ; the islands of Guernsey and
Jersey.

"J. D.B. "sends the following notes: Chemical
•composition of ordinary granite is generally as
follows:

—

Silica .. 72-3
Alumina .. l')-3

Allcalies 7-i
Lime, magnesia, and iron ,. .'rO

100.0
This rock consists generally of about 40 per
cent, of filpar, 30 or 40 per cent, of quartz, and
from 10 to 20 per cent, of mica. Specilic gravity
of ordinary granite is 2-60, a cubic foot weighs
lG6-21b., and a cubic yard as nearly as possible
2 tons, about twice weight of cubic yard of coal.
Granite contains about 0'8 ycv cent, of water,
and is still capable of absorbing { more, or about

0'2 per cent. This water is contained in minute
cells in the quartz. In specilicatiou say '

' no rusty

veins," these are of iron, and so rust and leave

crack. On tho Continent granite frequently

appears, St. Petersburg being large'y built of

it ; the largest block at St. Petersburg as

pedestal of Peter the Great's statue 'lO cubic

yards of material. Oninite not decomposed by
acids, and only inipei-fectly and slowly calcinablo

at a great heat. Some say carbonic acid in rain

water decomposes felspar, thus leaving mica and
quartz without any cementing material. China
clay or kaolin said to be decompo.sed granite.

OBA.TES.

A good grate, in which economy of heating is

aimed at, should be shallow in depth, about
9 inches at the bottom, sloped upwards. It

should not be so low as ordinarily seen in some
fa«luonablo patterns, but at least 9 inches from
hearth. Tho principles of construction have not

been discussed witli greater ability than when
Coimt Ruiuford wrote upon the subject, though
nmnerous claimants have appeared. The prin-

ciples then inculcated iu respect to the form of

the sides and back and the use of fire-clay have
been adopted by a score or more of manufacturers
of late years with undoubted results. The ven-
tilating stove is the outcome, but it is unneces-

sary to name the numerous varieties and patents

before the i)ublio, all of which have some form
or other of heating chambers or air flues, either

behind, or at the sides, or both, by which the

ail-, admitted direct from the outside, becomes
heated and is allowed to escape at the sides or

above the grate. We may mention Sylvester's,

Dr. Amott's, the "Galton" stoves as exempli-
fying the principles that have been aimed at by
various makers of grates. Fii-e at both their

backs and sides is universally adopted. A length
of bar equal to 1 inch for every foot of length of

room, and the height i an inch for every toot of

breadth of room, is a usefid approximate i-ule for

size. Tho "Manchester," Messrs. Barnard's,
and other foi-ins of slow-eombustiou stoves

noticed in our pages are recommended. (See

our adveriisement pages.)

GEEEE AUCHITECTrBE.
As to the origin of Greek architecture it un-
doubtedly o^sves much to Egyptian and Asiatic

influences, the earlier types being corrected by
the laws of sesthetics. Gretk architecture passed
through four phases. First, the timber was only
material of construction, whether we accept or
not that " the Doric triglyphs represent the enda
of beams scored with grooves for ornament. " In
the second iihase wood covered with metal was
chieily used. This is undoubtedly of .iVsiatic

origin. Then stone, including brick, tufa, and
granite. And lastly, marble was theii- chief mate-
rial. The three styles in which Greek architectui'e

developeditself aretheDoiic, Ionic, andCorinthiau
(see articles under respective titles) . The Doric is

considered by some to have passed tlii-ough six

phases, the first or proto-Doric dates anterior to

the seventh century B.C., and the last belongs to

the fourth ccntm-y (see metope iu the Sehhemann
col., S. Kensington Museum). The cluef cha-,

racteristic of the Doric order is its proportion,
its massiveness suits it particularly for its object,

the square abacus forming an easy support to

the entablature. If we accept the general law
that an object is most assthetic when best suited
to its end and purpose, the Doric order is then
the most artistic. The Ionic order is chiefly

characteristic of symmetry. The volutes are of

Egyptian (or Assyrian) origin. The Corinthian
order is distinguished by its eurithmv-. The
foUated capital is a development of the Egyptian
lotus capital. If viewed strictly the Corinthian
capital is a breach of the laws of iestheties, for
drooping leaves can never suggest support. It

must be noticed that tho deity to whom tho
temple was dedicated greatly influenced its style

or mode of building. Temples dedicated to
Zeus, and to male deities in general, were heavy,
solid, and plain. Those dedicated to Athene
and other goddesses were light, elegant, and
highly decorated. This is not a passing fancy
or mere sentiment, but an actual fact, which
only requiies careful observation to be veiified.

The afehitectiu-e of Greece was essentially public,
and hence they possessed no domestic architec-
ture (we speali of Greece in her ascendency and
golden age) .

'
' Such was the spirit of patriotism

that tho richest citizens did not endeavour to
exceed others iu the magnificence of their
houses or tables, but cmi}loyed their wealth for
the security aod defence of their country, and iu

,

raising noble buildings and works for tho Bcrvico

of religion, and in honour of public and privsto

virtue.^'—C. F. W.
OBANOE.

"C. F. W." sends tho following notes:—

A

grange, according to Pro.'. Parker, is a farming
establishment, especially such as belonged to a
monastery. From M. Viollet-lo-Doc wo learn
that they were originally built by the monks,
usually within tho prcciDctti of some abbor. They
were very numerous and well-built. Some of
them still remain iu the lie do France, Nor-
mandy, Champagne, Tourraine, dating from tho
rith and succeeding centuries. Their plan is

usually of three parallel lines, divided by two
rows of pillars, which support the heavy frame-
work of the roof. They wore sometimes pro-
tected by watch-towers, and were inhabited by
serving-monks »nd peasants. They then had
certain dwelling-rooms, and here any benighted
traveller could fiud a lodging. By degrees these

granaries or granges were grouped around the
dwellings of the jieasants, and thus became the
origin of hamlets. In times of danger the pea-
sant betook themselves to this inclosure, and
were thus better able to defend themselves.
These monastic granges were often destroyed by
neighbouring rival abbots. These granges .some-

times containetl stables with a vast loft or gi-anary

above. I'here is one of this kind still remainiog
at St. Martin au Bois (Oise).

OKEESH0U3E.
A greenhouse is a house with glazed roof and
sides iu which plants are kept in pots; it is

generally built on the ground floor, either attached
to the house or disconnected. 'The flower-pots
are usually placed on wooden stages in tho centre,

on shelves along the side, or upon the brick casing
the pipes or flues. Greenhouses, unlike hot-houses,
are intended for the plants of climates only a
little wanner thanourown. A temperature of from
ib° to ."iO" only is neoeasary, and this may be
attained by a smoke-flue or hot- water pipe. The
best aspects are south and south-east, the north is

tho worst. The great object in construction

should be to allow the plants to catch the rays
of tho sun, and this may be done by fixing the
shelves so that thi-y may follow the slope of glass

roof. The reader is referred to the works of
Paxton, Loudon, and others for details, also to

our own pages.

CHIPS.
A National Exhibition of Ecclesiastical, Architec-

tural, and Decorative Art will bo held, under dis-

tinguished patronage, at Sw-ansea, iu Octolier next.

The Annual Congress of the Social Science Asso-
ciation, to be held at Manchester, will open on
October 1 and close on October 8.

Mr. Alfred Robinson, Church and Art Pumiture
Manufacturer, has removed from 1 73, High Holborn,
to 54 and 5.5, Bioad-street, Bloomsbury.

On Tuesday week tho new schools erected by tho
West Bromwich School Board were formally
opened. ITieschoolsaud class rooms, withoffices, will

accoininodate 230 boys, 170 girls, and 200 infants.

They are Gothic in stylo. The work has been
successfully carried out by Mr. Henry Smith, of

West Bromwich, from designs of Mr. John Loxton,
architect, Wednesbury, and the cost, including site,

furniture, fittings, &c., will bo between £G,000 and
£7,000.
A new Wesleyan chapel at Stannington was

opened last week. It is cruciform in plan, tho
length being 53ft. and the width 31ft. ; the tran-
septs are 2{jft. wide and 10ft. deep ; the height
from the floor to tho springing of the roof is 18|ft.,

and to tho centre portion 24Jft. It is designed iu
the Romanesque style. Accommodation is provided
for 200 adults and 200 children, and total cost has
been £1,500. The work h.as been carried

out from the plans of Mr. H. W. Lockwood, archi-

tect, of Shefiield.

St. Peter's Church, Pickering, the restoration of
which is nearly comjileted, under tho direction of
Mr. J. S. Crowther, ot Manchester, will bo reopened
on the 10th of Jime.

A new Congregational church at Tunstall is com-
pleted. The building is calculated to scat from 450
to 500 persons, and the cost of the erection when
quite tinishcil will be between £1,400 and £1,500.
W'e may add that the contractor for the erection is

Mr. Yorke, of Tunstall.

Lord Williams's Grammar School at Thame
founded in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, was
opened on tho 1st inst. in new and substantia', school
premises erected from the designs of Mr. William-
son, of Oxford. Messrs. Taylor and Grist, of Bierton,
near Aylesbury, were tho contractors, and Mr.
Burton was the clerk of works.
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CAaLTLX BOUSE. CHELSEA EMBANKMENT.—TWO ITALIAN

TOWBBS.—NEW DIVINITY SCHOOLS, CAUBRIDGE.—BSIDGE

OVER THE aiTER LCNK.—*' BriLDINO NEWS" CLUB DE-

6I0S FOE A COTTACE HOSPITAL.

Our Lithographic Illustrations

CAHLTLE HOUSE, CHELSEA..

This detached mansion, our «ow of which is

reproduced from that in the present R. A.
Exhibition, has been erected on one of the most
interesting sites of the Victoria Embankment,
Chelsea, forming part of a block of west-end
houses recently erected adjoining the Botanical
gardens belonging to the Apothecary's Company,
commanding an extensive view of the Thames,
and being immediately opposite Battersea Park.
The style is " Queen Anne," and the front has
been executed in red brick, with rubbed and
gaug(d mouldings, andcan'cd panels, the back
elevation being in stock work, with red brick
dressings and mouldings. The plan has been
most carefully considered with view to conveni-
ence and comfort, introducing every modem
improvement io ventilation, warming, and pre-
vention of sound, special attention being paid to
the drainage, which has been biid out.sido the
house. The plumbing work has been executed
upon a system found to be the most perfect after
many years' experience and study of tho subject
by the architect. The whole of the waste pipes
are entirely separate from the soil pipes, the
apply of cold water is filtered before leaving the
cistern, and there is a separate supply for the
mpply of the water-closet apparatus. Full
control over the pipes is given by stopcocks in
case of frost. Tlie house is warmed by moans of
coils of hot-water pipes placed in the vestibule,
hall, staircase, lavatories, and the large femerj'
or conitervatory, adjoining the boudoir. Tlie
heat at each coU can be readily regulated by gun-
metal screw valves. These coils arc heated from
a boiler of the most snre and improved make
placed at the base of the back staircase, with the
sercral floor and return pipes traversing the
basement corridors, thus wanning the air, and
enoonraginjf a draft up the back staircase, at the
top of which is fixed one of Hill and Key's
ventilatoTg. Each room, with the exception of

one or two of minor importance, has a separate

ventilating flue, biult between the flues from the

fireplaces, but in no way connected with thero,

and a special vcntUiitiug flue is provided from
the kitchen. The water-closets arc also venti-

lated. A complete system of hot-water supply

is carried out from tho kitchener (which is one of

Hayne's improved projecting closed riiiigo and
hot plate combined) to tho hot clo.sct on the

third floor, -n-ith brauchcs to the two baths,

nursery, scullery, housemaids' closet, lavatories

in bed rooms, with shampooing apparatus,

lavatories on the ground-floor, nnd also to the

butler's pantry. One mot-t important feature iu

the house is an improved liydraulic lift, the first of

its kind erected in England. This has beeu fixed

from the basement to the third floor, acting as a

pac monger or luggagej as well as a dinner lift,

the apparatus of which is perfectly safe, and so

simple that the most inexperienced person can

use it at any speed desii-ed, without the slightest

danger, and the cost of the water for its use is

only about £5 per annum, a constant supply

being laid from the company's main. The
principal staircase is constructed of pitch-pine

from ground to second floor, and a second stair-

case connecting the suites of bedrooms on the

second and third floors, and from the tliird floor

to attics, also a back staircase of ttone from the

basement to the tlurd floors comniunicatiDg with
each lauding. A bUliard-room is formed under
the schoolroom, with a private staircase from the

principal staircase. Iu the rear of the house, a
complete block of stable buildings for the

accommodation of four horse.s, and standing
room for three carriages, with' residence for

coachman, has been erected, the entrance to

which is in Queen-street, but so arranged that

while they form a picturesque object from the

backof house, they donotiu any way interfere with
the clear view over the garden, from which they
are entirely shut off, a private door only being
provided from the garden. The stables are

built upon the most approved plan, and with
the latest improvements in fillings, &c. A
washhouse and hrandry have been fonncd in tho

stable buildings, fitted T^dth large wa.sliing trays,

supplied with hot and cold water, and all

necessary fittings. The laundry is supplied

with a hot closet, and galvanised ii-on drying-
horses, large ironing-stove, with hot-water
apparatus complete. The maDsion has been
carried out from the designs and imder the

superintendence of Mr. A. Croft, Mess-rs.

Gillow, of 176, Oxford-street, being the builders.

TWO IT.,U.IAN T0WEE3.

ViTERBO is a veiy picturesque city, and full of

interesting subjects for sketching. It is cele-

brated for fountains, and there are many external

stone stairs to the houses, of great beauty. It is

a hilly place, and the campanile of S. Giovanni
is down in a hollow, and was sketched from a
place above the church. There is a good
campanile to the Cathedral, somewhat like this

one, but larger. Prato, a small town between
Pistoja and Florence, is best known for the very
fine frescoes in the choir of the Cathedral by
Filippo Lippi ; there are alto some by Agnolo
Gaddi, a good circular pulpit by Eossclino and
Mino da Fiesole, and outside is tho pulpit

with Douatello's dancing children at the angle
of the building. Tho campanile was sketched
from the cloisters of the church to which it is

attached, but I do not know the name of the
church.—P. J. Makvin.

NEW EIVTNinr AXD LITEIUJBT SCHOOLS AT
CAMDEIDGE.

The late Professor Sclwjn foimded a fund for

the erection of a Divinity School at Cambridge,
for which the University purchased a site oppo-
site the front of St. John's College, and having
a considerable frontage towards the ^open space
of ground known as All Saints Chuichyard (the

church had been removed eomc time since).

This site being of more than adequate size for

the DiWnity School, it was decided to erect upon
it certain lecture-rooms for the literary profes-
sors also. Three architects, all graduates of the
University of Cambridge, Mr. A. AV. Blomficld,

Mr. Gilbert Scott, and Mr. Basil Champncys
were invited to send plans in competition,
and the plans of Mr. Champneys were selected.

The contract was undertaken by Mr. J.

Loveday, of Kibworth, near Leicester, for the
sura of rather less than X12,000, exclusive of

fittings. The warming arrangements are by Mr
D. 0. Boyd, of Maddox-street, Eegent-street

Tlie clerk of works is Mr. W. H. Willilms.

The material is red Woolpit bricks, made of a
si^ecial size, to work four courses to 9in. The
stone is Doulting, with Ancaster stone for tho
tracciy and finer work. The building was Com-
menced in May, 1877, and is now nearly tom-
pleted.

EKIDQE AT tTXDEELEY VMUL, WESTHOKLANl.

The accompanying view represents the bridge
recently built over the river Lune, at Underlay,
in the Lunesdalc, the seat of Earl BectivB,

M.P., being part of other extensive improve-
ments on this estate. The bridge is built of lighi-

coloured freestone from Docker Moor, some
portions in red stone from Penrith. It has two
segmental arches of 70£t."span, and rise of 13ft.

Bin., and a land arch of smaller size. The arch

soffits are formed of bold ribs, somewhat in the

style of the ancient bridge at Kirkby Lonsdale.
The wide span of tho arches was almost neces-

sitated to avoid the building of piers in the river,

the bed being merely shifting and loose gravel to

a great depth ; indeed, the building of the single

pier in centre and land pier proved a work of

great risk and expense, the dams and piling being
frequently carried away by the floods. The
elements were most unpropitious throughout,
the river frequently rising l-4ft. or 15ft. in a
day. The work was carried out principally by
Earl Bective's workmen, under the direction of

Mr. P. Leitch, clerk of works, and Mr.
Crittenden ; the centreing by Mr. Geo. Bush, of

Preston. The architects are Messrs. Brade and
Smales, of Kendal.

'
' BULLDING NEWS '

' DESIGNINO CLUB—

•

A COTTAGE HOSPITAL.

'
' Tklvngle in Ciecle '

' is the motto adopted by
the author of the design placed first in the com-
petition among the membera of our Designing
Club for a cottage hospital, and we publish his

drawings tliis week. We have already remarked
upon tliis and the other designs, none of which
can well be considered as really good examples
of hospital placing, though the selected design

has some suggestive points both in the plan and
elevations.

PUBLIC WORKS IN FRANCE.

FRANCE, though she has her shai-e in the
general stagnation of trade, is occupied

with gigantic projects fur public improvements.

M. de Frcycinet, the Minister of Public Works,
has outlined a scheme of railway, canal, and
harbour extension, for 1879, which will cost the

enormous sum of .£16,000,000,000, andwill
probably have legislative sanction for it in its

entirety. One of the main features of the plan,

and that which will consume the greater part of

the vast appropriation, is the extension of the

railroad system of France. The rest of the

money will mainly go to tho construction

of now harbours and the improvement
of the old ones. Another great public work
which is lu-gently demanded by several of the

departments is a canal from Creil-sur-Oise to

Beauvais, Amiens, and Albert, with two im-
portant branches. It is averred that this exten-

sive canal would be of the gi-eatest value to tho

north of France ; and it would certainly be the

most considerable of all navigable French water-

ways, and would have the effect of reducing by
one half the present freight charges from EngUsb
ports to Amiens, Paris, and bejond. A scheme
for the construction of a network of metropolitan

railways in Paris was hardly perfected before M.
de Frcycinet stepped in and claimed the perfected

lines as belonging to the category of lines of

general interest. Their concesssion has therefore

been transferred from the Municipal Council to

the general govci-nment. The cost of their con-

struction is estimated at nearly a million dollars

a mile. The Minister of Public Works has alsO'

obtained the appointment of a supreme commis-

sion on the treatment and utilisation of French

rivers, composed in equal tliirds of legislators,

officials, and manufacturers or agriculturists. It

will consider irrigation, motive power, inunda-

tion, water supply, sewage, and similar questions.

Add to all this his vast project of harbour im-
provement, and we see that M. de Frcycinet has

laid out a scheme of public works for France

which will occupy the Republic for many years

to come, constituting a system of internal im-

provements of extraordinary magnitude, which,

if it is successfiUly completed, will itself make
the new Republic memorable for generations.
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THE SOUTH TRANSEPT OF YORK
CATHEDRAL.

AS tLis beautiful portion of tlio noble catho-
dral of tlio northern archicpiseopato is

occupying our attention, having- for some years
been in the hands of Mr. G. E. Street, K.A., un-
dergoing a thorough restoration, it may not be out
of place to note tliat the Rev. Cauon Raine, of
York, in compilinghis "Lives of tl\c Archbishops
of York," a work of great research, gives some
valuable information respecting this particular
part of the catliedi'al. It appears to liave been
built by Walter do Gray, archbishop 1216 to
1255, a scion of a family whicli in many branches
has acciunulated both wealth and honour, one
that has given great men to England and is still

represented on the roll of Peers. Of the many
scenes enacted in the time of this martyr bishop,
that of his attendance upon King John at
RunnjTncde in connection with the signing of
Magna Charta is conspicuous, as is the influence
he lent towards the passing of the " Cliarta de
Jurista." In connection with the high offices
he held it may be noted ho was at one time Lord
Chancellor, and at another the Regent of the
Kingdom during the king's absence at the wars
in France. One of his acts was the piu-chasing
of a large property in London, whereon he
erected a palace for the northern primates. This
was known untilWolscy'stimeas "York Place,"
from which time it was called Whitehall. As
the work of this great piimate the beautiful
west front of Ripon Cathedral may be mentioned.
With regard to York Cathedral, our author
says: "Gray's noblest work was the erection of
the south transept, in which he was interred.
It is the choicest portion of that glorious temple,
and the Early English style of architecture may
there be seen in the supremacy of its beauty. In
boldness of arrangement and design, and in
richness of decoration, the south transept is
without a peer. How many of those who gaze
with curious and admiring eyes upon arcade and
carving, are ignorant of the piety and merits-
nay, of the very name—of the prelate who called
them into being more than six centuries ago ?

"

As to the exact date of the erection of this
beautiful work, Canon Raine says :—"From the
fact that Gray granted an indulgence for the
church of Y''ork in 1227, and that several other
gifts were made about the same time, it may
reasonably be infen-cd that the building of the
transepts was then going on. That on the south
side must have been completed before 1241, the
year in wliich Gray foimded his chantry at the
altar of St. Michael. Tlie north transept,
which is ascribed to John Romanus, senior, was
probably built shortly before Gray's work. It
is less rich, and probably, therefore, of an earlier
date. Romanus became sub-dean in 1228, and
died in 1256."
The altar of St. Michael hero alluded to was

erected in a chapel formed in one of the bays of
the eastern aisle of this transept, and in this
chapel Archbishop Gray was buried. Professor
Willis, in his "Architectural Hii^tory of York
Cathedral," says :

—"The pier arch under which
the tomb stands is made wider than the others,
apparently to give it importance." This, it is
assumed, was so made that the founder might
rest beneath it.

This celebrated tomb. Illustrations of wliich
have been given in this journal, to use
the words of Canon Raine, "is one of the

his day, that the Archbishop had died under a
sentence of excommunication, and that his body,
therefore, was not laid in sacred earth, but in
the canopy over the pillars. The too curious
antiquary made an incision into the stonework,
and soon found that there was no hollow
within.

r
HOSPITAL PLANNING.

N a recent number of the American Architect
unit lSuiliH)ig News, Mr. M. Carey Lea, of

Philadelphia, comments on the present systems
of hospital planning, and offers a plan, which
is annexed, wherein he has endeavoured to
attack the difficulties of hospital construction in
a new manner. The building has a somewhat
triangular shape, and the wards all face either
south-east or south-west, so that they all receive
ample sunlight, and in summer get all the
breeze that is to be had. The principal staircase
is marked S. In the space marked A are in-
tended to be placed the baths and water-closets
on each stoiy ; also the store-rooms. In the
space B is placed, on the gi-ound-floor, the
kitchen ; on the second floor, the apothecary's
shop ; on the third floor, the operating-room,
for which, with its north light and sky-light, it

is particularly well adapted. " I am aware,"
says Mr. Lea, "that those architects whose
main object it is to produce a showy building
will object to the fact that the face on which the
main staircase opens is not terminated by right
angles. If this objection is insisted upon, it can
be met by sacrificing a ward in the centre of one
of the square sides, and treating that side as the
main front of the building. I have preferred,
however, to draw the plan in the manner that
gives the greatest possible advantage to the
interior. Inspection will show that excellent
ventilation is obtained by the halls, which cross
each other at right angles ; so that in whatever
direction the wind may come, these halls, open-
ing south-east, north, and south-west, must carry
air through the whole building. The triangular
spaces on each side of the main staircase, the
shape of which would be objectionable for wards,
are perfectly well adapted for the uses assigned
to them."

ROYAL BRITISH

most striking memorials of the age in which it
was set up. The Aichbishop, who seems to have
been of small stature and a slight frame, is
stretched out at full length, with his pastoral
staff in his hand, which is thrust into the mouth
of the serjient. The details of the figui-e and its
adjuncts are full of simple elegance. Above the
sleeping prelate, on ten light and graceful
pillars, there towers a magnificent canopy, which
terminates in finialsof the most beautiful design.
Many mil be surprised to leam that these are of
modem workmanship, and that they were
moulded less than a century ago by an Italian
of the name of Bemasconi, a sculptor of great
merit. I cannot bestow too high praise on what
he has done, for he seems to have been imbued
with the true spirit of Christian art. Ho has
crowned each finial with two thrushes in full
song, wrought with exquisite skill, and resting
upon woolpacks. These finials are, it may be
noted, of plaster." In "Drake's Eboracimi"
(427) there is an engraWiig of the tomb before
Bemasconi meddled with it ; and this author
mentions a'cuiious story which was believed in

INSTITUTE OF
ARCHITECTS.

THE annual general meeting of the Institute
was held on Monday evening, Mr. Charles

Barry, F.S.A., President, in the chair. The
secretary read a letter from Mr. S. W. Kershaw,
M.A., stating that in consequence of the increase
of his duties at Lambeth Palace Library, he
felt it necessary to tender his resignation as
librarian of the Institute, an office he had held
for eleven years, and which he relinquished with
great regret. Mr. Octavius Hansard proposed
a vote of thanks to Mr. Kershaw for his
lengthened and valuable services, and referred to
his assistance in the enlargement and rearrange-
ment of the library. The motion was seconded
by Mr. Joseph Clarke, and supported by Mr.
Wyatt Papworth and Professor Donaldson, the
last-named speaker observing that Mr. Kershaw,
though not an architect, had largely acquainted
himself with architectural literature, and had
discharged his duties at the Institute in an ad-
mirable manner. Mr. Kershaw briefly responded,
acknowledging the compliment paid him.
In reference to the forthcoming International

Exhibitions to be held at Sydney and Melbourne,
the Pkesident read a letter from the Prince of
Wales, dated April 21st, in which His Royal
Highness, as President of the Royal Commission
for the Australian Exliibitions, requested the
members to lend their assistance in promoting
the success of these exhibitions, and asked the
President of the Institute to bring under their
notice as soon as pos.sible the desirability of
securing such an exhibition of drawings as will

maintain the reputation of British Art at thexe
exhibitions, where the artists of Italy, Franco,
Germany, and Belgium will_ bo well and largely
represented. The exhibition at Sydney will bo
opened on September 1st next, and all objects
intended for it should bo despatched not later
than the first week in June. It is proposed
that at the close of the Exhibition in Sydney, the
drawings should bo transmitted to Melbourne for
the Exhibition which is to be held therein the fol-
lowing year. The Peesidknt said that as only three
orfour weeks remained in which to prepare for this
exhibition, it was hardly practicable to apjjoint
an executive committee ; the council would,
therefore, exercise their functions in this matter.
The machinery which was in use for the Paris
Exhibition would still bo available ; the draw-
ings intended for the Paris Exhibitions could be
received at South Kensington as before; that
the Commissioners of the New South Wales
Government undertook the cost of collecting, and
packing in cases lined v/ith zinc, the exhibits ;

while the Commissioners appointed in London
would effect insurances to cover all risks from.
the time the pictures were obtained till the time
they were returned. It was further proposed
that the drawings, after they had been exhibited
at Sydney, should be sent on to Melbourne under
arrangements of precisely the same character.
In a conversation which he had on the subject
with the Prince of Wales the other day, His
Royal Highness intimated that the architectural
works sent to Paris, together with others that
might be produced, would in his opinion be
suitable for exhibition in Australia—for as very
few Australians were able to go to Paris, they
would be new to them, and might satisfactorily
be exhibited as illustrations of British art.

The Peesident read a special report, prepared
by the Council, as to the Premises Improvement
Scheme. It recounted the proceedings taken by
them, the appointment of Mr. C. J. Phipps as
paid architect, and the various plans made by
that gentleman in order to meet the require-
ments of the members, especially in the matters
of improved lighting, ventilation, and access to
the meeting-room, increased library accommo-
dation both for books and readers, better office,

tea-room, and lavatory arrangements. The
plans were considered more expensive than
could be warranted by the present financial
resources of the Institute, and it was deemed
necessary to confine the operations to such im-
provements as the premises at present occupied
by the Institute are capable of within themselves.
The Council, therefore, were prepared to recom-
mend as follows :—1st. To retain the present
meeting-room, but to obtain better daylight by
greatly enlarging the windows ; better ventila-
tion to it, for evening meetings, by the construc-
tion of an efficient extracting shaft ; and to alter
the seats, and provide tables, &c. , so as to afford
good accommodation for readers at all times,
except during the twelve or fifteen nights a year
when it is used for sessional meetings, when the
benches could readily and quickly be arranged
for that purpose. 2nd. To construct a broad
new staircase without winders, and secure
a private entrance to the Institute rooms,
so as to make them self-contained. 3rd. To
form a separate outer office for clerks, in-
stead of the Council-room being the only room
for the secretary and the clerks, as is now the
case,—an arrangement ob\'iously of the greatest
inconvenience. 4tli. To obtain better and larger
lavatory accommodation. 5th. To obtain for the
nights of meeting a more commodious tea-room
and cloak-room. Plans were subbmitted to the
meeting embracing these object.'*, and which, it

was estimated, might be executed for about
.£1,200; while a further .£800 would suffice for
the nev/ and increased fittings, extra furniture,
&c., or a total of £2,000. The Council had
therefore negotiated (subject to the approval of
the general body) a new lease for 79 years from
the Architectural Union Company at an increased
rental of £100 a year.
After some discussion, Mr. Edwaed I'Anson

suggested that the meeting should express an
opinion as to the desirability of carrjing out the
large or the small scheme sketched in the report
read by the President, and it was resolved :

—

"That it is not at present expedient to appro-
priate the upper rooms of the building (9,
Conduit-street, W.), but that it be referred back
to the Coimcil to re-arrange the entrance, the
staircase, and the first-floor rooms in the best
maimer which can be devised, and to carry the
same into effect."
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Iha Hos. SKCRETiET called attention to the

inexpediencT of binding the Council uot to take

anr portion' of the upper floors with a view to

imiuoviug tho vi'iuihition of the moctius-i'oo™.

and it wns ultimately rcsolTed:—"That the

Oooncil be not restricteil to avoid any interfer-

«aoe with the upper floors, but that, if an
additional area can be there obtained of moderate
«Ktpnt, they huve power to negotiate for the

auae with a view to improve the ventilation, and
make the re^juired arrang^menta relating thereto

with the Architectural Union Company; and
{mther, that the Council be empowered to sur-

render the pi«8eut lease of the premises, and to

nak* the necessary arrangements for executing
a new lease with the ^Vrchitectural Union
Company."
The Report of the Coimcil for the official year,

1878-79, having, according to procedcut, boon
taken as read, was received, and a long discussion

fbUowed in which Messrs. C. F. Hay-ward, T.
BlashiU, C. H. Cooke, G. E. Street, Joseph
CJatke, W. Papworth, and C. L. Eastlake took
part. The Heport, 1879, and tho Balance-
sheets, 1S78, were then adopted.
The following gentlemen were elected to tho

idBoes of President, Vice-Presidents, Secretaries,

and other Members of Council, for the year
tominatiog on the first Monday in Mav, 1880 :

—President, 'Jolm 'SVliichcord, F.S.A."; Vice-
Flesidents, Thomas Hayter Lewis, F.S.A. ;

Horace Jone.", and Edward Middleton Barry,
K.A. ; John Macvicar Anderson, Arthur William
Blomfield, M.A., David Brandon, F.S.A.,
Arthur Catcs, Ewan Christian, Joseph ( lai-ke,

F.S.A., Henry Currey, Jolm Gibson, Octavius
Hansard, John Honeyman (Glasgow), Edward
rAn.«on, F.G.S., John Loughlwrough Pearson,
A.K.A., F.S.A., George Vulliamy, Alfred
Waterboose, A.R.A., and Thoma.s Wortliington
^lanchester) ; Honorary Secretary, Thomas
Henry Wyatt, F.S.A. ; Secretary, William
Henry White. The above form the Council.
Sir Walter Ilocklift'e Farquhar, Bart, was re-
elected Treasurer, M. Frederic Ouvry, as
Solicitor, and Messrs. W. A. Boulnois andF. T.
Dollman, were elected Auditors.
The following gentlemen were elected to servo

on the Board of Examiners (appointed xmder the
MetropoUtan Building Act,' 18 and 19 Vict.,
c. 122, 8. xxxiii.) for the year of office 1879-80 :

George Aitchison, Francis Chambers, Charles
Fowler, Charles Forster Hayward, Edward
I'Anson, Joseph Jennings, Robert Kerr, James
Thomas Knowlcs, Joseph Douglass Mathews,
Henry Parsons, Frederick William Porter,
Thomas Roger Smith, Sancton Wood. Votes
of thanks were passed to the retiring president,
and to the council, the treasurer, the solicitor,
and outgoing auditors (who were re-elected),
for their ser\-ices during the past three years.
A special general meeting was held at the

dose of the annual meeting, Mr. C. Barry, Past
President, in the chair, when the By-law (1)
referring to the Declaration required to be signed
by an Honorary .iVssociate was amended, thus:—"Honorary Associates shall be persons, vol
/oUotciny the profetaion ofan architect, bal interested
i» the study of architecture, who, by their connec-
tion with art or science, are qualified to concur
with architects in the advancement of profes-
sional knowledge, and who are unconnected with
any branch of building as a trade or business."

THE AimQUITT OF ENGINEEEING.

ra pa{>cr read recently before tho Engineers'
Club of Pliiladelphia, Mr. George Bumham,

jnn., remarked that modem research has de-
veloped the fact that nearly all the materials (in

a very wide scn?e of the word) of modem civil-

isation originated in antiquity ; the peculiar
province of our time being to ring the changes
of variety upon these elements and give them an
immense diffusion. The aneients originated
nearly all the typical forms we now employ.
They were acquainted with the constructive uses
of wood ; carried stone construction to a point
that wo have never since reached, and probably
never shall; their 4ri<;i-work dates from the
very earliest times, and they constructed canals
and aqueducts for irrigation, water supply, and
Inland navigation, a» well as elaborate drainage
mtems, long before thtir civilisation culminated.
"nie Cbsldiean structures dating from 2200 to
1.500 B.C., were built of small sun-dried bricks,
laid in bitumen, and faced with kLLn-djicd bricks

stamped with the name of the king. These tem-
ples werebuiltonelevated platformsof beaten clay,
in some inatances cased with massive walls

of stone, the object being to raise them above
the level of the pbiin for architectiual effect and
to avoid inundation. A brick burial-vault at

Mugheir exliibits a nidunentary arch. The
vault is 7ft. long, .5ft. high, and 3ft. 7iu. wide.

Tile sides slope gently outward luitil the spring-

ing line is reached, when tho successive couraes

ai-e pushed towards each other imtil they meet
at the top. Similar arches are found in early

Greek work at Phigalsea, Messenc, and other

places.

The old notion that the round arch was of

Roman and the pointed arch of Gothic origin

hps been dissipated by the spade of the archieolo-

gist. Both of these varieties were fouud in

Assyrian work. They are usually of brick, and
occur in underground coustructiun, as drains

and vaidts. The brick arch existed in Egypt as

early as 1540 B.C., and a stone arch lias been
found dating from GOO B.C.

The masonry of the past is, of com-se, identical

with oiu-8, since wo have simply adopted the

methods of the ancients. Wo find in Efrj-pt and
Western Asia smooth and rock-faced ashlar,

rubble, and irregiUar range wi>rk, crfseutially

like that of to-day. The Assyrian and
Egyptian bas-reliefs indicate their methods of

moving heavy masses. Sledges were used,

drawn by large bodies of men. Rollers were
placed under the sledge, and tho piece was care-

fully '
' guyed '

' by parties of men with appro-
priate ropes and pi-ops. The Roman military

roads crossed mountains and valleys without
regard to tho natm'e of the ground ; tunnels,

open cuts, embnnkments, and bridges frequently

occurring. Place cross-ties and steel rails upon
a Roman road, and suppose the grade not too

steep, and the points of approach and divergence
of modern and ancient engineering are at once
apparent. Substantially tho substructure was
the same as that of a modem raUroad ; but in

place of the pedestrian or the o.K-tfciini we have
the locomotive, with its " fast express '

' or

heavily-laden freight train.

THE YORKSHIRE FINE ART AND
INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.

THE Y'ork.shiro Fine Art and Industrial
Exhibition was formally opened on Wed-

nesday, at York. The plans and specifications

of the building have been jjrepaied by Mr. E.
Taylor (the archi;ect of the ExJiibitiou Building
of 1866), and the foundation-stouo was laid on
tho 22nd April, 1878. The building consists of

two portions ; the first a stone and brick erection,
containing on tlie groimd floor a spacious
vestibule opening into a central lecture or concert
haU, 98ft. by 38ft. On either side of this hall
there is a suite of rooms specially arranged for
the exhibition of works of art, being lighted
from the roof. This double suite of rooms gives
about 200ft. by 30ft. available for hanging
paintings, &o. Ascending a wide staiixase of

slone the principal pictm-e gallery (which is over
the vestibule, &c.) is reached. Tliis is a noble
room of 100ft. long by 30ft. wide, and is at the
present moment filled by the finest collection of

paintings that has been seen in York. It is

hoped that in this gallery there may ultimately
be placed a permanent collection of works of
art, the property of tho city, which sliall give to
the Yorkshire ail; student some of tho advantages
of the Metropolis. The Great Hall.—This is 20Ult.

long and OUft. wide, having gallerie.-i rmmiug
down each side 20ft. wide. In tho gallei-y at the
extreme end, and above tho spacious orcliestra,

is the organ purchastd by the committee. The
floor of the great hall and its galleries are filled

with a display of manufactured goods, embracing
almost all departments of trade, the exhibits in the
furniture and furnishing departments being spe-
cially important. To the west of the great hall is

the machinery annex, covering an area of about
25,000 square feet, and glazed by Mr. T. W.
UelliwoU, of Brighouse, with about 11,000ft. of
his patent system of roofing. In tliis many very
interesting manufacttues and processes are
going forward, tlio motive power being a
powerful stcam-cngino, and one of Crossley's
" Otto" gas-engines. Adjoining the great hall
on the eastern side is a spacious lectuie-room,
where from time to time exhibitions of views by
the lime light and the chromatic fountain wiU

take place. Tho total cost of the building will

exceed £21,000.

COMPETITIONS.
Ipswich.—Mr. Charles Barry has been re-

quested to report upon the twenty-two jdaus sub-
mitted in competition for the new i)ost-ofiice and
public buildings at Ipswich.

PAELIAHENTAEY NOTES.
Leadenuall-maeket and Ijipkovement Bill.

—Tho Select Committee appointed by the House
of Commons to inquire into the merits of this

Bill assembled for the first time on Tuesday

;

Lord Heniy Ltnnox in the chair, the other

members of the committee being Mr. Dundas,
Mr. Cotes, and Mr. Fremantle.—Mr. O'Hara,
who appeared with Sir Edmund Beckett, Q.C.,
and Mr. Digby, opened the case for the pro-

moters of the Bill in the ab.seuce of lus leader.

He pointed out that the Bill was for the aboli-

tion of the present Leadenhall-maikct, for the

improvement of its site and neighbourhood, for

the formation of new streets, and for the estab-

lishment of a new market. The market was one
of great antiquity, having been always the pro-

perty of the Corjioration, and had been under the

control of tho Markets Committee of the Cor-
poration. He i>ointed out that in 1871 an Act
was passed which empowered the Corporation

to enlarge the i»ultry market, but for several

reasons it was dosiralile that that Act should

now be repealed in favour of tho present Bill.

The proposal of the Corporation now was to make
a new market, which should give a space con-

siderably larger than the present market, and
which should be a gi-eat improvement, from a

sanitary point of view, upon some part of the

site which it was proposed to take, although

they did not wish to be tied down as to tho exact

mode in which the mai'ket should be built. The
market expenses would be paid by the Corpora-

tion out of their own revenue, and for that they

did not require the consent of Parliament. Mr.
Shaw, Chairman of the City Lands Committee of

the Corporation, was examined in support of the

project. The Committee adjourned.

LoNDON-BEiDGE BiLL.—The Solcct Coiiiiuittoe

of the House of Commons appointed to inquire

into the merits of this BiU, for the widening of

London-bridge and its approaches, assembled on

Tuesday, Lord Henry Lennox in the chair ; but

upon the Bill being called on there was no ap-

pearance, and it was understood that the oppo-

sition to the Bill in its present stage had been

withdrawn. It will, therefore, come before Mr.
Raikes, Chairman of Ways and Means, as an

unojiposed measure.

Artisans' DwellingsAct (1868) Extension Bill.

—Mr. M'CullaghTorrens on Wednesday moved
the second reading of the Artisans' Dwellings Act

(1868) Extension Bill. Its object is to amend
that Act, mainly by restoring to it the compen-
sation clauses, the omission of which by tho

Lords has made it entirely inoperative. Mr.

Isaac, who had given notice of his intention to

move the rejection of the BUI, witiidi-cw his

amendment on the understanding that amend-

ments would bo introduced in Committee, and

Sir H.Selwin-Ibbetson signified that the Govern-

ment would assent to the second reading, though

they were of opinion that the clauses would

require careful consideration in committee. Sir

M. Ridley said the Home Secretary heartily

approved the Bill, and wished it to be known
that within three years all the sites cleared in

the metropolis would be covered by artisans'

dwellings. Mr. Goldney, Sir J. M'Garel-Hogg,
Sir S. Waterlow, and Mr. Marten spoke in favour

of the Bill. Mr. Bruen approved its extension

to Ireland, and Sir J. Kay-Shuttleworth ex-

pressed a hope that something in tliis du-ection

would be speedily done for the small towns and

rural districts, and tho Bill was read a second

time.

The Church of St. Peter, Great Totham, near

Maldon, Essex, was reopened on Thursday, tho 1st

instant, after restoration at a cost of £2,000.

Among tho special features beyond repairs may be

noted a now pulpit of open oak on stono base,

chancel fittings in oak, and now font. In the

chancel a south window has been tilled by a fitjiire

of St. I'etor in stained glass. The two cracked bells

in the tower have been replaced by a jieal of six

now ones, cast by Messrs. Warner and Sons at a cost

of £300.
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Builbins 51nttllt3tuct

BAWuuEon, NoEFOLK.—TliG reetoration of this

parish church has been parti;{lly carried out from
the designs of Mr. Ewan Christian. A new
open-timber roof of Memol Hr, covered with
Staffordsliire tilce, and witli a stone-crested
ridge, has been jjhiced over the chancel, and a new
utono coping and cross added to east gable ; all

the stonework repaired. The internal face to the
chancel walls has been stuccoed, and the floor has
been laid with Minton's encaustic tiles ; a new
door and carved benche.s, all in oak, erected. One
of the small windows on south side has been
glazed with painted quarries ; the other three
windows and the large one at cast end have been
filled with tinted cathedral clas?. The porch has
been re-roofed with stained open timber and
repaired. The much dilapidated floor of the
nave has been taken up, the surface concreted
and relaid, and the monumental slabs and brasses
replaced. Tlie contractors were Messrs. Cornish
and Gayner, of North Walsham.

Belfast.—The new buildings for the General
Assembly's College at Belfast are steadily pro-
gressing towards completion. They consist of a
chapel, president's house, two dwelling-houses
for professors, and an addition to the students'
chambers. The outside walls of these buildings
are being built of cut stone from the Scrabo
quanies, with a moderate amoimt of carved
work at windows and doors. As to the elevation,
it has been designed to bo in keeping with the
present building, the main lines of string-courses
and cornices of the present building being
carried round the new portion. The addition to
the students' chambers is at the end of the pre-
sent building, to which it is similar. Accommo-
dation for twelve additional students will thus be
pro^aded. The two houses for the professors arc
not being built in the college groimds, but are
closely adjoining, and have all the necessaiy
accommodation for a family. They are semi-
detached, and are built with red brick, with
terra-cotta and cut stone sti-ing-courses. Mr.
Lanyon is the architect, and Messrs. John Lowry
and Son the contractors. The buildings, which
will cost about £10,000, wOl be completed about
the end of the present year.

BrRMixoHAM.—The ornamentation of the new
Council Chamber has been completed by the
erection of a Riga oak screen in the recess at the
back of the Mayor's chair. Tlie screen is in
five panelled compartments, divided by coupled
pilasters, having richly carved floriated capitals.
Each compartment is subdivided into a series of
nine panels, with the exception of the centre,
which has only one panel, and has on each side
circular columns. The panels are filled with
Italian walnut, carved in fruit and flowers, with
birds and snakes. The centre compartment,
projecting .3ft., forms a sort of canopy for the
Mayor's chair, and upon the panel are carved an
hoiirglass, .jurmounted by the motto, "Tempus
fugit." The pilasters support a cove filled with
green stamped leather, and having ornamental
brackets carrying the projecting gallery front,
the pilasters of which correspond with those of
the screen. The central portion is raised and is

circular in form, the ai-ms of the borough being
set in a laurel wreath of Italian walnut. In the
centre the screen is 1 "ft. high, and tlie width is
26ft. _The Italian walnut used for the carved
panel is cut from the largest log which has ever
been imported, and was brought to this country
twenty-five years ago. The wood is very hard,
and the carving is well executed. The makers
are messrs. Collier and Plucknett, of Warwick,
who also furnished the Council Chamber, the
the designs being supplied by the architect of
the building, Mr. Yeoville Thomason.

CiiEi-SEA.—St. Mary's Roman Catholic Church,
Cadogan-street, Chel.«ea, was opened on Thurs-
day week. Externally of a plain character, in
the Early English style, the new church consists
of a nave and aisles, chancels, throe side chapels,
a porch, and baptistry. It has a great western
doorway over which are four lofty lancet win-
dows of equal length, giving the principal light
to the church

; but tlie ordinary entrance will
be from a side doorway on the north side,
opening into a spacious poreh taken off from the
aisle. Opposite this porch is the baptistiy, a
distinct gabled erection at one end of the south
aisle and opening into the church by a double
archway. The interior of the church is 115ft.

long by 57ft. wide ; the nave is 82ft. by 27ft.,

the chancel Soft, by 24ft., and the aisles 15ft.

wide. The roof is a plain wooden ban-el vault of

cream tint, slightly iiainted, relieved by moulded
ribs (or pi-incipals) and rafters painted of a
bluish green. The chancel roof is varied by
being composed of a seriesof cants, the springing
ones being stilted. The church is built of white
stocks, with stone dressings, while Hopton Wood
and Corsham Down stone has been used in the
interior, and the chancel is completely faced with
ashlar of this material. The architect is Mr. J.

F. Bentley, of John-street, Adelphi, and the

works have been carried out by Messrs. Braid

;

Mr. Spooner being the clerk of the works under
the architect. The important frontage of church,
convent of OurLady of Mercy, house for Christian
Brothers, and extensive school for boys and girls,

with the alm.shouses, occupy a space of 350ft.,,

and are nearly opposite the mansions now being
erected on the Hans Estate. We fully described
the church, which is undoubtedly one of the most
successful erections of its Mad, in the Building
News of Feb. H, p. 168.

City of London.—The Church of St. Katha-
rine Cree was reopened on Sunday, after internal
restoration, carried out at a cost of £3,500. The
pews have been cut down from the old "omni-
bus '

' foi-m into low, open benches. A largo un-
sightly partition has been removed from the
western entrance, giving additional space witliin
the church. The old windows have been taken
out, with the exception of a memorial one above
the Commimion-table and one in the south-
eastern clerestory, and have been replaced by
others of simple pattern in double -gleized to ex-
clude noise. The stove, with its huge chimneys,
which disfigured the south-western windows,
has been disestablished, the warming being now
effected by a modern heating apparatus. The
south-eastern pier has been rebuilt, and all de-
cayed timbers cut away and replaced. The
whole interior has been decorated in colour. The
ceiling is in pale grey, with rings of buff colour,
picked out with vermilion and gilding ; in panels
are the arms of the sixteen leading livery com-
panies, emblazoned in their proper colours ; the
cost of tlds portion'of the work has been defrayed
by the several companies interested. The walls
are of a dull chocolate tint, and the cohunns have
been cleansed and left in the natural colour of
the stone. The architect is Mr. R. P. Notley,
of Gracechurch-street, E.G. ; and the buUder,
Mr. E. T. Prebble, of CamberweO.

DoNNECOTON.—The parish church of Donning-
ton, near Albrightou, was reopened on Tuesday
week, after partial restoration, under the direc-
tion of Mr. Norton, Mr. Martin, of Hereford,
being the builder. The work was begim in
June, 1878, but some delay was caused by its

being decided to substitute local grey and red
stone for Bath stone in the work. As the work
progressed it was foimd that the roof of the
nave was in such a bad state of repaii- that its

removal had to be added to the work begun.
The crowning difliculty which the rector and the
restoration committee had to contend with was
the fall, or rather total collapse, of the tower,
which took place on the 25th March last. The
tower had been an anxiety all along, being con-
siderably out of perpendicular before the work of
restoration was begun, iron cramps having been
used to hold it together for many years past.
When the west wall of the chui-ch, which was
also the east wall of the tower, came to be over-
hauled in the course of the work, it was found
to consist of rubble, and to be in a very dilapi-
dated state, requiring to be rebuilt, the top of the
tower having to bo propped up. On the 2oth of
March a new lancet window was about to be put
in on the south side of the tower, when, without
any warning, except a few showers of sand and
rubble, it collapsed, and lay aheap of ruins, with
its roof of wood and felt lying on the toi>—

a

shapele.ss mass of sand, rubble, and small stones,
the larger stones belonging to the upper jiart.

The lower part of the tower was evidently weak
and badly built, and was undoubtedly crushed
by the upper part.

Eaeley.—St. Bartholomew's Church, Earley,
was consecrated on Wednesday week. It has
been erected from the designs of Mr. Water-
hou-ie, A.R.A., by Messrs. Stephens and Baston,
buQders, Bristol ; Mr. F. W. Barr being clerk
of the works, and Mr. W. Young foreman. The
church as at present built consists of nave and
north and south aisles, and will scat COO persons.
The materials used arc rod and grey brick,

with open roof and other timbers of unvar-
nished pitch-pine. The columns of the arches
separating the nave from the aisles are of
granite, with Doulting stone cai>itals and baaeg.
The total cost of the church as now built is

£3,000, including extras ; but to really complete
the building, a chancel, porch, and vestry will
be needed, at an estimated outlay of £3,000.

GuiLDroED.—A series of women's almshooaes
is being erected next the county hospital at
Guildford, from the designs of Messrs. Ernest
George and Peto. They will form a quaint
group of twelve houses around three sides of a
quadrangle, in the centre of which will be a
sun-dial. Each house will consist of a living-
room with bay window, and recessed chimney-
comer with settle, and small window, and also a
bedroom and soullciy, and an external porch,
all being on the groimd- floor level. The build-
ings are of red brick, with tile roofs, wooden
cornices, and white window-frames. The charity
was founded in the Curtain-road in the City of
London, but Lord Onslow has given the present
site in Guildford, and the old one has been sdd
for warehouses, thus increasing the funds of the
charity. The contractors are Messrs. Goddaid
and Sons, of Famham.

IlANDSwoiiTn WoODUouSE.—A new chapel at
this ijlace was opened last week. The oxtemsl
length of the building is 64ft., the width 44ft.

The chapel is capable of holding 500 persons on the
ground-floor and the gallery, wliich extends all

round the building. The design is Italian. The
amount of the contract for the building was
£2,000, exclusive of lighting and warming. Mr.
Robert Hardcastle, of Woodhouse, is the con-
tractor, and Mr. G. B. Ford, of Burslem, tie
areliitect.

HocKEEiLL. — The church of All Saints,
Hockerill, near Bishop Stortford, was reopened
on Wednesday week, after having undergone
enlargement and improvement from the designs
of Mr. Joseph Clarke, F.S.A., the diocesan
architect, at a cost of .£6,000. We illustrated

Mr. Clarke's designs for enlargement in the
Building News of March Ist, 1878. To the
church, which was built in 1 85 1 , a north aisle has
been added, opening by an arcade into the nave

;

the nave and existing south aisle have been pro-
longed westwards, and the south porch rebuilt

and enlarged. The chancel has been enlarged
and remodelled, and an organ-chamber, and
choir and clergy vestries added. The bells are
now hung in a substantial cote at the north-east
end of the nave. The same facing of rag stone
has been used for the new as for the old woric,

but the harder Anoaster stone is used instead of

Caen stone ; internally, with the exception of the
bases, shafts, and caps of the columns, Coombe
Down stone is used. The roofs are of pitch-pine,

neither stained nor varnished, and the seats

throughout of oak, solid in construction. The
chancel floor has been slightly raised and laid

with Godwin's encaustic tiles. The shafts of the

east window and chancel arch are of picked
Devon marbles. The contractorwas Mr. Gregory,
of Clapham Junction, S.W., his foreman being
Mr. W. J. Crook. Mr. J. White acted as
clerk of works. The windows, several of

which were originally fUled with stained glass,

by Messrs. O'Connor, of London, have been re-

arranged and altered by their successor, Mr.
Taylor, of Bemers-street, W. The church has
been warmed with hot-water by Messrs. Price

and Son, of Adam-street, Adelphi.

NoTTiNonAJt.—New baths in Gedling-street

have just been opened by the corporation. The
building measra-es 123ft. by 60ft., and contains

a bath proper 102ft. by 44ft., with semicircular

ends, and when filled to the proper height the

bath contains 130,000 galls, of water. 'The roof

is in one span of 60ft. , and is carried by seven

wrought-iron ribs, semicircvdar in shape. The
soflits of the ribs are 29ft. above the coping of

bath, and the total length of rib, including part

bolow floor level, is about 95ft. Each rib for a

height of 9ft. above floor level is of cast iron, the

remainder is of wrought-iron T^ath open lattice-

work. The weight of each rib is about 5i tons.

The building is ventilated by a louvre nearly 2ft.

wide, rimning the whole length of the roof, the

top being entirely glazed. Dressing-rooms,

thirty-eight in number, and a jmnping stage

have been provided, and the woodwork of which
these are made, as well as underside of the wood-
work of roof, is stained and varnished. Tlie cost

of the work has been about £2,500. The new
building and roof have been designed and con-
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structed by Mr. II. Ojrlo Tarbotton, cnginecr-in-

chief to the Nottiuyhani Corporation, and the

work has been carried out under the immediate
superintendence of Mr. A. Bi-owu, assistant

engineer. Mr. E. Middlcton was the contractor

for the gencnil builder's -vrork, and Messrs.

Quddard and Massey for the ironwork. Mr.
Carr acted as clerk of works.

Meteopolitan Boabd op Works.—On Friday
»t this board, the works committee were author-
ised to act with regard to Mr. Torren.s's Artisans*

Dwellings Act, 1868, Extension Bill, when its

clauses are discussed in committee, as they see fit

without opposing the Bill as a whole. Kegula-
tions prepared under the r2th Section of the
Metropolis Management and Building Acts
Amendment Act, 1875, with respect to new
theatres and music-halls for protection from fire,

were approved by the board. It was decided
after much discussion to appoint four additic.ual

inspectors to carry out the Slaughterhouses Act,
Explosives Act, theDairies, Cow-sheds, and Milk-
shop's Order 1879, at a salary of £150 a year, and
the sanitary committee to receive the applica-
tions and select twelve candidates, from whom the
board will elect four. £390 was voted towards a
proposed improvement in Cursitor-street and
Took's-court, Holborn. The solicitor reporte i

that the agreement for the acquisition and free-
ing from toll of Chelsea-bridge, imder the ToD
Bridges Abolition Act, 1877, had been sealed as
between the board and Her Majesty's Office of
"Works.

Pexoe, S.E.—A now vestry hall for the hamlet
of Penge, erected opposite the Anerley railway
station, was opened on Wednesday week. Tlie
building is faced with white gault bricks with
covered stone dressings, the roof being covered
with Bangor slates. A clock-tunet of wood
covered with zinc occupies the centre of the front,
and contains a clock by Messrs. Smith, of
Clcrkenwell. The vestry hall itself is 57ft. long
by 27ft., and has two entrances. The roof
is in one span, and is ceiled in panels of pitch-
pine, stained and varnished, the lower beams
and moiUded lines being picked out in colours.
Stencilling has been applied to the architraves of
windows, the walls being plastered. The hall is

light«;d by large twelve-light mullioned windows
in front and rear, and four four-light windows
at the east end, glazed with white quarry-rolled
pUte-glass. The dais is portable. On the
ground floor arc rate collector's and overseer's
offices and lavatories, and on the first-floor a
committee room, 21ft. by 16ft. 6in. The hall,
corridors, and staircase are heated upon Gundry's
system of hot air. A separate house, containing
four rooms for a caretaker, adjoins the offices.
The architects were Messrs. George Elkington
and Sons, of Cannon-street, E.G., and the
builders Messrs. J. and C. Bowyer, of Upper
Norwood, who took the contract at £4,341. The
gas fittings were specially designed in decorated
brass, and have been executed by Messrs. Strode
and Co.

RiiYL.—New buildings for Mr. E. Oldfield
have been erected at Rhyl, designed with the
idea of breaking through the monotony of the
present street architecture of Rhyl, which con-
sists chiefly of the ordinary stuccoed fronts that
are S5 well known at many of our favourite
watering-places. The works, which are now
almost completed, have been carried out from the
designs and under the superintendence of Mr.
O. Edwards, of Rhyl, and Mr. Wm. Owen,
of Manchester. The buildings are faced through-
out with 2ui. red bricks. The works have been
carried out by Mr. J. Rhydwen Jones, contractor,
Rhyl, and the total cost is under £4,000.

Two of the vacant niches on the south side
of Exeter College Chapel, Oxford, which was
erected twenty years ago, from the designs of Sir
Gilbert Scott, have just been filled with figures of
St. James the Great with staff, and St. Philip with
his sceptre. The figures are each Oft. 9in. in height,
and wore executed by Messrs. Farmer & Brindley,
of Westminster Bricfge-road, S.E. One was the
gift of an old member of the College, the Rev.
Mackenzie E. C. Walcott, B.D., F.S.A., precentor
and prebendary of Chichester Cathedral ; the other
by a subscription amongst the members. The work
has been carried out by Messrs. Simms and Co., of
Oxford.
At Maas, County Kildarc, a large block of build-

ings for married men's quarters are being con-
•faucted at the barracks. The contractors are
MBssrs. Jones and John, of Pembroke Dock.

Kore than Fifty Thousand Replies and
l.cttfr9 0n BUbjct'ts of Vnivrrs;il llitori'^t luive ttpiM'arotl dufinn
thFlasttrnrrarsill the EX01.ISU MiaU.VNIC AXU WOKLII
OF KCIEXCK, most i)f thorn ft-om the pens of the leiuUiiR
St-ieiitilio Hnd Tochnical .\iithorities of thi> day. Thousands of
oriifiiial articles and seientitic papers, and countless receipts and
wrinkles embracing almost every sut^ject on Mhieli it is possib e

to desire information have also appeared dnrinR the same period
The earliest and most accurate information respecting all new
scientific discoveries and mechanical inventions is to be found in

itspaKes, and it^ larnc circulation render its the best medium
for all advertisers wlio wish their announcements to Ih> brought
under the notice of manufacturers, mechanics, scientific workers,
and amateurs. Price Twopence, of all booksd ers and news-
vendors, rost free 2id. Office : 31, Tavistock street, Covent-
Knrden W.C.

TO C0IIRE3P0NDEN T S.

[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of

our correspondents. The Editor respectfully requestj*

that all coininunicutioiis should be drawn up as briefly

as possible, fts there ore many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

All letters should be addressed to Oic EDITOR, 31,

TAVISTOCK-STKEET, COVENT-OAnDEN, W.C.

Cheques and Post-ofiice Orders to be made payable to

J. Passuobe Edw.irds.

ADVEllTISEMEJfT CHARGES.
The char^ for advertisements is 6d. per line of eight

words {the tirst line counting as two) . Ko advei-tisement

inserted for less than half-a-crowu. Special terms for
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application to the Publisher.
Front Page Advertisements and Paragraph Advertise-

ments Is. per line. No front page or paragi-aph
Advertisement inserted for less than 63.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thiu^ay.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.
(Payable in Advance.)

Including two half-yearly double numbers, One Pound
per annum (post free) to any part of the United Kingdom
for the United States, £1 6s. 6d. (or (idols. 40o, gold). To
France or Belgium, £1 6s. 6d. (or 33f. 30c.). To India (via
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New Zealand, the Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova
Scotia, or Natal, £1 63. 6d.

N.B.—American and Belgian subscribers are requested
to remit their subscriptions by International P.O.O., and
to advise the publisher of the date and amount of their
remittance. If the last^mentioned precaution is omitted
some difficulty is very likely to arise in obtaining tlio

amount. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate of
7d. each, the postage charged being 3d. per copy. All
foreign subscriptions, unaccompanied by an additional
remittance to cover the extra cost of forwarding back
numbers, are commenced from the next number published
after the receipt of the subscription.

Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 23. each.

Received.—W. B. and Co.—G. W.Ry. Co.-W.N.R.S.A.
T. A.—B. of S.-L. and N.—R. M. and Co.—B. and T.
—D.and H. J. N.-W. H. L.

R. W. (We do not know the name or address of the con-
signee or manufacturer in this country of the Norwegian
wooden houses. We have had many inquiries from
time to time respecting this matter, and if they are still

supplied the makers would do well to announce the fact
in our advertisement columns.) —W. G. F. (Perfectly
fair, but very unreasonable. No blame, however, can
attach to the other architect.) —J. J. Fisn. (Sketches
are to hand, and shall appear as soon as space will
pei-mit.)

" BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
Dbawi.ngs Received.—Ogmore, Melina, Try, Curiose,
Honey Dew, Revus, Be to its Merits, Impavidium, Fer-
rient Runte, Eli^ve, Ti'uth shall Prevail, East Anglian,
Melmotte.

List ov Subjects.— 1. A small detached stable containing
2 stalls and a loose box, with harness-room and hay-
loft, coach-house and coachman's rooms. Plan, section,
and elevation with sketch. Scale, one-sixth of an inch
to foot. 2. A summer-house in wood for a suburban
giarden. Scale of drawings, half an inch to the foot.

Coruspotttienct

BAMSGATE PROPOSED NEW ROAD
COMPETITION.

To the Editor of the Buildins News.

SiE,—The letter in your last impression on
this subject was most suggestive. Let us first

glance at what Johnson says as to a referee or

arbitrator. The last he terms an '

' E.xtraordinary

judge between party and party, chosen by their

mutual consent."
"Bo a good soldier or upriglit trustee.

An 'arbitrator' from corruption free."

Dbtden.
Of the first he says

—

"Referees and arbitrators seldom forget them-
olves." SiE R. L'E steanoe.

Now, what are we to say to this Vice-president

of the Institution of Civil Engineers, the arbi-

trator and referee of the Ramsgate Local Board
who does not "compete in 'designing' (sic).

Mij son api)Ucd for plans and conditions " ? If the
extension of the L. C. and D. Railway were a
lime gild non, why was it not so stated to compe-
titors by the Ramsgate authorities? Ik other

words, was it commonly and decently honest of

them to refer some seventy plans—the authors of
whom, though inclined to '

' compete in design-
ing " might many of them be found to be the
professional equals of the Ramsgate arbitrator,

who, not competing, obtains the plans prepared
for competitors surreptitiously through his little

boy—to a profes.sional man interested individually
in a project never referred to or implied in any
way in the instructions furnished to competitors ?

From an experience far anterior to that of the
arbitrator, the writer of tliis letter joins issue

entirely with him as to the benefit to be derived
from an extension of the L. C. and D. into the
town. A lino connected with the quays of the
inner harbour might be a desideratum for foreign
goods, but let the townsmen of Ramsgate study
Dover '

' ante '

' and posterior to the extension of

the L. C. and D., and let them take warning in

time. We are told the ratepayers are not
bound to either of the three plans selected except
as regards premimns. Let them adhere to this.

It was also stated the town authorities would
exhibit, if they thought fit, the designs sent in.

Let them by all means do so, giving those com-
petitors who wish it the opportunity of showing
their colours and disclosing their names. The
Ramsgate public would soon ari'ive at a just con-
clusion whether the premiated drawings are the
best or not. There must be great similarity in

the designs confined within a groove defined by
a Parliamentary plan and a confined area by
dotted lines of deviation and the limit of five

feet vertical divergento as regards levels. Is it

wise to perpetuate the Albion Hill nuisance on
a great scale by compelling connection with Har-
bour-street and the centre of the town ? Is

Ramsgate expected to extend east and west?
What is wanted ? Is it a coast drive and prome-
nade, or merely a town street? If the former,

should not the example of Scarborough be fol-

lowed and make the last subservient to the first

consideration f—I am, &c.

,

Anothee Cosipetitoe who Pbotests.

CREOSOTED TIMBER.
SiE,—I have been somewhat amused by the

correspondence in your paper on the above sub-

ject. A portion of the evidence given by mo
before a coroner's jury with reference to the

failure of some timber st.agtng which had been
oreosoted found its way into your paper and was
headed " The danger of crco.soting timber." Had
the whole of my evidence been before you,

doubtless the heading would have been '

' The
danger of improperhj creosoting timber."
Practically there is no diflfercnce of opinion

between myself and your correspondents, Mes.srs.

Armstrong and Co. The three upright supports

of the timber stage which fell were all of them
more or less rotten in the interior, while externally

they were perfectly sound. The timber itself

was some of the finest Memel that I have ever

seen, was .specially selected by an eminent
engineer at the time the work was executed, and
was very strongly put together. My evidence,

which the jury and coroner adopted, proved the

following facts :

—

That the creosote had only extended to about
2|in. into the wood from the exterior, and
that the internal parts of the posts had, in fact,

for many years been practically suction tubjs,

the water being drawn up by capillary attraction

into the interior of the posts, and rotting the

heart of the timber, without any chance of the

decay being detected, or the gases generated by
the decay finding a vent through the strongly-

creoaoted external surfaces to the air.

Mr. James Newlands, late Borough Engineer
to Liverpool, in his "Carpenter's Assistant," p.

106, states, "There is great difficulty in inject-

ing creosote into the heart of wood, and into

hard woods it cannot be perfectly injected."

Certainly, in the present case, the creosote had
never reached the heart of the timber, and hence,

in my opinion, the decay to all the posts. No
doubt the process has of late years been brought
to a much greater degree of i)erfection than it

was about 25 years ago, when tliis wood was
done, for instance. I am informed it was cus-

tomary to force about Slbs. of creosote into each
cubic foot of wood, but that now as much as

lOlb. per cubic foot is frequently furced in.

The late Mr. Brunei used on the Great Wes-
tern Railway works invariably to insist that the

timber should be weighed in order to ascertain

that every part of the wood had imbibed its

proper quantity of creo.sote.
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No one will dispute for a minute that porous
timbers are much improved by tlio process, such
as the fir at Capo Town, aud the railway sleepers,
<S.-o., alluded to by your coiTespondcnts. I think
Low-ever, reilection will convince any practical
engineer, that unless the creosote thoroughly
enters into the heart of the timber it is certainly
unwise to use it for wooden tupports standing in
water.

It is well known to every sailor, that if wooden
spars and posts on board sliip are coated all round
with black vamish the wood speedily decays, and
were an uiiright post to be partly fixed in water,
thoportiouabovothowater-line being hermetically
closed all round by had the wood would certainly
•quickly rot ; and unless the crcosoting is properly
performed, the system oi false circulation kept up
in the heart of the timber when it stands in
water, woidd in my opinion do more harm than
good. The moral is, either make sure that the
creosoting to timber piles is properly performed,
or use the wood in its natural state.—I am, &c.,

KOBEET WAiKEB.

STREET CARRIAGEWAY PAVEMENTS.
SiE,—In yoirr i'^sue of the 2nd inst. you give

an abstract of my paper on "Street Pavements,"
recently cumraunioated to the Institution of Civil
Engineers. The heading of the principal table,
however, is altogether omitted, and without it
the figures are scarcely intelligible, as it explains
that the prices are reduced so as to apply to a
standard traffic of 100,000 tons per annum for
every yard of width in carriageway, while the
second table applies to a standard trafSc of
40,000 tons per annum for every yard of width
in carriageway.
Owing to the closer printing of the portion of

the paper relating to the dimensions of sets a
misapprehension would readily arise, and it ap-
pears necessary to exijlain that the width of the
sets IS not 4in. to 14in., but that four sets mea-
sure Hin. in width. The heading of the tabular
forms giving the dimensions of sets contains the
expression, " Hard stone in which joints were
miiim-smri/ for foothold;" it should be, "Hard
stone, in which joints were nccesscinj for foot-
hold."—I am, &c.,

Geokoe T. Deacon.
Borough Engineer's Department,

Liverpool, 5th May, 1879.

CREWKERNE GRAMMAR SCHOOL
COMPETITIONS.

SiK,—It is now more than three months since
the drawings were sent in for the above compe-
tion, and, so far as I know, none of the competi-
tors have heard a word about it, nor has any
acknowledgment of the receipt of the drawings
appeared in either of the professional papers.
Surely it is time something was made known.
Can any reader throw any light on the subject ?
i. am, &c., \ CoMrETiTOE.

PROPOSED MUNICIPAiTbIJILDINGS,
GREENOCK.

Sib,—I have sent the inclosed letter to the
Provost aud Town Council of Greenock, and shall
^~ "lad if you will insert it.—I am, &c.

A COMPETITOE.

Knt^itummunication.

QUESTIONS.
[5757.]—Lime and Portland Cement.—It is a

popular plan in Staffordshire to mix Portland cement and
limc-moi-tar for pointing-. Is it a dcsii-able compound

!

—M.
[5758.]—Descendingr Flue.—I wish to construct a

stove or flrcpliiee in entrance hull of villa, with descending
flue passing under room floor to flue in wall, 18ft. distant
from wall of hall, which is only 9in. thick. -Will some
reader who has done similar work give particulars, with
sketch if possible as to most suitable fonn of stove, con-
struction of fireplace, and flue under floor, so as to secure
elticieucy and safety ?—-VV. "W. -W.

[5759.] -Timber Verandah.—Whether is oak, teak,
or pitch-pine the best timber tor use in outside construc-
tion of verandah or poi-ch, and what is most suitable
treatment in way of vai-aishing, &c., for durability and
beauty '-W.W.W.- '

[5760.] — Carrying- Weig-ht of Floor. — -What
weight per .snpcrflcial foot wfll a floor can-y -with timber of
the following dimensions:—Beams ipitch pine), 16in. X
9in., 18ft. hollow, and 9ft. (Sin. asunder

;
joists, 9in. X

Sin., and boards, lin, thick.—-n'onKMA.v.

r57ei.]-Built Girder. -Would Mr. n. Ambrose or
other of our kind friends iufoi-mme through your columns
what would be a safe distributed load (consisting of brick-
work with window openings) for a girder of the following
description to cany—viz., Two rolled ii-on joists, 16in. x
Cin. x Jin. web throughout, with top and bottom plates
each in one length, 14ia. x ^in., and 14in. x iin. respec-
tively, riveted to joists, to have a clear bcanng of 81ft.
Also, whether the stronger plate should be on the top or
the bottom !—H. S. Wakkinotox.

[5762.]—Local Board By-Laws.—WUI you or
some of your numerous readers inform me and my fellow
parishioners, through your valuable paper, how to go to
work to get certain restrictions contained in our Board of
Health by-laws amended or rescinded ! "What pressure
can bo brought to bear upon the members of the board ?

What constitutes advertising them previous to their being
sent to the Local Govemnaent Board for sanction?

—

COUSTIIY BUILOEB.

soffit of that part of the arch above the arch joint at or
nearest to 45' of inclination with the horizon. Now, this
must necessarily include any weight which may bear on
that part of the arch in addition to the weight of the arch
itself, aud what may be permanently placed on it for the
purpose of weighting it lieavily in enuilibrium, alUiough a
semi-circular arch, if of an equal thickness, can never bo
said to be even approacliing a state of equilibrium, its
cur\-e being so diiferent to the parabola, whose double
ordinate would be =^ span and its absciss = radius ; but
with any arch the greater the properly distributed per-
manent load placed on it tlie less will a moving load on any
point afl'ect the then weakest part of the arch, and pro-
vided always that oui- load cannot crush the material of
arch itself. To proceed, let ua assume two tons per foot
= 40cwt. as = W. " H " wo shall osstune to mean the
height of the springing, in feet, above the solid foundation
on which the abutment pier or abutment is buHt. "R"
= radius at the crown in feet most probably contemplates
the possibibty of a parabolic arch, and in which it wolild
be much less. AVe should have to assume a radius equal
to about half the principal parameter, and when, of
course, by our formula we should have less pressure boii-
zontally on the abutment and much more now being dow n-
wards as weight instead of horizontal pressure. To
resume, letH be equal to 10ft., and " T = thickness of the
abutment in feet." Then

"T = / \.,W + V»K-% + ( g)' - g-"

V/._40
/ 10

•2 X 256+ -4 xE- + («).

be

" To the Provost and Toum Council oftheSoroityh.

" Gentlemen,—Having sent in drawings for the
above, permit me most respectfully to call attention
to a report which has just reached me to the effect
that your own harbour engineer is amongst the
competitors. Whilst unwilling to believe that a
gentleman holding a good salaried appointment as
engineer from a board of which you are all members
would attempt to compete for an architectural
work of which you are to be the judges, or your-
selves permit a proceeding so manifestly unfair to
all the other competitors, I feel it my duty to bring
to your notice what is being said on the subject,
trusting it is without foundation. Should, how-
ever, such drawings have been sent in, you -will at
once see that any report your master of works
might make as to the relative merits of the plans
submitted would certainly be looked upon with
suspicion from the fact of his having been so long
in the office of the engineer alluded to, and con-
sequently interested in its success. About sixty
goutlemon have, I believe, shown their confidence
in you by submitting at your o^vn request, and con-
siderable expense and trouble, drawings for your
selection, aud I feel sure that, as public men, you
will show that it has beeu rightly placed by exclud-
ing all paid oificials from the competition, and
awarding the priiie to the best plan.—Faithfully
yow:s, " A CoiiPKTiTOE."

JiEFLIES.

[5728.]—Coloured Building- Stone.—The namesof
stones I gave, if overdone, were intended to reply to a cer-
tain question which " J. W." has overlooked. As to
what are the best coloured stones for a certain locality or
position is altogether another question, and is one which
the architect himself must decide. What may please
" J. W." in colour w-ould probably be distasteful to
another, and the obvious want of the profession is the
names of stones classified as regai-ds colour and durability.
The Bed Mansfield refeired to is, when well selected and
laid, a dmable stone, and the darker varieties wear the best.
St. Pancras Hotel in the Euston-road shows the employ-
ment of this stone on a large scale, and where its peculi-
arities can be fully tested.— O. H. G.

[5745,] -"Wood Roofs.-Thanlts to Henry Ambrose
for his trouble, but I fail to see the working out of his
formulie. For the rafter he gives the flgm-es "295" and
" 294 " but how does he arrive at them ? If it would not
be troubling him too much, would he kindly give detaUed
workings out for the various parts, assuming certain
strains to be on those parts. Also thanks to " G, H. G,,"
but why such a vast difl-eicnce between the sectional area
given by the way he mentions, and the sectional area
given by " Tredgold " ? An answer would oblige, stating
how the difi-ercnce is made up,—Nil Debperandum,

[5751,] -Board School Plans,—It is not neces-
sary that the quantities be sent with the specification, but
a comprehensive sot of plans are required, including a
block plan of the site, showing di-ainage, &c,, together
with elevations and sections , These are generally sent to
the education department through the clerk to the school
board, and must be again sent up for final approval after
the cost of carrj'ing out such plans has been ascertained,
but before any contract has been entered into,—K, C,

[5752,] — Staining- and Polishing: Church
Seats,—' V." can give any desired colour- to his deal
church seats by using Benson's stain, I have stained deal
floors very successfully with it. The powder is in shilling
packets, weighing something over an ounce, and making
when dissolved in water, one quart of stain. It must be
applied with a common brush, as it has one fault, itspoUs
the brush. For a light shade such as "V," wants, a
packet would do about 150 square feet, I think. The dull
polish must be given by nibbing with boiled linseed oil.
For floors beeswax and tui-pentine is best, no vai-nisli
required, I bought mine at the Army and Navy Stores,
There is no smell or mess in using it,—R,

[6753,]—Abutments,—Struts and Braces —The
formula rcfen-ed to by "Alt Belcher" can be worked as fol-
lows :—Say, L = 10 and p = 10, then B = 06 D and
D = V L p Vt x 0-8 (flr) . Let us find D (using fir) , then
D = V 10 X lO'/j x 0-8, Find V 10, Log, of !0 =
1-000,000, and divided by 2 we shall find the nearest Log,
gives 3103 .-, D = V 10 X 3103 X 0-8 = V 31-63 X 8

To find Rr* w'ithout being in an exponential form, we
may here remark that exponents of evolution when ex-
pressed in a vulgar fractional form mean that the vulgar
fraction of the logarithm of the number under the expo-
nent may have to be found, and the resulting decimal
fraction will be the logarithm of the number required. If
the vulgar fractional exponent is an improper fraction—
that is, if it is greater than unity, and if the decimal
logarithm to be operated on is nearly equal to unity, it
will very likely follow that the consequent multiplicotion
will produce a logiirithmic quotient also greater than
unity, when the proper decimal pointing will show that
which we shall have to include in the index of the number
required. In multiplying it will also be necessarv to cut
oft any decimal places we may obtain exceeding the deci-
mal places to which our tables work, and in cutting off
more than flguie 5 we should make the next figure, aud
which we retain, greater by 1, or if it is a 9 then make it
a and can-y one to the next place. To proceed—

El-S = ljjl,5

Log. 16 = 1-204120
Log. 16-*= l-102f)60

2-306180 = Log. -202

202 and 202 X > 5 will be = 202 X '4 =
s = 256 X -2 = 51-2, and (^Y = 4" =80-8, and 250 X

40

10

(148)

1085131 = Log., say, 12-17, hence T = 12-17— 4

16, and

'

: 4. Hencewehave T= (512 -

-4. Log. of 148= 2-170262 and

80-8+ 16) Va

2170262

17 .12 X 17. •204,

Log 31-63=1-500099, and
1-500099

Log. -750099, and

which gives 5071 ,-, D = 5'o71 X -8 = 4-056, say, 4in, =
D = depth and B = breadth to be = 0-6 D = 2-4in,, and
thiLs a strut 10ft, long in a roof tru.ss would come out by
formula quoted practically 4in, X 2,Jin, Can same be
strong enough ?-Hexiiy Ambrose.

[5753.]—Abutments,—According to formula quoted
last week, and worked according to the explanation of
same given in Spon's book of " Ai-chitects' Forraulie,"
&c., or according to what may reasonably be construed to
be me.ant by same. Take for an example an arch of brick
to stand by itself and 82ft, span, and to be scmi-circul,nr,

then the radius will be = 16ft, Let us find D, D = » V K
= -4 X 4 = 1-6 = D in feet. Now, " W = weight of one
foot in length of half arch in cwts., which we shall con-
strue to mean the average weight of a foot giit under

and -i^ of a foot will be = ^^ ^ " of an inch = ._
100 100 100

inch = 204 inch. Therefore the thickness of the abut-
ment comes out according to the formula in Spon's book
at 8ft. 2in. thick, and which happens to be about 4-5ths
its height from foundation to springing.—Hexrv Am-
brose.

[5755.]—House Details.-The strips of lead referred
to are put in -with the view of preventing the damp from
finding its way to the inside 4.iin. work over the top of
arch or lintel. They are placed over the lintel of opening
and should turn up about 3 or 4in, on each side of the
cavity into the joints of the brick and stone work, and as
the cavity is 2jin,, 10 or 12in. in width would be sufficient
for the purpose,—Q,

[5755,],-House Details,—Tlie strips of lead should
be about 4in, wide let into the outer wall above the open-
ings and dressed over the frames. It should be turned up
slightly against the inner brickwork, though not to touch
it, so that if the wall let through the wet it should not
touch the inner face but be cari-ied away into the hollow-
The mode I have adopted is not to let the lead touch the
inside brick wall, though it is sometimes laid upon the
frame and simply dressed up on each side, 'a plan that is
ineffective in many instances. Often "coppera" are
made of galvanised iron, and not copper, but which the
specified article is to be will depend on the wording of
specification, a " 25-gallon copper " only is mentioned
the builder may plead that an iron one was all he intended.
I have known several instances where a similar case of
dispute has occurred, and in default of precision or quali-
fying meaning, tJie builder has the best of the contention.—G, n, G,

STAINED GLASS,
TicniiAESii.—A stained glass window, by Messrs.

John Hardmau and Co., has lately been erected in
the south side of the chancel of Tichmarsh Church.
It consists of three lights and tracery of the style
of the lothcentuiy, in accordance with two windows
in the same wall, and the large east window in the
chancel, all of which are the works of Messrs. John
Hardman and Co. The subjects represented in the
window now erected are :—In the dexter light,
"Feed My lambs"; centre light, "The Widows
showing St. Peter the Coats made by Dorcas";
sinister light, " St. Peter walking on the sea." The
heads of the lights are tilled with canopies, and the
bases with angels holding scrolls containing texts,
and at the extreme foot of the lights is the inscrip-
tion recording the dedication of the window.

Cardigan To-wn Council last week adopted the
plans of Mr. A. Szlumper, C.E., for the proposed
new waterworks, and entered into the pturchase of
a site for the proposed reservou-.
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WATER SUPPLY AND SANITAEY
MATTERS.

Wates Supply axd Enteuic Fevee. — The
report of Dr. Thome Thorne to the Local Goveru-
meut Board upou the results of his official inquiiy
into the late outbreak of eutoric fever at Caterbam,
Kedhill, and the neighbourhood has been issue<l.

With rt^ard to Caterham, the inspector says that
the firet person attacked sickened ou January 19th,
andup to February ind i' persons were attacked.
Of 558 houses in Caterham. 419 were provided with
water from the mains of the Caterh.am Water-
works Company, and of the 47 persons attacked 45
were found to hare resido<l in houses supplied with
the Company's water, and the remaining two to
have visited such houses and drunk the water. At
Kedhill similar circimistances were known to
eiist. Up to the end of February the total
number of attacks reported was 305, 224 occur-
ring in EedhiU, 9 terminating fatally; and
81 at Caterham, 5 terminating fatally. At
Earlswood Asylum, where the first case occurred
on January 28th, 38 persons were attacked, 33
bemg patients and 5 servants, and here o fatal cases
occurred. The progress of the disease in this insti-
tution seems to have been stayed by the medical
supennteudent. Dr. Grabham, having cut off the
Caterham supply of water on February 8th. Out
of 622 houses in Godstone, Bletchingly, and Nut-
field. 96 were provided with the company's water,
and at 9 fever prevaUed, C being at Nutfield. The
total number of cases to the eud of Februarv was
3o2 and the total of deaths 21. Dr. Thome having
so far tracked the fever to the water, next made
inquin- as to whether any accidental contamination
of water m the reservoirs or in the mains could
have resulted from any irregularities in the supplydunug the receut boring operations, but circum-
stances led to the mquiiy being extended in another
direction. During the latter part of 1878 and thebegmmng of 1879 the Caterham Waterworks Com-pany constructed an adit from one of their old wellsnp to the new bore, which was then being simk.The adit IS situated in the chalk at a depth of

itfifi.'
" "^aaures 6ft. by 4ft., and is 9t)ft. in

iCTigtn. A number, of men were employed in thiswork, some of them being in the well below, others

»?,..? *^**'®--, I^iuiry W'« made as to whetherany of these ailed while at their work, and it was
a*certamed that one of them who left work somefame m January was believed to have been Ul,although no mqmries had been made concerninghim smce he qmtted the works. This man the in-^tor sought out; Mr. Jacob, the medical officer
of health, accompanying him. Prom investigation
they ascertamed that the man was employed asloadmg man" at the new adit, and whilst atwork was seized with enteric fever of a mild
dharacter which compelled him to evacuate

mf«]'*„ ?;?''' ff" *''* ^»<=^«t "««<! ^as then
lifted to the surface emptied, and used for the con-

pomts out that where enteric fever has been con-veyed through water, some fortnight has to elapsebetween the distribution of the^water and the

»^"i^T* -5
t''° 'f^ease among the communitywrved by It. But a fortnight after January

6th was the very day on which the first case

fnlln^f
occurred and during the fortnight

following upon the period jknuary 5th ^to^Wh, t.e from January 19th to February 3rd, the

»nT1? ^,'"*.u"'"'f.'^>' "P'''^'^ throughout Gaterham

V^ii^^^^'^}^''
distribution of the fever being

f^^„, ^u'"^ supplied by the Caterham

H^?r^V T*".^ ''^°' '"' '''»''«. l>e no doubt butthat they had m the man alluded to the cause oftte epidemic which followed. To the Caterham
.«„ Jl, '^'"P'^y

^- '^'^°™<' suggested the follow-mg rranedial measures : -First, to pump their wells
orj. If possible; secondly. To scrape the walls of
the wells and adits, afterwards scouring them
thoroughly with a strong disinfecting fluid

;

t^:u
"""•o??Wy to cleanse the reservoirs andwash them with disinfectants ; and fourthly, to

saturate with a similar fluid all the soil in the
Ticinihr of their works where the chalk had been
deposited. In view of the manner in which these
measures hadbeencarried out, Dr. Thome, onMarch
oth, commumcated to the several sanitary authorities

opinion that, although in the absence of any test
capable of showing the safety of the water, it was
oujicult to speak on the point with authority, vet
bethought the time hacf arrived when it might
again be distributed by the company without
oangCT to the public health. He was glad now toadd that nothing had since occurred which led him
to bcheve that the expression of this opinion was
premature.

1 M I

LEOAL INTELLIOENOE.
BOOTINO Repairs.—At Lambeth County Court

la«t week, before Mr. Pitt Taylor, the case of Hoi-May e. Bivard was heard. Phuutilf is a builder
ol Loughljoroueh and Brixton, and defendant re-
nder m R'jsendale-terrace, West Dulwich. Plain-
tiff had repaired the root of defeniUnt's house, and
charged £10 6». 8d. for the same. Defendant con-

sidered this charge unreasonable, and tendered £7,
whicli was paid into court. PlaintilV declared that
the charge was fair, and that it had been sanctioned
by Mr. Taylor, surveyor, who had examined the
work in coiujiany with plaintitif and defendauf.
The judge, after hearing evidonca, considered there
had been an overcharge, the sum paid into court
being in his opinion suflicicut, and gave j udgment
for defendant.

Seeious Chaeoe aoadtst a Leicester AEcni-
TEcr.—At Leicester Town Hall last week, Thomas
Barnard, architect, Leicester, was brought up before
the Mayor, charged under the Bankruptcy Act,
1869, with failing to deliver up to Edward Roberts,
the trustee of his estate, all real and personal pro-
perty, books, documents, and papers, as required by
law. The particular act upon which that charge
was based was the receipt by him of a sum of
money, amounting to about £50, some time in
January or December, from Mr. Hill, of Lough-
borough, after the filing of the petition for liquida-
tion. It appeared that Mr. Barnard was appointed
arbitrator between two men named Hill and Love-
day, and the whole of the labour in connection
ivith the arbitration had been concluded before the
filing of the petition. The debtor's charges in con-
nection with that arbitration amounted to £94, and
a cheque was given by Hill for £50, which was
made payable to Barnard, and endorsed by tlie

latter in order that he might avail himself of that
sum for his own purpo.sos, instead of handing it

over to the trustee. The Bench decided to ad-
journ the fm-ther hearing of the case. Bail was
refused.

CHIPS.
New dispensary premises have just been erected

in Silver-street, Lincoln, and were occupied for the
first time on Wednesday week. They are Queen
Anne in style, the ornamentation being of terra-
cotta.

Plans forthe furtherimprovementandre-layingout
of the Cattle Market in Gloucester Green, Oxford,
rendered necessary by the removal of the city gaol,
have been prepared by Mr. Codd, architect, of that
city.

A new cemetery is being laid out at Caister, near
Great Yarmouth, and the members of the Burial
Board, to reduce the expense, have taken upou
themselves the duties of sm-veyor, architect, and
clerk of works in layin" it out. The ii-onwork and
gates are being supplied by Messrs. Barnard, Bishop
ii Bamards, of Norwich.

A new road is being constructed at Pembroke
Dock for the Government, from the ordnance wharf
to the garrison magazine, near which a drill shed,
100ft. by 40ft., is also being erected. Both the works
arc being carried out, under contract, by Messrs.
Jones & John, of that town.

The Chelmsford local Board of Health, on Wed-
nesday week, adopted the plans and estimates pre-
pared by their surveyor, Mr. C. Pertwee, for the
joint sewerage of Chelmsford, Springfield, Great
Baddow, and Widford, and directed their clerk to
apply to the Local Government Board for a total
loan of £20,000 for carrying out the scheme.

The Parish Church of Woodton, near Bungay,
was reopened last week after restoration. The
work has been, a Norfolk journal says, " executed
by, and under the superintendence of, Mr. E.
Morriss, builder, of DitchUngham, who haspresented
a cover for the font."

An inquest has been held at Chelmsford on the
body of Robert Sorrell, aged 65, builder, of
Friars-place, Moulsham, who committed suicide on
Saturday week by shooting himself through the
head. Evidence having been given as to Mr. Sorrell's
mental condition, a verdict of suicide while in an
unsound state of mind was returned.

The president and fellows of St. John's College,
Oxford, have accepted an estimate for the restora-
tion of the front of the College, and the addition of
a new hall and kitchen, upon the designs submitted
by Mr. G. Gilbert Scott, R.A. The cost will be
£40,000, and the works will be commenced in the
long vacation.

The work of taking down the spire of the parish
church at St. Ives, Hunts, which has been pro-
nounced in a dangerous condition, was commenced
last week by the contractors, Messrs. John Saint and
Sons, builders.

On Saturday the memorial stones were laid at
EUand of a Methodist New Connexion church,
which is being erected from the designs of Mr
William Hill, F.R.I.B.A., Leeds. The new church
will be in the Gothic style. The cost will be about
£!,000, in addition to which about £1,800 has been
expended in enlarging the school. The contractors
for the new works are Messrs. Armitage and Hodg-
son, Leeds.

A now post-office is about to be erected at Scar-
borough. Tenders were advertised for a few weeks
since, and the Board of Works have accepted that
of Mr. Wetherley, contractor, York, for £5,000.

€>ur (BMtt ^Mt
SiE Fbedeeick Leiohton presided for the first

time on Saturday evening at the banquet at the
Royal Academy, when the Forty entertained
five Princes, as many Ambassadors and Ministers,
and a large number of the leading men of the
day among their guests. The Earl of Beacons-
field, in responding for her Majesty's Ministers,
regretted that the Government had not the
means in gi'eater degree of showing its sympathy
with the fine arts. He suggested the Wars of the
Roses as furnishing materials for the exemplifi-
cation of the highest art of the English school.

English painters and sculptors have in our
opinion far better subjects to represent than,

episodes from a conflict between two aristocratic

factions in wliich the nation had little interest at
the time, and has none now. Little was done,
either by York or Lancaster, of which English-
men may feci proud, and the crimes and mis-
fortunes of the principal actors, even when
pourtrayed by Shakespeare himself, somehow
fail to awaken our horror or interest in anything^
like the same degree as the more remote and
apocryphal incidents of his greater tragedies.

"The Parish and Church of St. Sepulchre "

was the title of a lecture delivered before the
London and Middlesex Archieological Society,

by Mr. J. E. Price, on Monday week. The
history of the church was traced from its first

mention in the Twelfth Ceutui-y, when it was
associated with the Knights of St. John of

Jerusalem, to the present time, the numerous and
valuable bequests of land towards its rejiair and
support being enumerated. At the time of the
Great Fire in 1666, the church was considerably
damaged, but by no means destroyed. The
casing which covered the original walls has
recently been removed, revealing that the
masonry was calcined by the heat, the tower
arches especially suffering. It was known that
the interior of the chinch was gutted, and that
the bells were melted. It had been often asserted

that Sir Christopher Wren had little to do with
the reconsti'uctiou of the church, but Mr. Price
refuted this en-or by reference to Elmes's bio-

graphy of Wren, to the actual ledgers of Wren
now preserved at the Bodleian Library, Oxford,
showing the jiayments made to him by the
rector of St. Sepulchre's, and to the vestry
minutes, which proved that Sir Christopher
restored and partially rebuilt the church ou the
former plan, that the work was commenced
in 1677, and that the total outlay was £4,993
14's. In conclusion, the restoration works recently

oaiTied on in the chui'ch imder the superintend-

ence of Mr. Billing, were described.

At a meeting last week of the Midland Asso-
ciation of Gas Managers at Birmingham, Mr. C'
E. Jones, resident engineer and manager of the
Chesterfield Waterworks and Gaslight Company,
read a paper on '

' Public Lighting, with special

reference to streets." He said the public light-

ing of the metropolis, exoexit in certain cases,

was perfectly disgraceful, and that in Bh-ming-
ham a state of things existed which was little

better. He detailed the results of some experi-

ments he had conducted, showing that by the use

of inferior glass in the glazing of lamps there

was in some instances a loss of 14'38 per cent, of

the illuminating power of the gas, and that in

the case of a piece of glass which had become
"etched " by the weather and allowed to become
dirty, the lo.ss was as much as 83 'SI. This
showed the importance of using good clear glass,

of a description capable of resisting the action

of the atmosphere, and it also pointed to the im-
portance of cleaning lamps more frequently than
was generally done. He thought the cleotrio

light in its present stage of development could

scarcely be called a competitor with coal gasf
where that article was sold reasonably cheap. If

coal gas were seven or eight times its present

price some degree of anxiety might be felt, but
even then the advantages attending the use of

gas would preclude the possibility of its being
siroerseded. The cost of the electric light was
about seven and a half times that of gas ; but it

was useful in exceptional circumstances, such as
where coal gas was not available.

Last Friday night a crowded meeting of dele-

gates from tho various societies connected with
the building trade was held at tho Rose, Old
Bailey, to consider the advisability of federating

tho workmen belonging to them throughout the
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United Kingdom. The chair was taken by Mr.
Thompson, of the Operative Bricklayers' Society.

Many thousands of workmen were represented

by the delegates present. A resolution was ulti-

mately pas-sed declaring that a federation of the

building trades of the United liingdom was
desirable aud necessary, and pledging the dele-

gates present to u.sc every effort to give it a

practical fonn. A conunittee, consisting of two
delegates from each trade reprcsented, was
elected for the puri)0.se of drawing up a series of

questions and proi^osala te bo submitted to the

executive coimcils of all the building trade

societies in the United Kingdom, for their con-

sideration, replies, and opinions.

"An A_echit£Ct" dating from 10, Serjeants'

Inn, Fleet-street, and whoso identity can easily

thereforebe inferred, writes to thet'««iici(/yt'C7j/-o«i-

ck, stating that there is at tliis moment for sale in

London, a large selection of the ancient (Hth
and 1.5th ccntuiy) woodwork of the chapel of

Jesus College, Cambridge, bearing tho arms
and insignia of Bishop Alcock, tho founder.

There are, he says, four stall ends of vigorous
workmanship and great beauty, some eight or

ten misericords raagiiiiicently carved, and a large

quantity of canopy work of old screens, wrought
with a delicacy and a fpirit that render them
valuable examples of mediieval woodwork. It

seeras that at the clo.se of the last century I he
stalls of the choir and other portions of the an-
cient furniture of Jesus College Chapel were
taken out and sold, probably to make room for

deba^?ed Classic work, and that S(ime of the old
materials found their way to Ltuidbeach Church,
and remained therein, eccentrically disposed about
the edifice, till its restoration a year ago. The
wi'iter adds that the present rector of Landbeach,
Dr. Bryan Walker, at once to augment the re-

pairing funds of his chui'ch, and to restore to its

rightful position and locality this fine woodwork,
entered into negotiations with the Dean of Jesus
College, but they could not agree aa to price, and
the consequence was the woodwork was sent for
sale to London. Unexplained, it certainly ap-
pears a reflection on the just jiride in their past
history, and the munificence of the authorities of
an ancient college, that they should be imwilling
to oii'cr for the recovery of the chapel decora-
tions, presented by one of their most distinguished
members, the market piice of the woodwork for
the adornment of boudoirs and summer houses.

Peof. J. P. HEXDEHS0>f, of Loyola College,
Baltimore, Prof. J. E. Watson, of Oberlin
College, Ohio, and some students of mineralogy,
have been testing the capacity of marbles and
other monumental stones to withstand tlie cor-
roding influences of climate. Their first exami-
nation was of granite, of which 382 different

specimens were tested. Wliile most of these
were composed of such mateiials as would wear
tolerably well in the open air, nearly every piece
showed a lack of abihty to withstand long
exposirre to rough weather. Marble was then
tried, and as Vermont and Italian marbles are
most used in the United States for out-door
monuments, attention was given chiefly to these.

The principal quarries of Vermont are the West
Rutland, Sutherland Falls, East Dorset, Pitts-
ford, and Columbian. In point of durability the
West Rutland marble was found to take the pre-
cedence, and the others followed in the order of
their names. They found also that the native
Vermont marbles are better adapted to stand the
American climate than the Italian, which is

rapidly going out of use, and will most likely

disajjpear entirely for outside work.

A DESPATCH from Easton, Pa., states that the
cleverest feat of engineering ever attempted in

that region has just been successfully carried out.

It seems that, owing to their immense weight,
the iron shoes, in which rest two of the spans of
the long bridge of the Lehigh Valley Railway,
had .sunk about au inch, throwing the bridge out
of gTade. The inside masonry of the pier being
less solid than the outer casing, it was evident
that the depres-sion would continue ; accordingly
an iron casting, 12ft. long, 3ft. Sin. wide, and
Sin. thick, and weighing 7,0001b., was xdaced
imder the spans to elevate them, the spans being
raised for that piirpose by Iiydraulio jacks. The
spans weigh 180 tons each. The spans were
raised, the masonry redressed, tho castings
placed in position, and the spans lowered, with-
out the stoppage of a single train.

The new station exten-sion at Lime-street,
Liveii^ool, is now approaching completion.
About three and a half years ago the work of

excavation was begun by Messrs. Taylor aid
Thompson ; Mr. E. W. Ives, C.E., was entrusted

with the contract for carrying out the erection of

the roof, which was commenced under his direc-

tion on the 0th of April, 1878. Tho whole of the

immense roof has been put up at tho rate of

three bays per month, each bay weighing G2

tons, the work including tho removal of the

Staging, which in itself weighed .5 10 tons, from

one position to another ; and it may be an in-

teresting fact to engineers to know that one of

these bays was completed in tho short space of .5
J

days. There are altogether 18 bays in the roof

—the iron work weighing somewhere about 1,800

tons—in connection with which there will bo

84,000 square feet of glass, four-fifths of which

are now completed. The roof is arched, with

diagonal struts, and flat bar bottom tie rods.

The total rise to thg top of the boom is 42ft., and
the ri.se of the. tie rod is 25ft., the proportions

throughout being exceedingly good. Tho roof

is supported on Ciist-ii'on columns, each of which
weighfs U tons. The columns of the old station

and new extension are braced together with iron

rings, so as to give them greater stability.

When completed, as already stated, it will cover

the largest area of any station in England, in

two clear spans of 200ft. each.

A COKEESPOXDENT of the Citiu^n describes the

manner in which water-closets and cisterns are

ingeniously contrived, in many suburban hou.ses

in the metropolis, so as to spread in the most
effective manner the germs of enteric fever. He
says :— On a large area in the neighborhood of

Stoke NewingtoD, Kingsland, and Ball's-pond,

several thousand houses have been built, and very

many of them have the water-tank over the water-

closet, the latter being on the landing, and inside

the house
;

; the soil-pipe of the water-closet runs

into the drain leading to the mainsewer; the waste

pipe from the roof is inserted and runs into the

soil-pipe, and to flush the water-closet a pipe runs

into the tank. By pulling a wire a valve in the

bottom of the tank is lifted, and so much of the

foul air in the pipe as is not forced by the water
into the closet, forces itself thi-ough or mixes

with the wfiter in the tank, used for drinking and
other purposes.

The exhibition of electric lighting apparatus

at the Albert Hall was a success so far as such

an exhibition could be. Those who attended

Mr. Preece's lecture had a unique opportunity of

appreciating the effects produced by the various

systems of lighting, and the exhibitors are to be

thanked for the trouble they have taken with so

little' prospect of benefit to themselves. Nearly
all the machines and lamps hitherto used in the

production of the electric light were exlubited,

and on the occasion of Mr. Preece's lecture, be-

sides the five Siemens' lamps in tho dome and
tho Jablochkoff lamps aroimd the building, the

other lamps were described and their powers dis-

played by experiment. The effect of the flood

of light in such a building as the Albert Hall,

crowded with a gaily-dressed audience, may be
better imagined thtin described ; but at any rate

its advantages over gas were fairly demon-
strated.

The AthcnteumveieTS to a "mild controversy"
which has lately prevailed among visitants to the

library of the Anthropological Institute. Dr.
E. V. Hayden has presented his magnificent

album of photographs of members of 70 Indian
tribes of the United States. The chiefs are

depicted some with scalping-knives, scalps, and
tomahawks, and some in coat-tail costume.

Among the Ojibboway chiefs is a photograph of

Hole in the Sky, and this is declared by some to

be no other likeness than that of Prof. Ruskin.
At all events it resembles him much. It is not

suspected that the photogi'aph of an Indian chief

has been abstracted by some amateur since its

arrival here, and replaced by that of Mr. Ruskin.
It can scarcely be believed that Prof. Hayden
has been impo.sed upon by some American wag,
and a carte of Mr. Ruskin been foisted on his

collection. This can, however, bo tested by ex-

amining the name of the photographer on the

back, and if it proves to belong to the Survey
then there is au end to the suspicion of its

genuineness, but the resemblance to the enthusi-

astic art critic remains a matter of curiosity.

Me. HoEituzD Rassam has, it is said, dis-

covered a very important cylinder of eight eides,

about 20in. in height, and about 6 or "in. in

diameter. Tliis cylinder, which i)ei'petuates a
historical inscription covering at least ten years

of the reign of Sennacherib, and embracing the

period of that monarch's wars against King
ilczekiali, was discovered in » foundation
coui'se of thcsouth-wcst palace, on tho mound of
Kovyunjik, and was probably one of the
memorial stones placed there on the completion
of the palace. The cylinder, as far as can be
inferre<l from tho photographic representations
wliich have anived in this country, is in au ex-
tremely good state of preservation.

CHUBB'S
WHOUGHT IBON DOOES,

Fire anil Tliii'MtcsUtitig Strung Iloonia, SnfcM, aoil IroD

THREE PRIZE MEDALS
Aud IIo.>oi ||>BL> Mii!<TiuN lit PAlUS EXKIUITIOX, U7B.

niiutmtcd I'ricc LUts post-free.

CHUBB & SON, Maken to tho Dank of England,
12S, (iuecn VUtori»-iitrcrt, St. I"«ul'», E.C. ; and

68, St. Jumcs"»-»trcct, Pall MuU, London.—C.Vi»rT.;

CHIPS.

The woodwork of the new high roof of St. Alban's
Cathedral being completed and ready for fixing, the
contractor has called on the Faculty Committee to
decide on the covering, which was deferred in order
to see whether an adequate amount would be spe-
cially subscribed for lead. This has not yet been
done, but enough has been subscribed to induce
them to run the risk, largo as it is, of doing the
work in tho way that the subscribers generally

desire, and they have ordered lead accoi-dingly.

The deficiency of funds is still nearly £4,000, which
must be provided by the end of next year.

Extensive improvements are about to be carried

out on the Late Norman Church of tit. Bartholomew,
Winchester, from the designs of Messrs. J. Colaou
and Sons, of that city. Two bays are to be added to

the northern aisle of the nave, the western gallery

is to be removed, while the present lath-and-plaster

ceiling of the nave will be removed so as to remove
the handsome oak timbers of the original roof.

The foundation stone of a new Episcopalian
Chapel W.13 laid at Port Patrick, Isle of Man, on
Weclnesday week. The chapel is being built from
the designs of Messrs. Bany aud Son, arcliitects. It

will be Grothic in style, and will measure Gift, by
23ft. 120 sittngs will be jirovided at an estimated

cost of £730, including land. The contractors are

Messrs. Harrison andKiuvig, of Peel, and the chapel

is to be completed by November next.

Lewes has followed the example of most other

country towns in the south of England in removing
the cattle market from tho High-street to an inclo-

sure at some little distance. The new market which
Uea between the railway aud St. John's Church was
opened on Tuesday. The plans for the market, its

buildings, pens, aud stalls were prepared by Mr. H.
Card, surveyor, of Lewes. The contracts for the

excavation and levelling were taken by Mr. James
Pickard, St. Ann's, and that for the settling rooms,

offices, and fencing was taken by Mr. Harman.

Plans are being prepared by Mr. Hodgson for the

sewering of the town of Wigton.

The foundation stone of a new church for Kil-

linghall, near Harrogate, was laid on Saturday
week.

The construction of the sea-wall and breakwatOT
at Newhaven is bein" rapidly proceeded with.

Nearly 400ft. are already constructed, the season

having been exceptionally favourable. Two
hundred and sixty men are employed on the works.

Mr. F. D. Banister is the engineer-in-chief, assisted

by Mr. Alfred E. Carey, aud Mr. Robinson is the

superintendent of works.

The parish church of Coxhill, m the East Riding,

was re-opened on Monday week after complete

restoration, effected at an outlay of £3,000.

The corporation of Doncaster have decided to

adopt a recent report made by Mr. Hawkesley, C.E.,

on their new waterworks at Raveustield, and to

carry out certain additional works which he has

recommended with a view to staying the leakage at

their main reservoir.

A stained-glass window has been erected in the

north aisle of Maisemore Church, Gloucestershire,

by Messrs. A. Gibba and Co., of London. The
subject is our Lord's charge to St. Peter.

The Palmcrston Park line of tramways in Dublin
was opened for traffic by the DubUn Central Tram-
way Company ou Monday.

The foundation stone of a now vicarage house

for the palish of Holy Trinity, Bridgwater, was
laid on Thursday week. Messrs. Down and Son
are the architects, aud Mr. Escott, of North
Petherton, is the contractor.

The local board of Bognor have appointed Mr.
Marshall clerk of works for tho new drainage

scheme, at a salary of £3 per week.
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A new chureh is about to be built at Triangle,

nearHaUfai, from the desigiis of Mr. Barber, of

Halifax It will bo in the Early Decorated style,

and will consist of nave, with deep chancel, organ-

chamber, and clergy and choir vestries.

A scries of shops have been erected for a large

draiiery eetablishmeut in St. Mary-street, Viev-

mouth. The buildings are Elizabethian in style,

and have been erected from the designs of Mr. R.

Crickmay. Mr. L. Bartlett was the contractor.

Messrs. Chubb and Son, the patent lock and safe

makers, of Queen Victoria-street, E.C., will pub-

lish next week a reprint of the chief correspondence

and newspaper articles connected with the recent

coutioversy on English and American looks. The
pamphlet contains a preface by Mr. H. VV. Chubb,

iind will be forwarded free on application.

A new recreation ground is being prepared by

the Marquis of Bute for presentation to the people

of C&ridS, and is expected to be ready for the

dedication in about two years. It adjoins the

Sophia Garden on the side of the Taff, and is

twenty-five acres in extent. The grounds are

being laid out under the superintendence of Mr.

Pettigrew.

New board schools at Gwemvach were opened by
the Abcrvswith School Board on Thursday the Ist

inst. Tlie buildings provide for &50 children in

three departments, the chief boys' and girls' rooms

being each 65ft. by 20ft., and that for the infants

56ft. by 26ft., besides classrooms. The style is

Gothic ; the walls are of local masonry, with

Forest of Dean stone dressings. The architect is

Mr. W. D. Blossley, of Cardiff ; the clerk of works,

Mr. Ridges, of London, and the contractors are

Messrs. C. James and Sons, of Bridgend. The
cost has been £6 10s. per head.

Great progress is being made by Messrs. Henry
Lee and Sons, the contractors for making a south

entrance to the Ipswich Dock, in the preparations

for the work. The engineer is Mr. Batemaii, C.E.,

of London.

The Court of Common Council of the City have
authorised the library committee to take the

opinion of a Royal Academician as to the " artistic

merit of a picture of Temple Bar," by Robert

Dudley, now hanging in the corridor leading to the

Guildhall library ; and if the committee think after

this that the picture is worthy of being possessed

by the Corporation they are further authorised to

negotiate for its purchase.

The vestry of St. George-the-Martyr, South-

wark, are about to build baths and washhouses in

the densely populated district of Lock's-fields, Old

Kent-road. The plans hare been prepared by Mr.

Hiscox, surveyor to the vestry, and are estimated

to cost £15,000. The principal baths are 93ft. by
28ft., and 46ft. by 2oft.

At a meeting of the Royal Hibernian Academy
of Arts Mr. Stephen Catterson Smith has been

elected a constituent member. Sir Frederick

Leighton, P.B.A., ahonorary member, and MM. R.

Bruuier, Otto Weber, and Victor Gilbert honorary

foreign members of the academy.

The annual report of the Baptist Building Fund,
presented to the subscribers last week, shows that

during the past year thirty-four new chapels have

been erected, containing 12,740 sittings, or 8,340

allowing for those in chapels pulled down. The laud

ha3Cost£12,866,andthcbuUding3£"9,090. Theout-

lay on chapels enlarged and improved has been

£8,464, and 960 sittings have been added to the

accommodation.

The parish church of Brewood, five miles from
Wolverhampton, was reopened on Tuesday after

partial restoration, from the designs of Mr. G. E.

Street, R.A., carried out at a cost of £5,000.

The parish church of St. Mary, Woolwich, was
reopened on Sunday week after the substitution of

chairs for the old pews, and the removal of the

upper gallery.

The Leicester Coffeehouse Company has accepted

a tender at £2,943 for the erection of another uew
house. The architect is Mr. Edward Burgess.

At the last meeting of the sanitary section of the

Glasgow Philosophical Society Mr. Alex. Frew,

C.E., submitted a proposal for the removal of the

sewage of Glasgow and the neighbouring burghs-

The scheme consisted in conveying the sewage and

rainfall, estimated at 130,782,000 gallons per day

by sewer to the corporation ground at Dalmuir,

where the liquid could be treated by chemicals and
the effluent passed to the river. The estimated cost

of the works was £594,000, and that of maintainance,

exclusive of treatment of sewage at £42,000. In

the course of the discussion which followed Lord
Provost Collins said " Glasgow must be prepared to

lay before next session of Parliament a plan for

dealing with at least a portion of the sewage of the

city." Dr. J. A. Russell, of Edinburgh, followed

with a paper on " Isaac Stone's Pneumatic Sewage
System."

The Newry town commissioners on Monday
raised the salary of Mr. Meares, town surveyor, to

£125 a year.

Trinity Wesleyan Chapel, Harrogate, was re-

cently opened. It is in the Early Decorated style,

and has been erected from the designs of Mr. George
Woodhouse, architect, of Bolton.

Saudgate Free Church, Ayr, after being decorated

and partially reseated, at a cost of £1,500, was re-

opened on Sunday week.

Holloway's Ointment is not only fitted for
licalini: sort's, wounds, aiul rolieviiijf cxtpriinl ailinents but rubbcil

upon tbo abdomen it acts us ii derivative and tlius disiJlays tlic

utmost salutary intluenee ovei- stomaehie disorders, deraugeiiieuts
of the liver, irrcitularity of the bowels, and other iutcstiuo
iucunveuieiices whU'h mar mau's comfort.

€xnU iJlebjs.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSXTINa WEEK.
Monday.—Institution of Surveyors. Discussion on D.

Sturge's paper on "The Disposal of the
Sewage of Paris," 8 p.m.
Society of Arts. Cantor Lecture,

No. Iv., *' Recent Advances In Tolo-
graphy," byW. H. Precce.

Wednesday.— Society of Arts. Paper on "The Auto-
matic Kailway Brake," by E. D.
Barker, 8 p.m.

Thursday.—Society of Arts. Sanitary conference.
Civil and Mechanical Engiueer'sSoeiety.

G. "W. Wilcocks, A.I.C.E., on "Roads
and Roadways," 6.30 p.m.

Society for the Fine Arts. Lecture by
E. P. Loftus Brock, F.S.A., on "The
Uses of a Collection of Ancient Engrav-
ings," 8 p.m.

Society of Arts. W. H. Perkin on " The
History of Alazai-ine and ^Vllied Colouiing-
Matters," 8 p.m.

Friday.—Society of Arts. Sanitary conference.
Royal Institution. Professor Comu,

"Sur I'Etude Optique de 1'Elasticity','

9 p.m. »

Saturday. — Royal Institution. H. H. Statham on
*' Architecture." Concluding Lecture
(No. 4), 3 p.m.

BATH STONE OF BEST QUALITY.
WE8TW00D GROUND. UOX GROUND, CORyilAM DOWN

and COMRE DOWN.

RANDELL, SAUNDERS, & CO.,LiMiTED
Quarrymen and Stone Merchants.

rriccs, delivered at any part of the United Kingdom, furnished
on niiplieation to

BiTH STO»iOrricE,CORSHAM, WILTS. [AnvT.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
ALTEiNcnAM.—The master painters of Altrincham

have given notice to their employes of a reduction
of wages of one halfpenny per hour, to come into

force on the Ist November next.

Blackburn.—The operative masons, bricksetters,

flaggers, slaters, plumbers, glaziers, joiuers and
other artisans employed in the building trades have
either resolved to strike against a reduction of Id.

per hour, or have ceased work already. The stone-

masons will receive 12s. per week from the London
Central Society, and the others will receive strike

pay from the funds of their societies.

Chokley.—The joiuers of this district struck

work on Thursday in last week against the reduc-
tion of wages, of which notice was given by the

masters six mouths ago. The reduction is at the

rate of l^d. per hour, with an extension of working
hours to 55 per week.

Geeekock.—The master plumbers of Greenock
have intimated to their workmen that on and after

the 10th inst. the wages will be reduced Id. per
hour.
HuBDEESFiELD. — The masoDS of Huddersfield

having declined to work 51 hours per week, mstead
of 49J as heretofore, and having also refused to

consent to arbitration, have been locked out by their

employers. They had offered to accept a reduction

of 2s. per week rather than work increased hours.

LrvEEPOOL.— On Saturday a deputation from the

Liverpool operative plasterers waited on the masters

for the purpose of coming to an arrangement
respecting the reduction of Id. per hour and
an increase of five hours on the week'

a

labour, which was proposed by the masters,

and finally left, with the understanding that the

operatives should continue working on the exact

terms of the masters' first notice of Id. per hour
reduction, and also to commence work at six a..m.

instead of seven, " under protest." The operativea

will now receive about ojd. per week less than
formerly, with an additional five hours' labour per

week.
Meeionethshiee.—Notices reducing the working

days to three weekly were posted on Monday at

most of the Merionethshire slate quarries. The
slate trade continues in a most depressed condition.

WiGAN.—The Wigan painters are dissatisfied

with the award of the arbitrator on the reduction

in wages proposed by the masters, and did not

commence work on Monday. The notices by the

masters were that the week's work should be in-

creased from 40J to 54| hours, and the rate of

wages reduced from 8d."to "d. per hour, and the

arbitrator decided that the hours should bo 51 J,

and the pay 7jd. per hour. The masons, plasterers,

plumbers, joiners, and carpenters are still on strike.

The joiners have offered to accept either of tlia

following rates : 49^ hours at 7d., or 54| hours at

8d., but the masters refuse to entertain either.

The painters have reciuosted their employers to re-

open the arbitration with reference to their rate of

wages. The masters, however, at a meeting on

Monday afternoon, declined to do so, as they saw
no reason for that step being taken.

THE ARTIFICIAL MARBLE COMPANY
(DELAEOQUE'S PATENT).

MANUFACTORY AND SHOWROOMS :-VYNER STREET, CAMBRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, E.

ARTIFICIAL MARBLE MANTEL-PIECES, I

MADE IN SICILIAN, VIOLET-VEIN,
EOUGE, ST. ANN'S, &c.

AT LESS THAN HALF THE PRICE OF REAL MARBLE.

Designs and Prices Post-Free on Application.

A LAEGE AND VAEIED STOCK ALWAYS KEPT.
N.B.—THE CHEAPEST AND BEST MANTEL-PIECES IN THE MARKET.
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DOORS AND DOORWAYS, ANCIENT
AND MODERN.

THE South Kensington Museum has
acquired, by purchase, a marble door-

way from one of the old Genoese palaces,

the reputed work of L. da Romerio da
Campione, bearing date A.D. 1619. Such
acquisitions would be all the more valuable

did they lead to a deeper practical study of

the ways in which those ancient Italian

workers made their edifices, not merely
splendid but artistic also. In few respects

has the genius of inventive and constructive

nations and ages been more characteristically

illustrated than in their fashions and
mechanisms of gates, doorways, and doors,

of which, perhaps, the most superb modem
illustrations arc to be found in the double
malachite valves, from the Ural, adorning
the Winter Palace at St. Petersburg. A
palace, as distinguished from a public edi-

fice, is, of course, a private building, and
the degi'ec of luxury represented by its

splendour is never more distinctly apparent
than in its approaches. Whether, however,
in palatial or in humbler dwellings, the door
and doorway always constituted among our
ancestors important appendages, constructed
of various woods, carved, moulded, painted,

set, as it were, in frames of decoration,

occasionally of almost architectural eiFect,

though the material was only pine, or oak,

or ebony, hold together by Gothic-headed
naUs and iron braces. In the older Spanish
mansions we find a stUl greater dignity
given to the means of entrance, and, singu-
larly enough, their arrangements very
closely resemble those of Herculaneum and
Pompeii. There is a hall, with one door
opening on the street and another opening
on an interior court, the latter of wood or of

thin iron, the former of massive wood,
enormously heavy, but nearly always wide
open dming the day, and studded with
naUs, diamond, square, or roimd-hcaded, but
invariably tiu-ned into one form of decora-
tion or another. It was upon their doors
and gates, indeed, that the elder race of

Spaniards expended most of their marvellous
facility in iron-work. In parts the details

seem to have been hammered and in parts
chiselled, but upon all the traces are to be
detected of Moorish teaching. Singularly
enough, however, the gate of the Pantheon
at Rome, to this day almost intact, and the
only one remaining from antiquity with
all its accessories perfect, exhibits similar
features. Each of the bronze naOs with
which it is studded, and which, apart
from a low moulding, constitute its sole

ornament, is a piece of decoration in itself,

with heads representing sim-rays, jewels,
and so on, in such elaboration as to become
a study. The Pantheon, indeed, of all the
Roman structures, was that in which this

adornment of bronze was most profusely
employed, and in the portals especially.
But that, of course, was a national edifice,

to which attention has only been for a
moment divei-ted from the family castles,
so to describe them, of the feudal age.
These wore rarely remarkable, in any sense,
as works of art, and the celebrated one of
Aigne-Montas may, perhaps, be taken as
typical of them all—reproduced as wo find it

at St. Vicente in Spain, the Mediaeval
market-place at Brussels, and the Tower of
Narbonne—a low-browed arch, leading to
another rather more airy, always studded
with nails, sometimes plated with iron.

occasionally armed with a portcullis. But
these were rather mUitaiy than domestic

gates and doors ; and, indeed, the variety

of such construction is a largo one, for

arelutects have bestowed infinite care and
thought ujjon the apertures, especially of

sacred interiors. Tlioso in bronze, of St.

Sophia, at Constantinople, have always
been regarded as masterpieces of art, with,

scarcely less so, those of the tabernacle in

the church of St. John,* at Fleas, in the

same material ; of St. Mark's, Venice ; and
the Abbey Church, St. Denis; and, in a

word, of St. Sabine, at Rome. London, of

course, has long forgotten its gates, except

in so far as they are commemorated by the

names of streets and thoroughfares, as Lud-
gate, Bishopsgate, and so forth ; but the

English never lavished such love upon these

works—though - many of our cathedi'als

exhibit good testimony to it—as did the

builders of old days, and of the Italian

palaces, more particularly those of Genoa,
Florence, and Venice. StUl, rich in luxury
as were these structures, they never brought
forth so elaborately the genius of the early

builders as did the more religious and
monastic constructions of an age coeval ^vith

them. But oven here, periods of manners,
not loss than of arts, pass across the

perspective. It was considered an extra-

ordinary fact that the gates of Loriet, of the

convents on Mount Athos, of the abbeys
Cluny and Jmnieges, of the Convent of the

Holy Fathers at Auxerres, of the Brothers of

the Redemption of Slaves at Rome, and of the

Cathedral of Mai-montier were unfortified,

while those of Ivirou, Toumores, St. Peter

of Barqeiull, St. Baptist of Laon, and St.

Martin d'Anchy, imder the name of gates,

were so many fortaUcos, with towers, bar-

bicuses, covered ways, and every preparation

of defence. Yet, almost at the same time,

wo have houses of sanctuary so respected,

even by the brigand classes, that then- doors

of solid silver, or other metal, thickly-gilded,

were left imguardod by night.

Art, among its imaginations, has seldom
put them to a more varied use than in the

architecture and materials of gates. It has
given them endless forms—in Latin and
Gothic chm-ches, in Grreek and Roman dwell-
ing houses—in cathedrals and at the en-
trances of cities ; in the shape of triumphal
arches ; for palaces and castles, for cemeteries

and catacombs. It has made them of marble,
granite, bronze, ivory, malachite, silver, and
even gold, of maple, mahogany, oak, and
cedar. At Grotto-Ferrara, near Rome, was
recently discovered a magnificent portico,

with doors of bronze,—though some were of

wood moving on hinges, and covered with
plates of silver, while others belonging to the
basilica of St. Mary the Great were of silver,

solid. Those of St. Constantine are plated
with the precious metals, damascened in

semi-Oriental patterns, while those of St.

Sabine, already referred to, are of wood, but
literally pictures and frames of sculpture, in

designs admirably followed in St. Anne, at

Paris, and in the modernised porch of the
Cathedral of Rouen. This last, however,
exhibits some foatui'os of its own worth
notice. It is of oak, panelled, with a border
of sixteenth century arabesque, exquisitely

carved, but unhappilydaubed over with pamt.
The architect originally employed recom-
mended filling up the crevices with gmn, and
laying alight cover of oil upon the gum ; but
he was superseded, and another revivalist

engaged, who daubed the delicate surface

with a legend, in abominable colour, of the
Tree of Jesse. StiU, nothing can disgrace
the beautiful foi-ms of the jambs and lintels,

of the birds and cherubs, of the flowers and
plants, wrought originally in the virgin oak.
In its px'oportions, however, though the
enrichment be Gothic, this doorway precisely

resembles that which has just now been
brought from Geiwa, and another belonging
to the Church of St. Mary-the-Great, at

Rome, in wood, plated with bronze, and
having projecting piers, with figures of lions,

in cast metal, recumbent upon them. The
porch, however, must not be confounded
with the gate. The former has, in all epochs,
and under eveiy dispensation, afforded an
opportunity of interminable decoration and
display, wliile, of the latter few examples
remain to contest the palm of excellence with
those of Giobcrti. Nor, again, must a gate
be confounded with a door, and of this we
have two interesting illustrations belonging
to the olden time, one from Germany, and
another from France. The former opens
upon a suite of groimd-floor rooms in the
Grand Ducal Chateri\i of Baden. It is in

perfect consonance with the rest of the struc-

ture—a world of wooden architecture, over-
laid by one of stone—of timber roofs, of

carved panels, of oaken mouldings, of un-
concealed rafters, of cofifored ceilings, of

sculptured or moulded friezes, and, con-
sequently, of doors to match— lofty and
heavy, with a ponderous transverse bar half-

way down, occasional inlays of walnut, pine,

and ebony, a lock of monstrous size, and
hinges covering a third of the surface. The
latter, lately unearthed at Toulouse, is of
uncertain date, folds back on either side, is

voiy simply carved, and, to all appearance,
was painted of a natural white. Both of

these, however, are confronted by the design
of a French architect, Cesar Daly, who
wrought the noble gates of the Hotel Demi-
doff, in Pai-is. He boldly lays it down as
an axiom that in the construction of gates
bronze is almost the only proper material to

be employed. The Egyptians imderstood its

value ; the Greeks constructed a temple with
it throe centuries before the first stone of the

Parthenon was laid ; the Romans roofed
their festal halls with bronze. More to the

purpose is the fact that the doors of Notre
Dame and of a hundred other shrines, cele-

brated throughout the civilised world, are

thus composed, together with the famous
Grille of St. Germain rAuserrois; but the

Demidoff gates are actually of hammered
iron, finished off with cast-iron ornaments,
perforated into patterns while red-hot,mani-
pulated to an extreme fineness, and yet

of marvellous strength. Another door, the

preservation of which is due to the same
artist, is that of the Abbey of " St. John of

the Cabbages," in the valley of the Lower
Rhine, eight or nine centuries old. The
work is supposed to be as old as the edifice

itself, or, at any rate, exemplifies the

highest state of the art as it existed in

the first half of the twelfth century, when it

had been comparatively obscured during the
process of a long decline. It is comjiosed of

upright planks, set in a frame of solid stone,

and it was once ornamented and strengthened

by metal circles and scrolls, partly symbolic,

and most ingeniously Avi'Otight together.

Some of this antique metal work, when
analysed, is really amazing, on account of

its perfection in detail, and thorough origin-

ality in the idea. Sohweighoueser, in his

book on Alsace, declares that there are parts

of it which would Uterally bear examination
by the microscope, and yet it was hand-
work from beginning to end. The relics in

wood, however, belonging to this class are

not the less worth examination. That
attached to the Sacristy of Rouen Cathedral
— a thirteenth century specimen — is a
marvel of simplicity, elegance, and that kind
of character which throws a halo round
every variety of ecclesiological art. The
wooden doors, indeed, of the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries are well-deserving of

notice from every point of view. Sometimes
they were constructed of simple planks
placed upright, side by side, carvel fashion,

and held together either by transverse pieces

or iron bracings. But they had to be hung,
and their hangmgs had to be socketed in the

stone, and, by degrees, this fuiTiiture had to

be made, in its way, ornamental, whether by
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berellings of the timber, or ramifications of

tho iron-work upholding it, and so branches,

fi-oit, flowers, emblems, and an entire allo-

gonr of mediiT>valisui grew upon the i-ough

surrace of the iron. Tlio Cathedral of Eouen,
in fact, affords several examples of Middle
Age doors, in the construction of which iron

has an imiwrtant part. Some of them, how-
ever, have been modernised and vulgarised

of late, and the hammer of a nineteenth

century blacksmith has, in various instances,

broken away a piece of work of which
Qnontin Matsys himself might have been
proud. Still, the great door of Rouen
retains its chai-actor, notwithstanding
the coarse coat of paint by which
it has been both discoloured and disfigured.

The joints between the planks, it is true, are
no longer to be distinguished ; the locks and
bolts aro battered, but the ring hangs in its

place ; and the circular ornament, for which
no one has ever yet found a meaning, is,

strange to say, imtouched. This door is in
itself, says M. Daly, " a lesson in architec-
ture," and certainly nothing can bo at the
same time more simple and more significant.

These are principles we find repeated in the
gates and doors and doorways of Chartres—
not long ago destroyed by an incendiary

—

of Florence, Palermo, and Perugia, the three
last being of richly scidptured marble, in
dose resemblance with that lately brought
from Genoa to South Kensington. The
singpilarly high and narrow entrances into
the palaces and churches of Anay-le-Franc,
the market gates of Brussels and of Bemo,
the castle gates at Cadajllac and GaUlon,
with the more curious gates of Lisbon,
suggest much that is remarkable, as exem-
plifying so many fashions of taste, if not so
many schools of thought. In the East, of
com-so, where the word " door" is men-
tioned it often means no more than a pair of
curtains, but, taking the term literally, it

may still have a number of different appli-
cations, as in the Latin Gate of Eome, the
WarGate of Eheims, the Gate of France at St.

Martin-lc-Vinoux, the doors of the hotels
Cluny and Sens, and the Mycenean, Ephe-
sian, and Niosean gates. In Turkey, we
know, the "Porte" originally signified the
entry to a palace, though it has since become
a synonym for the Government of the Otto-
man empii'C ; but these translations from the
real to the figurative belong only to the
East, and although in a poem " the ivory
door of dreams " may be toleratsd, the solid
interest of the subject begins with the
entrances provided in past and present times,
whether for cathedi-al or church, palace or
prison, Gothic castle, or ordinary modem
abode. The gate or the door figures largely,
as we have said, in the chronicles of both
Arts and manners in every civilised country.
Moreover, a wonderful literature connected
with this sole subject, neglected though it

.be in modem days, exists.

'THE CONSTRUCTION OF THEATRES
AND MUSIC-HALLS.

OOME regulations for the better construc-
'O tJon of theatres, music-halls, and other
Bke places of resort, and for the protection
of the public frequenting them, have been
talked of repeatedly -vvithin the last few
years, and now we have the first instalment
towards a code of regulations issued by the
Metroi)oHtan Board of Works under the
Metropolis Management and Building Acts
Amendment Act, 1878. The new regulations
were made at a meeting of the Board on the
2nd inst., and comprise seventeen clauses in
alL These we may briefly notice, confining
our attention chiefly to those which have
most direct bearing upon the planning and
construction of buildings of the class referred
to. The proprietors and stage-managers of
theatres and music-halls arc essentially con-
rentional in their habits and thoughts ; hence

we have been accustomed to see, despite the
repeated casualties from fire and panic, the
auditorium of a theatre bviilt in the flimsiest

manner, while behind the proscenium the
materials and construction are of a still

worse description. Wooden partitions not
unfrequently divide the passages and gang-
ways, while drapery and tinsel of the most
inflammable kind conceal the temporary ex-
pedients on the stage. As regards planning,
the theatre does not admit of much that is

new. Its shape has to be govoraod by the

primai'y conditions of sound and vision,

while its size or accommodation is regulated
in like manner by the width of the stage
opening. It is essential that the part of the
house which directly faces the stage should
bo within a moderate distance, say, 60ft.

;

that the shape should be either based on
the isacoustic curve, or upon the conven-
tional horse-shoe form, and that the usual
passages and staircases should be placed in

positions to provide for the readiest ingress

and egress. But though the plan does not
admit of much invention, the construction

calls for a thorough refonn in details at

least. The Regulations now before us apply
to all " places of public resort within the
metropolis for the performance " of stage
plays, and " to all houses, rooms, or
other places containing a superficial area for

the accommodation of the public of not loss

than 500 square feet," so that a room of

2oft. long by 20ft. broad can be brought luider

these restrictions if it be opened or used for

public dancing or other entertainment under
authority of letters patent or licensed for such
purpose for the fii-st time after the 22nd day
of July, 1878. Regulation II. requires that
henceforth every person who is desirous of

opening a house or place of entertainment or
resort within the metropolis, or any room of

not less than 500 square feet, shall give
notice of his intention to the Metropolitan
Board of Works ; and it further requires that
plans, elevations, and sections of such house,
room, or place of public resort, or of the
premises of which

,
such may form part,

drawn to a scale of not less than |th of an
inch to a foot, and a block plan showing its

position in relation to adjacent premises
drawn to a scale of not less than lin. to 20ft.,

must be submitted to the Board. It recites
" In the case of now buildings, or buildings
to be adapted as a place of public resort,

these dla^vings must be also accompanied by
a specification of the works to be executed,
describing the materials to be employed and
the mode of construction to bo adopted, to-

gether with such other particulars as may bo
necessary to enable the Board and its ofiicers

to judge whether the requirements of these
regulations will, when the building has
been completed, have been complied with."
The notice has also to be accompanied by a
"detailed statement of the respective num-
bers tobe accommodatedin the several portions
of the house or other place, and of the area to

be assigned to each person, which shall not be
less than 1ft. Sin. by 1ft. 6in. in the galleries;

nor less than 2ft. 4in. by 1ft. 8in. in the other
parts of the house, room, or other jjlaco of

resort." No one can complain of these
requirements in ordinary cases ; a statement
of the nature of the interest in the premises
of the person applying, and the schedule
of numbers to be accommodated, and the
area assigned to each, seem to us to be
highly necessary to insure public security in

these buildings ; but there is one point about
which architects will have some reason to

complain, namely that quoted by us above,
in which a specification of the works to be
executed and other detailed particulars are
to be submitted. Why shotdd an architect

be subjected to this kind of control ? In
some instances such an ordeal would be
simply preposterous ; it would be a tacit

admission of the superior skill and experience
of the ofiicers of the Board—an assumption
that may be quite unwarranted, and which

many architects who had bmlt theatres could
fairly resent. We may suggest therefore
the words in parenthesis, "uidess an archi-
tect be employed," ought in justice to be
inserted in this part of the clause. Wo con-
tend that the submission of the plans and
sections of a buUding would, or ought
to be, when a respectable architect was
engaged, ample guarantee for the conscien-
tioususoof good materials andpropermodes of
construction adopted. The area to be allotted
to each person in the gallciy is a trifle over
2 square feet, and 'to each person in the
other parts about 3J square feet— areas that
at present are not attempted in the majority
of London theatres. We believe 2 square
foet to every grown-up person a not very
ample allowance for passages and stairs,

but the space allowed in the regulations is

ample. Capt. Shaw has laid it down that for
every hundred persons accommodated, the
passages, halls, and stairs should not be less

than 250 square feet. The regulation touch-
ing walls is that every house or room shall
be inclosed with external walls of brick or
stone, or partly of each, and the thickness
to be not less than that prescribed by the
Building Act for walls of similar height and
length of the warehouse class ; the pros-
cenium wall of any house is by Regulation
IV. to bo of brick not less than 13in. in
thickness, earned up to a height of 3ft.

above the roof, and carried down below
the stage to the level of foundation of ex-
ternal walls. Only a doorway into the
orchestra and one doorway on each side of

the stage, for communication with the
auditorium, are to be made through it ; these
are to bo not more than 3ft. 6in. wide, and
to be closed with iron doors fixed without
woodwork, and the decorations of the pro-
scenium are to be of fire-resisting materials.

We hope the last provision wUl give rise to
a better and more truthful mode of stage
decoration. Regulation V. provides for the
support and inclosing every staircase for

the use of audience by brick walls ; and all

staircases and floors to bo of firo-resisting

materials. It also provides that :

—

"No staircase, internal corridor, or passage-way,
for the use of the audience, shall be less than 4ft.

6in. wide. Every staircase, corridor, or passage-
way for the use of the audience, and which com-
municates with auy portion of the house, intended
for the accommodation of a larger number of the
audience than four hundred, shall be increased in
width by Gin. for every additional 100 persons,
until a maximum width of Oft. be obtained.
Provided always that in every case where the stair-

cases are 6ft. wide and upwards a dividing hand-
rail shall be provided.

'
' A clear passage organgway, of notless than 3ft.

wide, shall be reserved round every part appro-
priated to the audience, except that next the
proscenium or place of performance."

These are wise precautions, and will do
much towards promoting roomy places of

amusement, and in allaying public fear.

No. VI. is to the effect that all ironwork is

to bo protected against the action of fire, but
the means are left to the Board. The Vllth
clause treats of means of exit, and provides
that wherever a portion of the audience is
'

' accommodated over or at a higher level

than others of the audience, a separate

means of exit of the width prescribed for

staircases or passages, and communicating
directly Avith the street, shall be provided
from each floor," separate tiers of boxes are

consequently reckoned together as foiining

one floor, and one additional exit at the

least, communicating with different levels

and directly leading to the street, is to bo
provided. All doors and barriers are to open
outwards.

Sanitary details have not boon overlooked.

We find that as regards warming, hot-water
only at low pressure is to be used where
artificial heating is employed ; that all

openings for ventilation shall be shown on
the plans and described, and be subject to

the Board's approval ; that no workshop,

&c., shall bo formed over the auditorium or
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imder it ; no scene-dock or property-room
to bo permitted within any house unless

separated by firo-proof means ; that where
there are no fire-mains on constant supply
two cisterns shall bo provided on top of the
prosceniunx wall, or at some approved place,

each capable ofholding 250 gallons ofwater for
every 100 persons,and lire-mains in connection
with hydrants to extend round the whole
building ; and that no white metal pipes are

to be used in any part of the building. The
concluding regulations require notice to be
given to the Board of any intended altera-

tions of or additions to any building in respect
of which the Board may have granted a cer-

tificate of approval. The notice in such a
case is to be accompanied by plans, eleva-
tions, and sections, showing the proposed
alterations, and also by a specification ; but
here again wo cannot see why the latter

document is to bo submitted in eveiy case.

TheBoard,however,intimates in the last clause
that it may in certain cases '

' dispense with or
modify its regulations," that applications

with this object are to bo in writing and
state the reasons why such modifications
should be made.
These regulations, of which we have here

given the purport, will, if enforced with
moderation and a duo regard to the last

clause, produce a very beneficial change in

buildings of tliis class. Up to the present
time, notwithstanding the ndes issued by
the Lord Chamberlain to be observed by the
houses licensed by him, there has been a de-
plorable disregard of common structural
and sanitary precautions. The proscenium-
wall and the separation of the auditorium
from the stage itself has not been considered
with any care, passages and staircases have
been consti-ucted without any independent
support and safety of their own, openings
for exit have either been absurdly inadequate
to the accommodation of the house, or so
badly placed that loss of life is rendered
almost imminent in case of emergency ; doors
are made to open inwards, while every means
of ventilation is neglected or rendered abor-
tive by the desire to prevent diaught. We
beUevo that the adoption of such judicious
regulations without unnecessai-y restrictions

would bring about a desirable change in
structures of this kind, not only promoting
more substantial buildings, but creating an
inducement for more truthful architectural
decoration.

THE PICTURES AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.—II.

EENEST CROFT'S picture (No. 613)of the
" Evening of the Battle of Waterloo,"

is, in all respects, a satisfactory representa-
tion of what might have taken place at that
momentous time. The moment chosen is

when Napoleon is quitting his carriage,
which he did in such haste that he left his
hat behind him, to be found by the Prussians
who took possession of the carriage and its

contents a few moments after he had quitted
it. The painter represents him as just about
to moimt a horse, brought by one of his
oflScers for his escape. The gunners to the
left have just limbered up and are off, while
the guards to the right are heroically
struggling to keep back the coming Prussians
till the Emperor has gone. It is a stirring
incident which has lost nothing by Mr.
Croft's vivid interpretation. There is an im-
mense variety of expression all natiually
given. The subject, though some of its details
are doubtful as facts of history, is adequately
treated. Elizabeth Butler {uee Thompson),
shows her usual power in "'Listed for the
Connaught Rangers," recruiting in Ireland.
A sergeant, accompanied by a couple of other
soldiers, and a drummer-boy, are marching
along a heavy road to join headquarters,
with two recruits of dift'erent dispositions,
through a desolate out-of-the-way Irish
moor. The man on the left looks back

wistfully at his distant homo, while his com-
panion steps out boldly and carelessly,

leaving no cheerful memories behind. The
aspect of neither escapes the watchful eye of

the sergeant who marches between thom.

By no moans tho worst part of the picture

is the excellent landscape through which the

party passes. Utter desolation, well-nigh

without hope, is the portion of "The
Penitent," by Luke Pildes (No. 63), returned

to the home she left in her infatuation. It

is shut up and deserted. There she kneels

with head buried in her hands, with broken
heart, yearning for comfort. How likely she

is to get any from her former neighbours
may bo guessed from tho groups of gossips

about the place ; even the children are more
inquisitive than compassionate. The pros-

perous fanner on his big cart-horse, with his

little boy upon him, will in a minute have
passed on with no moro than a cursory

inquiry. There is plenty of interest, however
felt by the women of the village. That
ugly old crone at the back and the buxom
farmer's wife who is haranguing the by-
standers, have nothing too bad to say of

their erring sister. Each of them could
have told long ago '

' what was to be expected
of a girl lilse that." But she heeds them
not'; her grief and shame arc too absorbing.
Perhaps it would have been better if the man
and horse had not formed quite so important
a part of the picture ; but no doubt the artist

intentionally and rightly put the erring

sister somewhat in the background, the

better to express her lonely situation ; for,

after all, the subject of the picture is not
only the return of the Penitent, but how
little pity is extended to an erring sister,

however bitterly she does repent, and how-
ever much she tries to amend. Of a very
different character is the wretchedness of the
poor fellow dra^vn by Mr. Weeks (No.

76). His better half and her old servant
are having a thorough clean-up to their

hearts' content. Well may he exclaim, " Oh
wretched day, beyond expressing ! to me a
day the most distressing. This slopping."
He does not get much pity from his partner
in life, as he sits perched on a piece of

furniture to get out of the wet, her cheerful
raillery only adding to his misery ; the
hopeless confusion of tho furniture heaped
up any how completes the whimsical scene.

H. T. Wells exhibits a delijjhtful couple of

fair young ladies in the "Laurel Walk,"
(No 331.) Though they alone are seen
strolling among the laurels which shade
them from the sun, there are doubtless
others beside them in the grove, unless thou-

bright eyes mislead us, though tho elder of

tho two pretends to be so interested in her
book. " The Old Stone Breaker " (No. 55)
is also good, though rather wanting in life.

P. H. Calderon comes out this year chiefly

as portrait-painter with a fair amount of

success. Family groups with fancy names
seem to bo coming into fashion, with the
inevitable result that nearly all tho people
seem to be trying to look as if they were
not having their portraits taken. Thus in

268 the wife and children of C. J. Lambert
are made to pose in "A Voyage Roimd the
World" as listening, though most of them
are not, to an interesting tale. It is also
all but inevitable that in such compositions
tho same sort of idea will strike many
artists, and so in the present exhibition
there are three of this description. As
portraits of a charming mother and sweet
little girl just come in from a walk in tho
tlowery meadows, A. D. Leslie's " Alice in
Wonderland" (No. 72) is delightful. Mr.
Leslie's last picture is "Naughty Kitty"
(336.) This also has only two figures,

mother and daughter in a qiuet garden. The
expression of Mrs. Puss, not quite without
anxiety as she watches tho child trying to
make little Kitty good by her caresses, is

very natural. G. E. Hicks exhibits the
third similar and woll-paintcd group of a

mother reading to hor children. "Twilight,"
(No. 325) by P. H. Calderon, is scarcely up
to his usual high standard. There is no
lack of spirit and incident in A. C. Gow's
"No Surrender." After a desperate fight,

how desperate can bo seen by the wounded
and dying ; a small band has retired into the
very roof of the building. One resolute
warrior stands with his gun pointed to
shoot tho first man that tries to prevent
his comrades from pulling up the ladder
through tho trapdoor, and so cutting
themselves off from immediate attack.
None of those brave fellows wiU be taken
alive. Eyre Crowe's most meritorious
work is No. 301. Marat, as was his wont, is

represented as seated in his bath, over which
a board is placed, writing his correspondence.
Charlotte Corday, had tried {vainly two or
three times to got admittance. At last he
heard her voice and ordered her to be called
in. After interesting him by giving him tho
names of certain Girondist deputies in
exile at Caen, which he took down to
have them brought to the guillotine,
" she stabbed him with a knife which
she had concealed for that purpose." It
is not the death itself that is described,
but simply her entry into the room.
Marat, >vith his wicked face, turning round
in something of suspicion and fear to receive
her, but is calmed by the steady quietness of

her demeanour. (201) " Bluecoat boys re-
turning from their holidays " is a pretty
picture ; but we do not care for either (443)
" The Execution of the Due d'Enghicn in
1804," which is too low in colour and tame,
or (1041) " The Queen of the May," a bit of

common life which could only be redeemed by
very skilful and characteristic treatment.
No. 1039 is a wedding scene of the middle
of last centurj'. Tho time is winter, the snow
lying thick upon the ground, the young
bridegroom has just mounted and is holding
his bride before him, seated on a pillion

;

round them, mounted, are tho squires of the
neighbourhood, while the peasant girls are
giving them a farewell greeting. The old
father and mother stand, soiTy at then-

own loss, at tho gate to see the last of their

darling. Seymour Lucas's " Gordon Riots "

(No. 25) puts one in mind of tho pictures

Copley loved to paint. Tho enormities com-
mitted by the mob are hinted at by tho col-

lection of valuable furniture and objects of

art heaped in one comer of the street among
the dead bodies, probably of some of the
robbers. Amid burning houses and the tre-

mendous roar of the authors of those horrible
scenes which disgraced that extraordinary
time of anarchy, tho Riot Act having been
read by the worthy magistrate who rides in

the midst of the soldiers, and whose alarm is

well contrasted with the quiet coolness of

his professional companions, the mob at last

is brought to bay by the platoon fire of

guards. There is gicat breadth and charac-
ter in the " Breton Quarryworkers " (No.

123), by G. F. Munn. There are few better

bits of di-awings in tho collection. The next
picture, " Adversity," by T. Sant, istoo well
known to need any description : it is a most
beautiful work. AU of H. W. K. Davis's
landscapes are good. " Cutting Forage on
tho French Coast " strikes us as one of the
best : it is a harvest scene by the seaside, tho
tide coming in fresh and brisk. Three fine

horses are enjoying themselves in the rich

grass tillwanted. Thefinish of theforeground,
with its poppies, clover, daisies, and various
grasses, is as high and true as possible.

Country of a veiy different kind, but equally
well transferred to tho canvas, is shown in

No. 615, where a white cow and calf, ad-
mirably painted, have strayed in the moor-
land. No. 935, " Picardy Sheep," should
not bo passed over. Of his English scenery
the bcstis (No. 1,396) " Cloud and Sunshine."
Rich, fat, slightly undulating pasture land;
the summer storm having just passed over
and left tho green glades greener still ; the
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bright hot sun making all brighter now that

the dark clouds ore scudding away, much to

the contontiuent of the flock of rooks who
hare just resumed their work. The land-

scape bv the door on the opposite side of the

room, '"The Woodland Road" (1,400), by
J. W. Oakes, is a fine ix)bust drawing of oak-

chtd oouatry. In all the more elaborate

laadaMiiM, especially those of the rising

aehool, flach as have been pm-chased
by th« trustees of the Chantrey
Trust, thste is a tendency to exaggerate the
spectroscopic effect, so much so that the
trees in the foreground seem in most cases

to come right out of the frame, suggesting,

perhaps wrongly, a liberal use of photo-

grai^y. Henry Moore, in "By Stress of
Weather" (No. 75), has a splendid and most
refined drawing of rough water, the boats
just entering harbour having enough to do
to hc^ their own with the growing waves.
The tone of coloui- is subdued, according to
the limits that this refined artist has imposed
upon himsdf. " Calming Down " (No. 116),

is also well worthy of notice. All the
pictures exhibited by J. C. Horsley, ex-
cept No. 168 " A Trespasser," are poi-traits.

This is a very pretty picture. A very grand
niilari comes in from her drive, and upon
entering her bedroom, whei-e her dress, of

most gorgeous description, is lying on the
snowy bed, poor tired puss has made her-
self particularly comfortable in its folds,

which she has arranged suitably for the pur-
pose, more to her own satisfaction than that
of hei mistress. Mi-. E. Nicol always gives
some humorous examples of character. His
" Interviewing a Member " is an excellent
instance. The unfortunate member, who is

dressed in pink ready to start with the hounds
has to endure the prosing of the farmers and
others of his village, keeping his temper as
well as circumstances will allow. The meet-
insT evidently have no idea of hmTying them-
selTes, so that he might just as well be seated.
It is needless to say tliat the details of furni-
ture, dress, &c., are all conscientiously and
faithfully worked out, to the corduroy and
X>earl buttons of the deaf old fellow who is

standing in front. Old Slippers would not
seem at first thought a very promising sub-
ject, and yet Charles Eobinson has made an
amusing, and in some sort beautiful, picture
of the " Shoes of the Faithful." All these
taken off the feet of the men who have en-
tered the Mosque to pray, are aiTanged in
quaint order in the Vestibule under the
guardianship of a fine Persian cat and her
two sleepy kittens who enjoy the nice warm
comer. Through a beautiful lattice-work
screen we get a peep at the blue sky and
flowers of the temple garden. T. M. Eooke's
series of incidents in ihe life of Ahab (967 to
992) are finished with the elaboration of
mediaeval miniatures. They show an inti-
mate acquaintance with the minutest details
of Asyrian costume and architecture, so far as
they have been made known to us by the dis-
coveries at Nimroud, &c., and considerable
success in their adaptation to a well known
history. The representations begin with
Ahab's wanting Naboth's vineyard, and end
in his wife's body being cast to the dogs in the
same spot. "St. Simeon Stylites" (1,005), by
G. P. Jacomb-Hood, is well imagined. We
cannot say as much for C. W. Cope's
" Country Club Meeting in the Old Time,"
where all the guests, listening to the tale of
the wit of the village, are meant to be
laughing, but are really made uniformly
to grin idiotically. It is not every
one who can draw a tolerable laughing
audience. It was almost tao much for
Hogarth. The best figure is that of the story-
teller himself, whosf back is turned, and so
most of the humour is left to the imagination.
The table-cloth hangs in such massy folds
that it might, if it looked like anything but
mick paint, be made of quilted blanket.
There is not much doubt of the correct
verdict to be pronounced upon the " Fox

Terrier" (No. 1374), by Percy Macquoid,
though the evidence is only circumstantial.

If the remnants of the lobster are not enough,
his look will condemn him, and so would
that of the Absconded One, by Frank Holl,

(No. 13S5). We should doubt if many men
who run away ever feel such anguish

—

suicidal, one would think, in its determina-
tion—as is expressed in the unhappy occu-

pant of the 1st class carriage in the Dover
express. Ruined in love, in fame, and for-

timo would be a better title. The agony is

piled on rather too heavily for anything less.

Notwithstanding much that there is un-
doubtedly worthy of praise in R. W. Mac-
beth's "Sardine Fishery" (1,430), we cannot
altogether admii-e it. There is absolutely no
transparency in the water, and the surface is

very imperfectlyrendered . Still there is a good
deal offreshness and life about the whole scene

,

the boats going out, the women mending
the nets, stopping their work to bid a cheer-

ful good-bye to their friends afloat ; the dis-

gust of the young fellow prevented bj- his

injured arm from going with his comrades.
Mr. Macbeth also exhibits several etchings.

ARCHITECTURE AT THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.

(TiiiED Notice.)

Presuming our notes upon the architec-

tural drawings in this year's Academy,
we may remark the very temperate character

of most of the domestic works. Among these

we may mention Mr. Ewan Christian's
" Glyndeboume, Sussex " (1,068), a well

massed red brick and tUed house in Late
Gothic, jjleasingly exhibited in a water-
colour drawing. The design shows some
additions to a house of remarkably quiet

pretensions, the grouping, windows, and
gables are all of a character well kno^vn to

the student of oiu- Domestic Gothic. We
have already remaiked upon another house
just below it (1,009) in a less commonplace
style, and we nowturn to (1,074) " Harestone,
Caterham, Sun-ey," by Mr. John Sidman, in

which a thoroughly Domestic tj-pe has boon
handled with considerable freedom and
breadth, notwithstanding the introduction of

certain features of a questionable kind. The
broad and qxuet rendering of the brick walls
and stone bay windows of return front has
been spoUt by a quoerly-placcd band of

stone, too low to form a necking or an
impost, and by the cut hipped treatment of

the gable ends. There is much to commend
in the drawing and colouring, which have
a sharpness and delicacy that add to the
effect. Mr. R. W. Edis also, in his " New
House at Eastbourne," the porch of which
wo illustrated last year, has not ventured out
of the safe but beaten track of English
Domestic Gothic. His new house is in red
brick and stone, in a sensible and freely-

treated Idud of Elizabethan ; the giouping is

good, but the details of entrance side

hardly appear to hannonise with the vei-y

plain and almost commonplace front. We
take this work as it is to be a commonsonsc
treatment for a country house, in which no
attempt has been made to be either quaintly

picturesque or netjlige. Contrasting with
these, we note several attempts at half-tim-

beredbuildings,which the old Kent and Sussex
houses have rather suggested than inspired.

Mr. John Robinson's " Ticw of Willey's—at

Heath, Kent " (1,096), in a rather faint ink

drawingthat scarcely does justice to it,ismore

clever in the grouping of pai-ts than it can lie

said to have seized the true motif of the tim-
bering, while the broken gable in the return

front does not comiuend itself as a particu-

larly happy mode of roofing the projection.

Turning to Messrs. Dodgshun & Unsworth's
design for " Shepherd's Spiing, Hants "

(1,116), we notice a large house in which the

timboiing is carried to an excess in the upper
story, and the authors appear to have lost

sight of the structural value of framework al-

together, in introducing a series of timbers
placed anglewise at the lower comers of their
gabled projection. These, and the cutting up
of the brick chimney shafts with vertical pris-
matic-shaped ai-rises, produce an unmeaning
character to an otherwise good design in
which we notice in pleasing contrast a very
well treated arched porch. If the feeling
which is disjilayed in the solid basement of
this building had been carried up a much
better result might have been obtained. No.
1,130 shows a " House in the Thu-d Avenue,
Brighton," by Mr. W. Galsworthy Davie.
All that we need say of this design is that it

is a pleasing variation in red brick upon the
monotonous white brick and stucco residences
of a rising suburb of Brighton, though we
can hardly understand the shield-like patches
between the endows. Mr. T. E. CoUcutt, in
his " Houses at Wandsworth " (1,138) adhei-es

to the kind of Renaissance which he has suc-
cessfully worked in of late. In the present in-

stancethere isanunpleasantbrokenappearance
about the gables : the centre scarcely seems
to belong to the wings it is so low, and a
little more connection between the parts is

needed. In Mr. Collcutt's hands the style

has certainly elements that may be turned
to account. There is certainly nothing in it

approaching the daintiness or humour we
find in Messrs. George and Peto's, or Mr.
Shaw's work, nor, on the other hand, can
wo find, fault with anything that is cold,

hard, or meagre; at all events, we regai-d

this treatment of the style as one adapted
for large houses in stone or brick localities.

It is essentially a distinct phase from the
half-timbered style before mentioned. Mr.
Collcutt's "Three Lodges" (1,093) are

exceedingly picturesque studies, and drawn
with considerable care and feeling. We
may just mention two other designs for

country residences : one is a design by Mr.
J. Langham, illustratingwhat we have before

remarked regarding the excessively restless

and fidgetty striving to produce variety,

even by artists of Mr. Langham's calibre.

The parts of the house seem to wrestle with
each other, and though clever in detail, there

is a painful sense of crowding and imquiet-

noss. In the small plan which accompanies
the design, wo fail to remark any special

skill, and the entrance and hall are not
happy. Yet the drawing quite sustains the

author's reputation. The other work is "The
Grange, East Sheen, Sun-ey " (1,175), by
Mr. E. Ingress Bell, where there is decided
repose and good grouping of parts, though
comparatively little that is striking in fea-

ture. We notice, however, a difference in

the treatment of gables, a source of variety,

we may remark, that has become a positive

weakness in the hands of many young archi-

tects. In another direction, we notice

Messrs. Dunn and Hanson's -view of St.

Gregory's Church, Monasteiy, and College,

at Downside (1,081), in that particularly

safe style of Gothic about which there can

be very little said, and certainly nothing to

object to. The bird's-eye view is very well

drawn, but himg rather high for examina-
tion; the grouping is skilfully managed,
and the detail we can well take on trust.

No. 1,088 attracts notice by its vigorous

drawing rather than by any gi-oat merit that

the design possesses for its purpose, though
we must acknowledge a thoroughly artistic, if

rather wild, French Gothic feeling in the

massing and details. It is merely an acade-

mic sketch, being the design for a " Ccmva-
lescent Hospital on the sea coast," by Mr.
Eldon Deane, and as such it certainly fore-

casts some good work from its author,

evincing power in composition if not in

adaptation. A very pleasing sketch of altera-

tion and additions to " St. Mary's Church,

Monmouth," is exhibited byMr. Street, R.A.,

the new chancel of which, -with its richly

traceiied window, the transept end, and side

aisles are grouped together in a charming
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manner. A few water-colour sketches de-
mand notice. Mr. Wyko Bayliss sends two
rather heavily coloured interiors, one f 1,090)
of "Treves Cathedral," and the other (l.lOu)
of "Stiasbuig Cathedral." They aio both
the work of an artist, though scarcely ar-
chitectural drawings. Mr. Aitchison's
"Interior of St. Mark's, Venice (1,08j), is a
rather washy-looking drawing, feelingly
done but wanting in decision of detail.

Perhaps one of the best inteiior drawings in
colour, is Mr. F. "W. Suggate's " Interior of
Henry VII. Chapel " (1,070), a rich piece
of colouring of great depth ; a little too
black perhaps, but conscientious in drawing.
Another clever sketch by Mr. Street repre-
sents the north-east view of Holmbury
St. Mary Church, SmTey (1,107). It is a
vci'y picturesque typo of a village church
with a low shingle spire, broached, a simple
row of lights appearing round the low tower,
also apparently of timber. The deep chancel
and a gabled end to the aisle have been skil-

fiUly adapted to the sloped ground. No
1,104, "The Grand Staircase of Shakespeare
Memorial, Sti-atford-on-Avon," has a more
than usual interest just now, and the draw-
ing of the architects, Messrs. Dodgshun and
Unsworth, although hung high, shows the
staircase doubtless at its best. Exception
must be taken to the flat arch of hall
through which the view is taken ; also the
series of pointed arches that form the side or
ramp of the stairs has the effect all Gothic
arcading has when adopted for interiors.
It looks weak and strained, though the detail
appears excellent, and the drawuig is quietly
coloured. Hung rather low are two interior
views in sepia of " Lancing College Chapel "

(1,108), by Messrs. E. H. Cai-penter and B.
ingelow. They are softly coloured, and re-
present the groining, pxu-e and good of its

kind, though rather cryptlike in the draw-
ings. Mr. Ernest Lee's " Cottages at Mid-
hurst " are unpretending, but meritorious

;

while Mr. S.J. Nicholl's " Chapel in Catholic
Cemetery, Chtheroe " (1,118), is an exceed-
ingly clever treatment for a building that
usually aspires too much, if it does not
occasionally mimic a parish chm'ch. The
timber treatment of the spandrels of open
porch, which extends along its front, and
the simple fleche and hipped end of roof
strike us as very appropriate. In this con-
nection wo may refer to Mr. J. Martin
Brook's " Design for Lych Gate " (1,123), a
rather weakly-looking drawing in brown,
but showing a moderate and carefully
treated design in Gothic. Mr. Heniy
Walker exhibits one or two noteworthy
buildings. No. 1,127 is a lino drawmg of
an Early English interior—" Design for
Pottcmewton Church, Leeds," and the only
fault we have to find with it is the rather
massively and over-membered chancel arch.
His other and more important exhibit is

(1,14G) a large and vigorous, but inky, per-
spective of Axmley Church, Leeds, showing
the fine gabled end pierced ^vith two tiers
of lancets, exceedingly pure in detail, and
excellent in proportion. A partial view of
the tower is obtained, but the strength of
the design is clearly in the west-end. Mr.
Brooks sends in one of his charmingly
massive interiors (1,1*29), simple and pure,
but not equal to other works we have seen
of his. It is the chancel of the Church of
St. Modoc, Scotland. Mr. Geo. Aitchisonm 1,128 shows a study in colom- ; wo may
call it after the ^Vhistlcrian manner, a
" Hai-mony in Black and Grey." "Wo cer-
tainly can admii-e the hannouy of colour in
the gradation of grey or bluish-green tints,
though we think the design too blue and
low in scale to please most people. The
dado and doors are black, and the wall-
papersabovepassintolightgi-een shades. The
work is certainly chaste, and shows reflno-
ment. Messrs. Goldie and Child exhibit the
interior of a Dominican church, Waterford
(1,134). It is an ably-coloured interior of a

Basilican-looking church ; the arcades, with
their round arches, rest on marble columns,
and arcgoodEomanesque ; the panelled treat-
ment above arches, and the flat, open-
timbered roof, produce a rich effect, though
we may question the decorative scheme of

coloming. One of the most successful
churches is Messrs. Dunn and Hanson's
St. Catherine Church, Birmingham (1,147),
illusti'ated by us some time ago. The west
end, with its five-light window under an
obtuse arch, the treatment of the spire

springing from an octagon with iiinnacles at

the angles, are admirable featm-es, and there
is a quiet dignity and repose that is pleasing.
The colomed diu^ving is excellent. Another
very fine coloured interior for the Chui-ch of

the Oratory, Brompton, by Mr. A. J.

Adams, must not bo passed over. This de-
sign has some admirable points, such as the
pierced piers, which carry the main ribs of
vault, and the screens between them, below,
separating the aisle from nave, and the sub-
ordination of the latter to the main order
employed. But the design is made to
appear at its best by the excellent
drawing and delicate colouring. The
fresco subjects in the ceiling are intro-
duced with remarkable taste and feeling,

though we must take exception to the rather
large and naturalesquo treatment of the
figiues. Another ecclesiastical work of im-
jwrtance is No. 1,166, a view of the Church
of Our Lady and St. Denis at St. Mary
Church and St. Mary's Priorj', by Messrs.
J. A. Hansom and Son. There is a queer
want of symmetry in the tower, the angle
turret of which destroys all balance, and one
belfi-y window is squeezed in very uncom-
fortably. The Gothic is of a florid type, and
open to the charge of being a little piece-
meal in efl'ect. Mr. Brang^vyn sends a view
of his competitive design for the Yarmouth
Toivn HaU (1,161), a very effectively
grouped building in brick, Flemish in feeling
and detail, and with a very massive and
pleasing tower termination. Close to it we
notice Messrs. J. G. Grace and Sou exhibit a
portion of ceHiug decoration at Longleat, in
a rather florid style of Louis XV. The
colouring is very rich, but heavy. Near it

we find another study in an extremely oppo-
site style, Pompeian in character, by Mr.
G. E. Fox, in which the questionable
feature of pictures is introduced in the
panels. No. 1,156 is a frittered and
rather confused design for a chimney nook

;

No. 1,153, design for end of hall, is a far more
successful attempt at decoration by Mr.
Christopher Gill. A conspicuous place is

given to W. Vernon's Buildings, Hastings
(1,169), the only remark we can pass being
that the di-awing is better than the design,
which is conceived in a heavy kind of mus-
cular Gothic ; whUo Founders' Hall, St.
Swithin's Lane (1,183), is a design in Classic
dress of too unmitigated mcagreness to
enlist the attention of those who have an eye
to the picturesque.

*,* In noticing Mi\ Street's di-awing of
St. Peter's Chmch, Bournemouth, last week,
by some error, for which we cannot account,
we described it as one of its author's '

' smaller
brick churches." The building is really a
stone one, and of considerable size, as our
re.-iders will see when the illustration appears
in our pages.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE fortnightly meetings of the A3.sociation
were resumed on Friday evening, the

President, Mr. H. L. Florence, iu the chair.
The earlier pai-t of the meeting was made special
to consider the jproposed alteration of the rules
with reference to the nomination of, balloting
for, and election of candidates for membership.
3Ir. Hayes, senior-hon. sec, read the proceedings
and reports of the sub-comniitteo wlueh has con-
sidered the question. The amendments of rules
recommended by the committee were agreed to
without a dissentient voice being raised. They

are in Rule 10, in which it has been decided to

insert after "proposal of two members," the
words " nnd also of rejecting any proposal "

;

to omit the words '

' every nomination shall bo
made at a general meeting," and to substitute

for them " the nomination shall be made at the
first general meeting in each month ;

" ta omit
the last two woi-ds in the Rule, and to add " in

any particular case, if demanded at a general
meeting, or by letter addressed to the hon. secre-

taries. In this case the election to be postponed
for at least a fortnight, and notice to be given at a
general meeting and sent to the proposer and
seconder by the hon. secretaries at least a week
before the election." A new form for the nomi-
nation of candidates wan also laid before the
meeting, and a<lopted unanimously. The ordinary
business was then proceeded with. Messrs. John
S. Nanson and Alexander Whitelaw were elected

as members. On the motion of Mr. Hayes a
vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Penrose for

accompanying the members in their visit of the
previous Saturday to St. Paul's Cathedral. The
next visit will take place on Saturday, the 1 7th
inst. (to-morrow), to the new Holbom In-
firmary opposite the Archway Tavern at High-
gate. The President announced that the water-
colour class would soon bo rcconunenced under
the guidance of Mr. Sutton Palmer, and names
of intending members must be sent in before the
19th inst. At the recent soiree the drawings
executed by the class during the winter were
hung on the walls of the room, and he was sur-
prised and pleased to note the great progress
made during this session. The surveying class

would also recommence on Saturday. Mr. Hayes
announced that on that day fortnight the nomina-
tion of ofiicers for the ensuing year would take
place. At a later period of the meeting the
President mentioned that the Royal Architec-
tural Museum Sketching Club had arranged for
a series of out-of-door meetings for the siunmer
months to sketch well-known buildings, to which
the subscription would be 5s. annually. The
first excursion would be held on the 7th Jime at
Stone Church, Kent, and would be condncted by
Mr. M. B. Adams ; Mr. Randall Druce was the
secretary.

THE ME.ISUEIXO OF AJTCIENT BCTLBIXOS, WITH
SPECIAI; BEFEEENCE TO ST. AUJAN's ABBEY.

Mr. James Neai.e, F.S.A., then read the
following paper, prefacing it by explaining that
he considered the easiest way of suggesting how
a building ought to be measured would be to
describe the actual instance of St. Alban's
Abbej', rather erring on the side of minuteness
and preci.sion than giving too general an account.
The lecture was illu-strated by. a series of over
eighty plans, sections, and detailed drawings, and
photo-hthographs from Mr. Neale's recently
published book, of great size, and evidencing
great accuracy and skill in execution. The first

thing that was wanted in measiuing the great
Abbey of St. Alban, he said, was a long line

carried through the doorways of the great
screens. A telescope was used in ranging this
line from end to end. The intermediate points
and the cuds were fixed with much accuracy.
jVs it was impossible in paved floors to fasten up
uprights, lumps of clay, forming a kind of
candlestick, in which thin laths were fixed, were
used at intervals on the paving- Then two other
Unes exactly parallel to the first line were nm
from end to end of the aisles. Cords were
stretched along portions of the first line : lines

were squared off at the ends, and the new lines
were ranged. At distances of about .50ft. small
crosses were cut in the pavement, so that any
part could be (and can be) easily referred to.

The next task was to obtain similarly marked
lines, running from north to south. Strong
whipcord was strained along the first fine, and ,a

square alx)ut 16ft. long in the arm was used.
Seven lines were obtained, working from the
west end; these were: No. I, outside the
western front; No. 2, inside the church at the
west end ; No. 3, on the west side of the rood
screen ; No. t, tlu-ough the transept and tower

;

No. 5, through the openings of the westernmost
bays of the sanctuary next to the tower ; No. 6, on
the east sideofthe great altarscreen ; No . 7 ,through
the public passage wliich then existed through
the ante-chapel, but since closed up. These
hues were also permanently marked. Thesf!
main lines were again very carefully measiured
later on, so that the extreme dimensions coiUd be
given in a tabulated hst. For the plan, lengths
of the main lines were put down with whip-cord,
secured to nails in joints, and pieces of thebmlding
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were measnrcd Bystematically and plotted as

toon as possible. A large board -was covered

with paper for the Jth scale plotting:, which
oameout about 6ft. by 2ft. 3in., and the main
Hues being laid don-n, the plotted poitions were

attached in position. A little board could thus

be used in any part of the chiurh, and the little

plans all put together made up the large plan.

Short lines were strained near the wallsthrough-

oat,90 that lengths and offsets could betaken accu-

rately with rods without the use of the square.

In consequence of the distance of the return

fioes of the lino it became necessary to use a

square—the large one previously mentioned

—

and another one about 6ft. long in the arm was
also kept at hand, so that they might be changed
the one for the other as occasion required.

When some considerable portion of the plan from
the interior was ready to bo put together, I

thought it desirable to set up testing lines on the

asterior, although I did not measure the whole
of the exterior at that time. A line was put
down from east to west, and certain lines from
north to south were carried through openings to

to join the external base line. The lines and
dimensions of the great cloister and stype

were fixed by means of these lines and dia-

gonals were run on to them, so as to

fix the external wall faces of the aisles,

transepts, &c. Diagonal dimensions were
taken in considerable numbers, both inside and
out, so as to assist in the detection of errors.

We have hitherto dealt only with the plan ; for

the section and elevation, it was of course neces-

sary to fix a datum level before beginning any-
thing. This level was fixed at about 4ft. above
the level of the east end of the sanctuary, be-

cause it allowed the level to be placed upon the

floors there, and did not rise above the heads of

the doors in the screens. At a number of points

this datum was marked on the walls in a distinc-

tive way, and a long mason's level was used to

carry the datum to other positions. Five bays
in the church were selected for complete analysis

—the Norman bays in the nave and transepts,

the Early English bays in the nave and sanc-

tuary, and the Decorated bays in nave. For
these detailed measurements, special scaffolds

were necessary. The landings of the scaffolds

were placed at three levels—the clerestory jpas-

sage level, the triforium passage level, and the

top of the capitals of the ground-story arcades.

Small scaffolds erected in these landings were
necessary for measuring capitals, arches, and
other mouldings ; ladders gave access to all the

other portions. The centre lines of the piers

and bays were carried up by means of a plumb-
line, and marked at each string-course. All

vertical dimensions were taken on the nearest of

the vertical lines. The mouldings were mea-
sured in various ways. As parts of the buUd-
ingg were under restoration, I sometimes suc-

ceeded in tracing the profiles from the stones

themselves
;

gpenerally, however, the mouldings
were measured by means of the straight-edge and
square. When the mouldings had been plotted

full size, the profiles could be filled in on the
general drawings and detaik. The jointing of the

masonry was measured last of all,when the draw-
ings were otherwise complete ; slips of tracings
were taken off and laid on the small boards
carried up to the scaffold, and the joints laid

down directly in front of the work itself. The
board on which a detail drawing was fixed was
himg easel-fashion to the rungs of the ladder by
strong clips, so that it could be readily shifted.

The small boy, an indispensable and economical
aasiatant, would hold the rule and call out the
distances of joints in the masonry, and these could
be rapidly plotted with the aid of a small scale

and dividers on the board while standing on the
ladder. For mouldings, a common pair of

dividers was used, the legs being bent inwards
so as to span a curve of any form, and cross seo-

tiou.s were taken with the aid of these and a rule.

For the dimensions, Cliestcrman's ribbon steel

tspe 100ft. was used. All the long dimensions
were taken twice. It is excellent for the pur-
pose, as it was found not to vary on being tried

at intervals by the standard in Trafalgar-square

;

bnt^ it has this disadvantage, that if the un-
avoidable boy treads on it it snaps. For copying
the painted glass, 'Whatman's drawing-paper
was cut to the shape of the tracery, and the main
outlines were traced from the glass. The draw-
ing was then completc-d on the spot. The
pamted decorations were also traced ; for those
on the vault of the sanctuary, some 63ft. from
the ground, it was necessary to lie down on one's

back on the scaffold, being blocked up as close as

possible to the vault. The tracings were made
on very transparent French paper, fastened to

the boarding with drawing pins. The actual

process of measuring having been described the
preparation of the drawings ought not to be
passed over. The scale of the plan 8ft. to the

inch, was followed for the elevations and sections.

The detailed bays and the tower were drawn to a

scale of 2ft. to an inch, the porches, slype,

windows, arcades, &c., to a scale of lin. to 1ft.,

and all the mouldings were taken real size. The
student will gain immmense assistance by asso-

ciating with and being civil to all the workmen
employed on a building. They will then point

out various features and give valuable informa-
tion. Then again, a little beer on a hot-day im-
proves matters and after this, ladders, &c., which
were nowhere about immediately turnup. If ever,

by the way , I were to undertake such awork again
—which I shall not do—I should purchase two or

three ladders and sell them when the work was
finished. A closing ladder of about 10ft. high
is valuable, and easily carried from place to

place. Above all things, I know of none I should
like to impress upon those students who measure
old work more than truthfulness—truthfulness

and accuracy in every line and every moulding
drawn ; no trouble should bo spared with even a
minor detail ; in fact, nothing should be given
up with the feeling " Oh, it will do." Every
dravring should be laid to scale on the spot. This
appears to require time, but will in the end be
found the quickest and only reliable manner to

obtain accuracy. The system of running from
church to church, measuring this arcade and that

doorway, and laying the same to scale at a future

time, is really the chief cause of the errors we so

constantly find. There is no arclutect, however
clever he may think himself, but as soon as he
gets home finds one of the chief measurements
miStsing. It is only a short time since I collected

eight drawings of a favourite arcade at St.

Albau's, made by as many different students,

and not one of these was perfectly correct, nor
did any two agree one with the other. We are

open to criticism from quarters where we least

expect it. For iustauoo, some months ago a
gentleman finding the scaffolding up in the nave
of St. Alban's, had the curiosity to count the
number of dog-teeth shown by me in the
triforimn string ; the visit was satisfactory, for

he counted 164, the same as in my drawing ; but
it was inevitable, soeing^that they were plotted in

on the scaffolding. The young architect should
only enter upon the work of publication after

serious consideration. He will find nmnbers of

friends advising him to publish. He will even find

lithographers temptingly instancing various
gentlemen who have imdertaken such work, and
thereby accumulated little fortunes. All this

advice must be taken with caution, and it would
be advisable for the intending publisher to con-

sult an arcliiteot who has published, and hear his

experiences. The quality of line, the openness
of the drawing, the amount of reduction, the use
of dull ink, of elastic or non-elastic margins, are
a few of the things which will force themselves
on the attention of the draughtsman, and must
be dealt with rightly, and a host of others as

well—such as blacked profiles of mouldings,
ruled profiles on original drawings, machine-
ruled on the first proof of the photo-lithograph,
the heraldic methods of indicating colour, and
the fearful labour and anxiety of coloured plates

—are all pitfalls, obstacles, annoyances, calls for

vigilance and good temper, which will fall to the
lot of the unfortunate architect who wishes the
world to profit by his strenuous labours. I may
mention that Mr. Featherstone's new patent ink
will be found most valuable for architectural

drawing ; it has the advantages of being able to

be kept in a bottle for years, already mixed,
without tliickening, it works beautifully for pen-
and-ink drawings, and loses the glossy appear-
ance which is detrimental to all drawings inten-

ded for photo-lithography. After mcasuiing a
large building like St. Albau's, which happens to

to afford good specimens of work from the
Norman onwards, one is supplied with all the
materials for comparisons between work of the
same scale in the same materials in different

periods. Let us, for instance, consider for the
moment the subject of proportion. The difference

of expression in the various periods is very con-
siderable, although the total height and the
spacing differ but little. In a Norman bay of
the nave, the pier of the groimd story or
triforium is as wide as the arch carried by it.

The width of the glass of the clerestoiy
window is only one-fifth of the distance from
centre to centre of tho bay. lu each bay,
reckoned from centre to centre of pier, the area
of the openings is between one-third and one-
fourth of the total area of wall, or, more pre-
cisely, -293 of the total area. In the Early English
bays on the north side of the nave the great
piers of the groimd story are less than half as
wide as tho arches between them. The width
of tho glass of the two clerestory windows is

between one-foui-th and one-third of the dis-

tance from centre to centre of bay. These win-
dows supply nearly double (Norman 30ft. , Early
English 5tft.) the amount of lighting found in

the bays of the Norman buildings. The Norman
windows are the widest, but the Early English
ones are higher, and there are two in each bay,
instead of only one. In each bay the amount of

actual piercing through the wall area is between
one-half and one-third (more precisely, 421) of

the total wall area, reckoning from floor to plate

of roof, and considering the triforium arcades
in the light of actual piercing of tho wall surface.

If these proportions are borne in mind the strong
contrast between the work of the lltli and the
first half of tho 13th century, an interval of from
a century to 150 years, will be'Jseen. The archi-

tecture has been lightened in every sense. The
relation between solid and void has under-
gone so considerable a change that in place
of the somewhat unwieldy dignity of the
earlier days, we have graceful, vigorous
manhood, full of life and spirit, and with
a sufficient dignity of its own. In the

Decorated period the proportions are not
so widely different from those prevailing in the

previous century. If a spectator could abandon
for a few moments the habit of questioning about
details and would stand in front of the Early
English and then before the Decorated bays in

the nave of St. Aiban's he would find their

general expression so similar that he might fancy
he was looking at two parts of the same work

;

the spacing of the bays, dimensions of all piers,

sizes of openings, and scale of details are all

similar. It is but bare justice to interpose here

a mention of the influence of tho Norman church
on aU the work that supplanted it. The height

that the Normans gave to their walls, the widths
of their bays, the sill levels of their clerestory

windows, the impost levels of their ground story

arcade are re-echoed in the work of the 13th,

and with slight modifications (all improvements
be it noted) in the work of the 14th century.

The reason why the proportions in the sanctuary
differ so widely from those in the nave is an
interesting bit of histoiy auent the thoughts,

doubts, and conclusions of the 13th centiuy
builders. The very capable artists who dealt

with the sanctuary did not destroy, but com-
pletely altered the work they found in

existence. They kept it, evidently with great

regret, merely because its removal would
have imperilled the safety of the central

tower. The Perpendicular period is not
represented in the structure to the same extent

as the three earlier periods. It cannot lay claim

either to the very rare excellence and complete-

ness of some of the works of other dates. The
abbots commanded skill equal to tho best of the

time in England, but they directed their efforts

merely to the alteration and enrichment of the

structure ; they were not urged by ambition to

destroy and to rebuild, nor to make additions, as

their predecessors had done. Thus we
find changes constantly going on: massive

dignity at the fiirst, then more and more light-

ening of the masses, grace gained, and wall

space parted -with. Let us now institute a few
comparisons, such as the form of arches. In the

original Noiinan church, consecrated in 1115, all

the arches are semicircular. There are in the

slype semicircular arches worked to interlace, of

the Late Noi-man period, 1160. Such interlacing

arches have received credit for suggesting the

form of the pointed arch, but they are not justly

entitled to it. The real motive for the use of the

pointed arch was a constructive one ; in the

Early English work at St. Alban's the arches are

without exception pointed. The advent of this

style was marked, as a general rule, in English

by the use of an acutely pointed or '
' lancet

'

'

arch, and, as the style advanced, the extreme

pointedness gave way to arches struck with

shorter radii. St. Alban's, however, fui-nishes

many exceptions ; for instance, the arches in the

western porches and in the western bays

of the nave are not nearly so acute as some
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arches in the eastern part of the churcli

which are more than half a century later. In
Perpendicular work the four-centroa arch is

used, but three-centred and elliptical fonns also

occur. Again, as to mouldings. Those of the
Nonnan period are almost non-existent in the
original structure. Such stone as was used was
shaped with the axe, and the varied and delicate
forms of later times would not have harmonised
witli the broad wall-spaces of the Norman
builders. When the chisel came into use, mould-
ing, previously out of the qxiestion, became pos-
sible. Ill Late Norman work some five forms
may be found, but 50 years later 3.'! independent
forms may be distinguished in the Early Eng-
lish bays of the nave. The history of the char-
acter of mouldings, in a dozen words, is— I,

no undercutting, and then a little ; 2, much
undercutting; 3, less undercutting ; and 4, little

or no undercutting. Even to the latest Gothic
works, the mouldings are not composed of
regular curves, but are drawn by free-hand. By
this means is avoided the etfect of mechanical
harslmess, which is one of the crying sins of
modem work—professedly following almost
slavishly the work of our early masters.

Mr. S. F. Claekson moved a vote of thanks to
the lecturer for his interesting account of his
long labours at St. Alban's. He should have
liked to have heard more about the way in which
external dimensions were taken, and especially
as to the mode in which the internal and external
measurements were checked and combined. His
peroration had shown very careful study of the
different stages of architecture, their qualities
and proportions ; but he had seemed to attribute
to the Norman building too vast an iufluence
over the later'striicture. To himself it seemed to
require considerable use of the imagination to
see that the Norman was carried through the
Early English bays.
Mr. Aston Weeh, in seconding the vote of

thanks, asked for particulars of the new ink
mentioned by Mr. Neale as more suitable for re-

pnjduetion by photo-lithography, andwhy it was
that the reproductions hmig on the walls by the
eide of the original drawings looked so much
darker in line, and if one could sufficiently judge
beforehand what would be the effect of a repro-
duction? Mr. Neale seemed to have given up
shading his drawings after a time. Why was this ?

The PBESIDE^•T said the point was forcibly
brought home to the mind by Mr. Neale's paper,
that before mea.suring a building it was desirable
to sit down and study the best mode of accom-
EUshing the task. The great care the author
ad taken in commencing liis scheme to decide

thiswas remarkable, as well 'as the courage, order,
and skill with wliich he had carried it out, and the
members were indebted to him for re-collecting
and recapitidating aU the little details which
made the paper really valuable.

Mr. Neale acknowledged the vote of thanks.
and briefly repUed to the questions which had
been put to him. The proportions of the later
work at St. Alban's was undoubtedly influenced
to a great extent by the Nonnan building—the
height and width of bays were fixed proportions
—but builders of each generation regardlessly
cut away any of the older work to make for a
tomb or fancied improvement. His external
levels were taken with the theodolite and fre-
quently checked and compared with the internal
measurements by passing lines through the
windows. The levels beyond the transepts
required an enormous amoimtof time and labour,
and as the President had intimated, the only
way by which measuring an edifice coidd be
accomplished was by arranging the general
plan of work and its details before going into the
building. Of coius^, as Mr. Aston Webb had
said, the total length of the building and other
dimensions were about to be altered, but with
the present fcheme he had nothing to do. The
beautifid west porch was to be pidleddown to be
replaced by better because 19th-century work,
but whether this was to be an imitation of that
of the 13th Century, or of the time of Queen
Amie, he had not inquired. The ink he had
referred to was invented by Mr. Feather-
stone, of Chertsey. No blue-black ink was suit-
able for photo-lithography, because all blue tints
were simply white in photography. If an ink
erred from jet black it should be towards a
brown tint. He made at first the mistake of
using diff'ercnt coloured inks in the same draw-
ing, but for reproduction by this process the only
mode in which tone could be gained was by
thickness of line. All lines came out thicker

than drawn. Wlien ho commenced work at St.

Alban's, Mr. Street looked over the drawings
and advised that they should bo left unshaded,
while the late Mr. Sharpe wished him to hatch

them all over, a process which in some of the

large drawings would be a work occupying
several weeks without adequate results. He
found that practically the best plan was to add
shading on the stone, by means of a scored

roller, which left an impression on all the parts

of the stone which had been touched with gum.
He should be glad to give firrther hints on
measuring to any one who would call upon him
at his office.

THE HISTORY AND ESTHETICS OF
ARC EITECTURE.—III.

IN his third lecture, delivered at the Royal
Institution on Saturday afternoon last, Mr.

Statham dealt with Romanesque architecture.

Properly speaking, he said, it was not a "style,"
but was a process by which the mode of building

practised by the Romans was gradually altered

by the infusion of Teutonic ideas and influence,

and so prepared the way for the development of

Gothic architecture. He should devote one
afternoon of his course to Romanesque, as one
could not properly understand Gothic without
following out some of the traces of the course by
which it grew out of Roman work. In his lecture

last week he had purposely omitted reference to

one class of Roman building because its interest

was 'almost entirely confined in its relation to

Mediaeval ecclesiastical buildings—the basilica.

This was originally a combination of com ex-
change and police-court. Illustrations were
shown of a restoration in half-section and plan
of the basilica of Trajan, from the description of

Vitm\-ius. It consisted of a central area of one
floor, and on either side buildings of two stories

open to the central portion, and at one end was
a high sanctuary and a semicircular recess for

the judges' seats. In the basihca which formerly
occupied the site of St. Peter's at Rome, the

second story had been abolished, and there was
a hall with double lean-to aisles, and with a
central wall dividing the nave from the

spacious narthex and atrium. On the inner
faces of the walls, where the roofs rested

upon them, the necessarily blank space was
ornamented with false windows and bands of

ornament ; these were the precursors of the very
beautifid triforia employed in Mediieval churches
for the same pui'pose of decorating wall sps.ce

which could not be pierced or done away with.
There were in the later basUicas of Rome indica-

tions of a small projecting transept or chamber
thrown out to allow of more easy passage to and
fro, and adjoining the apse was on either side a
passage leading to a circular building. The
latter was the link between the round tombs of
the Etruscans and the chapter-houses attached to

Gothic cathedrals. In many of the later basilicas,

especially after they were used for Christian
worship, the walls were supported by rows of
columns stolen from various temples and
other ancient edifices, and introduced with little

reference to their suitability the one to the other.

A now form of building was seen in the Basilica

of Maxentius, built in the days of Constantino,
and here the roof was for the first time a series of
vaults and sections of domes. The lecturer pro-
ceeded to explain in detail what a Gothic vault
was, and how it assumed its outlines. The
original form of vault was the barrel, but it was
found very uneconomical when used on a large
scale ; the side walls needed to be very thick and
massive to withstand the outward thrust, and
unless very large stones were u.sed for the crown
the component parts did not form wedges but
almost unsupported lintels, and hence there was
great danger of displacement and sliding. By
putting two barrel vaidts at right angles across
one another, as in the quadripartite vault, the
form was strengthened and the points of support
were reduced to four. The constructional diiB-
culties were increased where vaults of different
spanabutted uponeach other, as they only could be
met with the use of a round arch by the expedi-
ent of stilting the smaller arch, or by making a
series of small arches cutting into the sides of the
principal vault, both of which devices had an
unsightly effect in the twisting of the lines of
junction. All the.<se and other difficulties were
overcome by the use of the pointed arch a fonn
which was introduced from no ideas of taste or
beauty, and certainly not in imitation of an avenue
of trees, as popularly supposed, but solely for prac-

tical reasons. It was noticed that a wall need only
be thickened where the outward strain of the arch
tended to push it over, and the thickening took
the form of a pier, and then as the action of

strains was investigated that of the Gothic but-
tress. Having thus explained the development of

Gothic features, the lecturer retraced his steps,

in order to consider some of the typical forma
which Romanesque building took. An early
example was the Ba.siliea of San Vitale, at

Ravenna, which might be described as a Roman
building, with a certain amount of Byzantine
detail. It was built after the removal of the
seat of empire from Italy to the East, probably
during the reign of Justinian or a little later.

In plan there was a strong similarity to the
central part of the Temjile of Minerva Hedica at

Rome, and to some of the baths, but the
capitals of the columns had triangular faces,

covered with Byzantine ornament, and were
apparently derived from a combination of

the coupled columns frequently used for

supporting Roman arches. A somewhat simi-

lar, but later and rather more clumsily
constructed, building, was the Baptistry of Sta.

Agnese. These Romanesque buildings seemed
analogous to our building churches in colonies

with local mateiial, and after the local manner,
but sending the stained glass and the decora-

tions from London ; and the theory appeared to

be confirmed by their character. Another and
much more recent class of Romanesque buildings

might be grouped together, as showing how this

stylo of building gradually spread over Europe.
In these, which were buUt in the 11th century,

there was a central low dome, with other smaller

ones grouped around a central hall, and connected

with each other by domical vaulting. Fore-
most amongst these was St. Sophia, Constan-
tinople, the extraordinaiy and romantic church
of St. Mark at Venice, and the central

church in the Anjoumois, St. Frond at Perigeux.

Between Venice, Angouleme, and the East there

was a gi'eat commercial traffic and constant

intercourse, which accounted for tho general

resemblance between the buildings of countries

so widely separated. At St. Frond, as, indeed,

in very many other of these Transitional build-

ings, the" arches supporting the domical

vaulting were pointed, while those used in

arcading and for other decorative purposes were
round, showing that the pointed form was simply

adopted because safer for constructional pur-

poses. The cathedral at Troves afforded one of

the best illustrations of what Romanesque archi-

tecture became in the North. The numerous
small massive towers ending in conical caps, and
the pilasters disposed over the outer faces of the

building, were quite characteristic of the style.

These pilasters afforded an excuse for thickening

a wall where needed, buttresses not having come
into use, and the caps were treated after the

Classic manner with projecting volutes, but the

foliage was changed and made more varied. In

the North of Italy tho style lasted much longer

than elsewhere ; the pilaster became still more
exaggerated, and took the form, as at San
Zenone, Verona, of a series of piers breaking' up
each face of a building. The style was in Italy

treated in a more Classic spirit, and was practised

there at the same time that Norman cathedrals

were rising in Durham and elsewhere in England.

At Valence might be seen a further development

of the style and one more neai-ly approaching

Gothic. In tliis church tall piers supported the

arcading, which was still of circular arches,

and to tho piers were attached columns,

which last supported a circular rib carried

directly across the vault. The columns had,

however, Classic capitals and bases. In the

later examples of Romanesque in Northern
climates the diagonal arches of the vaulting

were frequently bounded by a mere line, but the

junction of those which crossed vertically was
covered by a flat band of masonry. Of the

incipient buttress a late example was shown
from KirkstaU, in which it was composed of two
pUasters set diagonally, and finishe<l with a
square pier or cap. From the same abbey was
illustrated the use of the pointed arch for tho

arcade where strength was needed, and of the

roimd arch for tho merely decorative clerestory

lights alone. In conclusion, the lecturer

explained, by a series of drawings and by black-

board illustrations, the gradual development of

the Late Norman capital, with its many members
and vigorous carvings, from the triangular-
headed, foliage-carved capital, adapted by the
Romanesque builders from Byzantine modelS)
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how the use of smaller stories, and
tte impiOTed mode of working-, gradually led to

tbe adoptjon of a lighter and more decorated

rtyle. —
THE "BUrLDINO NEWS" DESIGNING

CaLUB.

A TnXAQK SCDOOL-CHAPEL.

XTTE have received soveral designs for this

VV subject, thou^ the requirements have
bsem rather fraelj interpreted, some of the

iwilmiii having sent in sketches for small
ditnohes, while others have lost sight of the
diaracter that a mixed building of the kind
shoold pootao. "Sin circle" again takes the

lead. He makes his school and chancel one
onple parallelogram, with a class-room pro-
jeobng on one side, and a small vestry on the
other, the lobbies for boys and girls being com-
bined at the end with lavatory arrangement.
Tbe conditions required accommodation for 60
children, and the author makes his schoolroom
34ft. by 18ft., with three groups of desks ranged
along and lighted on the north side ; the chancel
is a continuation 13ft. deep, and is provided
with a sliding screen which is made to run into

a hollow in the vestry wall. The lobbies are
conveniently grouped at the west-end and form
a double timber-framed porch. The elevations

exhibits a Late Gothic treatment, the east-end
having a touch of French Flamboyant in its

composition, and the class-room making a tran-
eept. It is simple in grouping and efFoctivo in

the detail. "Honey Dew" is a cruciform
arrangement, the class-room on one side being
made to balance a vestry, organ chamber and
porch on the other, with a chancel and sacrarium.
The fault is that a too church-like plan has been
followed, the nave having a central passage and
a row of seats on each side. It is not necessary
to seat the main building as a nave with per-
manent seats, as the arrangement shown would
Bot adapt itself for teaching purposes ; nor is a
pulpit or desk required, nor the choir-Uke
airaogemcnt adopted, as these accessories might
be easily improvised when required. The design
isunpretending though dignified, in a Late Gothic
style, with small tiled turret over east end of
nave ; thedrawing isneatlyand carefullyexecuted.
" Be to its merits very kind, &c.," hits the mark
much nearer in plan. The whole building is

contained within a rectangle with a chancel apse
and vestry at one end, and a porch and cloak-
room forming a small projection iu the ceitrc of
cmo side. The chapel and school is 29ft. 6in. by
20ft., and accommodates 42 children ; it has two
groups of desks for seven in each row ; at the end
of chapel is a class-room of the same width, and
12ft. deep, with two groups of seats to accom-
modate 24 children. The screen to chancel runs
on an iron rail into thickness of wall, the details
of which are well shown. "We think the plan
would have been better if the cla*s-room had
been separated by a screen or curtain, so that
the whole room could be used on certain occa-
sions. The seats are proposed to be movable,
and the author has well studied his details ; the
external design, is suitable, with square-shaped
mullionod windows, &c., plain bell gable at one
end. The materials arc coursed rubble for walls
and Bath dressings with red tile roof. The
elevations are rather coarse in the hatching.
" Jack " Bends a clever sketch and plan in a
somewhat broken Domesticated style of red
brick, the upper part of walls having timber
work with concrete filling-in. The school is

wcU Lighted by side and gable windows, and is
30ft. by 18ft., entered by two porches at one
end ; a lobby with lavatories being combined.
There is a transept which makes a class-room, a
chancel with circular end for altar, a vestry and
entrance with recess for harmonium. SUding
doors running into the side chancel wall divide
the latter from the school ; a prayer-desk and
lectern with choir seats are shown in chancel,
but no groups to the schoolroom. A quaint
helfry, with ventilating louvres, semi-circiUar on
plan, projects over one porch, cappod by a conical
loof; but tbe style is certainly a little too
grotesqae, despite a very good plan. Thcauthor
estimates his desi^ at £.590. " Omega " fails
in the planning of his entrance and class-room,
which form a small. low transept at the end.
There is but one entrance to the school-room.
The chancel has a rather flat oven-Uko foim,
m>d is not deep enough. Externally the design
IS better and the stylo chosen appropriate. The

author proposes to have timbered gables, and a
bell-turret at west-end of roof. '

' Triangle in

circle." This is a plain and very suitable treat-

ment externally, but spoilt by an imperfect

plan. The cliuss-room does not communicate
directly -with the sohoolroom, and the chancel

is rather shallow, though it is spanned by the

same roof as the main building, which is a good
point in a small structure of tliis Idiid. A folding

screen is shown between the two. The vestry is

an awkward room. The author has conceived
his design in a quiet j'Ct dignified manner.
"Try" shows a marked improvement in this

design, and if he had not such a long and narrow
schoolroom, better entrances (there is only one
shown), with the omission of the baptistry

recess, and a little simpler turret to break the

mjn roof, his design would have stood even
better than it docs. The plan is based on the

right principle of having one main roof and
ridge line, but there is no vestry entrance, and
the class-room is too small to be of much service.

A movable screen is shown. Wo like the south

elevation, and the details are suitable though
monumental. The chief fault with "Maggie,
alias Such a Dog," is the very confused and
awkward arrangement of the porch, cloak-rooms
and offices, which are made to occupy a large

part of the main building instead of project-

ing. Tlie class-room would have been better

in their place. The chancel and vestry are

separately roofed. Bed brick in a Late Gothic
style is proposed, but the centre cliimney

cropping out in the roof destroys the effect.

This should have been placed on one side.

"Nitor" is the motto of a design of too monu-
mental an expression. The class-room and
lobby are in good relative positions, but the plan
is not worked out with sufficient sldll, and no
seats are shown. Far too church-like is
'

' Impavidum Ferient Ruina;.' ' There is nothing
except the class-room to ipdicate its real pur-
pose ; the pointed headed windows and doorways
and the deep buttresses are also out of place, and
the lobby entrances not so well planned as they
might be. The drawing is neat. "Truth
shall Prevail," en's on the same side. We can-
not see any advantage in the entrance passage on
each side of the class-room, nor the lavatory
arrangement which foi-ms an extended narthex
at the west end. The material is red brick,

treated in an ecclesiastical manner, but with
detail of a rather coarse and commonpliice kind.

Drawings are neatly executed. "Noah" sends

a pleasing little structure designed in a 1 7th-
century style, proposed to be built of flint and
red brick with half-timbered east gable and bell-

turret at the west end ; the class-room is placed
at one end and the chancel at the other, separated
by folding doors, so that both may be thrown
into one when required—a desirable point. The
chancel is sui'ely too low externally. Another
design without motto (we believe " Curiose ")

shows a square-shaped building 24ft. each way,
with a hipped roof fitted up as a chapel with
tliree rows of seats. The class-room is at one
end and the chancel at the other ; but we do
not know the use of the scullery with a copper
in it unless for tea-meetings. '

' Con amore '

'

places his chnpel at the end of a large clasST

room 30ft. long, the two being at right angles
;

lavatoiT and porch are obtained together in the
angle thus formed. The evident result of this

arrangement is cost. Why a separate chapel ?

External treatment is better. The fault com-
mitted by " Not wisely but too well " is that of

many others— losing fight of the school in the
chapel. The class-room is amore cupboard, and
the best part of design is the bell gable.
"Melmotte" is too chapel-like, and the class-

room is not made the best of. We recommend
the author not to try perspective till he quite
understands it, and never to draw a canted angle
perspcctively in an elevation, as he has done in

the chancel in both elevations where the hori-

zontal lines are sho^vn to vanish. The cla-ss and
cloak-room in " C. W. D.'s"plan, together with
the entrances at both ends, are awkward, and
the design lacks study and refinement in detail.

"Boz" places his class-room too far from the
chapel, and the idea of a school seems to be
subordinated to that of a chapel

;
yet there is

something appropriate in tlie exterior design.
" East Anglian " exhibits a suitable treatment

;

the class-room and vestry and the gi'oups of desk
are well placed ; the chancel is under the same
roof, and a sensible bell-turret surmounts the
ridge at tho separation, but the entrances are
not well-planned. "Stcffauo" is a rather

expensive plan in the entrances and lavatories,
and exhibits a want of skill in combination.
Elevations are simple but too commonplace.
"Melina" sends a rather more monumental-
looking building, Norman in style ; but the long
wing of cloak-rooms and closet, and the out-of-
the-way'position of class-room, are objectionable.
Why the separating curtain between boys and
girls in the chapel ? which last is uppermost, if

we judge from the seats and fittings. We can
only mention "Elevo " as abetter plan than the
last, but expensive in design with a short spire
over porch; "Og-more," too chaptl-like ia
airongement; "Revus" and " Beltcshazzar "

both fail in the same way. We may generally
siun up the chief defects in tho designs as the
following : the ecclesiastical arrangements too
much, and separately roofing the chancel.
Those who have grasped the idea have rather
directed attention to the school as tho principal
clement, providing at tho same time a spacious
chancel and easy moans of throwing tho class-

rooms into the chapel when services wore held.

A HALL CnrjtNEY COEITEE.

We have not received so many good designs
for this subject as we expected. "Noah " sends
one of the best and we place it first because it

conforms to a current fashion in taste. It is a
very pleasing arrangement for a hall recess,

opening into the hall by an archway or frontis-

piece of panelled oak. There is a dog-grate. The
details are not fussy, and the seat backs in the
recesses are covered with gilt embossed leather.
" Ad Valorem " is also a meritorious design in a,

Gothic treatment. The recess is arched by a
deeply-moulded arch, and a series of panels with
trefoiled heads relieve the mantelpiece over the
fireplace, intended for tile figure fiubjects.

Above this a canopied niche for a timepiece.

The details are good. "Curiose" also sends ia
a Gothic sketch tolerably correct in detiiil, the
fireplace in this instance being placed angle- wise
across acanted cornerof the hall. The chimney-
piece is massively treated, but is spoilt by the
finical clock-bracket and clock. "Be to its

merits, &c.," shows a shallow-arched recess or
canted bay with nari'ow lights in the canted
sides. Tho chimneypiece is plain and has a.

curvilinear shaped hood of stone. The details

are of Perpendicular character. A series of

panels in wainscot relieves the space over tho arch
or recessand the whole is intended tobe oak except
themantel and hood. "YesorNo" is a bold sketch
in a rather modem Gothic, but the heavy corbels

supporting projecting work above the i-coess, and.

the ball-flowers to the hollow of it are decidedly
oiitn: "Try" sends a clever design in a kind
of German or Flemish Gothic. We prefer the
recessed treatment, in which some good detail

appears, particularly in the chimney piece. It

looks like a reproduction or an adaptation of

something we have seen before. "Ogmoro"
does not show plan, and we can hardly make th&
drawings out. Details are, however, wantingf
in character and simplicity.

THE WESTMINSTER INDCJSTBIAL
EXHIBITION.

THE building that has been erected in
Victoria -street, Westminster, for the West-

minster Industrial Exhibition, to be opened on
the 24th instant under the pre-identship of Prince
Leopold, by the Right Honourable tho Speaker of

the House of Commons, is from tho designs of Mr.
Seddon, Vice-chairman of the Committee of the-

Exliibition, and honorary architect.

In the winter hoUdays of 1877-8 an Industrial

Exhibition—by tho exertions of tho Rov. H. E.
Fox, of Christchurch, Westminster, auda commit-
tee of working men, and others—was held in the
Townsend Schools, lent for the pm-posc for the
space of one week only. The success of that

experiment emboldened the committee to try to

repeat it on a larger scale, though a proposal

which was thou made by Mr. SedJon, that a
special building should be erected for the purpose

on one of the vacant sites in the neighbourhood,

was thought Utopian at the time.

In tho spring of this year, however, the idea

was revived and thought more feasible, aud
negotiations were entered into with various

owners of land in the vicinity, for some time

without success. At last, however, a proposal

made to the Governors of the Grey Coat Hospital

in Westminster, among whom are numbered
Canon Farrar and Mr. G. Spottiswoode, met
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with a favouraWc and kindly reception, nnd a
loan of an admirable site in Victoria-street, be-
longing to the Hospital, was offered until the
end of April in this year.
The committee, however, felt that it was im-

possible to do anything worthy of the object in
60 short a time, and on their further application
the time was extended until the end of June.

This offer the committee resolved to aooept,
burthened though it was by penalties somewhat
awfiU to contemplate ; in case every stick and
stone of the erection and its contents were not
removed from l,ho site by the day stipulated,
the Governors of the Hosj>ital being empowered
then and there to enter upon possession and sell

everything, and liaud the proceeds to the West-
minster Hospital.
A pubUc meeting was held in February at the

Grosvenor Hall, Pimlico, to ascertain public
feeling- with regard to the proposal—the
Eight Honourable the Speaker in the chair,
supported by the Kight Hon. ^V. H. Smitli,
M.P., Mr. G. Spottiswoode, and Sir Rutherford
Alcock, and others. The result of this meeting
proving satisfactory, the present committee, with
the Rev. H. E. Fox as ehainuan, undertook the
management of the undertaking. Tenders for the
building were advertised for, and a spirited offer
made by Mr. J. C. Humphreys, of the Borough-
road, was unanimously accepted. This was to
«reot four buildings with timber nnd comigated
iron, each 70ft. long by 20ft. wide, to remsia
during the period of the proposed exhibition, for
£125, on the condition that, should they be sold
within that time, the whole of that sum should
he remitted, and the charge slioidd be nothing.

These foui- buildings were then arranged by
Seddon to be disposed round a space ofMr.

70ft. square, and arrangements were entered into
with Messrs. Piggott, of .59, Bishopsgate-without,
tent-makers, &c., who had sent in another excel-
lent and reasonable proposal as a tender, to cover
this interior space with canvas, supported on
pillars of timber, arranged in the form of a
central nave 30ft. -wide and aisles each 20ft.
wide, for the sum of about f SO. Thus a contract
was secured for a building about 110ft. square
for a cost of about £200, and possibly only £80,
exclusive of what flooring might be determmed
upon for the central area. Of course, however,
large andcommodious as such a structure would be
for the purpose, much else was requisite. It was
the stone, a good sized one, perhaps, of the
"stone soup" needed. Fittings, decorations,
annexes for refreshments and other purposes
have neces.sarily swelled the total cost to a much
larger figure, yet at the same time a moderate
«ne, considering the very large total area that
has been covered. On comparison mth foi-mer
undertakings of the kind, the committee have
found themselves launched upon a more serious
enterprise. The largest number of articles ex-
hibited on any former occasion of the
same kind has been about 800. The
applications of would-be exhibitors to this
exhibition exceed 1,800, so that, considering the
eligible locahty they had secured, the committee
have felt that they were justified in incurring the
not inconsiderable risk that they have done. They
consider also that they have been most fortunate
in meeting with contractors of tlie liberal and
entei^prising tyjie of Mr. Humphreys and Messrs.
Piggott, who have seen and seized the nature of
the opportunity offered to them, and in doing so
have furthered the objects of the committee of
the Exlubition. Messrs. Verity, of Regent-street,
have also undertaken, at almost a nominal cost,
sufficient only to cover the labour employed, to
light the whole building efficiently and decora-
tively, with gas, also to lay on water, &c. ; and
both the gas and water and Queen's insui'ance
companies have dealt liberally with the com-
mittee.

Under the circumstances above detailed, the
buildings have been erected and completed with
fiuch rapidity, luider the special sanction of the
Metropolitan Board of Works, as temporary
biuldmgs only, that they were ready for the re-
ception of exhibits on the date fixed, the 12th
instant

; and though the Committee have a no
shght task before them in the arrangement of the
exhibits and adjudication of the prizes, there is
fortimately no doubt but that all will be in readi-
ness for the opening on the 24th in.stant. The
two saloons for the refreshment department have,
however, yet to be built, and are to be a speciality
in their way, being, in fact, two portable billiard
rooms, which Mr. Humphreys has imdertaken to
erect upon the new principle of constructiou of

wooden and iron buildings, recently patented by
Mr. John Taylor, of Birchington, in the Isle of

Thauct, and of which Mr. Humphreys has under-
taken to become tho manufacturer and agent.

These being offered for sale, the terms made by
Mr. Humphreys with tho Committee are of the
samecharacter as for tho larger buildings, namely,
that ho is to receive as rent £20 for each, to be
remitted altogether if tho buildings are sold dur-
ing the exhibition.

In concliLsion, we have but to notice the charac-

ter of the general decorations, which are not only
harmonious but effective, The three parts of the

central area have graceful suspended linings

to their canvas covering of alternate stripes of

crimson and white ; and two of the four surround-
ing buildings have their roofs lined with pale

blue, and the other two with pink. The walls
will be covered with the exhibits themselves, and
the windows with stained gla.ss by other exhibi-

tors, and the tables will bo stained and varnished
or distempered with colour. A fixed seat has been
constnictedaUroimdthe central area, with excep-
tion of part raised at one end as a platform, and
steps in the centre of the other sides to descend
to the lower level of the central area. 1,500 or

2,000 spectators can thus bo accommodated
sitting or standing behind and aroimd the central

area, in case of opening or closing ceremonies,

concerts, or other performances, which will be
arranged continuously during tho Exhibition by
a special committee appointed for the purpose.

A PRIVATE THEATRE AT CHELSEA.

A PRIVATE theatre in a coimtry mansion is

unquestionably an advantage where the
tastes of the ownere lend themselves to such
entertainments, and not a few notable resi-
dences in England contain more or less complete
arrangements of the kind. In some cases the
theatre forms the great feature of the house, all

the other apartments being made to centre
round or lead out of it, with a view to the
whole forming one grand suite. This plan is

open to some serious objections, among which,
of course, are those also common to any contri-
vance for the housing of a theatre, however
small, within the walls of an English gentle-
man's home. The private theatre now building
at Chelsea for Sir Percy F. Shelley, is open to
none of these objections, as it is situated in Tite-
street, at the rear of the back premises of his
mansion, which he erected about a year ago on
the Chelsea Embankment. Wo illustrated the
house fiUly at the time, and a most elaborate
and highly-finished residence it is. All the
fittings arc executed in a costly way from the
designs of the architect, Mr. Joseph Peacock.
The theatre now building is also from tliis

archittct's designs, only, instead of a Gothic
style, like the hou.se, a sort of Free Classic or
Queen Anne combination has been adopted for
the front elevation, wliich is being carried out
in stock brick, with red cut brick dressings
enriched in the central feature by stone pilasters
and rusticated quoins. The building is to be
complete in every respect, having an auditorium
of horseshoe foi^ni on plan, with boxes on either
side and gallery above. The stage has a front-
age of about 25;t., and tho building stands on a
site nearly 70ft. by 60ft., the latter being the
width of the front in Tite-street. To the rear a
green-room, with painting-rooms and offices, are
arranged, including a carpenter's shop, which
has an entrance from the next street. The
contract for tho chief part of the theatre is

between six and seven thousand pounds, but
ten thousand is said to be the probable outlay
before the whole is completed. 'The builders are
Messrs. Lathey Bros., who also built Sir Percy
Shelly's mansion above referred to, the drawings
of which will be found in the Buildixq News for
January 4th and February 1st, 1878.

In the adjoining mansions, erected by Messrs.
Gillow from the designs of Mr. E. W. Godwin,
we see the workmen are at work making the
principal rooms in the big house at the comer
more convenient, it having been found that the
serious objections found by everyone who saw
them quite prevented their sale. The faults
were inherent in the original plan, seeing that
no really good-sized apartment was provided
beyond the biUiard-room. Tliis being the case,
Messrs. Gillow, at considerable expense, are
recasting the interior by throwing the front
rooms into one fine apartment, both on the
ground and first floors, and, instead of the

recessed bay which occasioned tho original

sacrifice of room inside, a projecting oriel

window is about to bo formed, thus addiny
considerably to the value and conTenieooe of the
house. Mr. Adolphus Croft is the arohiteet
under whose direction the altcTatious are betaijr

made. — ^^—
CONICAL ABCHES.

IN a paper by Mr. D. McH. Staufler, C.E., !a
tho J'roceedingt of the Engineers' Chib,

Philadelphia, on tho South Street Brid^ of that
city, tho author describes some novel points ia
the eastern approach to tho structure. It is the
ordinary practice in constructing arches on the
cur^'o to widen the piers towards the outer circle

of the bridge, leaving the arches "right arches."
In the case of tho Sonth Street bridge it was
thought, and very justly, that the work would
be improved in appearance, and a oonaideTabls
saving in masonry effected by making the piers
of the same tliickness throughout, and tlirfjwing
the obliquity into the arches. The roadway was
55ft. wide, and the centre line of the curved
portion in wliich three arches were made waa
struck with a radius of 169ft. Gin., -with an in-
cluded angle at centre of 33° 25'. Tho aroh
abutments therefore formed tangents to the
curve on plan. Both of the two piers were o
course 55ft. long, and had a thickness of 5ft. 6in.
and 12ft. high to springing. On the radial lines
of the curve the piers were located, their sides
being parallel thereto. Each of the three archea
had a chord span at the inner end of 22ft. lin.,

and at the outer end 32ft. 9gin., tho riso of arch
being lift. ^in. throughout, and the crown and
springing line being horizontal. Cach arch in
fact is really a portion of a cone ; thus the line
of crown of arch would coincide with the
oblique side of the cono, while the plane of
springing line would be parallel thereto, and cut
the axis of cono at the smaller end of the aioh.
Thus the rise of aroh at the smaller end was
equal to one-half its chord span. As the crown
and springing of the arch were parallel and
coincided with slant height of the cone, the ends
of arch were not vertical, and had to be cut at
right angles to the cone, though the angle mads
was so nearly a right angle that they were
treated as circular arches. The smaller arch was
regarded as a full-centred arch, and the larger as
a segmental arch. Maine granite was used for
the ringstones, and hard burnt bricks for tho
arch proper. The brick ring was 24in. thick laid
in cement mortar, and tho bond was arranged so
that the thickening of the mortar-joint was con-
fined to the length of one brick, and the bond
made to repeat itself in every eight courses. Tho
consequence of tho arch being treated at eachend
differently was of course that a winding skew-
back was produced, but in execution the skew-
back was made to approximate to this by a series
of slight drops or steps every four feet, and cut-
ting the face of skewbaok to suit. This method
of construction is at least bold and novel, if not
the most artistic mode of dealing -with a row of
arches in a curved bridge or viaduct ; and we
recommend to the reader a perusal of Mr.
Stauffer's paper, which is illustrated, and enters
into details of the centreing employed and the
materials used. The result is said to be suc-
cessful, while the appearance is manifestly bett^
than the old method.

The Cambridge Slade Professor of Fine Art (Mr.
Sidney Colvhi) announces the subjects and dates of
his lectures as follows :—Tuesday (last), " On Some
Greek Terra-cotta Figures in the FitzwilUam
Museum;" May 16 (to-day), " On Some Drawings
of Old Masters in the FitzwiUiam Museum "

;

Friday, May 23, "On a Cast of a Statue of
Hermes, by Praxiteles, in the FitzwUliam Mu-
seum"

; Tuesday, May 27, " On tho Engravings of
Martin Schongauer in the Pitzwilliam Museum "

;

Friday, May 30, " On Some Ancient and Modem
Conceptions of Landscape, Illustrated by Pictures
in the FitzwilUam Museum."

It is proposed by Mrs. E. M. Ward to supply a
want which has been gre.atly felt in this country in
the shape of a School of Art to which ladies can
send their daughters to learn painting and drawing.
For this purpose she has obtained the kind co-
opration of Mr. P. H. Calderon, B.A., Mr. J. C.
Hook, K.A., Mr. W. P. Frith, R.A., Mr. J. C.
Horsley, K.A., Mr. J. E. Millais, K.A., and Mr. L.
Alraa-'radema, 11.A., who have consented to visit
the school once a month, thus securing to tho pupils
an advantage which it would be impossibla to
obtain elsewhere.
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3CEW CATnEDRAL AT MKLBOCBNE.—THE HERTFORD HOS-
rlTAL, PARIS.—NEW BOAT HOUflE, CA1U8 COLLEGE, CAM-
BRIDGE.—WAREHOUSES IS BARTHOLOMEW CLOSE, LONDON.
— BILLIARD-ROOM, KILBL'BN HOUSE.

Our Lithographic Illustrations-

new CATHEDEAI,, MELBOUENE.

Bt the courtesy of the architect, Mr. William
Butterfield, we are enabled to give illustration.?

this week of the proposed cathedi-al for the

Church of England in Melbourne, Australia. It

is to be erected of stone in that city, upon a site

upon which St. Paul's Church, parsonage, and
schools now stand. It is hoped that a hundred
thousand pounds, equivalent to about sixty-

five thousand pounds in England, may be raised
for this purpose. A large portion of a cathedral
at Adelaide, Australia, has been already built

from Mr. Butterfield's designs, and was conse-
crated about fifteen months since. In an early

number we intend to give some further illustra-

tions of the Melbourne Cathedral, including the
sections, so that the principal of the generalwork-
ing drawings of this important biulding will be
placed before our readers.

THE HEETFOED HOSPITAL, PARIS.

A FCLL description of this building will be foimd
on p. 949.

CAIUS COIXEOE BOATHOtTSE, CAMBBIDGE.

The boathouse for Caius College Boat Club has
been built on the left bank of the river, close to

the Ferry. It is built with red brickwork, and
the gables are finished with panelled plaster. It

ia set at an angle to the river in order to bring
tlie boats conveniently down to the landing
itage, by this means also a better view of the
river is obtained from the windows. The ground-
floor is arranged for the stowage of boats. The
first floor is divided into two dressing-rooms, one
for the first crew, and the larger one for other
members, and a balcony is arranged in front
where members have a good view of the river. It

is being brought into use during the boat races
of the present week.

WAB£H0USES, BASTHOLOMEW-CLOSE.

Teisbuilding standsonanareaofovcr8,000 square
feet, and occupies a very open position in Bar-
tliolomew-closc, replacing three houses wliich
bad been converted into a warehouse, but which
were found Ul-adapted for the purposes of the
busijicss, namely, that of a wholesale druggist.
In the new building the clerk's offices are placed
at the comerby the main entrance on the ground-
floor, the private offices being over them, one
liaving a bay window commanding a good view
orer the Close ; at the other extreme of the build-

ing a residence is prd^rided for the head ware-
houseman. The basement is occupied with oil-

cellars, bottle-washing department, engine,

boiler-rooms, &c. ; the remainder of the floors

being occupied by the many various departments
required for the business. For the receipt and
despatch of goods a double cartway is provided.

Tile principal elevations are executed in red

brick, the roofs being tUcd. Eiicli floor will

have a hydrant served from the high pressure

main. A 2-ton steam lift is being fitted up from
basements to fourth floor. Mr. Aston Webb is

the architect.

BnjJAED-EOOjr, KILB^CntN HOUSE.

We this week publish an interior view of a
bUliard-room, erected as an addition to Kilburu
House, Kilbum, N.W., the residence of John
£. Fanner, Esq. The room is about 30ft. long
by 20ft. wide, and 24ft. high to the top of the

circular ceiling. It is approached from the old

part of the house through a new hall, adjoining
which is provided a lavatory for the use of the

players. The ceiling is executed in the form
sho-wn in pitchpine, the wall and window Unings,

also the doors and other wood finishings are exe-

cuted in pitch-pine, aU French polished. The
chimney-piece is in oak. The table has been
made to the arcliitect's special design by Messrs.

Burroughos and Watts. The oi-namcntal glass

in windows, representing different sports and
pastimes, has been executed by Mr. Dixon, of

University-street. In addition to the open fire-

place fitted with dog stove, hot-water pipes

on Perkins' system are fixed behind the skirtiugs.

The whole of the works have been designed by
Mr. Rowland Plumbe, F.R.I.B.A., architect, of

13, Fitzroy-square, W., Mr. T. J. Messom, of

Twickenham, being the builder.

THE AET OF THE ITALIAN RENAIS-
SANCE.

DR. TODHUNTER on Saturday afternoon
delivered the last of his course of lectures

on this subject in the New Buildings, Trinity

College, Dublin. He commenced by pointing
out how the Sieuese school of the fifteenth cen-

tury became merged in the Umbrian school

which culminated in Peiaigino. Vasari stated

that Perugino worked for some time with Leo-
nardo and Lorenzo, where he perfected his per-

spective studies and colour system. He was a
very successful painter of the period. Perugia
was a city of Mediaeval Italy ; and Perugino was
himself Mediicval. His art was in spirit retro-

spective. How far he was a religious man seemed
doubtful. Vasari said of him he possessed very
little religion, and could never be made to believe

in the immortality of the soul ; that he placed all

his hopes in the goods of fortune, and would
have undertaken anything for money. There
was also a tradition that he died without the

rites of the Church, and was denied Christian

burial ; but that seemed to have been owing
to his having died suddenly of the plague, for

the monks afterwards had his body transferred

to Florence, and honourably buried there.

Whether he was a religious man or not ho was
eminently a religious painter. Mr. Ruskin,
indeed, had laid it down that, in order to be a
religious painter, one should be a religious man,
and deduced Perugino's piety from his pictures.

It was, indeed, aU but impossible to beUeve that

the man who painted pictures so full of devo-
tional feeling as those of his best period could

have been without the feeling thus expressed
;

but in some of his later works the feeling scemecl

of a rather artificial kind—sentimentality rather

than sentiment. But granting that he was
often guilty of the faults of affectation and
mannerism, there yet remained in his work a
mysterious fascination— an abiding charm

—

which work that was insincere and mechanical
could never produce. His best pictures were
steeped in an atmosphere of divine peace, and he
was more ethereal and ecstatic than Bellini.

He seemed to sigh after an ideal state of

serene and holy joy. One remarkable
thing in his pictures was the important
part which landscape played in the general

effect. His landscape, like that of 'Titian,

carried out and emphasised the sentiment of his

figures, while it was at the same time clearly

I'erugian, while that of Titian was Venetian.

Perugino's great pupil was Raphael. In Raphael,
not merely the Umbrian, but the Florentine

school of the sixteenth century culminated. If

a man's originality could be questioned because
of his being indebted to others, Raphael was the
least original of men. Shakespeare himself was
not a more voracious parasite upon ttie genius
of other men than Raphael. As compared with
Michael Angclo, Raphael was rather an adapter
than a creator, though the fomier stole some-
thing from Signorelli; but Raphael's genius
appeared in the magnificent manner in which he
dealt with Ids thefts. Ho was not a mere
adapter, but was a recreator, dealing with the
works of other men much as they dealt with the
works of nature. It was cliicfly as a consum-
mate master of composition that he shone su-
preme. In other qualities it coidd not be said
that he excelled the men whom he copied.
Perugino was very much his superior as a
oolourist ; Michael Angelo's sublimity was alto-

gether out of his reach, and even as a draughts-
man Raphael was not always perfect. Raphael's
father, Giovanni Sante, of Urbino, was himself
a painter of respectable attainments. The
lecturer described several of Raphael' s principal

works, and said the amount of pictures he painted
during his short life—for he died at the age of

thirty-seven—was simply astounding. The art

of the men of the post-Raphaehte, through often
technically fine, was essentially debased and de-
caying. Although Ruskin was in the main right
in tracing the decay of Italian religious art to

the decay of Italian religious faith, it was never-
theless a fact that the glorious non-religious art

of the Renaissance died out pari passu with its

glorious religious art. The later painters were
no less feeble in treating Pagan than Christian
subjects.

. 1 — i

PICTURE FRAMES.

IN the picture galleries now open to the public,

many striking examples of gUt frames are
to be seen, and these are well worth t)ie atten-

tion of the artist and connoisseui'. There is more
than is at first sight apparent in a frame. It
has not merely to form a setting to the picture ;

it ought to be in harmony with it. A picture

in a low scale of colour is spoilt by a bright gold
margin ; while for a painting glowing with
bright and intense colours, a large gold frame
is the best corrective. Some paintings look

better in a dull, unbumished gilt frame, others

in burnished ones ; but the shape, ornament, and
moulding have much to do with the effect. For
decorative subjects, the conunon rococo frame of

the old style is often completely ruinous, and we
contendthatthe style and sentiment ofthe jiainter' s

work should be considered in the designing of

frames. Happily, a few of our leading painters

are beginning to look at the matter in this way,
and we observe several striking departures from
the conventional style of the picture-frame
maker. We may draw attention to the frames
surrounding Mr. Edwin Long's fine subjects

this year in the Royal Academy. His " E.sther"

(102), and " Vashti" (955), have frames of ex-
ceedingly s^uitable design, and several other very
pleasing models may be observed. In the Gros-
venor gallery we notice some very admirably
designed frames round the pictm-es of Mr.
Wliistler. His " Ai-rangement in brown and
black," and "Harmonies in yellow and gold,

and green and gold," have a quite unconven-
tionally designed frame, composed of a prominent

flat face with projecting edgings of reed-Uka
mouldings, thickly grouped together at the inside

where they retire to the picture plane. We cer-

tainly see more to admire in the gold frame than

in the sensational " Gold Girl " herself. Flat

frames with reeded members are also well adapted

for architectural dra^wings, and we notice some
good examples of framing in the architectural

gallery. Architects know the value of good
frames, but artists have not tiU recently appeared

similarly alive to their impostance.

Last week the Lytham Commissioners advertised

for tenders for some sewerage works—1,634 lineal

yards of 24-inch and 21-incli earthenware sewers,

the earthenware pipes and manliole-covers to be

found by the Commissiouers, and all other mate-
rials to be provided by the contractor. Tlie highest

tender was £1,5!)0, and the lowest £650; only tho

small difference of £940.

At Waterford Presentment Sessions, on Satur-

day, compensation to tho amount of £1,200, was
awarded to Mr. George Walker, builder of the

Waterford Convent, which was partially destroyed

by fire in Jauuaiy last. The fire was held to be
malicious.
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TBE HEETFOED BRITISH HOSPITAL,

IN PARIS.

rpEE illustratien we publish to-day of this

J- handsome building is particularly interest-

ing, as illustrating a most carefully designed

public iiistitulion, and a noble gift by an

Englishman to the sors-ico of his poor

countrymen in a foreign capital. It is

very generally known that during the siege

of Paris by the Gcnuan army, Sir Richard

Wallace established an " AmbiUance Anglaise,"

of wliich we need say no more hero than that it

was greatly appreciated by our neighbours, the

French. But at the same time there grew up great

need of medical help and aid for the indigent

English who remained, and hence in connection

with the ambulance, and in premises adjoming a

temporary hospital and dispensary was started

by Sir Richard. The sufferings of his country-

men during the German sie.ye, and the suhsequcnt

siege by the Versailles troops, induced the honour-

able baronet to determine on foiuiding a perma-

nent hospital where poor people of British

nationality misfht go and have their maladies

cured or alleviated by skilful physicians, under

the care of trained uuri-es, of their own country,

and where they would be comfortably provided

for. From that time?, entirely at his own sole

charge, such an establishment has been main-

tained by Sir Richard under the name of

the Hertford British Hospital, rceeiring patients

and dispensing medicine and advice free of all

charge. After eight years of temporary shelter

in a house rented for the purpose in the

Route de la Revolto the splendid pile illus-

trated in our paper to-day has been dedi-

cated as a place of permanent occupation,

at a cost, we believe, exceeding £40,000,

besides the considerable sum to be set apart for

its ample endowment. The foundation-stone

of the building was laid by Sir Richard and Lady
"Wallace on the 2Uh August, 1877, being the

seventh anniversary of the death of the late

Marquis of Hertford, to whose memory and
in honour of whoso generosity it has been
built. On the 16th of last month it was
formally inaugurated by tlie honourable

baronet and liis lady receiving the British Am-
bassador, Lord Lyons, and several invited

guests, when it was dedicated to the exclusive

use of British poor persons, and entmsted to

the care of a small committee consisting of Sir

John Rose Coi-mack, M.D., the Hon. Alan
Herbert, M.D. (the two physicians), and Mous.
Levopcne, of the Boulevard des ItaJiens. Con-
tagious or manifest incurable cases are not ehgible

for admission, btit all classes of accidents requir-

ing immediate attention are promptly attended to.

The physicians alone decide on suitable cases.

The hospital is situated at Levallois Perret,

where that village forms a junction with the

well-known suburb of Neuilly, five minutes' walk
beyond the fortifications. It stands on a rec-

tangular plot of ground of 7,22.5 square metres,

the front opening to the Rue Villiers. Without
the least participation on the part of either of

the two townships, Sir Richard Wallace built at

his o-BTi cost more than 3,000 metres of sewers, so

as to secure more completely the salubrity of the

establishment. An iron railing faces the front

entrance, and a large open space forms a carriage

way to the central building. To the right and
left are extensive gardens. Ascending by three

steps we enter a large hall of such considerable

dimensions that we ai"e at once struck with
the grand scale on which the building has been
designed, and these spaciousness and lofty dimen-
sions continue a marked feature throughout.
To our right is the porter's lodge, and the fine

flight of stairs leading to the men' s department

;

to the left a parlour for the use of the lady-
superintendent, and the steps leading to the
apartments for women. In the centre, between
the two iiights of staircases supported by arches,

the hall continues on a level of six steps below
the entrance. To the right of this is what is

called the council chamber, used also for a

library. A large opening leads to the aisles and
to a sitting-room for unoccupied nurses, from
which they can see what is going on in the
two consultation rooms. Here, too, is a door
which leads to the waiting-rooms for out-door
patients, which are entered also by doors from
the garden. Both these waiting-rooms are in

communication with the pharmacy and cou.sult-

ing room, and each has an enclosed portion for

patients whose cases require them to remove

their clothes. The two openings facing the

entrance lead to the northern aisles. In the

centre are stairs connecting all the floors with

that portion of the building, and an elevator is

fixed just opposite, available either for the

lifting up of patients or other purposes. To the

right a room for general purposes, and at the

extremity the well-arranged and appointed

kitchen, touching the building only on one side.

"To tho left is a capacious larder and scullery,

and further on wo como to the hydropathic

department, most expensively and completely

furnished with baths of all kinds, established

more especially for the use of out-patients, and

tliis building has an entrance from the garden,

so that such bathers cuter without pa.ssing

through the main building. Returning to the

entrance haU, we find a plain but conmiodious

chapel on tho left, opposite the council-room

;

then, ascending to tho right, we penetrate the

apartments for men, entering tho large hall, or

chief ward, through a small ante-chamber giving

access also to a small nursery-room in which are

two side closets, with a supply of hot and cold

water, a linen cupboard, and a bed, occupied by
a nurse, who, by means of a small window, can

at any hour of the night glance through the

chief ward, which has twelve beds, two of which

are designed for children. This ward is of the

height of two stories, and three bays of joists

divide the vaulted ceiling. In each bay, at the

height of the eye, a window affords the patients

a view of the surrounding couutiy ; above a

band, running more than two metres from the

floor, are two coupled ogival windows, crowned
with a rosare, allowing light freely into each bay.

The ventilation of the chamber is well provided

for, and the physician has it in his own control.

The extremity of the room is finished off by a

large, open fireplace, 'with a faience trimming,

where drinks may be kept warm. On each side

of the fireplace are three ogival openings, one of

which forms a door leading to a staii'way con-

necting the ward irith the garden. Under each

window is a small opening for the introduction of

draughts when desired, and between each bay
are ventilators, put in motion by a gas-burner,

hid by day by stained glass windows, and which
at night are used as night-lamps. The ward (as

well as every part of the building) is heated

by hot-water tubes, covered with a grating.

Returning to the landing, we find adjoining a

reserved ward for special cases requiring isola-

tion or special attention, and this is at present

fitted with three beds, in a space, however, in

which not uncommonly twice that number are

placed. A door leads nut of this room on to a

terrace. Passing by other bath-rooms, water-
closets, &c., we pi-oceed to the section for women,
which in aU its arrangements is precisely the

same as the men's. It should be stated, how-
ever, here that the staircase in the centre is well

lit from the top and well ventilated. Opposite

the entrance on tho first floor are rooms for

patients who may have to undergo operations,

with an ante-room for a nurse, and these also

have access to a separate balcony. The apart-

ments of the house-surgeon and the lady-

superintendent are spacious and commodious,
and are so arranged that they can each have
under their inspection at any moment the sepa-

rate departments. On the upper floor are com-
fortable rooms for nurses and servants, and
linen-rooms well stocked with every article of

clothing, for patients here all wear a wardrobe
provided for them by the establishment, and
there is here also a bath-room for the special use

of the servants. An electric clock gives the time
in all parts of the hospital, and a public

clock, which is provided with means for night
Ughtiug, is fixed in the roof. It is hardly neces-

sary to say that the operating-room, and in fact,

cveiy department, is fitted with the most
approved appliances for the use of the operator
and tho convenience of the patient. There is no
paint used in the building ; all the wood is

varnished pitch-pine. From the northern aisle,

and communicating with the court by two stair-

ways, is a large avenue closed with two railings,

leading to a mortuary, wldch besides an apart-

ment for the dead has also an autopsy room, a
room for the reception of dirty linen (which is

sent out for washing) , a room for the public and
for prayer before the removal of a corpse. A
small enclcsed court separates this building from
the public thoi'ouglifare, into which access is

gained in the Rue Chaptal. The architect is

Mons. Sanson, of the Rue d'Anjou St. Honore,
Paris.

THE PRESENT ART REVIVAL.

AT a meeting of tho Edinburgh Architectural

Association, held on tho 7th May, a paper,

entitled "Notes on tho Present Art Revival,"

was read by Mr. Thomas Bonnar. Ho began by
alluding to the practical tendency prevalent at

the present time, by which it is attempted to

gauge and defino that most subtle and a^thctical

of subjects, " artistic taste." Deprecating these

efforts, he went on to refer to tho great advan-

tages possessed by our Continental neighbours in

tho ready access they have to tho innumerable

authorities and examples they are encouraged to

study, while we, as a nation, are still struggUngf

with the many difficulties which must be over-

come before attaining a high artistic position.

To the inattention and indifference to artistic

matters wliich frequently assume the shape of

wilful neglect might be attributed much of the

ignorance of the real constituents of art which
prevailed ; but this is now being remedied, and
the principles wluch govern the true expression

of art in pictorial, architectural, and domestic

application are receiving that study which they

so deservedly merit, as well as obtaining from
the public a high appreciation of its qualifica-

tions.

The Free Classic, or Queen Anne, style was
commended in preference to the Gothic, from its

more appropriate character, and the facility

with which it could be adapted to the interior

embellishment of the most stateljr, as to the most
impretentious, of buildings ; besides the advan-

tages which it possesses of affording a medium
for the artistic use of colour in decoration and
furaiture, while guarding against the indis-

criminate employment of false and meretricious

details.

The examples of British art manufactures in

the Paris Exhibition were also referred to as

exemplifying the progress which art culture

was making in this country in the design and
excellence of execution which tho furniture and
textile fabrics displ.iyed ; by their high standard

in these essentials challenging the claim for pro-

eminence in artistic productions which has

liitherto been allowed without di.spute to our

Continental friends, and proving that the Eng-
lish were capable of originating, and successfully

carrying out, a style peculiarly their own, which
it would be difiicidt indeed to surpass for origi-

nality of thought and artistic workmanship.^

A strong argument in favour of the artistic use

of colour in our rooms was advanced, and in re-

ference to this point, Mr. Bonnar observed, "that

it had been put forward as an objection, that in

the style spoken of there is an obvious tendency

to gloomy effects, which are often mistakenly, if

not indeed ignorantly, employed for the purpose

of obtaining what is supposed to be pictorial in-

terior treatment. Doubtless the use of colourless

mediums may be deemed a safe resource, where
there is lacHng the knowledge of the correct

treatment in combination, of the primary and
tertiary tones of colour, and the perception of

being competent to apply them with their re-

spective complementary shades, and keeping

them in due subjection in their constructive re-

lation and fitness to the subject treated.
" It is only through this knowledge and correct

perception that full tones of colour can be
brought into true position as an appliance for

obtaining richness and harmony, and bestowing

a furnished aspect to a room. By this means
masses of colour that would, if taken by them-
selves, promote a feeling of harshness even to

crudcness from their incomplete operation, are

controlled and moulded, as it were, to lend form

and richness which can only be arrived at by
strict attention to their ulterior purpose, always,

however, having in view the textile and other

accessories which go to make up the complement

of nn appropriately-furnished apartment."

By this means it was argued the ta.sto and in-

genuity of both the artist and his client could bo

disjjlayed, and made to result in a plea.sant and
harmonious combination of the truest decorative

principles, in place of the lately-prevailing ten-

dency to colourless mediums.
Tho art revival was making steady and sure

progress in public estimation, and all true friends

of art in this expression of one of its highest

fimctions were urged to do their utmost in pro-

moting its success. The paper was illustrated

by coloured drawings.

The Chippenham local board have approved plans

and specifications, prepared by their surveyor, for

proposed baths.
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NOTES FROM EDIKBrRGH.
fTlTTR lang^ and severe winter of 1876-79 has

J- swallowed up the spring. A sprinkling of

anow in place of dew on the morning of the 1st

gure notice of its intention to " linger in the lap

of Mmj;" and though the summer sunshine has

oome at la«t, it has to rid us yet of such unplea-

sant reminders of the past as the Korth wind and

showers of hail. Building operations, after

beoag completely suspended for four months,

were resumed about a mouth ago, mainly in the

w«y of alterations in the streets and resumption

of the larger works in progress. A few new
-rillas of the better sort are rising in the southern

uborbs, and the demand—if there be any—is

for the larger and not the smaller villa of the

better kind. The letting season has passed, and

great numbers of the latter remain untenanted,

and cannot find a purchaser. There is not, how-

ever a complete collapse of building speculation,

and one scheme of this kind has been getting

notoriety of late by its proposal to convert the

finely-wooded demesne of Warriston, or that

part of it next Inverleith-row, into a range of

ktfty tenements and shops. The approach to the

city by this thoroughfare has hitherto had much
of a country aspect, running between the Botanic
Garden ground and nurseries for a great portion

of its length. The trees on the Warriston boun-
dary are very fine specimens of their kind, and
have long given their grateful shelter to the
footpath, and will te sorely missed. It says
very little for the taste, and not much for the
ingenuity, of the parties concerned in the pro-
posal if they cannot devise a method of utilising

the ground without so great a sacrifice.

The thoroughfare in Princes-street and the foot-

path next the gardens are being rapidly com-
pleted. The latter is a cement pavement, called

granitic, because the concrete of the top is com-
posed of pounded granite of the size of gravel
turned out of the stone crusher. This coucrete
is laid over another bed of cinders and broken
brick, also of the size of gravel, and the whole,
aftor being pretty thickly dusted with the pure
cement and levelled with the trowel, is rolled with
an iron roller leaving minute indentations on the
surface. This pavement, a portion of which was
laid down before the frost, has stood the severe
test of the winter, and promises to be the pave-
ment of the future. It is laid down in sections

12ft. square. There is not much probability of

its being injuriously affected by heat or rain

—

and if this be found to be the case—it wiU pro-
bably surpass in durability the rival Val de
Travers. This pavement shows already symptoms
of disintegration on the North Bridge footway,
and on the side most exposed to the heat. The
surface has lost considerablythe original level, and
great holes are appearing. This result is not to

be found in the Leith Kirkgate, where the sun
has not access in the same degree. But very
possibly the design of the North Bridge has not
made allowance for the expansion of its vast
amount of metal. In the "Waverley Iron Bridge
the pavement (which is stone), is raised in very
hot weather, and is cracked from end to end, and
this may have somewhat to do with the disturb-
ance of the asphalte.

The work of restoration is going on in St.

Giles's Collegiate Church, but has not resulted in
any interesting architectural discoveries, except
indicating the methods adopted by the last

restorer to convert the stone pillars and capitals
into plaster shams. Dr. W. Chambers, who dis-
tinguished himself at a very early period by his
antiquarian researches and discoveries in the
Old Town, lias undertaken the present work of
restoring the south transept and its aisles at his
own charges ; but he has also offered to complete
the work, and open up the whole edifice on con-
dition of this offer being accepted by the Council
and Presbytery before May, 1880. This involves
the vacating of West St. Giles, or the nave, by the
congregation now holding possession of it as a
church ; and it is undcriitood that no obstacle is

in the way but the difBoulty of raising funds for
the erection of another church.
The University Extension buildings begin to

malce some appearance over the enclosures, and
the spire of St. Mary's Cathedral is making
rapid progress to completion. It has reached
the height of rather more than 200ft., and may
possibly be finished at its present rate of pro-
gress in less than two months. The library has

been roofed, and the vaulting of the choir is

going on. The imfinished condition of the cor-

ridor exit at the chapter-house is a great dis-

figurement, and the sooner this pai-t of tbe de-

sign is proceeded with the better so far as the

Melville-street front is concerned.
Tlie nave has been opened for service for some

months, and mider tho most unpropitious cir-

cumstances as to weather. The powerful heating

apparatus was not alwavs successful, nor could

it be with such perpetual frost and the east wind
piercing the canvas protection at the tower.

The heated air is admitted at a prating on the

north side of tho west porch, and there is always

more or less of a gale in tliis quarter. The
heating apparatus for the choir is separate, and
placed in a vaulted chamber beneath tho library.

The church furniture for clergy and choir is

plain and simple as befits the temporary character

of the present arrangements. A veiy tine organ,

sweet-toned and powerful, is fitted up imder the

bay of the north aisle, next the tower, but forms
no part of the catliedral organ which is being
built.

Tlie accommodation for the congregation is

for upwards of 1,000. Tho chairs are ranged
on either side of the centre and aisle pas-

sages, and are very much superior, so far

as comfort and convenience in kneeling are

concerned, to the best pews as usually

constructed. They are, however, more pro-

digal of space than economical arrangements
would allow. Seats are free, but a portion

reserved for the regular congregation till the bell

has rung. In the evening there are none re-

served even in this way, and the whole nave is

generally filled. Tlie aspect of the interior, being
whoUv devoid of plaster decoration, and ahnost
entirely, except in doors and roofs, without the

usual amount of fixed woodwork, is something so

different from church arcliitecturo in general,

and the vast surface of polished and chiselled

stone work, with the rough rubble in the aisles,

looks so cold, that one at first almost regrets the

absence of plast ?r and brick, and wood lining.

In a little while, however, and the illusion is dis-

pelled, and the most sceptical will allow that his

position is as comfortable as it could be in a

cushioned, closed, or curtained pew.
The interior is lighted by 12 coronse of 36

lights, suspended from a bracket in the clerestory,

one opposite the centre of each of the six arches

of the nave. An ai-ra and clu.ster of lights pro-

ject from each circular segment of the ring, and
all in the neighbourhood of the lights is silver-

work and brass of very ornate and elegant

design.

The acoustics of the edifice are wonderfully
good, considering the absence of most of the

conditions considered necessary by parties who
arc prone to theorise upon tho subject. There
is no resonant material but only in the roof.

The interior is very long in proportion to the
breadth of the nave, and very lofty. Taking
observations at the western extremity, it will

be found that the words of the clergyman reading
the sen-ice from the north side next the pulpit

are most distinctly heard without any echo or
disturbing influences to mar the compact utter-

ance of the syllables. The conditions will be
greatly altered when the screen has been re-

moved and the choir opened up behind the
voices. The varying results produced at

present by the various parties officiating in

the nave, and their different positions,

forces upon one the conviction that a great deal
depends upon the speaker and his way of speak-
ing. This much may be said of the cathedral,

that its acoustic properties at present are better
than those of the other two large interiors of the
same size in Edinburgh, viz. , the Church of the
Jesuit Fathers in Lauriston, and the new
Catholic Apostolic Church. Both these build-
ings have one large auditorium without aisles.

In both these is a sanctuary. In the latter, the
effect of the reflection of sound from the im-
broken surfaces of the walls is very ciuions at
times, and at a little distance from the speaker,
when ho comes to the front step of the sanctuaiy
to read his homily, the trumpet gives a most
uncertain sound, and by accident, if not design,
he speaks in what is, to all api)earances, an
unknown tongue. This unfortunate result is

evidently occasioned by the absence of aisle and
arching to break up the waves of sound on the
reflector; on the other hand, though much
further off, the voice of the intoning from the
altar is comparatively, though not quite, dis-

tinctly heard.

ART FURNITURE.*

MR. A. JONQUET'S " Original Sketched for

Art Fumitiu'c" in the prevailing styles

—the Jacobean, Queen Anne, and the Adims

—

will be found of service when so much that is bad
and indifferent in reproduction is foisted ui)on a

too credulous public as antique. Lately tliere has
been a rush for Jacobean furniture and that pur-
porting to be after Chippendale and the Brothers

Adam, and a number of imitations have been pro-

ducedat high prices,thoughwithoutany guarantee
that they have been honestly constructed. Or-
dinary buyers know little and care less about the

actual design of these articles, which are in most
cases utterly bad and inferior imitations, and Mr.
Jonquet's book of sketches will be found useful

by both classes, the manufacturer and the piu--

chaser, especially in the styles last mentioned.
There has been amongst one section of the

public a reversion from the heavier style of the

Jacobean to the finer and more delicate construc-

tion of the Classic revival which was the fashion

during the reigns of the earlier Georges, and was
promoted by the Adams Brothers and Chippen-

dale, and probably by the taste of the Court of

Louis XV. There seems to be a desire to avoid

the extremes of the Stuart, nnd the frivolous

ornamentation of the French. In glancing over

the book of Mr. Jonquet we notice a few designs

of a rather hackneyed character. The first side-

board is faultless in general proiwrtions, and the

character of the lower framing good of its kind,

but the cove looks very heavy, and it is a feature

that is likely to become in the hands of many a
little used up. We, however, prefer this treat-

ment to the second example given, where the

centre part has iiiiright framing and the cove at

the ends gives a somewhat disconnected and
brolien look. No. 3 is a trifle over-fanciful in

the lower panelling. Infinitely better are the

small sideboards, and we note especially with

commendation plates of 8 and 9. The dinner

waggon and couch are exceedingly quiet and
chaste. The Chippendale chairs also please us

by their extreme simplicity and avoidance of un-

desirable omamoutation, and the arti.st apjjears

to have caught the spirit of the original style.

Though unique, the chimney-pieces arc not so

good in the Adams style as they might be, and
the author has certainly failed in selecting his

models. The sketch showing Wedgwood
panels in the last example is unhappy ; the arched

mouldings under mantelshelf are destructive

to the rejwse of the whole composition, and
subverts the architectural meaning. We
have seldom seen tasteful or sensible designs for

hatstands. The one given, purporting to be in

the Queen Anne style, does not stiike us as very

characteristic, though this we do not complain of

so much as a rather purposeless design, and the

badly shaped pegs for the hats. The other designs

for hall furniture are very nice, and the hall

benches especially so, in which the backs and

arms are relieved by the simplest scallop or shell

pattern. The bookcase in the style of Adams
has the fault of being to« much ornamented in

the cupboard doors. Passing over several other

designs for panels, finger-plates, and a pier glass,

the latter a weak and rather nondescript sugges-

tion, for one more Japanese in its molif, we come

to a variety of designs for cabinets and wall cup-

boards, some verypleasing and appropriate. Tho
" bric-a-bracs " are suggestive, but the best

cabinets, to our taste, are those having a hollow

centre in plan, the cupboards forming outside

projections with shelvesfor bric-a-brac, as shown

in one of the design. The oval mantels are not

so happy. The '
' Adams mirror "is chaste ; and

a few very pleasing designs for tables and bod-

room furuitjire iu the last style close the work.

Throughout the designs we notice the detail is

shirked, the mouldings being drawn with a cer-

tain want of precision that is imploasant. In

a book of a suggestive kind like that of Mr. A.

Jonquet's this is perhaps net a great fault, yet a

little more decision would have made the sketches

more welcome. If sketch plans had accompanied

some of the designstbe book would have possessed

more practical value, and we think the author

might with advantage have been a little le.ss

sparing of Utho and descriptive letterpress, of

which there is nothing. In the next edition,

too, we recommend that the plates bo numbered

if only for easier reference. With these sugges-

* Original .Sketches for Art Furniture, in the Jacobean
and other styles. By A. Jos(JUEt. JLondou : B. T. Bata-

ford. High Holbom.
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tions wo are prepared to reoommcnJ Mr. Jon-
queCa BkctcheB to tlioBO who prefer the lighter

and iporc modem styles of artistio fumituro.

\ ARCH^OLOGICAL.
BelcOe.— IJuiiiiK' the furiiiatioii of a line of

railway between Kuniskillen and Slijfo, a mound
has been duguponat Belcoe, Co. Fermanatrh,which
was considered, in accordance with Hibernian
custom, to be a trace of Cromwell's battlefields.

La.st week, however, Mr. Wakcman, the local

hon. secretary of the Royal Historical and
Archa'ological Association of Iivland, examined
the spot, and pronounced it to be a tumulus of
the most primitive type. Tlie central work,
which is perfectly circular iu plan, measures
r2.5ft. in diameter. Its height is I2ft. 9in. It

is further encircled by a fosse and ditch. All
over the mound entire skeletons in situ and
broken portions of the human frame were abimd-
antly found. Amongst the dibri.i a quantity of
wood charcoal was evident, and flakes of the
same material oeom-red more or less all over the
mound to a depth of several feet. Not one
article of metal has been found excepting, nearly
upon the surface, a silver penny of ICing John
struck in Dublin, exhibiting, as usual, the tri-

angle, star, and crescent, hiit the Fcpolchre
afforded some .speeimons of stone globes. Such
remains are generally supposed to have been
symbols of thosrai or moon. The largtr measures
19in. in circumference ; the smaller is about the
size of a musket ball. A small portion of a vessel

of hard-baked clay, possibly a food bidder, or
burial urn, was also foimd. Some of the skidls
had fortunately been preserved. Mr. James
riews, manager of the line, has promised that
any further discoveries shall be carefully re-
corded. The local engineer, Mr. Logan, has
also co-operated in the investigation.
A Romano-Bbitish Tomb.—A few days since a

very remarkable discovery was made on the
estate of Mr. G-eorgc Palmer, M.P., at Eling,
in the parish of Hampstead Norris, near New-
bury. Dui-ing the course of excavating for field

drainage, the workmen stmck upon an arched
vault or grave, which has been pronounced by
Mr. "W. Money, F.S.A., of Newbury, to be a
Romano-British sepulchral chamber. The tomb
lies north-east and south-west, and gives an in-
side measurement of 8ft. iu length by 2ft. in
breadth, the height of the roof from the floor to
the ridge being about -Ift. The walls, which
are built of rough flint with bonding courses of
brick, are 2ft. lugh, and as perfect as when they
were first raised. From the walls spring an
arched, peaked roof or cover, foi-med of the well-
known flanged Roman roof tiles overlapping
each other, and set in mortar. Within this
the intennent took place. The floor of the
chamber was on a bed of gi-avel, over which had
been spread a layer of clay, and on this appeared
to have been cast the remains of a fimeral pile,

consisting of wood ashes, with fragments of
human bones and a few nails, which may have
fallen from the tiles above. It is possible that
the dead body had been burnt on the spot where
it was buried. In clearing out the grave, which
unfortunately had been efl^coted before Mr.
Money's attention was called to the discovery, a
metal ring, now in the pos.session of Mrs. Palmer
and of which no information has yet been ob-
tained, was found. Part of a small sepulchral
irm, of a black coloiu-, known as Upchurch ware,
was al50 thrown out of the gi-ave ; but no coins
or personal ornaments except the ring were
noticed, nor has any inscription or impression
been observed on any portion of the tiles or
other materials. This tomb is in the imme-
diate neighbourhood of a Roman villa
which was discovered some jears since, but
has never been properly explored. It oc-
cupies an area of about COft. by 4.5ft. A
considerable portion of the walLs and the tesse-
lated pavements, of common red brick tesserae,

still exist, though mu.-h mutilated by the use of
the steam plough over the site. Among the
riiins can be seen quantities of roofing-tiles and
scored paving, stucco or wall plaster, painted or
dark-red fragments of pottery, oyster-shells,
animal bones, &c. From the fact that the tomb
eridoutly belonged to a i)crson of some rank in
society, and that in the country the owner of
a villa had his burial-place in his own precincts,
it may be fairly conjectured that this grave was
occupied by a denizen of the neighbouring dwell-
ing. Another Roman villa was discovered some
iew years ago on the adjoining estate of Mr.

H. 51. Bunbnry, of Jtarlstono House, and,

according to Dr. Stukcley, a Roman altar, dedi-

cated to Jupiter, was dug up iu the adjacent
parish of Fnlsham in 1730.

SCHOOLS OF ART.
Shuftield School or Akt.—Annual Re-

TTNioN.—Last Friday evening the third reunion

of the present and past students of the Sheffield

School of Axt was held. Mr. M. E. Hadfleld,

the president, said that of the fine arts he

perhaps knew most about architecture. In
England architecture was usually divided into

three heads—civil, military, and naval. He
proposed to say a few words on the first only.

The historical part of the subject presented a

wide field for research. Whether they ascended

the Nile, and contemplated the grand and
solemn monuments left by the Egyptians; or

whether they visited the wonderfiil caves of

EUora and Elephanta, and the remains of

Hindoo or Assyrian architecture they should at

once be stimulated to trace the origin of glorious

architecture from its very cradle. He referred

to Cleopatra's Needle as attesting the wonderful

power of the Egyptians iu portraying and re-

cording the history of their country in language
perhaps difficult in our day to decipher, but yet

as complete and enduring as any record could be.

He passed on to Greece—that classic land the

inhabitants of which cultivated and excelled in

literature and art—and afterwards to Imperial

Rome, where they discovered a large and con-

stantly varying development of pure Greek art,

wonderful "indeed for its colossal grandeur' and
profusion, but in Ms judgment lacking the

purity and simplicity which lent such a charm
to Greek art. Having alluded to Byzantine art,

which arose from the ashes of Imperial Rome,
he went on to speak of the architecture called

Gothic by the superficial and conceited observer.

The name was originally given in deri.sion, but
he felt that Engli.sh excellence in art owed veiy

much to the grand old cathedrals and chiu-ches,

which, gi-eat in decay, still told in language not

to be mistaken that there were giants in those

days. To attain anything like excellence in the

practice of Gothic art it was necessary that the

student, satchel and sketch-book in hand, should

visit the old churches and castles in this land.

In his younger days he had spent week after

week in this kind of work, and he would much
advise students in order to obtain knowledge of

the principles of this style of art to follow his

example. He did not intend to allude to the

architectnre of our own time, for diveree opinion.s,

captious criticisms, and vulgar prejudices inter-

fered with a calm review of what had been of

late and was now being done. It would be for

those who came after to judge if the English
architects of the present time had degenerated,

or rather if they had made the most of the

opportunities pre.sented. He would urge his

young friends, whilst not despising any style,

to practise none, unless they had at least

mastered the rudiments. He cautioned them
against being too easily satisfied with what they
did. Nothing was so fatal to the real progress

of a young and promising student.

COMPETITIONS.
Geeenock JIuNicir.u. Bni-DiNGS.—The repre-

sentatives of the Press were permitted to view
this collection of competitive plans last week.
Tlieso are well hung for exhibition in the picture

saloon of the Town Hall, and embrace about 50
designs, sent from all parts of the United King-
dom. Among the leading may be mentioned
those marked with the mottoes "Argosy," which
has elevations well treated in the first style of

art, "Hope," "Business," a design of great
merit with an arlmirably arranged plan, " Muni-
cipal," and "Renaissance." Many of them are

remarkable for their mottoes, as well as for

pecidiarities in planning and treatment of the
elevations. One competitor has been odd enough
to adopt a sealing wafer, while another has a
diagram of the rising sim. Among those re-

markable for peculiarities of plan may be men-
tioned "Art and Sciem^e,'' which has a large
tower close up to the building line of an exceed-
ingly high building presently existing. This
design, which is very elaborate, and a few others,

would cost double the sum mentioned in tho
instraotions to architects. Several of the com-
petitors show considerable skill in planning, but

very few express the purpose of the building by
their elevations. Ifany of these are highly ornate,
and all styles of architeatnre are represented. ^

Ipswich.—Wo believe that Mr. Charles Barry-
is to receive sixty guineas and his expenses for
reporting on the plans for the new post-office.
One of tho Town Council thought somebody
might have been got at a lower figure. Tho
Mayor—whether tho wish was father to the
thought or not we cannot say—said it was jiut
possible tho referee might report that none of the
plans had complied with the conditions, in which
case of course the town would save the fifty
guineas premium offered.

Rajlsoatb.—At the meeting of the Improre-
ment Commissioners on Tuesday week a letter
was read from Mr. W. G. Osborne, a competitor
in regard to the designs for the now road, pro-
testing " against the payment of the premiums
of 200 and .00 to tho makers of the plans placed
first and third by the adjudicators," as those
plans were not designs. It was resolved to ask
for a written report from Mr. Abemothy on the
subject of the new road, and his views on certain
plans.

Saffeon Walden Gbakxab School.—For the
erection of new grammar schools to be erected
in Ashdown-road four sets of plans were sent
in under mottoes. These have been examined by
the governors, who selected one, the author of
which sub.sequently proved to be Mr. Burgees,
the arcliitect of the town hall recently erectoi iu
Saffron Walden. The adopted plans provide
schoolroom and classrooms, with accommodation
for 2.1 boarders and 100 day scholars, with sick-
room and headmaster's dweUing-house. The
works will be commenced in the autmnu.

PAHLIAMENTAEY NOTES.
The MEHioroLiTAN Betdoes.—Sir J. Lawrence

wished to know on Monday from the Chairman
of the Metropolitan Board of Works when the
remaining toll bridges over the Thames would be
thrown open free to the public. Sir J. M'Garel-
Hogg said there was no authority for the state-
ment which had appeared in the public prints
that five additional bridges would be thrown
open on the 17th inst. The second section of
five bridges would, however, be opened within
three weeks. He could not at present fix the
precise day. There were beyond that number
three bridges which would remain to be thrown
open. —^i^^ >

CHIPS.
There are in Ireland no less than 1.5.5,675 mud

cabins, not one of which contains more than one
apartment. These 155,675 cabins are occupied by
227,379 families. There are, however, 357,126 mud
cabins of the better class, which afford accommo-
dation for 432, 774 families.

The Luton Rural Sanitary Authority have decided
to consult Mr. W. R. Phillips, C.E., as to the best
means of furnishing a water supply for the village
of Stopford, and have authorised a committee to
obtain tenders for the execution of the same.

The memorial stone of a new Wesleyan Chapel,
was laid at Stechford last week. Tho chapel will
be a red-brick structure, with stone facings,
and will seat about 350 persons. Tho architect is

Mr. George Ingall, and the builder, Mr. Lee, of
Ashtou-road, Birmingham. The cost will be about
£1,500.

The south aisle an^ porch of the parish chtirch of
Ulceby, Lincolnshire, have been rebuilt under the
direction of Mr. James Fowler, architect, of Louth.
Messrs. Potts and Blanchord, were the builders.

The village of Whiteabbey, Belfast, has been
practically rebuilt by Messrs. J. Lowry and Sons,
under the direction of Mr. John Lanyou, architect

for the Whiteabbey Spinning Co., whoso works are
adjacent.

New baths and washhouses have just been
erected at Belfast. Tlio plans were prepared by
Mr. William Hastings, architect, Jlr. W. B.
M'Master being tho builcier. Tho buildings are of
brick, with stone dressings and terra-cotta bands.
The structure will cost about £4,000.

An exhibition of gas apparatus similar to those
which have recently been held in Leeds, Bradford,
Halifax, and other places, was formally opened on
Monday iu the saloon of the Com Exchange,
Wakefield.

At PouIton-le-Sands on Thursday afternoon in
last week, William Harper, contractor, of Liverpool,
committed suicide by hanging whilst in an unsound
state of mind.
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AsNOLS (sEABKoTTixGnAM) Cejietkhy Chapel.

—A lodge and entrance gates have just been com-
pleted at above village. The chapels are attached

with a tower and spiro, vestries, and porches.

The lodge is a one-story building, with board

room. The entrance gates have stone pillars and
wrought-iron gates. The roofs of the chapels

are open-timbered, covered with tiles. All the

boildmgs are of Bulwell stone, with Bath stone

dressings. The spire is 90ft. high. The works
were executed by Mr. "William Shipstone, of

Nottingham, at a cost of £1,893, from the

designs and under the superintendence of Mr.
Robert C. Clarke, architect, Journal Chambers,
Nottingham.

Bkewood.—^The Parish Church of St. Mary the

Virgin was reopened on Tuesday week after

restoration. The work has included the entire

rebuilding of the south arcade, the thorough
renovation of the chancel (only the side walls of

which have been left standing), the re-flooring of

chancel, nave, and aisles, and the re-roofing

of the whole of the church with Memel timber.

The east end waU—formerly of brick, with an
ugly, unsuitable window—has been altogether

rebuilt of stone, and the window is filled in with
stained glass representing scenes in the life of

our Lord. The north aisle has as yet been left

comparatively untouched, and a considerable

amount of alteration is required. The complete
restoration was estimated to cost about £6,000,
and of this sum the work already accomplished
will amount to something like £5,400. Mr. G.
E. Street, R.A. , of London, has been the
architect, and the contract was intrusted to Mr.
H. Lovatt, of Wolverhampton.

Chjls'ceet Laxe.—Mr. T. Searancke Archer,
A.E.I.B.A., of 2, Gresham Buildings, E.G., is

the architect of a Benaissance block of offices

just erected at the comer of Chancery-lane
and Southampton Buildings. The materials
used in construction are red Suffolk brick,

Portland and Box Ground stone, and the
roof is covered with Eureka green slating.

It is fitted up internally with specially

designed wooden chimney pieces and Barnard's
stoves, and ornamental lead lights have been
used in aU upper sashes over the segmental bars,

and in panels of entrance doors and in transom.
Advantage has been taken of the cellars under
roadway to construct a number of fireproof
strong rooms for the use of tenants. The builders
were Messrs. Lloyd, and the carving was
executed by Mr. Heam.

Chestee.—On Sunday a new altar dedicated
to St. Joseph, was opened by the Bishop of
Armdale in St. Francis' Catholic Church, Chester.
It has been designed and made by Mr. John
A, Hanley, of Grosvenor-road, Chester. 'The
altar, which is of Storeton stone, is supported on
red marble shafts and carved capitals. The
central feature, and forming the altar-piece, is

a statue of St. Joseph, on a carved pedestal,
under a rich octagonal canopy supported on
marble shafts, on either side of which are panels
of delicate carvings, viz., the oak, lHy, rose, and
pomegranate, each having a typical reference to
the Saint. A boldly-carved cornice terminates the
altar ; the general effect of the whole is heightened
by the introduction of numerous marble shafts,

and inlays of red and green colour.

Cbewe.—The new Manchester and Liverpool
District Bank, Crewe, was opened on Saturday
week. It is partly in the Gotliic and Elizabethan
styles of architecture—a half-timber design
peculiar to Cheshire, Laidng gables and dormers.
The upper portion of the bmlding is of oma-
mental brick, mixed with woodwork. The bmld-
ing is chiefly of bricks with dressings of Alderley
stone, and the roofs are covered with red tiles.

The contractor is Mr. A. P. Cottcrill, of Crewe
;

Mr. Beattie has been clerk of the works ; Messrs.
Barker and Ellis, of Manchester, are the archi-
tects. The cost of the building is between
£4,000 and £5,000.

Debet.—The new Free Library at Derby is

completed. The cost has been over £15,000.
Hesm. Woods, of Bolton, have been the con-
tractors, and Messrs. Freeman and Naylor, also
of Bolton, the architects. The design is Queen
Anne, carried out in red brick with stone facings.
The curator's house, built in harmony with the
large buildinj^, is placed on the left-hand side of

the library. The libraries are placed in the

centre of the building, and inclosed on two sides

by a screen of stained glass. The libraries are

lighted from the roof. The second floor gives

access to the Sculpture Gallery. The Museimi
itself runs right round this second floor. Tlie

basement of the building includes the curator's

workshops, together with the Library of Patent

Specifications, the assistants' retiring-room, the

binders' workrooms, and three storerooms.

DiTTON.—The new Roman Catholic Church of

St. Michael, Ditton, was opened on Thursday
week. The building has been a very costly one.

the total amount expended on its construction

being between £17,000 and £20,000. The ex-

ternal walls consist of red local sandstone. In-

ternally the material employed is chiefly French

white stone. The length of the church from the

sanctuary to the door is 120ft. ; width of the

transept 80ft., and width of the nave and aisle

60ft. The roof, which is of oak, is GOft. high,

while the height of the church in those parts

where the oak roof stops short is 40ft. The
oak roof is oval-shaped, and in its present plain

and unembellished state naturally does not add
to the appearance of the edifice. The style

adopted throughout the building is Early Nor-

man. The architect was Mr. Glutton, Burling-

ton-street, Loudon, the builder, Mr. Kimberly,

of Oxford.

Goou:.—The Goole Local Board have accepted

the tender of Mr. Richard Elliott for the forming,

making, metalling, channeUing, draining, &c., of

five new streets in Old Goole. The tenders were
as foUows:—Marsh, £1,545; ElUott, £1,550;

Wilson, £1,995; Sherman, £2,215; the chief

reason of Mr. Elliott's tender being accepted

was understood to be that Mr. Elliott being a
resident would employ the laboiu: of the locality.

The plans, specifications, scheme of drainage, &c.,

have been prepared by Mr. E. C. Buchanan
Tudor, engineer and surveyor to the board, and
under whose superintendence they will be carried

out. At the last meeting of the board ou the

6th inst. , Mr. Tudor was requested to design a

scheme of sewerage for Pasture and MarsMeld-
streets in New Goole.

KiLBUEN.—The new Roman CatholicChurch of

the Sacred Heart, Quex-road, KUburn, was opened
00 Thursday week. The style is Early Decorated,

and when completed the building will contain

nave and aisles 90ft. by 51 ; chancel 45ft. by 33
;

north and south transepts 24ft. by 16 ; two
chapels 25ft. by 12 ; a tower 16ft. square and
140ft. high. Four bays of the nave are now
completed. The height of the church from floor

to apex is 61ft. 'There is a gallery which
occupies the first bay of the nave, and which is

approached by a stone staircase corbelled out

from the buttress at the west end. The materials

are yellow malms, with Bath stone dressings.

The nave arcading is supported by polished

Bessbrook granite columns, with Portland stone

capitals and bases. The roof, which is open to

the apex, is open-timbered of pitch-pine, and
covered with slates. The actual cost of the

present portion of the chui-ch is £6,000, but the

total sum required for its completion wiU be
about £8,000. The architects are Messrs. Pugin,
Ashlin, and Pugin The works have been
carried out by Messrs. Merrett and Ashby, of

London Wall ; the metal work being supplied by
Messrs. Hardman.

Meteopolitax Boaed op Woeks.—At this

board on Friday it was agreed to have a confer-

ence with the City Commissioners of Sowers with
regard to the Metropolitan and Metropolitan
District Railway Company's Bill for City lines

and extensions. Amongst the dangerous struc-

tures to which works were ordered to be done
by the board's contractors, Messrs. J. and J.

Greenwood, was St. George the Martyr Chui'ch,

Southwark. A letter was received from the
Royal Institute of British Architocts, stating that

the council had granted certificates of compe-
tency to perform the duties of district surveyors

to Messrs. P. Hunter, J. W. James, G. A. Lean,
and A. T. Taylor. To the Works Committee
was referred a communication from the Society

for the Protection of Ancient Buildings, express-

ing their regret at the decision of the board to

raise and open up the York Water Gate, setting

forth their reasons why the gate should be pre-

ser\'ed in its present position, and stating what
works would, in their opinion, be desirable to

carry out in connection with it.

OlNKT.—^The comer-stone of tlie Cowper

Memorial Congregational Church, Olney, was
laid ou Friday. The style adopted is Thirteenth
Century Gothic. In plan the church U rec-

tangular, measiuring 65ft. long by 38ft, broad.

It consists of a nave and side aisles, with a
clerestoried roof, which is carried by lofty stone
piers at each side of the pulpit, and by iron

colmnns in the nave. Provision is made for

seating 328 in the ground floor, and 122 in an
end gallery. The work will be carried out in a

local limestone, with Bath stone dressings. The
roofs will be slated, and the interior of the

building plastered. The contract cost of the

work is £2,129, the architect being Mr. John
Suhnan, A.R.I. B.A., Fumival's Inn, Holbom,
London.

OsMASTON.—The picturesque little church of

St. James, 0.smaston-by-Derby, was reopened

by the Lord Bishop of the Diocese, on Thursday
last, after thorough restoration, from the designs

of Mr. Frederic Augvistus Dovey, of York, by the

builders, Messrs. Bullock and Barton, Mel-
boiu-ne, Derby. The flat ceilings of the nave
and chancel have given place to open-timber

roofs of pitch-pine. A new vestry is provided,

chancel aud other arches constructed, and arches

which were found built up have been opened

;

four new windows, built in new positions, and
filled in with memorial stained glass. The
interior of the chancel walls has been faced with
alabaster. The floor has been relaid with
encaustic tile paving, and the old seats have been
removed, and open sittings of pitch-pine sub-

stituted ; a stone pulpit and open lectern,

presented, and much is added to the pleasing

appearance of this church by the very chaste

altar cloth and fitments which are designed and
worked by Mrs. Ussher, who is one of the

principal contributors to the restoration.

The Leys Schools, Cambeidge.—The new
diuing-hall and temporary dormitories in con-

nection with the scheme are now complete, and
the north block of houses which will form part

of the pei-manent scheme (and which is one of

three blocks forming a quadrangle) is progress-

ing rapidly. The dining-hall is intended to

accommodate 350 students. It is built of red

brick with Ketton and Corsham stone dressings.

It is Early Perpendiculir in character, and the

fine open-timbered roof is filled in with traceried

spandrels. The north block of houses is intended

to accommodate eighty students, besides masters'

rooms, sick-rooms, visitors' rooms, bath-room,

housekeeper's rooms, lavatories, &c. ; the same
character is of course observed in this as in the

dining-hall. The total cost of the whole of the

above, including temporary dormitories, is nearly

£16,000. The architect is Mr. Robert Curwen,

23, South Castle-street, Liverpool ; the clerk of

works Mr. George Dalton ; the builders have

been: Mr. J. Denson, Cambridge, for dining,

&c., and Messrs, Pattinson, of Sleaford, for the

north block. The cost of the complete scheme is

to be about £48,000.

TEtmo Cathedeal.—A meeting of the general

committee of the Truro Cathedral Fund was held

in the Bishop's Library, Truro, on Tuesday.

The principal business was to inspect the plans

of Mr. J. L. Pearson for the proposed cathedral.

The style is that of the early part of the

Thirteenth Century, and there are to be a central

and two western towers. The length from east

to west is about 300ft. For the choir U5ft. is

allowed, and for the nave 165ft. Mr. Pearson

estimated the cost at £95,000, which, with

£10,000 required for pui'chase of land, &c.,

gives a total to be raised of £105,000. 'The

plans, which were in an unfinished state, owing

to the illness of Mr. Pearson, were referred

to the executive committee to examine and

report upon to the general committee.

Wateebeach, Cambeidoeshiee.—The parish

church of St. John the Evangelist, Waterbeach,

was reopened last week, after having been

restored at a cost of £3,000. The church was
originally of the Early Enghsh style, but it was

almost rebuilt during the Early Perpendicular

period, and the north aisle and porch, the vestry,

and organ-chamber just added have been

designed in the latter style. The tower has been

carefully restored. The new aisle is seated with

oak benches, and the windows have been filled

with richly-painted quarries. The whole of the

floors of the church have been laid to an claboi-ate

design in tiles, by Messrs. Maw and Co. A new
reredos is placed at the east end of the church.

It is constructed of richly-veined alabaster, and
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is surmounted by a carved cross in which a jewel

18 inlaid. The arcading- of the rcredos stands

upon shafts of Irish green marble, filled in with
figures in Opus Scctile mosaic, representing, on
thie south side, David, Aaron, and Elijah, and on
the north side, John the IJaptist, Peter, and
Paul. The caps of the sliafts are of alabaster,

riclUy carved. In the super-altar are three

figures in mosaic, with gold background ; the
centre one represents the Lord seated in glory,

and on either side are the Evangelist St. John
and Mary Magdalene in adoration. A now oak
Communion-table has been carved by Messrs.
Rattle and Kett, of Cambridge ; it is chiefly

composed of out tracery oak panels from the

old screen, rearranged and framed ; upon it has
been placed an old Purbeck marble slab, which
was foimd in pieces in the church, part being
buried under a Tudor floor in the sacrarium.
New sedilia, piscina, and credence of alabaster

have been placed in the chancel, and a new
gacrariimx floor laid doAvn, formed of polished
black and white marble, with solid marble steps.

The new pulpit is of alabaster and coloured
marbles, with figures of Elijah and John the
Baptist in niches. The works have been carried

out imder the direction of Mr. J. Ladds, of

Bedford-row, London, by the contractors,

Messrs. AVarboys, of Bassingboume, and W.
Whitehead, of Royston. The carving has been
carried out by Mr. E. Whitehead, of Clapham,
S.W., the mosaic by Messrs. Powell and Son,
of Whitefriars, London, the glazing by Mr.
Holmes, of Robert-street, Grosvenor-square, and
the brass standards, locks, and wrought-iron
hinges by Messrs. Richardson, Ellson and Co.,

of Holbom. The Creed, Lord's Prayer, and
Commandments, are executed in tiles, designed
and hand-painted by Mr. Constable, of Cam-
bridge.

Wath-ttpon-Deaene.—A new Roman Catholic
church, dedicated to St. Joseph, at Wath-upon-
Deame, was opened on the 1st inst. The design
of the church has been studied from the old
churches of the district erected at the close of the
Pifteeuth Century, and is of the Late Rectilinear
period. A fliche or spirclet of stone marks the
division between nave and chancel, and rises to a
height of 70ft., and in it are hung two bells. A
porch, with a niche and figure of St. Joseph,
holding in his arms the Infant Saviour, is a
feature of the front. The interior consists of

a nave 61ft. by 24ft., and a chancel 24ft. long,
with an organ chamber placed on the north side.

The chancel arch afilords a view of the eastern
window of five lights, containing in the centre
the Crucifixion, with figures of the Blessed
Virgin and St. John, the remaining four lights
containing figures of St. Augustine, St. John
of Beverley, St. Ann, and St. Mary Magdalen.
The glass is, with the two side windows, from
the firm or Lavers, Barraud, and Westlake.
There is a pavement of Goodwin's encaustic tiles

in the chancel, and the floor of the nave is

laid with blue and red Staffordshire quarries.

The architects were Messrs. Hadfield and Son, of
Sheffield.

An inquiry was held at the Town Hall, Hove, on
Thursday in last week, before Col. Ponsonby Cox,
Inspector to the Local Government Board, with
reference to the proposed borrowing of £30,000, for
the erection of a new Town Hall, at Hove ; and an
additional £550 for sewerage works. Considerable
opposition was raised to the former proposal, on
the ground that the present building is large
enough for municipal purposes, and that the pro-
posed expenditure of £3,600 on a Town Hall, for a
population of 17,000 was extravagant.

The parish church of Stockton, Wilts, is in course
of enlargement and restoration. The works going
forward include the removal of an unsightly gal-
lery, the strengthening of the tower, taking down
east wall of south aisle, and part of south wall of
chancel, to allow of the erection of organ-
chamber, enlargement of north aisle, addition of
vestry, and the repairing, re-seating, and warming
of the churdi. The estimated cost is £1,900.

After being iji hand over five years, the Bristol
and Portishead Docks, constructed at the cost of
£280,000, on the Somersetshire side of the mouth of
the Avon at Bristol, have been completed, and
water has been let in to the depth of 22ft. The
total depth will be from 2.5ft. to 30ft. The main
dock is l,S00ft. long by 600ft. wide.

The Vestry of Bermondsey decided, on Monday
week, to purchase land in Tranton-road, Blue
Anchor-road, upon which to erect a vestry-hall,
public hall, library, and stoneyard.
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W. G. O. (It is scarcely necessary to say that reviews of
competition designs are never written by interested per-
sons, )—R. T. P. (Any respectable patent agent will
seiu-ch for you.)

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
"PoGMooR.'* (This design came too late; the plan is

suitable, but the entrances and seating are defective)

.

In the designs for chimney corner we have received a
very good design under "Motto J.," but it was received
too late for our review.

IPSWICH POST-OFFICE COMPETITION.
To the Editor of the BtriLniNO News.

Snt,—The treatment to which architects are
continually subject at the hands of building
committees is, of course, only too well known

;

indeed, comments on the subject have almost
developed into mere trui.sms, whose insipidity

results from one's habitual familiarity with the
fact. There is, however, a freshness about the
instances as they occur in "the old, old tale,"
especially when the discussions and proposals of
competition committees are made known. Each
.seems to vie with the other in unfair and un-
business-like propo.sals, such as the members
individually would of course repudiate at once
in their own commercial dealings as unworthy of
consideration. That such proposals arc made in
ignorance cannot be allowed wliile the principles
of morality are worth naming, and, indeed, no
one not devoid of common sense would ever
think of treating lawyers or any other body of
professional men in the way in which architects
are dealt with. The instance of this sort of
thing to which I would draw your attention is

recorded in last Saturday's fiiiffolk Chronicle,
where the discussion of the Town Council of
Ipswich on the election of a professional referee
is given in full. Fortunately, by a majority of
12 to 7, the competitors have escaped the ini-

quitous proposal of Mr. W. Fraser, who said
that the architects engaged in the competition
would willingly forego anj' premium if the
Council determined to consult the President of

the R.I.B.A., Mr. Charles Barry, with reference
to i ts award. So that, according to this successful
cloth-merchant of Ipswich, the premium of 50
gui neas offered by the Council for the best design
would be economically blended into the probable
fee of one hundred gtiineas, to be paid to the
referee for his services in helping them to arrive
at a decision. Sixty guineas, with ten guineas a
day expenses, said the Mayor, who had been in
communication with Mr. Barry, would be the
terms for adjudicating upon the plans. Thus
one hundred pounds would be paid to award
fifty, which sum was to return to those who gave
it, while the twentjr-two architects, who together
have spent about six hundred and sixty pounds
in preparing their designs, would simply have
the satisfaction secured to them by the original
condition, that no guarantee is given that the
selected design will be executed, at any rate,
under the supervision of its author, although,
mark you, in the words of the Ipswich "Con-
ditions for architects," "The whole of the
designs, reports, drawings, specifications, &c.,
are to become the property of the Corporation."
Oh you cloth-merchants, butchers, bakers,
tailors and tinkers of Ipswich, where is your
sense of justice? These twenty-two architects
have responded to some offer made them, " not
wisely, but too well." Foolish they may bo to
spend so much to gain so little ; but surely, in aU
common fairness, let them be treated with some-
thing like justice, and as Mr. Barry has been
elected to report upon the plans, let us hope that
the most suitable design will be selected, though
feiv, probably, who hear the above particulars
can readily believe that it will. I am not a com-
petitor, but An Ou) T. SauAEE.

THE EAMSGATE NEW ROAD COM-
PETITION.

Sm,—As yours is the only journal that has
taken the trouble to make any notes on the plans
submitted in competition for the Ramsgate new
road, I address myself to you to show by one
more example what professional men must expect
if they are so unwise as to be competitors for
public work in open competitions.
The conditions issued by the commissioners

were drawn up by a well-known London engineer
in conjunction with the town clerk. They were
fair, explicit, and still more, showed what was
passing in the minds of the commissioners at the
time the conditions were issued. Most of the
plans submitted have, I believe, complied with
the conditions, excepting those which follow a
similar line to that which Mr. Abemcthy has
considered of such merit as to have earned the
first premium. The expressed intention of the
commis.sioners was that they had determined the
new road should be kept as much as possible to
the front, and of such importance did they con-
sider this that they went out of their way to

state that the Custom-house and pier stores could
be acquired from the Board of Trade without
difficulty. Here was the clear direction of the
promoters. Mark the award of their profes-
sional assessor ! The first premium is given to

the plan of all others that keeps in the back-
ground, and comes no more to the front than can
possibly be helped. I have no desire to say we
work against Mr. Abemethy—as an engineer

;

but he is human,and errs, like most other human
beings ; he has erred before, if we are to believe

the Ramsgate people, on a matteir of sewerage
connected with the sea outfall ; he has erred for

a second time, and done a gross injustice to those
gentlemen who have stood by the conditions laid

down by Mr. Abemethy' s employers. The plan
this gentleman has chosen, if executed, would
further a pet scheme for a railway from Rams-
gate to Deal, in which he avows he has a personal
interest. Plainly then, is it honest and fair to

employ a gentleman who has a grain of interest

in the locality in future engineering schemes—as
an arbitrator ? I believe the commissioners were
desirous of employing some one who would give

a just award.
I have not seen the designs, and therefore

may be incompetent to criticise them, wliich I do
not desire, but if the printed description of the
first premiated plan is correct, it is nothing more
or less than that designed by Mr. Ellice

Clark seven years ago, a cartoon of which hung
for years in the Town Hall ; a plan made
anterior to Mr. Abemethy'spet railway deposit,

and follows, with a few alterations, a route that
would enable the latter gentleman's railway to

be carried underneath. It would appear ^hat
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Uie rii»nniiT made tlie new road subsen-ient to

his Parliamentary plans, as near as could be,

never hinted at in tlie couditions, and he ignored

the expressed intentions of the Commissioners.

Let us hope the Ramsgate authorities have

wiadom enougrh to set aside the award of this

iutt ironturt gentleman, and that they will carry

oat • ackeme ginng that -nhich they advertised

fcr—• martHt dri\-o connecting the cliffs and
town.—I am, &c.,

An Enoineeb who Did Not Cokpete.
Loudon, S.W., May 10, 1879.

LISKEARD SCHOOL BOARD COMPETI-
TION.

Sm,—Will you kindly insert tlie inclosed letter

from the ll'eiteru Moniiiig .V«o in your next
iasue ? I may as well add that the successful

oompetitor has agreed to carry out these schools,

and also others for eighty children for £20, in-

gtaad of his 5 per cent, commission ; and before

aocepting his design the Board wrote and asked
him if he had included boundary-walls in his

estimate ; he wrote and said "Yes." In the
oompetition specification Aberthaw lime was spe-

cified, but on the ones given to builders to tender

from common lime was substituted. When such
things are done by professional men, we may
well despair of ever having competitions on a
fair footing.—I am, &c., A Cohfbtitob.

[COPT.]

" LISKEAHD SCHOOL BOARD.
**SlE,—Architects having been invited to submit

plans and specifications, with estimates of cost of
erection and completion, for a school anil master's
residence at Trewidland, including boundary walls,

the Board received plans, &c., from the following
gentlemen, viz. : — Mr. Vincent, estimated cost,

£909; Mr. EUott, £8.50; Mr. Wise, £850; Mr.
Trevail, £750 ; Mr. Clifton, £638 ; Mr. Skentlebury,
£600, and decided on adopting Mr. Skentlebury's
plans, &c., on the ground of cheapness, after being
assured by that gentleman that the work could be
carried out for the sum named by him— £500—and
that the price was not founded on his own opinion
only, but that he had consulted a builder m the
matter also.
" In response to an advertisement several lenders

for the work were received, the lowest, that of Mr.
Whale, of Altemum, being accepted—£594—being
in advance of the architect's estimate £94. The
next lowest tender was that of Mr. Trehane, of
Liskeard, £700, or £200 in advance of the archi-
tect's price. The Board met on Tuesday last to
make the necessary arrangements with the con-
tractor, when that gentleman asked to be allowed
to alter his price to £659 on the ground that he had
omitted the boundary walls in his first tender. A
discussion ensued as to whether it would not be
advisable to throw overboard Mr. Whale's tender
and accept the next lowest. It was, however, ulti-

matelv decided to add £65 to Mr. Whale's tender
and allow him to do the work. A large number of
raterayers feel aggrieved at the course adopted by
the Board for the following reasons, viz. :

—

' 1. Mr. Skentlebury's plans having been
selected, on the ground of cheapness— £300 for
the entire work—that gentleman ought to have
been called upon to cany out the same, in fair-
ness to other architects, or his plans thrown over-
board.

"2. Mr. Whale's tender being also accepted on
the same grounds, he should have been called upon
to carry out the work at the price first named, o r
to give it up.

'• 3. They can have little confidence in the satis-
factory completion of the work after so much evi-
dence of bungling on the part of the principals.
" A gentleman who was absent from the meeting

Trhen this important business was put to the vote is

anxiously inquired for.—Yours truly,
" A Ratepateb."

CHURCH RESTORATION IN THE TIME
OF GEORGE THE FOURTH.

Seb,—^The following cutting, clipped from an
Exeter newspaper, under date of October 6,
1825, is interesting, in that it has reference to
chnrch restoration of that date:

—

" The roof of the parish church of St. Stephen
in this city being much out of repair, the parish-
fooets have, with laudable zeal, determined to take
fke opportunity for remwielling and beautifying
the interior, by which it will be rendered light and
airy, as well as more commodious than at present.
The old rw»f is to come down entirely, and to give
place to two rows of light pillars and arches, divid-
ing the chnrch into a centre and two side aisles

;

the effect of the whole will be to render it one of
the handsomest parish churches in the city. The

present building was erected on the site of the old

church in 1064, with the exception of the tower,
which received some additions to the upper part a
few ye.-irs since, but is otherwise most x>robably

coeval with the original building."

St. Stephen's is situated in the High-street,

and is uiown locally (on account of a small

street running at right angles to the msin
thoroughfare, going directly under the chancel)

as St. Stephen's Bow. Its exterior continues to

be "restored" every few years by receiving a

good coat of paint, equally put on from wall-

plate to plinth. Indeed, curious to record, whilst

so many of our outlying Devonshire churches

have their requirements carefully and lovingly

attended to, the reverse is the ca.se with the

score or so of old ones to be found in the '

' ever-

faithful" city. These, with one or two notable

exceptions, rarely receive more attention than a
bucketful of whitewash is capable of bestowing.
—I am, &c., Haeby Hems.

Exeter, May 12, 1879.

CARLIOL TOWER, NEWCASTLE.
SiE,—Whatever it may be to the ratepayers of

Newcastle, I am inclined to think that the
"washing out" of any portion of the " dirty
linen " from the Borough Engineer's Office, will
be but of little interest to the general body of

your readers. For this reason I will not pre-
sume to occupy your valuable space by going
over the whole of the controversy raised by the
proposed destruction of the Carliol Tower or

Weavers' Hall. But, perhaps, I may be allowed
to say that, having had an opportunity of read-
ing the reports of the Government Inquiry,
published in the Newcastle papers, I iind that
those reports, to all intents and purposes, coin-
cide with your own. Mr. Fowler quietly
accepts the reports published in his own district,

where all the details of the controversy are well
known ; but, taking advantage of the fact that
the vast majority of your readers are totally

unacquainted with the subject, he thrusts upon
us the tittle-tattle of a petty quibble between
Mr. Oliver and himself. In following this

course of action, Mr. A. M. Fowler exercises a
very wise discretion. He puts himself to a
great deal of unnecessary trouble in pointing out
with much minuteness a mistake in Mr. Oliver'

s

sketches as to the proper position of the Carliol
Tower. I say imnecessary trouble, because this
self-same mistake was pointed out in the public
press eight or nine months ago, and acknow-
ledged also in the press by Mr. Oliver at the
same time. It was again pointed out by Mr.
Oliver himself at the Government Inquiry, and
he explained, at the same time, how it could be
overcome. This error, then, having been pointed
out and explained again and again to the public
during the last nine months, Mr. Fowler in the
"rich plentitude of his generosity," again
kindly explains for the edification of your
readers, and upon the strength of this somewhat
mistaken act of kindness, and in detiance of all

the niles of English grammar, ho asks us to pass
an opinion as to whether such '

' grave errors can
be considered clerical f " Mr. Fowler lays him-
self open to a personal retort, of which I will
not take any advantage ; but I leave it to those
iohabitants of Newcastle, who, from their know-
ledge of this matter, are best able to judge, to
say whether Mr. Fowler is thus justified in
throwing dust into the eyes of the pubUo, and
blinding them to the merits of the real question
at issue, viz. , whether Mr. Fowler and the Town
Council shall or shall not be permitted, without
the shadow of a shade of reason, to ruthlessly
destroy one of the most interesting features of
the Northern metropolis.—I am, &c.,

Ajt Old Novocasteian.

MR. STATHAM'S ROYAL INSTITUTION
LECTURES.

Sm,—I am reading with great interest these
excellent lectures ; but I am sony to say that I
have come across one or two stumbling-blocks.
For instance, Mr. Statham says, "the Corin-
thian order is more correctly regarded as a Roman
than as a Greek order, for it was but rarely used
by Greek arcliitects ;

" but, he says again, "On
comparing the order as developed in Rome with
that of Greece, a very important difference was
apparent, and one which in principle distin-

guished the art of the two nations in every fea-
ture "—showing that the Greek Corinthian had
at least so much individuality that it "very im-

portantly differed " from the Roman. I have
iilways understood that the Corinthian of tho
ChoragicMonument of Lysicratesis as thoroughly
Greek as is the Doric of the Parthenon. Again,
in speaking of tho Ionic order, Mr. Statham
says, " in (Jrccce Ionic colimms were only em-
ployedbetween pilasters," and that "the Romans
used the Ionic columns at angles, and without
pilasters, tho consequence being that the volutes
did not present an agreeable appearance when
\'iewed sideways." I have hitherto been under
the impression that this same unagreeable ap-
pearance when viewed sideways was to be found
in one of the Greek Ionic temijlcs grouped upon
tho Acropolis of Athens.

If I am in error, perhapsMr. Statham, or some
other authority, m.ay do me the kindness to put
me right.—I am, &c.,

A PeOVINCIAL PEACTmONEE.

jltttttc0mmunicuti0ii
•--•

QUi:STIOXS,
[5763.1—"Wood Pavement—Will any of ray felloir-

readers kindly infunii me of the bost ^vay to Lay a wood
pavement for ordinfiry traffic '—K.

[5764.]—Sizes of Booms on Plans.—I should be
flad of the opinion of some practioil correspondent on the
ollowing- point :—Are the sizes of rooms figured on plans

to be considered as meaning when the plaster is on and the
rooms finished, or from the wuU or brickwork itself I The
proprietor says the former.—Skt S^uaee.

[57G5.]—Art Exhibition at Swansea.— Can any
reader give any further particulars respecting- the Art
Exhibition at Swansea, to be held, according to a, '* chip "
on p. 605 in yomr last issue, in October next I I fancy &e
announcement is a mistake. I know the Chui'ch ConKresa
this year was to have been held at Swansea, but I believe
it has been decided not to go there. I have not heard of
any other exhibition.—Would-bk Exuibitor.

[5766.]—Purification of Sewag-e.—I vn]l be glad
if one or more of your expei'ienced correspondents would
give me particulars of all that is required to be done in
order to secure tlie sewage of a village (inland) being ren-
dered pure before being let into the village stream, and
such as will meet the requirements of the ** Rivers Pollu-
tion Act, 1875." The population i.s 8,000, and the locality
a poor one. It is desirable, of course, to have the aiTon^^e-
nients as simple as can be commensurate with a rendering
of the sewage harmless to the stream. — Local Suk-
VEVUB.

[5767.]—Purpose-Made Bricks.—"Will one of your
readers give me some infunnation as to the precise object
gained by the use of brickspurposely made for the cT-ection

of a building T I noticed in the description given last
week in the Buir.Disa Nkws of the new Divinity Schools
at Cambridge, that bricks had been made to work four
courses in Oin., and I think purpose-made bricks hare
been used by Mr. Btreet in the New Law Courts. la the
expense of building much increased by this practice !

—

L. T. "W.

[5768.] — Mechanics. —"Will some 'obliging reader
infoi-m me of tho simplest rudimentaiy work known on
mechanics applied to building con-strnction, and also a
simple work on the science of Uothic vaulting ?

—

Lionel.

[5769.]-Marble.-1 have got a lot of marble which I
want cut into pieces and polished. Any infoi-mation

regarding the ab-ve would much oblige.—Ajiatkub.

[5716.J—Imperial Hotel, Torquay.—This hotd,
one of the finest and perhaps the very best situated places
of the sort in the West of England, was built in two seo-
tions. It ha^ a frontage of 120ft., by J)Oft. deep. I forget
the architect's name, but the .second half was built by Mr.
James Matcham, of The Crescent, Plymouth, who I am
suio would be glad to give *' J. A. C" any further par-
ticulars he may wish to know.

—

Harry IIems.

[5724.1-Q,ueen Anne Building-s —Mr. H. Barnes
will And by reference to back numbers of the Building
Xk \vs that most of the best examples of this class of woA
have been illustrated therein within th« last four or Are
years.—Harry Hems.

[5728.]—Coloured Building Stone.—Having given
much attention 1o building stone for man^ years, I have
naturally felt some iiiieiest in the fX)iTespondence upon
this subject which lias appeared iu your columns, and I
regi-et not to find in your last edition a distinct answer to
" J. W.'s " question of the 2nd inst., prefaced as it is by
such high commendation of the **Hand in Hand." The
general impression has been that the stone in question is
*• ( 'orsehill," and I was myself so struck with the effective

appearance of the stone that I directed the attention of an.

architect to it, who has since used "Corsehill" for some
mansions which he has erected in Cromwell-road, Ken-
sington, and which, I think, e<iually deseiTC to be com-
mended, the stone in the latter work carrying as fine an
anis, and holding its colour equally as well as that in the

rtrsfc-named building. 1"here cannot Ik? a doubt Mr.
Tiiekett is able to inform your readers where the stone

i-eally comes from and what its real name is, and I trust

he will do so. I in my turn should also be g'ad to know
what the stone is at Cloucester-road bridge .—G. F.

[5728.] — Coloured Building: Stone. —I have
noticed that for some weeks past a correspondence has
been kept up with reference to coloured liuilding stone,

and that '* G, H. G.," in alluding in his last week's com-
nnmicJition to the red Man.ifield stone u.«od at St. Pancras
Hot^'I, states that tho darkest variety of this stone has
shown itself to be the most durable. I suspect that
** G. U, G,," knowing that red Manstleld stone was rather
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extensively ust;d in tJiis building, haw taken it for granted
that all the red stuuethat is therein to be seen caiue from
Manslleld, whereas tlie fact is that several sorts were used,
the darkest and most durable of all eomiuj? from Dum-
fries and neighbourhood. As the exceution of the whole
of the works involved in the erection of the building in
question was under my personal supen'isiou, T frequently
had oceasion to visit (tuariies and examiiuf the re'speetive

qualities of the ditt'erent stones, and in the case of i-ed

Stuixstield avoided selecting tlie darker- variety, as I knew,
from many yeai-s' experience, ita inferiority lu point of
durabihty.—John Saville.

[6740.]—Eng-lish, French, andGerman Archi-
tectural Dictionary.—As *'Corvus" has had no
reply to his question, perhap.^ it may be of some use to him
to know tliat a voeabulaiy of architectuml terms in 8 differ-
ent lanfjuages was publislied in two numbers of the JtiiiUUr
for April, isijl, originally compile<l. I believe, by tte Board
of Works.—W.J. N.

[574.5.] -Wood Roofs.—In my last reply the figures
'*295" and *'2y4*' and the consequent 4i/in. must have
been inadvertently mistranscribed from my eidculation
paper, but the right number, 324, gives Sin. in the place
of 4J, and then by reducing the allowance for notching,
&c.,to4in. X lin., we obtiiiu the simie scantling as before,
viz., 6in. X 4in. I had, I believe, originally obtained 0x4
on the scribbling paper, and hence the reason the mistake
escaped me. "Nil IJesperandum" asks me to give
detailed workings for the various pa:-ts, assuming certain
strains to be on those parts. In my Ili-st letter lassei-tod
that with respect to the timbei-a in tension thcusual scanty-
ling is so very much in excess of the suihciont sti-ength of
the timber that calculating according to the strain in ten-
sion is of no moment, because if we were so to reduce them
they would then othei-wise be too weak, and I enumerated
several contingencies in suppoi-t of this, and it should be
recollected that tie-beams frequently are made to perform
heai-y duties, and rough usage from possible falling of
pieces of timber, &c., quite enough to break them or split
them if weak, during the progress of tlie works. AVith
respect to the principal rafters, even these are made much
in excess of the strain that is on them endmse, because if
both the pm-hn and the principal rafter be notched the
double notching so locks them together that the rafters arc
practically contined on both sides and undoi-neath by the
strut and on the top will be the pressure of the roof cover-
ing, and so practically the principal i-afteis also require
to bo considered as requiring .substance in scantling, prin-
cipally for the pui-pose of solidity and to provide against
unexpected defects in the timber and wliicli so frequently
exist, notwithstanding all eifoi-ta to insure timber free

from knots. The formidaW = 20 --^ is derived as fol-

lows :—W is equal to the safe load in cwts. or otherwise
the load which will really resolve itself in a line with the
axis of the principal rafter = W, and is just equal to the
resolution of the weight of the roof timbers and covering.
Now near enough for practice in ordinary cases half the
weight of roof and covering -will be on the walls, and the
remaining half will be in compression on the principal
raftei-s ; but the resolution of forces may be said to double
this half, hence the whole weight of the roof may be con-
sidered as the resolved pressure on the hvo principals,
hence hiilf the weight of the whole roof taken both sides
of ridge will be the resolved pressure on the end of one
principal rafter, and if we assume the ti-usscs 10ft. apart,
and the roof and coveiing to weigh half a ton per square,
we shall have, say, Icwt. per foot lineal of common rafter
as the resolved pressure on the pi-incipal rafter under-
neath, then the constant 20 is cqu:d to the assumed crush-

ing load on an inch cube of flr, then — . Now for the

present let us consider that the whole of the above are in
inches, then if the strength of timber in compression wore
to increase only as its length, and if b were = ( we should

have - , varj-ing as the weight, when if I increased h, also

I would increase in the same ratio, and which would also

give us , as smce 6 = ( also must h 1=1'. In the above,

as (* increases in direct ratio to the length, it is manifest
that its root f cannot iucrea.se in propoition to tlie length,
and which could easily be demonstrated. But the sti-ength
increases as tlie square of the length, and therefore we
must once more involve (, whence we have — . We now

make I into feet, which gives us twelve times the crashing
strength, (' remaining the same, and we now squaie I and
multiply t' by *, which counterijoises same. And thus is
our formula balanced and ready for use. I do not claim
its discovei-y, but think it is faiily useflU. Let us take an
example of a roof of 40ft. span. Let its slope be = 25ft.,
then we say we shall have a resolved pressure of 25cwt. =
W on principal, then 25 20*''25 =

IIKX)

hi
1 == 20 -

1000

Let ( be = 6, then 6'' = 216, and 2000 -^ 216 ^ve 9 nearly
.•.say, 9 X 6, but as the purlins must so tie same less
might very well do. "Wliother queen posts or king posts be
used, the strain on piincipals must be the same. Tie-

beam = ^^?9J5J_= 80, say, 12. X 7. King-post if used

would only have about half the strain the tie-beam haa,
and 7 X 6would do. Stnitsare onlyauxiliarios to Iielp support
the weakest part of the principal, and if not half the aiea
the principal they support would give them equal strength
.". about iWin., but taking for area | theii' length in inches
could not fua to give strength enough. Straining beams
betivoen qTieens should be tied into short lengths or in-
creased in sectional area accordingly. The prin-
cipal rafter we have taken has been supposed to be for
a king-post truss, 40ft. span. If we were to have a king-
post truss 60ft. span, we should, by our formula, obtain a
much larger gectional area, being in the duplicate ratio
due to the increased length of the rafter and to the cor-
responding increase of weight included in "\V, and being in
direct ratio to the increase of the span. Xow, if we obtainm a queen-post truss of fXift. span a prineipul rafter equal
ID length to our principal rafter in the king-post truss of
40ft. span, the former wUl exceed the latter in st-ctional
area in the ratio of (JO to 40, or of ;j to 2, and such is pro-
dded for in the formula, becau.w when we m'sh to reduce
the side of the equation containing W to unity, we mul-
tiply the denommator of the fractional side of the equa-

tion by tlie integral number repi-esenting W, which still

Icjives both sides equal, whence the fractional side being
now equal to one, the uumcnitor, consisting of 20 x t x (''

must have such numbers assigned to h ana t as will cause
20 X 6 X ?' t*i equal t!ie denoniinaUtr, and whicli consi-stH

now of length in feet, squared by the integral number of

which AV was composed, and the eqiiatiou when solved

reuUy represents 1 = — whence, if we write it thus, a ~

^ it will be evident that if a incrcasea then y and conse-
y
quoutly X will increase in exactly the same ratio, also if a
diminishes so 'will y and x diminish in like ratio, and if we

write Uie equation a~ ^_^ ^
^ then if a inci-eascs likewise

z

must z increase, and a similar increase must take plaoo in
w X y, and to effect which the altered value may be made
in w or in .rorin^, because, let a, w, x, y,z,heea.ch equal to
1, then if a become 2 then z will become 2, and (iv x y) now
= 1 must become 2, and which will be effected if either m>,

X, or y be made 2, whence 2 = ^
= 1 = ,whence

it is evident tliat if we put x for [h t^) and "W for a and
l^ for z and c for w-, then if "W increases or diminishes so
will £ increase or diminish as soon as we operate on I*, in
order to reduce W to one, but of course not before. If any
one wishing to adopt tlie foregoing formula for practice
should think the sectional obtained thereby to be larger
or smaller than they would like to adopt, they could, by
varjing the constant, increase or diminish them as tiiey

might choose, or as the kind of timber they might use
might require ; because the constant 20 were made,|say, 15,

it would give V3 increase to the sectional area, and the
same would follow with any proportion as, say, put 25 or
20, then ^/s of the sectional area would do, »/5 being
deducted as unnecessarj' in consequence of the increased
power of c, now = 20, but then some^other number. With
respect to making an allowance for notching the back of
the principal rafter, the diminution in strength in large
scantlings is small, but not necessaiily so large in larger
ones, and may be made much, little, or nothing, according
to tlie views of the designer. With respect to considering
the extra strength derived by the coaking down of the
purlins, it will be well to remember that we must not
ti-nst too much to that, because we should not dare to cut
the principals across where the pmlins came, and trust to
the latter to keep the former to their work, and especially
when we recollect the butts of the purlins will be cut over
the backs of the principal rafters which "will materially
weaken their tj-ing power, and more especially as the two
or tliree nails on tlie top may not permanently hold very
much, and if tlie principal is not originally straight it has
always a tendency to bend on one side, and might over-
come the slight resistance of perhaps a hip at the other
end of the purlin, perhaps none too well nailed. If the
foregoing fails to make the formula plain to "Nil Des-
perandum," I do not think I can add more ; but if he
thinks ho can see any fallacy in it and will be kind enough
to prove same in figures I shall be glad to reply if neces-
sary.

—

Henry AjiBaosK.

[5745.]—"Wood Roofs.—I do not quite see what dif-
ference between the sectional ai-eas is meant by *'Ni]
Despcrandum,'* as being so great; perhaps he will
explain.—G. H. G.

[5753,]—Abutments-—Henry Amln-ose will find, if

he "will examine his paper, in last week's Buji,nivo News,
carefully, that he has nifide a mistake in his reply to tlie

above question. Spon's "Pocket Book" gives the formula
for thickness of abutment

Taking Henry Ambrose's figures, viz.,

left, for Radius E in Formula
10ft. Height to Springing of Arch H ,, do.
40cwt. "Weight of 1ft. Length of I „, ,

Hall Arch
J
^ " <lo-

and substituting them for the Icttei-s, tlien the equation
will read—

T = a/'/s 16» + » b
16^/' +

(*J)«
-

= T = a/si'1-2 + 88-4 + 10-4.

= T = 10-27 — 4.

.-. T = G-27ft.
or 6ft. 3,lin. nearly = thickness of abutment. He -will
find that the one decimal fifth power of 16 or le^-^" is 64,
and not 202, as he has it. The following is, 1 think, a
simpler way of finding it than the metliod he shows :—

Log. of 16 = l-20412r)

r5 Multiply by power

1-8061800 = Log. 64.

Again, he has taken the VbB '' instead of the 's of it.—
"W.J. P.

[5757.]—Lime and Portland Cement.—I should
say the mixtiu-e of limo-moi-tar with Portland cement
made a good pointing.—G.

[5750.]—Timber Verandah.—Red or yellow pineor
pitch-pine is preferable to oak for outside -woodwork.
The wood may be simply varnished, or painted with the
Silicate Company's paint. I should prefer the latter, as
the most durable protective-G. H. G.

[5760.]—CarryingWeigrht of Floor.—If the beams
have been cut and reversed so as to insure their round-
ness, I would trust such a floor with from 2 to 2]cwt. per
foot superficial ; it will bear, say, l^cwt. per foot with
safety without much deflection.-O. U. G.

[57C0.]-Carryln8- Weigrlit of Floor.—A pitch-
pine beam, lOin. x tiiii., and bearing = 18ft., will carry, in-
cluding its own wciglit, as discovered by the foUo-iving
working :—A piece of pitch-pine lin. square will carry a
safe load of Qcwt. on ita centre between supports 12in.
apart, and provided the ends are near the supports. "We
will, for simplification, suppose Icwt. instead of Ijcwt.,
and add \ of our residt -when obtained to compensate for
same. Tlien 9in. wide and lin. thick will support under
similar conditions Ocwt.. and Oin. wide and lOin. deep
will carry !) X 16 X 16 = 2,304cwt.,= <5 safe load on
centre between supports 12in. apart, and 2,304 4- 18 =
128cwt. = * i of the safe load on centre lietwcen supports

18ft. apait, therefore the safe load on the centre will be
160ewt., or equal to H toot, or 16 tons will be the safe
equally distiibuted load, but care must bo taken that an
equally distributed load so called does not place more
than its proper proportion on or near the centre becauae
othoi-wisG 16 tons would no longer be aa/e. Now to find
the carrying power per foot superficial I shall take aa
being near enough the gilders as 10ft. from centre to
centre, and fii-st deduct the weight of the floor itself from
our equally distributed load, the floor it«elf being an
equally distributed load. If I were deducting the weight
of the floor from a load on the euntre, then I should take
only lialf its weight, because the other half would be car-
ried by the walls or supports, but our assumed equally
distributed load is assumed already to be half carried m
the walls. "We shall have girder Itift. X 16in. X 9in., and
= 18ft. cube and 15 joists 10ft. x 9in. x Sin. = 4;)ft.

cube, and la^ift. of Im. flooring reduced to cubic feet =
15ft. cube = 61ft. together. A foot may weigh 421b. =
2,562lb. = say, 2;lcwt., therefore de<luct, say, a ton from
the 16 tons equally disti-ibuted safe load, which leaves same
15 tons or SOOewt., and our floor apace is equally to 180ft.
superficial, therefore 300 -f- 180 will give Icwt. 741b. as the
weight per foot superficial, which will be a safe load or
Icwt. 2qra. 181b.—IIenuy Ambbose.

[5761.]—Built Girder.—The thicker plate should be
placed on the top, and tlio working sectional area of the
top flange should be to the working sectional area of the
bottom flange, as, say, 7 to 4. Then for a Sift, bearing we
have two rolled joists, 16in. x 6in. x |in. web, with a top
plate 14in. x Jin., and a bottom plate 14in. X Jin., and
the whole riveted together. Let us suppose the area of
the flanges of rolled joists to be each 6in. Then
the top flange will be 14in. X Jin. + fiin. x 2in. = lOJ
+ 10 = 20^1u. The area of the bottom flange of girder
will be = (14 X J -)- 5 X 2) = 17in. minus the rivet holes.
Let these be four each, ',

',* x l-iin. = say, ,5in. Then 17 —
5 = 12in. = ai-ea of bottom flange. Then *n of 20^in. as
the working area of bottom flange, or to simplify, call 20i,
say, 21, then * 7 of 21 = 1-2, and 12 is the most we can con-
sider as the working bottom flange. If we have less then
we consider what we have, while if we have more we do
not consider the excess. Thus we have a girder lOin. dee^,
with a 12in. area bottom flange, and by applying Fair-
bain's f01-mula where "W — breaking weight in tons on the
centi-e, and c is a constant 80 for a box guder, and a =
area of bottom flange in inches, and d = depth in inches.

and I = length in inches, we have
cad
r W =

80 Xi2_xi6 =-„r ... 15860 ^ ^ ^ ^j . « tons is the
12 X 31 S72

assumed breaking weight on the centre, and 10 tons may
be assumed as the safe load on the centre, and 20 tons may
with safety be equally distributed ; but care must be taken
to render it certain tiiat not more than a fair proportion
of the so-called equally distributed weight shall bear on or
near the centre, otherwise the 20 tons may no longer be
considered safe.

—

Hesky Ambrose.

STAINED GLASS.
CiBESOESTEE.—A Stained glass -vrinclow has teen

placed in the Trinity Chapel, of the parish church,
m memory of the late Mrs. Cripps. It consists of
four lights occupied respectfully by full length
figures of St. Joseph, the "V irgin Mary, Simeon, and
Anna. Beneath the window is a memorial engraved
brass plate. Some ancient glass has been displaced
to make way for the new "w^indow, and this haa
been temporarily placed in one of the windows of
the Lady Chapel. The work has been carried out
by Messrs. Hardmau and Co., of Birmingham. A
local journal states that there is a considerable
quantity of stained glass taken from different parts
of Cirenoester Church stsred in one of the rooms
over the Town Hall, and the suggestion is made
that this should be arranged and replaced in the
Lady Chapel.

*~^^^^m

STATUES, MEMORIALS, &c.

Baenstaple.—On Thursday last, shortly after
seven o'clock, the fountain in the Square was set

playing. The structure commences with an octa-
gonal base of granite, the top of which is about 3ft.

tromthe ground. Surmounting this is aplinth and
shaft, -with carved base and capital, supporting a
large basin, which is 5ft. 9in. in diameter, and the
lower part of which is moulded from the edge of
the basin, diminishing to the centre. The upper
part of the basin is moulded, and divided into four
parts, a lion's head marking each division. Above
this there is a small basin, 2ft. 4in. in diameter,
supported by a tivisted shaft aud a carved octagonal
base, and sui-mounted by a carved capital. At the
base of the fountain there is a rockery, in the pond,
which Is enclosed by a low circular parapet. The
best Portland stone has been used for the work, the
carving has been done by Messrs. Algar aud
Pickard, sculptors, of Exeter, and the work has
been carried out by Mr. J. Pulsford, of Barn-
staple. The fountain was designed by Mr. R. D.
Gould, the borough surveyor.

ExETEn.—A tablet was on "Wednesday week
erected against the north wall of the nave aisle of
Exeter Cathedral to the memory of the late Dr.
Wesley, who was for seven years the organist of
the Cathedral. The memorial is of white statuary
marble, and is Early English in design. It is the
work of Mr. Burke, of 17, Newman-street, London.

The "Wandsworth District Board of Works have
raised the salary of Mr. Barber, surveyor for the
parishes of Tooting and Streatham, by £60 per
annum.
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WATEK STTPPLY AND SANITAKY
MATTERS.

Thb Watbb Scpply ok London-.—A deputation

of metropolitan ratepayers waited upon Mr. Cross

lart week, to ask that the Government should take

up the question of the water supply of the metro-

polis. The Home Secretary remarked that the de-

putation supplied him with no figures showing

Low the purchase of the present companies could

be accomplished. Mr. Watherston said a scheme

had been prepared, and would be produced at the

proper time. Mr. Cross said they m<ist first con-

oder the terms which the companies would be

inclined to accept, and that was all he should say

at present. ^.^

Our (Bf^tt €Mt—<

—

Ox Monday last the auction bills -which have

recently decorated "The "VSTiite House" in

Tite-street, Chelsea, were hastily removed.

They had announced the public sale of Mr. James
A. M. TMiistler's effects and residence on Tues-

day morning. The painter effected an " arrange-

ment" with his creditors, it is supposed, or, at

any rate, managed, at the la.«t moment, to

postpone the sale. Mr. George Lewis, the

sclicitor, has presented a petition for liquidation

on behalf of Mr. Whistler, whose debts amount
to about £4,500. The assets are not stated, but

the figures on both sides will probably hardly

result in a " harmony in black and white," or

even in gold and silver.

No less than five large mansions are now in

course of erection on the Embankment at Chel-

sea from the designs of Mr. R. Norman Shaw,
whose works stand out from the similar build-

ings adjoining with that charming individuality

which invariably characterises this architect's

work, but we cannot always admire his peculiar

fancies, such as the wooden sashes in concrete or

the sham vrindows at Holland Park, Kensington,

and here at Chelsea wo note flat brick arches

without any skew-backs, and massively treated

bay windows running up, say, three floors of

the front, carried on iron columns of such small

scantling as to be anything but satisfactory to

the eye, notwithstanding the assurance of their

ample strength to do their work. A concealed

iron girder, following the shape of the bay, is

tailed into the wall of the front, and helps to

support the weight. There is probably no
chance of failure, but the moulded brickwork
encases the girder, and the small columns look
uncommonly weak.

Me. Jajies Cassie, R.S.A., died in Edinburgh
on Sunday last. He was a native of Aberdeen-
shire, but has resided in Edinburgh about ten

years. He was elected an associate of the
Koyal Scottish Academy in 1869, and an acade-
mician in February last. In the earlier period

of his professional career he devoted much of his

time to portrait and animal painting, but latterly

his attention was given chiefly to landscapes,

sea pieces, and river scenes. He was an intimate
friend of the late John Phillip, a portrait of

whom was one of the best he ever produced.
Among his principal works are "The Mussel

Gatherers," "The Moutli of the Mersey," and

"The Sea Breaking on a Lee Shore at North

Berwick." Seven of his pictures were in this

year's exhibition of the Royal Scottish Academy.

The deceased was about 60 years of ago and

unmarried.

Me. "W. B. Richmond, whose works in the

Grosvenor Gallery this year have attracted

much notice and admiration, has been appointed

by the electors to the Slade Professorship of

Fine Arts at Oxford, in succession to Mr. Ruskin.

The other candidates were Messi-s. Comyns Carr,

St. John Tyrwhitt, J. Brett, Watkiss Lloyd,

Cave Thomas and J. P. Seddon. The appomt-

ment is for three years, at the end of which time

the Professor may be re-elected. In losing Mr.

Ruskin the Univer.>-ity has lost a princely bene-

factor, the munificent contributor to its art

collection, and the creator of its Ai't School, in

connection with which he founded and endowed

a teachership of drawing, and presented from

his own collection an admirable educational

series of drawings for the benefit of the many
pupils under the tuition of the present teacher,

Mr. Macdouald.

We referred last week, on p. 525, to the

censure passed by "An Architect" in the

Camhridge Chronide, on the authorities of Jesus

College, Cambridge, for allowing the screens,

stalls, and other carved woodwork, placed in the

College chapel by Bishop Alcock, to be turned

out of Landbeach Church and offered for sale in

London without making an attempt to secure

and replace it. Mr. W. M. Fawcett, M.A.,
F.R.I.B.A., of Cambridge, has replied, explain-

ing that the Fellows of Jesus College made an

unsuccessful attempt years ago to repurchase

the fittings, and a short time since the Dean
offered to buy them at the sum Messrs. Kett,

carvers, of Cambridge, might regard as a fair

value. Tho offer was declined, and Mr. Fawcett
expresses his annoyance at the charge of mean-
ness which has been publicly brought against

the College authorities. It is clear, however,

that those charged with the pecimiary responsi-

bilities of Landbeach Church restoration think

they can get a higher price in London than from
the Dean and Fellows of the College, and how-
ever much their mercenary spirit is to be
regretted, they have an indefeasible right, apart

from all sentimental and historical considerations,

to haggle with the highest bidder for the carv-

ings the parishioners of Landbeach bought and
paid for a century since. Expressions of protest

or regret will but tend to advertise the old pro-

perties and raise their value.

Owmo to the fall, three months since, of a

cantUever from beneath the cornice of the

Town Hall at Ipswich, unfortunately killing a

young man who was passing at the time, the

Town Council of Ipswich accepted a tender from
Messrs. Bennett for surrounding the building

with massive scaffolding, and executing the

repairs immediately necessary, at the same time
instructing the borough surveyor, Mr. E. Buck-
ham, and Mr. Frederick Barnes, F.R.I.B.A., of

the same town, to make a careful examination of

the building. They report that the cantilevers,

mouldings, and panels under the principal

cornice, executed in Bath stone, are in many
places cracked, and in some broken off. The
stone has been pieced and patched, and fastened

with iron cramps and wooden pegs. The
principal cornice is in two thickness of Port-

land stone instead of one (as is also the coping

of balustrade), the joints are laid in mortar of

inferior quality and lumecessary thickness, tho

teiTninals are insecuie, and the joints of the

stonework in the dome are defective. They
recommend that all the Bath stone be taken out

and replaced with Portland, that the cornice be
redressed, the defective joints in dome pointed,

iind the whole of tho masonry coated with a

solution of silica. This report was considered

by the Corporation on Wednesday week, when
the revelations gave rise to some discussion.

One member, Alderman George Mason, declared

that it must be patent to anyone who examined

the building that the surveyors had not over-

stated the matter when they said that it was
from bad materials and bad workmanship that

the whole of this expenditure was rendered

necessary. Stones were used which never ought

to have been used ; stones were used which were
broken either in working the stones before they

were put in, while they were being liut in, or

afterwards. They were fastened with iron

clamps and plastered over the face ; the action

of the atmosphere had removed the plaster and
exposed the whole cheat, for it was nothing

else. It was a discredit to everyone concerned

with it. In the end the report was adopted.

The Town Hall is \a, large building of Florid

Venetian character. It was erected a dozen

years since from the designs of Messrs. Bellamy

and Hardy, of Lincoln, by contract, by the late

Mr. Gibbons, of Ipswich, and at the time the

late Mr. E. C. Ribbans, then borough surveyor,

and a man of great experience in building, was
appointed over the clerk of works, at a salary,

to supervise the work.

A EEPORT has been presented to the Metropo-
litan Board of Works with reference to the elec-

tric light on the Embankment, in which the

reporters, Sir J. Bazalgette and Mr. T.W. Keates,

state that careful experiments have demonstrated

that an engine of 10 nominal horse-power would
drive the machines required. During each night

of 5i hours, however, 498Jlb. of Welsh coal

were consumed, so that an approximate estimate of

what is a "nominal" horse-power in this case

may be made. The lights cost for motive power,

attendance, &c., 3-24d. per hour each, to which
must be added the cost of the "candles." In
the opinion of the reporters there is no prospect

at present of the electric light competing with

gas for general purposes.

Salfoeb.—The SaUord School Board recently-

invited competitive designs for new schools about

to be erected in Marlborough-street, Salford.

Five plans were submitted which have been on

view this week. On Wednesday the Board
selected the plans sent in by Mr. Lord, and ap-

pointed him architect of the building. A pre-

mium of £25 was awarded to Mr. J. Lowe for

his designs, which were considered as second in

order of merit, and Messrs. Smith andHeathcote

received £15 for plans submitted by them, which

were placed third.

CHAPPUIS' PATENTS
FOR

REFLECTING LIGHT.-DAYUCHT REFLECTORS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION; ALSO

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT REFLECTORS.

IP, E. CH^I^FXJIS, ]Pateiitee. Factory, 69, Fleet-street, London, E.G.

N.B.-DIAGRAMS AND PROSPECTUSES ON APPLICATION.
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A LAEOE mimber of different kinds of glass,

good, bad, and middling', have recently been
analysed by Herr E. Weber, in order to deter-

mine whether any, and what, relation exists

between the chemical composition of a glass,

and its power of resisting atmospheric influences.

It appeared from tliis inquiry (described in the
Annahs dir riiysik), that neither the absolute,

often considerable, quantity of silicic acid, nor
an absolutely small quantity of alkali, produces
good quality of glass, but that, besides the cor-

rect proportion of the quantities of silicic acid and
bases (lime and alkali), the ratio of the quan-
tities of the latter to each other had a specially

determinant influence. The composition of many
proved lime-alkali glasses approximates the
proportion of equivalents: 6S0j, ICaO, IKjO (or

iKajO) ; but good glasses may also contain a
larger amount of alkali, if this (otherwise un-
favoiu'able) proportion be compensated by more
than six equivalents of silicic acid. On the other
hand, a less proportion of silicic acid is permis-
sible where the lime is diminished relatively to

the alkali. The influence of argillaceous earth,

in glasses which contain a large proportion of it,

on their resisting power, must bo tested by further
analj'sis.

The announcement that the restorers of St.

Alban's Cathedral have now got together the
timbers for the nave roof has drawn forth another
remonstrance from the Society for the Protec-
tion of Ancient Buildings, which now wants to

know if the subscribers are prepared for the in-

«vitable consequences the new roof brings with
it. " Are they content that the ancient painted
ceilings shall be removed or destroyed, victims
of the uncouth monster they have created f One
of these ceilings is rightly described in the papers
of one local archteological society as ' not to be
surpassed in England for beauty or historical as-
sociation.' They are all of the greatest value,
and yet their destruction is certain if the scheme,
which has so far succeeded to the entire satisfac-

tion of its promoters, be allowed to progress.
Has the la.st ine^-itable step yet been reached ?

May we not still draw back ? Will not the sub-
scribers, who have so freely given their money
for the honour of the church, jfladly give it up
rather than buy with it such a loss ? The pro-
jected roof is quite unnecessary, and while it will

rob the church of a long-estabhshed charac-
teristic, it can but very uncertainly revive its

earlier appearance."

Penton Mkwset CntmcH, Hajsts, a valuable
•example of fourteenth-century architecture,
which has been carefully figured by Mr. G. E.
Street in the second volume of '

' Weale's Papers
on Architecture," is about to be pulled down,
and the materials sold to the builder of the new
«hurch, which is to be built near the site of the
present one. The Society for the Protection of
Ancient Buildings, after using every eflfort in
their power to preserve the old church, find that
they can only do so by obtaining subscriptions to
the amount of £330 from those who value this
building in particiUar, and old buildings gene-
rally, in order to pay this sum to the builder in

lieu of the use of the materials of the old church.

Subscriptions for this purpose will bo received

by Mr. William Monis, hon. secretary to the

Society, at 9, Buckingham-street, Strand, W.C.
All subscriptions so received will be returned
unless a sufficient sum is obtained for the pur-
pose, and imlcss an undertaking is given that

that the old building shall bo kept in proper
repair by tlioso who are now resi)onsiblo for its

custody.

The Leadenhall Market Select Committee of

the House of Commons, presided over by Lord
Henry Lennox, concluded its labours on Wed-
nesday. The market, which consists of an area
of only 3,900 square feet, has belonged to the
Corporation for more than two centmies, but
around it a much larger market has sprimg up.

The Bill takes very wide and extensive powers,
and one of the principal objections to it was that

the whole of the land between Leadenhall-street,

Lime-street, Fenchurch-street, and Gracechiu-ch-

street was scheduled,- and there were no plans
showing where the new market is to be con-
structed. The promoters, however, introduced
one clause which provides that the old market
shall not be abolished untU the new one is ready
to be opened. The present suggested site for

the reconstruction of the market is along the
whole of Half-moon-passage, leading out of

Gracechurch-street, and part of Leadenhall-
passago. The Committee passed the preamble of

the Bill on the condition that the Corporation
should construct a new market of not less area
than 25,000ft.

De. Siejiexs, the well-known electrician, has
munificently offered the Council of the Iron
and Steel Institute £10,000 as the nucleus of a
fund for the provision of a suitable house for the
societies representing the applied sciences. The
members of these associations as a rale move
more quickly in such matters than their literary

and artistic brethren, and it is probable that the
money will be subscribed and the premises
erected long before a similar house for the learned
societies which has been talked of for so many
years, and designs and suggestions for which
have been furnished by the dozen, has become
anything more than a project. A committee has
been appointed by the Iron and Steel Institute

to consider the matter, and probably as soon as

a site has been selected, plans will be invited.

The annual Conference of the Society of Arts
on water supply, sewage, and health was
opened yesterday, and will be continued to-day
(Friday). In the absence tlirough indisposition
of the Right Hon. James Stansfeld, M.P.,
Lord Alfred Churchill occupied the chair. The
report of the judges upon the essays on water
supply, sent in to compete for||the medals offered
by the society, was laid before the Conference
yesterday, and the award announced of a silver

medal to Mr. Frederick Topliss, and a second
silver medal to Mr. Joseph Lucas for their
papers. The papers and discussions are being
taken under the following heads:— 1. Methods
of securing a sufiieient supply of pure water.
2. Evils of impuiity, and consequent connection

of the water supply and sewage. 3. Methods
of sewerage, &c. Amongst the readers of papcm
are Prof. Hull, F.K.S. (Water Supply of tho
Eastern Comities), Sir H. Cole, Mr. Kdwia
Chadwick, Dr. Thomo Thome (Tho Roeent
Fever Outbreak at Caterhara), Archdeacon
Denison (Water Supply at East Brent), Mr.
A. H. Brown, M.P. (lluting for Sanitary Pur-
poses), Mr. Ernest Hart (Connection between
Disease and Impure Water), Mr. Cresswell (The
Sanitary Condition of tho Thames), Mr. J. Clarke
Hawkshaw, Mr. Bailey Denton, Prof. Anstead,
F.R.S., Mr. Do Ranee, Mr. Joseph Lucas, Rev.
E. C. Clutterbuck, Mr. J. Lynam, Mr. James
Dillon, Mr. Baldwin Latham, &c. An exhibi-
tion of mechanical and chemical apparatus,
relating to water supply, treatment of sewage
and health, is being hold at the society's rooms
during tho conference. We shall deal more fully
with tho proceedings of the conference next
week.

TuE select committee of tho House of Com-
mons appointed to inquire into the Tower high-
level bridge bUl, the object of which is to con-
struct a bridge over the Thames at the Tower,
assembled yesterday. Tho scheme is submitted
by the Metropolitan Board of Works for the
construction of a high-level bridge across the
river, below tho Tower, and consequently below
London-bridge. It was pointed out that about
one-third of the population of London lived east
of London-bridge, and had contributed at one
time and another towards the freeing of several
bridges west of London-bridge. Under these
circumstances he did not coniader that the pressure
which had been put upon the Board of Works to
afford to this third of the population of London
additional bridge accommodation, which was
greatly needed, was in any way unreasonable.
It was admitted that the scheme was not alto-
gether free from difiiculties, and that some slight
inconveniencewould be caused to the home vessels
that wished to go beyond the bridge, but he urged
that such a great public benefit as this should
not be stopped for such a small reason. The
only inconvenience would be that some of the
vessels would have to strike their topmasts com-
ing up the river. Mr. E. N. Buxton, of the
firm of Truman, Hanbury, and Buxton, was then
examined in favour of the bill, and the committee
adjourned.

CHIPS.
The three-light west window in Kedruth parish

chiu:ch has just been filled with stained glass, as a
memorial. The subjects are St. John, with chalice,

St. Peter, vrith keys, and St. Paul, with sword and
book.

Tlie statue erected by the town of Cardiff to the
late Marquis of Bute, eind which for over twenty
years has occupied a very promment position in
High-street, is about to be removed on account of
tramway extensions, to a triangular piece of ground
between St. Maiy-street, Penaxth-street, and New
Station-road. The height of the monument will
be increased by adding three circiUar stone steps
beneath the pedestal of the statue.

Roofing Pelts—P. Braby & Co.
^J^^^^.^'^^^-"^^™^"'^' SHEATHmG, AND HAIR FELTS KEPT ALWAYS IN STOCK. MANUFACTURERS OF
PEEFOEATED ZINC, PEEFOEATED COPPER, AND PEEFOEATED IRON IN VARIOUS DESIGNS AND GAUGES.

Wrought Iron Tanks.-P. Braby & Co.
PAINTED AND GALVANISED, OF IMPEOVED MANUFACTURE

Corrugated Iron.—P. Braby & Co.
5BK OF ALL KINDS.GALVANISED AND BLACK IN ALL GAUGES, KEPT IN STOCK. ZINC \^BK

FITZROY WORKS, 356 TO 369, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON.
HATTON GARDEN, LIVERPOOL. GREAT CLYDE STREET, GLASGOW. AND AT CYPRUS.
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At Brighton, on Thursday in last week, Colonel

Ponsonby Cox, local govemmont board inspec-

tor, keld an inquiry, which proved ptirely formal,

as to an application from the Corporation for leave

to borrow iSJOOO for sewerage purposes.

The Local Board of Wirksworth have adopted
pUns by Messrs. Coke and Mills, engineers, of

Chesterfield, for high and low pressure supplies of

'water to the town of Wirksworth, and to the

hamlets of BolehiU, Steeple-grange, Gorsey-bank,
and Miller's-grecn. The estimated cost is £3,550.

The Derby Town Coimcil has stultified itself by
abandoning, on account of the expense, the scheme
propounded under the Artisans Dwellings Improve-
ment Act, and previously adopted. The Local
Government Board have sent a sharp missive to

the corporation asking for the reasons of the aban-
donment after the Board had taken the necessary
steps for getting a special Act for Derby.

The hall at Barrow-on-Trent has just been de-
corated by Mr. Cantrell, of Derbv, and the pleasure
grounds have been laid out by Messrs. John Fret-
tingham and Son, of Derby and Nottingham.

The new Catholic church of St. Joseph, in Elm-
grove, Brighton, was opened for worship on the
8th inst. Ouly the nave has at present been erected.

The architect is Mr. Broder, brother of the priest

-

in-charge.

The contract for the new roofs and bridges re-
quired for the improvement of Westland-row Ter-
minus and the widening of the line has been given
by the directors of the Dublin and WicklowRail-
wav Company to Messrs. Courtney, Stephens, and
Bailey, of Dublin. The amount is about £13,000.

The comer stone of the new aisle of Christ
church, Lowestoft, was leiid on Saturday. The
extension will provide 140 additional sittings, and
is being built from the designs of Mr. W. O.
Chambers, of Lowestoft.

The Oswaldthistle local board have referred to a
recommendation of the desirability or otherwise
adopting the Salford pail system of closets in the
township.

The promoters of Selwyn College are about to
purchase, for £6,050, 84 acres of land near the
Newnham College and the Parallelogram-road,
Cambridge, as a site for the proposed coBege.

The fine old parish church of Shifnal, which con-
tains specimens of all kinds of architecture, from
Norman to Late Perpendicular, is about to be
further restored, at a cost of £1,000. The work of
restoration was commenced under the late Sir Gil-
bert Scott in 1876.

The monthly meeting of the Bedfordshire Archi-
tectural and Archaeological Society was held on the
8th inst. It was announced that Mr. Ransom had
completed a description of the church bells of the
county, and that the MSS. had been placed in the
hands of Mr. T. North, F.S.A., for publication. It
was arranged to have an archaeological excursion
to Leicester on Tuesday, July loth.

A new cattle market was opened at Clitheroe on
Monday. The cost has been £2,000. The market
has been erected from the plans and under the
direction of Mr. John Hargreaves, the Borough
surveyor.

Last week, in our description of the Torkshire
Fine Art Industrial Exhibition, we omitted to
mention that the greater part of the glazing (over
the picture saloons, &c.), consisting of 14,000 super-
ficial feet, was done on Eendle's patent system.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSUING WEEK.
MoxDw.—Sodc^ of Arts. Cantor Lectures, "Decent

Advances in TelrcTaphy," by W. H.
Precce. Lecture V., "Automatio and
Fast-spocd Telegraphy," 8 p.m.

Itoyal Institute of British Architects.
8 p.m.

TcisDAT.—Society of Arts. Special Meeting. The ad-
journed Discussion on W. Uoyd Wise's
paper on " The Gtovcmment Patent Bill

"

will be resumed, 8 p.m.

Wedxwdat.—Society of Arts. " Edison's New Tde-
Cae," by Conrad W. Cooke. Prof. J.

daU, L.L.D.. F.E.S., win preside,
8p.m.

British Archreorogical Assooiation.
Papers on "The Bronze Gates of Balli-
wat," by T. Pinches ; on " Sculptured
Stone in Ely Cathedral," by TV. De Grey
Birch

; and on " Anti-^juarian Losses in
Covcntiy During a Century and a Half,"
by W. O. Futton, 8 p.m.

iBXTtrnki.—Bods*j of Arts. " The History of AUmrine
and Allied Colonriai^ Matters, and their
Production from Coal Tiir," by W. H.
Perkjn, F.B.3. Part n., 8p.m.

FsiDAT.-Indian Section. " The Harbour of Kurachce,"
by W. J. Price, M.I.C.E.. 8 p.m.

Architectural Association. Paper by
w. Penstone on "lata Iron-work,"
7'80p.m.

Rfjyal Institution. W. H. Precce on" Multiple Telegzaidiy," B p.m.

HELLIWELL'S Patented NEW SYSTEM
ntTERTSILABLE GLAZING 'NVITHOrT PUTTY.
All Woodwork is covered, and no outside Paintii^ is

requireti. Old Boofs Be-glazed. Any one can repair or
take in pieces.

Sep half-pajTP Advt. in next Xumber.

T. W. HELLIWELL, Brighouse, Yorkshire

;

or, 19, Parliameut-street, Londou.

—

[Advt.]

HoUoway's Pills and Ointment present the
readiest and most rva.-'oimblr mo:iiis of rcmoviiiK liereditary,
constitutlonnl, and thnmic (Ii*ior<lei's associated with impure
blood and unlieAltliv skin. Scurvy ,RcorI>utic atfections, unseemly
ernptions, enlarged ^lando, nnddthor blemishes yield to these
purlfyinff remedies which erudictitc the seeds of the complaint
and avert mis<.'hicf.

Ctabt #tbs.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Blackbttex.—^The flaggers and slaters are acting

in concert, and the effect will be to stop bricksetters,
plumbers, glaziers, ioiners, carpenters, and all others
engagedinthe buihlingfrades. The masons, fiaggers,
and slaters have adojited the picketing s^^stem.
The masons say that wages in Blackburn are
considerably under those of other towns—Bolton,
Preston, and Manchester. The masters say that
the reduction is supported by public opinion.

Blackbukn. — The stonemasons of this town,
numbering about 350, recently received notice of a
reduction of 3s. per week in wages, to come into
eifect on Saturday last. A meeting of the men was
held last week, under the presidency of Mr. Alex-
ander Wilson, at which it was decided to come out
on strike ou Monday for a period of at least three
weeks.

Carlisle.—The joiners of this city have agreed
to accept a reduction of ^d. per hour, the working
hours to remain the same as before.

Dabwem.—The painters are on strike in conse-
quence of the masters enforcing a reduction of Jd.
per hour at one month's notice. The operatives
have published a statement that they gave three
months' notice when they applied for an increase,
and that they expect, in justice, to be afforded a
similar time.

Haslinoden.—On Monday the quarrymen in the
employ of Mr; Thomas Hargreaves came out on
strike rather than accept a reduction of 5 per cent,
in their wages. They allege that a previous reduc-
tion of 13 per cent, having been made, the present
reduction is against the decision arrived at that
their wages should not again be lowered.

Waebinoton.—The employers and men in the
various building trades, recognising the depressed
state of trade, have come to an amicable arrange-
ment for a reduction of wages.

West Bromwich.—A largely-attended confer-
ence of operative builders of West Bromwich, Old-
bury, Smethwick, and Wednesbury was held on
Wednesday week at West Bromwich. The chair--
man, Mr. Henry Badham, said the object of the
meeting was to consider the result of tne meeting
of the employers and the delegates of the operatives
with reference to the proposed new code of rules on
the government of the trade. He regretted that
the masters had not only declined to entertain the
question of the rate of wages paid prior to
Febmary last,—viz., 7Jd. per hour—but had re-
fused the compromise offered by the operatives of
7jd. Had the men been more united they would
not have been iji their present position, and he
urged them to join the union, and so be prepared to
resist any further reduction which might be pro-
posed. After some discussion it was agreed that
the question of wages stand over, pending the
completion of the amalgamation of the Oldbury
operatives with those in the trades' union of West
Bromwich.

Doulting Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of
the United Kingdom, given ou application to

CHAELES TRASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Ilminster, Somerset.

Arent : Mr. E. Cbickmav, 4, Agar-strcct, London,W.O.
^Advt.J

»—

^

TENDERS.
ARSoin.—For lodge, Cherry-hill, Arnold. Mr. Robert

C. Clarke, architect :—
Smith and Greaves £279
Wyato, A. (iiccopted) 275

ARKoi.n.-For organ chamber, St. Ann's Church. Hr,
Robert C. Clarke, architect :—

Hlecpstoue, \Vm £160
Vicker's Henry 155

CABtTo.v.—For awclllnff-honsc, Carlton, near Notting-
ham. Mr. Robert C. Clarke, arcliitoct :—

Tickers, Henry £830
Hey (accepted) 595

J. & E. HALL
(ESTABLISHED 1785),

ENGIifEEES, MILLWRIGHTS,
FOTJJTDERS, AND BOILER MaKEHS,

Works;—DA RTFORD, KENT.
London OfBces—21, St. Swithin's-lane, E.G.

Sole Makers of MOTTE'S

Universal Crusher.
TUB SIMPLE PESTLE AXT) MORTAK ADAPTED AS

A MACHINE.

Hand and power Machines wth Mortars, of from
fijin. to 30in. diaraei^r,

Thcflo Cmshora are the most effective and ocoDomlcal Machines
known fur reducing the hardest materinls, as Emery, Granite,
Quartz, Glass, I'linta, Cement Clinkers, Pyrites, and the lilte.Cfom
liny Bize down to the finest powder.
They will also be found very useful in a Laboratory for (jrinding,

hruisinp, or mixinp drugs antf colours of every desenption.
The facility with which these Machines arc regulated to

deliver the ground material, now at one size and then at another ,

forms one of its chief attractions.

PaiCBa AKD ALL PARTIcrt.ARS UPON APPLICATION.

HAET'S PATENT

Cyclic Elevator.
For which see Adrertisement each alternate Insertion.

t-»-l

EDGB-EUNNEIt MORTAR MILLS,
In specially bard Cast Iron, outlasting several uf the ordinary

description.

ESTIMATES Fl'ItNISHED FOR

CEMENT & BRICKWORKS
MACHINERY.

Complete with the latest improvementa, together with the best
practice f«r laying out the works for tttrict economy.

Enqikis, Boilbrs, Castings, and Engi-
KiJSKs' Work in General.
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AEUNDEL CHURCH AND THE DUKE
OF NORFOLK.

A CASE of more than usual interest to

architects, and especially to those of

them engaged in ecclesiastical work, has

just been decided before Lord Chief Justice

Coleridge, in the Common Pleas Division.

Wo refer to the action brought by the Duke
of Norfolk against the Rev. George Arbuth-

not. Vicar of Anmdel, for trespass, in

breaking down a waU which had been built

by theDuke to divide the chancel of the church,

called by the Howards the Fitzalan Chapol,

from the rest of the edifice. His lordship,

having taken time to consider, pronounced,

on (Saturday last, in favour of the Duke of

Norfolk on all issues. It may be recollected

that the Duke claimed absolute proiierty in

the so-called " chapel," which was contended
belonged to the original college and not to

the parish church of St. Nicholas, and
attempted to restrain the vicar from further

trespass ; on the other hand, the vicar, in his

defence, set up a claim to the chancel as

being an integral part of the church, praying
for an inj miction to restrain the Duke from
obstnicting the right of the parish to light

and ail- by building the wall in question.

As the issues of the case are so closely con-
nected with the architectural integrity of

the building ; and as one of the leading

ecclesiastical architects of our day, Mr.
Butterficld, was called in support of the

defence, it may be of interest to examine a
little more minutely than has been done by
om- daily contemporaries the evidence on
both sides. We may at once confess the

case is one of those where legal right

is stronger than the inherent equitable and
moral elements involved, and in reading
the elaborate written judgment of Lord
Coleridge, we are constrained to say, the
architectural unity of the church, so ably
supported by Mr. Butterfield, has not had a
fair consideration. The evidence upon which
Lord Coleridge based his judgment was
clearly the acts of ownership on the part of

the Dukes of Norfolk. For example, in-

stances were given of interment in the chapel
without a facultj', the disinterment of bodies
at the free will of the Duke's ancestors ; the
fastenings of the iron gates in the chancel
screen, which separated this part from the
rest of the edifice being on their eastern side,

and the key having been kept from time
immemorial by the dukes or their stewards ;

strangers had been excluded since the Re-
formation, and even the neglect and mutila-
tion of the chapel itself was bi'ought forward
as one of the strongest proofs of o\vnership.
It was contended that this state of dirt and
neglect had been allowed to remain -without
remonstrance, and that admission which for
three centuries was denied to the parishioners
had been granted to bats and owls. His
lordship, rather needlessly under the cir-

cmnstances, pointed to the Protestant perse-
cution of the religious belief of the family as
some ground for this strange conduct and
for the neglect into which this charming
building had fallen. Speaking of the evi-
dence for the defence, his lordship said that
there was nothing to prove services had been
held in the so-calledFitzalan chapel, while the
churchwarden's report at episcopal visitations
upon the state of the "chancel," then in the
transept, were usually that it was "good"
or in "excellent repair" at the time the
chancel, as the defendant considers it, was in
a ruinous state. It ^vill be admitted this
view of the case was a little disingenuous.

It did not take into account the flltra-Pro-

testant bias of the time, the ignorance of

what constituted a chancel, nor the average

intellect of a churchwarden in ecclesiastical

matters, nor the over-bearing temper of an

English squire of the last two centuries.

Referi-ing to Mr. Buttcrfield's evidence, we
contend the conclusions drawn by his lord-

ship appear imsatisfactory. The cases cited

as showing that an integral part of a sacred

edifice could be vested in a private person

scai-cely meet the architectural facts which

wo shall presently refer to, that the bmlding

in question is part of the parish church, and
that the rights of the priory or college of

Anmdel, as rector, might have been

served equally in such a case. Here
was, to even an ordinarj' eye, a distinctly

evident chancel, divided by a screen of un-

usual openness from the rest of the building,

and the decision of Lord Coleridge virtually

sets aside a patent fact as irrelevant. So

far, then, the judgment given has mainly
rested upon acts of ovraership proved, and
not at all upon the architectural unity of the

building ; and we have a precedent set of a

ceitainly veiy unfortunate kind in the in-

terests of architecture.

In reading Lord Coleridge's judgment it

would appear things were thrown in to give

weight which really were of trifling moment
to the real issue. Thus, with regard to the

Ton Commandments, their position was mis-
imderstood by his Lordship. In the churches

round Anmdel, as in all the earlier speci-

mens, the Commandments are, as intended

by the Canon, over or round the chancel arch,

and at Arundel Church they are still legible

in this position, proving it to be, therefore,

a chancel arch ; but placed in the eastern

wall of chancel 80ft. distant they woxdd have
been unreadable. Indeed, before the time of

Sir 0. Wren, who did not build chancels,

they were not a customary adornment of the

altar-piece. Again, Lord Coleridge, as evi-

dence in the Duke's favour, referred to the
entirefUling-up withironlatticeof the chancel
arch above the screen as unique. In principle,

we think this treatment makes the other way,
for in the case of most wooden chancel screens

the arch would have been filled up solidly,

and not, as at Arundel, transparently. The
brick wall erection had, too, a far larger

meaning than one of light and air ; it in-

cludes chiefly the question of sound, and
helped the Duke, by thoroughly separating
the chancel from the nave, to make the former
a separate building, suitable for a second
congregation, and the worship of a separate
communion. The whole value of the chancel
is thus altered enormously to the Duke ; but
certainly " user " cannot be pleaded for this

brick wall. Hitherto, everything going on
in the nave coidd bo heard in the chancel.

This is no longer the case. Again, a point
was made of churchwardens' answers ; but
any one acquainted with them knows how
little reliance can be placed upon them, and
how ridiculous they often are living arch-
deacons can testify.

As a distinct architectural issue was first

contemplated by the Duke's advisers, namely,
that the so-called chapel was a separate
builduig, and not the chancel to the parish
church, it may be interesting to give a brief

description of the church of Anmdel, illus-

trated in the Bt-rLDrsG News, p. 146, "Vol.

XXVII. It is a fine cnicifonn building,
with short transepts, and with a square
central tower. The Fitz-alan Chapel, as it

is called by the plaintiff, extends eastw.ards
as a long, lofty chancel of collegiate cha-
racter. Between the eastern tower piers an
open screen of iron with wide gates exist.

On the north side is a large aisle, dedicated
as the Lady chapel, with a vestry at its cast
end, the character of the buUdiug is Perpen-
dicular, and it is assigned by Mr. Butterfield
to belong to the end of the 14th century.
Mr. C. Bowen, in his reply for the Duke,
referred to Mr. Freeman's remarks on old

monastic and collegiate churches when con-

nected with parish churches, and a.ssumed

without foundation that what was true of

monastic and parochial churches was equally

true of collegiate and parochial churches.

The parish church, formerly monastic and

parocliial, was rebuilt at the end of the 14th

centui-y, as wo now see it. The Earl of

Anmdel, its founder, placed in it a master

and a body of chaplains. The property -iras.

surrendered by the college December 12th,

1544, to Henry VIII., and was granted on

the 26th of the same month to Henry Fit»-

alan. Earl of Arundel, the last of the Fiias-

alans. The Howards, who had intermarried,

followed them. As regards the term "Fitz-

alan Chapel," it could not be proved at the

trial that the name has any authority,

but has been merely invented of late

years with a view to making the

chancel appear a private family possession.

Since the dissolution of the College in the

16th century, the chancel has not been used
for service, except the Burial Sei-vice of the

Church of England ; it has always been open
to view from the nave, through the original

open iron screen in the chancel arch, and
has been accessible from the nave for fune-

rals and visitors, by means of its old ii-on

folding-gates therein. These gates affld

screen still remain. This chancel was do-
scribed in a letter to the present Bishop of

Chichester as being, thirty years ago, in a
state of great desolation. Even the coStly

tombs of the Howards lie in ruin, and so

neglected has the chancel become, thoush
claimed as private property by the family,

that toe idea of itsbeing a part of the paro-

chial fabric has been, as far as could be,

weakened in the minds of the paiishioners.

The conduct of the parishioners, who are

also the Duke's tenants, must not, therefore,

be judged too harshly. It has been a stand-

ing offence ; so that the solid building-up by
the plaintiff of the chancel-ach in 1873

was only too likely to be acceptable to many
of the parishioners, on the raei-e score of

comfort. A quotation from Tieraoy's "His-
tory of Ai-undel " tells a pitiful story of mis-

chief done by persons employed by Charles,

Duke of Norfolk, in 1782. He says they

stripped the building of its lead, demolished
the parapet, took down the entire roof,

which was magnificently groined, and
allowed the timbers to fall at random. Beam
after beam fell, the stalls were cnished, the

tombs were shattered, and the floor broken in.

Great stress is laid on what was '

' commonly
called " the " parish chancel " and " parish

altar " in the south transept. There is

great weight in the argument that the

chancel altar was used by the parishioners,

who could not avoid distinctly seeing it from.

the nave at all times, though no douht
small congi-egations often used the altar in

the south transept whenever there woidd be
inconvenience in their using the chancel

altar. The latter, of course, being behind

the great tower pier, was invisible to the

mass of worshippers. Further, the position

of the ancient stone pulpit built into the

same pier of the tower is another strong

point to prove that the buUdinj? claimed as

the chancel is such. This, the parochial

pvdpit, has its back to what the plaintiff

would wish us to accept as the "parochial

altar." Hence the pulpit is clearly proved

to be in the right relationship to the chancel

and its altar. The unusual architectural

dignity of the pulpit is undoubtedly im-

portant in establishing the imity of the

chancel and nave. It would be every way
incongruous if the building claimed as

chancel were not an integral part of the

church. Many quotations can be given to

show that the term " chancel " is used, and
that the two parts form, in fact, one build-

ing; but wo cannot devote further space to

this point, nor is it necessai-y now that the

integi-ity of the two have been conceded to

the defendant. The casein course of the
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tdsl ihifted its ground from tho position

iint Ukon by the pliuntiff, who in the bogin-

ning whoUydeniod tho name of chancel, and

v»s concluded on quite another issue. No
oae with any architectural knowledge of

choivhoa oould have mistaken tho chancel

for KDTthing else, and Mr. Buttorfield proved

dBmoustrably that the several features of

chancel, altar, arch, screen, rood-loft and
pulpit must be taken together. The
amimcnt of the plaintiff, that the chan-

oel is only a private chapel and not

part of an inseparable whole, so absolutely

faiSed that Lord Coleridge disallowed it

liie issue has importjuit architectural bear-

ing*, and although the evidence adduced by
Mr. Buttorfield has been set aside, we con-
sider the Duke's ]x>sition is morally con-
sidorably weakened by this trial. It may bo
mentioned that the architectural evidence
was at first much relied upon by the
plaintiffs, but the difficulty thoy foimd, on
applying to architects, in obtaining concur-
rOBce in this view induced them to abandon
this aid altogether. Thus it is well known that
Mr. Butterfield was first asked to act on the
plaintiff's behalf, failing which, another
cjnincnt ecclesiastical architect was applied
to ; but after visiting tho church he too
declined to api>car as a witness for the Duke.
It has at least been proved to every one con-
versant with ecclesiastical buildings that
what has been, and is still, claimed as a
private chapel is absolutely the chancel of
Arundel paiish church, that it was used as
such before the Reformation, and that its

after-separation and neglect was duo to the
general apathy and diJsturbed condition of
the times, and to the overwhelming power
which the Dukes of Norfolk, as owners of

the whole property of Arundel, have pos-
sessed. On another ground, that of right
and moral feeling, the decision of Lord
Coleridge is even more deeply to be deplored.
It will be an unfortunate precedent to those
who have vested interests in buildings of

'ihis class, though it is equally true our
qmres have been doing all over England
jost what the Duke has done for centuries
past, and that getting faculties twenty-five
years ago was a most rare thing. It is much
to be lamented tliat so beautiful an example
of Medieval architecture should remain in
its present condition as a neglected charnel-
house of the Howards, instead of being made
worthy of the Church to which it has for
centuries belonged.

THE NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY.
ONE of the most instructive as well as

valuable collections of pictures to be
seen at South Kensington, is the National
Portrait Gallery located in the old Exhibition
galleries in the Exhibition-road, opposite the
Scien'-e Schools. Though admittedly the
building is a makeshift imworthy as the re-
ceptacle of such a national display, we find

(xmsiderable alterations have been made to
it of late, and the exhibition, after having
been closed, is shortly to be reopened to the
pioblic. It may be mentioned that the pre-

sent galleries formed a part of the Exhibition
building of 1802 ; they were never designed
nor intended forpictures,and,wemayob8erve,
re constructed m a rather rough and tempo-
rary manner, and we cannot indeed, while
peaking of the building, omit to say the

present magnificent collection of portraits is

not so safely housed as we could desire to

•ee. One of the up{>er galleries is over a sort

of mezzanine story,now used as a store, and is

often much heated by gas ; the floors we find

ate not fire resisting, and we fear to contem-
plate BDch a risk as an outbreak of fire.

Tho rearrangement that has boon made
nnder the direction of Mr. George Scharf is

in every way an improvement; the two long
galleiies to afford the necessary room for

tite newly-acquired portraits are divided into

bays by«crocns on the ^raidow side, allow-

ing ample passage-way on tho other. In
the former arrangement the screens were too

close, but the present allow a very fair

light, besides facilitating the division of tho

subject into periods. We think also for tho

purpose of tho student and connoisseur this

breaking up of a long gallery into bays is a
desirable one, as it favouj-s quiot study,

and lessens the monotony and tedium in-

separable from a long gallciy of pictures.

In addition to the galleries wo soo that tho

old naval room, used formerly for models,
has been converted into a large well-lighted

compartment by tho closing up of the series

of windows, and by the introduction of sky-
lights in the slope oftheflattimberroof. Com-
mencing at this gallery, we notice an import-
antacquisitionofportraitshasbeenmado. The
trustees of the British Museum have trans-

foiTod a largo collection of very valuable oil

portraits, which hitherto has been consigned
to one of tho dingy and neglected courts of

the national treasure-house in Eussell-street.

Among the collection that Mr. Sharf has
arranged with so much skill and apprecia-
tion are to be seen a portrait of Cranmer in

excellent preservation, shewing tho great
Reformer in his prime ; Queen Elizabeth,
painted by Zucchoro, is another excellent
example, and to show tho accumulation of

dirt upon it the picture has been half-oleanod.
A full-length portrait of the Prince Consort
is hung at the end of tho room, and wo note
a marble bust, by Arrastcad, of Earl Stan-
hope, tho founder of this gallery. Another
oven more valuable presentation to tho
national portraits was made in 1877
by tho Hon. Society of Judges and Ser-
jeants of Serjeants' Inn, comprising
portraits of eminent judges, from Lord
Chief Justice Coke, the liberal and in-
dependent lawyer of Charles I.'s time, to
Lord Denman—a series of great lawyers, of
much interest. Descending to the gallery
on the first floor, wo commence with the
Plantagenets, ending 1485, after which are the
Tudors. In this epoch we find portraits of
Klizabeth and her envied rival, Mary Stuart,
Queen of Scots, and hor son, after-
wards James I., painted as a boy. In the
tablet beneath the former it is stated tho
portrait was painted by Oudi-y in 1578, dur-
ing Mary's imprisonment at Sheffield. The
portraits during the Stuart period, 1603 to
1714, comprise some remarkable men. Con-
spicuous in this department is the well-
known Chandos portrait of Shakspeare, and
King James I., being a full-length seated
figure. We also notice a painting of Ben
Jonson. The Commonwealth is represented
by an excellent portrait of Oliver Cromwell
by an unknown painter, painted when
Cromwell was 58, though he looks younger.
Tho painting is said to be enlarged from a
celebrated miniature in the possession
of the Duke of Buccleuch. Another
characteristic portrait is that of Tho-
mas Hobbes, tho phQosopher, of Malmes-
bury, and the secretary of Bacon. We
also note paintings of James Harrington,
the well-known author of " Oceana," dressed
in the deep collar of point lace and thick,
long curling hair—certainly becoming—and
having a somewhat dreamy expression; of
E. Cocker, arithmetician ; and of Edmimd
Waller, poet. An interesting collection of
autographs form a part of the exhibition,
and these have at present boon arranged in

frames by themselves. We notice an original
letter, written by Edmund Burke to the
Marchioness of Thormond, containing a draft
of an introduction to a catalogue of ancient
paintings formed by Sir Joshua and sold by
Mr. Christie. It was printed for tho sale.

Tho letter was presented to the gallery by
Mr. G. Scharf, P.8.A. Several portraits
of stirring interest are to be found in tho
part representative of Charles II. For ex-
ample, besides tho portrait of tho King and
some of his courtiers, a complete series of his

mistresses adorn one screen. There is Louise
de Quoronaille, who became Duchess of
Portsmouth ; Nell Gwyrui, painted by Sir
Peter Lcly—a skOfully-executed likeness of
this popular courtesan, in blue and brown
drapery ; the Duchess of Cleveland, &c. Of
celebrated men of the period we note Isaac
Barrow," theologian ; Samuel Butler, Popys,
&c. The portrait of the Countess of Shi-ews-
bury, by Lely, is a splendid example of
portraiture, in the painter's best stylo,
crisp and rich in colour, enclosed in an
oval frame. Wo observed a fine three-
quarter portrait of the Duke of Buck-
ingham, tho profligate courtier and com-
panion of Charles II., by Lely; one of
George Monok, Duko of Albemarle, tho
General of tho Forces, and who defeated
tho Dutch fleets. Tho reigns of James II.,

William III., and Queen Anno are well
illustrated by portraits of notabilities. Wo
note a painting of the King, by Riley;
another of Lord Chancellor Jeffreys, the
cruel judge, painted when ho was Recorder
of London, by Knellor, though there is

nothing in his countonanco to indicate tho
merciless judge ; one hand is badly
drawn. William Lord Russell, implicated
in the Rye House plot, is an excellent paint-
ing ; while John Lord Cutts, wai-rior, is a
youthful and handsome face, by Wissing.
John Dryden, by Knellor, and portraits of
Addison, Steele, John Locke, Somers and
Congrevc are hero. Sir C. Wren, by Knellor,
painted standing resting his hand on a table,

upon which lies a plan of St. Paul's, is tho
original of a well-known engraving. We
have little space to enumerate other portraits
of celebrities of tho reigns of the Georges.
We note a portrait of Sh- W. Chambers,
painted by Sir Joshua Reynolds, and a capital

painting of the great j)ainter himself when
a young man, looking at a piotme, shading
his eyes by his hand. Portraits of Garrick,
Warren Hastings, James Barry, R.A., J.

Watt, Sir W. Scott, Dr. Jenner Jeremy Bent-
ham, Sir T. Lawrence, T. Clarkson, the
aboUtionist of slave trade ; Wordsworth, a
full-length portrait of Cobdcn, presented
by the Reform Club ; John Lord Camp-
bell, Wellington, by Count D'Orsay, and
numerous others crowd upon the visitor

in the lower gallery. In tho present
very scant notice of a few of the
leading portraits, it has been impossible

to say much of tho merits from an art point
of view of the productions, though the
authorities seem to have secured in most
instances authentic works by well-known
painters of portraiture. The exhibition, we
hear, is to be reopened on Whit Monday,
when we have no doubt a large and intelli-

gent crowd of visitors will inspect it. The
collection ought to be regarded, indeed, as

a supplementary aid to the study of our
country's history, containing as it does tho

portraits of tho leading actors in the

historical drama of the last 600 years. No
effort has been spared on tho part of the

authorities, while the arrangement^at pre-

sent necessarily imperfect—must be admitted
to bo a success.

NATIONAL WATER SUPPLY, SEWAGE,
AND HEALTH CONFERENCE.

ANOTHER annual conference has closed

its labours in connection with tho

above subjects since we last wont to press,

but with what effect upon the mass of mate-
rials and details accumulated since last year

it would be hazardous at the present moment
to say. Wo may, however, assort that at no
previous sittinj? of tho conference has so

large and valuable an array of facts and
evidence been brought to bear upon the two
great questions that engaged tho conference

last Thm-sday and Friday. The papers and
suggestions published by tho Society of

Arts have been of the most varied and useful

character, not a few of them having been
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contributed by the loading sanitary authori-
ties of tho day. The National Water Supply
engaged tlie attention of tho mooting tho
first day, and on another page will bo found
a report of the ijrocoodings. Lord Alfred
Churchill, Chairman of the Council, and
Mr. Stausfeld, M.P., presided over the first

day's conference, tho business of which
mainly consisted in the reading of pa-
pers, or, rather, tho digests of essays
to which tho Councd of the Society
of Arts had awarded medals. Those con-
tained suggestions founded upon evidence
already published, for dividirig England
and Wales into watershed districts for the
supply of pure water to towns and villages

;

and from a perusal of those which have been
premiated, it miist be acknowledged tho
Society have elicited some very valuable
hints for futiu-e guidance, although more or
less crude and imperfect. As we give a
summary of those in our report, it will bo
only necessary here to lay before the reader
the leading points of these schemes, reserv-
ing our own conclusions with regard to them.
We may, however, enunciate a preliminary
proposition that seems to simplify the matter,
and to reduce tho number of really practi-
cable schemes before us. It is tho \m-
doubted necessity in any present or tentative
scheme of preserving, as far as can be done
without the sacrifice of a general principle
of action, the existing works for water
supply, for a radical sweeping away of
everything that has been done at gi-eat out-
lay, for perhaps an entirely new, untried,
and imperfect scheme would be a decided
national mistake. All the suggestions have
one common principle in them—that is, a
division of tho country into districts, more
or less coterminous with the watersheds

;

and it must be allowed that this is certainly
the most scientific principle upon which to
base any efficient plan. Existing bound-
aries for sanitary purposes areacknowledged
on all hands to be both inefficient and un-
economical ; they are entirely independent
of all sanitary and hydro-geological con-
siderations

; they cut houses and urban dis-
tricts in the most absurd manner, and give
rise to endless complaints and costly litiga-
tion. Areas of unions are not certainly
adapted for sanitary purposes, as wo have
more than once pointed out, as the smallness
of the area necessitates imperfect local ad-
ministration

; while the Local Government
Board have not the information and local
knowledge available which is requisite. In the
language of the Eoyal Sanitary Commission,
local administration "should be simplified
and strengthened." Mr. Toplis, the author
of tho first essay printed, proposes to map
out the country into watershed districts,
" each containing one or more river
basins, and that a body of commis-
sioners be appointed to each district

;

that these commissioners should be assisted
by competent legal and engineering advisors,
who shovdd have charge of the rivers and
waterworks in their district, and that they
should have power to acquire all existing
waterworks, and if necessary all canals."
Ho further proposes a minister of health
with an adequate staif, who should have
control over the above commissioners and
all sewage authorities and manufactories.
Tho maps accompanying Mr. Toplis's paper
propose to divide England and Wales into
twelve districts, as follows: The North-
West, tho Welsh, the Severn (the largest),
the South-West, tho Southern, the South-
East, the Thames, tho Eastern Counties, the
Lincolnshire, the Midland, the Yorkshire,
and the North-Eastern districts. We cannot
devote the space necessary to show how
these are defined, and indeed without a map
any description would be unintelligible ; but
we may generally observe that the author
takes tho lines of watersheds separating the
groat river basins. Mr. J. Lucas is tho
author of tho second essay, the substance of

whoso scheme is to make the watershed area

tho unit of administration for water supply,

and that there should be three commis-
sioners' districts and sub-districts formed.

Tlio North of England is made one district,

the Midland Counties and Wales another,

and the Southern a third, these being made
on tho principle that the rivers flow east and
west, and the mountains and geological

lines nm north and south. By this arrange-

ment each commissioner's district gets its

full share of mountain, plain, and geological

strata. Mr. Lucas also proposes, as others

have done, the creation of Watershed Boards
to deal with water-supply, subject to tho
control of tho commissioners. The areas of

these boards are arranged into thirty-six

natural groups, each being related to the
watershed basins contained in it, and which
draw their supply from one source. The
author refers to the advantages of his

scheme, tho chief which is the localisation of

scientific knowledge and officials in each
district, and the avoidance of red tape, tho
cause of so much friction in administration.

A far bolder though impracticable scheme
was described by Mr. J. C. Birkett, the
author of another paper. It was no less

than tho collection of tho rainfall of the
hilly districts of Westmoreland and adjoin-
ing counties in reservoirs, and its conveyance
by an aqueduct about 514ft. above Ordnance
datum, southwards to other high reservoirs

round tho metropolis, besides distributing
branches to to^vns and villages on its route.

In the discussions which followed these
papers, it was conceded by most of the
speakers that tho watershed area was the
proper unit. The remarks of Professor
Eamsay forcibly dwelt upon the value of
underground sources of supply, and he in-
stanced the sandstone districts, where good
water might be obtained if judiciously
tapped ; while Professor Symons contended
for a comprehensive scheme instead of the
reckless plan by which a wealthy town got a
large supply at the cost of other communi-
ties, as in the instance of Manchester and
the Thu'lmere district. We quite concur in
the suggestion that tho question should be
placed under the consideration of a Minister
of Health, and that a central office for the
collection of statistics is the first step to be
taken. Professor Symons agreed with the
former speaker that the Welsh water was as
good as that from Cumberland, and he said
there were only three of tho lakes that
were high enough for gravitation supply.
On the whole, the evidence of the speakers
was conclusive in showing the generally felt

necessity for a redivision of areas, and the
value of a survey of tho underground
sources of supply. Professor Ansted sug-
gested the rivers as boundaries ; and Mr.
Lucas's ideas were endorsed as to the desira-
bility of a hydrogeological survey, and the
gauging of all rivers, though, as one speaker
said, no hard and fast boundaries could be
laid dowa for districts. Captain Douglas
Galton's remarks really contained the sub-
stance of the morning's discussion, and, as
ho said, although there were dilForences of
opinion as to these districts, there was a
general consensus of opinion that the printed
information we possess should be brought to
a focus. Every sanitary official is aware
that though there were departments that
possessed the information, they were so
scattered that time was wasted in practically
bringing any fact to bear upon the wants of
a district. Captain Galton's idea was to
bring into official relation with the Local
Government Board the Dnector-General of
the Geological Survey, the Director of the
Ordnance, and the Registrar-General's De-
partments.
On another question, the incidence of

rating, Mr. A. H. Brown's paper dealt with
a rather difficult matter in a justly compre-
hensive spirit. Everyone will admit that it

is unfair to levy a rate equally upon all the

property in a certain area or parish, irrespec-
tive of tho actual benefits conferred by water
supply and drainage. In many villages some
properties are only indirectly benefited,
others not at all ; and Mr. Brown's proposal
is that when a house is drained tho cost of
the works should fall upon it. The principle
that tho water supplied by tho sanitary
authority should bo paid for only by the con-
sumer, and the drainage provided should be
paid for by a fair charge on the house, is

both equitable and just, tliough the resolu-
tion framed by Mr. Brown evidently did not
meet all the oases, as, for example, the one
forcibly put by Dr. Alcock, of Simderland,
nor that instanced by Mr. Stansfeld himself.
It would not be fair, for instance, that the
same rate should be levied on a house not
directly benefited by a sower, as that upon
another property directly connected with it,

though unquestionably the district as a whole
is benefited by drainage, and therefore
should contribute something ; nor would it

bo just that tho cost of construction of
sanitary works should fall entirely on those
who at the moment of building should want
water. As at first worded, the resolution
mot with opposition, and ultimately, on tho-

recommendation of the chairman, the meet-
ing objected to commit itself to any resolu-
tion ; and notwithstanding the sound prin-
ciple inculcated by Mr. Brown, and the fact
that the incidence of rating in rural dis-
tricts demands readjustment, such a deci-
sion is in the present unsettled state of
opinion prudent. Captain Galton's resolu-
tion for the formation of districts under
local authorities for administering tho water
supply also fell through, and Lord Alfred
Churchill's subsequent motion, pressing
upon Government the necessity of immediate
steps being taken to carry out the resolution
of last year was carried, though we fear, in
tho present moribund state of the Govern-
ment, it is rather hopeless to anticipate any
action in the matter. We can only aUudo
to some suggestive papers read by Mr.
Lucas, on subterranean water ridges,and by
Mr.James DiUon, on the effects of under and
ai-terial drainage, to which wo may refer
again. Mr. Rawlinson's able remarks in
the discussion which followed wiU check the
unbounded faith of many in vmlimited
sources of undergroimd supply. He showed
that the waterless areas were much in excess
of water-bearing areas, and that floods were
caused by excess of water upon a super-
saturated soil. We cannot go quite so far
as to agree with him that land drainage had
nothing to do with increasing floods.

Last Friday the evils of impurity were
largely dwelt upon, the leading paper upon
the subject being that read by Dr. Thome
Thome, the pmport of which will be found
in our report. The two points that seemed
to elicit most discussion wore the minute
quantity of the poison which gave rise to the
outbreak of enteric fever at Catcrham,
and the opinion expressed that chemical
analysis could not distinguish the poison
genns—matters that ought not to be over-
looked in the interests of future investiga-
tions, nor should the legal dictum quoted by
Mr. C. N. Crosswoll, in the Cockermouth case.

Mr. Hart's observations and liis summary of
epidemics produced by polluted water supply,
ably supported the now well recognised fact

that epidemics of enteric fever are largely
duo to water pollution. The tabulated state-

ment appended to Mr. Hart's paper, minutely
states the soicce of supply as tho exciting
cause, and the circumstances of each epi-
demic from 1866 to tho present day ; again
Mr. Baldwin Latham's comments were valu-
able as proving that outbreaks always occur
after a dry period, and when the springs
have been low, while the eftects of irrigation

and light in destroying the poisonous char-
acter of water, lead to the conclusion that
imdergi-oimd pollutions are more destructive

than those above ground. The resolution
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proposed by Mr. E. Hiirt, ilwilt wiUi the

aliijiii] daagcrs, and met in the ouly possible

nmtke oontamiuiitiou ofwatercourses duriug

ttMir ecnstniction tutd repair. Sir Henry Cole

migti aTery important conclusion respecting

wwag« fanuinft. nsuuely . that the storm water

^o«dd be kejrt out of the sewers, and that

gnm^itntioa should take place before the

amre flowed on the land. Passing to

Mr. ft*«»weU's interestiuR paper upon the

•bortire attempts made to get rid of sewage

in the Thames Valley, the pollution of that

ti«w, and the recent cross purposes of the

OMuerratois and the Board of Works were
alluded to, and a resolution was agreed upon,

oisiug on the Government the necessity of

tanng legislative mea.'iurcs to prevent the

miaabief. Captain Galton threw some light

upon the adoption of the present sewage
discharge, and showed, what we have before

oantended, that the present outfalls were
daeided upon in opposition to the opinions

mieitcd oy himself and other refei-ees, that

tibe outfalls should be carried below Cross-

oeas to Sea Iteach, by which scheme one-
tliird only of the sewage, instead of two-
thirds, would have been pumped into the

river. Captain Galton showed also that if

the scheme of the referees had been adopted,
the cost would have been considerably less

than any alteration now attempted which
would necessitate greater depth and the in-

crease of pinnping power. Mr. Latham's
obaorvations were certainly corroborative. We
need not discuss the question of sew-
age farming. Colonel Jones's experiences
at Wrexham prove the undoubted pro-
fit to be derived when suitable condi-
tions exist, such as good land and
the exclusion of storm water ; and the only
now feature we need remark upon was the
introduction of a pneumatic ejector patented
by Mr. Isaac Shone for the lifting of crude
ewage by compressed air power. Our space
forbids a detailed description of this oppli-
ancc, though its simplicity of action seems
to warrant the idea of its extended use. It
ia unnecessary to refer to other subjects
bionght before the conferenc*;, such as Mr.
H. Master's double-check system of house-
drainage—a plan we have before referred
to, in which the principle of disconnection
ia carried out ; or to Mr. Banner's well-
known system of house sanitation—the de-
monstnitions given of which rather perhaps
weakened the value some attach to the cowl
aa a means of promoting theup-current in the
ppe. On the question of the pail system
and its cost at Bochdale, the inquLi-i«s made
tend to show that this system of disposal
was still a favourite one in rmtil districts
without a convenient outfall, and that it was
gi-adually superseding the midden. As the
chairman said in his summing-up, it dealt
with the question of disposal at its source,
and avoided all danger from sewer
gates; on the other hand, it appears
to bo rather costly ; even the Eochdale
authorities wore not prepared to give the
real cost of the system per house at present,
though the plan is gradually being worked
more remuneratively. We draw the atten-
tion of our rea<lers to Mr. Stansfeld's able
summing up of the two days' proceedings,
in which he expressed, in masterly terms,
the spirit of the conference. As he pointed
out, the water supply is a matter for the
Ooremment to take up, by a Eoyal Com-
nuacion, before it can be fully investigatedm aU Its bearinag. The question, atleast,
haa been grasped as a whole, and the general

u* u' 1* <^'°P"5hensive scheme have been
ikMched, all that is necessary now being amu tad. scientific inquiry into the watersheds
of ihe country. Larger areas were the
resalt of every discussion upon saritary
matter*, the administrative element .should
bo the unit, which once determined on,

V ** S^J^J°'T^ ""* aggregate ; but, as
Mr. Htansfohl observed, this cannot be
diTided, except at the expenw^ of efficiency.

THE PICTURES AT THE EOYAL
ACADEMY.

[TiiiKD Notice.]

ALMA TADEMA has sent four pictures.

No. 16j is entitled " A Hearty Wel-

come "
; nothing more exquisite has been

done by this very distinguished artist. We
are introduced in it to the more affectionate

and domestic phase of old-world life. A
matron is welcoming a young girl, probably

her little daughter, on her return home.

This takes place in the flower-garden in the

court of a handsome Eoman house ;
poppies,

artichokes, sunflowers, all iu full bloom, anda
very beautiful fountain of bronze and various

coloured marbles forms a charming orna-

ment to the inclosure. At the door of the

house a light is buming before the house-

hold guardians of the place. There are

other Sgiu-es variously employed ; one child

plaj4ng with a shaggy little dog, adding to

the" life of the subject. Evei-y smallest detail

is worked out ^^•ith unapproached perfection.

"Do\\Ti the Eiver" (No. 238) is upon a

much larger scale. A healthy well-to-do

matron is bent upon a pleasure trip with

her young family. As they go down the

steps to the water they are ])lied by
the stalwart boatmen offering to take the

lot on most approved tei-ms. No inconsider-

able part of the composition Ls a splendid

bridge enriched with fine bronze statues and
ornaments; over it is coming a gay pro-

cession, biinging to mind the strictures of

Juvenal upon the Eomans' extravagance in

all that concerned the road, drawn with

marvellous minuteness. A rich and splendid

galley is just shooting through the centre

arch of the bridge. 351, "The Pomona
Festival of Dancing Eound the Fruit Trees

in Blossom," though as well painted, is not

so generally interesting as the foregoing.

Mr, Ansdell exhibits four of his boldly and
truthfully painted representations of rough
Highland scenery with cattle, the most im-
portant being the stray lamb, where a little

lamb has just been recovered from what
would seem to be an almost impossible posi-

tion. In No. 237, "On Guard," he has
united a very highly-finished painting of a

great bull terrier with a portrait of a gor-

geously apparelled baby, over whom the dog
is watching. The " Storm in the Glen " is

also a good specimen of the artist's best

work. P. Graham and James Macbeth each

show a mastery over wild northern scenery
;

219 by the former, "Cloudland and Moor,"
and " The Land of Argyle," by J, Macbeth
(No, 222), could not easily bo better in

strict observation of nature. No, 1,386 is a
grand study of inaccessible cliff, the homo
of unnumbered sea fowl, amid the deep
shade and dark green water of the deep pro-
found that washes the perpendicular rocks.

No. 1,395, " Catherine Douglas Barring the
Door with Her Arm Against the Assassins

of James I, of Scotland," by L. J. Pott,

would be more satisfactory if more attention

had been paid to the details and furniture

of the room. Several things therein are of

a much later date than the time represented

in the picture. John Pettie's portraits are

forcible and bold. We have also by him in

No, 220, " The Death Warrant," one of the
finest productions of his pencil with which
we have yet been made acquainted. A
young and delicate prince—no doubt in-

tended for EdwardVI.—seated at the council-

table seems lost in pain and difficulty, un-
able to bring himself to sign the death war-
rant, probably of his near kinsman, which
one of the councillors, with pen in hand, is

offering him. The (grouping and expression
are excellent; the richness of colour and
breadth of treatment suggest an influence

of the old Venetian school. The old man to
the left, who sits sadly regarding the young
prince, is very finely imagined. The diocese
of Lincoln is to be congratulated on the
acquisition of so excellent a portrait of their

bishop, the Eight Eev. Dr. Christopher
Wordsworth (No. 1,423), by E. Long. The
prelate is represented iu the rich Convoca-
tion robes, with a splendid crozier to his

right hand. Scarcely less worthy of notice
is No. 562, the life-long friend of the
Baroness Burdett-Coutts, Hannah Brown

—

" Whereas I was bUnd, now I see." To
lessen the mipleasont effect of blind eyes, Mr,
Long has thro^vn a veil of black laoe partly
over the face. In so interesting and beauti-
fully-painted a portrait, we think this was
hardly necessary, though it gave the painter
one more opportunity of showing his power
of reproducing any textui-e—a power already
shown in all the dress. Sir F, Leighton's por-
trait of the Countess of Brownlow ia also a
masterpiece. She stands majestically, ar-

rayed in massive white satin robes, superbly
painted, holding a great bunch of sjJendid
dark-rod roses in her right hand. The mass-
ing of coloiu: is most skilful. Another of the
Academicians who usually have chiefly ex-
colled in historical subjects, but who this

yeai- show their power in portrait-painting,
is J. C, Horsley, His portraits of Mr, and
Mrs. Jessoj), of Engfleld Grange, Sheffield,

will add to his reputation. One fancies that
they must be speaking likenesses. They
are solidly and cleverly painted. We hardly
know which to admire most of B. Eiviere's

pictures. The most ambitious doubtless is

that to which ho has ascribed the legend,

"In ManusTuas Domine," No. 487. This
is of lai-ger size and higher aim than what
he has usually produced. We have in it

still the intimate knowledge of the struc-

ture and habits of animals which is always
conspicuous in his works ; but we have also

figure-painting of a high order—something
more than the domestic subjects which we
have been used to. A warrior, steadfast in

faith, and holding up the cross hilt of his

sword, in token of the trust he feels in the
great Being into whose hands he commits
himself, is just about to enter the Valley of

Death— symbolised by the weird bats flitting

across his path, and the wriggling scipont

among the crimson toadstools—the teiTOr of

the horse and hunting-dogs which have been
his companions is graphically expressed

;

the painting of the silver armour is very fine.

Few will pass over the "Winter's Tale,"

No, 963. Two fine colley dogs have just

found a poor little girl, lost in the snow

;

they are none too soon, for the sleep that has
come over her would soon be eternal. The
foremost dog hastens to lick his young friend

and warm her back to life ; while lus com-
panion stands on the top ot a knoll waiting

to show his master that the search has been
successful, if not too late. The " Poacher's

Widow " is perhaps a more remarkable
scene of animal life than we have had before.

Whether any preserves are ever so rich as that

depicted here may be questioned. If there

are any such, the poachers must have a

thriving time of it, if they keep clear of the

keepers. The husband of the poor creature,

crouching in her agony iu the pale moon-
light, under the flowery gorso, spUt his

blood in that fair, cheerful spot, and she is

weU-nigh mad in her indignation. The
hares, rabbits, and pheasants literally revel

in the fat barley field. Close to this picture

there is a very clever portrait, by Frank
Holl, of Samuel Cousins, the eminent en-

graver, which will be very welcome to the

many admirers of his great skill. Vei-y ap-
IDropriately, his engraving of the '

' Straw-
berry Girl," after Sir Joshua Eeynolds,

appears on the wall to the right hand of the

engraver. Above this picture is a family

gi-oup (No. 194), " The Wife and ChUdren
of Lieut. -Col. George Arbuthnot," by C. E.

Hicks, which reminds one of Sir Joshua's

style more than any portrait in the exhibi-

tion. "Signer Piatti" (No. 579), by the

same artist, is worthy of the highest praise.

G. Eichmond's best portrait is that of Sir

W. H. Stephenson (No, 56). All of those
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by G. P. Watts arc characterised by the
same great inorits and a certain mannerism
which has distinguished his work for several

years. No touch is unconsidered or ^^ithout
its effect ; still there is a muddiness of colour
which is seldom, if ever, seen in nature.
There are several admiiable portraits by
Mr. W. Ouless, some interesting for the
subjects; all, more or less, for the goodness
of then- treatment. All lovers of art will bo
glad to see so speakiug a likeness as No. Oi
is of John Malcolm of Portallook. John
Bright, too (No. 183), will bo a welcome
acquisition to the Manchester Refonn Club.
G. A. Storey's portrait of a lady, the centre
of a flowery bower of lilies, oleander, and
the pink, is delightful. She sits among the
flowers there and almost looks hko one of
them—she is so fresh and fail-—under her
fanciful Japanese smishade. Of his other
portraits No. 421 is by far the best. Mr.
Sandys' portrait of Mr. Temple Soanes is a
bold piece of colouring, the massive blues and
whites of the dress bein^ set off by a quantity
of roses and other flowers, finished with
much labour and skill. One of the most
delightful single flguros in the rooms is Mr.
Boughton's "Priscilla" (No. 430), a siibject
taken from Longfellow's " Miles Standish."
She is walking, in her calm beauty, book in
hand, through the snow. It is a subject
eniiueutly fitted to bring out the excellences
of this artist's manner. His chief picture
is No. 330, " A Resting Place."

" Tis a sad eye that sees not
A golden apple somewhere."

Footsore, tii-ed, and wretched, a family, who
have tramped the dusty road many a weary
mile, have rested awhile under a spreading
oak. The older women are too miserable
and borne down to have any thought but for
their troubles. Not so, however, the chil-
dren, one of whom is enjoying a fine rosy
apple which she has somehow become pos-
sessed of. The father, too, of the family, con-
soles himself by patting a little bull
pup, while its mother looks on ap-
provingly. Valentine C. Prinsep's study of
H. H. Sujan Sing, Maharana of Oodepoore,
is a vigorous sketch. His " Roum-i-Sul-
tana " is one of the best pictures of the
year. Ho has set himself to compose a pic-
ture with the whole of the colouring in some
shade of red. The scene is a room in a
palace at Puttehpore— Sikii, built of dark-
red sandstone ; and within its cm-iously^
carved walls, covered with delicate patterns
in low relief, the fair European wife of the
Emperor Akbar reclines in luxui-ious case,
and splendidly attired, on rich cai-jjets ; all
roimd her are spread jewels befitting the
bride of so great a prince. As a set-off
against the fair beauty of the princess, a
fine, dark Eastern slave fans her mistress
with a white horsehair flapper. The cmious
and difficult problem has been worked out
with perfect success.
All the pictures boughtbythePresident and

Council of the RoyalAcademyunder theterms
of the Chantrey bequest, have points of inter-
est. The present choice seems to fall upon
those who have bestowed the greatest amoimt
of work upon actual copying of nature.
Whether this may not lead to the adoption
of a super-reaHstic treatment in those who
aspire to the honour of being selected is a
question well worth consideration. Take
No. 21, "The Waning of the Year," by
Ernest Paxton, for instance. As a fact,
does the unaided eye ever see natural dctiuls
so minutely as they are put down on this
canvas :- " Nausieaa and her Maidens" is
again a favourite subject. Mr. Poynter
(No. 307) has chosen the place " where the
queen, now for the upstroke, quite wide off
the other maids, struck the ball and made it

fall amid the whii-lpools " (Odyssey). As she,
standing witli her back to the spectator,
strikes the ball away, the central group of
women stand expectmg the stroke ; to the

left are others, washing the clothes in the

river. A boy, nude, rmuiing in front adds
life to the ])ieco. The drawing in parts is

imequally carried out. No. 403, "The
Retm-n of the Victors," by Sir John Gilbert,

is an ideal ijicture rather than a representa-

tion of anything that could really have
taken place. It is a fine study of colour and
grouping, such as few artists of our day
would attempt. On the other baud, we feel

that poor Evangeline (No. 1,422) would have
actually sat as Frank Dicksoe has placed her,

beautiful, pure, and single-hearted, trying to

inspire hope and minister comfort to her aged
friend, though feeling little herself. The story

is gi-aphically told. There are the two cruel

ships-of-war that will pitilessly and indis-

criminately carry away from their dear
homes and heaft-loved friends many who
will never again meet in life; furniture

heaped up in confusion, among sonowing
mothers with sick children ; and the trained
soldiers, cai'eless of anything but the stem
duty they were told off to perform. The
downcast head of the old man shows how
" vainly Evangeline strove with words and
caresses to cheer him." The lurid light on
the water well sets off the ghastliness of the
scene.

Mr. Brett's landscape this year is quite as

remarkable, though less pleasing, than his

beautifid " CoiTiish Lions." No living artist

sm-passes him in &nc eyesight and power to

transfer to canvas or paper what he sees. The
subject of this picture (No. 693) is called '

' The
Stronghold of the Seison and the Camp of

the Kittywake." The old fortiSed seaboard,
backed by green hills, flooded -with the
dazzling glow, with the ship-studded sea in

front, form a picture such as few painters
have had the coui'age or ability to attack.

CONFERENCE ON NATIONAL WATER-
SITPPLY, SEWAGE, AND HEALTH.

THE fom-th annual conference on these sub-
jects held by the Society of Arts took place

on Thursday and Friday in last week. On the
former day Lord Alfred Churchill presided, in
the absence of Mr. Stansfeld, through indisposi-
tion, and stated that the Council of the Society
of Alts had offered one gold and three silver

medals for the best suggestions fomided upon
evidence already pubhshed for dividing England
and Wales into districts, for the supply of pm-e
water for towns and collages in each district.

The committee were of opinion that none of the
essays sent in was worthy of a gold medal, but
they had selected two which they thought wor-
thy of silver medals, the names of the successful
competitors being Mr. Frederick TopHs and Mr.
Joseph Lucas. Mr. Toplis proposed that the
country should be mapijod out into watershed
districts, and that a body of commissioners
should be appointed to each district ; that these
commissioners should be assisted by competent
legal and engineering advisers, who should have
charge of tlie rivers and watersheds in theii'

districts, and should have power to acquire all

existing waterworks and, if necessary, canals.
It might be desirable that a Minister of Health
should be appointed, with a proper staff, and
that he should have control, not only over the
eonuui.ssioners, but over all sanitary authorities.
Mr. Lucas, with reference to his scheme, jiro-

pounded that England should be divided into
three principal districts — the Northern, the
Southern, and the Midland, the divisions being
made on the principle that the rivers flow east
and west, and the moimtains and geological Unes
run north and south. Considerable discussion
followed the explanations of these schemes given
by the authors, in the eom-se of which it was
generally admitted that England should be
divided into districts for the purpose of regu-
lating the water supply, and several speakers
considered it desirable that ii Minister of Health
should form a member of the Government. Papers
were read byMr. A.H.Brown on"Tlie Incidence
of Rating for Sanitary Purposes in Rural Dis-
tricts," by Mr. Lucas on " Subterranean Water
Ridges," and by Mr. James Dillon on "The
Effects of Under and Arterial Drainage on River
Floods." In the coiu'se of the discussion which

followed, Mr. Rawlinson, of tho Local Govern-
ment Board, remarked that the wuterleiis area.s

were much in excess of tho water-bearing areas.

They had only to go deep enough and they would
get water. There were mines in the uorthoni
coimties which went down from 1,800 to 2,400
feet. At the close of the pi-oceedings the follow-
ing resolution was uuauimoutily passed, on the
motion of Lord A. Churchluil and Capbiiu
Douglas Galton :

—"Tliatthis Conference wishes
to express its entire satisfaction with the action

taken by the Prince of Wales in applying to tho
Government for a Royal Commiesion to inquire
into tho subject of tlio national water supply,
and earnestly hopes that tho Government will

take steps without auy delay to cony into effect

the resolution of last year's Conference."

FRIDAY.
The Right Hon. James Stansfeld, M.P., occu-

pied the cliair throughout the day.
De. TnoENE TnoENE gave a luoid description of

his investigations into tho recent disaetrous out-
break of enteric fever at Caterham, Rcdhill,
Earlswood, and Bletchingley, which he distinctfy

traced to the employment in an adit, between
the Caterham Water Company's wells, of a man
who was suffering from a mild form of enteric
fever, and who waa compelled to evacuate whilst
in the adit. Other oases of enteric fever epi-
demics conveyed by water suppUes at Guild-
ford, Over Darwen, and Lewes, were described.
From these he drew the following conclusions :

—

1. Tliat the view, to the effect that even a com-
paratively minute quantity of tho poison con-
tained in the evacuations of enteric fever patients,
may, when subjected to conditions favomablo to
the develoj^ment of that poison, lead to the spe-
cific infection of very large vobunes of water to
which it lias gained access, is fully bonie out.
2. That a special danger attaches to the preva-
lence of the nuld—or, as they had been termed,
" perambulatory "—cases of enteric fever, by
reason of the intensely poisonous nature of tho
dianhoea which characterises that disease.
And having regard to these facts — 3.

That all jjossible sources of excremental con-
tamination in the vicinity of watercoui'seH
should be rigidly dealt with. 4. That care
should be taken, in connection with works for the
construction or storage of water, to exclude from
employment all persons suffering from any
diarrhoeal affection.

In reply to various questions, Dr. Thoese
said he attributed the comparatively light mor-
tality in proportion to tho number of cases to the
extreme dilution of tho poison ; that in every
case where the poison was presumably much
diluted the epidemic was comparatively mild.
He had not allowed tho Caterham water to bo
analysed, as he did not beUeve the i)oi5on germs
could be chemically distinguished. Mr. Cresswell
quoted the Cookennouth case, in which the
dictum was laid down by the Master of the Rolls
that it is not necessary to prove the existence of
a nuisance polluting a som-ce of water supply in
order to obtain an injunction against the pol-
luting party; it is sufficient, for legal pur-
poses, to show tliat there is a poteniaaUty of
water-pollution.

Mr. Eekest Hart followed, with a paper upon
the epidemics of enteric fever produced by pol-
luted water supply since the passing of the
Sanitary Act, 186G. Every considerable epi-
demic caused by bad water dming the past 13
years had been investigated by the Government,
and of these, amounting to some hundreds, oil

but a few have been proved to owe their origin
and spread to polluted water alone. In the sub-
sequent discussion Mr. Baldwin Latham, C.E.,
gave numerous cases of enteric fever outbreaks
and immunities from them in Croydon and
neighbourhood, to show that the disease spreads
directly the water rises in the subsoil of a source
of supply, and that the exposure of contamuiated
water to tho air and Ught removes the poisonous
qualities of the supply.

Dr. Alcooi, Sunderland, urged that, on
account of the difficidty of ascertaining facts of
possible pollution from private water companies,
the supply of water should be transfeiTed from
companies to local authorities. Dr. Thome ex-
plained that tho Caterham water company
afforded him every possible facility and informa-
tion, even while sceptical of his theory, and had
since adopted liis suggestions for disinfecting the
adit and wells. After further discussion the
following resolution was proposed by Mr. Ernest
Hart:—"That, since a comparatively minute
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mintitT of the poieon containrd in the cvacua-

&« of the patMDts of rnteric fovor may, it is

Mined, when subjected to conditions favourable

to ^idoiment of that poison, lead to specific

iaiMtiaa of our large volumes of vatcr to which

it kas Kained aooess, all sources of excremental

coBtaaiiiatioo in the vicinity of watercourses

ikoald be rigidly dealt with during their con-

ftraetioD or repair, and in their use." Mr.

Hart wmt fully into the occult question of

tfie preeumed growth, propagation, and de-

tmotion by oxidation, of enteric fever

MWiua, and urged the importance of exer-

cwour the greatest vigilance over wutcr sources.

IfcTC. N. CrsMwell seconded the resolution, on
the grouod that he believed its passing would
aid in preventing the intermarriage of the

iliaamitiii veil with the domestic cesspool, and
trftta*>tft moh an expression of opinion from the

Ooofenmoe would strengthen tlie hands of local

authorities in carrying existing legislative

uoweis into practice, and in inciting them to

oanand from the Government further reforms in

the prevention of river-pollution. The President

hanng pointed out the practical character of the

naohition, it was carried imanimonsly.
In the afternoon methods of sewage were

dealt with. The subject was ^encd by a paper
read by Sir IIexby Cole, on " The Progress with
Sewage since the First Conference in 1876." He
held that while the public igfnoranoe on sewage
objects was still universal and deep, it was
becoming lees so. For all that, every house in

liondon was but a ventilating shaft for sewer
gas, and the same evil prevailed in many large
towns : the Thames in the metropolis remained
as foul as ever, and in large provincial towns
paanveneas only appeared to reign. Two or
three conclusions respecting farming by sewage
now seemed to be admitted. (I) That the storm
water must be kept out of the ^ewers

; (2) that
I>recipitation must take place before the sewage
dows on the land

; (3) that filtration of some
land after precipitation was most desirable

; (4)

another conclusion was, that towns cannot make
a profit out of water-carried sewage. He
thoaght compulsory federation of small places
under a united local management was ripe for the
Local Government Board at once to insist on,
and on this point read some correspondence which
had passed between the Buke of Sutherland and
the Local Government Board. Sir Henry Cole
added that he had thought the progress of
sanitary science had been retarded by the
prejudices of the inspectors of the Local Govern-
ment Board in favour of irrigation ; but in reply
t9 a complaint he had forwarded to that
anthori^ he had received a reply from the
present President of the Board, stating that the
inspectors are instructed not to express publicly
any opinion upon the proposals into which they
are inquiring, and that the Board are " only too
g^ad to have brought under their notice any
Boheme which can be reasonably relied upon
as combining economy with eflicienoy in sewage
disposal." In conclusion. Sir Hennr pointed
out that in the present state of public opinion
and knowledge, strong compulsory legislation on
anitary matters is hardly possible and not
desirable.

Mr. Cbessweu, followed with a paper in
which he described in humorous and sarcastic
terms the successive attempts which have been
made during the last 30 years by Richmond and
other towns in the Lower Thames Valley to get
rid of their sewage. Hemmed in by Royal
parks on either side, a river in front, and a
railway behind, Richmond had yet been urged
by the Thames Constervators and the Local
Government Board to discontinue passing its

sewage into the river, while every scheme for
conveying it away had been successively frus-
trated. The latest scheme was that prepared for
the " United Drainage Board " of the whole
Valley by Colonel Haywood and Mr. Peregrine
Birch, and involved the pumping of the sewage
over 800 acres of land near Moulsey, and tliis

had been strangled by the House of Commons
in its second reading.
Mr. Rawussox, chief inspector of the Local

Oovemment Board, denied that instructions were
given to the ins;>ectors to recommend irrigation
•ohemes. For many towns the requisite land for
a aewago farm could not be o1>taine<l, and in
the manufacturing diftricts it was of paramount
importance th«t the water should be clarified on
the apot and utilised for trade purposes. As to

*ulr'*5u? ^"ff" ''"" tlis pollution of rivers,
there w«re two sides to the question, and ho was

not con\inced that any injury to health could be

proved from tliis cause except where the water

was used for potable or domestic purposes.

Captain Douglas Galton thought the duty shoiJd

entirely rest on the Metro)X)litau Board of Works
to carry out their original idea of removing
sewage and purifying the Thames. After further

discussion, Mr. Cresswell agreed to the following

amendment of the resolution with wluch he had
concluded his remarks :

—"That this conference

recommends the Coimcil to arrange that a depu-

tation wait on the Government to urge the

necessity of taking further legislative measures

to prevent the continuance of the pollution of

the Thames by sewage." This was seconded

by Sir Henry Cole, and canied by a large

majority.

Mr. Baldwin Latham, C.E., described the

system of sewerage and sewage disposal he has
carried out for the Croydon Rural Sanitary

Authority for Beddington, Merton, Merton-
Rush, Mitcham, Morden, and Wallington, an
area of about 16 square miles, with a population

of 16,000. A scheme is now being rapidly carried

out, by which six-sevenths of the sewage of the

combined districts will be conveyed by direct

gravitation to an area of 38 acres of land located

partly in Wimbledon aud partly iu Mitcham. The
sewage willbepumped to aheight of 2.5 ft. , anddealt
with by filtration through the soil. The total cost

of theuudertakingisestiraated at £90,000,and will

probably be exceeded on account of the rapid in-

crease of population. In reply to questions, Mr.
Baldwin Latham expressed the opinion that a

filter bed Oft. thick and an acre in extent will

purify the sewage of 3,000 persons.

Lieut.-Col. A. S. Jones, V.C, gave an account
of the seventh year of his dealings with the town
sewage of Wrexham, on liis sewage farm at

Hafod-y-Wem. His experience had shown
that a sewage-farm, given the right sort of laud
and undiluted sewage, would pay the farmer a

rent of £4 to £5 per imperial acre, and make a fair

profit for his time and capital. Ho also described

the pneumatic ejector which had been invented
by Mr. Isaac Shone, and which was regularly

used on his sewage farm, for the intermittent

lifting of crude sewage, at the rate of about
4,000 galls, per hour to a height of nearly 40ft.

An advantage was that one air-compressing
engine would work a large number of ejectors at

any distance from the engine. In reply to Mr.
Cresswell, Col. Jones expressed his opinion that
such a pneumatic system would be very useful in

towns on the flat, such as Brentford and South-
port. He advocated the entire exclusion of storm
water from sewers, and believed that means of

flushing would be easily found by temporarily
damming uj) the sewage, or utilising the water
mains.
Mr. IIeney Mastees explained, by means of

diagrams, his double-check system of house
drainage, for which he claimed great simplicity.

In its most simple form the system consisted of
a pipe drain from the back to the front of the
house, joined at the back of the house to the
vertical soil-pipe, to which were connected the
w.c. pans. To cut off the house from the public
sewer, there were put down two common siphon
traps, connected together by a short junction
pipe, to which was attached a large iron escape
pipe, extending above the house roof. He also
provided for sudden flushing of the pan and soil-

pipe by making the pipe from the flush tank of
large dimensions, with valve and way to pan of
equal capacity. A point in applying his system
was that every speciality or mechanical contri-

vance was avoided ; he used the common form of
trap, ordinary glazed ware pipes, sometimes with
Stanford's joints, and stout cast-iron soil and air
pipes.

Mr. E. G. Bannee explained hh system of
house sanitation, and performed some experi-
ments with a view to exhibit the exhaust power
of the cowl he introduced in 1874. A glass tube
after beiug filled with the smoke of a taper was
speedily cleared by blowing upon the cowl at the
top ; and a GOft. length of flexible pipe was
similarly freed from smoke with the aid of a pair
of bellows. Mr. T. Wolstencroft and others in
the audience pressed Mr. Baimer to repeat the
experiment on the tube without the cowl ; this
bemg done, the smoke passed off when Mr.
Banner blew over the top of the tube, and indeed
when a cork was removed from the side of the
tube an updraught was created, and the fumes
escaped without further assistance.

Dr. Vaohee explained the pail system as car-
ried out in several towns in Lancashire, in an

address which gave rise to some discussion a> to
the cost and convenience of the method as prac-
tised in Rochdale, Warrington, and parts of
Manchester.
The Chaieman closed the conference by an ad-

dress, in which he summarised the results of the
two days' proceedings. He congratulated the
meeting upon the mode in which the work had
been carried out, and observed that the varied
subjects for thought and the suggestive pipers
would be inducements to lead to a continu-
ance of these conferences. He wished there
had been more time to discuss the pail

system. The conference had in previous
years expressed the opinion that this was a vast
improvement on the older methods of disposal,

those of priries and middens. The town of

Rochdale was adopting a new method of collec-

tion, and particulars as to the comparative co.st

of this and other systems would be looked
forward to at the next conference. Whatever
the defects of the pail system, it dealt with the
question of disposal at its very source, avoided
the possibility of the generation of sewer gases,

and, however troublesome and expensive its

working might be, in adopting it a town was
not sinldng money on large works which might
turn out to be constructed on a wrong principle,

or even inflicting a greater injury on some other

district. Where there was not a dense popula-
tion, and no convenient outfall, the pail system
was probably the least costly method of sewage
removal. With reference to the question of

water supply, discussed on the previous day, the

conference had, he thought, acted wisely in

throwing upon the Government of the day the
onus of inquiry into the subject by Royal Com-
mission. Should the Government accede to this

wish they might anticipate that the question of

supply would be investigated in the fullest

manner and on the broadest lines ; should the
Government decline to do so, he thought the
Society of Arts ought to be prepared to act in the
matter. An extremely important subject was
that of the contiection between the contamina-
tion of water supply aud the spread of enteric

fever, and they would have no reason to repent the

resolution they came to, based as it wa? on clear

and confirmed scientific evidence. Sir H. Cole

had urged that an inquiry office should be
started by the Local Govenuncnt Board, and he
believed the chief obstacle in the way of this

suggestion being carried out was that of ways
and means. He had also advocated the federa-

tion of rural local authorities, and this, indeed,

had been the tendency of the whole proceedings,

that both for water supply and sinitary pur-
poses large areas of local government should be
adopted. He thoroughly concurred in this, and
believed that these larger areas ought to be a

portion of thelong-talked-ofcountyboards scheme.
In expressing a hope that theywould meet again
next year, he ventured to thiuk that the confer-

ence proceedings had been neither ineffective,

unimproving, nor unimportant, and that mem-
bers would take home with them many useful

ideas for future consideration.

The proceedings closed with a vote of thanks

to Mr. Stansfeld for his conduct in the chair and
his closing address, proposed by Dr. Yeld, of

Birmingham.

NATIONAL WATER SUPPLY
EXHIBITION.

A HIGHLY instructive exhibition of plans,

sections, apparatus, and appliances, illus-

trating various means in the adoption and main-
tenance of a National Water Supply, is now open
in the gallery of the Royal Aquarium at West-
minster, to which we may draw attention. The
arrangement into sections and the details of the

different exhibits have been carried out by Mr.
.John T Carrington in a manner that reflects credit

upon that gentleman. Wo may briefly say at the

outset that the idea of a collection of this kind
originated from Mr. Mitchell, who compiled the
" Notes on Previous Enquiries " for the Society

of Arts. There is doubtless more to bo lear-nt of

scientific facts and data by a collection of models
and diagrams than by any other means, and the

management of the Aquarium have wLsely taken
advantage of the idea. Having paid a visit to the

exhibition,wefind the gallery is dividedinto several

sections. In .section I. the collection and storage

of rainfall is illustrated, Mr. Symon.s exliibiting

several diagrams. In section II. Mr. J. Lucas,

one of the prize essayists of the Society of Arts,
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slows a large mnp, in which the hydroxcologicul

sirvey is applied to the geological map, indica-

tiig the difference in the two works. The maps
ghowing water contours on the chalk system and
th? several sections between the Darent and the

Mole, drawn to a large scale, wiU be
foind specially interesting to those en-

gaged in these pursuits. Speaking of maps,
wo may mention Mr. Stanford's admirable
Library Ordnance Map of London, showing
the geological boundaries. Mr. Jordan's model
of the great Wealden area, and Mr. de Ranee's
diagrams exhibiting the absorption of various

rocks, besides others, illustrate thoroughly the

geology of the country round London. Many of

the plans for bringing water to the metropolis

from the Welsh and Westmoreland lakes arc to

be seen. Several portable spongy iron filters are

exhibited by Mes>rs. Defrics and Sons and Messrs.

Griffin and Co. ; and Dr. Clark's and Prof.

Wanklyn's apparatus for hardness and testing.

A veiy interesting section is No. V., devoted to

several appliances. Among these we notice the

Diamond Rock Boring Company's apparatus, and
Messrs. Blakeborough's water fittings, the latter

exceedingly well turned out ; also Messrs. Warner
and Son's pumps, &o. In the water pollution

department is a bottle of sample water from the

Pontypool Waterworks, showing live leeches,

exhibited by Mr. Williams, of Pontypool. In
another department we observe a fine scries

of views of old London, from the collection of J.

E. Gardner, many Ulu-strating old wells, conduits,

and watercourses, such as the old conduit,

Cheapside, Hampstead Wells, sketches of the

Fleet, &c. Views, including some exceedingly

choice engravings and sketches of old London
Bridge, Walbrook, Lambeth, Bridewell, Clerken-

well, Islington, Cannonbury, Highgate, Newing-
ton Green, will well repay the arohseologist and
student. We note among these a fine engraving
of the Fleet marked by G. Dance; an arcade with
centre cupola, in the Italian style ; a fine mezzo-
tinta view of Hanover-square, engraved by Pol-

lard and Jakes; the Old Queen's Head, Islington

;

a three-story overhanging house in a 1 Gth century
style ; the old Angel Inn, Islington ; a red brick

and tile building of Queen Anne character.

Though an experiment, we hope the collection

will secure the patronage it deserves and induce
periodical exhibitions of a like character.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE tenth ordinary meeting of the session

was held on Monday evening, the newly-
«lectea President, Mr. John Whichcord, in the

chair. Messrs. Thos. Henry Wheeler, Heath-
field, Wandsworth-common ; and John Groom,
21, Finsbury-circus, E.G., were elected as asso-

ciates ; and Mr. John Robert Bourne, Bedford
Office, BIoom.sbury, W.C., was elected as an
honorary associate.

THE FOETHOOHINO APSTBATJAN EXHIBITIONS.

The Peesidejjt said that the Council had
experienced considerable difficulty in arranging
for the proposed Australian exhibitions at

Sydney and Melbourne, owing to the short time
at disposal in which to make preparations. No
doubt this inconvenience would be equally felt by
intending exhibitors, and he would therefore call

attention to the intimation they received from
the Prince of Wales, that the Royal Commis-
sioners would be willing to receive any drawings
which were exhibited in Paris last year. No
delicacy need be feltbyarchitectsinavailiugthem-

selves of this invitation, as scarcely any of those

who would visit the Australian exliibitions were
present at the Parisian one. The selection of

drawings would be intrusted by the Royal Com-
missioners to the Council, who would act as a com-
mittee, and Mr. T. Roger Smith, who assisted

at the Paris Exhibition, had again volunteered
his sei"vices as honorary secretary. Unexecuted
or competition drawings would not necc8.sarily be
rejected. He wouldeamestly appeal to members
to do their utmost to aid in making such an
exhibition as woidd do credit to English archi-

tecture, and show to our brethren in Australia
the character of the works now in progress in

the old country. Mr. White (secretary) read the
circular-letter which it was proposed to send out to

every member of the Institute, which stated that
drawing-) were to be scut in to the gallery at

South Kensington Museum on or before the 4th
June. Mr. C. Baeey reminded members that the

Institute had again been intinisted, by the

Royal Commissioners, as in the case of the Paris

Exhibition, with the management of the archi-

tectural sections of the exhibitions. Such a

delegation of authority by the Royal Commis-
sioners, who had set aside their own machinery
for the piupose, was as creditable as it was
gratifying to the members ; and since the re-

sponsibility was great, ho trusted the profession

would fully avail themselves of the invitation to

exhibit, and make the exhibitions successful as

far as they were concerned.

Mr. H.\YWA.nD asked what arrangements were
made for the return of the drawings sent to

Australia. Satisfactory arrangements seemed to

be made for the Sydney exhibition, but he should

like information as to the provisions for the

safety of the drawings when sent from Sydney
to Melbourne next year, and their return. The
Peesident explained that the Royal Commis-
sioners undertook not only to forward but to re-

turn all drawings intrusted to them, and also to

insure them against injury or loss. Mr. Hay-
WAED further inquired whether drawings sent for

the first exhibition would al.so be necessarily sent

oa to Melbourne, for some exhibitors might not

be willing to spare their drawings for so long a

period. The Peesidext replied that if any such
condition were made by an intending exhibitor

it would be considered by the Royal Commis-
sioners, who coidd of course accept or reject

their drawings in consequence.

The Seceetaey mentioned that an exhibition of

sanitary appliances is to be held at Cork in con-

nection with the meeting of the British Medical
Association from the 5th to the 8th August next.

He also read a letter from Mr. W. W.
Pocock, stating that the remaining portion of a
building belonging to the Carpenters' Company,
in London- wall was about to bo removed. It

contained some Tudor work, and a ceiling

probably painted by jWren and his assist-

ants ; the hall woiild bo open to the in-

spection of members imtil it was pulled down.
The Peesident remarked that Professor Donald-
son had given the Institute an autograph of

Wren's, to be added to his design for St. Paul's

hung on the stairs. Mr. Joseph Ctaeke said

some efloi-t ought to be made by the Carpenters'

Company to presei'vo this Tudor and Jacobean
work, either by building it into the new hall or

by keeping it therein. There was not room to

receive it at the Architectural Museum, or it

might have been exhibited there. On the sug-
gestion of Mr. Barry it was agreed that a letter

be written in the name of the council asking for

measiu-ed drawings of the old work, to be added
to the Institute collection.

peoposed poeteait of the ex-peesident.

Mr. Joseph Claeke referred in eulogistic

terms to the mode in wliich Mr. Charles Barry
had discharged the duties of President, stating

that looking back as he coidd to the days of

Earl de Grey, he had never known the chair so

well filled. He suggested that Mr. Barry be
asked to allow his portrait to be painted, and
that the members enter into a subscription for

the same, in order to present it to the Insti-

tute as the first of a series of such portraits.

Mr. Clarke concluded amidst applause, by mov-
ing a fonnal resolution to this effect. Mr. C. F.
Hayward seconded the resolution, and suggested
that the portrait shoidd correspond in size to

those of Sir M. D. Wyatt, Mr. T. H. Wyatt, and
Sir G. G. Scott. Mr. O. Hansard wished the
resolution so to be altered as to state that the
portrait was one of a series ; but Mr.Wateehouse,
A.R.A., deprecated this, remarking that for an
ex -president to have his portrait presented to

the Institute ought to be regarded as a very
great compliment to him ; it might happen at

some futiu-e day that they would not care to have
the portrait of an ex-president. Mr. Chatfeild
Claeke expressed a hope that a thoroughly good
portrait would be secured, which wo\Ud be at

once a credit to Mr. Barry and to the Institute.

The resolution was carried unanimously, and
Messrs. Joseph Clarke, C. Foster Hayward, and
Horace Jones, were appointed hon. secretaries of

the subscription fund.

BILLS OF QHAKTITIES : THEIE PEOPEE EELATION TO
CONTR/VCTS.

Mr. John Hoseyman, of Glasgow, read a
paper on this subject, the first portion of which
will be found on our next page.
At its conclusion a discussion took place,

opened by Ml. Wyatt Papwoeth, who inquired

as to the character of the education of a valuing
surveyor in Ghisgow.

Mr. Aetitob Cates expressed his thanks to Mr.
Honeyman for the able maimer in which he had
introduced the subject, and for the strong origin-

ality with which he had treated it. He thought,

however, the lecturer had not sufficiently

weighed the importance of his remarks in refer-

ence to the measuring surveyor and his honesty
of purpose. It was true that his remarks had been
subsequently toned down and explained, but he
(Mr. Gates) thought that they should bo some-
what modified before they appeared in the Tran-
sactions. It had been suggested in the paper
that the measuring sur\-eyor might increase the
quantities to a considerable extent, thus bene-
fitting the contractors at the expense of the pro-

prietor for tho solo purpose of increasing his

percentage. "The surveyor and the contractor

alone," Mr. Honeyman had said, " were bene-
fitted by the quantities being excessive ; every
penny unnece.ssaiily added to the contract price

was a direct gain to both." That the induce-

ment of gettmg 30s. for every £100 added to the

co.st would be powerful enough to lead the sur-

veyor to increase his quantities it was cci tain was
incorrect, and he hoped Mr. Honeyman would
modify the assertion. The author had
seemed to infer that the taking out quantities

was, under the old system, done without cost to

the proprietor. This was a very great delusion,

as the contractors always put down in their

tenders the cost they had incurred in estimating

the quantities. The change was made in order

that tlus cost should only be incurred once by all

those who tendered, and so that each shotdd
obtain accurate quantities. Again, the London
system had hardly been accurately described, for

it had been inferred tliat the proprietor had no
equivalent for his quantities. Certainly he had a
most complete and thorough equivalent, for

assuming, as one miLst do, that the quantities

were properly prepared, all the contractors were
placed on an equal level and a correct basis on
which to make a tender. The experience of Mr.
Honeyman seemed to have been very different

to that ho had liimself met with. If a surveyor
were a competent man, he could not see in what
manner extravagant cost would be involved in

his taking out the quantities. An illustration

had been adduced where the same contractor

obtained the contract for adjacent buildings by
the same architect and afterwards claimed to be
paid by both proprietors for the party wall, on
the ground that it had been shown in both sets

of quantities. In this case the architect and
suiweyors must have been very negligent to

allow the contractor to be able to claim for work
which he had never done. At the first General
Conference of Architects in 1871, this ques-

tion of quantities was introduced by Mr. T. H.
Wyatt, and a special committee was appointed to

consider and report upon it. They drew up a
list of questions as to the taking out of quanti-

ties and the employment of surveyors, which
were forwarded to members of the Institute.

Some sixty replies were received to these in-

quiiies, and the committee made a report at

the Conference in June, 1872, in which they
stated that, for the present, they were satisfied

that it would not be practicable to lay do\vn any
fixed rule for the guidance of the architect in

dealing with "quantities." The committee
added that '

' it would appear reasonable '

' that

the bills of quantities which express in an exact

fonn the intentions of tho architect as set forth

in his general drawings and specifications, ought
to form a part of the contract, and be dealt with
as a recognised exposition of the responsibilities

of both employer and builder. The system
adopted by many eminent architects, of nomi-
nating a surveyor who should prepare quantities

on his own responsibility, which quantities be-
came a part of the contract, might, in oases

where time pressed, be advantageously adopted,

provided tliat the builder be relieved from
responsibility as regarded the quantities. Where
the architect supplied the quantities for carrying

out his own designs, it shoidd be with the know-
ledge and concuiTonce of the employer, and the

quantities should form a part of the contract,

rhis report was received by tlie Institute. In
18"i the subject was again refeired to this com-
mittee, who reported back that they found no
reason for modifying their conclusions, but they
could not submit any more definite proposal to

the members. He thought Air. Honeyman's
.scheme for measuring and remeasuring when the
building was erected would involve increased
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of error, «nd great delay in tie finsU

it of aeooonts, and while airrcelng in the

of the m>ecial committee, he

for any change in the London

Jir, O. BiXKX said Hr. Huneyman had gone

oa tolallT falw pnnusea, as far aa the London

nalsB oioaotaxiting was oonccmed, in sappos-

ing that m mgle snireyor was apptnnted, and

that by tb* anUteot. The ciL'<tom invariably

adoptad was for two sarvoyors to be appointed

—

ooel^^tiie arohitect to take out the quantities,

aad tae otlwr by tbo builders to see that he is

i^Cified in his eatiinates. Cases had occurred

wKere therswas that trust felt in thoohoioe made
^K.» ana man aeted for both parties, but it waa

bv mntoal oonsent ; the architect had the power

to ebooas, aad tiie builder to refuse his services.

He could not imagine any more fair system than

this could be devised, and it was one which had
the enormous advantage of affording an oppor-

tunity to the client to ascertain as far as possible

the cost from the outset. Mr. Honcyman ap-

peared in his paper to have set up giants of his

own imagining for tho purpose of knocking

them down. He had, indeed, charged sur-

veyors with being tho servants of the contractors

and so having an interest in taking out tho

iiifiaiiHiwinriint very fully. Such a statement as

this ought hardly to be made and published

nndrnthe authority of tho Institute. It was not

tme of Borveyors as a body, who would not do
anything wrong wilfully, although being human
they were liable to make mistakes. He agreed

vidi Kr. Gates that mistakes would be more
likdy to occur if the measurements were made
<m the buildings than on the drawings in the

quiet of an office. Mr. Honcyman had also said

that formerly tho experience of those tendering

came into play as a safeguard against excessive

cost, but that now that tho amount of tenders

tamed on the mere variety of rates, architects

mot either guarantee the accuracy of the quan-
tities or arrange for securing the interests of the

proprietor in spite of errors in these. He
forgot that an honest difference in the amounts
of tenders on the same quantities depended not

akme on the relative rates of profit, but on the

amount of capital invested in tho business, the
oocupationofthebuUdcr'satatf,hi8stores of mate-
rial, or some foreseen change in market prices.

Again, if the quantities were systematically too

high, tho contractor would not be able to depend
on them in tendering. The pecuniary responsi-

bility of surveyors had been treated in the paper
in a scornful manner, but this was not such a
shabby gnatantee as had been suggested. He
had known cases where surveyors who had made
serious omissions had paid the contractor's charges
without demur, although in some cases the pro-
prietors had not recouped them this payment for

work of which they received the solo benefit. In
parts of the paper ho cordially concurred,
although he considered his case as a whole had
eompl^ely failed, and he would conclude by
movmg a vote of thanks to Mr. Honcyman.
Mr. Alfbsd Wateehouse, A.R.A., remarked

that, in describing the Glasgow system, Mr.
Hooeyman had not told them what it cost—

a

moat important point. Although tho paper
voold be useful in leading members to think
mote seriously of the quantities question, he did
not think Uie author had hit the nail on the
head. The system practised hero was very
anomalous, in employing a surveyor to prepare
^lantities for the contract'jrs, and yet not taking
the results of his labour as a basis of contract

;

and if architects could persuade clients to allow
this to be tho case many of their difficulties

would be at an end.
Mr. RicDtAS differed from Mr. Barry in the

opinion that the system most largely adopted in
Ixmdon was that of employing two surveyors.
It waa becoming more largely int<3 voguo to
engage but one surveyor (Mr. Babdy explained
that be referred to tfaie employment of one sur-
Tgyor bj mntniil consent), but in very large
tniMinga tiiere were obvious advantages in
engaciogtwo professional men. The surveyor
boold, he thoogbt, be kept as far as possible
free tma pecuniary responsibility. Under the
eld system which prevailed in London a gcncra-
tioa ago, every item was measured up, and the
w^ole was most difficult of variation. In the
^easBi mode of me:isuring up it was easy to
allaw for altenttioas as tlie uosign progressed
towards execution. He thought measuring

of London would hardly care to
I of the Institute, as suggested

by Mr. Honeyman : they would, he trusted,

take a much higher position than that.

Mr. CnATFEiLD CiAEKE observed that Mr.
Honeyman had not given any data as to the

cost of his proposed system of measuring. He
should himself studiously avoid making quan-
tities part of the contract.

The Peestdknt, in putting to the meeting the

motion of thanks to Mr. Honeyman for his ex-

haustive paper, regretted there had not been

more time for the consideration and discussion of

this useful and practical subject.

Mr. HoxEYMAX, in reply, acknowledged the

hearty manner in which the vote of thanks had
been accorded. Ho regretted his references to

the relative positions of measuring siuveyors and
contractors, alluded to by Mr. Gates, shoidJ

have been capable of being misunderstood ; if

tney appeared to cast any imputations upon
either he should be most anxious to modify them.

What he had intended to show was tliat the sur-

veyor was responsible to the contractor, and that

this was a wrong position in which to place the

two parties. To say that tho surveyors would
knowingly increase tho amount of the contracts

for the ssike of the additional percentage was no
more reasonable than it would be to accuse

architects of a similar desire to increase

the cost to clients. It must be remembered
that he was not only rcfemng to the

better class of surveyors, who were in-

capable of such practices, but to the whole
body of surveyors throughout the king-

dom. As to contingencies, in the Edin-
borough system there was always a separate

item for these. As to tho Loudon system he
had thoug'ht that but one surveyor was employed,

and that by the architect with the consent of the

contractors. Allusion had been madejto the case

where an Edinburgh contractor claimed to be
paid twice for the same wall, but he ought to

have said that in that case the contractor con-

sidered he was aggrieved by other omissions, and
wished to set it oft or to have the work re-

measured. The cost of the Glasgow system
varied according to the character of the work.
A great deal of the work was measured and re-

measured for from IJ to 2 per cent., i.e., for both
operations, but the miijority of it probably cost

for both measurements 2i per cent, on the total

cost, and it was found that the better class of

Glasgow surveyors took out the quantities with
almost absolute accuracy. His main argu-
ment, however, had been that bills should be
made the basis of the contract, and he htiU

believed this could best be done by the process

of measurement and re-measurement.

BILLS OF QUANTITIES: THEIR PROPEE
RELATION TO CONTRACTS.*

THE modes of measuring artificers' work vary
considerably in different parts of the coun-

try ; and, still more markedly, in other matters
connected with contracting the practice is diver-

sified. In some localities the quantities are taken
out by a special class of men variouely ttyled

quantity-suri'eyors or measurers, in others by
architects ; in some they are taken out with the
greatest minuteness and with elaboration of de-
tail, while in others the descriptions are general
and comprehensive, and the contractor is obliged
to interjjret the details for himself ; in some it is

customary to base the contract upon the plans
and specifications alone, while in others the
practice so greatly differs tliat the contract is

based upon the bill of quantities alone, and there
is no such thing as a specification referred to at

all. In these circumstances it is extremely prob-
able that defects exist in many, if not in all, the
methods of coutractingforbuildingsnow {generally

in use, and it is perhaps equally probable that
each of the various methods possesses certain

merits peculiar to itself, or more or less common
to tho other. An earnest and imprejudioed in-
vestigation into these peculiarities, then, cannot
fail to be interesting and profitable ; and I am
sanguine enough to hope that it may lead to the
conviction that the construction of a system
superior to any of those now in use is not only
desirable but practicable. It is with the desire
that I may bo able to assi.st, however feebly,

towards the realisation of such a consummation
that I now address you.

Before proceeding to consider the various modi-

•A paper read by Joiix IIoxEVMAX, F.K.T.B.A., ofOIu*.
pw, before tho lltij'ttl Institute of British vVrdiitccts,
ay 19tb, 1879.

fications wluch have been made, or which ou^
to be made, in the relative pasitions of build

owners—or proprietors, as I shall call themT
architects, suiveyors, and contractors, I wish jo
direct your attention very specially to the efe-

mentary truth, which we must never lose siait

of, that in contracting the uonnsil ftate of matttrs
is this : the architect having completed his plius

and specifications occupies in relation to the ex-
tractor exactly the same position as his client Ihe

proprietor, who might in point of fact getlia

tenders himself without the further intervention

of the architect. It is generally convenient for

the proprietor that the arcliiteet should get in the

tenders for him, but iu doing so the latter, if bo
has followed his employer's instructions and re-

presented what is Avanted by sufficiently explkit

plans and specifications, incurs no other responsi-

bility. Ho has nothing to do with the means
which the builder may employ to ascertain the

value of the work. One builder may measure the
work himself, another may get some one to mea-
sui'e it for him ; one may have it minutely
measured, another may do it roughly, or even
guess what the value should be. AU the pro-

prietor, or his agent, the architect, wishes is an.

offer bonitjicle fur the execution of the works he
has illustrated and described. That, I say, is the
normal relation of the parties in estimating. In
these circumstances it is a matter of indifference

to a proprietor or his architect what quantities of
materials a contractor uses, bo long as he exe-

cutes his work satisfactorily in accordance with
the plans and specifications ; the onus of ascer-

taining how to do this at the smallest cost rests

upon him, and competition with others effectually

keeps him from careless or wilful exaggeration.

This responsibilitywasinfonuerdays fully accept-

ed by contractors, and men who understood their

business thoroughly had no difficulty in tendering

vi'ithout the intervention of a third party ; more-
over, they enjoyed a distinct tuid legitimate

advantage over others who were less compe-
tent or experienced, the tendency of which was.

beneficial iu many ways. Now, however, so

great a change has occurred in thi.") respect

that it would bo extremely difficult to find in

any locality contractors able or wUling to tender

for a work of any importance without bUls of

quantities. The present generation of builders-

has become accustomed to them, and it may be
safely said that many could not give an intelli-

gent offer Tvithout them. The normal arrange-

ment, as I have called it, is henceforth inappli-

cable, and it is generally admitted that it is im-
possible now, even if it were thought desirable,

to return to it. But, and this I wish particu-

larly to emphasise, it by no means necessarily

follows that the change in the practice of con-

tractors should affect in the slightest degree their

proper relation to proprietors. Tho change has

been introduced primarily to facilitate the work
of the contractor, but the proprietor may and
ought to share in its advantages. There is

evidently something radically wrong if its effect;

is to load the proprietor with expense and re-

sponsibility for wMch he has no equivalent ; and
it is the duty of the proprietor's architect—or,

speaking for proprietors generally, I may say it

is the duty of tlus Institute, to see that we do
not drift into the use of a system which must
produce such results. Tlds duty is, I thinkj

brought home to us forcibly by tho following

among other considerations:—Fir,st, and most>

directly, because it is the proprietor who has to

pay for the sui'veyor's work. In some cases this

payment is made wholly or in part through the

contractor ; but in every case it comes out of tho

proprietor's pocket cither directly or indirectly,

whether he realises tho fact or nut. In one

shape or anotlier it is a charge which the pro-

prietor must bear, and it is therefore clearly the

duty of tho Ri'chitect in the interest of his client

to see that the money is judiciously expended

and that a fair equivalent is obtained. A second

reason why architects should now devote special

attention to this subject arises out of the circum-

stance that in times past they have too much
neglected it. They have faded to conti-ol the

development of tho system which as it exists is

eminently uns!lti^factoIy—especially for pro-

prietors—although regarded by om- profession

with a complacency or indifference which seems

to me, I confess, astonishing. A third reason

for their more active interference is that they

may control the further development of the

system, and by their united action counteract

tendencies which. are mischievous, confine the

measurer to his legitimate province, and fully
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UUise liis work for the benefit of the proprietor,

vho pays for liis services. Of course, as we
fiiall afterwarils see, such a course 'm not incora-
pitible with due consideration for the interests

ol the contractor. He is, and the quantity-sur-
vefov ought to be, directly under the control of
th) architect, who is no more likely to act un-
jiutly to the one than to the other.

Before sug-gesting some changes which I think
would be advantageous, it will be necessary to
refer at some length to the existing systems in

di ferent pai-ts of the countiy, and to examine
cr.tically the special features of each which bear
ujon our subject. I have therefore an-angedmy
remarks under the three following heads :—First,
thD actual state of matters; second, a critical

examination of the prevailing systems ; thii'd,

proposed changes.
I.—The first of these need not detain us long,

because the members of the Institute already
know a great deal about it. You are all familiar
with the modes of measui-ing and contracting in
some locahties, and many of you have had experi-
ence in all parts of the country from Land's
End to John O'Groats. I must, however, for
future reference state succinctly the distinctive
characteristics of the systems now generally
recognised. First, and by far the most exten-
sively practised, is that to which you are accus-
tomed here in London. In yom- practice the
bills of quantities, or the "Schedules"—as we
call them in the North, and I think the term is

more convenient—after they have been issued are
practically ignored by the architect. They are,
whether prepared at the instance of the con-
traetor or under the direction of the architect,
regarded simply as aids to the contractor in
arriving at an intelligent idea of the cost of the
works, iind it is the exception when they are
stUl further utilised as guides in fixing the cost
of additions and deductions. Formerly, and not
many years ago, it was usual for the contractors
to choose the surveyor, and in works of
considerable magnitude a second surveyor
was employed by the proprietor as a check upon
the other. Tliis cumbrous and expensive system
is still occasionally adhered to, but it is rapidly
losing favoiu- and even now may be regarded as
exceptional. As a rule now the architects, acting
as the proprietors' agents, select surveyors in
whom they have confidence, whose bills of
quantities are generally accepted by contractors
as a safe guide. But, strange to say, the archi-
tects have failed to recognise the fact that this
interference on their part necessarili/ alters the
relation of the schedule to the contract, and they
stiU assert that it has no relation. It is therefore
ignored ; the proprietor is supposed to have
nothing to do with it, and an attempt is made to
free him from responsibility by a legal figment—the arbitraiy transference of the surveyor's
services to the contractor at a certain point.
With slight modifications, which forourpresent

purpose it is immaterial to mention, the London
system is followed throughout England and
Ireland

; but generally the interference of the
architect is carried a step further in the Pro-
vinces

; he does not select a surveyor to take out
the quantities, but he takes them out him.self,
thereby incurring serious responsibilities over and
above those which liis position as an architect
neces.sarily entails ; in fact, he becomes re-
sponsible both to the proprietor and the con-
tractor, an anomalous and dangerous po.sition.
Both in the London and the English provincial
practice the surveyor is paid by the contractor,
unless there is an express agreement to the
contraiy.

Tlie Edinburgh system resembles that of
England in many respects, the principal differ-
ences being these: First, contractors never have
anything to do with the selection of the surveyor

measurer, as he is called, who is always
employed by the architect. Second, the measurer
is paid by the proprietor. Third, the schedule
is referred to in the contract. It is lodged with
the architect with the various items cashed and
summed up, and the rates contained in it regulate
the cost of additions or omissions which may be
ordered in the course of the work. It is also
a useful guide to the architect in certifying for
instalments. A somewhat similar arrangement
is sometimes made in England and Ireland, butm these cases the priced sehediUe is generally
lodged under seal, and even with this modifica-
tion the practice is by no means common. There
are some other shades of difference in provincial
practice, but no other system is sufficiently
distinctive to merit notice except that which

prevails in Glasgow and the "West of England.
In Glasgow the schedules have superseded the

specification altogether, and it may almost be
said that a specification is never referred to in

the contract at all. The architect selects the
measnrcr, who, with the aid of the drawings and
specification, or such substitute for that as ho
may get, prepares a detailed schedule of quanti-

ties. Copies of this are issued by the architect

to selected tradesmen, who are invited to tender

by a certain day. These .schedules are returned

to the architect with rates filled in at each
qiiantity, the amount extended, and the total

summed up at the end. A letter accompanies, or

more generally is attached to, the schedule,

in which the builder offers to execute the work
in accordance with the drawings, and " to the

extent of the schedule '

' for the sum brought out
by the addition of the extended prices, it being
further providedthat the whole of the work shall

be measured after it is finished, and whether
it turns out to be more or less than estimated the
cost .shall be determined by the rates contained
in the schedule ; or, where these do not exactly
apply, by others strictly in proportion to them.
Having considered the various offers, the archi-

tect writes on behalf of the proprietor accepting
the one which is preferred, and that completes
the transaction ; in nine cases out of ten there is

no more formal contract. When the work is in
progress, and when it is finished, the measurer
measures it, and prepares a final measurement
apjilying the schedule rates to the various items,

and so bringing out the total sum to which the
contractor is entitled. This dociunent is

examined by the architect, and if he is satisfied

that it is compiled in accordance with the
estimate he signs it as a final certificate. Half
of the cost of theoriginal schediUeandsxibsequent
measurement is deducted from the contractor's

accounts, and the proprietor pays the full

amount—that is ostensibly the half, but in
reality the whole. In the East and North of
Scotland 'the Edinburgh system is more or less

closely followed, while in the West the Glasgow
system prevails ; the principal difference in the
smaller towns being that in most cases the
architects prepare the schedules themselves
instead of employing measiirers.

From the foregoing brief account of the
existing state of matters, it will be observed that,
lea-\nng out of account the now comparatively
rare eases in which no quantities are supplied,
there are three distinct modes of estimating in
common use, in each of which the schedule or bill

of quantities occupies a different relation to the
contract. In the first the actual contract is

independent of it, and its only use is to enable
men to form a correct estimate of the sum for
which they may prudently contract. In the
second the sehediile is supplementary to the
contract : it is a sort of appendix regulating the
modification of the contr.ict in certain con-
tingencies, and also .supplying the architect with
information which is very useful to him during
the progress of the work. In the third the
schedule is the contract to all intents and pur-
poses. Now as these three modes of estimating
have been in u.se for many years in the largest
centres of population, we may reasonably expect
by careful consideration of their working to
obtain some useful lessons, and this none the less
although we may bo compelled to regard the
existing state of matters as upon the whole
jmsatisfaotory—the existing diversity itself,

indeed, is unsatisfactory.

{To be continued.)

taken the trouble to como down to inspect the
painted ceilings and to see for Iiimself what the
committee have really done. " lie would find the
exquisitely-formed ceiling over the choir of the
time of Edward I. has simply been cleaned from
cobwebs and dust, that the richly-painted ceiling
over the nave a« far as St. Cuthbert's screen has
been most judiciously restored on the old lines,
to the delight of all who behold it, and even
what remains of the, comparatively speaking,
modem distempered ceiling over the rest of the
nave (wliich is not actually rotten) will bo
retained by Mr. John Scott."
Mr. J. O. Scott writes: "Should Mr. Marks

happen to visit St. Albans a few months hence,
when the works now in progress are completed,
he will, I hope, bo gratified to find his wishes on
behalf of these ceilings carried out ; but he must
not on that account take any credit to himself
for ' intervening,' for there has never been any
intention of destroying them. There are two
divisions of the nave ceiling, the whole of which
is flat in design. The eastern part, occupying
about a third of the length, is panelled, and is
very beautiful ; but it is well to bear in mind
that its beauty is mainly duo to the careful
restoration of its ancient painting carried on
about three or four years ago, this having till

then been concealed by some poor caricature of it

done in modem times. This fine ceiling will be
scrupulously preserved ; there has never been a
thought of anytliing else. Probably its panels,
which are movable, will be taken down during
the work to insure their safety. The western
part is not so good. It is quite plain, without
panels—in fact, like a wooden floor reversed. A
resolution was passed some months since to
restore it in oak, using as much of tho old
boarding as possible ; and the contractor has
framed his estimate in accordance with this. I
fear the proportion of new wood will be very
large, tho bulk of the boards being of modem
deal, and the rest grievously rotten. The inten-
tion is to keep as much as we can, but of course
we shall only replace tho unsoimd wood. The
painting of this part of the ceiling is excessively
rude, but turns out to be a rough copy in dis-
temper of the original decoration wliich we find
underneath, and which will be restored, as has
been done with such good results in the eastern
part. I am sorry that Mr. Marks should call
our new roof an 'uncouth monster.' In one
sen.se, the cathedral itself is a monster, and its
covering must be in proportion ; but if this very
straightforward, high-pitched roof, covered with
respectable lead, is, in his opinion, ' uncouth,' so
must also be those at Westminster, at Salisbury,
and at Lincoln ; so that, as far as tliis is con-
cerned, tho committee and tho public may safely
retain their peace of mind."

THE PAINTED CEILINGSAT ST. ALBAISTS.

\X7"ITH reference to the appeal on behalf of
V \ the painted ceilings at St. Alban's by the

Society for Protecting Ancient Buildings, referred
to in these columns last week. Sir Edmund
Beckett writes that if tho "Society will take the
trouble to read the reports of their own archi-
tectural partisans last November or his summary
of them in tho Times on Christmas-day, they
will find their secretary's questions fully
answered. If they do not choose to do that
and to loam what the 'painted' celling was
which alone is meddled with both in art and
substance, they will attend to no further answer
now. At any rate, they will have none from the
committee."

Tlie Hon. Secretary to the Restoration Com-
mittee writes that the letter of Mr. T. Newman
Marks shows beyond all doubt that he has not

The
CHIPS.

east window of the north aisle of Wol-
borough Church, near Newton Abbott, has been
filled with stained glass. The four principal lights
are occupied by two tiers of subjects, the upper
series illustrating the miracle of tho " Raising to
Life of Jairus' Daughter," and the lower scries the
"Raising of Lazarus." The tracery lights, con-
tain a representation of Clirist with outstretched
hands, regarding His adoring followers, who are
placing their crowns at His feet. The work has
been done by Mr. F. Drake, of Exeter.

On Friday morning an inquest was held at 30,
Thurlow-road, Hampstead, on the body of Mr.
Horace Field, aged 66, architect, and district sur-
veyor for Putney and Roehampton, who expired
suddenly at his residence on the previous Wednes-
day. The evidence of Dr. 11. Cooper Rose, who
had made a, pout -mortem examination, showed that
death resulted from fatty degeneration of the heart,
and a verdict to that effect was returned by tlio

jury, of which Mr. Carl Haag, the artist, was
foreman.
A now chancel and organ-chamber are being

added to the church of St. James, Preston, from
the designs originalli'jprcpared in 1809 by Mr. Hib-
bort of that town. The chancel is 2.ift. wide by
42ft. to apsidal east end, and the org.an chamber is

19ft. by 12ft. Longridge stone is used for facings,
aud in the chancel will be a memorial stained-
glass window to the late Alderman Spencer. The
contractors are, for masonry, Mr. Lamb ; wood-
work, Mr. Bamber

;
glazing and painting, Messrs.

Walmsley and Co. ; and plastering, Mr. R. White.
The cost will be £2,;>00, exclusive of permanent
fittings and new pulpit, lectern, and stalls.

The Tyndalo Memorial Committee have intrusted
to Mr. J. Edgar Boehm tho design and erection on
the Thames Embankment of a statue of Willijun
Tj-ndale.
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Our Lithographic Illustrations—»-»-»—
157, BOJfD-STEEET.

OsK of the most coniipicuous drawings this year

at the R.A. is that of the above building, of

which Ml. Robert W. Edis, F.S.A., is the

architect, and we are enabled to reproduce it to-

day for the benefit of our readers. The execu-

tion of the work was conducted by the pro-

prietor, under Mr. £dis's supervision, and much
care ha^ been taken to carry out the architect's

detagnu for the whole of the work, including

some costly carton pierre decorations to the

large picture gallery at the rear of the premises.

Thia work, and also the mantels, were executed

^ Hessrs Jackson and Son, of Bathbone-place.

"Ae earrings throughout are the work of Mr.
Frampton, of Camberwell. Besides the Royal
Academy perspective we include in our illustra-

tion a aection of the front.

DTBD^LE, X£AB WELLnCGBOBOCOB.

This boase, now nearly completed, is built of

red Berkshire bricks, with Staffordshire roofing

tiles. The whole of the internal fittings, in-

cluding fireplaces, &c., have been made from
special designs prepared by the architect, Mr.
W. Talbot Brown.

X7BITZBSITT OOLLEOE, BSISTOL.

A FEW weeks since we published a double-page
ricw of Mr. Stuart Colman's larger design for

the new UniverBity College proposed to be built

at Bristol. We then gave a general description

of his plans, and to-day we muiitrate Mr Col-
man's smaller devign, of which he has sent us the

following particulars:—The two-story building
oogsists of a broad central corridor, with the

coimcU-room, principal'*, professors' , secretary's,

and men's reading and cloak-rooms opening
conreniently from it. It leads on the right to

the large lectare-room, which fills the right

wing, and forms aprominent feature from the
8.W. approach. The small lecture-rooms not
rcqniring appanttos, and the women's reading-
joom, are placed upon the upper floor. Oving
to thie rapid slope of the ground, beneath the
large lectnre-toom accommodation is secured fi r
the phrsiGal and engineering rooms, opening' on
to the lower lerel of the quadrangle, or reached
hj a stsircase contained in the tower on the right

TOWKB AXD SPIRE, ST. TAn.'S CIIUKCH,

MANCHESTER.

Mk. Johx O. Scoti's only txliibit at the Royal

Academy this year is the drawing wliich we re-

produce to-day of the tower nud spire of St.

raid's Church, Manchester. The original design

for this church included a tower and spire, but

this feature has been considerably enlarged upon

since the first i)lan8 were made, owing to the

numifieenco of a huly who has borne the greater

part of the cost. It was finished some few

months since, Mr. Collins, of Tewke-sbury,

having been the contractor. A peal of bells will

diortly bo arranged in the tower. The drawing

is by Mr. Samuel Weatherley. We gave a view

of the west front of this church on September

10th, 1875, aud another of the interior on Sep-

tember 7ch, 1877.

SCREW SCAFPOLDINO.

For a description of this illustration see article

on p. 581.

FURNITURE AT THE YORK FINE ART
AND INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.

IN the BtTiLDiNO News of the 9th inst. you
gave an account of the opening of this exhi-

bition. I now send a few notes on some of the

fm-niture and kiudred exhibits, which are not

only numerous in quantity but excellent, as a

rule, in quality. On each side of t he main hall

of the permanent building are arranged buffets

of various makes. Tlie fii-st on the right upon
entering, is contributed by Apployard and Sons,

of Rotherham. It is of pollard oak, simple and
effective, some of the mouldings being stained

black. In the back are three panels, painted on

a gold ground, wth birds and flowers, emblera-

aticalof morning, noou andnight. Anotherbuffet,

also of oak, larger and more profuse in orna-

ment, is exhibited by same makers. The panels

of cupboard doors are carved with wheat-ears

and grapes, and the back of the upper portion is

lined with stamped leather in sage green and
gold. Tliere also are painted panels, the largest,

at the top, being a hunting scene. The tide of a

room in Jacobean style, -n-ith a buffet and two
chairs, are exhibited by Me--srs. Marsh, Jones,

and Cribb, of Leeds. The mouldings of the

buffet generally display much taste, but the

panel tearing five female figures in Greek cos-

tume Ls not quite so happily executed as it might
be. The next side-bourd is of a thorouj.'hly dif-

ferent character. The style is a kind of French
Renai.ssance ; the parts are few and massive, aLd
the carving is very naturalesque, and in fidl relief.

The doors of the lower portion bear heavy btmches
of game. Three large mirrors form the back, the

centre being separated from the side ones by
female figures, the one holding a bow and the

other a fishing-rod, but are not very high speci-

mens of figure-carving. The buffet of Mr. Jolm
Taylor, of York, is better worth notice. The
arrangements are simijle, carving conventional

and in low relief. The back is enlivened with
panels painted with flowers and buds, upon
gold grotmds. Crossing the hall is reached a
lectern by Harry Hems, made from an oak beam
taken from Salisbury Cathedral, the most im-
portant feature being four angels with outspread

wings in various attitudes of devotion, ranged
aroimd the stem of the lectern. The foliage

carving is executed with good taste.

The next article of furniture is a cabinet in

rosewood, designed by H. W. Batley, and ex-

hibited by Messrs. Ogden and Son, of Manches-
ter. It was awarded a silver medal at Paris last

year. It is Jacobean in style with a few traces

of Japanese in flucnce, which is characteristic of

most of the works produced by this firm. There
are no broad surfaces, the whole thing is broken
up into small cupboards and shelved recesses with
a projecting, quaint, glazed receptacle in the

centre of the upper portion, and every part is

covered with moiilded, carved, or painted orna-

ment.
James Lamb, of Manchester, has an important

show. There is a dining-room buffet in brown
oak, with chairs of various designs, and panelled

wood ceiling for a dining-room. The section

appropriated to drawing-room furniture contains

two chiffoniers, a what-not, occasional table,

&o., which are mostly elegant, but have no
special features demanrling attention. The side-

board exhibited by Messrs. Simpson and Son,

Halifax, is fussy in design and of no particular

style. The Gothic cabinet, in old English oak

(Mr. J. Lumbey, Leeds), is more quaint than
beautiful. The candlesticks are peculiar, beiig
on the one side a bone, at which an uncomfoil-
ably-seated dog is looking, and on the othetja

bit of branch, explored by a mouse, who occt-

pies the attention of an uncoml'ortably-seatBd
cat. I

In the galleries of the tcmporarj' building ire

various compartments devoted to furniture, ie-

coratioB, &c. Several of those on the south side

are not yet fitted up. On the north side a coju-

partment, rather gloomy-looking, is filled with
church furniture and fittings, mostly designed
and executed by Mr. Knowlcs, of York. Ihe
entrance, fonned of organ-pipes, is heavily
draped. The light is obtained from three opea-
ings fiUcd with stained glass, which form Ute

most interesting portion of the exhibits. The
centre light is occuijicd with a figure of

St. Cecilia, seated at an organ in a very

constrained attitude, but otherwise well

drawn, above her being a small choir of angols.

The other lights are lieuaissanco in style, and
adapted to domestic work. The middle portions

are occupied respectively with emblematic
figures of music and painting. Tlie exhibits of

Messrs. Marsh, Jones and Cribb, are of domestio

function, the best article being a chiraney-pieco

in oak, refined Jacobean in style. Hunter and
Smallpage, York, have various articles of bed-

room furniture, of good, but not special, design.

Three compartments are occupied by Hummers-
ton Bros. , of Leeds, who treat them respectively

as a drawing-room, dining-room, and bedroom.

The buffet in the first is as pleasing as anytliing

in the exhibition ; the design is simple and the

mouldings delicate. The shelf of the mantel-

piece is a great deal too massive. The bedroom
suite in polished pine is generally elegant, bu);

the chairs are not altogether satisfactory. The
drawing-room has a veiy funereal aspect, the

woodwork being ebonised without any lines of

gold or colour. The most pleasing article is the

centre octagonal table, in Anglo-Japanese style.

This compartment would have looked better

without the door, wliich is supposed to be the

entrance to it. The style is altogether out
^
of

harmony with the furnitui-c, and is not beautiful

in itself.
1^ I

COMPETITIONS.
Blackburn.—In a limited competition for a

new Wesleyan School Chapel, Blackburn, the

Committee have selected the designs sent in by
Mr. Miles AspiuaU, of Blackburn.

Ipswich.—Mr. Chas. Barry will i-isit Ipswich

on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday in next

week, to inspect the 22 plans .sent in to compete for

the premium of 50 guineas, oft'ered by the Cor-

poration for the Post-office buildings, and to

ad-inse the committee as to their award.

Swindon.—The School Board recently opened

a competition for plans for the first school to be

built, one for 230 infants, with a view to the selec-

tion of an architect to the Board. Twenty-eight

arcliitectstook part in the competition, wliich has

resulted in the appointment of Mr. Brightwen

Binyon, A.R.I.B.A., of Ipswich, and architect

to the School Board in that town.

The Bournemouth Improvement Commissioners

received and accepted at their meeting last week
the resignations of Mr. C. C. Creeke, consulting sur-

veyor, and for many years town surveyor, and of

Mr. G. E. Crickmay, town surveyor. These resig-

nations were tendered in consequence of difficulties

connected with the sewage and outfall works now
in progress. The commissionei'S are threatened

vrith litigation by Mr. Stickland, the contractor for

tlie inland drainage work, aud are apprehensive of

being personally surcharge<l with .£1,100, declared

by the Local Government Board Inspector to have

been wrongly paid to Sir Joseph Bazalgette.

At the Wesleyan District Conference at Man-
chester, last week, proposals were approved to erect

new chapels, at Silvcrdale to cost £1,400 ; at Kirk-

dale, £5,220; at Llauwrst, £910; at Presteign,

JtSoO ; at Colwyn Bay, £1,915 ; at UiiiTord, £819 ;

at Earlestown, £5,000 ; and at Bluudellsands (iron)

£1,116 ; also schools at Fairfield, ,t2,5.)8 ; at l'.alm-

grove, Birkenhead, £G50 ; and at Peuketh (enlarge-

ment) £105; minister's house, at Lancaster, £810;

and organs at Leatherland, Cranner circuit, and at

Adlington, Chorley circuit.

The Duke of Bedford aud Mr. Boehm, the

sculptor, are about to present a model of the statue

of John Buuyan, erected at Bedford in 1874, to

the Baptist College in Hegent's-park.
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SCEEW SCAFFOLDING.

THE followinff is a dcHcription of the scaffold-
ing refen-cd to in my letter on "Buildinjf

^achinery," which appeared in the Buildixo
News of April 2.jth:—Fig. l (see Pliotolitho-
graph) IS a half-plan of, and Fig. 2 a section
through the centre of tower, showing the screw
scali'olding in pcsition. A A arc four scaffold
screws, which bear the whole scaffolding of
tower, one being placed in each angle of wall.
Each screw is shown to work (see Fig. 2) through
three nuts, Bl, B2, and B3, and has a collar C,
can-ying a saddle D for the support of the
ledgers E F and framing, from which the work-
men s platforms, or scaffolds G, arc suspended
by wrought-iron slings, H. The wheels J of
the bearers to outside scaffold travel up the face
of the wall as the scaffold rises. Guard rails, K,
are fixed where required, to insure the safety of
the workmen employed.
1° proceeding tojix the scaffolding, where the

scaffold-screws are to work in the wall, all that
IS necessary is to place the screws A A in their
proper position in the wall whilst the foumtations
are bemij put in, then plumb and build round
them, clasping two of the nuts, Bl and B2, on
each screw at the same level, and at the required
distances apart. If 2' 6" of waU is to be built for
each hft of scaffold, the nuts will require to be
placed every 2' 6" in height. The screws shoiUd
next be turned imtil all the saddles, D D, are
.standing on the same level; the overhead fram-
ing, ledgers, and platforms shouldnow be placed
in position, the nut B.-i clasped on whore shown,
and the work of building from the scaffold
begun.

If the platforms G G are placed about 12in.
below the top of the wall then built, sufficient
space will be left between the top nut, B3, and
the collar C to hUow of building up to the line of
I., as required before raising the scaffold. The
scaffold platforms will then be standing at about
the best height for effestive work, as the worlj-
manwill, by such an arrangement, always be
walling from jast below his knee to about the
level of his elbow, thus avoiding undue stoopino-
and over-reaching.

,

^

When the 2' 6" of wall has been built all round
the workmen, whilst standing oh their scaffulds
turn the screws A A (by a simple arrangement
at the collar C), and raise the scaffoldino-
walling materials, and themselves as weU "a
height of 2ft. 6in. The foot of the scaffold screw
wall then have passed the bottom nut, Bl, leaving
It lying loose in the waU. This nut mu.st then
be drawn out of the waU (a hole opening to the
mside being left for this purpose), and clasped on
to the scaffold screw at the level of L, making it
thus a top nut. When, after the next lift of
scaffold, the foot of screw has passed up through
nut B2, this nut, in its tiuTi, is lifted up and
made a top nut

; and so on successively imtil the
fuU height of wall has been built. It wiU thus
be seen that a screw nenr rests in less than tvo
nuts As the screw by this system travels up
with its scaffold, the same screws will Aofor an,/
height of wall. There is no necessity to clear the
platforms previous to raising. Before com-
mencing to plaster the nut holes in the body of
the walls are filled up, and the holes left by the
screws are well grouted.
For "cleaning down" the work the outside

platforms can be lowered as required from the
projecting ends of ledgers.
The scaffolding screws can be used in tliree

separate ways •

—

1st. Working in the body of the wall.
2nd. Against one of the faces of the wall.
3rd. Independent of the wall.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the first method, where

the screws are seen to work through the bodv of
the wall. •'

By the second method the screws are supported
on iron elbows projecting from one of the faces
ot wall, somewhat after the manner of No. 3
arrangement.

Figs. 3, 4, and .3 are a plan and side and back
views respectively of uprights for supporting the
scaffolds independent of the wall, as per third
method. These uprights are made of three
thicknesses of deal (bolted together from time toUme as the scaffold rises), half-lapping as sho^vn.When the scaffold platform has been raised to
about the position indicated on Fig. o, the up-
right is heightened by bolting on fresh' lcn'>-ths
as shown by dotted lines. if, M, aro iron
elbows bearing nut rests, N, N, which carry
and keep the nuts, O, 0, firmly in position

When the scaffold has been screwed up the
bottom elbow, with its nut-rest and nut, is taken
off and raised to a higher part of upright, and
so on, as in the case of screws working in the
walls. The .screws, in this case, can be turned
by apiilying a handle to the top of screw, at P,
by the workmen standing on the scaffold.

In the church where tliis system of scaffolding
was employed, screws were placed in the aisle
walls at Q Q (see Fig. 6) for the support of one
end of aisle ledgers, the other end of ledgers,
together with the whole of nave scaffolding,
being supported by uprights, It R, fixed about
3ft. from nave arcading, to allow of working-
space between the upright and the nave wall.
When the walls of aisles had been built to their
full height, the aisle ledgers were detached from
the nave ledgers, and the nave scaffolding
screwed up, stage by stage, for the construction
of the nave arcading, clerestory walls, and gables.
When no longer required for walling and roof-
fixing purposes, this nave-scaft'olding was used
by the plasterer and the decorator. After first
coating the ceiling, all that was neces.sary was
to screw clown the scaffold platforms, stage by
stage, whiUst the walls were being first coated,
and sci-ew them up again for the second and
finishing coats of plaster.

Figs, 7 and 8 indicate how this system may be
apphed in the case of an ordiuaiy building in a
thoroughfare. S S are uprights for four screws,
which, in this case, carry the whole scaffoldui"!
Where the screws are placed at long distances
apart, it may be necessary to truss the ledgers or
scaffold-bearers, and where the builder wishes
to work with a minimum number of screws,
trussed bearers -ivill naturally suggest themselves'
To prevent the possibility of brickbats and
building debris flying out into the roadway, I
have shown a screen along the front of

"

the
building suspended from the scaffolding. This
screen, which may be a kind of rope netting
will uncoil as the scaffold rises, see Fig. 8. If
the whole of the material for a work of this kind
is raised in the interior of the building, and the
outside scaffold platforms used for the purposes
of setters merely (and not for walling mate-
rials), there need.be but slight inconvenience,
and little or no danger, experienced by the
street traiBo whilst building operations are car-
ried on.

As to the cofcriiiff in of these scaffolds, refer-
ence to the sections wiU show that all that the
bmlder requires to do for this purpose is to
stretch tarpaulings or covers over such portions
ot the ledgers as will afford the necessary pro-
tection to the working platforms and walls
Iheso coverings may be placed in position
when the scaffolding is first fixed, as they
add but httle to the weight, interfere in noway with the raising operations, and go up
with the scaffold without fuithir attention or
alteration.

There is no valid reason why the whole opera-
tion of building should not be carried on under
cover, and the "waller" be placed in as good a
position for doing his work as the "stone-
dresser.

The arrangement here applied to scaffolding
could be made available for the extension of
existing buildings by raising the roofs entire
and adding to the walls as the roof rose, in place
of the tentative methods now resorted to when
"roof-raising" is practised.

Joseph J. Lisii.

MK. STREET ON THIRTEENTH CEN-
TURY ARCHITECTURE.

AT the meeting of St. Paul's Ecclesiologioal
Society, held on Wednesday evening, at

the Chapter-house of St. Paul's Cathedral, the
Dean Milman in the chair, Mr. G. E. Street,
R.A., delivered the following address on " The
Church Architecture of England during the 13th
Century." Numerous photographs and plans
were hung on the walls of the room, and the
lecturer made on a blackbo.ird rapid illustrative
sketches of the sections of mouldings, the
groupmg of columns, and the traceries and
cu.spmg of fenestration as he proceeded. Mr
Street said

:

In speaking to you this evening, I shall
venture to assiune that the object with which
you are all gathered is smply that vou may
obtain some rudimentary information" on the

subject of the architectural art of the 13th
Century, and if in doing this I am abiioot too
simple for some among you, I fear I may still be
too technical for others. AVhat I aim at doing
is to enable you, as far as it is possible to do so
iu one short lecture, to realise for yourselves the
cause of the development of English architecture
in the 13th Century, and next to put you in the
way of grouping and classifying the ancient
exampks which you aro able to examine with
some degree of precision and accuracy.

I confine myself to-night almost entirely to
EngUsh architecture for several reasons :

—

1st. It is ample for our time.
2iid. It is, I think, the best architecture of the

period ; and
3rd. It has such distinct characteristics as to

make it necessary to treat it by itself.

In earlier times this was not so. Our earlier
architecture was Roman in its origin ; our
Transitional still Romanesque in almost all
respects ; and in the 13th Century it was that
arcliitecture burst out with what was really a
new invention—a new stylo.
One needs not to dilate on the 13th century

and all its glories—the age of Dante and of the
great group of Italian artists of all sorts who
surrounded him, Giotto, the Pisani, Memmi,
Buffalmaco, Amolfo, and others ; in France,
the age of Philip Augustus, and of the
grandest churches in that great country; in
England, the period which is occupied by the
reigns of John and Henry III., which saw the
erection of Salisbury, WeU.s, Lincoln, York,
Fountains, Whitby, Beverley Minster, and much
of St. Albun's, not to mention others; in which
Magna Charta was signed, and the foundations
laid of all our subsequent greatness and pros-
perity; in which, finally, English art arrived at a
perfection never since approached.
You have been told by a previous lecturer

about the Transition. In it there was more
respect for the past than hope for the future.
The pointed arch was used because it was useful,
not because it was liked. The problem in con-
struction, which its use involved had not been
realised or worked out. The art was essentially
one of rest and quietness.
Amongst the reasons for the development o

the new mode of building nothing was more im-
portant than the adoption of groining ; when
once this was introduced the builders perceived
that the pointed arch was the best suited for
their purposes. With the circular arch gi-oining
could be, and was used, but the junction of nave
and aisle was awkward, the larger arches being
necessarily stilted to suit the smaller ones, and
the construction was weak. Thus it became
almost essential that the arch should be pointed.
Then the thrust of the arches had to be mani-
festly resisted, and this provision for thrust led
to_ the introduction of the buttress, and the more
scientific disposition of the masses.

Before the 13th Century all the principles of
architecture were founded on Classical traditions.
The arch, it is true, was used, but it was the arch
at rest. It appeared to exert no lateral thrust.
The piers were enormous, the walls very thick
and no buttresses, and the weight and the thrust
of superincumbent work was as weak as possible,
distributed all over the length of the wall ftice.

In the 13th Century all this was changed. Men
discovered the real u.se of the arch. The pointed
arch had been used in the East at a much earlier
period. In Europe it was introduced and used
in the latter half of the 12th Century ; but only
because it was convenient. How it came to be
invented would in any case be a merely anti-
quarian question ; but howsuddenly the discoveryof
its proper userevolutionised our art, and thatled at
once to the invention of a new style is the real
interesting fact in the whole history of archi-
tecture. All other styles may be said to have
been slowly developed by patient steps, each
being little in advance of the last. Here we have
a sudden mighty change in the whole practice of
the art following immediately on what was in
truth as distinctly a discovery as are any of those
gi-eat inventions which in our cetitiiry have
changed the whole current of labour in so many
ways, as, (>./7.,the locomotive engine and the
electric telegraph.
The 13th Century architecture is not in any

proper sense a mere development. Its authors
knew indeed what had been done in their earlier
years and by their fathers. Their merit was that
they realised at once in a practical way the
proper consequences of the use of the pointed
arch. Wliat were these? (1) Weights were
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BStbeRd together, carried to the ground in part,

Ld in p«rt distributed by nnhes to other piers

or battKCses. (21 Trails were uo lonjrer con-

tianou mMew o' vast thickness. The -n-all

pgapet was a thin connecting link between the

tStr-"" »hteh received the weight from above

bnoriit to them bv arches and flying buttresses.

(sTfte eoustrnctJon was everywhere displayed.

jiaB'a delight in it made them show it
;

ad henceforth the ornament followed the cou-

itiaetioa £0 eloeely as to make it almost a canon

that an ornament should be used with a Wew to

ffn^ttiaang the constructional lines of the

itiga. Se rreult of these three principles or

ralea wae, one may almost say, a necessary one.

Al^tectaie was, as it were, suddenly vivified.

'Wlme before all was at rest, suddenly an active

fiie pervaded every stone. The biulding became

ahnoet as full of life as a human being. Each

part had its work to do, and its shape, its posi-

tron, its section was contrived expressly to enable

it to do it in the best way. The essential

difference between all earlier architecture

and that of the 1 3th Century was, in a

wofd, that in the latter there was from

beginning to end thrust and countor-thmst iu

eraj part of the wall. From tho base to the

top of the highest pinnacle, every stone may
almoat be said to have had its work to do.

Jfaaons and architects had been skilfid and

able op to a certain point before. They had
laboured to give decorative effect to their work
by a profusion of carved enrichments ; but they

had known little, if any, scientific power.

Within a few years the same men and their

children have become transfomied into workers

go skilfnl and so scientific that every portion of

their work has been touched by a warm breeze of

nflsement which presents us with the most
delicately beantiftil results that have ever

been seen in the work of architects in any
age. For, observe that all later changes

irere again, as before, merely develop-

ments. There is no difference in principle

between 13th century and Hth, or between Hth
centntT and loth, and the only radical changes
since the 1 3tb century have been the detenniua-

tion of the Cenaissanuc builders to forget that

Doh a thing as a |x>intcd arch had ever been
ooDctructed, and in our own days the determina-
tion of mankind in general that solid building of

any sort was unnecessary, and that arches were
inconvenient because they were in a sense costly.

To-night there is hardly time to occupy you
with the question as to exactly when and where
this great development arose ; most of us would
concur in allowing to France the greater share

of the honour. In England one of the earliest

examples of radical change in style is that to be
»een m the choir of Canterbury Cathedral, the
woik of a Frenchman. But the distinctly Fren"h
tyle of this church—the style of the Isle de
Fhutce—had curiously little influence on archi-

tecture elsewhere in England. And there is

more general likeness between the buildings of

Nonnandy and England than between those of

Konnandy and the Isle de France.
Let us now go on to the examination of our

•object in detail ; and first, let us give a few
date*. Host of the work embraced in this style

was executed between the accession of King
John in 1199 and tho dcathofHenry III., 1272. Of
the Temple Church, the choir was consecrated in

1240, in presence of Henry III. Of Westminster
Abbey, the first stone was laid in 124.5 of the
ch(^ and tran-tepts, and it was completed in

1269; Stone Church, Kent, and St. Mary
Orerie, Southwark, were completed about the
mte time; Salisbury Cathedral was built
by Bishops Poore and Bridport 1218-12.'i8;

WeDs Cathedra], 122.5-39 ; York Cathedral,
1227-40; Fountains Abbey, 1205-46; of St.

Alban's, the West end, 1195-1214 ; and the East
End, 12.57 ; and Lincoln Cathedral, 1232-35. Of
this period about all the most exquisite of our
abbeys are illustrations, as e.g. :—Netley, Beau-
Beo, 'WhitbT, Rievaulx, St. Mary's, York

;

Laoercost, Unnstable, Binham, Tintem, Foim-
taiocs (East end) ; Easby, Finchal, and in Scot-
land, lirTburgh, Plnscardine, Elgin, Kew Abbey,
Jedburgh, and Olasfrow, and Ireland, Christ
Church and St. Patrick's Cathedral's, Dublin

;

Kildare, Kilkenny, not to mention many others.
0>«er<-f h'Ti', that all the dates I have given arc
of the first lialf of tho century. In point of fact,
*h»rtyle to which I must direct your attention
U aeea in some of its earliest efforts, fairly com-
plete in tho last twenty years of the 12th Century,
•ad by the end of the reign of Henry III. had

become so changed as to be iu truth a dlfiferent

style. It is only in a rough and arbitrarj- way that

one can talk of the art of a century, and it must

be always as of that which most di.stinguished

the century, rather than of that which was prac-

tised throughout the whole course of it. There

was too much life and change to make any

other treatment of the question possible.

Of the examples which you can most casUy study

on the spot are, of course, 'Westminster, the

Temple Church, St. Mary Overie, the Arch-

bishop's Palace Chapel, Lambeth; and in the

neighbourhood of London, St. Albau's Abbey,

Stone Church, Rochester Cathedral Choii', and

Dunstable Priory.

If I do not at every turn refer you to ex-

amples, it is because I know you will visit them
and examine them for yourselves; for this is

part of the excellent programme of our Society.

A few words as to how you should do this.

Observe, wherever you go, the following points

in every building :— 1. Groimd plan and plan of

groining. 2. Generalcharacterof design. 3. Cha-
racter of piers and arches, and mouldings.

4. Character of traceries and arcades. 5. Special

features of construction. 6. Furniture, monu-
ments, and details generally. And, to enable

you to do so, let me teU you in a few words

what you will usually find and should look for

in such examinations.
1 . Ground plan.

Mo.st Romanesque and foreign plans had
apsidal terminations. Canterbury had one, but

copied from Sens ; Westminster apsidal designed

in England, but undersomewhat French influence.

English prejudice was, however, against the

apse, and it is very rarely introduced in work in

tliis coimtry. Glastonbury, '
' a well of English

undefiled," is square ended, and the influence of

this abbey was very great. AH the churches in

the Irish Pale are square-ended. A great number
of 12th Century apsidal east ends were destroyed

in the 13th and Hth century in order to make
room for square ends,—sometimes under difii-

culties, as e.g., at Winchester and Gloucester,

where the crypts remain apsidal although the

square structure is altered. Stone Church, which
was obviously built by the same men as West-
nun.ster, is square ended. In fact apsidal termina-

tions after end of 12th century wore very rarely

constructed in England, though many were
pulled down.
The ground-plans of churches within your

reach for stuay aft'ord all that you can desire iu

the way of illustration. In Westminster Abbey
you have a very English vereion of a French
chevet, as the apsidal end with its aisle and
chapels is called. You need not be told how
beautiful its general effect if.. But if you will

examine its ground plan you will see how ex-
tremely scientific it is in every arrangement,
and how it grew out of the neoeeeities of the
case. Agreed that yom' central roof must be
lofty, properly lighted, and covered with a stone
vault, and the apsidal form makes it necessary
to provide buttresses radiating from the centre.

In order to provide aisles round tho apse these

buttresses have to be carried on arches, and thus
become flying buttresses, and the spaces between
them become available for use as chapels, open-
ing out of tho aisle or procession-path.

(To be continued.)

THE HISTORY AND iESTIIETICS OF
ARCHITECTXJRE.—IV.

TITR. STATHAM brought his course of

ijJL popular lectures on Architecture, at the
Koyal Institution, to a close ou Saturday after-

noon, with a description of the development and
leading features of the Gothic style. Tho address
was illustrated by photo-lithographs distributed

amongst the audience, and by numerous coloured
large-scale drawings of typical details in each
phase of the style, which were hung upon
screens.

There was no period, the lecturer said, at
which 80 much activity in building prevailed in

the north of Europe as at tho beginning of the
12th century. One very curious reason for this

sudden conunencement of large and important
buildings was that thp world had safely passed
through the year 1000, in which it had been
generally expected to come to an end; but
another and less vague impetus to build was the
frequent adoption of a conventual life, especially
in France during the reign of Louis VI. Tho
needs of monastic establishments effected a trans-
formation in modes of building, and their remains

now formed the cliicf monuments of the style.

Tho buildings of the Cistercian order were
amongst the noblest examples of pure and simple

work of Early Gothic architecture. They had
monasteries at Furncss, Fountains, Kirkstall,

VaUc Crucis, and many other places, where they
secluded themselves from the world. Their
buildings depended ahnost entirely for their

beauty upon fitness and appropriateness, and
hardly at all upon mere ornament. The general

plan of a Cistercian monastery was exhibited

and explained. Ou tho south side of nave of

the long, crucifomi church abutted tho cloister,

wliioh, so far from being but au ornamental ad-
junct, was designed as a mode of communication
between the church and the various rooms, the

refectoi-y on tho south, the fratry and tho

chapter-house and day-room on the east. Along
the west side was a long room, which had been
proved by the investigations of the late Mr.
Edmund Sliarpe to have boon the doraus con-

vorsorum, or place where the lay brethren who
lived ^vithout the convent assembled. This room
was usually divided by a double rauge of columns
down the centre, and consequently vaulted in

two spans. The same general plan was generally

followed iu monastic establishments. Ou com-
paring the vaulting plans of a Roman, Roman-
esque, and Gothic building, a great difference

would be seen. In the first, half-columns were
placed against the outer walls, and other

columns abutting on the inner sides of

the walls, the lines of vaulting passing

diagonally across. The external columns
became square pilasters in the Romanesque
and style, and tho internal colmmis were brougfht

away from the walls. In the Gotliie buildmg
the piers kept much the same position as in the

Romanesque, but the walls were broken up into

sections, and these were turned edgeways, the

bettor to resist the thrust. In this alteration in

plan, caused by the pointed aroh,was the distinct-

ive difference between Roman and Gothic ar-

chitecture. A key diagram of the features of

Gothic architecture was explained, the lecturer

enforcing the fact that repetition was an essential

quality of Gotluc arcliitecturo of every period

;

each arch and its surroundings formed a section

of a design, each part of which could be studied

separately. The mode in which the blank space

on the internal wall, caused by the abutment of

the aisle roof, was occupied by the triforium ar-

cading was instanced as an example of logical

and eifective ornamentation, and another was the

addition of flying and soUd buttresses to resist

the outward thrust of the vaidted roof, and con-

vey it to tho ground. In French cathedrals, in

which the walls were carried to gi-eater heights

than in this counti-y, the buttresses became very

towers, and seemed as it were like a series of

giant hands clasping the building, <ind with their

outstretched fingers forcing the walls inwards.

Although the internal vaulting was of stone, the

outer roofing was of timber, because it was found

difficult to make the joints of masonry water-

tight ; had the Gothic builders loiown the use of

Portland cement, the mode of roof construction

might have been different. Having described in

detail the cliicf features of a Gothic church, the

lecturer went on to explain the ijrocess of develop-

ment of the style. The difference between the

Norman and Transitional styles was exempli-

fied by means of bays of each placed side by side,

the enlarged window space, the introduction and
uncertain use of the pointed arch, and the pecu-

liar nicking of the abacus of tho capital being

indicated as characteristics of Late Norman work.

A series of four capitals sketched in.side the

western portal of Peterborough Cathedral were

illustrated, the lecturer remarking that whether

carved by one artist or by four, they furnished

perfectly clear examples of tho progress of Gothic

foliage. In this Transitional period the carving

of leaves was still straight, stiff, and sturdy ;

the piers were square and very thick,aud attached

to them were small, circular shafts, for the arches

were being broken up into several members,

ilie next period of Gothic was loiowu as the

Lancet style from the form of its window open-

ings. In it tho pointed arch was universally

adopted, but the round form was retained for the

triforium to inclose coupled pointed arches, above

which was a quatrcfoil, affording tho first sug-

gestion of tracery. The style depended upon
constiiiction, and not on ornament fur cfi'oot; in-

deed, almost all the finest archilccture in tlie

world was independent of mere decoration for

beauty. When a building was plastered over

with ornament, it was an almost certain sign
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that tlic true object of arcliitcctuvo was
forgotten and that the builder was attempt-

ing to cover his want of constnictioual know-
ledge. The whole interest of a liitli Centuiy
building consisted in tho frank and per-

fectly commonsense way iu which its jjuiijoso

was expressed ; the clerestory windows to admit
liglit to the central space, the flying and aisle

buttresses to support the roof and give inassive-

ness to w:dl, and tho very base courses of plinths

forming the groundwork of the whole design, as

well as porfonning a constructional office. The
carNTiig of foliage flowed in curves, but was still

marked by its stiffness. An cifpct of decoration

of the arcades was often entirely produced by
tho contour of the mouldings and tho consequent
alternation of light and shade, without the
introduction of a single sculptured leaf or flower.

The piers had now changed iu form from a square
to a lozenge on plan, and several shafts were now
attached to them, and that not alone at the
inner angles. This pure style was suecce<led

by two forms of Decorated architecture, the
Geometrical and theCarWUnear. More ornament
was employed; tho windows were fiUed with
tracery, the lines of which flowed one into the
other ; crockets were added to buttres.ses and
canopies, and capitals were surrounded with a
band of foliage, wluch no longer api)eared some-
thing growing out of tho head of tho column,
but an applied ornament. Tho foliage was less

conventional and more varied in character. In
like manner bench ends and similar features were
covered with carving, and a small ornament
known from its form as the ball-flower was used
ereiywhere—sometbues with good effect, but
often too profu.soly, and in some districts carved
npon every portion of tho window niullions and
other surfaces. Tho lines of mouldings were
chiefly iu half-rolls. As the tracery was developed,
the window space was increased ; it was absurd
to regard Gotliio as a style which sought to ex-
clude the liglit, for in no mode of architecture
were the window openings so largo in i^roportion
to the masonry as in the later forms of Gothic.
A further development of the stylo was dis-

tinguished as the Rectilinear period. There was
now a great predominance of horizontal and
vertical fines in place of the springing foiTOS and
flowing ciu-ves tliat hid preceded this phase of
the style ; the arches were now struck from four
centres and were flattened at the cro^\'ns ; right
angled lines defined every window and its parts,
and jjanelled surfaces were general. The tri-

forimu was reduced to a mere passage behind the
piers. Thi-oughout the buildiiig there was seen
a tendency to hard straight lines, rather thin
mouldings, shallow carvings. Where foliage
was used it was dotted on to tho capitals in a
conventional and simple manner, and often it

was omitted. The whole seemed designed for
saving trouble to tho designer and workmen in
all but the vault. While, however, this tendency
to reduce everything to right angles was de-
veloping in this country, singularly enough,
French Gothic was becoming more and more
flowing -vvith its lines, till it became flame-shaped
in character ; hence its distinctive name, Flamboy-
ant. In France alone the outline of the basilica

was more strictly followed at the east-end, which
was usually rounded oft into an apsidal form, and
surrounded by chapels, while the typical EngUsh
east-end was at every period square. To this

broad rale there were exceptions, and at West-
min.ster Abbey might be seen a building built very
much underFrench influence, andaftertheirmodo.
But hemust return from these details to describe the
development of the arch and vault. Last week
he had shown how the flat soffit of the Roman
arch became broken up when smaller materials
were used, and the influence the change had on
the form of the columns from which tho arch
sprang. The rich effect tliis multiplication of
recessed members gave in Transitional Architec-
ture might be seen from a drawing of the west
front of Tewkesbury Abbey. Another step was
to have a square abacus beneathwhich the capitals
and roimd shafts were continued, and it became
necessary to break the abacus into projections
to assimilate with the parts above and beneath.
A further development was to round oft the
abacus to follow the general outUno of arch
soffit and groui)ed shafts, and afterwards
tho jointing was arranged to fall into
the centres of the hollows,— a characteristic of
the best work—and at length every sharp angle
was cut off, and all the mouldings were worked
in tho chamfer plane. The pier was gradually
getting elongated, and was being tumed with

its narrow edge towards tho church. But what
effect had these changes had upon the vault?

The first step was to mark the main lines of tho

crossing vaults by projecting stones. Tho next
was to add more ribs, intennediato ones being
stretched across the centre of the vaulting space.

A result of this was that it was found that the

arch would stand on tho ribs alone ; thus,

instead of two arches, tho vaiUt became a
collection of arched ribs. Tho surface masonry
was no longer used for support, and so its joints

were arranged for effect instead of to afford the

greatest strength ; they were laid iu horizontal

courses, and not jilaoed at right angles with each
other. Greater elaboration followed, and cross

or lieruo ribs were worked upon tho surface so

as to cover it. Tho ribs did not spring at equal
distances from each other, and, to overcome the
awkward appearance, tho boss from which they
were projected was enlarged, and a step made
towards the fan 'vault. At length the boss
became an uiverted cone, and the ribs were
caused to radiate at equi-distances around it,

and at the same angles. The vault thus became
symmetrical, completely consistent, and logical

iu expression as well as purpose. But the real

construction of the vault had again become com-
pletely changed, and had reverted to its earliest

principle, for, as iu its first conception, the
vaulting surface was again supreme and the ribs

were but applied ornaments. Though the result

when placed side by side with the original form
was so different, yet the progressof its development
was perfectly natural. He had now traced

Gothic to its fullest development. More and
more ornament was added, and it became con-
stnictionally weaker and weaker, and at length
was abandoned in favour of a revival of older

styles. It would be seen that the course of

lecturesnow brought to a closehad taken them from
Greek to Gothic. As far as European architec-

ture was concerned, there were but two styles,

Greek and Gothic, consistently constructed on
one principle. They had examined into the princi-
ples governing Greek, Roman, Romanesque, and
Gothic architecture, and had traced the steps of
their progress, and they had seen that the latest

development of the last-named style, although
totally different in fomi, was lineally descended
from tho Greek. There was a lesson to be
learned from this study of the expression of

arcliitectural principles applicable to the present
day. At the time of the study of ancient litera-

ture there was a revival of architectui'e, and for
the first time, instead of developing existing
ideas in building, people began to suppose that
the best mode to improve architecture was to
imitate what had been done before. Ko longer
was a man frankly to build as his needs and
tastes suggested, but he was expected to follow
what some one had done, as was supposed
admirably, many years before. In Renaissance
work the lecturer would admit he could see much
that was exceedingly interesting and suggestive,
but the old principle of work was departed from.
This imitation of the past had since taken many
foniis ; during the present century they had seen
a revival of Greek, of Roman, of Gotliie, and
lastly of the style known as Queen Anne, a new
combination made in the Renaissance period,
when the Greek forms as corrupted by the
Romans, then as modified by the Italians, were
next altered by the Dutch and then, by the force
of political cii-cumstances, brought into Eng-land.
In conclusion, Mr. Statham expressed tho hope
thrit the lectures had shown that architecture was
worthy the attention and study of educated
lieople, and what was logical and what incon-
sistent building. He had not tried to show a
series of pretty pictures of buildings, but to
exhibit their constructional anatomy and typical
arrangement, and, in the words of a French
author, if he had been dull they might be sure
he had desired it.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF DUBLIN
HARBOUR.

AT a meeting of the Institution of CivU
Engineers, on the '20th May, Mr. Bateman,

F.R.S., President in the Chair, the paper read
was on " The Improvement of the Bar of Dublin
Harbour by Artificial Scour," by Mr. Jolm P.
Griffith, Assoc. Inst. C.E.

Tl)o primary object of all early engineering
efforts connected witli the Port of Dublin
appeared to have been to provide a safe approach
for vessels to the city. With this in view the Great

South Wall was constructed during the 18th
lentury. Tho rivers Liffey and Dotlder, dis-

cliarging into the sea at the head of Dublin Bay,
flowed over extensive strands laid bare at low
water, and the channel cut by the rivers was
used by vessels entering the port. Tho Cfreat

South Wall was built to shelter this channel
from southerly winds, and also from the en-
croachment of sand. When completed, it ac-

complished to a great extent the objects looked
for by its designers. Portions of tho channel up
to tho city wore still, however, very shallow,
and attention was also drawn to a shoal beyond
the extremity of tho new wall, known as Dublin
Bar. This bank stretched from the north side of

tho bay across the entrance to the harbour in the
form of a hook. The deepest water for vessels

was round tho end of this hook, but across the
bank, in a direct line to sea, there was only a
depth of from 5ft. to 6ft. at low water of spring
tides. At the beginning of tho present century
many eminent engineers and naval officers were
consulted respecting further improvements.
Captain Bligh recommended a wall along the
north side of the channel ; Sir Thomas Hyde
Page proposed a similar wall, and tho
formation of an island on the bar ; while a pro-
posal to construct an embankment or wall
extending from the north shore towards Poolbeg
emanated from the Corporation for PresorWng
and Improving the Port of Dublin, better Icnown
as the Ballast Board. Mr. Rennie, at that time
considered the highest authority on the improve-
ment of harbours, prepared an elaborate scheme,
but he predicted little likelihood of much im-
provement on the bar. He expected an increased
depth of 3ft. of water as the result of an
estimated expenditure exceeding £0.5.5,000. To
provide a better approach he considered it essen-

tial to construct a ship canal from some point on
the adjacent coast, where deep water might be
obtained, and finally recommended this entrance

to be close to the present site of Kingstown
Harbour. Mr. Rennie' s estimate for this work
was £489,734. From 1802 to 1819 the question

of the improvement of the bar appeared to have
been in abeyance. Probably Mr. Rennio's
scheme, from the largo expenditure it would have
involved, and the smallness of the results antici-

pated, tended to deter the Government from ad-
vancing the necessary funds for any particular

scheme. About 1819 the Ballast Board found
themselves in a position to carry out their

own project of a wall or embankment from
the Clontarf shore. Its object was to

protect the harbour on the north side from the

encroachment of sand, to shelter it from
northerly and easterly winds, and to direct the

tidal and river waters in a fixed channel across

the bar. Before, however, beginning tliis work,
an accurate survey of the river and bar was made
by Mr. Francis Giles. Under the joint direction

of Mr. Giles and of Mr. Halpin, the engineer of

the Ballast Board, the rubble embankment, now
known as the Great Noi-th Wall, was constructed,

extending about 9,000ft. from the Clontarf shore,

its extreme end being about 1,000ft. north of

Poolbeg Lighthouse. Over 5,500ft. of this wall
rose above high water, the remainder being
below that level, and the extreme 2,000ft. only
reaching on the average half-tide.

During the first half of the ebb, tho tidal

and river waters running out of the har-
bour flowed partly over the submerged
wall and partly through the harbour en-

trance, between its termination and Poolbeg
Lighthouse. As soon, however, as tho tide

fell below the level of the wall, the water con-

tained within the two great piers of the Port

passed through the contracted entrance at Pool-

beg. The velocity of tho stream was thus

greatly increased, and a channel had been foiTued

across the bar with 10ft. at low water of spring

tides, where, in the year 1819, there was only a
depth of 6|ft., and there was reason to believe

that a still "further increase might be looked for.

As the improvement of tho bar api>eared to be
due to the water discharged from the harbour
during the second half of tho ebb, any addition

to the tidal capacity of the harbour below that

level might be expected to J)TOduce a correspond-

ing increase in the depth on the bar. Such an
increase in tho tidal capacity of the harbour was
actually taking place by tho lowering of the

North Strand, the result of dredging ballast and
the wasting away of the bank.

The consideration of the difficulties overcome
in the improvement of the approach to the Port

of Dublin naturally led to the inquiry, what
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mn tb» dULgMS which beset the maintenance of

tke deep wmler channel aero^ the bar : Tliese

MioM be brieflr cununarised as reclamation

^pji.» ukI outfiile the harbo\u'. Reclamation in-

rid* Um Iiarbour would be dangerous as an en-

enaeluBmt on the aooaring capacity of the har-

boar. Bcdamation oatjdde would result in the

ndaetiao of the area upon whicli sand entering

tke bay wms at present dopa<uted, would tend to

driw the low-water mark rapidly further out to

MB, and greatly eiidang«r the channel across

thabar.

PAINTINGS ON CHINA.

AT the Art-Pottery Galleries of Messrs.

Howell and James, 5, Rcg«nt-street, Pall-

MaB, a rery choice exhibition of paintings on
diiiia are now on riew, which we have had an
0|iportunitT of inspecting. The works are chiefly

by lady amateurs and artists, and display a

variety of design and handiwork of considerable

OMiit. Oneofthespecialawardsforladies—thegold
aiad ailver medal presented by the Crown
Trineeaa of Germany, and the Princess Alice

wiin i«m«i«ring of silver and enamelled badges,

Baa bem awarded to Viscountess Hood for a
pbqoe with a figure painted upon the old Willow
pattern. The workmanship is of excellent cha-
racter if we cannot commend the design. Miss
£dith Hall's dedgTis, which have received the
Priooeea Alice prize, are marked by considerable

taate. One of the plates, numbered 12, i^hows a
eooTentional treatment of the daffodil, the flowers
of vhich are ranged radially from a dark green
eentie, it has a scolloped border, the ground
being white. No. 25 shows a blue-green raar-
sm with wild rosclles and figures very delicate

a the handling. No. 18 is another plate with
Sly pattern on a blue ground exceedingly pleasing
in tae arrangement, the flowers being disposed
of hezagonailly in the centre of plate. Miss Ada
Beaid'a panels in china, for which the prize of
H.R.H. Princess Christian of Schleswig-Holstein
has been awarded, are painted with much delicacy
vpoa cream or grey grounds, and repi-esent lilies

tnated natnially. Nos. 2 and 4 are remarkably
itne patterns, Persian in character, with leaves
and birds, conventionalised, dark blue upon white,
designed by Sir H. Kawliuson, a well-known
antbority in this branch of art. These plates
have received the Coimtess of Warwick's prize.
In one of the plates long indented leaves are in-
tiodaoed round w^ithin the border, the directions of
bich are curvUinearly arranged, not radially,
from the centre. Nos. 1 4 and 20 are exquisitely
painted plat«s, by Miss Everett Green. On one
the ground is salmon-toned, upon which tom-
tita are painted, the birds being drawn in the
J^aneaqne fashion. " Is he Dead f " is the title

«< the aeoond, ahowring parroquets upon a branch
looking upon a fallen comrade. The designs
for beaida are interesting. Mr. Percy Anderson's
"ClaaiicalHead" (No. 1), painted as a plaque
iramed, is masterly in composition and outline
npon a buff ground. The painting is flat and
tborooghly in keeping with the material. As
ilie work of a gentleman amateur, the prize was
not awarded. Lady Nicholson's plaque (No. 5)
hows some very charming handling of a gfirl's

iaoe. In the ornaments, birds and flowers, No.
26, "Under the Mistletoe," by Mme. Camillo
Korean, is a striking example in relief ; No. 17,
" Chiysanthemums," and Miss E. Lock's "Car-
doon riiistle," are also tasteful productions. In
an npper gallery, are to be seen many strik-
ing examples or china painting by professional
aitbt*. Wo notice particiUarly a panel, framed
in an eboniaed frame, as quite a finished picture
tt fruit and flowers, lie blue jars, colouring
and drawing, are all excellent ; the one objection
we bare tf) make being that it imitates too
oloaely a painting on canvas in its depth of tone
and finish. Hiss Ada Hanbnry's series of plates,
in a frame, npon which flowers are painted after
• Japanese manner, are well worth the £10 10s.
Vtixe that baa been awarded it. .Silver medals
ABTe also been won hj Uiss Limnec Watt (293)
and to Kias Florence Lewis (26.5] ; the latter is a
rtndy of cbrysanthemnms in a pleasing harmony
of oolonr. In the heads wo notice Nos. 287 and
289, two very cleverly-conceived studies, classical
in ^>irit, by Miss Phenc Spiers, one entitled
"Diana Vernon" and the other " Helene."
Bott are exo-llent in drawing and colour, the
bofdera are quiet and graceful, jnd the designs
«• worthy the taate of this laly artist. We
eansot paaa Nos. 292 and 29.5, by Kate Ham-
nond, botli exceedingly clever in conception and

colour ; nor a terra-cotta bust of Sir P. Cunliffe

Owen, K.C.M.G., in wliich the fcatvues have

been modelled with considerable trutlifuluess.

Those interested in china painting may spend a

pleasant hour in the extensive galleries of Messrs.

Howell and James.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
ne Student'» Text Hook of Mdricit!/, hy H.M.

NoAD, revised by W. H. Preece (London : Lock-

wood & Co.) will be found a really useful and
trustworthy guide by all desirous of studying a

science which at the present time bids far more
than any other to modify and change the con-

ditions of our lives and habits. Mectric Light-

ing and its rractical Application, by J. N. Sbooi.-

BBED (London : Hardwicke & Bogue) is espe-

cially of value to those anxious to know some-

thing about the practical application of the

electrical light, as the work of one who, as his

evidence given before the Parliamentaiy Com-
mittee has shown, has done more than anyone
else to bring do^vn to the comprehension of

ordinary people the cost and merit.s respectively

of the electric light and other methods of arti-

ficial illumination. The Secret of a Ckar Mead
by J. MoETQEEE GEAjTvniE (London : Hardwicke
and Bogue), is a pleasantly written treatise, in

which the mcral and physical conditions necessary

to the preservation of health and intellect are

exjxjunded.

—

—The Controcersy on Emjlish ami

American Locks, by Henhy W. Chubb (London :

Chubb and Son), is a reprint of the principal

letters and articles which appeared in our own
and other journals a month or two back. The
controversy originated in a letter sent to the

Times by Colonel Wrottcsley , inclosing one from
Mr. James Hill, of Upper Thames-street. The
facts put forward by Mr. Hill in that letter soon

brought do\4-n upon him attacks from all

quarters. The letter written by Messrs. Chubb
and Son, which appeared in this journal on
January 17, was hardly necessary to convince

anybody at all conversant with the matter
that their position and reputation as one of the
leading lockmaking firms of England was in no
way compromised by anything Mr. Hill had
published ; indeed, that gentleman especially

mentioned them as one of the exceptional lock

firms of tliis country. StUl it did good, if only
by enlarging the field of controversy, and the
very fair selection now made and published from
the subsequent correspondence will do more, by
placing before the public the best utterances on
each side of a discussion which was undoubtedly
one of importance, and which Mr. HUl has prob-
ably had no reason to regret that he originated.

Tlie Softening and Tiirijication of If'ater

(London : F. H. Atkins & Co.) is a pamphlet
full of useful information and hints of that most
important subject the supply of pure water. The
experience gained by its authors is placed before
their readers in a practical and inteUigible
manner, and will doutless aid many house-owners
and builders in their efforts to obtain that pri-
mary necessity to health and comfort, pure and
soft water. Illustrated Catalogue of Couj-

house and Figgery Fittings (London : St. Pan-
eras Iron Work Co.), is an exceedingly useful
little pamphlet. Altogether apart from the
special merits of the appliances described, which
are manufactured by the St. Pancras Co., and
about which there is no need to say anything
here, some valuable hints as to the planning
and arrangement of dairy buildings may be
gathered.

-^^^^

The Local Board of Cirencester last week ac-
cepted the tenders of Mr. F. Crokam, of Star-
cross, Devon, amounting together, as reduced, to
£8,047 10s. lOd., for the execution of sewerage
works in two contracts, according to the plans pre-
pared by Mrs. R. B. Grantham and Sons, civil
engineers, of London. At the same meeting Mr.
William Bundy, of Old Kent-road, Loudon, was
appointed clerk of the works at a salary of £4 per
week.

The Prince of Wales, accompanied by the mem-
bers of the Metropolitan Board of Works, will open
Lambeth Suspension, Vauxhall, Cliolsea Suspen-
sion, Albert and Battersea bridges free from toll to-
morrow (Saturday).

The extensive furnishing promises of Messrs.
Atkinson and Co., in the Westminster Bridge-road,
comprising eight houses, have been remodelled and
refronted. The works, now almost completed,
have been carried out by Mr. Nightingale, from the
designs of Messrs. Giles and Gough.

Builbiufi Knttllinituct

Alleeton.—The now church of St. Peter,
Allerton, near Bradford, was opened on Sunday.
It has been erected from the plans of Mr. E. P.
Peterson, F.S.A. It is of the stylo prevailing
about the middle of the 13th Century, and is

simple in treatment. The edifice is not of large
size, and is without side aisles. The tower at the
west end of the building is flanked on one side

by the entrance porch, and on the other by the
vestry. This tower is 71ft. to the embattled
parapet and about 100ft. to the viine. and is 16ft.

square. The church is lighted by a series of
lancet windows 12ft. by 2ft. placed high above
the floor level. At the south-cast end of the
building projects an organ chamber 12ft. square.
Some relief is also given on the north side by the
conicalterminal to the circular stair, andalsoby the
buttressed and embattled chimney stack which
serves for the heating apparatus. In the base-
ment at the east end au excellent parish room
25ft. square and 14ft. in height is obtained. The
building is erected of local waUstone known as
'in-sides," many of them strongly coloured with
iron marks, and the dressings are of local sand-
stone. The whole is covered by Westmoreland
green slate, mth Staffordshire red tile ridges,

overhanging eaves, and stone tabling. The
body of the chui-ch is 84ft. by 2oft., and is 54ft.

to the ridge of the roof, which is boarded,
stained, and varnished. The interior is divided
into seven bays, two of which form the chancel,
and five the nave. The whole of the interior is

lined with clean-cut waUstone, and the windows
are glazed with cathedral glass, blotched with
squares of stronger tints. The pulpit, choir

seats, and low chancel screen, are of pitch-pine,
the nave seats being temporary benches. The
altar stands upon an oak pace, worked in chevron
pattern, and is raised five steps above the nave.
The font is of Caen stone, elevated upon a pedi-

ment of similar material. The church has
accommodation for 300, and the building has
cost £2,800, exclusive of site. The following are

the contractors :—Masons, Messrs. J. Wilkinson
and Son

;
joiner, P. Gawthori^o

;
plumbers,

Haigh and Slater ; slater, T. S. Stoner
;
painter.^,

Cockroft Bros. ; carver, Wm. Ashton ; tiled

work and font, E. Stake ; heating apparatus,
E. Thornton.

Bedstone.—The church of St. Mary, Bed-
stone, Salop, has recently undergone restoiatiou

at an expenditure of about £1,200. The church
is one of the smallest, if not the smallest, in the

diocese. It consists of a nave 32ft. Gin. long by
17ft. wide, and a chancel 16ft. Oin. by 13ft. 3in.,

and a small belfty. It is a plain stiucture of

Norman, if not of pre-Norman date, and was
last repaired about the year 1854. The arcliitect,

Mr. Kempson, of Hereford, in dealing with the

church in the work of restoration, has carried

out the stonework in work of Norman character.

Four circular-headed lancet windows have been
introduced in the south-west side of the nave.

A single lancet window has been placed in the

south side of the chancel, and another in the

west end of the nave. The new bell tuiret is

framed in oak, and placed over the west end of

the nave, and measures 10ft. square; its base is

covered with lead, and the turret itself is sur-

mounted by a spire which is covered with oak
shingles. The roofs of the nave and chancel are

quite new, and are framed in a substantial and
simple manner, and are covered with Broseley

tiles. The floor of the chancel and the passage

in the nave are laid with Godwin's tiles. Mr.
Henry Welsh, of Hei'eford, was the contractor.

Beistol.—On Saturday last the new gi-ammar
school at Bristol was opened. The building

has been designed by Messrs. Foster and Wood.
The style is that of the 14th century. The
dimensions of the ground line are 158 feet by 68

feet, and the height to the terminals of the

gables is 90 feet. The east and west fronts are

similar in character ; one faces Queeu's-road,

and the other on the Tyndall's Park side, oppo-
site the new road which will probably bo some
day made from the upper part of the park into

Park-row. The building is of red local stone,

with freestone dressings. The largo schoolroom

is 140 feet long, 50 feet broad clour of the walls,

and 50 feet high from the floor to the collar-

beam of the roof. The scats and desks provide

aooommodation for between 400 and 500 boys.

The exterior lines of frontage are broken up by
massive buttresses forming bays of each set of
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windows. These buttresses terminate at a line

marked witli moulded cornico of freestone car-

ried round tlie entire building, with gargoyles
above the terminal of each buttress. Tiio walls
all round the structure are battlemented. The
pointed roof is covered with green slate, and
surmounted with terra-cotta cresting, a striking
feature of the exterior wall being the turrets

which rise above each transept. The tiu-ret on
the west side contains the staircase leading to the
clock-tower, and a private staircase by which the
head master can reach the largo room. The
clock-tower has a cupola of copper of elaborate
design, executed by Messrs. Chew and Sons, of
Stroud. There are five bells connected with it,

the heaviest weighing 9cwt. The clock has been
supplied by Messrs. Gillett and Bland, of
Croydon. Cloisters at the north and south ends
lead, on the north from the science classroom to
the laboratory, and on the south to oifices and
lavatories, these adjuncts forming wings. The
master's house stands in a prominent po.sition on
the high ground. The total cost of the building,
including the site, will be nearly £20,000. The
clerk of the works is Mr. George Sabnon ; the
general contractors, Messrs. Willdns and Sons.
Mr. John Wilkins has done the plumbing and
gas-fitting, and the gaseliers and pendants were
supplied by Hardmau, of Birmingham.

iNcoitroEATED CinjBcn BuTLDiNQ SociETr.

—

The Incorporated Society for Promoting the
Enlargement, Building, and Repairing of
Churches and Chapels held its monthly meeting
last week. Grants of money were made in aid of
the following objects, viz : — Building new
churches at Bromley, St. John, Kent, £100, and
Camden Town, St. Michael, London, £4.50

;

enlarging or otherwise improving the accommo-
dation in the churches at Castlemorten, St.

Gregory, near Tewkesbury, £50 ; Locklow, St.
Bartholomew, near Leominster, £40 ; Harble-
down, St. Michael, near Canterbury, £.50

;

Marsh Gibbon, near Bicester, £20 ; Westlcigh,
St. Peter, near Bideford, £30 ; West Tilbury,
Essex, .£20 ; and Bettws-Guerfil-Goch, near
Oorwen, £30. Grants were also made from the
Special Mission Buildings Fund towards building
mission churches at Malin Bridge, in the parish
of Wadsley, near Sheffield, £10; Plymouth,
Henry-street, All Saints', £25; and Springfield,
in the pari.sh of St. Mary's, Wolverhamp-
ton, £2.5.

More than Fifty Thousand Boplies and
Lptt'Ts on sul)ifi'ts of Uiilvprsnl Interest luivc iippearrd (hiiini;

the- lust ten vealh in the K.VOI.ISH MKLIl.V.MC A.MJ WOllI.li
OF SCIHNOK, most of tbcm from the ))ens of tlie Icatlinff

Selentitie und Technical Authorities of the day. Thoiuands of
oriKinhl articiett and scientiflc papers, and countieKH receipts and
wrhiltlen embracing iiimost every suhjcct on which it in poBolb e
to desire information Iiave also appeared durhlK the itamc period
Tile earliest and most accurate iiifonn.-ition respectliiK all new
scientific discoveries and nicciiiinicul inventions is to be found in

its pHKCs, and its large circuintiun render its the best medium
for alfadvertisers who wish their announcements to be broutfht
under the notice of manufucturcrs, mechanics, scientific worltcrs,
and amateurs. I'rice Twopence, of all booksel ers and news
vcnd.>r». Post free ajd. Of -. -
(fardcu AV.C.

Oaice: 31, Tavistock street, Covcnt-

TO COKRESPONDENTS.
["We do not hold oursclvea responsible for the opinions of
our corresiwndentfl. The Editor respectfully requests
that all communications should be drawn up as briefly

08 possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

All letters should bo addressed to the EDITOE, 31,
TAVISTOCK-STEEET, COVENT-GAKDEN, W.C.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to

J. rASSMORE EdWAROS.

ADVEETISEITENT CHAEGES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line of eight

woi-ds {the lirat line coxmting as two) . No advertisement
inserted for less than hall-a-crown. Special terais for
series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to the l*ublisher.

Front Page Advertisements and Paragraph Adverti.se-
ments Is. per hnc. No front page or paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less than 53.

Advertisements for the current week must reach the
office not later than 6 p.m. on Thmsday.

TEHJIS OF StrBSCRIPTIONS.
(Payable in Advance.)

Including two half-yearly double numbers. One Pound
per aimum (post free) to any part of the United Kingdom
for the United States, £1 6s. (5d. (or Gdols. 40c. gold) . To
France or Belgium, £1 68. 6d. (or ."«f. 30c.). To India (via
8outIiampton),£l 6s. 6d. To any of the Australian Colonies
New Zealand, the Cape, the West Indies, C^anada, Nova
Scotia, or Natal, £1 6s. Gd.

Cases for binding the half-yearly volimies, 23. each.

Ekoeived.—T. M.—W. n. B. and Co.-B. B. and T. Co.
B. S, and H.—L. W. and Co.—C. H. and Co.-W. M. F.
—S. E. Co.

OUR COIOIONPLACE COLUMN.
C. F. W., G. H., C. A.—Notes or quotations on any sub-

ject of value in letter H will be received on and after
the 27th inst. "W'e wish to impress upon our contri-
butors that tlie articles should be concisely written, und
that data respecting buildings and materials are of
greater value to ua than detlnitions. We hope to pub-
lish another column next week.

CHIPS.
The Bristol Docks Committee on Monday recom-

mended the Town Council of that city to purchase
Avonmouth Dock at a cost of £600,000.

The Lambeth Guardians have appointed Mr.
Scott surveyor of works for the reconstruction of
the industrial schools at Norwood, about to be car-
ried out from the designs of Messrs. Coe and Hobin-
son.

From correspondence in the Cambridge news-
papers, we learn that the authorities of Jesus Col-
lege have repurchased in London all the carved
woodwork of Bishop Alcock's time, fonneiij- be-
longing to the college chapel, which was recently
offered for sale by the rector and churchwardens of
Landbeach.

On Saturday week a labourer named Thomas
Whitewell was killed while at'work in Pelrockstown
Church, Devon, now in course of restoration, by
the fall of a beam of oak which was being fixed in
the roof.

The Watford Local Board of Health have just
commenced the construction of a new reservoir at
some httle distance from the ton-n. It is estimated
to cost, with new main and cottage, £7,483.

It is stated that Mr. do Keyser has accepted a
tender of £80,000 for the completion of his hotel at
the comer of the Thames Embankment, ojiposito
Blackfriars Bridge.

Amongst those upon whom the University of
Cambridge propose to confer, on the 29th inst., the
honorary degree of Doctor of Law, are Sir F.
Leighton, P.R.A.; Mr. H. C. Sorby, President of
the Geological Society ; Mr. E. A. Bond, Principal
Librarian of the British Museum ; and Mr. C. T.
Newton, of the British Museum.

The school erected to the memory of the late
Rev. H. C. Hicks, at Hucknall Torkard, was
opened on Monday. It is built in the Gotliic style,
of rough stone, with wooden casements and plain
open roof. The schoolroom is.5Cft. by 21ft., capa-
ble of sub-division into three by folding doors. Mr.
F. Gration, of Hucknall Torkard, was the archi-
tect; and Messrs. Holesworth and Green were the
builders.

TEMPORARY BUILDINGS.
To the Editor of tlie Buildino News.

SiE,—In your recent article (p. 500), is the
following :

—" The erection of structures of a
temporary kind at once light cheap, and portable
is a want that has been strangely neglected by
the architect, notwithstanding the numerous
demands for such a class of structure and our
colonising propensities." I feel that I am
not one of those to be included in this accusation
of strange neglect, and I trust that the following
short description wiU prove this, and give some
idea of what I have been doing in this direction
and the improvements I have effected. I have
an-anged, I believe, an entirely novel system of
portable buildings, either in wood or iron ; tem-
porary, or rendered so complete that they will
meet all the requirements of a permanent abode.

In forming the panels or walls of wooden
buildings it has been usual to use wood quarter-
ing or framing, and to fix upon it weather
boarding externally, and matched tongued and
beaded boarding mtemaUy. The natme of the
weather boarding to spring away from the
quarters to which it is nailed, by the action of
the weather, necessitates the quarters being
closer together than is required for constructive
purposes, and adds to their weight in carriage
and unwieldiness in handling.
By my system, I dispense with aU quartering,

and form panels, say, 8ft. high, corresponding to
the height of an apartment or story, and 4ft. wide
for convenience, liaving weather boards externally
laid, horizontally grooved on the edges, and fixed
so that the edges interlock the side of one groove
entering as a tongue into the hollow of the other.
The internal face is of tongued matched and
beaded boarding laid vertically. Between the
inner and outer boai-ding there is a sheeting of
inodorous felt, and the two tliicknesses of board-
ing are nailed and clenched logether, forming a
perfectly rigid panel free from all liability to
rack, and weather-proof. The inside boarding

is wider than the outside boarding, so as to

extend beyond it, foiming a projection or tonguo
on each edge, which fit into corresponding ver-
tical grooves on the standards set up when the
building is erected at the required distance apart
to receive them, and in these grooves the panels
are retained without any further means of
attachment. The ends of the weatlier boards
butt up[against the solid portion of the standards,
thus forming a rebated weather-proof joint, and
avoiding the labour of shaping the grooves to
the ends of the standards.
The standards and other constructive parts to

receive the panels consist of angle posts grooved
two sides to receive the external panels ; inter-

mediate grooved two sides for joining the panels

;

junctions, grooved two sides for the panels, and
inside to receive partitions ; door-posts grooved
one side for panels and the other side rebated for
the door; easement frames, &c., the like.

Also transumate gables ; caps, sills, &c., which
are grooved to receive the horizontal edges of the
panels.

The internal partitions are of the thickness of
matched tongued and beaded boarding, one laid
vertical, the other perpendicular, with a sheeting
ofinodorous felt between. AUthe standards, &c.,
are fixed to the sills, plinths, &c., with gas-
barrel dowells.

The roof is formed of panels having quarters
covered externally by preference with galvanised
corrugated iron or zinc, and the soffit with
matched tongued and beaded boarding ; the
cap to receive the wall panels being fixed to the
soffit. There are no constructive timbers except
the ridge. I have built permanent brick houses
and bungalows here with roofs of more than
40ft. span, without any framings or other
timbers, only the common rafters and the ridge.

In your article, galvanised corrugated iron is

thus described:—"Anything more tasteless,

comfortless, and forbidding than the corrugated
iron church of the usual type is scarcely possible
to find." I fully endorse these remarks, and
consider that hitherto this material has only been
applicable to buildings of a certain class and use,
by reason of the difficulty of forming the angles
and joinings, and fitting and fixing the doors,
windows, and other parts to the openings. And
when these have been done, the general effect of
the exterior is scarcely to be tolerated.

By the application of the system I have
described to wooden erections, and with the fol-

lowing modifications, this material becomes
equally applicable for tho exterior of buildings,
and the manner in which the corrugations are
broken up into panels by the stiles which are of
wood presents a good appearance, and the corru-
gations give a pleasing indentation on the panel,
more particularly when the material is painted.
The panels for the outside walls are formed of

sheets of iron, their length by preference corre-
sponding to the height of the apartment or panel
to be formed, and their number being sufficient

to form the width of the panel, which is by pre-
ference two sheets, that is 4ft. wide. At the
vertical edges of the panel, and at the vertical

joinings of the plates, small quarters of wood
are placed from end to end of the panel. The
quarters on the side which is to be against the
iron are shaped so as to fit the corrugations, and
those at the vertical edges of the panel are
flattened so as to enter the grooves on the stan-
dards. Cross pieces are attached at suitable dis-

tances apart. This framing is overlaid with a
sheeting of inodorous felt, and over this matched
tongued and beaded boarding is laid horizon-
tally, and nailed to the quarters, 1 he ends being
flush with tho quarters at the vertical edges of
the iJanel. The lower edge of the bottom board
will rest upon the floor. To this framing the iron
is secured by screws to tho quarters. Thus a
portable and completely finished panel is formed
ready for fixing to the standards and other parts
described to the wooden building.

A weathering or front over door and window
openings is formed by strips of zinc or lead fitted

at the lower edge of the corrugated iron opening.
The upper part is corrugated to fit beneath the
corrugations of the panel to a height or lap
sufficient to keep out the rain. Tho lower part
of this strip, where it is not beneath the corru-
gated iron, is not corrugated.

I hope at some future occasion to describe the
buildings that have been erected, or are now in
course of erection, ranging from a bungalow of
1 G rooms to one of only two, also billiard-rooms,
&c., and how it is now being worked out so as to
supply what appears to be one of the wants of
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»—», aay, vu., portaUe boildings pre-

r^puMOs n»dfly fitted and light for raJ-

w,T or «!har tmrtiage, easily set up m the

loiwa pUoe, ecmomical in pm-e, easily removed

wenUwrfbT theintroductiou of pamls whieli

Se^STWi^hanceable. and if the bmlding is

!^hed to remain that it ti-iU answer aU the

J^SnneBta that are looked for in a permanent

liodc or for other purposes.—I am, Mr. ice.,

WestcUff, Birrhington. Jomt Taylob.

THE ABCHITECTTRAi REJECTED AT
THE K.A.

Sb,—A friend of mine, a graduate, writing

fnoi one of our univertities on tho above sub-

JMt the other day. makes tho rather drastic

^Mrtion tt"* " the Hanging Committee at Bur-

liMtaa Hooae ought themselves to be hanged,"

Bd notwitkatanding its having been quoted as

B oU wying originally said by an exceedingly

^un«t painter, I am ready to admit that the

eUtemeut " savours ratherof the gutter." It can

l>e»OT do any good to throw dirt, and I have no

daai« to impute motives to the Hanging Com-

niMM of the Boyal Acadcmv. As far as paint-

iiifl* go, the BJL Bcems to" treat rising young

am voj fairiy as a rule, though some of the

membera perhaps take too much advantage of

their position in hanging their own pictures.

It i« not, however, in the department of paint-

ing that I would turn for a moment, but to

QaUerr No. IX., where the architectural draw-

ings <rt the year are hung. And wliile hero I

woold determine, if possible, upon what system of

taleotion the as«ortmout is made. I have often

tried to do this before, and no doubt shall do so

again, but thus far no other terra can I find to

describe thatsystem than this, '

' the inexplicable.'

'

Peihapa someone may be able to enlighten me,

and I am only one of tho numerous class who at

pieaait echo "the term "inexplicable." Myex-
perienoe extends (with regret be it said) over a

nther long series of Royal Academy Exhibitions,

and I am one of the few who have had the ad-

vantage of examining the collection of rejected

architectural drawings standing below in alpha-

betical order in tlie vaults at Burlington House,

watting the " regretaof the Cotmcil" to be sent

oat to the authors announcing their fate. Here

in these vaults I have seen very many old friends

in the way of di-awings, several who had been

there l>efore, and some whom I have seen since

enjoying the fuU glory of the public gaze on

the waUs of Gallery No. IX. Indeed, it is

hj BO means a rule that if a drawing be re-

jeoted one year that it will not be hung the

next. In the present Exhibition there are

diswinga which have gone through this ordeal,

doabtleas on the principle that some things

improTe by keeping. Of course the Royal

Academy cannot hang everything, neither can

they pleaae everybody, and I know perfectly well

what a tedious and unenviable task it must be

to wade through the mass of materiul submitted

for exhibition. I am assured by one of the

members of the Hanging Committee that the

vtmoet care is taken with every several selec-

tioo, and that each subject is individually voted

I^OD, and farther, it is said that the Council

biwrnw more and more particular every year.

Qnite right, everyone must say, never was there

note need for such a strict regime. But still I

eamtot rid myself of the thought '

' Inexplicable,
'

'

M great is the contrast between theory and
pnetioc, and I turn to the few architects' works
f|il€»»iuted by the accepted pictures now on the

two walla, and a bit of Gallery No. IX. for an
explanstion. There I certainly sec some un-
donbtedly good work, and more unquestionably
bad, jodge them by as lux a code as you will.

"nus is an old, a very old experience, and so is

the allotment of suoh very little space, out of

the entile series of sixteen galleries, for the exhi-
hitioo of architecture, as can readily be seen

hf nferenoe to those who have written in the

profewimisl jonmala ever since there were such
tWnga, and all the teclmical papers this year have
l«-«uioed the complaint. But what cares the
B.A.i' The membem are in power, and they
will tell yon that they have done their best in

maldng tiie ohoioe now set forth from Nos. 1,068
to 1,183. These niunben not ouly represent good
wvrics and bad, bat well-known names and un-
kno«n. The works of people one has never
baud of before sometimes get well hong, and
for this principle I have nothing but praise.

That is how it should be; but tiicn these

with the most commonplace and unsuitable sub-

jects. Thus the selection remains inexplicable,

seeing that it is not made uimju the principle of

chosing only the very best drawings of the very

best or representative architecture of the year,

neither is it made by selecting only the works of

well-kno-wn men. And so from the accepted I

turn to a few names and works of tho rejected

drawings with a hope of finding nn explanation.

Remembering that Sir Gilbert Scott once had

a largo drawing of the Midland Hotel at St.

Paucras, coloured by Mr. H. W. Brewer, re-

jected, one need not be sui-prised to find the

following company of names among those who

had works rejected this year, and I will

venture so far as to mark with an asterisk

those names whose drawings in my opinion

should have certainly had a place in prefer-

ence, at any rate, to some in the show. Perry

and Reed; G. Corson; D. Brandon; Adolphus

Came; J. Cole; Fergusson; E. E. ^Vlute ;
E.G.

Lee*; AstonWebb*; A. Peebles*; J. James; Hen-

and Harrison ; Jones ; Batterbury andHuxley

;

authority should be respected. I could lay my
hands now on timber which has been so-called

creosoted in spite of the inspector's opinion that

it was too wet. It was wanted immediately, and
what wonder that it decays or is eaten by marine
woi-ms far sooner than propirltj creosoted wood ?

Proofs of the eificacy of the process are needless

to any engineer of experience ; I have collected

many during past years, and shall bo most happy
to show them and give every information I can

on the subject to those interested. Being absent

on the Continent must be my apology for not

replying before.—Yours obediently,

Wm. Jas. Brain.

Ernest George and Peto ; W. Niven ; W. Millican,

Talbot Brown, W. Fawcett*, H. Gnbble*; J.

Brooks, Theo. Allen; J. M. Brydon ;
T. E. Coll-

outt*; J.O. Scott* ; i". H.Wyatt ; R. Plumbe ;
M. B.

Adams*; LeemiiigBros.; LansdowneandHamss,

J P. Seddon*, J.' and J. Belcher ; J. Medland,

O. Hansard, H. Gundry*, E. J. Micklethwaite,

E. J. Tarver; SI. Weatherly*; H. W. Lonsdale*;

Swinden Barber* ; P. J. Marvin ; J. Hicks ;
Basil

Champneys* ; Ralph NevUl ; W. F. Lyou ;
and

others. But these are enough simply as repre-

sentative of the rejected, while among those who
nearly escaped such company was Mr. G. G.

Scott, who received the refusal card for all the

pictures which he sent, but those now represent

him at the R.A. His first intimation that they

were really hung was simply the fact of his seeing

them on tho walls onthe openingday . For myself,

I have had as many drawings hung at Bmlington

House as most people, but I cannot but feel that

some of my best have been among the refused, and

so whether I turn to the accepted or the rejected,

or to my own experience, I find no other inter-

pretation of the method adoijted at Bm-Hngton

House for the hanging of the architectural sub-

jects than that of a sort of pot-luck frame-fitting

system, and surely this is quite unworthy of such

an illustrious institution, even though it feels

obliged to relegate so finite a space to what its

leading architectural member tells us is the

"Mother of. tho Fine Arts—Architecture."—

I

m. &c,
' Both Accepted and Rejected.

May 17, 1879.

ASPHALTE and TIMBER FLOORS.

Sib,—In your impression of April 25, p. 460,

you refer to a new method adopted in France of

laying oak flooring, namely, that of embedding

the battens in a layer of hot asphalte, instead of

nailing them m the usual manner upon the joists.

The system, may I be allowed to state, far from

being a novel one, has been practised with great

success for a number of years, and has obtained

a wide application in Hungary and Germany.
The section adopted is as here shown, solid lin.

SlB,-

CREOSOTED TIMBER.

-I am glad to see, by the correspondence

in your paper, that the evidence given by Mr.

liobert Walker at an inquest lately has had the

effect of bringing out remarks wliich are likely to

do away with some of the absurd and ridiculous

uotions now in vogue about creosoting. My first

experience in tho Bethell's Process was as in-

spector under the late Sii- 1. K. Brunei, and till

now, over thirty years, I have been constantly

engaged in the difi'erent processes for preserving

timber ; from this your readers wiU perceive that

I have some qualification to speak on the subject.

Timbnr very seldom needs that the creosote

should penetrate to the heart of the wood ; those

who have seen the exhibits of creosoted timber

at the last Paris and other exhibitions wiU have

noticed pieces of sleeijers, telegraph po!es, and

marine timber, which have been in the ground or

water from fifteen to twenty-five years, the hearts

of which are scarcely a shade darker than the day
they were cut. It is obvious that if timber is to

bo creosoted to the heart the oil used would be

far greater than the usual quantity injected and
found to have such universally good effects. Of
course the ends of the timber will be black right

through, as this is where the creosote enters, and
this fact totally falsifies Mr. Walker's idea that

the inner pores exert any capillary action on the

water, the ends of the timber being thoroughhr

and hermetically sealed against all moisture. It

is very imjjortant that all cuts in submerged
timber should be done before creosoting ; unless

this is done, as the inventor and patentee said

many years ago, the process is deprived of much
of its usefulness, as the waterproof coating formed
by the creosote is penetrated. Inspection also is

a point on which too much stress cannot belaid,

to see that the timber is in a proper state and
sound for the process, and that the .sj)ecified

mote than often flgore on the walla I quantity of oil is injected, and the inspector's

thick, size about 20in. by 4in. or more. Similar

material I can supply ready for laying at 9d. per

foot super., or £3 los. per square. The laying

may be accomplished by any skUled joiner.

J. T. E.

HEATING APPARATUS.

Sib,—I see in your Notes from Edinburgh last

week, you say that the heating apparatus is not

always successful. Why can it not be ? With
arrangements for the warming of air as now pre-

vails in the majority of churches, I grant you

that it is so, except you use the cast iron-arrange-

ment and bum the air to ribbons, but it is not

difficult to pass volumes of pure warm air into

churches at all, in the very coldest weather.

I have been struck with tlie report of

The Hertford British Hospital, in Paris. You
therein say "The rcntilat'mi is well provided for"

but, you do not say how it is accomplished.

Then you say that the building is warmed by

means of warm water pipes, laid in floors and

covered with iron gratings. What arrangement

is there to prevent the germinating of zymotic

diseases in these little dens most favourable for

their development f The more I read the more I am
puzzled. This great hospital, the latest produc-

tion, seems to be the very place for the germina-

ting of the diseases the whole nation has been

writing and talking about annihilating. It

may be thit I am quite wrong, so I write to

be corrected—this is my apology.—I am, &c.

G. S.

A new Baptist chapol was opened last week at

Walsall. The stylo is Italian, the materials used

externally being red brick, with dressings of

HoUington stone, enriched throughout with

moulded and carved caps, arches, .and cormcea

;

and the roof is covered with Bangor slates. Inter-

nally, the chapel is e2ft. by 44ft., exclusive of the

orchestra, and 30ft. high from tho floor to the

ceiling. It is fitted with galleries on three sides,

and provides C80 sittings, exclusive of the orchestra.

In tlie rear is a lecture haU, 30ft. by 16ft. Mr W.
F. Markwick, Walsall, is the architect ;

thebmlders

are Messrs. Rowley, jun., and Synex. The cost is

the eastern portion of Holyrood Palace has just

been re-roofed, for the first time smce it was built, at

a cost of about £1,000. The part of the Palace

which has been operated upon is immediately above

the Queen's apartments, and it ia expected that, m
tho course of next year, the roof of the south wing,

contaimng the apartments occupied by the Lord

High Commissioner and suite, will be similairly

dealt with. The work just completed has been

carried through under the superintendence of Mr.

Robertson, of H.M. Board of Works.

Our description last week of the new Derby Free

Library, on p. 652, furnished from a local source,

turns out to be inaccurate in one or two particulars,

which the architect has kindly corrected. The

builders are Messrs. Woods, of Blackburn and

Derby ; the architect is Mr. B. K. Freeman, of

Bolton ; the style is Jacobean, and the cost (stated

at £15,000) will include additional buildings yet to

be erected. The first contract was lot for £7,600,

being within £100 of the architect's approximate

estimate.
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]Inttrt0mmtmtcati0n.

QUESTIONS.
[6770.]—Perspective. -I should bo obliged if any

reader would i-ecomraend a thoroughly good work on per-
spective, especially containing directions for treating in-
tcrioi-s.—L. Maso.v.

[5771.]—Government Appointments Abroad,
—Can any render tell me if tliere are any appointments as
architecta or land sur^'cyors (xinder Government) abroad !

If there is any examination tt> pass to procure same, and
where could 1 wiite for full particulai-s f— 8. C. G.

[5772.]-Bed and White Wood. — Would any
fellow-reader kindly give me a ready and sure rule to
distinguish between red wood and white wood ? I have
had some timber used lately, which the contractor assures
mc is of the foi-mer class, yet it is the very palest in colour,—Kjfpax.

[5773.]—Lime.—Perhaps one of the correspondents of
the BuiLDiNo Nicwa would kindly explain what "fat"
lime is, also the diiference between it and "roach** and
*' quick " ! The three terms one often meets with, and they
puzzle

—

An Ionorant Man.

[5774.1—Thrust of Arches.—A row of 8 shops,
with a frontage of 2flft. each, with brick fronts and two
windows on each floor and three lloorsinheight, is built on
piers ISft. by 24tt. and 12ft. high, Uie arch ISft. by 18ft.,

with 1ft. rise and 18ft. span between piers ; will some
reader kindly explain how the thrust of the arches is cal-
culated, as I think it must be greatest at i^e ends, and as
the ends ai-e comers ajidrequii'ed for fronts for shops, how
would be the stifest way to carry the weight above, as it

would not do to put an arch at the end withoiit any abut-
ment except a pier, and to put a breastsummer would be
almost as bad, as I think the thi-ust of the arches would
force the comer out of upright ? I shall be glad of any
information on the above, and an example worked out in
plain figures from the description I have given, and
allowing the weight of walls and floors as 50 tons weight
on each arch, and also on each comer shop. And what
would be the formula for safe load for brick piers of the
size above, 18 by 24 of stock bricks ? An early answer
would oblige.

—

O.ve in a Fix.

[5775.]—Heating Kiln. — Please insert following
query. We have had it inserted in several papers but
have got no answers, so we send it to youi" journal to
which we have been subscribers for many years. Will
some of your readers give us the best and cheapest mode
of heating ashed 26ft. wide, round a Hoffman kiln, as i)er
inclosed sketch. , 1. Lai-ge drying shed roxuid the kUn. 2.

PLAN

ELEVATION

Flues from boiler. 3. Stack. 4. Marine boiler. 5. Tube
boUcr. 0. Two engines for driving machineiy. 7. Smok-
ing chambers. 8. Brick burning chambera. Diameter of
kiln 88ft. Brick pillai- under each principal and closed
up, with wooden doors all round. 1. Eoof. 2. Top of
kiln. 3. Drying shed. 4. Flue. 5. Brick burning
chamber. 6. Smoking chamber. 7. Stack.—Woodward
AND Co.

[5778] -Stamping' External Plaster.—Can any
reader give me a description of the method of stamping
external plaster work and where the dies for same can be
obtained.—Aj AX.

[5777.]—Drawing Ink.—Where can the drawing
mk, made by Mr. Featherstone, of Chertscy, refereed to

by Mr. Neale in his late paper, be obtained, or how is It

made !—T. Drew.

[5778.]—Latham's Water Supply.-
iluwin I.iathara's long
, Wonld any

correspondent kindly say if Mr. Baldwin I.athara'8 lonj
promised work on ''Water Supply" has been published^
and if so by whom !—W. M. M.

RETLIHS.
[5728.]—ColouredBuilding Stones—Ishould like

to say a few more words in re])ly to your correspondents,
some of whom seem to ignore all colours in stone except
that of red. I therefore reply in respect to that colour
only. I understand the question as flret propounded to
refer to a variety of colours, hence my reply. I beg to
infonn " J. W." and "0. F." that the whole of the red
stone in the Hand in Hand Insurance Offices is Corse-
hill stone, supplied from the Consehill quarries on the
Holway Fritli, ueai- Annan, N. B. Coi-sehill stone is some-
times called Dumfries, but this is a mistake. Corsehill is

much denser 8t«no and a bettor weather stone than the
red stone supplied from the quarries round and about the
town of Dumfries. Moreover, the beautiful cai-ving in
the "Hand in Hand" could not have been done in the
soft, friable, red stone. The cantilevers of the red brick
mansions near Gloucester-road station (now covered with
pigment) are of a red stone, from which the colour has
faded. The light coloured red columns in the south
facade of the Law Coui-ts are made out of stone which
does not retain its original red colour. The dark red
stone in the Gloucester-road bridge is Corsehill, supplied
from the Annan (iuairies. The light>-coloured stone in
the same bridge is from the Man.sfield Quanics. The dif-
ference in colour will become more marked as time rolls
on. I fully agree with Mr. Saville in his remarks upon
the light and dark coloured red stones at the St. Panci-as
Hotel. Undoubtedly, as he says, light-coloured red Mans-
field (although its colour fades) is a better stone than the
darker coloured Mansfield. Some of the latter was used
for the bases of the lamp-posts in Southwark-street,
which are now decaying. Some of the dark red stone in
tlie terraces and coping at St. Pancras station is Corsehill,
but this building is not a good example of the u.se of red
stone, as it (the red stone) was supplied from several
quarries.—Samuel Trickett.

[5753.]-Abutments.—Inreply to "W. J.P.," Ihave
carefully examined my paper on abutments and find what
" W. J. P." says is correct. I was, when I wrote it,

deficient in spare time and disposition to write same, but
did not like to let question pass unanswered, and I thank
him for his reply.

—

Henry Ambrose.

[5745.]—Wood Boofs. — Errata. — In last week's
reply, 60th line, read "increases inversely," &c. 2nd
column, 6th line, for " now of length in feet, squared,"
take out the comma and let it read as follows :—" Now of
length in feet squared and "multiplied by the integral num-
ber of which W was composed." 2nd column, 18th line, for

1X1X2 1— 1 = ," read "whence our 2 which
2 1

'2 = -

has now become 1 by dividing both sides by 2 we have

1 =i2UJii = 1=1. 27til Une, read "because if Uio
2 1

constant 20." 29th line, put 25 for 20. 38th line, read
" but not necessarily so small in smaller ones."—H. A.

[5759.]—Timber Verandah.—" G. H. G.'s" reply
is totally without foundation. It is a well-known fact that
oak subjected to alternative wet and drip, as in the case of
porch or verandah will stand the weather better than any
other wood. " G. H. G." would do well to study the
nature of the different woods before giving his opinion in
such an absurd manner. Oak can, of course be treated in
the same manner as all other woods to suit the taste of
"W. W.W."-Axir.M.

[5760.]—Purification of Sewag-e.—Write for the
" Suggestions as to the Preparation of District Maps and
of Plans for Main Sewerage and Drainage and Water
Supply," published by George E. Eyre and William
Spottiswoode. H you have fall sufiicient, I advise you to
put your sewage on land and leave alone all other make-
shifts such as settUng tanks, filtering tanks, &c., &c.

—

Wsi. Jackson.

STAINED GLASS.
Gbeat Bedwyn.—A stained-glass window has

recently been placed ui Great Bedwyn Church,
WUts, by the Marquis of Ailesbury, in memory of
his parents. The subject introduced is "The As-
ceusiou." The work has heen carried out by
Messrs. Heaton, Butler, and Baync, of Garrick-
street, London.

WATEB SUPPLY AND SANITAEY
MATTEBS.

CocKiNGTON, Devon.—The Torquay water supply
has been extended to the parish of Cocldngton,
and the newly constructed reservoir above the
latter village waa formally filled last week. The
reservoir stands at an elevation of 280ft. above the
sea, and is supplied from the Torquay water main,
which brings the water from Tottiford-on-Dart-
moor, about 1.5 miles distant. The capacity of the
reservoir is .50,000 gallons. The work, wMch was
done by Mr. Shaddock, of Saltash, have been carried
out in blue lias masonry, lined with Portland
cement. The additional water-pipes have been laid
by Messrs. Sanders and Sons, contractors, of Tor-
quay. The plans and specifications were prepared
by Mr. Weeks, the Torquay Waterworks superin-
tendent.

A new workhouse chapel is about to be built for
the Epsom guardians. Messrs. Fumiss are the
builders.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
The Fitzalan Chapel in Aecndei, Chpech.—

Duko of Norfolk r. Arbutlmot.—Judgment in this
case was given in the Common Pleas Division on
Saturday last. The action, it will bo remembered,
was tried during the last sittings, by consent of the
parties, before Lord Chief Justice Coleridge, sit-

ting without a jury. The action in form was One
of trespass against the Rev. George Arbuthnot,
vicar of Arundel, for breaking down a wall which
had been built by the duke to divide a part of the
church, known as the Fitzalau Chapel, from the
rest of the church. The duke claimed the absolute
property in this chapel, which was buUt on his
land, and prayed for an injunction to restrain the
defendant from further trespass. The vicar, on
the other hand, by his statement of defence, set up
a claim to the chapel as being a jMirt of the chancel
of the church, and prayed for an in j unction against
the duko to restrain liim from obstructing the right
of the parish to Ught and air by building the wall
in question. The case occupied four days, and
raised many questions of interest to other than
legal minds. The Fitzalau Chapel had for cen-
turies been the burial-place of the Howard family,
and evidence was given at the trial of an exclusive
uso of it by the duke's ancestors, stretching over
400 years. The chapel was separated from the
body of the church by an iron grille, coeval with
the church itself, the key of which was proved to
have been always in the custody of the duke or his
servants, and it was shown that visitors had never
been permitted to visit the chapel except by
permission of the dukes. Great stress, too, was
laid, on behalf of the duke, in the circum-
stance that, though the chapel had been suffered
to get into a grievous state of squalor and
decay, no complamt or assertion of any right had
been made by the vicars downward from the Re-
formation until the bringing of the present action

;

and moreover, that in the visitations of the Bishops
of Chichester from 1762 to 1875 not a single bishop
or archdeacon had made any claim to the chapel,
and the churchwardens had invariably returned in
their reports that the chancel was in good repair at
a time when the Fitzalan Chapel was notoriously in
the worst state po.s8ible of disrepair. The case for
the defendant, on the other hand, rested chiefly on
the architectur.al aspect of the chapel, from which it

was souglit to draw the inference that the building
being proved to be an integral part of the church
was either a p.art of the great chancel, or else a
lesser chancel ; and to strengthen this view of the
case, Mr. Butterfield, the eminent architect, was
called as a witness by the defendant. Mr. Butter-
field had examined the church and chapel, and gave
it as his opinion, from the appearance of the w-hole
building, considered architecturally, and the posi-

tion of the ancient pulpit and high altar in the
interior, that there was nothing to suggest to his

mind that the Fitzalan Chapel was anything else

but part of the chancel of the church. A number
of ancient documents, many of them in raeditcval

Latin, connected with the history of Arundel,
formed the rest of the evidence in the case, and
were relied on, with equal confidence on either side,

to establish the particular views contended for. His
Lordship said the principles on which his decision
rested were simple and familiar, and if he had taken
time to consider his judgment it was more out of re-

gard to the interest attaching to the case than from
its difficulty. He was prepared, before the trial

commenced, to find that many questions of fact

would be disputed, and with that impression
he had paid a visit to Arundel Church and
inspected the locality, the better to apx>reciate

such points when they arose ; but, in point
of fact, the evidence produced had been all

one way and in favour of the plaintiff's contention.
The acts of ownership on the parts of the Dukes
of Norfolk had been proved to be many and various.

Xumerous instances had been given of interment la
the chapel without any facultj' having been
obtained for that purpose and without registry.

Instances also had been furnished of the disinter-

ment of bodies at the free will of the duke's
ancestors. The chapel itself dated from the 14tk
century, and the grille or gateway which separated
it from the rest of the edifice was fastened by a
lock on the chapel side, the key of which liad been
always kept by the dukes or their stewards.
Strangers had been excluded since the Reformation,
and the way in which this beautiful building had
been treated by the Dukes of Norfolk was in itself

the strongest evidence of ownership. One hundred
years ago there was a beautiful arched, carved roof,

which had now disappeared, and the chapel con-
tained ancient monuments of the Howard family,

which had been suffered to fall into a state of dirt,

neglect, and mutilation, which many families far
less illustrious than the Howards would neverhave
tolerated, and admission, which for three centuries

was pei*sistently denied to vicars aud parishioners,

had been freely granted to owls and bats. It was
contended that no remonstrance had ever been
made against this state of things, because the
Dukes of Norfolk were powerful noblemen, and
acquiescence was the best discretion under the cir-
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; bat it wa»to be remembered asaffiiust

vm, t™«UwM inone»»M, that Aulonglineof

iMtr^ whomn Dukes of Norfolk and Earls

of Anina*!. had for centuries belonRwl to a reU-

Kio» belief which ha^l becu iwrswutcl from the

gme of Eliabeth to the reign of George III. ma
war Uiat wai diagraoeful to a civiUsed country, it

«J impo-ible to think that if a belief in any right

te tlM b«iWii« hail existed in those times it would

BOthav^bem asserUxl either by the vicar of the

riib or the bishop of the diocese. He had come

the condoiion, therefore, that the right of

.woerehip in the Dukee of Norfolk to this bmldmg

had been proved bv the strongest possible evidence,

aadthat the ancient documents which had been

nferred to in the argument in connection with the

katorr of the church as tending to prove one coUe-

mto dinieh did not show so much that the College

of Araadd had the building now claimed for their

.j..~J as that they had certain rights in connection

wiUitiM old pariah choich at the same time that the

pariahionen had other rights. With respect to the

•ridaioe which had been called for the defence, his

Lordship said there was notliiug to prove that

lerrioes had ever been held in Fitzalan Chapel, or

that the different Bishoiw of Chichester had ever

zsrted anv authority over it. There were, mdeed,

Protestant' burials from time to time of members of

the Arundel family, but it may well have been

that those who were so buried there were interred

in accordance »rith their own expressed wish before

their decease, or with the consent of their Roman
Catholie socoeesorB after deatli. Then there were

the ntonu by the churchwardens at the visitations

of the bishops. What did they show? In

answer to the questions as to the state of

the chancel of the church the answers were

"good," or " very good," or " excellent," and this

at a time when tiie caapel was in a state of notorious

inalor and decay. The answers with regard to

tables of the Ten Commandments were to the

a effect, by reporting that they were at the east

end of the chancel, when there were uo such tables

in the chapel. Mr. Buttcrfield's evidence as to the

arehitectural features of the building was entitled

to the greatest respect ; but what Mr. Butterfield

saw was obvious to an ordinary observer, and his

evidence was but an intelligent exposition, on

architectural grounds, of what was a patent fact.

Granting, therefore, that the Fitzalan Chapel was
an integral part of the whole fabric of the church,

what (fid it show? The cases of "Chapman v.

Jones" (L. B. 4, Ex. 273) and "Churton v.

Frewen " (L. B. 2, Eq. G34) were authorities that

an integral part of a sacred edifice could be vested

in a private person, and a number of instances

were to be found in Mr. Freeman's paper, which
had been referred to, on ancient churches, where
different parts of the building were vested in

different owners. With respect to the defendant's

claim for light and air, the defendant himself had
built up a wooden partition where the present wall

now stood, and had placed there a Communion
table besides. The litigation had been conducted
with courte^ on both sides, and it seemed to him
that concessions might fairly be made with respect

to light and air which would meet the views of

both parties. He, however, liad only to deal with
the case as it came before him in law and in fact,

and upon them he gave judgment for the plaintiff

for 4Us. and costs, and granted the injunction

prayed for. He also gave judgment against the
defendant in his counter-claim.

(I^ur Oflict €Mt
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CHIPS.
A donble-page perspective 'view of Mr. Alfred

Waterhonae^ new building in Holbom for the Pru-
dential Assurance Company, photo-lithographed
from a drawing by Mr. J. G. Buckle, will appear
in the Commtrcial World, cf Juno 2.

Flans prepared by Mr. J. Wm. Cockrill, architect,

Cknleston, have been approved by the Education
Dmartment for additions to the Stradbroke-road
Schools, Oorieston, for the Great Yarmouth School
Board?

The GreatYarmouth Town Council, acting as the
Burial Board for Oorieston and Southtown, have
vaicfaaaed subject to appoval of Local Government
Board, 9) acres of land to be laid out as cemetory.
The nlaasare being prepared for necessary buildings,

kc^bj Mr. J. Wm. Cockrill, architect, Gorlcstou.

A faeolty has been granted for the repairing and
relocation of Petworth Church, Sussex.

The tender of Messrs. Jeffrey and Son has been
accepted for the require 1 atlditions and alterations
to the ptemisss taken in New-street, Birmingham,
for the Liberal Club. The architects are Messrs.
Harris, Martin, and Harris.

A tsoporaiT church was opened at Moseley at
Aeeamar of Oxford and School roads on Thursday
•Noiiig. It !i of wood, plastered inside, with slate
roof, aad seats twenty-five persons. The builder
wwMr.Collett,of BalsaUHoith.

The annual meeting of the Sunday Society,

which advocates the opening of museums, art

galleries, Lbraries, and gardens on Sundays, was

held on Saturday afternoon, at the Freemasons

Tavern. Sir H. Thompson presided, and among

those present were the Earl of Dunraven, Lord

Dorchester, Viscount Powerscourt, Mr. J. (j-

Dimdas, M.P., Sir Arthur Ilobhouse, Admiral

Maxso, the Rev. S. Hansard, and the Kev. H.

R. Haweis. Resolutions were passed expres-

sing satisfaction at the prog:re8S made, and at

the result of the late di\'ision in the Hoixse of

Lords, requesting members of met^hanics' msti

tutes, workmen's clubs, and trade societies
*

appoint delegates to represent them on

national council of the Simday Society,

calling upon electors to give due prominence to

the quesUon at the coming general election.

The modest dwelling. No. 17, Eldon Place,

built by the late Mr. Barnup, of the Barras

Bridge, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, about the year

181.5, and still in the possession of his family,

has, by association, become a place of historical

interest as the joint residence of two of its

most illustrious townsmen, viz., George and

Robert Stephenson (father and son), at the time

when they were commencing those labours which

have conferred such a boon, not only upon that

town and nation, but upon the world. A few

gentlemen have instructed Mr. Craggs to pre-

pare and fix, in front of the above-named house,

a tablet of Cornwall red serpentine marble,

b<;aring the inscription: "The residence of

George and Robert Stephenson, 1824-5." The

former indicates the date of the commencement

of the works in South-street, the latter that of the

opening of the first of the local railways, the

" Stockton and Darlington."

On July 20th an International Art Exhibition

will be inaugurated at Munich, and will remain

open until the end of October. It will be held

in a building specially erected for the pui-pose,

and wholly constructed of iron and glass accord-

ing to the plans of a local architect, formed after

consultation vrith a committee of leading artists.

One special feature is that the vestibule and the

other larger rooms are to be decorated by the

chief painters and sculptors of Munich, and in

doing this all will work according to a harmo-

nious design, and with the object of concealing

the greatness of the wall space. The adorn-

ment of the vestibule is to be almost entirely of

an architectural character, but so as to prepare

the visitor for what he will see in the rest of the

building. In order to lighten, as far as pos-

sible, in the case of foreign artists, the trouble

of sending their contributions and of taking care

of them when lodged in the exhibition, as also

with a view to protecting their interests gene-

rally, it has been decided that foreign artists

may exhibit "collectively," either as a nation,

or in any other united capacity. This improve-

ment on the original programme, which con-

templated that all contributors should exhibit

individually, is due especially to representations

from Austrian and French artists, who it is re-

ported, purpose sending large and valuable con-

tributions to Munich.

medical officer of health, and police superinten-

dent going into Mr. Thomas's own premises they

found in his cellar four tons of diseased meat,

decayed cheese, and other matters, which by

the orders of the medical officer were at once re-

moved in carts to a field outside the town, and

the magistrates and sanitary committee were

summoned to view the collection. The magis-

trate at once gave orders for the whole to be

destroyed and buried in quicklime in some place

removed from any dwelling. This was done on

the following day at the expense of the too sensi-

tive town councillor.

A NEW railway is being made across Dartmoor

for the West of England Peat Company, from

the South-Western Company's station at Bride-

stowe to the peat beds at Rattlebrook ; and last

week the directors of the new railway company
visited the line, which is now about half-finished.

The railway is of the same gauge as the South-

Western, with similar permanent way, metal,

and fastenings. The total length is 4 ^ miles,

and at its highest point—at Amicombe-hiU—it

rises 1,01 oft. above the level of Bridestowe Sta-

tion, and 1,803ft. above sea-level, being the

highest point yet reached by a railway in Eng
land. The fi-radients range from 1 in 28 to 1 ii

TiiEKE are now at least three projects for great

maritime canals before the world. The nearest

is the canal in continuation of the Garonne to

the Mediterranean, which would render the

Strsuts of Gibraltar obsolete in the pa.ssage

from England to India, and save two or three

days which are now occupied in passing round
Spain. The next is the cutting of the Isthmus
of Corinth, which would place Athens on the sea

way from "Trieste to Constantinople and greatly

abridge the passage between tho.se parts. The
most distant—the proposed canal across the

Isthmus of Panama—is the most formidable un-
dertaking of the three.

An amusing instance of an engineer being
hoist with his own petard occurred at Falmouth
last week. A town councillor named Thomas
has complained bitterly at the council

meetings of the defective drainage on the pre-

mises of a neighbour, and at the last meeting
gave notice that he would move the dismissal of

the borough surveyor for neglecting the sanitary

interests of the town. The council thereupon
passed a resolution instructing the surveyor to

visit the block of buildings complained of. This
was done on Thursday, and on the surveyor,

laud. The gradients range from 1 m 28 to 1 in

42. There are only two bridges. The total cost

will be but £10,800; Mr. Howard is the engi-

neer ; and Messrs. Brotheridge, of London, are

the contractors. It is in contemplation to use

the line,when finished, diuingthe summer months

for passenger traffic, and eventually to extend it

tlirough Walkham Valley to Princetown, about

seven miles from the present terminus.

A NEW hunting-ground for beating up competi-

tors for the desiguing of new buildings was sug-

gested to the Battersea vestry last week by a Mr.

Gerrard. That gentlemanproposedthatwith a view
to facilitate the erection of a vestry hall suitable to

the parish, and to encourage schools of design,

invitations should be addressed to the schools at

Lambeth, Chelsea, Kensington, and any others,

the Vestry might think fit, offering £oO to be

divided between the three best designs. This

magnificent premium was to bo divided into

tlirecsumsof £25, £15, and £10, in order of

merit of the designs, but as the Vestry have not

decided upon a site, the ingenious proposaltor

getting cheap designs from lads utterly untram-

melled by architectural canons, fell to the groimd.

With regard to the defects in the new town-

hall at Ipswich, revealed at the last meetiug of

the Town CouiicU, and to which we referred last

week (p. 556), an Ipswich stone-mason, Mr. H.

Jackson, has written suggesting that the state

of things then disclosed should be laid at the

door of the Building Committee of the Councd

and the architect, rather than the builder, who

has nothing to do with the selection of the

materials to be used. In conclusion, he makes

the foUowing suggestions :—" By no means puU

down the balustrade and cormce and relix it, as-

was suggested in the report piecemeal, as I am.

sui-e it cannot be fixed so well again ;
secondly,

cut out aU the defective work entirely, and replace

it with Portland stone, which can be done with-

out taking the upper cornice down ; thirdly, take

out every cantUever one at a time, and replace

them with good Portland stone, and weU point up

aU joints withPortlandcement ; fourthly, the worK

to be weU dried, then coated with linseed oil. 1

consider the solution of silica to be totally un-

suitable for the purpose, for it has been tned in

Ipswich, as well as on the Houses of Parliament

in London, and has proved to be a fadure ;
fittiUy,

it is very important that the Council should

appoint some practical and disinterested stone-

mason from a distance to superintend the work.

The largest bridge in Europe will be com-

pleted next year. It will cross the Volga in tho

Government of Samara, Russia, on the Siberian

railroad line. The Volga, at the point of the

bridge, is about four mUes wide m tho spruig

season and in the autumn is 4,732ft. The bndge

wiU be supported by 12 piers 85ft. high, with

ice-cutters 35ft. high, at a distance of every

3G4ft. The ioe-cuttcrs are covered vnth granite.

The iron work is from Belgium. A temporary

colony is estabUshed for working-men employed

on the bridge. It occupies about .55 aerc.s, axid

has GO difterent buildings, msured at lOO.OOU

roubles. Two thousand men are employecl, and

among them are 100 ItaUan masons. Three

steamers and 70 barks are used constantly for

forwarding wood, stone, iron and other matenabs.

The bridge will cost 4,630,000 roubles, or about

£700,000.
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TitE Hampstead Hospital case having con-

eluded yesterday, the Lord Chief Justice, after

consultation with the other judges, delivered

judgTnent. He said the Coui't were of opinion

that the rule for a new trial should bo made
absolute. The jury had been called upon to de-

cide two main questions ; firstly, whether the

hospital was such a nuisance as to give the
plaintiffs (Sir Rowland Hill and others) the right
of action ; and, secondly, whether supposing the
defendants, the Asylmns Board, were protected
by Act of Parliament, they had conducted tlie

hospital in so negligent a manner as to render it

a nuisance. It seemed to the Court that the
finding of the jury on the second issue was not
satisfactory, and that shook the confidence of the
Coui't on the finding of the jury on the first issue.

So it would be better to send the case down for
a second trial, with the direction of this court
that tlxe specific question should be whether the
hospital constituted a real source of danger or
not. The nUe for a new trial was then made
absolute, the question of costs of the former trial

being reserved.

CAiirENTEES should remember that fresh gluo
dries much more readily than that which has
been once or twice melted. Diy glue steeped in

cold water absorbs different quantities of water,
according to the quality of the glue, while the
proportion of the water so absorbed may be used
as a test of the quality of the glue. From care-
fid experiments with dry glue immersed for
twenty-four hours in water, at sixty degrees
Fahrenheit, and thereby transformed into a
jelly, it was found that the finest ordinary glue,
or that made from white bones, absorbs twelve
times its weight of water in twenty-four hours

;

from dark bones, the glue absorbs nine times
its weight of water, while the ordinary glue,
made from animal refuse, absorbs but three to
five times its weight of water.

AccoBDiNO to the Dea Moines (Iowa) State
Segister, an architect of that city " is engaged
on plans for the highest church in the world, at
Naiaa Tal, India. It is to stand on the Him-
malayah Mountains, on a point 0,500ft. above
the level of the sea. The directions state that
the rainfall there is from 100 to IlOin., and con-
sequently the bmlding must have wide projecting
roofs and verandas, but no heating apparatus.
The details are curious, as showing the difference
in climate between that distant land and our
own."

A NEW and important discovery is reported to
have been made by M. Mery, a Frenchman,
which, if it prove to be true, will be valuable to
the painting arts and trades. He has been ex-
perimenting a great many years, and he claims
now to have hit upon the means of making and
applying imperi-shable water-colours. He does
not explain what he uses as a vehicle for his
pigments, but it is something which, while it

will mix with water, is not soluble in it. What-
ever it is, it renders the colours unalterable, and,
as it beecmes after a time as hard as cement or
stone, they may be said to be indestructible. It

can be applied to any surface suitable for ordi-

nary oil or water painting, such as wood, paper,
gla.ss, stone, canvas, &c., and can be prepared so

as to dry in a few minutes or remain moist for an
indefinite length of time. It is suggested that
possibly M. Alery has rediscovered the long-lost

art of encaustic painting, which is supposed to

have been ai)plied and fixed by means of heat.

It seems almost incredible that a paint can be
applied by moans of water, and yet not be
affected by it afterwards.

At the last meeting of the Boston Chapter of

the American Institute of Architects, some letters

from Joseph T. Clarke, junior member, were
road, reporting progress in the prosecution of

his archteological researches in Europe concern-
ing the Greek Doric Order, imdcrtaken mainly
under the auspices of the Chapter. The views
of Mr. Clarke regarding the manner of lighting
the Greek temples are entirely at variance with
those now generally accepted by archieologists.

He argues that there is no sufficient authority,
either in the remains themselves, or in the texts
of ancient authors, or in medals, coins, or models,
to sustain the theory of an opening of any kind
in the roofs of the temples ; that the famous
passage in Vitruvius, upon which the whole
hypa;thral theory is based, is at best obscure, and
that the testimony of this author is not conclu-
sive in regard to questions of Greek art ; that
the chryselephantine statues and the treasures of
art acoum dated in the temples were not of a
nature to sustain the changes of temperature to
which they would have been subjected by
an opening to the outer air ; that the
genius of the Greeks was opposed to the
iLse of such elaborate mechanical contrivances of
shutters, &c., as must have been needed to ex-
clude the rain and dampness from the interior

;

that the mysteiy which was a part of the hieratic
system in the worship of the Greeks, as of the
Egyptians, would have been far more effectively
sustained by the light of lamps and torches than
by the familiar light of day ; that the example of
the Roman Pantheon has no bearing upon the
present question ; that the structure of the Greek
Doric temple is such that no light comd be intro-
duced through the roof without leaving large
dark spaces in the area within ; and that Mr.
Fergusson's hypothesis of a clerestory is foreign
to Greek methods, and is not in accordance with
the text of VitruWus.

It is announced that an exhibition of sani-
tary appliances at Cork, in connection with the
annual meeting of the British Medical Associa-
tion, which is to take place in the Queen's College,
Cork, from the 5th to the 8th of August, 1879,
an exhibition of sanitaiy appUances will be held
in the new Palm Houses, and opened to the public
during the visit. An address in the Public
Health Department will be deUrered by Dr.
Andrew Fergus, President of the Faculty of
Physicians and Surgeons, Glasgow, on Friday,
August 8th, 1879. Intending exhibitors are
invited to apply to Arthur Hill, at 22, George's-
street, Cork, without delay. No applications can
be received after June 30th, 1879.

TitE Royal Institute of British Architects has
been inWted by the Prince of Wales, acting as
President of the Royal Commission for the
Australian Exhibitions, to co-oiwrate with the
Commissioners, with a view of securing at
Sydney and Melboumo such an cxliibition of
architectural drawings as may maintain the
reputation of British Art. Forms of application
for space should bo obtained of the secretaries of
the Institute without delay, as the drawings to
be exhibited must be at onco collected and de-
spatched. Should the applications for space ex-
ceed the amount of space disposable, and should
it bo necessary on that or any other ground to
make a selection from the drawings offered, the
coimcil will act as a committee of selection.

The fifty-first election of pensioners on the
funds of the Builders' Benevolent Institution took
place on Thursday, at Willis's Rooms, St.
James's; Mr. George Dines presided. There
were five candidates, three men and two women,
and there were vacancies for two men and one
woman. The candidates were Gregory Bartlett,
aged 75 (second application), Thomas Frederick
Cook, aged 59 (first application), Jeremiah
Bromley, aged 68 (first application), Susan
Gulson, aged 62, widow of Thomas GuUon
(second application), and Mary Ann Hibberd,
aged 64, widow of Daniel Hibberd (first appli-
cation). Shortly after three o'clock the scruti-
neers (Messrs. Thos. Stirling and T. F. Rider)
annoimced the result of the voting to be
as follows :—Cooke, 4,504 ; Bartlett, 3,035

;

Bromley, 1,077, plus 75 votes added in accord-
ance with the rules of the Institution, to which
the applicant was a subscriber for thirteen years,
making a total of 1,152; Gulson, 1,561 ; and
Hibberd, 896. The chairman therefore declared
the successful candidates to be Thomas F. Coote,
Gregory Bartlett, and Susan Gulson. Votes of
thanks were accorded to the scrutineers (on the
motion of Mr. Cruttenden, seconded by Mr.
New)

; to the vote-checkers (on the motion of
Mr. Rider, seconded by Mr. Richardson), on
whose behalf Mr. Simpson replied ; and to the
chairman (onthemotionof Mr. BusseU, seconded
by Mr. Rider).

CHUBB'S
WBOUGHT IRON DOORS,

Firo and Thief-Resisting Strong Hooms, Safes, and Iron Llaings

THREE PRIZE MEDALS
And Honourable Mention at PARTS EXHIBITION, 1878.

Illnstrated Price Lists post-free.

CHtTBB & SON, Makers to the Bank of England,
128, Queen Victoria-street, St. PauVs, E.C- ; and

68, St. James's-street, Pall Mall, London.—(Advt.;

The erection has just been completed in Bolton
of a cotton mill in what is describe<l as a novel
style of architecture. It is six stories in height,
and the dimensions of each room are 143ft°by
109ft. Instead of the usual brick divisions between
the windows, light iron pillars have been used, the
result being that the building appears like a vast
glasshouse. It is not uncommonly spoken of
as the " Crystal Palace."

THE ARTIFICIAL MARBLE COMPANY
(DELAROQUE'S PATENT).

MANUFACTORY AND SHOWROOMS :-VYNER STREET, CAMBRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, E.

ARTIFICIAL MARBLE MANTEL-PIECES,
AT LESS THAN HALF THE PRICE OF REAL MARBLE

MADE IN SICILIAN, VIOLET-YEIN
EOUGE, ST. ANN'S, &c.

Designs and Prices Post-Free on Application.

A LAEGE AND VAEIED STOCK ALWAYS KEPT.
N.B.—THE CHEAPEST AND BEST MANTEL-PIECES IN THE MAEEIET.
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CHIPS.

Ab lataaatiaBal Oongraa was held ia Paris on

tk* IMk iait. nndw tfca praaidency of M. tie Lcs-

I Um qnamon of cutting through the

S^n of Panama.

^ Local OoTemment Board inquiry was held at

BooriMBioath on Thursday auJ Friday week, before

Sfr J Tborohill Hartisou, t'.E.. with respect toon

from the Bournemouth Improvement
mm for sanction to borrow £19,200 for

of sewarage and for an esplanade, and of

iStOfor pabHs wnala. The plans hare been pre-

BMvd ty Mr. 0. C. Qweke, till recently consulting

tmgiaa$r to tka Commisaiouers.

An inquest was held at Beeston, near Notting-

ham, on Moniday, on the body of Charles GUs-
hfo^e, who died from the effects of injuries re-

eared br faUJDK from a scaffold on the previous

Wtiaeunr. fte contractor, Mr. Oakley, was
canaund for the condition of the scaffold, which

the jury nanrded as insufficient, but a verdict of

Acctoental Death was returned.

Messrs. Chatto and Windus announce as ready

for immediatejpttblic&tion " Oiurch Work and Life

lUuters, and the English Student's

l" in two vols., with map and giound

, by lu. Mackenzie B. C. Walcott.

Owing to the suspension of Swann, Clough, and

Co.'8 bank, tba reotoratiou works at York Minster

wan atoppad oo Friday last.

Nav adioola are about to bo erected for St.

Jamaa^a pariih, Darwen, consisting of large mixed
aduxd, two infant-rooms, and four clai^-rooms.

Acooramodation is provided for GOO scholars. The
deaigna have been prepared by Mr. W. Ferry, archi-

tect.

A new Conservative Club is to bo built in Dor-
wen, which will contain on the ground-floor, pri-

vatebQliard-ioom, ordinary billiard-room, readmg,
i»i»»nii»j««» n««»i»pf'«, npfrtrfjiry'a, conversation, oudM^ rooms, lie second floor will bo in ouo large

room for lectures or conoCTts. Mr. W. Perry is the

architect.

Hen Semper, the architect of the Dresden
Tkaaite, wbo was considered the greatest living

flu man aiehtteet, died at Rome on May 1.5th in his

TTthyear.

The Bishop of Peterborough presided at the

anniversary festival of the Artists' General Bene-
volent Society, which took place in Willis's Kooms,
on Satniday last. He spoke of the influence of art

upon himself, who professed to know nothing about
art ; but this, he said, was a feeling common to both
rich and poor. To the needy brethren of the chisel,

bmah, and pencil he held that the public, to whom
so much innocent and elevating pleasure accrued
from artistic labonr, should ext^d their timely
asBUtance.

MEETINGS FOB THE ENSXTINO WEEK.
TcUDAT.—Sodetr of Arts. Paper by Eilward Hutdiin-

soa on *' The Contact of Civilisation and
Barbarism in Africa Past and Present,"
8 p.m.

T«ra8DiV.—8oci<ty for the Fine Arts. T^ectore by Robert
W. Edis on "The Fomishinf? of Town
Hiwsw," 8p.m.
CMl and Mechanical Engineers Society

Aimnsl Meeting.

VUnAT.—Boytl Institution. Grant Allen on "The
Colour Bciwe of Insects : its Development
and Ite&ction," 1) p.m.

BATH RTONB OP BEST QU-VLITT.
WESTWOOU OllOVM). BO.\ unolND, COnSH.lM DOWS

and CX)Mlii: DOWN.

RANDELL, SAUNDERS, &C0.,LIMITED
Uuarrymen and Stone Merchants.

rriCM, dclirerod at any P«rt of tlie I'nitcU KingUom. furnisheti

on appUi'tttion to

Batb STONBOrricB.COKSUAM.'W-ILTS. [Advt.

HoUoway*s Pills.—Typhoid and other Fevers may
be .inx'str-d in their cady staK«>s by ii coui-nO of the--iO purifying

rats. This mediclm' i-ontii)ls the circ-ulation. loHson* tho shivering,

and mtnimes the hot periods. Uollowiiy's I'lH* voIax the parehed
Kkln. diminish the rxoossire thlnt, clear the furred tongue, and
restore to health.

—

—

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Babneley.—The dispute between the master

builders and the masons, labourers, and quairy-

meu, which lias now lasted some weeks, with

respect to a reduction of wages and longer working
hours is still unsettled. Ou Tuesday, night a largely-

attended meeting of master builders was held.

A deputation from the men attended and laid the

views of the men before the meeting. A lengthy
discussion took place with regard to the pending
reduction of wages, the masters having given notice

in the first instance that the men should work at

7Jd. per hour per day, and also work half-an-hour
extra per day. The deputation offered to submit to

8d. per hour and work 49J hours per week, and be

paid by tlie day as before. After a long discussion

the masters resolved that in order to bring about an
amicable arrangement they would take 7Jd. perhour,

and allow the men to work the same hours as

before, viz., 49^ hours. The deputation not being
empowered to make any such .concession they left

the meeting, and promised to lay the matter before

the men. This was done on Tuesday night at a
meeting of the men, held at their lodge-room, when
no resolution was come to to accept the master's
terms. Another meeting was held at the lodge-

room on Wednesday, but no anaugement was
arrived at.

LrvEKPOOL.—An aggregate meeting of plasterers'

labourers was hold on Tuesday, for the purpose of
" considering the recent arbitrary action of their

employers in reference to wages and hours of

labour." The Chairman read a draft letter which
it was proposed to send to the master plasterers on
behalf of the labourers. It set forth that the em-
ployers had not acted towards the men with their

usual courtesy by reducing the wages alid increas-

ing the time of labour by ^ hours without giving
any notice of the change, and asked that a dejjuta-

tion from the men should be received by the masters
with a view to the recent alterations being
reconsidered.

PEOTiimf.—The threatened strike at the great
Peurhyn slate quarries, Caniarvousliire, was settled

last week, by the acceptance of a reduction in
wages of about half-a-crown—the men to continue
working four days a week. The slate trade of
North Wales continues in a very depressed state.

WlOAN.—At a meeting of the master builders of
Wigan and the joiners and carpenters last week, in
reference to the proposed reduction in wages, an
arrangement was come to whereby the men aro to
be paid TJd. per hour and the week's work consist
of 51J hours, this being the basis of the award in

the arbitration with the painters, plasterers, and

bricklayers. The notice by the masters was for 7d.
an hour and olj hours per week. The masons and
plumbers still remain on strike, both of these
classes sti'ongly objecting to tlie increase in the
number of working hours.

Doulting Freestone andHam Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of
the United Kingdom, given on application to

CHARLES TRASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Uminater, Somerset.

Ajrent ; Mr. E. CaicKMAy, 4, Agar-street, London,W.C.— [Advt.]

TENDERS.
Bl'ntisgford.—For the erection of national schools for

girls and infants, Buntingford, Herts. Mr. T. Tayler
Smith, architect. Quantities supplied :-

Chinnook ...

Gates
Baint f.nd Son
Prout
Lawrence . .

.

Scales and
Norris

Entire Entu-e
school, school,
brick flint and

brick.

£1,361
1,218
1,145
1,110

1,060

954

£1,376

1,177
1,130
1,090

Girls Girls
school school
only, only,

flint.

£1,260
brick

£1,281
890
826
819
790

674

827
820

667

B.\EiiocTir.—For main sewers for the Barmouth Local
Board. Mr. Thomas Koberts, Portmadoc, engineer :—

Prichard £660
Tabiner ... .... 650
Manuw 610
Wej-man 612
Hunter 591
Morton 480
Dovener 461
Owen, G 460
Beardsell 425
Davies 396
Hughes 385
Jones 387
Braddock 371
Owen, E 370
Morgan 370
Owen, S. (accepted) 320
Jones, E 291 6

[Engineer's estimate £503.]

Cai-decotr.—For alterations and additions to Caldecote
Hall, Warwickshire. Messrs. K. J. and J. Goodacre, arclii-

tects, Leicester :—

Lovatt, Wolveriiampton ... ... £26,672
Everett, Colchester 24,949
Webb, Birmingham 24,070
Bromwich, Rugby 23,746
Bamsley, Birmingham ... 23,378
Herbert, Leicester 22,5-25

Parnell, Rugby (accepted) 21,846

Cantlet, Norwich.—For new roof and other works to
chanoel of Cantley Church. Mr. J. AVm. Cockrill, architectr

Gorleston, Great Yarmouth ;

—

Hawes £480 0.
Wegg 886
Durrant 378

Creditor.—For repairs to a chapel at Crediton, Devon.
Mr. James Crocker, architect ;

—

Inch £25 16
ButsonandSon 22
Brook (accepted) 20

CniswicK.—For finishing two semi-detached villas. Mir
iUchard Tomlinson, architect, Gunnersbury :

—

Winter, A £1,200
Haynes.H 1,177

Brown and Pank 1.175

Wickham, E 1,050

WiUett, W 890

ZINC ROOFING
FIXED COMPLETE.

F. BRABY & CO.,
ESTABLISHED 1837,

The Manufacturing Agents of the VIEILLE MONTAGE CO.
PATENT SOLID UNSOLDERED RIDGE PLATES FOR ITALIAN OR PLAIN ZINC ROOFING.

BY THE ADOPTION OF THIS METHOD THE USE OF SOLDER IS ENTIRELY DISPENSED WITH, AND
CONSEQUENTLY THE DANGER INCURRED BY THE USE OF FIRE-POTS IS AVOIDED.

THE COST IS LESSENED AND THE DURABILITY INCEEASED. ESTIMATES FOR ZINC DORMERS, FLATS, &c.

FITZROY WORKS, 356 TO 369, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON.
ALSO AT DEPTFORD, LIVERPOOL. GLASGOW & CYPRUS.
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THE STOISTE-YARD OF FEANCE.

THEEE is no material in existence repre-

senting a gi-eater variety of quality,

use, and substance, than stone, though a

history of it, in its innumerable applications,

has never been written. The effect of its

presence, in, or absence from, a country, is of

course, most marked in the architecture, and
even the manners of the inhabitants, and
this has been nowhere more apparent than in

many parts of England, including the me-
tropolis. But to few territories of Europe is

the stone supply so important as to France
;

though even the French, with their abundant
command of the material, have made frequent

failures in building, owing to the defective

character of their quai-ries. Thus, the Palace
of the Institute, at Paris, within a few years

of its erection, began to exhibit signs of

hopeless decay ; though, as a parallel fact, it

must be admitted that even the tomb of

Napoleon, originally supposed to bo among
the most perfectly elaborated, structures in

the world, is being eaten away by that which
French naturalists describe as a species of

stone spider, 'i his uncertainty with respect

to the solidity of the public buildings erected

of stone wrought from their own quarries,

led the French architects, so far back as

1678, to insist upon a report on the subject

from the Eoyal Academy of Architecture at

Paris. It W818 found that some were suffer-

ing from what was called "stone disease"

—

mal de la pierre—a term afterwards applied
to people with.a mania for building ; others

were so soft as to be actually flexible ; a few
were spongy, and required to be solidified by
artificial processes ; and many could not with-
stand the action of rain. Such was the
statement made, on high professional author-
ity, two hundred years ago. A good deal of

practical knowledge, connected vnth the
whole matter, has no doubt accumidatod
since then ; and we possess, indeed, a set of

documents in which the entire stone-produc-
ing capacities of France are reviewed—from
the yield of Changelade, harder than the
Egyptian rock, to that of Crupol, pliable as
'

' Calcutta marble ; '

' from that of Coirtenoux,
resembling exactly the lava of which the
Chiaramonte Palace at Palermo is con-
structed, to that of Vergele, which supplied
materials for the new staircases at Ver-
sailles. A ciu-ious circumstance is that this

latest report coincides precisely with one that
was drawn up in 1680, concerning the
churches of Blois, St. Victor, and Menar,
the descriptions of the stone being the same
—tender, easily wrought, capable of an
exquisite finish, but destined to early decay,
as is evidenced by a multitude of dilapidated
edifices in the valley of the Loire. The
stone, again, of Apromont and of..Charite
has not changed its reputation in the least,

but is still invariably in demand where deep
foundations have to be laid for the sustaining
of ponderous superstructures. Thus, more-
over, we find the ancient quarries beneath
the Faubourg St. Jacques, in Paris, repre-
sented to tliis day by most of the antique
hotels in that quarter ; while, on the other
hand, for the construction of their bridges,
the Parisians have immomoriaUy resorted to
the hard and finely-grained rocks of the Jura.
But, for the kerbs of their canals and the
masonry lining their gutters, the French
builders have generally preferred to employ
stone from Coirtenoux or Monasse, on ac-
count of its being, at the same time, porous
and durable, the same reasons explaining its

large use in the exterior cornices of houses

;

though often, after a few years, this material

exhibits on its surface a sort of efflorescence

rapidly converted into decomposition. An
examination of monuments, two centuries

old or more, has also aided the official in-

vestigators in determining the permanent
value of the various quarries in Franco.

Many they found intact, and these in Paris

were built, for the most part, of the stone

which French builders caU Liais, abundant
beneath the metropolitan faubourg of St.

Jacques, at Chartreux, and the environs of

Araneil and Creteil. It is not merely used

for foundation walls, but also for chimney-
heads, coping-stones, gutters, balustr.ades,

colvunns, tlie pavement of crowded crossings

;

it can bear almost any amount of wear and
weight, and can only be wrought into shape

by the most pawei'ful tools. The Holy
Chapel, at Paris, constructed entirely of this

material, is to this hour without a flaw,

except where the iron clamps have rested.

But in the Cathedral of Notre Dame itself,

with the same substance employed, only in

parts of the edifice, however, bythe architects,

a singular residt has been obtained. Those
surfaces wliich are exposed to the air

betray few signs of decomposition,

while those of the interior, acted upon
by neither air nor rain, are worm-eaten,
so to speak, to a lamentalale extent, reduced
to an extreme thinness, and even worn, here
and there, as in the pavement, into holes. This
is explained by the extraordinary fineness of

the pores, the water which penetrates the

exterior surfaces being easily evaporated,

through the action of the atmosphere and
the sun, and it is remarkable that the decay
is more rapid on those in the inteiior where
they are laid on beds of mortar. The solid

brown-tinted stones of the Burgundy quar-
ries are therefore recommended for this

kind of work, rather than the whiter quali-

ties of, for example, St. Leu, full of salt-

petre, chalk, and sand, which are beautiful

for a time, but speedily ciiunble, like what
are styled "the rocks," or "mill-stone
rocks " of Paris—very valuable for founda-
tions, but worthless for building in the open
air. Much of the stone in the rocky basin
of Paris presents similar peculiarities ; it can
bear rainfalls in any degree ; but it yields to

anything Hke a continual drip. For pin-
nacles, cornices, crests, and roof decorations
generally, we are told, the quarries of the
Oise Valley are incomparable, with their

blocks of porous, sonorous stone, which are
difiioult to chip, and never wear away in

scales ; which alDSorb quantities of water
while IjTng in their natural beds, and eject
it upon coming into contact with the atmo-
sphere, forming a kind of crj'stallised easing
for themselves, of considerable importance
to the builder, if advantage be unmediately
taken of it—-preventing, as it does, the process
called "death," to which so much of the
stone foimd in France is liable. The French
capital, of course, has long been dependent,
in a large degi'ee, upon the provinces for its

supply of building materials, and these are
brought, by canal for the most part, in
enormous quantities from Hoissons and
ChatiUons, from the Manse, Domecy, and
Eavieres, the latter being especially prized
for the dimensions of its blocks, their dura-
bility, equality of grain, and uniformity of
surface. That of Soissons is heavy and takes
an exquisite polish ; the " rock of Farget,"
almost resembles marble, and is in great
request for stairs and steps.
The objects of the inquiry, now still going

forward, include the general amount and
probable duration of the supply—for that
quarries may bo over-worked to a dangerous
degree is demonstrated by the example of
Paris itself—the resisting power, both as
to crushing, as to damp, and as to atmo-
spheric influences generally ; knowledge
of the highest importance, say the authors,
both to the architect and to the practical
constructor. Next in order rank the grain

of the stone, the local processes of quarrying,

and illustrations of its local emploj'ment,
with the dates of the various edifices in

which it has been used, and their condition

at the present day. The inquiry instituted

by Colbert, as wo have said, in 1678, resulted

in a report of 12.5 sections ; that now in

progress will probably double the number.
The French naturally set great store by their

supplies of stone, and point to England as

an instance of a country without a sufficiency

of this material. They dwell uiwn the con-
struction of our castles, which, grand though
they were, consisted chiefly of heaped up
pebbles and mortar, and affirm that the

basement of Westminster Abbey itself rests

upon no more than a foundation of concrete.

Yet they are themselves faui to confess that
a good deal of what passes for stone in

France is little better than a sort of white
or yellow chalk, or, as it were, petrified clay,

from which porcelain is mode, though it is

easilyworked into temporary building forms,

great quantities of this being used up in the

Parisian suburbs, from the valleys of the

Loing and Yonne, as, of course, it is far

cheaper than the solid substance, still be
excavated at Courtagnon, near Rheuns, and
even Grignon, near Versailles, whence were
obtained the materials employed in the con-
struction of their masterpieces by Lamarch
and Deshayes. Similar, though superior,

are the so-called " stone pits ' along the
banks of tho Mame, at Champigny, at

Montmorency, and at Beaune. "When, how-
ever, wo are to compare these doubtful
productions of the soil with tho tomb of
Napoleon, though even that has not escaped
the first symptoms of ravage, it must be re-

membered that this is by no means exclu-

sively French. It is true that Italy, Greece
and Egypt failed to supply the mass of por-

phyry that was wanted ; but the principal

block, after all, came from the unexhausted
quarries of a northern region. France, how-
ever, as we are reminded, possesses valuable

treasures of this description. There are both
red and white porphyry in the Vosges moun-
tains, in the valley of the Loire, near the

to-\vn whence Chateaubriand took his title,

.

blue porphyry in the Var, the kind known as

basalt porphyry in Auvergne, the gi'een

qualities in Brittany, the gray at Metz, and
the yellow in three or fom- departments
beyond the Marue. In fact, an idea may be
formed of the riches possessed by France in

her quarries from the digest prepared by M.
HeUcart de Thury, for the information of

the Government Commission. He shows
that in 80 French dejjartments marble, in

more or less excellent quality, is found ;

while red, black, green, brown, violet, blue,

and amber porphyries are obtainable from,

no fewer than 30. Perhaps more valuable

than either is the stone known to French
architects as vergeUe, exceedingly solid and
heavy, excavated in immense abimdance at

St. Maximin and St. Leu, of which were
biult in great p.art the famous Chateaux of

GaUlot and Anet, and the magnificent

Cathedral of Eouen, and of which several

cargoes wore exported across the ocean to

assist in building the Imjierial Palace of

Brazil, at Eio Janeiro. The inquiry, how-
ever, ranged to artificial as well as natural

stone, and some jioints in comiection with
this are of interest. It is shown that svmdry
well-known monuments, generally believed

to be monolithic, are actually composed of
" granite paste," a substance which defies

tho weather for an extraordinary length of

time
;
yet this is a topic apart, and does not

directly bear upon the riches in stone

scattered over the French territory. It is a
fortunate circumstance for the intem.il trade

of the country that neither the demand nor
the siipply are ever purely local. Of course,

tho peasants evei-ywhere construct their

cottages of the materials readiest to hand,
so the character of the neighbouring quarry
imprints itself upon the abodes of the people
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for mile* round in everj- stone-working dis-

trict : but certain kiuds, only to be found in

particulur localities have a special value

anignod to them in the building: of belfries

and church towers. That of TineuU is

sought for to be oiuiiloyed in ornamental

pavements : that of Vidy for the lintels and

jambs of doors and gates in large covin-

tty houses; that of the Jura, as we
have observed, for bridge-building, in

Paris particularly ; and that of Cli-

Quart for cisterns, or wherever the action

of water has to bo continuously sustained.

France, it is to be remembered, possesses veiy

little slate—none at all, it may bo said, of

the first quality, though the quarries of

Agens yield considerable quantities for the

roofings of chateaux, tuiTets, and wherever

tiie Louvre style is adopted. Lead, how-
era*, has of recent years been extensively

adapted to this purpose, though by French
architects, it is almost universally disliked.

It is not even attempted, even by those who
have been submitting the whole subject to

analysis, to suggest an approximation to the

actual value of the French stone, marble,

and porphyry quarries in the aggregate. It

irould be like taking stock of the English
coalmines. But they may bo'regarded as

being, taken for all in all, practically inex-
haustible, and there can be no denj-ing the

influence they exert upon both public and
domestic architecture in France. Their
Tariety is as great as their range is imlimited,

and there is not a cathedral, palace, muni-
-oipal edifice, ancestral mansion—scarcely a
house in a town, or a hamlet in the country

—

but what testifies to their existence, and to

the large part they play in the national life.

France, so to speak, lives in a house of stone
built out of her own soil, which accounts for

a thousand characteristics visible to the
traveller.

THE WESTMINSTER INDUSTEIAL
EXHIBITION.

FROM a small and humble commencement
made last year, the Westminster In-

dustrial Exhibition has this year grown to

dimensions that bespeak the success of the
enterprise. The idea of an artisan exhibi-

tion that shall become an incentive to good
workmanship, industry, and inventive skill,

and which shall, by prizes judiciously

bestowed, ofifer an inducement to the work-
ing man to employ his spare hours with
intelligence and profit is itself undoubtedly
excellent ; though we think there is one pos-
sible danger to be guarded against by the
promoters of exhibitions of this sort, namely
the extolling of mere mechanical labour at
the cost of intelligent thought and art skill.

There is frequently the mistake made of re-
warding the exhibitor's manual dexterity,
fais capability of turning out models of
buildings and steam-engines, in which eveiy
feature and screw are reproduced wifi mar-
vellous fidelity and minuteness, or the
laboriousncss and patience spent upon a
piece of inlaid work in which the design has
been made a secondary consideration. We
certainly object to anything which may
have the effect of making men skUlod auto-
mata rather than thinking artists. The
exhibition at Westminster is largely made
np of objects contributed by artisans and
amateurs. Of course both kinds of industry
should bo encouraged within certain limits,

and it is the need that both should bo placed
apon their own merits that have prompted
lu to the above remark.
As we have already spoken of the very

effective temxx)rary buildings erected in
Victoria-street from the designs of Mr. John
P. Seddon, the honorary architect, we may
now take a rajnd glance at the show, which
wa« opened last Saturday afternoon by the
Speaker.
Of the varied and rather hetereogeneous

collection the "mechanical" almost neces-

sarily occupies a very largo portion, com-
prising such objects as cabinets and inlaid

tables, wood and ivory turning, musical
instruments, cane work, models of steam-
engines, carnages, buildings, &c. In this

department wo notice some excellent speci-

mens of cabinet wo:-k, evincing technical

skill of a higli order. We are struck with
bookcases, inlaid tables, and fancy boxes of

a kind that compete with many of the best

productions in the ti-ade, though here, as in

other classes, the difficulty is to distinguish

fairly between the work of professed work-
men and amateurs. Wo notice a bookcase
of pollard oak, by G. Bates, with traooried

panelling of Late Gothic, excellent in work-
•nanship ; a wovkbox (No. 18) ; tables and
stools (No. 29) ; a satinwood jewel-case

(06) ; an elegant inlaid pier-glass frame
(58), in which both the form and inlays of

tulipwood and walnut aie commendable ; a
work-table (46), all being the works of

carpenters and cabinet-makers. Nos. 53 and
84 are both pleasing cabinets ; and so is 61,

an overpieco in walnut. The work as a
whole of this kind is certainly much in ad-
vance of previous efforts. In style and
design there is more taste displayed, if even
yet that taste seems to lack expression and
the refining influences of art insti-uotion.

The faculty of pains-taking is indeed promi-
nently manifest, the one want being intelli-

gent meaning and self-reHsince. No. 83, a
specimen of " double quadruple dovetail-

ing," &c., is an exceedingly skilful piece of

joinery, in which no effort is made beyond
the mechanical, and wo can appreciate the
labour and industry at its full value. More
munerous are specimens where the motive of
the workman is not so apparent, where
neither use nor beauty is aimed at except a
sort of unmeaning desire to show a trickster's

cleverness. Those comprise puzzle-boxes
and other ingenious but useless kind of

models. As an instance we notice No. 545,
a large shellwork model of a cathedral front,

composed entii-oly of shells, by G. Mawson,
plasterer, which has taken its author 34
years, being begun in 1842. It is intended
as a birdcage ! Extremely interesting as an
example of plodding patience and mitiriug
industry, we must yet deplore the waste of
skill and time over a useless object no less

purposeless in its intention. The thought
strikes one how much more usefully the
spare moments of the 34 years might have
been spent. Very different is such a model
as No. 211, to which tho judges have awarded
the gold modal, namely, a locomotive engine
and tender, byE. Arkwright, ofHeme-hiU; or
those models illustrative of apparatus for
saving life from fire and at sea, Nos. 491
and 492, 498, 500, 504 ; for railway brakes,
or those showing improvements in case-
ment and sash- fastenings, in kitcheners to
roast by reflection, as in 343. We note
several ingenious models, such as 509, a
recording thermometer to register by elec-

tricity; a chronometer escapement, 521;
but wo pass on to notice tho products which
fall under the head of " Artistic." In ivoiy
and wood turning are to be seen many clever
sjwcimens. We note No. 105, a turned bowl,
oval in shape and well-moulded ; some
frames and medallions in boxwood (133) by
a carver's apprentice ; an over-mantol (138)

;

Bacchante's heads and a girls' head in relief,

No. 154. In torra-cotta, H. Gunthorp, in 561,
sends some clever and spirited specimens of

modelling. We notice "Samson Slaying
the Lion " as especially vigorous, and a few
cleverly carved stone circular panels with
animals (593) ; but, as a rule, despite the
evidence of industiy, the work in this class

faUs from tho evident desire to produce
something skilful as a piece of handiwork
only, without an insight into the first prin-
ciples of modelling in relief, or a duo regard
for outline and composition in plastic art.

Tho vases, fountains, brackets, and statuettes
generally ovidonco technical skill, but nothing

beyond. In tho marble exhibits the same
fault pervades the objects, and the common-
place and misdirected invention are pro-
dominant. Painting on glass and china has
received some attention. No. 909, hand-
painted plates and tiles show some tasteful
designs. We note a few plates in which
plants are introduced in the Japanesque
style, one by P. G. Malins. No. 906, china
plaques, by Mary Dontone, of Lordship-
lane, are very good examples ; and another,
in which lilies are painted upon plates, by
Mary Glossop (1560). We notice also 924.
A few good specimens of glass-staining are
to be seen. Turning to architectural designs,
we find this class of work is not numerously
represented, though a few exhibits call for
remark. We observe especially a series of
working drawings by students of Nine Elms,
Southwark, Stepney, Greenwich, and other
science schools, which have boon done under
tho guidance of Mr. Parton Parry, displaying
considerable merit and technical knowledge.
Mr. A. T. Broadhurst also contributes
eighteen drawings. We may mention geo-
metrical elevations and sections (coloured)
of Tenterden Church, Kent, executed by the
Southwark Science Class, as careful de-
lineations of measured work. No. 873
shows a coloured design for a residence
by E. Daymond, builder's surveyor, of more
than usual merit. It is of red brick, with
stone dressings, in the Italian style, the
chief fault being a rather heavy and lavish
use of ornament round tho windows.
Among other exhibits we note a design in
monochrome (874) by G. J. Daymond,
architectural sculptor ; three designs by H.
Edwards, draughtsman; water-colour de-
signs for interior decorations, by A. E.
Lowe (890) ; an arabesque over-door ; draw-
ings for tile floors ; design for a country
residence, by T. Sims, architect's assistant

;

brickworkdotaOs ; aseriesof 20woU-executed
drawinfjs, by J. Woodley, bricklayer, clerk
of works, Brixton, showing construction of
niche and ornamental brickwork ; another set,

byF. Stocker; designs for workmen's dwell-
ings, by F. Witt, clerk ; drawings by J. Tay-
lor, draughtsman, &c. " A design forchurch,"
coloured, like many other of the designs,

exhibits the usual ambition, andredimdance of

ornament is tho besetting vice. We observe,

in looking over the catalogue, several designs
have been contributed by other than archi-

tects' assistants, one exhibit being by a mer-
chant's clerk. Oil and water-colour paint-

ings make a rather large class, though the

exhibits are unfortunately mixed up with
other work which rather distracts the

eye for picture viewing. We have oil-

paintings by opticians, newsagents, stone-

masons, letter-carriers, carpenters, com-
mercial travellers, and bill-posters ; so it is

certainly one of the departments which have
not been wholly given up to professional

experts. Mr. H. Major takes the first, and
Mr. Gare, a jeweller, the second, prize in this

department. Some of these exhibitors are

very prolific; thus, there are three oil-

paintings by W. H. Ball, newsagent, and
no loss than eight by T. W. CoUey, a har-
ness-stitcher; in those, as might bo expected,

enthusiasm and a mistaken zeal for art are the

chief recommendations. As examples of

untaught talent which our schools have not
reached, some of them exhibit decided
abUity, and the only regret we fool is that

so much labour has been expended without
direction. In the water-colours we notice

No. 726, a river piece, byE. Ferris, designer,

who wins the first prize. Thisis a carefully-

executed drawing, and there are several

others that display considerable feeling for

colour, though the work of men of very

humble position. Tho chief faults observ-

able in this department are imperfect draw-
ing and perspective, and a garish sense of

colouiing, that only requires the training of

a school or a good master to con-oct. The pen
and pencil drawings are very numerous

;
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the exhibitors aro from every rank of

life, from the artist to the dock - la-

bourer. It is impossible to estimate

the actual art capacity of any exhibitor

when many of the drawings are the works of

draughtsmen on wood and professional

artists. Illuminated texts and specimens of

ornamental writing are, as usual, in abun-
dance, but we especially note 961, "A
Manuscript Book on the Antiquities of

Kent," by W. Dampier, a clerk, of Bermond-
sey, containing 420 pages of closely-written

description, interspersed with 300 sketches

in sepia and pen-and-ink—a work of credit

and of immense labour. We can only fur-

ther notice some specimens of graining and
marbling, some excellent goldsmith's metal
work, a few flower-boxes and aquaria.

Of the last, No.s. 1,034, 1,037, and 1,044 are

pleasing combinations of both, while the

ladies' department in embroidery and needle-

work must not bo overlooked by the visitor,

numerous specimens of wool pictures and
flowers, crotchet and knitting enlisting

attention for the unsparing labour' and, in

some cases, taste they display. The arrange-
ment of the area and the covering of the
central space by a series of three parallel

canvas buildings produce quite a bazaar-like

effect, and we are sure those who
have any doubt about the industry of the
working man will be agreeably disappointed
by a visit to the Westminster Exhibition.
The one impression the show leaves upon us
is that the art teaching of our schools of

design has something more to accomplish in

reaching the class of workers who contribute
to these exhibitions— at present the only step
they possess towards advancement. We
have indeed ample raw material, skill and
industry, awaiting only direction and aim.

JOHN B. PAPWOETH, ARCHITECT.*

AN interesting chapter in the history of

the architectural revival has been re-

opened by the publication for private circu-

lation of a memoir of the life and works of

the late John B. Papworth, architect to the
King of Wurtemburg, by his son, Mr. Wyatt
Papworth ; and we have pleasure in laying
before our readers a few incidents in the
career of a man who in his time and genera-
tion contributed not a little towards that
revival of taste which has culminated in our
own day. Mr. J. B. Papworth, the father
of the respected firm of architects who for

a long period carried on together the busi-
ness left to them, but of which now only one
member remains, commenced his career in
the same profession at the beginning of the
present century, or rather saw the last

decade of the 18th, and the first half of the
present century. We may just glance at
the circumstances of the period so eventful
in the history of the arts. Mr. Papworth
began to study his profession when Sir
William Chambers, Sir J. Soane, Sir Eobt.
Smirke, and Mr. James Wyatt were in
practice, and was connected with the first

and last architects. The Greek revival had
just begun to make its influence felt, while
Mediffival art was also beginning to exert an
enthusiasm in another direction. Mr. Pap-
worth followed the Italian, and was one of
the first of the Greco-Roman school. In-
tended for the study of surgery, which he
gave up from a strong predilection for
architecture, we are told in the auto-
biogi-aphical sketch that this bent was
determined by a visit to the little theatre
in the Haymarket, where there was at that
time (1787) a drop-scene, painted by Michael
Angelo Rooker, of a Corinthian colonnade
and court of a palace. Being the first glimpse
the young Papworth, then a school-lad, had
of a theatre, the sight struck him so much

• John li. Papworth, Architect to the King of 'Wurtem-
burg. A brief record of his Life and Works. By 'VVyatt
Papwoetu. London: Privately piinted.

that he drew it on the next day, and as he
was finishing it Mr. Wilton, the sculptor,

was so pleased with it that he took
it to Sir William Chambers, and on
the following day he accompanied the

boy and his diawings to Sir William, who
was then living in Bemers-street. After

this Sir William became a friend of young
Papworth, lent him drawings to copy,

and it was by his advice that the youth
was placed under the tuition of Mr. John
Plaw, an architect, during which time he
was instructed in the art of perspective by
Mr. Healy. The study of the human figure

also engaged the young student, who re-

ceived lessons from Mr. John Deare, sculptor,

a gentleman sent to Rome by the Royal
Academy, and accompanied M. Rossi,

both being recipients of the medal that

year. At the age of fifteen, wo learn,

young Papworth was skilled in architecture

and perspective, ornament, the human figure,

and modelling. These art requirements
were supplemented by a practical knowledge
of construction and building', which he
learnt from Mr. Thomas Wapshott, an
eminent builder \vith whom he was placed
for three years. At this period (1788)
Covent Garden Church was repaired, and in

1795 it was rebuilt, from Mr. T. Hardwick's
designs, by the same builder. "During
this time," to quote the autobiography,
'

' Mr. Pai^worth sent several drawings to

the Royal Academy exhibitions " ; and
before his term had expired he was induced
to study internal decoration and fresco work,
then lately introduced from France by Mr.
Sheringham, of Great Marlborough-slreet.
After this Papworth became clerk of works
during the erection of a residence built for Sir

James Wright, Bart. , at Woodford Bridge,
Essex, called Ray Lodge. These incidents

in his earlier life we have taken from the
autobiography to which we refer our readers,

and we may gather from the above parti-

culars that the education of the architect at

this early period was far more perfect than
it is now. It is worthy of remark that
architecture has been the hereditary profes-
sion of the Papworth family. Mr. John
Papworth (the father of the subject of

this memoir) was a master plasterer and
stuccoist— one of the tradesmen of the Office

of Works— and was called by his numerous
staff of workmen, "architect, plasterer, and
builder."

Paddington Church is one of the exe-
cuted designs of Mr. Plaw, the master of
John Buonarotti Papworth, and it is sui'-

prising that an architect of the undoubted
taste of the subject of this memoir should
have been his pupil. The sotu'ces of his
architectm-al instruction and inspiration,
were doubtless a self-acquired taste, founded
upon such works as Stuart and Rovett's
"Antiquities," Nicholson's " Architecture,"
Alberti's and Chambers' treatises, and the
abridgments of Palladio then extant, though
no doubt the works of his friend, Sir W.
Chambers, and other eminent architects of
the day, had a considerable share in helping
to form his taste. Mr. Papworth lived for a
time at 30, Great Portland-street, the resi-

dence of his father ; he then took a house in

George-street, Adelplii, and subsequently
resided in 0, Bath-place and Caroline-street,
Bedford-square. He married a daughter of
hisformermaster, Thomas Wapshott, but soon
became a widower, afterwards marrying the
eldest daughter of William Say, mezzotinto
engraver, herself a skilful musician and
artist. The " experiences " recorded by one
of Mr. Papw^orth's pupils, Mr. James Thom-
son, while in his office, fill up an important
gap in the career of this architect. Wo find
Mr. Papworth here spoken of as a distinguished
exhibitor in the Royal Academy, and in the
Architectural room at Somerset House, and
several of his earlier works are noticed.
Among country residences we find mentioned
the villas for Sir David Wedderbum, at

Chigwell ; for Mr. George Dorrien, Mr.
Burmester, and other City magnates. Ho
also designed the Earl of Lucan's house near
Staines, the engineering factory for Mr.
Alex. Galloway, in West Smithfield ; a houae
for Mr. Horries, banker, the garden-seat at

Claremont for John W. Hiort, afterwards

converted by Prince Leopold of Saxo Coburg,
a mausoleum erected by Whitelaw at Kneb-
worth, the residence of Sir E. Lytton Bulwer.
In 1813 his artistic talent was employed in

the building of the largo room at Mr. Acker-
mann's house of business in the Strand,

which was a repository of art ; but his most
complete works were Leigham House, Mont-
pelier Spa, Harley-street, and Basildon.

The Harley-street improvements and decora-

tions made for Mr. James Morrison in 1831

brought Mr. Papworth's ability and taste

as an artist in decoration prominently into

notice. The rich caissoned ceiling of the

fallery of the first floor, the library and its

ttings and furniture, were for the time
models of elegance, and it was at this house
Mr. Morrison, then M.P., received the

council and members of the Institute of

British architects at a conversazione in July,

1840, Mr. Morrison having become an
honorary Fellow on his architect's recom-
mendation. Evidence is not wanting to

show thatMr. Papworthwas athoroughly con-
scientious architect, scrupulously particular

in the forms of his mouldings and the carvings

and modelling employed in his work, all of

which he required to be submitted to him
before approval. In 1829-32 we find him
engaged in the design of alterations, at Holt
in Norfolk, of a Domestic Gothic residence

for Charles Nevill ; and in 1830 he modern-
ised the mansion at Cally in Scotland, for

Alexander Murray, of Broughton, son-in-

law of the Earl of Lucan—one of Mr. Pap-
worth's best works. He was continuously
engaged in the design of works of decora-

tive character, garden accessories, fountains,

conservatories, furniture, which y:o cannot
particularise here. Mention is made of his

employment at Fonthill ; and we find him
in 1838 engaged iu modei-nising and deco-

rating "Basildon" for James Morrison,

formerly the seat of Sir Francis Sj-kes, Bart.,

and originally designed by John Carr, of

York. Mr. Papwoiih was one of the first

who promoted a professional society which
ultimately developed into the Institute of

British Architects, and in 1847 his admirers
and professional friends presented to him on
his retirement from practice a silver ink-

stand as a "tribute of respect and esteem
for his talents as a distinguished architect,

and for his worth as a man." This is signed

by aU the leading architects, including T.

AUason, Charles Barry, R.A., T. Bellamy,
C. R. CockereU, R.A., T. L. Donaldson,

&c., &c. Professor CockereU presented

the testimonial on Mr. Papworth's seventy-

second birthday in a speech of some
length, in which the reasons which prompted
the presentation are dwelt upon. In this

.speech Mr. Papworth's reputation in a prac-

tice of fifty-five ye.ars for delicacy and purity

of taste is spoken of ; also his zeal as the

promoter of the Government School of

Design, and his endeavours to promote the

union of landscape gardening with archi-

tecture. Among his impUs wo find the

names of Samuel Beuwell, who died early

;

his o^vn brothers, George and Robert Pap-
worth ; James Thomson, William Adams
Nicholson, Charles Edwards, John Douglas
Hopkins ; while of his assistants, the names
of WiUiam Knight, G. H. Stokes, the late

George GuUlaume, architect, of Southamp-
ton, and Thomas Latter, are mentioned. To
his credit, Mr. Papworth personally in-

sti-ucted those in his office, and we have heard
one of them say that he spared no trouble in

explaining designs to his pupils and cleiks,

who were invariably treated by Mi-. Pap-
worth as gentlemen and always welcomed
to his house. Mr. Papworth died in 1847,
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at the ripo nge of 72. Those who are en-

gag«xl in tracing the historical growth of

Modecn architecture w-iU find the fnig-

mmtarj dcetohes and private papers brought

IHfliilhfT by Mr. Wyatt Fapworth of much
r2ae aud interest ; many of the pages con-

tain Mr. Papworth's own remarks, and, to

MBy ardtitaets who remember the period

«• bare referred to, the incidents recorded

«iB bam more than a transitory interest.

THE IXSTITrTE OF AET.

AXEW exhibition of a very laudable kind

has just been opened in the large

gallery of 9, Conduit-street, and if wo can-

M>t say Tery much for the first year's ooUoc-

tion H must not be inferred that it is not

worth a visit. The Institute of Art is appa-
icmtly a new society which has undertaken

the promotion and encouragement, by the

id of prizes and otherwise, of ladies' art

vock—needlework, painting in oil and water-

ooloors, china painting, modelling, wood-
oarring, &c., being among the classes of

workmanship admitted. Membership is

placed upon easy conditions, the only re-

qnirement being a subscription to be paid

Stionally, and that the work exhibited be
ehandiwork oftherespective exhibitors . The

tight of competing for prizes and certificates

iaconfined tomembers,thoughno prize-winner
is eligible for more than one prize in the
game class, and no member may exhibit free

of cost more than four articles. The objects

sent for exhibition may be marked with the

prices at which t"hey may be sold by the

society, and these must include a commission
of 10 per cent, for the society, of which 5 per
cent, is given to purchasers in the shape of

leimburscment coupons. The strength of

the present exhibition lies in its needlework,
aad in this class there are some very credit-

able evidences of taste and skill—wool-work
andcrewel-work, laceandembroidery making
np a large part of the exhibition. In Class
H., "Designs for work," we meet with some
pleasing crewel-work, one showing tufts of
grasSjby "A.M.C." Some designs for curtain
aadtroidery to be worked in applique
wtin and silk is too natinralesque in the
design. The Cherwell water-lily table is a
pretty conceit, and a Jajmnese screen is

vorth notice. The colomiiig in a few in-
stances is garish, and on the whole it must
be confessed the work in this department
indicates copyism rather than original de-
sign. A tablecloth by Mrs. Dymock is an
excellent specimen of decorative needlework.
The colours are deep chocolate and a pea-
oock-green border with white oval-shaped
medallions on it. We believe this takes a
prize. We note a piece of crewel-work upon
Uoecloth by Mrs. G. A. Jones, also the figure
of a gleaner well-drawn and worked in dark
brown by Miss Hoi>c, with considerable
care, and a design from nature in crewel
nurkod " E.K." In lace and embroidered
work we must not ovei-look some beauti-
fully-executed Honiton lace flounces by
" E.A.," also one by Miss Whitehouse, and
some point lace by Miss Parkas and Miss
Scott. A child's embroidered robe made in
Constantinople at the beginning of this cen-
tary, and a silk embroidered front of dress,
by M. Tumbull, on white satin—the latter
wins a prize—claim notice as rich speci-
MSns of embroidery. In paintings on fabric
WB observe a large coverlet with a very con-
fused pattern in which birds and flowers are
nuxea together in an inextricably confused
nanner. If we may pass an opinion, the
anbroidery generally shows a lack of art
principle, the patterns in many of the
examples are stems and flowers drawn in a
too sprawling, aimless manner, and in very
iew is the attempt made to conventionalise
<he natural forms. We do not like to criti-
cise the paintings in oil and water-colour ; but
•s first contributions we cannot say
mnch about them. LadyDunbar, who sends a

few things in needlework, contributes some
of the best water-colour dcetchos. We note

two pictures, also •' Villa Borghese and St.

Peter's," and " Castle of Angelo, Home," by
MissKiddell; an expressivoportrait, side-face,

by M.James; "Blackberryingontheliluger,
N. Wides," by Miss J. W. Currey, and a

sketch of the Small Canal, Venice, by Miss

Lucas. In oils the first prize has been given

to a view of a cornfield by Miss S. E. White-

house, a lady who also exhibits some ex-

quisite point lace, and M. Currey's " Apple
Blossom" also receives a prize. Miss A. K.
King's " Shoeing the Bay Mare," after

Landseer, is creditable as a laboured copy,
" Eocky Pastures," by Alice Green, is more
promising, but the " Irish News Boy," by
Lady N. Newenham, faJls short in drawing.

In the painted china a few meritorious

works are to be found. For instance, the

painted platesigned " K.V.D." has a cleverly-

designed group of figures in brown upon a

blue ground ; another by Miss S. M. Allen

is skiliul in the arrangement of the peacock's

feathers, three of which are placed across the

plate, and Mrs. Swain, Brixton, exhibits some
very characteristicaUy-paintcd plates in the

Japanese stylo. The tilepaintingofMiss Lewis
(Doulton and Watts) is vigorous in drawing
and colour—a deep red chocolate or maroon
being the ground. Miss II. Bai-low, a well-

knovra artist, sends a grey and deep blue

Doulton vase, in which there is little to

find fault with, either in design or colour,

and another by the same lady, lai-ger, is also

excellent. A vase with blue flowers of a
bly type painted on relief must bo noticed,

and in this department we hope the institute

will continue to gain accession of art

skill. We cannot mention other exhibits,

such as screens, painted and worked fans,

carved woodwork, illumuiated texts, and old

needlework, which fill up the walls and
tables, but we congratulate the Council of

the Society upon the success of this experi-

ment and the number of works they have
brought together, feeling sure that the exist-

ence of a society founded upon liberal prin-

ciples of encouragement will meet with the
public support it deserves.

AET APPLIED TO CONSBEVATOEIES.

IT is a standing reproach against the art

of the modern architect that he cannot
design a satisfactory conservatory. Very
few indeed of the many residences and villas

that have been built of late years can show
a pleasing connection between the house and
this indispensable adjunct. We either see

no attempt made to assimilate the two
structm-es, or else the conservatories are de-
signed to resemble Classic temples, mosques,
Swiss chalets, and other forms of structure
that are supposed to agree with the stylo of

the building. Messrs. T. H. P. Dennis and
Company, horticultural builders and engi-
neers, of Mansion House Buildings, E.G.,
have published Part I. of a catalogue
entitled " Art with Economy applied to
Conservatories," in which no less than 20
designs for conservatories, with plans, are
given, many of them sensible and artistic.

In the opening remarks, Messrs. Dennis and
Co., observe that they intend to compile in
future issues " designs of such originality

and merit as will be calculated to secure
the approval of the art public, together
with the requirements of the profession."
The idea of making the construction artistic

instead of constructing false ornamentation,
is undoubtedly the right one in a consei-va-
tory, as in all other buildings, and wo con-
fess that in the bulk of the designs in the
catalogue of Messrs. Dennis the principle
has not been lost sight of. Another equally
desirable principle is that a good conserva-
tory should grow out of, and be really an
extension of, a reception-room or hall, and
this also has been kept in view in all of the

designs. Wo are glad to see, for instance,

in plate 12, the consei-vatory is shown in a
proper relation with the lobby and dining-
room. In the next example given, it leads
out of the drawing-room, whUo in a few it

is placed in a comer, between the hall and
drawing-room, with either or both of which
it can be brought into communication by
casements. A lobby or fernery may be
made a very pleasant means of imiting the
two rooms, and we notice some of the
sketches show how this may be ofl'ected. Wo
believe that it is much bettor to make this

class of structure quite independent of the
hous^in its architectiu-al lines, than that an
effort to unite them should be visible when
they cannot be agreeably combined without
resort to expensive and undesirable expe-
dients. Thus a flat roof disguised by a cor-
nice or pediment is to be avoided if economy
is aimed at, and it is far better to connect
the room to the conservatoiy proper by a
lobby or short corridor, making the stnic-

ture itself quite independent in form. We
find one or two designs in the book which
meet this view of the case ; thus Plate 18

shows an octagon plan joined on one of its

sides by a short lobby in communication
with the drawing-room, and in which lobby
an outer door is placed. The octagon is

roofed with a lantern. That most awkward
of all problems, the design of a Classic con-
servatory is worked out with much taste in

Plate 19 ; the plan is rectangular and is

made to occupy an angle between a draw-
ing-room and study. The roof is flat ia

pitch and the central span is connected with
the building by a small flat roofed side-wing

which occurs on each side. By this arrange-

ment the rafters are not cut off on one side

against the house and a more archi-

tectural connection is made. A con-
siderable variety of ground plan and
roof treatment is possible in this

way, and an unpleasant effort to unite

the buildings avoided. We are glad to find

wood is largely used in these structures, and
that the mullions, transoms, and sash bars

are arranged with some eye to artistic com-
bination and effect. The upper panels of the

side lights can be easily made to contribute

both to ventilation and ornament, and in

some instances, iron frames of ornamental

'

design can be introduced between the piers,

or uprights, as we see illustrated in plate 13.

The designs are in every conceivable style,

Classic, Queen Anne (a stylo which may be
made to lend itself easily to these buildings)

Jacobean, Gothic, and Old English, &c.

A suggestion is made, which is worth the

consideration of those who are about to build

a house, and that is, that provision should be
made in the plans for the flue of a heating

apparatus, apoint that, howeverobvious to the
practical builder, often escapes the archi-

tect's notice. It may be wcU to say also

that the same apparatus can, if properly de-

vised, be made to heat both the house and
conservatory. Messrs. Dennis' tubular

boilers are powerful and rapid in their heat-

ing, and we understand a combined heating

and ventilating apparatus will shortly be

introduced by this firm. Several designs

for greenhouses, with prices for varying

dimensions, are given, which will be found

of special use to the profession and the

public. Thus we find a span greenhouse

made of the best rod deal, with rafters 4ft.

apart, and the roofs fitted with glazed lights

cut, from 2in. thickness, 20ft. long, by 14ft.

wide, costs £oG 4s. These prices are exclu-

sive of men's time and fixing, painting,

brickwork, heating apparatus, and staging.

Iron and steel construction is referred to,

and a design for a range of conservatories

in these materials accompanies the work.

A copious list of "clientele" is appended,

from which we find that the endeavour of

Messrs. Dennis and Co. to combine art with

economy in this class of building has been

amply rewarded.
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AN AMERICAN OriNION ABOUT THE
PHESEEVATION OF WOOD.

N oldcoiTespondent has kuidly forwarded the
following extract from the (Chicago) North-

western Lumkrman, wliich will probably interest

those readers who have followed the recent con-

troversy on this subject in our columns.

"The subject of wood-preserving, so well

understood and so long studied in Europe,

has received but little attention in this coimtry
(America) , owing largely to the great amount of

timber so readily obtainable at convenient
points, and which has seemed would be an inex-

haustible supply. The large drain, however, on
our forests, and the oft-repeated necessity of

replacing timbers, raili'oad ties, and planks,

every few years, on account of decay, has begun
to open the eyes of engineers, architects, and
practical men of the country ; and in this section,

especially, there seems to be a growing interest

in the subject, and a disposition to give the
process a fair trial. Apparatuses and methods
for wood-preserving have been introduced and
patented in Europe, beginning as far back as

1700. The most valuable were those discovered

in 1832 to 1838, but from careful investigation

the Hayford process of creosoting, held under
patent here, seems to command as liigh a rank
as any now in use. There are cei-tain objections

to the favourite systems now employed in Europe,
which this process has overcome. The most
important, perhaps, is the fact that it is neces-
sarj-, in the Bethell process, for instance, that
the timber to be treated should be dry, while in

the Hayford it can be done better right from the
saw, and fully as quick, thereby making a
saving of large expenses incurred in sticking
and drying. To preserve wood from decay is

what is aimed at. There are two kinds of
decay—dry rot and wet rot. The former occurs
in closely confined localities where there is im-
perfect ventilation ; the latter takes place in
wood containing sap and exposure to moisture.
To prevent this decay the introduction of creosote
oil, filling the pores of the wood, prevents it

from absorbing destructive elements, and forms
a water-proof and air-tight covering to the
wood. The apparatus used is simple and strong

;

^L the process practical and easy to understand. A
^r larg^ cylinder lOOft. long, Cft. in diameter, made
*^ of ^in. boiler iron, is the most important part of

the works. A railway track runs through this
cylinder, upon which the lumber to be treated is

placed, and between the tracks lies a coil of steam
pipe, 1,400 feet long, which connects with a
boiler. A series of perforated pipes are arranged
inside the cylinder for the introduction of the
oil ; a powerful pump is provided, which, by
opening one set of valves, becomes a force pump,
and opening another a vacuum pump. The pro-
cess, to be brief, is divided into two steps : First
the wood is placed upon cars and run into the
cylinder, which is hermetically closed. The
steaming process then commences ; the tempera-
turo rises to 180 deg. Fahr., and subsequently to

250 'deg., which is sufficient to evaporate the
Bap. By the use of the force pump cheeking of
the wood is prevented. When the sap has
turned to vapour, and all portions of the wood
have become heated to above 212 deg., the steam
is turned off and the vacuum pump set to work

;

this exhausts all the moisture from the wood to

its very heart, and brings it to the
second step, namely, the introduction of

the oil. The pressure with which the oil is

driven into the cylinder is equal to about 70
pounds to the square inch. Every stick is bathed
in, and absorbs the hot penetrating fluid. The
impregnation is rapid, and in a few hours the
doors of the cylinder are opened and the lumber
withdrawn. The patents held are not for cer-

tain oils as prepared, but ' for improved pro-
cesses for preparing wood to receive the preser-

» vative substance required, and apparatuses for
B injecting such substance into the pores of the
r wood thoroughly and rapidly.' The works are

in this city, and as the process is becoming more
known, the amount of lumber treated will be
sure to increase. In a paper read before the
American Society of Civil Engineers, in New
York, last year, E. R. Andrews, proprietor of
the works, made some interesting statements.
He mentions, particularly, the importance which
this preservation of wood should have in the
railroad interests of our country. ' Consider
for a moment,' he says, 'the consumption of

wood in the one item of railroad ties. Massa-
chusetts, using mostly chestnut ties, which last

on an average six years, consumes in this way
annually a volume of lumber nearly equal to the

whole product of Maine, and the 80,000 mUes of

track in the whole country, allowing four years

as the average life of ties, actually uses

up iu ties alone 1,600,000,000ft. annually,

cr equal to one-sixth of the timber pro-

duct of the whole country. There are also

76,000 mUes of telegraiih poles, requiring for

their renewal annually 43,620,000ft. of wood, or

nearly equal to the products of the State of

Maine. Telegraph poles were first creosoted in

England 27 years ago, and are as sound as at first

to-day. The English Government is now creo-

soting all the telegraph poles in the United

Kingdom. With these facts in view, and the

certain value wliich experience has shown to be

true, this subject is placed before us. It is cer-

tain that creosoted wood cannot decay ; 40 years

of accumulated experience proves this. The
writer has seen ties which were taken from the

Great Northern Railway of England, which have
been in wear 22 years, and not a sign of decay

is visible. They were actually taken from the

road bed to be sent here as specimens. No piles

of old rotten ties are to be seen in England lying

by the track as in this country. When once laid

there they stay. If engineers, contractors, and
builderswouldstudy this subject more thoroughly,
we feel confident it would be found to be true in

this, as in other things, "that prevention is

better than cure." The Mersey Docks and
Harbour Board are nov/ advertising for tenders

for 43,300 cubic feet of Baltic red wood sleepers

9ft. by lOin. by 5in. They are to be thoroughly

impregnated with creosote by injecting, on
Bethell's process, 101b. of the best creosote oil to

each cubic foot oit timber.' "

CONVERSAZIONE OF THE INSTITUTION
OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

ON Monday evening last, Mr. J. F. Bateman,
F.R.S.S., President of the Institution of

Civil Engineers, invited the members of that

society, and a large number of scientific gentle-

men to a conversazione in the Engineering
Gilleries of the South Kensington Museum,
which had been lent by the Committee of Council

on Education for that purpose. The galleries

assumed quite a festive appearance, the corridor

entrance was carpeted in red, and decorated

with striped material of a similar colour, while

the well-stocked galleries devoted to models of

machinery and naval architecture were lighted

by the electric lights of different patentees.

Higgin.s's incandescent lights, the Electric

Lighting Company, Wilde's carbon-holders,

Werdermann's lamps, the Serrin lamps, Messrs.

Siemens Brothers lights, and Jablochkofi's

electric candles, worked by the Societe Generale
d'Electricite, were all in operation, the lighting

power of the several machines being put to a
trying test. Besides the permanent collection of

models and apparatus, many new objects of

engineering interest were specially exhibited in

the galleries, lent by various gentlemen ; and
firms, and the chief difficulty experienced by
many of the guests was in distinguishing what
were the special exhibits from those of the
Museum. Models and instruments of great
variety and mechanical interest abounded, many
of exceeding ingenuity. To give some idea of the
scope of the exhibits, we may name among the
numerous models Dr. Airy's continuous self-

recording mercurial barometer, and instrument
for recording duration of sunshine—of more than
ordinary value just now ; Mr. G. Andre's electric

mining lamp ; a few striking models exhibited

by Sir W. G. Armstrong and Co. ; model and
diagrams illustrating the Thilmere scheme for

supplj-ing Manchester with water, shown by the
president, Mr. J. F. Bateman, comprising the
sections and the lengths of aqueduct in tunnel,
cut-and-cover-in, and siphon pipes. Mr. H. Besse-
mer's specimens of crushed steel cylinders doubt-
less drew attention ; so also the Gramme
machines and Serrin lamps in the naval gallery,

exliibited by the British Electric Light Company,
tlu-ough Mr. A. F. Blandy, C E. ; Messrs.
Clark, Standficld and Co.'s hydraulic appliances
for the construction of piers and breakwaters

;

and Mr. James Dca's model of quay walls on
concrete cylinders. Queen's Dock, Glasgow, are

certainly ingenious and economic, the latter

being of ceUular section. Of the few models
wo had time to glance at, we may refer to Hill
and Clark's " Means of hanging and working

railway carriage window sashes." Everyone
must have experienced vexation sometimes in

tiring to raise or lower a carriage window, and
Messrs. Hill and Clark's improvement consists

in simply allowing the sash to work yxpon a
friction band in the door below, tho action of a
grip fixed to sash, actuated by a small thumb
fever, allowing it to remain open at any point.

Hopkinson's steam check or isolating valve,

for the protection of connected steam boilers, is a
useful but very simple contrivance for preventing
accidents and loss of steam. Jordan's rock diiU,

worked by hand power, will be found useful in

mining and quarrying operations, and Mr. H. P.

Holt's models of iron and timber trusses,

suggestive to the constructive architect. Hot-
air engines have been well represented. We
note particularly Hayward, Tyler and Co's.

Tramways and tramcars are made the subject of

improvements. Wo may name, for instance,

Edge's groovelesa tramway, a working model
of which was shown—the feature being a
perforated rail, before described in our pages

;

Heswood's spring buffer; Barker's, ICincaid's,

and Mackison's rails; B.C. Simpson's tramway
brake ; H. Vignole's permanent way for tram-
ways, &c. ; Holt's starting gear, &o. Of eourse

railway appliances, such as couplings, brakes,

&c., were very numerous, so were testing

machines, and sanitary inventions. In COB-

struction there was a very sparse show of

models, the only striking exhibits in this class

that we saw being Mr. D. Cunningham's floating

swing-bridge, Mr. Buck's drawing of cast-iron

rib for imderground groining, Mr. Sketehley's

model of wrought-iron viaduct, and Mr. S. R.
Stephenson's original design for the Conway
bridge, and we must not forget some large

diagrams of St. Pancras station roof. Electrical

lighting apparatus, ineaudesoent lights, and
batteries, had, of course, a large share of atten-

tion from the visitors, "many of the machines
being at work, and we noticed particularly Mr.
E. A. Cowper's writing telegraph and electrical

automatic apparatus for indicating the height
of water in reservoirs, exhibited by the General
Post Office and H. Rolfe, C.E.

We may add that engineering science was not

displayed in the arrangements of the hat and
cloak room; the corridor appropriated to that
purpose became choked up with guests unable to

relieve themselves of their hats and overcoats,

and a delay of at least half an hour arose before

any of the earlier Ansitors could get attended to,

the attendants being absurdly few. Among the

unusually large assemblage, including the

president and the leading members of the insti-

tution, were several distinguished representatives

in science, literature, art, and diplomacy, not a
few of the visitors being architects. The electric

light threw a charm over the essentially technical

and instructive display of practical science, but
one missed the floral adornment of similar gather-

ings of the sister profession and the presence of

the ladies.

SUGGESTIONS OF A STATE RECORD
OF THE SURPLUS WATERS FLOWING
FROM HIGH AND UNCULTIVATED
LANDS. •

Bt Chaeles Slaoo, C.E.

FURTHER facilities ought to be given to

the sanitary authorities of small towns for

combining to obtain the best supply of water
^-ithin their reach and resources. When the

sanitary authority of a small town calls for a
report on the best means of procuring a supply

of water, the engineer called in finds—or may,
and, in fact, often does find—that liis instructions

are too Umited to enable him to propoimd the best

schemein point ofquality,quantity, andeconomy of

working. There are, in numerous instances, several

small towns lying near together which have no
supply of water, and which have separate sanitary

authorities. Moreover, there may be, at no
great distance from these small towns, a larger

town which requires a further supply of water,

or there may be—and, in fact, in one instance at

least there ai'e—two such towns.

To confine my remarks to cases within my own
knowledge, there are three separate local authori-

ties in a district comiirised within a limit of five

miles and a breadth of two and a half imles, the

aggregate population of which is 2.3,000. In
this district there is no supply of water. At a
distance off there are two towns of a population

• Contributed to tlie recent National Water Supply and
Sewage Conference of the Society of Arts.
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of 40 000 taken togt;Uier. and lu eacl. town the

MPPtr of water U very inadequate, the one m
BotBt of QJuOitT, and the other of quantity.

*TWdnff first" the three smaUer towns, each has

iU «iniWrT authority, and each has called for a

mport on the water question, there having been

a£de three reports bv difierent enpincers. The

iaatrortioiM to each being limited to the reqmre-

nt^t. of the one place, the engineer finds it un-

BOanble to do more than reconuneod the best of the

Jgojoee in the inunediate neighbourhood, whereas

if any one of the engineers had been consulted

jointlT by the three Boards, he would probably

Cre lecommended a better plan in respect of

tlw thwe requirements of quality, quantity, and

eooBomy of working.

H we now take into consideration tne two

]aiga towns also, both of which are seeking

neana of improving the water supply, but neither

of which can do so from the present sources,

there appears a further reason for a combination

«f towns for this purpose.

There is a range of hills, the surplus waters of

which would afford an ample supply to all the

town* by grantation. The distance is certainly

omaideralle, but it would probably be found not

too great for economy in a combined scheme.

But when each authority considers its own

•cheme singly, it seems preposterous to go to such

a diatance, and, each authority acting without

iefei«nce to the others, no one investigates the

capabilities of the larger and better source.

SMiat. then, ouifht to be done in all such cases f

It should be, if this Conference thinks well to

leoommend it, that the utmost capabilities of all

aeh aouroesto afford a supply of water to towns

be inTeatigated and declared. Then each

aeparate sanitary authority would know how
noch^rater is within its command, and if, know-

ing these capabi ities, the engineer should adrise

that it would be economical to make joint works,

«ach authority would add to its share of the cost

of the joint works that of its own service

reeerroir, branch main, and town piping.

An analogona precedent for such a record is

the oen.sus of the population. When we want to

know the population of a place, we do not, indi-

Tidually, count or estimate the number, but turn

to the State record. So should it be with water.

The capabilities of every area of high ground to

•fford water for towns should be recorded, both

aa to quantity and elevation, and all proper sites

lor storage reservoirs should be investigated, and
aMasared as to their possible contents.

Some of these areas of liigh ground are already

appropriated to existing supplies of water, but

many remain unappropriated, cither wholly or

in part.

Srfect result. In Beauvais, Bourgcs, Notre

ame Paris, Eouen Cathedral, and Le Mans,

you will iiiid tlie most perfect arrangements-
surpassed, however, I am disposed to think, in

the work of the French architect of Toledo. You
will do well to consult on this point the article

"Apside" and "Architecture,'' in M. Viollet

le Duo's "Dictionnairo Raisonnee," whose en-

gravedground plan s will explainthecase toyou in a

way in which no words can. At "Westminster

Abbey, as I will tiy to show you on this black-

THtETEENTH CEXTCHT
TURE.»

ARCHITEC-

[Continued from p. [582.)

I
MIGHT spend the whole evening in

explaining to you the various developments

of plan wliich the necessities of the apse and its

ohereta gave rise to. There is no feature in

iriiichaomuch variedingcnuity has been displayed

"bj the mediieval architect, and to the French (of

toe lale de France especially) the palm must bo

•watded in this matter, ^onc others were so

M^nicioas or so bold. The Italians and the

Oennans nerer attempted to compete with them,

though they constantly made use of the apse,

and our ovra. ancestors, as I have said, were led

to give it np in favour of the square end, which,

though it may be as noble in its effect, is neither

o ingenious, nor so diificult in its construction.

The whole character of the design of Westmin-
ster Abbey is English, not French, and the

piaiming of the apt-e is nnlikc that of any French
•{Me, and is distinctly original. In my opinion,

it i* the work of an architect who, seemg the

nnilts achieved by the French architects,

dcaired to achieve the same ends without exactly

oonetming himself as to the means which they

employed ; and hence, Ms work is not only in its

detail, but equally in its ground plan, distinctly

an English work. The usual diificulty in

pUnning an apse Ls to get the sides nearly equal,

the IwTs of the aisle regular, and the chapels

beyona equal also, and to do all this without
waste of space or unnecessary amounts of walling.

Itmay almost be raid that no twoFrcnch chevcts

) alike, so many were the efforts to produce a

WESTMINSTER.

board, the architect has contrived to make all

his chapels exactly equal : but in order to do
this he has had to make a rather clumsy mass of

masonry at A, between the end of the outer

aisle and the first chapel, and he has

an awkward bay between the choir aisle and
that of the apse, cutting into the perspective.

In almost all the French plans the base line of

the apse is definitely marked, and the lines, as

far as possible, all radiate from the centre of the

central apse. At Amiens Cathedral, which is

the most perfect, they all do so, as you will see.

A
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* A Paper read bjr Ototat Edmod Btkeet, B.A.,
tMton th* nenbcn <» Bt. Paul's Ecdeiiological eodetr.
Mar lUI, U».

such cou.structions, and with the hope that even
a slight study of them may increase the interest

which you find yourselves able to take in old

buildings. Whilst, however, the architect of

Westminster was thus, in his own way, solving

this difficult problem, St. Mary Overie and the
choir of the Temple Church were being built on
plans whicli are more representative of ordinary

English work. The Roimd Church at the

Temple does, indeed, stand second to none in its

mode of meeting some of the difficulties of

vaulting ciix;ular buildings. But the choir is an
admirable example of delicate English work, and
may well be studied, together with the church of

St. Mary Overie, or St. Saviour's, Southwark,
which is even more interesting. It is a capital

example of the skill shown by 13th century

architects, who have made a small building look

large by the subdiidsion of the parts in detail.

The bays of the choir are only about 12ft. wide,

and yet the triforiiun is an arcade of four divi-

sions. The main columns also may bo noticed

as extremely good in their design, alternately

circular and octagonal, with delicate shafts on
the four sides. The eastern chapel, four bays in

width by three in length, is still very charming,
and though it has been a good deal damaged by
repairs, some of the mouldings

—

e.g., those of

the capitals and of the groining ribs—deserve

study. You may well notice hero also

some points in the groining. If you look

carefully at it you will see a great difference

between the groining of the aisles and Lady
Chapel, and that of the choir. In the former, the

diagonal rib is a semicircle—in the latter it is a

pointed arch. The former by muchmore agreeable,

for the eye is earned forward from one rib to

the next, without a violent pause, and thus is

in every way better in effect. Uffingham, in

/ \

The surrounding chapels are all equal, and there
is no awkwardness in the junction of the flying

buttresses of the apse with the walls and but-
tresses of the side aisles. In the rough drawing
of the eastern endof St. Remi, at Rheinis, youwill
obsen-e a series of 5 circular chapels opening into
the processional aisle. At Westminster the line

of the commencement of the chevet is not
marked ; one of the coutrcs of the apse has no
chapel opposite, and there is a great awkward-
ness in the prolongation of the radiating treat-

ment of the buttresses beyond the base of the
apse. In this respect no French example is like

it. I dwell upon this point so much, in order
that I may give you some idea of the nice ques-
tions which arise and have to be dealt with in

TKHIEMS

Berkshire, is one of our best 13th Century

churches, and tliis had an octagonal central

tower, and a chancel with its eastern bay alone

groined. Hythe, in Kent, is far finer ; here the

clustered shafts, the elevation of the chancel

above the nave, and the contrast between the

simplicity of the nave and the magnificence of

the chancel, and the beauty of aU the detail make
it one of our most perfect examples of a pari-h

church on a small scale. Here the whole eastern

part was groined. Stone Church, near Dartford

(which you ought to visit), is specially interest-

ing, because there can hardly be a shadow of

doubt that it was built by the same architect as

Westminster ; but it has a square oast end, and it

was my happiness some years ago to restore the

vaulted roof of the chancel, which had two bays

of plain quadripartite vaulting, and a square

east end. Here, as at Hythe, the whole of the

details are most delicate. I shall not detain yon
longer on questions of ground-plans, but I

repeat, that you ought, when you visit an old

building, first of all, to notice its peculiarities in

this respect You will fitidcertain arrangeinentsof

the plan contrived to serve certain recognised

wants, and the way in which these have been

modified as fresh wants aro.se, so as to meet the

requirements of special rites, is among the

modt interesting subjects of inquirjr to the

ecclesiologist. Each nation had its own
special development in consequence. In Ger-

many and France and Spain, almo.st all

buildings had stone vaults, and the architect

had, therefore, to take his heavy roof into

account from the commencement. In Eng-
land, on the contrary, stone roofs were uncom-

mon, save in our grander churches, and the

architects were, consequently, much less bound
to make their plans regular and symmetrical,

and an amount of variety was a consequence of

this, for which wo may well be grateful.
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Tho next point to be observed is the general
cTiaractor of the design. Now this depended in the
13th century, just as much as it does now, on tho
taste and skill of the master mason or architect,

and you will find all the difference in tho world
between the ipork of oneman and of another. They
were affected also by the material available. If

you find yourselves in Sussex, visit such a church
as Clymping, and you will see how the architect
contrived, with very humble materials, and very
small amount of enrichment, to produce a work
of art almost as interesting as the sumptuous
works which at tho same time were being built
in tho far richer districts of Northamptonshire
and Lincolnshire. His work had few mouldings,
and seldom went beyond the use of a delicate
chamfer for all angles. This use of the chamfer
is one of the features of the period, and it is

singular how much may be done with it. In
this work the windows are simple lancets with
deep splays ; tho glass is set close to tho outside
face of the wall, the buttresses are simply
weathered, the roofs are of timber arched in a
simple fashion, and the towers so simple in
design that you might almost suppose no archi-
tectural skill was required, for they are finished
with .simple pieces of oak covered with shingle.
Tet tliey are not inferior in artistic character,
or in the proper use of material, to the North-
ampton.shire stone churches, where the architects
having good stone clo.se at hand, and the example
of their cathedral architects to guide them, built
churches fuU of precious and beautiful detail,

designed a number of varied towers and finished
them with stone spires, which are to the present
day the proper subject of admiration to all of
us. But to understand how to observe these
very varying beauties, you must know how to
observe and distinguish the features of detail
which give them in an architect's eyes so much
of their value.

And first, as to mouldings. You know the
office which they fulfil doubtless, but without
study you cannot understand how subtle their
beauties are, and how much the effect of the
finest works depends upon their being well
designed, or the contrary. The chamfer was
the great improvement introduced by the
13th-centary architects. It was formed by
cutting away the angle thus (Mr. Street pro-
ceeded to trace on the blackboard the progress
of the changes that could be effected on a stone
by cutting mouldings upon it, as shown on ac-
companying illustration) ; the next step was to
hollow the flat surface so as to afford a playof light
and shade upon it ; or the angle might be left,

and the parts of the stone above and below
each cut into by a roll, or into two half-
rolls ; then the hollow was deepened, and
a small fillet added beneath it, and these
rolls and fillets were midtiplied so as to vary
the effect of the shadows and lights. The
string-courses, plinths, and bases were similarly
the subjects of similar changes, all made with
the object of getting more variety of light
and shade, and so as to enrich and emphasise
the architectural lines. Nowadays mouldings are
too often drawn without the slightest sense
of their fitness for the place, but these
13th-century English mouldings were, I think,
the very best in Europe ; they were well-
drawn, fitted to their places, and infinitely varied
in section. They were adorned with dog-tooth
and other carving. They cannot be understood
without reference to a point in which there is as
much [difference between English and foreign
work as there is in their plans. This is the
shape of the abacus of the capital. Amongst
the Erench the use of a square abacus led to a
square section of mouldings, and to great uni-
formity in their design, but they secured one fine

effect of shadow—breadth and boldness. In Eng-
land by the end of the 1 2th century the square cap
was discarded in favour of a circular one, and
with results not foreseen. It was impossible to
plan mouldings withabroad plain .soffit. Itbecame
necessary instead to plan them on the chamfer
plane, as mouldings fitted to squares would over-
hang the caps. So it was necessary to devise
fresh forms. Then there was a lo.ss of light and
shade so simply obtained by the old fashion,
and this was regained very skilfuUy by deeply-
cut hollows at the jimctions of stones, and among
tho mouldings. To our circular cap we owe
our beautiful system of mouldings. This neces-
sity for tho study of effect by means of mould-
ing led to the use of mouldings to an extent un-
dreamt of by other schools. Our English cipitals,
instead of being always carved with foliage,

were more often moulded. With raoiUding tho
architect knows exactly the effect ho will pro-

duce ; with sculpture, unless he models all his

work himself, he is at tho mercy of some one
else for a most important feature. Wherever
you go, let me bog you, therefore, to make a
point of examining mouldings with the greatest

care. Whenever you have come to understand
them, you will find your power of distiuguisliing

between good and bad works, whether old or

new, wonderfully increased, and the pleasure
you can take in good work increased in propor-
tion. One note I must make here, which is,

that tho rounded and soft lines of 13th century
mouldings accord singularly well with the round
and true lines of traceries, with the circular

shafts which were so much esteemed, and,
indeed, with all the features of the buildings

they adorned. So much is this the case that
when at the end of tho century the window
traceries became more complicated, and the
coltunns ceased to bo shafts or clusters of shafts,

the mouldings were all altered to harmonise
with them, and in the 1.5th century the hard,
sharp lines of mouldings tallied exactly with the
fonnal and precise designs of the traceries. The
columns of the 13th century were circular,

octagonal, clustered, grouped in fours with
smaller shafts at the angles, or even with double
series of the attached shafts, to give great rich-

ness of effect. Their variety was endless. In-
doors they retain the general arrangement of the
12th century, a series of columns in square
recesses, one with angles taken off or moulded.
For detached purposes they are of the various
sections sketched (see below), and in this age it

of five and even of seven—then contained under
an arch, then adorned with cuspcd or plain
piercings in the wall above, then combined
with circles ; cuspings grew before the end of

the century into most elaborate traceries, but
Tcry early in tho century, as at Netley Abbey,
had produced distinct tracery, and by the midmo
of it in the Chapter Houses at Westminster
and Salisbury, we sec traceries of tho most com-
plete and finished description. The Westminster
Chapter House windows were finished in a.d.

1253. Essentials of good tracery are subor-
dination of members, and divisions into primary,
secondary, and tertiary orders of tracery.
These are carefully observed in work of the
13th century. At that time the design of
ojienings was as impoi'tant as the lines between
them, so that whether you regard the lines of
stonework or the voids, the eye is equally grati-

fied. Differences between early and late traceries

are all in favour of tho former. The arrange-
ment of cusps is well worthy of attention. Ogee
lines are never used, the cusps are inserted in a
groove, and tho cusping of arcades is under-
cut, as at Westminster. Veiy frequently its

outlines foUow no stiff mathematical lines, but
show by their variety and freedom that they are
drawn by hand, as at Lincoln. In the earliest

cusping all the mouldings follow the cusps ; the
later cusps are subordinate to an inclosing line.

When you visit Westminster Abbey, ask per-
mission to go up into the triforium, where you will

be able to judge of the rich effect of the double
traceries, partly moulded, partly carved, and
very plain on side next roofs, but still good.
The arcades at AVestminster and Stone are, by

JV/
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became the fashion to form these columns of
marble. This could not bo got in long blocks

;

hence came banded shafts. The extent to which
this charming custom was carried may be
seen at Westminster, at Salisbury, and the
Temple Church. It had its inconveniences,
however, in construction, as these collections of
columns depended on their caps, bands, and
bases for holding them together, and, therefore,
for their strength ; and it was found, before the
end of the century, that safer building could be
done with stones built in courses, and so
gradually marble shafts went out of fashion.
But they are one of the special and most beau-
tiful features of the 13th centurj-.
In the windows, doorwaj-s, and arcades of this

century we may again trace primarily the same
fort of development from the rude original. The
lancet was doubled, trebled, arranged in groui^s

the way, identical, but have been horribly
defaced at AVestminster. The heads of win-
dows of this period were moulded, carried
on shafts, and generally struck from a centre
lower and different from tho exterior arch.
The doorways of the 13th century are among the
best features. The large doors are often double,
as at Lincoln and Ely, and are generally under
an inclosing arch. The jambs are a series of
shafts, engaged or detached, and in the latter

case have bands. In small doors the heads are
trefoil or segmented. One of the featui-es which
most strike us in these is the hammered iron-
work of the hinges. This was very varied in
pattern, delicately beaten out, a work of love
to the workman, and so well and artistically

executed that it is difficult to get anybody to do
anything like it in spirit now. English doors,
however, are not so fine as French ; those, for
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^l^iBa^ iB dM««it front of Salisbury Cathedral

am >«• kolas in Oe wall, and as a rule our

Aoorvsys are low and small. Tho porches, how-

«*w, an> xerj fine, as at Wells oud Salisbury,

gnaaed witk anadin^ at tho sidoEi, sumetimos

iritk ina ontade amhoe, and generally in audi

aHcaof two atagea in height. Tie carpentry of

tkis period waa certainly not ao good as the

BwaooiT, and thia waa very clearly the case in

tha loaii. llMaa are of oak, and the rafters arc

-iiol toROtliar wtth king-poBts. These often

KiMableifith OButury won ; but look care-

fully at the aections of the ticbeams and
the kintr-posts, at their mouldings and ont-
l^^.»^ bofbre aangning a date. Arched tim-

bon ware nae^ but not so commonly.
In the ateoplBi! the custom of the district atfects

the daam very much. Theie is a great change
kenin fiom the work of the 12th century.
jp^t^A of being largo and clumsy, they were, as

a rule, lofty in uieir proportions, and surmouotod
by apirea. Many examples arc cither octagonal

or partly so. Stone spires of this date as a
|

rule have no parapets. They just overhang the

walla of the tower, which finish with an eaves
oomioe nrnder them. These eaves cornices are a
feature of tho style. The tower buttresses

usually finish below the belfry, luid this is richly

areaded with aolumns to its windows, and at the
angles. The spires have spire lights, but always
on the cardinal aides, and not oa the angle sides.

So, also, buttrt388C8 are always square, and never
diagonal, as in the Perpendicular period. The
spire lights have shafts for monials. Pinnacles
are not so common as afterwards, but they do
oocnr, generally rising out of the branches of
the broach spire. You will often find that the
13th centniy belfry stage was not considered
fine enough or lofty enough, and has been sur-
mmmted by another at a later period, as you
ay see at Oakham and Grantham. I think
wo owe our best spires to Normandy, where, at
a TBiT eariy date, very fine examples were
eiectea, as at Caen. Some admirable examples
remain, as at West Walton, in Norfolk, which
are covered with arcading, have octagonal angle
pinnacles, from the ground up, finishing at the
top in a timber spire, covered with lead. The
qore is gone here, but at Sutton St. Mary, on a
nearly smiilar steeple, it remains. Both are de-
tached towers. You may see a good copy of
that at West Walton at a church in the City-
read, designed by Sir Gilbert Scott.
Scolpture is of two kinds—1, foliage; 2,

fignres. That of foliage shows a great develop-
ment on what had gone before. The best Tran-
sititional caps were copied from Corinthian, and
in French work natural foliage was to some
extent grafted on this. Early English foliage
ia maded by its extreme gracefulness. The
same sense of beauty which made tho architect's
design so graceful naturally produced this result.
The idea was, as a pule, not to copy natural
foliage, but to give a conventionalised represen-
tation <rf the eescLtisl facts of nature. The
ariehr is great, but the commonest form gives
ns either capitab with distinct but regularly-
arranged masses of foliage, each of these being
a branch of foliage, growing firmly and very
gtscefully from tho neck of tho shaft. Or
another variety gives cajps with a continuous
mass of foliage. In addition to this necessary
carvmg on old linos other occasions for its use
were deriaed. One of the most characteristic is
the costom of diapering the plain surface of a
^11, as at Wcstminatcr Abbey. The delicacy
of these diapers is extreme ; see, for instance,
KKne 'm the Chapter House at Westminster.
Another use is the carved decoration of mould-
mgs; sometimes with foliage, oftener with the
dog-tooth. This was for giving emphasis to a
mwMmsr, and was a development from the nail-
head, which was also still used. Foliage was also
used for Btoppmj^ mouldinga under caps, forwermg a transition from circular to square of the
ban, andfortheendsofooqie. Towards the latter
ball ta thia oentnry tho custom of copying natural
fcUage was much adopted, as at SouthweU
JUnstcr. This was beautifully executed, and
nndcp certain conditions may be aUowed : but
It IS inferior in excellence and in skilfulness to
conrentionaliscd work The leafage is always
TCTT luxuriant, growing in very strong curves
wiUi extremely good light and shade, and often™«»cnt m the most eUborato manner.
^raoleSTes generaUy exhibit some variety of

?yS • »» «cWtnral foliage is so good as thisWflyirai. Ton ought to carefully notice
tto Vudids of the arcades at Westmiiistcr and

Stone, and the leafage round the arch mould-
ings. Sculpture of the higher sort, of figures

and subjects, was not so common in England as

in Franjo. Tho west front of Wells is the finest

example we possess. But youmay look at West-
minster at tho angle in the spandrels of the

transepts, and at the bronze figures of Henry
III. and Queen Eleanor on their monuments.
These are thoroughly fine works of art; they

were executed by Torel— an Englishman—and
in a stylo which makes one proud of him even if

his w^ork be compared with the best of the con-

temporary Italian artists, such as the Pisaui.

The best sculpture is generally that of recum-
bent efligies on monuments. At Higham Fen-ars

you will see panels of sculpture in the fine west
doorway, and the South Kensington Museum and
thj Architectural Museum afford you more
opportunity of studying this art than most of

our old buildings, so complete has been the

destruction of figure sculpture in our churches,

thanks to Puritanical fanaticism. Draperies

always hung in straight and simple folds ; the

figures aro always draped, generally picturesquely

posed, and subjects very simple iu their story,

and not at aU complicated in their treatment.
The decorative work of this age is to be studied

as w^eU in this city as anywhere. Not to speak
of what you may see in museums, consider what
you have at Westminster. To begin with, there

are the pavements of Edward the Confessor's

Chapel and before the altar. They aro of opus
Alexandrinum ; the latter was given to the
church by Abbot Ware, and finished in 1268.

It is similar iu style to tho pavements in many
Italian churches, and an admirable example.
You should examine this altar pavement care-

fully, and note the differcnce between it and
that in tho Confessor Chapel, which is probably
an English imitation. Of the same period are
the encaustic tiles in the Chapter House—some
of the best iu England in execution, though not
the most fitting in design. They represent
traceried windows, intersecting squares and
circles, and very elaborate foliage. Then,
again, there is tho shrine of the Confessor,
another work, like the pavement, of ItaHau
origin ; the wooden sedilia and the Coronation
chair, the enamelled figure of William de Valance,
the pjiinted altar frontal or retableaux, the iron-
work in front of Queen Eleanor's tomb, are all

of them works of the 13th century, by a careful
examination of which you may arrive at some
sort of an idea of how a church well furnished
throughout at that period looked.
Now as to stained glass. In the 12th cen-

tury glass was almost always of one description
— a mosaic of rich colour. In tho 13th century,
though to some extent the mode of design was
simifir, the details were moi-e elegant, and the
use of white glass was developed. The prin-
ciples on which it was designed were simple and
true. Pot metal was used for colour, stain being
seldom used until the end of the century. You
should notice the drawing and the arrangement
of subjects in panels with grisaille between.
Leading followed leading lines, and the iron-
work followed tho general scheme, and added
much to its effect. The only shading was a
thin smear, which being removed left

transparent glass for the high lights. The
drawing of details of stained-glass was
extremely bold and careful

; generally it was
strongly outlined, and leaves were filled in with
delicate lines instead of shading. This is

entirely correct in principle, and although I have
not a word to say against later glass, I always
feel on looking at that of tho 13th century that
none sui-passcs it in brilliancy and force of
colouring. The design was also never a mere
imitation of stonework, but always a genuine
design made for glass and suitable for nothing
else. The introduction of grisaille was one of
the beauties of thia style. Note also how tho
ironwork of the windows was designed to har-
monise with the glass ; and in some cases it was
almost as beautiful.

It is time to conclude. I have tried to show
you that the art of which I have been speaking
was not only true, and good, and consistent in
all its branches, £i8 all living and real art must be,
but that it had transcendent merits which can
only be thoroughly appreciated by those who
have really made a study of them. To me a
beautifully drawn moulding is a source of
the greatest pleasure, and I never sec a moulding
which produces such good effects as do those of
the 13th conturv. The hands which fashioned
them were indeed those of cimning artists,

trained in the best way. Yet they did not
despise formal systems of perfection, for at
tills time more than ever buildings were un-
doubtedly often planned on some geometrical
system of proportion, of which the equilateral
triangle was usually the foundation. This was
certainly the case in the noble Abbey of West-
minster, of which I have had so often to speak to
you. I have not been able to tell you a tithe of
what I should have liked to say. I ought to have
been able to tell you not only of Westminster,
but of countless other churches, large and small,
thoughout the land, all worthy of study. I could
have told how they may be classified into groups,
speaking to us of the skill and genius of individual
architects, each in his own district or diocese

;

or I might have dwelt on the vast development
of monastic architecture iu this century, and how
in some districts—as Yorkshire—the ruined ab-
beys afford evidence of the existence among us
of architects second to none in Europe of any
age. I might, too, have told you that this art
was not confined to the chmch, but that eveir-
where and for all purposes, it was one and the
same in spirit and in intention. Indeed in those
days art was the natural expression of men's
delight in their work ; and we need not be sur-
prised if we find it marked more than that of
almost any other period by all the characteristics
of the best art—simplicity, grace, tenderness,
sobriety, purity and force, are the virtues it pos-
sessed ! Few, save those who have given their
lives and all their enthusiasm to the study, know
how completely aU these terms are justified, or
understand how each inspection of a work of this

great age, each study of it in detail, increases

one's respect and veneration for it. We know
next to nothing of the men who wrought these
marvels. They worked for God and their church,
in the best way and with little thought of them-
selves. We have the greatest difBculty in
imagining to ourselves how the resultwas attained.

Every workman seemed to have been an artist,

and to have known how he ought to work. Yet
there were no museums, no schools of art, no
lecturers on art. They had undoubtedly a public
who understood and encouraged their work, and
here they had an untold advantage over us at the
present day. We have a public which is swayed
in every direction by every breath of popularity
and fashion, a public which admires good work
and bad work with equal zeal, and which seldom
troubles itself to know whether it has any reasou
for admiring, or indeed whether it is possible

that there can be creeds of right and wrong in art,

which make some things admirable, and others fit

only for condemnation. It is because such a society

as yours may lead some men to study in nn intelli-

gentwaythese noble works of the highest period of
English art that I have responded readily to the
request that has been made to mo to speak to you
this evening ; and though I cannot hope to have
given you much information on a subject which
is far too largo for such a lecture, I trust I may
feel that I have persuaded some among you that

there is enough merit in the remaining works of

the 13th century English architects to make it

worth your while to devote yourselves to som©
further study of them iu detail beyond what
you have ever yet devoted to them. If this be
so, I shall not have lectm-ed entirely in vain.

PICTURES BY M. GTJSTAVE DORE.

TWO additional pictures of colossal dimen-

sions, by M. Gustavo Dore, have just been

added to the Dore Gallery in New Bond-street,

and through the courtesy of Messrs. Fairless

and Belforth, the proprietors, we have taken

the opportunity of a private view to inspect

these latest works of that artist. One is a pic-

ture of the "Ascension," and after M. Dore's
" Triumph of Christianity," we consider it to be

among his finest compositions. The "A,scension"

has been a theme upon which the greatest

painters of all ages have delighted to exercise

their power of imagination, and so far, indeed,

the materials and conceptions of the Italian

masters havo been ready to liis hand ; but not-

withstanding tills qualification and whatever

technical faults wo may find iu M. Dore's paint-

ing, it wiU be acknowledged that he
_
can

invest tho figure of Our Saviom- -w-ith ideal

grandeur and dignity worthy of the subject

aud tho scale adopted. In the painting before

us tho central figure of the Saviour realises

the attributes we look for. Ho is shown ascend-

ing through tho cloud, robed in light blue
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drapery, with extended amis, the lower portion

of the pieture being filled with a crowd of

ministering augehj, while above the Saviour's

head a gloiy of angohi rise in perspective grada-
tion. Tlu'ough a drifting cloud in the back-
ground are seen tlio small and distant group of

his apostles looking stedfastly towards their Lord.
The life-size figures that crowd tlio canvas, and
the whole composition is symbolic in treatment,
well balanced, and impressive in outline and
accessories. The left-band angol is perhaps
chargeable with being rather stiff in drawing. In
the coloiu'ing the artist has chosen light and har-
monious shades ; the effulgence of the '

' glory '

'

above the head of the Sawour seems to irra-

diate the group below, and there is an opaUnc hue
in the tints and blue of the drapei-y that throws a
^lendoui- over the whole picture. In the " Ecoe
Homo," M. Dore has shown Christ crowned
•with thorns, clad in the scarlet robe, descending a
flight of steps. On each side of him are Pilate's
43oldiers, while below is a surging mob of Jewish
rabble, in various attitudes, mocking and gesti-

culating. The composition is simple and sym-
metric ; the hall of judgment forms the back-
ground of the Saviour's figure, which Foems to

stand out in man'ellous perspective. The groups of
figures are painted with the same dramatic power
and action that strike us in most of this

artist's work, and the picture must be pronounced
a success. Unlike the "Ascension," the colours
selected are deeper, and the handling more solid

and massive, befitting the subject chosen. Those
who admire grand, imaginative compositions of
this class will find in M. Core's two recent
additions to the gallery further evidence of this
master's power of conception and boldness of
•execution, that places his works almost beside
the mastei-pieces of Correggio and Michael
Angelo.

1 ^M I

LIVEErOOL ENGINEERING SOCIETY.

THIS Society held its usual monthly meeting
on Wednesday week at the Royal Institu-

tion, Colquitt-street, Mr. Morgan E. Yeatman,
M.A., in the chair.

A report was read by Mr. Coard S. Pane,
Assoc. Inst. C.E., on the means of commimiea-
tion between Liverpool and the Cheshire side of
the Mersey, past, present, and proposed. The
paper was illustrated with plans, diagrams, and
Tiews of Liverpool at the various dates referred
to in the paper. The author commenced by
giving a sketch of the early history of Liverpool
in connection with the ferries, and remarked
that with one exception he had been unable to
ascertain the date of the establishment of the
older femes, and he concluded therefore that
originally they had only been simply convenient
points of access, to which persons were ferried
who had bu.siness at the various places on the
opposite side of the river, and as time advanced
steps were constracted, and the regular ferries

grew into existence. A drawing of Liverpool in
1728 was exhibited, showing the landing-stage
near the present Custom House, and old ferry-
boats, called " grabs," which used to ply before
steam was used. Particulars were given of the
cost of the various new piers and stages which in
latter years have been erected ; a description of
the old Elca, the first steam ferry-boat ran on
the Mersey, was given. The various alterations
in the fares were given, from the time when the
monks charged a farthing to the present time
when a penny is charged. The author entered
fully into the various imiirovements in the mode
of embarking and disembarking on the Livei'pool
and Cheshire sides, commencing fi'om the period
when passengers walked out to the " grabs " on
planks and tressela to the present date, when
they pass comfortably on to the boat by means
of the magnificent landing-stage and Mr.
Harkness's ingenious gangway. Attention was
then drawn to the various schemes which have
been proposed for crossing the river by bridges
or tunnels, and sections of the river at the
various points of crossing were exhibited. In
concluding, the author hoped that the energy
which had enabled the promoters to carry out
the railway between Liverpool and Manchester
in 1829 had not died out from amongst us, and
that some means of connecting parts of Liver-
pool and Birkenhead would be effected.

An interesting discussion then took place, fol-

lowed by a vote of thanks to the author.

Mr. Westley has been appointed surveyor to the
Xiocal Board of Leyland, near Preston.

COMPETITIONS.
BiRMiNOnAM.—We understand that more than

fifty designs have been sent in in competition for

the new Wesleyan college about to be built at

Birmingham, at a cost of about £25,000. Mr.
Alfred Waterhouse, A.R.A., is to bo the profes-

sional referee.

Ramsoate PkoposedNew Road CoMPEXinojf .

—

At the meeting of the Commissioners on Tuesday
week a strong effort was made, after a surrep-

titious canvass of the tovra, to push forward the

claims of the design "Viator No. 2" and two
other designs, which are practically out of the

running. The first-named design is said to be

by Mr. Pite, a member of the Board. The
attempt alluded to was, however, a total failure

;

the recommendation of the sub-committee was
rejected, and it was resolved that the following

eight designs slioidd be reserved for further con-
sideration, viz.:—"Front," "Che Sara Sara,"
"Economist," "Westminster," "Advance,"
" Percy Britton," " Viator No. 2," and
"Audacter et Sincere." Mr. Abemethy was
requested to favour the committee with his

notes upon these designs made during his

inspection. It would thus seem that the

premiated designs are altogether ignored—

a

somewhat remarkable circiunstance. Some of

the inhabitants of Ramsgate openly state that

the whole scheme will fall through. It is to be
hoped this will not be the case. The Commis-
sioners have, at least, two good designs before

them, and if they could be induced to call in an
independent and competent jirofessional adviser,

and disregard the opposition of the tradesmen of

Harbour-street, who are strong on the Board,
and are mistakenly opposed to any design which
does not cross Harbour-street on the level, a
satisfactory result might soon be arrived at.

ABCHITECTTTKAL & ARCH.ffiOIiOaiCAL
SOCIETIES.

Beitish Arch.jeologioal Association.—The
eleventh meeting of the Session was held last

Wednesday ; Mr. Syer Cuming, F.S.A. (Scot.)

in the chair. Some charming paintings copied from
the rood screen of Westall Church, Suffolk, were
exhibited by Mr. Watling. This screen has a
remarkable series of figures of apostles and saints,

each with his proper emblem, and of 15th Cen-
tury work. Mr. CecU Brent, F.S.A., exhibited

a small cylinder of As.syrian date, the inscription

upon which was rendered by Mr. de Grey Birch,

F.R.S.L. Mr. Morgan, F.S.A., described a
Spanish figure of the Virgin Mary, which is

said by tradition to have been carried by the

Christians before their armies during the Moorish
wars. It is about 18in. in height, and is

admirably carved. Mr. Loftus Brock, F.S.A.,
described a scries of fragments of Samian
wai-e recently found in excavations near the
Bank. They arc for the most part ornamented,
and are remarkable for showing traces of some
great fire in remote times, many being burned
black, a peculiarity which has frequently been
met with in other paints of London. The first

paper was by Mr. W. G. Fretton, F.S.A., on the
antiquarian losses in Coventry during the last 150
years. The history and position of all the ancient
buildings of the City wliich have been demolished
during that period were passed in review, and
the circumstances of their removal were dwelt
upon. Their demolition was occasioned for the
most i^art by the indifference of their custodians,

who appear to have had no interest in them as
examples of art A similar record might be
mode of almost every other ancient town in the
country. The loss of the beautiful mai-kct-cross,

and of the town gates, was especially dwelt
upon. The restoration of the chiu-ches has
residted in several ancient features being brought
to light, but much unnecessary "newness" has
been given to these buildings. In the discussion

which followed, the principle of removing the
work of the la.st 200 years, in so-called restora-

tion, was condemned by several speakers. The.se

were evidences of the history of the buildings, as

well as the features of older date, and should be
retained. The second paper was by Mr. Pinches,
who described the remarkable bronze gates
recently brought to light by Mr. Rassam, at

Bolewart, nine miles from Nimroud. The
circumstances of tlie discovery, the position, and
the whole series of the figures on the bronze
plates, w-ere parsed in review in an exhaustive
manner, and were illustrated by several admirable

photographs. The so-caUed Greek figures were
referred to, and the peculiarities of the armour
pointed out.

^^
FABLIAKEirrAIl'r KOTBS.

METBorouTAN FiEES.—Last week, in tho
House of Lords, Lord Granville, in a com-
prehensive speech, brought under notice the
provisions made in tho metropolis for the ex-
tinguishing of fires. With the view of placing
the case clearly before the House he directed parti-
cularattentionto thereport ofthe SelectCommittee
of the House of Commons which sat in 1877.
He gave the highest praise to the Fire Brigade

;

but pointed out that they wore too few in num-
ber. The circumstances on which, however, he
particularly relied was the want of unity in the
forces which ought to be brought to bear in case
of fire. The police were not in any way com-
bined with the brigade, and though as a rule the
breaking-out of a fire was discovered by a
policeman, his exertions in the matter were con-
fined to giving the alarm. Then when tho
brigade arrived it was powerless till tho turncock
appeared upon the scene ; and tho turncocks of
London were in the employment of eight water
companies. Tho noble lord strongly advocated
a unity of action between the police, the brigade,
and those who had the control of the waterpipes.
To bring this about he regarded an amalgama-
tion of the eight water companies under one
single central authoritry as indispensable. He
concluded by moving for papers. Lord Beau-
champ, in explaining that the Government did
not see their way to taking action in the matter,
though they admitted it to bo one of great im-
portance, said the nearer they approached the
subject tho more evident became the difficulty of
dealing with it. Lord Aberdare regarded the
reply of the Government as a disappointing one.
The subject brought under tho notice of tho
House by Lord Granville called for speedy legis-

lation. Lord Denman said that legislation on
the subject in the present Session was impossible,

but every house ought to be provided with a
steam apparatus for extinguishing lire. It

could be procured at a trifling expense. Lord
Shaftesbury observed that 30 years ago he was
chairman of a Board of Health which proposed
a scheme for a proper supply of water to tho
metropolis. The result was tiiat all the water
companies rose in arms and an end was put to

the Board. Tho supply of water was so shame-
ful in some parts of London that if a conflagra-
tion broke out in one of them another " Fire of

London" might be looked for. The health,

safety, morality, and happiness of the people of

the metropolis demanded immediate action in

this matter. Lord Fortescue also urged tho
necessity of immediate action. The Duke of

Richmond and Gordon thought that some of the
noble lords who had spoken on this subject wero
unreasonable. They did not appreciate tho
difficulty of the question. He know it had
engaged the attention of tho Homo Secretary,

and that his right hon. friend would be the first

to introduce a measure for dealing with it if he
coidd only see his way to doing so. Lord
Camperdown told the Government that they had
that evening given but cool comfort to the
inhabitants of the metropolis. The motion for

the papers was then agreed to.

CHIPS.
A petition has been fUed in the Bradford bank-

ruptcy court, on behalf of James Lomley, civil

engineer, of Kirkgate, Bradford, and engineer to

the Altofts local board. Tho liabilities are esti-

mated at .£36,000. Mr. Lumley has been compelled
to adopt this course, it is stated, in consequence of
the heavy demands made upon him by building
clubs wifii which ho is connected.

Mr. Cross took part on Saturday in the opening
of the second block of artisans' dwellings at
Stroud-Valo, Islington, and subsequently laid the
foundation-stone of a third block, to be erected
with a like object, by the Victoria Dwellings Asso-
ciation. Mr. Charles Barry is tho architect.

A new infirmary is about to be erected by the
guardians of the Croydon Union for 400 beds. Tho
Pavilion principle is to be adopted. The site covers
an area of about eight acres. Plans are being pre-
pared by Messrs. Bemey and Monday, architects,

Croydon.

Improvements are being carried out at the Con-
gregational chapel, Buruham, Essex, including tho
erection of a spacious gallery. The work is being
done by Mr. Charles Read, of Buruham.
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ST. oeokqe's CATHEDRAI., socthwaek.

We publish a few details from the above church,

consistiDg of a drawing of the brass gratings over

the hot-air chambers, and a niche for the statue

of the "Sacred Heart." The conditions were

that the gratings were to be emblematical in de-

sign, and that both should be in harmony with

the structure, the work of the elder Pugin.

These additions were designed by Mr. Herbert

A. Gribble, and executed by Messrs. Farmer

and Brindley, of Westminster Bridge-road.

PREJOATED DESIGN FOB COTTAGE VHXA.

We this week give an illustration of the suc-

cessful design of cottage villa by Mr. H. E.

Clifford, architect, Glasgow, for tlie UtiUtas

Land Company, Limited. The villa is designed

Tith the view of producing at limited cost a more

picturesque character than is usually attained in

small houses that are square in plan. The
building occupies an area of 33ft. by 27ft., ex-

clusive of projections. The ground floor con-

tains two sitting-rooms, kitchen, and sciillery,

with other conveniences. The upper floor, the

greater part of which is in the roof, contains

four bedrooms, bathroom, and napery closet,

the ceilings being respectively 10 and 9 feet

high. The external walls would be built of brick

with stone dressings. The interior finishings of

yellow pine stained and varnished. The upper

portion of transomed windows glazed with quarry

glass. The roofs to be covered with green

dates with tiled ridges.

LATE WEOUOnT-IEON WOEK.

These examples from Chelsea and South Ken-
sington Museum have been chosen by Mr.
Penstone from his sketch-book as among the

best to illustrate the points of design and con-

struction remarked upon in his lecture read

before the Architectm-al As.sociation on Friday

last, and reported on pages 613-C of our present

issue. The fanlight from South Kensington
Museum is a fine specimen of IGth Century

German work, and the details given clearly

illustrate the example. The bits from Cheyne
AValk, with the perspective of the gate at No.
16 of the same street, show more familiar work,

though probably none the less valuable and
suggestive. The German court-yard bell of

17th Century date is exceptionally interesting.

R. XABT's CHUBCn, SPEE^OIAXLAND.

St. Uabt's Church at Speenhamland, Kewbiuy,
«aa built about forty years ago in poor style.

The entrance front has been taken down and a

new chancel, chancel aisle, organ-chamber, and
TMtty erected in its place, and new columns and
arches are intended to be erected in the nave with
roofs throughout. Mr. G. E. Street, R.A., is

the architect under whose direction the altera-

tions and additions are being made.

TOWN EAtX, LOFTUS-DJ-OLEVELAND.

The Earl of Zetland has acted the part of a
liberal proprietor towards this small town. For
many years the magistrates had experienced
great (iifficalty in conducting public bu.siness,

owing to the absence of any room or hall suitable

for the purpose. With the advice of his general
gent, Mr. George Dale Trotter, his lordship
accordingly resolved, not only to meet the want
in qoeation, but to erect such a building as should
be generally serviceable for the inliabitants.

Hie result is, the new town hall, erected in a
freely treated style of Late GotWc, from the
dMigna of Mr. E. R. Robson, of Parliament-
treet, London. On the ground floor the building
eompriscs police-court, local board room, clerks'

oflioe and retiring-room. On the first floor there
is s public room, news-room, office and anto-
toom. The ntc, which adjoins theparish chtirch
and has a frontage to the main street of Loftus,
as well as the building stone from the local

quarry, hare been presented by Lord Zetland.
ui addition thereto, ho has defrayed the entire
cost of the building, which, with other expenses,
win amoont to about £4,500. A clock will be
pUoed in the tower as a memorial to the late
Lord Zetland, the cost amounting to £200, being
nhacribed for by the tenants and others con-
nected with the XTpIeatbam and Loft uh estates.
The contractor is Mr. Thomas Dickinson, of
Salbnm, and the clerk of works Mr. James
Patterson. The original drawing from which
otir lithograph has been taken is now on view
at the Royal Academy.

THE IDEA IN PAINTING.

LAST week the members of the Manchester
Academy of Fine Arts and of the Manchester

Literary Club, with other invited guests, assem-

bled at theRoyal Institution, Manchester, to hear a

lecture fromMr. FordMadox Brown on "Theldea
in Painting." Mr. Madox Brown, after excepting

pre-historic art from his remarks, said that paint-

ing was originally representative, but as it de-

veloped the love of it as imitation of nature

increased, and the modem practice of complete

imitation was consequently the natural outcome
of the earlier, but the earlier contained the essence

of the art. The idea in it, therefore, now claimed

investigation. If in the twenty-five years be-

tween 1850 and 1875 we could boast of some
progress in the material side of painting, it was
to the quarter of a centuiy preceding it—the

epoch of Maclise, Wilkie, and Leslie, of Delaroche,

De la Croix, and Ingres, of Cornelius, Overbeck,

and Kaulbach— that we owed the modem
vigorous development of the idea as subject

matter in painting. Since 1850, indeed, there

has been a positive reaction. Epochs had their

inevitable duties and channels of progress, and it

might bo necessary that now lines and poses of

delicate tints and the study of what was beautiful

per te should eng^ross us, but in aspiring to fresh

conquests we should be careful not to let slip

those we hold already, and against this our
voices should be raised. The painters without
ideasat all times outnumbered these whohadthem.
It was ever by a stnigglethat the rarer quality of
thought—which was poetry in painting—was
kept to the front. There was ever a powerful
party among painters who, being without thought
or poetry themselves, tried to persuade others
that mere imitative painting, with no idea, or
only such trite ideas as could bo picked up in

shop windows, was the proper and desirable kind
of art. According to this section every subject
that represented more than a figure or two, with
a snatch of background taken direct off nature,
was amenable to the charge of " literary ideas."

M. Courbet was chiefly responsible for this school

in France, and pulled dowm the Vendorae Column
probably more in hatred of the art which adorned
it tban of the system it conunemorated. It was
an idea itself, and it was covered over with
ideas, and Courbet honestly hated ideas, for he
could not imderstind them. He was a highly
endowed painter and a fine colourist, and that
which he could paint best—a study from nature

—

he wished every one to accept as the only legiti-

mate art. Hence, it would appear sprang up,
the impressionisten, a school of painters not only
confining themselves strictly to what they found
ready composed for them in nature, but undertak-
ing to convey only the first impression of it, with the
bloom still on it, resulting, as we might imagine,
with the clever ones in clever sketches, and in
some rather peculiar " splotchings " of colour
with the less gifted ones. Any school of art that
leaned stoutly on nature must in the end accom-
plish good, but there w.^s some work left before
we consented to abandon ideas which held sway
in the Greek Pantheon of sculpture, in the
Christian art of Giotto, in the renascent gloiies of
Buouarotti and Haffaele, and of Durer and Rubens
and Hogarth. The idea in art began precisely
where the literary idea left off, and that which
one art was best calculated to express the other
was the worst at conveying. Mr. Brown, after
saying that art ideas, like other ideas, were not
all of the same calibre, proceeded to describe
examples of different classes from the works of
Cruikshank, Delaroche, and Jerome. The fact

that historic doubts were sometimes cast on the
incidents presented did not invalidate the idea,

for it was not the province of art to supply docu-
ments. Architecture and music were limited
in their power of expression. Painting, in its

turn, gave us a situation in history or in life,

something beyond a lyric and within a narrative.

It was presented to us with a vividness that out-
vied all narrative, and might hint the past and
foreshadow the future. In France the idealess

painter culminated, and had boldly set up his

deficiences as a school and painted ^ar preference

the most prosaic object in nature—let us say
courageously at once, a shiny silk hat. In con-
trast to these modems, the art ideas of Giotto^

Orcagna, Mantegna, Sandro, Botticelli, Sig-

norelli, Durer, and Holbein were described with
great felicity. The idea in art as such belonged
more certainly to early Christian or mediaeval

tiiues than to the renascence. Yet the three

great workers in that change—Leonardo, Michel
Angelo, and Raffacle—were as fitted to cope with
others in ideas as in other aspects of art, but
owing to the times they lived in, to some thing
or law not yet appreciated, it was ordained that

they concerned themselves, not with ideas, but
with a quality new to art—style. Mr. Brown
dated the commencement of the art idea in

England with Hogarth, but took Blake as the

English type of the painter of ideas in art, and
devoted the remainder of his lecture to a sketch

of that artist's life and work.

CHIPS.
Providence Baptist chapel, in Castlc-lane, Bed-

ford, was reopened on Sunday week after renova-

tion, enlargement, and the replacement of the old

square pews by light deal benches. Mr. Young
was the architect, and Mr. Hull, also of Bedford,

the builder.

The following gentlemen are candidates for the

office of district surveyor to the Metropolitan

Board of Works for the parish for Putney and
Hamlet of Roehampton, the election for which takes

place to-day (Friday) :—Mr. J. B. Badcock, 7,

Staple-inn; Mr. C. W. Brooks, 14, Duke-street,

Adelphi ; Mr. E. H. Burden, 397, Oxford-street ; Mr.
A. Conder, 11, Queen Victoria-street; Mr. W. A.
Large, 23, Queen Anne's Gate, Westminster ; Mr.
G. McDonnell ; Mr. Alex. Payne, 4, Storey's Qatei
St. James's Park ; Mr. J. S. Quilter, 10, Brimswick-
square; Mr. F. Todd, 36, Essex-street, Strand;

aud Mr. T. W. WiUis, 34, Ely-place.

The Mayor of Leicester on Monday turned the

first sod of a new public park near tlie Abbey ruins

aud the river. The Corporation have bought 40
acres of land for the park, and the cost of laying it

out will be £10,000.

The new line from Stratford-on-Avon, in exten-

sion of the East aud West Jimction Railway to the
Evcrsham and Redditch section of the Midland Rail-

way, will be opened for traffic on Whit-Monday.

The Governors of the Scottish Corporation have
decided to proceed at once with the restoration ol

their hall m Crane-court, Fleet-street, destroyed

by fire in November, 1877. The plans have tteen.

prepared by Professor Donaldson.
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AECHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE fortniglitly meeting of the Association

was hold on Friday evening, the Presi-

dent, Mr. H. L. Florence, in the chair. Mr.
John Cowell was elected as a member. A vote

of thanks was passed to Mr. Saxon Snellfor per-

mitting a visit to be made last Saturday to the

new Holbom Infirmary, on the motion or Mr.
Page, who stated that the next visit will take

place on Saturday, Jime 7th (and not on May
SIst, as originally announced), and will bean
excursion to St. Alban's. Abbey. The nomi-
nations of officers for next session were read by
Mr. Hayes, the name of the proposed president

beingMr. S. Flint Clarkson. Mr. Page announced
that none of the designs sent in under motto this

year for the Association sketch-book had been
selected, as they were not considered to be equal
to the standard. The envelopes containing the
authors' names had, therefore, not been opened.

THE AKCHITECTS* BENEYOLENT SOCIETY.

The Pkesident brought before the members
the claims upon them of the Architects' Benevo-
lent Society. The society had not been sup-
ported as it should have bceu, seeing the useful

character of the work it carried out, and its com-
mittee were now very anxious to raise its fund
to £5,000. For this object .£1,500 was needed,
and Mr. George Godwin had offered to give
£100, if 11 others, who need not necessarily be
individuals, would do the same. It had seemed
to the committee of the Association that this

would be a very desirable opportunity to perform
a good work by undertaking to provide one of the
£100 required. Already every one to whom the
subject had been mentioned had put down his
name, and between £35 and £40 had been sub-
scribed. The Association was the first body to
move in the matter, and ho thought they would
find not mvich difficulty in raising the sum
required ; indeed, he trusted that at the next
meeting, a fortnight thence, he should be able
to announce that the sum required had been sub-
scribed.

Mr. Aston Webb said, all must support this

proposition of the President, for Mr. Florence
had introduced it to the committee and had
backed it by a handsome subscription ; he trusted
all would make it a point of honour to subscribe
to the fund.
The Peesident announced that the annual ex-

cursion of the Architectural Association would
have, this year, its head-quarters in the city of
Wells. Mr. Pink, the excursion secretary,
would be glad to receive the names of those who
intended to join.

LATE WEOUOnT-IEOX WOEK.

Mr. W. Penstone read a paper on this subject.
Roimd the walls of the room were hung nume-
rous drawings illustrative of the subject (a

selection from which appears in our photo-litho-
graphic pages), and also several actual specimens
of brackets, candelabra, screens, gates, and
scrolls, lent by Mes.srs. Hart, Son, and Peard.
Among the manipulative arts connected with
architecture, that of the smith appealed, the
lecturer thought, as strongly as any to the
lesthetio mind. There is a strong sense of indi-
vidual power and skill impressed on one by the
contemplation of works of beauty and ingenuity
developed from the rough ore, wliich awakened
to its fullest extent the sympathetic interest
forming so important a factor in the constitution
of an " artistic '

' nature. The hand that wrought
the_ interlacing scrolls and flowing foliage cen-
turies ago has left its impression on the work so
markedly, that it seems, through them, stretched
out to us in the universal brotherhood of Art.
Unquestionably there is poetry in the subject

;

from the days of Homer to Longfellow and
Mackay, bards have delighted to sing of the
glowing forge and ringing anvil, and their
music had furnished the molif to the great
masters of harmony. BeUeving the sen.se of
beauty in art to be in a great measure dependent
upon extraneous associations and influences
rather than of a nature to be analysed and
scientifically deduced from inherent qualities
contained in the objects contemplated, one is un-
willing whilst looking at the productions forming
the subject of our consideration, to eliminate
entirely the element of sentiment, in order to
gain credit for a " highly practical" paper.
The metal work of the Renaissance fully

partakes of the incongruities, vagaries, and de-
basements, common in the contemporaneous

architecture, so irritating to the modem mcdist!-

valihts and purists, from whoso platform it is

easy to discover reasons why the greater part of

the works of this class should not rank as high

productions of art. But speaking generally, as

to the art of the period, much interest is awakened
and indeed many a lesson may be learned from
these very vagaries—the outcome of an age when
the increase of populations was leading to a

spirit of restlessness, and travel, and the strug-

gles between old formulas and now ideas de-

veloped constant incongruities and piquancies in

the vigorous life so strongly reflected in the

literature and art of those centuries. And in

the new motives and fresh impetus given to art-

workmanship at this time, may be found ample

field and principles for study and judicious imi-

tation, without reproducingextravagancies for the

sake of quaintness or making precedent of

failures. It is worthy of remark, that whereas
in the Earlier Gothic period, the ironwork has a

character of its own, consonant with, but not in

inaitation of, the other architectural details of the

time, in its later developments the ornamental

forms of wood and stonework, were adopted by
the smith, and wrought with wondrous skill and
finish, but with a corresponding loss of power.

The introduction of sheet-iron into use during the
14th Century, brought into play other tools than
hammer andtongs, and although the new form of

material was' at first used with the simple adap-
tivencss and propriety so characteristic of the

media5val workmen, the greater ease of manipu-
lation in time led to over elaboration and imita-

tion in lieu of natural treatment of the material.

At the end of the loth Century we find the work
of the smith in locks, hinges, railings, &c., with
all the detail characterising the contemporaneous
stonework. Traceries, crockets, finials, and
foliations, are executed by means of overlaying

plates in many thicknesses, chiselled, stamped,

and chased. But the iron industry was now
growing with great rapidity and assuming a

more important place than it had hitherto occu-

pied. In the next century the southern forests

of Germany and our own timber districts

were glowing with furnaces, and with the in-

creased facilities for the production of the metal

came increase of power in dealing with it as an
ornamental material. In the hands of those

artist workmen who, encouraged and protected

by the municipal systems, added so much to the

power and wealth of the great independent or

semi-independent cities of Central Europe,
metallic design was developed with a vigour and
freedom which left behind the architecture of the

age—then in the effiorescent decadence of an ex-

hausted style. And although this branch of

work partook of the infusion of Classic detail,

with which, as with new blood, it was attempted
to reinvigorate constructive design, it did so in

a perfectly natural and adaptive manner. For
the best examples of the work of the 1 6th and
1 7th centuries we must turn toGermany, certainly

for the most numerous. The great imperial city

of Augsburg and its neighbours seem to have
specially fostered the art of the smith. The
hinges and other ironwork on doors of the town
hall at Augsburg, a building erected at the com-
mencement of the 17th century by Elias Holt,

are very good examples of the treatment of flat-

iron, cut into scroll interlacing patterns, lined

and worked up with the chisel. There is a

peculiar character about this class of German
work. The curves .seem to have been suggested
by the tentacles of the starfish. Work of similar

character is to be found at the Dora Kirche,
which also contains some good railing. This
latter, however, whilst showing a close grille of

excellent design and a beautifiU corona of flowing
scroll-work, is spoiled by the extraordinary freak

of representing at the bottom a platfoi-m sur-

roimded by balasters in perspective on the

vertical plane ! There are two or three railings

of much beauty enclosing the chapels of the

great Fugger family in the Cathedral of St.

IJlrich, the moulded baluster standards of which
deserve attention. The railing enclosing the
Aiigustus Fountain is a very remarkable work,
consisting of a much enriched corona of scroll

work above moulded uprights. The cloisters of

St. Anne's Church also contain some good work.
At the Three Moors hostelry in the same city,

in the chamber shown as that of Anthony
Fugger, is an iron stove, dated L').'52, orna-
mented with scenes from the wars of Maximilian
I. Augsburg especially excelled in the use of the
cold chisel and in chasing. Besides sword and
dagger handles treated in this manner, detached

statuettes were carved out of the hard mctaL
Considering the much greater adaptability of

other and mixed metals for this purx>ose and the
rapid oxidation to which iron is liable, one cannot
but consider such labour as in a wrong direction.

One of the most elaborate works of this descrip-

tion is now at Longford Castle, near Salisbury.

It is a chair presented by the city of Augsboiv
to the Emperor Kudolph II. It is decorated
v«'ith small statues and reliefs representing events
in the history of Roman emperors, and most
highly wrought and chased. It is tho work of

Thomas Ruker, a.d. 1574. It is of course
entirely out of our province to take up the sub-
ject of arms and armour, which at at this period
received the highest decorative skill of the smith,

and such works as these may be relegated to the
same class. This paper is not a catalogue of the

chief works in iron, but is intended merely to

point out a few accessible examples which are

worthy the attention of tho student. At Salz-

burg, Austria, in tho cemetery of St. Peter are

several grilles to tomb entrances of the 1 7th and
1 8th centuries. The best of these is that of the
ZiUner family, 1640, a good design with the
prevalent round iron scrolls, flat leaves, and
repoussee masks. It is this period, that of the

1 6th and earlier part of the 1 7th centuries which
furnishes the best examples of iron treatment,

fully equal to if not surpassing any previous

efforts of the smith in Germany, even at the best

period of Gothic work. Most of the examples
already quoted belong to this era, and much work
of the kind may be found scattered over
Germany. Nuremburg, as might bo expected,

contains many specimens. One interesting piece

is the railing round the Sohocn-bnmnen fountain,

tho work of an Augsburg smith, named Paul
Keen. This encloses a flne structure of pointed

work, and the feeling incuspings to cresting and
buttressed standards is decidedly that of the Late
Gothic, but the character of the foliage and
scrolls to standards is of an independent

type. The grille itself is of a pattern much
used, cross diagonal bars form a diamond
pattern , those in one direction being placed square
and in tho other edgwise, the former passing

through the latter. Scattered iipon this ground
are sprays of foliage and geometrical patterns

entwining and interpenetrating the bars. An-
other example of similar work may be found in

Vol. III. of "Architectural Association Sketch-

book," in a grille to a house at Frankfort,

sketched by Mr. Aldridge, and on the same
plate is a drawing of gates to a chapel at

Cologne, which is very suggestive in character,

the lower part being filled in solid with wood
and flat iron. The ancient Nuremburg houses
contain many grilles. One very fine one is that

to No. 37, WinMer-Strasse. There is a fountain

of simpler character than the Schoen-brunnen
in the Ebner-Strasse. Riveting in this work is

rarely resorted to. In the flat iron, the inter-

secting bars are halved and welded, and in the

prevalent roimd-bar work they pass through
eyes in the opposing stalk. The branches are

well welded on, the larger ones often imitin^

inside a cup terminating tho main stem. The
lines generally flow easily out of one another,

spiral patterns predominating. The round,

smaller stalks flatten into sprays of small leaves

whilst the larger terminations are cut from th,

sheet in the form of leaves of foliated masks

r J G , ^

These were often painted and gilt or repoussee,

and lined with the chisel. Quaint forms recaUingp,
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petliaps reprwenting, the ^omes and dwarfs

wiA which Teutonic imagination peopled the

i|llii)|M of the forest and recesses of tbo mine,

am TeiT generallT introduced, being boldly in-

dioBted hj the chiael in the flattened iron. The
voric di^Jajs a suitable amount of finish, but

tbe marks of Uie forge are not obliterated by the

file. But the meet noticeable feature of the

Xadr German SeoaiBsanec work is the beautiful

ftnrer tenuination so generally xised, and which« • triumph of just conventionalism. The
petals, stem, calyx, leafage, and buds are re-

|»iMUiit<ifl in an illustrative and general rather

tlMB aa imitative manner—a treatment more in

•eeordance with true principles than the closer

ilsiiViiiimi of specific flowers, beautifully exe-

eotsd as tbtee are found in later work. These
Iffn^iy^ft^wwia severely test the powers of the

modem smith in reproduction, being formed by
intricate pieces not riveted or soldered, but

weidedtogether from the furnace. (Indeed, there

aaa many operations of the old smiths which ap-

pear to nave been lost, as, for instance, that by
which the railings to the tomb of the Emperor
TLf«Timi]i«ti at Izmspriick are formed. Here
leafage, undoubtedly of repoussce work has

been applied to the baluster-formed up-
lij^ts m such a manner that it appears

as if wTOuffht in one piece.) There is a very
careful drawing by Mr. Anderson in the last

Tofaime of the A.A. Sketchbook of one of the

tawta I have referred to, and I have here

(Eig. 6) a specimen of the simplest form.

r t a. S

At Honich some good street work yet re-

mains. The church of Notre Dame formerly
contained some very fine enclosures of early
I7th century work, but during its restoration

in 1860 these were taken out and probably
destroyed, a fate that has too often over-
taken ecclesiastical work of this description
dnring the earlier stages of the Gothic restora-
tion movement. At Bremm, on the Moselle,
there is, I believe, a curious iron pulpit dated
1663, bnt I have not been able to find any illus-

trations of it. From the end of the 16th to the
middle of the 18th centory it was everywhere
the custom in Gennany to ornament tombs with
iron crosses. They have been very generally
removed, but in some instances are preserved in
the vaults belonging to the burying ground.
Tbeas were generally painted in oil and part
gQt, and have often a small locked box or reli-

quary at intersection. A good specimen of the
general style of those may be seen in the South
Kensington collection in the form of a cruciform
candelabrum ; also some examples of cruciform
oapcndeni used in lighting churches. Cressets
or torch-holders and other funereal furniture in
WTonght Iron of the 16th and 17th centuries
bare been often preserved in ehurches, and the
Cathedral of Cologne poesessea some remarkably
fine examples of these. There is some good
ironwork in the cathedrals of Ulm and Ratisbon.
The work of the period which has been dwelt
Py>n is characterised by a boldness and vigour
y™A later became mnch refined upon. The
fa«tuits and details of Classic art, which in Italy
WW* i«-daT8loped witb a nflnement due to the
pTMUuie of the aocaent models and the character
of the 'people, received at the hands of the
aorthem smith in their earlier introduction a
very free translation, in which the element of

what may be termed elegance was often entirely

lost, whilst that of power was intensified. (A
remarkable exemplification of this spirit in art

will be doubtless familiar to students of the great

master of the Qennan Renaissance, Albert

Durer, whose sketches and adaptations from
works of the Italian painters, display a total in-

difference to their refinements, and exaggera-
tions of their most forcible points.) In truth,

until the 17th century the influence of the revival

was but little felt in Gorman metal work, the

artists in which, taking a dei>arture from the

forms of the later Gothic, had formed in the

previous century or so a school of their own of

great originality. But the Thirty Years' "War
paralysing the industries of Germany seems to

have stopped the full development of this national

style, and the country never recovered her pre-

eminence in this direction. The work of the latter

17th and 18th centuries succurahed entirely to the

classic spirit everywhere triumphant, and except
for a somewhat sturdier rendering, there

is little to characterise this later work from that

of other countries. The execution is always
good. We have sketched a small panel and
hinge from South Kensington Museum, which
show the usual character in its best forms. Rich
work of the heraldic "lambrequin" character

was often compiled by various flat pieces, over-

laid and welded at the stem, but branched,
twisted, and curved in various directions as they
develop. In Italy, naturally the return to clas-

sical traditions appears at a date anterior to

their acceptance in other countries. Thus in the
well-known lantern and torch-holder afiixed to

the Strozzi Palace these forms are .adopted at

a period when work of the pointed style was
being carried on everywhere. They are the work
of Niccolo Grasso, about 1480. The warm cli-

mate of the South led to the extensive use of

balconies and railings and openwork window
panels, which may be found in great profusion
in most of the Italian cities, especially Venice

—

mostly of 17th and 18th century date. Thoy are
usually of scroll treatment in a combination of
flat and round iron with moulded bands, devoid
of applied or cut leaf work, but of an infinite

variety of pattern, re-enteriug curves being very
generally used. Close diaper grilles with rosettes

are, however, frequently met with. In the
lighter forms what may be called "riband
work" is much employed, the iron used being of

the thickness of Jin., doubling upon itself and
confined to the shape required by ties of thin
metal. Beautiful chains of this description
were used for hanging lamps, and are fre-

quently picked up by the fortunate hunter
in brac-i-brac. Stands for majolica bowls
are another form in which much fine work
was executed by the smith. France possesses
some very good forged work, although it is net
nearly as plentiful as in Gennany. This may
be in part owing to the excesses of the Revolu-
tionists, who, however, Uko our Ironsides, were
doubtless credited with more destnictiveness than
is their actual due. In the wholesale demolition
of chateaux and desecration of churches, such
easily removable work as iron gates and grilles

has doubtless disappeared to a largo extent.
Paris, however, contains many examples of fan-
light open-work, chiefly of late date. Two of
these, of the end of the IGth century, are well
worthy of remark. One is from a door of the
Church of St. Nicolas des Champs, semicircular
in form, fixed in two halves in wooden frames

;

fleur-de-lys ornaments cover the points of con-
tact of the bars and rosette terminations are
used, formed by many thicknesses of serrated
sheet iron ; the initials S. N. and S. J. occur in
the centre. A fanlight somewhat similar is to
be foimd in the Rue S. Paul. The Louvre con-
tains a work of the smith which, like our
Hampton Court screens, is monumental in cha-
racter, and affords the best example of this in-
dustry in France at its best period—I refer to
the two gates in the Apollo Gallery. (Perhaps
gome of my hearers well acquainted with French
architectural literature may bo able to refer me
to good illustrations of these. I have been only
able to discover an engraving of one of them
which does not do it justice.) These magnifi-
cent specimens were discovered in the reign of
Louis Philippe at the Chateau de Maisons,
Lafitte, in a sadly neglected state. They are of
late ICth-oentury date, and one is said to be the
work of a Frenchman, and tlie other of a Ger-
man. They have been very carefully restored,
the firm into whose hands thoy were entrusted
having practised their workmen for mouths on

similar work before taking them in hand—a con-
trast with the treatment of our Ilamptou Court
screens, which have been very indifferently re-
paired. The Louvre gates are of a purer Clas-
sical type than ours, and the details of construc-
tion are better. The structtu-e of the design,
however, is too directly imitative of wood panel-
ling, and there is much repetition in the forms.
These possess much grace of outline, and the
top panel, representing Amorini crowning Time,
is a most beautiful composition. At the Lycee
Napoleon is a 17th-ceritury grille of good design
in five panels—those at bottom being well-filled

with a pattern of many parts, the centre ones
with open upright bars, and the top large panel
occupied by a shield surrounded by flowing
scrolls. There are some balconies typical of the
13th-century style at I'Ecolo Centrale des Arts,
formerly I'Hotol Sales. In late 17th-century
work the lines of the design in iron follow very
generally the contortions characterising the
school of decoration termed " Rococo," the ap-
plied ornament is often of bronze. At Fon-
tainebleau is a wrought-iron railing surrounding
the moat of 17th-century workmanship, and
similar enclosures may be met with in a few of

the chateaux remaining of this period. The
Cathedral at Rouen contains a raUiug of the
reign of Louis XIII., enclosing the chapel of St.

Eustache. At Nancy, in the 18th century, Jean
Lamour, smith-in-ordinary to Stanislaus, King
of Poland, executed many remarkable works in

iron which are amongst the cherished monuments
of the ancient capital of Lorraine. They have
been illustrated in a special work. At Toulouse,
in the Museum Garden, is a well with ironwork
of the 17th century of somewhat eccentric

design. A similar example of the same period

may be found at Mothault in Belgium ; and there

is one in the Hotel Cluny, Paris. Window panels

of similar character to the Italian ones we have
mentioned, and altar rails of like design may be
found in provincial towns, more especially in the
southern provinces. We have here sketches of

some from La Ferte Bernard and Nogent-le-
Rotun. The diligent explorer may find some few
of the old sign-brackets remaining in Paris and
other cities, from which were displayed the trade

marks or insignia once in tmivcrsal use amongst
tradesmen, but now used only by publicans

and pavmbrokers. These were often of elaborate

construction, as the examples now at South Ken-
sington. Also, though now very scarce, there

are, I believe, to be found some of the old
'

' Lantemes '
' of decorative character from which

were suspended the oil-lamps used in street

lighting, and which acquired so terrible a signi-

ficance during the First Revolution. A most in-

teresting and quaint work on iron was published

in the year 1627 at Lafleche, by one Mathurin
Jousse, a provincial working smith, who also

issued treatises on perspective and cai'pcntry. It

contains a number of designs, 'chiefly for locks,

keys, and similar work, which are marked by
great spirit and invention. The original work
is very scarce, but it has, I believe, been par-
tially reproduced in facsimile. The elaborate door

furniture produced in Italy and France during

the 17th and 18th centuries, forms a subject in

itself, and has, I believe, been so treated in a

volume lately published in Paris. The knockers

especially are of great variety and richness, con-

taining often groups of figures executed in the

highest style of art, such as the well-known one

at the Palace Pisano, Venice, representing Nep-
tune and sea-horses. These, however, belong

more properly to the art of the sulptor and
founder, rather than to that of the smith. Many
examples are produced entirely by chisel and file.

But the simpler varieties, such as two I have

sketched at Caudebeo, will often afford good hints

for the treatment of ordinary work. There is a

fine knocker brought from Paris, at Bamard's-
Inn, Holbom.
In tlus rapid sketch I can but just allude

to the work in other countries. That in

the Low Countries assimilates in character

to the French, although perhaps heavier in style.

At Forct, near Brussels, in the church of St.

Denis, are some good gates, date 1760. At
Bruges may be seen some few wrought-iron

finials to its many gables ; note one in the Rue
duFil, dated 1628. Spain possesses much re-

markable work in iron, characterised by the

omateness displayed by its architecture.

In Switzerland also some fine work may be

found in window grilles. As I have remarked
about the German, so in the work of Italy,

I^anoe, Spain, England, and the Low Countries,
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the national dietinctions in stylo are but faintly

marked from the 17th century. Scrolls, masks,
acanthus, and otherleafage, uras, the spear, sliield,

and sword, and other forms, all modelled on
distinctly Classic precedent, are used in a similar

manner in all countries to produce works of great

richness and heauty, but which often convey a
sense of over-elaboration and artificial effects

unsuitable to the material. In Gennany, as we
have noticed, the rendering of this Classic detail

is Wgorous rather than elegant ; in France the
facile and versatile spirit of the nation is dis-

played by graceful combinations of curvature
and easy adaptations from antique models ; in

Holland there is often au affected quaintness

;

whilst in our own country there is to be dis-

covered a certain sense of fitness—a degico of

independence which makes much of our work
most valuable and suggestive. But these differ-

ences arc of so subtle a nature that it would
reqtiire a much more exhaustive paper than mine
to analyse them, and wo must remember that the
interchange of work and workmen among the
different nations tended much to obliterate local

characteristics.

I must now proceed to the home view of our
subject. The metal work of oiu: Perpendicular
Period is of a very high class, though the forms
are of marked architectural character. The in-

closure to Henry VII. 's tomb at Westminster
(in bronze or lattcn) is perhaps the finest example
of such work to be found ; and the railings to
Edward IV.'s tomb at St. George's, Windsor, is

a mai-vel of elaborate construction. Both of
these are probably the work of foreigners, the
latter being popularly ascribed to the hand of
Quentin Matsys. I have not been able to dis-
cover any con.spicuous examples of ironwork of
the Elizabethan age, though much of the smaller
work in lock-plates, hinges, &c., remains. In
Exeter Cathetlral there is a door-plate in the
form of a cro-svn, of ICth century date, and the
city itself possesses an interesting relic, pro-
bably of early 17th-centiuy workmanship, in
some mace-holdcTs of cut and chiselled sheet-
iron, coloured red and green, and parcel gilt.

The vestry-door to St. Sa-iaour's, Southwark,
has a handle in the form of a ring, with Uzards
on it, of the same date. At Hurst Church, in
Berkshire, there is a curious wrought-iion
bracket for hoiu'glass, date 1636, painted and
gUt. In most of the old Elizabethan mansions
much useful work in the form of door furniture,
though generally of a plain character, may be
found. Eastbury House, near Barking, furnishes
some good examples of these. The Ashmolean
museum at Oxford has a fine lock plate of a
more ornamental description.

I have here some sketches of a work of the
Jacobean age which is a very good example of
the powers of the English smith. It is a screen
formerly separating the pew of the Leversedge
family from the Lady Chapd in the Chm-ch of
St. John, Frome. I consider this specimen
singnlarly happy in design, and delicate in
execution. The composition gives due importance
to the central feature bearing the armorial
shield, while the side panels are agreeably
diversified. The general size of main bars is

Jin. by 'in. or giu. The lines of hammered work
are not obliterated by sheetwork, although there
is quite siifScient of this latter to give a richness
to the design. Altogether, there is what may
be called a restrained freedom about this piece
which is very pleasing. It has recently been
added to the valuable collection of ironwork at
South Kensington. Later in the 17th Ccnttiry
we come to a series of examples which arc
probably well-known to all London students, the
screens from Hampton Court. They are 12 in
nuinber, and were formerly placed at intervals
of bO yards in the fence dividing the palace
homeparkfrom thegarden. They were, however,
dropping into decay, and removed to the palace
to preserve them. Seven of them have been for
some years placed on loan in the Kensington
Museum, and some of these have recently been
placed in the building at Bethual-green. Hunt-
ingdon Shaw, blacksmith, of Nottingham, is

recorded a8_ the artificer who constructed them
about 169.5 ; his monument may be seen in
Hampton chm-chyard. The screens arc of large
dimensions, abnut 13ft. wide by lift, high, and
altogether exhibit a surprising amount of labour
and ingenuity. The general construction of the
•whole series is on one pattern, but four of them
are of richer detail than the others. Panels
2ft. 4in. wide, formed of uprights 2in. square,
filled in with a pattern of lin. bars, and sup-

ported by stays, form the supporting standards

on either side. Between these is a flowing com-
position of elliptic scroll work, with bold applique

foliage and flowers, sun-ounding i panel about

3ft. square, which in the four principal screens

enclose representations of the national emblems,

the rose, thistle, and harp, the remainder being

fUled in with a diaper pattern. Above this is a

heavy swag or chain of flowers, pendant from

the beaks of eagle-headed scroll terminations,

and crowning the whole is a foliated mask with

a figured and tasseUed apron. The Building

News of 1877* contains a good illustration of one

of these screens. All the detaU is most wonder-
fully wrought out, the small rose buds and sprays

being represented with great fidelity to nature,

as if in mutation of the work of Grinling Gibbons
in wood. But a naturalistic treatment, however
suitable for the material in which the latter

artist worked, is not at all so for iron. The
ornament is almost entirely of an applique

character, the larger scroll ends are even cased

with sheet-work. It is very surprising that,

notwithstanding the care displayed in the forma-

tion of these details, the whole is very badly

put together, and it is no wonder that the in-

fluences of time and weather were speedily

bringing these fine works of art to ruin. Very
few of the scrolls or stems are welded at theii-

jimctions, but are simply united by iron tongues

and pins, the heavy strains on which have in

some instances caused them to give way. The
leafage too, which in the most ordinary gate-work

of this period was always welded to the stems

from which it springs, is here merely riveted

or screwed, the larger branches in several pieces.

Notwithstanding such defects, however, these

works must always be objects of admiration

from the boldness and originality of their de-

sign, and the evidence of patient skill in their

production. There are other productions of the

smith at Hampton Court Palace well worthy of

attention, such as the balustrading to the King's
and Queen's staircases, the work of a Frenchman,
though doubtless from designs by Wren. Of
great importance, and doubtless familiar to most
of you is the ii-onwork of St. Paul's Cathedral, by
the same artificer as that last-mentioned, one,

Tijou, a Protestant refugee. These have also been

illustrated in the Buildinq NEWS.t The hand of

the master designer is here very apparent, al-

though probably very much more was left to

the workman than would be the case under our

present system. The gates to the choir are noble

in design and proportion, and exliibit a refine-

ment, compared to the Hampton screens, which
may be partially due to the nationality of the

producer. In those facing the nave, exception

may be taken to the imitation of fluted pilasters

in open work, and to the/attened flaming urns

at the top. I do not think the urn-shaped
standard terminations at aU an inappropriate

form, but I do consider them unpleasant if in

the flat, especially if the smith attempts to

put them in perspective, and more especially

when he represents them as if seen from the

clouds, as in the Leversedge screen.

The side gates display neil her of these defects,

the panelling being filled with close scroll work,
and the corona containing sconces for large

candles, 23 to each screen. Nevertheless, we
lose the vertical treatment in the gates, which
gives so much more value to the flowing work
above in the others. The grilles at back of stalls,

the balustrade to gaUery round dome, and the

work to geometrical staircase are, especially the

latter, worthy of study. In some of the City

churches yet remaining may be foxmd interesting

pieces of ironwork. The church of St. Paul,

Covent Garden, contains some good work of a
subdued de.sign, harmonizing well with the re-

markable structure. Many of the entrances to

parks, public buildings, and mansions of the

reigns of Queen Anne and the early Georges
display noticeable gate work on a large scale. A
list of these, if made, would bo of some length,

but useful to the student. Amongst the more
remarkable, we may mention the gates to Claren-

don Press at Oxford, 1712, these at Trinity and
New Colleges in the same city, the

gates to Templo Gardens, 1730, and
to Gray's-inn, 1723. In the older suburbs of

London, and in many provincial towns, one's

attention is often drawn to the home-like
dwellings of the last century, with fore-courts

• May 11th, p. 464, Vol. XXXH.
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enclosed by wrought-iron railings and gates.
Chelsea, Hampstead, and Clapham, contain
many examples, and through the medium of the
Association sketch-books I havo been able to
place many illustrations upon these walls.
(See lithographic illustration.) It is amongst
this domestic work rather than the more
ambitious efforts of the smith, that the
student of design will find most valuable
motives and ideas. There is always a sense of
fitness for the purpose designed, and generadlj a
temperate use of ornament other than construc-
tional ; that is, the hammered bart and scroUn
are not overlaid with sheet work, but depend
upon the variety of curve and pattern into
which they are wrought for ricnness. The
natural structural composition of au open enclo-
sure, that of upright bars, is seldom lost sight
of, the leading lines being vertical and the scroll

work being kept in subsidiary panels, or confined
to the heads and principal standards. The gates
themselves are often quite plain, the ornament
being confined to the frame surrounding them.
The flowing work, of beautiful design, gains
much in value by being thus temperately em-
ployed, and the whole composition embellishes the
building of which it forms a feature without
disturbing' its repose. Often unpretending
enough, such work impresses one as that of men
who gave their hearts to it, though it was usually
produced in humble smithies. The careful and
often excellent work turned out from our
modem art factories somehow seems to lack the
power of interesting you in its producer as this

old work does. Doubtless one reason is that it

is too perfect. You never see a curve gone
slightly wrong, and the leaves are cut too closely

to pattern and too well balanced. You can pic-

ture the old smith pausing to consider which way
the curve should now be turned or what twist to
give the spray of leaf

;
possibly arguing a point

of broken flexure with the idling critic, or in-

terrupting his work to shoo a passing traveller's

horse, and hear the latest news of Marlborough's
wars the while. One's mind would scarcely

dwell upon the art-metal workman of the present
day tracing down on the sheet careful details of
elaborate foliations.

Before the opening up of the northern
and midland coalfields, smelting operations
were cai-ried on in such forest districts as still

afforded abundance of timber. In the reign
of Elizabeth it was foreseen that the great
demand for fuel to feed the increasing niimbcr of

furnaces would tend to the rapid exhaustion of

growing wood. Various repressive statutes were
enacted prohibiting the estabhshment of works
altogether in some districts, and limiting

them in others. The Weald of Sussex
and portions of the neighbouring counties,

were the nearest source of supply to the
metropolis. The earliest specimens of castings

came from this district, and the "Sussex iron,"

in the form of andirons, or fire-dogs and fire-

backs, is well known to the collector and dealer

in " antiques." The decorative work in the fire-

backs is especially noticeable in the 17th and
18th centuries, some veiy elaborate compositions

being produced, but always marked by a suit-

able or plastic treatment. The fine railings

around St. Paul's, now being refixed, were the
produce of a foundry at Lamberhurst, in Kent,
and are good specimens of the right treatment of

cast-iron railings. The Sussex furnaces were
finally extinguishedin the middle of last century.

Their history is an interesting one, and may be
foimd in the volumes of the '

' Sussex Archceo-
logical Journal." I have not the space to go
into the question of cast-work, to the abuse of

which useful manufactiure wo owe the preten-

tious, vulgar, and imcomfortable accessories

which have disfigured our architecture to so

great an extent. The subject of iron design in

the present day has been taken up by abler hands
than mine. I only feel it incumbent on me
to urge the necessity of making oneself

thoroughly acquainted with the different phases

it has gone through in the periods I have been
dwelling upon. In the earlier German, and the

simpler forms of our own 18th century work,
wo have models of a natural and, therefore,

artistic treatment of material wliich will repay

close study ; and I am sure each of these periods

might be advantageously treated of in a more
detailed and technical paper than I have been
able to put before you. I have now only time
to indicate one or two points wherein I think

such work offers useful guidance to the designer.

The most natural way of employing iron in an
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{drpendent manner is surely that of an arrango-

Meot of bare or lines, connected together in a

euuaU uctiTC manner to combine lightness and

abvngtli. Theee bars may bo manipulated in

vuioiu -ways: of nections round or square, or

BonUed; and the combinations of cuni'ed and

atnight linea offer an endless variety of patterns.

Decorative work of lighter form, in which

the sheet-iron is brought into play,
_
may

be applied, to a certain extent only, without

interfering with the sense of stability given by
tbe preponderating forged work ; and this is

always the principle of the earlier smiths,

tliough generally lost sight of in the more im-

portant works of the later centuries, when the

forged work was often but a constructive frame

ooocealed by the application of decorati^-e forms

Iiuve mouldings imitative of those in stone and
wood were formed out of sheet-iron, inclosing

the bars supporting the structure, whilst cut and
beaten work, highly wrought and made up into

imitations of natural foliage, human forms,

draperies, and other objects, frequently attached

by rivets only, crowded the whole composition.

Now in the German work the figures which
were often introduced were usually continua-

tiona of the scroll bar, out of which they were
worked in the solid forming part of the struc-

tural compofition, though often with wings
and foliations of sheet work attached. (Sec

Fig. 6 and lithographic illustration). The

leafage grows naturally out of the main
lines, to which it is kept in subordination.
The tcrmination.s of the volutcd scrolls, are points
of the design which fitly receive ornamenta-
tion, and this detail alone is deserving of atten-
tive study. Although the use of applied sheet
work in the form of flower or geometrical rosettes

—is here quite a legitimate form of enrichment

—

we find that, very generally, sufficient effect is

produced by simple treatments of the hammered
bar. A great variety of these may bo evolved
out of the two principles of spreading the end

—

in one case in the depth of the bar, in the other
in its width (see diagrams Figs. 1 and 2).

These mcthodii, in their simplest form with a
parslkl treatment, and a variation of round

and flat iron are generally found used together

in our English gate work, gi\-ing a diversity

to otherwise similar forms. By welding an
additional metal (Fig. 3), and by a combi-

nation of the two principles—with alterations
to the sectional form of bar, many other develop-
mentsmay be obtained, of whichVe have here one
or two examples, chieflyGerman. Or the termina-
tion may be hammered and chiselled, or stamped
(as usual in modern work) into dog-heads or
geometrical patterns. In all cases where exposed
to probable rough treatment, these methods are
preferable to the use of cut and beaten ornament.
As an example of consideration of fitness for
purpose, I should point to a gate of German work
now at South Kensington. It is of a close
diaper pattern, a fleur-de-lis ornament being
formed on the upright bar, by stout hammered
foliations welded on. The points, of which
there are many, are all carefully turned well
iiucards, and protected by the enclosing bar
work. Roimded clips are used, and it is quite
possible to lean or be pushed against the gate
without risking tatters—a desideratum which
is too frequently lost sight of by the
modem designer. As a general rule, I
do not think ordinary protective enclosures re-
quire highly ornamental display. The area
railings of last century, which are familiar to us
all, with their standard panels at intervals in the
assemblage of square bars, are to my mind much
more satisfactory in a long frontage than elabo-
rate patterns. The bold forms of the spear-
heads and occasional scroll ramps, with the now
obsolete lamp-brackets and torch-extinguishers,
quite sufficiently relieve the designs from tame-
ncss—a failing which this material suffers less
than any other, and which is often most conspi-
cuous in the most ornate work. There is often
more character in a simple forging than in many
pretentious patterns drawn from the sand mould,
as a comparison between the spear-heads I have
mentioned and the usual run of cast railing will
testify. And I would repeat again that the great
lesson which all old work impresses upon one is

that the refinements of the file, scissors, and pliers,
should not be allowed to ema.sculate the vigour

f
reduced by hammer, tong<, and chisel. In what
feel to bo rather too sketchy a paper, my

endeavour has been to interest the architectural

student in a subject worthy of careful attention.
The present phase of the somewhat erratic
course by which modem art progresses has
brought the periods I have been referring to to
the front. Whether it is a mere passing craze
—as some would have—and we are to return to
the earlier work ; or whether, having run
through the stj'lesof all eentiu-ies, from the 12th
to the 18th, to get our hands in, wo shall now
satisfactorily develop a 19th century school of
distinct character, is a question I should not care
to discuss. But of this I am siu-e—that all

earnest, laborious work, of whatever age or style,

is worthy of study, and the lesson of
thoroughness may well be learned in these
productions of the forge. " The smith
also sitting by the anvil and considering the
ironwork ; the vapour of the fire wasteth his

flesh, and he fighteth with the heat of the
furnace. The noise of the hammer and the
anvil is ever in his ears, and his eyes look still

upon the pattern of the thing that he maketh.
lie setteth his mind to finish his work and
wateheth to complete it perfectly."

BILLS OF QUANTITIES : THEIR PROPER
RELATION TO CONTRACTS.*

{Continuedfrom p. 567.)

I
SHALL now take up the second part of my
subject, and

II.—Examine critically the distinctive charac-
teristics of the three systems just described.

First, then, let us criticise the London system
with its modifications as practised generally
throughout England and Ireland. Not many
years ago, before it was customary to supply
quantities, the London mode of procedure was
theoretically right, though somewhat inconven-
ient for contractors—the architect showed and
described exactly what was wanted and left the
contractor to find out by any means he thought
proper what the work would cost. The issuing
of the quantities by the proprietor or his agents,
however, makes a fundamental difference. One
good feature remains, namely tlois, that if no
changes are made after the contract is entered into

the proprietor knows exactly, before the work is

commenced, what he will have to i)ay for it.

This feature, however, is not peculiar to the
system. Before it became customary to supply
quantities, contracts were equally definite, and it

would be rash to conclude that they were less

favourable for the proprietor ; on the contrary,

the customary allowance for contingencies has
now probably been increased, and in most cases

the defiuiteuess is only obtained at an extrava-
gant cost ; and I say so although I by no means
regard it as a thing of little consequence. Now
I fear you will consider me to be extravagant
when I declare—as I am constrained to do—that

I have failed to discover anything else about the

London system and peculiar to it which merits

commendation. Nor is this unsatisfactory state

of matters to be wondered at, because you have
made the radical mistake of adhering nominxUy
to a principle which practically you ignore, while
you have gradually introduced a practice which,
if followed to its legitimate issues, is antagonistic

to it ; and you have thus insensibly drifted into

a false position. Hence naturally the confusion

as to the relative responsibilities of parties and
the inconsistencies and contradictions of legal

opinion on the subject. The root of the evil—and
it has many branches—seems to be the illogical,

and I think, Ulegal, repudiation of the responsi-

bilities necessarily associated with the act of

supplying quantities. It is clear that logically

and in equity the party estimating, not having
any voice in the selection of a surveyor, and
having no means of testing the accuracy of the

documents given him for his guidance by the

proprietor through his agetit the architect, ought
to have recourse against the proprietor if he can
prove that he has been either unintentionally or

deliberately misled. Tliis you deny, and this

denial leads to many objectionable consequences.

Traditional usages and prejudices bind you to

the old theory that it is the contractor's look-out

to see that the quantities are accurate,—although
you know perfectly well that in ordinary circum-

stances it would be absurd to expect him to do
anything of the kind, and that in point of fact ho
takes the accuracy of the quantities for granted
either because he has faith in you, or faith in the

• A paper read by Jons Honevman, F.R.T.B.A., Olas-

fow, before the Royal Institute of Biitiiih Architects,

Sluy 19th, 1879. (See pp. ri«5-6)

.
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surveyor, or perhaps because he has faith in the

chapter of accidents and cannot have a chance of

contracting unless he accepts what you give liim

for his g-tiidance. As a last resort, you take re-

fuge in this expedient—you declare that you arc

not, or, that you are not to be held to be, respon-

sible, and you roll the responsibility over upon
the siurvcyor, and tell the contractor to pursue
hira if he has any cause. Now it is quite right

that the surveyor should be responsible for the

accuracy of his work, i//i 7iot to the contractor;

for observe the natiu-al residt of such an arrange-
ment, the preparation of the bills of quantities

and all responsibility connected therewith is

virtually handed over to men whoso direct inter-

est it is to victimise your client to the greatest
possible extent. This is putting it broadly, but
that is necessary for illustration ; it is still liter-

ally true. You will not understand mo to im-
pugn the honesty of quantity surveyors as a
profession, far from it—indeed my own experi-

ence has led me to form the very highest opinion
of their probity ; but I wish hero to bring out
clearly the actual relation of the parties and the
consequent results. The sur\-eyor and the con-
tractor alone are benefitted by the quantities

being excessive ; every penny unnecessarily added
to the contract price by full measurements is a
direct gain to both. The contractor is not even
deterred from taking full advantage of such
errors by the fear of losing the contract, because
he knows that his fellow -offerers have all been
supplied with the same quantities, while the
surveyor being held to be the servant of the con-
tractor, paid by and responsible to him, has
obviously most powerful inducements to keep on
the safe side with the measiirements, to the direct

prejudice of the proprietor, who has absolutely
no check upon him. This, gentlemen, is the
position in which apparently you are quite content
to leave your clients. It appears to me that your
interference with the contractor has either gone
too far or not far enough. In the old-fashioned
system of estimating the experience of offerers

came into play as a safeguard against excessive
cost, but having departed from this, abolished
competition as a check on the accuracy of quan-
tities and made the amount of the offers to turn on
the mere variety of rates, you take totally differ-

ent ground, and ought to be prepared for a change
of aspect. In the altered circimistances one or
other of two things seems to be indispensable

—

either the absolute accuracy of the bills of quan-
tities must be guaranteed, or some new an'ange-
ment must be adopted by which the interests of
the proprietor, as well as those of the contractor,
shall be secured in spite of inaccuracy in the bills

of quantities. Now, the first of these alternatives
is hardly practicable, and, as far as I am aware,
you have made no attempt to face the second.

It is probable, indeed natiu-al, that the London
system and the Edinburgh system, which is not
essentially different, should upon the whole work
smoothly and satisfactorily. It throws no undue
burden upon the architect, the contractor and
surveyor have, as we have just seen, good reason
to be satisfied with it, while the proprietor, how-
ever adversely affected, knows nothing whatever
about it, and is content to pay what his architect
certifies to be justly due. The absence of friction

in the working of such a system is obviously no
indication of its harmonious adjustment ; and the
helples.sness of proprietors and their complete
dependence upon us for protection ought to appeal
very strongly to our sense of duty and encourage
us to grapple with the difficulties of the .situation.

I must not pursue the subject further under
this head, but this is of the less consequence, as

I shall have occasion to refer to some other defects
and anomalies when treating of the Edinburgh
eystem which is affected by the same vicious prin-
ciple of undefined or empiiical responsibility.

Second.—The Edinburgh system, in so far as

it provides for the modification of the contract in

accordance with the rates in the schedule, differs

from the English system as generally practised,

but it affords Uttle (if any) further protection to

the proprietor. The question of responsibility is

more boldly dealt with, but not more successfully.

The measurer expressly states in the schedule
that its accuracy is not guaranteed—that is, of

course, either by the measurer or the proprietor

—

and contractors are therefore requested to satisfy

themselves on that point, wliich is simply absurd.
Practically the measurers take care to measure
the work fully, and the contractor adds a per-
centage for contingencies and takes his chance of
being rightly guided to the cost. Now you will
observe that to the extent of this fulness and this

coBtingenoy percentage, tho proprietor is a loser,

ho gets no value for either. But these arc small

matters ; there is no effective check on the omission

of portions of work which although embraced in

tho schedule may have been inadvertently left

out of the specification, or of works put into tho

schedule by mistake. Suppose, for example, the

measurer inadvertently doubles the number of

cubic feet in the stone foundations, the contractor

—executing tho work to the full intent and
meaning of the drawings—would pocket the

value of tho double quantity of foundations

without anybody but him.selt being a bit the

wiser. Here, again, the unfortunate proprietor

alone would be the loser, and his case is indeed a

hard one ; first he pays the measurer, then he
pays for everything that is done, and he also pays
for everything mentioned in the schedule, even if

it has not been done, that is of course assuming
that no alteration has been made on the plans and
specifications by order of the architect.

It may be said, indeed, that there is every

likelihood that errors to the prejudice of the pro-

prietor may be balanced by others in his favour,

but granting this—granting that the surveyor is

as likely to make a mistake tho one way as the

other—observe where this doctrine of compensa-
tory en-ors must lead you. There is a chance of

errors being made which shall balance each other,

but on the other hand there is hardly any chance
that two such errors as I have noted (and it is not
an imaginary illustration) shall be made in one
bUl of quantities, it would say very little for the

surveyor if they did, but even the assumption
that they miy does not relieve you from the diffi-

culty, because while it is quite true that they
may balance each other there is at least an equal
chance that they are both in favour of the con-
tractor or both in favour of the proprietor. If

however you admit, as doubtless you will, that a
surveyor only makes such serious mistakes as

this occasionally, then it necessarily follows that
while his first mistake seriously inj ures one eon-
tractor, his second may as materinUy benefit

another, but the thought that this is likely to be
the case can hardly be expected to afford either

compensation or comfort to the man who has
suffered. A different system is required to pro-
tect the contractor in one case and the proprietor
in the other from serious wrong ; it is a most un-
scientific procedure to relegate such a function to

chance.

But let me illustrate another set of difiioulties

which the system cannot satisfactorily deal with
by an actual case. In a town, which I need not
name, two banking companies resolved to erect

new offices. They employed the same architect
and the sites were contiguous, but in everything
connected with the planning and contracting
for the buildings they acted independently, so
much so indeed that they employed different

measurers. It was arranged that the wall separat-
ing the two oflices should be a mutual or party-
wall, but inasmuch as complete plans had to be
made for each bank, the party-wall of course had
to be shown on each set, and being so shown it

was in due course measured by both measurers.
Now it so happened that the same contractor got
the contracts for both buildings, and it never
seems to have occurred to anyone till the work
was done, that by his contracts he had exactly
twice as much for the party wall as ho ought to
have had—he had erected both buildings accord-
ing to the plans and specifications, but he had
erected only one party-wall, and was entitled to
paymeutfortwo. The contractorrefused to submit
to a reduction on the ground that he had offered to

do tho work for a lump sum. He also pleaded
that for some other portions of the work the
quantities stated in the schedule were insufficient.

Finally it was agreed that the whole work should
be re-measured in accordance with the Gla.sgow
system, under which no such difficulty could have
arisen. In this caseitwillbeobservedthatthefinal
arrangement was facilitated by the architect
having in his hinds tho priced schedules accord-
ing to the Edinburgh custom.
The remarks I have made on the English and

Edinburgh systems evidently point to this con-
clusion, that both are generally advantageous to
contractors at the expense of proprietors, and
that this state of matters is tolerated simply
becau,se proprietors do not understand the sub-
ject, and architects, on whom they rely for pro-
tection, have not decided—many have not con-
sidered—what measures of reform are desirable,
or practicable. Cases in which contractors are
the victims do sometimes occur, but they are
comparatively rare ; because, as a rule, con-

tractors look after their own interests in time ;

and it may be, as in tho case of the Worcester
Guildliall (to which I shall further refer), suc-
ceed in getting an arrangement made which
relieves them but subverts the system. There
is nohope for themexccpt by such subversion ; and
where the systems under review are strictly en-
forced, most of us have known cases of extreme
hardship—as they are called—but wliich would
be more accurately described as cases of gross
injustice, in which contractors have been refused
liayment for work which to tho certain knowledge
of both the proprietor and architect was not pro-
vided for in the estimate, and the value of which
was deliberately withheld from the contractor on
the plea that he was bound to do the work
according to the plans and specifications, without
reference to the quantities. In such circumstances
tho case of the contractor is rendered still more
hopeless and helpless if tho architect is also tho
measurer and the solo arbitrator. Such a com-
bination of functions is generally to be deprecated,
but it is utterly unjustifiable when there is no
remeasurement of the work, and its legality
would seem as questionable as its expediency. It

seems to me an extraordinary thing that any law
court should recognise or respect the pretensions
of an individual who claims to be at once the
accused and the judge, a party in the arbitration

and the sole arbitrator. By a recent decision,

however, in the case of Stevenson versus Wat.son,
in the Court of Common Pleas, it appears to be
ruled that an architect may so act ; and that
because he must exercise " judgment or opinion "

in two of these cap.Teities, ho shall be utterly
irresponsible for his conduct in the third. That
at least is how I understand Lord Coleridge's
judgment in this case : the quantities taken out
by the architect and the additions and omissions
measured by him may be grossly inaccurate, but
because he has to exercise "judgment or
opinion " as judge and sole arbitrator in his own
cause, the contractor must be debarred from chal-
lenging his accuracy, andmustbeleft helplessly at
his mercy. Of course in the case in point there may
actui^lly be no inaccuracy. I express no opinion
on that subject, not having seen the arguments;
but the above inference seems to be wananted
by the judge's opinions. I am tempted here to

refer to a remark which fell from Mr. Justice
Denman. He said: "Ordinary acquaintance
with building contracts showed that an architect

could not be regarded as a mere caster-up of

figures, and ought not, therefore, to be held
liable for negligence where a mistake in figures

or measurements occurred." That is a strictly

fair and accurate statement of an architect's

position ; but it is not a strictly accurate state-

ment of a measurer's position. The latter is

clearly responsible for the accuracy of figures

and measurements, and the architect-surveyor
cannot escape from this responsibility by the
mere assumption of the two-fold duty without
great injustice to contractors. In such a case as
this of Stevenson versus Watson, it may for ever
remain doubtful whether the contractor is justly

treated or not ; but here again, as in my pre-
vious illustration, the remeasurement system
would clear away all dubiety, and prevent all

chance of complications and lawsuits, thus
standing out in marked and favourable contrast

with the prevailing systems in England and
Edinburgh.
The grand obstacle to the satisfactory working

of these systems as at present practised seems to

be the impossibility of securing either an effective

attachment of responsibility or the substantial

results of its due recognition. While some
legal authorities maintain that the measurer is re-

sponsible both to the proprietor and the con-
tractor, others hold that ho is responsible to the
proprietor only, who is responsible to the con-
tractor. This latter view seems most consistent

with the well-known legal principle that one
cannot at once " approbate and reprobate." If

a proprietor issues a schedule of quantities as a
safe guide for a tradesman, from whom he
wishes a tender, it seems most consistent both
with sound law and sound common sense, that he
should bear tho consequences of inaccuracies

which might prejudice such offerer; otherwise
contractors might be systematically swindled with
impunity. But at present special agreements in
violation both of common sense and law come in
to cause confusion and seeming contradiction in
legal decisions. Such ex parte contentions how-
ever can hardly be j ustified, and at all events it

will generally be found in practice that while
proprietors are not likely to hear much about
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onantities which err bv excess, they are sure to

And the burfen of responsibilitr for any senous

drfbaieaoiee br some means or other rolled over

Bpon them, 'in this connection such a dispute as

that which recently arose regarding the contract

lor the Worcester Guildhall is instructive. In

Ibis case, which was reported in the professional

jomal* about aixmonuis ago, it is the contractor

MMoal who discovers that he is aggrieved. He
d^iands a readjustment of the contract on the

gtonnd that the quantities supplied to him for

lit guidance in making a tender were inaccurate,

irhich he is prepared to prove. This seems a

aiost reasonalJe demand, but he is met with the

ple« that the bills of quantities were not referred

{oin the contract, "rtiis plea, however, was not

maintained and ultimately a new arrangement

was made wiUi the contractor ; the proprietors

no doubt in this case recognising the manifest

hsnrdity of expecting the tradesmen before

offering to satisfy themselves as to the accuracy

a{ the quantities. It will always be extremely

dSfBenlt for proprietors to gret rid of the rcspon-

ribtHty of their own act in issuing quantities, it

onght to be impossible for them to do so ; and

many oases such as the above prove that in ad-

diiion to other burdens which the present system

liijB tipon them they may at any time be called

ri to submit to a " scientific rectification " of

contract at the instance of the contractor;

and this notwithstanding that theoretically they

•re not responsible. As we have seen, the pay-

ment of the surveyor by—although it is really

only thro'iyh—the contractor is held to make him
the contractor's servant and so responsible to him.

I have already shown how prejudicial this is to

the proprietor's interest, but besides that it is

not a stntightforward arrangement, and, as we
dioald expect, misses its object. The truth is

Unt the full acceptance of this responsibility by
mreyors would in most cases be of not the

dightest avail either to the proprietor or

the contractor, because obviously a guarantee

of accuracy is valueless unless the guarantor

has adequate means to meet claims which
those to whom he is responsible may legally

farefer, or rather substantiate. Now I fear both
proprietors and contractors would stand a very

poor chance of getting two or three thousand
pounds—or even two or three hundred pounds

—

irom the average quantity surveyor, however
* valid their claim ; and if so it is clear that tliis

attachment of responsibility is merely fictitious.

Borne have proposed that arehitects should be
lesponsible, but under the present system, with
which we are at present dealing, architects are

not involved unless they think proper to involve

them-selves by acting as surveyors—a practice

which, under present circumstances, is probably
as objectionable as if they also acted as masons
or joiners, as some "architects and builders"
do. Because they necessarily put themselvet
into this equivocal position : they are liable as

any time to bo pursued by the contractor, who,
theoretically, is their master ; and surely a con-
tiactor can make an action-at-law a more
powerful lever for moving the architect as he
pleaiies than a direct bribe. On the
other hand the arohitect-surveyor alone can
diaoover and expose blunders of his own which
prejodice the proprietor who is also his client,

and if the exposure of such blunders would
involve him in a loss of several hundred pounds
I leave you to estimate the chances of such an
exposure being made. The position of the archi-
tect as the impartial arbiter between the con-
tractor and proprietor is one of sufficient difficulty

and delicacy without the interference of such
complicated responsibilities, the effects of which,
on average human nature at least, must be
Ticions and demoralising.
Upon the whole, I think it must be conceded

tibst the English and Edinburgh systems are
iaeoiiaistent with any intelligible theory of the
proper relation of parties, and that the practical
ontooma of both is this:—To the proprietor,
uuprudactive expense, indefinite responsibility,
and liability for paj mcnt of work which he does
not get, bnt which has been either inadvertently
or ptoposely measured in excess of what tho
ptans and specifications re^nire ; to the contractor,
great facilitien for estimating, for obtaining pay-
ment for everything which he does, and for
obtaining payment for much which he leaves
nndnnfi

(To be cotultukd.)~"^
. A* IntematioDal Telegraphic CanercM will open! IxMdon on Jane 10th.

BttiRims Ittttllifitttct—»--•

—

Beaetaek.—On Tuesday the new Bishop of

Dm-ham consecrated the Chureh of St. Edmund,
King and MartjT, at Bearpark, near the city

of Durham. The style adopted is Early Eng-
lish. The materials i«ed in the construction of

the walls arc specially made red fire-brick, with

white freestone dressings. Tho accommodation

is for 270, and the cost of the structure, inde-

pendently of the churehyard wall and gates, &c.,

has amo"unted to about £2,300. Mr. George

Gradon was the contractor for tho whole of the

works, which have been carried out from the

designs and under the superintendence of Mr.
C. Hodgson Fowler, F.S.A., Durham.

Beadfobd.—The new chapels erected by the

directors of tho Underdifte Cemetery are now
completed. Tho new buildings are erected in the

Early English style, the two chapels being

similar in design. A handsome fliche or turret,

rising to tho height of 77ft., surmounts the roof,

being situate at the intersection of tho nave and
transepts. Externally and internally the walls

are composed throughout of sandstone ashlar

from the celebrated Calverley quarries, and each

pile is roofed in with the best green slate.

Internally the chapels are 46ft. long by 2oft.

wide, the mortuary chapels being 26ft. Gin. long

by 10ft. wide ; and the vestries 10ft. long by Oft.

in width. The height to the ridge of the roof is

about 37ft. The windows aad glazed work
generally have been supplied by Messrs. Oamm
Bros., of Smethwick, near Birmingham. The
aisles of the chapels, also the floors and walls of

tho mortuary chapels, are laid with coloured

tiles of appropriate design, supplied by Messrs.

Maw and Co., of Broseley. The contract for

the whole has been carried out by Mr. Coates
Murgatroyd, of Idle. The designs were furnished

by Messrs. W. and R. Mawson, of Bradford;
the carrying out of the works having been
intrusted to Mr. J. S. Wilson. The cost of the
whole will be nearly £8,000.

Eeisgton.—The parish ohurch of St. George,
Edington, was reopened by the Bishop of Bath
and Wells on Tuesday week, after having been
entirely rebuilt. The plans and specifications

were prepared by Messrs. Down and Son, of

Bridgwater ; and the nave has been built by sub-
scriptions at a cost of £1,200, the expense of the
chancel being entirely met by Miss Westmacott.
The new building is in the Perpendicular style,

and comprises a chancel, organ-chamber and
vestry combined, nave with bell turret, and
transept. The waUing is of lias stone, and the
copings, arches, and other dressings of Ham-hill
stone. The flooring throughout is of encaustic
tiling, supplied by Messrs. Maw and Co. ; and a
new bell has been furnished by Messrs. Warner
of Co., of London. The seats are of pitch-pine,

and accommodate 250 people. The work has
been carried out by Messrs. Merrick and Son, of

Glastonbury.

Glasgow. — Mr. Frank Matoham, Rugby-
chambers, Bedford-row, W.C., having been
commissioned by the Central HaUs Company
(Limited) to submit designs for tho erection of a
new theatre in SauchiehaU-street, has been ap-
pointed architect, and the building is now in
course of construction. The principal entrance
(through the grand hall and staircase) is in
Sauchiehall-street, with minor approaches and
exits in Renfield and Renfrew-streets. The
auditorium consists of orchestra-stalls, pit-stalls,

and pit on the ground-floor, with dress-circle

and boxes above, and balcony and gallery over
all. In addition to those the architect provides
spacious cnish-rooms, ladies' and gentlemen's
retiring rooms, arranged in a most convenient
manner, together with smoldng-saloon and
refreshment buffets in direct communication with
all parts of the house, and at the same time kept
strictly private. The theatre will be fitted up
with all the most modem improvements and
comforts (special attention having been paid to
insure ventilation), and the whole design has
been most carefully considered with respect to
providing ample exits for any emergency by a
sudden panic.

Halwill.— The parish church of HalwiU,
Devon, was reopened on Holy Thursday, after
being rebuilt. Formerly the chureh consisted
of simply a nave and chancel, with a tower and
poreh. This building was rased to the ground,

with the exception of tho tower and porch, and
the additions comprise a chancel, transepts, and
vestry. The chureh has been rebuilt in the

Early English style. Tho new chancel is built

beyond the limits of tho old chancel, wlule tho

walls of the nave have been rebuilt on the former
foimdations, and the old windows have been pre-

served. The dimensions of the edifice in its

restored condition are—nave, 38ft. by 16ft.

;

transepts, 36ft. by 13Mt. ; chancel, inft. by
14ft. ; and vestry, 8ft. by 14ft. The walls are

about 14ft. high, and the roof has a 12ft. rise.

Local stone has been entirely used for the walls,

which are covered on the inside witli parian

stucco, tinted red. Minton's encaustic and
glazed tiles have been used for the floor. The
roof is of red deal, oak stained. Tho seats are of

pitch-pine, with oak bench ends. The same
pulpit remains, the panels having been restored

and new oak piers supplied. The old church

accommodated 100 persons, whilst the new
building is designed to accommodate 160 people.

Mr. Hooper was the architect, and Mr. White
the builder.

Leeds.—A new chapel at Roundhay-road,
Leeds, in connection with the United Methodist

Free Church, was opened last week. The new
ohurch is designed in the Romanesque style. The
whole of the outside ashlar work is of Mean-
wood stone, with Meanwood and Pottemewton
stone waUstones. The inside woodwork is of

pitch-pine, varnished. The heating is by hot

water. The works have been executed by
Messrs. Craven and Umpleby, of Leeds, from
the designs and under the personal superintend-

ence of the architect, Mr. D. Dodgson, Park-

row, Leeds. The church will accommodate 600

persons. In tho schoolroom, ixndemeath the

chapol, will be accommodation for 2o0 scholars.

CHIPS.
The pariah church of Brailes, which has been

under restoration since 1873, will be reopened by
the Bishop of Worcester on Friday, the 20th June.

On the previous day, June 19th, the new church of

SS. Peter and Paul, in the hamlet of Winderton,
will be consecrated.

The restoration of Wakefield parish church is

steadily progressing. At the present time the

south-east window has just been taken in hand by
Mr. George Fawcett, the contractor ; and the

organ is being reconstructed and enlarged by Mr.
Arthur Kirkland, of Wakefield.

Th(! members of tho West Eiding of Yorkshire
Finance Committee of Magistrates met on Satur-

day at Wakefield for tho purpose of appointing a
deputy-surveyor for tho West Hiding. The salary

is £400 a year, and 143 candidates offered them-
selves. It was resolved to recommend to the

county magistrates at the next quarter sessions to

appoint Mr. Joseph Vickers Edwards, aged tlur^-

one, at present borough surveyor of Burnley. Mr.
R. S. Dugdale, deputy borough engineer, of Sal-

ford, was second on tho selected list.

The parish church of Framptou, Dorset, is being

further restored at the expense of Mr. E. B. Sheri-

dan, of Frampton House, by tho alteration of the

north aisle so as to correspond with the south aisle

added seven years since. The work is being

done by men on tho estate, the carving being done
by Mr. Benjamin Grassley, ecclesiastical sculptor,

of Dorchester.

Tho Eoman Catholic cliapel of SS. Peter and
Paul, Mawdesley, near Preston, was reopened on
Sunday week, after having been decorated by Mr.
E. Park, of Preston. On the high altar has been

Slaced a picture representing tho Adoration of the

lagi, pamted by Mr. Eossi, of Loudon.

Memorial-stones of a new Wesleyan chapel have
been laid at the Broadway, Eoath, near Cardiff.

The chapel will seat 920 persons, aud is Gothic in

style ; it is being constructed of Newbridge stone,

with Bath dressings, and the cliief fac;ade will bo

flanked by turrets. A deep gallery will smTound
three sides of the chapel. The total cost will be
£5,500. Mr. Faulkner is the architect.

At last Friday's meeting of tho Metropolitan

Board of Works drawings submitted by their

arcliitcct (Mr. VulUamy) for a now fire-brigade

station to be erected in Tooley-street, was approved.

The death of Mr. Horace Field, the district sur-

veyor of Putney aud Roehampton, having been
announced, it was decided to advertise in the usual

way inviting candidates for the appointment ; the

election will take iilace to-day (I riday) at noon.

A formal representation under the Artisans'

Dwellings Act, 1875, as to the uuhealthy condi-

tion of a certain area in Limehouse, was received

from Dr. G. A. Rogers, medical officer of health

for that parish.
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More than Fifty Thousand Replies and
IjBttera on HubjcctB of Univprsiil liiftot hiiTfi apprwrcd diirine
thoiast ten years ill the KNUUSH MKCllAMC ANU WOKi.D
OF SCIENC'K, iiio^t of Ihcra from the pcna of the leading
Scientific tirid Technical Authoritiea of tlie dav. Thousands of
oriKinal articles and (H-iontilic papcrH, and countlesH receipts nnd
wrinkles embracing almoht every subject on which it isi)ossil) e
to desire information hart- also appeared during the samo period
The carlicHt and most accurate infonnation respeetiiiK fill "*"w
cientiflc discoveries and mechanical inventions is to be found in
lis paRes, and its Iufkc circulation render its the best medliini
tor all advertisers who wish their announcements to be hrou^ht
under the notice of manufacturers, mechanics, scientillc workers,
and amateurs. Price Twopence, of all booksel ers and news-
vendors. Post fl'cc 2Jd. Offlce : 31, Tavistock street, Covent-
garden W-C.

1 ^m I

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opiniona of
DOT correspon(lont.s. The Editor respectfully requeate
that all noinmunications ahonld bo drawn up as briefly

as possible, as there are many claimonta upon the space
allotted to coiTespondenee.]

All letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 81,
TAVI8T0CK-STREET, COVKNT-QAIIDEN, "W.C.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
J. pASsuoitF. Edwards.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line of eight

words (the iirst line counting as two). No advertisement
mflerted for less than hali-a-cix>wn. Special terms for
series of more than six insertions can be ascertained on
application to tlie Publisher.
Front Page Advertisements and Paragraph Adveitise-

ments Is. per line. No front page or paragraph
Advertisement inserted for less iliaxi 5«.

Advertisements for the current week must reach, the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.

(Payable in Advance.)

Includijig two half-yearly double numbers, One Pound
per amnun (post fi'ee) to any part of the United Kingdom
for the United States, £1 68. 6d. (or 6dols. 40c. gold). To
France or Belgium, £1 Gs. 6d. (or 33f. 30c.). To India (via
Southampton) ,£1 6s. 6d. To any of the Australian Colonies
New Zealand, the Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova
Scotia, or Natal, £1 6s. 6d.
N.B.—Anierican and Belgian subscribers are requested

to remit tlieii- subscriptions by International P.CO., and
to advise the publisher of the date and amount of their
remittance. If the last-mentioned precaution is omitted
Bome difficult}' is veiy likely to arise in obtaining the
amount. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate of
7d. each, the postage charged being 3d. per copy. All
foreign subsciiptions, unaccompanied by an additional
remittance to cover the extra cost of forwarding back
numbers, are commenced from the next number published
after the receipt of the subscription.
Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 23. each.

Eecbived.—M. E. and Co.—S. G. Co.—G. N.—P. O.—
B. H. and Co.—R. W.—B. F.—V. of S. M. I.-T. R.
and Son.—"W. H. S. and S. D,

Stone AXD Marble. ("E. F." wants to know the ad-
dresses of quarryowners from whom he can obtain Hop-
ton "Wood stone and Derbyshire marble. Any such
wotdd do well to make their existence known in the
usual manner in these pages.)

—

Anti-Humbuo and J.
Ellis. (It is, of course, abominable that such people
should be allowed to practise a profession of which they
have no knowledge ; but what is to be done or said while
people are so foolish as to employ them 1)

ComS)J0ttlrtltCt—•--•

—

MR. OLIVEK AJ^D THE I«E"WCAST1,E

FREE LIBRAHY.
To the Editor of the Btjildhjo News.

Sib,—As an outsider, I think Mr. Oliver has
not been generously treated by the corporation

and its officials iu the above matter, and I should
not have troubled you, had I not seen that Mr.
Fowler has appealed to a wider circle through
your columns. For the information of your
readers, I trust you will afford me a short space
for a brief explanation. In 1875, or about two
years before Mr. Fowler came to the town, the
corporation proposed erecting a Free Library
over the shops and buildings of the vegetable
mai'ket. This scheme provoked a great amount
of opposition, as the site was considered most
imsuitable ; however, it was contended that
anotlier could not be obtained equally advanta-
geous. Things remained in a kind of deadlock
until June, 187G, when Mr. Oliver proposed
through the Press toamalgamate the Mechanics'
Institute and Free Library, and prepared
sketches and a perspective to explain his ideas.

Mr. Oliver was thereupon roundly abused by
the secretaries and officials of the Mechanics'
Institute, and by the supporters of the vegetable-
market site ; but the conviction at last became
general that Iiis suggestion solved the difficulty.

Tlio corjjoration pocketed the hint, went to
Parliament for compulsory powers to purchase,
obtained at length a basis of settlement with the
trustees of the Mechanics' Institute, and adopted
this scheme. About a year after Mr. Oliver had

prepared his sketches, Mr. Fowler was appointed
Borough Engineer, and in that capacity had to

carry out the biulding of the Free Library.

With Mr. Oliver's ideas as a basis, our new
borough engineer prepared his plans.

Upon a portion of the ground adjoining the
Mechanics Institute stands one of the guard
towers of Mediieval Newcastle.
This tower, which bore the brunt of many a

savage onslaught in olden days, and which has
been handed down to us in good preservation, is

now to be swept away by oiu: spick and span new
engineer, who declares it to be a sham and a
delusion, and the arched stone of which, he says,

is a mere modernism.
This proposed act of vandalism has evoked an

opposition ten times more bitter than that called

forth by the original proposal to build over the

vegetable market. The Press for weeks teemed
with protests from eVery class of townsmen and
fi'onx many representatives of old county families

in both Northumberland and Durham. In
public meeting a large majority condemned the
outrage, and in the Coimcil an influential and
large number of councillors followed suit.

Mr. Oliver, when he built the Mechanics'
Institute some years since, left the old Carliol

Tower intact, and in his sketches for the free

Mbrary, still proposed that it should remain.
Objecting, as an old townsman, to see the land-
marks unnecessarily swept away, he appeared
before the Government Commissioner to oppose
Mr. Fowler's scheme. His opposition has ap-
parently made Mr. Fowler '

' exceedingly
wrath," and he has, through your columns,
rushed into print, and accused Mr. Oliver of

making wilfully false statements, and preparing
plans to obtain public patronage. Considering
that Mr. Oliver has been in practice here for

thirty years, that his father before him was for

many years an architect and surveyor in the
town, that Mr. Oliver prepared his plans for the
free library before Mr. Fowler was known or
thought of here; and further, that Mr. Oliver's

ideashave been adopted withoutthanksoracknow-
ledgment of any description ; one would have
thought that Mr. Fowler might have discovered
some other motive than deceit and toadyism for

Mr. Oliver's public-spirited conduct in this

matter.
For myself, and a large number of friends

interested in thepreservation of the few remnants
of old Newcastle still remaining, I beg, through
your columns, to offer Mr. Oliver our thanks for
his exertions to stay the Vandal's hand.—

I

am, &o., John Stoket.
Studio, 7, Pilgrim-street, Newcastle-on-
Tyne, May 27th, 1879.

CREOSOTING TIMBER.
SiE,—The coiTespondenee on this subject must

be very interesting to all connected with engineer-
ing works, and is likewise a very important one,
and although Mr. Walker would appear to have
his doubts about it, railway companies certainly

believe in its efficiency ; and I notice that the
Mersey Docks and Harbour Board are now
actually advertising for tenders for 43,000 cubic
feet of Baltic red-wood sleepers, to be thoroughly
injected with creosote on Bethell's process. Mr.
Walker says, in speaking of the timber which
failed, the heart was rotten ; therefore, to my
mind, no creosote had been there, or it could not
have rotted ; and I should lilce Mr. Walker to

kindly answer me tliis question:—If, after the
vacuum pump had exhausted all the air and sap
from the timber, the oil was forced in, what
filled the space about the heart ? I should like

to have Mr. Walker's opinion. The only con-
clusion I can arrive at is that the timber in ques-
tion must have been simply immersed in a tank
and not properly creosoted at all.

I have been indebted to the Buildino News
for information at various times, and I must
acknowledge that I have especially derived much
profit by papers publi.shed by you, which have
been read before the Civil and Mechanical Engi-
neers' Society, and also the Society of Telegraph
Engineers. Could not some of the authors of
these papers give us their opinions and ex-
perience '{

I think the jurymen, in the case of this post
failing, ought to have taken the opinion of some
expert in the creosoting process. When you con-
sider the many thousand pounds spent annually
on our railways in preserving these sleepers, it

will be seen to bo a matter of grave importance
to the shareholders.—lam, &c., T. Jackson.

CREOSOTED TIMBER.
SiB,—Please allow me to ask two queetiona on

the above subject.

1st. Win Mr. Walker state if he noticed any
odour of creosote in the decayed portion, becanse
if it had been there once the smoU of the creosote
oil woiJd bo there for ever. Also, what did the
broken timber weigh per cubic foot ? which
would tell us how much oil had been taken up.

2nd. Will Mr. Brain explain how the air and
sap arc extracted, and why the heart wood doe*
not take up any of the injected oil ? As I take
it, if there is no creosote at the heart, and the
outside is encased with the injected matter, it

seems to me it mutt ferment.
Some years ago you had some able articles in

the BuujJiNO News on preservation of timber ;

will the author give your readers his opinion ?

—

I am, &c., J. Son
20, Montpelier-street, Highbury, N.

Knttrc0mmuttitati0tt.
M-»

QUESTIONS.
[5779]—Shores.—Can aoy more diligent reader refer

me to back numbers in which the theory and practice of
raking and other shores has been exhaustively treated ! It
is a subject which would quite suit Henry Ambrose, but I
cannot lind that he has touched upon it. Does the rule of
thumb alone regulate these important construotiouB, andf
if 80, what does it prescribe !— F. John.

[5760.]—Concrete.—I am using concrete composed of
the following materials (by measure) : —1 of cement, 2 of
selenitic lime, lof broken brick, and 5] sand. Can any
reader say from experience if such a mixture will make a
good concrete foundation! The contractor says the
cement and selenitic lime will not permanently amalga*
mate, and that the lime will cause the cement to " come
again."-G. S. W. J. C.

[5781.]—Acoustics.—^Whatis the best and most ap-
proved modern work on the construction of theatres and
lecture halls, especially containing directiona relative to
sound ? Please state name of publisher and price.—
ABCniTECT.

[5782.]—Rig-ht of Access.—Attached to A.*8 front
w^ are certain steps which fonnerly led to a lirst floor of
C.'s, the use of both of wliich is now discontinued. Can C.
take away the st'^ps and erect sometliing else in their place
(A owning the land in front and back) f Does C. lose the
light of the ground the steps stood upon if he removes
them 1 Can C. regain the gi'ound by replacing the steps
after an absence of several months ?—X, Y.

[5783.]—Purification ofSewagre-—I am extremely
obliged to Mi'. Jacksou for his replies to my queries.
Would he now, or any other correspondent, say if the
Local Government Board can grant special authority for
directly turninga village sewage into the adjoining stream,
wliich is not used for domestic use, or can the local sani-
taiy authority do so by their own authority ! I will be
much obliged by any information in this matter as the
" Rivers Pollution Act " most distinctly prohibits such a
pixjcceding without, ao far as I can see, any exceptional or
saving rights being mentioned. I may add I know of a
district being di'ained at the present time, and the outfall
sewei- is dii-ectly turned into the \'illag'e stream. I would
like to know on what authority this is being done or can
be done. It seems to me absurd to ask a small provincial
place of, say, 4,000 inhabitants to construct filters, &c.,
&c., when irr^ation is all but impo&siblc, and, at any
rate, very costly. Probably Mj. Jackson will again
obligeme,—A Local Survevor.

[5784.]-Discharg-e of Water.-What will be the
quantity of water discharged per hour from a pipe 20in.
diameter and 1,800ft. in length, the head being 250ft.

above tiie deliveiy ? Rule wanted.

—

Pupil.

[5785.]—Building" Stone.—Can any reader give me
the name of the stone -with which St. George's Church,
Birmingham, is faced \ A reply will greatly oblige.—J. C.

HEFLIES.
[5759.]—Timber Verandah.—Before "A:sium'!

writes in the dogmatic way he has done in tiiis matter, he
had better look at some examples of oak verandahs. Has
he ever erected one 1 Pi-obably he has not, or he would
have discovered that a study of woods can only be made
from con8truct«d examples. Let him ask any buildtt
which stands the best in out-of-door woik—good red pine
timber or oak. No one doubts the strength or durability
of sound oak, but that generally used is knottj', apt to
wai"p and split, while the red pine is durable, stiuight,

and can be worked with greater facility.—G. H. G.

[5773.]—Lime—Rich limes will, with the addition of
water, after having been slaked, become from 3^ to 4
times their original bulk, and when slaked they will hiss
and produce hot vapour, and fall to powder instantly.

Poor limes do not so much expand in slaking nor by tne
addition of water, and will otiierwise slake as the rich
limes, excepting they will require 5 or 6 minutes. Ilydrau-
lic limes will set under water in from 4 days to 12 mouths.
Quick lime is lime after it has been burnt in the kiln, and
thereby had the acid driven oif . It is also called pure
lime. Chalk lime is pui'e lime, and if made into moi-tar
will absorb carbonic acid, and thereby become soft, having
a great aitinity for water. Poor limes contain no alumina,
but insoluble silica. Limes more or less hydraulic contain
alumina and soluble silica, and these, as well as the poor
limes, expand iu setting. The test for a sample of lime
will be to slake a little, and add sand and make it into
mortar, and till a very small wooden box with some and
put it under the influence of heat, and if it presently
shiinks it will not do, as it would shrink on the works. A
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_K,d mttod to •dopt ii to lisT«lim« oontiumi« •bout 10

M^aU of •Utok ^»riou» tMta bjr muriaUo «<ad, &c.,

^tTZfjM^tn asoertiun qoalitiee.—Henky Aubbobe.

nnt.}—Heating Kiln- How would the following

IkadMsirarl Line tbe shed throughout with tin u a

of hnt, and th« floor to be rendered a non-

r of heat by being coveied, say, wiUi 3in. of saw-

nd then from the lowest level have diminishing tin

. pfaea axed at an unvarying inclination of, say,

Iftin aatL, and this would oanrauno right round the

boOdiac; ^ey might be placed one above the other,

llJJ^^imJiog apart, and two or three tiers of them, com-

IBMrilMr* MTt at peihapa 8in. diameter, and diminishing-,

Mff to^aad thev small end at length carried out of the

5a BBUr the roof ; and in all ca^es every precaution

SSt ba teken to prevent their getting near any timber in

«^-iiiiHi(liiili III of the building for fear of ignition, and

tte An «i fomace to heat them must be below the level of

t part of pipe in each oaae, and the most abun-
antion diomd be exercised to prevent the barest

r of the flame from the ftr« entering the hot-air

; this may be effected by several divisions of wire

gnoMt aad by dampers and others means, and above all

by a proper arrangement generally. I should think a

illaliiit ivfleetive hopper would be the best moans to

^^mmm iiig, beat into the pipe, but there must also be an
aghaflwns iMaaa oJF supply m abundance of cold air to

ted tbs bopper, or, better still, to feed the hre, taking

Mi« that the fliedoea not also feed the hot-air flue with

Moke ai^ flame. The tin pipes could, 1 think, be so

t^if^i^fi at tike edgee or seiuns by being beaten together on
a moold aa to render the dependence on the solder of

little importance, and light iron suspension chains might
be naedto flx them, or light iron brackets if next to the

vaU, diminuhing the sizes of the pipes gradually, which
most be accnratel^ calculated and worked to, and if

adopted would be hkely to cause a very strong draught,
and thereby retain the hot air as it passed through the

pipe, and when it passed out of the pipe it would then get

SiapsKaed in the building. It should be clearly understood
that heated air becomes lighter and consequently ascends,

ad if any dip should exist in a pipe the circulauon of the

mir voola most probably stop. The preceding is only
BtliTe, as I nave not tried it nor known it tx) be
, but a cheap experiment on a small scale might be
t to teat ita probability of success or otherwise.

—

BuniT AiiBao«K.

[6776.]—Heating: Kiln.—In answer to "W. and
Co.," I can tell tht'm of what I consider the best and
ebeapeat mode of heating their kiln. A friend of mine has
ene be*ted by a small tube hot-water apparatus by
Beam ft Co., Liverpool ; the heat given is 190^, and it

dxiaa S tons of a material containing 58 percent, of mois-
tme every twenty-fonr hours. My friend assures me of
its economy and efficiency. The furnace of brick is built

below level of drying plate, the fire bars arc of piping and
are fall of water ; the pipes run from furnace i-ound the
Uln and nnder the plate. The water is continually being
le-beated, and the power of the apparatus is surprising.
I have been told that this apparatus will give any tem-
petatnre up to &S0 degrees, and, judging the ease with
which my friend gets 190°, I do not doubt but what they
can obtain COC.-J. A. Buck.

[5777.1 - Drawlnfr Ink—T. Drew can obtain the ink
mentioiiied by Mr. Neale by applyinsr to the inventor,
Hr. Featherstone, Tromp's-green, Virginia Water, not
Chettsey, as stated by Mr. Kcale.-£. C. P.

ZXQAJL IKTBLI<iaENCE.
BuENiso Ballast.—A bnilder named Charles

Kellon, of Coleridge-Tillas, Kilbum, was summoned
at the Hatrlebone Police-court on Tuesday, for
boming baluist close to dwelling-houses, contrary
to an order of the Willcsden Local Board of Health.
Medical evidence having been called to show that
tlie practice of burning ballast as the defendant had
done was injurious to health, he was ordered to
pay seven guineas costs, and obey the injunction
of the local Doard.

EsOIHEEE'S OE AECHITECr'S POWEE TO DeTEE-
IQXE CoNTEACT.—High Court of Justice, Chancery
DivisioD, May 23. Before the Master of the Rolls.
Kasaell v. the Castleford Local Board. This was
an action arising out of the bankruptcy of one of
the contractors for the erection of a new market-
place at Castleford. Two brothers, John and
Thomas Kassell respectively, contracted to do the
ioinery and bricklaying work, but on May 3rd last
'ohn became bankrupt. The terms of contract
with the Iward were that if the engineer to the
board on inspecting the works found that they were
progieasing unsatisfactorily, or at insufficient speed,
Bie booid, on giving two days' notice, were to
be at liberty to take possession of the works. When
John Kaisell became bankrupt the engineer in-
jected the works accordingly, and finding that they
wwe not progressing satisfactorily, reported to a
masting of the board, who adopted a resolution,
ad gave the contractors notice of their intention
to take possession, which was subsequently done.
An injunction was now moved for to prevent the
board from remaining in possession of tlio pro-
Iieity, and asking thsS Thomas Eassell might be
allowed to conunne working, according to the
original contract, as he alleged that the delay was
no faiilt of his, but was caused by the brickwork
being incompleted, which had prevented his going
OB. It was also contended that the clause contained
the word " contiactor, " which could not mean all
tba oontraetors. His lordship in delivering judg-
mtnt, said there was really no case at all. The
eontnct was in the usual form of such ox>ntracts, by
which the builder or contractor was practically at
the mercy of tbe engineer or architect. The words

of the contract were " should it appear to the

engineer tliat the works are not proceeding satis-

torily, or that they are not being executed accord-

ing to the terms of the specification" the board

couUUhen take possession. '
' Should it appear to tho

engineer." Therefore, all ho had to ascertain was
whether the works did appear uusatisfactory to the

engineer, and ho had no reason for taking into con-

sideration the opinion of other people. The engi-

neer on inspecting the works was dissatisfied with

them ; and, moreover, reported that they were not
'

' proceeding " at all, and if that opinion was given

bond Jide, and there was no pretence for saying it

was not, that would be evidence to the local board

of a kind calculated to induce them to take posses-

sion of the works. It was not suggested that the

engineer was desirous of doing anything but the

performance of his duty in the ordinary way, and
and even if he were wrong, the contract said if it

" appeared" to the engineer. His certificate was
to this effect: "Ibeg to call the attention of the

board to the fact that the works under contracts

1 and 2 are not progressing satisfactorily, and I

ask you to give notice to the contractors, as ren-

dered necessary under the clause." That notice

was given, and he should have thought it would
have been enough. Then there was a special meet-
ing of theboard at which the subject was discussed,

and Mr. Whoater, the engineer, stated that he con-

sidered the position of affairs demanded the inter-

position of the board, and accordingly they passed

a resolution, and gave notice of their intention to

take possession of the works. TTnder these circum-

stances, the engineer having stated his opinion that

the works were not progressing favourably, and the

board having acted in accordauce witli his report,

he was of opinion that the appellant liad no right

to ask the Court to make another contract for hun.

He should refuse the motion, with costs.

(Dur (DfRce ^Mt
The Parkes Museum of Hygiene, temporarily

located at University College, of which the

Queen is patron, will be opened to the public on
and after tho 1st of July next. The opening
ceremony will take place on Saturday, June 28th,

when a meeting will be held in the Botanical

Theatre, under the presidency of the Secretary of

State for the Home Department. Although the

Museum is yet quite in its infancy, it contains a

very valuable collection of objects and apparatus
relating to every branch of sanitary science. As
the only institution of its kind existing in Lon-
don it will supply a very great want to those in

need of facilities for obtaining a practical know-
ledge of sanitary matters, and professional men,
employers of labour, manufacturers, artisans, and
other persons, both men and women, wiU be
able to study at their leisure those subjects in con-

nection with sanitary arrangements in which
they may be interested, and the benefits of the
museum will therefore be extended to aU classes

of tho community. The executive committee

—

of which Sir William Jenner is chairman—rely

on voluntary subscriptions for the support of the
new institution nnder their charge. Of the sub-
scriptions alreadyreceived they have invested £600
as tho nucleus of an endowment fund. In all,

something under £1,100 has been subscribed in

sums varying from £1 to £50, the latter sum
having been given by Her Majesty the Queen.
Additional subscriptions are much needed.
Manufacturers and others desiring to place
articles in the museum will be supplied with the
necessary forms on application, by letter, to the
curator, Mr. Mark H. Judge, University Col-

lege, Gower-street, W.C.

Tile Freston Chronicle tells the following some-
what misty story with reference to the existing

masons' strike at Blackburn :—A contractor was
said to have sent on Tuesday (in last week)
several loads of stone from his quarry to tho yard
of the Grapes Inn, Northgate, as a gift to tho
operative masons on strike; but the conditions
wore that the men should dress the stone and
sell it, and spend the proceeds in drink at the
Grapes Inn. The men hold their club meetings
at this house. Another nunour was that the
stone was to be dressed and returned to the
sender, when he would pay the men for their

work, saying that if they would not go to their

work he would send work to them. Whichever
of the tales bo the correct one, the men set to
work about noon and dressed the stone in the
yard outside the inn, beer meanwhile being
liberally supplied to them. A captain was ap-
pointed, and one of tho rules laid down amongst

them was that any man who pulled his coat off

should be discharged forthwith. Very soon the
stone was sold— so, at least, it was stated—and
before five o'clock no less than 11 gallons of beer
had been served out.

The dangers of imperfectly-protected glazed
well-openings were exemplified at an inquest
held on Tuesday week on the body of a maid-
servant employed at 200, Queen's-gatc, Ken-
sington. On the top floor of this new residence
is a landing with a skylight above, and in the
floor of this landing are placed three sheets of
glass, lighting the staircase and landing below.
The glazed surface was surrounded by a rail 3ft.

high. A fortnight since the deceased and
another servant were throwing towels at each
other on the landing, when one fell on the glass

;

deceased sprang over the railing to get it, tho
centre sheet of glass gave way, and the girl fell

a depth of 60ft. or 70ft. into the hall, the marble
slab paving being broken into pieces by the force

of the impact. The coroner, Dr. Diplock, re-

marked that the accident would not have oc-
curred if the gla.s8 had been of sufiicient thick-

ness ; but bviilders put in inferior material,

and the law did not touch them. A correspondent
asks whether similar glass flooring is not being
placed in other mansions now building in

Kensington, and suggests that a low railing

placed around opaque glazing is a,n insufficient

guard where young and thoughtless persons have
the opportunity of playing on the landings.

The Turners' Company have announced their

intention of again awarding the freedom of the
company, silver medals, &c., to the workmen
who send in the best specimens of hand-turning
in hard or soft woods, stone, iron, steel, brass, or
gun-metal. The specimens may be the work
either of master, journeyman, or apprentice of

the trade in England, and must be delivered at

the Mansion House during the week ending
October 4, where they will be publicly exhi-

bited on the Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thurs-
day following, the Lord Mayor distributing the
prizes on the last day. Lady Burdett-Coutts,

who is a member of the company, has given
£50 towards the prizes, a like sum to be con-

tributed by the Court of the Company. Bronze
medals and certificates of merit will also be
awarded.

The building which once formed >St. Andrew's
College, Harrow Weald—an institution set on
foot by the late Rev. Edward Monro—was,
according to the Guardian, a few weeks ago put
up for sale by auction, after remaining imused,

except by casual tenants, since its abandon-
ment some twenty-five years ago. The hall,

designed by Hardwioke, and the chapel and
library, designed by Butterfield, have been
pulled down, and the materials are being used
for converting what were the dormitories into a
row of cottages. Strange to say, since its

abandonment no owner has come forward, and
the site is now the property of the viOage
policeman, who took up his abode in a portion of

it some fourteen years ago, and now finds liimself

its owner, under a recent Act of Parliament, by
virtue of more than twelve years' undisturbed

possession. Tho stained-glass windows of the

library, which were manufactured on the pre-

mises by certain of the students, have been pre-

served for the present, the material being useless

for the purpose of cottage construction ; a por-

tion of the glass has been purchased by one of

the former students, who, in paying a solitary

visit last week to Harrow Weald for old associa-

tiou's sake, found the buildings in course of

demolition.

We arc informed that the vicar of Arundel,

the Rev. George Arbuthnot, left England after

the trial for a toiu- in the East, and it is doubtful

when he may receive intelligence of the judg-
ment in tho Arundel cause. Any decision as to

appealing against that judgment cannot be made
until his return. But it is not probable that the

risk of further legal proceedings will be incurred

unless it appears that substantial help bo expected

from Churchmen generally towards tbe prosecu-

tion of a suit which involves principles and con-
sequences very far beyond the sphere of tho

church at Artmdel. We think this help, how-
ever, would be forthcoming, and we tnist it will

be invoked. Architects generally have but one

opinion about the matter, however their opinions

may have been misrepresented by utterances

which have been made under Roman Catholic

inspiration.
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At the twenty-fifth and concluding meetinj^ of

the Institution of Civil Engineers, on Tuesday,

Mr. Bateman, F.B.SS., L. andE., the president,

stated that during the session just temiinated GS

associates had been transferred to the class of

members ; 60 members and 180 associates, of

n-hom 40 were previously students, liad been

elected, and 1.53 students had been admitted.

Since the same date last year there had been a

net increase of 84 members, 59 associates, 74

students, and 1 honorary member. These several

classes now numbered 1,15(), 1,829,598, and 17

respectively—together 3,600, as against 3,382

twelve months ago, being an increase at the rate

of 6\ per cent.

TuE Bradford Art Gallery and Museum was
formally opened to the pubUc on Wednesday.
The room in which the pictures are exhibited is

a very suitable one. The floor of the room is

occupied with cases, in which are exhibited a
number of artistic objects, articles of curiosity,

and specimens of art-pottery, jewelleiy, &o.,

contributed by the South Kensington Museum
and one or two prominent local tradesmen.
There are in all about 300 works exhibited. The
worksshown have been the clioice examples ofmany
exhibitions, and have been selected from time to

time by local art patrons. The works almost
entirely belong to the modem English school, and
include examples by D. Maclise, Sir Edwin
Land.seer, J. Pettie, H. Stacy Marks, T. Faed,
Clarkson Stanfield, the Linnells, E. Ansdell,

Vieat Cole, H. O'Neil, E. M. Ward, J. Sant, L.
J. Pott, Alma Tadema, C. W. Cope, S. Prout,

J. L. Tissot, K. Beavis, G. Smith, S. L. Eildes,

A. Elmore, Erskine Nicol, F. Goodall, J.

McWhirter, &c. Asregardsforeignart,thedisplay
is but meagre. Kosa Bonhevir is represented by
a characteristic cattle piece ; Meissonier by one
of his studies of the last century ; Verboekhoven
by one or two of his paintings of sheep ; and
I>uTerger by a few incidents of foreign life and
sentiment rich in local colour.

TnE local authorities of Ipswich appear to be
singularly unfortunate in their recent building
operations. A few weeks since we referred to

the serious defects which are revealing them-
selves in the new town hall, and from the report
of the last meeting of the Ipswich School Board
we see that that body also is having evidences of

bad workmanship brought before them in the
schools built about six years ago, under the
superintendence and from the designs of their
late architect. Mr. Binyon, the present archi-

tect to the School Board, reported that at the
Trinity-street Schools the water got into the roof
through the lead gutters, the lead was not pro-
perly turned over nor heavy enough, and did not
extend high enough under the slates ; the eaves
gutter of the cloak-room was blocked ; the lead
ila.shing behind the gable wanted retrenching
and pointing, as did the ridge cresting, and other
repairs were necessary. At other schools in the
WTierstead-road the state of the belloote allowed
rain to drive into the infant school-room, the
fastenings to the lantern windows and skylights
were all defective, and the slates were loose, the
latter being due to the fact that wrought-iron
nails were used instead of zinc nails, as specified.

CHIPS.
A new flagstaff, erected last week on the tower

of Slioltou Church, Stallordshiro, deserves notice

on account of its being, it is said, the largest in

England. The polo is the trunk of a Kussiau larch,

65 feet high, and the flag is 21 feet by 13 feet.

Beacon Crag, a now villa residence at Porthleven,

has just been completed from the designs of Mr. J.

Trounson, architect, of Penzance.

The Eccles and Barton Local Board have agreed

to build a new Town Hall, the cost not to exceed

£5,000, exclusive of the furnishing and cost of

laud. There is to be a public room capable of seat-

ing 1,000 persons. The plans are exi)ected to bo

ready in a month.

The memorial stone of a new Sunday-school, in

connection with the Puller Chapel, Gold-street,

Kettering, was laid on Monday week. The chief

material used will be red brick, with native iron

stone for the plinths of the pillars, BalUugdon
bricks for the arches, &c., and red Mansfield bricks

for dressings. The total cost is expected to reach

£2,600. The architects are Messrs. Joseph Gale and
J. Alfred Gotch, Loug-lane, Bermondsey ; and the

contractor, Mr. A. J. Margetts, of Kettering.

New school buildings in connection with St.

Cuthbert's Parish Church, Edinburgh, are at pre-

sent in couree of erection. The block has a front-

ago of 92 feet, and is designed in the old Scotch
style. The total cost will be about £2,000. The
building has been erected from plans furnished by
Messrs. M'Gibbon and Ross.

The high price realised for 13 freehold houses in

the Camberwell-road, at their recent sale by Messrs.

Rushworth, Abbott, and Rushworth, on Tuesday,
may be of some interest. After considerable com-
petition the property was sold for £17,000, i.e.,

about 28 years' purchase on the rental, which would
pay about 3J per cent. only.

At Wandsworth Police-court, on Wednesday
week, W. Gander, a builder, was fined 40s. and
costs for erecting a building without giving proper
notice.

The statement that Mr. De Keyser had accepted

a tender for building on the vacant ground adjoin-
ing the Royal Hotel, Victoria Embankment, is con-
tradicted.

The memorial stones of a new Wesleyan Chapel
have been laid at Stechford, a rapidly-growang
suburb of Birmingham. The building is of red
bricks, and will seat 350 persons. The cost will be
£1,500. Mr. George Ingall is the architect, and
Mr. William Lee, of Aston, the builder.

The statue of the Eight Hon. Sotherou Estcourt,
the most prominent feature of the memorial of
that gentleman now being erected in the market-
place of Devizes, was placed on its pedestal on
Monday week. Mr. Nicholls was the sculptor.

The basin and drinking-troughs of the fountain are
being set in position by the contractor, Mr.
Wheeler.

New board schools are about to be erected at

Fleetwood, from the designs of Mr. J. A. Seward,
of Preston.

From the reply given by the chairman of

the City Lands Committee, at the Court of Common
Council of the City on Thursday week, it appears
that no decision has yet been come to as to the exact
spot on which Temple Bar will be re-erected, but
the ancient boundary of the City will be marked in

some pennauent manner.

The memorial stono of a new Baptist Chapel was
laid at Newbridge-on-Wyc on Thursday, the 22nd.
The architect is Mr. H. Thomas, of Cwmtwrch,
aud the builder Mr. Uowella, of Ystradgyndale.

The statue of the lato Sir John Gray, M.P.,
whichhaa been executed by Mr. Farrell, U.K.A.,
was placed on its i>odestal at the crossing of Abbey
aud Lower Sackville-streets, Dublin, on Monday.
It is to be formally unveiled on the 24th June.

Towards the close of last year a class of Art and
Design was formed in connection with the Literary
Institution, Blandford. aud about 70 pupils bavo
met in the Freemasons' Hall, under the instruction
of Mr. W. E. Breunaud. On Wednesday and
Thursday last the works executed were publicly
exhibited.

The parish church of Gwyddelwem, near Cor-
wen, Merioncthshiro, is about to bo restored, from
designs prepared by Mr. Kennedy.

Recently a great many fragments of cinerary
urns, such as were used by the Romans for the
preservation of the products of cremation, have
been discovered atRuuham-Vauxhall, near the foot
of the suspension-bridge connecting the hamlet
with Great Yarmouth ; and at the same place, on
the 14th inst., a copper coin of Augustus CiBsar,
upwards of an inch m diameter, and in good pre-
servati9n, was picked up.

On Saturday afternoon the comer-stone of a new
Wesleyan day and Sunday-school was laid at
Kersley. The plans have been prepared by Mr.
Thomas Ormrou, architect, of Town Hall-square,
Bolton, and the work is being carried out under his
direction by Mr. Jno. Taylor, joiner and builder,
Famworth. The coat of the building, according
to present contract, will be about £970, but the
heating, lighting, and furnishing, also boundary
walls, outbuildings, drainage, &c., will, it is esti-

mated, bring the total expenditure to upwards of
£1,300.

On Tuesday Major TuUoch held a Local Govern-
ment Board inquiry respecting an application by
the Local Board of Cirencester to borrow £1,300 for
works of drainage, one object being to reUeve the
town from floods caused by the overflowing of the
Chur. The clerk to the Board and Mr. R. B.
Grantham, the engineer, explained the scheme, and
mentioned that tenders amounting to £8,047 10s.

lOd. had just been accepted from one contractor
for the sewerage of the town.

The Northern Lighthouse Board have accepted
the tender of Messrs, Morrison for the erection of
a lighthouse on Langness, Isle of Man.

The Town Council of Great Yarmouth have had
under consideration alternative plans for laying out
their land to the north of the workhouse as build-
ing sites prepared by Mr. Bly and by the town sur-
veyor, and decided on Tuesday week to adopt ttie

scheme of the latter gentleman.

The death is announced of Mr. Cavell, for many
years an alderman and J.P., for Deal. Bom in
1804, Mr. Cavell was educated as a civil engineer,
and subsequently joined the Royal Engineers. In
1841, he was engaged in superintending the con-
struction of new banacks, an English church and
other Government buildings, on Newcastle Moun-
tain, in the island of Jamaica. In 1848 heretumed
to Dublin, and was appointed surveyor of barracks
and overseer of military works, and subsequently
was specially selected to superintend the erection of
a breakwater at Carrickfergus. He retired from
the service in 1858, and has since resided at Deal.

Roofing Pelts.—P. Braby & Co.
INODOROUS, SARKING, SHEATHING, AND HAIR FELTS KEPT ALWAYS IN STOCK. MANUFACTURERS OF
PERFORATED ZINC, PERFORATED COPPER, AND PERFORATED IRON IN VARIOUS DESIGNS AND GAUGES.

Wrought Iron Tanks.-P. Braby & Co.
PAINTED AND GALVANISED, OF IMPROVED MANUFACTURE

Corrugated Iron.—P. Braby & Co.
GALVANISED AND BLACK IN ALL GAUGES, KEPT IN STOCK. ZINC WORK OF ALL KINDS.

FITZROY WORKS, 356 TO 369, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON.
HATTON GARDEN, LIVERPOOL. GREAT CLYDE STREET, GLASGOW. AND AT CYPRUS.
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Tta unr line between Cliftonville and Proston,

BMrBricUoo, has been completed, and was oflici-

allr im^i'*^"^ Friday bv Colonel Yolland, of the

BnodofTrade. The line has been constructed for

tte London. Brighton, and Sonth Coast Railway

Oompany, by Mr. Firbank, contractor, und^r the

narintendence and from the designs of Mr.

Bumiatar, the Company's engineer.

Kt« of the metropolitan bridges over the Thames,

J^mlMth, VauxhaU, Chelsea. Albert, and Batter-

na, were opened free from toll on Saturday after-

aooo. by the Prince and Princess of Wales. The
Wandswortli, Putney, and Hammersmith bridges

TCBiain to be freed.

Piel Bar, at the entrance to Barrow-ln-Fumess
Barbour, has been so far removed, that the channel

taamna can now gain access at all states of the

tide.

A new endowed school for girls has been opened
at Ilminster, and a boys' s(£ool is in course of

erection opposite this.

Some time since an oak-tree was found under the

bed of tlie river Tone during excavations, and was
presented by Alderman Taylor to the Taunton cor

poiation, who resolved to have it made it into a
crric chair. The work was entrusted to Mr.
Arthur Stevens, of the same town, who has just

completed it. The design is Perpendicular Gothic

in t^\e, the front part of the chair resting on lions'

feet, bearing massive canted and moulded pillars on
wiiieh stana carved lions sup^>orting shields. The
i^es are aiched, and within them are richly-carved

allegorical shields, representing Agriculture and
Commerce on one side, and Science and Art on the
other. The back is also arched, and rests on
oolmuns with carved capitals supported by but-
traeses, the corporation seal being cut in the centre

of the back. The chair is upholstered in olive-green

morocco.

The restoration committee appointed by the
vestry of Billericay, Sonth Essex, to consider what
taps should be taken for restoring the church
Urmr, have adopted the rejmrt and suggestions of
Mr. J. E. K. Cutts, of Southampton- street, Strand,
{ovicled that the work can be carried out so as to
weearre the original character of the building.

^le steeple Is a quaint 16th-century structure of
red brick, built into the street-front of a more
modem brick chapel of ease; the pinnacles and
battlements have long been in a crumbling and
dilapidated condition.

The foundation-stone of a new Cistercian
monastery was laid at Mount St. Joseph, Eoscrea,
Connanght, on Thursday se'nnight, the 22iid inst.

The esttute comprises 500 Irish acres, and, together
with the mansion upon it, has beenpreseuted to the
COTununityby Count Moore, M.P., at a cost of
£10,000. The (house is being altered to serve as a
gnest-honse, and the several monastic buildings
are to be erected as funds permit. The church now
in oonrse of erection will be Early English in style,
and will be 2I0ft. in the length and 60ft. across
nave and aisles, both in the clear. Over the
sonthem transept will be a bell-tower ; the walls
win be of ashlar work, the colomns of limestone
from Roscommon, and the arches of sandstone.
The architect is Mr. W. A. Beardwood, of Man-
chester, and late of Dublin.

KEETnras for the EKSTmra week.
WiDKMDAT.—British Archeeologicol Association. Papers

on *' Further Discoveries at Ijncoln,'* by
the Bev. J. M. Mayhew ; " The Harness
Company of the CSty of London," by C.
H. Compton, and " The Course of the
Wansdyke, near Bath," by Mr. J. T.
Irvine, 8 p.m.

THuasoAT.—Society for the Fine Arts.

^vilh other alterations in the rules. They have
addressed a letter to the chairman of the Master
Builders' Association, stating that in their opinion

the present and immediate future state of the teide

iu Oxford does not justify the suggested alterations,

and requesting an interview.

HART'S PATENT

CYCLIC ELEVATOR.

HELLIWELL'S Patented NEW SYSTEM
mPEKLSUAJiLE OI.AZIXO WITHOUT I'UITY
All Woodwork is covered, and no outside I'ainUng isnamna. Old Roofs Ke-g-lazcd. Any one can renair or

take m pieces.

_, *t^ hnlf-payp Adrt. In next N'umber.
T. W. HELLIWELL, Brighouse, Yorkshire;

or, 19, Parliament-street, London.

—

[Adtt.]
1 »

I
_

SgUoway'a Ointment may be lelied upon fa eases

^^ii. .fteS' "';'»<' "I''" ."••BMk and Cl,o»t, It relieves

^1. ^iK.^'JL""!'''?'' "'."" •eart. .tlteb In the ,lde,

tV^iS^Si^ '
•'"«<^'» i>": (lelleate agalM^

Crabe ittbs.

WAOES MOVEMENT.
,.!?yy?~ """?, "'P'^rative masons of Oxfordwwwed dx month's notice in November last, of a»a«wm of wagea amounting to 4s. 5d. per week,

Doulting Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of best quality. Piices, delivered at any part of

the United Kingdom, given on application to

CHARLES TRASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Ilminster, Somerset.

Agent : Mr. E. Crickuay, 4, Agar-strcot, London,'W.C.—[Advt.]
i^

TENDEKS.
AsiKODOs.—For the restoration of the old Council

Chamber for the Mayor and Coriwjration of Abingdon,
Berks. Messrs. Moms and Stallwood, architects, Read-
ing :

—
Wyatt, O., and Son £1,33111 4
Wheeler, Brothers 1,300
Silver, B., and Sons (accepted) ... 1,184

Bagnall Hall Estate.—For conversion of existing
buildings into five dwellings, for John Keats, Esq. Mr.
W. lAmer Sugden, architect. Uuantities supplied :

—
Grosvenor, J., TunstaU £750 C
Matthews, Bros., Endon 737
Heath, J., Endon 690
Nadin, J., Leek 599 15
Green and Hall, Leek 685
Leek, W., Hanley (accepted) ... 4S5
Harding, J., Badley-grecn 481 10
Bailey, P., (brickwork, &o.,oidy) ... 550
Knight, G., (brickwork, &c., only) 460
Casey (plasterer) 53
Hudson, Jas. (joinery) 216 12
Hudson, Joseph (joinery) 199
Wood, Bros,

,
(joinery) 169

Phillips, Edwin (plumbing, &o.) ... 58 8
Johnson, T. (plumbing) 50
Heath, Isaac (plumbing, &o.) ... 48 1

Stevenson, H. (plumbing, &c.) ... 40

BiEMi-VGHAM.—For a now church at Nuthurst, near
Knowle. Mr. John Cotton, architect, Bimungham.
Quantitiee supplied :—

Brazier and Weaver £2,435
Davios, Brothers 2,400
Wilson and Son 2,390
Robinson 2.322
Smallwood and Co 2,226
Partridge 2,170
Bamsley and Son (accepted) ... 2,123
Inwood 2,117

Bbomsoeove.—For alterations and additions to The
Cedars, Blackwell, for Thos. Scott, Esq. Mr. Jolm Cotton,
architect, Birmingham. Quantities supplied :—

Mathews £1,821
Smith 1,694
Brazier and Weaver (accepted) ... 1,526
Thomas ; ... 1,502

CoLCHESTEE.—For alterations and additions to the
Essex and Colchester Hospital. Mr. T. H. Wyatt, archi-
tect. Quantities by Messrs. George Lansdowne and
Harriss:

—

Dobson, Colchester (reduced estimate), accepted £5,550.

Clapham.—For village club at Clapham, near Bedford,
for James Howard, Esq. Mr. John Usher, architect :—

Potter £642
Lilley 696
Foster 676 o
Knight and Boston 5(jo o o
Adams 650
Freshwater (accepted) 53D

DuLwicn.—For villa residence, Overhill-road. Mr.
Eichard Peters, architect. Wool Exchange, Coleman-
street, E.C. :—

Watson and Dennett (accepted) ... £4,356

DuLwicH.—For alterations to Norse Lodge, Lordship-
lane. Mr. Bichard Peters, architect, Wool Exchange,
Coleman-street, E.C. ;

—

BurcheU-.. £420
Watson and Dennett (accepted) ... 330

DtJLWiCH.—For alterations to Eose Bank stables, by
oonversian of same into dwellinE-house. Mr. Kiduurd
Peters, architect,Wool Exchange, Coleman-street, E.C.

:

Watson and Dennett (accepted) ... £1,260 o'

DcLwiCH.—For boundary fence, walls, and iron gates
and railings, to villa residence. Mr, Eichard Peters,
architect, Wool Exchange, Coleman-street, E.C —

Watson and Dennett (accepted) ... £115

Depttord.—For erecting cart lodges, stables, and dis-
mfoctmg and destroying apparatus on the Hoard's

Eremises in Knott-sti-eet, Deptford, for the Greenwich
listrict Board of Works :—

Shrimpforf £3,460
Scott and Sim 2,695

PJ""' 2,539 IS
"over 2,624
IjOrQ ... ... ... ... ... 2 6QA ft ft

Tibbett and Adams, Brockley* ... 2470
• Accepted.

HEEETOEDSniEE.—For the erection of a new vicarage
house at Vowchurch. Mr. E. H. Lingcn Baiker, arcW-
tect :

—

Sandford.J £2,040
Welsh, H 1994
Coleman, Bros 1,598 qOoodwm,E. 1^68
ItowbenT, J 1 545
Watkins,T

1,4.99 q
Inwood, J 1 4ge
Baloombe, W 1 455 q
Giles, E. (accepted) 1 455

Apply to the

PATENTEE, 37, WALBROOK, E.C.
OE TO THE

Sole Makers

J. & E. HALL,
Engineers, Millwrights, Founders,

and Boiler Makers,

DARTFORD, KENT,
OB

21,ST. SWITHIN LANE, LONDON.

Sole Makers: of MOTT'S

UNIVERSAL CRUSHER.
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ABT IN COACH-BUILDING.

AN art presenting some points of rela-
tionship to aichitcctm-e, that of coach-

building, can claim as well an historical
development nearly as extensive. The
Company of Coach Makers, a very important
and influential City guild, have held their
annual exhibition this year at the Mansion-
house, and through the enterprise of the
master, Mr. Fredk. Chancellor, architect,
and the wardens, the collection of dramngs
for the prizes possess more than the special
interest that would in the ordinary course
have been attached to them. The art ele-
ment has been brought prominently into
notice this year, for we have not merely the
tlisplay of prize drawings of a mechanical and
thoroughly technical description that rival
the most elaborated geometrical drawings of
architects and engineers, but a choice collec-
tion of old engravings, photographs, and
works niustrativo of the art of carriage-build-
ing from the earliest times, besides a number
of prize drawings for freehand; and it is this
feature that has lent to the exhibition a
\vider and more popular interest. The
prizes of the Company are awarded for free-
hand or mechanical drawings, and drawings
of cari-iages to the scale of lin. to the foot,
and these have been striven for by thirty
competitors, among whose work we find a
large proportion of excellentdraughtmanship.
Special prizes have also been given for compe-
tition among apprentices and young men
under 22 years of age, and it is satisfactoiy
to observe in tliis contest such really
commendable efforts, evincing the value of
the new ai-tand technical classes that havebeen
established. A former prize winner, Mr. J. P.
Lake, wins the highest prize this year, the sil-
ver modal of theCompanyand£3 for dra^vings
of a foiir-liorso drag and a dress chariot.
The report, with a just pride, observes "those
dra\vings show that we have men in England
quite competent to prodiice as good working
di-awings as those made in France and
Eussia, if the art is properly taught and en-
couraged." As mechanical samples show-
ing a high knowledge of technical skill
and projection, those drawings are all that
can be desired, though the committee are
wisely endeavouring to promote a higher art
culture. Clever drawings are also exhibited
by G. F. Budd, which arrived too late
for a prize. For free-hand or moclianical
drawing the 1st prize has been awarded to
Mr. W. Farr, of Salisbury, a coach-trimmer
and a -winner of former prizes, for outlines
d om the flat, a pilaster, and some drawings
from the antique ; we note also a clear, care-
ful drawing of a Greek vase and a scroU by
Mr. G. Mundy, of Grantham, who wins the
bronze medal. The figure and natural
foliage afford excellent subjects for the
student in this branch of art, and the ancient
and foreign examples brought together show
that modem carriage building would not
lose by combining artistic with mechanical
improvements.
The old di-awings and engravings that are

exhibited in the apartments at the Mansion
House are particularly insti-uctive, and we
are glad to find the Company are making an
effort to improve the taste of the designer in
this department. The series of illustrations
from the ancient war-chariot of the Roman
or the Briton to the elaborate state carriages
of the time of Elizabeth and Charles II.,
exhibit a continued artistic development ; as
in furniture, so in this art, structural form

have vied in the production of gorgeous,
massive, and pictiux'sque carriages, in which
the leading artist's skill was sought. In the
later stylo the body of the carriage, with
canopied head, was suspended and the
wheels richly turned, carved, and orna-
mented. We see examples of the highly
decorated caretta or car, the chai'iettes of later

times, the showy, gorgeously carved and
gilded state carriages of Louis XIV. and
Queen Anne. In the collection of photo-
graphs exhibited by the Company and Mr.
G. A. Thrupp some particularly fine exam-
ples of state carriages are to be seen. Wo
notice, for instance, in the Portuguese series

a few superb carriages, with the bodies
formed of straight sides, and with elaborate
carved and fringed canopies suspended on
leather straps ; two backs of coaches
of Kings Jean IV. and V. of Portu-
gal show a profusion of bold carving of
figui-es and grotesque scroll-work of the
most artistic kind, the spokes of the wheels
being carved in the most massive yet graceful
manner. Another, lent by Mr. Thrupp, shows
a coach of King AlphonsoVL, about 165G.
In one the oar is open, sloped outwards at the
top, covered by a canopy, and is suspended
from a -svide carriage of four wheels, all

richly carved and gilt ; it belongs to the 18th
century. If not light or elegant these types
are at least artistic, while it is a fact that
architects, carvers, and painters of celebrity
were employed in their production. We
must not overlook a sumptuous coach built
in 1713, on the occasion of signing the Peace
of Utrecht, for the Duke D'Ossima— it is

sho>vn suspended upon leather braces ; and
a lighter-made one of the time of Louis XV.,
lent by Mr. Peters, the car of which is sus-
pended, and has a canopied top in three
segmental panels. The poles formed a prin-
cipal feature in these carriages, ar.d the
leading- bar of Queen Anne's carriage, to-
gether with a piece of the carved and gilt

scroll-work, are exhibited. The refined
taste of Louis XV. is shown in several
drawings ; the massive and rectangular
forms are changed for graceful cui-vilinear

shapes, andthe enrichment, while exceedingly
chaste, is less gorgeous and profuse than
that of the 17th century. The state car-
riage built by Godsal, of Long Acre, in

1785, for the coronation of the Queen, ex-
hibits the style of more recent time, of which
period several interesting dra^vings from de-
signsby deceased carriage artists are tobe seen.
Many old engravings and books show the
varied foi-ms of vehicles in the 18th century.
Wo may mention an old print by Vertuc,
illustrating the procession of charity-school
children to St. Paul's upon July 7th, 1713,
upon the occasion of a piiblic thanksgiving
for peace in Queen Anne's reign ; this view
shows the stjdc of the carriages, the pages
seated in front, and the running footboys,
while the houses in the Strand are figured in
the background.
The literature of coach-building is repre-

sented by a collection of choice books on the
craft that occupies the Long Parlour. We
open a curious old book, an account of the
oiubassy from James II. to Pope Innocent
XI. in 1685, and the state carriage used on
the occasion by the Earl of Castlemaine,
with its profuse carving, and the mas-
sive heavy gilded cars, are peculiarly
interesting. Another old book is entitled,
'

'
A New Universal System of Inversiblo

Carriages," dedicated by John March to the
Prince of Wales. The engravings show de-
signs for coaches ^vith the bodies or cars
SAvung in such a manner from the frame-
work that they cannot be overturned. One
postchaise is shown upset, its driver thi-own
forward, and its wheels comi)letely turned
up, while the page is handing out a young
lady imhurt. We have only .space to say the
exhibition is worth a visit by all interested
in the craft and by aU artists ; every con

harness may bo noted, from the earliest cur-
ricle, with its sliding bar or yoke, to tho
postchaise, and from tho largest caravan to
tho latest-fashioned barouche or landau. As
regards comfort, light construction, and
handiwork, the modem carriage cannot bo
surpassed, if only a little more art could bo
bestowed upon it. To thw end wo welcome
the exhibition, and think that much credit
is duo to Mr. Chancellor for having infused
a higher tone into the exhibition, and for
having, in conjunction -with hi.s committee,
popularised the display by the present ex-
hibition at tho Mansion House.

ana elaborate carving and gUding seem to ' ceivable kind of conveyance and style of

APPLIED ORNAMENT.
"nESEARCHES into tho art of the Greeks
-LI' and their predecessors, have proved
that one great source of effect was obtained
by superimposed materials to >valls, &c. Thin
hammered plates of metal, and inlays, wero
veiycommon means of producing ornamenta-
tion. MiiUer, Wilkinson, Layard, and other
authorities have alluded to tho method of
enriching sculpture, practised by the Egyp-
tians, Assyrians, and Greeks, and sonicf
of the processes described are certainly very
ingenious. Plates of gold, ivory, ebony, &.a.,

were used to adorn the statues of the deities,
and it is well kno^vn Phidias overlaid with
ornaments and reliefs of those materials tho
statue and throne of the Olympian Zeus. In
the remains of Greek buildings, as in tho
Parthenon, several of the surfaces have
shown indications of the fixing of metal
plates and ornaments, while colom' on a
species of gesso was by no means an uncom-
mon mode of decorating the Egyptian and
Assyi-ian buildings, as it was of the Greek
temples. The Egj'ptians always applied a
fine layer of white stucco or paint over stone,
and even the obelisks were also treated in a
similar manner. Upon this surface the
colours wero placed; these wero mixed
with water, and a little gum. Red,
green, and blue were favourite colours,.
A.S a groundwork upon which to apply coloured'
decoration, gesso naturally leads us to askwhy
it is the modem architect has not done more-
with his plaster and cement. Stucco orna-
mentation, such as it was a few yeai's ago,
no one could wish to see reproduced, nor can
we believe architectural taste %vill ever
degenerate so far as to again bring into uso
cement architectural featm-es to similato
stone or marble. But wo are speaking now
of internal stucco as a means of decoration in
our walls and ceilings. Paper and various
other coverings for walls have of late couio
into notice. Some of them arc excellent ; but,
after all, no architect can say honestly there
is anj'thing to outdo in decorative effect tho
old plaster work of the 16th centuiy, nor
any art that can equal the style introduced
in tho early p.art of the 18th centiu-y. We
may here profitably quote from a recent
article in Messrs. Audsley's Dictionary, in
which " gesso " is spoken of as a ground for
decoration:

" Gesso of a very hard and durable nature ivas
almost invariably used for the applied decorationa
on statues, columns, mouldings, and .-luy small wall
surfaces up to the loth century, when, as M.
VioUet le Due informs us, a resinous composition
-was generally employed, which, from the action of
heat and cold, has in alinost every case peeled off.
On this side of the Channel, however, gesso con-
tinued in use up to 1420, at which date the tomb of
William de Colchester was erected in Westminster
Abbey. It was originally decorated throughout
with colours and gilding ; and the apparel of the
alb and the embroideries of the chasuble and
maniple wore applications in gesso. The modes of
treatmg the gesso applications were uniformly
simple, consisting of coatings laid on of a suitable
thicKness, and impressed with moulds or stamps of
wood or metal ; or of thm coatings laid upon the
surface of the stone or woodwork, to which orna-
ments of gesso which had been previously prepared
in shallow sunk moulds were attached while moist.
The former process would produce patterns for tho
most part below the siurface of the coating, the
latter designs in relief."
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If is known that during the Middle Ages
wood mojildings and panels intended to be

painted or gilaetl were often covered by a

tliin gesso, sometimes laid upon vellum.

Messrs. Audsley quote Sir G. G. Scott's
" Gleanings from Westminster Abbey," in

iHiich Queen Philippa's tomb is described to

aitow that several kmds of application were
aaiployed, namely, the alabast«r work and
tke gilt metal wings, besides a profusion of

jewels, &c.
With the Romans applied decoration was

carried to a great extreme. At Pompeii
many fragments of opaque red and ame-
thystine glass have been discovered em-
bedded in the lavement, some combined
with marble, and others entirely of glass

mosaic. We have in these instances, there-

foi-e, something like an apology for the
spi>tication of surface enrichment to our
modem buildings, which architects have not
been slow to avail themselves of in recent
years. They have unfortunately, however,
gone beyond the ancients ; they have not
stopped where they did, but have brought a
raflior woll-mcrited rebuke upon themselves
—that they merely copied with indiscrimi-

nate lavishness whore their ancestors brought
considerable skill and discernment to the
ta?k. If we examine any of the damascened
work of the Orientals, we are impressed with
a richness that does not oppress by its re-
dundance ; the vases ornamented with
metal plates of the Greeks and Egj^tians,
are even more moderate and tasteful, and
these earlier woi-ks of the ait of overlaying
and enriching are as striking in their simpli-
city as the modem imitations are often
coarse and feeble. Sir Gardner Wilkinson
mentions the sldU of the Egyptians in com-
pounding metals and the methods adopted
for varying the composition of bronze ; and
the vases and implements discovered at
Thebes and other parts of Egypt, and seen
in the British Museum, afford evidence of
their taste in the employment of metal,
either in plating or inlaying bronze.
To confine our attention to the Roman

period, walls were overlaid with slabs of
marble and mosaic, till they reached a
degree of richness never surpassed. Works
of art were encrusted with marble, gold,
ivory, and even gems, and in the church of
St. Sophia the incrustation reached its acme
of prfection. In Venice the inlays of
marbles are abundant, and one of the most
pleasing modes of application consists in
introducing circular and square panels or
bands, with geometrical devices, into the
wall-faces—a method to be seen in some of
the Palazzi. Messrs. Audsley, in their ex-
cellent dictionary, illustrate one of these
from the Palazzo Dario. In London the
atmosphere is not kindly to decorative inlays
or enrichments of any sort, either externally
01- internally, as in both cases they suffer
from a coating of soot and dust, as we can
prove by numerous unsuccessful instances
where tiles have been inserted. At the
same time there is tome hope for a glazed,
externally-applied material that shall not
deteriorate under an acid-laden atmosphere,
and we can point to glazed stoneware,
terra-cotta, and glass mosaic, as tried and
excellent materials when artistically used.

Before suggesting the right mode of em-
ployment, let us consider some of the failures
that have taken placa in this kind of art.
TlK-re has been some gross misapplication
of materials in this manner. Cement upon
brick is one of them. Whoever can look at
•By ot our brick buildin<rs with cement
diesnngs, architraves, friezes, and decorative
detail, once so common, wi'thout a feeling of
dtigunt? The ground ii this case is as
precious as the applied cement. If marbles
•re the applied materials, we almost in-
rtmcbrelv feel that the application is justi-
aable and honest, for then we give promi-
nwicc to the more valuable ; the same may bo
•aid of bronze upon stone, and ivory upon

wood. One of the most painful instances of

the employment of one material upon another
is when the applied material introduced in

all the main architectural features is mechani-
cally produced, and wo cannot give a better

example of our meaning than the terra-cotta

inserted in tho stock brickwork of the stations

on the London, Chatham, and Dover Rail-

way, The segment pointed arches with their

coloured bricks and teira-cotta skew-backs
and keystones, with a stamped trefoil in them,
form a deplorable instance of introducing me-
chanically produced ornament in such posi-

tions. We always feel an interest in a plain,

hand-worked brick arch, whether it be aflat-

gauged arch in one of our old brick build-

ings, or an ornamental form of moulded
brick ; but directly we substitute for the

hand-work the machine-made material, all

art interest in it vanishes, for we know it

can be reproduced ad infinitum, ad nauseam.
A plain plmth mould does not strike us as

so glaring an instance of misapplication,

and the practice only becomes unpleasing
directly we pass the limit of bare utility,

and try to save hand-work and skill by
machine labour. Take one of our fine old

plaster ceilings enriched by tho modeller.

Is it possible we could fool the pleasure and
delight such a ceiling gives us if wo knew
the panels were ready-made and stuck on
like the composition centre flowers to our
ceilings? What gives their charm is the

fact that they were designed for the ceiling

and modelled by the hands of an artist, and
that no reproductions of it can be found else-

where. As soonas our manufactvirers willcease
keeping large stocks of ready-made designs,

and will second the hands of the architect by
working with him in the special require-

ments of certain buildings, the art of wall
decoration will again take its place among
the accessorial arts of architecture.

PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL RE-
COLLECTIONS OF SIR GILBERT
SCOTT."

TRUE enough as it is that " lives of

great men all remind us," we may, after

some poor fashion at least, follow in the steps

their bold strides have stamped more plainly

on the path of duty, and henco, in this respect

at least, our chief interest is in the record of

their work in tho world and their character

as it knew them, yet we all long to learn

more than this about men who are really

worth remembering. And when, as happens
now and then, one who has gone from us
leaves behind him his own account of the

early surroundings of a life in which not till

long after his fellow-men learned to interest

themselves, of the struggles and disappoint-

ments which came thickly together before

the success of later life, and above all of the
reasons for and causes of many actions of the
writer which during his life we had puzzled
ourselves in vain to account for, and perhaps
ignorantly called in question, our interest is

more than half mingledwith gratitude for the

privilege afforded us of a familiarity with
the mind and inner life of the author, which
few—possibly none—during his life could
share. Such an interest is attached in an
esx)ecial degree to the book before us. Sir

Gilbert Scott was not only the foremost ar-

chitect of his age ; he was, as Dean Burgon
says in his introduction to this record of Sir

GUbert's life, imquestionably tho great art

teacher of his generation, and standing in

the light of the great art revival which the
past forty years has witnessed, we turn with
an eagerness unparalleled, except perhaps in

the case of Pugin, to discover how in the

midst of darkness tho first gleams came upon
the path of the student, who would then

* Penonal and Professional Ecoollections of the late

Sir GeorKe Gilbert Scott, B.A. Edited by his son, Q.
Oii-BKET Scott, F.S.A. London : Sampson tow, Marston,
Beorle, and Rivinfrton.

have looked long around him in vain for any
guide, save only tho neglected monuments
of lost knowledge which it was his after-

mission to restore to their former splendour.
It is perhaps hardly possible for art students
of the present generation, with their

ample opportunities of obtaining knowledge,
fully to comprehend the enthusiasm and
earnest love for English architecture which
must have animated the mind of Sir GUbert
Scott at tho commencement of his career,

but none the less valuable will be tho lessons

his life affords of tireless industi-y and in-

tegrity of purpose, without which tho most
shiningtalents fail to effect muchworth doing.
Those amongst us who personally knew and
valued tho groat church buUdcr of the

nineteenth century apart from his works'
sake, will find in this unaffected history of his

life much to remmd them of the courtesy
and simplicity which characterised it, and
all will obtain information—and occasionally

considerable amusement—from its pages.

Tho book, we learn from the preface, was
designed originally only for the information

of Sir Gilbert Scott's family, but as the work
progressed its scope became enlarged, and in

1873 its author drew up directions for its

publication after his decease, feeling it due
to himself " that the statement of his pro-
fessional life should go before tho public in

a fair and unprejudiced fonn ; the more so

as he had been one of the leadmg actors in

tho greatest architectural movement which
has occurred since the Classic renaissance."

Tho manuscript naturally enough contained

much matter unsuitable for publication,

which has been omitted under the editorship

of Mr. G. Gilbert Scott, who has performed
his work conscientiously and with tact,

giving us just as much about his father's

purely domestic concerns as the public had
a right to know, and withholding nothing of

more public and professional interest. The
appendices, which contain an account of Sir

Gilbert's death and funeral, together with

Dean Stanley's sermon, and some papers on
the subject of restoration referred to in the

work, add completeness to the book, which
is suitably introduced by Dean Burgon,
except, perhaps, the last few sentences,

which relate an incident which we can hardly
help thinking might have been kept as pri-

vate as must have been originally intended.

Sir Gilbert Scott was bom at the Parsonage
House at Gawcott, near Buckingham, on
July 13, 1811. He was descended from the

Scotts of Scott's Hall, in Kent, who left

Scotland in tho 13th century. His mother's

family, from whom ho derived his second

name, were West Indians. His grandfather,

the Rev. Thomas Scott, was the well-known
Biblical commentator, and his father was
the first pei'petual curate of a church at

Gawcott, which had been built by one John
West, a retired lace-buyer, and which after

it was built its founder had such great diffi-

culty in getting consecrated that at last he

sent word to tho Bishop (of Lincoln) that if

he would not consecrate the building it

should be given to the Dissenters. Even for

the time, tho church appears to have been as

absurdly unecclesiastical a structure as could

be conceived.

" Enclosed'betweenfourwallsformingaEhort'wide

oblong, it had a roof sloping all ways, crowned by
a belfry such as one sees over the stables of a
country house. The pulpit occupied the middle

of the south side, the pews facing it from the north,

the east, and the west, and a gallery occupying the

north side, in the centre of which were perched the

singers and the band of clarionets, bass-viols, &c.,

by which their performances were accompanied.

'I'hc font, I well recollect, was a waslihaud-stand

with a white basin !

"

The ministiy of Sir Gilbert's father ap-

pears to have been of an Evangelical type,

and although unmarked by anything like

cant or pretence, a breach always seems to

have existed between him and his clerical

neighbours of the "high and dry" type.

Not that their orthodoxy had anything in
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common ^^^th modern Hi^h Church views ;

they hated enthusiasts and Methodists, espe-
cially the latter ; one jovial old parson in
particular, when led the \vorse for his cups
through the quadrangle of his college,
piously exclaimed, "All this I do to purge
my college from the stain of Methodism !"

Practically, says Sir Gilbert Scott, these
men were Pelagians, "hating the Evan-
gelicals, not so much on account of difFer-
enco of doctrine, but because the latter
pressed religion and piety as the chief end
of their teaching, while the ' high-and-dry '

men did not cai'c or take the trouble to do
so, the fact being that they were not reli-
gious men." The isolation of the Scott
family, consequent on the churlish neglect
of their neighbom-8, was so complete that
but for the gentle manners of his parents—
especially his mother-and for contact with
the pupils taken by his father, Sir GUbert
says, " I cannot conceive to what degree of
rusticity we shoidd have fallen." Some of
the Gawcott rustics, indeed, seem to have
been of a queer race, and the reader will

- probably chuckle over the humorous sketches
of "Mother Wan-," "Nanny White,"

' Cracky Meads," and "Tailor King." Like
that of many other country clergymen of
limited means, the Scott family was "a
large and rapidly increasing one," and the
reverend gentleman, having spent all the
attention and energy he could spare from his
pupUs on his two elder sons, Sir GUbert
came ofF badly. To6 poor to send him to
school and too busy to teach them himself
his father lot him "slip through between
wind and water," his one great reHef from
Uiis Me of heedlessness and rough handling
bemg the visit of the drawing-master, a Mr
Jones, of Buckingham, who had studied at
the RoyalAcademy and attracted the favour-
able notice of Sir Joshua Reynolds, but
toohshly returned home to his native villao-e
to support himself as a drawing-master and
portrait-pamtor, instead of followino- up his
profession in London. Visits to Stowe, the
seat of the Duke of Buckingham, and to
UiUesden seem to have awakened a re-^ard
for architecture in Sir Gilbert Scott's mind,
btowe was a veiy fine place, the house having
a frontage of 1,000ft., and its owner, the
grandfather of the present duke, was afflicted
with the traditional land-hunger of the

ut§\ ''°^^''- " ^° literally," says Sii- GU-
bert Scott, '

' came under the woe pronounced
upon those ' that lay field to field tUl there
be no place, that they may be placed alonem the earth, for he nearly ruined the famUy
by purchasmg estates with borrowed money
the uiterest on which exceeded the rental."
HiUesden Church was the building which
first directed Sir GUbert Scott's attention to
Gothic work. This buUding, which he
restored m later Ufe, was begun in 1493 by
the monks of Nutley, and is a very exquisite
specimen of this latest phase of Gothicarchi.
tecturc.

G2o

thougli, of course, of very late character. Tlie
chief exception was tJie great square pew of the
Ueutous, a somewhat dignilied work of Charles the
Second's reigu, furnished with great high-backed
chairs."

In plan it consists of a nave with aisles and
quasi-transepts, a large chancel with north aisle, asacnstyof two stories at the north-east angle ofthe chancel aisle, the upper story of which isapproached by a very large newel stair at the ex-treme north-eastern angle. This stair-turret is avery exquisite and striking feature, being finishedwith a sort of crown of flying buttresses and pin-
nacles, of which I have seen no other instance,mdeed it is one of the most beautifully-designed
features I know.* The upper sacristy has a

Z^^),"* r,;?'l"''"ig loop-holes looking Lto the
church. The walls of the chancel are ornamentedby stone pauellmg. The ceiUngs throughout had
panels of planter, with wood mouldings I have
since seen some which had unhappily"been takendown, and found the plaster to be in thick and verybard slabs, on which were set out curious geometric
figures dmwn with the compasses, as if to formthe gmdes for painted decorations. The rood-ecreen

w^r»'^ T '
^?"' of e.xquisite beauty. The fittingswere nearly aU of the origmol date, and very good,

ir,*tJ^ ''"f'^
"""^ reproduced by Sir Gilbert Scott

CoU^e|e:5imbX *' "^'^ ^•'"'^«' '^'^-^'^

Sir Gilbert Scott's father was so much
interested in the church that he urged the
Duke of Buckingham to repair it, "the result
being that his Grace whitewashed the ex-
terior of the tower!" The churches of
Maids Morten, Tingewiok, and Chetwood
also attracted the attention of the future
architect. Of the latter, he says—

" I was never more astonished than when I first
saw this church, never having before seen or heard
of 'Early English' architecture. It is a frag-
ment of a small monastic church, and its east
window consists of five noble lancets, -with ex-
ternally, pUin but bold detail. On either side are
flue tnplets. Xever having before seen such
windows, I was greatly perplexed at them, and,
failmg to get the key, and being reduced to peeping
through the keyhole of the west door I waS
a.stonished and puzzled to find that the east
windows had shafts with foliated capitals, a thing
1 had never seen and could not understand. I re-
member contmulug all day in a state of morbid
excitement on the subject, and having no access to
ajchitectural books, it was very long ere I solved
the mystery."

The boy's evident predilection for old
churches first led his father to think of
malang him an architect, and a considtation
wth his uncle King led to an offer from the
latter to take his nephew under his charge
and give him some instruction in architecture
of which Mr. King possessed a very fai^
knowledge. He initiated the young student
mto Classic architecture. One friend lent a
copy of Sir WUliam Chambers' work
another, a portion of Stuart's Athens, and
so, says Sir GUbert, " I was able to follow
up architectural drawing, as then taught
pretty systematically, and by the time I was
articled I had been already put through my
facings to a certain reasonable extent." HeMnks he "also had access toRickman"-
anyhow he got to know the ordinary facts
as to the different periods of Mediaeval
architecture. He stayed with his uncle, on
and off, about a twelvemonth, during which
time his relatives were on the look-out for
an architect to whom to article him, and ro-
prdmg whom "it was a sine qud non that
tie should be a religious man. and that his
terms should be moderate." The profession
must have been in a dreadful condition in
those days, worse even than now, for Mr
Charies Dudley, a travelling agent to tiie
Bible Society, told Scott's relatives "that
there wm scarcely a religious architect in
iiondon. He at last recommended Mr
Jiidmeston, better known as a poet than as
an architect, and to Mr. Edmeston, accord-
iiigly, GUbert Scott went, at Lady-day
lS27-just about the time his father had
managed to collect funds for the rebuilding
of his OTO church, of which job he was hisown architect, and regarding which his son
remarks, he " cannot say much about design
or execution

; but these were days to be
winked at, as no one know anything what-
ever about the subject."
The first remark of Mr. Edmeston, -vvithwhom GUbert Scott.now took up his abode

at Homerton (his office was at Salvador
House, m Bishopsgate-streot), was not
favourably calculated to induce any stronsr
predUection for Gothic work. Mr. Edmeston
declared the cost was so great as to be almost
prohibitoiy. He had once tried it at a Dis-
sontmg chapel he had buUt at Leytonstone
and tht vary i-emmthiij „f tU exterior
amounted to a sum which he named with
evident dismay I Few wUl learn with sur-
pnso that his new pupU was disappointed in
his master. Sir GUbert Scott says :—

fni'i'J ""^1°° ''^''? beforehand of the line of practice

of mrin?'°^^"*T"''
'"'""'°'' into the mysteriesof my profession; I went to him with a mvthic

na^w 'T ^"l^^ l"PP°'*'"' ^'^'1' ''"'i for Ws ^^ag
'

Sth„ 'tI''""^''
^"»°"t'«^ Weaof what they

^If^l v,^"
mornmg after I was deposited athis house, he mvited me to walk out and see some

of his works-when-oh, horrors! the bubble burstana the fond dream of my youthful iina«rinati<m
was reahsed in the fonn of a few.eoond-rTte biiS
houses, with cemented porticoes of two ungainly
colmmis each! I shaU never forget the smldci
letting down of my aspirations. A somewhat
romantic youth, assigned to follow the noble art of
architecture for the love he had formed for it fromthe ancient churclics of his neighbourhood, con-demned to indulgo his taste by buUding houses atHackney m the debased style of 1827 ! I am not
sure, however, that I was any very serious loserfrom tins. Mr. Edmeston's practice wa« a mere
bla,nk-sheet as to matters of taste, and .left me
quite open to mdulgein private my old preferences,
or to choose m future what course I pleased

'

He acknowledges, too, that he learned
miich m the office of the common routine of
bmldmg, specifying, &c, which he might
have missed in a better one ; he found a
kind homo with Mr. and Mrs. Edmeston,
and the years of his pupUago seem to have
passed pleasanUy enough. During the last
of the foui- through which bis articles eK-
tended, he took lessons of Mi-. Maddox, an
architectural drawing-master of great talent,
whose tuition appears to have been more
congenial than his tenets, for " he was an
mfidel, and his conversation on such subjoots
was truly appalling." Among his fellow-
pupUs hero wore Edmn Nash, Morton Peto
who had just left Decimus Burton, and
Thomas Henry Wyatt. An attack of smaU-
pox, and the grief resulting from the death
of his favourite brother Nathaniel, who had
also come to London, and who was taken
away by brain fever at the early age of sut-
teen, are related as the only disturbing inci-
dents of this period of Sir GUbert Scott's
hfe. Towards the end of his articles, Moffatt,
who subsequently became his partner,
came mto his office, and his readiness to
acquire knowledge, coupled with his prac-
tical familiarity with buUding construction,
won for him the admiration of Scott, upon
whom, to a considerable extent, the duty de-
volved of imparting to him the rudiments of
architecture.

The termination of Scott's articles, about
Lady-day, 1831, was followed by a month's
visit to his uncle King, at Latimers, where
he fell in love with his cousin. Carry Okbid,
who afterwards became his wxia. A couple
of months at home, and a visit to his eldest
brother at Goring, were succeeded by a
journey to Hull, dming which he paid flying
visits to Lincoln, Peterborough, York, Selby,
and other places of interest. Returning to
London, and acting on the advice of Mr.
Waller, a woll-kno^^-n surveyor, he placed
himself with Messrs. Peto and GrisseU,
givmg such services as he could render, and
having in return the run of their workshops
and of their London works. The advantiso'es
derived during his stay here Sir GUbert
declares to have been considerable, but it
did not last long, for it was necessary he
should do something for his living, and Mr.
Peto did not quite relish his young assistant's
prymg so closely as he was wont into the
foundations of the prices of work and
materials. Scott accordingly, some time in
1832, entered the office of Mr. Henry
Roberts, who had then recently obtained by
competition the appointment of ai-chitect to
the new Fishmongers' Hall. He was the
only clerk in the office at the time, and had
the advantage of making all the working
drawings for that building, from the fomida-
tion to the finish. The engagement lasted
two years, during which time Scott got his
first drawmg hung m the Academy, and
ventured into one competition—for a gi-am-
mar school at Bii-mingham. The supoi-in-
teudence as clerk of works of a small work
at Camberwell concluded his engagement
with Mr. Roberts—"a dull, blank period,"
during which " Smirkism and practical work
dulled his own tastes," and he then deter-
mined to got into practice on his own
account, previously taking three months'
hohday, part of the time being spent with
his parents at Wappenham, in Northampton-
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shire, to which living his father had been

uiefatrcd by Bishop Kaje, luid where ho had

boOt a new pai-sonage-house from a very
' • urfy design " furnished by his son. About

Chnstuias, 1834, on the advice of his friend

Kempthome, who had been recently engaged

by the Chief Commissioner of Works to pre-

piro normal designs for the proposed new
onions to be erected under the Poor Law
Act, which had then just come into

operation, Soott took a set of cham-
bers next to those of the former in

Carlton Chambers, Regent-street, and was
80du busy helping his friend " on work even

more mean than that of my pupilage." This,

however, did not last long, for the heavy

tidings of his father's sudden death rendered

it imperatively necessary for him to take

steps to secure his livelihood, since he could

look for no more assistance from home. His

first course was to send circidars to every

friend he could think of begging their

patronage ; his next to quit Keinpthome,
and obtain the appointment of architect to

four unions in the district where his father

h*d been known. In a few months, by dint

of hard work, he found himself in what was
to him a good practice, though for a time

unproductive, and involving considerable

outlay, in which he was helped by his

mother, and by the receipt of his share of a
fond which was subscribed as a testimonial

and a help to the descendants of the com-
mentator, his grandfather. The next few
succeeding years are described as an " era

of turmoil, of violent activity and exertion."

For weeks he almost lived on horseback,

canvassing newly-formed unions. Long
ooach-joumeys and meetings with guardians
alternated with periods of close work in his

little ofiSce at Carlton Chambers, and brief

periods of relaxation mainly spent with his

mother atWappenham,where his brother had
sncceeded his father as rector. Moffatt, who
had accepted his invitation to help hira with
his worlnng drawings, and had been recom-
mended by him to superintend a little cir-

cuit of buildings within a few miles of one
another, attracted the notice of a Wiltshire
magistrate, who used his influence to obtain
for liim the appointment of architect to the
Amcsbmy Union Workhouse. Moffatt took
the appointment, and the dra%vings were
made in >Scott's office. Thus was brought
about a somewhat anomalous state of things.

Scott was architect to four union work-
houses in one district, to wliich Moffat was
clerk of the works ; while Moffatt was archi-

tect to one in a distant part of the country,
the drawings for which were made in Scott's

office. This led Moffatt to make a proposal
which Scott accepted, and which became the
fotmdation of their subsequent partnership.
The effect of the arrangement is described
by Sir GKlbert as "magical.'' Moffatt fol-

lowed up union-hunting into Devonshire
and Cornwall with almost uniform success ;

and Scott's own poor little quartette of
works round his old home soon became as
nothing compared with the engagements
which flowed in upon the partners.
In 1839 Sir Gilbert married his cousin

Caroline Oldrid, and about the end of the
year settled down at No. 20 (now 31) Spring-
gardens, where their first and second sons
were bom in 1839 and 1841. From this date
8c-)tt*g practice began to take a more legiti-
mate and less abnormal line, the pursmt of
which wo must postpone till next week.

(To ie continued.)

BILLS OF QUANTITIES: THEIR PROPER
BELATION TO CONTRACTS.*

{Concludedfrom p. C18.)

11HE reinaiuiiiK system to be considered, that
. t/ractiMd inOUogow, shares its favours more

«q°»|ly- By it the proprietor is entirely relieved

Vli

•*W«n««bTJoim HoKtniAir, F.H.I.B.A., 01a»-
rr. Mora the Boral Institate of Britiah Architect*,
ir IWb, I87».

from re.<!i)onsibility connected with the quantities

;

he is called upon to pay only for what he gets,

and the contractor gets paid for what he does and
nothing more—nothing being referred to in the

final measurement except what has been actually

done and measured.
This mode of contracting is by no means free

from drawbacks, but it is the logical consequence

of the interference of the proprietor or liis arohi-

tect with theprep.iration of the schedule of quan-
tities, and I can see no escape from it. It has

many excellent points : for example, it solves the

difficult question of responsibility which we have
just been considering, and supplies the only sub-

stitute for a guarantee of absolute accuracy which
has been practically tested. The experience of

many years has proved that this substitute is

complete and satisfactory, or as nearly so as the

circumstances permit. The arrangement is

equitable, and it deals impartially with the two
parties chiefly interested, which, as we have
seen, the other systems do not. Even clerical

errors are as likely to benefit the one as the other,

and there is always the check of the second
measurement de novo. The result is, that all

cause of quarrel and excuse for complaint is

removed, actions connected with contracts are

almost unknown, and the system altogether works
satisfactorily on this solid and intelligible basis

:

the mutual convenience and interests of the

parties. The defects of the system have recently

been the subject of discussion before the Glasgow
Architectural Society. They are ahuost entirely

of a kind wliich would vanish before a little

determination and co-operation on the part of

architects and measurers ; and I have no doubt
that some improvements will very soon be intro-

duced. Passing from this, I must notice one
objection which is often urged against the

system, namely, that it leaves a proprietor in

imcertainty as to the cost of a building till it is

finished and measured. But this is not so, unless

the architect has neglected his duty in the prepa-
ration of proper plans and specifications. But if

an architect neglects liis duty in this respect, the
proprietor is not relieved from this uncertainty
by any other system, as it is then impossible to

foresee the probable extras. If it were otherwise
the objection would be fatal to the Glasgow
system ; but if the experience of a hundred years
proves that there is no likelihood of any discrep-

ancy between the estimate and the measurement
—that practically there is none, except where it

can be clearly traced to the carelessness of the
arcliitect or the measurer— then it will be seen
that there is httle weight in the objection ; be-
cause if the architect and measurer do their duty
there need and there will be no difference between
the measurement and the estimate ; and if they
neglect their duty it is perfectly obvious that, in

justice both to the proprietor and the contractor,
there on<jhl to be a difference, and the two
offenders, or either of them, should at least suffer

in their professional reputation.
It can, I think, be proved that with equally

explicit plans and specifications there is l&ss

chance of the final account exceeding the tender
imder the system of remeasurement than uuder
any other ; and not only so, but (and this is an
important set-off against some uncertainty) the
work is done at lower rates than if it were not to be
remeasured. It is only in localities .such as Edin-
burgh and Glasgow, where contractors are
accustomed to both systems, that a comparison in
this particular is possible, and there it has been
abundantly proved. I have been assured by
contractors of high standing and long experience
that they invariably charged from 10 to 15 per
cent, more for work which was not to be re-
measured, besides a considerable sum to cover
contingencies; so that, when the work is re-
measured, not only docs the proprietor pay only
for what he gets, but he pays from 10 to 1.5 per
cent, less for it ; and this, you will arlmit, is a
very substantial advantage. Another objection
which may be fairly urged against the Glasgow
system is that it has a tendency to encourage
carelessness in the preparation of the documents
necessary for obtaining an accurate estimate.
Knowing that all will be made right at last, the
architect is tempted to pass the plans on to the
measurer in an incomplete state, and the measurer
to assume quantities which, in consequence of
that incompleteness, caanot be exactly ascer-
tained. The undue haste of the architect, it is

true, is often the result of imduo pressuie from
the proprietor, who does not realise how neces-
sary ample time is for the preparation of complete
working drawings. By resisting this urgency

we may escape the danger on the one side, and
by exercising proper authority over the measiu-er
we may escape it on the other. Of defects of a
more accidental character I shall mention only
two. One is, that the faciUties afforded by the
system for obtaining estimates encoiirago yoimg
men to imdertake work on their own account
before they are properly qualified to do so. A
man who coidd not write a specification himself
gets an experienced measurer to prepare schedules
for him, who thus gives him the benefit of the
specifications of others. Another defect is the
undue delay which usually occurs in settling

accounts. This is caused chiefly by measurers
neglecting old work for the sake of securing new

:

to such an extent is this sometimes carried that I

have known premises entirely and satisfactorily

finished and occupied for twelve or eighteen
months before the tradesman's balances could be
ascertained. This, I need hardly say, leads to

much inconvenience, and frequently to heavy
and undeserved loss, both to contractors and
architects. I endeavour to mitigate this abuse
by employing several measurers, instead of con-
fining myself to one or two, which would really

be much more convenient and agreeable in many
respects. But there is no reason why the e^^il

should exist at all ; and it might, with other

abuses, be entirely swept away, if architects

would co-operate and take a more complete con-

trol over all the operations of the measurer.
It may, perhaps, occur to some to suggest

another objection to the system—namely, that it

is impracticable—that it is, in short, impossible

to remeasure a large building; but that objection

is very easily disposed of. It is not only practic-

able, but it is constantly done, and buildings of

eveiy size and complexity of detail have been
measured when finished in Glasgow and neigh-
bourhood during many generations ; that ques-

tion, therefore, need not be discussed. I must
now hasten on to consider the last division of my
subject.

III. Froposcd Changes.—What I have already

advanced points to these conclusions : First, that

the usual practice in contracting is radically

defective, being based upon false principles, which
are inimical to the essential requirements of any
tolerable system—namely, that it should insure

injustice to both parties to the contract ; and,

second, that the practice of making the schedule

the basis of the contract and remeasuriiig the

work when finished is sound theoretically, and
practically efficient. If this be so, it necessarily

follows that it is the duty of our profession to

make considerable changes in the direction of

adopting the good features of the remeasurement
system, eliminating the bad, and guarding
against its accidental abuses. This involves an
entire change in the relation of the bill of quan-
tities to the contract. In short, if we take any
cognisance of the quantities at all, we must, in

justice to our cUents, recognise them to be, along
with and quite as much as the plans and specifi-

cations, the basis of the contract. I have not said

that that com-se is preferable to our taking no
cognisance of quantities at all ; but what I do
insist upon is, that we must adopt either one
alternative or the other—either to have nnlhini/

to do with qualities, or to have crenjth ing to do
with them ; cither to allow the quantity-surveyor

to be entirely the servant of the contractor, or

entirely the servant of the proprietor, and there-

fore our servant, directly uuder our guidance and
control.

I have thought it advisable to occupy the time

at my disposal to-night chiefly in exposing the

errors of existing systems, feeling that it was
impossible on this occasion both to treat that part

of my subject with sufficient detail and also to

explain various modifications of the remeasure-

ment system which might be advantageously

inti'oduced. Besides, I am sensible that it is vain

to talk of the details of refonii if I fail to con-

vince you that reform is needed. I cannot indeed

believe that the members of the profession gener-

ally are content with matters as they stand.

Recent discussions of kindred societies ; recent

articles and correspondence in professional jour-

nals ; and recent opinions of counsel and actions

before our courts of law, all indicate at once the

existence of widespread dissatisfaction and its

justification. Indeed the time seems rapidly

approaching, if it has not already arrived, when
we shall be compelled to deal ^vith the whole

subject in a liberal and resolute spirit. Mean-
time, I shall only fm-ther trespass on your

patience in the hope of extending the scope of the

discussion by making, in conclusion, one or two
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additional remarks on the romeasnrement system,
towards which we seem gradually approacliing.
An ideal contract would secure for the contractor

payment for everything he was required to do at

certain prearranged definite rates, or, where
these do not apply, at current rates ; and, on the
other hand, it would secure for the proprietor
full and just value for every penny which he was
required to pay. Now tliis ideal is very fairly

realised if the work is carefully measured and
priced to begin with, and again earefidly mea-
sured and priced when finished. The whole
thing is remarkably simple ; there is no mystery
or difficulty about it. For the sake of illustration,

I submit copies of the estimate and the final

measurement of a piece of work which has been
actually completed. For convenience, I have
selected a very small estimate ; but the largest
are framed exactly in the same way, and are
quite as easily understood. It will be observed
that, after deducting half of the measurer's fee,

the final account comes to 7s. 7id. less than the
•estimate, although it includes two additional
chimney cans at Cs. Cd. ca<^h, and an extra
quantity of felt costing l.)s. 2d. For both of
these extras the contractor gets paid at the rates
contained in his estimate, and he is perfectly
satisfied. No question about what ought to be
charged can be raised, and if any doubt should
arise as to whether the extra cans are on the
building or not, that being a matter of fact and
not of opinion is veiy easily settled. All parties
have good grounds for satisfaction with such an
arrangement; and I may add that there is no
difficulty in dealing witli every variety of work in
the same way. It may be interesting as indicat-
ing how successfully suoli a system di.spo.ses of
all legal difficulties, and how well it works even
with its present defects, if I mention that
on taking a hurried retrospect of my own experi-
ence since I commenced business on my own
account, I find that I have accepted upwards
of 1,100 tenders for the principal depart-
ments of work connected with buildings,
besides innumerable offers for specialities

;

I have had to cancel coatracts, to supersede
bad contractors, to get rid of bad contractors and
arrange with their creditors without allowing
the interests of my clients to suffer, to make
deductions from contractors' claims ; and, gener-
ally, to do all the varieties of disagreeable work
usually devolving upon us in connection with
such matters ; but the lawyers have had notliing
whatever to do with these 1,100 contracts, and
not one single action at law has emerged in con-
aection with them. A system capable of pro-
ducing such results would doubtless, if freed from
its admitted defects, prove generally acceptable
and highly beneficial. In tliis matter, however,
we are helpless, unless we act in unison, and we
naturally turn to such a body as this Institute for
guidance.

It will be observed that the propo.sed changes
wliich I recommend are : a radical change in the
relation of the bills of quantities to the contract,
and subordinate changes which will then be
expedient. I shall now only venture to mention
one of these. As.suming that the system of re-
measuring is generally adopted, it will bo found
that in some respects the interests of areliitects

will be more directly affected than at present by
the conduct of the measurers, and it has occurred
to me that many of the minor defects which we
find in the working of the system might be re-
moved and the interestsofthe profession protected,
if measurers were not allowed to practise—in
other words, if they were not employed by archi-
tects—unless they held a certificate of competency
from the Institute. This at first sight seems
rather a startling proposal ; but after a good deal
of consideration I believe it to be i)racticable, and
I am certain that, if carried out, it would be bene-
ficial. I may not now expound the many reasons
which support this belief, but I may remark
generally that, if a change in the mode of esti-

mating is introduced, such as I believe to be
necessary to meet fairly the exigencies of the
case, it is evident that it will rest eutirely
with the architects of the country to determine
the e.xact position whii;h the measurer shall hold,
and the functions which he shall perform. In
the altered circumstances, indeed, architects
might with perfect proprietj' measure their own
worlis, or even make measuring a branch of their
business ; although I may say that, personally,
I regard such a course with strong repugnance.
Now, in suggesting such a comprehensive stretch
of the Institute's authority, it must not be sup-
posed that I speak merelyas a memberof the Insti-

tute with an exaggerated idea of its cosmopolitan
influence. I know very well how far short it

comes of oiu" ideal ; but it is nevertheless all we
have in the shape of a national professional

association, and in such matters of general inter-

est it is bound to assort itself, and to direct and
govern the current of rofonn. Were I not a
member, I would be equally solicitous that the
Institute should take the matter in hand ; and
this feeling will, I am sure, bo shared by mem-
bers of the profession throughout the country.
It is to be regretted that eveiy one who is duly
qualified is not a member. It is needless to point
out how immensely such union would strengthen
our po-sition as a profession when we come to deal

practically with measures such as these, directly

affecting us all. I am confident, however, that
in introducing changes in our mode of contract-
ing, which may generally be acknowledged to be
beneficial, the Institute might safely calculate

upon the active and hearty co-operation of all

members of the professionthroughout the country.
Even now the representative character of the
Institute, and its value as the only organisation
which can efficiently deal with professional difii-

culties, is more generally recognised than it has
ever been before ; and I am sanguine enough to
believe that that recognition is destined to be
progressively more cordial, more universal, and
therefore more energetic.

THE FUENISHINa OF TOWN HOUSES.

A SUGGESTIVE paper on this subject was
read before the Society for the Fine Arts

on Thurs'lay evening by Mr. R. W. Edis, F.S. A.

,

in the west gallery of the Architectural Union
Company's premises; ladies formed a large
proportion of the audience.

That the articles with which we are daily to
be surrounded in our homes shoidd be selected

for utiHty and not for show ; that ministration
to personal comfort and convenience is a quality
second only to solid construction and soimd work-
manship in furniture intended to be constantly
used ; that it is preferable that our household
goods should be made of common, even base
materials, well put together, and tastefully

decorated, than that we should expend an equal
sum of money on others, in which greater
intrinsic worth in the substance worked is made
a set off against flimsy fashioning and insufficient

quantities; that everytliing in a house should
be "fitted for a place, and subordinate for a
purpose" ; these general rules have, as Mr. Edis
apologetically admitted, been descanted upon to

triteness. Whatever freshness or interest

characterised the lecture lay partly in the way in
which these commonplaces of furnishing were
treated, but more in the detailed modes in which
the author proposed to apply these principles to

the requirements of those furnishing town
houses. The manner in which furniture has
followed each change of style, from Greek to

Roman, from Gothic to Queen Anne, without
being thereby any more closely adapted to the
everyday wants, was traced with some tautology
and repetition, it being suggested that the only
gain in these alterations of fashion is a change
of special inappropriateness and particular
feature of discomfort. Stress was laid on the
point that, if furniture be cho.seu because
it is now in the height of fashion, should
it be durable, it will, of necessity, presently
look out of date, the obvious moral being
dedxiced that only articles of permanent in-
terest should be purcha.scd, to the avoidance of
mere fashionable conceits and passing eccentrici-
ties. The higher cultivation of the individual,
and as a sequence of the whole conununity, in the
art of furni.shing, is not, it was remarked, to be
ari'ived at by sotting up any particular stylo of
design, or blindly accepting the dogmas set up
by iutei-ested persous, but by the inculcation of
broader «ews of the uses and purposes of our
furniture, and a consideration of the ways in
which the several articles that can be so selected
as to foiTU a convenient and harmonious whole.
The mode in which the ordinary artwork manu-
factiiror endeavours to foist upon the public his
vulgarities, at once clumsj', commonplace, ill-

contrived, and costly, under the names of " Old
English," "Queen Anne," and "Chippendale"
was exposed, but at the same time the author
fully recognised the important progress made by
some of our leading firms, such as GiUow and
Co., Morris and Co., aud ColUnson and Lock,
who have practically spared no pains to produce

the best possible work, and have associated with
themselves in the endeavour to provide furniture
of good design and workmanship a number of

artists of high repute and knowledge. In much
of the work of such finns as these, there is evi-

dent a regard for harmony of design, as well as

for use and suitability, attributable, he thought,
in great part to the fact that the designers are
not mere preparers of drawings and patterns for

chairs, tables, and curtain Iiangings,but men who,
like the artists of the middle ages, believe that
every creation of design should be honestly and
carefully thought out, whether in the smallest

fitting of a house, the commonest colouring of a
wall, or the decoration of the smallest panel in a
buffet or cabinet, as the most gorgeous edifice,

the most exquisite painting, or the most noble
piece of sculpture. As an architect he regretted
that in these days the designing of furniture has
so largely paased into the hands of the uphol-
sterer ; and it will be well for art if artists of

every class shall think it not derogatory to their

rank to conceive and design the lowliest piece of

furniture, or the pattei'n and colouring of

wall hangings and floor coverings. A room may be
furnished simply and well, usefully, comfortably,
and artistically, without of necessity making any
enoiTaous outluy. AVhy shoiUd not deal, and
other soft woods, ho asked, be employed more
largely for the construction of such furniture

as buffets and panelling, wardrobes and
ottomans ? Mr. William Surges has shonTi how
artistic ideas can be worked out with the
greatest elaboration of colour and orna-
mental design, and figure decoration, on quite

plain surfaces of the softer woods, and the
author knew no reason why deal, painted and
varnished, should not be largely availed of for

much of the internal and subordinate woodwork
of oiu' houses. Under the general title of furni-

ture, which properly represented anything'

movable, he proposed to include all the general
fittings which are usually nowadays called fix-

tui-es, such as hanging-closets in bedrooms,
shelving, built-up biiffets, and such ordinary
carpenters' work, which, he suggested, may well

and economically take the place of the more
expensive pieces of furniture, and, he added,
that these shelf- clusters or closets need not of

necessity become the property of a landlord at

the end of a lease ; they can all be made separate
and distinct, to fit in their various places, and be
screwed into blocks or hanging pieces fixed to

the walls. For recesses such fittings can be
made much more inexpen.sively than the usual
movable furniture, and can bo adapted to the

general planning of the room=. Mr. Edis
seemed to have a housemaid's hatred of dust and
dirt accumidators, and offered many hints as to

modes of obviating the occiu-rence of dark
comers and inaccessible spaces and crevices.

On this account all intricate machine carvings,

and unnecessary ledges and frettings, were con-
demned as bad, and tnips for filth. Sideboards,

buffets, wardrobes, and similar articles of furni-

ture, should either he brought to the floor with a
bold plinth or supported on plain, well-turned legs

of sufficient height to allow a brush to be used
beneath them, and care should be taken that no
unnoticed dust-holding receptacles exist on
wardrobe-tops just below the ceUiug-level.

Instead of so accurately fitting the carpet to the

contour of the room that it becomes diflicult to

take it up for cleansing pmi^oses, he suggested
that the borders of all floors should be painted,

and a few small Persian or Indian carpets laid

where most needed for comfort. The machine-
made mantelpieces most usually fcen in London
houses were condemned as commonplace in

character, abominable in design, and bad in

form, outline, and construction. To leave these

as they are would utterly destroy all decorative

effect in the room, and he would say, take them
down carefully and remove the grates and stoves

all away in some cellar, from whence they can
be brought to light and refixed when your lease

is up. Any new mantelpiece put up in its stead

should be fixed as a piece of fiirniturc, re-

movable without damage to the walls. In tho
dining-room it may be of unpolished wainscot
or American walnut, with a lining of black or

golden Siena marble, the lower panels filled

in with painted subject-tiles or delicate

carving of fruit, the main shelf being
broad enough to take a clock or other
ornamen's, with perhaps a centre panel for a
portr;n>. or subject picture, enframed in boldly

carv.d moulding. On either side might be plain

wans ; jt panelling carried up to the ceiling line.
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^ tie„ of didres for brio-tl-hrao or chiaa, and

Aatop Biiinhnrl with a oarred cove, filled in with

,t,,-|wwl leather or gilt enrichment. For the

drawing-room and librdry the design of the

Bantclpicce would require some modification ;
in

ths former might be sulxlued delicate embroidery,

Minted tiles or Japanese laetjuer panels, having

i_umod shelves, lined with velvet, to set oif tlie

van, china, or glass, the sides formed into

groans of dielves or brackets, and the centre

iUed with a splayed Venetian glass, not at so

great a height from the ground as to bo rendered

itirm. and of sufficient size to reflect the works

af art in the room. In the library small flaukiug

enboards may bo arranged, with shelves for

jj
\L« ni- books, BO as to onrry on the general fur-

iteiv of the room. If the fireplace can be

iimmnil. this may be lined with decoration tiles

in panda, with angle brackets for larger pieces

gf^naar other ornaments. Many persons, it

Wt»HtutAcd, do not hesitate to spend from £23

to £100 upon a picture which, while beautiful in

itnlf, cannot give half the delight, plea-sure, or

variety as half the same sum of money expended

apm a really good mantelpiece. In small bed

or dieaang-rooms for bachelors it was suggested

tfi^f the mantelpiece may form a sort of dressing-

table, having above the shelf and on either bide of

a large looking-glass cupboards ; the mirror could

be flanked by light movable brackets for gas or

candles ; the whole of the woodwork could be of

atained and polished deal. In like manner, the

leotnier conducted his audience through a

Iiondon house, '
' upstairs, and dovrostairs, and in

my lady's chamber," suggesting at every turn

ome arrangement for providing additional com-
fort and refinement. In the narrow passage-way
dignifiedinLondonbythe titleof thehall, Mr. Edis
propoeed to placeone or two chairs of plainoakora
faag deal settle, with plain raU back and elbow°,

and incorporated with the latter, a Bmall

nmhrella-stand, having a zinc tray at the bottom
and a curved brass rail at the top ; in the inner

hall a simple cupboard, with sliding doors, and
containing shelves for coats, and a sliding rack

for hats, and hooks or pegs for sticks and
ombrellas above; the top may bo made of

umolished oak or marble for use as a serving

taUe. On landings a divan or stuffed scat of

tlie plainest description may be placed, and over

it may be thrown a piece of coloured stuff or

(ilk, receptacles for plants or flowers being
arranged at each end. In the dining-room
everytiiing should be aa comfortable and conve-

nient as possible, designed for use, not show.
The chairs should be broad-seated and backed,

the seats and backs stuffed with strong service-

able leather or morocco ; he hardly liked to hint

at rush bottoms, but he believed these to be as

comfortable as leather, and, if made in various

colours, pleasant to look at. In addition to these,

there ought to be two arm-chairs, of ample
dimensions for comfort in carving, &c., and one
or two lounge chairs. The most sociable table is

a round one about 4ft. Sin. or oFt. in diameter
CO one massive central support, expanding into

an elongated oval. Nothing shows off flowers
and silver better than an ebonlsed top left opnn
in the centre with good linen slips on the sides

for dinner, removed before the wine comes in.

Instead of the ordinary sideboard a solid buffet
voidd bo preferable, the lower portion being
fitted with a cellaret and liqueur tray ; witliin a
panelled cupboard front on one side and a cup-
Doaid and drawers for plate on the other ; for
convenience in serx-ing the central portion may
be nude with a sliding hatch communicating
with the room behind, or there may be a light
lift from the basement. The panels of the doors
when sufficiently high to be seen may be filled in

with low carving in relief in V>ox or other hard
wood, or with marquetry or Japanese lacquers.
Bnul painting is preferable for decorative pur-
posea to carving, turning, or fret work. Good
dealfuelling painted of gome warm colour, if

free uQia elaborate mouldings, is almost as in-
expcDKre as some of the gorgeous pattern flock
paper* painted in several tints with which it is

flonaidered neoeaaaqr to m-ike dull and heavy the
walUof maayalionaondioing-room. For lighting
•oentral hanginglampwith good shadeof subdued
or warm-tintcl glass is far preferable to any
eontriTanoe forburning the filthy compoundwhi<:h
the gaa oonpanies are content to give to us long-
ioflning inhabitants. For hangings, there are
iBBiiniiihle varieties of tisi-ues from which to
irieet, and on the walls of the room were hung
a namber of specimens of coloured dumasks, lent
by Mr. William Morris. A plain brass rod, or

piece of IMn. gas-piping, painted, is ample for

curtain-rods. Nothing, the lecturer thought,

can be worse than the heavy, lacquered brass or

wood poles and umueaning friezes or valances,

which only serve to hide dust, and are execrable

in taste. The library shoidd bo as comfortable

as possible, with broad easy-chairs, low centre-

table, with plenty of drawers and pigeon-holes,

and a large pedestal-desk, with circular revolv-

ing top, to shut up on papers ; everything should

be arranged for preventing the accumulation of

dust, and for this reason the floor ought to be
painted all over. The room should be surrounded
with bookcases, with sliding-fronted cupboards
for periodicals, and drawers for prints and photo-
graphs, and all the shelves can be made of plain

deal, stained and polished, and fitted at the cor-

nice-level with spring-roller blinds, which can
be drawn down at night and fiistened with a
clip, so as to preserve and protect tlie books.

No set rules can be given for the furnishing of

the drawing-room, as that must largelj' depend
on the good taste of the lady of the house.

Any, and every, class of decoration and
ornament may here be brought together,

so long as there is some sort of careless

harmony of grouping and coloiu-ing. "We
do not want, he said, our drawing-rooms to

be ftUed with stiff, uncomfortable furniture ; nor
yet to be museums in which we fear to walk or

move about ; nor yet showrooms from which the

coverings are removed only on grand occasions

;

but we require pleasant, cheerful rooms in which
the collection of furnitiu'e and objects of art shall

tend to make them more homelike and habitable.

By all means have works of all kinds of art sur-

rounding you ; but, depend upon it, your enjoy-

ment of them will be materially increased if they
are carefully arranged and harmoniovisly set out.

Attention was drawn to a small circular satin-

wood cabinet of the Adams style, lent for the
evening by Messrs. Gillow and Co. , which last

year was exhibited in the boudoir of the Princess

of Wales's pavilion at the Paris Kxbibition.

The lecturer said he regarded it as one of the
most delicate and graceful pieces of modern
furniture which he had seen. The panels are of

walnut wood, with ebony inlaid, and laid over
with box-wood, carved down so as to show the
ebony within in exquisite cameo-like medallions
after Flaxman ; the enrichments and the orna-
mentations are of gilt laciiucr-like character,

exquisite in design and beautiful in workman-
ship. Such articles as this are well suited for
the drawing-room, in which everytiiing should
be bright and artistic, with general grace and
quietness of design, and colouring throughout.
As the bedrooms of a London house are, as a
rule, sacrificed in height to the reception rooms
below, it is desirable to utiUse ovei^y comer and
recess without filling the rooms with heavy and
inconvenient furniture. The recesses formed by
the fireplaces should, in part at least, be filled

with hanging closets, which can be screwed to

the walls and removed at will, carried quite up
to the ceiling; the whole may be fitted with
shelves, hooks and rails, and slidiug shelves, and
drawers, and enclosed with folding-doors in two
heights, the lower panels being filled with plate
glass. In the dressing-table might bo nests of
drawers on cither side of a cupboard in the
lower portion. If any panels in the room are
decorated at all, let it be done with some
pleasant drawing in monochrome or diaper en-
richment ; which shall not suggest spottiness and
crudeness to those who have to lie long hours
and look at them. He could not agree with
the fa.shion which is endeavouring to revive
the heavy wood bedsteads of our ancestors;

nothing can be better or more cleanly than
painted iron or brass bedsteads with light hang-
ings, cheerful yet subdued in colour. A variety
of patterns of printed cottons and cotton
tapestries, lent by Mesiirs. Morris and Co., were
exhibited, and should these be too sombre in

tone, the lecturer suggested that Indian printed
cottons, commonly caUed " sambars," should be
procured, or some of the Indian ailk^ with cotton
backs, which can be bought for something less

than 2s. a yard ; specimens of these, lent by Mr.
Grraham, were referred to. One suggestion
made by Mr. Edis, which woidd appear to need
a good deal of consideration on sanitary groimds
prior to application in any inst;inoe, was that if

it be possible to get waste-pipes away so as to

empty free into the open air, and not attached
in any way to the drains, instead of the ordinary
washhandlitand with fittings of porcelain or
earthenware su liable to breaks and damage, one

of the common tip-up basins should be intro-

duced, fitted in a suitable frame, and with water
laid on from the nearest cistern. This Mr. Edis
regarded as infinitely more convenient and
serviceable in all ways, and it would certainly,

as he pointed out, save the domestic drudge a
considerable amount of labour. In conclusion,

the lecturer insisted on the point that the aim of
all true art iu furniture, as in everything else,

should be to produce good work for the million,

so that at a moderate cost things beautiful iu
design, detail, and colour may be brought into
everyday use.

DOCK GATES.

AT the last meeting of the session of the
Institution of CivU Engineers, held on the

27th of May, a paper was read on " Dock Gates,"
by Mr. A. F. Blandy, M. Inst. C.E.
The author commenced by defining the general

features of a pair of gates and their surroundings,
then passed on to the strains to which a gate was
subject, and gave a formula for the pressiu-e per
unit of length. Examining the mutual action of
the gates ou each other, he stated that in practice

this was liable to vary, and that tliree oases must be
considered : ^First, the gates might be constructed
so that when under pressure the meeting faces of
the mitre-posts bore fair and true against each
other, and distributed the inutiual reactions uni-
formly throughout the width of the meetingf
faces. Secondly, foreign substances, such as

chips of wood, might intrude, or the gates might
wear and become a little too short, causing them
to nip on the dock, or inner edges of the meeting
faces. , Thirdly, the gates might be a little too

long, in which case they would nip on the outer
edges of the meeting faces.

The magnitude and direction of the primary
forces acting ou the pair of gates were next in-

vestigated, and it was shown that a point could
be found on the centre line of entrance, the dis-

tance of which from any point ou the back of the
gate was proportional in magnitude to the
resultant of all the_torce3 acting on a section

taken through the gate at the point measured
to. It was also shown that, in practice, the line

of po.sition of these resultant forces in most cases

corresponded with the arc of a circle drawn
through the centre of the heel-posts and of the
meeting faces of the mitre-posts. The effect of

of nipping would be to transfer this arc from the
centre to the edge of the meeting face at which
nipping occurred, and consequently to propor-
tionately increase or diminish the ' bending
moments on the gate.

The effect of direct compressive stress combined
with bending moment when applied to various

forms of structure, such as were common in dock
gates, was then examined, and methods of finding

the intensities and distribution of stress at a cross

section by means of diagrams were described for

three different forms of wooden gates, viz. : 1st.

When the gate was formed of rectangular wooden
beams. 2ad. When it was built in divisions

coiTcspondiug to the voussoirs of an arch, and
depended entirely on the arch-form for its stab-

ility; and 3rd. When the gate was built in

divisions as in the second form, but of less cur-

vature, and required the assistance of the supple-

mentary connecting pieces, which must be taken

into account when computing the strength.

Looking at the general features of the last-

mentioned gate, the first impression was to regard

it as a form of bowstring girder, but further con-

sideration would show that this could not be, as

there was nothing to transmit the longitudinal

stresses from tho "bow" to the "string," the

transverse bolts being obviously insufficient for

that purpose. When, however, the action of a
beuding moment caused the gate to deflect, the

trausrerse bolts, though allowing the voussoirs

and connecting pieces to slide on each other

longitudinally, would maintain tliem laterally in

their relative positions ; consequently they would
bend through similar angles, and the total

moment of resistance would be tho sum of tho

amount of resistance due to the voussoir plus the

moment of resistance duo to the coimeotiny

pieces.

In tho case of trussed beams, the effect of direct

compressive stress combined with the bonding
moment had to be considered, when applied to a
rectangular wooden beam supplemented by
wrought-iron truss rods. To illustrate this th«|
simplest form of truss might be taken, namely,

that consisting of a rectangular wooden beam
supplemented by two wrought-iron truss rods
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and a king-post, and it might bo asHumed tliat

the king-postwas inelastic and of infinite strength.

It would occur to the observei', that the stresses

on the diffirent parts of such a system, might
vaiy indefinitelj', according to the method of

attaching the rods to the beam and also to the
extent of initial stress put upon the rods before the
systemVas subjected toextraneousi)reesure. Cer-
tain eonditionsmust thereforebeassumed before an
investigation of the stresses on the different parts
could be attempted. If strength only was con-
sidered, the best adjustment appeared to be that
which, when the system was under pres.sure,

caused the whole bending moment to be borne
by the truss rods, and left the timber over the
king-posts entirely free from transverse strain.

Formidte for the stresses on the various parts
were then given, and it was demonstrated that if

the truss were cambered or allowed to sag, then
the stresses would be increased, and the best con-
dition of ad j ustment was the one first assumed.
To attain this condition, if the beam was con-
tinuous from end to end, the system when imder
pressure must have a certain deflection, viz.,

oue-fiith of that which the beam would have if

there was no system of trussing. The condition
of the system when the pressure was removed
was next examined, and formulae were given for
ascertaining the camber which it would assume.
The intensities of stress on the various parts were
also investigated, formulae for the same being
given, together with methods of showing those
intensities by diagrams. A similar analysis was
also made supposing that no working deflection
was allowed.

In the case of wrought-iron gates, the point
to be considered was the effect of direct com-
pressive stress combined with bending moment
on a wrought-iron girder composed of flanges
connected by a centre web. The position of the
neutral axis was investigated, and methods by
diagrams were described; first, for finding the
intensities and distribution of stress on any given
section ; and secondly, for designing a section of
such proportions that the intensity of stress on any
fibre should not exceed certain limiting intensities
of tension and compression. When the method of
finding the principal stresses, as explained, was
considered in connection with the effect of a bend-
ing moment, there could be no doubt but that,
theoretically at least, the most advantageous
fonn was that on which the water-pressure pro-
duced no bending moment, that was to say when
the line of the centres of gravity of the cross
sections corresponded with the centre line of the
gate, and when the centre line of both gates
formed together one continuous arc of a circle

extending from centre to centre of the heel-posts,
and passingthrough the centre of the meeting faces
of the mitre-posts. The author showed that
when this form was departed from the increase of
metal would be as rapid as the gate was flattened,
nor would any appreciable reduction in the cost
per ton occur, -uutil the gate was reduced to the
absolutely straight form, when the increase of
metal would, in the author's opinion, more than
counterbalance the decrease in price supposed to
arise from the use of unbent plates.

As regarded the rise, Mr. Brarawell had
pointed out that the most economical form of
gate was that in which a pair of gates when shut
formed a continuous arc subtending an angle of
ISS" 56', at the centre of the cirele of which the
said arc formed a part, thus making the rise of
the gates equal to the width, from centre to
centre of the heel-posts, multiplied by 0-32958

;

or in round figures, when the rise was equal to
one-third the span.

Hitherto no notice had been taken of the
variations of stress due to the alteration of form
when under pressure. Any analysis of such
variations must necessarily be complicated ; and
it appeared to the author that it would bo useless
to attempt to arrive at any general form for such
investigation, as every gate woidd have its own
individual peculiarities, which would inevitably
vitiate the result. Tractically, if the strength of
|a gate was calculated on the bases of the extreme
cases of nipping at the inner and outer edges of

|the mitre-post, the increased stresses due to
Jteration of foi-m under pressure might be safely
gnored. Setting aside theory, it must be re-
aembered that the most economical was not
necessarily the most advisable form for a pair of
lock gates. The gate was the most important
part of a dock, but it was a comparatively small
Tem of the cost, and its outlines should be
lesigned with a view to the general convenience

and requirements of the situation, rather than to

the structural economy of the gate itself.

The paper was accompanied by four appendices.
Tlio first appendix gave a method of dividing
the vertical section of a gate into layers sustain-
ing equal pressure. The second was a proof of

one of the investigations [in the paper. The
third gave an example showing the practical
application of the method of ascertaining the
stresses on a dock gate ; and the fourth treated
of the deflection of wooden beams of imiform
rectangular section throughout their length, and
showed how the deflection could be deduced
from the curve of bending moments.

THE BATH AND WEST OF ENGLAND
SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION AT EXETER.
ESTABLISHED in 1777 at Bath, this society's

annual exhibitions hold high prestige in the
western and midland coimties. The show for
1879 has just been held at Exeter, opening upon
the 2nd, and closing this day (the 6th inst.)

The weather was most impropitious ; but not-
withstanding the vagaries of the elements,
the ancient city has been thronged throughout
the week with visitors. The streets have been
bedecked most gaily with arches and flags, and
illuminations have taken place every night. The
exhibition itself was held upon grounds adjoin-
ing the Topsham-road BarraelS, a space some
COO yards by 300 yards being inclosed by hoard-
ings. Within this were some 40 or 50 sheds.
The fine-art display has exceeded, perhaps, in
merit, the displaysof pastyears. The principal loan
contributors were Sir Stafford Northcote, Sir
Thomas Acklaud, Lady Morley, Lady KoUe, Sir
JohuW. Walrond, &c., and some of the pictures
shown were very fine. There were three valuable
examples of Gainsborough—a portrait of Mrs.
Cleveland, wife of John Cleveland, Esq., M.P.
for Barnstaple in seven successive jParliaments

;

a portrait of Richard Stevens, Esq., of Winseott,
Sheriff of Devon in 1737 ; and the third is a por-
trait of David Garrick. Mr. J. C Moore-
Stevens has in a case close by, in reference to
these pictures, three letters of Gainsborough's.
One is written from "Circus, Bath, Sept. 13,
1767"; another is dated, "Bath, Jan. 28,
17C8" ; and a postscript is added to the third,
dated Oct. 2, 1767: "P.S.—Packing case cost
me 7 shillings, which my wife desires me always
to remember, and I often forget voluntarily,
because I am ashamed to mention it." There
was a masterly portrait of "James Northcote,
R.A.," by himself

.

Amongst the water-colours were a series of
clever sketches from Brittany, Normandy, and
the Rhine, by Mr. R. Medley Eulford, architect.
There was altso an interesting collection of old
china. Bow, Chelsea, Derby, Worcester, Bristol,
S wansea, and Wedgewood ware ; and some rare
and curious old Liverpool painted tiles. The
display of lace was excellent. Miss C. B. Cossins,
of Broadgate, Exeter, made a good show of
charming specimens of Honiton lace, and a
woman working at the "pillow" by her side
illustrated pleasantly how tliis much-prized (and
priced] inatm-dl is manipulated. But the richett
collection in this class was shown by Messrs.
Tucker and Sons, of High-street, Exeter,
who, in a small case of Sage's, Gray's-inn-lane,
having a frontage of 6ft. by 5ft., contrived to
exhibit nearly £2,000 worth of this delicate
fabric. Small Point Gaze collars at five and six
guineas apiece

; poeket-haudkerchiofs at four-
teen gTiineas apiece ; and "flounces " of the same
material at 58, 150, and 180 guineas each re-
spectively, suggested seriously to the very much
married man of the period that fair women
sometimes put more than the yearly stipend of a
ciurato upon the very hem of their garments.
Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter, exliibited a number
of examples of his church furniture and carved
work, amongst them an eagle lectera designed
by Messrs. Innocent and Brown, of Sheffield

;

and there was a good show, principally by local
cabinetmakers, of so-called "Early English,"
or "14th-century" cabinets— their style really
being a free treatment of Jacobean work.
Messrs. W. Easton and Son, granite merchants,
&c., of Exeter, showed a comprehensive collec-
tion of geological polished specimens illustrative
of the marbles and granites of Devon, and
worked blocks of their Haytor, Moreton, Ilamp-
stead, and Dartmoor granites. They also showed
a good grooved granite roller clod-crusher.
Messrs. Candy and Co., of Chudleigh-road,

Newton Abbot, had sampIeB of thoir excoUent
tiles, bricks, and Doulton ware ; and Mr. Joha
Matthews, of Weston-super-Mare, ahowed good
specimens of what his warm and rod day was
capable of doing in the way of vasea, stands,
drain-pipes, &c., &c. What may bo done in tho
way of improved greenhouses was pleaiiantl/

illustrated by erections upon the groundit by
Messrs Cranston and Luck, of Highgate-street,
Birmingham, and others.

In woo<l-working machinery the largest show
v/as made by Mr. ¥. W. Itcynolds and Co., of
Southwark-street, S.E. TTiis energetic firm had
29 band and circidar saws working upon the
ground, and their new mortising, boring, core-
driving, and tenoning machine received special

attention from those interested in the building
trade. Great complaints were made generally
of the traction-engines being allowed to coma
upon the ground up to the very last moment,
tearing' up the turf and helping to make the
mud altogether dreadful.

LIGHTNING CONDUCTORS.

IN some recent accounts of damage done to tho
church of Laughton-en-lc-Morthen, it was

stated to be protected by a lightning conductor.
From the description of the damage done to the
building, Mr. R. S. Newall came to the conclu-
sion that there was no efficient conductor, bo ho
had it examined, and the following is the
resiUt:—The spire is 176ft. in height, and
it had attached to it a thin tube, made of corru-
gated copper, about seven-eighths of an inch in.

external diameter and five-eighths internal. The
copper is about 1 -32nd of an inch in thickness,
and it weighs about lUb. per yard. It is made
in short lengths, joined together by screws and
coupling pieces, but there is no metallic contact
whatever between the pieces, which are much
corroded. The conductor appeared to be fastened
to the vane. It was not in contact with the
biulding, which it ought to have been, but it

was kept at a distance of about 2jin. from it by
21 insulators. The earth contact was obtained
by bending the tube and burying it in the ground
at a depth of from Gin. to ISin., the soil being
dry loose rubbish ; the length of the earth end
was only 3ft. , with two short pieces of about a
foot in length, each tied to the tube by thin wires,
thus forming altogether a most inefficient con-
ductor. It was placed in a comer formed by a
double stone buttress, which came between tho
conductor and a lead-covered roof attached to
the spire, the distance between the conductor
and the lead roof being about 6ft. 6in. The
lightning appears to have come down the con-
ductor a certain distance, and, finding the road
to earth bad, it passed through a buttress, dis-

lodging about two cart-loads of stone, and then
came down the cast-iron down pipes, leading^

from the lead-covered roof, and so to earth. Now
if tho conductor had been made of copper-wire
rope, weighing about 21b. per yard, and fixed in
contact with the spire, without insulators and
with a proper earth contact, no damage what-
ever would have been sustained by the building

;

and if the conductor had been tested periodically

by an expert he would have shown whether tho
conductor was good or useless. This examina-
tion ought to be insisted on, as the earth con-
nection is often wilfully destroyed; but Mr.
Newall states ho has never in iUl his experieneo
known a building which had a conductor
properly fixed to suffer damage from lightning;.

The Chapel of Ease of St. John, at Needham
Market, Suffolk, which is practically the parish
church of that town of 1,500 inhabitants, was closed
at short notice on the Sunday after Ascension, the
architect who had been consulted, Mr. J. H.
Hakewill, having certified that the roof ia so un-
safe that it may suddenly fall. A meeting was held
to consider the matter on Friday last, when it was
reported by Mr. Hakewill, that some of the roof
timl>ers are broken and others rotten, and although
the walls are sound, lining after lining has been
added to the roof, till its weight would drive out
the stoutest wall. Behind tho ceiling it has been
found is a handsome timber roof of 15th Century
date, almost unique in construction and beauty,
and the question came up whether this should be
restored or a simple plain roof erected at amali
cost. After discussion it was resolved to carry out
the scheme of restoration as originally proposed in
its entirety, and in sections, the roof being first,

the seating second, the bellcot third, then the pordi,
and lastly, the external waUs and windows.
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CHUHCH OP ST. MABY, WOOL\VICH.

It is proposed to remodel this uiLsightly struc-

ttire by replacing tlie present flat entablature
and low ceiling, with an arcade, supporting a

"barrel" roof, adding greatly to the height of

the church. A chanctl, with an apsidal end, is

intended in lieu of the existing shallow recess for

the Communion-table. The interior is designed
to bo coloured throughout. An open belfry is

proposed, in place of the present ugly cornice
and parapet. The architects are Mr. E. F. C.
Clarke and Mr. George Wood, of 10, Serjeant' s-

inn, Fleet-street.

SEW CATHEDTtAT,, KELBOtTENE.

Os May 16th we illustrated in fidl the several
elevations with plan of tius important building,
which is about to be erected at Melbourne, from
the designs of Mr. W. Buttci-lield, architect.

To-day, in obedience to our promise, we publish
longitudinal and other sections, rendering our
series of illustrations of the design thoroughly
complete. The characteristic refinement of the
design and purity of its detail is well worthy of
the reputation of the eminent architect who is

the author of the design.

DE8I0N FOE A OOtrjITEY HOUSE.

Tke accompanying drawing illustrates a country
house designed by Mr. J. D. Sodding. The
style employed in the design is that of the ICth
Century, and it is intended to be built partly of
red brick and partly of wood and plaster work.

OSXAXEST moU AJCIESg AN1> SALISBCrBY
CATIIEDBAUI.

The Royal Architectural Museum Sketching
Club held its monthly meeting at Westminster,
on Wednesday last, the members assembling
more numerously than on any previous occasion
tbtoe the commencement. Mr. Ewan Christian
was to have been the visitor on the occasion, but
w«» onavoidably prevented from attending.

_ Scrrenl aketches of mucli merit were brought
together, and mutual criticisms made. To-day
we publish one of the drawings submitted at a
recent meeting, by Mr. J. Frederick Ponnington.
The abeet illustrates to scale some very interest-
ing ornament from Amiens and Salinbury Cathc-
dzalaof Late character. On Saturday, the Hth
inat., the first of a short series of Saturday

afternoon sketching exciursions, arranged for

members of the club, will take place under the

direction of Mr. Maurice B. Adams, to Stone
Church, Kent, where the rector. Canon Murray,
has kindly promised to meet the party. Mr.
RandvU Druce, cai-ator to the museum, is the

hon. sec. of the Sketching Club, from whom par-

ticulars may be obtained.

CLABEJfOST BTJlLDISaB, HASTINOS,

The above buildings have been erected at tlie

sole cost of Tliomas Braesey, Esq.. M.P., for the
benefit of the town of Hastings and St. Leonards.
The top floor consists of a series of well-lighted

rooms, and are used exclusively by the School of

Art and Science. The second floor contains
studios, and a suite of apartments for Mr.
Brassey's accommodation. The fii-tt floor is iLsed

for public meetings and exhibits of paintings,

&c. The gi-ound floor is fitted as a libraiy

and mechanics' institute. The ba.sement is used
by the Hastings Bowing Club, both for club
purposes and the stowage of boats, living-rooms
being al.so provided for the housekeeper. Mr.
W. L. Vernon is the architect.

EDWARDS'S VENTILATOR AND SASH
FASTENER.

ONE of the cheapest, most easily managed,
and efi'ective sash fasteners we have seen

is that invented by Mr. G. Edwards, of Bromp-

\ >•)

ton-road, the principle ot -which will readily be
understood from the sketch. By pulling two
handles the fa.stener is unlocked and the top sash
lowered ; by pulling two others the window is

at once closed and locked so tliat it is impossible
to open it from the outside. The sash can re-

main open at any height, so that any desired
amount of air can be admitted. The fastener
can be easily applied to any window with a
sliding sash, it does not interfere with,the action
of Venetian or other blinds, it is self-acting in so
far that the window locks itself when wholly or
partially closed, and both sashes are closed
simultaneously ; it is also unlocked and opened
at the same time. The best proofs of its security
against burglars and breakage of the window-
glass are that the Metropolitan Police recommend
it as the best protection for windows, and that
plate-glass windows fitted with the fastener arc
insured at a considerably reduced premium.

THE DECORATION OF ST. PAUL'S.

THE attention of the artistic community in

Florence has been called to a proposed
contribution towards the solution of the ijroblem
how to complete St. Paul's Cathedral, in the
hhapo of a suggestive design for the decoration
of the interior of the dome, the joint work of
Charles Heath Wilson and R. Popplewell
Pullan, the well-known architect. Messrs.
Pullan and Wilson have for many years, eacli in
his own way, made a special etudy of archi-

tectural decoration, and the principle to which
they adhere, and of which their design is an
exemplification, is that in all such work the
architectural imity should bo made the sine fjua

noil of the employment of pictorial appliances,
and that the painting or sculpture should dis-

tinctly be conformed to the architectural com-
po.sition. The theme chosen by Messrs. PuUan
and Wilson is the Tc Daiin. Tlie dome is

divided into eight sections by broad decorative
ribs, painted and moulded, and the rib panels
filled with arabesques in monochrome. At the
bases of the ribs are eight thrones, on which are

seated as many prophets. The thrones are
architecturally designed, with cornices, pilasters,

and niches. Over the cornice of each, to carry
the human element into even the design of the
ribs, stands an angel erect. The ribs terminate
at their summits in foliated capitals united by
arches, surmoimted by frieze and cornice with
pendentives. Between these ribs an architectural

composition runs round the dome to support,
divide, and facilitate the grouping of tlie human
and angelic figures which form the dominant
element of the entire design. The Evangelists
that already occupy the spandrels will be in-

cluded in this plan. The dado contains a
decorative design, and in the podium above it

are ranged the martyrs, the drum or tribune, as

it is here called, beneath the dome not being
included in the present design ; but, if this were
accepted, it is proposed to include the drum in

the system and arrange it with a series of men
of all nations representing the Church—^" The
holy Church throughout all the world doth
acknowledge Thee." Then would come the

martyrs—"The noble army of martyrs praise

Thee." In the colonnade above tlie podium are

eight Apostles, each (omitting the Evangelists
already there) under a baldacchino and seated

on a throne, continuing the theme—" The
glorious company of the Apostles praise Thee ;

"

and above the architecture the hollow space of

the true dome contains figui'es of angels rising

and vanishing in space, and still above them,
around and beneath the lantern, are cherubim
and seraphim, while in the cupola of the lantern

is the Lamb. The design prepared by Messrs.
Wilson and PuUan is of one section, the eighth

ot the project, and the figures are intentionally

borrowed from the best known representations

of the old masters, it not being their intention to

suggest them as tihe designs for the individual

figures, which will be left to the artists charged
with carrying out the suggestion contained in

the illustration of the Te Ueiim. It is said to be
the intention of the artists to send the design to

London shortly, in order to offer it for the con-

sideration of the committee for the completion of

St. Paul's.

JOHNSON'S CLIMAX DOVETAIL
RECESSED BRICKS.

MR. A. JOHNSON, of Hand-sworth, has
patented an invention which will save time

and trouble, and avoid damage to walls in the

fixing of woodwork. The idea consists in the

manufacture of bricks with dovetail recesses for

the reception of wooden pads to which may
readily be secured door-jambs, casings, skirtings,

cornices, angle staffs, architraves, shelving

bearers, shop fixtures, boarding, or any other

kind of woodwork. The recesses are of varying

sizes and forms to suit the different classes of

work intended to be fastened to the pads inserted

in them. By the adoption of tlie invention

which is inexpensive in its application, all neces-

sity for plugging is avoided, the work can be

fixed truer, time, labour, and nails will be econo-

mised, and all cutting of brickwork avoided.

Several large brickmakcrs have already obtained

licenses of the inventor for the manufacturo of

the recessed bricks, which we have little doubt

will soon come into general use.

COMPETITIONS.
BiEjaNOHAM.—About forty-.six sets of plans

have been received of the Wcsleyan Memorial
Building, in Bishopsgate-strcet, for the intended

Wesleyan College at Birmingliam. Tlie com-
mittee have not yet made a fonnal inspectiou of

the drawings, but will meet on the 12th inst. to

consider the matter. Mr. Alfred Waterhouse,

A.R.A., has been retained to assist in making an

award of tlie premiums, and iu selecting a design

for execution.
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THE CITY OF LONDON SCHOOL
COMPETITION.

A STRANGE loticcnco has boon observed
by the City of London School Com-

mittee in respect of the dcsifpis submitted in

competition for the new building on the
Thames Embankment, and this reserve is all

the more inexjilicable when we contrast it

with the action of other public bodies.
Indeed, we do not see what object—except,
indeed, a sinister one—can be gained by
maintaining such secrecy respecting the
action of the committee in the selection of

the premiatod plans ; certainly, at least,

there can be no sufficient justification for
shutting out the i^rofessional press from a
view of the designs. Our own knowledge of
many of the desigiis that have been sub-
mitted, and a brief inspection of them,
at No. 17, Aldermanbury, where they arc
at present locked up from view, enable us to
say that a few clever plans have been sent
in out of the o',i sets submitted, several of
the authorsbeingvery wellknown men . Out of
these the sub-committee have, weunderstand,
selected for consideration the designs sub-
mitted mider the mottoes "Live and Learn,"
"Simplicity," and " Playgromid," and we
further believe that at the meeting of the
committee on Wednesday it was decided to
place " Live and Learn " first. The
drawings have been arranged on screens
in bays, round a central lighted wall space
of the empty warehouse in Aldermanbury,
and occupy the whole of the first-floor, and,
as far as lighting and accommodation is

concerned, the building affords every convo-
ence for a more public display. The site

chosenby the Committee for the New Schools
adjoins Do Koyser's hotel, and has a frontage
towards the Embankment of about 180ft.,

and a depth of about 320ft. On the west
and north it will be bounded by two proposed
roadways. The shape of the land is nearly
rectangular-, and a main front and side en-
trance have been provided in most of the
plans. Among the instructionswere afewcon-
ditions of importance. Twenty class-rooms
had to be provided, each to hold forty boys,
with a cloak-room attached ; the cubic space
of air was to be a minimum of 140ft. per boy,
and some of the class-rooms had to be ar-
ranged in pairs ; a hall for general purposes,
distributions, &o., to hold 1,000, had to be
provided

; adining-room for 200 boys, capa-
ble of sub-division into four separate rooms

;

a lecture-room on the top floor,besides labora-
tory, class-room for chemistry, playgroimd,
&c. Three premiums of £300, £200, and £100
were to be awarded to the three selected
designs.

From a general survey of the plans, the
authors appear to have adopted either a
symmetric or an irregu'ar disposition of the
parts, and they may be roughly divided into
those having a central hall or assembly-
room, and those with a more or less one-
sided arrangement. The former are the
more numerous. The larger number of
drawings show a rectangular arrangement

;

that is to say, the plan more or less fills up
the site, and in many in.stances to the ob-
vious loss of playground area, which should
be a matter of primary importance in the
selection of a design. We observe that the
favourite idea is to place the assembly-hall
in the centre, round which are the corridors
and class-rooms, the ofiicial or secretaries'
and masters' rooms being located in the
front. This is, without doubt, a very ob-
vious principle of planning, and would
strike one as the easiest mode of armnging
the accommodation ; but there are cer-
tain serious objections in the way of
many of the suggested arrangements
on this principle that strike us. One
is the area taken up, the awkward means
of exit provided for the jjupUs when leaving
the hall for their respective class-rooms—

•

tending to interference or confusion, and

the want of general supervision and lighting.

As regards the last very important condition,

in many cases the light to hall is obtained

above the class-rooms, either by a clerestory

or from the roof, while the class-rooms are

lighted separately from the sides or from
skylights. The central, quadrangidar hall

arrangement has been followed by many of

the competitors, who, to all appearance,

have scarcely solved the above difficulties,

while the provision of staircases, in some
instances, is certainly defective. Touching
the entrances, too much importance cannot
be attached to a direct passage from the

main Embankment entrance to the hall, and
so as to avoid any contact with the officials

and masters. The hall, intended to seat

1,000 persons, has been variously computed,
but the main consideration should be a good
shape to aid general supervision by the

masters, and also for sound. Some of the
plans by their mode of seating ignore these

considerations, though they generally appear
to show ample lighting. The class-rooms

should be grouped round the hall, be well

lighted, either from the left-hand side of

the pupil or from top lights, and shouldeach
have its separate lobby for hats, &c.

Another point is the proper position for the

lavatories and closets ; in some instances

these are inadequate or badly placed, and it

is requisite that at least two sets, one on
each side of the hall, should be provided.

The head master's room and class-room

ought to bo in proximity, if not in direct

communication ; the dining-room should be
conveniently placed, in connection with the

chief corridor ; and the laboratory and
chemical department communicating, but in

some part of the building removed from
the class-rooms and the risk of accident.

Lastly, the cooking deiiartment should be
either above or below the dining-hall

;

the former is the more desirable position for

it. A few of the competitors have adopted
a circular end to the assembly hall, but the

radiating principle of disposing the class-

rooms has been adopted in one instance, by
the author of the design marked '

' Black-
friars." This competitor has a semi-circular

plan of hall with radiating passages and
seats, the platform being placed in the centre

of the straight side. Round the outer

peripheiy of the hall is a wide corridor which
gives access to seven class-rooms, each 20ft.

square, lighted on the outside and separated

by cloak-rooms. Direct access is thus ob-

tained from the radiating passages of the

hall to the class-rooms. At the angles of

the semicircular corridor with the front

range are the staircases leading to the upper
floors with lavatories, &c., behind, and these

are connected with the principal entrance by
a straight corridor, from which the master's,

assistant-master's, secretary's, and other

official rooms in front are entered. On
the first floor the class-rooms are con
tinned, the front block having four

arranged in pairs by sliding-doors suitable

for special classes, such as drawing. All the

class-rooms, twenty in number, are placed

on the ground and first floors, the upper
floor in front being devoted to a central

natural science lecture-hall, over entrance

with the chemical departmenton thewest, and
the cooking department on the east. The
hall is lighted by clerestory windows and
from the roof. The Embankment fagado, of

three stories, broken by a bold central

projection in three bays, and by end wings,

and is in the Renaissance siyle; there is an
ample playground in the rear, and the cost is

estimated at £48,500. The author sends an
alternative plan, showing a rectangular hall.

We note three designs in which the rectan-

gular plan has been adopted with more or

less success. In style, the architects have
generally taken some version of Classic for

their design. We note a few of Italian and
Queen Aime character, and one rather strik-

I
ing example of the latter style shows the

front broken by a series of Hat mullioned
windows, with gables, with a rather queerly-

shaped tower on the casteni return, and a
considerable breaking back of the faoade.

The author whose motto Ls "Concentration,"
and who has a large hall 123ft. by 64ft., sur-

rounded by an open arcaded corridor, has
cleverly managed to bring in the dome of

St. Paul's and St. Bride's steeple as a help

in balancing his composition. Thirteenth

Gothic ,is not imrepresentod ; for instance,

there is a well studied design by one of tho

leading Gothicists, in which the front hall

is made to play an important part in the

elevation, and another design in a later

typo by the architect of one of our large

public City schools. We hope to be able

to give some further particulars shortly.

AN ARCHITECTITRAL EXCURSION AT
STAMFORD.

A JOINT meeting of the Lincoln, Northamp-
ton, and Leicester Architectural Societies

was held in Stamford last AVednesday and
Thursday week. After attending morning
prayer at St. Mary's Church, the edifice was
examined. An excursion round the town waa
then made. With regard to an interesting

cellar on St. Mary's-hUl, Mr. Fowler remark^
that it had been longer than it now is, and was
of about the date 1200. Precentor Venables
said in olden times it was xisual to bvuld large

hou-ses on vaiUted cellars. The remains of the

Manor Court were next inspected. The party

then climbed the Castle-hill, where the Rev. C.
Nevinson gave a history of the stronghold.

Browne'sHospital was next visited, and it and its

curious contents afforded considerable gratifica-

tion. Mr. Neale said the stained glass there

would stand first in the country of its date ; the

handling and colour were excellent. An in-

teresting cellar under the Red Lion Inn, which
has stone vaulting with somewhat thin and
chamfered ribs, and which is said to be early

1.3th century work, was inspected ; and the party

then went to the house opposite the Conduit,

lately occupied by Mrs. Bishop ; the date of an
arch there, the existence of which appeared to

have be en unknown to many of the townspeople,

was referred by Mr. Neale to about the year

1200, the interesting capital affording very good
testimony. St. Leonard's Priory was much
admired, and the critics were deeply interested in

the several gradual transitions met with in the

north arcade and the west front. The shafts

and capitals of the latter were assigned to about

A.D. 1200. At St. George's Mr. Neale entered

into the oft-discussed question of certain piers

in the north arcade ; differing from the Rev. G.
Ayliffe Poole, he believed that the circular and
the octagonal parts had all been built up in pro-

per gradation, and as now shown. The window
of the tower was the only Decorated one in the

town. There was nothing pocuUar about the

tower except its ugliness, i.e., it was oblong.

Some of tho glass in the south wall of the

chancel was as good as that at Browne's Hos-
pital, which was saying a great deal.—The
visitors then repaired to the Assembly rooms for

luncheon.—In the evening a meeting was held

in the Assembly-rooms ; the Bishop presided.

The Bishop advocated the foundation of a

county museum. Tho Rev. G. A. Poole read a

paper with the title " Fragments of Diocesan

History in the time of Charles I. and Charles

II.," in which ho described the troubles of the

clergy in the Peterboro' diocese during those

timss of civil strife. Mr. Neale, F.S.A., fol-

lowed with a paper on " St. Martin's and St.

Mary's churches," in which he let the stones tell

their own history. He suggested that at St.

Martin's there shoiUd be a record stating where

much of the very fine glass came from. Referring

to tho west door of St. Mary's, Mr. Neale

differed from other writers, and gave reasons for

beHeving that tho pointed arch and the semi-

circidar one beneath it are the work of the same

architect. He suggested that the tower be

opened out into the church. On the following

day, tho party visited Ketton, North Luffen-

ham, Exton, Empingham, and Tickencote.

The coffer-dam at the new dry docks now in

coui-se of construction at Southampton gave way
on Monday night.
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OVR COiTSrONTLACE COLUMN.

THE name is given to two divisions of the

Cretaceous messiues, so-called from the

green specks of silicate of iron sometimes formed

in the beds, and which give them a green colour.

The Upper Greonsand consists of beds of sand,

geoorauy of a green colour, with masses of

caloaraous grit cjiUed firestone. The strata in

the oKfis of the Isle of Wight are of considerable

liiotiiii— The Lower Oreensand consists of a

lane aeries of indurated sandstones and clays,

wiu occasional calcareous beds. The sands

pnpooderate in the Upper and the clays in the

Lower portion. The calcareous stone is calleft

Kentish Rasr, and is much used for building in

Keat and Sussex. It is a highly fossiliferous

A gridiron is used in Christian art as a symbol
of St. Lawrence, Deacon and Martyr. Ho is

naoally i^resented as holding it in his hand, ou
Booount of his having been martyred xipon one.

Sometimes, however, this utensil is symbolical

of St. Faith. A gridiron with spikes is symboli-

cal of St. Vincent, the iostrumcnt of liis torture.

GrifBn or gryphon (Gr. ypi'^oc, hook-nosed) is a
mythic animal with the head and wings of an
eagje combined with thebody of a lion, symbolical

of swiftness and strength. It is frequently found
in Heraldry and Christian art. The earliest

example of this animal, Fairholt says, is that ou
a bronze patera which the Samians ordered to be
made about B.C., 640. In Christian art the
griffin is symbolical of vigilance, and when found
oo tombs it is the guardian of the dead. M.
de Caumont speaking of it that Pliny, who has
been followed by the learned Mediajvalists, says
that griffins are a kind of monster which dig up
gold from the mines, and devote their whole
strength to presen-ing it.—C. F. W.

Grille enclosure screens to chapels and tombs are

common, both in this coimtry and in France.
One of the beat English examples is that roimd
the tomb of Queen Eleanor, in Westminster
Abbey. In France and Germany grilles are
more numerous. Augsberg and Nuremberg are
paiticnlarly rich in this kind of metal-work, in

which scrollwork and crossbars, with sprays of

foliage and geometrical forms appear. Seven-
teenui century examples of tomb grilles may be
seen at Salzburg, in the cemetery of St. Peter.
Generally grilles are of hammered iron, put
together by rivets or dips, though in most of the
best work riveting is more rarely used than
welding. In the square-bar work the bars are
Iialred and welded together, and in round-bar,
eyea are formed, through which one of the stalks
panaen . In the former kind the diagonal bars are,

in ODe direction, placed square, and in the other,
edgewise, the latter passing through the former.
Pot further information and detail, see the
aloable paper by Mr. Penstone, in the BtntDiNO
News, p. 613, ante; also V. le Due, I/ict. Mai».,
nnder "Grille."

Groin (Ice. greina, to divide) is the angle formed
by an intersection of vaults (Parker) . All the
principal Gothic ceilings or roofs were groined.
At first the groining was left plain, with merely
the edgee chamfered, as in the chapel of the Pix
Weatminster Abbey (^1060-1066). In Peter.
borongh ribs arc introduced. Moulded arc also
to be seen at Salisbury, Lincoln, and Durham
CatbedraLi, &c.

OBOTE8QT7B.

A atyle of ornament which owes its name to the
diaeoveries made in the baths of Titus and other
Rnman buildings in the 13th century from the
Italian word " grotto," a subterranean chamber.
In the Renaissance we find this kind of ornament
much used. It abounds in transformations from
he animal to the vegetable, and mingles in
fantastic confusion all conceivable forms of
nature. The Medieval artist delighted to in-

duce in compoaitions of the grotesque, as wo
fina in carved capitals, bosses, string-courses,
and carved work generally ; he often made them
ngK*"''''® o* some quality, such as fierceness

;

ganeraUy these inventions wore employed in the
aernee of religion to create fear, and to embody
the paaaioDB and vicea of the world. Wo doubt

the value of them now, as they have lost their

original intention, and it is at lesvst open to

question whether such repulsive creations as

many of the latter are have a rightful place in

architecture. See illustrations in BtriLDDJO

News, also article on " Grotesque Animal Kepre-
sentaUons," p. 178, Vol. XXXV.

These are small dykes to protect river banks,

projected at right angles thereto. Professor

Rankine, in his " Manual of Civil Engineering,"

says "each groyne protects a portion of the bank
of about five times its own length, and usually

causes the current that sweeps round its point to

scoop out an excavation in the bottom of the

channel of a breadth equal to about one-quarter

of the length of the groyne, the material scooped

out being deposited in the space between the

groins." He adds they are injurious to the regu-

larity of figure and stability of the bottom of the

channel, and should only be used as a temporary

expedient to protect the banks until better works
can be completed. Groynes are constructed gene-

rally of loose stones, or of piles and planks,

though concrete in blocks has been successfully

used in protecting coasts exposed to a rough or

heavy sea. At Brighton the timber groynes have
been replaced by concrete blocks, and consider-

able accumulation has accrued by their adoption

A term used in hcraldi'y for red. In print it ia

represented by parallel vertical lines covering

the field, &o. In descriptions it is wi-itten gu.

Mr. BouteU gives the following hints for its use

in illuminating or blazoning. " Orange venui-
lion, either pure or mixed, with a very little

cadmium yellow or Chinese white, and still less

gum ; shade with carmine, or crimson lake and
gum."—C. F. W.

OUTTJE

Guttse {gutta, a drop) , small conical ornaments
used in Doric architecture, beneath the mutules
of the cornice, beneath the tenia of the archi-

trave, and under the triglyphs (Parker) . They
are supposed to represent raindrops.

A channel for water, as applied to buildings^

is of great antiquity. The Greeks used gutters

at the eaves of their buildings formed by hol-

lowing out the corona or upper member of the
cornice. The water was discharged through
small openings or gargoyles in the shape of

lions' heads.
Koman gutters were often formed by tUes in

cement.
In the Middle Ages the water was collected in

gutters behind the parapets and discharged
through the buttress-heads or gargoyles in a
number of small streams. Ultimately the use of

lead pipes to carry the water direct to the
ground superseded the gargoyle, and many
tasteful heads to receive the water still exist of

the loth and 16th centuries. See Details of

Lead-work, in Vol. XXXV., fromHaddon HaU.
The square form of pipe was common, and it has
many recommendations in its favour, one being
the capabilityof the pipe to expand during frost,

and 60 preventing bursting, besides architectural

reasons. For lead gutters 71b. to 81b. lead is

necessary ; they should have a current of at
least Jth of an inch to the foot, though lin. in

10ft. is commonly allowed. At the backs of

parapets and chimneys the lead should turn up
against the wall Sin. to Sin. , £iccording to circum-
stances, depending iipon exposure to wind and
pitch of roof. The flashing or apron should be
of the same width. In the measurement of

gutters take the length of gutter by average
width, state thickness of gutter-boards, and size

of bearers distance apart. Lear boards arc taken
separately. The drips and cesspools are num-
bered. In roofs with projecting eaves the gutters
are often sunk into them, and are called blind
gutters.

GYMNASIUM.

A gymnasium (yv/ivairiuv) was, with the Greeks
and Romans, a building for philosophers as well
as youths, for the training of the mind as well as
the body. They were first built about the time
of Solon. Grammar, music and gymnastics con-
stituted the whole course of a Grecian youth's
education, so that this last was held in very high
regard. They held that a mens aana must be
accompanied with a corput natiiim. It was in the
gymnasium that Greek artists learnt that know-

ledge of the human form wliich they sculptured
with such exquisite proportion. The celebrated

baths of Caracalla included gymnasia, stadia,

temples, academies, lecture-rooms, &c. It

should be noted that the Germans use the term
,

gymnasium for '
' mental schools, preserving in

part the old classic meaning, whereas an English-
man by the same term always means a school for

bodily exercise." (See Smith's "Diet, of

Antiq.")—C. F. W.
QY!r.SCEnM.

GyncEceum {ywaiKuiviTii) , the women's apart-

ments. In a Greek house the men's apartments
were always in the front, and the women's be-
hind, rarely on an upper story.—C. F. W.

HAGIOSCOPE, OB SaUINT.

Oblique openings or slits pierced generally in the

walls or jambs of the chancel arch, intended to

give a view of the high altar to those seated at the

east cud of the aisles or chapels. These openings
were sometimes arched and cusped. Their most
important use was doubtless to enable the acolyte

appointed to ring the sanctus bell to see the

performance of high mass, aud to ring it at the

proper time. The English form of the word
'

' squint
'

' is far more appropriate than the

Greek one of hagioscope as applied to a Mediteval

building. This feature, according to Parker,

abounds in the neighbourhood of Tenby in South
Wales, though examples occur at Haseley, Oxon,
Chippiug Norton, Crawley Church, Hants,
Bridgwater Church, &c. The same authority

says they are usually about a yard liigh, and
about 2ft. wide, often wider at the west end.

They occur in other situations, but always in the

direction of the high altar. See illustrations in

Parker's Glossary.

HEXPAKTITE.

A species of groining where each bay is divided

into six parts, instead of the commoner division

of four, and where the diagonal libs embrace
two bays of cross vaults. The crowns of vaults

of this kind are not always level, but have a

slight rise, ' so that they partake of a domical

character. The choir of Canterbury has this

description of vaulting.

HALL.

French salle, salon. This was the prinoipa

apartment in the Middle-Age dwelling. In the

Norman castle the hall was generally in the keep
above the ground floor, though in later examples
they are chiefly on the ground floor, as at West-
minster. There was a hall and one " solar " or

sleeping apartment, and this arrangement pre-

vailed with slight modifications during the 12th

and 13th centuries. At the end of hall was the

dais, on which the lord of the manor had his

table and entertained his honoured guests who
sat with him, his retainers sitting at another

table in the lower part of hall. The hall was
a characteristic feature of the feudal system of

building, and when that system died out the

largo common hall was lost in other and more
numerous apartments. The roofs especially

were very handsome and richly carved, as those

that still exist bear witness. We may mention
those of Gueston HaU, and the Priory Refectory,

Malvern, as choice instances. Examples are to

be met with in many counties of England ; the

best known are Westminster, Guildhall, Crosby

HaU, those of the Inns of Couit;, Hampton
Court ; 'Eltham, Ightham, Kent ; Mayfield,

Sussex; Gueston HaU, Worcester; Great Malvern
Priory, Cobham, Kent. lu some halls, bay
windows are formed at the cuds of the dais, and
this feature is to be observed at Hampton Court.

For details of haUsee " Dollman's Analysis of

Ancient Domestic Architecture"; "Parker's

Domestic Architecture," &c.

Many fine halls were visited by the Royal
Archoeological Institute hist year (1878) in the

neighboui'hood of Northampton, fully described
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ill our reports of that visit (see page 127, Vol.

XXXV.), Buch as Ruahton HaU, Kiiby HaU, &c.
lUustratious of many will be found in back
viiluine.',. See ako correspondence touching
WollatonHaU, p. 712.

MUSIC IIAIiS.

For proportions of great music halls we refer the
reader to the " Dictionary of Architecture,"
also to page 611, Vol. XXXIII.

THE INFLUENCE OF ROUGHNESS ON
THE FLOW OF WATER IN PIPES.

THE literature of practical hydraulics is yearly
becoming so voluminous that the engineer

will be glad to have recourse to tables prepared
for liim, upon which he can place reliance with-
out the trouble of working out for himself theo-
retical fonnula. An immense deal of labour and
thought has been spent in the search for a
mathematical expression for the value of the
mean velocity of a stream of water; but such
labour has been only of approximate value, and
that under certain conditions, for it is evident a
fonnula applicable to large channels and rivers

would be useless for pipes, and a formula for a
rough channel would be equally inapplicable
to one of a smooth perimeter. Du Buat had
considered that the velocity was qiute indepen-
dent of the material forming the perimeter,
whereas the experiments of Kutter, D'Arcy, and
others, have recently shown that the degree of
roughness has much to do with the velocity.

Kultcr published a new formula, which has been
translated by L. D'A. Jackson in a recent work
noticed by us at the time, and as the formula
was too complicated for general use, a diagram
was shown that could be made applicable to
both large rivers and small channels. Mr. R.
Hering, C.E., in a paper on "The Flow of
Water in Small Channels," in the Transactions
of the American Society of Civil Engineers,
shows a modification of Kutter' s diagram which
obviates the inconvenience attending the use of
it, and Jackson's translation, which was found too
small for accuracy. In this diagram, the rela-

tions are obtained in EngHsh measures between
the mean velocity (c), Kutter's coeflioients (c),

the mean hydraulic radius [It), the roughness of

wetted peruueter («) , and the slope of the water
surface {..) ; a vertical axis has the coefficients c

graduated on the left with the grades in feet per
100 on the right side; the horizontal axis has the
mean radius marked above, and the mean velocity
in feet per second below. To the left are formed
hyperbolic ciu-ves indicating grades from zero
to 0-4 per hundred. Degrees of roughness, from
planed timber to stony soil and channels impeded
by detritus and vegetation, are shown by radiat-
ing lines from a certain point obtained by
experience and cross the curves. Cement, plaster,

rough timber, and brick materials used for lining
sewers are thus shown. By this simple diagram,
containing the relations of the principal quanti-
ties in a practical form, the separate values of
any one can be obtained by a simple operation,
which, without a diagram it would be of little

use to explain here. For more convenient use, a
series of graphical tables is added, developed
from the relationship existing between the five

quantities above enumerated. These are con-
structed on cross section paper noting the grades
along the top, and the discliarges along the side,

and are confined to circular and egg-shaped
sections calculated for three values of (n), or
roughuLSs. These grapliical tables are very
convenient for practical pui-poscs, while they are
quite accurate enough for all ordinnry require-
ments. The writer observes, "All the Imown
elements occurriug in the problem of the flow of
water in small channels, giving the results in
conformity with the formula of Ganguillet and
Kutter can therefore be arranged in a convenient
and practical form. The diagram will give the
vahies of v, n, c, and jr in a few moments, and the
tables prepared for special shapes of water
section will give the size and discharge at a
glance, and by examining the effects of slight
variations of size or grade, will enable the
engineer easily to determine the most economical
design." Three diagrams are added to prove the
influence of roughness upon the di.scharge, and
that the effect increases with the smoothness of
the wetted perimnter, and inversely as the size,

so that " the smaller the channel the better it

will pay to increa.se the degree of smoothness to
its highest practical limit." To take one instance
given, an open circular channel 3ft. diameter, at

a grade of 1ft per hundred when buUt of rough
nibble, shows a mean velocity of 62ft. per

second, but when carefully plastered with pure
cement, or with a thick coat of natural asphalte,

it will give a velocity of 13ft. per second, or

more than double the discharge. From the

resiUts thus obtained, the value of smooth glazed

stoneware pipes, or asphalted pipes, is placed

beyond doubt particularly for small sewers, and
we have a further proof of the advantages of

truly laid pipes. To show the practical use of

the plotted tables wc have been referring to, let

us take another instance. Given .500 acres to be
drained of an inch rainfall, the available grade
being 0-3 per 100. We require to know the

diameter of a circular brick-built sewer. Refer-

ring to plate rV., we find the horizontal line

indicating the discharge of 600 cubic feet (being

equivalent to tho drainage of .500 aeres), and
where this intersects the vertical ordinate indi-

cating grade, we read on the radiating line

the required diameter of 8ft. and a velocity of

10ft. per second. We cannot devote more space

to the subject, but recommend Mr. Hering's
paper and graphical tables to the attention of aU
interested in drainage.

HINDLE S PATENT ASHLAR CONCRETE.

ANEW patented system of concrete building
has been brought to our notice in a

pamphlet under the above title. The patentee,

Mr. Thomas Hindle, of Liverpool, to <ise his own
words " unites the block and monolithic systems
of concrete construction " by which it is claimed
that the difficulties attendant upon each of these

modes are removed and contraction avoided. The
plan, from the description given of it, is certainly

very simple : it consists of concrete blocks or slabs

suitable for every kind of constniction, such as

for sewers, walls for gasometers, reservoirs, sea
and retaining walls, house building, &c. The
"slab" is in asldar about 2in. thick, and can be
made of any length and depth , while the '

' block '

'

is thicker and can also be formed to any dimen-
sions. The slabs or blocks are made in moulds
with a bevelled sinking or groove on each edge
of the block, wliich when put together are filled

up, making a homogeneous facing. For cottages

slabs li to IJin. are recommended, with one tie

or bond to every superficial yard, and for all

partition walls blocks three or four inches thick.

The illustrations given —by the way, rather
badly drawn—show walls built hollow of these
slabs, the in.side being filled with rough concrete.

Walls to imitate stone ashlar ^vith grooved joints

and rusticated quoins, gate piers, and window
dres.sings, are illustrated to show the application

of the material, but we regret a more original

adaptation has not been aimed at. The cost of

a yard .super of a4in. wall isestimated at 2s. .5d.,

or at £11 Is. IJd. per rod ; that of a 9in. wall,

48. 2d., or £98. 9s. per rod, and of a Ij brick
wall 08. lOd., or £8 10s. 6d. per rod. These
prices allow for concrete to cost •5d. per cube foot,

and for making, erecting, and filling in the
hollow. Mr. Hindle's system dispenses with
costly appliances ; it adopts a reasonable mode of

wall construction not open to the objections of

the monolithic or filling-in systems, and we can
recommend it to the attention of builders where
the manufacture of concrete can bo carried on
economically. The system is being worked by
Mr. Samuel Vestey, of o, Matthew-street,
Liverpool.

THE YORK FINE ART AND INDUS-
TRIAL EXHIBITION.

I
SEND the following in continuation of my
notes printed on p. 568 :—In the South

Gallery the exhibits are now in situ. Mr. C.

Green, of Sheffield, has various articles in which
moidded bronze panels form tho cliief featm'e.

The large ebonised cabinet is especially worth
attention ; and the bronze panels, three with
child figures in fuU relief, are excellent. Tates
and Co., Wilton, have a hand-made Saxony
carpet in blue and green, and a real Axminster of

less conventional pattern. The productions of

Mr. Snowdon, Rochdale, are conspicuous for the
excellence of workmanship, the designs being
mostly very simple. The bed-room suite in

sycamore, with mouldings in walnut, is quiet
and altogether pleasing. The exhibits of Rood-
house and Sons, Leeds, also deserve a good posi-

tion. The bed-room suite is Anglo-Japanesque
in design, that of the dining-room Jacobean.

The bed-room suite of Isaac Brown, York, ia

veiy simply treated, tho only ornamentation
being in lines of inlaid wood, white and black
triangles alternately. The bed hangings, yellow
gromid, are rich in appearance, but scarcely

harmonise with tho material of the furniture.

Before leaving tho galleries, I must allude to
tho show-cases, which are all of a commonplace
character, and are mostly finished off at top with
brown paper or plain deal, although they are aa
much seen from above as from the sides. Under
the North Gallery Messrs. Barrett and Leggott,
Bradford, have several chimney-pieces, with
grates, fenders, and fittings complete. One
chimney-piece is of polished oak, simple and
chaste in design ; another is of white marble,
and is suited for tho drawing-room of a noble
mansion ; the dogs and fender are brass ; the
next is in black marble, of a bold Renaissance
design. The middle panels (bronze) of the
canted sides have female figures in full relief

under alcoves ; while e.xcelleutly-modelled nude
male figures, in po.sitions reminding one of

Michael Angelo, guard the fire-dogs. Above
the shelf is a large mirror in substantial, well-

designed oak frame, with segmental pediment
top, and side shelves for the display of vases.

The designs of these chimney-pieces are superior

to those which obtained a medal at Leeds in

1875, if we may judge from the drawings ex-
hibited. Rowntree and Sons, Scarborough, are
represented by a buffet in light, impolished oak,

a butler's sideboard, and dining-room chair in

the same material. Colman and Glendenning
exhibit specimens of their desks of various de-
signs and all very good. Robson and Sons,

Newcastle, have a bed-room suite in mahogany,
and, like Messrs. Ogden, have chosen carpets

and hangings to help the efi^ect. The chair-

seats are too light in colour. Messrs. Jones and
Willis have a good show of ecclesiastical

work, including a large and elaborate candela-

bra and a brass eagle lectern ; the chief interest

centres in the reredos, of Flamboyant Gothic de-

sign, in light oak and many other woods, with
pierced panels in walnut. The centre recess has
an ogee cusped canopy. High up are two small

figures of St. George and St. Denis. This rere-

dos was made for the Paris E.xhibition, and was
designed by Mr. Scott Champion. The altar

frontal is in tho same style, and elaborately em-
broidered by hand. The ground work is white
figured silk ; in the centre quarterfoil, upon a
back-ground of blue, is the figure of our Lord
holding a golden sceptre. The super-frontal is

of rich crimson velvet. The altar furniture, gas
brackets, and other articles fully sustain the

high reputation of the firm. I had almost for-

gotten the Sunbury Wall Decoration, with which
several of the compartments occupied by fumi-
tirre are lined with exceedingly good effect.

C. P. E.

ART FURNITURE.—A GRAND PIANO-
FORTE CASE.

"l/TESSRS.WRIGHT AND MANSFIELD, of

iVi 104, New Bond-street, have lately manufac-
tured a grand pianoforte case for Sir Julian

Gkildsmid, Bart., M.P., a view of which was
accorded to us last week, and as an example of

inlaid woodwork, we may say we have seldom

seen a more superb design, llie top and sides

of the instrument are of King wood, with a
reticulation of tulip, stained, and other choice

inlays. In addition to the rich borders, the top

and sides have elongated medallions or panels with

centre groupings of musical instruments in inlay.

The legs are square, and are also richly relieved

by inlaid woods of the same description, and the

lines and general design are very satLsfactory.

In style the artist (we believe Mr. Lord) has

adopted the Renaissance, or perhaps the geo-

metrical diagonal network of marquetry, may
be more correctly called Early Italian, freely

treated. The instrument itself has been manu-
factured by the Messrs. Broadwood. We notice

in other parts of Messrs. Wright and Mans-
field's extensive show-rooms some very choice

specimens of furniture in the Adams and Chip-

pendale styles. One is a wardrobe, painted and
highly polished, of a delicate cream or canary

buff ground, with painted panels and medallions

in the sides, and a large bevelled mirror in the

centre compartment. The panelling is richly

bordered with fluted margins, with gilt mould-
ings and enrichments picked out mth a bright

salmon colour. The panels are painted on
copper. Over the miiror, the wardrobe ia
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laUMd with a scrolled pediment, while in the

deoomputmants weobaer\-e an ingenious swirel

hook for hanging' the dresses, which revolves on a

aantie, a very obvious improvement on ordinary

hooka. Among the choice examples of furniture

in the Adams style, we noted a unique tripod

table, designed and executed with considerable

tasto, thoroughly classic in feeling, and suggcs-

tiTB of the very elegant work of George II.'s

time. The table and legs are of mahogany,

nunted of a cream-colour ground, and relieved

jtjr painted ornaments and gilt mounts. In the

(me style are to be seen one or two sideboards

in which simple outline and refined omamenta-
tioD are observed ; and the connoisseur of old

fnnutoie will be gratified by two finely inlaid

necimens, one an Italian table, square in form,

tae top of which is diWded into square panels Ijy

inlays, and anotlier a choice secretaire of German
workmanship. The table is certainly a very good
example of the best Italian period. Those who
are admirers of furniture of the more classic

periods, and of marquetry and boule, will do well

to visit the show-rooms of this firm, comprising

as they do reproductions of art workmanship from
the earlier Renaissance to the later style of Louis
the Sixteenth.

Builiiing Ilntclligcnct
»«

—

Abbboath Abbey.—For about a year past the
town council of Arbroath, N.B., have been car-

lying out extensive improvements in the neigh-
bourhood of the Abbey, partly with the object
of better opening up the buildings to view, and
partly to alter ^e Abbey-green, which adjoins
the ruins and the churchyard, into a public gar-
den or park. With this aim the Abbot's house
and garden, which were private property, have
been purchased, as have also a n<imbcr of houses
which intervene between the Abbot's house and
the green. These it is intended to pull down,
and two of these have already been demolished.
The Abbot's house, which is inhabited, has been
repaired, and tlie mediaeval vaults, including the
^reat kitchen, which as well as part of the house
18 part of the old monastic buildings, have been
put in order for the inspection of visitors.

The Abbey-green has been levelled down
with grass, and enclosed by a parapetted wall
and railing, and it is intended by taking
down a modem wall to connect it with the
extensive garden of the Abbot's House. It
is proposed to trench the garden adjoining
the church, so as to lay bare the foundations
of the monk's dormitory buildings, which are
bdiered still to exist. The chapter house
foundations and remaining walls have been
cleared of soU, and in the process a number
of stone coffins of ashlar, neatly jointed, were
found, and have been carefullycovered up again.
A report of these operations haWng been com-
mnnicated to H.M. Board of Works for Scotland,
Mr. W. A. Robertson, of Edinburgh, the Surveyor
of Works for Scotland, visited Arbroath last
week, and inspected what was being done in
company with the municipal authorities. The
Tiait was for the purpose of protecting the rights
of the Crown, to whom the ruins of the Abbey
bdong,^ and for whom the site of the chapter
noDse is claimed. It is understood that Mr.
Bobertson expressed him.self satisfied that the
improvements in progress would be beneficial to
the public, and it is expected the Town Council's
scheme will be completely realised.

Abmaoii.—A new Presbyterian Church hasbeen
openedatArmagh. The styleisDecoratedGothie.
The exterior walls arc built of square blocks of
Annagh marble, with dressings of Dungannon
ndatone. The church consists of a navo and
•Um, and accommodation has been provided for
P*««l» of 830 persons. Galleries are placed
•gainst the walls on the three sides, and the.«! are
(•ted to hold 3.50 persons, while 480 can be
accommodated on the ground floor. The nave
consists of six bays, and is .50ft. in width, indu-
es the aialee, and .^Oft. in height to the ridge.
Octagonal tarretsrisc at each angle of the building,
except at the comer of Russell-street, where apin-
Mcled tower rises I ooft. high to the belfry. Above
tUs the spire terminates at a height of 18.5ft. in
• lofty copper finial. The church will be heated
bjr hot-water pipes supplied by Messrs. Mus-
gxBvcandCo. The carving, of wliich there is
a large quantity, has been done by Mr. Harry
Btma, Exeter. Kessra, J. and J. Ouiler, Bel-

fast, the builders, have executed the works from
the designs of Messrs. Yoimg and Mackenzie, Bel-

fast, architects. The cost ^^^ll be about £10,000.

Chaedjo.—The parish church of Charing, near
Ashford, Kent, was reopened on Friday, the

23rd ult. The restoration, which has been imder
the direction of Mr. J. P. St. Aubyn, comprises

the reseating of the nave and transepts, the

removal of the western gallery, and the throwing
open of the tower and western doorway, the

stripping and relaying of the tiles on the roof

of the nave aud northern transept, the provision

of a new roof and windows, and the restoration

in flint work of the southern transept, which in

1812 was rebuilt iu brick, and was not at all in

character with the rest of the sicred edifice. The
aisles have also been relaid with encaustic tiles.

The large western window has been filled by
Messrs. Clayton and Bell with stained glass,

representing events in the lives of SS. Peter and
Paul, to whom the church is dedicated. The
cost has been about £2,400.

Leojii:^stee.—On Tuesday week the south
nave of Leomistcr Priory Church was reopened
after restoration by Mr. Edwards, of Leominster,
under the direction of Messrs. Scott Brothers.

The stonework has all been repointed, and a
fine arched oak roof has been put in. An oak
flooring has been put down, the passages being
laid in with coloured tiles, and the eastern end
of the nave is paved with encaustic tiles, supplied
from Mr. Godwin's Encaustic Tile Works, at

Lugwardine. The oak screen has been removed
from the Norman nave and placed in the south
nave, where service will in futui-e be held. The
screen has been filled in at the bottom between
the columns with oak panelling, being divided
into three panels, with small oak columns having
moulded bases and capitals. A new stone pulpit
has also been placed in the nave, supplied by
Messrs. Jones and Willis. The partition which
has for years past divided the south from the
Norman nave has, of course, been removed, but
on the other side the south nave is divided from
the sonth aisle by a wooden partition some four
or five feet in height, the contrast between the
finished nave, and the desolate south aisle, with
its uneven earthen floor, being very marked.
The seating of the two restored naves consists of
cathedral chairs, and both naves were used at
the opening services. Tlie organ remains in the
Norman nave. The following figures will show
the cost at present incurred in connection with
the work. Restoring the Norman nave, £3,015

;

the south nave, £4,263 ; roofing south aisle,

£693 ; restoring the fifth window from the porch
in the south aisle, £473 ; extras, removing stalls

and screens, about £100, thus bringing the total
cost incurred so far in the work of restoration up
to £8, .543 10s. It is estimated that the sum of
£12,000 more is required to complete the work of
restoration, but this will include not only the
interior, but the other portions. There still

remains to 'be restored the four beautiful baU-
flower windows in the south aisle, the south porch,
the tower, and also the addition to the south nave
of an apsidal chancel, the whole with fittings
bringing the amount required up to the large
sum of £20,000.

LosTwiTHiEL.—The ancient parish church of
Lostwithiel was reopened on May 29th after
restoration. The edifice, erected in the 13th or
14th century, belongs to the Transition period
preceding the Decorated style. The spire, which
was illustrated in the Bcildino News two years
since, is an object of much interest, spires
being rare architectural features in Cornwall, or
indeed, in the West of England at all. The
lower part is Early English, con.sisting at the
base ot a square tower, over which is an octagonal
lantern supporting the spire proper. The top-
most part of this was not old, and was crippled.
Under the immediate direction of the architect
for the r.'storation, Mr. Jo.scph Clarke, F.S.A.,
of 13, Stratford- place, Oxford-street, W., this
has been rectified. The old-fashioned boxes have
been replaced with light modern pews. The
old floor, consisting of irregular slates and
stones, uodcr which there was an accumulation of
filth, has been replaced with a solid bedding of
concrete, over which a wooden floor is laid, the
aisles being paved with rod encaustic tiles.

Another great improvement has been effected by
the removal of the gallery at the west end of
the church, and placing the organ, which pre-
viously stood in the gallery, in the north-cast
comer of the church, near the chancel. The old
lath-and-plaster ceiling has been removed, and a

panelled pitch-pine roof with carved ribs and
bosses over the chancel has been substituted.
The carved work is by Mr. Harry Hems, of
Exeter. The ceilings of the north and south
aisles have been similarly treated. The walls
have been scraped (the whitewash in some places
was several inches iu thickness) and plastered,
and the stone facings aud pillars have also been
cleaned. The east-end of the church is lit by a
large five-light tracery window, and there are
several stained windows in the aisles, the re-
mainder being of cathedral glass. Two small
wmdows have been cut in the west-end of the
church in order to relieve the heaviness of the
wall caused by the removal of the gallery. The
belfry, which was previously entered by a narrow
door, is now thrown open to the church. The
contractors for the restoration were Messrs.
Brown and Phelp, builders, of Lostwithiel.

Manchestee.—The new wholesale fish-market
at Manchester was opened on Thursday week.
The elevation of the market frontage to High-
street has been carried out in uniformity with
that portion of it which was built about seven
years ago. The style is Free Gothic of a Con-
tinental type. The newly-built part of the
market has four entrances, two of which are for
vehicles only ; the gateways are of large propor-
tions, filled iu with handsome wrought-iron
gates, which are probably the largest in the
provinces erected for such a purpose. The whole
of the wrought metal-work has been executed
by the Coventry Art Metal Company. At each
angle of the building an oriel window has been
introduced, with gianite shafts to the jambs, the
angles taking a circular fonn from above the
oriels, and at each end the roof is turrcted in
pavilion form. The architects are Messrs.
Mangnall and Littlewoods, of Manchester, and
the builders Messrs. Robert Neill and Sons.

MossLEY, NEAE M.vxcHESTEE.—The foimda-
tion-stone of the new parish church of St. George,
Mossley, was laid on Saturday last. This build-
ing is being erected on a site adjoining that
of the old churi^h, and is in the Late Decorated
style. It consists of nave and aisles, 71ft. by
04 ft. On the north side of the chancel is the
tower, 18ft. square, and 90ft. high, which will

contain the organ and an entrance porch. On the
south side is the vestry, with heating chamber
below ; a projecting narthex is formed at the
west end by two porches and the staircase to

west gallery. The church will seat 1,010 per-
sons, including 230 children in west gallery. The
materials are localrubble, faced with outsideYork-
shire parpoints and Alderley dressed stone, aud
the walls will be plastered inside. Pitch-pine
will be used for seats, screens, and other fittings.

The cost of the whole, when completed, will be
about £6,.550, including all expenses. The work
is being carried out by Mr. Edward Marlund, of

Mossley, from the designs and under the super-
intendence of Mr. A. H. Davies-Colley, archi-

tect, Manchester.

Peckham.—The church of St. Jude, Peckham,
was consecrated on Whitsun Eve. 'The church
accommodates 800, and cost £5,300. The archi-

tect is Mr. Blomfield ; the style is Early English,
and consists of nave, aisles, transept, chancel,

and vestry. It is built of stock brickwork, with
red bands and arches. The chancel has been
recently decorated by Messrs. Heaton, Butler,

and Bayne. The white marble font has been
executed by Mr. Earp.

j

RiN&wooD.—A reredo-s in memory of the late

vicar, the Rev. George Williams, has been
erected in the parish church of Ringwood,
Hants, duiiug the past week. It extends the
whole length of the altar, rising to a height of
eft. loin. It consists of three panels of Derby-
shire alabaster, standing on a slab of Sicilian

marble. From this marble slab, which forms a
rotable, rise four clustered bases supporting
twelve columns of Devonshire marble, sur-
mounted by foliage caps of Early English
character, from which spring the arches of the
triplet of gables, which are richly crocketed. J
The columns are eairied up to form pedestals for I

four angels, carved in white alabaster, and
iioldiug quartcrfoil shields bearing the emblems
of our Lord's Pas.sion. Each panel is lined with
a mosaic in gold, by Messrs. Simi).sou and Son,
of London, that in the centre being filled by the
Agnus Dei and the other two with the Alpha
and Omega. The designer and sculptor was
Mr. O. W. Searle, of Brixton. On the south
side of the chaneel, the fourth lancet-light from
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the cast end has been filled with stained glass

as a memorial to a deceased parishioner. The
subject is the "Raising of Lazarus," and the
artists arc Messrs. Ward and Huglies, of London,
who have previously executed other work of

similar character in the chancel of this church

.

Spabkbeook.—A new Baptist chapel at Spark-
brook was opened on Whit Tuesday. The
style is a modem adaptation of the Early
Geometrical style, the materials used being fine

red bricks with Bath stone tracery, pinnacles,
and copings, the constructive arches and other
decorative featiarcs being worked out with
moulded and ornamental bricks and terra-cotta.
The body of the chapel is in the form of a parel-
lelogram, C9ft. long by 40ft. wide, the central
nave being divided from the two side aisles by
four cast-iron ornamental columns on each side,

which support an arcading of framed woodwork
and the arched timbering carrying an open roof,
4Gft. high from the floor to the apex. There are
galleries on each side, and a largo gallery is

carried over the main entrance. The chapel
will accommodate altogether 1,120 persons. The
building has been erected from the designs of Mr.
Hale, architect. Messrs. Davies Brothers were
the builders ; the iron columns and gasfittings
were the work of Messrs. Hart, Son, Pcard and
Co. The total cost of the chapel is about £7,300.

TiTEETON.—A memorial pulpit has just been
erected at St. George's Church, Tiverton. The
building is Classical, and the pulpit, designed in
the Jacobean style of the early 17th century,
harmonises well with its surroimdings. It is of
wainscot oak, and on plan is hexagonal, each
angle being sustained by richly-wrought
brackets. The five cants contain recessed
niches, in which stand sculptured figures in bold
relief, representing SS. Matthew, Mark, Luke,
John, and Paul. The respective emblems of
these Saints are also caiTed. The pulpit is

approached by convenient stairs, ha^-ing massive
handrails and worked balustrades. The whole
has been designed and carried out imder the
immediate superintendence of Mr. Edward Ash-
worth, architect, of Exeter. The carved figures
and symbols are by Mr. Han-y Hems, of the
same city.

The Euephaxt and Castle Theatee, New-
rsQTON, S.E., was opened on Saturday night,
having been rebuilt after destruction by fire. It
is now considerably higher, the accommodation
is larger, and the facihties for egress have been
greatly improved. The length from back to
front, including stage, is lOGft., the stage being
40ft. at the deepest part ; the Tvidth of the pro-
scenium is 30ft., and the entire width of the house
is 67ft. There are four rows of stalls, having
two exits, and a pit seating nearly a thousand
I)ersons, and siurounded by a promenade with
three exits—one 7ft., and the other two each
5|ft. wide. A new feature is a saloon over .'lOft.

long, on the left-hand side of the pit looking
towards the stage

; this saloon is built imder-
neath one of the platforms of the Elephant and
Castle Railway-station. The dress-oircle is ap-
proached from the main entrance by a staircase
7ft. 6iu. wide, and attached is another saloon.
Over tliis is a spacious ampliitheatre and gallery.
There are also ten boxes. The dressing-rooms
for actors and actresses are in a building .separate
from the theatre. The internal decorations have
been executed by Messrs. Pashley, Newton, and
Young, from designs furnished by the architect,
Mr. Frank Matcham, of Bedford-row. The
principal colour used is a pale green, the front
of the dress-circle being panelled out in amber
satin. The ceiling is a circular dome, and the
top portion of the proscenium is curved towards
the auditorium with the aim of increasing the
acoustic properties of the buUding. The light-
ing is elfected by a sun-light containing 200
burners, supplied by Mes.srs. Z. D. Berry and Son,
of Buckingham Palace-road. The builders are
Messrs. Brass, of Chelsea.

The new poorhouse and asylum which have been
erected at Smithston by the Greenock Parochial
Board were opened last week. The buildings,
although estimated at first to cost £1.5,000, have
already had expended on them about £100,000. The
style adopted, according to a plan by Mr. Starforth,
architect, Edinburgh, is Scottish Baronial.

A new Christadelphian synagogue waa opened in
Lion-street, Abergavenney, ou Whit-Suuday. It
has been erected at a cost of £200, and seats 130
persona. Mr. Jolm Thomas was the contractor.

Kore than Fifty Thousand Keplies an3>
I-t'ttTs (tn sultji'fts of Ullivrrnul Iiitrrr-ht liavo upitcurcd durhl
thcliiittinjciinill the K.NULISll .MhXllA.MC A.M) WOKLH
OF SCIKNCK, most of tlicm from tlic pens of thf- Icatliii

Sfieiitilic iinil Tccliiiicil .\utlioritiP9 of tho Oay. ThouAandii of
oiiKiiuil artkIo« and stlfiititli- imperM, and 1'ouiitlp.ss rec-cipts and
wruiklos embracinK almost i-vcry Biibjett on whicli it is possib e

to dfsirt! information bavo ntM> appeared during the name period
The earliest and most aeeiirato information respceting all new
icientiflc diwoveries and meelianical inventions is t<) be found in

ItapaKes.and its large eireuiation render its the best medium
for alfadvei-tisers wlio ivish their annonneenients to bo brought
under the notice of manufacturers, mech.anics. scientific workers,
and amateurs. Price Twopence, of all bookscl cnt and news-
vendors. I'ost ft-ec 2id. Offlco : 31, Tavistock street, Covcnt-
gardcu W.O.

TO COERESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of
our correspondents. Tlie Kditor respectfvilly requests
that all communi<yitiona should be drawn up as briefly

us possible, as there are many claimants upon the space
allotted to coiTesi>ondence.j

All letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 31,

TAVISTOCK-STKEET, COVENT-GAItDEN, W.C.

Cheques and Post-office Oniers to be made payable to

J. Passmobe Edwahos.

ADVEETISEMENT CHABGES.
The charge for advertisements is 6d. per line of eigh

words (the fii-st line counting as two) . No adverttscment
inserted for less than half-a-crowii. Special tenos for
series of more than six insertions can be ascertainc-d on
application to the l*ublisher.

Front Page Advertisements and Paragraph Advertise-
ments Js. per line. No front page or para^-aph
Advertisement inserted for less than 5s.

Advertisements for the cmrent -vveelc must reach the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

TEEMS OF SrBSCRrPTIONS.

(Payable in Advance.)

Including two half-yearly double numbers, One Pound
per annum (post free) to any part of the United Kingdom
for the United States, £1 Cs. 6d. (or Odols, 40o. gold). To
France or Belgium, £1 6s. 6d. (or :Bf. 30c.). To India (via

Southampton),£l 6s. 6d. To any of the Austnilian Colonies
New Zealand, the Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova
Scotia, or Natal, £1 6s. 6d.

N.B.—American and Belgian subscribers are requested
to remit their subscriptions by International P.O.O., and
to advise the publisher of the date and amount of their
remittance. If the last-mentioned precaution is omitted
some difficulty is very likely to arise in obtaining the
amount. Buck numbers can oidy be sent at the rate of
7d. each, the postage charged being 3d. per copy. All
foreign subscriptions, unaccompanied by an additional
remittance to cover the extra cost of forwarding back
numbers, are commenced from the nextnumber published
after the receipt of the sub.'^cription.

Cases for binding the half-yeai-ly volumes, 2s. each.

Eeceived.-J. W. L.—.7. F. M.—M. and Co.-F. and Co.
—W. W.-J. D.—W. S. B.—S. E. Co.—A. W. K.-
F. E.-F. AV. B.-P. and A.

DeawixosEeceived.-E. N. S., T. G. J., T. E. C, 0. W.
and Son.

C. O., Leicester. (People who know little about their
business are generally willing to work for nothing, and
people who employ them deserve all the gratification
they are likely to derive.)—Perpi,e.\ei>. (You cannot
" register '* a " patent." Send to one of the patent
agents whose advertisements appear in the Euf/Vtih

Muchanic for a copy of their instructions to inventors.)

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
Drawings Eeceived.—C. W. D., North West, X. L.,

Oper'am Dare, Fuctable, Colorado Beetle, Be to Its
Merita, &c., Ivanlioe, Peter, Che Sara Sara, Melnotte,
Sub Silentio, Ich Dien, "Maggie, alias Such a Dog,"
Motto J., I-^st Anglian, Nitor, S. in Circle, Ogmore,
Burswell, Tr>-, Bog, Cleo, Eleve, Honey Dew.

List OF SuB-JECTS.— 1. A row of six labourers' cottages,
three having two and the remainder three bedrooms
each. A wash and bakehouse to be arranged in the
rear. The plans to show all conveniences. i?laiis, ele-
vation, and sketch. Scale .Sft. to the inch. 2. A garden
seiit to accommodate six persons. Inch sciUe, section
and sketch. Material, ii-on or wood.

RAMSGATE PROPOSED NEW ROAD
COMPETITION.

To the Editor of the Buildino News.

SiE,—My attention has been called to a state-

ment under the above heading in your last week's
journal, in wliich yotu* corre.spondont's informa-
tion is so utterly at variance with the facts that
I am sure you wiU allow me space to state that
neither direct!;/ nor indirectly/ have I engaged in

the above competition.
lam totally ignorant of the author of the

design imputed to mo, and I camiot but feel that
a great injustice is done to a competitor whose
name I am entirely ignorant of.

Not knowing any of the competitors, I can-
not but conclude that some disappointed local

celebrity is referred to by your correspondent as

canvassing the town, which I hope is as devoid
of truth as the provioua assertion, for, of one

thing I am sure, all canvassers hare kept clear
of your obedient servant,

Alfeed R. Pite,
One of the Ramsgate Commissioners.

44, Bloomsbury-square, AV.C,
3rd June, 1879.

TALL FLAGSTAFF.
SlE,—Among the items in your issue of the 30th

ult. designatea " Chips " is the following:—"A
new flagstaff, erected last week ou the tower of
Shel ton Church, Staffordshire, deserves notice on
acco unt of its being, it is said, the largest in Eng-
land . The pole is the trunk of a Russian larch
6on. high, &c."
T his may possibly be the longest ila^atF on a

church tower; otherwise the dimension is not

freat. A flagstaff has just been erected in Sefton
ark , near this town, 123ft. high, all one pole,

being nearly as long again as the one at Shelton.
—I am, &c., J. Sieett Beown.

58, Chatham-street, Liverpool, May 3l8t, 187:'.

$uterc0mmuniciiti0ii.

QUi:STIOI^S.

[5786.]—Edington Church.—In your lost nxunber
(p. C18), it is stated that "the parish church of St. Geor^*
Edington, has been entirely rebuilt." I beg to inquire
if the building destroyed was the very interesting church
erected by Bishop Edington, the predecessor at Winchea-
ter, of William of Wykehum. It appeal's to me that it is

so, and hence a valuable stepping-stune in the history of
English architecture is lost for ever.—"W. P.

[57S7. J -Strains in Collar-Beam Roof—"Will
one of your kind correspondents show, \,y means of a dia-
gram, the strains which come upon a nifter, the collar,

and tiie supporting walls of anordiaar>' span roof, having
its collars fixed so that one-tliird of the length of the
rafter is below them ; no tie-beams nor purlins ?—8.

[578S.]—Ormolu.-Can I be referred to any work
which explains the original manufacture of this m;iterial 1

All the modem imitations rust or become black in a
short time, because lacquered , I have been infonned that
the old work was plated with gold, or, at least, was well
gilt, and hence it keeps clean and bright.

—
"\V. I'.

[5789.]—Licences and Stamps.—Ts it necessary
for anarchitect-sui-vcyor who is occasionally employed to
estimate the value of dilapidations as between the parties
concerned, also to measure up and value work done by
builders on measure and value, al.so to ^Tilue houses
and land for mortgagees, to take out a licence? And
secondly, does the account of measure and value or report
on dilapidations made to the parties require an appraise-
ment stamp !— \V.

[5790.]—Quantity Surveyingr—"W^iUsome corre-
spondent please give the avei-age time in taking off,

abstracting, and bringing into rough draft bill of quan-
tities for an average brick job, with stone dressings, for
about a £5,000 contract— in hours preferred J—G. W.

[5791.1-"Water Exuding* from Verandah.

—

I should be much obliged if some si;ientififi man would
explain the following :—I built a vci-andah to a house
near the seaside about a year ago, and now every day
when the sun shines water drops from eveiy exit in the
boarding underneath and at the eaves. It is plain tiled

and boarded on top of the rafters with weltings, shutes,
&c. There are two gables. It doesnot drop except when
the sun is hot or even during rain. The weather has been
alternately wet and fine every few days, and warm.—
R. G. P.

[5792.]—Manufacturers' Catalogrues.—"Will any
of the readers of the Building News kiudly infona me as
to the best method of keeping manufactmers' catalogues
so as to be of easy reference in the otfice T One difficulty

I find is the different sizes, another is the variety of
forms ; some arc bound, some half bound, some in pam-
phlet form, and some simply sheets. Any suggestions on
the subject will oblige.

—

Isijuiher.

[5793.]—Fountain Basin.—-I shall be obliged to
any one who will give nie information as to the best way
of jointing and forming bottom to a marble basin for
fountain, size (Jft. 6in. over all. with base in centre for
fountain, 2ft. Sin. diameter, water-line to be Gft. abo\-o
floor line, and depth of water about 15in. I am aware it

would be well to have it cut out of a solid piece, but as it

would require a block of about 105ft. cube, the cost would
be too great. A section from some of your readers would
be of service.—Sepia.

MEFLIES.
[5772.]—Red and "WTiite "Wood— In reply to

" Kippax," red, or othen^'ise called yellow deal, can bodis-
tin^uished from white deal by a variety of ways,
which are the result of the component constituents of each
being in some respects quite different. Red or yellow
deal is a resinous wood, giving it the quahty which so
effectually resists the action of damp, and renders it use-
ful for external work exposed to the weather, being Pinus
si/lirstns, growing in districts of suitable soil and climate,

frequently on sandy soil, and when cut it is somewhat close

grained, esx)ecially on the end, and in no wise harsh in
appearance nor toucli, its knots are but verj" seldom loose,

and are of a rich reddish colour, and as the timber seasons
the knots will not much project beyond the wo''d. The
end of a new yellow deal is smooth and i-eddish, anJ may
thereby be known from the end of a white one without
any close insi>ection. The annular ring* on the grain
when cut endwise do not prominently appear, becau.se the
intervening spongy pith contains so much resin as to pre-
vent its crumbling away from tlie rings or shrinking away
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J and the same diantcteristics hold good with
|

, to the gniix cut len^thwue* the iuterrening'
i

f pith and&e uinuUrrings adhering' closely to each

oai?D7 BMiaffP of the resin, and in consequence it does

not nln so Tety easily, and it is also softer than white

d««l, and its scent is not strongly perceptible. "When
Hwn'or plwed it has a dullisb look, and is almost entirely

d^ksoit in reflective brilliancy, and there will not be tmv
peiitinediaooT>erable in or on it ;but witli respei't to colourj

Siaiiiialar rings »ie usually strongly marked by being oi

adttkishona^ colour, but otborwise the wood itself ia

jii^P jjMiM of a my liftht yellow^ which mig'ht be well

depicted by a light wash of raw sienna, with perhaps

bontaenna or umber for annular rings. Its niedullaiy

IMS are hardly discernible, and consequently it has no
notkeable alrer grain or ti^uro. Hemcl timber is of the

fonsoing kind, and Pinus sglvfstria also comprises Riga
fir, Daaakg fir, and Onega, Yellow Axohangel. Wybuig,
Q^H», &c., and it is the Scotch tir of Britain. The Onega
ia wyhard, tou^h, and durable, and good for warehouse
floors. Danzig is knotty and tough, Kiga is the laigest

timber, Hem3 the stn^ngest red deal. Pinuf sylvestris

TOWS farther murUt than any tree but the dwarf birch.

liie pale ydlow Swedish Piuus tylvestris is veiy cheap and
infeaor. The best red deal should be strongly marked,
led and heavy. Finus ahies or Ahlfs txcflsa^ or commonly
eaOad Norway epmoe, is that which is otherwise called

white deal, and there are many vaiieties of it, some of

that growing in America being black, some red, and some
hemlock spruce. Tlie kinds in use in this country are
mostly Christiana white, Petersbui^h white, and Riga
white. Christiana is usually preferred, but the best of

the other kinds are excellent. There are four different

qualities of eacli kind recogrnised. AVhite deals, if uncut,
may be known at once by observing the grain at the ends.

H ine ends have a rough sort of appearance and of an
almost indescribable colour, and the annular ringrs stand
out in appearauce as sharp and thin as the back of a
knife, and with the intervening pith wood between rings
annken and crumbled and gone to some extent, then no
doubt need to be entertained but what it is spruce ; and
looldng at it flatwise it will be of smoothlike glussiucbs in
places, even though it is rough from tlie saw, and is hai-sh

and slippery to the sense of touch. Its knots.are generally
darkish and frequently loose, and, like their wood, are
excessively harsh in appearance, and the woud shrinks
from the knots and leaves them standing up in relief on
the Burface.The spruce also contains much turpentine,
which may be seen at times running in streams over the
boards if exposed newly cut to the weather. When planed
it has a silky shining appearance, and if it were not so
common because cheap it would be considered a beautiful
wood when polished, that is, if perfectly seasoned and
eoated to prevent the grain from rising. If exposed to the
atmoepbere and to water, the annular rings will, on the
fiat way of the grain, rise, or the otlicr wood will wear
away from between and leave them standing up as so
many sharp ridges. Spnice is unfit for work exposed to
the weatlier, and it smells of turpentine strongly. There
are yet other kinds of pine used ia this country, and to be
are of knowing one kmd one sliould know all. There is

the Pinus strobust or American white pine, and whieh is

one of the kinds usually called pine by practical builders
and timber merchants. We ^Hl it yellow pine, and it

diJBFers from the Pinus ables principally by the entire
absence of tendency of the annular rings to project beyond
the wood, either on the end or on the face, and in the me-
dullary rays being more discernible ; and in some kinds at
tiie least, if the timber be cut with a medulhwy ray on its

&ce the wood will then show small silver grain or figure,
•omewhat similar to silver grain in sycamore, m maple,
In beech, and in Spanish mahogany, &c., and which, by
the bye, is the criterion whereby Spanish mahc^any may
be toM from a good sample of Honduras or Cuba maho-
nny. The Phtun atrobus is whito in colour American.
Tliere is also the Pinus mi7i« and the Pinus palustria^ each
beii^ American yellow pine (we call them red), and not
dissimilar, except in colour, to the Pmus strobus. They
are heavier than the Pinus 8trobu», and very strong and
dastic. Then there is the Canadian Pinus resinosa, or
pitch pine, being a heavy strong red pine, but having the
annnlitr rings as with the other pines not projecting. It ia

of conriderable size. It is much heavier than any Baltic
timber. It is worthy of notice that the heaviest Ainerican
red pine does not equal in weight, average for average,
the lightest Baltic red deal. Now the American pines,
except the pitcli pine, have very much tui-jicutine iuthem,
•ad from the r«i Pinus palustris the Americans get the
moat of their tar and turpentine. In couoludiog, it may
be remarked that yellow deal, especially when wet, may
be known by its dark bluish indigo colour sap wood, the
m:p m the white deal being hardly discernible. The
Ifemel is the strongest of the red deals, but the Norway
spruce is immensely superior in tensile strength, and the
best red American pine is stronger than Baltic red deal.
Norway spars are used for ladders. Pitch pine is not so
atrong in tension as Norway Bpmce, but in compression it

is immensely strong, and which in a beam will raise high
^e neutral axis ; and consequently a pitch pine beam is

*; as strong as English or Canadian oak, and much
_er t2ian IHnzic or Adriatic oak. Norway spruce is

J tooxli and elastic, and red pine is e\'cn mucn more
ciastic.—Hexby Ambrose.

[6772.]-Red and White Wood—This question
has been answered before in the Bliluixo Nkws. Red
wood, as that of the Northern pine (Pinus sylvestris), is of
ft reddish yellow, but of such different degrees of bnght-
BCBB that as far as this quality alone goes it may bo mis-
taken. The annual rings are narrow, of a reddish colour.
mdte fir or spruce is of a yelluwish-whito colour, the
riz^ arc well aetined and the surface is glossy in parts.
It IS more knotty, and the sapwood is not eawly lustin-
Rnished. But no description can adequately make the
miference between the two thorougtuy understood.—
0.H. a.

[ens.]—Iilxae.—On p. 619.H. Ambrose says :—" Poor
wnes contain no alumina, but insoluble silica." I think
die writer has made a mistake, for " poor ** or *' meagre "
My * ttie tmn generally used for hydraulic lime, which
flttae tt obtains from its inability to increase much inMk when slaking. Therefore if poor lime is hydraulicme it most contain l>oth silica and alumina, that is
common clay combined in certain proportions.—J. 8
OOLOTHOap.

[S774.]—Thrust of Arches.-First with respect to
tlw pters ; these must have a foundation such as will most

certainly safely sustain the SO'tons ; but I doubt whether
with heavj* wet snow and such a \-iolent stoiin of \v'iud as

on March 2nd, 1878, pressing on the roof, and with tlie

possibQity of the upper floors being utilised in perhaps one
ortwo adjoining houses as depositories for part of thestock
or appliances used in the business carried on, as, for in-

stance, say, the enormously heavy type racks of a priutei-

stood as near to the light as he coidd get them, or per-

haps a stationer, with his heavy reams of p;iper, &e. In
such a case it might be easy to have 100 tons on a pier, and
which, aocording to rule, should be capable to support 10

times its safe load, and the 100 tons, or, say no more tlxan

50 tons, would give us 500 to 1,000 tons as a crushing
load. Now stock bricks in lias lime ai-e reputed to fail

with 17 tons on a foot superficial, and to eutii-ely crush
with 27 tons on a foot when only a foot high, but 12ft.

high would render them much weaker still, as in that case

they would not wait till they were being crushed, but
would vertically crack, and bulge bodily out from the
party walls, and let all down depeuaing on them.
Therefore we revert to one-tenth of tlie crushmg weight as

the safe load ; and it is considered that tmder such condi-
tions the height may be ten times the diameter or thick-

ness of pier, and therefore two tons per foot super will be
the utmost we can safely calculate on, and we have 3ft.

super in our pier of 2ft. by 1ft. 6in., which will safely

carry, say, 6 tons, and no more. Gault bricks and real

Portland cement, and the utmost preeautiou being taken
to have tbe strongest cement, which one must see to him-
self and know how to test it, and the men being watched
during every minute of the time the piers are being built,

otherwise they might use mortar in the place of cement
if the cement ran short, just for afew courses,;ormix sand
with the cement, under tlie en-oneous idea that sand will

strengthen the cement. Sand strengthens, in due propor-
tion, lias Ume, but weakens cement. Then with gault
bricks and the best Portland i^ement such a pier would
support (if its foimdation would) from 12 to 18 tons, but
we have from 50 to lOO to support ; and therefore there
are but two convenient practical ways : the one, to build
into the party wall a proi>erly cast iron stam:hi3n of suffi-

cient area to support the number of tons at so many times
its diameter. If more than six times its least diameter it

begins to diminish in strength, and at twelve times wou'd
require more metal to retain the same strength. Rule for
iron columnsand standards thus :—Columns and standards
of similar ratios of length to diameter, and having similar
sections in pi-oportion the one to the other, are to one
another in strength as the direct ratio of the squares of
their lengths, and from which, if time would allow, we
could deduce formulae and examples, but we may say
that above 4,b\n. in sectional area of a column or standard
woidd properly support the weight in question if on a
proper foundation and properly nxed with felt or load or
pine or other means to prevent fracture, and the sound-
ness and excellency of the material being guaranteed by
a trustworthy founder, and the verticality of its axis
tested while they are fixing it, as it will not do to trust

to instructions alone witliout seeing that they are carried
out fully. Hard stone ashlar would be the other method.
"With respect to the abutments for arches, an arch of 18ft.

span and 1ft. versed sine would exert a thrust thus:
11' half the span (in our case 18 feet) divided by 2 feet
be made radius, then as its radius is to its tan-
gent—that is, supposing it is sufficiently loaded, and
as our radius is 9 and the degrees give tangent equal 1ft.,

then we shall have 9 times the thrust on abutment that we
have weight at crown of arch, and if we have, say, 100
tons on the pier, then take 50 as bearing on the crown of
arch— 1.«., as a load cfjually distributed and J) times 50 =
450 tons to resist, or, if we say 50 tons on the pier then
225 tons on the abutment will be the thrust. As we can
safely give 5 tons strain in tension on lin. square of
wrought ir n we should lequire from 45 to UO square
inches of wrought-jrou ties to hold in our end abutments,
but such would be preposterous and the most unskilful
way of going to work, because our arch, if it would in
itself bear its pressure, would do nothing to counteract its

effect on the tie-rods underneath it. The proper way to
go to work would be the usual way— viz., to put a proper
riveted gii-der where Uie web and stiffness will counteract
the tensile strain by the adhesion of the flange in compres-
sion where one cannot break until the other does, and
which would effect a great saving in metal. And, again,
if an arch were adopted it should not rise less than l^in.

to 1ft., which would give 2ft. Sin. rise, but an arch with
much work to do should rise ^ '3 of its span, which would
give 6ft. rise ; and again, there is a place for everything,
and an arch of long span over a shop front I should tliink

must look very inartistic, and tend to depress the height
of tbe top sash and exclude lii^ht, and to render high the
window sills above.

—

Hemry Ambrose.

[5782.]—Riffht of Acces8.-In reply to "X. Y.,"
it may perhaps be considered that in the first place, sup-
posing the steps to be ILxed by any of the following
methods—viz., by digging into the ground for tlie purpose
of receiving a foundation or supporter to steps, or if the
steps have. been cemented to the original building, or
some positive part thereof, by mortar, or united by nails
or otherwise, to some erection previously attached to the
ground, then if the steps have been or are fixed by any of
the above methods the tenant or lessee cannot remove
them without permission of his landlord, and which he
should obtain in writing, and if the tenant should remove
them tiien he would bo liable to an action for dilapida-
tions ; but if the lessee fixed same with lessor's peruiission,
given and obtained with the view to tJieir being
used for tho purposes of the lessee's trade or
calling, in this case Uie lessee would possess the privi-
lege to remove tliemat any time previous to his giving up
possession of the premises ; and in the latter case tlie

lessee can also remove them at any time during his ten-
ancy and erect something else in their place, but in any of
the preceding cases he will be required to make good any
injury or damage his fixtures may have caused before the
termination of his occupancy, but the preceding has sup-
posed that the lessee carries on a trade or business on the
premises ; but if he does not, then ho can remove nothing
without permission by the landlord, and as a general
rule the temint can remove notliinjr whatever that \h

affixed to the freehold or any part of the same, and which
is thenceforth a constituent part thereof, and cannot be
removed by tlie tenant without leave of the landloidor
reversioner, and that which he is privileged to fix and
remove must not be fixed with nails nor let into the
ground without permUsion, and pcrmiHsion for its re-
moval should likewise be obtained before using same. If

the ground the steps stand on was not .included in' the
tenement as an coseracut, eidier by being specially men-
tionod or else by having Un- 20 yeai-s been included in the
same tenement or freehold, then the lessee would have
been trespassing by placing the steps there if the ground
belongs to the lessor as private property unless the lessor
gave his permission for the steps to be placed there, and
if so, and no time was mentioned, then it would evidently
be during liis pleasure ; he having the privilege of access
to the ground, coiUd of course claim same at any time,
because an agi*eement cannot legally bo broken and still

hold good, and for a lessor to let premises in lieu of a
considemtion of so much a year ; that agreement cannot
be altered without being broken and a new and supple-
mentary one entei-ed into in its stead, and it is manifest
that a new agreement could leave no cause of dispute in-
volving the old one, and therefore whether the lessee did
or did not have permission to put steps on his landlord's
ground , if he moves thenhe can have no right to the ground
because his steps had stood on same, but only if the land-
lord had specially let him that piece of ground for a con-
sideration. And, lastly, the lessee cannot claim the
ground after a lapse of time which he cannot make good
his claim to at the present time unless the landlord should
have entered into a contract with the would-be lessee that
he would let it to him so that his occupancy should com-
mence at a certain date, and in this last case, if the Iwid-
lord failed to keep his contract then the would-be lessee
would have a remedy by action for damages sustained hy
lum through the breach and non-fulfilment of the contract
to let entered into by the landlord.

—

Ui'.s'uy Ambrosb.

[5784.] — Bischarg-e ofWater. — There are two
formuhe in geneml use for calculating the discharge of
pijwa running f lUl, the Dutch and the Irish. The former,
known as Eytolwein'p, is not so correct under varying cir-

curastiinces ns the latter, known as Neville's.

g = Supply in gallons per minute.
d — Diameter in inches.
r = Hydraulic mean depth in feet, that is the quo-

tient of section by perimeter.
s = Sine of inclination or quotient of head by lei^th.

/? = 2(Hd' I 140 V'"^ — 11 =»V''* j Neville's formula.

g = 28 y d'^a Eytelwein's formula.
It is preferred to calculate the discharge in feet perminute

;

recoUect that a cubic foot contains 6'24 gtillons. In the
case in question—

g is unknown
rf = 20
r = Vis

The rest is obvious.

—

Old "Waterworks.

LEQAIi INTELLIGENCE.
AncniTECTS* Co^tmissiox.—Ingram and Holland

V. Mark Cockle.—This action was tried in the Court
of Common Pleas on Monday and Tuesday week,
the 26th and 27th May, before Lord Denman and a
common jury. It apxjeared that in the early part
of 1878, the defendant purchased the Centurion
public-house in the Broadway, Deptford, of a Mr.
Cole, who had at that time engaged the plaintiffs

to negotiate an extension of the lease of the house
from the Bridge House Estates Committee of the
City Corporation, and, if successful, they were to

be employed as architects in the re-erection of the
house at the usual commission of 5 per cent. The
defendant appeared to have taken a transfer of this

arrangement as part of his bargain, or as he ex-
pressed it, lie was "to stand in Cole's shoes." Sub-
sequently the new lease was obtained, and plans
were prepared for building the new house ; but,

accqrdmg to the defendant's case, plaintiffs delayed
the completion of the plans until the winter season
prevented the erection of the house in that year.

They moreover, against^ as it was maintained, the
wish of the defendant, insisted on taking out the
quantities of the new building and sought to in-

troduce a builder of their own nomination instead

of a local builder who was preferred by Cockle,

and these disputes ended in an angry interview on
the 7th of October last, when the plaintiffs inti-

mated to the defendant that as he seemed so much
dissatisfied he had better pay their fees and go to

some other surveyor. This advice the defendant
took so far as to instruct Mr. W. T. Hunt, of New
Cross-road, to prepare fresh plans and specifica-

tions of the proposed work (which is now being
carried out by Mr. Hunt) and to tender to the
plaintiffs a nominal sura as compensation for the
services rendered. This was refused by them,
and the action was brought to recover £200 as
commission at the rate of 5 per cent, on the
estimated cost of the new building, and
£80, or 2 per cent, for taking out the (quantities, in

all £280. The evidence was of a conflictiug nature
as to the original agreements between the parties and
as to the interview on the 7th October, when the
arrangement came to an end, and as to whether
the plaintiffs discharged themselves or were dis-

charged by the defendant, also in either case as to

tho amount they would be entitled to under the
peculiar circumstances, the plaintiffs having re-

tained the whole of their drawings and specifica-

tions, Mr. Hunt was called to prove that he had
prepared entirely fresh drawings, irrespective of

those of the plaintiff's, and that he had had no
assistance from tliem nor any advantage from the

work which they had perfonncd. The defendant's

counsel contcudLvl that this being the case, and the

plaintiffs by their dilatoriness having caused tho
defendant great loss through the delay in proceed-

ing with the erection of the new house, and having,

as he contended, discharged themselves, they were
only entitled to recover a nominal sum, or, at any
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rate, no more than tho sum paid into Court, £50.
After hearing tlio evidence, wliich occupied two
days, and the very clear summing up of the judge
the jury awarded the sum of £1G0, being £100 for
the preparation of plans, &o., and £60 for the
quantities.

(But (J^mt €Mt
The annual meeting of the Sanitary Institute

of Great Britain was held on Thursday week, at
the rooms of the Society of Arts. Dr. B. W
Eichardson was in the cliair. The report showed
that four examinations have been held, under
the direction of the Council, for local surreyors
and inspectors of nuisances. Twenty-six candi-
dates had presented themselves, of whom 12
wished to obtain certificates of competence as
local surveyors, and U certificates as inspectors
of nuisances. Five surveyors and 13 inspectoi-s
ot nuisances had gained certificates, and seven
surveyors and one inspector of nuisances had
failed to satisfy the examiners. Sixteen candi-
dates had expressed an intention to present them-
selves for the next examination in June A
discussion arose on a resolution, which Sir
Antomo Brady had given notice he should pro-
pose, to alter the first by-law, so as to makewomen admissible as associates, members, and
fellows of the Institute. Sir Antonio Brady was
not present, and though his resolution was sup-
ported by several gentlemen, including Dr
Kiehardson, it was rejected on a show of handsOn the motion of Dr. Lory Marsh, who was sup-
ported by Dr. RusseU, of Edinburgh, aid
Captain Douglas Galton, a resolution was earned
suggesting that the Council should proceed with
as Uttle delay as possible to carry out that part
ot the basis of constitution which related to the
establishment of a school and classes for the
technical teaching of sanitary science.

Me. James Hodoes, C.E., the contracting
engineer and agent, under the late Mr. Robert
Stephenson, of the famous Great Victoria Bridge
over the river St. Lawrence, at Montreal, which
J-^u T".'^'^ ^y ^^^ ^^'^"'^ °f Wales on the2oth of August, 18fiO, died at his residence at
i'erry-hiU, Bagshot, on the 28th ult. Mr
Hodges, who was in his sixty-sixth year, wasborn at Queenborough, Kent, and from 1839 till
lSi4 was assistant-engineer to the late Sir WU-liam Cubitt, at Dover, where he had charge of
tfie timnels and cUif works of the South-Eastem Railway and of the great blast ofthe Eoundown CliflP. From 1844 to 1848 hewas resident engineer, in Norfolk, for theraUway works under Messrs. Robert Stephen.sonand George Parker Bidder, and constructed
the new harbour at Lowestoft. He proceeded
to Canada in 18.59, as engineer for Messrs.
leto, Brassey and Betts, and constructed
^veral hundred miles of the Grand Trunk
Railway, including the celebrated bridge above
mentioned. Tliis great work, which connectsCanada with the seaboard States of North
America, is two English miles long, less about
60 yards or about seven and a half times longer
than^aterloo-bridge. It is supported on
twenty-four massive piers, and is 60ft. above the

~£i;roo!ooo.*'^
"^^"•' '""^ <=°^' °^ --«-

We have received from Mr. John Hogg, of
ii-atemoster-row, a selection of Mr. F. Soen-
nccken s productions for facUitating writing
which arc worth notice. A text-book of "Roundwntiug —a system of caUgi-aphy which its
inventor particularly recommends to architectsand others, some pens speciaUy adapted to exe-
cute the same, which seem well suited to their
purpose; some other pens for rapid writing,
about which we can speak with more confidence
being among the best we have ever tried ; a pen-holder made on a new principle for use therewith,
wluch though veiy light, strikes us as being too
thick and a " writing and drawing instrument '

'

wmch 18 quite a curiosity in its way, by means ofwhich the nine pens sold with it, 144 different
double, and .j04 different triple lines may be exe-
cuted. Very little practice would we should
think render this last named instrument a most
useflU one m the hands of a draughtsman oromamontal writer.

At the meeting of the MetropoUtau Board ofWorks on Friday, the election of district surveyor

IhLm ?7
and Roehampton, in place of the

late Mr. Horace Field, took place. The candi-

dates were twenty-sU in number, but one, II.
H. Bridgeman, was struck out of the list of those
to be voted upon, on account of non-appearance
at the precise time of election. The candidates
were first reduced to six by a single vote, and then
a series of votes were taken, the lowest on the
poll being successively struck off. The following
was the order of voting, the names of the candi-
date struck off at each voting being indicated
by an asterisk. Preliminary vote : J. B. Bad-
cock, 4 ; C. W. Brooks, 11 ; R. H. Burden, G •

E. Carritt, 17 ; A. Conder, 13 ; J. S. Edmeston,
14 ; J. M. Ferguson, 9 ; F. Hammond, 21 ; E.
E. Hewitt, ; J. W. James, 20 ; W. A. Large
14 ;

H. Lovegrove, 14; F. C. Notley, 14 ; Alex'
Paj-ne, 27 ;

J. S. Quilter, 5; W. Smallpiece, 7 ;

T. Stone, 6 ; E. Street, 22 ; W. Tasker, 23 ; F. Todd
10; J. Goldicott Turner, 10 ; T. Williams, 17 •

T. W. WilUs, 27; and J. Young, 14. 2nd
vote: Hammond,*- 10; James, 17; Payne 22-
Street, 17; Tasker, 19; WilUs, 26. 3rd vote •

James,* 11 ; Payne, 21 ; Street, 17 ; Tasker, 19 •

Willis, 26. 4th vote: Payne, 22; Street,* 10;
Tasker, 18; Willis, 25. 5th vote: Payne 23-
Tasker,* 16 ; WiUis, 24. Final vote : Payne 17 •

Willis, 26. Mr. WiUis has, therefore, been
elected. It was agreed to advance the following
loans to local authorities in the metropolis-
Holbom District Board, £16,000, for re-erection
of new offices; Hackney District Board, £10,000
for paving works; Vestry of St. George the
Martyr, Southwark, £6,500, to defray cost of
paving works; Chelsea Vestry, £1,400, to defray
cost of erecting public ofiiccs and mortuary at
Kensal-road; St. Maiylebone Guardians,
£40,000, towards cost of infirmary in course
of erection at Notting-hiU ; Holbom Guardians,
£25,000, for building of infirmary at Highgate

;

and Rotherhithe Commissioners of Baths° and
Washhouses £1,500, for purchasing leasehold
interest in ground on which it is proposed to
erect baths and washhouses Mr. Robert Taylor
brought forward the disastrous floods which were
occasioned on the previous day in Lambeth and
Southwark, which he attributed to the unexpected
rainfall and to the defective sewerage of the South
of London, and the whole question was referred
to the Works Committee for consideration and
report.

Me. HeneyLeioiiton, of the Grange, Lambton
Park, has died, at the age of 63 years. The
deceased gentleman commenced liis career at
Ravensworth Castle, where he was engaged
eight years. Having removed to Newcastle, he
was employed on several important public works
including St. Mary's Catholic Cathedral for two
years, and for some time he was at Cai-pen, Lan-
cashire. Returning to Newcastle, he acted as
inspector of the Church of St. Mary, Rye Hill
and on the completion of that edifice he entered
the offices of the late John Dobson, architect
who placed the Hexham Town HaU, also the
Hayhole Dock, with several other important
works under his care. Mr. Dobson ultimately
placed him as manager and inspector of the
building of Lambton Castle, and after the death
of Mr. Dobson Sir Sidney Smirke, R.A., retained
him as his mspector. Mr. Leighton also held
the situation of architect to the estates of the
Earl of Durham, and inspected the progress of
the building of Fenton House, near Wooler, the
Northumberland residence of the Earl of
Durham.

So3£E time since the Vestry of Paddington
came to the sensible resolution to abolish the
contract system as regards dusting, slopping
and watering, and to do the work themselves!
For this purpose they purchased wharves, horses,
and plant, but have since found that they had
not secured any place in which to deposit the
breeze untU it ia purchased by brickmakers.
The subject was refen-ed to the general pur-
poses committee of the Vestry, who repoi-ted on
Tuesday, recommending the purchase of a piece
of land at Alperton on the banks of the Grand
Jimction Canal, the price not to exceed £3,200.
In moving the adoption of this report, Mr. Flood
asserted that there exists a combination of con-
tractors to endeavour to prevent the vestry selling
the breeze to the brickmakers, and siiid that il
was essentially necessary that the vestry should
purchase the land, so as to be put in a position
to compete with the contractors. A discussion of
some hours' duration ensued, the opposition con-
tending that it would be far better to sell the
breeze to the coutractors, but eventually the
motion was carried by 31 to 19 votes, and the
vestry will therefore apply to the Metropolitan
Board of Works for a loan of the sum requiied.

It is proposed to hold an ecclesiastical art
exhibition in London during May and June,
1 880. It will be open to British and foreign art.
The first division will comprise a loan collection
of Mediicval and modem ecclesiastical art ; the
second division will be reserved for architcota,
artists, and others who exhibit original work

;

and in the third division will be exhibited works
of manufactiuxjrs. Amongst the principal
classes will be pictures for churehes (schools
various)

; cartoons for wall paintings, mosaics

;

architectural drawings ; cartoons for stained
glass

; mosaics ; sculoture ; illuminations

;

stained glass; wood and ivory carving; bells;
embroidery, tapestry, and textile fabrics ; mis-
sals; heraldry and sacred symbolism; metal
work; tiles; models ot churches (ancient and
modem)

; and what is classified under the head
of funeral reform, Christian and sanitary. The
Secretary, pro tern., is Mr. John Bray, and the
offices are at 125, Fleet-street, E.G.

Satueday last was a high day and holiday for
the residents of Bedford Park, or Bedford Village
as it should have been called, at Chiswick. The
foundation-stone of the new church in course of
erection was laid with the usual ceremony by
Earl Nelson. We have already fully illustrated
the design,* which is a characteristic combina-
tion of Late Gothic and so-called Queen Anno
detail, the architect being Mr. E. Norman Shaw,
R.A., whose picturesque and convenient houses
have rendered the "Village" so much sought
after by artists and artistic people, there being
about 100 families already located on the estate.
After the ceremony of laying the foundation-
stone, under which a copy of our illustrations of
the building with other reports and papers were
secreted, a public luncheon was held at the Bed-
ford Park Club, under the presidency of Earl
Nelson, and about 150 persons sat down, in-
cluding many of the local clergy and interested
laity and several well-known men in the literary
and art world in London. The Queen Anne
style for a church was approvingly remarked
upon by the chairman as being associated with
a period of the history of the English Church to
which Churchmen had reason to refer with pride
and pleasure ; and iu a short speech Mr. Norman
Shaw promised, on the occasion of opening
the church, that he would give an account
more at length of the Queen Anne style.
The proprietor of Bedford Park, in responding to
the toast of "Prosperity to the Estate," dwelt
upon the difficulties with which he, as a novico
in building matters, had had to contend since the
commencement of the estate, now rather more
than two years ago. By no means the least of
these difficulties were due t'o the thorough hatred
which he found existed between the ordinary-
speculative builder and the architect on the one
hand and between the ordinary lawyer and both
the former individuals on the other. Castles in
the air were often nothing to the after-dinner
dreams in which the speaker had sometimes in-
dulged, during the midst of 'which probably the
rude announcement would break in upon hia
reverie with commonplace reality that the boiler
at No. 9 had burst, or that similar fate had
visited the water-pipes at No. 2. But looking at
what had already been accomplished since the
starting he had nothing to fear that the original
scheme would be fuUy realised. After the lun-
cheon many visitors amused themselves in in-
specting the buildings and houses in course of
erection.

The (American) Plumber and Sanitary Engineer
suggests to life insurance companies that in-
stead of merely hammering at a man's chest to
find if he has a tendency to any disease, would
it not be well for the medical examiners of life
insurance companies to inquire if he has not got
a cesspool leaking into his well, or untrapped
pipes beneath his basins and closets? More
persons die of zymotic diseases than from almost
any other malady, yet a man living in the midst
of contagious influences, and hence daily liable
to take diphtheria or typhoid fever, would yet
find little trouble in getting a heavy policy on
his life. If iasurance officers would give this
subject their attention they might save many
losses to their companies, and also benefit the
public generally ; for if men found that their
homes were rated as "hazardous," they would
soon begin to think of finding a remedy for the
difficulty.

• See BciLDixo News, January 17th, 24th, and 31st.
1879.
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CHIPS.

The memorial stone of a ne* coffee -house was
laid laid last week at Bangor. The cost will be

about £1,500. Mr. Richard Davies, of Bangor, is

the architect, and Mr. E. Williams, of Garth, the

builder.

A Transatlantic sanitary engineer, in his report on

some highway improvements and repairs recently

stated resarding a point on the route near a small

stnam M water that " it was a good place to put

down a eviprit .'

"

On Saturday aft«moon the memorial stones of a

new Wesleyan Methodist Chapel were laid at

Newton Heath. The design is modem Gothic,

and it will he built of brick, fased with Burnley
porpoints, with Halifax stone dressings. It will

hare a stone spire rising to the height of 1 30ft.

There will be three vestries. The chapel is designed

to seat 8oO persons. The cost is £8,500. Mr. A. W.
S^th, of Manchester, is the architect, and Mr.
Henry Brown, of HoUinwood, the builder.

Lord Wolverton has been making great improve-
ment in hU kennels at Iweme-Minster. Claridge's

Sstent osphaltc has been laid to all the kennel
oors and approaches, with a view of rendering

them watertight, which is so essential a matter for

hound's feet. The work has been entrusted to

Hessn. O. Smith and Co., of London.

A new Wesleyan Chapel was opened at Askernc
last week. ifr. Jno. Wells, of Derby, is the
architect ; and the chapel has been built by Mr.
Perry, of Castleford. There is accommodation for

nearly 400 persons, and a school has been built at

tile back for 100 children, with other offices.

The Inter-oceanic Congress has adopted, by
89 votes against 8, the proposal in favour of

cutting the canal through the Isthmus of Panama.

Thurton Church, Norfolk, is about to undergo a
thorough restoration. Sir Reginald Proctor Beau-
champ, Bart., repairs the chancel at his own expense,

and the funds for the nave are beinj; collected by
the vicar, the Rev. C. B. Batcliffe. The plans have
been drawn out by Mr. HerbertGreen, architect, of

Norwich.

The Wilts Archteological Society have arranged
to hold a three days' congress at Marlborough, on
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, the 12th,

I3th, and 14th August. Marlborough will be
isited on the opening day, and tlie programme
for the second day includes a visit to Ousc-hill,

Wans' I^ke, the earthworks at Hurst and Saver-
nake House, and on the closing day Rockley,
Barbuiy Castle, Avebnry, and Silbury will be
Tiiited.

A parochial industrial exhibition was openedm
the schoolrooms of the Church of St. John the

Divine, Camberwell-uew-road, on Tuesday. The

exhibition is one of the first of tho kind held in the

metropolis, and has been divided into two sections,

one open to persons of all ages residing m the

parish, and the other to cliildren under education

many school in the parish. In the first section

there are 10 classes, including specimens of models,

carving, turning, furniture, inventions, and designs,

paintings, penmanship, and illumination, needle-

work and fancy-work, shown by some 160 exhibitors.

The second-class includes 13 classes, with 200

exhibitors of models, carving, drawings, paintings,

maps, knitting, needlework, &c.

Mr. Joseph Storey, who was last year returned

by St. Luke's Vestry as their representative on the

Metropolitan Board of Works, butwhom that body
unavailingly requested to resign on account of cer-

tain business transactions in reference to the

Golden-lane improvement, has at length resigned

his seat at the latter body, having failed to obtain

re-electiou to the vestry.

A coiTCspondent of the City Press calls attention

to the desirability of furnishing the four vacant

pedestals at each corner of Blackfriai-s-bridge with

colossal statues of some kind, in order to complete

the original design, and points out that the Bridge

House Estates Committee of the Corporation have
surplus moneys in hand from thefund appropriated

to the construction of the bridge, a portion of

which should be applied to this purpose.

The third annual Fine ArtExhibition was opened

in the Albert Institute Buildings, at Dundee, on
Saturday, by Sir Daniel Macnee, P.R.S.A. The
present is the largest display of pictures yet

made in Dundee ; 335 are hung on tho walls, and
between 200 and 300 were rejected. In the lectme

hall of the free library, a supplementary industrial

exhibition is being held.

On Sunday week anew Roman Catholic Cathedral

in New York, situated in South-avenue, between
Fifty-first and Fifty-sccond-streets, was dedicated

by Cardinal McClosky. The comer-stone of the

cathedral was laid in 1858, and it has been built at

a cost of 4,600,000 dollars; it is entirely constructed

of white marble, and measures 334ft. long and
174ft. broad ; there are two spires, each 334ft. ia

height.
A month since the Malton Local Board of Health

appointed a Mr, J. F. Buckham from a list of 130

applicants to the combined offices of road surveyor,

nuisance inspector, and inspector of buildings, and
the Local Government Board has since confirmed

the appointment. On Wednesday week the clerk

reported that they had "come to a dead-lock, as

the surveyor appointed was not able to make his

appearance at the time specified, and he was now
so poorly as to be unable to attend to business."

A (fiscussion on the cause of the new official's illness

led to a motion being made, "That Buckham be
dismissed in consequence of certain irregularities

which have come to our notice." An amendment
that he be allowed to resign was proposed ; but the

original motion was carried, and the members of

the board will, a second time within two mouths,
have the privilege of selecting an officer.

The foundation-stone of the permanent church of

All Hallows, Southwark, was laid on Wednesday.
The church will accommodate 1,200 persons, and
will cost about £10,000. It is of the Middle Pointed
style, and is being erected from the designs of Mr.
Gilbert Scott, M.A., F.S.A. Tho builder is Mr,
Higgs.

An exhibition of oil and water colours was
opened at the Academy of Arts, Milsom-streot,
Bath, on Tuesday.

A new Primitive Methodist Chapel, seating 1,000
persons, was opened at Blaeuavon on Sunday.

We are desired to state that the gratings for St.

George's Cathedral, and illustrated in our last

issue, were not executed, as stated, by Messrs.
Farmer and Brindley, but by Messrs. James
Stevenson, of the Darlington Works, Southwark-
street, who presented tliem to the chui'ch. The
models only were prepared by Messrs. Farmer
and Co.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK.
Monday.—Royal Institute of British Architects. Paper

by Edward I'Anson on " Recent Excava-
tions of tlie Roman Forum," 8 p.m.
Society of Engineers. Paper by Charles

T. Alford on "Tho Mineralogy of the
Island of Sardinia," 7.30 p.m.

Friday.—Hoyal Institution. F. J. Biumwell on *' The
Thunderer Gun Explosion," 9 p.m.

Saturday. — Royal Architectural Museum Sketching
Qub. Excursion to Stone Church, Kent.

—**-*—
"WAGES MOVEMENT.

SwEDEU.—A strike among the men employed at

the saw-mills at and near Sundswall began on
Tuesday, the 27th ult., owing to the refusal of a
demand for higher wages. It now extends to 19

saw works and 5,000 workmen, and is still in-

creasing.

The Slate Teade in Noeth Wales and dj
America.—Mr. W. J. Parry, the president of the
North Wales Quarreymen's Union, who is travelling

in America and Canada seeking the best field for

the employment of the unionists who have been
assisted to emigrate, owing to the staguation of the
slate trade, has forwarded to the Executive Council

of tho Quarrymen's Union a lengthy report, in

which he expresses his conviction that it is useless

for common labourers or quarryinen to go to

America to seek work in the slate-quarries, wages
being extremely low, and work difficult to be had
even at that low rate of wages. The condition of

the American quarryman he describes as being

miserable, the wages of labourers averaging 4d. per

hour, and those of quarrymen 6d. ; but many of

them, owing to the seventy of the weather, have
been unable to earn anything for three, four, or

even five months. One of the matters which excited

his surprise was to find that the Welsh were rapidly

losing their hold of the art of slate-working, and
that comparatively few Welshmen were now em-
ployed in the American quarries. He recommends
intending emigrants to turn theii' attention to

agriculture.

Doulting Freestone and Ham Hill Stone
of best quality. Prices, delivered at any part of

the United Kingdom, given on application to

CHARLES TRASK,
Norton-sub-Hamdon, Uminster, Somerset.

Aeent : Mr. E. Crickm.vy, 4, Agar-street, London,W.C.
—[Advt.]

ZINC ROOFING
FIXED COMPLETE.

F. BRABY & CO.,
ESTABLISHED 1837,

The Manufacturing Agents of the VIEILLE MONTAGNE CO.
PATENT SOLID UNSOLDERED RIDGE PLATES FOR ITALIAN OR PLAIN ZINC ROOFING.

BY THE ADOPTION OF THIS METHOD THE USE OF SOLDER IS ENTIRELY DISPENSED WITH, AND
CONSEQUENTLY THE DANGER INCURRED BY THE USE OF FIRE-POTS IS AVOIDED.

THE COST IS LESSENED AND THE DURABILITY INCEEASED. ESTIMATES FOR ZINC DORMERS, FLATS, &c.

FITZROY WORKS, 356 TO 369, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON.
ALSO AT DEPTFORD, LIVERPOOL, GLASGOW & CYPRUS.
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THE Ciry OF LONDON SCHOOL
COMPETITION.

TTTE are able to give some further infor-

VV mation respecting the above com-
petition this week. We wish we could have
announced that the committee had seen fit to

withdraw the tinwise restriction placed upon
the exhibition of the designs, and had called

ui the sei-vices of a professional referee, as in

simple justice to the competitors they wore
bound to do. Strange to say, the members
of the committee and their officials indi-

vidually profess perfect willingness that the

designs should bo seen by the representatives

of the professional Press, but as a body they

decline ! They have, of course, been imsuc-

cessful in then- attempt to keep the profession

in the dark—so far, at least, as we are

concerned ; they have only succeeded in rcn-

ing our criticisms of the designs to a certain

degree incomplete and imperfect—the noccs-

saiy consequence of our brief inspection

of the plans. We appeal once more to the

committee, and, failing them, to the Court of

Common Council, to take the coui'se adopted
by every public body in connection with
competitions, and thus put au end to the

ugly rumom-s of unfairaess and favouritism

which are afloat. The buUding they
propose to erect will probably be the

type for the next generation of similar

erections all over the country. Middle-class

education must shortly become a leading
question among those which await their

solution at the hands of statesmen and social

reformers ; ai chitects will px-esently bo called

upon to design the necessary buildings, and
just as the first schools erected by the
London School Board became examples of

what to imitate and what to avoid for the

rest of England, so \vill the building about
to be put up on the Thames Embankment
stand as a precedent and model for others of

its kind. All the more reason, then, is there

that it should bo as perfect in plan and
design as public criticism can make it, and
that the architect entrusted with its execu-
tion is likely to prove capable of accom-
plishing the task entrusted to him. So far

as the design placed first is concerned, there

is every reason to be satisfied. The infor-

mation we gave last week was coneot. The
authors of the design marked " Live and
Leam," are Messrs. Davis and Em-
manuel, of Finsbury-circus ; of "Simpli-
city," Mr. T. ChatfeUd Clarke, of Bishops-
gate-street; and of "Playgrounds," Mr. T.

E. Knightley, of Cannon-street.
"Live and Leam" adopts a mode of

distribution in the blocks which we have
ventured to call the " iiTcgular " or un-
synimetric ; but as we have engraved the
block plan it is unnecessary here to enter
into detail. The principal entrance forms
the centre of the Embankment faijade,

and gives access to a wide hall 19ft.

wide by 15ft. in height in the " adminis-
tration" block. This is mainly divided
into secretaries' offices, committee and wait-
ing-rooms on one side, and on the other into

the porter's room, book-store, library, and
head-master's room. These communicate
with each other. We certainly like the
general arrangemept of this part. A cor-
ridor at the back gives access at one end
to the dining-hall, and at the west
end to the teaching block, which runs
along the western side, by which means
the administration is practically separated
from the teaching apartments, while the
cuisine of the establishment is placed out of

the way of the latter. Another point of

architectural significance is that the adminis-

trative block forms a single-story range,

allowini? the large hall, which ia made to

form the central feature, externally to ap-

pear above it as the main block of the com-
position. The grouping of the recessed hall,

with the lofty pavilion-like wings which

form the tennination of the administration

block, and the towers in the inner angles, is

very pleasing ; while the main front is

sufficiently recessed, the authors observe, to

avoid building over the underground rail-

way, and also to obtain a garden in front.

In refeiTin? to the teaching block, which is

located along the western side of the site

facing the intended roadway, the authors

observe with truth that this position secures

quiet in the class and locture-rooma, while

the teaching department is kept together,

and there are other considerations m comiec-

tion with the adjoining hotel, as light and
ail', which render this side better than the

eastern for this department. The head-
master's rooms are at the south-west corner,

and in communication as required, while the

rest of the wing is occupied by 7 class-rooms

adjoining each other on the ground floor

—

VICTORIA
^MfiANK^^

nine on the first floor and three above. We
observe the hat and cloak lobbies, one to

each room, are divided from the several

rooms by screens 6ft. high, and, with the

class-rooms, are under control. The stau's

are arranged at the ends of the teaching

block, and give access to the several floors,

latrines, and playgi'ound ; the science de-

partment occupies the second floor, and the

lecture-hall at the north end, 56ft. by 48ft.,

is well planned on the isacoustic princi-

ple, and has an octagon lantern light, while

it is in convenient communication with the

laboratory and apparatus room. The
authors obtain all their class-rooms above
the ground floor level, and one decided

merit in the arrangement is that the plan

gives a large area for covered and un-
covered playground— a very important
point in city schools. The hall, 90ft.

by 50ft., on the first floor, forms a

striking feature in this design, and is

placed in immediate communication with
the main entrance corridor, one flank facuig

the Embankment, and the other the open
playgroun'l. On both sides it is pierced by
a series of square-headed midlionod windows,
and is lighted besides by windows at the

ends, and three dormers on each side of the

open timber roof. The treatment of this fea-

ture, internally, is dignified and character-

istic ; the authors have followed in the rpof

and details the Bonaissanco exemplified in the

Prussian and Austrian schools. Five en-

trances arc provided. Two of these giro

access from the class-rooms, and on the south

side are three other doorways surrounded by
pilasters and entablatures. A ^allorj- is pi-o-

vided at the west end accessible fi'om the

staircase landing. We observe the walls are

wainscoated and relieved by tablets beneath

the windows, while wide hammer-beam prin-

cipals of semi-Gothic character, with curved

ribs, spring from pilasters against the wall.

The very elaborate and carefully prepared re-

port accompanying this design proposes foul-

air outlets near and in the roof, with wanned
fresh-air admission behind the wall liningS)

communicating ^\^th external flues at the

floor level. As regards external designs, the

authors have wisely selected the French Re-
naissance of a moderate type, avoiding the

excesses of the style ; the main block, the

hall, and the side ^vings are symmetrically

disposed ; the hall is cro\vned bj' a hi^h-

pitched roof hipped at the ends, with a cen-

tral fl^che, while the advancing wings contri-

bute to give a pleasing, weU-broken, yet dig-

nified frontto theEmbaukment. The materials
proposed are red brick, with Ancaster stone

dressings and gi'ccn slate roofs. One featui'o

in the design worthy of notice is the pro-

position to mask the tmsightly end of Do
Keyser's hotel by a semicircular building,

which might bo appropriated either to the

school or to the hotel. Such are the main
features of the design placed first by the

Committee.
" Simplicity " is based on a central open

quadrangle and cloisters, the class-rooms

being disposed round on the north, east, and
west sides, while the south side is taken up
by the hall, which, like the last, forms an
important part in the elevation, with the

administration and official department in

front. This distribution is essentially a Go' hie

one. The plan shows a rectangular disposi-

tion of the buildings, which extend aU roimd
a quadrangle about 80ft. square, cloisters

with glazed openings on two stories sun'ouud
this area, and afford communication, light,

and au'. On the oast side are a masters'

.

common-room, lavatorj', stairs, and a
range of class-ro:'ms, with dining-hall above,

oiitside which a space for tradesmen between
the school and hotel is obtained ; on the west
side there are two blocks of class-rooms,

with intervening cloak lobby, head-master's

apartments, stairs, and library. Two' doors

close the front cloister at its ends from the

side cloister; the socrotaries' rooms are jjlaced

on the west side of entrance-hall, and the

lavatories on the other. The administrative

block in front has its own passage communi-
cation, and is well separated from the teach-

ing department ; and the dining-room and
serving department are conveniently placed

on the east side in the rear. At the angles

of the cloisters are square rooms for hats

with lift ; a playground of the whole width
of ground at the back by 96ft. from north
to south, with covered space on the east

side, is obtained. The ground plan presents

in outKne a rather ii-regular appearance on
the west side from the position of the breaks

;

the front elevation is symmetrical in the

main features, and set back from the Em-
bankment. We have heard this design con-
tains the largest cubical space per boy in the
class-rooms, and the smallest cubical space
estimating the whole of the building ; but
of these facts we hesitate to speak con-
fidently. The hotel lights are not interfered

with appreciably at all, owing to the spaco.

left on this side.

The author of " Playgroxmds," the third

design, has ananged his plan skilfully as

regards the levels, keeping it away from
the hotel about 50ft. The playground space

is larger than either of the two former—the

first having 45,000ft., the second about
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•Jl.OOOft.. and " Simplicity " 49,800ft. The

snthor proposes a central hall, with class-

rooms on each side. The entnmco-hall has

the head-master's, committee, and secre-

tary's rooms on one side, with visitors,

masters', and ladies' room, &c., on the other

side. The staircase opposite ontranco is a

opacious one, leading to galleries and first-

Soor. The large hall on the ground level, with

g«Hories accessible from the upper floor,

has its walls pierced n-ith arched openings,

two of which are opposite each class-room,

«nd by this means the side corridors, which

are 10ft. wide, are lighted. The lower part

of these opening are intended to be filled

with ornamental sliding screens to confine

the ordinary traffic to the corridors. The
ball is proposed to bo lighted by windows
;tlong the sides and ends. Each class-room

has its screened lobby for hats and cloaks.

The lecture-room is placed on the first-floor,

with the other allied apartments en suite.

The kitchen is placed on the upper floor over

the dining-room, and the sanitary details

have been carefully considered ; eveiy fire-

place has a double flue—one half for smoke,
and the other for ventilation. The author
bas adopted the French Renaissance of a

collegiate tj-jje, and the estimated cost is

i'33,800, though we understand vhe cubing
of this design has been calculated at 9d.

—

oertainly a high figure if the covered pla}--

gronnds are included. We may here describe

the general feature of a few other designs.

Last week we spoko of "Concentration,"
in which the great hall, 125ft. by 64ft.,

forms the centre, surrounded on three sides

with open arcadcd corridors. The orchestra

is placed at the south end in a recess ; the
dttss rooms arc arranged in pairs on the

KTOund floor, with hat lobbies between ; the
Jining-hall is a long apartment, occupying
the rear at the west angle, while the other
apartments occupy the usual positions. We
note, moreover, that the science room is

placed at the back of the hall, and is a rec-

tangular apartment, with a cii'cular roof,

placed transversely, with curved seats, and
the lecturer's desk in the centre of side.

Class rooms are arranged along the front,

facing the embankment, not perhaps the
most desirable position. Wo have already
generally described the external elevation as

being in a Renaissance style, with detaU of

English character. Another plan, based on
the irregular system, bears the motto
" Practical." The general distribution of
the plan is a rectangular block, with a quad-
rangle in the centre, surrounded by corri-

dors ; on the south side are placed the official

Tooms, on the west and north sides are the
class rooms, while on the east side is the
groat hall, lighted at the side and ends. The
author considers this location the best as
regards lighting, and believes a central
luiU objectionable, as it would be " impos-
sible to avoid dark and ill-ventilated rooms
and passages." The western side is occu-
jried by a very long wing, extending to the
end, comprisingclass-rooms, accessiblefrom a
long corridor, partly lighted by quadrangle,
with a dining-haU at the north end, and a
porter's dwelling. A large playground is

obtained in the north-east portion of site,

with covered ways. We observe the author
sets back the east boundary of his buildings
about 30ft. from the hotel. The stylo
selected is a modification of the 13th century
Oothic, which the author believes, from its

simplicity of detail, well adapted for a
ichool. Bed brick, with red Mansfield stone,
we an^gested. We have little space left to
enter into the detaUs of this desi^'ii, and
must reserve further remarks. The author
estimates his design at £57,000. There is

also another design bearing the same motto,
whose authorship wc recognise at once, and
to which we shall refer another time, simply
«ajring now that it is a very good one.
Under the motto " Quis, ' the authors sub-

mit two plana, the chief feature of one being

a central hall with a pliiygi-ound beneath
suiTOunded by con-idors which communicate
with four groups, and class-i-ooms obtained

at the ang'os, and forming front and back
blocks. The administrative department is

in front, with a central hall and staircase.

The official rooms are placedon the cast side of

entrance and the library and head-master's
room are an-angedew smZ/c onthoothcrside. A
private con-idor connects these apartments.
Landing on a gi-and vestibule, a front cor-

ridor gives access to the great hall, the

assistant niastera' and class-rooms, while the

two main corridors on each side of hall lead

to a Icctiu'e-hall on tho same axis. The
labjratoi-y and chemical department are

placed on the west of tho leoture-haU,

AWth tho dining-room on the opposite side.

In stylo tho authors have adopted a typo of

Renaissance of rather mixed character and
elaborate in detail, but mai'kcd by consider-

able merit in the grouping. Brick and terra-

cotta are the materials suggested ; the latter

is largely employed in the decorative detail.".

An alternative Gothic design shows a lofty

central tower crowned by a short spire over
the entrance, wliilo tho flank side of hall is

made an important feature, and has a flecho

in its high-pitched roof. The second plan
has a quadrangle in front, and disposes the

class-rooms somewhat differently.

"Our Boys" is a design similar in its

distribution of tho official and teaching de-
partments to many others wo have men-
tioned. The school entrances on each side

of tho centre, and beyond the administrative
apartments in front, open into corridors

which suiTound an open quadrangle, and
give access to class-rooms on both sides on
tho throe floors. The hall and dining-room
are on the ground floor, approached by tho
end corridor ; tho former has five entrances,

and has a galleiy, while the south bays are

designed as a triforium and clerestory, and,
by the aid of movable screens can be ex-
tended to tho width of corridors on both
floors. The classification of the school has
received attention, and the author has
adopted Gothic of the loth century, as being
associated with tho foundation of the school
in 1440, and as being different to the style

of the buildings of the London School
Board. Red brick and Portland stone dress-

ings are proposed, and the estimated cost is

£57,500.
The following architects are among the

competitors : — Messrs. Wm. Ward Leo,
Robert Walker, J. P. Soddon, H. S. Legg,
T. S. Collcutt, Thomas Harris, E. C. Robins,
Tarring and Wilkinson, J. D. Mathews,
Lacy W. Ridge, Wilson and Aldwinokle,
T. Roger Smith, Flint Clarkson, Newman
and Billing, and Edward Clarke.

'WTiilo admitting the superiority of one of

tho three selected designs, we cannot express
so favourable an opinion of the others.
The committee have certainly placed a good
design first. If it is the best of tho fifty-

three, why not throw tho others open for

inspection ?

THE IPSWICH MUSEUM COMPETI-
TION.

THE town of Ipswich is going in for

architectural improvement with a will.

The designs for the Museum, Library, and
Art Schools have quickly followed those of

the new Post-office, recently reviewed in our
pages. A capital site has been acquired
facing the High-street, and through the
exertions of a few of tho leading townsmen
the idea of erecting a building in which those
three great wants of an intelligent com-
munity may be combined has so far been
carried to a practical issue. Having ex-
amined the i)lans for tho Museum, on view
during the jjast week, we can say that tlie

committee are to be congratulated on tho
professional response to their invitation.

Although only ten designs have been sent

in, they are all above tho average. No de-
cision has been made at present, but the
committee have held one or two preliminary
meetings for tho consideration of tho plans.
Of tho ton designs, three deserve to bo
placed foremost as rogai'ds plan— an cle-

ment which in the present case should have
primary consideration. Among those " Sim-
plicity " deserves notice for tho compactness
and economy of his departments, and the
avoid.anoo of passages and corridors, if we
cannot say so much for the rather preten-
tious style ho has adopted. AVe may describe
the jilan as being a rectangle of oblong pro-
portion, with a central hall, entrance and
staircase in the shorter axis. The hall forms
an elongated area in the middle, and may
bo objected to as being rather too large,

though, in justice to tho author, ic must be
observed the space is used as part of the
Museum, groups of sculpture and other
large works of art finding hero a fitting

reception. The reading-room and library

are arranged in three compartments—
on the south side, and are en suite. These
are well lighted from windows in the outer
wall. On tho right of hall a corresponding
arrangement of the main walls provides for

a class and lecture-room 46 x 24 in front,

and a laboratory of similar size behind, and
those apartments can be entered from a
separate north entrance (for the use of

students) in the return side of building, or

from the central hall. The chief objection

wo find to tho plan is tho position of labora-

tory, which would bo better in a more
isolated part of the building. On tho first

floor the main walls are carried up so as to

produce the same general division. Landing
in a large central saloon or museum, lighted

by a skylight, the visitor may pass through
a series of apartments on the south side, in

all respects like those below, one opening
into the next. These are devoted to the

museum. Tho front and back rooms are

each 46ft. x 24ft., divided into bays by cases

;

tho intermediate room is 33ft. x 20ft.

They are lighted by windows and sky-
lights. From tho same landing tho

painting and class-rooms are Ciitored, a
short passage—the only one in tho whole
building—giving access to tho rooms. It

will thus bo seen the Museum and School of

Art form, practically, a range of apartments
en suite, but on opposite sides. A mas-
terly and sketchy perspective in pencil ac-

companies this sot, tho author adopting
Renaissance with a centre crowned by a
quadrangular-shaped dome, the remaining
part of facade having pilasters of two orders.

Between the windows of the ground and
upper stories are a scries of panels with sub-
jects in relief ; tho lower pilasters have
medallion panels at the top for heads repre-

sentative of Science and Art. Pressed red
brick and Ancaster stone dressings are pro-

posed for the front—two good materials

—

but we think tho design, though an able one,

is too expensive in tho materials specified ;

at all events, we object to tho tei-minals

along tho top and tho scrolled ornamentation
of tho upper window-heads. An alternative

sketch in a Gothic dross, showng a centre

flecho, is sent, but tho treatment has loss to

recommend it, and tho pointed arches in

pairs aro rather ecclesiastical in spirit. No
plan has economised its wall-space so well

as this one.
" Suivez Moi," whose authorship and

motto we detect as being the same as that of

plans sent in for the Post-office competition,

shows a well distributed and skilful plan,

though on a different principle to tho last

described. On the ground-plan the free

library and reading-room and tho science

and art schools foim two wings, entered

from a centre vestibule, which makes a pro-

jecting block, tho buildings being somewhat
of the shape of a letter uj. The building is

jiroposed to bo entered by a low i)Orch and
flight of steps, which loads into a spacious

1
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vestibule, 24ft. by 24ft. Through a door-
way on the left sido a corridor runs along
the front, giving access to the patent library

and coramittoe-room, the librarian's room,
and to the reading-room ar.d hbrary, each
42ft. by 24ft., which last named apartments
form a return end wing to the building,

lighted at the sides and at ends. The north
or right-hand wing is devoted to the science
and art schools, and is entered through a
similar doorway from the vestibule. The
laboratoi-y is placed at the back, filling up
the space between the vestibule and the
north wing, and is approached by a glass

corridor and lobby, and areas for light and
air well separate it from the front. 'J he
crooked conidor entrance leading from the
vestibule to the school department is some-
what objectionable, but the departments are
well separated, whUo the centre hall forms a
common but distinct feature. On the upper
floor the plan is enlarged by extending the
museum between the library and vestibide
blocks at the back, thus forming a quad-
rangiilar arrangement, with a central area
for light and air. This has been effected
by arching below the open space on the
south side, an arrangement rendered prac-
ticable by the fall of the ground, though, on
the other hand, it rather destroys the sym-
metry of plan below. Ascending the main
staircase in the centre hall, the nmseum is

reached from a half-landing, or from the
main landing or saloon over the vestibule,
and comprise four rooms en suite, arranged as
aquadrangle. These are lighted chiefly by flat

skylights above a deep cove, and the general
effect is shown in a pencil sketch of tlie

interior, and a north light is obtained for
the painting-rooms. Externally, the design
is treated in a Classic and dignified manner

;

there is a domical centre, with pediment and
advancing wings at the ends, with coupled
pilasters at the angles. The receding parts
are quite plain, and hardly connect agree-
ably, but generally the design is character-
istic of its purpose, and avoids a wasteful
display of ornament, which is confined to a
little carving and niches for sculpture
between the angle pilasters. A carefully-
drawn ink perspective and pencil sketches
of the interior treatment accompany the
design.

_" Bona Fides," is the design of a local ar-

chitect, and wo may here express our regTct
the autho" of so good a plan should have
made allusions in his description which only
a local man could make, and thus have indivi-
dualised his own work. The design is .an eco-
nomical one in its division, a rectangular
arrangement has been adopted. The library
and reading room, fiOft. by 34ft. , occupy the
middle of the area, and are lighted through a
circular ribbed glazed roof ; the museum is

placed along the south side, and is 64ft. by
25ft., lighted by windows along the frontwith
projecting show-cases between ; the Science
and Art Department is on the mu-lh side, and
has its own entrance, and the laboratory is

placed behind. An alternative plan shows
the museum in the centre and the library on
the left, a rather better aiTangement in some
respects. We do not see any communication
from the gallery, which surrounds the on-
closed library, with other parts of the first

floor; but there are two spiral staircases
provided in the angles to connect the main
floors. In the sections, which are very credit-
ably drawn and tinted, wo observe the light
is admitted at such angles as to avoid
"glitter points," very essential to bo ob-
served in museums and galleries of art. The
design is treated in red brick, with carved
panels between the window^s of the main
stories, it has high roofs and chiumeys well
broken, and is in a Sevententh Century style
rather more Kenaissance than Queen Anno,
though the chimney springingout of a dormer
on the south side would almost suggest the
vagaries of thelast-namedstyle. Avigorously-
drawn Une perspective is sent in, and the

style of the drawings leads us to the conclu-

sion that this and " Postage Stamp " in the

last competition are by the same hand. The
author submits a builder's tender to execute

the work for £(!,932 (why not £7,000;'-)—the

last-named sum is httle enough. Of other

designs marked by considerable merit in the

planning, we may name " Architect " as a

compact arrangement, in which the museum
is placed behind in a central position, the

library and reading-room being on the south

side. On the first floor the museum extends
over the south wing of library and reading-

room. We do not like the areas cut out of

the museum by the lavatories ; there are,

nevertheless, <a few good points in ihe plan,

and little waste room, albeit the entrances

are a little crowded. We cannot spe.ak with
commendation of the elevations. One in a

Queen Aimo style is spoilt by the projecting

wings, with chimneys in the gables of un-
mitigated plainness. The back and sides are

meanly plain. Another design is in a more
finished species of the style, and the detail is

better, the entrance forming in both eleva-

tions an aroaded terrace between the \vings,

but the west elevation is bare to ugliness.

Its plan shows an arrangement in three

parallelograms, the centre being the

museum opposite cntr.'jnce ooft. x 33ft.. a

reading-room and librai-y on the south sido,

and the school department on the north.

The entrances .and hall conveniences are not
satisfactory. Wo believe the author of this

has been the winner of the Com Exchange
prize.

" Patti chiari, amicizia lunga " adopts a
more iiTegular plan. The museum is Ooft.

by 35ft., and forms a flat, single-storied

apartments, apparently too much cut off from
the rest of the building on the south.

The main entrance in front leads to a
wide, lighted corridor, which runs along
the structure at the back and gives

access to the library and reading-room
on the north side of entrance, with a
curator's room between the latter and large
museum. This distribution is less econo-
mical certainly than the more concentrated
plan, which places the museum or the read-
ing-room in a central portion of the ground.
On the first floor we find the science class-

rooms are arranged in front, entered from a
long back corridor over the one below ; the
painting and model rooms are, as usual, in

the north wing. The laboratory is placed
behind opposite entrance. A domestic type
of French Gothic is chosen, a pair of small
gables and a projecting oriel from the science-
room being the principal features in

the fa(;ade. The elevation is certainly
cleverly treated, and docs the design more
justice than the perspective. In "Pin-
patch " we recognise, partly by the altered

prefix, the same hand as in "Despatch" in

the Post-office competition, and the author
is one of the few who have adopted Gothic,
and this time is more successful. Un-
like the last-mentioned, a Late Tudor
treatment has been chosen, a style certainly
that has some claim to be employed
in a brick locality, although it is rather
suggestive of a collegiate character than a
building devoted to mixed secular purposes.
It is bixiken in front by a centre gable with
oriel over the entrance and projecting
wings ; doi-mers with pinnacles break the
roof line, and red brick in black mortar
relieved by cross bands of dark brick in the
sides form the chief ornamentation. The
plan adopts the three parallelogram prin-
ciple, a mode of dealing with the site that
seems to have found favour with some of the
committee. The museum, 80ft. by 30ft.,

surrounded by galleries, lighted from the
roof mainly, makes the centre paral-
lelogram, on either side of which are the
conveniences, &c., while the parallel lateral
wings are devoted to the other departments,
the reading-room and libraiy being on the
south sido. The laboratory is well isolated in

rear, and the science class-rooms arc in the
north wing. Double stairs are shown, one to
each side; these and the convebiences arewell
studied, but the entrance is poor. On thti

upper floor the museum is extended over the
library, and open lighted areas are obtained.

between the blocks. A carefully-drawn,

perspective accompanies the design, which
certainly is not flattered by the elevations.

The chimneys at the sides are unpleasantly
twisted, and the pinnacles would have been
wisely curtailed.

Two other designs demand notice : one in

"Economy." The museum is made the
centre feature, and is 60ft. by 40ft. ; on the
south side the library and reading-room are
dovetailed into each other, an arrangement
that is made to facilitate in the superinten-
dence of these rooms, enabhng one attendant
to command a view of both. The museum,
has a circiUar roof of iron and side arcades of
the same material, which also carry the
gallery. Ihe natural history museum is

assigned the first floor in the south side-.

Tliere is a corridor entrance to science school
on the ground floor, also above to the art

rooms, and some skill has been sho'.m in the

convenience of communication and classifica-

tion. The exterior is well fjroupeil, but the
treatment of Eenaissance character resembles
a country residence more than a public
building. " Pro Bono Publico" is the motto
of an able design, the author of which sub-
mits two elevations, one in Classic, a plain,

sensibly-treated, and compactly grouped,
building, and another in Gothic. The
musoiun is a central apartment, facing the
main entrance, with the hbrary and reading-
rooms forming wings on the south side ; the
main fault of the plan, otherwise ingenious,
is that the doorways to reading-room,
and museum are not sufiiciently under
the control of the curator. The advanced
class-rooms are well lighted by a north
light, which enters through a curved
pointed shaped roof. The Gothic i»

certainly the best of the kind submitted, as
the author has avoided both the ecclesiastical

and domestic types, and lias imparted a
thoroughly secular character to his design.

We have space only to refer to '

' Veritas
Viucit," a design in the Gothic, but of too-

school-Uke a treatment, and uneconomical
and iU-considered in arrangement. The
nauseum is undesirably placed at the north,

end on first-floor, and the schools are below.
" Work and Win " is an elaborated plan in

a similar style, givinjr much more than is

wanted, and a httle too mgenious in its

oet.agoual vestibule and centre octagon-
ended museum. The design occupies the
whole front apparently in its length, and
the roofing and gutters are particularly

costly. Another design we saw looks more
Uko the work of a plasterer, but it had no
motto, while its design cannot be seriously

criticised.

It viill be observed from these remarks
that there are three or four designs of con-
siderable merit, and which the committee
may fairly take as embodying aU their wanta.
As in the Post Office, so in this cose, the
sum of £7,000 is inadequate, and it is not
possible to carry out any of the designs as
they ought to be executed for this sum.
Our inquiries convince us, however, of the
very limited resources of the committee,,
and that economy of construction must be
first considered in the adoption of a plan.
One or two of those we first mentioned, ia
which the dciiartmeuts are grouped round a.

central museum or vestibule, ajjpear to afford.

the best chance of obtaining this. Unneces-
sary corridors lead to increased interier

walling, and we should give preference,.

cceteris paribui, to the arrangements which
dispense as much as practicable with interior

passages and waste areas. A museum broken
into several rooms with a vestibule forming a
part of the suite, is more desirable for classi-

fication and study, than one long or large
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gaDrry: another considerntion should bo the

^obtV the plan affords f<' separate the

aAooU fnnn the public portion when neces-

tBiT. The laboratorj" should if possible bo

iaoiatod or nearly so, while of oUier essen-

tiak to economy, good lighting to the

mnBctnn, reading-room, and class-rooms is

of primary consideration. We understood

the scheme originated with Dr. J. E.

Taylor, the present curator of the museum,

a
' gentleman whose scientific attain-

ments are widely known ; Mr. 'Westlirop,

a member of the Committee has been another

moving spirit to whom the funds subscribed

are m.iiiily due; the plans submitted are

CKditable to the competitors, and luider these

circumstances we hope the Committee, who
appeaV to have fairly courted inquiry, ^^•ill

adect a design worthy of the town, and the

energy that has been thrown into the com-
petition.

EXniBITIOX OF WORKS
AND WHITE.

IN BLACK

THE present exhibition just opened at the

Dudley Gallery, though it sustains the

reputation this eoUection has always cn-
joye<l, is scarcely remarkable for any very
striking woik. We miss the contributions

of several familiar contributors, Mr. Hubert
Herkomer being one of them ; on the other
hand, the drawings are, tochnicallj' speaking,

above the order of merit we have previously

remarked. Subjects in chalk, charcoal,

lampblack, and sepia, abound, wMlo there

a»c many etchings of much beauty. lUus-
trations of journals and works of fiction as

nsnal occupy a large space, and we have
some excellent original sketches by W.
Small, Percy Macquoid. Samuel Read,
Charles Keene, H. S. Marks. R.A., Linley
Sambonme, J. Tissot, E. J. Gregory, A. C.
Corbonld, and others, contributed to our
contemporaries the lUustrufed London News,
the Graphic, and Punch. Thus Mr. W.
Small's illustrations to " Under One Roof,"
a serial tale, in lampblack and white,
thickly handled, are clever in composition
and drawing, often humorous. Wc mention
particularly of this series, Nos. 6, 265, 281,
527 : Mr. Percy Macquoid's "Lucky Do?,"
Mr. Samuel Read's design (No. 29) in Indian
ink : Mr. C. Keene's " Ploughing the Main "

in pen and ink (To); Mr. H. S. Marks'
" Finishing Touch " (113); Mr. Watson's
"A Di-eary Day" (308); Mr. C. Keene's
ink sketch (251), and Mr. A. Hopkins'
" Garden Party," arc all sketches that display
skill in design with a free use of the pencU,
and many are familiar to our readers. A very
nririted drawing in chalk is " Such Witching
Looks are Baited Hooks," by Mr. T. W. Wil-
son. " Kindred Spirits," No. 19, by Mr.
Lionel P. Smythe, is a happy idea executed
in lampblack and white. The indolent,
riuggish-looking boy shown on the swing,
listlessly watching the playfulness of two
oits, one claml)ering up a tree by his side, is

thoroughly suggestive of the title chosen.
The drawing is of considerable depth of tone
and highly finished, wanting colour only to
make it jterfect. M. A. Mongin, in " Deux
Banx-fortes, d'apn-sMeissonier" (30), exhibits
two charming etchings with all the expres-
sion, delicacy and finish of Ba-hm and the
eariy German engravers. In a more vigorous
Style is " Rochers do Douamencz " (38).
(•n-forte), by L. LeConteux, a rocky coast
H. Pillean contributes some jjleasing sketches
in lampbla<;k (10), as also Felix Buhot, in an
etching entitled " Aux Champs Elyseo" (41),
Architectural subjects arc most rare, among
the frw we note Mr. W. H. Stock's sepia
drawing of St. David's Cathedral, and Mr.
Arthur Evershed's etching of the " Bloody
and Garden Towers, Tower of London "

(73)
the latter careful both in drawing and detail.
" ChiTstchurch, Hants," is a capital subject
hardly done justice to in
sketch, No. 53; Mr. C.

" Davaiing Day," gives lis a hazy but pic-

turesque charcoal sketch of St. Paul's and
the river, taken from the Choring-cross foot-

bridge apparently. The Shot Tower in the
foreground forms a pleasing balance and
contrast to the dome, and the subject is an
admirable one for treatment in sombre black
and white. No. 58, " London from the top
of Greenwich Observatoiy," is a large

etching by Mr. W. Edwin Edwards, bold,

vigorous, and characteristic, but a trifle too
black in the park scenery, albeit the subject

is provocative in its spirit of the Latin line,
" Fiuiium et opes strepitumque." A twilight
effect is happily produced in Mr. Weedon's
" Fittleworth Lock," the poplai-s against the
half-lighted sky make a capital picture, broad
and characteristic in treatment. Mr. Arthur
Evershed is a very feeling etcher. His
" Kingston on Thames" (91) conveys agood
idea of a picturesque locality, while the
execution exhibits technical power. " Ant-
werp Cathedral " (93), is one of Mr.
W. Crook e's best etchings rendered with
considerable skUi in detail. Wo are glad to

find the works of Leon Lhomiitte still

adorn the walls of this gallerj'', and we may
esjjecially point to Nos. 9G," 106, 327, and
377, as very fine. " Hallo aux Poissons de
St. Malo," is one of the largest di-awings.
It is executed in charcoal, and represents a
group of fish-women engaged by buying.
The chiarosciu'o, like that of all M. Lhor-
mitto's pictures, is excellent, and the group-
ing and drawing of the figures display

quite the hand of a master. It has
all the solidity and force of an oil-

painting. " L'Epicerio de Morlaix " wo
fancy to have seen before. The over-
hanging houses of the quaint old French
seaport are cleverly drawn, while before the
shop-doorsagrocers' gossip isgoingon between
some women. " La Visite Pastorale " (327)
is another charcoal drawing of a fine Early
Pointed church, in which the bishop is

giving his benediction to a gioup of

worshippers. For solidity, light and shadow,
and g:rouping there is nothing equal to it in

the Exhibition, except the same artist's

"Interior of the Church of Mezy " (No. 377),
in which we note a very similar detail of

stiff-foliaged capitals. Mr. Arthur Croft
sends a pencil drawingof " Lago di Vareso"
(121), a fine bit of sccneiy and manipulation.
Mr. J. Wolf's " An Elephant Abroad" (122)
is Ti clover fancy picture, softly finished in

charcoal, yet of considerable energy. It

depicts two kangaroos watching the approach
of an elephant through a field of thick
herbage, barely discerned through a misty
atmosphere. " Le Debut de la Walkiire,"
G. H. Fautin, is dramatic and forcible.

"Proofs of Wood Engravings" (129), by
Mr. F. G. Kitton, contains a charming little

etching of Ratisbon, from the pencil of H.
W. Brewer. "The Path to the Wood,"
by Mr. Allan Barraud (131), sustains

that artist's leputation ; while we must
not pass unnoticed Mr. River's " Cathe-
dral Porch, Seville " (132), in pen
and ink ; Mr. Tristram Ellis's " Four
Etchings of Cyprus " ; Mr. H. Bennett's
pen and ink drawing of a poetic incident in

the Frog Prince ; a sepia drawing of House
at Old Baveno by E. V. B. ; a clever sepia
sketch of a yacht by Francis Powell (169)

;

a study for an illustration; and "October"
(179), a highly finished etching by Mr. James
Tissot showingarichlysilk attired girl picking
her way through a bower of chestnut foliage.

Two small pieces in sepia, witli the signature
E V. B., take the fancy for the thoroughly
poetic or allegorical sentiment convej'cd.

One is the " Last Days of Conrad, Poet and
Philosopher " ; the old man looks bowed
down and meditative ; on the books before
him are written the word "Nihil," as ox-

Eressivo of his despair ; a youth is handing
im a volume upon which is the significant

the' lampblack word "6pes.""Tlie " Heart of Stone " is

F. Watson in
I
another sketch in. India ink—a legendary

idea conceived and worked out with much
skill. The most remarkable of the exhibits

are hung upon the end wall of the gallery.

Here wo have a few designs and drawings of

undoubted merit. Mr. H. Holiday, in No.
197—" Studies from a Group for a Decora-
tive Cartoon"—shows a red chalk drawdng,
the subject being St. Paul's Conversion.
Conceived with considerable feeling and
truthfulness is Mr. Frederick Goodall's
" Study for the Infant Moses " (198). The
rounded limbs are admu-able in draw-
ing, and well shaded, and the expres-
sion of the infant's face calm and dignified.

Mr. Walter Crane exliibits four subjects this

year, and, as a pencil sketch of an archi-

tectural subject, his " Isola de San Bar-
tolomes with Pons Cestias" (199) must be
noted. Mr. E. J. Poynter, R.A., is repre-

sented in a few studies of classical figures.

His " Study for a Figure of Esculapius

"

(207), in red chalk, and the sketches for

figures and drapery in his great work at the

Royal Academy, the picture of Nausiaciia,

besides a study for the latter figure, par-

ticularly call for mention (No. 215). Mr.
Edward Bume Jones figures also in some
exquisitely-dra-\vn studies (212, 213, 236,

238), drawn in pencil on a dark green-toEed
ground. His " Studies for a Man at an
Organ" are full of poetic meaning ; and his

frame of '
' Five Studies "

' exhibit classical feel-

ing in composition combined ^vith admirable

finish ; the outline and drapery of the women
are drawn with consummate delicacy and
grace. In this class we must not pass by
Sir. Poynter's " Studies for a Figure of

Helen" (239), in which the painter shows
three classically-conceived women, though
scarcely of that surpassing beauty recorded

in the mythical accounts of the Trojan War.
Mr. F. Goodall's "Holy Mother" (224)

occupies the place of honour. The mother
has her hand fondly holding the infant

Saviour upon her knee ; the countenances of

both are inexpressibly tender and softly cast,

and the limbs of the Holy Infant mobile and
graceful. An ideal sentiment pei-vades the

composition, the figures being relieved by
hangings. In execution, nothing can sur-

pass the finish and softness of the piece,

which is in black chalk upon grey paper.

We cannot pass; by Mr. W. E. F. Britten's

graceful study for the drapery of Araohne

(216), nor Mr. John Medland's view of

Trcquier Cathedral, Brittany, in pen and
ink, the latter a boldly di-awn sketch of

Norman and Pointed towers and cloister.

Mr. Ernest George contributes two of his

characteristic etchings. Vci-y picturesque

are the old galleried houses on the He
Strasburg (235) and the " City Ditch,

Basle" (399). The first is a charming
bonne louche rendered in a remark-

ably feeling style. We must note also

Mr. P. Macnab's " Study of a Head of

a Westphalian Peasant" (248), Mr. D.

Law's "Peat Mo-ss Head of Loch Awe"
(262); "A Cynic," by Mr. J. W. Water-

house, a study of Athenian life, in sepia. A
few bold charcoal drawings by Mr. Seymour
Haden, as 290, "A Salmon River" (307),

and "In a Wood " (404), arc forcible in

their handling of light and shade, but all of

great depth of shading and Cimmerian in

tone. Mr. Fitzgerald's " Jack Frost " (361)

is a clever drawing, in which the spectral

embodiment of frost is ingeniously intro-

duced; Mr. Arthur Severn's " Moonlight at

Sea " (376) is a charming bit of water; Mr.

F. Murray, in 401, " The Death of Wood in

the days of Iron," tells its story with

feeling and eifectiveness, while we must not

pass "The Vesper Bell," an etching by
A. H. Haig (334), and No. 354, " Ailsa

Craig," a large and powerfully drawn char-

coal view of this grand rock, by Mr. F.

Powell; Mr. Frank Dillon's fine charcoal

drawing, " Lotus Pools, Japan" (355), sug-

gestive of decoration in the crane on the

wing; and Mr. R. Josey's engraving of
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"Helen of Troy," after Sir F. Loighton,
P.E.A. (427). There are a few others wo must
mention, such as Mr. Cave Thomas's fine

conception, entitled " Truth Foiled at the
Door of Prejudice " (478) ; Mr. J. L. Doll-
man's clever drawing in charcoal of "Night"
(o25), and Mr. Watson's " Drury Court"
(477), an etching.

PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL RE-
COLLECTIONS OP SIR GILBERT
SCOTT. *

[Second Notice.]

THE period dealt with in the portion of
the book we now reach was undoubt-

edly the turning-point of Su' Gilbert Scott's
professional life. In oonjimotion with his
partner, Moffatt, he had obtained a fair

pi-actico of its kind, which, in the ordinai-y
course of things, shoidd have expanded in
very different directions from that it actually
took. Prisons, schools, or hospitals might
as a matter of course have been added to
the practice of a firm of ai'chitccts whose
business had started with workhouses, but
that the senior partner should suddenly de-
vote himself to ecclesiastical architecture
with the measm'C of success which accom-
panied his efforts can only be accounted for
on a sujiposition which was reaUy a fact,

namely, that some powerful outside influence
suddenly developed capabilities and aspua-
tions which were but waiting to be called
forth. This influence came from Pugin,
whose own efforts in the revival of Gothic
architectm-o were so successful, and yet so
surpassed, as far as actual results were con-
cerned, by the architect who was to adapt
the great art principles which Pugin re-
vived to the needs of a faith with which
the latter could have no sympathy. How
this came about Sir Gilbert Scott himself
tells us.

In 1838, shortly after his marriage, he
bmlt his first chuieh at Lincohi, of which he
honestly says he can say little in its favour,
except that it was better than many others
then erected. Six others followed, all

agreeing in the meagreness of their con-
struction and the contemptible character of
their fittings, in most of them being gal-
leried to the very eyes, and in the use of
plaster for internal mouldings even for the
piUars. Those, as Sir Gilbert Scott admits,
"were days of abject degradation," only
lasting, it is true, about two years, but he
adds—"Alas I what amass of horrors was
perpetrated dining that short intei-val ! Often,
and that mthin a few months of this period,
have I been wicked enough to wish
my works burnt do^vn again." In 1840,
however, came the awakening. An ac-
quaintance with the Cambridge Camden
Society, and the perusal of Pugin's articles
in the Duhlin lievieio, followed up by a
severe lecture from Mr. Webb, the secretary
of the Camden Society, led Scott to become
a reader of the Ecdesioluyiat. Pugin's
articles in tliat magazine excited him
"almost to fury," and ho suddenly found
himself like a " person awakened from a
long feverish dream." His first longing
was to make Pugin's acquaintance. He
made an excuse for writing to him, and, to
his "almost tremendous delight," Pugin in-
vited him to call. Of Pugin SirGObert says :—

" He was tremendously jolly, and showed almost
too much bonhomie to accord with my romantic
expectations. I very rarely saw him again, though
I became a devoted reader of his written, and
visitor of his erected works, and a greedy recipient
of every tale about him, and rejwrt of what he said
or did. A new phase had come overme, thoroughly
en rapport with my early taste, but in utter discord
with the ' fitful fever' of my poor-law activity.
I was, in fact, a new man, though that man was,
according to the trite saying, the true son of my
boyhood."

• Personal and Professional Kccollcctions of the late
Sir Gilbert Scott, E.A. Edited by his son, O. GiLBEnT
BcoTT, F.8.A. London : Sampson Low, llarston, Searle,
andEivington.

While the awakening was thus com-
mencing Sir GKlbort was invited to compete
for the erection of the Martyrs' Memorial at

Oxford. He throw himself into the contest
with all the ardour ho possessed, and suc-
ceeded. Of the result, he says that it was
achieved before his complete awakening to a
true feeling for chiu-ch architecture, is proved
by the defects of the accompanying addition
to St. Mary Magdalene's Church ; still he
fancies the cross itself was better than any-
one but Pugin would then have produced.
Shortly afterwards two other important
works came into the ofiice : the Infant
Orjihan Asylum at Wanstead and the Church
of St. GUes, Camberwcll. The plan of the
first was Moifatt's, the design Scott's. The
second building was not erected according
to the competition drawing, which was a
" very ambitious design, groined throughout
with terra-cotta," but was a less costly

structure, the result of parochial opposition
and a compromise. The first restoration
Sir Gilbert undertook was the refitting

of Chesterfield Church, where, though
working as yet in the dark and ham-
pered by restrictions, ho seems to have
recovered and retained the old rood-screen
which, some years later, the Ecclesioloyist

declared he had sold, and that it had only
been recovered by the exertions of the
parishioners. The anti-rostorationists of our
own day, it will be seen, have not altogether
enjoyed a monopoly of the capability for
exaggeration. Sir Gilbert's real initiation

into such work came, he thinks, with the re-
storation of St. Mary's, Stafford, which after
considerable controversy, in which the Rev.
J. L. Petit took an active jiart, ho was
allowed to undertake. During the earlier
part of tho work he had the advantage of tho
seiwices of his friend Edwin GwUt, tho son
of old George GwUt, the restorer of the choir
and Lady chapel of St. Saviour's, Southwark.
He was conservative to tho backbone, and
though Sir Gilbert Scott admits that too
Httlo actual old work was jireserved, ho be-
lieves that, barring this, no restoration could
have been more scmpidously conscientious.
The most serious paxt of the work was the
repair of the central tower, tho four piers of
which had become so crushed, that they had
to be almost entirely rebuilt. Dangerous
and unenviable work this, but work which
Sir Gilbert Scott had so frequently to repeat,
that his cautions respecting the same may be
well reproduced hero :

—

"I. Be assured that no amount of shoreiug can
be too much for safety, no foundations to your
shoreiugs too strong, and no principles of construct-
ing it too well considered. II. Use the hardest
stone for your new work which you can procure,
and spare no pains in bonding it, and tying together
with copper. III. Be very slow in your opera-
tions, excepting at critical junctures, where the
very contrary is necessary; bo careful in your
princiijlc of movable supports, as you cut away old
work ; set every stone m the very best cement, and
run in the core with grout of the same material. IV.
Key up well at the top, and leave your shoreiug a
long time after the work is done, aiid then remove
it with tho greatest care. V. (Though more
properly first.) Tie your tower well together with
iron before you begin, and take especial care of
your foundations. Above all, have a thoroughly
practical clerk of tho works, neither too yoimg, nor
too old.

"The slioreing must be all of undivided timbers,
and often of four or more such balks, bound and
bolted together into one by irons."

The poor-law work of the firm still con-
tinued, but very different buildings were
now erected from those with which Scott
and Moffatt's practice commenced. Tho
style of the work was usually Elizabethan,
and in many cases the designs were really
good. Su- Gilbert especiiilly mentions those
at Dunmow, Billericay, Belper, Windsor,
Amersham, and Macclesfield. Meanwhile
the church practice—restoration, as well as
new buildings—rapidly increased in quantity
and merit. One restoration—that of tho
beautiful chapel of St. Maiy, on Waketield-

bridge, to which Sir Gilbert says he devoted
his best energies, was certainly rendered
abortive by one false step, which in later

years caused him the " utmost shame and
chagrin." The contractor who had been
Scott's carver, having a handsome offer

made him to ro-oroct the semi-decayed front
of the chajjcl in a park close by, offered to

carve a new one in Caen stone. Sir Gilbert
Scott consented to the proposal. Tho now
front, it is true, was a masterpiece of work-
manship, but the Caen stone in which it was
executed is now more rotten than tho old
work which was removed to make room
for it

!

In 1844 Sir Gilbert was induced to enter
into the competition for the rebuilding of
St. Nicholas' Church, Hamburg. Up to

this time ho had seen notliing of Continental
architecture except duiing a two daj-s' visit

to Calais ; he at once, however, made up his

mind that the style of his intended design
must be German Gothic, and that; he must
make that stylo his study. He accordingly
set out on liis first Continental tour, woi-k-
ing through Belgimu to Cologne, where he
found himself uncertain whether he ought to
adopt the semi-Romanesque, of which that
city suppUes such a field of study, or the
complete Gothic of the Cathedral of Alton-
burg. He was unaware then of the French
origin of the latter stylo, and the phase he
ultimately adopted was founded rather on
14th than on 13th century work. His jour-
ney had enabled him to catch the general
spirit of German work—the drawings were
well finished, the best elevations being made
by Mr. Coe and Mi-. Street, and the effect of

them upon the people of Hamburg " was
perfectly electrical." They declared that
the design was more German than that of
any German architect, and though some
delay and ojiposition ensued, the triumph of

the English architect was certain. One of

tho consequences of this competition was a
violent attack upon Sir Gilbert at home
in the Ecdesioio^ist for undertaking a
Lutheran church. He wrote a formal reply,

to which—with unfairness equal to their

bigotry—the conductors refused admission.
It is given at length in the book, and is,

apart from all architectural considerations,

a well-arguod defence of the position of the
Lutherans.
In 1849, wholly unexpectedly but to his

great and lasting delight, Su- Gilbert was
appointed architect to Westminster Abbey,
in succession to Mr. Blore, who had just re-

signed. Ho at once commenced a careful

investigation of its antiquities, and the good
fruit they bore is too wcll-kno\vn to need
fm-ther mention here. A short tour in Italy
in 18ol, in company with Mr. Benjamin
Ferrey, seems to have been a welcome and
well-enjoyed holida}'. Berlin was first

visited, where the affected delight of the
hotel-keeper at seeing him was complacently
attributed by Sir Gilbert to tho fact of his

being the architect of ht. Nicholas at Ham-
burg, but his vanity was rudely shocked on
discovering that the worthy host had taken
him—or pretended to do so—for Sir Walter
Scott, the poet. Sir Gilbert thinks he gained
much by his Italian totu-, but he returned
home convinced that Italian Gothic as such
must not bo used m England, although its

study was desirable and indeed necessary to
the perfecting of our own ai-t revival. The
same year, in conjimction Avith Mi-. C. Bruce
Allen and a number of architects, the Archi-
tectural Museum was founded. Tho scheme
hung fire at first. "Street discouraged it

as tending to copyism, Butterfield gave very
cold support, poor Pugin was just laid by."
Sir Gilbert, however, went to work with a
will, got up a goo i list of annual subscribers
and about £500 in donations, lent his own
large collection of casts, and set agents to
work to procure new ones. Aloft was taken
in a wharf at Cannon-row, AVestminster,

which was soon filledi
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<'T1>a« w* used to have lectures in the midst of

oaripeciaens. There Bu^inhas poured forth his

Hit taUiog eloquence. There we held annual

conrenuiones, when 500 or 600 persons were
rrcsided over in the cock-loft by the prince-like

j'.irlde Grey, and were addressed often by some
! 'he first men in the country; but, above all,

our carvers taught their art from the

..r models, and our students acquired a

„,.-. .; skill aud taste in the drawing of archi-

tectuiml ornament which had never l]«fore been
iwched, iior has (since the removal of the museum)
bMO retained. These were the days of our pride,

aad Iconfess that I even now feci a pardonable
eznltatiou when I call to romembrance the share I

took in bringing about such noble results. No
movement ever made in our day, had equalled this

in its effects both upon workmen ana students.

Oar cock-loft was the centre of their artistic study
and improvement, and to myself and others engaged
in tha work it was a source of const-ont and almost
<toily delight and interest. During my journeys I

ms ever looking out for objects of art, whose re-

presentation mi^ht enrich our collection ; and even
.in the gardens, m the fields, or by the seaside, the
Tary leaves and flowers seemed to connect them-
aelTes with our art-scheme, aud to suggest jjlans for
lUustreting all such productions as would lend
suggestions to art."

It is not out of place here to remind those
•who have not yet associated themselves with
the memorial to Sir Gilbert Scott, which is

now being promoted by those who at pre-
sent guide the destinies of the Architectural
Museum, that the above passage but faintly

indicates the interest Sir Gilbert Scott took
in this his favourite project. "The visionwas,
however, soon clouded." In his enthusiasm
he had outrun the constable, for heavy debt
stared the Museum in the face. An appeal
was made to Ceesar, and, as usual, Caesar
took particularly good care to have his equi-
valent for the help vouchsafed. A deputa-
tion consisting of Sir Gilbert, Earl de Grey,
and Mr. Glutton, who was then the hon.
secretary to the museum, waited on the
Prince Consort, who promised and gave
aid, and became the " patron " of the
scheme. His Royal Highness favouied the
deputation with a rechauffte of one of Mr.
Colo's lectures on the contemptible state of
architectural education in England, and
referred them to Mr. Cole and Mr. Redgrave,
who took up the case with some favour, the
result being an annual subscription of a
hundred pounds, on the condition of the
free admission of the students of the South
Kensington School of Art. The ultimate
result need not be further referred to. South
Kensington for a time swallowed up the
Architectural Museum; "students were
frightened away by distance and red tape."
And although, later on, these annoying cir-
cumstances were, as Sir Gilbert Scott admits,
much mitigated by the noble collection
brought toijether under the same roof by the
Science and Art Department, and the first-
rate art library since added to it, no one can
doubt that the subsequent emancipation of
the Architectural Museum was a healthy
return to the principles of independence and
self-support which contributed to its estab-

u""*"*"
^"^ those who are now respon-

«ble for its maintenance bear well in mind
flie lesson taught by the "Recollections"
Sir Gilbert Scott has left behind him.
We may i^ass more raj.idly over the re-

niikuung pages of the book, because the
errats with which they deal are, for the most
part, familiar to our readers—at any rate,
to those whose acquaintance with this
journal dates from its foundation. There
are, however, one or two imjKjrtant matters
which must bo noticed, the first being the
diMolution of the firm Scott and Moffatt, in
•1846—a step Sir GUbert Scott had long de-
•ired to take, but to which he was only ulti-
»«iaiely spurred on by the importunities of his
wife—and the next the competition for the
Oovemment Offices, in the autumn of 1856.As usual, the comptjting architects got little

"''^"Jipn and disapix,intment for their

?J^V, The original scheme fell through

Hir Gilbert f-cott was appointed architect for

the Foreign Office, and Sir Digby AVyatt
for the India Office, in conjunction with him.
The desians were made, and working draw-
ings ordered and proceeded with, when
Sir William Tite commenced a violent

opposition in Parliament aided by the
support of Lord Palmerston. Possibly,

had the Tory Govommont remained
in office Sir Gilbert might have pulled

through, but the general election of 1858,

which resulted in the return of Lord Pal-
merston to power, destroyed all hope.
Palmerston sent for Scott and told him
plainly that iie did not want to disturb liis

apriointmeiit, but tliat ho must insist on an
Italian design. Still Sir Gilbert stniggled
on with such " faitli in Gothic " that ho
always believed " something woiild turn up
in its favour"; the ultimate result in 1860
being a total alteration in the arrangements
with regard to the building, and a threat on
the part of Lord Palmerston to cancel Sir

Gilbert Scott's appointment if ho did not
conform to his lordship's art notions. With
excessive rogi-et and sorrow Scott had to

give in, his consolation being, as he says,
" The public seemed to understand my posi-

tion and to feel for it, and I never received

any annoying or painful rebuko, and oven
Mr. Ruskin tjld mo I had done quite right."

Sir Gilbert apparently was a believer in

ghosts. Ho took a house in the Isle of

Wight on the very edge of the Chine, and
in his book simply says that '

' the house was
haunted." Mr. G. G. Scott corroborates

the stoiy. Footsteps used to bo heard on
the verandah, and the boys of the family set

themselves to detect the ghost, but in vain.

All the usual infallible methods of catching
such creatures were tried without effect. Of
course, they soon found out that other
visitors had been similarly frightened ; aud
then a story came out about a wicked uncle
who murdered his innocent niece and ward
in a collar, and who, for his sins, was let

out of Hades to pace the flagging where he
was used to walk. Those stories always turn
up after the ghosts begin to haunt the scenes
of their crimes, and the experience of Sir

Gilbert and his family seems to have been
precisely that of other people who have been
similarly deceived.

Among the personal recollections which
follow are those relating to the bereavements
of Sir Gilbert's later life, the death of his

son, his sister, his wife, and others ; among
those having reference to professional

matters are the records of his share in the
New Law Courts Competition, his " gi'cat

failure," the erection of the Prince Consort
memorial, the St. Pancras Station, and the
various cathedral restorations >vith which he
was concerned. The volume closes with
some remarks on the (iueen Anne style and
the Anti-Restorationists of a sensible and
practical kind, and altogether the book is a
most interesting one, chiefly so, however, in

its first pages and their record of the
struggles which laid the foundation of the
vast practice which was the admiration, and
perhaps the envy of his brethren, but of

which all must admit the wonder was, all

things considered, so much was done and
that so well.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE last meeting for the present session of

the Association was held on Friday evening,
the president, Mr. H. L. Florence, in the chair.

Mr. James Lindsell was elected as a member.
Mr. Hayes announced that an extra visit had
been arranged for Saturday, the llth inst. (to-

morrow), when the President would conduct the
members over the new offices of the Holboni
District Board of Works at the comer of CUrk-
enwell and Gray's-inn roads, erected from the
designs of his partner, Mr. Isaacs, and liimself.

The Peesident said he was iflad. to be able to

state that his appeal on behalf of the Architects'
Benevolent Society had been well responded to,

more than the suggested £100 having been sub-
scribed during the post fortnight. The Presi-

dent further announced that the annual dinner
would take place en Monday, tho 16th inst., at
the Holbom Restaurant.

A Tour, ox THE CONTnTElTr.
Under this general title Mr. HajipdenW. Peatt

included a paper which he read descriptive of
a ramble over about 7,000 miles of country in
Italy and France, undertaken during eight months
of last and this year. The paper was almost con-
fined to an examination of the modes of church
planning in Italy and France. The lec-
turer struck out the plan of his route as
follows :—Starting from Paris he visited Chartres
and Orleans, whence lie followed the valley of
the Loire to Nantes—a district well known, he
remarked, for its picturesque chateaux. He
next skirted the coast of Brittany, traversed
Normandy, and returned to Paris by way of
Amiens aud Bcauvais. Leaving Paris once
more, he took a long joui-ney to tho south of
France, and from thence to Geneva. After a
holiday in Switzerland, he went through various
to-«aia of North Italy to Venice, and then to
Bologna and Ravenna. Cros^ing the Appenines,
Florence, Rome, and Naples were visited, and on
the return joimicy variou.s town.s in Lombardy
were seen, aud he returned by way of Turin and
Dijon to Paris. Many of the Italian cities

are finely situated on the summits of irregular
eminences, but in pioturesqueness of buildings
themselves, i.t:.. in outline and grouping, the
French are, he considered, far ahead of the
Italians, and in some respects, of ourselves. In
detail, however, English Mediaeval work held the
palm for soUdity and thoroughness, though the
ItaUan brick, terra-cotta, aud stone treatmentwas
refined and pleasing. In a single lecture dealing
with such a wide field he must confine himself to
one class of buildings, aud he proposed, there-
fore, to deal with the ecclesiastical edifices

visited. In Rome and Ravenna were to be
found the earliest and best examples of the
simple Basilican tyjie of church, with sundry
variations. That at S. Cosma e Damiano, Rome,
is a nave and apse without aisles. At Ravenna
we universally find no tran.sept, but na% e, .aisles,

and an apse, as at S. Giovanni, Evangelista,
S. ApoUinare Nuovo, aud S. Apollinaro in
Classe. The fine patriarchal basilica of Sta.
Maria Maggiore has transepts of same depth as
aisles, while at S. Prassedo the transepts project
beyond. S. Paolo fuori le Miu'a and the Lateran
Church furnish examples of a nave with double
aisles, transept, and apse. Unfortunately, all

these churches are not spared to us in their

original condition — those at Ravenna are per-
haps the most intact, while Sta. Maria Maggiore
was altered and added to in the 12th, 15th, aud
16th centuries; S. Paolo fuori le Mura, once the
finest, was destroyed by fire duiing the present
century, and is now rebuilt on its original grand
scale, and wears a modern and expensive dress.

The Lateran Chiu'ch has also been destroyed by
earthquake and fire, rebuilt and altered at

various times. Passing on to consider Medireval
basilican churches, he might mention that it is

an exception to find lateral chapels to nave, but
the.se occur at Verona Cathedral, S. Giovanni e

Paolo, Venice ; S. Petronio, Bologna ; Parma
Cathedral ; S. Croce, Florence ; Orvieto Cathe-
dral, and the Certosa di Pavia. The placing

a series of eastern chapels to transepts has a very
good eifect ; at S. Giovanni e Paolo, Venice, and
at Sta. Auastasia, Verona, there are two to

each transept : at the Frari, Venice, three, while
Sta Croce, Florence, has a row of five on either

side. Another plan occasionally met with, is a
choir raised some 7 or 8ft. above the level of the

nave, and approached by a flight of steps on each
side, below being a crypt entered by an arcade

from centre of nave, and with a descent of about
4ft. These Romanesque crypts have often quite

a forest of small colunms dividing the area into

alleys. They are usually used as a winter choir,

and are much warmer than tho upper part of

church, though when crowded as they frequently

are with worshippers, the atmosphere is such as

to force one to beat a hasty retreat. There are

examples of this treatment at San Zenone,

Verona, S. Minalto al Monte, Florence, aud
also at Fiesole, Piacenza, Parma, and Modena
Cathedrals. The provision of a triforium gallery

is occasionally seen ; this arrangement for the

accommodation of women occurs in tho early

basiUcas of S. Agnese and S. Lorenzo fuori le

Mura, Rome, at a later period in Sant' Ambro-
zio, Milan, and the Cathedrals of Pisa, Lucca,

and Parma. The double-aisled church is not

often met with in Italy ; besides S. Giovanni in

1
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Xiaterano and S. Paoli fuori le Mura, may be
mentioned Pisa and Milan Cathedrals, both of

Tvhichhavotranseptaisles as well, and Pisadouble-
choir aisles. In the latter cathedral thetriforium
Xallcrj' is continued across the transepts, extending
over the two aisles, but reduced to the width of one
aisle across the transept. This curious feature
docs not commend itself to one, for the transepts
are already long and narrow between their aisles,

and this makes them look more so, moreover
destroying the effect of the cross-plan, and sug-
gesting an after filling-in. The transepts of

Lucca Cathedral are treated in a somewhat
similar way, but instead of the gallery being
carried across there is only a wall pierced with
similar opening.3 to the triforium and no pas-
sage of communication, and, further, the
transept itself is divided longitudinally into two
aisles by a similar archway and piercings, the
effect of which is by no means bad. He next
came to a numerous and interesting class of
buildings, which left a marked impression on the
visitor to Italy ; ho refeiTed to the numerous
ehiu'ches and baptistries of a round and
octagonal plan, and to wliich a domical covering
jseems so natural and appropriate. Tho Pantheon
at Rome was, perhaps, the first Pagan temple
that was transformed into a Christian church,
the consecration taking place a.d. G09, some
half-dozen centuries after it is supposed to have
been built. Outside the walls of Rome is the
circular church of S. Costanza, which is covered
with a dome of about 70ft. diameter, and sur-
rounded by a barrel-vaulted aisle opening into

the central part by an arcade of 10 circular

arches, supported on double columns (one behind
the other) . This building was erected by Constan-
tine as a monument to his daughter Constantia,
and was not converted into a church till 12.J6.

On the Coelius is the interesting church of San
Stefano Rotondo, noted for its great size, and
•originally consisting of a circular space, about
"Oft. diameter, surrounded by two aisles, mak-
ing a total diameter of about 210ft. It was
erected at the end of the fifth century, but sub-
sequently fell to ruin, and in the fifteenth century
the inclosing wall was formed by filling in the
apace between the columns dividing the two
aisles. At the foot of tho Palatine is San Teo-
doro, another roirnd church, erected probably at
the end of the Gth or beginning of the 7th cen-
tury, and supposed to occupy the site of a temple.
Adjoining the Laterau church is tho ancient
Baptistry of S. Giovanni in Fonte, erected in

the 4th or .5th century. The interior consists of
an octagon arcaded in two heights, covered by an
octagonal dome, and surrounded by an aisle. At
Ravenna wo find Sta. Maria in Cosmedi, a small
octagonal-domed buUdiiig, said to have been an
Arian baptistry, the Gth centui'y mosaics being
added when it was adaj)ted to the Roman
Catholic faith. Adjoining the cathedral is a
larger baptistry, also octagonal, and domed

;

this was erected in the 5th century, and also
retains its font of that date. Most interesting of
all, however, is the Church of San Vitale, con-
secrated in .547, and regarded as the earliest

Byzantine church in Italy. This singular build-
ing consists of a foliated octagon, sunnoimtcd by
a circular cupola, and surrounded by a regular-
fiided octagonal ai.sle, overwhich is agalleiy. Each
hemi-cylindrical side of inner octagon is pierced
with a triple round-arched arcade both at ground
floor and gallery levels, and the base of dome is

pierced by a two-light window over each recess.

The continuit}' of the aisle and gallery is broken
by the formation of a choir, which projects be-
yond the octagon, and is apsidal-ended. On the
opposite side to choir is the principal entrance,
now unhappily disused, being rendered inacces-
sible owing to a large cloister, or parade ground,
attached to a barrack. The raising of the whole
level of the city of Ravenna has affected this

as well as the other churches, the floor being
about 3ft. higher than its original level. The
effect of the interior is unfortunately spoilt by
the painting on the walls and dome in horribly
clever chiaroscuro, the colour being in strong
contrast with the beautiful mosaics in the choir
and the rich marble veneering of the lower part
of walls and piers. Tho Church of S. Lorenzo
at Milan is another domed octagonal building

;

it is suiTounded by an aisle, and has four semi-
circular apses. At Perugia is the roimd Church
of S. Angelo, supposed to bo of the Gth century

;

the central part is about 40ft. diameter, and has
an arcade of 16 circular arches, with a sur-
rounding aisle ; tho central part is sixteen-
sided on the exterior, but no dome exists.

Tho Baptistry at Florence was formerly tho

Cathedral. There seems to be some doubt
us to the date of its erection, some ascribing

it to the 7th or 8th century ; its present character

is the work of subsequent periods and its

present use dates from the 1 2th century. It is

a large octagonal building with a square recess

on one side ; a narrow gallery surrounds the

interior, and at the summit of the cupola is a
small lantern erected in the 1 Gth century, before

which time it is said to have been lighted like

the Pantheon—an arrangement which would be
appreciated at the present day by those who wish
to see the beautiful mosaics on the dome, but
who are deprived of that pleasure except on the

very brightest days. S. Sepolchro, Bologna, is

probably of the 9th or 10th century. The central

part is 12-sided, and covered with a dome of

corresponding shape ; a 12 -arched arcade opens
into the surroilnding aisle, the outer wall of

which is octagonal. This church forms a part

of what is considered one of the curiosities of

Bologna, namely, a cluster of seven churches all

united together, built at different times, and
occupying different levels. A rough ground-
plan (exhibited) shows that church No. 1 is a late

and uninteresting building, from which No. 2 (S.

Sepolchro) is entered by a descent of a few steps.

This building just described was probably the
baptistry to No. 3, which is an interesting brick

church of about the same date, and dedicated to

SS. Pietro e Paolo. Doorways on the east of

the baptistry lead to a sort of atrium which
forms No. 4, while a flight of steps in one
angle leads to an 11 th century crypt
imder the east end of No. 1, this crypt forming
Church No. .5. No. 6 is entered both from the
atrium and crypt and is formed by inclosing the
north and west sides of an llth century cloister

belonging to a supposed monastery, whUe No. 7 is

an irregnilar-shaped church of various dates.

The seven -fold mystery is thus seen on investi-

gation to be rather far-fetched. The Baptistry
at Pisa was commenced in 1153, but long
remained imfinished, and was only completed in

the 14th century. It is circular on plan, and
about 100ft. in diameter, within this circumfer-
ence being an aisle all round, with a gallery over
and an arcade of twelve arches to both stories.

The upper part of the wall on exterior becomes a
polygon of twelve sides. Covering the whole is

a double twelve-sided dome, the inner one
conical and the outer one hemispherical. An
unpleasant outline results from the cone rising

upwards of 30ft. above tho outer dome. In the
same city is the small church of S. Sepolchro,
commenced in the same year as the baptistry,

and by the same architect—Diotisalvi ; it is an
octagonal building, also containing an ai.sle, and
was built for the Knights Templars. The
Baptistry at Padua dates from the 12th century,
and is interesting on account of its unusual plan,

wbichisa square, surmoimted by acirculardome,
on the east side being a small apse, alsodomed; 14th
century frescoes cover the walls and dome, and
make a delightful interior. At Cremona there is

an octagonal domed baptistry, erected towards
the clo-^e of the 12th century and at the begin-
ning of the 1 3th century the baptistry at Parma
was built ; the exterior is octagonal, and the
interior sixteen-sided, with two galleries carried
round and covered with a dome. The late.«t of

this series of baptistries was the one at Pistoja,

erected in the 14th century and built in the
characteristic Pisan style, but possessing a very
b.ald interior ; it is octagonal and has a lantern at
summit of cupola, and also has an external pul-
pit. We must now consider domed churches, and
first will consider S. Mark's, Venice, commenced
at the close of the 10th century. Its plan of a
Greek cross covered with five cupolas is familiar
to all. This arrangement alone is sufBcient to
interest and delight one, but when to that is

added a marvellous wealth of colour on walls,
vault, and pavement, our enthusiasm knows no
bounds. Of all buildings that have ever been
described and analysed, perhaps none have been
more thoroughly and lovingly so than S. Mark's,
by our architectural poet Mr. Ruskin, and indeed
so far has his zeal carried him that ho seems to find

nothing throughout butwhat is beautiful and con-
fistent, though others are not prepared to go with
him to that extent. S(jmewhat analogous to S.

Mark's, though with no real resemblance, is the
Church of Sant' Antonio, Padua, erected in the
13th century. It consists of nave and aisles,

transepts and apsidal choir, surrounded by an
ai.sle and chapels, the whole covered by seven
cupolas. lu spite, however, of this grand con-

ception, tho interior suffers from poverty of
treatment, while the exterior at first sight has an
uncomfortably crowded look. Viewed at a little

distance the group assumes a more pleasing
form, and tho several domes surrouucung the
more pronounced central one, together with the
lofty and slender octagonal minarets, constitute

a tuiique and striking whole. The dome forms
also a prominent feature at the Duomo, Florence,
Siena Cathedral, S. Pelcr, Rome, &c. Just a
word about tho plans of these buildings. That
of Sta. Maria del fiorc, Florence, consists of an
immense octagon 138ft. Gin. internal diameter,

surmounted by a lofty dome of corresponding
plan. On the north, south, and east sides are

semi-octagonal-ended arms, each surrounded by
five chapels, and west of the octagon is a long
nave and aisles divided into four enonnous groined
bays. Siena Cathedral has an unequal-sided
hexagon at crossing, and a squinch at each
angle converts this into a 12-sided figure,

covered by a circular dome; this, as at
Florence, is crowned by a small lantern.

At the crossing of Pisa Cathedral is an
elliptical dome which cannot be regarded as

satisfactory either internally or externally. The
dome of St. Peter is known tho wide world over,

but the regret may be expressed that so im-
portant and striking feature of the interior

should be incapable of being seen except at an
unreasonable distance. We must next notice

the Renaissance churches, erected in large num-
bers during the 15th and 1 Gth centuries. The
grand schemes adopted for many of these
churches is a striking feature, and the use of

domical coverings a rule scarcely departed from.
In Florence is the Church of Santo Spirito,

erected from the designs of the architect of the
Duomo, although not built till after his death.
A somewhat unusual plan is here adopted—viz.,

a Latin cross, with aisles and semicircular
chapels all round, and a circular dome at the
crossing. Sta. Maria Formosa at Venice is a
church with barrel-vaulted nave and transepts,

domical aisles and three apses. At Ferrara are

a couple of churches withsome pretence to notice,

viz., San Francesco and San Benedetto. The
former has domical-covered nave-aisles and
transepts, square side chapels, and an apse
with two chapels on either side. San Bene-
detto has a nave and apsidal transepts, domical-
covered aisles and apsidal side chapels, three

eastern apses, a domed lantern at crossing ; tho
nave, except for a flat cupola, and transepts

being barrel-vaulted. The church of San Sisto,

Piacenza, has a very effective plan, consisting of

a Ijarrel-vaulted nave, transepts, and choir, with
dome at crossing ; transept also at west end, with
intersecting dome, and at end of each of these

transepts achapel. TheChurchof SS. Annunziata,
Florence, is renderedimposingbythelarge rotunda
added to the church byLeone BattletaAlberti ; this

is surroundedby apsidal chapels, and crownedwith
a frescoed dome. It is much to be regretted that,

owing to the lowness of the arch into nave, tho
dome loses a great deal of its internal effect,

as it cannot be seen unless from quite near
the rotunda. Pavia Cathedral is said to have
been designed by Bramante ; the fine central

octagon is, however, incomplete ; there is an
apsidal choir and aisles, but only two bays of

nave are built. To Bramante is also attributed

the erection of Sta. Maria della Campagna, at

Piacenza, a church having an effective plan,

based on a Greek cross ; the arms are square-
ended and barrel-vaulted, a domed lantern
covers the centre, and smaller lanterns the
comer chapels. Sta. Maria dell' Umilit&, at

Pistoja, is the work of a pupil of Bramante, but
the master is credited with the design. It is a
large octagonal building, covered with a dome,
and is preceded by a large and effective barrel-

vaulted vestibule, having a cupola in the centre.

Tho Madonna della Steccata at Parina is after

the model of St. Peter, Rome, a Greek cross with
apsidal-ended arms, a domed lantern in centre,

and domed octagonal chapels at angles. Sta
Giustina, Padua, the work of Andrea Briosco, is

planned on a grand scale, there being eight
cupolas besides the three domical vaults over
nave. It has nave and aisles, with lateral

chapels, the transepts and choir each terminating
in three apses. The exterior of this, as well as

so many other extensive churches, presents a
dolefully bare appearance, owing to its incom-
pleteness. Sta. Maria in Carignano, Genoa,
commenced in 1555, is another church based on
Bramante's original design for S. Peter, and
occupies a commanding height above the sea, a
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site wctOiT of a better exterior. Of the many
vwki of FkOadio, the churches of San Giorgio

XaggioK, and the Redentore al Venice are
j—^mjm the beet known, the former on account

of ila promment poidtiun on an island all to itself

on the Qnad Canal ; the cruciform plan, ^vith

gp^A^l tnuMepts and choir and central dome,
aka a good interior, though it Badly lacks

oolour. xlie Redentore has no aisles, but

a band-vmulted nave, with spsidal-sided

_ ohaiidt, and terminating in a large

; 'aqnaio with oanted angles and apsidal-

lea. Another prominent church in

Vouoe is Sta. Maria dclla Salute, erected in the

iddfe of tin 1 7th century, and consisting of a

bzge doined octagon stirroundcd by an aisle with
^fc«p«*«t on the last of which is a domed square

vju an apae on each side. In the 17th and
ISQk centimes we »eo in Rome, Modena, and else-

where, seTsral instances of churches constru::tcd

in the eircoUr, octagonal, and elliptical forms,

aa w^ as on the Orcck cross, while Turin and
Miplan have each an example of a church built

at UB bennning of this century on the model of

the Fknuicoa. Those Renaissance churches
r"|"i"" aomo interest in their planning, if their

aidiiteotiiTe is not such as all admire, and the
tmOtat ooofcssed that the cleverness and inge-
anitj often displayed in some of these buildings
feeqaently overcame his prejudices. Before
kaving the subject of Italian chnrches he would
ttttr to some exotics. The famous Church of
8aa naneeaoo, Assissi, erected in the 13th
eentmy, was the work of the German architect
Jaoopo, and exhibits a decided Northern cha-
ncier, while Milan Cathedral, of the 14th cen-
tmy, is said to be the work also of a German, or
of an Italian architect trained in Germany—
certainly, it bears little resemblance to Italian
vork, whether in plau, proportion, or detail.

Geneva Cathedral, in some respects, has an
affinity to French work, and the 13th century
Chuni of Sant' Andrea, Vercelli, with its

atinaie-cnded choir and buttresses, is snpposed,
with good reason, to be the work of an English-
nun, though Mr. Street considers that the ex-
tarior shows no trace of any but an Itali.in hand.
n-se is no example of the French chevet in
Italy, the nearest approach being the choir of
Saaf Antonio, Padua.

(To he continued.)

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

riTHE last ordinary meeting of the InstituteX for the preeeut session took place on
Monday evening, the President, Mr. John
Whichcord, in the chair. The following g^entle-
men were balloted for and elected to member-
ship :—As Fellows : Lacy William Ridge (asso-
ciate), Bedford-row, W.C. ; Charles Baker
(anooiatc), Leicester ; Isaac Barradalo, Leices-
ter ; Henry Shenton, Leicester ; Hugh Roumieu
Oough, Queen Anne's-gate, S.W. ; Campbell
Douglas (Preaident of the Ghisgow Institute of
Architects), St. Vincent-street, Glasgow ; and
Alexander Graham, Carlton Chambers, Regent-
•trect, S.W. As Associates: Walter Alfred
Dnf^by, Napier, Hawkes Bay, New Zealand

;

Tbomaa Oarratt, Shepherd's Bush ; and William
Owen, Deansgate, Manchester. As Honorary
Aasociatfls: Capt. Thomas Bridges Heathome,
B.A., Waton-plaoe, Knightsbridge, S.W. ; John
B. Monckton, F.S.A., Guildhall, E.C. ; Rev.
Canon Edmund Vcnables, M.A., The Preoentory,
Littooln ; Rt. Hon. Sir William Robert Seymour
V«ey Pitegerald, G.C.S.I., Charity Com-
missioner, Warwick-square, S.W. The Seohe-
TABT having road a list of donations to the
nbrary. Professor Dosaldsov called attention to
one of these, the " Life of Mr. J. B. Papworth,"
remarking that it was a biography of a valued
friend of his. To a genial manner and a kind
neaii was added in Mr. Papworth a lively genius
and prsr-ticable skill. Ho was one of the founders
of the Institute, and devoted much attention to
oepnparation of the rules.

TBS LITE FB0FE88OK SEHFEK.

The Secrbtabt announced the deaths of Mr
Edward Brainerd Webb, F.G.S., M.I.C.E., an
hfln. aaaodatc ; Mr. Horace Field, associate ; and
Hot Semper, honorary and corresponding

_
^ofeiKr YkntAXxecm read a short and appre-

"^ mwnoir of the last-named member.

Gottfried Semper, whose death at Rome had
just been annomced, was, he said, an old and
valued friend of his ; for him ho entertained a
sincere personal regard, and for his talents a
genmne admiration. The earliest notice of him
was in an essay on Greek architecture, by
Kiibler, which appeared in the first volume of
" Institute Transactions," in 183G, in which
reference was made to Herr Semper having
traced a complete scheme of colour-decoration
on all the Greek remains of the age of Pericles,
and to his conjectural restoration of the temples,
which was at that time regarded as very inge-
nious. Semper was bom at Altona in 1803 ; ho
first studied law in the University of Gotten-
burg, and then turned his attention to architec-
ture, subsequently pursuing his studies at
Munich and at Paris. He afterwards visited
Italy and Greece. In 1831 he published his first

essay on architectural subjects, and in the same
year was appointed Professor of Architecture in
the University of Dresden, on the recommenda-
tion of Schinckel. About 1811 he prepared
plans for the new theatre in that city, which was
burned down in 1869—a work in the Italian
style, which was noticeable from the refined and
pure taste with which the plan was carried out
in all its details. He executed much work in
the city, and in 1847 began the new museum
there. He was appointed architect to the King
of Saxony, but in 1849 he allowed his inepres-
sible love of liberty to so far ovomje his better
judgment as to take part with the insurgents,
and it was charged against him that he actually
prepared plans of Dresden showing where
the barricades should be srected. He was
obliged to leave the city, and this was
the commencement of a long series of
years of misfortune. He went to Paris and
afterwards came over to England in order to find
security, and in search of possible employment.
In 18.52 he obtained an appointment in the De-
partment of Practical Art at South Kensington,
and delivered lectures on the decoration in colour
of materials of every kind. In 1853 ho made
sketches for covering the site of South Kensing-
ton Museum with buildings, for wliieh ho was
paid by the Prince Consort. He also designed
the art certificate of the Department. After
spending a few years in this country with his
family, he was at length oflEered and accepted the
post of Professor of Architecture in the Univer-
sity at Zurich. In the city he carried out many
important works, including niunerous buildings
in the Upper-town, the Polytechnic School, and
especially the very fine railway station. In this
last building, the internal halls arc conceived in
the style of the thermte of the Romans, and the
decorative features are admirable. In 18G6
Semper represented Switzerland, as Commis-
sioner, at the International Exhibition at Paris.
He designed the Swiss buildings in the exhibi-
tion, and took the opportunity of carrying out his
theory of decoration by colouring them a bright
red. In 1871 he was commissioned to rebuild
his theatre at Dresden, destroyed by fire two
years previously, but the principal work was
practically carried out by his son. In I8G9 ho
had made designs for a new exchange at Vienna,
and in 1870 he was called upon to select a design
in the competition for a new museum in Vienna,
and eventually carried out the building in con-
junction with the architect whose design he
recommended. He settled in Vienna, and erected
many important buildings there, including ma-
terial additions to the Imperial residence. His
closing years were not happy, a9 he was afilicted
with asthma; he spent his time alternately in
Venice and Rome, and died in the latter city on
the 1.5th May, in the 77th year of his ago.
Mr. Wyait remarked that Mr. Brainerd Webb,

whose decease had also been announced, was for
many years a civil engineer practising in
Dublin; he was formerly the engineer of the
Dublin and Coleraine Railway. He joined the
Institute as an Hon. Associate last year. On
the motion of Messrs. Barry and Wyatt, a
cordial vote of thanks was accorded to Professor
Donaldson for his paper.

THE BECKST EXCAVATIONS OP TlIB BOITAN FOIttrM.

Mr. Edwaed I'Ansos road a paper on this
subject, which is reproduced on page 073.
After the reading of the paper, Professor

Donaldson, and Messrs. E. C. Robins and C.
ForsUjr Hayward expressed their couctirrcnoe in
the views expressed. In reply to question.^, Mr.
I'Anson traced on the map the excavations now
being carried on at the cast side and south end of

the Forum at the cost of the Italian Government, ,

under the direction of Cavaliero Rossi, who is \
preparing an elaborate work on the Forum. He \
also mentioned the very thorough manner in
which Mr. John Henry Parker is caiTying on
his investigations, at very considerable personal
expense, but said he could not agree with the
conclusions of the latter author. A cordial vote
of -thanks for his paper was passed to Mr.
I'Anson, at the suggestion of the President.

THE ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION^
AT ST. ALBAN'S ABBEY.

THE members of the jVrchitectural Associa-
tion paid a visit to St. Alban's Abbey on

Saturday afternoon. Several accidental circum-
stances—the absence from the city of Mr.
Scott, as well as of Mr. John Chappie,
the clerk of works, who had been exjHXjted
to conduct the party, a special service
arranged for five p.m. in the central portion of
the abbey, and not least the heavy and persistent
rainfall of the latter part of the day—contributed
to deprive the excui-sion of some anticipated
pleasures, but the fifty or sixty members present
made"good use of the three hours they spent in the
abbey. The President-elect, Mr. S. Flint
Clarkson, acceding to a general request from the
members, undertook at short notice the duties,
of cicerone, and in his peripatetic lectirrettes
evidenced an intimate acquaintance with the
history and features of the abbey, and advanced
independent theories as to the dates and causes
of the numerous alterations in plan and design,
which render the youngest and longest of our
cathedrals so deeply interesting an architectural
patchwork. Starting in the western portion of
the nave, now partitioned off and used as a work-
shop and storehouse during the erection of the
new roof, Mr. Clarkson expressed his opinion
that the Norman Abbey of Paul de Caen, con-
secrated in 1115, was shorter by the four
western bays than the present building, but that
the present deep and wide transepts were original.
At the east end it probably terminated in an
apse, and at the west end in three apses. It
had been supposed that the massive, tmpieroed
south wall of the western bays of nave was of
Norman origin, but he could see no evidence for
or against this in the masonry. He then traced
step by step the progress of the work;
the Early English bays of Johu de Cella,
Trumpington's alterations, the catastrophe of
1230, when the eastern arm of church fell, the
rebuilding ,ind extension of the Lady chapel, the
recc nstruction of portions of the south side of
nave in the Decorated period, but on the Norman
proportions, the insertion of later windows and
other alterations. The mode in which successive
generations of builders altered older work to suit
their own ideas, and cut down the carvings and
mouldings when pressed for mean?, was pointed
out in a clear manner. Procceditig to the eastern
extension of choir, Mr. Clarkson showed how
curiously the 13th Centurj' builders dealt with
the difliculty of foi-ming three deeply splayed
openings from the choir into the Ijidy chiipel

within the width of the central span of the
church without interpcuetratiou of the mould-
ings at the angles or sacrifice of space. Theway
in which the mouldings of the^e arches were
managed was awkwai-d and complicated and
anytliing but satisfactory, and comi^ared disad-
vantageously with the treatment of a similar
problem on the north side of ante-chapel, where
the lines of the members are permitted to cross
each other. In the retro-choir, the angle
wall shafts spring from twisted corbels of
unique form. The principal hollows of the
moiddings of these arches are stopped by
a chamfer block of enriched character, a
not unusual expedient in early work, and
thus the unsightly setting back of the arch
immediately over the cap is avoided. In this

retro-choir the arches of the triforium are out of
proportion to the slender columns, and the very
large roU of the shafts scarcely harmonises
with the caps and ba.ses. It was evidently
intended to vault this portion of the building in
stone ; the shafts and springers were caiTied up,
but the whole was subsequently finished in wood,
with very little injury to the architectural effect.

The history of the finding of the 2,000 frag-
ments of St. Alban's shrine, built into a tempo-
rary wall between the retro-choir and aute-
chapol, and its reconstmiction by Sir Gilbert
Scott, was narrated, Mr. Clarkson observing that
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tho Mediajval artist who designed tlijis reliquary
<lid not hesitate to colour the elimch tracory to
liarnioniso with tho Purbeck marble shafts.

Passing into tho Lady chapel, for the past three
centuries used as a granimar school, but now in
course of restoration, the exquisite character of
the Early 11th Century architecture of tlio upper
portion was pointed out. It was shown that the
portion below the wiadow-sills was iilmost half a
century earlier in character. Tho wmdows,
wliieh of course belonged to the later work, are
of great elegance and refinement. On tho jambs
are imique carved figures, sot at rojiular inter-
vals, with traces of diaper and scroll colouring'
above. Tho muUions are gradually reduced in
thickness to tho head, so that the transition to
the thin pieces of tracery is very gradual

;

this finesse, which ouly came into vogue when
contrailexure was adopted, is not observed in
the otherwise graceful south-cast window of the
ante-chapel, the consequence being that the
cusped circle of tracery seems to bo a subse-
quent insertion. Somo dijcussiou took place as
to the date of the central window on the south
side of the Lady chapel, Mr. Pago suggest-
ing that it ifas a Perpendicular insertion,
while others thought that all but the
central tracery of the head was 14th century. Re-
turning to tho ante-chapcl, tho rich and
greatly mutilated arcading on tho south side and
eastern return was admired, general regret being
expressed when it was stated that tho r.,estora-
tion Committee propose to renew it in the spick-
and-span, raechanieally correct style of the north
eide if funds can be obtained for the purpose.
In the north aisle of choir a halt was made
opposite Abbot Eamrygo's tomb, which forms a
chantry chapel. Mr. Clarkson showed how the
solid wall was cut away in the 1.5th century
in order to insert this immense screen of stone
tracery, -n-ith the result of endangering the
safety of the tower. The abbot's rebus, a ram
leaping, was incessantly repeated throughout
the design, while, quaintly enough, every cusp
in the tracery was incurved into the peculiar
twist of a ram's horn, aud, said Mr. Clarkson,
one could imagine the chuckle with which the
designer must have witnessed the carving and
setting up of each successive volute in this
gigantic pun. We cannot follow Mr. Clarkson in
this matter of the cusping. Opposite this, on
the outer aisle wall, was the delicate 13th
Century arcade of which a recent lecturer at the
Association (Mr. James Neale, F.S.A.) had
stated he had collected aud collated seven or
eight drawings, all of which difl'ered from each
other. The explanation, said Mr. Clarkson, was
simple : the arcade was uniform in scale, but the
lines and drawings of the columns and arches were
not uniform either in design or execution. As a
consequence no two bays were precisely similar,
but the various draughtsmen, after having mea-
sured one bay, have failed to observe this varia-
tion, and have made the others uniform with
the one copied. Entering the choir, the mode
in which the heavy Norman work had been
lightened by subsequent architects, though they
dare not cut through the masonry lest the tower
should be imperilled, was indicated. The 13th
century architects cut-back arcades on the face
of the walls, aud to get more play, omitted the
cap of the main shafts, while giving fully de-
veloped caps aud ba.ses to tho return shafts on
eitlier side. Panelling was added by later
architects with the same aim. The 1.5th Cen-
tury panelled altar screen is a very fine one, and
60 nearly resembles that at Winchester that they
have been erroneously supposed to be replicas.

Keturniug to the south transept, the ingenious
mode in which AVOliam de Trumpingtou strove
to remedy its darkness by piercing new windows
above the level of the adjacent cloisters, and,
therefore, above tho triforium, was pointed out,
Mr. Clarkson showing that where the cUls of these
splayed lights impinged on tho triforium a new
and shorter column with modified cap had to be
designed and placed in the row of balusters.
The party then went to the central western
porch, the extreme beauty of the Early Eng-
lish mouldings in this being referred to; Sir
Gilbert Scott had, indeed, declared this work to
be miequalled for grace and elegance in any portal
of the period, and ouly approximated to in the
Galilee at Ely. Tho mode in which AVilliam
de Trumpington, in completing John de Cella's
work in this porch, cut down and modified the
design gave rise to a little di.scus.sion as to the
relative merits of the two schemes, tho general
opinion being in favoiu- of tho older work. It

was shown that the masonrywhich Trumpington
foimd already prepared were used, as far as it

went, in accordance with the new ideas, but with
less elaboration of parts, the Purbeck shafts being
simply omitted. The other porches were also

looked into, it being demonstrated that tho

trii)let of portals could never have been intended

to intercommimicate, as Sir G. Scott thought
before opening up the ones on tho north and
south, as tho flanking lines did not meet. The
foundations of the tower once proposed on the
south-west side having been examined, Mr.
Clarkson said that Sir Edmund Beckett had pro-
jjosed to pierce this south aisle wall, now solid,

with windows. It was admitted that no windows
could have been opened here in pre-Reforraation

days, because the monastic buildings abutted on
tills portion of the abbey ; but Sir Edmund held
that if Mediaeval builders had seen them
removed they would not have scrupled to

open out lights. Mr. Clarkson suggested
that any if one candidly supposed that this

portion of the church, faced as it was by tho
immense west window, and having north aisle and
north and south clerestory lights, was insuffi-

ciently lighted, ho must be difficult to convince.

The re-roofing of this western portion of the
nave, it was seen, was actively progres.sing.

Piles of deal worked into principals bestrew the
central area, and there are also stacked near tho
entrance somo hundreds of leaden pigs for the
covering in, which it was stated it has been
decided .shall bo of lead. Some of the painted
wooden panels temporarily removed from the
ceUiug were examined ; they are of -J oak,
coarsely painted by hand with conventional scroll

patterns, and a lion passant or rtguardimt at the
four comers of each device. This boarding is

generally in a good state of preservation, but it

is fragmentary, and tho mode of storage during
the alterations docs not err on the side of
vigilance. Heedless of the heavy shower, the
members went outside the Abbey, while Mr.
Clarkson stated the case for and against the
raising of the pitch of the roof, showing that
the advocates of the high-pitched roof based
their plea to some extent on tho grooves still

apparent on the brickwork of tho west faoe of the
tower, while the other party had declared that
these were merely masons' lines, and that Roman
tiling uuscored and apparently of the original
bonding-in intercepted these grooves. Mr.
Clarkson was pressed as to his view of the.cou-
troversy, but this he declined to state, saying
the facts as well as the arguments were before
the members' eyes. Many of the principals have
already been raised to the roof, but none are «s
yet set up. In walking round the Abbey satis-

faction was expressed that the old pathway
through the Lady Chapel had been diverted to
the east of the building. It was found impos-
sible, owing to the incessant rain, to complete the
external survey, but before separating a hearty
vote of thanks was passed, on the motion of Mr.
BlashOl, to Mr. Clarkson for the genial and in-
structive manner in wlueh he had tlischarged the
rile of guide, ijhilosojjhor, and friend.

Amongst tho nmnerous illustrations of St.
Alban's Abbey~which have appeared in recent
volumes of the Building Nkws, we enumerate
the following as those of chief interest :

—

General plans of monastic buildings, Feb. 25,
1870, and Feb. 8, 1878; another of the Abbey
and adjacent buildings to large scale, June 21,
1872; perspective -views of Abbey from S.W.,
Feb. 18, 1870 (Sketchbook Series, No. 19) ; and
from S.E., Sept. 22, 1871, and May 21, 1878;
bays, north side, nave. May 17, 1878; central
west porch, Sept. 16, 1870 (Sketchbook Series,
No. 43) ; carvings in N.W. porch, &o., Dec. 28,

1877; an interior doorway, July 22, 1870
(Sketchbook Series, No. 37) ; Duke Humphries'
tomb, Feb. 23, 1877; the slype, Feb. 23, 1877;
and sections of old and new roofs of nave, Dec.
G, 1878, and Jan. 3, 1879.

CHAPEL ARCHITECTS.
A RE-PERUS.1L of Mr. Cubitt's weU known

-ii_ book, " Church Designs for Congrega-
tions," has led the editor of the Freeman, the
leading Baptist organ, to give the following
fancy sketch of the way in which Dissenting
chapels are sometimes buUt :—

" First, a committee is appointed, chiefly of
men wholly unacquainted with tho work before
them. Contributions come in well. The power
of tho voluntary principle is illustrated. The

committee meet and talk over what isbefoc*

them. There is no diaagreement as to what tb^
require, but very little agreement as to how it

can be secured. Deacon A., who has nevoc donai

such a thing before, sketches a plan in paioL Ik
is an oblong building, fifteen feet by farty-fiw>

feet ; ho thinks it would seat about 900 on tLo
ground floor, aud that side galleries could after-

wards bo added. Brother B. has sat up all nigltt

with some red aud black piuut, aud prodoooa a
cruciform building like a cathedral, with two
rows of piers shutting out the view of tho pidjiit

from numbers ; he altogether ovorlookB tlio neisd

of a porch, and places the schoolroom under tba
chapel, making no provision whatever for lighting'

it. Another member gets his daughter to diav
out a sketch of a Wesleyan village chapel, Terjr

pretty, but with tho windows oveiitolriBg a
neighbour's ground, all of which wonld "ba

blocked up at once. The committee diaonss ami
discuss with considerable development of piiti«l¥»

and temper. At length a ncighlxjuring gentlft-

man sends a i)romiMe of £10, and strongly TBOom-
mends a friend of his own who, he says, is a
rising and gifted architect, aud would umkaiaka
the work for half the regular fees. Tlie anjuteek
sends for inspection a number of pictures he has
drawn , and, being tolerably clever at waterHSOtaff
drawing, they look well. He is invited to meat
the committee. " What kind of a building' do
you need?" ho asks. Says Deacon A., "Wa
want a good, substantial building, with nono Ot
what I call frippery ; no useless oruanientHtMVi,

no foolish pinnacles and what not ; but a plain,

handsome place, that shall be an ornament to tho
town." "Exactly so," all the others re^peod.
The architect, if feeble in skill, is shrewd cnoogki
to measure the meaning. He sees they know
nothing about it. For who ever wanted a bnildhig
that was not good—that was not substantial ?

Who ever wished for frippery and foolish oma-
ments ? Who would not be delighted to aocore

a place that should be plain and handsome, cheap,
and yet an ornament to the town? So the
architect engaged them for half an hour in
technical expressions. Very soon they were all

out of their depth and overwhelmed with his

learning and genius, and he left them promiang
a design on approval. Within a week thedeagn
came. Purposely it had some very obvious
defects. The pulpit was six feet two high, and
the vestry door very awkwardly placed. The
committee were dazzled with the first mght oC
the well-painted picture. Deacon A. suggested
that the pulpit should be lower. Another
thought the entrance to the vestry could be
altered with advantage. The architect flattered

them on their penetration, altered the deaigo,

cut off some two pinnacles (which ho had never
intended to keep on the plan), said that those
alterations would diminish the ex|xmae by soma
.£o00, and the design was accepted and signed.

The contract was taken by a bmlder who saw »fc

once what was to be done. He knew well the
measurements would never do ; the strength was
all in the wrong places. As he went on with the
work this became evident enough ; had he com-
pleted it the roof would assuredly have fallen in.

From the time this became apparent, the aiohitcct

and builder imderstood one another, and pulled

through pleasantly together somehow. Tba
result was a weU-buUt place without any
frippery, and most people were satisfied. The
porch was Saxon ; the side windows were Eai^
English ; on tho south, opposite to the pulpit,

wasanimmensePerpendicular window,Bunimarily
to bring the sermon to an end by blinding tiio

preacher at noonday ; the vestry was Tudto', and
the gallery was supported by Doric columns; an
Italian lantern crowned the whole. As foff

draughts and acoustic arrangements—well, they
were trifles left to take their chance. It -was a
fact that a noble place, in pure style, could have
been built for the same sum of money. Principles

of comfort and hearing might have, witboot
extra cost, formed part of tho plan. But nothing
was contributed to the knowledge or increase«
taste in chapel architecture."

The following buildings are now in the oouiso oJ
erection, from the designs and under tho directiaa
of Mr. John Hillary, architect and survejOT:

—

Longparish, Hants : new house for K. DowK^^
Esq., at Audover, Hants ; Messrs. Annett and 8o^
builders, Andover ; amount of contract, £M9 7a.

New house for H. Dowling, Esq., at Andover;
Messrs. Annett aud Son, builders ; amount of con-
tract, £1,200. New farmhouse for U. Harris, 1^.,
at Steventon, Hants; Mr. O. Batten, builder,

Overton, Hants ; amount of contract, £900.
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KKW TMTaT BALI., BUOMLEY.—CABINET DEStOSED FOR

MABSB, JOSB8, A.VD CRIBB.—ST. GREGORY'S HOXASTEnv,
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OurLithographic Illustrations—

—

BBOXLET TESTEY HAIi A>rD PAEOCHIAI. OFFICES.

The foundation-stone of this braiding was laid

on the 24th May, 1879. It is intended to

accommodate the vestry and its officers. The
site is in the Bow-road, where formerly stood

Mrs. Bowrey's alm-shouses, in the parish of

Bromley St. Leonard, Middlesex. The frontage

of the building is .5.3ft., and is to be faced with
Portland stone. The rooms provided are, on the

ground floor, committee-room, rate collector's

office, vestry clerk's offices, vestibule, and
entrance ball, leading to a stone staircase,

which (fives access to the vestry hall, which
is 48ft. by 32ft., and occupies the whole of the

first floor of the front or main portion of the

building. In the rear portion of the buUding
are first and second stories, containing a waiting-

room, and here are housekeeper's apartments,
approached by a separate staircase. In the
basement is a fireproof muniment room. The
builders are Mcfsrs. J. and H. Cocks, of Mile
End, E., whose contract is £.5,266. The designs

are by Messrs. A. and C. Hamton, 1.5, Tieadcn-
haU-street, E.G.

CABCtET FOB IIKSSES. MAESIt, .lOXES, AXD
CEIBB.

This cabinet i.s to \>e executed in American wal-
nut, with carved black wood panels, and some of

the mouldinf/s relievc<l with ebony from design
and details furnished by Messrs.F. and A. Wheel-
don, architects, BirminghamandWolverhampton.

ST. obeookt's chubch, monasteey, ajtd college,
DOWNSIDE.

"We publish to-day a bird's-eye view from S.E.,

together with plan, of the group of monastic
tmldings erected for the EnzIiBh Benedictines
at Downside, near Bath. Messrs. Dunn and
Haosom are the architects. The plan of the
monastery is an attempt to revive something of
the arrangements carried out in mcdiieval build-
ings. A perspective of the ext«rior of the church
and the library, taken from the south-east,

i^peaied in the Buiu>iiio News for May 30,

1873, and another of the interior of the church

on October 16, 1874. The drawing now repro-

duced is hung at the present time at the

Academy.

eoxtses at wandswokth.

These houses which we illustrate this week from

the pen and ink drawing now on view at the Royal

Academy Exhibitiou are being built in Nightin-

gale-lane, Wandsworth, by Mr. Jennnings, the

sauitaryengineer, who is his own builder in this

case. The buildings were originally intended to

be faced with Tisbury stone, but the detail has

been slightly altered from the first design to

allow of the"work being carried out in red brick

and terra-cotta. The terra-cotta is being made
by Mr. Jennings at his works at Parkstone, and

is of a buff colour. The sanitary arrangements

of the houses will be on as perfect a model as

can well be conceived, all Mr. Jeuuings's latest

improved apparatus being employed, and the

same may bo said of the heating of the halls and

stiiircases, as well as the vertilation throughout,

all being in the proprietor's own method. Mr.
T. E. Collcutt is the architect.

CITY OF QLASaOW BANK—NEW HEAD OFFICE,

OLASQOW.

The building which forms the subject of the

illustration was in course of erection, and nearly

completed, at the time the Bank stopped pay-

ment in October last. It has since been com-
pleted and roofed in at the level of the main
cornice, but the work above this stage wiU not

now be done. The material used for the building

is from the Overwood Quarries, with a granite

base up to the height of the street floor sills.

The architects are Messrs. Campbell Douglas
and Sellars, Glasgow.

NOEFOLK AND NORWICH nOSPITAX.

This building, the foundation-stone of which is

to be laid by the Prince of Wales on the 17th

inst., is now in course of erection. The original

Norfolk and Norwich Hospital was built in the

year 1771, and for long had the reputation of

being one of the best arranged buildings of its

kind in the kiugdom. Of late years, however,

it has been found insufficient in accommodation.
and altogether unsuitcd to the requirements of

modem medical science. In 187C a scheme was
set on foot for the enlargement and remodelling

of the old building, which at once received the

most cordial support of the Prince of Wales and
the leading inhabitants of the city and county,

and plans were prepared by Mr. E. Boardman,
of Norwich, architect to the ho.<ipital, showing
how these improvements might be effected. As,

however, the subscriptions to the "Hospital
Restoration Fund" exceeded expectation, and it

was found to be impossible to adapt the old

building successfully to modern requirements,

the governors eventually determined to build an
entirely new hospital. The new building is

being erected partly on the site of, and partly on
the grounds belonging to the old hospital, and
is arranged on the separate pavilion principle,

connected by corridors, as shown by the ground
plan. A portion of the old hospital (on the

north-east side of site and neare^st to the city) is

retained, and is to be rearranged and enlarged

so as to contain the out-patients' department,

museum, &c., on the ground-floor, together with
a nurses' home on the 1st and 2nd floors, com-
munication with the new building being pro-

vided by means of a covered way. The
pavilions are two-storied buildings, the let

floor of each being exactly similar in arrange-

ment to the ground-floor, a 2nd floor being
formed over the central portion of each, to con-

tain bedrooms for the female servants of the

establishment. The central compartments
between the large wards, contain the lirincipal

staircases (giving access to tho nr)per floors),

nurses' rooms, sculleries, &c. Tlic adminis-

trative block, which is placed in tho centre of

the new building, contains on the ground-floor,

board-room, library, surgery, large waiting-hall,

&c. ; on the 1st floor, resident medical officers'

sitting and bedrooms ; and on the 2nd floor,

bedrooms for pupils and men-servnnts. The
kitchens, servants' offices, and store-rooms ai-e

placed in the basement of this block, round which
are large areas and open spaces giving abundant
lightand ventilation to thebasement story. Behind
the administrative block is placed the Ope-
rating department, effectually separated from
the noise and traffic of the rest of the hospital

;

it contains a spacious operating theatre, with

several small wards arranged round it for special

surgical cases. The chapel, which will

accommodate about 110 persons, is placed at the

N.E. comer of the site, and is connected with

the main buildingby a vestibule. The new building

is being executed in local red bricks, Cossey

bricks being used for the moulded and orna-

mental portions, with stone dressings sparingly

introduced, the roofs being covered with
Broseley tiles. All the internal woodwork is to

be of pituh-piuo varnished, and the fittings

throughout will be of the best and most ap-

proved description. The chapel, corridors, stair-

cases, waiting-rooms, &c., are to be heated by
hot- water coils, the large wards being heated by
Mr. H. Saxon Suell's patent " therm-hydric

stoves," and the small wards by means of open
fireplaces. The ventilation will bo effected by
means of extracting flues in the ceilings of the

different rooms, connected with large exhaust*
shafts in the roofs (heat being the extracting

power), to remove the vitiated air, fresh air

being introduced through gratings at the floor

level. Great attention has been paid to the

sanitary aiTangements throughout the building.

The height, from floor to ceiling, of all the

wards and principal rooms throughout will be at

least 1 1ft., that of secondary rooms varying from
9 to r2ft. The total number of beds provided

for in-patients is 200 ; accommodation is pro-

vided for 8 medical officers and pupils, 30 nurses,

and 10 domestic servants, together with matron,

housekeeper, and secretary. The minimum cubic

space per bed allowed for ordinary wards is

1,500 cubic feet, and for surgical wards 1,900

cubic feet. The cost of the building, including

chapel and the alterations to portion of old hos-

pital, may be taken at flG.OOO, of which sum.

about £36,000 has been already subscribed or

promised. At present only a portion of the

building, comprising the S.AV. pavilion with the

administrative and operating blocks, is being

erected, the principal portion of the old hospital

being retained for use until this part of the new
building is ready for tho reception of patients,

by wliich time the committee hope to have re-

ceived sufficient subscriptions to enable them to-

carry out the whole scheme. The works are

being executed by Messrs. J. and W. Lacey,

builders, Norwich, the designs having been pre-

pared by Mr. Thos. H. Wyatt, of 77, Great
Russell-slreet, London, and Mr. E. Boardman,
of Queen-street, Norwich, joint architects.

CHIPS.
A new lecture-hall and schools in connection with

the Congregational Church, Highfield Park, Rock
Ferry, were opened on Thursday week. The new
building has been erected on the south-west side of

the church, and is in harmony with it, both having

been built from designs by Sir. D. Walker, archi-

tect, Liverpool. The large lecture-hall, on the

second floor, is 67 feet in length by 32 feet wide,

and will seat 500 people. The ground-floor is

divided into several school and class-rooms. The
builduig is of Storetou stone, tho dressings being of

the same material. The works have been executed

to Mr. Walker's plans by the contractor, Mr. Jamea
Bratt, of Rock Ferry, and the cost wiU be about
£2,000.

A very unusual scene has just been witnessed ia

the village of Shapwick, Dorsetshire. The parish

church has long been out of repair, and steps have
been in progress for some time to raise funds to

restore it ; but difficidty has been experienced in

getting sufficient money for the purpose. With a
view of partially surmounting tho financial

obstacle, it was proposed and agreed that the un-

skilled labour in connection with the restoration

should bo done by the able-bodied men of the

parish. Consequently, one evening last week all

the Shapwick men, under the leadership of tha

vicar and the superintendence of the architect,

assembled to perform their part, and they worked
with such eagerness that at dusk everything had
been done to prepare tho building for the incoming

of the restorers : all traces of gallery and pews had
beeu destroyed, the flooring and paving stones

carried out of tho church, and the whole edifico

reduced to tho necessary skeleton-like condition.

The church of St. Mary, Mariansleigh, near

South Molten, was reopened on the 30th ult., after

restoration. Mr. W. C. Oliver, of Barnstaple, was
the architect, and Mr. Tohn Cock, of South Molton,

the builder.

At the Putney Board of Works, on Wednesday
week, it was uuanimously resolved to increase the

salary of the surveyor, Mr. J. C. Radford, £50 a

year. The question was brought forward by Mr.

ColUer and Mr. Cutler, who spoke iu high terms of

Mr. Radford's energy and ability.
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THE RECENT EXCAVATIONS OF THE

EOM^VN FORUM.*
A LTHOUGH the subject of the Roman FommJ-i has been more than once discussed in thisroom, still It 18 a subject ever replete with inter-

est and as the excavations wliich have been i^oiniron durm^r late years have disclosed facts and
settled questions which have been matters ofvo ununous controversy amongst antiquariansand literary men /or generations, havingrecently seen these excavations, I now propose tSdescribe their present condition. I am ueit i° r anantiquarian, or versed in classic lore, so that allI puipose to do IS to record what I observed andto note the conclusions which others ha"e cWnfrom the facts disclosed. .W.en I first visited^mo my knowledge of the classic monumrn s itcontained was derived from Taylor and Cicasv'sbook, two interesting folio /oluraes, and suchinformation as Mrs. Starke's Guidebook affordTdfor 1 was before either the days of Murray'sKk "'''R°^,"'f

^"'"''^ observations ^in

Atthatt m'e?rf
°°'''

v'^"* ^ P"'<' •"/ ^'^^ "«ifcAt that time theRoman Forum was a plain extend-uig from the base of the Capitol to the Colosse^and the nionunients then visible consisted of ™eupper portions of two groups of cohimm Imow^as the remams of the Temple of Jupiter ^at^now determined to be the Temple J Castor and
1 ollux, one group of Ionic colilmns, a comider-ablc par of the podium on which they stand andone single column which had been excavated^nthe base by the Duchess of Devonshire Jnfs 13and which in Byron's time was called the namelesscolumn with a buried base. Besides *)««» fi
was the triumphal arch of -SeptTmus Severn a?the north-west end of the foruin, and this was aSI wiU now endevour to describe to you theFormn as I saw it last November and Dt^emberI propose to follow the description, and in manvcases the words, of the latest Engl sh woATcanfind ^vnttcn on the subject rjfichoIlT' W
Foruxn) published by Lon'l^aiinls; bZTr.mg, then, at the north-west end of the forumwe hnd a large building constructed on the somh

'

easteru slope of the Capitoline HiU
; much of helower part of the building remains it h., I

raised upon by Michael An^gerTd is^iow^

When Varro wrote there seems to have been not
only a Temple of Concord but a basilica called
the Basilica Opimia on this ground, and in earlier
times in the same locality a building called the
Senaculura also stood. Some antiquarians, I be-
lieve, now consider that this ruin did consist of
two separate buildings. The first Temple of
Concord placed on part of this site was probably
that of M. Frienes Camillus, n.c. 307. The
temple existing in the time of Cicero and Varro
appears to have been erected in the forum by L
0]iiiniu», Consul B.C. 121. The edifice of which
we see the present remains was, it is believed
undertaken by Tiberius during the reign of
Augustus, A.D. 6, and dedicated after the trium-
phal return of Tiberius from his German cam-
paign A.D. 12. This temple was frequently
used for the meeting of the Senate ; it was to this

673

place Cicero brought the accomplice ofCatilne' iZ^Zor^Xn.^^^ '*"! ""
''""i'^' ^"""P'^*^

and here he exposed the consp^iracy, whUst th^ SS*cr«umn"^l"L?.r ."^V? .^^";''°"«.. ^and here he exposed the conspiracy, whUst the
Uivus Capitohnus was tluonged with the noblest
of Rome. It was here that Caesar was threatened
by the Roman knights, and it was here that after
Cajsar s death Cicero and the Senate defied Mark
Antony. The base of the temple at the southern
extremity is composed of rubble masonry, then
foUows a rubble wall, and at a still higher level
IS a mass of stone rubble work, forming no doubt
the substructure of the steps leading from the

1?^ ^v" ^?r™ "P *° "^^ flooJ- of the temple
Where the cella appears to join the portico aretwo largo massive stones which apparently
formed the cill of the door or doorways either of
the ceUa or of two separate buildings. On the
northernmost of the two ciUs are two deeplv
recessed mortice holes as though to receive the
pivots or studs on which the door turned, and on
the other cill is the matrix of what appears tohave been a figure of the Caducous, probably in
bronze. The cella of the temple (or if it were so
the separate building next the Tabulaiium) is
covered with marble paving, but the whole ismuch fractured The back wall does not touch
the wall of the Tabulaiium, but there is a smaU

road earned on a higher level by arches, andwhich here traverses the foruin in a s^ath-westerly direction Returning to tho wXoftheTabulanum we find separatel from the Tomploof Concord by a passage of about 5ft. in ^vi"ththe remams ola temple, three of whose Corinthiancolumns stUl support the north-west cor^erof

Lfter°« Ff"""
ofthe portico inscribed with theletters, Eshora This temple which, Uke aU theothers in the Forum, stands on an elevJedpodium f^ieed towards the Forum, and couc:^

LF,?r« H i'"'
'"^'^^ °'" ^^^ Tabularium.Before Its southern comer on the other side ofthe road which passes in front of it, is the nearly

hlliT^ fr/ '"%^'"'/'«
P0'^'<'° "^ •"""*«• temple,

temr fW '•'"l'^
"'

r^'^' '"'fe'''"' to that of thetemple last mentioned
; upon the entablature ofthe Ionic portico may still be read the completeinSOriDtlOn Sonn*..- 1 T, ^ """"i-'CMJ

* .--
,
•-" -"o ntutttoriai palace, of whicbthe prmcipal facade is in the I^azza del Crmni

ye^loiJ:J7'''''
^^'^^'^ "exttheforl^very lofty, and forms a conspicuous obiect cnr,Btituting a considerable part of its no^^stemboundary. In this building was aW ntTl^one half of which is no<v oi^eHrth ?foric falf

otWnV **"' "^^^' ^'"^ t^« capitals of severaother colunms; any considerable traces of thicornea indicating the continuation of the arcade

a^\t '« "r "'"'^ ^« " ""'^'«™ for thereceS

Urlvne f"'S^
"""^ P"'"^' «till remain, particu-S we see r>f
'''™ '^"°'<^- The biiCg'of

^itoLjt 7

t''^,•f"'*i"« appears to have fon-

f one ti'e
''%''°°^ J^ P'^<=«<'' ->! on the'cS

^hich tie d„n '"" ^°'"
l^''

'^"'^«« "^ P'^ot^ on"men the door hung ar eobservable—is a shallow

Svff^K
"^"^ *^" '^^"^« of a eaduceius, proT

'^^bhrothronze, appears to have been imbedded.

-"'I "111. luciB 18 a small
space between the two buildings. There are
considerable traces of the marble lining of thewalls at the south-west corner, and there are alsorums of a brick construction, the remainj of achurch of the middle ages built within the area
of the ancient temple. On the waU of thelabulanum, at the back, or close to the back ofth,s temple, is an excavation through an ancientdoorway made as I understood, at the expense
of our veteran English archaeologist, Mr. Parker
to ascertain whether it formerly communicated
with the interior of the Tabulariiun

; but theexcavation does not lead to this conclusion. In
t^r^t 1 the rum of the Temple of Coneordstands
the arch which its inscription shows to have beenerected m honour of the Emperor Septir^us
Sevei-us and lus sons Caracalla and Geta, butfrom which the name of the last was erased byorder of Caracalla. The carriage way between
the Temple of Concord and the north- ^estfT^ntof the arch of Sept.mus Severus is part of theancient road leading from the Clivus CapitoUnus
to the pnson, but the road branching from it andpassing under the arch is probabll not olC
It indeed so old, as the arch itself. The ViaSacra runs steeply up to the arch of Septimus
Severus, and just within the modem roadway
IS a large altar base and a square altar. Thenorth side of the arch is very ruinous, and thereare severa mortice holes for the ii^sertion oftimber, but the south side of the arch is in much

cendio consumptum restituit. 'Under thTcella ofthe temple are considerable remains of vaulted

stenfo7?h'«;° ^'T'
'" Vr"'^ t«™<=« ^J"^^^

th/rnt, P "f'f-
""'? ^"^'^ ^^' •ound which

ib-L f-^^P""^'-"*^ " "'''^''^ >"* a «teep in-cline continuing its iipward course along^thenorth-western side ot the temple. The two lastdescnbed temples are beyonS dispute those ofVespasian and Saturn. Antiquarians haved^ftered verjr much as to their identity, butmodern opmion has generaUy agreed with C^ninain ascribing the Ionic temple to Saturn. For the
concausion there seems to bo full and suflicient
reason, and assuming it therefore to be correct, itnecessarily follows that the other CorinthianTemple and formerly called the Temple ofJ upiter Tonans, was that dedicated to VespUan

:

It was probably built in the time of Titus and
appeai-s to have been restored by the Emperor
Severus

;
m the haU of the Tabularium beUnl

tills temple is a doorway which was built up inancient times and further concealed bythe construction of the temple. It gaveaccess to a staircase which is stUl preserved, andled to the upper floors of the Tabularium ^th-out any communication with the lower story.The age of the Temple of Saturn wa^ a muThdisputed question with the Roman antiquarians •

Macrobius says it was dedicated by King TuUua
Hostihus, while VaiTO asserted it was begun byTarquinius Superbus and dedicated by TitiiLartms the first Dictator, B.O. 501; Dionysius
attnbutes it to the Consuls of the year b c 497 •

GelUus attributes it to L. Furius, Military

* A paperby Edward I'A.vso>i,FOSPRTRl .«fore th. Itoyal Institute of B.iSh lifLiS,' ji^O*!

IS

li

u;,r""n" ""," "^n'lre stoucs not very regularly
laid. Beyond, and north-eastward of the arch

t}!""?!,.''™"™''
'^^'''^ "''o supposed to be

tiio.se_ of the equestrian statue of Marcus Aureliu-^

of Thl% ° f'-f"
'^"^ Campidoglio, certainly one

statues frt.'
'^

"r '\" ''"^'^ t^-^'^^t' equestrian
statues m the worid. At the western comer ofthe arch in front of the Temple of Concord is thenucleus of a tall, circular structure about I.5ft

Romt'''"p ' «"P.P0«f to be the Umbelicus

iW nlatf^r'""'"¥ ^^^ ^^° UmbeUcus Roma;
IS a platform on a level, or nearly so, with theground next the Capitol, with a perpend cula?face about 10ft. high, fonmng part of a drcle

inron'wK l^T" "'"'^'^ '« '^^'^ withmarbt
«?nr?l^ /'"''''"''''' '^'^'"•''^ projections and

antio, ,^r' °^ ?PP'^'' ""^"'P^' t° ^»>ich someantiquarians, and amongst others Canina, eon- n.. . vusidereathe rostra of vessels were affixed. Part sal.r! n^'w T\ ^°''*' ^'''""^ ''"^ "-aised the
of this monument is still covered by the modern ^er y^;^

^"'''°"' ""'''^eyor, from £00 to £75

Tribune, B.C. 381 ; but all agree in carryingback Its original con.struction to a remote dateThe temple Was rebuilt in the time of Augustusby Munatiu,s Plaucus, and though the existing
portico IS evidently a late and elum.sy restora-
tion it would appear that the character of thebuddicgm the tmie of Trajan was as weseeit now.The Temple of Saturn was the Treasury of theRoman government, and the military standards
were kept here. It was into this temple that
Jidius aesar made a violent entry for the purpose
of takmg possession of the treasure of the StateBetween the Temple of Saturn and the Tabu-
larium is a terrace at a level con-siderably above
the Forum having at the back a long portico or
colonnade built in part against the Tabulariumand m part agamst the retaining wall of theUivns Capitohnus, which is here above it ; behind
the colonnade m a series of small ceUs. The
colonnade has been much restored, I beUeve by
Ca,niua and by the restored inscription on iteentablature it appears that this colonnade once

here bt vT«^''°V"' '^ "^'^ '^""'""^^ Pl"""!here by Vettius a Praistextatus, prefect of the
city, AD. 367; but this in aU probability is arestoration of a much eariier shrine, containing
as mentioned by Varro, 12 gilded images, 6 of
the gods and 6 of the goddesses. At the leVel ofthe road below and approached by a narrow
passage on the south-west side of the Temple
of Vespasian are a series of ceUs or chambere

:

they arc supposed to have been waiting rooms or
offices for notaries or the clerks or criers of theEdUes-they are called Schola Xantha, a name
Urst found m the apocryphal account of the
regions of Rome wliich passes under the name of

rt^^t f"«"^
The lane mnning between theTemple of Saturn and the Basilica Julia was theVicus Juguariiis running from the base of thelarpeian Rock to the Furum.

{To be concluded.)
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OLD CAKPESTERS' HALL.

THOSE interested In the few remaining relics

of Old London will bo eoueemed to hear

that the Old Carpenters' Hall in London "Wall is

in progress of demolition, and that the remnant

of the old fresMies which adorned the walls,

beddes a beautiftUly enriched plaster ceiling, are

now in the hands of the workmen. The Carpen-

tam' Company is one of the most ancient of the

CSty trade giulds, having been founded in M28
by Boger Jordan. The Hall was originally

built in that year, but we find that the present

spATtment known as the old hall is certainly of

later date in its decorations. Upon one of the

shields in the panels of the ceiling the date 1671

oocuis, and, from what we can gather, the

hall imderwent considerable i-epaii-s and decora-

tions in 1561, and also iu 1664 and '65. It ap-

pears to have e.<eaped the great fire of London,

which swept away the Drapers' Hall adjoining,

and for three years its hospitable company shel-

tered other guilds within its walls, and it became

the Mansion House for the time being. The old

ball was oblong in shapa, and extended some
distance acrass the new roadway now called

Throgrmorton-avenue, which has cut off a con-

siderable Tt-ing of the original builfling. The
present remains of its splendid plaster ceiling

embraces two compartments of iiauels, one being
ciieolarand the other octagonal in shape, divided

by richly decorated beams of plaster, with a
guiUoche' on their soffits. Each panel has a

deeply moulded and enriched border composed of

leaves; the centres ai-e decorated with shields, one
bearing the engrailed chevron and thi-eo pairs of

compasaee, the arms of the company; and the

other has the name of a master, with the date

1671 upon it. These shields are each suiroundei
with a triangular scroll work of foliage, with
figures of angels at sides modelled in high
relief. Boldness and vigour characterise the
work. On tiie sides are margin panels of i^lainer

design, and the compartments are marked by
cross beams with circular spriugings resting upon
panelled pilasters in tlie walls. We obserie that
the latter are of plaster and encase timber posts,

and only the upper portions now remain. Though
these piaster decorations are begrimed with dust
and dirt, they are yet wonderfully perfect in the
upper portions ; the mouldings to the pUasters
arc sharp, and it will be unfortunate if no effort
is made to save them from their inevitable doom.
The frescoes we have referred to form a long
panel, about 4ft. high, along one side of the hall,

and are in three divisions. One represents, appar-
ently, the building of the ark, a carpenter sawing
timber, and another King Josiah and workmen
repairing the temple. The drawing and colours
are discernible, and red and yellow in the
draperies and timber are still bright. These wall
paintings were first discovered in the year
1845 by some workmen engaged iu the hall, and,
according to Jupp's " Historical Account," were
painted as early as 1570. In that work engrav-
ings are given of them. We have no doubt a
series at one time surrounded the hall, as the
remaining frescoes are just head high, and it is
likely that the rough wooden gallery erected
rotmd the apartment was the cause of tjjeir

destruction. As an early example of wall paint-
ing in a tolerable state of preservation, we hope
every effort will be made to save the frescoes.
We understand upon inquiry that the company
have been endeavouring to get some antiquarian
society to take them at the coat of their removal.
The funds of the company are said to be insuffi-
cient to be devoted to the preservation of these
relics, although we heaid it was the intention of
the company's architect, Mr. Poeock, to repro-
duce the ceiling of the old hall in the new build-
ing now nearly completed. Ascending the
staircase into the wing at the rear, wc enter the
court-room, which dates about 1G64, a long
apartment with a richly panelled ceiling, though
of less interest than the one below. There is,

however, a grand old chimney-piece of oak, with
overmantel, composed of side pilasters and
ramps. The jamb pilasters are enriched with
carved foliage in the panels, and the frieze or
mantel is adorned with well carved festoons.
The old doorways have pediments, and some
capital portraits of masters and wardens are on
the walls—one a portrait of W. Partington, Esq.,
omc of the earliest masters of the company. But
the vestibule is unique in its way. It was erected
in 1 780, by W. Jupp, the company's surveyor,
ttie wall decorations being in the style of the
Brothers Adam. It is square in plan, with a

domical ceiling. The walls nro i^anclled, and
each side is adorned with an euiblematio figure

in plaster relief in an oval medallion, siurouudod
by the elegant festoons and enrichments of

the period. Over these, in the frieze panels,

occur relievo heads of Vitruviu.^, Palladio,

Inigo Jones, Sir C. Wren, with side panels
decorated with bas-reliefs of cai'ptutcr's tools in

groups, all very tastefully executed. The walls
aro painted of two shades of light-bluish greun,
relieved by gold. Externally, the building which
remains is chiefly of wood, and an interesting

example of 16th century architectui'e, reminding
us of Inigo Jones' work. The cntiauce front
facing London Wall is evidently only half tlie

extent of the original facade, as the pedimeuted
centre is now on the avenue side. It is of two
orders, rusticated and relieved with pila.sters and
some good detiiil. The coui-t-room front is low,
and has also a pediment wilh pilasters upon a
basement, and no doubt was originally a con-
spicuous fagade crowned by a handsome cornice.

The books of the company show au entry that
Sir C. Wren received an invitation to dinner,

together with his wife. Beside.^ the architectm-al

remains we have pointed out aro ,so;no fine panels
of oak can-ing, charged with armorial devices ; a
massive state chaii', richly carved ; and an
octagonal table of oak, having tlio date 1G06
upon it.

• •-«^B»—•

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY.

WE have recently had brought under our
notice a newmortising machine, inventedby

a Mr. Phillips, brought out under the auspices
of Messrs. F. W. Reynolds and Co., the wood-
working machinists, of 73, SoutUwark-street,
London, and patented both at homo and abroad.
Two patents cover the machine : the one affecting
the oseUlatuig lever-fulcrum, wliicli brings the
first condensation of power ou to tlie extremity
of the tools used in mortising, boring, core-
driving, and tenoning ; but the more important
patent is the tool-holder, of which the following
description will give a very practical idea of its

utUity as a time-saver, as it will be apparent that
no resetting of the wood for corc-dri\-ing, and
no repeated change of tools in the spindle are
required, the multiple-action tool-holder itself

being always ready for instantaneous adjust-
ment.

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the tool-holder.
Figs. 2 and 3 are mechanical drawings of the
same, and refer to the following description

—

Fig. 2 being a side view, and Fig. 3 a front
view:—Imagine the tool-box A (Fig. 3) is the
nave of a wheel with four arms, B, C, D, and E,
all capable of being turned round on the axle F
(Fig. 3), and held in desired position by spring
bolt G (Fig. 3). The auger is worked by means
of a handle H, wliich handle is also used for
reversing the chisel when mortising, and is held
in position by the spring bolt J (Figs. 1 and 2).
To cut a mortise, the wood being fixed in the
ordinary manner, B is ready for boring if re-
quired, when finished take spring bolt G iu right
hand and turn round D, the chisel, into position,
after the mortice is cut, the core-driver E is

brought into position in the same manner, and
the mortise is thus finished. The several tools
are brought into operation with as little trouble
as a joiner experiences in shifting his mallet from
his right hand to his left.

THE C0ACHMAKER8' EXHIBITION.

ON Friday last, the Lord Mayor distributed
the prizes awarded in connection with the

exhibition recently held in the Mansion House
under the auspices of the Coachmakcrs' and
Coach-harnessmakers' Company. The Com-
mittee of Judges reported that there were 30
competitors iu all, with 68 drawings, of which
46 were freehand or meohanioal drawings and 22

carriage drawings. The fonuer were much
more numerous than on any previous occasion,
and they attained a liiglier average standard of
cxoelleuce. The special prizes ottered for com-
petition among apprentices and young men
under 22 years of age were now attracting more
notice than formerly, and tlic work sent iu was
iu several cases very satisfactyry. The new art
and technical scliool held iu St. Mark's School
was doing good work, and, being brought into
coinpetitiou with art classas in the provincial
cities and towns, was causing a little wholesome
rivalry. The competition iu the division of car-
riage drawings was not so satisfactory. Mr. J.
P. Lake, of Howiok-place, won the highest
psize with two sets of working drawings, show-
ing the construction of every part of a four-
horse drag and a dress chariot. The majority of
the carriage drawings were by no means satisfac-
tory, and the committee in consequence had with-
held the second prize. The principal winners were
Mr. William Farr, coach-tiimmer, of Salisbury

;

Mr. Georjje Mundy, of Grantham, coach-body-
maker

; Wiiliara Thomas Easton, of Portsmouth
;

apprentice; Herbert MuUiuer, of Leamington,
clerk; and Walter Coward, a lad of 15 or 16,
who took four or five prizes. Mr. Frederick
Chancellor, the Master of the Company, took
occasion to tender the thanks of the guild to the
Lord Mayor for allowing the exhibition to be
held in the Mansion-house, and spoke of the
interesting nature of the exhibits. The Lord
Mayor said the Coachmakcrs' Company were
showing a ^cod example to the other guilds of
the City in thus practically promoting teclyiical
education in the particular trade with which
they were connected. For himself, he differed
from those who thought that such education was
best promoted by the rich Companies clubbing
together and starting a college. On the con-
trary, he advised each Company to devote
itself to the furthei-ing, according to
its means, of the special trade with which
it was associated, and he believed that if the
guilds did so there would bo a great stimulus
given to trade in all directions.

NATIONAL WATER SUPPLY.* ~

By J. Bailey Denton.

I
VENTURE to express the opinion that, at
the present juncture, the only way of bring-

ing to a practical bearing the knowledge in
posse^sion of the country, and the evidence given
before the several Royal Commissions and Par-
liamentiry Committees on the subject of our
water economy in its various phases, is to impress
upon the Government and the Legislature that
the obligation to provide potable water of unex-
ceptional jiurity for towns and villages situate
within river basins, ought to precede all other
considerations in relation to the improvement of
rivers and watercourses, and that any action
taken for their conservancy must fail iu this one
all-important point if it does not proceed upon
sueh recognition. It will be observed that in
the Bill now before the House of Lords no direct

reference is made to water supply, although such
is the reciprocal bearing of that object upon river

con.servancy, that it is hardly possible to deal
with one in a comprehensive way, independently
of the other, without some prejudicial effect.

The timely proposition of the Prince of Wales
that there should be a central permanent com-
mission, whose duty it would be to investigate
and collect facts connected with water supply in
the various districts into which the United King-
dom may be divided, " in order to facilitate the
utilisation of the natural sources for the benefit of

the country as a whole," must, I submit, com-
mend itself to every one as supjilying, in the
most tangible form, the omission of the Rivers
Conservancy Bill, to which I have just referred.

The suggestion is the more apposite, as it comes
at a time when the larger centres of population
are not only providing themselves with water to

the disadvantage of small towns and villages, but
are rendering'unfit for domestic use—by poUutiou
—the waters they do not appropriate.

It is an incontrovertible fact that, inasmuch
as all rivers arc maintained by the outflow of

springs, issuing from the water-bearing strata,

and by the natural conservation of the rainfall

upon high uncultivated surfaces, it is not pos-
sible to raise water from subterranean sources,

* Contiibutcd to the recent National "Water Supply and
iSewa^ Conference of the Society of Arts.
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or to intercept water from high grounds for the
supply of populations, without aifcctiug' tlie flow
of rivers and watercoiu'scs, while it is equally
certain that any acts of conservancy which may
lead to the more rapid discharge of watercourses
descending from the hills to the valleys, will pre-
judicially affect the local water supply of the
districts through which these watercoiu'ses pass.

At the same time, it is known to those who have
carefully studied the earth's stratification, that
such is the alternation of pervious and impervious
Bti-ata throughout this countiy, that there hardly
exists a river basin wherein, by special works of

combination or otherwise, towns and \Tllages

may not be economically served with water
without any appreciable effect upon our river

systems.

What is now wanted is the record, in an intel-

ligible form, of such hydrogeological information
as is already in the hands of the Geological
Sun-ey Department, to be supplemented from
time to time with additional details. Tliis would
furnish the most useful data in the hands of any
Commission which may, on the suggestion of

H.K.H. the Prince of Wales, be formed, and
would make every one familiar with the under-
ground sources of supply.

A GRAMMAR OF JAPANESE
ORNAMENT.*

WE have lately noticed several works of a
decorative character, and not a few upon

Japanese ornaments, and we have now another
upon our table bearing the above title. By a
grammar wo naturally understand a work
treating of fimdamental principles, or, at least,

a collection of examples that shall indicate the
formation of a style of ornament. Mr. Thomas
W. Cutler's work, the first part of wMch is

before us, is a collection of examples of a some-
what mixed and discursive character, and in the
absence of the barest descriptive letter-press, wo
can hardly understand the claim it has to be
called a grammar. But we take it as the first

instalment. The plates are not numbered in
consecutive order, but contain a selection from a
comparatively large number, and, from what wo
can see of the first part of the work, it promises
to be one of real artistic merit. The first plate
represents some picturesque groupings of the
crane, a bird held in veneration by the
Japanese, and accepted as the emblem of
longevity. We tiud the gi-oup No. 2 is a
reproduction from an old Japanese work in our
possession ; it has been very faithfully copied
by the artist, even to the shading of the birds,

though the darkly-shaded parts in the original

are not so black, and there is a half-tint that
lessens the sharpness of the shadows against the
lighted plumage. The black shadows are a
little too harsh. It is well known that the
Japanese artist is particularly skilful in the
representation of birds, either by themselves, or
combined with vegetable forms ; they are
grouped in every conceivable manner, and every
posture and action is watched with a keen
artistic apjjreciation. Besides the crane, the
wild duck, the peacock, pheasant, and the com-
mon fowl, and .smaller birds supply an exhaiist-
less variety to the artist. Messrs. Audsley, in
their magnificent work " Keramio Art of
Japan," allude at length to the treatment of
birds, and one of the most favoiu*ite modes of

representing them is that in a group or resting,

as in the examples given by Mr. Cutler. Plate
2 .shows another example of a bird upon a branch,
well adapted for screens, wall decorations, &c.
Plates 3 and 4 illustrate other varieties of the
feathered tribe, either at rest or on the wing,
and a conventionalised study of them. Mr. Cutler
has carefully assorted the elements in each kind
of representation ; ho has shown the idea of
height and cloud by the introduction of the
favourite sprigs of fir, bamboo or "mume," and
the conventional cloud in some cases. In
foliage and flowers we find a few choice and
suggestive examples, several plates being devoted
to vegetable forms. The ki/,ii, or chrysanthemum,
the wisteria, the bittan or peony, the iris, the
the kiri, the mume, the fir and other forms are
foimd. Tlie fir is of as frequent occurrence in
lacquer and bronzes as the chrysanthemum.
Plate i)0 shows a strildng treatment printed upon
a brown ground, suitable for wall papers and
textile fabrics, and the sprnys of foliage on plate

• A Grammar of Japanese Ornament and Design.
By TuoMAs W. Cutler. London : D. T. Batsford.

38 are thoroughly characteristic of the Japanese
spirit and scliemo of decoration. We note a

variety in tho printing of the illustrations, and
for artistic leasons we prefer those printed in a

light shade of brown or grey, to those in black.

The birds on Plato 3 would have been infinitely

more pleasing in the light tone adopted in Plate

4 ; the harsh black shaded portions in figiu-es 5

and G are destructive to the feeling of the

Japanese work as displayed in native illustrated

books. Plato 14 is the least pleasing in the

number before us, and 49 has little Japanese
OTOi'i/ about it. Remarkably quaint is the con-

ceit shown depicted on Plate 1 3 ; it is thoroughly
Japanesque in idea at least, and we hardly know
which to admire the most, the grotesque com-
bination of tho fisli and the stream, or the

humorous modo of conventional delineation.

Mr. Cutler's work is bound in a wrapper,
thoroughly expressive of the style, if we cannot
say the design is imbued also with its senti-

ment. For the first part of a grammar of

ornament, a little more of tho intention of the

author and the scope of the work might be
expected ; as the work proceeds there wUl be an
opportunity for development, and we may faii'ly

expect even better and more suggestive examples
to follow. It is because of its purely suggestive

character that the style of Japan is useful to the

decorative artist ; to copy it unmeaningly in onr
papers, china, and textiles would be to bring it

into deserved ridicide, and to hasten its rejection

by all artists worthy of the name. It is ad-
mirably suited for decorative work or simple flat

surface ornamentation; and a grammar that

will afilord insight into the mode of designing of

the Japanese arti.st, and give illustrations of

conventional forms rather than studied grotesques,

will be of considerable value.

AKCHITECTTJRAL & AECH-ffiOLOGICAL
SOCIETIES.

BlEMINQHAlt AEOinTECTTJEAI, ASSOCIATION.—

•

The closing meeting of session 1878-9 was held
on Monday evening. Votes of thanss were
passed to the retiring officers for their past ser-

vices. The following were elected as officers for

the ensuing session :—President : Mr. William
Hale. Committee : Messrs. R. B. Morgan
(chairman) , A. Freeman Smith (treasui'er) , Fred.
G. Hughes (hon. secretary and librarian), F. W.
Cross, O. Essex, W. H. Kendriek, H. H.
McConnal, J. P. O.sbome, A. Reading, and E.
Wood. Messrs. W. G. Mantle and T. Jones
were appointed auditors.

BEiTisn Aecii.t:ological Association.—Tho
twelfth meeting of tho Session was held last

Wednesday, Mr. Syer Cuming, F.S.A. Scot., in

the chair. It was announced that Lord Ware-
ney had been elected President for the year, and
( hat the Congress had been fixed to commence
on tho nth of August, at Great Yarmouth,
ending at Norwich on the 20th. A large
number of antiquities were exhibited, including
some interesting Roman remains from South-
wark by Mr. Way, a gilt crucifix discovered in

the City by the Rev. S. M. Mayhew, and a per-
fect Norman jug from Cheapside by Mr. Loftus
Brock, F.S.A. It was ornamented by bold dia-

gonal lines and flowers laid on in slip. The
first paper was by the chairman, who described
one of the figures on a richly-embroidered cha-
suble, of the close of the fifteenth century, found
in 1825 ina walled-up crypt beneath Warrington
Church. The figure rei^resented St. Thomas,
Earl of Lancaster, beheaded at Pontefract, 1322,
after being taken prisoner by the Royalists. He
is represented in armour of the period, and with
a battle-axe. In the northern counties ho was
considered to be a martyr to the public cause,

and was called a saint. Pilgrimages were made
to the hill on which ho suffered, and a particular

office of Mass was drawn up for the celebration
of his festival. The second paper was by Mr.
C. H. Compton, and descriptive of tho C'ompany
of Homers of the City of London, a company
which, instead of being extinct as has been said

on high authority, is still extant. The antiquity
of the craft was refcn-od to, and it was
shown that Homers were classed among the
eight mysteries of the City, temp. Edward III.,

but tho company was not iucoi-porated until

1 B4 1 . It ceased to be a trading company between
tho years 174.5 and 179G. It never po.s.sessed a
hall, although it is authorised to build one. Tlio

livery is limited to 00, but between ISOS and
1833 only 14 members had been admitted. Some

deeds of tho time of Elizabeth and articles of

horn were exhibited. Tho concluding paper was
by Mr. J. T. Irvine, who described tho results

of a journey made along the courso of tho Wans-
dyke from Bishops Canning in the direction of
Bath. The earthworks are in places remark-
ably perfect, showing a high bank with a deep
narrow ditch, so narrow in fact as to disprove
the theory that it could ever have been used in
part of its course for the main Roman road to

Bath.

Leeds Aechxtectcbal Absociation.—At a
meeting of this association on Thursday week a
paper, entitled " Tho Renaissance in England,"
by Mr. John J. Stevenson, F.S.A., London, was
read, in the absence of the lecturer, by Mr, Wil-
liam H. Thorp, hon. secretary. The paper
treating upon the Renaissance of Classical archi-

tecture in England is one of the chapters of a
book on Domestic Architecture, of which Mr.
Stevenson is the author. In the commencement
of the paper the lecturer stated that '

' the new
architecture, in anything approaching the purity
of the Italian style, took root in England, as the
accepted style for ordinary buildings, later than
in any of the coimtries that had already been
spoken of, namely, Italy, France, Holland, and
Belgium." Tho English are a conservative
people. The native style was strong and vigorous,

sensible, suited to domestic wants.

COMPETITIONS.
Glotjcesteb. •— Tho designs for the new

Gloucestershire pauper lunatic asylum, proposed
to be erected on the Bamwood Mill Estate, have
been sent in to the office of the Clerk of the
Peace for tho County at Gloucester. About
thirty architects have taken part in the competi-
tion, and the drawings are at present arranged
in the Shire-hall for inspection by the Visiting

Justices of the asylum, with whom rests the

selection. The premiums offered are, first £150
and second £70. It is intended only to erect at

first the administrative block and such portions

of the buildings as may be immediately needed
for patients, but the designs are to show for the
completed scheme.

Ips^vIC^ Post-Office. —We understand that

the report of the referee (Mr. C. Barry), to whom
the designs for tho Ipswich Post-office have been
referred, will shortly be made public. The de-

sign of " Well Considered," which from the first

was a favourite with the Committee, is we beUevo
the one recommended in Mr. Barry's report.

Our review of the competition designs spoke of

this one as the most expensively treated exter-

nally, and now we hear the element of cost has
been .simk altogether, as Mr. Barry finds what
we before said, that the sum of £0,000 is insuf-

ficient for the jjurpose. We presume, therefore,

the merits of the designs alone have been taken

into consideration in making the award ; but this

opens a new question, in which all the competi-

tors may have a word to say. One of the

strongest points which has gone in favour of

"Well Considered" is, we understand, the

manner in which the drop in the level of the public

office portion has been managed. The author has
wisely pronounced this part of his elevation by a
pediment. In the new Library and Museum
Competition, noticed elsewhere this week, we
recognise the same hand in tho design marked
"Simplicity."

KiNOSTON-irpON-HuLI.. BOEOCOH LtTNATIC

AsTLUii.—The Committee inform us that tho

time for sending in plans for tho above asylum
has been extended to the 21st of July.

At the suggestion of Mr. Ewan Christian, under
whose supervision the collegiate church of St.

Peter, at'Coggeshall, North Essex,was restored, the
memorial to the late Vicar of Coggcshall will take

the fonn of a carved oak chancel screen, with light

muUions, open arches, a rich cresting above, and
panelling below.

Christ Church, Preston, is about to bo restored

from the plans of Mr. Josejjh Harding, of that

town. It is proposed to re-shape and lower tho

pews, to build an organ cliamber on one side the
chancel and a choir and minister's vestry on the
other, and to remove part of the side galleries.

Tho Wimbome highway board have elected Mr.
Robert Seymour, of Little Cauford, as surveyor at

a salary of £180 a year. 'Bkore were over 70 candi-

dates for the appomtmeut.
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Builbtng Jnttllifltnct.—t**—
Baxexdes, nbjlb AccBrNOTON.—Tho comer-

stoue of St. John's Schools was laid on Saturday

la»t by Mrs. H. W. Worsley, of Chiskhuret.

Tho buildiii)!: will be built of stone, and com-
prises a larjre room for boys and girls, two cla«s-

looma, and book closets ; adjoining the west side

of acbool is a master's house, containing sitting-

room, kitchen, scullery, and bed-rooms over the

same. The schools will hare accommodation for

400 scholars, and will cost about £3,.500. The
ityle of architecture is Gothic of a simple cha-

racter. The works are being carried out by local

tradesmen from designs prepared by Mr. William
8. 'STarlcy, architect, Blackburn.

Bbistol.—The old church of St. Thomas,
Bristol, has undergone an extensive I'estoi-ation.

The new works include the substitution of new
open benches of oak for the old high pews, and
the heating of the building by hot water. One
hay of the old nave has been arranged as a
chancel, enclosed by carved open screens of oak,

walnut, and sycamore. The chancel has been
fitted up with carved choir sea^s and a new altar.

A new font of stone and marble has been pro-
rided. The whole of the floor not occupied by
seats is laid with Maw's tiles. The altar piece,

erected in 1716, and the choir gallery, in 1728,

hare been cleaned from various caats of black
Tarnish. The walls and ceilings of tho entire

church have been effectively decorated in oil

colours ; on the walls of the chancel are painted
the figures of St. Augustine of Canterbury,
Thomas a Becket, John Wicliff, and Bishop
Butler, being all of them connected with the
history either of the church or neighbourhood.
The architect under whose superintendence the
works have been carried ont is Mr. W. V. Gough,
of Nicholas-street, Bristol. The total cost of the
entire work is £3, .500.

CHiSTEB.—On Tuesday week the memorial
stones of a new Baptist chapel at Chester were
laid. The building will consist of a chapel 43ft.

wide by .56ft. long inside, with porches at each
side to the front and vestries at the back. There
will be a schoolroom underneath, the same size

as the chapel above. The materials used for the
outside are red Ruabon bricks for the walling

;

the dressings for doors, windows, strings, «!cc., of
stone from the Cefn quarries, and the roofs are
to be covered with brown tiles. Tlie interior of
the chapel is intended to be finished with buff
brick. The contract has been let to Mr. D.
Sheen, and the building has been designed and
will be carried out under the superintendence of
Mr. John Douglas, of Che:^ter.

EnnrBUEon.—The erection of the spire of St.
Mary's Cathedral, Edinburgh, was formally com-
pleted on Friday afternoon by the adjustment of
the cope-stone. Springing from the tower of
the cathedral, which itself is 142ft. high, the
spire, a stone structure of octagonal form, is

carried up till the height of 275ft. is attained,
and above the cope-stone there is to be placed an
iron cross l-5ft. high. In the junction of tower
and spire a somewhat unusual arrangement has
been followed, the tower being changed from the
sqture to the octagonal form at the bottom of the
belfry, a stage lower than that at which the spire
proper commences. At the point where the
change of form is effected, stone pinnacles each
50ft. in height and about Oft. 6in. in diameter,
are reared over the four comers of the tower At
the ba.«e of the spire richness is given to the de-
sign by the introduction of four niches, each
containing a sculptured archangel, 9ft. 6in. in
height, and, alternating with these, as many
Gothic windows, artistically treated with gablets
sormounted by crosses. Over these the stone-
work is carried up, in the ordinary way, till it

terminates in a large carved finial supporting tho
crowning iron cross. The work in this part of
the cathedral has occupied eight months, but, of
course, had the winter been less severe, it would
have bipen completed some time ago. The scaffold-
ing is itself a work of some interest. It is con-
stmcted of Norway fir specially imported for the
purpose, and, while remarkably light, in com-
parison with tho cumbrous erections often seen
nnind similar buildings, is at the same time per-
fectly secure.

Falkikk.—Last week the memorial stones of a
new Masonic-hall and new Town-hall were laid at
Falkirk. The Masonic-hall joins the east wing
of the Town-hall, and the front elevation is in

harmony with its style of architecture. Tho
Town-hall is in the Italian style, and measures
in the interior 87ft. by 44ft. The upper part of

the hall measures 94ft. by 65ft. The ceiling is

divided in panels, with ornamental centre flower,

and tie roof supported on cast-iron columns.
The hall is seated for upwards of 1,600. The
cost is over £4,000. Messi-s. A. and W. Black,

Falkirk, are the architects.

Gateshead.—The foimdation-stone of new
day industrial schools was laid on the 5th inst.

The new buildings are designed to accommodate
100 boys and 100 girls, and are two stories liigh.

Red bricks _is the material employed, with
stone dressing, and slated roof. The entrances,

staircases, and corridc res will be fireproof, and
various portions used by the children will be
heated by hot water. 'The general contract for

both schools has been let to Mr. Alexander
Thompson, of Gateshead. The buildings have
been designed by Messrs. Oliver and Leeson,
architects of Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Geeat Haewood.—New Congregational Sun-
day and day-schools were opened in this place on
Saturday. The schools have been erected from
the designs of Mr. W. S. Varley, of Blackburn,
and seat 700 children, under the Government re-

gulations, although at public meetings nearly
1,000 persons can bo accommodated. They con-
sist of a schoolroom 73ft. by 35ft. ; infants'

room, 52ft. Oiu. by Soft. ; and babies' room,
30ft. by 15ft. ;,five class-rooms, each 15ft. by lift.

The rooms are each 13ft. high in the square, and
22ft. 6in. to ceiling. Porches fitted as hat and
cloak-rooms are provided in each school, and
beneath the infants' room ai'e heating vault and
coal-store. The walls are of pointed rubble, and
the dreffsings are of ashlar from local quarries.

A dado of polished pitch pine is camcd round
each room to height of window cills. The roofs

are of varnished pitch pine, ceiled at the collar

beam, and covered with blue Velinheli slates.

The windows are glazed witbfluted-roUed plate-
glass, having iron ventilators sashed in same.
The warming is by hot water on the low-
pressure system. The chief contractors are—

•

masons, Messrs. Maden and Butterfield, Accring-
ton

;
joiner, Mr. Daniel Birtwistlo, Great Har-

wood ; slater, Mr. Thornley, Church
;
plumbers,

glaziers, painters, gasfitters, and hot- water engi-
neers, Messrs. Hartley and Hartley, of Great
Harwood. The total cost, inclusive of boundary
walls, formation of play-yards, galleries, &c.,
has been about £2,000.

Lyxn.—The Corn Exchange at Lynn has been
considerably improved so far as the roof is con-
cerned, which has been constructed and glazed
on Rendle's new principle, entirely dispensing
with the use of putty or any other cement. The
length of the roof (wliich is constructed of iron)

is 170ft., by about 28ft. wide on either side, and
contains an area of nearly 9,000ft superficial of

the patent glazing. The increase of light is

nearly 50 per cent, ovor the old method, and the
appearance is vastly improved by the removal of

the heavy sash bars for the small vertical tubes
which are used in this system. There is a lan-

tern on the summit of the roof, which affords

ventilation to the building by means of '
' louvre '

'

boards. The whole work has been carried out
by Mr. W. E. Rendle, of 3, "Westminster Cham-
bers, London, who is the patentee of the system.
His patent is now u-sed by most of the railway
companies, Her Majesty's Government and the
leading architects and engineers. He has already
supplied two million square feet of his patent
glazing; and one station (the Carlisle citadel)

which will shortly be commenced, will cover
seven acres, and contain an area of 350,000ft.
super.

New Romnet.—A public meeting was held at

New Romney, Kent, on Wednesday week, for
the purpose of considering the question of restor-

ing the parish cliurch. Mr. G. Gilbert Scott,

F.S.A., read a report prepared by his late father.
Slitting forth the architectural history of the
building, and the reparation he deemed neces-
sary. 'The amount required for tho entire
restoration of the fabric, exclusive of fittings.

was estimated at fi-om £3,500 to £4,000, but the
work, it was suggested, might be divided into
sections. A resolution appointing Mr. G. G.
Scott architect for carrying out tlie plans of tho
late Sir Gilbert Scutt was carried unanimously,
as was another appointing a local committee.

ToBQUAT.—A newWesleyan chapel at Torquay
was opened on Thursday week. The style adopted

is Classic, freely treated. The chapel on the
groimd-floor is 79ft. by 50ft. Accommodation is

provided for about 1,000 persons. A school-
building is erected on the higher side of the
chapel. The buildings have been very creditably
carried out by the contractor, Mr. E. P. Bovey,
of Torquay, the carving being executed by Mr.
H. Hems, of Exeter. The architects were
Messrs. J. Rowell and Son, of Newton and Tor-
quay, Mr. E. Richards, their assistant, having
attended to the carrying out of the details
generally. The cost of the building has been
about £0,000.

WiOAN.—The foundation-stone of tho new
church of St. Andrew, Wigan, was laid last

week. The new edifice, the general character
of the architecture ofwhich will be Early English,
is designed to accommodate 580 persons. The
church will comprise a nave 26ft. 6in. wide, and
70ft. long, with aisles on each side 10ft. wide ; a
chancel 27ft. 6in. wide, and 34ft. long. The
chancel will be the same height as the nave, and
separated from it by a screen, and a double prin-
cipal in the roof. On the north side of the chancel
there will be a large aisle, and on the south side
the organ chamber and vestries for the choir
and clergy. The interior of the church wUl bo
upwards of 55ft. in height to the apex of the roof.

The general entrances will be to the west of each
of the aisles, while a separate entrance will be
provided for the vestries. At the north-west
angle of the nave the bell-tower viU be situate.

The church is to be built entirely of brick with
the exception of some small portion of the win -

dows and the pillars for the arches. Tlie in-

terior will be finished with red pressed bricks
relieved by moulded bricks and dark brick bands.
Mr. F. W. Hunt, of London, is the architect.

Mr. W. Winnard, of Wigan, has been entrusted
with the contract. Mr. Varty is clerk of the
works.

YoEK.'—The foimdation-store of a new Primi-
tive Methodist Chapel was laid on Whit-Monday
at York. Mr. Wra. Peachey, of Coney-street,
York, is the architect of the new edifice, which
will seat 900 persons. The style is Renaissance,
carried out entirely with red and white pressed
bricks, with a little tcrra-cotta. The ground-
floor is seated in amphitheatre form, all the seats

curving from the point at which the minister
stands upon tho rostrum. There will be a gal-
lery upon the four sides, that beliiud the rostrum
being appropriated for the organ and choir. The
interior height is 38ft. to the centre of the ceiling,

which consists of three curves relieved by moulded
and enriched plaster beams springing from a
moulded cornice Four vestries, with the usual
conveniences, are provided below the organ
gallery, &c. The total cost will be about fS.O'oO.

CHIPS.
A group of children's houses have just been built

for Miss Cotton, in Davis-lane, Leytonstone, from
the designs of Mr. Streatflekl. They are arranged
as a quadrangle, built in on all four sides, and are
in three floors. Mr. Parminter, of Braintree, was
the builder.

The Royal Hotel, Great Yarmouth, has just been
enlarged from the designs of Mr. Pearce, of Nor-
wich. The additions consist of a billiard-room,
36ft. by 28ft., fitted in mahogany, with coved and
f)anelled ceiling, and an-anged for two tables ; a
adios' drawing-room, and above the latter two
floors of seven bedrooms each. Mr. Edmund
Howes was the bmlder, Mr. Harrison the mason,
and Mr. Cooper the carpenter.

The formal opening of tho restored church of

Stratford St. Mary, Suffolk, took place on Thurs-
day week. The east end of chancel has been
rebuilt, and the chancel floor raised ; a rcredos has
been erected, having an arcade of open tabernacle
work and a super-altar of polished Devonshire
marble; new handsome carved oak screens and
sedilia altar-table, pulpit, and lectern have also

been placed in the cliaucel, and the whole church
has been paved with Miuton's tiles. The south
aisle has been rebuilt, the clerestory renewed, and
parapets corresponding with that on the north
aisle added to the whole chxu'ch ; the roofs repaired
and reconstructed, and Porritt's wanning apparatus
has been introduced. The work has been executed
under the direction of Mr. Wocdyer, of Guildford.

The church at Kemerton, near Tewkesbury, was
rebuilt in 1847, with the exception of the tower,

the lower part of which dated from the 1 1 th cen-

tury. This has j ust been restored from tlie desij^us

of Mr. W. White, F.S.A., the work being carried

out by Mr. Collins, of 'fewkosbury, except the

re-hanging of the bells, undertaken by Messrs.

Moars. The reopening services took place last

week.

J
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More than Fifty Thousand Replies and
lA'ttrrs on ^uhjvcts of ITrnvi'isjil Intcrtht liuve iippiarcd diirtiiK

tlic hi^t tru yrarsiii tlio KNtil.ISlI MKCIIANIC AM) M'OKI.J)
OF .SCIKNCK, most of th.iii iVdii tin- pt-iiH of the li-adlii^

Scii'iititif iind Tfclmiinl Aiitlioritic!* of tho diiy. Thousands of
ori^itiiil articles imd •.(iciitiflc papers, and counllcus rcrpipts nnd
Mi'inklrs rnibruciiifi almoHt evt-Ty »ii!j|('ct on w1ir-1i it is possib <•

to ilfdirtr informiitioii liave also apprurcd during tlic Minie period
Tlic onrliest iind moHt iiccuiatc iiiformation rcHpectinK ull new
ecientillc discoveripH and mechanical inventioDK is to be found in
itH piiKCfl. nnd its larf^c eiieulation render its the best medium
for all advertisers who wiiih their uiinouncpmcntH to be brought
under the notice of manufacturers, mechanics. ftcientiUc M-orkers,
nnd amateurs. Price Twopence, of all booksel em and news-
vendors. Post free 2id. Office : 31, Tavistock street, Covcnt-
garden W.C.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
[We do not hold ourselves responsible for tlic opinions of

oiir coiTcspondentfi. The Editor reHi>ectfully reriuesta
that all commimications should bo di*awn up aa briefly
as possible, as tliere are many claimants upon the space
allotted to correspondence.]

All letters shmdd be addressed to the EDITOR, 31,
TAVISTOCK-STUEET, COVENT-GARDEN, W.C.

Cheques and Post-office Orders to be made payable to
J. Fasshore Edwards.

ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
Tlie chaise fur advertisements is Cd. per lineof eigh

words {the fli-st line counting as two). No advei-tisement
inserted for less than half-a-crown. Special teiins for
series of more than six insertions am be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.
Frnnt Page Advertisements and Paragraph Advertise-

ments Is. per line. No front p;tge or paitigiaph
Advortisement inserted for less than 5.s.

Advertisements for the current week must rcacli the
office not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTIONS.

(Payable in Advance.)

Including two hidf-ycarly double numbers, One Poimd
per annum {post free) to any part of the United Kingdom
for the United States, £1 6s. 6d. (or Gdols. 40c. gold). To
Franre or Belgium, £1 6s. 6d, (or 3.3f. 30c.). To India (via
Sout]iumpton),£l 6s. 6d. To any of the Australian Colonies
New Zealand, tlic Cape, the West Indies, Canada, Nova
Scotiii. or Natal, £X 6s. 6d.

N.Ii.—American and Belgian snbscribei"S are requested
to renut their fiu'">criptions by International P.0.0,, and
to advise the publi-sher of the date and amount of their
remittance. If the last-mentioned precaution is omitted
some difficulty is veiy likely to arise in obtaining the
amount. Back numbci-s can onlj; be sent at tlie rate of
7d. each, the postage chai-ged being 3d, per copy. All
foreign subsci-iptious, unaccompanied by an additional
remittance to cover the extra cost of fon\-aiding back
numbei-8, are commenced from the next number published
after the receipt of tlie subscription.
Cases for binding the half-yearly volumes, 23. each.

liKCKjvED.-J. E. and Co.- H. and Co.-"W. P.—J. M.—
C. E. M.—T. P. B. and Sons.-W. T. S.—R. J. A.—
J. B.—A. S. and S.—J. D.—W. of E. G. Co.—J. A. T.
andCo.—J.T.-T. L. B.

*' BUILDING NEWS " DESIGNING CLUB.
Press of matter obliges us to postpone our review till

next week.

Drawint;.'! Received.— Several other drawings have come
to hand since the publication of our list last week.

Ax Intexdin'o Competitor. (Tlic wash and bakehouse
may either form a distinct building for the row or be
attached to each cottage. The former was intended.)—
Mauicice Deacon. {Get Mr. Baldwin Latham*s " Sani-
tary Engineering," published by E. and F. N. Spon, 48,
Cliaring-cross.)

A SINGULAR STOUP.
To the Editor of the Building News.

SiE—The out-of-the-way parish church of
Ijewanick stands upon a hill in a remote part of
Cornwall, full six miles from the nearest railway-
station. It is situated in the immediate neis^h-
bourhood of the PoUiprant Quarries, and of that
stone the church, in the main, is buQt. Mostly
of a Perpendicular type—how few Cornish
churches there are that belong to any other style !

—its pinnacled tower is of noble proportions,
and, although essentially a West-Country build-
ing, there is much that is otherwise of decided
interest pertaining to the edifice. Upon the
splay of the stone scat iu one of porches a hare
hunted by hounds is vigorously carved, and a
large Norman font, octagonal, and just 3ft.

over, stands, in a capital state of preservation,
at the west end. The bench ends are all old and
boldly carved on face and on mould, those at the
angles of the aisles and centrid avenue, east and
west, having further carved terminations, each
consisting of winged angels kneeling in attitudes
of adoration. This treatment is rare, by the bye,
for the West-Country bench-ends are almost
invariably found to be square-headed and with-
out standards. Indeed, poppy-heads are so
seldom met with, that in the whole of Devon I
only remember, for the moment, St. Mary's,
Atherington, and St. Michael's, Ilsington, as
affording samples of foliated terminations. Fur-

ther, the local ends are always found to be in

the solid, 3in., S^jin., lin., and even of greater

thicknesses. Framed ends, such as one meets
with sometimes in the Midlands, and elsewhere,

have no counterparts in the extreme West. But,

to my text. Near to the north-west porch at

Lcwaniek Church, within the building, and close

to the book-board end of the old seating, is a
very curious stoup. Here it is :—It is of polished

IJIFiCL'LAR

ID 1

granite, but of a much finer and a better sor
than is that the immediate neighbourhood pro-
vides. The seven holes in the top, shown upon
the plan, are each 2jin. wide and 3jin. deep.
Are they symbolical of the seven churches, and
do similar stoups etiU exist elsewhere ? To me
this one is unique.—I am, &c.,

Henet Hems.

GLOUCESTER ASYLUM COMPETITION.
Sm—I am informed that the firm of which the

County Surveyor for Gloucestershire is the senior
partner are competing for this work, and also

that before the competition they prepared a
design for the proposed asylum by the instruc-
tions of the magistrates. Now, I venture to
think, that this is doubly unfair. In the first place,

I do not think it is right that the salaried officer

of any public body should be allowed to compete
in a matter where such public body are the
judges; and secondly, I think it is unjust that
professional men who have been consulted prior

to a competition should afterwards be allowed to
compete.
On both grounds there will be an uncomfort-

able suspicion that if ev(n these gentlemen
should succeed in keeping their motto secret, they
will, from their official position, and from their

previous engagement on the undertaking, have
unfair advantages over other competitors, and
I therefore hope that the magistrates will at

once remimerate them for their services, previous
to the competition, and eliminate their design
from those now sent in.—I am, &c.,

A COMPETITOE WHO ONLY WaNTS FaIK PlAT.

A GOOD EXAMPLE.
Sir,—I had much pleasure iu reading the remarks

you published in last week's issue. I with a
number of working men passed some hours in
Messrs. Wright and Mansfield's spacious show
rooms examining their splendid work.
Will you please give me a space to make known

the generous act of a firm of employers of laboiir to
open their show rooms two evenings until ten
o clock for their own and other workmen to inspect
their furniture and decoration ? This unselfish act
gave great satisfaction, and many hundreds of
workmen availed themselves of the opportunity,
and no doubt profited by the exhibition. I
Msuro you. Sir, if employers could have seen the
interest taken, £uid heard the remarks made they

would be convinced of the pleasure it would give
us if such a useful example were followed by other
firms.—I am, &c.,

r. FOWIXB.
8, Windmill-street, Tottenham

Court-road.

Itttttcommuntcation.
-M-«

QUESTIONS.
1.5794.]—Timber.—Can any of your readei-g inform

me of the name and publisher of any book which gives
the most thorougli description and use of all English and
foreign timber ?—Readbr.

15795.] -Portland Stone In Temple Buildings.
—In looking at tho»o buildings a few days since I was
much struck bv tlie smudgy appearance of tlie jointa,
which I can only compare to the sloping iu of brickwork
when prepared to stain for bastard tuck pointing. Upon
inquiry two reasons have been aiisigned, neither satis-
factory. Ist. It is said it is the work of the foreign
masons during the late strike, and 2ud, that the work was
fixed over hand— i'.f., no outsidescaffold. Neitlier of these
seem to me satisfactor)-, and I should be glad of un expla-
nation ; for the difference between tliis building and the
neighbouring library is so marked that one would like to
know why.—Novice.

[6796.]—Tenants.—Will some reader kindly explain
the moaning of "tenant by elegit," 'statute merchant
staple," '* in fee simple," and ** in-tail " also .' What is

the meaning of a " continuing" Covenant .'—L. T. W.
[5797.]—Baths.—Can any reader inform me what is

the best consti-uction for sides and bottom of a public
swimming-bath (say, 100ft. by 40ft. inside) so as to make
it thoroughly water-tight? Some I have seen fall as much
as 2in. in the twenty-four houra.—C. W. B.

[5798.]—Cement and Mortar Staina.—Will any
reader kindly inform me of tlie best method to remove
cement and mortar stains off common Staffordshire tiles ?

—A. B. C.

[5799.] —Architectural Examination.— "VriU

some reader infoi-m me where I can obtain a copy of the
questions asked in the preliminary section of tlie archi-
tectural examination '—S. D.

[5800.]—Sgraffito "Work.— Could anyone give me
such information as will enable me to execute a piece of
sgraffito work I I wish particularly to know what kind
of cement is used, what kind of colours are necessary (I

should like to produce some very light tints), in what
particiUars the method of working differs from ordinary
plastering (either for internal or external work), and if

it is possible to guarantee that the colours will stand the
washing of the rain, and the cement the frost,—A Plas-
TliURR.

[5801.] — Cellar. — TThat would be the best means
of proceeding to construct the lower part of a cellar,

the floor of wliich is required to be 2ft. below the sewer ia
the road ? Of course, I don't mean to drain it, but to pre-
vent moisture, &c., penetrating the walls.

—

Rigid.

[5802.]—Lunatic Asylum.—The name and situa-

tion of the most recently built lunatic asylum on the
" block system " will oblige.—H.

[5803.]—Proportion in Church Architecture.
—Will any reader name a good work on the above or give

the following :—Proportion of nave as regards length to

width, height to wall-plate and to ridge, also of chancel to

niive, &c., and of towers and spires generally? Any
definitions would greatly help.

—

Php-i'lexed Student.

[5804.]~Circu3.—Can any reader kindly inform mo
what materials are used for building the arena of a circus

rii^, also the depth required, and if there is any tixed

diameter?

—

Inquirer.

MEPLIES.
[5728.]—Coloured Stones.—lam scarcely satisfied

with the replies on this question. There has been a little

too mudi of "red" imported, and yet an indefiniteness

oven as to reds. I have since noted the large columns at

the foot of the steps in tiiieen Victoria-street, at the
Church of St. Andrew's by the Wardrobe, which are show-
ing marked decay, and have been there only a few years.

Is this Corsehill ? But as to coloured stones, the old

offices of the "Crown Insurance Co.," in New Bridge-

street, and the new offices near St. Dunstan's Church are

good examples ; but what are they ? If some correspon-
dent will enlighten us upon this, many of your readers

will be glad. Could any information be obtained and
samples seen at the Geological Museum !—J. W.

[5775.]—Heating: Kiln.—'Will J. A. Buck kindly
furnish the following information as to the heating kiln

he recommends :—What would be the cost of apparatus \

The cost per diem of fuel consumed. The chamber to be
heated would be 14ft. by 14ft. by 12ft. All the heat should
proceed from below the level of the floor, the interior eon-
taining racks on which are placed frames for drying
herbs. The gieatcst heat required would not exceed 140 .

Perhaps ** J. A. B." would say if in his opinion the appa-
ratus of which he speaks is fit for the purpose.—n. D. H.

[5786.]—Edinprton Church. -In reply to "W.P.,"
we beg to say tliat the church of St. Georye, which has
recently been pulled down and rebuilt, cannot be the very
interesting church erected by Bishop Edington. This
bi.shop lived during the middle of the 14th century, whilst

the oldest portions of the old church in question were cer-

tainly not built before the commencement of the IGtli

century. It is therefore quite clear that this was not "the
valuable stepping-stone in the histoiy of English Archi-
tcetuie" that "W. P." imagines. He has apparently
mistaken the Edington in Wiltshire, which has, we
believe, a very fine specimen of an old collage church, for

PMington, near Bridgwater. We cannot find that Bishop
Edington had any connection whatever with the last-

named village.—Edwin Down akd Son.
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i5;S7.]—strain* on CoUor-Beam Soof.—Let
IS take s sketch, A, for aa cx;iniplc iritli the collar—saj-,

6ft lon^, and the rafter above it 6ft long-, and the height
of ridge above the collar equal to 4ft., and let us consider
aameas if the collar rested on the wall, and for the present
appose the walls to be only 6ft. apart. Then for a given
length of roof covering to same a^ume the weight equal
to one ton, then half a ton will bear on the walls and half
a ton will exist at the ridge, being } of a ton on either
nde, but this half ton will also be eventually carried by
the walls, but will flrst exert its weight as follows :—The
tope of the rafters will bear against each other with
exactly the same power they exert against each other on
the collar. And if the vertical pressure at the ridge is
eqoal to j of a ton on one side, then the hoiizontal strain
on the half of the collar will be equal to f of the i ton =
'•1. ton = 3icwt. being in the ratio of half the length of
the collar to the height of ridge above same, or in our
ca« a» 3 IS to 4. It will be evident that the strain on the
collar can only be equal to that we have already obtained,
and which is due to the pressure on one side only by con-
sidering that the strains would be exactly the same if one
Bide were a lean-to, fixed to an immovable w;dl, because as
one aide is as strong as the other neither side can exert a
greater strain against the other than that due to its own
weight, because othcrwi.«c it would overpower the other,
jmioh is equaUy powerful. If our rafters were already
left below the collar one half their length above or equal
to 7ft 6u>. long, and if we were to take this roof off the
wall! 6ft. apart and put it on walls 9ft. apart, then there
jroaMrMult aa per sketch, I),—wherein the roof is turned
the revene way up, as I think it may perhaps bo thereby
more readily pealised-»ay, weight of roof 14 tons, and the
oetdus wiU exphiin themselves. But I will remark that
the ball ofeach rafter will place on each wall another '

',

tODjMid wluch will be resisted as much as it resists, and
therefOTe does not appear in the sketch ; but the ' » ton on
Jjch side which does appear is that which is resisted by
tlie wall, but ahn resolves itself into horizontal preawre,
and is eqoal to the -1?- ton strain at the phite level or to

— ton strain at the collar. If the pitch bo only half as

mndh the strain on the colhir will be double for the same
TOgnt—say, I7ewt.—and if to the given weight there be
17 ooUais, we shall have Icwt. strain on each, which a lin.
bolt not and washer would more than equal.—Hesry
AjfBEOSE.

[6790.]-auantity Surveying:.—It would depend
so mnch on the luiturt of the »t',ncwork of the buiWing
m«mon«l by "W." m U, whether it took along or shorttoe totake out But if only restricted to jambs, sill.^
adstomgs,! shoold think it could be easily worked off
toM boors, that is supposing it to be abstracted and flllod

S.TVv":?*'' t^J!™ Sniped. It is best to commencewfh thejoi&er,asit giras more itemsforthc abstractor.—

STATUSS, SIEMOBIAIiS, &c.

WoLVEnHAMPTOS.—A Statue of the Eight Hon.
C. P. Villiers has been uiivoiledat Wolverhoniptou.
It is placed upou a pedostal of gray granite, weigh-
ing twelve tons, and is of colossal dimeusious,
measuring nine foct in hjiglit. It is chiselled iii

Siciliiiu marble, and is from the studio of Mr.
Wmiam Theed, B.A. Tl.o cost was £1,000.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
What is a Highway r -The Board of Works for

the Poplar District c. the Xorth Metropolitan Tram-
ways Company.—This was an appeal from an order
made by Mr. Lushiugtou, the Thaiues-streot PoUcc-
oourt magistrate, and v>'as heard in Queen's Bench
Division on May 14th. before Lord Chief Justice
Cockbum and Mr. Justice Mellor. Before the
magistrate a complaint had been preferred under
the 7oth Section of tho Metropolis Management
Amendment Act (25 and 20 Vict. cap. 102), by the
Clerk to the Poplar Uistriet Board of Works against
the respondents that they had unlawfully erected
stables beyond the general line of buikiiug in Blair-
stroet, Bromley St. Leonard's, without the con-
sent of the Metropolitan Board of Works, and tlie

complaint had been diamisscd witli costs. It was
then proved by tho appeUauts that Blair-street is

one of numerous roads laid out on a building estate

;

that it was opened for public traffic in January,
1877, and was lighted by public lamps, and that the
sewer had been vested in the appellants, by whom
connections with the houses had been sanctioned.
It was further proved, that during the progress of
the building of the stables in question, and about
May, 1878, notice was given pursuant to the 7Gth
section of the Metropolis Management Act, 18.53,

by the builder, of the intention to build and drain,
and that the appellants approved of the plan for
drainage, and infomied the said builder thereof, at
the same time warning him that the buildings were
in advance of the proper line, and that application
should be made to the Metropolitan Board of
Works, if it was desired to build up to the proposed
line of building. This the respondents did not do

;

but without the sanction of the Metropolitan
Board proceeded to build, bringing the walls within
50ft. from the highway. Blair-street is a "street"
within the meaning of the Metropolis Local Man-
agement Acts, 1855 and 1862. It is 40ft. wide, in-
cluding footways, and except one vacant comer
plot, has a continuous line of houses and buildings
m various occupations on each side thereof, all of
which buildings were erected, or in course of erec-
tion, in the summer of 1878. It is also a "new
street" within section 112 of 25 and 26 Vic. cap.
102, the paving and the construction of the road-
way being still incomplete, and the maintenance
of the paving and roadway having so far been at
the sole e.xpeuse of tho freeholder. The buildings
erected by the respondents come up to and abut on
the footway, but are about 5ft. in advance towards
the centre of the street of the general line of build-
ings in the same street, as decided by the superin-
tending architect of the Metropolitan Board of
Works. The appellants contended that tho 75th
section of the Metropolis Management Amendment
Act, 1862 (25 and 26 Vict, cap 102), applied to all
"streets" within the Metropolis, whether high-
ways or not ; that the fact of the locus in quo being
laid out as a street for public traffic, conferred juris-
diction upon the superintending architect of the
Metropolitan Board of Works to decide on the general
line of buildings therein, irrespective ofthe question of
property in the soU in the street ; that the facts
as to the lighting and sewerage executed by the
appellants in the said street, showed conclusively
that the 75th section applied, and that it was im-
material that tho street had not become a highway.
Tho respondents, on the other hand, contended that
Blair-street being the freehold property of an indi-
vidual, to which the public was admitted as of
favour and not .as of ri^ht, there being no dedication
of the street to tho public by user or otherwise, and
it being within the freeholder's option to bar the
access of the public to the street by the erection of
gates or other proper method of obstruction, if it
pleased him, it was not a highway at all within tho
meaning of tho sections of tho before recited Act.
The magistrate was of opinion that the words of the
75th section implied tho necessity that tho street on
which the building was erected should bo not only
a street, but a highway, to bring it within that
section

; that the acts of sewerage and lighting by
the appellants being done by them imder the powers
and obligation respectively arising from the 69tli
and 130th sections of the 18th and I9th Vict., cap.
120, were no evidence that BIail--street had been
dedicated to public use as a highway ; and, in the
absence of any such evidence, that the user shown
was not sufficient to found a presumption of dedi-
cation, and that the freeholder had still a right, if
he chose, to put up a bar across tho said still un-
finished street, and prevent the use thereof by the
public. For these reasons tho magistrate held thatm deciding the general line of buildings in tho street,
the aupermtending architect of tho Metropolitan

Boai'd of Works had gone beyond his powers, and
the respondents were, therefore, improperly sum-
moned. The question turned on what is and what
is not meant by a "highway" in the 75th section
of the said act; Mr. Kemp, Q.C.,forthorespoudents,
contending that the word in the section referred to

turnpike roads, and to such roads over which all

the king's subjects have a right of passage. Thus
Blair-street might be a street, but was not neces-
sarily a highway. For the appellants Mr. Phil-
brick, Q.C., had urged that this section has refer-

ence to the ventilation of the streets and possibly

to their architectural uniformity, and not at all to

their use as a highway. The Lord Chief Justice
considered that the word "highway" was used in

the Act in a general and not in a technical sense

as the part used for the purpose of travelling, and
by the public. To him tho case of " The Vestry of
St. Mary, Islington v. Garrett (9 L. Rep. P. B.
278)," was conclusive. That case seems to have
held this : In the Metropolitan Management Act,

the expression new street is not confined to streets

dedicated to the public. Held, that though the
street may not have been dedicated to the public,

it was a new street within the meaning of the 25tli

and 26th Victoria, chapter 102, section 112. The
rule of Court, therefore, ordered that the judgment
of the magistrate bo reversed, and that the case be
remitted to the magistrate, with the opinion of the

Court, that the superintending architect had power
to define the general line of buildings, though the

place was not a highway dedicated to the public.

Beeaoh of Building Act.—At Westminster,
Mr. James Pullen Seagrave, 'of the Westminster
Zinc Works, 46, Rochester-row, Westminster,

was summoned last week by Mr. Edmimd Drury,
the district surveyor for St. Margaret and St. John,
Westminster, for not giving two days' notice of

his intention to erect a building at 13J, Carey-

street, Vincent-square, Westminster (IS and 19

Vic. cap. 122, sec. 41). He was also summoned
under the 46th section for neglecting to inclose the

building with walls of brick, stone, or other hard
and incombustible substance (sec. 12, first schedule).

The summonses related to a structure 20ft. by 15ft.,

on six iron pillars on wheels, with a vaulted roof,

height from ground in centre 12ft. 6in. When first

seen by the district surveyor it was not on wheels,

but on stone bases let in the ground on concrete

bottom, butwas afterwards raisedandput on wheels

;

it extended beyond tho general line of front some
distance, and about 3ft. above tho height of the

exterior wall of the premises. The magistrate had
been to view the premises and the structure as it

now was, and the district surveyor contended that

it was a "building" within the meaning of the

Building Act, and that under the 46th section

the defendant, as tho builder, was bound to inclose

the building with incombustible material. The
defendant said that whether on the bases alleged

by the district surveyor or on wheels mattered
little, .for his contention was that in either sense it

could not be a building ; and when the surveyor

saw it for the first time it certainly stood on the

ground for the purposes of erection. Had it been
erected originally on wheels it could not have been

set properly square. Ho called it a "shelter" or
" awning," and the Act under wliich he was sum-
moned contemplated buildings—viz., structures,

erections, or establishments, something permanent
and fixed, but was silent .as to what was a "build-

ing." He found by " Walker " that to build was
to make a fabric or edifice on a foundation ; that

an '
' awning " was a covering spread over to keep

out the weather ; and that a " shelter " was some-
thing that covered from external injury, and this

was all the alleged building was. It was move-
able, and could be shipped from place to place,

and was only intended to protect a brougham or

two and a gig from the rain in the yard of Mr.
Franks, the jobmaster, where it was situate. It

had no sides or ends, and was never intended to

have any, only a top, and if this were to be deemed
to be a building, then the tents and awnings at the

Horticultural-gardens, or the tarpaulin over a hay-

rick secured to poles well fastened in the ground
must be buildings also. They were of combustible

material, while his was a corrugated iron roof on
iron pillars. Mr. D'Eyncourt agreed witli the

defendant that the Building Acts did not define a

"building," but ho took it that the Act was to

be construed with regard to tho surrounding cir-

cumstances of the cases brought under it. There

could be little doubt that this was a "building"
within the meaning of the Act, aud had originally

been intended to rest on the stone bases spoken of,

but in order to evade the Act it had been placed on

wheels. He had seen four or five men move it a

little distance, but that, in his opinion, did

not alter the case. From the holding in

the case of "Stevens v. Gourley," reported

in the Law Journal Reports, 1860, vol. 38,

Part 2, "Cases at Common Law," he cam a to the

conclusion that the present structure was a "build-

ing" within tho meaning of the Act, aud the de-

fendant would bo lined Is. and 23. costs on the first

summons. With regard to the second, that was
inapplicable ; it was such a building that did not
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require walls, aud leave should hare been asked of

the Board of Works to build. The defendant
asked what he was to do. His contract was com-
pleted, aud the work done. Mr. E'Eyncourt said
he had merely decided that it was a "building."
tJltinuitely the second fiummons waa adjourned for
a month to enable the defendant to confer with the
Board of Works on the matter. Mr. Seagrave pro-
duced his contract book to show that he had agreed
to erect a portable corrugated iron roof to cover two
or three carriages from the wet.

HoARDiNOS.—At the Marylebono Police Court
last week, Messrs. Langmead and Way, of 192,
Gray's-iuu-road, builders and contractors, were
charged on a summons by Henry Tivy Tomkins,
chief surveyor of Marylebone, with erecting and
setting up at 119 and 120, Oxford-street, a certain
hoard or fence for the purpose of depositing bricks
or other materials in a manner not pennitted by a
certain licence granted by the vestry of Marylebone
to them on May 16, 1879, whereby they hadincurred
a penalty of £.'). Mr. Greenwell, vestry clerk, who
pro.scculed, said the defendants wore employed by
the owners of the premises, which were situate at
the corner of Princes -street, to rebuild them. The
defendants made application to tlie chief surveyor
for permission to put up the proper hoarding, and' a
licence was granted by the othcer to them to take
up tlie pavemeut and "erect a proper hoaading, the
latter not to excee<l 10ft. iulicight. There were also
tlie usual stipulations as to a footpath, handrail, &c.
The heading was erected soon afterwards, but in-
steadof being 10ft. itwa8 25ft.in height. Itconsisted
of wooden boards, which were covered by advertise-
meuti. The boarding was also dangerous, as a high

V it down. It was of the utmost im-
:;blic interest that the vestry should

'-- .1 :ion as to what kinds of hoardings
should bo put up where the rebuilding of premises
was going on. The rents received for hoardings to
be used for the purpose of advertisements were
sometimes so high that the builders or proprietors
were induced to let the building go on slowly.
For the defence it was contended that there was an
unnecessary restriction in the licence, but Mr.
D'Eynoourt pointed out that that should have
been seen to at the time. After some further con-
versation, Mr. D'Eyucourt said the defendants had
gone beyond the licence and had not shown the
restrictions to be unreasonable. He should impose
a penalty of £i and 2s. costs.

CHIPS.
An organ, built by Messrs. Bevington and Sous,

of Soho, was opened in Ulting Church, near
Chelmsford, on Wednesday week. The case is of
oak, aud the front is decorated in gold and colours.
A reredos is also about to be erected in this
church.

The Guardians of Swansea have accepted the
offer of Mr. S. Wyn, the contractor for the new
block of buildings at the workhouse, to extend
the same at either end, at an extra cost of £200,
thus bringing the total amount of the accepted
tender to i;l,2.58.

The Town Council of Accrington decided on
Monday to apply to the Local Government Board
for sanction to boiTOw £69,000 for private improve-
ments. The plans and sections for the proposed
works have been prepared by Mr. Knowles,
borough surveyor aud refer to 117 streets, having
a total length of ten miles.

(Dur Ola €Mt
In the course of a lengthy description of the

new offices of the Prudential As.surance Co. , in

Holbom, given with a good photo-lithograph of

the building, the Commercial World gives details

of the new pneumatic service of communication
adopted in the building. In a central station,

there are tlurty-one pneiunatic tubes, each
tenninating in a square receiver, having a slide

in front, with a glass panel. Tlio thirty-one

tubes in this room correspond with the thirty-

one divisiocs into which the business of the office

is divided. Each one of these tubes is in direct

communication with the chief clerk of the res-

pective divisions. The secretary, say, desires

information from department No. 1 . He writes

his requirement upon a sheet of paper, and,

folding it, encloses it in a " carrier," which is a

short metal cylinder fitting the pneumatic tube.

Then, pressing a button, he signals to the opera-

tor in the central station that he desires hinx to

receive a message. The operator, by means of

an ilidicator, knows from which room or depai't-

ment the message is coming, and signals that he
is ready to receive it. The secretary then places

hia "carrier" into the mouth of the tube, and
does not further trouble himself uutU he sees the

reply blown out of a tube and fall into a ba.sket

or receiver below. The operator now turns on a
valve which connects the pneumatic tube from
the secretary's room with the vacuum or exhaust
chamber, when the ordinary pres.sure of the

atmosphere acting upon the " carrier
'

' at the
other end of the tube, forces it almost instantane-

ously into the receiver at the central station.

Taking the '
' carrier

'

' he passes to the tube
communicating with department No. 1. Draw-
ing up the front of the receiver he inserts the
"carrier," closes it again, and signals that a

message is about to be sent. Immediately he
turns the valve which connects the tube with the

compressed air re.servoii', and the message is

instantly blown to its destination.

The date of the annual meeting of the Society

for the Protection of Ancient Buildings has
been altered from Thursday, June 26th, to the
Saturday following, June 28th, at 3.30 p.m. at

Willis's Rooms. At the last meeting of the

Committee attention was called to the tower of

the old church at Pinner, the top of which is to

be rebuilt, and it was resolved that the church
should be viewed and reported upon. We really

think the Society may safely leave the architect

imder whose direction the work is being done at

Pinner to mind his own business.

TnE buildings for the International Art Exhi-
bition in the Crystal Palace at Munich, says a
correspondent of Galignani, are rapidly approach-
ing completion. The grand hall, a lofty apart-
ment, 120ft. square and 70ft. in height, forms
the central feature of the whole plan. The style

of the hall is Renaissance. The decorative

paintings in the domes and in the panels of the
walls - -allegorical tributes to the groat masters

of all countries and of all ages, and emblematic of

the various directions of art—are from the
brushes of Professor MuUcr, Lindenschmitt,
Wagner, and Spies, of Liezenmayer, Schrau-
dolph, and Lossow. The four sides of this

apartment open like triumphal arches into the
adjoining halls, and the p«iiments of the great
doorways are surmounted by colossal figures,

dedicatory to all contributing nations. These
are modelled by the sculptors Ungerer, Denner-
leim, Ruhmann, Von Wahl, Professor Hess,
Eberle, Hirt, and Ferd von MUler. The other
halls aud galleries, aU intercommunicating, vary
in their decorations, colour, and size ; but all are

of such extent that the4,000 pictures and statues

will have ample space. Towards the extreme
right and left of the building are again two halls,

higher than the other galleries—the one octa-
gonal in form, with circular niches in the wall
between the openings; the other oblong, with
columns supporting a canopy, and each contain-

ing a fountain. These rooms are for the

statuary. Other plastic works are distributed

throughout the building. Architectural models,
etchings, pencil and chalk drawings, as well as

water-colour paintings, will bo shown in rooms
specially devoted to each. The international

exhibitions are, in future, to take place every
four years at Munich. The building within the

Crystal Palace was, therefore, constructed in

such a maimer that it can be taken asunder in

sections, and used again. About 4,000 contri-

butions arc expected.

A DEPUTATION from the Sanitary Institute of

Great Britain waited upon the President of the
Local Government Board, on Tuesday by ap-
pointment, to report as to the progress the
Institute has made in the examinations of Local
Siu-veyors and Inspectors of Nuisances. The
deputation stated its wish that the President of

the Local Government Board would send a dele-

gate to a conference of the CouncU aud other

bodies, to be held at the Privy Seal Office, on
Monday, June 16th, at 4 p.m., to meet the Presi-

dent of the Institute, His Grace theD uke of North-
umberland, in order to confcron the subject of the

examinations carried out by the Institute, and the

appointment of visitors to the examinations. Mr.
Sclater Booth gave a most careful consideration

to the various points submitted to him by the

deputation, and promised that the subjects re-

feiTed to him should receive every attention.

Mr. WiLLiAit Haywood, engineer and sur-

veyor to the City of London Commissioners of

Sewers, has reported to that body on the experi-

ments with new gas lamps in Queen Victoria-

street, made since Slarch last, by and at the sole

cost of tho Gas Light and Coke Company. The
burners are fitted with Sugg's London Argand
governors and are of two sizes, consuming 22 aud
50 cubic feet of gas per hour respectively. The
smaller burners are placed in octagonal, the

larger ones in dodecagonal lanterns. The 35
lamps replace .55 ordinary ones of 14 candle-

power; the larger ones, five in number, are

estimated at 200 candles photometric value,

and the smaller ones, of which there are

Roofing Pelts—P. Braby & Co.
INODOROUS, SAEKING, SHEATHING, AND HAIR FELTS KEPT ALWAYS IN STOCK. MANTJFACTUIiERS OP
PERFORATED ZINC, PERFORATED COPPER, AND PERFORATED IRON IN VABIOUS DESIGNS AND GAUGES.

Wrought Iron Tanks.-P. Braby & Co.
PAINTED AND GALVANISED, OF IMPROVED MANUFACTURE

Corrugated Iron.—P. Braby & Co.
GALVANISED AND BLACK IN ALL GAUGES, KEPT IN STOCK. ZINC WORK OF ALL KINDS.

FITZROY WORKS, 356 TO 369, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON.
HATTON GARDEN, LIVERPOOL GREAT CLYDE STREET, GLASGOW. AND AT CYPRUS.
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30, at 80 candles. On these data the 35 ex-

perimental lamps should give 4-42 times as

much lipht as the 55 ordinary lamps. (These

statistics as to illimiinating power are suppUed,

Hmay be borne in mind, by the gas company.)

Tind expense to the Commission of the latter is

£268 28. 6d., and the actual cost of the improved

lamps, according to the gas company, on an

estimate based on the same schedule of charges,

is £777 2s. 6d.—a proportion of 2-82 to 1. It

follows that the general result of the experiment

is to give nearly four and a half times as much
light at nearly three times the cost. While the

experiment demonstrates that the public ways
can be lighted in an ample and satisfactory

manner by gas, the question to be considered,

says Mr. Haywood, is whether the public neces-

gines are such as to render generally necessary a

more expensive mode of street-lighting than

that now ordinarily in use.

The Court of the Phmibers' Company re-

cently appointed a committee, consisting of Mr.
George Shaw, the Ma.ster ; Mr. Digby Seymour,
Q.C., and Mr. Philip Wilkinson, to consider

and report as to the best practical means of ex-

tending the utility of the company and elevating

the character and educational standard of the

workmen engaged in the trade of plumbing.

The committee, after an exhaustive inquiry,

have recommended that any workman belonging

to the trade who produces evidence of having
been for fifteen years in good and approved em-
ployment as a plumber, and of having done his

work to the satisfaction of his master, and who
fomifhes vouchers of good personal character,

should be eligible for admission, free of expense,

to the freedom of the company, with its pri-

vileges and benefits ; and next, that any work-
man belonging to the trade who should pro-
dooe a certificate of having worked for at least

ten years as a plumber under one approved em-
ployer by whom he should be recommended for

his skill, proficiency, and good character, should
on passing an examination by the Court as to

his knowledge of the principles and practice of the
art of plumbing, be entitled to a diploma under
the Company's seal testifying in the language of

their ancient charter, dated in 1365, that he
knows how well and lawfully to work and to do
his work.
The Municipality of Florence have resolved to

hold in November next a great '
' retrospective

exhibition," which shall bring under public
observation in the most representative manner
possible all the portable art treasures of Tuscany
from the remotest times down to the 17th
century inclusive. The exhibition will be held
in the Pitti Palace. It will include not only pic-
ture.', statues, drawings, ancient and modem
coins and medals, intaglios, cameos, &c., but also
ptuntinga on glass, goldsmiths' work, glass,

enamels, mosaics, furniture, marquetry, wax
models, ivory carving, objects in terra-cotta,
enamelled pottery by Luca deUa Eobbia, majolica
ware, silks and velvets, brocades, carpets, and
laces. There will also be musical instruments,
books, manuscripts, bookbinders' work ; finally,

embroidered cushions, carriages, litters, painted
cabinets, optical and other physical instruments,
watches, snuffboxes, objects in niello—in fact,
objects of every kind remarkable in the history
of art. One thing only will bemissedin this repre-
sentative exhibition—the frescoes which since the
14th century have been painted so profusely in
all the cities and little towns of Tuscany. But
an effort will be made to remedy this blank.
Sketches representing those frescoes, with in-
scriptions indicating the places where they are to
be found, will be placed upon the walls, so as to
remind the -v-isitors of their existence. There
will be Etruscan antiquities from Volterra,
Cortona, Arezzo, Pisa, Fiesole, and other places.
As to themiddle ages, it is expected that a valua-
ble collection will be exhibited ; and Tuscany
poBsesees such an amazing quantity of art trea-
anres from the 14th, 15th, and 16th centuries,
that it is not easy to imagine how even the
epacious rooms and corridors of the Pitti Palace
itaelf will be able to contain even a goodly selec-
tion of them.

_At the meeting of the Leeds School Board on
Thursday, the sites and buildings committee re-
commended that as the schools now in course of
erection nearly complete the school provision re-
quired for the borough, the remuneration to the
wchitect to the board for any schools hereafter to
be commenced be by commission instead of a fixed
nlary.

CHIPS.
The War Office and Admiralty have just ordered

a large number of a small but, as e.xperience proves,

a very useful and necessary article in tropical cli-

mates—Atkins's charcoal pocket-filter—for ship-

ment to the Cape for the use of the troops.

A Paris despatch states that the chief prizes of

the Salon were awarded on Thursday week. The
prix du Salon, 4,000 francs per annum for three

years of foreign studies, goes to M. Flameng for

his picture of the Girondins in prison, and the two
honorary medals to M. Carolus Duran for two
portraits, and M. de St. Marceaux for his sculp-

ture, " Gt'uie gardaut le Secret de la Tombe."

The foimdation-stone of a new Calvinistic

Methodist chapel was held at Penygroes, eight

miles from Llandilo, one day last week. It will

seat 275 persons, and is to be completed by De-
cember 1st. Messrs. B. and E. Jenkins are the

contractors.

The Stratford-on-Avon, Evesham, and Eedditch
Junction Railway was opened for trafiio on Wed-
nesday week. It continues the east and west
junction system from Stratford to Broom, a distance

of 71 miles, where it joins the Midland Railway,
and thus puts that system in direct communication
with the Great Western and North Western sys-

tems. The new line was commenced about two
years ago, the contractors being Messrs. Liddelland
Barkley, who sublet the work in two sections, and
the engineer is Mr. T. P. Burke, of Stratford. All

the works are of substantial description, the bridges

being solidly constructed of stone.

A stained glass window has just been placed in

St. Mary's parish church, Dover. The subjects

are, "The Presentation in the Temple," "Jesus
Working as a Carpenter," "The Last Supper," and
"The Crucifixion."

A new vicarage is about to be built at Rolvenden,
East Kent, the tender of Mr. J. W. Bingham, of

Headoom, having been accepted for the work.
Messrs. S. and A. Smith, of Hastings, are the

architects.

At a meeting of the Southport Town Council on
Tuesday evening, the tender of Messrs. Gripper and
Bayliss, of Nottmgham, to construct the promenade
extension works m sectiou No. 1 for the sum of

£20,752, was accepted. It was also decided that the

works comprised in section No. 2, for £10,410,

should be offered to them. A large number of

tenders were sent in—from Manchester, Liverpool,

Leeds, Bradford, St. Helens, and other places.

A chancel organ was opened in the parish church
of Alburgh, Norfolk, on the 30th ult. It was con-

structed by Messrs. Morten and Taylor, of Regent's
Park. The case is of oak, panelled and .stop-

chamfered, with moulded angle posts, and has
been designed by Mr. 0. H. Lohr, of London. The
pipes are displayed on three sides, and are of

spotted metal, burnished in the Continental

fashion.

The parish church of Bumham, Essex, is under-
going further restoration by the erection of 7 new
windows in the chancel, at the expense of Sir Henry
St. John Mildmay. The work is being executed by
Mr. Charles Read, of Burnham.

J. & E. HALL
(ESTABLISHED 1785),

EMIREERS, MILLWUIGHTS,

Founders, and Boiler M.vkers,

Works \—DARTFORD, KENT.
London Offices—21, St. SwitHn's-lane, E.G.

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSTTING WEEK.
Monday.—Architectural Association. Dinner atHolbom

lleataurant.

Wednesday.—Society of Aits' Convei-sazione at South
KensiiiKtoii Museum.

British Archaeological Association.
Papers on *' Discovery of Roman Remains
at Hampstead Norris," by "W. Money,
F.S.A ; "Coronation Medals of George
n. by German Artists," by G. G. Adams,
P.S.A. : and " Inscribed Stones on Ely
Cathedral," by W. de Grey Birch,
F.R.B.L.,8p.m.

HELLIWELL'SPatented NEW SYSTEM
IMPERISHABLE GLAZING WITHOUT PUTTY.
All Woodwork is covered, and no outside Painting is

required. Old Roofs Re-glazed. Any one can repair or
take in pieces.

Kec half-pntre Advt. in next Number.
T. W. HELLXWELL, Brighouse, Yorkshire;

or, 19, Parliament-street, London.

—

[Advt.]

Ctabe #e&jfs.

WA&ES MOVEMENT.
Aebeoatii.—Notices having been posted in the

workshops of Arbroath that after the 9th of June
the hours would be 54 instead of SI per week, the
operative joiners have come out on strike against
the movement. This is the first attempt to extend
the hours of labour in the building trade in Scot-
laud, and the result is looked for with much interest.

Sole Makers of MOTTE'S

Universal Crusher.
THE filJlPLE PESTLTC AN'T) MOllTAIl ADAPTEU AS

.V MACHl.M^.

Hand and power 5Iaclnnco w th Mortars, of from
b\vn. CO 30in. diameter.

These Crushers arc the most effective ami economical Machine*
known for reducing the hardest materials, as Emery, Granite,

Quartz, Glass, Flints, Cement Clinkers, Pyrites, and the like, fium
any size down to the finest powdtsr.
They will also be found very useful in a laboratory for erindingr,

bruisinff, or mixiuR drugs ancf colours of every description.

The facility with which these Machines are rORuIated to
deliver the ground material, now at one size and then at another,
forms one of its chief attractions.

Prices and ali, pAaxicui.Aas rroN ArrLicATiox.

HAKT'S PATENT

Cyclic Elevator.
For which see Advertisement each altciuate insertion.

EDGE-RUNNER MORTAR MILLS,
In specially bard Cast Iron, oiitiaHting several of the ordinary

description.

ESTIMATES Fl'RNISHED FOR

CEMENT & BRICKWORKS
MACHINERY.

Complete with the latest improvements, together with the best

practice for laying out the works for strict economy.

Engines, Boilers, Castings, and Engi-
neers' WoKK IN General.
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HISTOBICAL WINDOW-MAKING.

IN all ages and. countries, where the climate
has not allowed of hypoethral, or sky-open

temples and other edifices, the window has
been regarded ;is a most important part of

the structui'c—next oven to the door itself

.

It happens just now, however, that an
Italian society of architects is engaged in

discussing the question both of knowledge
and of taste possessed by diflfercnt genera-
tions of builders in this respect. The illus-

trations brought together are certainly in-

teresting, from the Florentine, or purely
Italian, point of view ; but they are, to a
disappointing extent, local, traditional, and
narrow, leaving out of sight, indeed,
those examples—wliich no student of the
subject should omit—which adorn the
shrines of Constantinople, the old English
cathedrals, the chateaux of mediasval France,
the mansions of modem Paris, and even the
old churches of Berch-sur-Mer, Narbonne,
and Toulouse. With respect to the struc-

tures at Constantinople, the first question
raised was with respect to the position of

the windows in the dome—an important
matter, and one long discussed. In the
result, in St. Sophia, there wore introduced,
in the mighty cupola, a number of small
glazed archways, clustered close together,
beneath the higher-springing pillars, pro-
ducing a light so vivid that it seemed to

separate the dome from the rest of the
church, and this was considered a triumphant
effect at the time. As to the use of -windows
in the Byzantine " narthex," a difference of

opinion and custom arose. Authorities
varied as to whether the '

' narthex '

' should
be regarded as simply an open portico in

front of the nave, or an auxihary roofed
inclosuro, similar to those at Cluny and
Vezelay, though, undoubtedly, the earlier

specimens wore imroofed and miwallod,
and had, therefore, no need of windows.
We find, in fact, a transition from
this style in the grated doors and cell-

like apertures, encircled by masonry, which
belong to tho "drum-headed" churches of

Constantinople, long after the consecration
of St. Sophia, and which, it is aflfirmed,

were, at a far later period, imitated in the
chapels of Alnwick, in Northumberland,
where the windows, in troublesome
days, were always taken out of their
frames and laid by, in expectation of

more peaceful times. It wiis some
such feeUng, perhaps, that induced the
architects of the fourteenth centiuy to re-
commend that window-frames, for national
edifices should, for the future, bo constructed
in iron, as was done in tho case of St. Ger-
main L'Auxorrois, at Paris, in which the
masses of metal and of masonry employed
were nearly equivalent. Upon a comparison
of cost being made, however, tho result was
in favour of stone, and stone, therefore, was
thenceforth employed. This latter point,
moreover, was brought into saHence by a
curious memoir on "military," or "mur-
derous" windows, as they were styled, be-
longing clearly to the Middle Ages of war
and intestine feud. One is a small square,
another oblong. This takes the shape of
an elongated sHt, that of a narrow cross.

The cross form, indeed, is frequently rc-
jieated, with variations of detail. Yet none
of these light or loop-holes can be described
as windows, in the proper sense of the term.
Theywere simply apertures, serving as means
of war, Hke those in the White Tower of
Issondun. Such, indeed, to a great extent,

were nearly all these constructions, untU the

buUdors of tho Middle-Ago churches per-

ceived that tliey wanted something more than
mere arrow-slits, and designed their arcade,
" bull's-eye," right angle, b-asket, apsis,

facade, and lateral wall windows, which,
however, had had their natural predecessors

long before. It was then asserted that the

mason had too much of the work assigned

him, and the glazier too little ; but the dis-

cussion, at any rate, brought about some
useful historical criticism—uix)n the Eoman
windows—simple bays, j)ierced in the sur-

face wall, with frames of specially sculptured

stone, and almost invariably arched, whether
with columnar side-supports or not. It is

a common mistake, however, to suppose that

the horse-shoo window was a purely Sara-
cenic invention; any more than the " bull's-

eye" was exclusively French. We have
illustrations of all these styles, borrowed from
various sources, at Ecouen, where the win-
dow expands into a vast field for the artist's

powers to work upon ; atBeauvjiis, where tlio

window seems like a door, richly illuminated

by art to admit tho light of nature ; and at

Aries, where it simply suggests the idea of

one deep, struggling gloom confronting
another. It is about this period that we find

a wonderful commingling of fancies in win-
dow architecture—wheels, roses, stars,

intcrlacings of arches, all weU-known,
of course to the chroniclers of the

art, but, nevertheless, often too di-ily

studied to be of popular or general
utihty. Yet, among them, few, perhaps,

are more remarkable than the circumstances
noted among the '

' Histories and Researches
of Sanval,"who writes, in 1698, "Dr. Martin
Lister showed us over his hotel, which has
large sash ^vindows, which were made from
a model that he had received from England,
the method of coimterbalancing tho sash
being at that time unkno^vn or not in use
in France." Nor has it been ever admitted

;

and Prance, singularly enough, is, in this

matter, precisely as far behind the rest of

the world as it was when Sterne wrote his
" Sentimental Journey," opened a window,
and was not able to shut it. Indeed, this

question ofhow to close windows, in churches
especially, became an affair once of serious

practical argument. Next to doors, clocks,

and bells (says a monastic report of the fif-

teenth century), is the importance of win-
dow-fastening in churches. But this, of

course, was an incidental subject. It is

more interesting to consider what wore the
numbers, dimensions, and forms of these
light-giving arrangements in the ancient or
rather the older basilicas of Europe. In this

inquiry we are very much helped by M. Alb.
Lenoir's " Treatise on Monastic Architec-
ture." Ho says that the windows of the
earliest monastic churches were simply long
openings in the walls, terminated at the top
by an arch, and occasionally surmounted by
a round aperture, covered in with glass and
called an octdiis, as, for instance, in St. Paul's
at Eome, though, apart from either pagan
or Christian theory, the facts remain that
there are 120 windows in St. Paul's Cathe-
dral, 80 in that of " St. Peter of the Vati-
can "—on a larger scale, however—and 102
in the Fane of Saint-Martin, erected by Per-
jjotuas, who boasted that, for every door in

the structure he had provided two windows,
" with movable blinds of marble." A very
striking illustration of this is mentioned by
M. Caesar Daly, who found, in Brittany,
fourteen years ago, a window, shaded by a
stone cover, and protected also by iron bars,

arranged cro.ss-wiso. Not very dissimilar is

one belonging to the Guadagna Palace, near
Palermo, a perfect specimen of Middle Age
art, mingled with a little of the spirit of the
Eeniiissance, as these influences grew up in
Sicily. The palace itself is remarkable, being
constructed of a perfectly black stone, en-
crustedwith a kind of agate, after thefashion,
somewhat, of the old castles and chateaux in

Auvergno, and the ecclesiastical edificos in

that province even, amongst which tho

Cathedi-al of Puy to tho eyo of every tonrist

so prominently stands out. This window is

"bratisod" in a wall of plain masonry; it

is enclosed within one ixjinted and two
smaller but similar arches, divided by a
spiral column, with elaborate decorations in

a sort of platter-pattern, so to speak, on
either side, very unlike the adornments of

that which it was long agi'eed to term tho

Roman window ; tho rose, for instance, of

which so lovely an illustration occurs in tho

church of Santa-Maria, at ToscanoUa, and
of which wo find hints in tho celebrated
" Seals of Norwich," and tho missal of Box-
grave, though the Roman fashion was, as a
rule, to introduce an arch in the summit,
even if it were of smaller dimensions than
would be warranted by tho lower parts of

the work. The Latins and the Byzantines

usually protected their windows by trellises,

so to call them, of marble or of stone ; but
Gregory, of Tours, uiforms us that in Franco
the custom commenced early of substituting

for these materials simple woo<l, after wliich

white and transparent glass began to take

the place of all three, as elsewhere it had done
indeed in a ruder Roman period. In the

ninth century the church windows were filled

with coloured glass, and iu 1032 those of

Saint Benique, at Dijon, representing the

martyrdom of the patron, were described as

pictures glowing with the holuicss and the

blood of martyrs. England, Sweden, and
Denmark, at about the same date, bethought
themselves of glazing in their ecclesiastical

edifices, so longexposedtothemerciless visita-

tionsof wind andweather; but, inspiteof this,

the windows of the Abbey of Jumtegcs long

remained a marvel in Europe—an arclwso-

logical discovery, indeed. Its -windows

were the principal wonders of tho edifice

;

they were pierced iu the walls of the triple

arcade at a great height from the ground,
formed into the shape of leaves and Corin-

thian capitals, turned here into an Arab and
there into an Oriental pattern, divided by
pillars, yet united by long sweeps of har-

monious decoration, and, reaching to tho

roof, were probably continued through it, a
problem, however, which the most zealous

archeeologists have not hitherto been
enabled to solve. Nor has it been deter-

mined, with any approximation to certitude,

whether they wore, iu either the ancient or

the modern fashion, glazed or not, though
it is interesting to note how, in tho history

of this subject, as substitutes for glazing,

for the protection of wmdows in both
religious and domestic use, so much cave

was bestowed on balconies and verandahs,

as in Switzerland and Sweden, at Amboise
and Baden—metal canopies and other con-

trivances for keeping out the wind and the

rain, some of them undoubtedly charac-

teristic and picturesque, but, for the great

Ijart, disfiguring and inharmonious. The
history, by itself, of these attempts at pre-

serving the architectural character of win-

dows, without retaining them in their in»

clemency wherever chill cluuatcs demsmded
shelter, would be a chrouiclo of singidar

variety. Another stage is reached when we
find fixed windows so oppressive to the

frequenters or inmates of public or pi-ivato

edifices that the necessity of ventilators is

insisted upon, as, in the fifteenth oentiu-y

at Caen, in the sixteenth, at Saint-Grermaiu,

near Paris, and even earlier, as the Italian

Socictj' reminds us, at Gensano, in the king-

dom of Naples. There is a singidar speci-

men of this novelty—as it was then regiu'dod

—in the " Hospital of the Three Niti-ses"

at Narbonne, so named without any assign-

able reason, because every visitor to that

city will have perceived that there are five

figures of nurses, apparently, instead of

three, sculptured over the principal door-

way. It would seem, however, that here

was tried, at a very early date, the experi-
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ment of doubly-gluzod, or doubly-shuttered,

wiiul<.vrs for infirmaries. Thoy arc totsJly

dissimilar fi-om what were termed the square
•' leathern " windows, dating so far hack, in

France, as the reign of the ^rteeiith Louis,

which were supiiosed to exclude unwhole-

some or vitiating air from the galleries— as

they were theji termed—of hospitals and the

hiuubors of ]>alacc8, and which were imi-

:,it>,il, though in a coarse manner, through-

mt the latter half of the sixteenth century,

when the "mezzanine" window came into

voguo, and served so manv social purposes,

:.ir loss ivsjiectablc than tfiose of the Napo-
! ou H'.sjiital at Berch-sur-Mer, already

.|H)kon of, in the Pas-de-Calais, about
•.iariy miles to the south of Boulogne,
where the window is made a matter
of the highest importance, and is styled
" the guillotine," being tall and narrow,
and, as the local architects declare, the

nearest approach to the English system that
can be conceived. Their idea is, that the

whole of the sxMice can be " oerated " above
and below, by a simple and immediate shift-

ing of sashes, almost in a moment, though,
even at Berch-sur-Mer, the principles of

compensating weights is not admitted. A
jioint of interest is, whether through the
various peiioiLs of history belonging, even
apart from glass, to this most beautiful fea-

ture in aj-chitcctural art, its full and perfect
meaning was entertained. We cannot think
otherwise, small as has been the attention
given, cither historically or critically, to the
subject. For although, in architectural
maniuds, and other works of a similar class,

the subject of windows, considered apart
from their glazing, is, in a general sense,
almost passed over ; stUl the great builders
must have met with many of their utmost
difficulties, as they certaiiily achieved some
among theii' mightiest triumphs, upon this
path, which leads, no doubt, to high and to
low, and involves many questions appertain-
ing to higher interests than those consulted
by M. de Cambacercs when he first drove in
.-• carriage with glazed windows through
the streets of Paris. These, however, are
the mere filterings of a topic which has, in
fact, a history and an antiquarianism of its

own quite deserving of a place on a level with
many others, upon which more may have
been expended. It will be evident why,
taking this point of view, we have loft out
of notice the glass-painting art and window
restorations of the present day.

OOIIPETITION DESIGNS FOE THE
^^^i:sLEYAN theological insti-
tution, NEAB BIRMINGHAM.
THE designs for the Wesleyan CoUege, at

Handsworth, now on view at the Wes-
leyan Centenary Hall, in Bishopsgate-street,
jjresent two distinct types of arrangement,
while the exterior elevations are mainly in
two varieties of stj-le—Gothic and Kenaiss-
fiuce. Mr. Waterhouge's selection, in the
main, must be generally regarded as satis-
factorj', though it is certainly rather disap-
pointing to find some very excellent and
skilful des^ns in the cold shade. Mr. Water-
houte adds to his report the reasons
that have influenced him in coming to a
ilooision upon the forty-two designs. They
are : " Ist, their general adherence to the
conditions, and especially to that of cost ;

2ud, their general excellence, fitness for the
special objects of the college, and for the
ate with its peculiarities of contour and
aspect; 3rd, the evidence evinced by the
drawingK of their authors being skilful con-
structors and artists, and of their ability to
carnr out the work in a satisfactory way if
confided to their care. I am well aware that
it is rare indeed to find any one design pre-
eminent in all these resijects, and Ido not
pretend to have done so in the present in-
stance. There is not a design in the room
probably that you would wifji to see carried

out without fome modification. I must,
however, comiiliment many of the ooiupe-

titors on the excellence of thcii work, which
seems to me far above the average.'' The
three designs which have boon place i first

by Mr. Waterhouso are " Ut Migraturus Ha-
bita,"' by Messrs. Ball and Goddaid, of Bir-

mingham; "Weslo3-an," byMr.C.O. Ellison,

Liverpool; and " Sporamus," by Messrs.

F. and A. Whoeldon, Birmingham, and
H. Bock, London. The coiumittoo have
unanimouslychosen Messrs. Bull and Goddard
to be the architects of the now college. The
conditions required a building to accommo-
date seventy students, each to have a sop.avate

study and bed-room not loss than 10ft.

square, two rooms for assistant-tutor, a
duiing-hall, lecture-hall, six small lectui'e

and class-rooms, library, professor's rotiiing-

room and domestic ofiices, &c. A governor's
house, with separate entrance, and two
detached houses for professors, were to be
provided. The buildings were to be plain, of

brick, and thecost, including roads and fenc-
ing, not toexceod £23,000. "The authors of the
the three have adopted a long front build-

ing, with transverse blocks, more or less

pronounced, thi-own out either in the rear or
crossing the main lino of building, and this

seems to bo the most commonly accepted
block arrangement ; while another class of

designs adopt a quadrangular disposition,

havingone or more open quadi-augles or courts
in the centre. "Ut Migratunis Habita," is

in a Late Gotliifi style, in red-brick and terra-

cotta—two materials in which the referee has
had, perhaps, more experience than any other
living architect. Taking the plan, wo are

bound to admit its merits. It is UJ shaped
in the distribution of the blocks. There is a
centre entrance leading to a longitudinal
corridor of considerable width at the back,
lighted from the side courts behind. There
is a wide arched hall with a lecture-room
48ft. by 30ft. in front, at both ends of

which corridors give access to the class-

rooms. Thus, the teaching block, with
professors' rooms each side of entrance,
occupies the central part of tlio plan,and is

well located ; the long lateral wings being
divided into students' rooms and dormitories
above. The library forms an advancing
wing on the north-east angle, balanced by
the governor's house at the other end of the
facade, behind which and extended west-
ward is the kitchen—court, and ofiices, the
most unsatisfactory part of the planning.
The studies are 10ft. square and extend
along the front and through the north-east
and south-west wings. At the extreme end
of these >vings are the latrines. On the first

fioor the same ari'angement exists, excepting
that the lecture-room and class-rooms are
not carried up. The corridors are 8ft. and
"ft. wide, and those traversing the side

wings aro lighted by centre windows into the
respective courts. The windows are in single
and double lights, with flat-pointed heads
under labels. The dining-hall, 48ft. by 30ft.,

at the south-west inner angle, is well placed
for communication with the domestic ofiices,

and is groined in four bays. The front hall,

we find, is not dark, as in many other cases
;

it is lighted on each side of the lecture-hall
block, and its centre also obtains light

through the roof of the corridor which is

kept low, between the vestibule and the lec-

ture-room, while the latter is lighted on the
south side by windows. The composition
has been treated externally in a dignified

and collegiate manner ; a bold and massive
tower, of good proportions, emphasises the
entrance, while the bay window and gable
end of library, and the governor's house,
produce a well-balanced effect. . Tlio detail

IS also good, there aro no extravagant or
excessively-carved features ; and the well-
finished line and tinted elevations do ample
justice to the design. "Wesleyan" is

clever in detail, but more pretentious,
unquiet and restless in style. We certainly

prefer the alternative lower elevation as more
suitable and dignified than the modish semi-
domestic treatment in the ujipor one, broken
up by gables in pairs in a half-timbered
style. The centre tower has an open pent roof,

and rises out of ahijiped roof of uTijjleasant

proportions. The admirable sepiadrawings aro
all cut round and mounted on toned paper.
In the plan we observe a careful distri-

bution of the main and teaching blocks, the
con-idors traverse the centre of each block,
intersect, and aro lighted at the ends ; the
class-rooms, library, and lecture-hall form an
end block in the rear approached by a cen-
tral corridor from the main entrance, 15ft.

wide. The class-rooms are on the left, and
the library and lecture-hall on the right side

of this corridor. The domestic offices form
the south-wcstomblock ,and are inconveniently
close to the dining-hall, which is placed
between the kitchen and master's house.
The tutors' rooms are obtained at the aagles
of the front block. The studies and bed-
rooms have angle fire-places. We observe
on the first fioor the centre buildings are
roofed low, and the corridors have lantern
lights, and the access is by staircases at the
angles of side wings and at end of east wing.

" Speramus " has certainly loss to com-
mend it as an elevation than some other
designs. It is neither Gothic nor Classic in

inspiration, though it has semi-Gothic
features, and is commendable at least in its

common-sense plainness. The towers or
rather lanterns over the halls in the wings
are heavy and unmeaning, and if they are

intended to transmit light to the corridors

thoy aro certainly unnecessary; the centre

treatment of bays and flat gables to the

library and lecture-hall is unsatisfactory,

while the lowness of this part, it being
roofed back to the middle corridor, is unfor-

tunate in the general grouping. On the

other hand, the design has some good points

in the plamiing. The main block has the

lecture-hall and rooms made a prominent
feature of in the front elevation ; the central

block, in fact, is devoted to the educational

department, while the wings and return

blocks, which latter cross at the ends, are

given up to the students' rooms ; these are

12ft. by Oft. each, and ranged on each side

of central corridors, and have angle fire-

places. The corridors are lighted at the

ends, and halls aro shown at the junction of

the long and end blocks which have the

lanterns we have mentioned above. Another
good feature in the plan is the central

position of the kitchen offices behind ; these

aro connected by a corridor with the main
block. The master's house is at the west
end joined by a passage to the wing. On
the first floor the centre part is occupied by
the housekeeper's, sick, and convalescent

rooms behind corridor. With the exception
of the ill-lighted corridors in the centre, the

plan is economical, and the position of the

domestic offices facUitatos the working of

the establishment. Ono very excellent de-

sign has scarcely met ^vith the position its

inherent merits deserve ; we allude to
" Epworth," the authorship of which is at

once apparent to us as Mr. J. M. Biydon's
work. It is well di-awn, thoroughly
artistic in spirit, in Late Gothic, of

the scholastic type of which wo have
have some noted examples at Oxford. The
drawings are boldly, but heavily tinted, and
display the hand of a true interpreter of the

style. The front elevation has a massive

square tower, with open stone traceried

finish to tho angle turrets in the centre

marking the entrance, while the lecture-hall

and library, class-rooms, and governor's

house contribute to give an importance to

the front tl)j,t has been overlooked in all the

three selected arrangements. The dining-

hall placed at the back, with its bay recess and
fleche, and the quadrangle elevation of front

block are charmingly treated. Turning to the

plan we find an inclosed square orquadrangle.
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The teaching apartments, class-rooms, &c.,

form the main front block, the dining-hall

projects into the quadrangle from the centre

of the rear block, and the kitchen offices are

well disposed of behind in a separate build-

ing connected to the last-named block by a

passage. Centre corridors traverse the four

main blocks, and are lighted at the ends,

while the front corridor is lighted from the

central area. The lecture-hall and library

have bold sqtiare bays in front. It ^vill thus

be observed that the educational and domestic
offices are central, and well placed as regards
the students' rooms, which occupy the sides

of the quadrangle. Below it wo observe

another design, "Centralisation" (Mr. H.
W. Pratt), in which Gothic has been treated

with success. Here, also, the libi-ary and
lecture-room are made to play an important
rule in the design, though the division of the
plan into two garden courts is undesii'able,

and the plan, clever in its admiuistrativo
depai'tments, is complex. " Lux et Aer " is

a neat set of drawings in Gothic of some
merit ; tlie plan is symmetric, and consists

of a double square, the hall and library
being in front, with two quads, centre
lecture-rooms, and dining-hall with kitchen
offices behind, and forming a projecting block
in the centre. A connecting corridor joins the
largo lecture-hall and library with the
return-blocks, and those are of a plan with
inverted outer angles. " Che Sara Sara,"
although it fails in plan, is one of the most
unaffected and artistically-conceived eleva-
tions. It is in a quiet, Domestic Gothic
stylo, . but with a decided foreign flavour,

reminding us much of Mr. Street's work.
A charmingly simple octagon-fronted tower,
terminating with a low roof (foi'uiing the
internal staircase) flanks the entrance, while
a row of gabled windows break the eleva-
tion. The corridors are imperfectly lighted,

though skylights are marked at intervals
;

the dining-hall and lecture-room form a
middle cross-block, and are both lighted
from the roof. The domestic offices are
placed in a distinct parallel block in the rear,

making altogether four small open courts
for light and air. The drawings indicate
much feeling, and are tinted in a light
but effective maimer, '

' Proportion " in a
triangle is a clever but over-elaborated plan,
we believe by Mr. C. H. Driver. Its block
arrangement consists of two elongated quad-
rangles, comprising four garden courts,
which light outer comdors. The lecture-

hall is central, opposite the entrance ; the
dining-hall and kitchen, also upon the same
axis, have aide corridor approaches, while
the lecture and class-rooms and library aie
placed in front. The students' quarters
occupy the blocks surrounding the com-ts,

and the domestic department form the
rear block. The author has well sepa-
rated the education.al from the domestic
part, and the conidors receive direct light
from the courts. Obviously the objection to
this plan is that a large area is covered and
long conidors are required. The elevations
are Renaissance in character, broken by dor-
mers emphasised by a central and lateral

towers. " Quis " (Messrs. Tarring and Wil-
kinson, of Basinghall-street) is the motto of
a carefully-jirepared set, in which a 2nd floor

is obtained. The plan consists of one main
block behind, with two projecting wings
at the end of it, and an advanced
parallel block for the teaching-rooms
and staff in front, connected by a centre
corridor to the main building. The students
are confined to the long block in the rear,
the dining-hall is separated by a short cor-
ridor from the east \ving, with the kitchen
offices in the rear, while on the west side,

quite detached, is the governor's house.
East and west quads are obtained in the
front, the main stairs are placed in a large
hall at the junction of the cloister-approach
with the front block, and the long corridor
to the students' block is lighted at its ends.

For separation of the domestic and teaching
departments the arrangement is a good one,

and the stairs are central. Gothic of the 14th
century is adopted, the groups are well
broken, and though the detail of it here and
there lacks scale (as in the turret), the
design is in advance of many others

in the style. Near this design we
come to another in a species of Gothic now
only known in old books of the style, and
the work of forty years ago. '

' Res non
Verba " is an expensively prepared set of

plans on the long and three cross block
system ; the kitchen and dining-hall are in

the centre block behind, and the lecture-

hall an advanced building in front of the
main students' block ; but the plan is all

breaks, and the author has shown as much
unnecessary trouble to light his long conidor
by gaps as others have neglected it.

'

' Fleur
do Lis " is the motto of another design of the
conventional type. In this case the domestic
offices form the west block or wing, with the
dining-hall in the inner angle of it with the
main block ; the lecture-hall forms a
corresponding building on the eastern angle.

We cannot quite understand how the corri-

dors are lighted, though there are courts

for Hght at the junction with the extreme
wings. On the upper floor the two halls are

roofed, and the sick-rooms are obtained in

the second floor of the centre portion of

main Ijlook. A Late Tudor, with a centre
.square tower over the entrance, with an
oriel of two stories and dormers along the
front, are the chief features ; but the three-
story middle portion of the facade is heavj-,

.and the whole is in a somewhat used-up
phase of a costly style. " Ars et Labor "is
a quadrangular arrangement with open
centre area : the blocks intersect and have
corridors lighted at the ends \vith four angle
stairs. The library faces the entrance in

centre, the kitchen and dinmg-hall are lo-

cated in the rear block, and the master's
house at south-west comer. One objection

is that the lecture-room is over dining-
hall. The design is in a bold Gothic, with a
low tower, and dignified in general grouping

;

the wings are pronoimced by gables and
oriels, but the teaching and domestic ar-

rangements are not well separated. " Suit-
ability " is long and straggling, with four
advancing wings in a feeble Gothic

;

" Health " is of the usual UJ shape, the cor-
ridors are lighted by octagon halls placed in

the main block, which have the effect of
breaking up the composition, and giving a
very fragmentary effect to it— Gothic of a
Late kind, good in detail, but rather effete, is

adopted. " Experience " is undoubtedly
clever in general design ; the lecture-rooms
are in a block behind, approached by a cen-
tre corridor ; the domestic department and
master's house form a rather confused west
wing, the residential in front and east

wing. The long passages in the domestic
part are objectionable. Gothic of a Four-
teenth Century t3'po is chosen for one of the
designs ; the windows are pointed and
traccried, and the gables and turrets costly.

>'cheme B shows aquadrangulararrangement,
treated in a Perpendicular style with centre
tower. " Fiat Justitia Ruat Coelum," is an
extravagant proposal in four transverse
blocks, hading from a front building ; an
alternative design shows a vast semicircu-
lar block with an inner corridor for stu-
dents, and a leoture-room m the centre.

"Wesley" is extr.avagant in its distribu-
tion

; the lecture-hall and libr.ary are on
either side of entrance, there is a lofty tower
in the centre, but the roof is monotonous.
" Commo il Paut" adopts a quadrangle ar-

ran:<emcnt and makes the locture-haU the
centre feature projecting into it ; the dining-
hall is in front, and is made a feature in

elevation which is Renaissance, with centre
tower, neatly drawn. " I look upon all the
Worl(i as My Parish," is square with a
quadrangle in centre; the library and dining-

hall are placed along front. The elevations are
Late Gothic in dress, with jiointed windows
above, and central tower and oriel, clever in

drawing. We prefer the back elevation.
" Fides " is symmetrical, forms a double
quadrangle with dining-hall and lecturo-

hall in centre, and class-rooms in front. The
style is roimd-arched Gothic, heavy in

groupuig and disconnected. We can only
name a few others which have lost sight ot

the conditions as to cost and economy.
" Faith," shownin a crudely-coloured sot o!

plans, adopts the usual plan ; the domestic
part is curiously articulated at the angles,

with glazed doors for lights. Queen Anne in

style with lofty tower. " Thanksgiving" is

a neat set, but ill-considered in plan, Gothic
in elevation. " Pense a Bion" is ill-dis-

posed in a heavy Gothic ; "X and "Y " look
like a row of ordinary houses, ^vith no pre-
tence to character in stylo, a quadrangle in

plan ;
" Sperabimus " is the same in ar-

rangement, Elizabethan in style. We may
mention also: "Auxilio Divino," " Wes-
leyan," "N in Circle," "Air and Light,"
"Tonez," "Faith," "Economy," "Cross in

Circle," " Spes," " Convenience," " Suita-

bility," "In Due Season," &c., as other
designs in which the authors have shown
considerable care and skill, but little or no
adaptation ofplan tomeet requirements, while
in architectural design they have exceeded
the limits of cost, or fallen below the standard
of style. As will be observed, Gothic pre-
ponderates ; there are only one or two
attempts at Queen Anne, and a visitor might
almost assume, but for the effete phase
chosen by a large number of the competitors,

that the first-named stjde was the prevailing

one. For collegiate buildings, undoubtedly,
Late Gothic has many claims ; it is the style

almost consecrated by three centuries of use
in our great educational centres, and, per-

haps, no phase of Renaissance could be found
so suited ; but it is an expensive style, and
the authorities have done wisely to select a
design in which the simplest and most work-
able features of it have been employed, with
a view to the materials suggested for the

construction of the building.

THE INTERXATIONAL AGRICULTTT-
RAL EXHIBITION AT KILBURN.

CCONSIDERABLE progress has been made
' at Kilbum in the preparatory worfcl

for the forthcoming Exhibition, the lai'gest

of the kind the Royal Agiicultural Society

has over held. The site comprises upwards
of 100 acres of land: between the North
London Railway on the north and tho

North-Western Railway on the south, being
bounded on the west side by Salusbury-road.

Two railway stations are in immediate jaox-
imity to the ground, one being the new
station of the last-named road on the London
and North-Western, in course of construc-

tion, and the other Kensal Green Station on
tho North London Railway. Between these

two lines tho plot of land forms a level area

of trapezoidal sh.ape, and until recently

drained was in a waterlogged condition ; it is

now drained and covered by cattle and im-
plement sheds, arranged in rows between
avenues. We have paid a visit to the exhi-
bition site, aud can give om' readers some
idea of the works and erections now being
pushed on with ceaseless acti\'ity for the

show, which is advertised to bo opened to

tho public on tho 30th of the present
month. Entering the show ground, we
find that the sheds and standings have
been an-angcd chiefly in parallel rows
nmning cast .and west, and these are crossed

by a central avenue of nearly 300ft. wide,
in a north and south direction, besides an-
other narrower avenue from the Salusbury-
road entrance running in the other direction,

These cross entr.ance roads leave fom- unequal
groups of sheds. Those on the east side of
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the chiif railway entrance are implement-

hedc, of which there are 6 pwallel rows,

MMk row of about a dozen sheds. The cattle

ttidslMqtkre to be located in rows of similarly

oonalraoted riieds on the west side of main
•TMine. Walking through between the rows

of these erections we notice that the imple-

ment iheds are 20ft. >vide, with about a space

of the Hune distance between them, and con-

structed of posts 3iin. by 3in. ivnd Tin. by
Sin. at the angles . The posts are held together

•t the top by ties strengthened by pieces

of flat bar-iron. The rafters are placed one

above each upright and one between, and
^ked down to the plate, and thoy are tied

hr a oollar ; the framing thus constructed

•wiO be covered with canvas. The sheds for

mschincr}- in motion occupy the north and
south sides of the gixiund, and are several

hundred feet iu length. Each shed is 25ft.

wide, with a space of 15ft. to 20ft. apart.

The uprights are stouter, and the main
rafters are cross-braced, and the whole of

tlie timbers are put together by bed-bolts.

The sheds are canvas-covered, the canvas
being supplied by 3Ir. Unite, of Edgware-
ra«d. The boundary of the site on the east

and return ends is surrounded by stands for

seeds and models. These are of uprights

ooTorefl on the sides with weather boarding.

The roof is felted. One of the main en-

trances, composed of a structure of a more
finished and durable character, forms the

oentro of the eastern boundary along Salus-

bory-road. It Ls a long low range of

wooden buildings of architectural preten-
sions, with a clock-turret in the centre,

adorned by a pediment, and supported
by ramps. The clock has been pro-
vided by J. Bennett. A row of turnstiles

occapies the centre, while the ends have
pedimented wings for official and other uses.

Exactly opposite this entrance is one of the
main avenues we have mentioned, about
100ft. in width, and from this point to the
Kcnsal-grecn entrance a steam passenger
tramway is forming, which will convey
visitors from one end of the show grounds
to the other. The tram will be worked by
Messrs. Fowler, of Leeds, who have adojjted

a 2ft. gauge. Passing up this avenue a few
;hundred yards, we arrive at the junction of

'iha main avenue, and on our right in the
"wide open space we see a large timber build-

ing with a jirojecting clock-tower in front,

which 13 iiitended a« the members' club. It

is certainly the most architectural erection

in the whole ground, its clock-tower form-
ing a centre object from the railway entrance
facing the main avenue. The main structure

is rectangular, constructedwith louvreboard-
ing along the top and weather boarded. It is

of considerable width, and has braced piin-
cipals, and the interior is fitted with rows of

tables and seats. The tower, however, has
the greater claim to notice. Constructed of

wrought timbering, it rises to a height of 60
or "Oft., and is framed with timbers in stages
which cross at the angles and project. The
upper story ofthe tower is tastefully finished

;

the horizontal timbers protrude at the comers
and form ornamental brackets, which carry
small pillars of wood supporting theproject-
ing eaves of the roof. Mr. G. Hunt, of

Evesham and Eegcnt-street, the surveyor to

the Society, was the architect of this build-
ing, and wc believe the clock will be supplied
by Mr. Benson. Turning from the club-
house southwards and proceeding up the
avenue, we notice another ornamental struc-

ture of wood on a cruciform plan, the ends of
which are finished polygonally and hipped,
and having widely projecting rafters, sup-
ported by cut brackets painted of a red
colour. This is called the "bodega," where
Spanish wines will be sold. Like the last, it

is constructed of wrought timbers, panelled
below with arched sosb-lights, and is sur-
nranded bj- a counter for the supply of re-
freshments. In the centre of the long wings
are tables. The structure is painted in too

garish and ill-a8sorte<l colours—a bright red
and a yellow or buff. Other erections or

refreshment saloons are in progress, and the

main avenue has already a partioidarly

busy and gala appoarance, which will

be increased as tne implemontsj cattle,

and other exhibits arrive. Wo think some-
thing might have been done to make these

central vistas of the show a little more
artistic. The open space it affords for ex-
hibits of all kinds might bo utilised in other
ways than by refreshment saloons.- On each
side model cottages for labourers, largo

models of agricultural buildings, conserva-
tories, and garden accessories might bo
arranged with considerable effect, and the

great show on the Champ de Mars bo re-

peated in a more modest way. There are

hundreds of manufacturers who would have
gladly contributed exhibits of this kind to

show if they had known they would be
granted one of the main approaches. Green-
house buildings, stables and their fittings, iron

park-gates, zinc roofing, concrete construc-

tion, and building materials and appliances,

sanitary improvements generally, are clearly

within the scope of a great agricultural

exhibition, and we shall be surprised if

these are not represented largely at the
forthcoming show. We are glad at least

to find that one of the buildings in

the main avenue is to be used for the ex-
hibition of designs and models for .farm-
steadings, and fittings on a large scale, and
we believe one of the undoubted benefits this

society can confer would be the promotion of
competitions for the improvement of farm
buildings. We may justly expect to see the
results of the experience of other nations in

these exhibitions not confined to agiioultiiral

implements and mechanical improvements
merely, but extended to architectural efforts

as well. An interesting department wUl be
the International Dairy shed, where butter
and cheese will be made by machinery. The
whole of the buildings and the diainage of

the site—an operation that has taxed the
resources and patience of the officials during
the late wet season—have been earned out
underthe personal superintendence of Messrs.
Thomas Penny and Son, of Taunton, the
superintendents of works to the society. The
land drainage, we hear, has cost £2,oOO, and
looking at the work that has been performed,

and the formation of roads, considerable

credit is due to those intrusted with the

undertaking. Wo unierstand the whole of

the erections will be sold by public com-
petition after the close of the Exhibition.

THE ARCHEOLOGY OF ADEL
CHURCH.*

WE have received a copy of a work upon
the archsBology of this very remark-

able Norman church, of the West Biding of

Yorkshire, a building little known probably
to some of om' readers, but one of extreme
value to the antiquarian, and particularly

rich in the symbolic art and the grotesques of

the period. The author, the Ecv. Henry Trail

Simpson, M.A., late rector of Adel, appears

to have devoted a considerable portion of his

life to the delineation of the topography
and historical associations of this parish

;

and in the "Letter Dedicatory" to the
members of the Royal ArchaBologioal Society,

who visited theparishin 1866, he states the idea

of publishing the work was suggested to him
by that visit. At that examination a curious

stone, remarkably incised, was discovered

jutting out from the north-west comer of

the foundation, which led to the discovery of

many othei-s of a similar kind, which arc

deposited in the vestry, and which are de-

scribed and engraved in Mr. Simpson's book.

Adel is made the subject of a learned disser-

tation in the opening chapter, in which its

• Archscolo^ Adelensis ; or a History of the Parish
of Add. ByfiKSKV TitAii. SiMPSox, M.A. London : "W.
H. Allen & Co., Waterloo-place.

name and topography are discussed. The
etymology of the word '

' Adel' ' has undergone
various changes. "Addle" and " Adhill "

have been used in previous times, and theterm
is probably a coiTuption. The author sup -

poses that a Phoenician colony might have
existed at Adel, and the worship of their
goddess Aidan boou estabUshod—hence the
name Adhill or Adan-hill, and that the word
Adel signifies groat or powerful god. But
we pass on to speak of the remarkable relics
that ore deposited in the vestrj-. These
consist of incised stones, "quei-ns," round,
flat, or conical stones for grinding com,
'' Saxon wheel-crosses " as they have been
called, and an ancient stoup or mortar with
sculptured figures on three sides, on one of
which is a heart and on another a human
figure with serpents on each side-^to
all appearance a mythological symbol.
A similar figure occurs at ifidey, which is

engraved also . Throe Roman altais , moulded
and sculptured, and the '

' capital of a Roman
column ' —though we cannot, from the en-
graving, believe it to be one—are among the
other relics. Stone coffins, of plain Norman
character, are to be seen in the churchyard,
one with a lid. The author shows that there
was a Roman station at Adel : this is proved
by the remains found in the common and
neighbourhood ; the church is supposed to
have been constructed of materials used
before for building, and it is con-
jectmed that some Roman building at

Blackhill was broken up and used for the
church. A more probable idea is, that the
Saxon church mentioned by Whitaker at

Blackhill supplied the materials, and the
Saxon wheel-crosses we have mentioned
seem to indicate this origin. Numerous
allusions are quoted bearing upon the an-
tiquities at Adel, the gist of which goes to

throw light upon the relics, while the
Adel altar, inscribed to the goddess of the
Brigantes, proves the antiquity of the parish.

Remains of pottery, encampments, and
altars have been found at Blackhill, Adel
Mill, Rombalds Moor, Wakefield, and Ilkley.

As regards the church, it is claimed that the

building is an entire specimen of Norman,
unalloyed with admixtures of later date.

In Part II. the author traces the vestiges of

ancient religions, and tries to establish the

fact that the district of Elmete was formerly

a religious district of remarkable character.

Wo cannot follow Mr. Simpson in his

references to primceval creeds as illustrated

at Add, though we fully agree with him that

heathen and revealed types of religious wor-
ship often eoiTcspond with each other. It is

asserted that the huge temples and circles of

Avebury or Stonehenge represented the sinu-

csity of the form of the serpent, but wo
are not justified iu accepting this idea as an
established fact. We leave this portion of

the work to the archoaologist interested in

symbolic representation, and refer to the

singular stones and carved work at Adel.

The author thinks the stones discovered at

Adel, already mentioned, with their rude

sculpture, take us back to a period earlier

than the 9th or 10th centm-y, for " if the

present church of Adel was built in 1135

A.D., there must have been a church at Adel

prior to this rebuilding, probably a Saxon
church erected under the auspices of Pau-
linus." He does not think they are Chris-

tian, and he cannot see, as some have done,

that they have the rudiments of a cross upon
them. " In fact," he observes, " I imagine

them to be Saxon monuments of a

heathenish character, and not Christian."

There is certainly, from the engraved repre-

sentations of these stones given, a strong

presumption for thinking them to be heathen

in conception and execution. They all bear,

besides Runic characters, the ijhaUic circle

and central cross, with other symbolic inci-

sions of the sun and moon. The engravings

given of them rei^resent them as about 3ft.,

or 2ft. 9in. by 1ft. 4in. and 1ft. 9in., and of
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irregular shape, rounded at the top. Some
of the devices show concentric circles, others

have intersecting arcs, a series of semi-

cucles with a boss ropresoutuig the siui,

rays, &c. Mi-. Simpson mentions similar

stones that have been found at Thm-uby,

Leicestershire, Eonibald.s Moor, &c. The
former are illustrated, and show a series of

straight lines of cross-like character. Of the

exterior of the church several sculptures of a

typical character are Ulustratod. The
cuts given of Adol Church in its present and
restored conditions are not good of their

kind ; but we aie led to foUow the explana-

tions offered of the plan, the large ehureh-

yai'd, and sculpture. The large and bleak

churchyard is thoughtto be emblematic of the

world, barren and waste, the church the ark,

while to the windows are attributed a

symbolic meaning. One singidar grotesque

is a head of a monster on the apex of the

gable of the beautifulsouthNormanporch ; the

author observes that it is intended as the

image of Satan, and its position here was to

thwart man on his iirst attempt to escape

from the effects of sin. Below the apex in

the tympanum are rude sculptures of the

cross, the Ayiius Dei, and, just above the

arch crown, the Saviour on His throne. In
the side spandrels are representations of

88. Mark, Matthew, John, and Luke, while

the sun and moon occupy triangular spaces

between those and the centre subjects. The
symboUsm is carried out in the capitals of

the outer arches, but we hesitate to think

the zigzag or dental enrichment round the

arch is emblematic of the brUliancy of the

rainbow that encircles the throne. Leading
up to the enthronement, over arch, are two
stems, on the east side, a single stem dividing

into four branches, each having a serpent's

head ; and on the west side two stems

dividing into four, ending in some flower.

The foi-mor is thought to Ulustrate the Fall

of Man, and the four rivers the acknow-
ledged symbol of the fom- Gospels, the others

illustrative of the Law and the Prophets.

The corbel line of heads along the eaves is

interesting, but the drawing scarcely does

justice to so unique an example. The heads
are chiefly grotesque, the stones of areade

being simply moidded with a double round
in each half of the coibel. The chancel arch

is a splendid specimen of three orders, the

outer order enriched with the dog-tooth
and a row of grotesque heads, each with the

mouth open ejecting monstrous products;

the next is a cable line, and the lower the

zigzag. We have no further space to de-

scribe the capitals and theii- symbolic signifi-

cance, but only to remark that the whole of

the sculpture, both without and within, is

intended to convoy the Christian's perpetual

conflict with the world and evil spirit. The
Norman font and windows are also described

and illustrated, and the book will be road
with interest by admirers of Early Norman
art. The frontispiece does scant justice to

the church, and we may refer the reader to

a better illustration of it that appeared in

the BuiLDraG News, Vol. XXVIII., for

April 30th, 1875, wherein plan and details

of the font also will be found.

THE RECENT EXCAVATIONS OF THE
ROMAN FORUM.*

(fiontinvedfrom p. G73.)

THE whole of the south-western side of that
part of the Foriuu called bysome authors the

mid-Forum, is bounded by one of the sides of the
Basilica Julia, occupying a rectangidar space of

about 400 by 160ft. ; the inclosuro was formed by
an arcade of which there are considerable
remains at the west comer, where owing to the
rapid rise of the ground next the Vicus Jugnarius,
this comer of the building was constructed
against the sides of the hill, and having become

• ApaperbyEDWAEDrAxaos, F.G.S.,F.R.I.B.A., read
before the Eoyaliistitutc of British Architects, Jime 3,
1879.

buried by the fading of the hill-side, has been

better preserved to us than the other portions.

Abundant evidence, however, has been found
amongst the fragments of the building to enable

a restoration to be made of part of the inclosing

colonnade, which has been done by Signer Iloasa,

who has aLso caused brick piers to be built indi-

cating the position of the piers of the entire

building. Antiquarians seemed to be quite

agreed that this edifice was begun by Julius

Cffisar and finished by Augustus, who after-

wards rebuilt the original edifice on a more
extensive scale after the destruction by fire of the

first building. The honour of this restoration

was attributed by the Emperor to his grandsons

and adopted sons Lucius and Caius, and the

Basilica for a time was known by their names ;

it was repaired in the second century and under-
went some restoration in the reign of Diocloaian,

but the architectural features of the budding of

Augustus appear to have been preserved. This
Basilica was the court of the Centum Viri, which
had in the time of the yoimger Pliny, who
practisedbefore it, notless than 180 judioes, audit is

mentioned by Dio as one of the places in which
the Emperor Trajan sat to administer j udgment

;

it was surrotmded on three sides by streets, the

Vicus Juguarius already referred to on the

north-west; on the northern side was the

principal street, part of the Via Sacra, which
traversed the Forum in the direction of its

length ; and on the south-eastern side it is

bounded by a street identified as the Vicus
Tuscus, which is known to have led from the

Forum to the Velabrum and where now stand

the church of St. Giorgio in Velabro, lately

become more known to us as being connected
with our EngUsh Cardinal Newman, and the

Circus Maximus : this street vies with the Via
Sacra in its frequent mention by ancient writers

and in its religious character : being the route

taken by the great processions on the occasion of

the Ludi Romani, in which the statues of the

gods were carried on cars from the Capitol

through the Fonun to the Circus Maximus
at the back of the Palatine HiU. The Vicus
Tuscus had also the character of a busy and
fashionable tradesmen's quarter, and was con-

sidered as the Bond Street of Rjme, in later

times it was called Vicus Juguarius, apparently
from the spice shops which were situated there

;

in the time of Plautus the neighbourhood of this

.street and the district behind the Temple of

Castor had a bad reputation as the haunt of

rogues and infamous persons. The remains of a
ruined pedestal about 10ft. by 8ft. has been un-
covered at the north-east comer of the Basilica

of the statue of Vertumnus. The whole of the
Basilica Julia is covered with paving, that of the

arcades being of, I beUeve, Travertine stone, and
the centre portion with yellow and black marble,

all perfectly level but much crushed and
fractured ; the paving of the arcades has been
properly repaired. On the pavement of the
arcades, especially on the north-east next the
Forum, there are many inscriptions and also a
number of rudely incised figures, most of them
being circles variously divided, one I noticed
being rectangular in form ; these are stip posed to

have been made by boys for playing games

;

there are also rude imitations of other objects,

one intended to represent an owl, one a branch of

a tree and other subjects: Opposite to the
Basihca on the N.E. side of the Via Sacra
fonnerly stood the Tabemse or shops of the
Forum, originally founded by King Tarquiniu^
Prisons ; they were naturally then required for

the trades generally carried on in a market-place,
hence the butchers' stalls, from one of which
Virginius took the knife to stab his daughter.
The schoohi for children were also among the
shops in the forum, and it is said to be there
that Appius Claudius first saw Virginia reading.
In ancient times there appear to have been two
rows of these shops at fii'st used for general
market purposes, but afterwards more particu-
larly as jewellers' shops ; no doubt very shallow,
Uke the shops on one of the bridges at Florence
or on the Rialto at Venice, or like the Pantiles at

Tunbridge Wells. They were standing in the
times of Cicero and Livy, but they were burnt
down shortly after the death of Agrippa, B.C.

12 ; and we may doubt whether what was then
destroyed was ever rebuUt, as we now find seven
low brick piers about 13ft. square, supposed to

be the remains of pedestals on which statues
or columns wi-re placed. Some fragments of

statues have been found amongst the excavated
ruins, which it is asserted are part of statues

formerly placed on these pedestals; if so, they
must have been quite small and probably
numerous. In the open sjjaces of the mid-Forum,
near its most western side, is the moumneut of
Phocas, consisting of a Corinthian colmnn which
long stood with its base buritd in the Campo Va-
oiuso ; it was supposed until 1813, when itsbabc was
excavated, to bo the remains of a ttmplo. It was
then found to stand on an isohitcd pedestal
mounted on a broad square base of tufa masonry
and brickwork ; and the pedestal bore an in-

scription which shows it to have been erected
A.D. COS by the Exarch Smaragdus, in honour of
the Emperor Phocas, probably the last of the
triumphal buildings erected on the Forum. Near
the eastern comer of the base of the column of
Phocas is one of the most interesting mona-
ments which have been discovered during the
recent excavations in the Forum. It consists of
two marble slabs, about placed parallel to each
other, a short distance apart. Antiquarians call

them Plutei, and suppose that their use was to

form a gangway through which who coming to

vote could as they passed in single file deposit
their voting ticket. They were discovered in
1873. The outside of each slab is carved with
bas-reliefs of a very fine ehai-acter, and not
greatly injured on the in.side. Each bas-relief
is represented the same subject, namely, a bull,

a sheep, and a pig, prepared for the Sceovetan-
ciUa Sacrifice The acidpture on the external
faces represents two scenes, which are differently

described by antiquarians—one attributing them
to scenes in the life of Domitian, another
to scenes in the Ufo of Titus (and this seems to

bo the most accepted explanation), and another
to scenesin the Ufe of Septimus Severus. How-
ever, these we may leave for antiquarians to dis-

cuss and settle, and proceed to describe what hae
the more sjiecial interest for us, namely, the
backgrounds of the sculpture scenes represented
on the outer faces of the Plutei ; and this I pro-
pose to do in the words of the author already
referred to, Mr. A. Nicholls. Wlien we turn to

the backgrounds of the two bas-reliefs we find

that they both represent the scene that was in
reaUty before the speotator(theForumRomanum),
and in this Ues the importmt topographical in-

terest of the sculptures.

The locality of (what our author supposes to
be) the Burning of the Registers is most easily

recognised, and may be conveniently taken first.

In the foreground to the left of tlie spectator is

a fig-tree, and next it a statue on a pedestal.

In the background behind the figures were five

arches of a budding divided bv piers with half-

columns, or pilasters of the Tuscan order. At
a short distance from the end of tlus building is

a hexaslyte Ionic portico with a pediment. Then
after a short interval, througli whioli an arch is

seen in the further distance, is another hexa-
style portico and pediment ^rith Corinthian
columns. A part of the bas-reUef to the right

is lost, but in the foreground is a portion of the

rostra upon which the Emperor was seated. In
order to identify the scene, it is only necessary

for the spectator to turn from the soidphire to

the ruined buildings before him. In the Cor-
inthian columns of the Temple of Vespasian he
will recognise the remains of the Corinthian,

portico, in the portico of Saturn the Ionic portico

of the bas-reHef. The arch seen in the distance

between the two porticoes would probably be a
part of the loggia of the tabularimn. The long
line of arches with piers between them will be
found in the Basilica Julia, with its omameats
of Tuscan architecture. The whole of the back-
ground may thus be explained by the aid of the
ruins widen remain. Of the objects represented
in the foreground no distinct tiaces are now to

be seen. Tlicy consist, as has been mentioned,
of the rostra to the right and a fig-tree andatatne
to the left. On the other b.as-relief, which is

more perfect than the fii-st, the same statue and
fig-tree are seen in the foregroimd ; on the right

and next to them behind the figures are seven
arches with intermediate piers simUar to those

of the first scidpture. Then after an interval of

some width is a CorinthLm portico, which is

represented as havhig five columns, and finally

to the left an arch which appears nearer to the
spectator than the portico. In the foregroimd
are the rostra, from which the Emperor is speak-
ing. It will be observed that in the foreground
of each sculptm-e w^e have the rostra on one side

and the statue and fig-tree on the other, but in

one representation tlie rostra are on the right,

in the other on the left. In the two scenes the

spectator is sui^posed to be placedon different sides
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of the raetra, but in both cases the statue and &s-
tra >tv seen in the same relative position or near!j
mt, the tR« to the left of the statue. In order

thitt tlinnii two objects should be so seen from the

right and left of the rostra we mast suppose

both of them to hare been before the rostra at

•bont equal distances from it. Thus, though
the ^lectator has changred his position from one
litlta of the rostra to the other, his situation with

ufamio" to the statue and fig-tree remains nearly

M before, and as the one sculpture ends with
those objects on the left, and the other begins

vith thaon on the right, the background of the
bnildinga behind these two objects in the second
sculpture may be expected to begin at about the
eamepoont where it terminated in the first. TVith

thia due we find in the piers and arches of the
aecond bas-relief a continuation of tlie long

explain, the stones, and it is the same at Pompeii,
are worn away at the joints, so that each stone
presents a convex surface ; at one part of the
roadway near the bottom of the Clivua Capito-
linus, is a more perfect portion of the roadway
where the joints are well squared, apparently
more recent and less worn, and where tlie

roimding of the edges is not perceptible.

Adjoining the Vicus Tuscus at the south-eastern
end of the Forum are thi-ee Corinthian columns
which formed one of the landmarks of Campo
Vacino, formerly known by the name of Jupiter
Stator. Caiiiua at one time considered thera as

part of the Cnria Julia, but they are now recog-
nised as the Temple of Castor and Pollux, the
divine twins, whose supernatural interpositions

are so curiously interwoven with the traditions

of the early struggles of Rome. The Temple of

to solemnise their triiuuphs with religious rites—and the captive Kings were led to their prisons—and where the great annual religious pro-
cessions of the people, carry.iug their images
and their gods, passed on their way to the Pala-
tine Hill—this great thoroughfare of Imperial
Rome was only 12ft. wide.

«wlnnn«de of the Basilica Julia. In the wide I Cas'.or—originally bmlt 482 e.c.—was rebuilt by
iaterral to the left of the basilica the portico of L. Melittus Dalmaticus b.c. 119, and whatever
the Temple of Castor might be expected to be

|
may have been the character of the original

bnt the artist has not thought fit to intro

dace this monument, possibly because hidden
from the rostra bysome nearerobjects. In thepor-
tix) with the Corinthian eolumnswemay recognise
the Temple of Dinis Julius, the podium of which
has been recently excavated, and which is repre-
sented in medals of Augustus and Hadrian with

tetrastyle Corinthian portico. The five columns
0*7- beassumed to be a mistake, as this form of
portico is unknown. The arch behind the rostra
was probably that of Augtisns, 0/ which wo have
some obscure mention as standing near the
Temple of Julius. The explanation here given of
the first background (in which the Temples of
Venpaaian and Saturn appear) agrees with that
of Signer Brizio. In the other background that
learned antiqiuiry thought we might find the
Basilica .Emilia and some other buildings of the
aorth-eastcm side of the Forum. This opinion
was founded on the supposition that the two «ew3
were taken in opposite directions, a supposition
which is contradicted by the similar relative
position of the statue and fig-tree in both scenes.
The two sculptures are in fact united by the re-
currence of these objects, and present us with a
partial panorama comprehending the south-east,
aooth-west, and part of the north-west side of
the Fonun as seen from the neighbourhood of
the rostra. We may now turn to the identifica-
tion of the objects in the foreground. Among
these are the rostra of the Forum. The removal
of thismonument from its site at the edge of the
Comitium, where it stood tUl the time of Cicero,
is testified by Dion and Asconius, but its subse-
quent position has not been ascertained, except
so far as the sculpture before us enables us to do
80. The statue seen in both the bas-reliefs re-
presents a figiue nearly nude, but shod with a
sort of loose boots. On his left shoulder he bears
a full wine-skin, and his right arm (which is lost
in both sculptures) appears to have been raised
in the air. This figure has been recognised as
that of Marsyas, who is represented with the
attriboiee of a satyr or Silenus, a character as-
scribed to him by Herodotus and Pausanias. To
those who desire to carry further the inferences
which the author so hirgely quoted has arrived at,
I refer to the second chapter of his book, in
which he concludes that these bas-relief enable
n» to determine with accuracy the position of the
equestrian statue of Domitian, the Lucus Curtius,
the statue of Marsyas, and the rostra ; but ex-
cepting the ruined base of the equestrian .statue
no trace of either of the other monuments re-
mains. On the north-eastern side of the Forum
may be seen some traces of the ancient Via Sacra.
Tie south-ca.ttem end of the mid-Forum is
boimded by c cross road extending from the X. W.
oomer of the Temple of Pollux in a north-eastern
direction until it joins the Via Sacra. Before
jeavmg the mid-Forum, I should refer to the
Cloaci Maxima,, which is in part uncovered, andMO wei; be traced passing under the Basilica
Julia, a;.d obliquely ncirly in a northerly direc-
faon until it is lost under the stiU unexcavated
bank on the N.E. side of the Forum. The sur-
face of the Forum, as we now find it, is paved
where it was intended for the use of cai-riages with
Large polygonal blocks of hard grey volcanic
stone, called by the ancients silcx, although its
'XjmpoMfion in fact does in no way correspond
wiUi the meaning of this term as Ubed in science,
"

u
" '' " i"t«n<led for foot-passengers only,

with rectangular slabs of Travertine stone. The
ruts caused by the chariot wheels, as at Pompeii,
arc ver^- noticaUe, especially at the sharp turn of
tlie road at the comer of the Temple of Castor,
and from «ome cause which I find it difficult to

temples, the edifice of Melittus was one of con-
siderable aize and importance, and was fre-

quently used for the meetings of the Senate.
This temple was amongst the numerous ijublio

edifices which were rebuilt in the time of Augus-
tus ; it was erected by Tiberius, in his own name,
and that of liis brother Drusus, out of the sjjoils

of the German campaign, and althougli dedi-
cated to two divinities it generally bore the name
of Castor only. About 20 feet from the eastern
comer of the stops of Castor are the remains of
a low round construction, apparently a ba.sin of
water, which is probably the Lake of Jumena,
and the pool or ."spring referred to in early story
at which Castor and Pollux gave water to tlieir

heated steeds after the battle of the Lake Eegil-
lus. A little further east is the round podium of
a circular building, which is supposed to be the
remains of the Temple of Vesta, but authorities,

as usual, differ on this point. The age of the
temple which existed in the time of Augnistus,
and which was then covered by a bronze dome,
is unknown—it was burnt down in the great fire

of Nero, and was probably built by Vespasian,
but again burnt down during the reign of Com-
modus. The temple must, judging from the size

of the niins of the base, have been quite small,
and the fact of its having been, in the time of
Augustus, covered by a bronze dome seems to
strengthen this conclusion. On the southern
side of the temple are some ruins half hid in the
still unexcavated bank, which probably occupy
the site of the houses of the Vestal Vergiuo.
North-east of the Temple of Castor and Pollux
are the ruins of a podium of a temple, which it

is believed faced N.W. toward the Capitol, and
is supposed to have been buUt on the spot where
Cassar's body was bunit. On the site of the
cremation the partisans of the Dictator, very
soon after the event, placed a column, described
as Numidian marble nearly 20ft. liish, and in-
scribing " Parenti Patriic" — and before the
column was an altar ; the column and altar were
afterwards removed by Dolabella, and the
Temple to the deified Julius Cresar was erected
soon after by Augustus. On the N.W. side of
the temple there are very distinct traces of a
wall, segmental on plan, with the segment por-
tion built into the podium of the temple which
now covers and conceals it. Traces of the plinth
and marble lining of the straight portion of the
construction abutting N.W. on the Fonun still

remain ; this is said to have been the Rostra
Julia. From this rostra Julius Csesar is said to
have harangued the people, as well as from the
platform of the adjoining Temple of Castor and
Pollux ; and here too it is said that Mark Antony
addressed the people ; and close by wliero the
temple now stands the pyre was hastily con-
structed on which the body of Ciesar was burned.
Here also Tibei ins read his funeral speech on the
death of Augustus.

I have endeavoured to note the position and
present condition of these ruins which cover and
surround the Forum, giving only .so much de-
scription as seems necessary to identify them.
Nothing is more striking, considering liow large
a portion Roman history fills in the histoiy of
tlie civilised world, than the small area witliin

which the scenes of Roman histoiy were enacted.
The Forum of Rome was the focus of all, and
the Forum of Rome is not actually larger than
Lincoln's-in-fields. And the Via Sacra through
which we are told the Emperors of Rome parsed
—followed by captive potentates—witli the
trophies of victory and long trains of armed
warriors and slaves, and on their way to the
Capitol, where the victorious Emperors proceeded

A
DISCOVERIES AT ST. PAUL'S

CATHEDRAL.
PAPER describing the remains of Old
St. Paul's Cathedral recently foimd has

been read by Mr. F. C. Penrose, M.A., surveyor
of St. Paul's Cathedral, before the Society of
Antiquaries. The first portion of the lecture re-
capitulated what had been done in the south-
west churchyard, and which the author laid
before the Royal Institute of British Ai-chitects,
January last, as noticed by us at the time.* The
more recently discovered objects were then de-
tailed. Mr. Penrose stated that firstly, the
extreme north-west angle of the north transept
had been found, which terminated with a flat
pilaster in Portland stone, answering to one of that
character at the south-west comer of the south
transept, and which were obviously part of Inigo
Jones's incrustations, as shown by Hollar. The
next point was the search for Paul's Cro.ss, and
the remains of the east end of the old Cathedral,
whilst the works for the conversion of the burial
ground into a cemetery garden, by the joint ar-
rangement of the Dean and Chapter and the
Corporation of the City, were going on, and
which offered an opportunity which was not to
be lost. In the search for Paul's Cross the sur-
veyor was aided chiefly by two documents ; one
a perspective view, preser\-ed in the Pepsian
collection at Magdalen College, Cambridge,
which showed it from the east, and the other a
plan which, although very inaccurate on some
points, gave true representations of what had
been found on others (the " Oxford plan, No. 2,"
a.s referred to in the paper read before the Insti-
tute). Tliis latter being the only plan upon
which the cross was shown was the principal
guide. AH other representations besides the two
above mentioned appeared of loss value.
The search was successful, although as it

turned out, it was rendered precarious by the
misleading directions of the plan named the
" Oxford plan, No. 1," in the paper already re-
ferred to, which showed the lines of the old
cathedral at the east end about 30ft. further
north than they were at last found to be.
"Paul's Cross" consisted of an octagonal
wooden erection, probably about 17ft. from side
to side, forming a pulpit, raised upon an octa-
gonal platform 37ft. from side to side, or 40ft.
from angle to angle. The lower courses of
about half of the wall supporting this outer oc-
tagon was found, with the springing of a pointed
brick arch, which carried the pavement of the
platform, and a small part of the substruction of
the central pulpit. The other half had been
destroyed in preparing the foundations of the
present cathedral, and the remains at the north-
east comer were peculiarly deep. The site as
di.scovered was much nearer the cathedral than
general opinion had placed it. For instance, in
the Ordnance Survey map, in forming which very
great pains had been taken in investigating the
documentary evidence available, the site is

shown 70 or 80ft. distant. The foundations dis-

covered were no doubt those of the restored
cross, built by Bishop Kemp, about 1470 a.d.,

and which had played an important part during
the time of the Reformation. The sermons there
preached had in fact perfonnod tlie duty now
undertaken by the i)ublic press, of informing
people's minds, by the authority of those who
fur the time being were in the a.sceudant, of the
various phases of that conflict. Latimer and Rid-
ley on the one side, and Fisher and no doubt
Bonner on the other side, besides others, preached
for and against the Reformation. The last oc-

casion on which it is heard of, is that the Puritans
of the Commonwealth ordered it to be levelled

with the ground in 1G42.

After the discoveiy of Paul's Cross, search was
made for such remaius of the cast walls or but-
tresses of the old cathedi'al as might pcssibly
ba remaining imder the churchyard wall, and
part of a buttress was soon found, but owing to the
misleading indications of the plan already re-

• Sec BuiLDiNO Nkws, for Jan. 31st (p. 132), and Feb.
14th (p. 183) ; also article on " Improvements at .fit.

Taul's," in issue for May Uth {p. 501) antf.
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ferred to, id rcUfinco upon whioh in the paper
read boforo the Architects' Institute, it was ar-
piedthat the axis of the old c> oir must have
been deflected from that of the nave, it was
diftcult to assign to whicli part of the east end
tins buttress and some other parts of this waU
foundations really beloug-ed. At last, however,
a portion of a buttress close under the present
apse, where any remains were haraiy to behoped for, was discovered, and cleared up the

rr*w LP™,"""' ">''* "^^^^ ^'"S "o deflection,
but that the plan which had so distinctly repre-
sented the coincidence of the centres of the old and

^hnJtn'''}r^ ^^"."'f ''"^ ^as in error by

!bn f M .
,• ""' •"'' "^ "»" °'<1 cathedral beingabout that dimension to the south of the presentThe plan referred to seemed entitled to more

confidence, as it was found to be extremely
accurate in all that respects the present cathedraland the form of the churchyard, but proved very
inaccurate as respects Old St. Paul's. Search wisnow made for the mside of the south wall of theold cathedral and was rewarded by the discoveryof .ome fine shafts and bases of the chapel which

catLd^ " ''•7' "?<l^'-the choir, when thecathedral was lengthened about the year
1260, and was called Jesus Chapel, and which

The restoration of the noble pUe, situated upon
the summit of the rock, has been in hand some
S1.X or seven years, from the designs and under
the supenntendence of the noble owner's near
relative Mr. James Piers St. Aubyn, architect,
of LarabeBuildinK Temple, E.C.' A perepec-
tive view of tins budding appeared in these pigessome veai^^Rincn Ti,„ .„„£. ._i • , •

"^I'-e""

wl K •u'*''''
^y " "'"""^ oversight, it h£been bu.lt upon an angle some yardsout^S

S[%n"'' ""' ™' «f "'" street wherdnistands (Queen-street, a long, straight, and nobthoroughfare
,
and the ill e«ect produced by thblunder may be better imagined' than describedIn a recent number (jfarch 28, 1879) Mrsomeyea^since. "Tho"r^rwhic}rir.T''''*^''ilTr'''

"/«««»' "'""ber (March 28, IsWMv
of gra^iitfe and slate! tow^ 'some tC'S^:^ oldYouJsTn ^'"'l'^^ "T" ^^^^ ^^^"""^
feet above the level of the spa Tn^ . . v -.j ^* ? Exeter, built upon the ancion
rugged summit sLnL the mansion andcCrch mirf^r" and

'''
^^"V- ^ ^'"''^'^ case of ehUd

The works have been carried out w thont thJ Znrl 1 f^ ,r"''l'l''°°
"^ ''"** "'^7 I>as jus(

assistance of a contractor, Jder the tnit Sh^^^^^^^^^^ The
supervision of a clerk-of-works and tL "m^ w.Tf! *

^''''' unfortunate ehUd in question

'^0 ^n^'io^^^^^^^^ that a new church be

Zi?.rj^-,„*? --..T^e works .arJtw 4- Go^fdTnd^o^n,Th'e";^^^^^drawing to a" close, and itTs' expected thatli^John and his fanuly will return to their romant cand beautiful homo next month
Another large building upon the same coast,now neanng completion, is Rousdon. Butwhikt St. Michael's Mount is on the extremewestern coast of Cornwall, Rousdon is on theeastern edge of the neighbouring county of

the brightest mompTit« p<„> j,o=*— t>_...j ', " "C"^
p.ese It ground and must have been about 4ft.or ott. below the original road which passedbetween the cathedral and St. Paul's sehoo? A
twlth'^i'"-^

"^'^ ^"^ ""^^^ °f ^^0 cxtens on o1the cathedral westward by means of an excavation which the Dean and Chapter have riloweI?obe made near Queen Anne's statue, and^'^eh
tZr^'' ,f

*"°"^ ''^"Sth of the old eatheS
Jones) to have been about .58.5ft. The extrp™»breadth at the transepts was 303ft. The axh rf

of tCoId'^f'^t'^f, " '° '^ -rth-ea^tTiliaoi tiie o d was to the south-east. The noinfupon which they turn is exactly at, or ve^ near

^eTllVr' '°'"°- '^'-Webetwlr^^e

NOTES IN THE WEST

T'^'n'^wEd^f *'>?.f?-'3ation-stone of the

^1 be llirf b^ ir'-^'f"'™'<'' off Plymouth,
h^i !i !'y t^" ^""^e of Edinburgh who
tion'of thrr •"-.^Vt'"

J^-tl'-of the go^pora-
^IZf.ll}^"

Trm.ty House. The cost of the new

k™ vT ; * "" "' an mat i^ature, in herbrightest moments, can bestow, Rousdon has nosuch advantages, and is an artistic pile rear^

sea fo. Md:"^"''
'"'''''' *° ^°-' --^d ^he«

rt!f fif -n ' ?' " S""''^'''^ P'l'-' of the year, allthat the skill of man has erected. Commenced
? '^i'^*

^""""^ °f iUu.strations in these nae-esJune 26, 1874, and again in May 12, 18-^)^g|^ea good idea of the work in progress Thearchitects for this important uSdertaSng areMessrs. Ernest George and Peto, of 11, Argyll!
street, London, W., and the mansioA and ssurroundings are being buUt, at a vast cost, forSirHeniy W. Peek, M.P. for Mid-Surrey The

«fli "S^t- I^ancras, spacious schools, largestables and other outbuildings, three lodges aSd

artT^tt; T'^f f'
^^'^"'"^ "^^^ erectedt^'that,

eswTnfl ^
A?^

domestic architecture which is soessent.ally Mr. Ernest George's cwn. Mr
late Sir Gilbert G. Scott, is the very courteousand energetic clcrk-of-works in charge of the

Cthe'eVL'fT;xt*yfa,^^''
-'^"''^ -^^

^
'fi--''«'i

At Tresco, the second in size, and perhaps

architects, o the latter town, were eom^sionedto prepare plans for the same, and very satLsfaPtory these drawings proved t^ be 31?. Ib^Tt'however, foimerly partner in thefi,™ of Mes^^'Hockton and Abbott (now Flockton and Gibt^'
architects, of St. Ames-row, Sheffield, hasrecently come to reside at Barnstaple, and haljust given plans for the proposed church gratu^?!ously and a gift of fifty pounds into tfl bar-gain

! It IS said there is no comparison betweenthe merits of the two designs, but, unde7the
cu-eumstances, art and filthy lucre are at rivalrythe one with the other, and the buUding com-'mittee are at a loss upon whom to bestowtheappleSome curious houses, supposed locaUy to be of

whe?o7r
^"""^

'^'f' f" ^'"*'' ^^^''ted near towhere this proposed church will stand Thevare bu.lt of red bricks or tUes, in courses of 3inTby Oin. deep respectively, and at the angles of thebay windows, &c., these tUes are mitred! Mr
^rfhf'l ^i!,"''""''

"^.^''"^taple, is thearchiteei

the flrt
^'^^'^'"S'- Tbe tiles and bricks used in

bpfn ?f "^ "'^ ^^°-, ™PPhed by him, Mr. Lauderbeing the principal of extensive potteries, as wellascanyingonthe business of a manure mev-

'•'^'! aiv now covere*

The J)fu/y Telegraph made a curious andcharac enstio bhinder in a leader uZ theMdystone on Friday la.st. The writer laidtress upon the vast obligations whic^ U who

„l!l^i ...
",'.""'' ""'^t have felt them.selves

eve'iT-point Ind^':.
''"'' ^"''^^ the mnrinTr :every point and then went on to inform his

Tb' iu it.%rTi ^'^s'"- ^' "*--
1.S built upon the Bishop's Rock, and oiiardsthe shoals and breakers of the Scil y Island^"'

tl"e 'm'or'/
'"

T^:f
"us topographical diLoverytlie more wonderful, the article refers to this

^hu^UoTb^'f/^"'" ™ '^'^ Bishop's Rock ahuihog back the waves in sight of Plymouth
„...,' .r,,

™'*"^crmg that the Bishops' Rock

apar tuTfb^'r- ^'^ ™-e than ^20 SS^esapart, this stretch of vision is remarkableAnew church will probably be shortly builtatPenz.ance and another at^East-the-Wa erBideford. In each instance it is most likelv

Perirans'lr'' "j^ •'^•="™ *'''' commiS
wlif f r.

"^
"i"'*'

picturesque buildin-^ in thewhole of Great Britain is the seat of Si'r T St

^ttSfn'^M' ^^iF-'^P-S'- Michael's Mou^;
from tfp 1, ""v" ^'^y- «ome quarter of a mile

Mra^ittta^isT'^^'^ ''" P^«"'""'« -1^^.^° of

"
^t}^^'" ^^''='.'aeI rises

; he whose brow

?re"^i:rw'ij5:'i'.:^fr- ?^^ ->-- -•'^ ^^'^

stoke Gabriel Church, near Totnes, has beenunder restora ion for some time under MessrsHayward and Son, of Exeter, and the workthereis nearly complete.
Pinhoe Church is being restored from the de-s.gns of Mr. R. Medley Eulford, of Exeter andforMonkokehampton Church a handsome reredos

tect'^'TM^' ^"^"^.^'t^'
by the same archi-

Vn!;h r .?'''''^°' '' '''« ^ft of Sir Stafford H.Northcote, Bart., the Chancellor of the Ex-chequer, t'o whom' tl e man r beTon.°s It t.\ °P-f^^^^^^^ di-«-«, a.

present being carried out by mT Harry Hr' "^1^^^^^^^' --!•
' .; .

--"" ""u uiiiuur ueionars. it is aipresent being carried out by Mr. Harry Hems
Expfpff • n^^"

^^''^'^ AshworthTabo of

in h1n4
'^''%the restoration of Shobrooke Churchin hand, and additions to Silverton Church arebemg made from the designs of the same gentle-

Iddesleigh Church is being thoroughly restoredfrom the designs of Mr. Charles S. Adye, archi-

Church h™^'°'^^-°"-;^^'°"'
^^^ Pet^ckstowe

rat.on, under the superintendence of Mr. John

pletbn
'

^''"^taple, is drawing near com-

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
' A^/"-^ i^™ this week, in continuation from last

TT w «'".!; P- ^''^^ *^^ ^""""^ portion of Mr.tl. W. Iratt s paper, together with the subse-quent proceediugs, at the closing meeting of this
Association held a fortnight since

.„pt?^??''-i?*
"8 briefly glance at the arrange-ment of the French churches. With a few notable

exceptions, we shall find them following onemam type-vi^., the Latin cross, and an apsidalchoir This comparatively simple plan hLi itsvarieties-^.^., the choir aisles are frequently
double, andsomet.mes the nave aisles; and notonly do radiatmg chapels form a feature of thecho.r alone, but continuous lateral chapels often
J.ue the nave. Hence we have a grandly-deve-
loped plan, as at Notre Dame, Pai-is, and the
cathedrals of Bourges, Coutanccs, R^uen, and

Ln°d'r\'n°f'' ""nlv' ."Y"
'=''''?'''''' '^ 'It Amiensand Chartres Cathedrals, and S. Semin, Tou-

!?"''^!^?1'? last-named being further developed bythe addition of an aisle round three sides of each
transept. At S. Nazaire, Carcassonne, we havea ijne of eastern chapels, such as one sees in cer-
tain churches at Verona, Venice, and Florencemere are three on either side of the choir, and
these were added to the transepts in the 14thcentuiy; they are separated from each other bv
open-traoened divisions, and produce an un-

-..,1.^1. uiguL ciiurones are ala radius of twenty-five miles of Exeter.
ir the ancient city it.self, Mr. Butterfiekl'snew schools at Mount Radfoi-d are begin.'^i to

tot nr^ "^T?"^- l^''"'''-
Stephens^and Bas-tow, of Bristol, arc the builders, Mr. Ncwcombe

^SSbXTVarSilj;v-:.?S

-_

—

J v.w..«i,.iuii ^iwfxj cjiu. At Bourges and
JUantes Cathedrals, and a few other churches there
are no transepts, wlule Angers and Vannes
Cathedrals, and some other examples, have no
aisles. Dol Cathedral is noteworthy as possess-ing a square east end, while the Cathedrals of
l^yons and Vienno have an cast apse, but the
aisles te.-minate square. Another feature of
considerable importance and much effect is the
adoption of a lantern at the crossing. This
feature is circidar at the Abbaye aux Hommes
Caen

;
and at Lisieux it is square ; but in others it

IS octagonal. Of the ch.u'ches which depart from
tliLs gener.il French type first and foremost is thatThc.,e last-named eight churches are aU within of" S^ Frn^^l^p"'^

'^^ *"''•
f"*^

^^^^^^^i is tha
radius of twenty-five miles of Exeter at C ,"'' Pc"^"5>"'^. said to be a copy of St
Tt fhp .,„,.:„_. '_-^^ .. ,; ";. ^I'^er. Mark's. \ emcc. and bi.ilf !,„..„ „„„/__. ,^,Mark s, \enice, and built by the same archi-

tect, the plan being that of the Greek cross sur-
mounted by five cupolas. At the west end are
the remauis of an earUer church, over which
stanos a lotty and picturesque tower. The prin-
cipal entrance is by the norlh transept, whu;h is
preceded by an open aicaded narthex. Each
transept has a small apsidal ehapel Thp
east arm of cross used to terminate in a 14th cen
tiu-y apse, but there is now a new apse in th"
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aM* fd Um original cHuroh, but much more
" • ' Bfot Tery satisfactory. The lec-

d great rejpret at the wholesale

wbich is now bein^ carried out here,

w vUak aa aaoient aiid most beautiful church

^t^ baoft tmaalonned into a brand-new ediiice.

J^Bigmmoi kaa another domical church, formerly

Am OMlwdral, and now called I'Egliae de

la Oti. Only two oompartmenta remain,A fteae are of considerable span, about

soft., aaoh razmounted by a cupola. As in

B. IVont, the Bii|^>ortin^ arohes are pointed to a

I bat disciemible extent, and herein lies a

between these and S. Mark's, the

I of the latter beinjf round. Probably when
ttia olnrch was complete it was similar to

CUun CWthodral, whicjt has two domical com-
wiiliiii iilii of about the same span and an apsidal

wrrir with thr«o apsidal chapels, the supporting

I again beinjf pointed. Le Puy Cathedral
UTe divided into six compartments, each
nted by an octagonal cupola. There are

I and transepts, the latter dlrided in a pecu-
liar fanhion into two parts by a pair of columns
Bpporting a groined soffited gallery. The choir

kaa nov a square end, but this has been rebuilt

foe inoreaae of accommodation. At the crossing
11 > domed octagonal lantern rising out of a
oinnilar cupola. Owing to the steep slope on
which the church is built, the entrance has been
oontrived rather ingeniously. It is approached
Inrk steep street, ending in a long flight of

aps, at the top of which are three lofty arches.
V^mang through these, you still ascend steps
aloag a stepped vaulted corridor under the
aave. At the end of this corridor is a wide
doorway, which opens upon a flight of

steps left and right, the former leading to
tte olmster and the latter to the church,
iHiiek is eventually entered in the south aisle.

It Is supposed, however, that the original inten-
fion was to pass imder the whole length of the
aave and enter the church in front of the altar

;

it is quite possible that such an entrance once
existed, and that the present is a subsequent
aUeratian. Fontevrault Abbey Church is not
nlike Angoulcme ; it has a choir aisle and three
{nstnncl of four chapels to apse, but, sad to say,
flio abbey buildings now form an extensive
prison ! The nave of the church has had upper
Soors inserted to make dormitories for the
prisoners, the ground floor being their refectory,
vhile the tnusepts and choir remain for the
Ai^iel. and in a comer of the south transept are
riaoed the recumbent figures of Henry II. of
Sngland and his queen, Richard I., and the
widow of King John, but their bones have long
noo been seized and scattered. St. Ours, at
I«*e8, is certainly a unique church. It is of
I2(h oentory date, and consists of a nave in two
eampartments, each of which is covered with a
lofty octagonal conical cupola open up to the
top, and perfectly plain. At the crossing is a
tower, which forms an octagonal cupola with a
eircahur light at the apex ; there are transepts
with ^laidal chapels, and a small ansidal choir.
At the west end is another tower,' and west of
flas a large squire narthcx, with fine Roman-
eaqoo doorways. The exterior is rendered
mgular by the two lofty pyramids between
the east and west towers, though, taken
in conjunction with the buildings surrouning
tterastle heights it is picturesque and striking.
Kesthcr in Franco nor Italy do wc see the beauti-
fiil cloisters with which we are so familiar in this

tttiy, but there are several interesting ex-
They nniformly possess arcades of small

I mostly springing from double shafts, and
thongh we miss the tracery we have instead finely
cnlptured capitals. On the north side of the
Abbey Church of 8. Pierre, Moissao, near
VMlooae, u a beautiful 12th century cloister, one« flie piers bearing the date 1110. The arches
vemornlded and pointed and spring alternately
froni Hngle and double shafts ; at each angle and
to the centre is a square sculptured pier. AU
tte capitals are beautifully sculptured with
Bcnptoral subjects, and have explanatory in-
scriptions attached. This is one of the most
lomarkablo cloisters on the Continent, and,
wonderful to say, is in excellent condition, and
•without wgn of restoration. He understood that
• young EngUnh arrihitoct had made elaborateoviags of this abbey, but could not ascertainMjmme. The author also described in•«a the clauteni at Le Puy Cathedral, San
5*2"?» _»«J™a. Hontmajor Abbey, Mont S.UAel, SonKatteo, Oenoa, the Campo Santo atBm, and at ttie disused church of San Gregoiio,

Venice, and proceeded to notice the church
towers of Italy and France. In the former
country the oldest form is the round tower,

but the cliBracteristic form is the campanile.

In the North of Italy the campaniles, although

not possessing any great variety, are as a rule

of good proportion and bold in treatment,

and show what may bo done without the

use of the buttress. In France wo fiud the type

of tower and spire with which we arc not un-
fiuuiliar in tlus country. One of the best

managed features of the French spires is the

treatment of the broach and pinnacles. The low
square tower with which we in this country are

acquainted, does not seem to find a place iu Italy

or France. He could but just allude to the

charming colour decoration, which adorns so

n any Italian churches, and to the use for these

purposes of such a dui'able material as the mo-
saics, which have for so many centuries with-

stood the ravages of time, and remain to-day the

most beautiful specimens of permanent decoration

which it is possible to employ. In conclusion, Mr.
Pratt said : One cannot return from scenes so

delightful and work so interesting, without
having gatheredsome lessons. From Italian brick-

work wehave especially much toleam: some of its

detail is most e.xijuisite, and it seems surprising

that our own great brick country should attempt
comparatively so little out of the ordinary way.
That we cannot adopt the use of marble is per-

haps an advantage ; for the many systems of

incrustation, which such a valuable material

necessitates, would introduce a kind of construc-

tion not to be commended. In many respects

the Italian work displays a simplicity of parts,

and consequent largeness of scale, which detracts

from its excellence. Their groined buildings

bear no compaiison with those of England
and France, and their carving is disap-

pointing. I refer particularly to capitals, and
it seems strargethat in a cjuutiy noted for its

figure sculpture, and where the column is so

largely employed, we should see sucli poverty of

treatment. Another Italian featiu'e which is

not satisfactory is the favoiu'ite adoption of a
front or facade instead of a good all-round

exterior. We see plenty of tliis in our modem
work at home, but no one except the stingy client

upholds the shabby-back style. In our churches
wo pay perhaps more attention to the exterior

;

the Italian usually reverses the order, and in this

each has something to learn from the other. One
might easily prolong comparisons, for a tour on
the Continent opens one's eyes lo varieties,

defects, and beauties in dift'erent countries.

May we profit by international intercourse, for

while it will tend to develop our minds and will

influence oiu" lives, it will be the means of pro-
motingthe happinessand well-beingof our fellow-

men.
Mr. R. P. Spiees suggested that it was

scarcely prudent for Mr. Pratt to have endea-
voured to describe a tour of eight mouths'
duration in an hoiu-'s lecture ; it was probable
that he had materials for a second and more
detailed lecture on some portion of his travels.

In examining the domes of St. Front, at Peri-

gueux, it was clear that it followed the general
proportions of St. Mark's, Venice, hut the con-
struction was more olum.sy and based on a differ-

ent treatment of the vaults, the pendentives
forming a kind of web. Tlie restoration of this

church had been unfortunately carried out, for

it had completely blotted out one of the most im-
portant features of its liistory. Originally the
arches in the nave of St. Front were scarcely

perceptibly pointed ; and M. Abadie, the
architect who had restored it, had conceived the
idea of making all the arches somi-circiUar ; so

he had the arcades carefully rebuilt in that

manner, thus destroying their true character.

The Abbey at Moissac was carefully measured
and drawn during 1874-5 by Mr. Drinkwater,
who was employed in Mr. Street's oifice. He
would propose a vote of thanks to Mr. Pratt for

his paper.
Mr. Huon Stanntjs, in seconding the motion,

illustrated on the blackboard some of the subtle

refinements in the planning, vaulting, and
lighting of Italian churches, which appeared to

have escaped Mr. Pratt's attention. He sug-
gested that the lecture would have been valuable
had it dealt with a few points in greater detail.

Mr. S. F. Claeksos remarked that ho was
present at the International Congress of Arohi-
tectH, at Paris, last year, when M. Ahadie was
taken to task for his work of destructive restora-

tion at Pereigueux. Ho pleaded that when he

was called in, St. Front was so near absolute
ruin that it became a question whether it should
be maiutained or not. Ho decided to repair
rather t^ji rebuild, and considered he was
justified in restomig it to what ho supposed was
its original condition.

Mr. E. B. I'Anson thought the extreme
ingenuity displayed in the planning of Venetian
churches would repay the study of those who
might have to build in London streets or other
confined spaces. Frequently, by a mere parallelo-
gram they were skilfully broken up into aisles,

chapels, and transepts, so as to produce the im-
pression of considerable complexity and size. The
brickwork of North Italy was the finest iu the
world, and wliile our treatment of brick was im-
proving it would be better for students to broadly
examiue the mode in which it was used there than
to take Uttle bits cribbed from Walthamstowe,
Stoke Newington, and Clapham, and endeavour
from these to produce Queen Anno work.
Mr. Blashill urged upon young members not

to confine their studies to England, but to take
the first opportunity that availed of seeing how
things architectural are managed on the Con-
tinent.

The vote of thanks having been carried, it was
briefly responded to by Mr. Pratt.

ELECTION OF OFFICEES.

The scrutineers, Messrs. Farrow and Cress-
well, announced that the following ofticers had
been elected to serve during the session 1879-80:
— President : S. Flint Clarkson. Vice - pre-
sidents : E. G. Hayes and R. E. PownaU.
Members of Committee : A. Payne, W. H. Nash,
E. B. I'Anson, T. E. Collcutt, J. Neale, A.
Cunder, G. R. Redgrave, E. E. Deane, H. L.
Florence, and W. Penstoue. Treasurer : J.

Douglass Mathews. Librarian : H. W. Pratt.
Secretaries: R. C. Page andF. Eales. Solicitor

;

Francis Truefitt. Assistant-librarians : J. W.
Stone and F. Hemiugs. Auditors : T. E.
Mundy and "W. Crisp. Registrar : Thomas H.
Watson.
Mr. Spiers proposed a vote of thanks to the

President for his conduct in the chair during
the session. Mr. Florence had been most regular
ill attendance at sessional meetings, and on com-
mittees had been assiduous iu promoting the in-

terests and prestige of the Association, and had
uphold the position of president in the manner
in which they all expected he would do so..

The motion was seconded by Mr. Blashill in

compUinentary terms, carried amidst applause,
and suitably acknowledged by Mr. Florence.

THE YORKSHIRE FINE ART AND
INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.

STAINED and painted glass is here of aE
descriptions— ecclesiastical, mxmicipal, and

domestic, Mediseval and Renaissance, pictorial

and conventional, quiet and glaring. The ex-
hibitors are Messrs. Adam and Small, Glasgow ;

Campbell and Smith, London ; Camm Bros.,

Birmingham ; Di.xon and Vasey, London ;

Gibbs and Howard, London ; A. Hodgson,
York ; J. W. Knowles, York ; Knowles
and Co., London ; Powell Bros., Leeds ;

Shrigley and Hunt, Lancaster ; and Thom-
son and Co., Leeds. Powell Bros, occupy
one of the positions above the refreshment bars.

One light is fitted with a rather powerfully drawn
figure of St. Dominic, in bro^vn coat ; simplicity

of colour and outline has been aimed at with good
result. The next light illustrates the Crucifixion,

and is a portion of the east window of Nether-
hoy Church. The third is less ecclesiastical, and
illustrates the game of football. All three lights

have gi-ounds of white and yellow, the primary
colours are well subdued, and the general eft'cct

is good. Messrs. Shrigley and Hunt have but
onespecimen ofthcirartjRenaissance in style, illus-

trative of the Arts, with figures of Michael Angelo,

Giorgione, Raphael, and Titian, with smaller

figures above representing Poetry, Painting,

and Sculpture, and one below, Music. The
whole is pleasing in composition and colour.

Next to this is a window by Messrs. Knowles
and Co. , of corapo.sitc character, the various por-

tions not only lacking unity in design, but being

of various periods of Gothic art. The subjects

are Christ Sitting in Glory, the Virgin and CliUd,

St. Catherine of Alexandria, St. John the Evan-
gelist, &c. Apparently they are not intended

for one window. The exhibits of Messrs. Adam
and Small are rather numerous, and are scattered
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about different parts of the building. Under the

north gallery are two lights, the one contain-

ing the figures of Eli and Samuel, tho other

Timothy and his Mother. These are excellently

drawn and richly coloured, but the contrasts of

colour are too marked. Tlie^draperios are very
dark, inclining to opacity, while the heads and
hands eeem washed out iu comparison. Still

these windows bear a good deal of looking at,

which is mote than can be said of others very
near them. By the north-west staircase tho same
firm has a pointed light, treated in less conven-
tional manner, illustrating the text, "Praise the
Lord, O my soul." A female stands in a posture
of reverent attention, iu front of her being a
child, who looks up admiringly into her face.
The plants iu tho background are rather coarse,
but the whole is very pleasing, and rich in colour.
There are several panels for domestic use in
staircase and libnuy windows, &c. One is com-
posed of small squares of coarso glass, with a few
of wavy glass at regular intervals, inclosed in a
frame of Jacobean character, with rather absurd
architectural details at top and Ixjttom. There
are other panels in Engli.«h Renaissauce, with
stained and painted glass mixed. The exhibits
of Messrs. Campbell and Smith are of domestic
character, and are mostly panels for insertion iu
largo lightsoropenings. "Autumn," "Morning,"
"Vivien and Merlin," "Tho Crow and the
Pitcher," &c., form the subjects of these designs.
Some of them seem too conventional. Messrs.
Camm Bros, send a variety of work. One
window tells tlie story of the Ten Virgins,
the centre light being occupied by a figure of the
Saviour regaUy attired. Another window is

intended for a boudoir, and has small painted
panels illustrating the "Midsummer Night's
Dream." It is placed too liigh to be xiroperly
inspected. On the south-west stairs is another
work of Messrs. Campbell and Smith. It is a
panel with a scene from MoUere's "Bourgeois
<3entilhomme," and shows how a subject may
be freely treated and yet lend itself to the lines
of tho lead glazing, which hardly interfere with
tho effect, alUiough tho scale of the drawing is

small. The colours are quiet and yet rich.
Messrs. Gibbs and Howard are represented by

three windows, of which the largest is in a rococo
Renaissance .style—that is, the arcliitectural
details partake of that character. The central
subject, " Tho Expulsion of the Moneychangers
from the Temple," is vigorously treated. The
flesh tints are browner than is usual iu stained
glass, and the modelling of the features, &c.,
better. Another light gives a picture of St.
Balba, with an architectural model in her hand,
under an elaborate Late Gothic canopy. Tho
third exhibit shows Othello relating the stoiy of
his life, in which the artist has hardly done
justice to Desdemona. Tho exhibits of Messrs.
Thomason and Co. are all pleasmg in tone, but
there should bo a little more variety about flesh
tints when they are in immediate juxtaposition
•with white draperies. Messrs. Dixon have a
window of two lights of very pccidiar appear-
ance, all the gla.ss usually white having a dirty
greenish tinge, while some of the draperies are
very dark. The subject is the "Adoration of
the Magi." The drawing is good, and the forms
are well defined. Elsewhere this firm has three
lights for a Tudor window, " St. Cecilia," with
an angel on each side. There are some faults of
drawing, as, e.g., the hands are rather small;
but the arrangements of colours are pleasing. A
panel for a staircase window has some forcible
drawing and rich colour in a branch of some tree
in blojsom, with a ruby-coloiu-ed bird on the
wing. In a circular panel representing the
Entombment the colours are very dark, inclining
to black. Altogether there is a very complete
collection of stained and painted glass in this
exhibition. It seems a pity that it could not
have been kept more together, and, in several
instances, nearer the eye of the observer.

C. P. E.

PRESERVED AND UNPRESERVED
TIMBER.

THERE appears to be a general consensus of
professional opinion as to the value of the

preservation of timber for structural purposes,
though a few architects and engineers are to be
found who look upon all processes with distrust,
and who, upon plausible grounds and with well-
meaning intentions, declare certain processes to
be useless or destructive under certain conditions.
Wo arc not about to discuss this gcuerul ques-

tion, which will be found to be a much narrower
one when stripped of all ambiguities of meaning,
and when that rock to all disputants, " season-
ing," is disposed of ; nor need we enter into tho
numerous processes that have been suggested, all

pretty well known to our practical readers. We
may confine the attention to one process, which
all have agreed to accept as the most economical,
namely, creosoting, while we refer to some in-

formation compiled by Mr. John Bogart, a
member of tho American Society of Civil

Engineers, and published in a tabulated form
in the January nimiber of that Society's

Journal. It will be admitted that no expe-
rience with respect to timber has been so

great as that in connection with railways. Our
permanent ways have given opportunities
iu the testing of timber and iron for a series of

years not found elsewhere, and in no condition is

timber more exposedto decay, orplaced undermore
trying circumstances, than when it is laid as rail-

road sleepers, sometimes imdtrground and at

other times half-exposed to atmospheric in-

fluences. Accordingly, wo find that railway
engineers have devoted considerable attention to

tho preservation from decay of so important an
item in the maintenance of railroads, and that
for some years past the greatest care has been
bestowed in collecting statistics. Mr. John
Bogart, iu his elaborate paper on tho '

' Pcnna-
nent Way of Railways in Great Britain, with
especial reference to the Use of Timber Pre-
served and Uupreserved," has taken the trouble
of collecting answers to a series of questions he
circulated among the leading engineers of rail-

ways in Great Britain and Ireland. These he
has given iu a simimarised form, and they are so
valuable in their bearing upon the subject that
we may briefly make a fev^ remarks upon them.
Wo find that the bulk of the sleepers used in

English and Scotch railways are of Baltic red
wood, generally about Oft. long, lOiu. by oin. in
section. AU the railway olficials who have
given answers, with oneexception, record the pro-
cess of creosoting as the method that has proved
the most efficacious. Among the names of engi-
neers who have supplied information, we find
Mr. R. Johnson, of tho Great Northern ; Mr.
E. H. Lloyd, of the Great Western ; Mr. Alfred
A. Langley, of the Great Eastern ; Mr. W.
Jacomb, of the London and South Western ; Mr.
H. Johnston, of the Midland, and several others.

The process is the only one now in general use,

and the amoimt of creosote oil forced into the
wood averages 0-82 gallons per cubic foot, or the
weight of oil forced in averages about 7'1751b.

per cubic foot. In many cases the work is done
by contract, in others the company has its own
creosoting works. The cost averages about lOd.

a sleeper. As regards the average life of pre-
served sleepers, the answers are very various.

Some give it as 10 years, others 20, but taking
all the replies, 10 years seems to be the general
average, while the actual gain by the process is

stated to be from two to ten years. In reply to

the question whether preserved sleepers hold the
spike better than unprcserved ones, the majority
of answers goes to show that they do ; though, as
far as compressibiUty is concerned, the experi-
ence of many is, that creosoting does not harden
tho wood so much as to prevent the chair
cutting ujider heavy trafiic. The writer
mentions several samples of sleepers taken from
roadways which arc in an excellent state of

preservation after a service of 10 to 22 years.

We have already quoted the experience obtained
by tho officials of the North-Eastem Railway,
and another sample of a creosoted Scotch fir

sleeper taken promiscuously out of the main line

near Tweedmouth, having bet n in use 20 years,
is mentioned in such a good condition that the
engineer, Mr. Harrison, considers it to be likely

to wear another 10 years, though it has been run
over during that period by all passenger and
goods trains between London and Edinburgh

.

Mr. Bogart' s researches and summarised
results prove the value of creosote oil as a
preservative in railway works, and we consider
the expeiiment one well worth the attention of

engineers and architects. If one of the pro-
fessional institutions would commence a series

of tests with the object of showing the value of

preservative processes, beginning with paint,
and applying the other chief jiroccsses to timbers
placed in various positions, and recording the
condition of each specimen after a given interval,

sometliing like certainty would bo attained.
Timber piles exposed to the joint influence of

water and air, posts for fencing, and pillars

standing above ground, are three cases whafls
conditions are somewhat different; these should
be all tried. Timbers in exposed positions laid
horizontally, weather boarding, rafters, and
joists, should be tested in several different

circumstances, both as regards exposure and the
seasoning of the timber. It would bo well if each
institution had a record office to which particulars

and statistics of this sort could be forwarded, so
that the results may be classified and compared
for practical reference.

FABLIAUENTABT NOTES.
Aetxsans' Dwellings in Pefvate BuBTUfo

GEOtraus.—Mr. Waddy road a statement in tho
Hoiuio of Commons on Thursday week relative to
excavations which had been made in a private
burying-groimd, as ho understood, in Islington,
which had been utilised as a site for artisans'

houses, under the Act of 1868. After digging
for not more than a foot in depth the workmen
came upon a ma.s8 of human bones and black
slush. To enable them to continue their opera-
tions they were supplied with stimulants, but no
sufficient foundation could be prepared for tho
building. The ground was loaded with human
remains and dangerous to the public health. He
wished to know whether anything could be done
to prevent houses being erected in .such a locality,

and if erected, to prevent them being occupied.

—

Mr. Cross was anxious to have made an order to
close the place and cover it up ; but he found on
inquiry it would be impossible to do so. The
same thing had been attempted by his predecessor
Sir George Grey, but he had no power to inter-

fere. Perhaps the best remedy in such a case
would be to indict the owner of the private
biuial-ground or the builders for a nuisance. He
had ordered a special report to bo made to him.
Ho could not conceive anytliing more injurious
or more scandalous.

The Weavees Towee at Newcastle.—^Mr.

Percy Wyudhara, on Tuesday, asked the Secre-
tary to the Treasury whether, in the matter of
the threatened destruction of the Weavers Tower
at Newcastle, the Lords of the Treasury had
stated their opinion that its destruction ought
not to occur except upon the decision of a clear

majority of the whole number of the council;
whether he was aware that the motion for its

destruction had been carried by a majority of one
of the whole number of the council ; and whether
in the circumstances the Lords of the Treasury-
would not again interfere. Sir H. Selwin-
Ibbetson said,—The Lords of the Treasury did
express an opinion that the destruction of tie
building should not occur except upon the
decision of a clear majority of the whole number
of tho Town Council. I am informed by the
To^vn Clerk that the council when fully consti-
tuted consists of 6t members. When the dis-

cussion was held about the Weavers Tower there
were two vacancies, reducing the numbers to 62.

Of these 48 were present at the meeting, 32
voted for the destruction, 6 against, and 10
declined to vote. The Treasury has no power to
interfere further in the matter, as it has already
signified its assent to the scheme for the free

library subject to a recommendation that the
question of preserving the tower should be
decided only by a clear majority of tho counciL
As only G members out of 62 were found to
vote for the preservation the division must be
regarded as a decisive expression of local opinion,

and I believe I may say that the principal

opponent expressed himself satisfied with the
decision come to at the last meeting.

At the half-yearly meeting of the proprietors <A
the Bank of Ireland Stock, held in the old House
of Lords, Dublin, on Friday, the chairman called
attention to the fact that the room has been newly
painted, decorated, and furnished, and the historical

tapestries have been restored to a proper condition.
These tapestries were made in tho liberties of
Dublin iu the year 1732 by John Van Beaver, a
Huguenot refugee, and bear his signature and tJie

date. In the following year they were hung in the
place they now occui)y. Being in a very dilapi-

dated state, aud almost falling to pieces, they were
recently sent for repair to the Koyai Tapesfaiy
Works at Windsor, where tho restorations haTe
been carefully effected.

The local board of Torquay have instructed their
surveyor to prepare plans for a fever hospital, the
cost of which is not to exceed £2,000. They have
also decided to make the town supply of water con-
stant instead of intermittent, as hitherto.
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JIBW BVeOTESB PEEJHSES EJ THE CTTY.

A DOrBLE-PAOE illustration shows perspectives of
new premises at the junction of Watling and
Bread-streets (on the site till recently occui iedW the Church of All Hallows, in which John
Milton was baptised), and in Kood-lane. They
luiTe been recently erected, from the designs of
Mr. Alexander Peebles, F.R.I.B.A., of Salter's-
hall-coort, Cannon-street, E.C.

HOUSE AND STAJILES AT DIDSBUEY, NEAE
MANCHESTEE.

The view we give of this house is of the front
facing the Mersey-road, the principal elevation
being towards the gardens. The whole of the
external walls from the groimd-floor line are to
be covered with Portland cement, finished with
olicate distemper a toned white, the quoins, cor-
nice*, strings, chimneys, &c., being of bright red
brick, andthe roofs green slates of a small size. We
give the ground-plan. On the first floor there
are four large bedrooms, nursery, and bath-room.
Ac., and on the floor above the same number of
bedroom*, all square to the ceiling, a servant's
bath-room being provided off the half-landing of
back-stairs. A range of conservatories will con-
nect the house and stables, and a large brick
wall, with close gateway, inclose the whole of
this aide of the site as shown in the view. Mr.
Geo. Freeth Roper, of llaworth's-buildings,
Hancbester, is the architect.

LTCH GATS, CABXASTBZN.

Axoso OUT lithographic plates to-day we illus-
trate both the selected and second design for the
hrch gate which is about to be erected at St.
Peter's Church, Carmarthen, in memory of the
late vicar, the Ecv. Latimer Maurice Jones. Tlie
designs were submitted in open competition last
Korember, with about tliirty others, and the
Section was made upon the recommendation of
tlie Bishop of 8t. David's. Tlie author of the
selected design is Mr. Francis E. Jones, archi-
tect, of 20, Cockspur-strcet, S.W., and the con-
tractor for the work is Mr. Thomas David,
builder, of St. Clear's, near Carmarthen. The

lych gate will be of Runcorn' stone throughout,

the roof being of stone to give a monumental
or a " memorial character " to the structure, as

suggested in the instructions. The second design

is the work of Mr. J. Martin Brooks, of Wel-
lington-street, Strand, who has failed to send us
any particulars of his plan. However, our
readers may compare the two designs, and draw
their own conclusions. Mr. Brooks' drawing is

now on riew at the Royal Academy's Exliibition.

EOTAI. AECniTECTUHAL MUSETTM SKETCHING CLUB.

—

SKZTaiES OF OENAJLEKT FEOM SAUSBUET, &C.

The lithographic illustration of ornamental de-

tail which we publi.«h to-day is from the full-

size sketches by Mr. Pennington made at the
Museiun in March last. The enriched moulding
is from the Audley Chapel, Salisbury Cathedral,
Eiid the beautifully-designed patera from a
ceiling is from a cast in the Museum bearing no
date or name.

" BUIU)INQ news" designing CLUB. A VILLAGE
SCHOOL-CHAPEL.

A VILLAGE SCHOOL-CHABEL is ono of the most
ordinary as well as useful subjects, perhaps, that
could have been chosen for the members of our
Designing Club on which to exercise their
ingenuity, and in consequence an unusually
large number of designs were submitted. Several
took rather the form of a cemetery chapel or
country church, while others assumed more of
the village mixed school character. Few designs
combined the twofold requirements of a school

-

chapel, either in plan or architectural expression.
" S in a circle," whose design we publi.'^h to-day,
unquestionably worked out the problem with the
most satisfactory results. His plan, upon which
wo have already remarked when reviewing the
whole series, has many points of merit,
especially in the double-porch or lobby, and in
the separate chancel arrangement, without
making the chancel too prominent or expensive
a feature.

THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM
SKETCHING-CLUB AT STONE, KENT.
LAST Saturday several members of this sketch-

ing club joined the first out-door sketching
excursion which has been held in connection with
themuseum, itbeingproposed tohold a short series

of simOar outings to places in the neighbourhood
of London during the summer. Leaving Charing
Cross by half-past two, the excursionists reached
Stone Church, the building selected for the day's
sketching, rather before four, the party number-
ing about a dozen members. A general survey
of the church was made, and some brief partioilars
being given by the conductor of the party, Mr.
Maiirice B. Adams, after which sketches were
made from various portions, and general views
from almost every tide, each individual simply
following his own bent. Of course the interior
is descrv-ingly considered by far the most in-

teresting portion of the church, though
the building is exceedingly picturesque from the
north-east, where the quaint though Late chapel
of the Wylshyre family, now used as an organ-
chamber, breaks up the composition with the
flying buttress to the chancel wall over the
embattlcel parapet of the chapel below, while the
roofof thechanefl,beinghigherthanthenave, adds
greatly tothe effect. The church consists ^im])ly of
a chancel and nave, with north and south aisles
and western tower, the main entrance being from
the north side through an elaborate and curiou.sly
enriched doorway, the mouldings of which are
much dilapidated. The navo arcade is of three
bays of thirteenth-century date, having beauti-
fully foliated caps, unsurpassed, perhaps, by any
in the kingdom. The windows of the aisles are
composed of two splayed equilateral lights with
a quatrefoil spandrel ; but the easternmost ones
in either aisle seem to have been the only ones
really completed in accordance with the original
design, and these are exquisite in proportion,
having a detached shaft and inner traceried
head. The roof, which is modem, is of wood,
and no traces of a groined roof remain. The
chancel is enriched on all three sides by an
elaborate wall arcade, the details of which are
f.imiliar to all English students of Gothic work,
and perhaps no example has been more
frequently measmcd and drawn. The win-
dows of the chancel, as well as the groined
roof, are restorations, or, at any rate, the
groining may be so termed, though the
insertion of the (Geometrical windows appears

more questionable, not as to date, for they were
inserted a few years ago by .Mr. G. E. Street,
when he rejwired the church, but in design and
fitness. Perpendicular windows existed before
Mr. Street took the work in hand, and these
have been removed to make way for the new
ones of earlier design, the window on the south
side being of the same size and detail as that in
the east wall, so that when seen from the-

exterior the scale of the windows in the nave
suffers seriously on this account. In 1778 the
chancel is said to have been furnished with stalls
of ancient date, however,these wereremoved tjefore
1836. At present some ordinary seats are used.
The benches in the nave are of deal, with ends well
notched, arched, and chamfered. 'The pulpit, with
the exception of the crowning cornice, is very
poor both in execution and design. Tlie windows
at the east end of the aisles are of different
design ; that in the north aisle is by far the
larger of the two, and is very handsome, though
the window, as a whole, seems of an indifferent
proportion. Mr. Street has carefully restored
it, leaving the upper part open to the organ-
chamber. The window in the south aisle

east wall is more simple, though more in
keeping with the side lights, and certainly
of finer proportion than the larger window just
named. The tower is later in style than the
nave and lower portion, while it appears to be of
a much meaner character than that originally
intended, judging from the two flying buttresses
in the aisles, springing from the wall at window-
sill level to the top of the piers under the tower,
as this precaution would, probably, not be neces-
sary had so small a tower only have been pro-
posed. The caps of the tower piers are tmsatis-
factory in the abacus. The stair-turret is

quaintly arranged, and the curious way in which
the clock comes in the comer of the south side,

over the turret, is characteristically picturesque.
The windows of the vestibule atthe westendof the
aisle are of Decorated character of simple design, as
is the west doorway. The church and churchyard
are well kept, and Canon Murray is the rector. The
dedication is to St. Maiy, and the living is in
the gift of the Bishop of Rochester. Walter de
Morton, a bishop of that see, is supposed to have
built the nave and chancel, commencing the
work in about 1270. Mr. Street is of the opinion
that the architect of the building was also the
designer of Westminster Abbey. Daniel Dig,
the first rector, was presented to the
living in 1284, the 13th year of the reign of
Edward the First, by the Bishop of Rochester.
The living is said to be valued at £765 per
annum.

CHIPS.

At a meeting of the Royal Dublin Society held on
Monday evening Mr. G. H. Kinahan, M.R.I.A.,
read a paper on Arklow Harbour, the improvement
of which was commenced in 1847. He stated that
though the money expended on it, including £30, 00ft
by the Wicklow Copper Mine Co. , had given results

far short of those anticipated, yet the port had
been vastly improved ; for while in old days it only
admitted boats drawing from 3ft. to 4ft. of water,
now most of the vessels that frequented it drew
from 8ft. to 10ft., and even more. He made various
suggestions for the further improvement of the
harbour. In the course of the subsequent discus-

sion, it was stated that the Wicklow Copper Mine
Co. are expending £40 a week on the imiirovement-
of the harbour.

An additional supply of water from Moorfoots for
Edinburgh was turned on by the Lord Provost on
Friday. The works are so far completed as to

supply 4,000,000 gallons of water daily, but when,
finished the total daily water supply will be double
that given hitherto.

On Sunday week All Saints' Roman Catholic
Church at Sedgley was reopened after alteration.

The building has been repewcd and refloored and
decorated in colour at a cost of £200. The work
has been carried out by Mr. Hilton, builder, and
Mr. Eggington, painter, of Sedgley.

Mr. Folingsby, an Englishman who has resided

for many years at Munich, has been appointed
director of the Melbourne Art Academy.

The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty have
accepted the tender of Mr. J. G. Naylar, of

Rochester, amounting to £3,443, for the erection of

new schools, with teacher's residence, for the
education of the children of the Roj'al Marines who
may be stationed in tlic Chatham district. The
foundations of the buildings have already been put
in by the Admiralty, who also supply bricks and
stonework for the building, bringing the total cost

to upwards of £5,000.
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THE "BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING
CLUB.

DESIGNS FOB \ BMAIi STABLE.

THIS subject has been well taken up, and a

few skilful designs have been sent in.

"S" in circle, .which we place first, is meri-

torious in plan, and exhibits a linowledge of the

requirements of stable building ; in the elevation

also the author has shown a considerable dis-

cenunent in the treatment of a structure of this

class. The stable, 23ft. by 1.5ft. wide, has two
stalls, each 6ft. in clear, and a loose box 13ft. by

1 1ft. at one end. The coach-house and coach-

man's rooms fonn a separate and parallel block,

connected to the stable by a harness-room, which

is well placed, with a washing-space for horses

in front. The width of stable is narrow; I8ft.

is not too much. We find that the author has

observed a few necessary points, such as that the

stable-door should open outwards, and that the

hay -shoot and ladder should be placed out of

sight of the horses ; the former is brought down
a shaft in the wall, at the back of the horses.

The drains are well shown, but we see no pro-

vision for storage nor means of ventilation.

Walls of stable, iScc, are proposed to be cemented
The windows are small, and do not open at the

top, as they ought to do, but otherwise the treat-

ment is characteristic. "Motto J" is an ex-

ceedingly simple and picturesque elevation. The
plan forms two ranges of building at right

angles, the stalls occupying the comer, with a

separate loose box adjoining. The carriage-house

and harness-room, together with a gateway
leading into the stable-yard, foi-m the main
elevation ; these are conveniently placed, and a

manure-store is formed at the end of stable-range.

The author proposes stone walling, relieved by
brown stone bands. The coachman's rooms and
hayloft are placed above the arched gateway and
carriage-house, and the former are lighted by
projecting casements of wide proportions. The
design, though appropriate in general arrange-
ment, certainly affects the antiquated too much,
and the windows are too small for effective ven-
tilation. Why the iron girder over coach-house
doorwayandthehea\-ystone lintels? " Trianglein
Circle " is more modem in spirit, and charac-
teristic as regards elevation. The building is

planned as one long range, with the loose box
ha\nng a separate entrance at one end and the
carriage-house at the other. The stable, l"ft.

by lift., is well placed in relation to the harness-
room ; the corn-shoot is a four-flued trunk, set

in the wall between stable and loose box, and
the stove heating the hamess-room is made
to serve the eoaeh-honse, by being placed
in an opening in the division wall. Tlie

stair to the coachman's room above hamess-
room is made a feature in the elevation, and is

carried up as a pigeon-house. A timber roof
(open) covers the coach-house, which has sliding

doors and a shed in front for cleaning purposes.
Brick waDs with muUioned windows are shown,
and the author has produced a design that ex-
presses its purpose ; but the drawing of the
octagon turret in the sketch is a trifle twisty.

"Noah" indulges in Queen Anne, and the
buildings arc made to form three sides of an
inclosed paved yard, the entrance .separating the
dwelling from the stable range. We do not find

much to object to, except that the plan is expen-
sive and rather beyond the requirements we had
in view. The harness-room is placed at the
angle between the stable and coach-house, with
a separate doorway into each. We do not like

the corn-shoot at the side of the stall, but the
hayloft above the hamess-room and coach-house
is better than a loft above the horses for sanitary
reasons, and so is a stable open to roof. Cottam's
fittings are proposed. The chief requirements
are met. On the other hand, the coachman's
hoiise with four bedrooms is unnecessarily large.

The walls are proposed to be executed in flint

and red brick in the quoins, strings, and window
dressing. The loft-windows are circular, and
one cf the grooms' bedrooms is made to project
over the yard entrance with a pediment, and is

constructed of timber framing and plaster. The
treatment is in keeping, and the drawing credit-

able. There is much to commend in " No
Hope," the author of which has studied extreme
simplicity in the exterior, and has adopted a
tile-hung upper stoiy with red tile roof. The
stalls are arranged one on each side of the loose

box which occupies the comer, the hamess-room
and entrance lobby are conveniently placed, and
a door is provided between the harness-room and

coach-house, which is 17ft. by 16ft. and has

sliding doors. Tlie living-rooms form another

range at right angles, and the two buildings are

pleasingly combined. Similar in plan and ex-

ternal design is "Maggie, alias Such a Dog."

The stable, 18ft. by 17ft., has the loose box in the

corner, as in the former ca.se, but the coach-house

is placed at the end of the dwelling range.

There is little to find fault with in the position

of the doorways and conveniences, but no drain-

age is indicated. The gables are timber-framed

and the elevations are modest and unpretending.

"Honey Dew" adopts the one-range plan, and

we find the hamess-room and coach-house are

wai-med by the same stove. Economy has been

consulted in the construction and arrangement,

the whole being contained under one roof. The
elevations are neatly but mechanically drawn,

suitable and expres.sive in character, though

we take exception to the attenuated propor-

tions of the gabled dormers and narrow win-

dows. We fail to see the advantage of

the cement facing to the outer walls.

" Omega" is a compact plan, the stable, house,

and stable-yard being inclosed within a square.

The loose box is placed between the two stalls,

the hamess-room and washing lobby are con-

veniently near, and the foimer and living-room

communicate by a doorway between the two

rooms. The elevations are artistically treated

in brick and tile, the details are plain and effec-

tive, and the whole design is creditably drawn.

A less expensive plan, however, has " Enigma "

for a motto ; the stalls and loose boxes are ar-

ranged as in the last, but the coach-house and
hamess-room form one elevation, which is cha-

racteristic. The sanitary details are not shown.

Treated with some taste, though the details of

doi-mers are preposterously stilted, is "North-
west," and we cannot discern the reason of con-

fining the timber framing to the story above the

coach-house. In a small stable we think the

loo.se box is best combined with the stalls,

instead of being made a distinct apartment. The
house behind the coach-house, and without any
communication with the stable, is not con-

venient. "Be to its Merits very Kind," &c.,

sends a number of carefullj'-prepared drawings
and dctiiils. The stable and hamess-room are

in communication, but separated by a passage

entrance with stairs to loft and bed-rooms ; the

doorway to the stable is too narrow, and the

living and bed-rooms above is certainly a most
objectionable position from a sanitary point of

view, to say nothing of the difficulty of convey-

ing the corn through zinc pipes of the inclina-

tion shown. The alternative plan is better,

with the loft above the stalls. Sheringham's
ventilators are shown to the stables, besides ex-

tracting shafts with Boyle's valves; but the

author, prolific in details of the finishings to

house, does not give any details of the stable

fittings or windows. One of the elevations too

much resembles a cottage. " Colorado Beetle" :

this is a rather long and expensive arrangement.

It is not desirable to separate the loose box from
the stalls, and the latter appear badly ventUated.

The gables are rather fancifully filled in with
herring-bone and timber-work, and the design

is not wanting in merit. "Star in Circle" is

inexpensive and compact in plan, but the com
and hay shoot are rather in the way of the

entrance to stable, and there is no space for

cleaning shown. With a little more time and
study spent over the plan, and with a more care-

fully designed elevation, instead of the very
one-sided and awkward gable over loft, the

design would have stood higher. Tlie a^ithor

provides a foul-air shaftfrom stable through loft

to a lou\Te ventOating turret. " Ich Dien

"

shows a fancy erection in brick and timber, with
an outer stair to living-rooms above coach-

house. The hamess-room lobby is too cramped
for washing; no fittings are shown. "Con
Amore" is simple and plea.sing as an eleva-

tion, but spoilt by the entrance to the stable,

which is placed at the end, and is not
convenient for the fuming of horses ; it would
be very awkward to lead a horse into the loose

box, for instance, and 4 feet cleaning space out-

side the stalls is insufficient. 5ft. 6in. is

not wide enough between the stall boards.

"Curiose" is too stragghng in its plan. The
stable and coach-house would be better closer

together than divided by the gateway ; there is

no washing space, and the entrances to the
stalls are not in the best positions. The coach-

man's dwelling is rather too prominent a feature

for a small stable range, though the author

sends in a neatly-drawn and pleasing west front.

Wo can only name the other designs we have
received in the order of their merit. "J. 0."

in circle (clever but costly) ;
" Oleo " (not econo-

mical, and undesirable in upper plan); "Sub
Silentio " (not expressive, and entrance poor)

;

"Nitor" (wanting compactness, and expensive
in style); " Boz " (badly-planned harness-

room); "East Anglian" (wasteful in space);

"Ogmore" (stalls too narrow, and entrance

poor); "I Strive" (expensive in style);

"Ivanhoo" (entrance defective). Several other

designs, though many showing careful plans and
skilful drawings, fail in general suitability of

design. Of these we note "Ad Valorem,"
"XL," " Maltese Cross," "O.W.D.," "Burs-
well," "Elcve," " Veritas Vincit," "Stefano,"
" Melmotlc," "Try," "Peter," "Belteshazzar,"

"Semper Paratus," " Tam O'Shanter," "Che
Sara Sara," "Factable," "Amateur," "Operam
Dare."

A SCIOrEE-HOirSE.

The design with " Colorado Beetle " as a motto,
if it does not show a clever artistic working out,

has certainly the most ingenious plan. It

is a series of four alcoves, with scats forming a
quatrefoil in plan, the hollows formed by the
inner four angular seats forming three outer
seats, the fourth side being taken up by the

doorway. The framing is composed of upright
angle studs filled with lights, the heads of

which are trefoiled. A circular conical roof of

heather is suggested , and the narrowest internal

diameter is 10ft. In all, there are four alcove

seats, and three single seats inside and three

outside. "Motto J" is a quaintly-treated but
well-drawn design in a species of Queen Anne.
In plan it consists of a long -shaped room, with
a seat round three sides ; the front forms a flat

projecting bay, with a step up at the entrance.

Externally, the roof is thatched, and of plain

span character ; the Tvindows are ranged as

square small pane sashes round the top, the

lower panels between uprights being filled with
LasceDes concrete slabs plastered. The timbers

6in. by 6in. are proposed to be painted peacock

blue. The plan lacks roominess, and the design

is more suggestive of a porch than a summer-
house. "Jack" is another cleverly-drawn
design, in an jVnglo-Japanese style, square in

plan, with an alcove or bayed seat on one side,

and surrounding seats. At the angles ar e store

cupboards for keeping refreshments and utensils.

In the centre of one side is a small fireplace for

sto\e. The sides have sliding sashes, with
stained-glass lights above, forming frieze panel,

and the roof is of shingles of pyramidal form,

with a wrought finial or a lou^-^ed ventilator at

the apex. A greenish-blue is suggested for the

external painting, and lead-lights for the win-
dows. The drawing is somewhat confused with
unnecessary constructive lines. Inside, a lining

of lath-and-plaster surroimdsthe lower part, the

outer facing being grooved and tongued vertical

weather boarding with filleted joints. We can

only mention the other sketches in order of merit

:

"Noah," "Try," "Be to its Merits, &o.,"

"Truth shall Prevail," "BursweU," "Ama-
teur," and " Ogmore."

CHIPS.
Another historical stained-glass window has been

placed in the Guildhall at York. It commemorates
the marching, in 1319, of Nicholas de Fleming,
Mayor of York, at the head of the armed citizens,

against the Scots. It has been designed by Mr. J.

E. Doyle, of London, author of the " Chronicles of

England," and executed by M. J. B. Capronnier,

of Brussels.

An inquiry was held at Halstead, Essex, on the

6th inst., before Mr. Samuel J. Smith, C.E.,

inspector to the Local Government Board, respect-

ing an application from the Halstead Local Board
for sanction to borrow £7,000 for works of sewerage
and sewage dispo.sal. The scheme has been pre-

pared by Mr. Bailey Denton, C.E.

A stained-glass window has just been placed in

St. Mary's Church, Tadcastcr. It is from the works
of Mr. Constable, of Cambridge and London. The
subjects are : in the centre, " Christ, the Good
Shei)herd," and in the side lights " John the Bap-
tist Preaching in the Wilderness" and "Paul
preaching at Athens."

On Monday afternoon the Macclesfield School of

Art was opened. It has been erected at a cost of

£.5, .500. The architect is Mr. James Stevens,

F.R.I.B.A., of Manchester and Macclesfield. It is

in the Gothic style, and is well lighted and venti-

lated.
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COXFETITIONS.
CiTT OF LoNTiON School Co>rrETmox.

—

Kothisgr liHs tnmgjired of any consciiucnce since

oar last article. Thonph a question was put the

oUter day to Mr. Fclton, tne chairman of the

eonmittee, asking whether the City of London
School Committee could not now throw open to

tlie public the plans, no satisfactory answer was
giren, but the chairman's reply was a remark-

able one. He said the " committee had not felt

tkemselrcs justified in throwing open the dc-

dgea to the public. They belonged to the com-
petitore, who had spent much trouble and pains

on ibem, and without their leave it would be an
injostioe to them to e:thibit the plans." A more
abcnid reason we have never heard before, as if

oompetitors would not declare in favour of a

pabHc examination rather than one conducted
witli closed doors. No competitor would hew

.

tate one moment to give access to the profes-

nonal press ; indeed, from what wc h.ive heard,

the surprise is that the designs should have been
hmk 80 unpleasantly secret so long. As Hr.
Eoneston said justly, it was quite unnecessary
to seek consent of competitors, who were not
Ukely to object. In our whole experience of

competitions we certainly have never heard a
more ridiculous oxctuse made, as committees who
invite compotiUon always reser\-e to themselves
the right of exhibition. But there are certain

rumours afloat that make the excuse more intel-

ligible. From an inquiry made at the secretary's

office, we hear the report of the committee is to

be printed and distributed at the next meeting of
the Court of Common Council. This looks as if

it were meant that the public, even when they
have the chance of criticising, shall not alter the
decision.

'WOI.VEEHAXPTO:? PliOPOSED PtTBLIC PaEX.—
On Friday a special meeting of the Wolver-
hampton Corporation was held for the purpose
of receiving the report, which according to in-
Btruotions had been drawn up by the borough
surveyor, Mr. G. E. Thorns, on the twenty-seven
designs, sent in by competitors for the laying out
of the proposed public park. After considering
the report and examining the whole of the plans
(the meeting occupying three hours) three of the
deoigns bearing the mottoes " Al Fresco,"
"Fortuna Sequitnr," and " Spe Labor Levis,"
were selected as the best. "Al Fresco's"
design provides a boating lake, a lake for aquatic
fowl, recreation grotmd for girls, gymnasium for
boys, volunteer drill and general recreation
ground, and archery and bowling greens. The
plans of " Fortuna Sequitur " intend the laying
out of the site for a drill ground, a cricket
field, lakes, archery, and bowling greens, and
numerous small patches of lawn with flower
borders. "Spe Labor Levis" designs orna-
mental lakes, cricket, volunteer drill, and archery
grounds, bowling green and flower gardens.
The borough surveyor was instructed to report
again on three selected designs to another meet-
ing of the committee, when the final decision
will be made as to the best two, and the letters
containing competitors' names opened. Premiums
of- £50 and £25 are offered for the first and
second designs.

ABCHTTECTUBAL & ARCH^OLOGICAL
SOCIETIES.

RoHAxVnxi >-EAK BoGxoE.—Mr. Hale White
writes to the Athenaum:—"About a couplo of
miles west of Amberley Station, on the London
and Brighton Railway, near the village of
Bognor and the old Roman road from Chichester,
lie the remains of a large Roman WUa. I am not
an antiquary, and cannot profess .to describe
them, but, according to the guide-books, they
are as remarkable as any in England. Anyhow,
thejr are of singular beauty, and most interesting
to anybody with the smallest acquaintance with
the history of England. The proprietor of the
land on which they lie—a small farmer—has
done his best to protect them from the weather
by building rough huts over them ; but during
the last winter the pavement has suffered se-
verely, the frost having broken up the ground
hoieath. Can nothing be done to preserve them ?

Thejrought not to be put in the British Museum,
lor, if removed, the impression of the grandeur
and size of the house, of which they are a part,
would be altogether lost. We should lose, too,
the old Roman's appreciation of landscape, for a
toreljer sight could hardly be found in Sussex. We
can do a great deal with money ; we can build

great palaces and cathedrals which cost hundreds
of thousands of pounds, but there is one thing
which millions cannot do—we cannot bring back
again so much as one square yard of that perfect

work, exemplary for generations of .builders and
architects, which is going to ruin in the Bognor
fields if once we ai-e foolish enough to let it

decay.

MiDiAND Institute..—The first excursion of

the archax)log-iciil section of the Birmingham
Midland Institute took place on Monday last.
'

' Tamworth Tower andTown '
' were first visited.

The castle is said to have been foimded by
Ethelfleda, the widow of Ethelred, Earl of

Mercia. The Saxon castle having been destroyed
by the Danes or Normans, a new castle was
built in the reign of Henry I., by Sir Roger
Marmon, on a much more extensive scale.

Although it cannot be proved that a single frag-
ment of the original walling remains, there are
good grounds for believing that the lower part
of the curtain wall, of herring-bone masonry,
which now supports the path across the ditch to
the entrance, is the work of Ethelfleda, and it is

alto possible that some fragments of the original
outer wall remain near the groimd. Be this as it

may, it is certain that large portions of the
Norman waU remtiin, but it has been so patched
and repaired, and is so much hidden by ivy,
that it is impossible to say how much. Of the
outer wards and works of the Norman period
not a vestige is visible. Within the present great
outer wall—three yards thick—are the inhabited
rooms of the existing building. These are all

of much later date, the oldest parts—the hall,

kitchen, and dining-room—being probably of the
time of Henry VHI. Large additions were made
in the time of' James the JFirst, and still later.

After luncheon at the castle, the party proceeded
in carriages to Statfcld, where the curious little

disused chapel was examined. It contains some
ciuious recumbent effigies and many mural
monuments ; the old oak benches and wood screen
remain, and a quaint seventeenth-century pulpit
and soimding. board, but all covered with dust.
In the east window is some interesting old glass,

probably Flemish. This was put into its present
position only a few years ago. The building has
a western doorway, door, and lock, all of which
were pronounced to be of the twelfth century,
but the gieater part of the building is of the
fourteenth century date. The party next went
on to Clifton Campville, and examined the
church. The building is throughout of nearly
one date, the fourteenth century. There are,

however, portions of the chancel about one
hundred years earlier. Elford, about five miles
from Tamworth. was next visited, and after tea
the party went to the church, which has been
rebuilt, aU but the tower, by Mr. Salvin and Mr.
Street.

NoETHEK^r Aechitectttrai, Association.—^Tho
annual meeting of the above association was
held on Tuesday evening at Newcastle-on-Tyne,
when the retiring president, Mr. T. Oliver,
delivered his address. Touching on ecclesias-

tical architecture, he said—"It is not necessary
that our churches should be identical, either in
architecture or in ritual : they should represent,
I think, the variety of man's religious convic-
tions, feelings, and requirements, while, at the
same time, they should unmistakably represent
the oneness of all true religion. It is not with
any degree of regret that I i)erceive in the ' new
departure ' from the Gothic of Pugin and Scott,

the sign of an active living art ; for just as it

was considered perfect in the fourteenth century,
and it passed away, so is it now. Shall it be
superseded by Perpendicular Gotliic, Romanesque,
or the Italian Renaissance ? All architecture has
been engrafted. As stone took the place of wood,
and the rock-cut temples the place of dismal caves,
imperceptibly architecture reared its inexplicable
and beautiful forms, fii'st upon one civilisation

and religion, then upon another, until it ciU-
minated in Christian Italian and Mediaeval
Gothic. Those imbued with the like spirit that
inspired our predecessors, may select and com-
bine, aad in so doing produce a new and har-
monious style of architecture more particularly
adapted to our age and to our wants." Mr.
Oliver then referred at some length to the ques-
tion of the Free Library and the Weavei's
Tower ; and on the subject of plans, he said if

the matter had been put to competition, he had
no hesitation in saying that they might have
had a design worthy of a town like Newcastle.
" It is to be hoped," he continued, " that if the
Carliol Tower should be removed, the ridiculous

ideas of transferring it or recording it by marble
mosaics, or engraving a plate like a coffin plate,
will be abandoned. If it must go, let it go, and
bury the bad feeling along with it. But if it

can be saved, by all means let it be done."

CHIPS.
On Tuesday week the Archbishop of York re-

opened the fine Church of St. Peter, Pickering,
after restoration at a cost of £7,000.' The works
have included the rebuilding of transepts, which
are all Early English period, the reseating and
decoration of nave, taking out and renewing the
fouadatious of the fine Roman tower, wliioli had
been much damaged by weather, re-rooiiug the
chancel with Riga oak, and opening out an ancient
chapel in chaucel. Uuriug the restoration three
fine piscinas and several lancet windows were
found walled up in the chancel, as well as a mag-
nificent fresco of the "Lord's Supper"; there
were also discovered in the chancel some efligies of
the Lascelles, the de Gaunt, and the de Brus
families. Five memorial stained-glass mndows
have been placed in the church, aud in the tower a
public clock has been erected at a cost of £150. Mr.
J. t^. Crovrther, of Manchester, was the ai-chitect
for the restoration.

The foundation-stone of a new Roman Catholic
school was laid at Thetford, Norfolk, ou Tuesday
week. Mr. J. B. Pearce, of Norwich, is the archi-
tect, and Messrs. Hubbard, of Dereham, are the
contractors.

The parish church of Moor Monkton, near Tork,
was reopened on Wednesday week, after complete
restoration at a cost of £1,600.

The Scarborough town council have appointed
Mr. W. Millhouse, of Leeds, as drauglitsniau in the
borough surveyor's olfice. There were bU applica-
tions for the post, to which is attached a salary of
£176 per annum.
A new organ was opened at Castle Hedingham

Church, North Essex, last week. The builders are
Messrs. Walker and Son, of Francis-street, W.
The organ contains two complete manuals and a
pedal-organ, and cost £325. The casiug is of
simple character, stained, the front speaking-pipes
being decorated.

The new market halls at Holywell were opened
on Tuesday week. They consist of a i)arallelo-

gram, 65ft., by 45ft. for vegetable market, with
brickwork walls, covered with a roof of wrought-
ii-on principals, with pitch-jjiue boarding under
slates, in two spans, supported by a row of columns;
and of a butchers' market, COft. by 4»ft., con-
structed in a similar manner. A town hall to be
hereafter built in front is part of the scheme.
Messrs. Scrivener aud Sous, of Hanley, Stafford-
shire, are the architects, and Messrs. Thomas
Hughes aud Sou, of Holywell, the contractoi's.

The town council of Reading have decided to
commence forthwith the construction of the new
town hall, free library, museum, and schools of
scieuce, to be built adjoining the present town
hall, in Blagrove- street.

A new memorial clock has been placed in the tower
of All Saints' Church, Purleigh, Essex. It has
been manufactured by Mr. J. \V. Benson, of
Loudon. The frame is of cast-iron fitted with
runner blocks to facihtate cleansing ; the escape-
ment is Graham's improved dead boat, and the
clock strikes the hours on the teuor bell on the I'ack

repeating principle. The time is shown on two
dials of copper 4ft. diameter, painted black with
gilt figures and hands.

All institute and cocoa-house, including public
room, lecture-room, and hbrary, is about to be
built at Brymbo, near Wrexham. Mr. H. A. W.
Robertson, of Peurhos, Brymbo, is the architect.

The West Kent Main Sewerage Bill- has been
read a third time, aud passed m the House of
Commons.

The convocation of Oxford University decided
last week, after a divisiou, to let ten acres of
University Park as a cricket ground, aud to erect

a pavUion thereon at an expense not exceeding
£2,000.

The memorial stone of a new Congregational
church was laid at Aberdovey ou Tuesday week

;

it will seat 300 persons, and is to bo built of lime-
stone and granite.

Mr. John Hughes, of Llansannan, has been
elected surveyor of the highways in the newly-
formed district of HeuUan, Llauefrydd, and Llan-
saniiau, at a salary of £60 a-year.

A new parish-room is in course of erection in

Upper Crauficld-street, S.E., New Cross, in connec-
tion with St. Peter's Church. It is semi-Gothic in

style, and in addition to a hall seating 400 persons,

there are six class-rooms and the usnal conve-
niences. Mr. J. O. Abbott is honorary architect,

Messrs. Eiiuor, Juliau, and Co., of Southwark, are

the contractors. The total cost of erection and
furnishing is estimated at £3,000.
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BoLSTERSTONE.—The parish church of Bolster-
Btone, Yorks, was reopened last week, after
having: undergone a thorough restoration. The
whole of the work was not done at one time, the
chancel and tower having been rebuilt in 1873,
at a cost of £1,800. The rebuilding of the nave
has only just been completed at a cost of £2,300.
The building, which is of substantial proportions,
is in the Early Pointed or loth Century stylo of
architecture. Its dimensions are—tower, I'ift.

by 12ft. ; nave, 43ft. by 21ft. ; aisles, 13ft by
12ft., and chancel, 31ft. by 20ft. Tho open scats
are of pitch-pine, and provide comfortable
accommodation for 300 persons. The architect
is Mr. J. Fawcett, of St. James' -row, Sheflield

;

the clerk of the works is Mr. D. Brierly ; the
biiUder, Mr. J. Brierly, of Bolsterstone.

BouENEMonrn.—Tlio Hahneraau Convalescent
Home was opened last week by the Lord Chan-
cellor, who laid the foundation-stone of tho build-
ing in the beginning of last year. The Home
is situate on a plot of ground on West Cliffe,
and is faced with Highbridge red bricks, and with
terra-cotta arches and dressings. The walls to
the rooms internally throughout have been dis-
tempered with the Patent Silicate Co.'s washable
grey distemper, the hall and staircase having a
dado in Venetian red, with a stencil border of
floral pattern. There is accommodation for 1.5

indoor patients; there is also good servants'
accommodation; the health and comfort of the
patients have been thoroughly considered in
regard to sanitary and ventilation regulations,
each room having been provided with fresh air
(warm and cold) ingress, and also for the outlet
of foul air. Banner's patent foul-air extractors
being used to the extracting flues. The heating
of the building has been properly considered and
arranged. The work has been carried out satis-
factorily by Mr. J. McWiUiam, contractor, for
£2,.500, under the superintendence of the archi-
tect, Mr. C. C. Creeke, of Bournemouth.

CoDioRD St. Maey, Wilts.—This parish
church has been restored from the designs of Mr.
E. H. Lingen Barker, architect, of 7, St.
Owen's-street, Hereford, and was reopened by
the Bishop of the Diocese (Sarum) on the 11th
inst. The original church consisted of nave and
chancel, separated from each other by a pointed
arch, springing from two circular columns mth
rudely ornamented capitals of Late Norman
character. A south aisle, and west of the
chancel, an eastern chapel were subsequently
added. The present restoration has embraced
new roofs, covered by tiles, the timbers within
being open, and plastered between the rafters. I

The walls have been recoloured, the stone pave-
ment of the passages and the chancel taken up
and replaced with encaustic tiles, and new floors
have been laid down. The woodwork of the
tower is altogether new, the old and cumbrous
west galleiy has been removed, and the beautiful
western window opened out. A large new •win-
has been inserted in the south aisle, and the east
windowis alsonew. Anew lancet-headed window
has also been put into the south side of chancel,
and a dark comer in the north-west of the nave
has bee-a relieved by a similar course. The
handsome western porch has been rebuilt, and
the chiu-ch reseated throughout. A new waim-
ing apparatus has been laid down, and a new
vestry of commodious proportions built. The
churchyard has been levelled and surroimded by
a substantial and handsome dwarf wall with new
oaken gates, and the outside of the church is
protected from the ravages of damp by a paving
with channels to caiTy off the water. Mr. Wil-
liam Baleombe, of Kenilworth, Warwickshire,
was the contractor, and the carving was done by-
Mr. Harry Hems, of Exeter.

EccxEs.—New cemetery chapels at Eocles, near
Manchester, have been erected. The style
adopted is Geometrical Gothic, of a simple sub-
stantial character. The chapels are widely
varied in design, and in each a bell-turret forms
a conspicuous feature. The material u.sed is
brick faced with Dunfor.l Bridge parpoints, the
dressings being of Runcorn stone. The walls
are plastered inside, except in the cofBn aisles.
Tlie woodwork generally is of pitch-pine, stained
and varnished. Tlie chancels, eofBn-aisles,
porches, and passages are laid with red and
black Staffordshire tiles, and the windows
throughout are glazed with quarries of various

tints, tho heads being fitted in with geometrical
patterns. The cost of tho thi'ee chapels, lodge,

and entrance gates is about £3,800. The builder,

Mr. Napier, of Manchester, has carried out tho
work from the designs of Alessrs. A. H. Davies
Colley and J. W. Beaumont, the joint architects,

to whom the first prize was awarded in open
competition in 1877. Tho Roman Catholic

chapel and burial ground were oonseci-ated on
Saturday last. The Church of England cliapel,

&o. , were consecrated on Monday. The Non-
conformist chapel will be opened to-moiTow.

ELTHAil. — The parish church, which was
rebuilt in 1874-75, by Mr. J. G. Naylar, of

Rochester, from the designs of A. W. Blom-
field, Esq., at a cost of upwards of £G,000, is,

at last, to have the old adjacent wooden spire

removed, and a now stone tower and spire, by
the same architect and builder^ substituted. Tho
amount of the tender is £2,077, but through a
scarcity of fimds the- committee are at present
only entering into a contract for the erection of

the lower part, at a cost of £1,500, although they
strongly hope that before the lower part is

finished sufficient funds will have come in to

enable them to complete the whole. Mr. Naylar
was also the successful competitor for the erec-

tion of the Congregational Church, Holy
Trinity Church, National School bidldings, and
Parochial room, all of which have been erected
here within the last ten or twelve years.

Llansaitnan.—The parish church of this

village, formerly one of the most unsightly
buildings in the dioceso of St. Asaph, both
within and without, was reopened on Thui'sday,
the 12th inst., after restoration efl'ected at a cost

of £1,100. The old window openings on north
and south sides have been fiUed with two-light
lancets with pierced cu'cular heads, in place of

circular-headed ones, and three-light windows
are placed at the east end of the nave and aisle

of which the building consists. New freestone
copings are placed on the gables, and a bellcote

built between the western ones. A new porch
has been erected, of wood framing on a stone
base. The roofs have been reslatcd, the oldlath-
aud-plaster ceilings are replaced by coved ceilings

of red deal battens, divided into panels by ribs.

In place of iron columns the arcade is now
formed by wooden posts, chamfered and moulded
and set on stone bases. The old pews, gaUery,
and flooring have been removed, and the plaster
stripped from the walls. Open seating for 144
persons is now pro-vided, and a place left at the
west end for the placing of chairs as required.
Tho floor of the chancel has been raised. The
passages are of tiles in pattern, supplied by
Webb's WorcesterTilery Company. The wood-
work of ceilings, posts, screens, seats, door, and
porch have been stained and varnished. The alter-
ations have been carried out from the designs
of Mr. R. Uoyd Williams, architect, of Denbigh.

Manntnoham.—The new Wesleyan chapel of
St. John, at Park View-road, Manningham, was
opened on Wednesday week. The building in the
Early English style, has been erected from the
designs of Mr. C. O. Ellison, architect, Liverpool.
The chapel has a wide nave, covered by the roof in
one span, the length is 113ft. 6in., the transept
is 52ft. wide, and tho chancel is 24ft. deep and of
similar length. Accommodation :s found in the
body of the place for 750 worshippers, and in the
side galleries for 250. The pulpit, font, and
reredos are composed of Caen stone, with shafts
of Mexican onyx, Derbyshire cavei-n spar, and
Derbyshire marble. Messrs. W. Ives and Son
were the contractors. The chapel and approaches
have cost about £8,000.

Maey Tavy.—The reopening of St. Mary
Tavy parish church, after restoration, took
place on Tuesday week, under the most favour-
able au.spicee. The restored » church is of the
Early Perpendicular style, and was probably
erected at a time contemporaneous -with several
other in this part of Devon, viz., during the 14ih
or 15th centiuy. Tho contractor was Mr. P.
Blowey, of Buckland, and Mr. J. P. St. Aubj-n
was the arcliitect. The entire cost will be about
£1,300 or £1,400. The belfiy has five bells, and
the tenor beU has been recast by Messrs. Warner,
of London. The flooring is of Somersetshire
tiles, with the exception of the chancel, which is
fitted with Maw's encaustic tiles. The seats will
accommodate from 100 to 150 persons.

Metropolitan Board- of Wokks.—At this
Board on Friday, a desultoi-y discussion arose
with reference to a report brought up by the

Works Committee concerning the placing of
accessories around Cleopatra's needle. A lai«e
model of the obelisk was exhibited, ynth tEe
additions suggestedby Mr. Vulliamy, the Board's
superintending architect, in association -with the
engineer. It is proposed, in order to obviate as far
as pos.sible the present seemingly insecuro base of
the monolith caused by the rounding off of the
comcis, to enfold semi-dragou's wings around
each angle, connecting these by a waved orna-
ment in copy of the official monogram of
Thothmes III., in whose reign the obelisk was
hewn. The granite pedestals on either side of
the obelisk is to be lowered and reduced in size
and upon each is to be placed, facing the obelisk,
a sjjhinx modelled from one in tho possession of
tho Duke of Northumberland, which is of the
period of Thothmes III. The sphinges and
pterons, &c., are proposed to be of bronze.
During the discussion some curious criticisms of
tho obelisk, its site, and tho suggested aocessoiies
were oifored

; but eventually it was agreed to
have plaster casts m.xde, colouiod to resemble
bronze, for tho temiJorarily garnishing of the
Needle. Owing to the death of Mr. James
MeCleary, siUTcyor to the Board, the following
promotions were made—Mr. James Bell, from
second to first-class ofiicer in the Engineer De-
partment, at a salary of £200 a year, and Mr.
John Pollard, from third to second-class, at
£150 a year, Mr. J. MeCleary, son of the
deceased officer being appointed temporarily in
the department at £100 a year. An offer was
recently made the board by a Mr. F. Thompson,
ott'eriug to erect a permanent glass roof over the
greater portion of Leicester-square at his own
solo cost, but it was decided to reply to him,
stating that the board are not prepared to adopt
the suggestion. The resignation of his seat,
as representative of St. Lidce's Vestry, was
tendered by Mr. Joseph Storey, and was
accepted. A letter was received from tho Vestry
of St. George-the-Martyr, Southwark, trans-
mitting an extract from the report of their
medical officer of health, stating that tho
houses in the several areas comprised in the
artisans', &c., dwellings scheme in the parish
are entirely imflt for human habitation in their
present condition, and suggesting that the houses
be immediately closed. It was referred to the
works committee, as was also Sir H. A. Hunt's
provisional award in relation to the Whitecross-
street, St. Luke's, improvement scheme under
the Artisans' Dwellings Act, 1875.

QtTEExsTOWN Cathedeal.—St. Cobnan's R.C.
Cathedra), for the diocese of Cloyne, erected on
a hill-top overlooking Queensfo-wn Harbour, was
opened on Saturday. It has been in course of
erection since 18GS, from the designs of Messrs.
Ashley and Pugin, of Dublin, and has thus far
cost £80,000, but another £20,000 will be needed
to complete the scheme. The style is 14th cen-
tiu-y Gothic, and the plan includes a tower, bap-
tisteiy, nave, chancel with apse, north and south
aisles, transepts, side chapels, and sacristies.

Tho dimensions are: external—length, 210ft.;
width across transepts, 121ft. ; -width across
nave and aisles, 84ft.; internal—length, laOft.

;

width across transepts, lOCft. ; across
nave and aisles, 70ft. ; and -with confes-
sionals, 81ft.; and across nave, from centre
to centre of columns, 37ft. A tower, 300ft.,
forms a part of the scheme not yet carried out.
The west front is divided into three spacious
eutranccs, and above will be a wheel window
25 ft. diameter. The walls are faced with
masonry, and tho di-essings, internal walling,
wall shafts, and corbels are of Bath stone. The
arcades are supported on columns of Cork red
marble set on Sicilian marble bases, with lime-
stone plinths, and having Portland stone capitals.

The arcades between the side chapels and the
chancel are supported by coupled columns of
Cork red and Galway green marble alternately.
The triforia are supported on shafts of red Aber-
deen, sumioimted by enriched canopies ; from the
level of the clerestory windows spring. The
wall .space is left to be hereafter filled with
sinking and medallion, inlaying and jewel-
ling with balls of green, red, and white
marble. The prevailing carved ornament
in the building is a shamrock, emblematical
at onco of Christianity and nationality. All
the wall work, with the exception of the
transept windows, has been completed, and also
the six turrets, each 120ft. high, set on either
side of the west gable and north and south
transepts. The slates are on the ground ready
to go on the roof over its present covering of
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mqilialte and the inner lining of oak. The in-

terior furnishing is as yet of a temporary cha-

ncier, from the" high altar to the seating tor the

congregation, and the groining and carvings are

also incomplete. The process of erection has

been unusual. The foundations were laid by the

building committee, under the immediate super-

vision lif Mr. C. Guilfoyle Doran, clerk of works,

and directly controlled by the architects. Tlie

contract for the superstructure was taken by
Hesers. Meade and Son, of Dublin, but owiog

to » misunderstanding with the building com-

mittee the firm relinquished their contract in

1871. Since that time the committee have re-

sumed the original method of working under
Heasis. Ashley and Pugin and Mr. Scran, and
thej are still proceeding without interruption.

KovpeixFabe, S.W.—Thefoundation-storo 8

of a Weeleyan chapel in course of erection fan-

mediately opposite the Tulse-hill Railway Sta-

tion was laid on Wednesday week. The church,

which is designed in the Early English style,

will be 136ft. long, and 55ft. wide, and will be
constructed of Kentish ragstoue, with moulded
tracery and facings. The chancel will be of

eemi-i ircular design, 31ft. deep. The columns
will bo of polished Shap granite, with carved
stone caps, the five arches forming the arcade

being finely moulded, with similar bases. The
walls will be of good thickness, and wiU be
stuccoed. The seating will bo of pitch-pine

stained, and the area will accommodate 720

persons, the gallery holding 280. The roof will

be of fine stained deal, waggon-headed ; and in

the basement will be six vestries, two class-

rooms, library, praj'er-meeting-room, and in-

fants' school. The large school-room, also in

the basement, will be olft. by 50ft. The spire

will rise to a height of 150ft. The architect is

Mr. R. Bell, of 4, Union-court, Old Broad-
street ; and the builders are Messrs. J. and C.
Bowyer, of Upper Nor\s-ood. The cost is

£10,000.

Sausbubt.—The new Congregational Church
in Fisherton, Salisbury, was opened for public
worship on the llth inst., when all the services

were well attended. The church is built in the
Early Decorated style, and consists of nave and
aisles, witli an apse, or recess, at the end, an
organ-chamber and vestries, and tower and spire

at the south -cast angle, there being two entrances
in the front and a side eutrace to the vestries.

The waUs of the church are of concrete, faced
externally with Swanage stone, in drop-coursed
work, having for dressings, &c. , Corsham Down
stone, and internally with brickwork, which is

finished with Portland cement stucco. The
ceilings are of plaster, with the main timbers of
the roof exposed to view, thus forming panels.
The woodwork is of pitched pine stained and
varnished, and the passages and centre of the apse
hare tiled floors laid topattem. Thelarge window
intheapseisfilled with stained glassby Mr. Drake,
of Exeter, and was presented by Dr. Nathaniel
Rogers, of that city. The arcades that divide by
five bays the nave from the aisles stand upon
octagonal bases, the columns are carried well up,
and circular capitals support the arches them-
selves. The arch of the recess is a fine piece of
masonry, carried on carved capitals, imder which
are columns and ornamental corbels. The organ
stands upon a dwarf Bath stone panelled and
carved screen ; and the end of the recess beneath
the stained glass window is divided into four
triple-headed bays, supported by double red
Mansfield columns with carved capitals.
The spandrels between and over these arches are
filled with diapered work, interspersed with
paterie in large circles. The front of the church
consists of the gable end of the nave pierced with
a largo five-light window, with geometrical
tracery in the head, having attached columns on
jamhs, with carved capitals and moulded bases.
Under this window extends sunk panelling in
Bath stone. Lower still are three single-light
windows. On the left is one of the entrances,
and on the right is the tower and spire, and con-
nected with the nave by a vestibule in the tower
is the second front entrance. Both the entrances
have a gabled and moulded arch filled in with
sunk panelling over the doorways, these being
supported by detached columns with carved caps
and moulded bases. The total internal length of
tibe building is 105ft. Gin. ; the width, 49ft. Gin.
The height of the nave is 60ft., and the height
of the aisles 20ft. The arcading of the clere-
stories is carried on Portland stone columns,
with monlded capitals and bases. The tower

and spire rise to a total height of 132ft. to the

top of the vane; the tower is built in three

stages, the lower being one of the entrances to

the chapel, the next being a chamber for ringers

or store-room ; and the thii'd for hells, a circular

staircase at the side of the tower giving access to

the upper stages. The designs were furnished

by Messrs. Tai-ring and Wilkinson, of London,
and the work has been carried out in a most
praiseworthy manner by Mrs: Hale and Son,

of Salisbury, the carving being executed by Mr.
Harry Hems, of Exeter.

SowEEBT.—The church at Sowerby was re-

opened on Wednesday week after restoration. It

was built in 1762, and is in the Italian style,

having a nave separated from aisles by an arcade

of the Corinthian order, and galleried round, and
an eastern apse. The roof to the nave having
been found to be unsound, it has been completely
repaired, and the plastered ceiling replaced, two
large sunlights being inserted into it. A parti-

tion which separated the western bay into an
ante-chapel has been swept away, the organ has
been placed at the east end of the north aisle,

and a vestry formed in a corresponding position

on the south side. All the pews in the area of

the church have been taken down, and the wood
converted into open benches ; the passages have
been laid with tiles, and Tobin's ventOators and
Lumley's heating apparatus have been placed in

the church. By placing a screen on either

side the eastern bay of nave, a quasi-chancel,

20ft. in depth, has been formed. The
side screens are Italian in design, and are

formed in Caen stone, the shafts being in various
coloured marbles, and the capitals boldly carved.

The dwarf screen separating nave and chancel
is of red granite and serj^entinc, with the panels

filled in with rare marbles. The floor of the

chancel throughout is laid in mosaic tilework

;

the steps and altar foot pace are of white marble.
The holy table and choir stalls are of oak. A
new pulpit will soon replace the large three-

decker. Three windows have been filled with
stained glass, by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, and
Bayne, of London ; the subjects are "The Charge
to St. Peter," "The Baptism of Our Lord," and
"The Charity of Dorcas." The works have cost

£3,000, and have been carried oiit from the de-
signs of Messrs. Middleton and Son, of Chelten-
ham. Mr. Crawshaw was the contractor for

masonry, Messrs. Haigh for joinery, and Messrs.

Bancroft, of Halifax, for plastering. The brass

lectern was made by Mr. Letheran, of Chelten-

ham, and the mosaic floor has been executed by
Messrs. Powell and Son, of London.

ToNBEiDOE.—The parish church was reopened
on Wednesday week, after complete restoration,

from the designs of Mr. Ewan Christian, carried

out at a cost of £14,000. The stucco has been
removed from the external walls, which have
been repaired and re-pointed. The unsightly
iron bands have been removed from the tower,
which is considered perfectly safe without them.
In the interior, the galleries have been removed,
the walls uniformly stuccoed, the high-backed
pews replaced by open seats in teak, and the
nave roof entirely renewed in open timber
constmction. The south aisle has been rebuilt

and re-roofed, and an additional aisle added,
extending as far as the chancel, so as to form
an organ-chamber and vestry. The new pulpit,

of oak and teak, well cars-ed and supported by a

carved stone pedestal is a special gift. The new
font is of Hopton Wood stone, and stands on
a white stone base smrounded by Devonshire
marble columns. The lighting is by gag coronse,

and the heating by hot- water apparatus. The
passages have been paved with encaustic tiles.

A small stained-glass window has been placed in

the chancel. In the tower is a new clock, made
by Messrs. Moore and Sons, of Clerkenwell.
Mes.'irs. Punnett and Sons, of Tonbridge, were
the contractors, except for the reseating, which
was carried out by Messrs. Cornish and Gaymer,
of North Walsham, Norfolk.

Teubo Catiiedeal.—At a meeting of the exe-
cutive committee of the Truro Cathedral Pund,
held last week, Mr. Pearson submitted his plans
for the new cathedral, and it was agreed to re-

commend them to the General Diocesan Com-
mittee, with a suggestion that thefirst part, con-
sisting of the choir and its aisles, should be
commenced immediately, at a cost not exceeding
£35,000. The plans display the chief points of a
structure in the 13th Century style of architec-
ture, and include a central and two western
towers. The groimd plan shows the proposed

lUtimate erection of a cathedral proper, with
nave, aisles, transepts, and choir, together -irith

cloisters and cloister court. The space under the
choir will be used for vestries, temporary chapter-
room, &o. It is proposed that the aisle of the
present church should be worked iuto the buUd-
ing, and the south porch of the transept is made
perceptibly richer in order to blend with the
more profuse oruamehtatiou of the south aisle
wall. At the west end of the old aisle there is a
tower, in which it is proposed to place the present
peal of bells, and on it will be a clock. This
tower and the old aisle (which is to have an altar
at the east end) will fonn the old parish church
of St. Mary, but the tower wUl bo the only one
till one of the great cathedral towers is built.
This, however, wUl not be included in the first

part of the work, which will be confined to the
east end of the building. The cost of the nave
and transepts is estimated at £G0,O00, in addi-
tion to the i)ortion of the scheme now in con-
templation.

-^fl^»-«

CHIPS.
The Wakefield Town Council have directed Mr.

CoUcutt, the architect of the new town hall, now
approaching completion, to provide four faces to
the clock in the tower, and to procure tenders for
the same. At the same meeting tenders for fittings

and fixing pipes in the town-liall were considered,
and that of Mr. Wm. Holdsworth, the general
contractor for the works, was accepted. Three
bells for the tower, one for striking the hour and
two for use in case of fire, were ordered of Messrs.
Taylor, of Loughborough. At the same meeting
some grumbling arose as to the fittings of the town
hall, which were alleged to be very expensive,
about £14,000, and the total cost was said to be far
in advance of the original estimates.

Mr. Joseph Cooper, F.S.A., of Kingston, near
Lewes, died on Sunday week, aged 4C years. As
an ardent archfeologist, Mr. Cooper devoted great
energy to the Sussex Archfcological Society, and
his contributions to their " Collections" have been
numerous and valuable. Unfortunately, his papers
relating to antiquarian researches in the ncighboiu*-

hood of Lewes, Swanborough, and Kingston have
been left uufiuished.

The members of St. Paul's Ecclesiological Society
will visit the chapel of Lambeth Palace on Saturday
afternoon (to-morrow) under the conduct of Mr.
John P. Seddon. Members are to meet at 4 p.m.
in the first courtyard of the palace.

The Iron and Steel Institute have accepted an
tnvitation from the Mayor of Liverpool to visit that
town ; they will probably hold their meetings there

on Sei)tember 24th, 25th, and 26th.

Tlie project of erecting a monumental statue to

John Knox in Edinburgh has been revived, and
a committee has been formed to carry out the in-

tention.

All Saints' Church, Eastbourne, was consecrated

on Wednesday week. It consists of a nave, side

aisles, and chancel, and is built of Kentish rag with
Bath stone dressings. At a future day a tower and
north and south aisles to chancel are to be added.
The scats are of pine and the pulpit is of dark oak
and ebony. The architect is Mr. Streatfeild, of

Marlborough-street, London, W., and the con-

tractors are Messrs. Carruthers, of Beigate. The
outlay has been about £11,000.

Mr. Thomas Oliver, architect, of the firm of

Messrs. Oliver and Leeson, has received instructions

from the Newcastle School Board to report upon
and prepare designs for enlarging the extensive

Board schools at Westmoreland-road, in that town.

A new vicarage is being erected for the parish of

Locking, Somerset. The architect is Mr. A.
Whitehead, of Clevedou ; and the contractors are

Messrs. Perry and Harvey, of Weston-super-
Mare.

The extensive premises erected some few years

since by the Worlo Brewery Company, Somerset,

have recently been purchased by the Weston-
super-Mare Sanitary Steam Laundry Company
(Limited), who are now making the necessary

alterations aud additions for carrying on their

business on these premises. The works are being

executed, under the supeiintendence of Messrs.

Price and Wooller, by Messrs. Perry and Harvey,
of Weston-super-Mare.

Mr. John Pinches, of 27, Oxendon-street, S.W.,
has sent us one of the medals executed and struck

by himself, from the design of Mr. J. P. Seddon, to

be given as prizes at the Westminster Industrial

Exhibition. The design of the medal is sensible

and good, and the execution all that could be
desired.

The parish church of Oakwood, near Dorking, is

undergoing restoration and enlargement. Messrs.

Colls and .Sons, of London, Camberwell, and Dork-
ing, are the contractors.

J
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More than Fifty Thousand Replies and

Jiipl!istt"n Tears in tl.p KNGLISH MKCH.V.MC AM) WOHMl
OV SCIKNCE, most of tliem fioin the peiis of th« leadiiiR

fiilcntirtL- and TL-chiiii :il Authoritict of tlic day. ThoUMindf* of

onBiiinl articles ami jiiiuntific impei-M. and countless rcceiptB and
wniikles emhiacinK ;.lmost cvtiv suhjc-ct mi winch it is posslb e

to desiie infomiHti'm have also appeared clurinir the Kime period

The earliest and most accurate uifomiution respecting all new
Bciontitic discoveries and mechanical iiivcntioiia is to he found in

it« pices, and its laree circulation render its the best medium
for all advertisers who « isli their announc«-nientH to he brouRht
under the notice of mnnufacturers, mechanics, scientitlc workers,

and amateur*. Trice Twoueme, of all bonlvsel era and ncwi-
Tcndors. Tost free ^Jd. Office : 31, Tavi^tock street, Corcnt-

••^«»-«

TO CO-RESPONDENTS.
IWc do not hold oursdvf s rospouaible for the opinions of

our c()vrcspondi.iits. The Editor respectfully requesta

that all conununitatioiis should be drawn up a.s briefly

«s possible, as thoro are many claimanta upon tlie apace
allotted to corre&pondeuce.]

All letters should be addressed to the EDITOR, 3t,

ta\t:stock-stiieet, covknt-gakden, av.c.

Cheques and Post-office Oi-dcrs to be made payable to

J. pASSMOiiE Edwards.

AD'\Ti:RTISE3IENT CHARGES.
The charg-e for ndvri-tisemonts is 6d. per line of eigh

words (the first lino countinj? as two). No advertisement
inserted for less than hali-a-crown. Special terms for

scries of more than sbi insertions can be ascertained on
application to the Publisher.
Front Pag-e Advertisements and Paragraph Advertise-

ments Is. per line. No front page or pai-agraph
Advertisement inserted fur less than 5s.

Advertisements for the ciuTont week must reach the
ofBce not later than 5 p.m. on Thursday.

ter:ms of surscriptions.

(Payable in Advance.)

Including two half-yearly double numbers. One Pound
per annum (post free) to any pait of the United Kingdom
for the L'uited States, £1 Gs. nd. (or Gdols. 40c. gold). To
Franee or Belgium, £1 Os. 6d. (or a3f. 30c.}. To India (via

Southampton),£1 6s. 6d, To any of the Australian Colonies
New Zealand, the Cape, the "NVcst Indies, Canada, Nova
Bcotia, or Natal, £1 Os. fk\.

N.li.—Amencan and Belgian subscribers are requested
to remit their subi^n-iptions by International P.O.O., and
to ad\-ise the publisher of the date and amount of their

remittance. If the last-mentioned precaution is omitted
«ome diffieultj* is veiy likely to ariso in obtaining the
amoimt. Back numbers can only be sent at the rate of
3d. each, the postage charged being 3d. per copv. All
foreign subscriptions, unaccompanied by an additional
remittance to cover the extra cost of forwarding back
numbers, are conmnenced from the next number published
lifter the receipt of the subscription.
Cases fur binding the half-yearly volumes, 2a. each.

Beceived.—C. a. n.—B. B. Co.—J. C. and Co.—W.
McF. and Co.-T. E.-C. and G.—J. D. Y. and Co.

—

S. F. C.-B. B.

Apkx. {VTe cannot advise on the very insufficient data
fonvarded. A\niat you call "whims and ideas" may
be important matters in the architect's estimation. If
you have a written contract your position is probably
defined therein.)—J. J. C. (Only section and sketch are
required. Sheetto be 14in. by 22in.)

THE SO-CALLED STOUP AT LEWANICK.
To the Editor of the Buileinq News.

SiE,—This is a rery curious object, and one
would like to have more infomiation about it,

and especially as to its exact position in the
church. Will Mr. Hems gire us a sketch plan?
It is not a stoup, but a cresset-stone—a rery rare

tiling to find in a parish chui-eh. From the
woodcut, I doubt whether the base and the top
belong to one another.—I am, &c.,

J. T. MiCKLETHWAITE.

GLOrCESTER ASYLUM COMPETITION.
Sin,—TVe have here a new phase of the evils

of competition, viz., the apparent coincidence of

interests of the architect and the doctor ; at any
rate, the remaikable way in which the medical
man writes up one design is, to say the least,

liighly objectionable. If you can do anything to

stop this very dishonourable mode of proceeding,
you will help the i)rofes.sion generally.—I am,
Sfcc

,

Sim Rosa.

•SiK,—The letter of your correspondent of last

week is veiy unfair and untruthful.
I can assure lain the Visiting Committee do

ot know the plan he mentions.
No plans were prepared before the competition

by the County Surveyor on the magistrates' iu-

l^ctions.
The County Surveyor is not a salaried officer

;

he merely receives a small retaining fee of five

gnincas for attending Quarter Sessions.

The whole of the preliminary plans and details

for the preparation of the instructions to archi-

tects were prepared by the salaried officer, the

Clerk of County Works, whoso name your cor-

respondent will see on the plan of estate

supplied to competitors, and his appointment
debars him from competitions of this kind.—

I

am, &c., FaibPlay.

NEW WESLEYAN COLLEaE, BIR-
MINGHAM.

SiE,—I eongi'atulate the successful candidates

in this competition on their beautiful designs,

and the committee for so loyally following the

advice of their referee, but it appears to me there

is one paragraph in Mr. Watorhouse's report

which is manifestly unjust to the remaining com-
petitors, and calculated altogether to mislead the

committee. The report says:—"In makmg
these awards, I have compared and weighed tlie

12 designs—first, by the scales of the conditions,

ascertaining their general adherence to these

conditions, and especially to that oj cost"

£2.3,000 is the sum named in the conditions

which is to cover the total cost of college, out-

buildings, boundary walls, &c. Now, does Mr.
Waterhouse mean to tell us that the design placed
first, " Ut Migraturus Habita," can be carried

out for anytliing like that amount F Let not the
committee lay that flattering unction to their

souls. Having gone carefully into the question,

I should call it a very cheap building at £30,000,
and I question if any builder of substance could
be found to undertake the works at that figure.

The large central tower, about 20ft. square
and 70ft. high, is no doubt a beautiful feature

in itself, but it serves no practical piurpose, and
every penny spent upon it will be in excess of

the stipulated sum. There is a great waste of

space, too, in the corridors, if the in.structions

are to be fairly interpreted. I think the design
very handsome, and the plan one of the best in

the room ; but, with the greatest respect for Mr.
Watorhouse's eminence, I venture to assert that

bis report, so far as the question of cost is con-
cerned, is not only illogical, but unjust.

£23,000 is barely sufficient, with the most rigid
economy, for the buildings required by the con-
ditions, and it is somewhat disheartening to those
competitors who have endeavoured to keep
within the limit to find their labours thrown
away in favour ot a design which, however
beautiful, practically ignores the important ele-

ment of cost altogether; and I would submit
that some explanation on this point is due from
Mr. Waterhouse. I inclose my card, and am,
&o., Candeite.

CHIPS.
A meeting of the creditors of William Brown

Spencelayh, iron founder and Government contrac-
tor, carryiug on business at Chatham aud Rochester,
has, according to the Echo, been held this week at
Rochester. The habiUties are estimated at £20,000.
It was agreed to accept a composition of 4s. 6d. in
the pound, payable in six months.

Excavations are being conducted at the Roman
Cemeteiy, Seaford, by Mr. F. G. Hilton Price,
F.G.S., and Mr. J. E. Price, F.S.A., aud have
yielded several urns of Upchurch ware, eoutaiuing
burnt bones, &c., specimens of Samian and Dunro-
brivian pottery, flint cells, flakes and scrapers, and
also a Romau coin of either Faustina or Antonia.

An inquiry was held at Margate on Thursday in
last week, before Mr. Arnold Taylor, C.E., an
inspector of the Local Government Board, with
reference to an application from the Margate local

board for sanction to the purchase of the undertak-
ing of the Margate and Broadstairs Waterworks
Company, aud for sanction to borrow £60,000 for
such purpose, aud £7,000 for works of street im-
provement. The rate of purchase for the Water
Company was stated to slightly exceed 23 years'
protits. In the course of the inquiry as to street
improvements, the inspector stated that if the Town
Council obtained a loan to execute certain works in

a certain material they could, if they so desired,
carry it out in a better aud more durable material
and defray the extra cost out of current rates.

The last vestige of Temple Bar—the piers on the
southern side of the Strand and Fleet-street—were
cleared away by the contractors on Friday night
and placed with the other numbered stones on the
vacant ground in Farringdou-street. The erection
of the street frout of Messrs. Child's new banking
premises, from the designs of Mr. John Gibson, is

being rapidly pushed forward.

At Silksworth, near Simderland, a new Wes-
leyan chapel has just been opened. It seats .500

persons and has cost £1,300.

j:nttvc0mmmucatiou;
¥^^

QUESTIONS.
r5S05.]-Eddystone Ligrhthouse.—I shall feel

obliged if any of your con-espondentw will inform me the
cost of the lighthouses built on the Eddystone bolk by
Winstanley, Rudyerd, and Smeaton respectively.—Tuos.
Proctor.

[5806.]—Builders' Day Account.—I have lately
finished a lame contract, under a London architect in the
provinces, and before this contract waa complete orders
were given me by the building committee, not under the
supenisiou of the architect, for bundry internal fittings,
cluefly joiner's work, also alterations to phimber'a work,
&:c. lliese works have been kept in my books as " Labour
and material." No d ubt the committee had an eye to
"Architects' commissions," as I wtis icquestt-d to ttive
rough sketches to them of the works before commencing,
but no question as to cost. I was asked for my account,
which they now hare, a weekly stiitement of all the work
as clearly given as it is possible to make out one of these
accounts. Of course, when tbey received the same it was
greatly in excess of wliat they intended to si>end and wa»
an exorbitant charge. I now hear it has passed into the
hands of one of their *' Local Architects." The question
with me is "what does he know about it V* Cannot I stand
in the same position as a grocorordraper-i.e.,8ay, "That
is my charge; if you had wanted anything cheaper you
should have gone to another shop ? I have done a good
job and do not intend to take less unless I am legally
obliged to accept what you or anyone else thinks is a fair
price." No doubt he will want to make it less, to let the
building committee sec he is of some service to them. Am
I safe in saying " I shall nottjike less : that is ray account,
and I shall not alter it" .' A reply from one who has been
in the same fix wiU oblige.-X. Y. Z.

[5807.] -Party Walls.-I would feel much obliged
by some kind reader letting me know the following :—

I

have, suppose, a small house of two storica, and my neigh-
bour's house is three stories high. He wants to re-erect
his house, and the wall between has to bo rebuilt in con-
sequence. I must add that the wall seems to have been
originally built on his ground, and that I have no flues
going into the wall. WhaX proportion of tlie cost shall I
be liable for '—Exquiekr.

[5S08.]—"Wydraft.—Can any reader inform me of
meaning of this term in legal documents ?—J. R. B.

MEFLIES.
[5773.]—Lime.—It would be very interesting to know

where J. S. Goldtliorp has learnt that "poor or meagre
lime" istheterm generally used for hydraulic lime. I
quote what Mr. Geoi-ge R. Bumell says in liis treatise on
"Limes," iSre. ("Weale's series), and who states tliat he had
consulted and often literally copied from the numerous
works. " The limestones containing insoluble silica in the
state of sand, magnesia, the oxides of iron and of man-
ganese, in various respective proportions, but limited to
between 15 and 30 per cent, of the whole mass >ield poor
limes," and in another place he says that "the poor
limes are those which either do not augment in bulk at
all, or only do to a vei-j* ti-iiling extent when slaked. They
do not harden under water more than the rich limes, ana
are acted upon by that agent in the .same manner, except-
ing that they leave asmallresiduimi without consistence."
And again, respecting eminently hydrauUc limes, he says

:

—" Their change in bulk is invariably as small as that of
the poor limes. It is to be observed that all the qualities
of lime, whether rich, poor, or hydraulic in any de^ee,
assume indifferently any colour. They may be eiUier
wliite, grey, yellow, buff, or red, without any coiTcspond-
ing change in their quality, as far, at least, as our present
knowledge of the art oi lime-buming will allow us to
assert with any degree of certainty-." "With respect to
rich limes, he says:—"The rich limes are the purest
metallic oxides of calcium wo pos-sess, and the pm-er the
carbonate of lime from which they are obtained the more
distinctly marked are the appearances from which they
derive their name. These are that they augment in
volume to twice their usual bulk, or even more than that
when slaked in the usual manner. If employed by them-
selves without any admixture of substances, their con-
sistency, even after many yeai"s of immei*sion, is the same
as on the first day. If ex]posed to pure water frequently
renewed, the very last particle would be la-ken up in solu-
tion by the water." Then with respect to the arbitrary
terms rich or fat as the reverse of poor, I shall quote the
translation given in the Civil Enginffr and Architects*
Journal of General Treussart's definitions. " For a long'
time tho.se limes which had the property of hardening in
water were called meagre limes, and those which had not
this property were cjilled fat limes. These denominations
were given because the first increased but little in bulk
when made into paste, while the other gave considerable
augmentation of volume, and because fat limes formed
witit the same quantity of sand a much fatter and more
unctuous mortar than meagre lime." And he goes on to
say "but the denomination meagre lime is altogetlier
improper to indicate limes which enjoy the property of
hardening under water, because there are limes which
aukjment their volume very little on being made into paste,
and at the same time possess no hydi-auiic property,'* and
when "J. S." -shall have read this I think he will see
that he was mistaken, but if he should nut so consider, I
do not think that anything would convince him ef a mis-
take on his part.

—

IIkxrv Amurose.

[5775.]—Heating- Kiln.—The apparatus referred to
by me was fixed by Ileai-ne and Co., Liverpool, and
" n. D. H." will be able, I have no doubt, to get the cost
from them. The one I saw would suit "H. D. H." well,
and would be just the thing for the purpose he names.
The pipes are on the floor, and the heat would rise through
the racks and frames and throughout the room. The
heat, 110', would be easily obtained and maintained. I
cannot say cost of fuel per day, but there is a saving, I
an\ tuld, a.s compared with steam, &c. Care should be
taken in fixing ruuin to see the beat does not escape. All
walls should be well covered.—J. A. Buck.

[5787.]—Strains on Collar Beam Boofs.- Henry
Ambrose is thanked for his reply. To treat the weights,
however, acting on the rafter as concentrated at the plate
and apex, when in the case put it would really be distri-
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bntad mkmm the mft<?r, seems unlikely to gne a true

malt. \Vaald it not Iw better to consider the weight on

nflvM meting tlimuph its centre or centres of gravity !

Ike method proposed shows a tensile strain only on the

eoUar, and no doubt that is tnie when the collar is so

low OB the rafters as practaoally tu connect their feet ;
but

iriiMi the ""f... is placed higher on the rafter there is cer-

tainlj another foice Isougol into action upon it—namely,
^fc.t of thnut, tor it then beoomea a strut between the

laften and tends to prevent them from bending under

flidr load. lam inclined to think that to get the nearest

nptoximation to the truth, the liest method would be to

int^piriCT that the weight borne bv so much of the rafter as

to above the collar is held in ciiuilibrium by the collar, and

than to consider that upper ti iangle of the ixwf as a weight

to be supported by two inclined struts—i.f., the lower

vurta of &e rafters abuttini? on the wall-plates. The
gCnuas on the upper parts of rafters and on the collar

ttidf oould be dctermmed separately : the result would

^n a tensile strain on the collar. In the second pai't of

&e investigation the weight of tlie upper triangle of roof

Mdi^ ooUie upper ends of the inclined struts would de-

TCki|> a tlu-ust along the collar, equal and opposite to the

tiuvst tending to separate the walls. The difference

between this thrust along the collar and the tension

exerted along the same member by the weight above the

eoOar wonW seem to give tlie ti-ue strain upon it—at least,

that ismy present view of it. I shall be glad if " H. A."
or any other correspondent will help to further elucidate

this problem.— 8.

[S7M.1— Timber.—Laslett's "Timber and Timber
Iteee" is a good work on the subject. I do not know
the poblisher's name.—O. H. G.

[8801.]—Cellar.—Apply asphalte to the bottom and,

ay, att. flin. up the sides. Claridge's asphalte is con-

tUani the best for such a purpose.—Sheery.

[5803.]-Proportion in Church Architecture.
—^E. W. Billing's work on "Geometric Proportions" is

one of the best treatises. See also Chantiell's paper on
the "(ieometric System" in the Tiaiisact'wns of the

B.I.B.A. "Perplexed Student" would find the subject
treated of in Gwilt's " Encyclopsedia." The proportion
of nave is different in many instances ; a good proportion
is S to as times the width. With respect to the height, a
proportion of 3 squares to the plate is pleasing, the square
being measured upon the distance between the centres of

two piers. The best method is to divide the plan into
quarefi(oreircles, and to propoi-tionjthe lengthsand heights
l^on these. The equilateral triangle was often used in

nroportioning the plans and sections of our churches,
uiough some architects have no other 1*016 than their own
fancy, or some *' rule of thumb."—G. H. G.

STATUES, MEMOBIALS, &c.

KnJiASNOOt.—Mr. W. G. Steyenson, Edinburgh,
has just completed, in Silician marble, the statue of

Bums, intended to form the central feature of the
Kilmarnock monument. The figure is poised on
the right leg, the left being slightly advanced. The
left hand grasps a note-book, resting on a broken
stump, near the root of which a daisy nestles ; and
the right holds a pencil. In the head, as well as
the costume, the well-known Nasmyth portrait has
been closely followed. Standing, with its base
about 9ft. high, the statue is to be placed on a
pedestal, 4ft. in height, within a sort of shrine,

having an open pointed arch in front and at either
side, through which a full view of the figure will
be obtained. This structure forms part of a build-
ing in redaish freestone, rising from a terrace
approached by flights of steps on an elevated part
of the Kay Park. Its interior will be appropriated
partly as a keeper's house, partly as a museum for
the reception of Bums' relics. 'The whole cost of
the work is, we understand, about £3,000, of which
£800 is the pnce of the statue.

WATER SUPPLY AND SANITARY
MATTERS.

Naffebtox.—A discussion occurred at the last

meeting of the Dnffield rural sanitary authority
with reference to the construction of drainage works
at Nafferton. The work was completed about
twelve months since, at a cost of £1,200, Messrs.
Clark and Pickwell, of Hull, being the engineers,
and Mr. B. Roberts, of Lowmoor, Bradford, the
contractor. A few weeks ago one of the principal
ratepayers wrote to the Local Government Board,
complaining that the scheme was almost a total
failure. At the meeting of the authorities a letter
from the engineers was read, stating that they had
examined the works and found that in nearly eveiy
case the work was faulty in construction. They
laid the entire blame on the clerk of works, who
was appointed by the authority, and recommended
that a long length of the main drain should be taken
up and relaid. This they would do for £10, pro-
vided they were allowed to send their own men to
do it. The offer was accepted.

The Sewbbino of St. Anhe's-on-the-Sea.—
A meeting of ratepayers of St. Aime's-on-the-Sca
wa» held on Saturday week, for the purpose of con-
sidering a scheme for sewering the district,which had
been prepared by Messrs. Maxwell and Tukc,
architects, of Bury, Lancashire. Mr. Maxwell,
the architect of the town, refeiTcd to the present
ucaatisfactoiy drainage, to the difficulties caused
by the flat site of the town, and to the danger of
fouling the shore and so preventing bathing. Ho ex-
plained that he should recommend the adoption of

Isaac Shone's pneumatic system, and that the town
should be divided into seveu sections, in each of

which the sewage would bo conveyed to a centre

and Ufted by Shone's ejector into an hermetically
sealed pipe, and forced along that pipe to any place

suggested by the authorities. By this division of

the district the sewers need only be 7ft. or 8ft.

deep, instead of from 17ft. to 18ft. He estimated
the cost at £2,500. After some discussion, and the
hearing of statements by Mr. Isaac Shone, the
inventor of the pneumatic system, a committee was
formed to make inquiries into its working, and to

report thereon.

The Floods in South-east Norfolk. — Sir

John Hawkshaw, C.E., has examined the flooded
districts about Yarmouth and Lowestoft, lying ad-
jacent to the Yare, the Bare, and the Waveney,
and has presented a prelimiuai-y report embodying
the remedies which suggest themselves to him.
The district drained by the throe rivers which dis-

charge their waters by one common outlet into

Yarmouth Harbour has an aiea of about 1,200
square miles. The lowlands in the district with
which the report deals occupy an area of about
68,000 acres. The greater part of these lands lie

along the tidal parts of the rivers, but considerable
tracts above the tidal districts are also liable to be
flooded. The tide flows up the Yare 29 miles, the
Waveney 27 miles, and the Bure 25 miles. The
surface fall of the rivers is only about 2in. per
mile. The report states that if floods are to be pre-
vented the river channels must be enlarged and
additional sluices and weirs provided. An obvious
improvement, the report continues, might at once
be effected and at no great cost, by discharging a
part of the flood-waters of the Waveney into the
sea through Lake Lothing, at Lowestoft.

The Dbainage of Someeton.—At the Bristol
Assizes in February, Mrs. Rachel Bissett, widow,
sued the Guardians of the Langport Union for

£415, balance of account alleged to be due to her,
on a contract for the drainage of Somerton entered
into and partly executed by her husband, and
finished by herself as executrix, with the consent of
the guardians, who were acting as the sanitary
authority of the parish of Somerton. The defend-
ants denied that anything was due, and pleaded
that the contract under which the work was
alleged to have been done was not complied with

;

they also set up a counter claim, by which they
said the work was not done in a workmanlike
manner, and within the specified time. By consent
of both parties to the suit, a verdict was founded
for the plaintiff on her claim, and for the defendants
on their counter-claim, subject to a reference to
Mr. A. J. Mackay, barrister, as arbitrator, who
has now made his awai'd. He directs the verdict
entered for the plaintiff to be set aside, and instead
thereof a verdict entered for the defendants, the
verdict entered fox the defendants on their counter
claim to stand. He adjudges that the defendants
have sustained damages in respect to the matters
alleged against the plaintiff in the counter-claim to
the amount of £103 4s. lOd., and orders the plaintiff

to pay that sum, and all costs of the action and of
reference.

LEGAL INTELLICJENCE.
An Architect's Chaeoes.—"No Defence?—

Abuse Plaintiff."—At the Ashtou county-court,
on Thursday, an action was heard, John Joseph
Butcher against Thomas Jones.—In August, 1877,
defendant (a retired grocer) purchased a plot of
land on the Dukinfield estate, at the Lakes, and
applied to plaintiff, an architect in the town, to
prepare plans for building two houses, the cost of
which was not to exceed .£600. Plans were drawn,
and approved by the local authorities, the charge
for which was IJ per cent, on the £600. After-
wards defendant requested him to make out quan-
tities, and this was done at a charge of 2J per cent.
Then defendant decided to have five houses built
on the land instead of two, these five to be cellared,
and the charge for the altered plans to he ,£2 per
house. The plaintiff was requested to write letters

to contractors instead of advertising for tenders,
for which a charge of lOs. was made. In all

plaintiff claimed £33. He had received 30s. on
account, but the plans and specifications had
been made no use of, and clefendant refused
to make payment ; he alleged losses by
limited liabihty companies, and had told
plaintiff to get it the best way he could.—Mr.
J. S. Eaton, architect, Ashton, deposed that the
charges were fair and reasonable. For the defence,
defendant's solicitor characterised this action as a
gross attempt, by a manufactured account, to ex-
tort money from plaintiff. The latter had forced
himself uijon defendant (to whom he was then a
stranger), and said he had heard that defendant
had purchased some land for building purposes,
and begged to be allowed to draw the plans. De-
fendant said ho wanted the houses similar to two
in Dewsnap-laue, which they went to inspect.
Plaintiff agreed to draw the plans for 30s., which
ho had been paid. Whatever else complainant did

as to making out specifications, &c., was ent'; 'r

without authority, and the statement as to
aiTangements were untrue. — Defendant hi;

was put in the box, and positively swore to « hat
his advocate had stated. Ho did not consider Ii«

owed plaintiff anything. He had given u]> Hm
land in December last, and had never been :i

for payment till quite recently.—Plaintiff's co ,

said defendant ought to bo sent to Salford scsmjus
to be tried for perjury.—His Honour said it was
really an undefended action, and gave judgiu'jut
for plaintiff, with costs.

Quantities.—Tomlinson j'. Adamsom and r-

—This case, tried at the Brentford County Court,
on Thursday, May 29th, before Mr. Serjeant
Wheeler, was a claim for £14 5s., being '1\ per cent,

for working out quantities relative to certain
buildings to be erected for a Mr. Charles Bonn, and
which the defendant tendered to build, and in which
tender the plaintift"'s claim was included as usualm
all tenders, and which claim according to the custom
of the profession should have been paid to the de-
fendant on the first instalment paid by Mr. Bonn
to the defendant; but defendant had not jiaid

plaintiff, although Mr. Bonn had paid defendant
over and above the contract price. His honour, after

hearing the evidence and arguments of the legal

gentleman engaged, came to the conclusion tiiat

beyond a doubt plaintiff had done the work and
ought to be paid, but as there was no priority of

contract between the plaintiff and defendant, Mr.
Bonn, the client, must pay the plaintiff and recover
that sum from the defendant, that is, if the amoimt
in question was included hi the tender by the de-
fendant. His honour allowed the plaintiff to with-
draw from the case and receive back his heai'ing

fee.

CHIPS.
The Heaton portion of the new Armstrong Park,

at Newcastle-on-Tyue, was opened to the public on

Wednesday week. The area of this section of the

park is 283 acres ; it is IJ miles from Newcastle
town-hall, and is surroimded within 2,000 yards'

radius by a population [of 30,700. The whole oi

the works involved in laying out the park, which
have cost nearly £2,000, are from the designs oi

Mr. A. M. Fowler, borough engineer, and the con-

struction of roads, which has been done by day-
work during the winter and spring, has been super-

intended by Mr. Fulton. The lodge has been let

by contract to Mr. E. Hardbottle for £400, and ie

nearly completed.

In a convocation held at Oxford University oi

Tuesday week, it was unanimously resolved tc

accept \vith thanks an offer made by a Fellow oi

All Soul's College, to give the sum of £300 yearlj

for three years for the foundation of a travelling

studentship for the prosecution of archaeological

research, and a board was appointed to elect a

student.

Mr. Kendal and Mr. Hare have, as is known,
taken the St. James's Theatre, the interior of which
has been entirely altered. When they inspected

their property they discovered only one defect in ii

—the intelligent architect had forgotten the stair-

case. This seems to be a habit with architects.

The same mistake was made iu Montague House,
the town residence of the Duke of Buocleuch.

—

Truth.

A new Wesleyan chapel at Whingate, Ai-mloy,

was opened last week. The chapel has been buQ
of brick, with a stone front, and will aocommodat
400 people, at a cost of £3,200. The architect wa
Mr. John Simpson, of Cobourg-street, Leeds.

The Wigton Local Board considered and approved
at their last meeting plans prepared by Mr. Hodg-
son, C.E., of Hexham, for the sewerage of the

town and sewage purification. The scheme is

designed on the separate system, and the outfall

works are in a field at Long Tarn, two miles north

of the town. The estimated cost is £5,000, to which
must be added £430 for a small district above the

town limits.

The parish church of Euxton, near Preston, an
interesting structure built about 1513, wasreopeued
on Wednesday week after restoration. New floor-

ing has been laid throughout ; the pews have been

replaced by open benches ; the chancel has been

raised and roofed, and a new Communion-table
placed within it. The outlay has been about £400.

A Local Government Board inquiry was held at

Twickenham on Wednesday week, before Major
Hector TuUoch, C.E., inspector, with reference to

an application from the local board for sanction to

borrow £5,000 for purposes of sewerage.

The Archbishop of York, last week, reopened,

after complete restoration, the parish church of

Monckton. Mr. J. Fowler, F.B.I.B.A., of Louth,

was the architect, and Messrs. Keswick and Sons,

York, the contractors.

The Cambridge Improvement Commissioners
have accepted the tender of Mr. Ulwiu for con-

struction of sewers in Sturton-town.
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Our OfSct €Mt
The eminent German historical painter,

Johanu von Schrandolph, cUed at Munich on the

31st of May. He was bom in 1S08, and was
originally intended for the trade of a joiner

;

but, hanng taught himself the elements of

drawing and painting, he obtained admission in

1825 into tlie Munich Academy of Arts, where
he was instructed by Schlothauer in all the

details of his art. He practised fresco-painting

imder Comeli'os and subsequently assisted H.
Hess in the frescoes at the Church of All Saints

and the new Basilica of St. Boniface. He was
one of the draughtsmen who composed the car-

toons for the painted windows in the Au<;r
Church, near Munich, and in the Cathedral of
Eatisbon. In 1841 King Louis gave him the
important commission to paint in fresco the
Cathedral at Speier, and this occupied him for

nine years. He also painted several altar-pieces

in which deep and tender religious feeling is

combined with great simplicity and nobility of

conception and thoroughness of execution. His
" A.scension of Christ " in the new Pinakothek
in Munich, and his " Nativity of the Saviour"
in the Maximilianeum are great works.

A NOVEL method of ventilation is ascribed to

Dr. John Swinburne, of Albany, formerly
Health Officer of the Port of New York, and
has been applied to the Cliildren's Hospital at
Albany. The method consists simply in having
large window-spaees, and filling nearly two-
thirds of each with properly-arranged frames,
on which is fastened ordinary, rather thin, un-
bleached muslin. The frames are so arranged
as to slide, and when it is very cold three thick-
nesses of cotton cloth, two or three inches apart,
can be brought into the window-space. The
wards run east and west, and are fuUy exposed
to the north, north-cast, and east winds, and
partially to the north-west. The rains beat on
the cloth. One-third of each window is occu-
pied by glass. It is said that the temperature
in the wards is easily regulated, and that the
quality of the air is always good.

On Saturday the President of the London
Commissioners for the Sydney Exliibition at-
tended at South Kensington Museum to pass the
last of the pictures'going out [from England for
the Fine Art Department of the Sydney Exhi-
"bitiou. A very valuable representative collection
of .300 of the works of English artists has been
seeui'ed, and such as it is quite safe to say was
never seen before in any of the Australian
colonies. Sir Frederick Leighton, Mr. Calderon,
Mr. Elmore, Mr. Ansdell, Sir J. Gilbert, Mr.
Prin.sep, Mr. Watts, Mr. Poole, Mr. Ahna
Tadcma, 3Ir. John Brett, Mr. Horsley, Mr.
Armitage, Mr. Sidney Cooper, Mr. Cooke, Mr.
Storey, Mr. Cripp, Mr. Lehmann, Miss Mon-
talba, Mr. Chcvallier, and Mr. Haag are among
the artists represented. Mr. Woolner, whose
statue of Captain Cook already overlooks Sydney
Harbour, has sent two or three pieces of sculp-
ture. Mr. E. M. Barry, Mr. C. Barry, Mr.
Wyatt, and Mr, Severn, contribute architectural
drawings. The insurance value of the English
pictures alone, calculated upon premiums paid
by the Commission, exceeds £30,000 ; and there
are .500 other pictures going from other coun-
tries of Eiu-ope. The miscellaneous collections
include good collections of glass, china, porce-
lain, agricultural implements, and educational
appliances and books.

The decease of the well-known naturalist and
archaKjlogist, Mr. Henry Noel Humphreys,
occurred at the close of la.st week at his residence
in Westboume-square, Hyde Park, at an age
not far short of 70. A son of the .late Mr. James
Humphreys, of Birmingham, he was bom in the
Midland metropolis in 1809 or the following
year, and received his early education at King
Edward's School, Birmingham. Among his
most important works of an archaeological cha-
racter between this date and 1856 may be speci-
fied " Illustrations of Froissart's Chronicles,"
"The Parables of Our Lord lUustrated," "The
Coins of England," " Ancient Coins and
Medals," " The Illuminated Books of the Medi-
seval Period," the " Coin Collector's Manual,"
the " Coinage of the Briti-sh Empire," "Stories
by an Archaeologist," and especially " The Art
of Illumination," and "The History of the Art
of Writing from the Hieroglyphic Period down
to the Introduction of Alphabets."

A NEW ventilator called the "Empress,"
recently patented by Messrs. Ewart and Son, of

the Eustou-road, aims at a combination of two
important principles. In the first place, by
means of an Archimedean screw revolving within
tlio tube a strong up-current is constantly pro-
duced, and secondly by the patented arrange-
ment of the cone inside the wind fans, an addi-
tional up-current is insured and all possibility of

downblow isrevented. The obvious advantages
of this combination are certainty of action at all

times and an economy of weight and friction in

the moving parts which is very desirable. One
peculiarity wliich strongly recommends the new
ventilator is that should it from any cause be-
come fixed it does not become iLseless, but the
principle of the fixed cone comes at once more
powerfully into action, producing an up-current
which the inventors state is equal in power to

that of any known stationary ventilator yet
introduced. The ventilator will be shown in

action at the Kilbum Agricultural Show next
week (Stand 35), and visitors interested in venti-

lation should make a point of inspecting it.

Stajtfoed House, South Lambeth-road, a
well-known old SouthLondon mansion, is, accord-
ing to the fiouth London Tress, about to be demo-
lished. Stamfor d House has, in addition to

many fine old rooms, some interesting associ-

ations. Here Tradescant, the founder of the
Ashmoleau Museum, once lived, and next to the
liouse was the famous Physic garden of the
Tradescants, father and son both being eminent
botanists and naturalists. The house has been
purchased by Mr. F. SneUing, of Lansfield House,
South Lambeth-road, for £2,650, and will be
soon numbered with the past. Mr. SneUing is

the iconoclast of South Lambeth, for this is the
eighth old mansion he has bought and pulled
down. Tliis process is termed " improving" the
locality. It may be so, but to one who in vain
looks for the old spots he once knew and loved so
well, and who now finds nought but staring
bricks and mortar, painful to look at in their
newness, the removal of these landmarks is a
source of uneasiness.

We stated some weeks back, in our notice of

the new Art Union Buildings in the Strand,
that the scagliola marble columns and pilasters

had been placed in the hands of Messrs. Bellman
and Ivey by Prof. E. M. Barry, R.A. They are
now fixed, although not polished. The entrance

-

hall is enriched with Genoa-green and red
Devonshire, and the first floor with Brocatella
columns and pilasters. Mr. Barry has expressed
himself as being much pleased with the work.

Messes. F. J. axd H. FE.ixcis, the architects

of the Grand Hotel, Charing Cross, have in-

structed Messrs. Bellman and Ivey to proceedwith
22 scagliola marble columns for the grand salle

;

these will all surroimd iron columns, and will be
fixed without showing joint.

The annual meeting of the Royal Archseo-
logical Institute will be held at Taunton in
August next, from the 5th to the 12lh inclusive.

The official programme shows tliat on Tuesday,
the 5th, the Mayor and Corporation of Taunton
will receive the institute at an inaugural meeting,
at which the President's address will be delivered,

and afterwards the Institute will be the guests
of the Corporation at a public luncheon . During
the afternoon the visitors will go over Taunton
Castle and the magnificent Late Church of St.

Mary Magdalene, and afterwards inspect the
various objects of interest in the town. The
sectional meetings will commence at eight in the
evening. On Wednesday there will be an excur-
sion by rail to Cleeve Abbey, of recent years made
familiar to students by the painstaking researches
of the late Edmund Sharpe and the Rev. Mac-
kenzie Walcott, and from thence to Dimster
Castle where a reception will take place,

a conversazione being given in the evening
at Taimton Castle HaU by the Royal
Archaeological Institute. On Thursday, the 7th,

the annual meeting of the Institute will be held,

and in the afternoon there will be excursions by
carriage to Staple Fitzpaine and Castle Meroche.
On Friday, the 8th, there wUl be an excursion
to Bridgwater, Cannington, Stoke Courcey, and
Fairfield, where a reception will be given by Sir

A. A. Hood ; afterwards a visit will be paid to
St. Awdries, thence home by rail. On Saturday,
the 9th, there will be an excursion to Langport
and Muchelney Abbey ; having been received at

Montacute House the members will visit

Hambdon-hiU, Stoko-sub-Harabdon Church,

Barrington Court, and Ilminster. On Monday,
tho 1 1th, an excursion will be made to Wells,
whore there will be a reception at the Palace, and
to Glastonbury Abbey. Sectional meetings will

be held in the evening, and on the following
morning and evening. In tho afternoon oi

Saturday there will be a closing excursion by
carriage toMorton Fitzwarren, Bishop's Lydeard,
Cothelstone, and Kingston. From this brief

summary it will be seen that the district com-
prised in this year's excursion of the Institute iB

one rich in remains of monastic institutions, and
containing several feudal castles, and some of

the finest specimens extant of Feipendicular
church architecture.

At Carpenters' HaU, London-wall, the por-

Ijhyiy columns, &c. , in outer hall, and others of
verde-antique, in the inner hall, with polished
Parian capitals, are now being fixed. At a
recent meeting the company and their arcliiteet

(Mr. W. W. Pocock) approved of specimens for

columns in the livery -hall, and Messrs. Bellman
and Ivey have since received tho order for

same. They are in paonezzetta, with enriched
Corinthian capitals, 19ft. 9in. high bjr 2fl. dia.,

and are made in one piece, without joint.

Havino in view tho domestic dangers to health
arising from imperfect workmanship by plumbers
and the use of improper so-called " sanitary
appliances," the Council of the National Health
Society have taken into consideration the most
practical means of striking at the root of these

serious evils. The conviction that a want of
knowledge by working men of the elementary
laws and appHcation of the laws of sanitary
science is a chief cause of these defects has led

the committee to the conclusion that great good
to the commimity would ensue from the practical

teaching of elementary sanitary science to work-
men actually engaged in building our hou.ses.

The Society proposes to organise a series of lec-

tures and demonstrations to working plumbers.
At the close of each series of lectures handsome
money prizes would be awarded to those who
gave the best evidence of having profited by the

teaching. The National Health Society believe

that not only would the lectures be very nume-
rously attended, but that the matter will become
one of general discussion in the workshops, and
appeal to architects, builders, and the public

generally for funds towards their proposed
undertaking.

The Home Secretary will be influentially

supported on June 28th, when opening the

Parkes Musemn of Hygiene. Among others

who will be present we may mention Viscount
Cranbrook, Earl Fortescue, Sir Thos. Watson,
Prof. Huxley, and tho Mayors of Cambridge,
Southampton, Salford, and Welshpool. 'Tlie

museum comprises an area of 3,500 square feet,

independent of tho Ubrary. This space will be
quite filled by the day of opening, and the pro-

gress made during the past few weeks justify

the assumption that the committee will succeed

in making the museum a national institution of

no mean importance. Communications may be
addressed to the curator, Mr. Mark H. Judge,
University College, London, W.C.

Glasef's Annalen contains a description of an
improved method and apparatus for the manu-
facture of artificial sandstone. A thorough mixture
of four to six parts of fine sand and one part

of slaked lime is exposed for about three days to

a high teiiperature and a pressure of more than
three atmospheres, causing the formation of a
silicate of lime which acts as a cement, so that

the mass, when cooled down to the ordinary
temperature, hardens. This hardening process

continues for some weeks by exposure to the

air, so that finally a product is obtained which is

as hard and solid as good sandstone. The
apparatus consists of a tank, into which the

mixture is filled, and in which it is heated and
stirred by a steam pipe, provided with a number
of arms and rotated by belting or gearing. After
tho mixture has reached the proper temperature
the steam is cut off, and a second vessel, inclosing

the tank on all sides, is put into commimication
with the boiler. By tliis means the mass is

heated for the period "necessary. It is then
run into a brick machine and shaped into the
forms required. The process, it is claimed,

effects great economy, especially for the manu-
facture of window-sills, &c. The apparatus used
is made large enough to produce 250 cubic feet of

material in every charge,—requiring, generally,

three to four days.
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CHUBB'S
WROUGHT IRON DOGES,

flnmatmff'KxKtlx strong Roonu, Safn, ind Iran liBings

THREE PRIZE MEDALS
Aai H«>oi «»»ll MisTios >t PAKIS EXHIBITION, I8».

IUnctnt«d Pric« List* post-frw.

CHTBB * SON, Makers to the Bank of England,

am Qarai VlctorUrtrrrt, 8«. Pauls, K.C. ; «na

«, St. laaMCt-Mitvt , P*U Mnll , Ixtnlon.—CAdtt.:

KoUowaT's Pills nro the sheet-anchor of the
ivxl dT«l>»pti<-. A frw trUU will prove llioir potency in

AVinc Induction, bitioUHnc?!), nauyca, eructations, lo&s or

«Ut», wnal of sleep, and that utter weariness which always

-ilta o« a foal and diwrdeted stouiarh. They act as alteratives,

aetetlTca, and ^ntle aperients.—.At>vT.]
mitsoai

CHIPS.

The miaaon chureh of All Saints, in Blenheim

-

road, Ipswich, was reopened on Sunday week, after

enlargement, from the designs of Mr. E. F.

Bisahopp, of that town, the architect of the original

structure. A western extension of 21ft., ui>on which
is a bell-turret, affords 100 additional sittings, and
a north transept CO more, raising the accommoda-
tion to 370 seats. The additions correspond with

the main structure, and are in red hrick with
bandsand dressings of coloured brick and tile roofs.

Mr. Coe, of Brooks-hall-road, Ipswich, was the con-

tractor, and the total outlay for additions and new
organ, built by Messrs. Godball, has been iiolo.

New schools are about to be erected for the

Carlisle School Board in Denton-holme, from the

designs of their architect, Mr. Birkett.

The annual excursion of the Kent Archfcological

Society will take place on July 30th and 31st, and
the meeting will be at New Eomuey.

The Exmouth Local Board, ha^'ing applied to the

Local Government Board for authority to borrow
£1,200 for carrying out improvements within the

district, a local inquiry was held on Thursday in

last week before Col. Ponsonby Cox, C.E., cue of

the Board's inspectors. The surveyor, Mr. Packham,
gSTe evidence showing that the money was required

for asphalting a path running parallel with the

ea-wall and for street improvements spread over
the greater part of the district.

At Penzance a Bible Christian chapel, erected at

a cost of £2,000, has just been opened. It seats

600 persons, and there are a schoolroom at the rc?.r

and vestries beneath the main building.

Cwmbwrla Chapel, Swansea, was reopened on
Sunday week after enlargement and the addition
at the rear of a schoolroom and classroom. The
architect is Mr. George Ilaunan, of Swansea, and
the builder Mr. David Evans, of Brynhyfrydd, near
Swansea. The outlay has been about £ 1 , / 00.

Mr. J. Lawton Webster has been elected sur-
veyor and inspector of buildings to the Malton
local board.

The town cotmcil of Bradford received at their
last meeting a report as to the falling in of about
120 yards of the main sewer in Shipley Valley in
consequence of an insecure foundation, and ordered
the same to be reconstructed at an estimated cost of
£3,040.

On Wednesday week Mr. Arnold Taylor, C.E.,
held an inquiry on behalf of the Local Government
Board at Heckmondwkye respecting an application
by the Local Board of Health for sanction to
borrow £2,000 for providing a refuse destructor
and for works and premises connected therewith.

Deep-water docks arc to be constructed at Swan-
sea, and the contract has been taken by Mr. T.

Walker, of Loudon, at £196,000. At the same
port a new railway and other subsidiary works,

estimated to cost £33,000, are about to be carried

out.
The town council of Scarborough receivcil at

their last meeting, a report from the scavenging

sub-committee who have visited Liverpool, Leeds,

and other towns in order to obtain information as

to the disposal of house refuse. They recommended
the council to adopt the " destructor " as in use at

Leeds for consuming part of the refuse and to con-

vey the remainder out to sea. The report was re-

ferred back to the sub-committee with instructions

to ascertain the probable cost of carrying out the

systems recommended and of conveying out to sea

the whole of the refuse.

The lock entrance to the Canal at Severn Quay,
Gloucester, was reopened on Thursday, after

having been closed for a fortnight to allow of the

replacement of the lock-gates. The new ones are

of green wood from South America and weigh 15

tons. They were constructed at the company's
works at Saul, and were erected under the super-

intendence of Mr. F. J. Callis, assistant engineer

to the company.
The consecration of St. Eidan's Church, Solva,

in St. Bride's Bay, was performed on Wednesday
week by the Bishop of St. David's. The church is

a simple Gothic structure, seating 200 persons All

the fittings, including the seats, are of pitch-pine.

The architect is Mr. Pearson, of London, and
Messi's. Evans and John were the builders.

New buildings, erected at a cost of £3,500, for a
mutual improvement society, were opened at East-

bourne on Thursday in last week by the Duke of

Devonshire.

It is announced that the list of applications for

shares in the Tramways Company of Germany,
Limited, will close on Thursday next, the 2eth
instant.

A monument to the late Eev. John Eoberts, the

musician and divine, better known in the Princi-

pality as leuan Gwyllt, has been publicly unveiled

at Caerthraw Cemetery, near Carnarvon. It is of

polished Aberdeen granite, and is 16ft. high, and
has been erected by contract by Mr. Hastings San-
iield, of Liverpool.

The first train over the new branch line of the

London and North Western Railway from Dowlais
to Merthyr was run on Monday week.

The Wakefield Corporation have fixed on a site

for the proposed large new reservoir at the head of

Rybume Valley, witliin the parish of Halifax, and
have arranged with the owners of property and
the manufacturers, millers, and other owners of

water rights. They have obtained sanction to bor-
row £300,000 for the works, to which some opposi-

tion is threatened in Halifax.

A stone-dressing apparatus, worked by an elec-

trical machine, has just been iuvcutedby Mr. J. G.
Cranston, engineer, of Newcastle-on-Tyne. He
claims that the machine can be worked automati-
cally or by hand, and that it performs the dressing
of mUl-stones or other masonry, and will drill rock
with rapidity and accuracy.

The burial board of Cardigan, at their last

meeting, adopted the plans of Mr. Alfred W.
Szlumper, for the laying out of the new cemetery.

Mr. Evan Evans, of Troedybum, has been ap-
pointed highway surveyor to the Llangollen
district

In an action brought on Friday in Kingston-
on-Tliames county-court by a speculative builder
against a tenant for a quarter's rent. Judge
Lushington said such houses, as a rule, were a
pollution to the country and a disgrace to civilisa-

tion, but as the defendant was a medical man, and
had the premises carefully examined before betook
them, there must be a verdict for the plaintiff,

though he had no sympathy with him.

On Sunday week the nave of Tewkesbury Abbey
was opened for service, having been temporarily
fitted up to enable the committee to complete the
restoration of the choir and the layiug of paving.

The scheme for drainage of the rural sanitary
authority of Croydon is now expected, says a loc;'il

journal, to cost more than £20,000over what was at
fii'st estimated, and the loan of £77,070 obtaiuevl.

The accepted tender of Messrs. Cooke for the works
is*£78,228 ISs. ; a culvert for the river will cost

£2,110 13s. 7d. ; surveying and engineering,

£4,930 ; and rights of easement, £500. The total

cost, including £11,650 for purchase of laud, will

be about £100,000.

Mr. Johns has been elected district surveyor to

the Crickhowell Highway Board, at £80 a year.

There were twelve candidates.

At a meeting held at Charfield, Gloucesterahire,

on AVednesday week, the question was considered
whether the existing parish church, at present in a
very unsatisfactory state, should be restored and
enlarged, or whether a new one should be built

nearer the centre of the village, and it was decided

to adopt the latter course.

A new Board school in Lothian-road, Edinburgh,
is about to be erected. The building, which is to

be three stories in height, is in the Domestic Gothic
style, and is intended to accommodate 800 children.

The cost, exclusive of site and furnishings, will be.

about £6,000. The designs are by Mr. Wilson, the
architect to the Edinburgh School Board.

New Board Schools have just been erected at
Ashford, East Kent, from the designs of Mr.
Hanson, architect to the School Board. Mr. D.
Fowler was the contractor.

MEETINaS FOE THE ENSUING WEEK.
MosDAY.—Royal Institute of British Architects. Presen-

tation of Iloyal gold medal and annual
distribution of prizes. 8 p.m.
Aeronautical Society at Society of .Vrts

rooms. Papers and experiments "ii

"Flight." 8 p.m.

^xuht $ttb5.

WAGES MOVEMENT.
Blackbubn.—On Saturday the Committee of th^

operative stonemasons, now on strike, waited on
the employers' committee aud offered a compromise,
undertaking to return to work if the masters will

reduce wages jd. per hour instead of Jd. The
matter was brought before the employers at their

meeting on Monday, and it was unanimously re-

solved to abide by the original proposition, to reduce
the wages from 8^d. an hour to 8|d. Late on Mon-
day night the operative masons agreed to accept tho

masters' terms of 8.(d. per hour, 49 hours per week.
A further meeting has been since held, and there

was a warm discussion, but a great many masons
have returned to work.

CHAPPUIS' PATENTS
FOR

REFLECTING LIGHT.-DAYLICHT REFLECTORS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION; ALSO

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT REFLECTORS.

p. E. CH^I^PXJIS, Patentee. Factory, 69, Fleet-street, London, E.G.

N.B.-DIAGRAMS AND PROSPECTUSES ON APPLICATION.
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THE TURNER DRAWINGS AT THE
NATIONAL GALLERY.

"W"^ *''' gl'^d to find that the authorities
' » of the National GaUory have set apart

two large rooms for the exhibition of the
Turner di-awings and sketches, which have
been hitherto inaccessible to public view.
Aji immense number are in the possession
of the mstitution, and those now cai-efully
e.^bited in cases ^viU in turn give place to
others. Among the coloured sketches of
Turner m his later style wo may mention a
series of views in France, Italy, and Swit-
zerland of remarkable beauty and character
They generally retain their brilliancy of colour
—here and there iridescent in hue, though we
observe the exposm-o to light has in some
instances been injuiious to the pigments, ansk that wiU be avoided as much as possible
by curtams which are made to draw over
the cases and frames. As a series of
views, few are more charming than the
sketches labelled Honfleur, Amiens, Tancar-
-^G, Harfleur, Mantes, and Havre. In
these a body coL.m- has been used on a
grey paper. In the view of Havi-e a
sketch which has excited the admiration ofKuskm, wc find aU the characteristic foelino-
of the great painter. "Between Mantes
and Vernon and " Amiens " are two
charming sketches. In the latter (un-
finished) the tint of biwvn is run upon the
gi-ey tone of the paper; the houses are
roughly sketched in with sepia, whUe in the
distance the cathedral and its spire are
fmntlydiscemibleinblue. In this, asin others
there is a smudgy eflfect produced; the
colours ai-e mingled together when wet, but
have that remarkable brilHant and opaline
effect which only Turner could produce.

1 'V?'''??^ ,.'« ^ wonderfully characteristic
sketch

;
the lighted abbey in the distance,

re leved by the dark masses of shadow and
colour, make a charming picture that is well
too^vn from its engraving. Many of the

T^^^^^. °^
^^"t

™S»a'^ed series kno^vn asIhe Rivers of 1< ranee " are in the collec-
tion, bome of these sketches were made in

?s?^° r"^^n ""iT"*^ ^'^"' ""^'"^t tJi« period
182o to 1830. The sketches of Veni^, on
white paper, are stm more glowing and
brilliant examples of the great artist's power
of hght and shade and colour. In these his
love of diftcult atmospheric efFects is mar-
vellously displayed. Take his views ofVenice as the " Guideeca looking out toFusma," and "The Guideeca from theLagoons.' What a power of colourm the sky and water, they appear
to blend m the glow of the horizon ; theformer has been copied HteraUy in thepamter s large oil-painting the " Approach
to Vemce." In the latter, the yeUow, red,pink, and green are nm together in thatmisty manner Turner loved to depict; wecatch the impression of bright hues; but aUdetad IS sunk in the general effect. In oneot these drawings we observe the lightfleecy touches of cloud, done in a metallic

wL^'t?"*! "' '^''^tches, are those illus-

to Z < v"^"'
'°^°'^'7- 'J'^° "Approach

sketch an^^''^ r'''" ^ "" unVuishedSketch, and, we boheve. wa« the original of

neefi^i s ^'J
^?P^''• ^^"""^ °f tl^« P'^ss con-necting Switzerland -ivitli Italy. The re-

ading Alps and the distant sunlit peak,

Wthf^L
"'"' °" /¥ f°--«g'-ound rock, arefaithfully represented. Sketches from the

Lake of Zug, and "Venice, Sunset" are
glowing bits of colour, the blue and yellow,
and the streaks of crimson, and the de"p
blue distance truly luminous

; the " Grand
Canal, ^vith the Church of Saluti," is a
charmingly delicate sketch on white paper—
the merest outline in colour, with the lights
of domes left in the white paper. The artist
has washed in all the effect with the least
amount of colour, and, from a little distance
thesketchhasallthecompleteness of a finished
di-awmg. '

' Martignyand Chateau '
' is another

rubbed-in effect of mountains and buUding
the chateau faintly outlined on the laomitain
side. The two sketches of the Righi from
Lucerne are grand impressions, though in
different keys ; so is-" Venice from Pusina,"
with its clouds ofpurple and carmine, touched
or nibbed in upon a wet ground. We note
some fine and very brilliant views of Lucerne
with its grand precipitous scenery, its build-
ings and castles ; also a pair of sketches of
Zurich, Coblentz, and Constance. The
noblest characteristics of these spots have
been focussed in colour, so to speak; it is
true we have little detail ; Turner leaves us
the ideal beauty alone of these classical
scenes

; we get aU the poetry that is possible
to bo got upon paper—in short they may be
caJled painted poems. The Venetian and
Alpme sketches are of recent date, and in-
dicate the latest feeling of the painter, and
those who remember the raptures of Ruskin
will look at them with intense pleasure as
the actual impressions of the scenery
upon the artist's mind, and in this sense
they possess even more value than the
oil copies made from them. Many of
these radiant sketches have not taken
more than a few minutes ; they are vivid
impresssion in colour, indicated by a few
touches of the brush, the local tints being puton whde the paper was damp, while a few
scrawls of the pen dipped in red, sepia, or
violet give faint indications of masses of
detail and groups of buildings or figures.
-Hero and there we observe body colours
applied, but the whole is hai-monious and
aenal. The handling indicates an impatient
graspofgeniusready to generalise the firstim-
pressions ofnatureupon theretina while avoid-
ing all detaU

; and the effect many of these
sketches leaves upon us is that Turner wasworkmg m a vehicle not pliant enough forhim to manifest the various modifications of
light and shade and hue which caught his
eye. It is necessary for the visitor to eoprepared m the right temper of mind to
appreciate what appear to many as unintel-
ligent scrawls and smudges; but before he
comes away he wUl begin to estimate at their
true value the work of a man who regarded
nature from the true poet's standpoint. His
eai-lier sketches and drawings are no lessworthy of study, however, and show thatlurner commenced with the conventional
idea of drawing. For instance we noticetwo sketches, one " The Hot Wells, Bristol,"

" p'fi X"^«^«"l drawing; while another,
i^ollyBndge, Bacon's Tower, Oxford"

signed with the date 1787, shows a crudeiy

ifT^Y"^''-*^^^'"" copied from a print, iiwHich the outlines are drawn with the dis-
agreeable distinctness observable in copies
by novices. These drawings are particularly
mtercsting as showing the change in the
gi-eat pamter's mode of delineation. Among
the earher works we may draw attention toa beautiful series of vignette designs for

f^^ l^^lZ\ *° Kogers's Poems, executed
about 1830 to 1834. Some of these are gemsof colounng, the. detail and intensity ofcolour increasing to the centre of the pic-
tui-e. The " Pori:s of England," engravedmmezzotmt by Lupton, about fifty yearsago are represented in a few original

^ f'^-S^*^''*^' Scarborough, StangateCreek Whitby, Portsmouth, andSheemess
must be particulariy mentioned as highly-
fanished water-colour miniatures, in which
oiawiug, composition, and rich colour

are conspicuous. The series of sepia draw-
ings for the Liber Studiorum, executed
between the years 1807-1820, are to be
seen aJso upon the walls, and exhibit
Turners early care for detaU. Greenwich
Hospital froin the Hill, RivauLc AbbeyHoly Island Cathedral, and KirkrtaU
Oiypt arc remarkable drawings exhibit-

!^°f -^ m?"'^"-,'^'^
Po^^"" "» architectural

detail. Thus Holy Island Cathedral might
bo mistaken for the work of an architocWl
artist The Norman pillars and arches areweU drawn, and the perspective good. The
tower of St. Mary's, Redcliffe, Bristol ; York
Oathodral, and thotower of Boston, Lincoln-
shu-e are delicately-drawn pencU sketches,m which the outline has been largely filledm wth detail—much of it executed with afreedom and feelmg the architect would
not despise. As a study of light and shade,
Kuskin has pointed to a di-awing in sepia ofthe remams of a Doric temple which nowhangs over one of the doorways. Turner's
earlier sketches of Bome show also a oon-
siderable knowledge of architectural detail
which m after years gave place to the
broader and more genial branch of land-
scape m which he became so great a master.^ or masterly and complex composition, for
balance and skdful grouping, in which a.kmd of ingenious intricacy appears, and
especially for breadth anl b^Sliancy ofcolourmg the studies of Turner at the
Aational GaUery are weU worth attention

BRONZES AND IVORIES AT TTTT^
BURLINGTON FINE ARTS CLUB

T\7"ITH souie hesitation the committee of
+

the Builmgton Fine Arts Chib decided
to exhibit bronzes this year in their rooms inSaviUe-row. It would be flattery to saythat the oollection now brought together ap-
proaches m mterest those of several fonuer
years. Stdl no less than 650 articles, mostly
of a high class, many of the very highest
nave been contributed by members of theclub and their friends. Neither in the
bronzes nor m the ivories is there anythinsr
approachmgto a complete historical series

Iti 'J"
'''?^^' ^'^^'^ '^ '' collection of each

ot the desonptiou most fashionable at the
present time namely, Italian work of the
16th and Irth centuries. There are, however
a few Greek and Roman bronzes, chiefly
those in Cabmet No. 1, belonging to theRev Montague Taylor, who is tS bl^congra!
tulated upon the possession of so many finethmgs m number and quality only "to benvaUed by the works exhibited by Mi- CD. E. Fortnum in the same case and in
several other parts of the room. No 11
oraament of a vase, being a mask in bronze'
mlaid with sdver, the eyes formed of
nibies, 13 a superb specimen of the choicest
GriBco-Roman work. From this precious
fragment wo can conceive what must have
been the beauty of the complete work Itwas found at Pompeii. Somewhat similarm shape, and probably for the same purpose
is the handle of a vase (No. 7). Thifis evi-
dently Roman of about the time of Trajan
Ihe subject is said to represent the Dacian
conquest. No. 12 is another fine Roman
bronze. It is a statuette of Apollo, stillstandmg upon the original decorated bronze
stand. There is an inscription punctured
upon the back: "M. Port. Tert. Bel. Auir
Concord By far the finest antique in Co
whole coUection is the lovely Venus in Case b
No. IGj. (she stands nude, and holding a
wreath, ISJin. high. The late Professor
\\ estmacott attributed it to the School of
Praxiteles, a conjecture highly probable
both on oocount of its excellouco auditshavmg been found in the neighbourhood of
the ancient Stratonioe in 1841. Praxiteles
worked m Caria. No. 7G, a figure of a Greekwamor, the right aim and hulf of the lower
limbs wantmg, is good, and is covered with
a fine green patina. The most important
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statue in point of size, as woU as for interest

and eioelleuce, is David (No. 78). It is

aiiTOMsed to have been executed from the

dMiga of Michael Angelo by one of

his pupils. The Duke of Westminster

shows a fine bust on a bracket by the mantel

-

piece, the life-sized head of a young girl, of

tike ewly part of the IGth century. The
Kev. Montague Taylor has many Florentine

reproductions from the antique, among
whi<^ are, Xo. 17, an elegant figure of

Ceres, reduced from the original in the

Vatican, much resembling some of the

charming coloured terra-cottas discovered in

Boeotia; No. 1, a g^roup of Silonus carryinp-

the young Bacchus in his anus. This is said

to be a reduction of the fine statue in the

Louvre. The original work from which the

several antique statues of this subject were
copied is believed to have been lately dis-

covered in the excavations which have been
going on at Olympiii. Of the celebrated

Borniese Gladiator of Agasias there are

no less than three Italian copies, Nos. 31,

329, and 331 ; all are good, but by far the
larg^t, oldest, and finest is the last, which
belongs to Lord Elcho. The original marble
of this is also in the Louvre. Some very fine

groups and statuettes are placed upon the
tables in the centre of the room. There is a
very satisfactory antique bronze of a bull,

lent by Mr. Bowyer, finely modelled and
-very highlj' finished ; and close by a delight-
-ful full-length figure of Venus, vrith her arm
upraised, belonging to Mr. Fisher. No.
411, "Hercules and Antaeus," after Baccio
Bandinelli, is full of vigour and power. Mr.
G. Salting is the fortimate possessor of the
beautiful group No. 323. Charity, after a
design by Beccafumi, is represented by an
erect figure supported by two children at her
feet, while she carries a third in her arms.
The bronze is in every way a most beautiful
work. There are several examples either by
or after John of Bologna, the crouching
Venus, No. 333, being as good as any. It
stands on a bracket to the right of cabinet
No. 8. We must not omit to mention No.
159, a very fine Hercules raising his club,

similar to Sir Richard WaUis' boxwood
figure, which has the inscription " Opus
Francisci Aurificis." Bacchus, also, belong-
ing to the Eev. Montague Taylor, on a
bracket to the right of cabinet No. 1, should
be noticed. There are a few, and only a few,
interesting bronzes of sacred subjects. No.
168, St. John the BaJ)tist, is upon somewhat
slender grounds attributed to Donatelli

;

Nos. 161 and 163, St. John the Evangelist
and the Blessed Virgin, to Lorenzo
Ghiberti, though they seem too coarse and
clumsy to be the work of that consummate
artist. The crucifix, No. 260, which
originally belonged to Cardinal Pandolfini,

and was bought for Queen Marie Amclie of

France, is a work of extraordinary finish.

The last three items in the catalogue are
among the best of this kind. Nos. 548 and
550, Melchisedec and the Prophet Malachi,
are both signed works of Alassandro Vittorio,

and are remarkable for their dignity and the
simplicity and correctness of their drapery.
No. 549 is a powerful rough casting of a
half-finished model of Pluto, holding a
trident in his right hand, with the dog
Cerberus at his feet ; one of the Fontaine-
lileau gods done in silver, by Benvcnuto
Cdlini.
Among works executed for domestic pur-

poses the knockers, saltcellars, and inkstands
are the most conspicuous, with the exception
of one beautiful bell, lent by Mr. Salting
fNo. 320). It is only 6Jin. high, but full of

the finest work in Jow relief, of dancing
ohildron, with bands of floriated ornament

;

on the top is a boy playing a tambourine.
Kos. 86 and 87, a pair of Sphingi, are finely

decorated. The best of the knockers are
Nos. 309 and 334. The former was taken
from the Giimani Palace at Venice, and is

formed of a very bold and well-wrought

mask supported by dolphins. The other, of
which there is a replica, exhibited by Mr.
T. Shattock, is ornamented by a fine nude
figure of Neptune, with a sea-horse on either
side, terminating in floriated ornament.
The candlesticks (Nos. 169 and 175), lent by
Mr. Drury Fortnum, and attributed, without
much reason, to PoUajuolo, are excellent
examples of the most skilful casting. The
ornamentation of No. 169 is as sharp as the
finest Wedgwood. No. 175 is simpler, but
no less artistic in design and execution.
There arc many fine inkstands, a most beau-
tiful specimen of wliich is No. 174, Pan,
seated, holding a vase ; and in the same case
(No. 173), a very wonderful work, formerly
in the Bernal collection. Two others (Nos.
164 and 166) are by Peter Vischcr, the great
Nuremberg bronze-founder, the author of
the splendid shrine of St. Sobald, a cast of
which may be seen in South Kensington
Museum. They are neither of tliem very
important specimens ; No. 166 is the better
of the two. The number of medals and
medallions is very great. To .many people
the case containing these smaller works will
not have the least interest, containing, as
they do, so many well-known portraits.
Cabinet No. 6, all belonging to Mr. Drury
Fortnum, holds a marvellous collection.

In the centre there is the original portrait
in wax of Michael Angelo, by Loo Leone.
It is an excellent proof of the wonderful
pains and care taken by the best Italian
artists in perfecting the medals which so
surprise us as real marvels of true por-
traiture. We have here both the modal and
model. After this the most interesting
things in this case are the plaques which
formed the centre of paxes, among which
Nos. 189, 190, 196, and 230 are worthy of
notice. No. 231, a Virgin and ChUd",
gilt, of the 16th century, is very fine. No.
248 is a portrait of the Saviour, said to
have been taken from the emerald vemicle.
All the table cases containing portrait medals
should be carefully scanned. Both histori-

cally and as works of art the contents are of
a very high value. Many are by famous
artists, such as Pisano, Pasti, Sparandio, and
Enzola. In concluding this notice of the
bronzesexhibited,wemust demur to the state-
ment in page 6 of the preface to the catalogue,
that we possess no works in bronze of the date
of the finest period of ivory carving. Thelatten
work,usually gilt, of the 12th to 16th century,
is quite as good as the ivories of the same
period, as for instance the splendid tombs in

Westminster Abbey, the candelabra at
Venice, the hundreds of fine monastic seals,

lecterns, and other articles of church furni-

ture ad infinitum.

The ivorieswould have been more generally
interesting if they had been better arranged
and classified, and more correctly described.

The oldest is an Egyptian head. No. 290, of

very archaic and somewhat tame character.

No other example earlier than the 13th
century a.d. is exhibited, except the
plaque, 11th or 12th century. No. 266, on
which is represented our Lord in the act of

benediction with the four evangalisticsymbols
at the comers, surrounded by the usual semi-
Classical ornamentation; and Mr. John Mai

-

colm'sbeautifulHispano-Morescobox; which
iscovered with theusual interlacing foliation,

and has a truly Oriential inscription round
the edges in Cufic letters, in praise of its

own beauty. The same gentleman contri-

butes several other leaves of diptychs and
triptychs of high quality. No. 281 is a
diptych, with the life of Christ in six com-
partments under handsome canopios^some
containg two subjects, as the Betrayal, and
subsequent suicide of Judas. There is more
life and spirit in parts than wo usually meet
with. No. 274, a leaf of a diptych repre-

sents the death of the Virgin, in three

compartments. The lowest gives the cham-
ber of death, with the apostles showing
violent signs of grief ; in the middle she is

being carried up to heaven by angels ; while
one on each side canies a candlestick, others
are censing and playing instruments of
music ; at the top is her Son carrying
her soul, like a little chUd, in His arms, the
heavenly host standing round with harps
and other instruments in their hands. The
finest specimen of Gothic ivory in the room
also belongs to Mr. John Malcolm. No. 282
is a wonderfully fine leaf of a diptych, 9Jin.
byoin., aUko important for size, oxecutfon,
and condition. It still, fortunately, retains
the delicate original decoration in gold and
subdued colour. The Eov. J. C. Jackson,
among other interesting things, has sent a
very pretty polyptych of five leaves. On
the outer shutters are prophets and Saints.
The centre tabernacle, divided into two com-
partments, has Christ in Majesty at the top,
and the Virgin supported by angels in the
lower one. The terminal piece of a rosary
(No. 287), of Eariy 16th Century German
work, is a remarkable instance of realistic

treatment. Mr. Fisher has lent a perfect
rosary (No. 337), with a somewhat similar
ending to it. The description given is that
there are three faces, Our Lord's, that of the
Madonna, and of Death. We think by com-
parison with No. 286 that the lady's head is

that of the wearer, a memento mori ; that No.
287, in fact, belonged to a man ; Nos. 286 and
337 to ladies. The collection of Mr. P. C.
Hardwiok contains examples worthy of high
praise, from the 13th to the 18th century.
No. 94 is a good ceremonial comb, French,
of the loth Century, with religious subjects.
The Virgin and child crowned (No. 100) is

signed Bianchi and dated 1507. It is

seldom we are so fortunate as to meet with
dated or inscribed ivories. There is great
grace and elegance in this beautiful figure.

The drapery is singularly bold and simi^le.

Of later work, in the style of Piamingo, we
have a plaque (No. 103), with a tiger dra^ving
the infant Bacchus, surrounded by baby
bacchanals. No 110 is one of the best
Italian 17th Century works. It is called
Mars, Venus, and Cupid, but more probably
represents Hercules and Omphale ; the
feeling is distinctly Roman. The perfection
of rococo treatment is shown in the statuette
of Prometheus of the 18th century. The
exhibition is richest in tho works by and
attributed to Flamingo and his school. No.
113, a cast of the splendid Bacchanalian
subject by him at Madrid, shows how im-
possible it is to accept the authenticity
of many works, even in those rooms,
to which his name is attached. It

is exhibited by Mr. Alfred Morrison, who
also sends No. 296, the model in wax of
Silenus on his ass with the attendant train

of bacchanals. Cabinet No. 2 contains some
of the most interesting examples of this

kind. No. 67, a sleeping boy, from the col-

lection of the late Mr. G. Field, is an un-
doubted Flamingo. Two groups of boys,
holding garlands of flowers and seated on
roots of trees, 17th or 18th century, arc very
charming. There are several tine tankards in

this case. Sir Jidian Goldsmid's statuette

of Venus castigating Cupid (No. 361) is

capital ; his plaque (No. 354), boys with
goat, is a fine specimen of Flamingo's work.
Mr. John Malcolm's comb (No. 371), sculp-

tured all over in low relief with the Massacre
of the Innocents, is a work of high excel-

lence. In No. 370 we have a faithful and
skilful translation of a print by Hans Sebald
Beham of the "Rape of Helen." Perhaps
the most important ivory in the case is the

"Triumph of Death," 15th century Floren-

tine work, reminding one of the earlier

tapestries at Hampton Court ; tho tumbril of

death, drawn by two solemn oxon, is level-

ling aU alike, from the Pope to the peasant

girl. Tho execution is in low relief, highly

foreshortened; it is a very charactoristir

work. We thought that it was an estab-

lished fact that the articles such as Nos. 378

and 379 were not nutmeg-graters as de-
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scribed, but Eappeo snuff-graters. In the

first place the receptacles at the end are not
large enough to take a nutmeg, and in later

examples there is no separate place for what
had to be grated, only a certain amount of

room between the lid and grater, probably
to hold a slab of compressed tobacco
(Cavendish). We have a fine example before
us in damascened steel, belonging to some
French marquis of about the date 1730 or so,

which has an inscription to the effect " Take
a ijinch. It is good." There is scarcely a
doubt that these ivories were the original
snuff grinders. It is curious what good
work was bestowed upon these implements,
whatever was their ilso, as may be seen in
Nos. 378, 379, and others.
The whole collection, both of bronzes and

ivories, is full of interest, but we wish that
either the one or the other had been more
fully illustrated ; of ivories, at any rate, there
is no lack in the country, if the possessors
were only sought out.

BUILDING LEASES AND THEIR
EFFECTS.

WE have before now deplored the effect
of leasehold tenure on the houses in

our suburban districts, and the injury it in-
flicts upon honest buUding activity. It is

impossible to shut one's eyes to the needless
and ceaseless appropriation of land round
London and our groat towns by the specu-
lative builder, to the detriment of all good
building, the ruin and degradation of in-
telligent labour, and the debasement of art
generally. The same result stares us in the
face everywhere. As we have repeatedly
urged, the public not only pays but suffers

;

and the extent of the mischief is spreading—not merely robbing us of our green fields,

but depriving us of comfortable houses, and
gi-ieying our eyes with a hideous travestie of
architectui-e divested of every true sentiment
and feeling. In elucidation of this subject
an able article recently appeared in the
British Quarterly Review, which is now re-
printed under the title of the " Ethics of
Urban Leaseholds." If we cannot endorse
every opinion expressed, the author has our
good wishes in tlie cause he has espoused.
If ever people are to be driven out of the
suburbs of London, it will be by that con-
tinual aggression of the speculative builder
which is defrauding tlie citizen of every spare
acre of land that has a tree or a bit of
herbage upon it.

Nothing can bs more insufferable
than the filling up with piles of dreadful
brickwork every available piece of groimd
that the cupidity of freeholders or their
lessees can turn into account. When we
turn for a moment from the unendurable
monotony of the localities thus given over
to the greed of ground-landlords and lessees,
to the process by which freeholds are con-
verted into leasehold tenure, the system is

still more pernicious. As the Quarterly Re-
viewer aptly observes, " leaseholds are evis-
cerated freeholds stuffed with law." Land
soon became a rich harvest for the lawyer's
cleverest devices. As soon as a freeholder
found his land developed into building land
he was prompted to turn it into account. A
lawyer, and generally an architect, are con-
cerned in the little business. They persuade
him to develop still further its capabilities,
they lay a plan before him, draw up leases,
and pocket their fees. " Meanwhile," as the
author observes, " the lawyers and the archi-
tects are realising what the man of property
can only make his hope ; they plan and liti-

gate, as leaseholds need, and get their costs.
The sewers and roads are also made at a
large outlay, bringing no immediate return,
but yielding a commission to the architect,
and then the property is quiet for some
years. At length a plot of land is let to a
smart, enterprising builder, highly recom-

mended by his timber merchant ; and to in-

duce the builder to proceed with spirit and
secure the ground-rents, liberal cash advances

from the fortunate proprietor are suggested,

and eventually made. The architect will

certify the cost of building work to warrant
each advance, and the solicitor will take

the builder's equitable security and his re-

ceipt, the fees remaining with the architect

and lawyer as before. The freeholder is

once more good for all, but gets no gain.

The work, however, docs proceed with spirit.

Possibly a dozen "carcases " are soon in a
condition for the first advance, and so they

rapidly proceed till all are covered in ; and
then the biuldcr, having gained his stipu-

lated cash advance ' upon the maximum of

rough material, to be paid for when his

three months' bills are honoured, and on
the minimum of costly labour which he has
to pay for promptly in days' wages, can with
cheerfulness look round him, and his friendly

timber merchant being paid, he offers—and a
liberal offertoo—his generalcreditors os . in the

pound. The cieditors who know their busi-

ness acquiesce, and, pocketing their divi-

dends, are quite prepared to trade with the

same enterprising builder on some other

'freehold property,' where 'cash advances
Avill be made.' " The story, as far as it goes,

is the old one; but the worst has yet to

come. The work stops. The creditors of

this class of builders do not lose ; they
insure themselves against the risk by ex-

travagant prices, by giving large discounts

varying from 20 to 50 per cent. But the

freeholder is often less fortunate. His hopes
of wealth are prematurely shattered, and he
finds, to his dismay, that his land is only
covered by half-finished houses, which have
either to be finished or sold for what they
will fetch. A great reduction upor- the
former rental is the result ;

" advances" are

made more cautiously, or not at all ; or, as

in most cases, the ground rents are sold as

fast as they are realised. In numerous in-

stances the land is sublet ; that is to say, the

freeholder lets the land, with all its risks, at

a nominal ground-rent, to a speculative

builder, who, by luiderletting himself, makes
" improved gi-ound rents." Anyone who is

experienced in this sort of business knows
that it is, at best, a rotten one. The builder

becomes bankruj^t, the mortgagee who ad-

vances to him money becomes the possessor
of an ill-constructed row of houses, and the
public Complain, but suffer. In every in-

stance the tenant, and not the builder, is the
loser. When to this loss is added the heavy
costs of lawyers and surveyors, the per-
centage of tradesmen, and the cost of bad
labour, the leasehold house system, as our
author says, becomes the most extravagant
one we can conceive. We see miles of un-
finished houses in every suburb of London

,

the results of the system being wasted mate-
rial, usolossly-appUed labour, and public dis-

comfort. Itisneedless to describe here the kind
of houses constructed upon this system. They
cannot be called " homos," for, as the writer
points out, the rooms are uncomfortably
small in many cases, and are crammed
with a class of tenants worthily called

"lodger tenants," which compose the larger

half of suburban London. Nor has the
freeholder the control he imagines ; his

freehold groimd-rent is but leasehold in

value, while the reversion of the buildings
is a mere figment, of no value whatever
during his lifetime at least. There is a mis-
taken idea in the value of a reversion

that most people fall into, and which can
easily be shown if they give themselves the
trouble to consult the interest tables, or
make an easy calculation. To make this

clear, the present value of the reversion of

an estate after, say, 40 years is worth only
one year's purchase, and after 60 years only
a quarter year's purchase. The reviewer
points out a fact patent to every dealer in

property, though unknown to a large class

of lessors, that of two plots of land of equal
size and value, the one sold realises at least

one quarter more than the ground-rent of

the corresponding leasehold lot built upon.
In one case the freeholder may get (sup-

posing each plot is worth £90 a year)

£22 lOs. per annum increased income, and
in the other, the leasehold, only 22 weeks'
rent, but which really has no commercial
value, having, perhaps, 60 years to run
before it becomes his property.
But the leasehold system is not only a

losing game so far as property owners and
tenants are concerned—it is pernicious in its

effects upon the thrift of the small capitalist.

Many industrious working men, who have
saved a little and have become leaseholders,

have boon ruined either pecuniarily or

morally. Often thoy become bankrupts

;

quite as often, we fear, the instrument of

scamping as they are the results of the

system. A great charge is brought by the
reviewer, and not altogether unjustly, we
think, againsttheworkingbuilders ofLondon.
We are told '

' not one quarter of the work-
ing builders about London are efficient

tradesmen worth their wages. All the
rest are spoiled, or have been grievously

arrested in development by sub-contracting,

and the present architectural and leasehold

systems.' The assertion has some founda-
tion of truth ; it is no less true, as

admitted in another place, that speculating

builders are not half so much to blame as

their accusers, and are the "result of public

folly." The measure of public taste is soon
perceived by them as it is in every other

kind of supply, and a builder, like the pro-
vision dealer or the tailor, supplies the

article most in request. "As a class, cer-

tainly they are not culpably successful

at the public cost, nor are they so

beholden to mankind that they should
sacrifice themselves to architectural phil-

anthropy." And here we must reiterate

the truth that the ordinary occupant
is supremely ignorant of what affects his own
or his family's health and comfort in the

matter of house-building. Houses are built

to look at, to appear " superior to their

rental," and they reflect fairly the popxdar
taste and requirements.

The reviewer ably shows that the lease-

hold house acts and reacts injuriously upon
the public : it induces flimsy-mindedness and
increases the unrest and mobility of the

London population. Commencing with a
" perfectly genteel idea, they wear their

spurious gentUity, a robe of Nessus, all their

lives. It is the elegant and showy lease-

hold house that starts them on their life-long

painful and unfortunate career." Tenants
are a migi-atory class ; they take a house for

three or more years tUl, from neglect on the

landlord's part, it becomes quite uninhabit-

able through want of repair and paint, when
they leave for another house to make
another move when it becomes too dirty to

endure. Again, it is argued that intellec-

tual growth and mental character are in-

juriously affected by this tenure
;
people

become irresponsible, self-respect is lost, and
trivial matters absorb the attention. Houses
are so cramped that peace and comfort is

sought for in places of public amusement,
and fathers and sons betake themselves to

the public-house. At least one half of the
London houses are unfit for hxunan habita-

tion ; they are either too small or too mean
to live in; and all ranks of society are injured

by them; west-end residents with their
" compo-fronted " slips of leasehold work, as

well as City clerks. " A nobleman," says

the author, "till lately had a ducal residence

between the river and Trafalgar-square ; the

house has been pulled down, the site has
been converted into ' frontages,' and now his

Grace finds shelter in a narrow leasehold

tenement that faces a cross-road behind the

Queen's back garden."
In short, to the leasehold tenure is attri-
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bvtad the chief cause of improvidence among
tlw working-olns^os, the weakly, dwai-fish

stature of Loiuloncrs as a rale, and their

enermted intellect; but vrc proceed to
examine the remedy suggTJsted. It is that

by a weekly payment a visible investment
nay be seonrea to the working-man, in a free-

hM of his own. At present it is true " the
ilihahttants of London have no pride or
aatkfootion in the plaee ;tiioy only wish to

make their fortime by its help and then to

get away from it as soon as possible." " It

IS tiie flret essential for efficient action,'' we
are told, '• that freeholders should be both
taxed and represented, and that by some
equitable system of land transfer those who
are the subjects of taxation should obtain
possession of the soil in fee. . . The ultimate
pwjprietary leaseholder with more than 20
years of unexpired term should have a legis-

latiTc right to purchase, at an equitable
filiation, all superior interest, including
fho fse simple of the land ; oU titles should
be registered and Parliamentary, and trans-
fers should be prompt and inexpensive."
8nch a reform could certainly be done with
little disturbance of present rights. The
estates of corjwrations and charities may be
sold with preference for the leaseholder, and
the jjroceeds invested in the funds, by which
means the laud would be turned into profit-
able account by individual freeholders, the
interest in the land would be enormously
increased, and the public would be gainers
by the greater care bestowed for public
works. Private rights are now fenced in, to
the exclusion of public enterprise and indi-
vidual exertion ; the expropriation of house
property is called " communism " by one set
of critics, as the author obsex-ves, but the
same principle has been lauded by these
economists when proprietors have been
forced to give up land for the public good.
In the interests of art, the change from
leasehold to freehold would be material. No
one wiU doubt that leasehold is the cause of
all bad building ; it is the invention of the
present age, and oiu- architecttu-e has re-
flected the change. We have only to turn
to our grand mediaeval structures biiilt on
freehold land to observe the effect. In
conclusion, we are tempted to quote the
author's allusion to the subject of archi-
tecture. Of it, as an art, he says, "the
public are entirely ignorant. There is some
small scholastic and still smaller antiquarian
knowledge, which gentlemen occasionally
demonstrate at institutes and architectural
societies. With such persons architecture is

a luxuiy, a fine art for superior people to
design and criticise ; and to amuse these
people, and the public who accept their
dicta, millions annually are spent in tra-
vesties of art. On every other question that
afleets their daily lives it is supposed that
Englishmen are apt to form an independent
wactical opinion of their own ; the art of
building, then, should hardly be excepted.
They rojiroach the ' architectural profession'
not discerning that their own neglect of
homely art has made this coxmterfeit pro-
fession possible. ... As the public
grow more wise they will repudiate vain
Ignorance of building-work ; they will at
all times recognise its dignity, and, ^\nth
delight, they will appreciate its value and
its power." It is absurdly unreal to
become a passionate admirer of antique art
when everything is barbarous at home, and
we can heartily appreciate the words of John
Stuart Jljll, that " nothing contributes more
to nourish elevation of sentiment in a
people than the large and free character of
their habitations."

^ >»»• of the ancient church of St. John, at
Axteidge—which fao* some remains of workman

-

•tap of the 1.3th century—having undergone tho-
ronghriMtoranon, was formally reopened on Mon-
"w^ilnn u'^i^'t^"'.? Y?-'"'"

"'"^'"^ ""* amounts to^,W0. Mr. J. D. Bedding was the architect.

MELROSE ABBEY.*

MELKOSE, like Tintem, has a host of

admirers, though among this number
there arc many who know the ruins more by
reputation than from personal examination
of them. There are few, probably, of these
who have not become entranced with the
abbey from Scott's glowing description,

who has, however, thro^vn aroimd it a tradi-

tion hardly warranted by the bare record wo
possess. Measured drawings of histoiical

buildings are always welcome as supplying
a desirable link between written records and
the building itself, and wo have upon our
table a new work upon Melrose Abbey
Church, by Mr. Frodk. Pinches, A.E.I.B.A.,
consisting of measured drawings chiefly

made by the author duiing the summer of

187S, and which obtained the silver medal
of the Institute of British Architects. The
work consists of ten photo-lithographic
plates of large folio size, and illustrate the
abbey church in a fairly complete manner.
A good plan is given, well figured, with
dimensions, from which we obsei-ve that the
total internal length to wall of sanctuary is

245ft. ; the width of nave, including aisles

and chapels, 69ft. We should have pre-
feiTcd a little bolder style of figui'ing in the
leading dimensions. Our readers are aware
that the conventual buildings at Melrose,
imlike many other examples of Cistercian
abbeys, are on the north side ; and this and
other peculiarities have been pointed out by
Mr. Walcott. Mr. Pinches says :

—" The
chantry chapels on the south side of the
nave I am inclined to think never belonged
to the original church when it was destroyed
by Edward II., and afterwards restored
with Eobert Bruce' s grant." The author
thinks the restoration proceeded as fol-

lows :—"The screen was bmlt and choir
continued up to the eastern arch of the
crossing, and choir inclosed from pier to
pier on south side (and perhaps on north)
with a wall, and this was the church which
was used, the altar being placed at the
crossing whilst the rest of the building, in-
cluding sanctuary, chapels, transepts, &c.,
were being carried on." One irregularity
which supports this view is that the south
wall of south transept is not parallel with
the rest of the church. The restoration pro-
ceeded very slowly. The south eleva-
tion is very carefuUy drawn in line,

and no attempt at shading has been
attempted—a desirable omission. It shows
the beautiful Decorated tracery of the chapel
windows and the rich window of transept,
with its series of gable canopies and corbel
steps ; the beU tun-et in centre belongs to the
Presbyterian era. The peculiarities in this
part of the structure are pointed out by Mr.
Pinches, such as the door in south transept
and the unevenness of the masoni-y in parts.
Vfe must remind the reader that the original
church founded by King David I. in 1136,
according to the " Chronica de Mailross,"
was almost wholly destroyed by Edward II.
in 1322, and that the present beautiful
biulding was erected at intervals between
that date and the Reformation. There is no
wonder, then, that the details of many
parts exhibit variations which the lapse of
time had created. In 1385 the abbey was
burnt by Richard II., and from this time
the style of Scotch architecture became
somewhat Continentalised, and the author
believes that from about this period to 1512
arose all the work of the south and east
fronts. There is certainly a touch of Flam-
boyant work in the windows of the sanctuary
which is of clearly Late work, and this por-
tion of the ruins will well repay the student
for tile evidence of a combination of French and
English detail. The buttresses are panelled
and gabled and the label terminations and
curves areespecially fine. Of course, thegem of

• The Abbey Church of Mehose, Scotlanci, illustrated.
By Frkdkrick Pinches, Architect, A.Il.I.B.A. London

:

Shav and Bong.

the buildimg is the sanctuary window, filled
in ivith tracery of particulai'ly unique cha-
racter, in which there is not a single curve
visible in the work, if we except the cusp-
ing, the linos being all rectilinear. The
author gives a restored elevation of this
window, showing also the crow-stepped
parapet with its openwork of quatrefoils, of
which only one at the bottom, adjoining the
pinnacle, remains. The canopies of niches
have a diaper-pattern carved upon their
sofiBts. The figures on the apex, under the
cm-ved portion of label, are supposed to
represent King David, the founder, and hia
wife, but Mr. Pinches thinks, from the time
that had elapsed since the foundation, that
they are more likely intended for James IV.
and his wife, who were married at the
church, and who greatly aided the restora-
tion during his reign, 1488-1513. Unfortu-
nately, a great deal of the carving, which is

of great delicacy, has been subjected to

rough usage.
We find that the screen, like that of other

abbey churches, has been a fruitful source
of controversy, some contending it to

have boon the groat organ-screen and
others a rood-screen. Mr. Pinches sup-
ports Mr. Walcott in the latter sup-
position, and, from the evidence of

position and date, we think it must have
been a rood screen. We detect here a small
clerical error in describing it to cross the
church in a line with east wall of No. 7

chapel. The plan shows it to be that of No.
5. All visitors to Melrose must deplore the
clumsy square piers upon the north side

upon entering the choir, which were built

against the original pillars, and which carry
a vault of clumsy oviform shape of rough
masonry—this work was done in 1618 for

Presbyterian worship. The only part of the
groining to choir that remains are the
springers. The tower arches and piers of
the crossing are fine, and the carved caps
to pier on the south side and those of nave,
given in plate 8, extremely interesting as

examples of conventionalised foliage ; in this

case it is suggested by the Scotch or Curly
Kail. The detail of bay in north transept,

of which an elevation and plan are given to

a good scale, is extremely interesting ; and
Mr. Pinches' monograph is rendered addi-
tionally interesting by the sketches of

details given in plate 6, the chief fault we
have to find being that the shading in some
instances quite spoils the work, as in the
label terminations.

We are rather sorry better interior

views do not accompany the details.

The view of north transept would not
have suffered, from an architectural

point of view, if the shading had
been omitted, and we should prefer
plain outlines to the carved details on plate
4. Mr. Pinches has wisely, on this account,

contented himself with giving the architec-

tural features mainly, and has avoided the
illustration of the carved work. The vaulting
to the aisles is not illustrated we find, and is

the exception to the above remark. Few re-

mains are so rich in the adaptation of natural
foliage as those of Melrose. Flowers and
plants of the simplest kind havebeen studied
by the carver, amongst these being imita-

tions of i-oso-lcaves, thistles, ferns, oak and
ash. The volume is prefaced by a rather

bare historical sketch, the style of which
scarcely does the draughtsmanship justice,

though the author has consulted some of the
leading authorities, chiefly the " Chronicle
of Mailross," which gives an account of the
abbacy from 735 to 1270, from which wo
loam that the abbey was finished in 1136
and dedicated in 1146. Of the original pile

little is said and nothing that is certain,

though Aidan is supposed to have founded
it about the middle of the 7th contiuy, and
this structure, now called " Old Meh-oso

"

stood about two miles below the modem
abbey, Mr. Pinches' volume is handsomely
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got up, and dedicated to the Duke of

Bucclouch, and is certainly the most care-

fully prepared monograph of the abbey we
have yet seen.

SAINT ETHELREDA'S CHAPEL,
ELY-PLACE.

FEW people are aware that close to Holbom
may be seen a small, but as pure and as

beautiful a specimen of Mediajval architecture as

either Lincoln or York Cathedral itself. The
church of St. Ethelreda, in Ely-place, wa-s

on Monday last reopened, after a thorough
restoration, undertaken by the Fathers of

Charity. The chapel in Ely-place was, as many
of our readers arc aware, a portion of the
London palace of the Bishops of Ely, and was
dedicated to Ethelreda, a daughter of the King
of the East Angles, who was canonised for her
virtues, and who founded the great religious

house at Ely. The episcopal buildings, with
the exception of the chapel, were demolished at
the latter end of the 18th century, and in their

place the present houses, in the sombre brick
style of that period, were erected, forming Ely-
place. The chapel itself was saved, but suffered
from the characteristic apathy and indifference
of the age. It was long known as Ely Chapel,
and was used as a place of worship for a Welsh
congregation. At that time the griind east and
west windows were blocked up, and the
beautiful tracery all but destroyed. The little

fabric was choked with dirt and whitewash.
Early in 1874 the building was sold under an
order of the Court of Chancery, and was pur-
chased by the Rev. Father iJockhart for the
Fathers of Charity, who, with most praise-
worthy energy commenced the present restora-
tions. The chapel is a small parallelogram,
about 80ft. long by 30ft. wide, and .50ft. from
floor to apex of roof, below being a crypt of the
same dimensions. The walla are divided into
seven bays by a beautiful and delicate arcadin?,
five of the wide bays having windows of Deco-
rated tracery, which have recently been restored
trom the single example that remained at the
eastern end. Kot long ago, indeed, the window
openings were filled with sash-frames, and a
portion of the trftcery was found in the brick
wall of an adjoining house. We now see this
unique chapel as it appeared probably in its

primitive condition. The whole of the unique
wall gablets between the windows have
been restored where defective, and together
with the window tracery produce an effective
arcading on each side. The gablets are acutely
pointed, and rise to the height of the adjoining
window arches, whose inside drop mouldings
form the continuation. Then- heads are filled
with hght tracery, consisting of trefoUcd cusp-
ing, and are enriched by crockets and finials.
The carved stone corbels in the spaces are to have
statuettes, as originally intended. The windows
are two-Ught, and each consists of cusped heads
and trefoil, wiih a cusped sexfoil in the apex.
The jambandmuUion shaftshavedelicately carved
foliage capitals, and the manner in which the
stonework has been executed is everything the
most conservative restorer could desire, the sec-
tions of the mouldings and tracery having been
carefully taken from the remaining fragments.
These side windows have been filled with plain
toned glass, with the exception of the south-east
one, in which stained glass of a Geometrical
character, yellow in tone, has been inserted.
Two bays at the west-end have merely the
blank cusped tracery to relieve the wall
surfaces. Turning to the two fine windows
at the east and west ends, we find the same care
has been exercised in their restoration. Archi-
tecturally, they are too well known to need
description here, and we have .already illustrated
them, together with other details of the ohiu'ch,
in the Buildino News of June 1st, 1877, page
S38, Vol. XXXII. The great eastern window
has been filled with stained glass at the expense
of the Duke of Norfolk, at a cost of £2,000.
Figure subjects occupy the five main lights,
while the three Larger circles in the head have
been also filled with figures. The colouring is

bright, of Considerable depth of tone, and we
believe the design has already given rise to
criticism. We must confess, a little less cnide-
ness in the colour would have assisted to give
value to a window of Geometrical design, unsur-
passed, if it is equalled, in this country. As it

is, however, the artist, Mr. Saunders, of Endcll-

street, has exhibited a considerable amount of

skill in not making- the figures obtrusive, and in

following good precedents in the style ; and his

window at the side must be pronounced exceed-

ingly rich and harmonious. The new altar

is of stone, and has been designed with much
discrimination from old models. It consists of a

jilain bevelled slab of stone re-sting upon side

piers of octagonal form, having angle shafts,

which stand upon a jJain moulded base. The
cajjs are characteristic of the style, simply

moulded. Upon the altar stands a richly-

designed alabaster throne and tabernacle, cano-

pied for cross, and adorned with pinnacles and
gables, and the whole has been executed with

considerable feeling and skill. The roof of oak

has been exxMsed to the framed rafters, and is of

plain barrel-polygonal shape, with moulded tie

beams, king-posts, and braces. Its brown mas-
sive timbers form an agreeable contrast to the

Caen stono ashlared walls. The seats are open,

with square bench ends, and a new organ is

placed on the north side of the chancel. Que of

the most interesting relies of the older chapel is

the Saxon font. It is of Purbeck marble, and
consists of a plain circidar bowl with four rib-

like projections on the outside, and now stands

on a circular stone base. There are few exam-
ples of Early English doorways which surpass

the main south entrance to this chapel. The
three-jamb shafts have been carefully re-

stored and the mouldings now look as

sharji as Avhen first cut. An illustration

of it appeared in the Bitildino News of the date

we have mentioned. The sedilioe still remain.

The stone used for the shafts and tracery is Stoke

Ground from Chippenham, a very hard lime-

stone. The material of the old walls was Kentish

rag. On the outside we ohserve that the octa-

gonal turrets which flanked the eastern front

have not been restored, though the bases exist.

The irregularity of the masonry at onee discovers

to the critical eye this omission, and we hope
when the funds permit they will be carried up
and be crowned with the conical cappings which
onee so agreeably finished the gable ends. The
crypt below has also been restored.

The solemn re-dedication of the chapel was
performed last Monday by Cardinal Manning.
The work has been carried out under the careful

superintendence of Messrs. John Young and
Bernard Whelan, architects, by Mr. M. F.

Doherty, contractor, of Blackfriars-road. It

has, we think, been done thoroughly, and with
a conscientious regard to the old structure.

MODERN ART FAIENCE.

THOSE who are interested in faience and
decorative art will find the musemn of

Messrs. TroUope and Co., of Halkin-strect,

Belgrave-square, well worth a visit. Under the

able art directorship of Mr. G. T. Robinson
important acquisitions have been made, chief

among which must be mentioned some choice

decorative earthenware of foreign manufacture,
in which the two hitherto irreconcilable elements

of artistic design and moderate price are com-
bined. It has been the main object of this enter-

prising firm to show that common clay wares
may be treated both decoratively and inexpen-
sively, and with this pui-pose in view they are now
exhibiting some exceedingly artistic products in

the commoner kinds of material. We especially

draw attention to the Swiss and Hungiirian
pottery, not only for the beauty of the designs,

but for the colours and glazing. Many collectors

of art pottery would be surprised to find that

the modem art labour of Continental countries

can still produce works of artistic design and
excellence, and they woidd be obliged to admit
that only a mere passion for antiquity would in-

duce them to purchase old ware. The Swiss

pottery is particularly rich in colour. Generally

a dark brown or black ground is given to the

body, upon which flowers and foliage of bright

colours are painted highly glazed. The body of

the vase or piece is well covered, and the design
has a very rich effect. Some beautiful speci-

mens of this ware are to be seen in Messrs.

Trollope's Museum, comprising vases, bowls,

and other ornamental kinds of pottery. The
French glazed ware forms a unique selection.

We noticed some charming vases of deep blue,

green, and other blended colours, the work of a

comparatively obscure artist whom the artistic

discernment of Mr. Robinson will doubtless bring
into repute. For delicacy of manufacture and

refinement of design the Hungarian and Austrian
examples are unsiupasfied. Those have a white
body of pipe-clay, ufxin which the design*—
Persian in character—are painted in blue, and
gold, red, maroon, and other bright colours con-

ventionally treated, though with considerable

freedom. We noticed a collection of beantifnl

and delicately covered va<>es, dishes, and pLatog of

this ware ; some exceedingly simjile and imei-

penaivo plates, painted with figure.'* in outline.

One dish we notioed with a very effectively

simple design in outline was only .5s. 3d.

;

another set of four pieces was los. 6d; two
charming plates, with figure subjects drawn in

blue outUno, .5s. each. A pair of handsome blue

and white fruit dishes, with a very rich embossed
design and borders, were equally cheap. The
geometrical and floral«if "tterus upon some of the

more elaborate objects are extremely delicate and
truthful. The borders are in some instances

plain bands of blue, in others of Oriental intri-

cacy, and the ca^e of blue aster ware Ls deserving

notice. A pair of large dishes of Hungarian
manufacture, in a rich brown body colour, have
an engraved border of verj' telling effect ; the

engraved portions remove the dark colour and
produce a tortoise-shell appearance to the parts

scooped out. We notice also of Austrian design

a very well designed flower-stand or fount.ain of

terra-cotta, coated with a rich glaze of a deep
bluish-green hue, and admirably adapted to

adorn a conservatory or a hall. Modem Italian

faience is illustrated by some beautifully hand-
painted va.ses and other objects, with flgiure and
allegorical subjects upon white grounds. We
observe several beautifully designed vases, copies

from the antique, exceedingly spirited in dedgn
and rich in colour, the work of CasteUani. Blue
and yellow are the predominant colours, and the

painted dishes and plaques are admirably sug-
gestive of ancient work. We must not omit to

say that the once-forgotten metalUc lustre ware
may be seen in some beautiful Florentine pieces

;

a few plates with blue designs on a gold or

bronze ground being very striking. One pair

have emblematic figures in the middle with
musical instruments, another with the head of

Petrarca. The specimens brought togfether by
Mr. Robinson are marked by considerable excel-

lence as works of art, though they all exemplify

what can be done by simple methods of decora-

tion upon the common earthenware. The sgraffito

treated glazed earthenware is very suggestive in

this way, so are the lava painted p.anels. But
we wish to draw the attention of our architec-

tural readers to a few more special exhibits. Of
a utiHtarian kind we must m-ntion some
terra-cotta glazed tiles for back buildings and
decorative roofing purposes. These consist of

plain ornamental tiles of lozenge and other

shapes, with an indestructible glaze upon the

surface, which may be produced in grey, red,

and various colours. For reflecting Ught in

areas and courts we believe there is a large field

open for the use of these washable and im-

pervious tiles. We must mention also some
well-designed and modelled terra-cotta pilasters

in slabs for decorative brickwork. Those we
noticed were 9ft. in height, and of proportionate

width, and were £6 lOs. the jmir. The design

was Renaissance. Of sanitary apiiliances, we
must call attention to some excellent nickel-

lined copper baths. The one we saw had an
improved arrangement of taps .and mixing
cylinder. The advantage of the material is that

it is self-cleansing and indestructible, and the

bath has no unnecessary casings. A shower and

sptay bath, with taps and pipes of nickel, is the

best of the kind we have over seen. Every part

of the body can bo subjected to the shower jet

or spray, and the hot and cold water can he
regidated, mixed, and directel with the greatest

nicety and ease by the patient himself. The
latter is priced at £Cfi.

We may draw the attention of architects to a

highly decorative kind of relief i)ineUing in

gesso, the revival of an old proces.s, which Mr.
Robinson has introduced. A door of mahogany
treated in this manner with its panels decorated

in gesso and gilded, having ebony and gilt mould-
ings, and the effect was striking and rich.

Another mode of decorative finish deserving the

notice of the profession consists in a kind of Japa-
nese lacquer i^anels, and a beautifidly-exccuted

series of panels treated in this manner for the

Cunard Line steamer Gallia is now on view.

The Mexican onyx is a very beautiful feature to

be notioed in this museum. We particularly call

attention to the semi-translucent chimney-pieces
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nutlr and entirely made of the onyx ;
also a

Wnstrade, the cost of which wo believe per

foot when hiiyhlv polished is £ 1 5. The Mexican

onyx is a remarkably hard material, and its sea-

men transparent and opaline tints are of the

most charmingly varied kind. As a valuable

decorative application upon this material we

notice a panel of onyx with a relief ornament in

gesso, and we think as an interior mode of wall

•ad panel enrichment the process is likely to

become one of much beauty and utility.

A WHOLESALE JAPANESE "WARE-
HOUSE.

THE name of Dr. Dresser has long been very

well known in connection with ornamental

design, and he is the author of several popular

books on the subject, some of which are of a

oostly character. During the last few years

Dr. Dres-ser has travelled in Japan and the East,

maldug himself practically acquainted with the

manufactures for which the Oriental are famous,

and one reaalt of these trips is the large and

raried collection of goods with which Dr.

I>i«6eer, in conjimction with Mr. Holme, has

stocked the large warehouse which was last

Saturday opened to private view in Farringdou-

stteet. The building thus occupied is the singular

and striking house erected by Mr. Hyatt, the

patentee of the prismatic area lights, and here

the several applications of his patent are shown

throughout the building. Messrs. Jackson and

Graham, under the direction of Dr. Dresser,

have decorated the interior of the building. The
want of a good staircase above the first floor is

a very considerable defect in the arrangements.

The stock above referred to consists chiefly of

purely modem Japanese and Indian productions,

gnch "as the common Owari blue ware, in vases,

flower-i)ots, and plates, which particularly lends

itself to decorative purposes as well as domestic

nse. The KisMn lacquer trays and cabinets and

Japanese basket work also are available for these

uses. The Awata and Tokio ware are both

imitations of Satsuma ware, which is itself called

by the Japanase Tsuchi-yaki, or clay ware, to

xjistinguish it from porcelain ; and these deserve

notice as quiet and yet richly coloured faience of

creamy tone, not of course equal to Satsuma,

but siiteciently interesting for ordinary purposes,

and within the means of moderate purses. Some
of the Tokio ware, however, is much more rich

in colour and gold, and is made in large and
expensive pieces though always refined. The
silver and ivory work of the Japanese are of

oonrae among their more famous productions,

and these are largely represented'at Farringdon-

street. The same may be said of translucent

enamels and cloisonne on metal, of which there

are many beautiful examples. The Bombay
ware, though coarse in detail, is very soft in

general effect, and devoid of the harsh colouring

of the yellow and gay green characteristic of the

Scinde manufacturers. The Kioto ware teapots

are curious as well as varied in form, and the col-

lection includes several specimens of old Persian

brasswork, and also a quantity of Moradabad
metal ware, with the .silver-like chased tin pro-

ducts from Lucknow. On the third floor Dr.

Dresser's corios ai-e located, but only a small

selection of these were shown on Saturday, in-

dnding some antique turquoise Celadon vases,

and another said to be a thousand years old.

The top story of the building is used for a carpet

showroom and store. In conclusion we have yet

to note the entirely new Linthorpe pottery, which
has undoubtedly much both in colour and design

to secure its very general use as an inexpensive

class of decorative pottery. It has been intro-

duced by Dr. Dresser, from whose designs the

Vticles are made, and most of the specimens are
irery successful, though there certainly is a
tendency towards extravagance which it would
be better to avoid. The brilliancy of the glaze
is excellent, and almost any colour is obtained,

the cheaper kinds being simply produced by
dipping, though as simply a clay ware none can
be well of a costly character.

THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE METRO-
POLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.

THE volume annually issued by this Board
recording the work it has carried out during

the previous twelve months becomes each time a
thicKer volimie, testifying to the increasing work
laid upon this anomalously-constituted but ener-

getic Upper House of the metropolitan local

authorities. That for 1878 is now before us,

and deals with a wide variety of subjects.

Under the heading of "Sewage and Drainage "

reference is made to the way in which it is being

attempted to obviate the floodiugs to which
various low-lying parts of the metropolis arc

subjected on occasions of heavy rainfalls. These

are in addition to the intercepting sewers, which
were not designed to take the waters which fall

during excessive rainfalls, such, for instance, as

that of the lOth and 11th April, 1878, when an

average of 2-64 inches of rain, or nearly one-

seventh of the average yearly rainfall; was dis-

charged over the whole of the metropolitan area

within 19 hours. To intercept such a volume of

water as this would, it is remarked, have neces-

sitated intercepting channels of the capacity of

rivers, and these would have been nearly empty
except on occasions of extraordinary rainfall.

During the latter part of the year just ended

works have been in progress having the twofold

purpose of relieving Battersea and the adjacent

low-lying parts from flooding, and of providing

an efficient outlet for the drainage of the district

which lies to the east of the Une of the southern

high-level sewer. The contract for the new
sewers was originally undertaken for the sum of

£16,800, but, in consequence of failure on the

part of the contractor, the contract was re-

let by the Board on the 9th August last

to Messrs. WiUiams, Son, and Wallington,

for the sum of £17,800. About 1,920ft. of

the main sewer has been completed, and a

further length of about 1,000ft. is in various

stages of progress. Works of similar character

will shortly be commenced in KUbum, the total

length of the two new sewers being about

1,230ft., and the diversion and covering in of

the Stamford Brook, Hammersmith, was com-
pleted by Messrs. Nowell and Robson in July

at a total cost of £4,685. During the year plans

for about 44 miles of sewers, varying in size from

4ft. by 2ft. 9in. in brickwork, to a 9in. pipe,

proposed to be constructed by vestries and dis-

trict boards, were submitted to the Board ; and,

in addition to this, 458 branch sewers were con-

nected with the main sewers under the super-

intendence of the board's oflicers. Reference is

made in the engineer's report to the electric

lighting experiments still being conducted by
the Societe Generale d'Electricite on the Victoria

Embankment, and to the erection on the same
Embankment, at Adelphi Stairs, of Cleopatra's

Needle. During the year the important new
line of thoroughfare from Old-street to Oxford-

street was constructed and opened to the public,

and there were commenced the new thorough-

fare from Shoreditch High-street to Bethnal

Green-road, opened for use early in the present

year, and the Sun-street to Worship-sjtreet im-

provement (forming what the Board last Friday

decided to name Appold- street), let to Messrs.

Nowell and Robson, and now in progress. None
of the extensive street improvements proposed

under the Act of 1877 have yet been commenced;
but the report mentions that the widenings at

the Angel, Islington; Mare-street, Hackney;
the Deptford Creek Bridge approaches ; Cam-
berwell-road, and Church and High-streets

and Queen's-road, Peckham, have been selected

to be first proceeded with ; and that tho.se at

Tooley-street, Borough, and Jamaica-level, Ber-

mondsey, will follow ; and adds that for these

several improvements a large amount of house

and other property has already been acquired

and cleared away preliminary to forming the

widened thoroughfares on the sites thereof.

Under the Artisans' Dwellings Improvement
Act, 1875, one, the Whitechapel and Limehouse
scheme, was at the close of the year so forward

that tenders were invited for the paving works
of the new streets ; the Bedfordbiuy and White-
cross-street schemes were in a forward condi-

tion, and six others were in various states of

preparedness. Two new schemes received the

sanction of Parliament during the session of

1878, and three further schemes, dealing with

areas in Wells-street, Poplar, Little Coram-
street, SS. Giles and Pancras, and Great Peter-

street, SVestminster, were prei)ared and are now
under consideration in Parliament. Other para-

graphs of the engineers' report deal with the

unsuccessful Metropolitan Water Supply Bills,

the condition and overflows of the Thames, and
the proposed high-level Tower-bridge, as to

which two last-named projects Bills are now
being considered in committee by the House of

Commons. During the year sixteen applications

from vestries and district boards for loans of
or permission to borrow elsewhere sums of money
for purposes of improvement ; of these loans
sanctioned, £67,587 was for works of paving,
£11,905 for sewerage, £2,987 for road and street

improvements, and £1,800 for river wall, barge-
beds, and repaving at CheLsea parish wharf.
During the year the following railway bridges
over and under public roads were constructed

or altered under the superintendence of the

board's officers :—Bridges over roads—Old Ford-
road, Bow, by the Great Eastern Railway; and
by the South-Westem Railway, York-street,

Granby-place, and near Aubyn-street, all in

Lambeth ; under a road. New-cross, by the

Brighton and South Coast Railway.
The superintending architect's report to the

Board commences with a summary of the Metro

-

polisManagement and BuildingActs Amendment
Act, 1878, of which the first part relates to the

width of roads or ways, whether highways or

not, and regulates the position of buildings
adjacent thereto ; it also gives the Board a

limited jurisdiction over existing theatres and
music-halls, containing a superficial area of not

less than 500 square feet, and enables the Board
to make regulations as to the position and
structural arrangements of theatres and music-
halls hereafter to be licensed. By part 2 of the

Act power is given to the Board, with the con-

sent of one of Her Majesty's principal Secre-

taries of State, to make bye-laws for regulating

not only the materials to be used in buildings,

but also the preparation of sites and foundations.

The provision contained in the Metropolitan

Building Act, 1856, with reference to the

recovery of dangerous structure fees, is also

thereby amended. Under the head of District

Surveyors, reference is made to two changes

made in the year in the limits of districts. The
metropolis is now divided into sixty-four

districts, and during 1877 there were 24,288

building operations, for which a gross total of

£40,349 8s. 6d. was received in fees. Fees

amounting to £1,521 14s. 5d. were remitted or

lost during the year 1877, and the office expenses

of the district surveyors were returned as

amounting to £8,748 6s. 5d. There is a con-

siderable difi'erenee in the amount derived by
way of income from the several districts. 'The

gross fees received in thirty-four districts varied

from £82 to £599. In one of these districts the

receipts did not amount to £200 ;
in nine the

receipts were less than £300 ; in five less than

£400 ; in eight less than £500 ; and in eleven less

than £600 each. In twenty-eight other districts

the receipts ranged from £620 to £2,704.

It is mentioned that the whole of the river plots

on the Chelsea Embankment have now been let.

During the past year £52,559 was voted by the

board towards the cost of local improvements

contemplated by the district boards and vestries,

and estimated to cost £106,898 Us.; and

£38,804 143. 6d. was paid on the comijletion of

improvements being certified. The parks,

commons, and open spaces now imder the control

of the board cover an area of 14,573, and cost in

maintenance during the year, a net sum of

£13,905, the chief item being Finsbury-park.

£6,260, where a great deal of tar-paving, re-

gravelling, and other works has been carried

out; Southwark-park, which absorbed £1,980,

and Victoria and Albert Embankments, £1,455.

Under the head of Fire Brigade Stations it is

mentioned that the new headquarter station of

the brigade in Southwark-bridge-road had been

completed; anew station erected on Shooter' .s-

hiU by Messrs. Hook and Oldrcy at a cost of

£4,945 ;
premises in Chapel-plaee, Knights-

bridge, altered by Mr. C. W. Reading, for

£1,192, and a new station is contemplated at

Greenwich, in Grove-street, in place of that in

Blisset-street. During the year, 2,146 dangerou-;

buildings were brought to the notice of the Board,

of which 1,627 were dealt with by the Board, or

after the cases had been heard by a magistral.

140 were reportednot dangerous ; in 430, actioi:

were still pending at the close of the year, and

in aU the other 49 cases the works were

promptly executed by the owners. The report

adds that at no period since the Board has hail

jurisdiction in respect of dangerous structures

within the metropolis, has so large a number of

cases occurred, or been so successfully dealt with

as during the year 1878 ; out of the total of

2,000 dangerous structures proceedings had to be

taken before a police magistrate in 398 cases;

and in every case, without exception, these pro-

ceedings were successfully maintained.
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TUE RAMSGATE MARINE DRIVE.*

WE have received a small hrochiii-e written by

Mr. Percy W. Britton, C.E., upon the

Raras^ate Marine Drive, which deals generally

•with the question. Mr. Britton is a competitor,

being the author of a design bearing the motto

"Perseverance per se Vince." How far he is

entitled to speak readers must decide for them-

selves, but he does so with the authority of one

who has carefully studied the problem. As he

observes, an award has been made and seemingly

set aside by almost universal consent. Mr.

Britton analyses at some length the refiuire-

ments of the schemes that have been proposed,

and observes of the first, to wliich the premitun

is awarded, that " it is far too costly to be taken

into consideration," while the /'second scheme

provides for a continuous view of the oliimney-

pots of the town, and is calciUatod to ruffle the

temper of those who want to get from either cliff

by a decent road," while "all the preraiated

designs sedulously avoid being nearer to the

front than is rendered absolutely necessary by
the limits of deviation." Those who have
examined the designs will substantially agree

with these allegations, and we were astonished

to find that the "front road" was avoided by
the favoured proposals, notwithstanding that it

offered a better promenade and other advantages

we have already pointed out. Mr. Brit-

ton's plan certainly meets the requirements

in a more desirable manner, if it does not give

us the most pleasing line of curve. The road is

kept to the front, but not too close to the

harbour. The line it takes follows the direction

of the Military-road, passes over the Crown
Hotel site, and crosses Harbour- street on the

level ; it then makes a rather sudden turn at

Albion-hill, which it diverts, cuts diagonally

across Albion-place, and thence follows the

boundary of Wellington-crescent on the eastern

cliii. On the western side the road would over-

hang the brow of the cliff, being carried on
brick arches and piers of 30ft. span built into

the face of cliff from Nelson-crescent to York-
street. The roadway is thus partly carried by
a half-viaduct, and partly follows the existing

levels in the centre of the town—a plan that at

least has the merit of being economical in con-

struction. Mr. Britton, referring to the in-

structions, observes that the condition that the

road must allow of easy and direct access from
either cliff to the main street and central portion

of the town, has not been complied with
hy those schemes which provide merely
a roadway from cliff to cliff, without
regard to intermediate points. This is very
true, and it is one point that of eoui'se

ought to determine or assist in determining a

plan. In one or two of the plans we have
pointed out this requirement has been met by
branch roads. Again, it is contended by the

author that the viaduct scheme is not suitable

for a promenade, we certainly think it partakes

too much of the stilted and artificial to become a

pleasant one. There is even a more important
argument in favour of the front route to which
we have before drawn attention : it is the neces-

sity that will be created by it for sweeping away
the existing dingy and flimsy old houses and
cottages in the centre of the town. No one who
has visited Ramsgate can regret to see removed
the dilapidated and tenement-like class of pro-

perty which occupies the hollow facing the

harbour. At present this part of the sea frontage

is a disgrace to the town. Access to the centre

of town with means of easily reaching the

sands are points that have to be kept
in view, and it appears to us that the designs

selected have not sufficiently taken them
into consideration. Mr. Britten's proposition

at least keeps in view the requirements and
limitations of the Ramsgate Commissioners ; it

provides access to the town, and leaves access to

the sands ; it communicates easily with existing

roads, and it preserves, what is quite as import-
ant, a natural and easy route between the oppo-
site cliffs. We do not think a lofty viaduct

scheme the best ; it would always possess an
artificial appearance, and would require to be
treated with some architectural skill, to blend
easily with the scenery. Those who are inte-

rested in the improvement would do well at least

to read Mr. Percy Britton' s sensible remarks,

bearing in mind, however, the manner in which
other designs have met the question. We can-

not agree that the designs, ' 'Audacter et Sincere,"

"Front," and "Westminster," are so particu-

larly destructive to property as the authorquj^g

out, seeing that the reconstruction re 'z

would be practically limited to the front and

least valuable portion of the town.

• The Eamsi
Tox, C.E. LeecJ

ate Marine Drive. By Pebct W. Baix-
i : Bernard and Co.

LAMBETH PALACE.

ON Saturday afternoon, a large number ofmem-
bers of the newly-established St. Paul's

Ecclesiological Society, paid a visit to Lambeth
Palace Chapel and Library, under the gfuidance of

Mr. J. P. Seddon. The members assembled in the

first courtyard, where Mr. Seddon gave an

historical sketch of the palace. The original

building, he said-, was erected by Archbishop

Baldwin, who obtained the site by exchange

with other land in the Isle of Grain, with the

then Bishop of Rochester, in 1183. His object

was, that his proposed new church and dwelling

should be at a distance from, and beyond the in-

fluence of the monks of Canterbury, who had
prevented him from establishing a cell of secular

canons in their vicinity. Baldwin then com-

menced a chapel at Lambeth, with the intention

of making it collegiate, but his death in the

Holy Land in 1190 prevented his completing his

purpose. The monks of Canterbury, zealous lest

the metropolitan see itself should be transferred

to London, continued their opposition to the de-

sign, and prevailed on Pope Innocent III. to issue

a bull commanding its abandonment. In 1202 it

was agreed, however, that a churct and establish-

ment of not more than twenty Praeftonstratensian

canons might be built elsewhere' in Lambeth
than on this site. Archbishop Hubert relin-

quished this project, but made Lambeth his

metropolitan palace, and his successor, Langton,

improved it. Archbishop Boniface, however, in

1216 was ordered by Pope Urban IV. to build

and repair the house at Lambeth, and the chapel,

which is the earliest portion of the extant

building.s, is probably his work, though it is

difficult exactly to distinguish the buildings of

that prelate and his successors. The palace at

that time consisted of a manor house of a form

then customary, the plan being one with build-

ings surrounding three sides of a rectangular

court open to and facing the river, inclosing a

cloister. The present chapel formed the left

projecting wing of this structure, having its

western front and entrance doorway then ex-

posed. What is termed now the guard-room,

parallel to the river in the rear of the chapel,

occupies the position of the central block, while

the buildings which formed the right wing have

been destroyed to make room for the library,

&c., which extend far beyond the original site.

The "Lollards' Tower" was built afterwards

outside to the west of the chapel and abutting

against it ; it was erected in the archiepiscopate

of Chichele, 1424-15. The present entrance-

gateway of brickwork, through which the visitors

had just come, was built by Archbishop Morton,

about 1490, and Archbishop Juxon, who would
ever be remembered iu connection with the exe-

cution of Charles I. , constructed the Great Hall,

which for some years past has been converted

into a library.

Passing into what was once the cloister, now
surrounded by modem red brick buildings and
offices, Mr. Seddon called attention to the

ancient masonry of the south side of the chapel

just visible over one of the palace buildings ; the

wall has, he said, been capped by Blore with a

wretched battlemented parapet, behind which
rises his high-pitched roof. Outside the chapel,

in the apartment beneath the Lollards' Tower,

Mr. Seddon resumed his description. This room
was known, he remarked, as the Post Room, from
the great octagonal oak beam in the centre sup-

porting the framing above. Till Chichele added

this tower, the beautiful west doorway facing

the members was external, and could be seen

from the river. As they saw, it had a semi-

circiUar head, but all the details were of a pure

and delicate Early English type ; the combina-

tion of these with the rounded form was rather

curious, but instances of such transitional use of

old-fashioned featiurcs as the circular head in a

new style were not unknown, and in this case it

seemed to have been adopted to provide sufficient

space for the beautiful five-light window above,

now, of course, blocked up by the first and second

stages of the tower. This arch was elaborately

and well moulded in three orders, the third one

subdividing it into two equal trefoil-headed

openings. The head and spandrels above those

openings were pierced. The outer arch was sup-

jjorted on Purbeck marble jamb shafts, and in

the centre of the doorway was a group of three

columns of like material, forming the sub-divi-

sion of the entrance. The outer arch has settled,

and the voussoirs are a little out of place.

Entering the chapel, it was pointed out tnat it

consists of a simple parallelogram on plan of

stately proportions, being about 72ft. by 26ft.

clear internal dimensions, with walls 4ft. tliick.

Both sides of the chapel are divided by bold

buttresses without, and corbels for vaulting

within, into four bays, each filled by a noble

three-light group of lancet windows, of a type

which would remind members of what they

recently saw in the Temple Church. At the

east end is a series of five lancets corresponding

with that now blocked up at the west end. All

the windows have detached internal bearing

shafts of Purbeck marble, with moulded caps

and bases, and beautifully moulded arches above.

He might mention that externally the side

windows are comprised beneath single deeply-

recessed arches springing from the buttresses.

High up on what was the central light of the

western window, Archbishop Juxon inserted a

small oriel upon a semi-octagonal corbel , with an
angel carved thereon, bearing a shield, on
which are the Archbishop's arms ; it communi-
cates with the chief floor of the Lollards'

Tower, which was probably occupied during ser-

vice by some members of the Archbishop's

household. Archbishop Laud refitted and
adorned the chapel during his primacy, and
erected the screen which now divides the build-

ing into chapel and ante-chapel ; this is of oak,

and is carved elaborately, but in poor and
heavy fashion. All the quadripartite vaulting

was the work of Mr. Blore, and he was sorry to

say, is only executed in lath and'plaster. WTien
Mr. Burges was employed by Blore on the work
there was enough of the old lines to admit of

their being followed, although the mouldings are

not equal to the original ones. Concealed by
this vault is a tremendous roof, clumsily executed

in queen-post fashion with great waste of

timber.
At the trial of Archbishop Laud, it was

alleged against him that he had "repaired the

story of the windows by their like in the mass-

book." The subjects with which they had been
previously illustrated in painted glass were from

the history of the world, from the Creation to

the Judgment, but these had since been re-

placed by lights of plain stamped glass, and were
partly blocked up. Recently tHs chapel has

been repaired by Archbishop Tait, assisted by a
committee.* It has been partially decorated

with new stained-glass windows, and painting

on the walls and vaulted ceiling of the eastern-

most bay by Messrs. Clayton and Bell. Thia

bay adjoins the domestic part of the palace used

as a vestry, and an organ is being placed in the

north opening in a portion of the palace used as

a vestry. The east window was in a dangerous
condition, and was cracked at the angles. It has

been rendered secure and coated externally where
needed with Portland cement concrete ; if the

unsightliness of this work can be excused at all

it is becau.se it is now only visible in a small

courtyard of domestic offices. During these

works a curious doorway and pass ige were found

in the south side of the gable over this window,
leading to the space above the vaulting. Beneath
the chapel a very fine crypt exists, but it is

partially blocked up with earth, and is now used

as a wine-cellar. It is di«ded into two aisles of

four bays by circular pillai s, and has plain g^roiu-

ing, supported at the angles by moulded corbels.

The details, though less elaborate, much xe-

semble those of the chapel above, and like it,

the crypt appears to be aU of Boniface's time.

Although much has been done to rescue this

chapel from the sad and degraded condition into

which it had fallen, through the neglect of cen-

turies, and the injudicious work done to it at the

beginning of this century, much, said Mr. Seddon,

remains to be accomplished. Some of thewindows
are yet partly blocked up, the vaulted ceiling,

painted though a portion of it is, is but lath and
plaster, beneath a mean modem roof, which is a
sourceof danger fromfire, and adisgrace tothe age
which erected it and permits it to remain ; the

crypt is half-buried and is used for storage pur-

poses, the external walls and buttresses are

• A critical description of thia work, for which Mr. J.

P. Seddon was the architect, appeared in the Building
Nkws for May 10, ISTS, p. 46S, Vol. XXXXV.
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tasOij ietmoeiaai decayed, and tbobric^ para-

pgt walls are an eyesore from all prominent

pafaitB <rf Tiew of the palico and its surromid-

^ua. Hie oonstroction of suitable stone vaulting

toS*oohi^el,'withanappropriatt>lii|Brh-pito]iedroof

viih ti>e eaatem gMc surmoimUd by good stone

ecninga and cross, are improvemonts so necessary

Saa mgently called for, that it is to bo hoped

that fl»ey will not be left for another generation

to accomplish.

The members then visited the prison m which

the Lollards were confined previous to their oxe-

eotion by bomiug. It is a sm ill apartment in

the t(» story of the tower, barely 12tt. square

and 8ft. high. It is entered from the turret

tairaaaeby a double door, both well studded

with nails and other ironwork, and lighted by

two small deeply splayed lancets. The walls

and oatiag are covered with stout oaken waius-

ootii^, foUy I Jin. thick, and at intervals about

3ft. above tho floor project a series of eight

Bti^lea, om which are stoat wrought- iron rings,

S^n. internal diameter, to which the prisoners

were aecmted. The waUs and ceiling are scored

with initials, names, and broken sentences,

chiefly in dog-Latin, cut by tho followers of

WyoUifie. At the top of the stone turret is a small,

Tuctoreaqne, hooded bell -cote of the 15th century,

from which, and the tower-loads beneath, the

visitors obtained a fine view of the river, the

Honsos of Parliament, tho extensive palace

gardens—actually larger than Lincoln's Inn-
gardens, and yet scarcely known to exist by
those who pass along the busy streets by which
they are inclosed—and of the south-west por-

tion of the metropolis. The members transversed

a long gallery, and reassembled in the guard-
room, now used as the state dining-room. It is

a noble apartment. The roof is divided into

four bays by large timber arches spanning the
tmoture, and decorative arches of wood also

8a|nx>rt ihe wall plate, and arched braces the
purhns above. The spandrels of the principals

are filled with richly-moulded tracery. A
modem panelled flat ceiling hides the upper part
of the roof, which originally was open. Like
tho gallery, the guard-room is hung with
a series of highly-interesting portraits of

former occupants of the archiepiscopal see. Mr.
Soddon mentioned that excellent drawings of

the chapel and its details, and of the roof of the
gnard-room, are given in the valuable work by
Mr. F. T. Dollman, one of tho vice-presidents
of the Ecclesiological Society, entitled "Ex-
amples of Ancient Domestic Architecture,
Second Series."

The visit closed in the old hall, now well
known as the Library, built by Chicheley, and
chiefly reconstructed by Juxon, on the Mediajval
lines, but with 17th century details. The
hammer-beam roof, in four bays, is an excellent
ocaaiple for its time, and closely correspondswith
ftat over the guard-room ; it is of oak, richly
carved, and the trefoiled openings and heavy
pendants exhibit curious examples of an attempt
to imitate the late Giothic mode of on amentation.
One of tho best features is tho picturesque
central lantern. Mr. S. W. Kershaw, M.A.,
gave an historical account of the library, which
he said was founded by Bishop Bancroft, and was
added to by Archbishop Juxon and others.
Dmin^ the Civil Wars, when the whole palace
waa pillaged, and turned into a prison and
table, the collection of books was removed for
fety to CSambridge, from whence it was
re-demanded by Sheldon, and housed, till within
the last 40 or ."jO years, in the cloister of tho
p^aoe. It inclndes many early illuminated
mimalw and other MS. , a number of specimens
0* Carton's printing, ouo of the so-called
Kazarine Bibles printed by Guttcuburg, a vast
coHection of historical pamphlets, e8i>ecially of
the time of Henry VIK., and many works on
Geological and civil law. He should be happy
to afford any further information on any Mon-
day, "Wednesday, and Friday, on which days it
is c^en free to the public from 10 a.m. till

3 pan. throughout the year. Before leaving t\e
palace tho members expressed their thanks to
Mr. Seddon, and ako to Mr. Kwshaw, for the
iafamiation so pleasantly imparted.

IrTVTERPOOL ENOINEEHING SOCIETY.

AT the fortnightly meeting on tho 18th inst.,

a paper was read by Mr. E. Cornish, on
"The Mnagement of Tide Work," in which
the author described the plant necessary for,

and stated the precautions to be taken when
constructing heavy masonry works in a tideway.
He commenced by stating that an important

point was to ascertain the direction from which
the heaviest seas came, so that the end of the
work in progress may be as much sheltered as

possible. Having detennined upon the point to

commence operations, the po;itiou of the well
for draining the foimdation trench should be
carefully considered, so that the lines of rails for
supplying materials may be brought in conve-
niently and laid with easy curves. The position
having been fixed, the staying should be erected
over it, so that the Goliaths or travelling crane
may be used for sinking the well and fixing the
pump. The well should be such a considerable
distance below the level of tho foundations of
the work, to form a reservoir for the double pur-
pose of scouring out the " lander," and quickly
running oft tho water from tho worldugs. The
necessity of providing a blow lander was pointed
out for letting the water into the workings to
the level of that outside, to prevent the rising
tide rushing in upon the "green" work, &e.
The author recommended the chain pump for
this class of work, ha^-ing had one working for
eighteen months without requiring any repairs,

and that it should be driven by a belt in prefer-
ence to gearing. He next considered the staying,
stating that the cost of timber in piles driven
was three to four times that of timber erected
as runners. Sec. In place of the piles being
spaced at about 13ft. centres, he advised the
adoption of 20ft. centres with double runners, as
requiring less labour, and being more economical.
The author concluded with some remarks on the
necessity for keeping the Goliaths on the rails,

the ballasting of cranes, the shape of contractors'
waggons, the most economical way of supplying
materials to the works, &c., and after a discus-
sion the usual vote of thanks was accorded.

EOTAL mSTITTJTE OF BRITISH
ARCHITECTS.

THE closing meeting of the present session
of the Institute was held on Monday, the

president, Mr. John Whichcord, in the chair.

Several donations to the premises improvement
fund and to the library were announced by the
Seoretaiy ; and the President, in proposing a vote
of thanks to the donors, refeiTed especially to a
monograph on Melrose Abbey, presented by the
author, Mr. Fredk. Pinches, who won the
Institute silver medal to be presented that even-
ing with some of the drawings by which it is

illustrated. The following gentlemen were
balloted for and elected as members :—As Fel-
lows : John James Stevenson, M.A., and Andrew
Helton. As Honorary Associates : James Lattey,
Edwin Freshfield, M.A., F.S.A., Edward
Stanley Roscoe, Morgan Howard, Q.C. (Re-
corder of Guildford), Rt. Hon. William Henry
Smith, M.P. (First Lord of the Admiralty),
and Albert George Sandeman.

PEESENTATION OF THE EOTAIi GOLD HEDAl.

The Hon. Skcbetaey announced that the
Marquis de Vogiie, to whom tho Royal gold
medal is given this year, was unfortunately
unable to be present owing to an important
family circumstance, but that he had requested
M. le Comte de Florian, secretary of the French
Embassy, to receive the medal on his behalf.

The President, requesting the Count of
Florian to approach the chair, and addressing
him, said it was his high privilege to present
him, on behalf of the Slarquis do Vogiifi, with
the gold medal annually given by tho Queen.
The Council, on the motion of Mr. James
Fergusson (whose absence that evening he much
regretted), had recommended that the medal for
the current year should be awarded to tho
Marquis de Vogiie ; this was unanimously
adopted by the Council, and also by the general
body of members, and had been approved by the
Queen. He proceeded to sketehthe salient points
in the career of M. do Vogiie, stating that Iiis first

effortsto explore ancientcountries once renowned,
but now slightly peopled and little Imown,
were made while he was attached to tho French
Embassy at St. Petersburg, from 1849 to 18.J1,

when he published some essays on tho Ancitnt
Art of Russia. In 1853-54 he visited Greece,
Syria, and Egypt, the result of which may be
seen in his well-known work on the Cliurclies

of the Holy Land, as well a-i in other minor
works on the "Semitic Characters." At tho

close of 1861, M. de Vogiie started to join M.
Waddington, his great friend, and now one of
the most distinguished ministers in the French
Cabinet, who had, six mouths before, explored
parts of Central Syria and made important dis-
coveries. Together, during the whole of the
year 1862, these travellers visited Central Syria,
and soon after their return M. de Vogiie pub-
lished his book on the Temple of Jerusalem,
and commenced the publication, in parts, of
"La Syrie Centrale,"—a series of accurate
architectural drawings of numerous cities dot-
ting a vast plain, and presenting a chain of
monuments illustrative of Early Christian con-
struction between the 4th and 7th centuries of
our era. In that exploration M. Waddington,
who, members were proud to remember, though a
I>ench minister has carried away honours from
our universities, and is the son of an English-
man, devoted himself to the study and collection

of inscriptions, and M. de Vogiie to drawing and
architectural research. Sketches for the plates
illustrating '

' La Syrie Centrale '
' were pre-

pared by the Marquis, assisted by Mr. E.
Duthoit, an architect of distinction ; and when
circumstances permitted, these illustrations were
completed on the spot. This was particularly

the case for the drawings of Jerusalem, and for
many of those of Djebel Semiu. Every detail

was measured and figured with the utmost
minuteness, and photography was sometimes
employed to aid the explorers. But apai't from
M. de Vogiie' s literary and artistic fame,
he is familiar to English architects as the
bearer of a name associated with the Hotel
de Vogiie—a masterpiece of the Renaissance,
situated at Dijon, and not the least instructive

of those historical monuments for the conserva-

tion of which the French have passed statutory
enactments enforced to the advantage of all

architectural tradition, and to the special honour
of their country. That celebrated residence,

inhabited by the father of the Marquis of whom
he was speaking, probably fostered a taste for the

Arts wliich, hereditarily transmitted, led the
young Melchior de Vogiie to seek occupation for

his leisure in lands where the earlier records of

history lay, like an open book, to be read by
any one who could decipher and understand.

The character of these archteological researches

was not ignored by the French Government. In
1871 M. de Vogiie was nominated Ambassador
at Constantinople, where he remained until 1875,

and where, while devoting himself to official

duty, he could still continue his early study of

Oriental art—study that a few years before had
obtained for him the envied distinction of mem-
bership of the Academy of '

' Inscriptions and
Belles-Lettres." In conclusion, the President

presented the medal, remarking that upon tho

brilliant roll of gold medallists, not the least

distinguished were the compatriots of M. do
Vogiie—MM. Hittorf, Texier, Joseph L. Duo,
Lesueur, and VioUet-le-Duc, of whom tho first

three were, unhappily, dead.

Professor Donaldson said he wished to add »
few words to the address in which their pre-

sident had pointed out the claims to the esteem

of arcliitects possessed by the Marquis De Vogiie

as a real archaeologist, and arclutectural student

and author. He wished to allude to the new
beauties which archaeological research was able

to produce on the buildings of modem times. In
Central Syria he had explored and made known
to them architecture of a most interesting kind.

It was a sterile country, utterly without trees of

any large size, and so oonstraotion in wood was
impossible, and all building must be accom-

plished in stouc. Their temples, houses, and all

dwellings were of stone to the minutest point of

detail ; even the staircases were soUdly built in

this material, and were made an external fea-

ture. These buildings were decorated in a more
delicate and purer style of trabeated arcliitecture

than the temples of the Antonines at Baalbek

and Elmira ; but whereas the latter temples were

well known, the world was not aware of the

existence of these more interesting stnicturcs

—

echoes of a more refined Greek taste—until MM.
do Vogiie and Waddington published their great

work. Near Aleppo, again, the travellers made
further discoveries, and all these had been pub-

lished in very admirably executed plan, eleva-

tion, and section. The drawings were beauti-

fully finished, and had been engraved almost as

carefully as it would be possible to do in this

country. He wished some of the youuger

members of the profession would explore

the new world of taste and refinement
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in architectoie which had becu opened
uj) to them in hia works. Ho trusted he
would be pardoned for mentioning that ho had
in 1817, when he was secretary of tho Institute,

the honour of proposing that tho Queen be
applied to to grant a gold medal. The sugges-
tion was opposed at the time, but he was glad it

was adopted, and that it was acceded to by her
Majesty. He was further glad to know that it was
not confined to disting-uished Euslishmcn alone,
bjit was awarded to the men of all nations, and
aided in biiUding all together in tho brotherhood
of .art. Tho In>titute had carried that idea out
well ; for every third year it was its practice to
look .abroad and give it to some eminent archajo-
logist or architect on the Continent. He heartily
concuiTcd in the present award to one who had
done honour to liis country and to his art.

Mr. Charles Bakey added a few words
expressing his approval of the award, and
intimating that other names of distinguished
Continental savants were suggested to the
coimeil, but M. de Vogiie was unanimously ap-
proved.
M. le Comte de Floueians responded (in

English) on behalf of the Marquis de Vogiie,
thanking the members for the honour they had
conferred on him and on his country by the
presentation of the medal, the highest honoiu-
such a scientific and learned man could aim at.
He also gracefully acknowledged the references
to M. WadiUngton's researches. Their ex-
plorations of the remains of bygone eras had
probably convinced the Marquis do Vogiie and
his friend that nothing was lasting in this world
but wh.at was good, righteous, and fine. He
would again join with the Marquis in thanking
them for the honour shown in confeiring on him
this much-valued distinction.

THE PEESENTATION OF PEIZES.

The Peestdext then distributed the medals,
prizes, and certificates for the past session as
follow.s, accompanying each with appropriate
remarks :~Pugin Travelling Studentship (cer-
tiiicace and ,£40 to be hereafter presented),
awarded to W. J. N. Millard ; honourable men-
tion, Frederick Hemmings. The Soaue MedaUion
<with £.^0 to be afterwards presented under the
usual conditions), William R. Lethaby. Tho
Tite Prize (£30 with certificate), E. Sayer-
medal of merit, Herbert Alexander Pelly ; and
honourable mention, Frederic Edwards The
Gnssel Gold Medal, G. H. Blagrove. The
Institute Silver Medal (with five guineas),
Frederick Pinches

; honourable mention, Sydney
Vaeher. Tho last-named recipient was unable
to be present as he is now studying at Florence.

THE ABCHITECrtmAI. EX^UUNATIOX-.

The Secketaey read the report of the examiners
which had been presented that day. In the
prelinunary class, out of nine competitors four
had passed, namely : Wm. Baloombe, of
Brighton

; E. F. H. Nicholson, Reading; Henry
Eennie, Sunderland ; and Walter Scott, HoUo-
way. Eight entered for tho proficiency class, ofwhom seven passed, but of these only two passed
in both sections, three passed in that of art
alone, and two in that of science. Their names
were W. LleweUyn Harford, of Manchester;
and Bruce G. Capel, who passed in both science
and art, and the coimeil recommended the latter
for the Ashpitel pi-ize. F. T. Goldsmith, of
Newport, Mon. ; F. G. Summers, of Notting-
ham

;
and W. Jacques, Fenchurch-street, City,

passed m art; and T. W. Moss, of Hornsey;
and II. G. McLachlan, of South Kensington,
passed in science. In the preliminary class one
gentleman's examination was so creditable that
the council recommended the Institute to award
hun a prize of some books—this was Walter
f^o"; I' was noticeable, the Secretary added,
ttot both the prize-takers were educated in one
oftce, that of Mr. Rowland Plumbe.

the general meeting had been bocne in mind,
especial thought being bestowed on tho ventila-

tion and wanning of the room in which thoy
wore sitting. He believed tho problems had
been solved in a satisfactory manner, and a con-
tract had been entered into, and a now lease

arranged with the Architectural Union Com-
pany. Tho contract rather exceeded tho sum
named at the general meeting, namely £2,000,
in fact another £600 or £700 would be needed.
As full authority had been given to tho council
the contract had been entered into, and the matter
was now merely mentioned to the members ; but
he urged tho necessity for increased subscriptions.

When tho improvement fund was started thoy
did not know what was propcscd, and now that
this was decided upon he trusted many would
follow tho example set by some who had doubled
their subscriptions, and that those who had not
given would do so.

Mr. Chas. B.VEKY mentioned that two schemes
were brought before the council, one involving
an expenditure of from £.5,000 to £G,000, and
that now adopted, and followed up the appeal of
the President for further subscriptions.

This concluded the business of the session.

the new PEEinaEs scheme.

The Peesidext said that as this was the last
meeting of the session, ho desired to say a few
words with reference to the premises improve-
ment scheme. He trusted that at their next
meeting in November the members would then
assemble in them, enlarged and improved in the
manner for which authority was given the
council at tho general meeting in May. Great
labour had been bestowed by the council in the
endeavour to make the improvements as perfect
as possible, and the suggestions thrown out at

SOME EXPERIENCES OF SEWAGE
EFFLUENTS AND BURNING SLUDGE
INTO CEMENT.*

DURING the past year it has been my duty
to watch tho process for purifying tho

sewage now being carried out at Burnley, in
Lancashire.
In a paper which was read by Mr. Richards

last year at this Conference, tho method of deal-
ing with water-carried sewage by General Scott's

system ofprecipitationbylime.and utilisation ofthe
sludge for cement, was described. This process has
now been eai'ried on for nearly eighteen months.
The sewage is purified, and the effluent—samples
of which have been submitted for analysis to two
of the highest chemical authorities—is certified by
one to be fit to be pom'ed iato a streiun of ten times
its volume, by the other to be fit to be poured into a
stream, having a velocity of at least three miles
an hour, of fifty times its volume. Both these
conditions are fulfilled at Burnley. This efiluent

could be further pui-ified at a comparatively
trifling cost to to\vns by intermittent downward
filtration, requiring only one-sixth of the laud,
which, according to tho Rivers Pollution Com-
missioners' 4th Report, unprecipitated sewage
requires. The Corporation of Burnley have not
required that this should be done, but the injunc-
tion against the town has been suspended. In
the case of Burnley, tho stream into which the
effluent is poured varies very much, according to
the weather. In wet weather I have seen the
Pendle water, as the stream is called, rise several
feet in as many hours. I abstain from giving
the many analyses I have made of tho effluent
water, and compaiing it to the averages given by
the Rivers Pollution Commissioners. A fair
average could only bo obtained, in my opinion,
after daily obsen-ations, extending over a year.
The rainfall at Burnley is exceptionally high,
and the neighbouring hiU, the Pendle, collects
and pours the rain into the Pendle water. The
Pcutllo water itself rises not far from the small,
old town of Colne, and receives the raw sewage
as it flows by. It then flows past the townships
of Nelson and the village of Barrowford, on the
west of the village of Brierfield, from all of
which places it receives more raw sewage before
it reaches Burnley. A scheme is now imder
consideration for the federation of these places,
in order to bring their sewage to the Burnley
sewage works for purification. Should this
scheme be successfully carried out, the Pendle
water will certainly be one of the cleanest
streams in Lancashire. I have several times
noticed that the stream is very much dirtier than
the effluent poui-ed into it from the Burnley
sewage works.

Portland cement is manufactui'ed from chalk
or limestone and clay. The component parts of
these materiaLs varies very slightly and, there-
fore, the manufacture is nearly constant. The
average analysis of five large manufactories
gives the foUowiiig results, viz.:—Lime, oG-21 per
cent.; silica, 24-41 per cent.; iron, alumina, 12-1

per cent. The manufacture of Portland cement
from sewage is much more precarioiLs. Sewage,
according to my experience, varies in every

• Contributca to tho liccent National Water Supply and
Sewage Conference by Gkaxville Cole, Ph.D.

place, and during every hour, and consequently
has to bo carefully watchctl in order that tho
requisite quantity of milk of limo may bo added.
At Burnley, on certain days, largo quantities of
dye water come down, on other days butchers'
refuse, and once or twice we have obserrod tho
sewers full of coal-tar and oily refuse ; all these
facts have to be carefully observed, and only
after careful experiments can the quantity of
limo necessary to precipitate the sewage be
determined. Tho resultant sludge at Buniley oh
an average only contains 46 to 50 per cent, of
lime, and, therefore, before it is fit to bo bomt
into Portland cement clinker, more lime has to be
added. This is done after the supcmatcnt water
has been run off the sludge deposited in the
tanlcs. Tho sludge has afterwards to be passed
through a pug-mill in order that a uniform com-
pound may bo obtained. At Birmingham, where
Portland cement was also made, the sewage is so
capricious that a uniform manufacture could not
bo guaranteed. This is accounted for by tho fact
that at certain times very large quantities of acid
from the hardware manufaotoriea of the town
are poured into tho sewers. At Portsmoatb,
where I have studied the sewage, which is wholly
water-closet and house drainage, there is little

or nothing to interfere with tho manufacture of
a high class Portland cement ; I believe tho same
remark would apply to the Lower Thames Valley
sewage. The sewage requires only a gmall
quantity of lime to defecate it; 16 grains of
quick Ume per gallon is ample. The sludge I
have found generally contains from 58 to 60 per
cent, of lime, and, therefore, no fresh limo would
have to be added. The fact that at Portsmouth
the storm water is partially kept out of the
sewers is also greatly in favour of the manufac-
ture of good cement. And in places where the
separate system is in force, and where the pro-
portion of water-closets is large, it would be,
perhaps, worth while to allow the finely suspended
organic matter to subside before liming, and to
treat tho organic matter described in General
Scott's patent.
The sludge resulting from limed sewage may

also be burned at a lower temperature than that
necessary to produce Portland clinker, and bo
used to participate the sewage. After this has
been done several times, the lime becomes rich in
phosphates, and may be profitably sold as a first-

class agricultural lime. The cement now being
made at Burnley is much improved in quality
since the inannfacture began, and much has been
sold. The latest tests give excellent results.

Mr. Deacon, borough engineer of Liverpool, re-
ports the tensile strain of G951bs. on tho liin.
square, and that the cement passed through a
sieve of 50 meshes to the inch, lea\'ing only 7 per
cent, of residue. The latest test at Burnley gives
6981bs. A portion of a sea-wall at Portsmouth
has been built with it, and it has stood this test
remarkably well. Much has been learned since tho
process was first started at Burnley, and it may
be fairly expected that towns wHl obtain purifi-

cation, and at tho same time will recover the
greater part of the cost of so doing, by adopting
this process. •-^

CHIPS.
At the Metropolitan Board of Works, on Friday,

an application of the Greenwich District Board for
permission to borrow £2,460 to defray cost of erect-
ing stables, cart lodges, and disinfectmg apparatus
on their premises at Deptford, was granted to the
extent of £2,400, and permission was also given to
the vestry of Shoreditch to borrow £10,000 for tho
jjurposes of the Sun-street improvement. It was
proposed to contribute a sum not exceeding £2,000,
being one-half the estimated coat of an improve-
ment proposed by the vestry of Shoreditch by the
opening ui) of Harwar-street (late Thomas-street).

At the meeting of the West Ham Local Board,
held last week, Mr. Angell, the surveyor, submitted
plans for the carrying out of tho first section of a
scheme of surface drainage for the parish; this
would extend from the " Princess Alice " at Upton,
along the Eomford-road and Stratford High-street
to Bow-bridge, and its estimated cost would be
£9,000. Two other sections will hereafter bo pre-
pared, the total estimated cost being £25,000. The
scheme was adopted, and the surveyor was re-
quested to obtain tenders for the execution of the
work.
The Lealtad, a Madrid newspaper, reports that

the Alhambra is in imminent danger of destruction.
It states that during the last days of May the hill

upon which the choicest relic of Moorish art stands
shows sign s of an approacliing landslip, and since
then the appearances of collapse on a colosaal scale
have increased.
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two-thiid3 of its height. We illustrated Mr.

Jackson's design by perspective of High-street

front and bird's-eye view of quadrangle, to-

gether irith ground and first floor plans, on De-

cember 22, 1876—p. 622, vol. XXXI.

We
EOYAL ALBEET ASYLrJT, LANCASTER.

gave a single-page illustration of

ILLrSXRATIONS.
T, P«Ta«*8 CHrRCn, BOtrRXEMOUTH.—r.ARGE HALL OF
KXAmSATlOS Pl'HOOLS, OXFORD, — ROYAL ALBERT .ASY-

LUII, LANCASTER.— KSD OF HALL FOR C. KOSOTTl ESQ.

—SKW BELFKT, CUEIST CHURCH, OXFORD.—HOUSES IN'

CADOOAS-80UARE.—MANSION ON THE CHELSEA EMBANK-
lUNT.—EDINBl-BnH UNIVERSITY.—THE COUNCIL CHAM-
BER, WAKEFIELD TOWN HALL.—BOYLE*S AIR PUMP VEN-
TILATX»RS.

Our Lithographic Illustrations.—

—

BT. PETEb's CmTECn, BOUEXEMOCTH.
St. Petee's CnuEcn, Bournemouth, has been

very many years in course of building. There
was a mean building in the first instance, to

which an aisle of not very much better character

was added on the south side, and the church was
in this condition when Mr. Street began the

reconstruction of it. A north aisle and arcade

weie first of all erected, then the old south arcade

was taken down and rebuilt, and a clerestory

added to the nave. Then a chancel of consistent

ozo and character, with eastern transepts,

chancel aisles, and upper and lower vestries, were
erected, and the church being still not large

enough for the increasing congregation, western
transepts were added, and a western tower. The
chnrch is now, therefore, one of tmusual scale

and variety of character. It owes a great deal,

no donbt, to the fact that its scheme has been
developed by degrees and to meet requirements
as they arose. The spire is now in course of

erection by Messrs. Wall and Hook, the tower
having been built a few years back by Messrs.

Dove Brothers. The church is about 1 70ft. long
inside: the chancel being 50ft., and the nave, ex-
dtuiTe of the tower, 98ft. The width of the nave
u 53ft., the height of the tower 98ft. and the

tower and spire, when finished, 200ft. There is

an elaborate south porch. The tower and chan-
cel have groined roofs, and the decorating in

the way of painting on the walls and the stained

glass in the windows are very elaborate. The
chniohyard crypt is an important feature in

the chtucbyard, being of large size, and having
on its base the crucifijtion and three other sculp-

tored subjects. The churchyard of this church
is probably the most beautifully kept and
arranged churchyard in England. The exten-

«ve value of the works which have been done in

this and other dependent churches in Boume-
month is owing entirely to the zeal and energy
of the vicar, the Bev. A. M. Bninett, who has
seen the place increase from a village to a town
of some importance during bis incimibency.

"nns Bcaooia," OXFORD.—nrrEBioR or great
HALL.

The illiutration shows Mr. T. O. Jackson's
design for the great hall fronting High-street,
which forms the vestibule and principal waiting-
loom of the bnilding. The hall is to be panelled
and ceiled and roofed with oak, and a stone
azehed gallery springing from stone brackets
mna along the inner wall to afford a passage for
examiners on the first floor. On the ground
floor the hall opens by three large elliptical

arches into the main corridor, Vjeyond which are
the ritif race achfxils, ranged round the inner
qnadraogle. The biuldicg is now well advanced,
part being roofed in, and the rest raised to about

this

building in the BriLDixo News of Oct. 9, 187-4,

and a full description at the same time. The
present illustration is, however, a much superior

one, and is, moreover, accompanied by a complete

plan. The building, which will accommodate
600 inmates, cost £63,742. The exterior is built

of a local light-coloured freestone, relieved with

red stone. The roof are covered with Coniston

green slates. Messrs. Paley and Austin, of

Lancaster, were the architects, and Mr. John
Combe the clerk of works.

END OF HALL FOR 0. NOSOTTI, ESa.

The illustration shows design for end of hall,

and includes gallery, staircase, &o. The wood-
work to be in oak (stained), panels in frieze, unci

ceiling to be in carton pierre and gilt ; tapestry

under side arches, and panel between windows ;

walls above dado in plain colour. It was
designed for C. No-sotti, Esq., of O.^ford-street,

W., by Mr. C. Gill, and exhibited in the present

R.A. Exhibition.

THE BELFRY, CUEIST CHtrECH, OXFORD.

The drawing shows the new stonework of the

tower as recently completed. The upper part of

the belfry it is intended to have carried out at

a future time. It would be of open work con-

structed with timber, covered with lead or copper,

and is an essential part of the design. The four

turrets need this central feature, and indeed

without it the desigo is wholly incomplete. Such
a finish is much needed in order that the belfry

should compose well with the lead dome of the

entrance gateway, and with the spire of the

cathedral. It is to be hoped that this, so essen-

tial a completion to the design of the belfry, may
be added at no distant time. The stonework of

the quadrangle has been restored. It was in a

state of much decay. The walls were finished

with a balustrade of Georgian date. It was so

decayed, and, indeed, in a dangerous state, and
would have had to have been reproduced in new
stone. Instead of this a new parapet with
battlements has been put, as being more in ac-

cordance with the work of the original building.

The work has been carried out under the direc-

tion of Messrs. Bodley and Gamer, of 14, South-
square, Gray' s-inn; Mr. Fitzwilliam acting as

clerk of works.

HOUSES IN CADOOAN-SQUAEE, CHELSEA.

Me. R. Noeilax Shaw's principal picture at the

Royal Academy last year is that which we have
reproduced among our illustrations to-day. The
subject is one of the author's most happy
designs, in the Free Classic sort of style which,
against all comers, he has continued to uphold
as his own, and it represents the houses in

Cadogan-square now nearly completed. Mr.
Shaw has sent us no particulars, treating the

matter as one of no more interest than ordinary

town houses in red brick and tile.

MANSION FOE ET. HON. SIE ROBERT COLLIER,

CHELSEA, 8.W.

This house is built on the Thames Embankment
facing Battersea Park, on a site reclaimed from
the Thames by the Metropolitan Board of Works.
It has a frontage of 60ft , and a depth of 112ft.

The accommodation of the second and first floor

is shown on the plans ; on the second, third, and
4th floors are nin" bedrooms and dressing-rooms,

two nurseries a:id lumber-rooms. In the base-

ment are the usual offices, including kitchen,

scullery, larders, butler's pantry and bedroom,
men-servants* rooms, servants' hall, house-
keeper' s-room, store-room, wine-cellar, &c.

The house is buUt in brick, with picked London
stocks for facing ; the moulded quoins and heads

to windows being in red brick ; the cornices,

tympana of gables, and other decorative work
are in terra-cotta, being supplied by the Archi-

tectural Terra-Cotta Company, MapUn-street,

E., the whole of the work having been specially

made from the architect's designs. The work
has been carried out by Messrs. Kirk and Ran-
dall, of Woolwich, from the designs and under
the superintendence of Mr. R. Phene Spiers,

F.R.I. B.A., arohit'ct, of Arthur-chambers,

Regent-street. Mr. Gale was the clerk of works.

A water-colour view of the house is at the Royal
Academy this year.

EDINBURGH UNIVEESITT.

Our iUustration of the new buildings for the

Edinburgh University, which we publish to-day,

is taken from the drawing exhibited this year at

the Exhibition of the R.S.A., excepting the

plan, which we have included in the plate. Mr.
Robert Anderson, of Edinburgh, is the architect,

and he has chosen the Italian style of the Cinque
Cento period, which was developed in the end of

the fifteenth and beginning of the sixteenth

centuries. The principal entrance is through
the archway, under the central projecting bay of

the main front, to the N.W. of which is placed

the great campanile, with its pyramidal roof.

A colossal statue surmounts its apex, at a height

of 250ft. from the ground. The common hall is

semicircular on plan, and has its fa<,ado diversified

at regular intervals with massive buttresses,

in which niches are cleverly arranged for

statuary. Considerable skill lias been shown by
allowing the character of the building to express

itself in the treatment of the several frontages,

to each of which a picturesque variety has been

pccured, -v^-ithout any sacrifice of a general

balance of parts. The furnace-shaft, which rises-

in the anatomical court from the heating-fur-

naces, has been architecturally treated. The
general distinction of the several departments is

clearly sho-\vn by the plan which we give to scale.

THE COUNCIL-CHAMBEE, WAKEFIELD TOWN-HALL.

This illustration represents the interior of the

council chamber of the Wakefield Town-hall, of

which Mr. T. E. Collcutt is the architect. It is^

proposed to cover the lower portion of the walls-

as shown on the drawing, -with an American-

walnut dado, slightly polished, and above that

have raised plaster decorations, adapted from,

some fine old leather raised work in the posses-

sion of the architect. At the lower end of the-

room is the lobby of the principal entrance, and

space for reporters, the giillery for the public

being above. The chairs and tables are to be in

American walnut also. The painted panel to

fireplace was suggested by Mr. T. W. Linton,

and is taken from "Henry VI." We may here-

state, with reference to the paragraph which
appeared last week on p. 706, that the architect

infoiTus us that there has been no estimate for

fittings, &c., and consequently the amount ha»

not been exceeded as was stated.

DESIGNS FOE AlE-PUMP VENTILATORS.

The air-pumpventilator, manufactured byMessrs.

Robert Boyle and Sons, of Glasgow, is well-

known to most of our readers. Its intrinsic merits

have been described by us some time ago, and its

adoption by the late Sir Gilbert Scott, Mr. Arthur

Gates, and other leading architects, has in every

case been attended with satisfactory results.

Satisfied with the principle of their ventilator,

Messrs. Boyle and Son have evidently recognised

the fact that in the majority of cases the adoption

of such contrivances has almost invariably marred

the exterior of the buildings to which they have

been fixed. We are but too familiar with the

hideous additions to roof exteriors, added without

considting architects, under the plea of ventila-

tion, and we think the idea of Messrs. Boyle and

Son in publishing the sheet of designs which we
publish to-day was a good one. The sketches

prepared by JJr. Maurice B. Adams show at

any rate that henceforth pure air may be enjoyed

without oflfence to art—rather in fact furnishing

a justification for the addition by the architect

or builder of an ornamental feature to his build-

ing. At the same time economy has been

studied as in the fiivst design sho^vn, which is

meant to bring the ventilator within the

reach of all, and is, so the makers inform us,

twenty per cent, cheaper than any similar

contrivance. The other sketches are of course

simply suggestive, with the exception of

the centre iUustration, which represents the

manner in which Messrs. Boyle and Sons' ven-

tilator has been adopted at Christ Church, Lam-
beth. It may bo interesting here to append the

result of its use in that building. Sonic time

since Mr. H. J. PauU, the architect, the buUders,

and others interested, tested the ventilator during

the service ; when it was found to be extracting

air at the rate of 8,000 cubic feet per minute, or

480,000 cubic feet per hour. There was but a.

moderate breeze at the time. During the wholl

time the experiment lasted there was not th

slightest downdraught experienced, nor -wa

there at any of the other experiments, of whioi

there were several. The Rev. Newman Hall, i»]

letter to a friend, referring to the ventilation of (

the church, says,

very successful."

' I consider our ventilators .
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OUE COMMONPLACE COLUMN.

FROM hospilia, atermalsoappliedtothemedia!-
Tal leper hospital. Wo confine our attoution

hereto hospitals for the reception and treatment of
the sick and hiirt, sometimes called infirmaries. Of
the London hosj^itals, St. Thomas's, founded in

IS.'SS, St. Bartholomew, in 1.54C, and Bethlehem,
in 1547, arc the oldest. As a fair example of a
town hospital, the Middlese.x hospital, in the
parish of Marylebone, may be cited. It is dis-

posed in the form of a letter H , and comprises
310 beds, of which 120 are for medical, and 190
for surgical cases. Three wards are set apart for
patients affected with cancer. There are resident
house surgeons, an apothecary, and a chaphiiu.
In the planning of hospitals, the first essential is

the separation of the administrative portion from
the hospital proper. The administration offices

should be central so as to facilitate service to the
wards, and in the best modem hospitals those
offices are placed in a block arranged upon a
centre axis, the waiting and surgeons' rooms
being in front. There are two well-known prin-
ciples of arrangement, namely, the "pavilion"
and the "ban-ack" systems. The first-named
plan is that now generally considered the best ;

the wards form self-contained separated blocks,
placed in parallel rows, and connected by a cen-
tral or end corridor. It is best to place the
pavilions about 100ft. apart, in parallel lines with
their axes nearly north and south, connected by
long corridors. In the centre the administrative
building shoxUd be placed, and this has sometimes
detached blocks orpavilions for private patients on
eachside. The acute cases should be separatedfrom
the chronic and convalescent ones, as patients suf

-

fei-ing from acute fever require a lower tempera-
ture and less light than those with chronic
rheumatism or suffering from debility. Acute
cases may be estimated at 25 per cent, of the total
number. The wards may be 96ft. long, by 26ft.
wide, and contain 21 beds—12 on each side.
Windows are placed opposite to promote cross-
ventilation. In good wards 100ft. of floor-space
to each patient is necessary, the beds having 8ft.
of wall-space. The smaller wards for separate
cases may be attached at one end of the longer
ward on one side of corridor, while on the other
side may be placed the nurse's room, dining-
room, and kitchen. At the other end of ward
the bath-room and water-closets should bo
attached with an isolated lobby. In a work
published in America, entitled " Five Essays
Relating to the Construction, Organisation, and
Management of Hospitals, Contributed by some
of the loading Physicians for the use of the Johns
Hopkins Hospital of Baltimore," reviewed in our
pages (see 2nd Vol. of Bhildino News for 1876,
p. 361, et seq.), several suggestions are embodied.
Some authorities recommend the temporary or
tent hospital principle' favourable for infectious
cases, but the buildings upon this plan
cover a large area and are only suitable
for military uses where land can be ob-
tained cheap. Others prefer one-story wards
for 20 to 30 patients, so that ridge ventilation
may be secured. These may be square-shaped,
60ft. by 43ft. for 23 beds, with a central chim-
ney-stack and stoves on two sides, a similar plan
being adopted at the Massachusetts General
Hospital. A bay-Uke projection on the south
side affords a useful recess in cold weather.
These blocks are strung together by a transverse
corridor at their north end, on the other side of
which are the dining-rooms. No doubt where
land is imUmited the one-story pavilion is the
best, but the two-storj pavilions are more
economical in construction. Another sug-
gested plan for one-story pavilions is to arrange
them in parallel rows, 6.5ft. apart, with the ad-
ministration block between. Each ward is made
90ft. by 30ft., with service blocks 50ft. long by
the same width (see Buildino News for 1876,
Vol. XXXI., page 563). Generally 20 to 24
patients in a ward are considered sufficient.

_
The space allowed by the Poor Law Board for

civil and military hospitals is 850 to 1,200 cubic
feet per man, but for new hospitals 1,300ft. per
patient, and 1,500ft. in acute cases is recom-
mended.
The octagon plan of ward has been strongly

recommended by some authorities, as it turns
more flanks to the air and sun than any other

;

the corridors should always be placed on the
north side of wards. For the suggested plan of
the John Hopkins Hospital wo refer our
readers to an article and block plan that ap-k

peared in the Botldino News, Vol. XXXI.,
page 403. The block arrangement consists of a
U-shaped connecting corridor, upon each arm
being strung the common and service wards

;

these are placed transversely, their axes being
north and south. At the ends of the long
corridors are two isolating wards for dangerous
patients, for 20 beds each. The administration
building is attached to the front corridor, and is

isolated at the sides, while two short advancing
wings in front are devoted to the male and
female patients' pay wards. The offices and
house dispensary are in the centre behind the
front corridors

; the operating theatre, kitchen,
and laundry building are detailed buildings on
the north side, the kitchen and laundry being
approached at the end of the front corridor.
Isolated tents are placed along the south wing,
though completely outside. For details siud
plans we refer the reader to back volumes of the
Buildino News, also to the work above quoted,
and to the Local Board Regulations of
Ho.ipitals.

The following contribution is sent by
"C. F. W.":—
"Hospitals," saysawriterinWeale's "Dictionary
of Architecture," &c., " were originally designed
for the relief of poor and impotent persons, and
the entertainment of travellers upon the road,
particularly of pilgrims, and therefore they were
generally built upon the roadside. There existed
in England above 358 of these houses of relief."
Under the title of "Hotel Dieu," M. VioUet-le-
Duc gives an interesting and critical article on
hospitals. He remarks that there is nothing to
prove that certain houses were set apart by the
ancients for the relief of the sick. At Athens
wounded soldiers were provided for at the expense
of the republic, but this was probably nothing
more than a pension, and no other Greek town
appears to have had it. Tho Romans had set
apart places in the country for invalided men
and horses ; no authority, however, mentions
the existence of a building devoted solely to the
wounded and indigent sick.

St. Jerome the First speaks of a certain very
rich Roman lady named Fabiola, who foimded
(c. 380 A.D.) an hospital for the sick, who until
that time lay neglected in the streets and
public places.

At the beginning of the Middle Ages, in the
towns of Italy, France, and Germany several
establishments were formed for taking care of
and harbouring the sick, travellers, and tho poor.
During the 11th, 12th, and 13th centuries an

incredible number of hospitals were founded.
Almost all the abbeys had a hospital within their
precincts, in addition to a large number of lazar
houses established outside of towns and cities.

It has been computed that there were no less

than 19,000 lazarettos in France, Germany,
England, Italy, Spain, Brabant, Switzerland,
Hungary, Poland, Bohemia, and Denmark.
In concluding the article, our learned author

says that the buildings are of a monumental
aspect, without being rich. The patients have
space, air, and light. They were separated
from one another, as may be proved ; their indi-
viduality was respected. It is doubtful whether
one spacious room for a number of patients is

advantageous. Often the suffering of each
patient is increased by the sight of that
of his neighbour. "Without claiming that the
cellular system was frequently adopted in

the Middle Ages, it is certain from a moral
point of view that it presents an advantage. We
believe that our hospitals owe their origin to a
sentiment of very noble charity which was pre-

sent in the hearts of their constructors and
founders.
Mr. Dollman, in his preface to " Domestic

Architecture," makes some valuable remarks.
" In examining the plans of various buildings

illustrated in the present work, the component
parts that appertain to all of them will be foimd
to consist of an audit room, occasionally with a
muniment room adjoining a suite of apartments,

more or less extended for the master or chaplain,

an infirmary for tho sick, and, lastly, a chapel,

which, with becoming significance, was always
more ornamental in character than the other

buildings. The first, and that perhaps of which
tha characteristics are the most definite, is to be
found in those instances where the abodes of the

inmates were all under one spacious roof, the

area being subdivided into small dwelling-rooms
or dormitories. The hall communicated directly

with the chapel beyond, from which it was only

separated by an open screen, thereby affording

an opportunity to the siok and aged of hearing
tho recital of the Churoh'a Service, from which,
supposing tho chapel to be a distinct boildiog,
they would otherwise have been debarred; oa
examples, wo may mention tlie Bede Hooaes, at
Stamford and Higham Ferram, and St. Hary'a
Hospital, Chioheater. The second kind is when
the dwelling-rooms for tho inmates were, as
before, under one roof, but tho chapel, Uu>ugh
undoubtedly contiguous, was a distinct building
entered from without, as at St. John's Hospital,
Northampton. A third variation is where the
abodes of the inmates formed one continnous
suite of building, sometimes within a quad-
rangle, but not, like the foregoing, included under
one roof, tho church or chapel being altogether
distinct, but connected with the hospittd l>iiild-

ings by an ambulatory or cloister, or by a short
covered way only, as at St. Cross, near Win-
chester ; Ewclme, Oxon ; Cobhara, Kent. A
fourth mode of arrangement, differing somewhat
from the foregoing, is to bo mot with in the case of
Ford'sHospital, Coventry, where the planconauts
of a central open court on each side of which are
almoners' abodes, at one end of tho quadrangle
the common hall of tho hospital, and lacing it at
tho other end the chapel.

It is worthy of note that with the exception of
St. Mary's, at Chichester, tho chapel of which is

of Geometrical Middle Pointed character, and
the church of St. Cross, which is chiefly Transi-
tion Norman, none of the examples are anterior
in date to the third Pointed or Perpendicular
Period ; the domestic portion of tho hospital, if

they existed in the same style, have been entirely
destroyed.

We will conclude this article by quoting, or
rather condensing some practical remarks from
Dr. Oppert's volume on Hospitals.
Formerly large hospitals were founded on tho

principle that by increasing the niimber of
patients who could be accommodated, the benefit
conferred on the sick poor of the community was
also increased ; but in recent times contrary views
are strongly maintained. Large hospitals are
described as unhealthy and dangerous to those
who seek recovery of health in them. It is

stated that a great many sick people living to-
gether under one roof engender certain diseases
which are well known under the term of hospital
diseases. In selecting a site the following are the
chief points to be observed:—!, tho general
healthiness of tho locality : 2, the eoBj accessibi-

lity for patients and others who visit thehospital

;

3, convenient position for clinical instruction;

4, cost of erection and maintenance.
If one side looks south-east, the other faces

north-west ; and this seems to be the best posi-
tion (except in cases of wards for diseases of the
eye, where the patients require as little light as
possible). Their wards may be northwards, but
all other patients want light and sunshine.
Whatever may be tho style of arcliitccture

—

Grothic, Italian, or mixed—I should not object

to a fine clock-tower and an ample porch ; the
chimneys need not look ugly, and narrow
entrance doors can be avoided.

Tho architect ought to dispense with arched
windows. The material of which the walls are
built should be good bricks. If the walls are to

be plastered, it is better to leave that until about a
year after the completion of the building, for

the wall to get thoroughly dry ; and it is better

to plaster or cement them first inside and then
outside, because if the outside is left open to the
drying action of the atmosphere the inside walls

retain less humidity.
The plan of a circular building is as bad as the

closed quadrangular. A better one is where one
side of the court is open. There the air is less

stagnant, because the wind can sweep through
from one direction. The wings and centre may
form one long block ; this is better still. They
may assume the shape of the letter H (Middle-

sex Hospital), where tho administration part ia

in the centre, having the wards for males on
ono side and those for females on tho other.

The hospital may be built in such shape that

the letter L (Sheffield Royal Free) or J (St-

Mary's, 0.xford) is formed., and in both cases

staircases may break the communication of the

different parts from the whole.

Several plans may be combined; but in no
case can the free circulation of air, which is

necessary to keep the hospital healthy, be mote
favoimxl than in the Pavilion plan. Here each

block is a hospital by itself, and yet is connected

with the others.

As to the relative position of the diffeient
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paita of the hospit&l, the following should be
obaerred :

—

Ffest the offices for administration, the sleep-
ing-rooms of the officials, medical men, nurses,
ice., most be separated us much as possible from
the wards.

Secondly, the kitchen mast not be in the base-
ment or ground-floor but quite separate, con-
nected with the nain building by a corridor.

"Die engine-room should be in a separate shed
;

washhoose and deadhouse should be detached.
Male and fem.ile patients should be accommo-

dated in separate parts of the hospital divided
by the principal yard ; and they should not use
the same day-room.
There sliould not be more than two floors in a

building intended for a hospital. It -will be
generally found that the best plan is to giTO
additional height to those parts of the builSng
where the offices are situated, and to have few-er
floors in that portion devoted to clinical patients.

METROPOLITAN RAIIiWAr EXTEN-
SIONS.

AN important extension of the Metropolitan
and St. John's Wood Railway to Harrow

is now in course of construction. It commences,
according to the Engiimr, by a junction with the
exJsttBgtunnelunderthePinchley-road, about 500
yards north of the Swiss Cottage Station. The
present tinmel wiU be lengthened about 80 yards,
and at its mouth a station will be erected, open-
ing on to the Finchlcy-road. Half a mile
further on the line passes under West End-lane,
where there is to be another station, which is
already in an advanced state. It next crosses
over the Hampstead branch of the London and
Korth-Westera Railway, a work of considerable
difficulty, as that line is itself formed on an em-
bankment about 2oft. high, and the foundations
for the new bridge had to be carried down
through this embankment to the solid ground
beneath. A second opening is also provided so
as to permit of the widening of the London and
North-Western to four lines of rails at a future
period. Eor the next quarter of a mile the
new line is carried on a viaduct consist-
ing in the main of semicircular brick arches
of about 30ft. span, but having also foiu'
iM-ger openings at the points where it crosses
the Iverson-road, the Loveridge-road, and the
Edgware and Christ Church-roads. The two
first-named roads are crossed by noble brick
arches built in ribs of blue Staffordshire bricks
set in cement, the spans on the square being
reepectively 104ft. and 84ft., and the heights
from the roadway to the under side of the arch
28ft. and 23ft. The Edgware and Christ Church-
roads are also crossed by large arched bridges
with spans of 80ft. and 70ft., and headways of
20ft. and 17ft. respectively, but in these cases
the material employed is cast-iron, as the head-
way at "the disposal of the engineer did not
adput of brick arches. It is proposed to place a
third station at the Edgware-road, and every
exertion is being made by the company to have
HIM, as well as the two other stations before men-
tioned, sufficiently completed to enable them to
<wn the line up to this point in time for the
show of the Royal Agricultural Society of Eng-
land, which is to be held in the immediate
neighbourhood.

After crossing the Edgware-road the line
enters upon what is at present a more rural
district, although the land from this point to the
nver Brent, near Kingsbury-bridge, is rapidly
bemg laid out for building, and will soon consti-
tute another suburb of the metropolis. A con-
siderable extent of land has been purchased by
the railway company in this district, part of
which wiU be used for the erection of locomotive
•hops, of which the company stand in great need,Md the rest will be sold off for buUding purposes.
The United Land Company has also just laido^ a considerablo estate for building, and the
oOiep landowners are more or less following

example. Stations will be provided at

pany's station at Harrow will be a mile nearer
to the town th,in the present one on the London
and North-Western Railway, and at a much
higher level, which will be a great boon to the
inhabitants. A somewhat pecxiliar system
of construction is adopted at Iverson-road.
The bridge, instead of being built on tlie

skew system, consists of a series of vonssoir
ribs stepped back behind each other on one
side and advanced on the other. The method
of construction is simpler than that usually
adopted, and no doubt equally efficient. Mr.
Charles Liddell, Abingdon-street, Westminster,
is the engineer, and Mr. Joseph Eirbank, the con-
tractor for the works.

their

onoe at Wahn-lane and the village of Noasdon
and land will bo reserved for the erection of
another and intermediate station when the
growing traffic requires it. The works on this
section are in a forward state. On the remaining
portion of the line, from Kingsbury to Harrow,
the works are only just commenced, but as the
Ssatest part of the Und has now been arranged

,
they will soon make good progress. The com-

CHEAP LOCKS.
^Tl^HETBER or not the Americans are beat-
> » ing our oivn lockmakei's, as some have re-

cently thought, it is evident they are alive to
the defects of the ordinary common look and its

appendages, and not backward in suggestions
for its improvement. The American Jjiiilda-

says: — "Cheap trimmings for doors are aii

abomination to both builders and users, and
those who have been annoyed with loose knobs
aud springless bolts always feel a certain amount
of pleasure when they grasp the solid furnishings
of the higher-priced hardware. The knob, how-
ever, and its spindle, are not the only parts in
cheap locks that are faulty; the rose, which
should act as a steady for the knob, is, in the
usual rim of door furniture, merely a loose
appendag-e to it, of no use but to Mde the hole
in the door, the tacks by which it was put on
having come out by being constantly acted
upon by the shoidder of the knob upon
their heads, the rose having ceased to
carry the knob, and become a mere
hanger on ; the squai-o edges of the spindle
come in contact with the wood, and you soon
have a hole something like three-quarters of an
inch in diameter at the face of the door, tapering
down to the lock, and however good in quality
the latter may be, the play of the spindle soon
diags the follower askew and wears it down on
one side, the latch-bolt ceases to act properly,
and the lock is condemned for the fault of the
furniture. There is yet another fault in the
rose : the recessed centre, which should be
flat, is generally, in stamped ones, so
rounded o±t where it takes the bearing of
the sharp edge of the knob as to be soon
cut through by it, and the rose is then in
two parts and utterly useless. The remedy is to
make the recess perfectly flat, so that knob and
rose may work face to face ; and the way to keep
the rose in its place, so that it may cariy the
knob square with the lock, is to make it larger
and stronger, with holes in its outer edge for
large screws. If our lookmakers are to Keep
their ground against foreign competitors, they
must pay more attention to details, aud not
place themselves in the hands of the fumitiu-e-
makers, as the failm-e of the knob aud spindle is

that which forces itself upon the notice of the
user, who will probably condemn the whole for
the fault of that part most constantly in use."

at a fit state to be cut down in a man's
lifetime. Wheu the timber was removed, a
charge of gunpowder was in.scrted in each stool,
which eifeotually burst them up, and rendered
their removal easy. After the ground was cleared
a beautiful, rich, turn pasture remained. With
reference to the drainage eifocted by the poplars,
it seems just possible that the good effects at-
tributed to the eucalyptus are mainly due to its
rapid growth, and the drainage of the soil by the
roots, which not only absorb great quantities of
water, but also supply channels for the water to
filter away. If this be so in this coimtry, where
wo can get wiUows, poplars, or alders, for plant-
ing in damp places, we need not trouble about
the eucalyptus.

TREES AND DRAINAGE.

WE have heard a good deal lately from time
to time about the good effect of planting

the Eucalyptus globulus, but it would seem that
some of our native or already acclimatised trees
may be used with advantage where the object is

to get rid of too abundant moisture in the soil.

In a recent number of the Journal of Forestry,
Messrs. Maule, of Bristol, relate how a bog in
South Wales, which was not only useless but
dangerous, was reclaimed by planting it with
black Italian poplar. The trees grew so well
that at the end of fifteen years, when they were
cut down, the produce realised £13 per annum
per acre for the whole period of fifteen years,
during which the crop had occupied the ground,
it luckily happening that the poles were wanted
in the neighboui-ing copper works. The strong
roots of the trees running through the under-
lying clay thoroughly drained the bog, letting off
the water in such a -w&j that no other process of
draining can accomplish. In these days of
great demand for packing-cases, the tim-
ber of the poplar is very valuable, and the
tree has the addititional property of arriving

COMPETITIONS.
Ipswich New Museum and School of Art.—We understand that the original decision of

the museum committee of the Ipswich Town
Coimcil, selecting "Pinpatch," " BonS Fides,"
and " Simplicity " as the best of the ten designs,
aroused in the town much discussion and
dissatisfactien. So much was this the ease, that
at the meeting on Wednesday week the chair-
man of the committee, Dr. Holden, head-master
of the grammar school, gave expression to the
conviction that the committee had made a mis-
take in the mode in which they had voted on the
former occasion, and suggested that it was desir-
able to reconsider the matter. The previous
mode of voting was simply to vote for or against
each plan, but it was now decided that first of
aU the committee should decide which six of the
ten designs were the best, each member voting
for six plans. The result was that '

' Architect '

'

came out first with 11 votes; "Bona Fides"
and "Economy" equal seconds with 10 each;
"Simplicity" next with 6; and "Siuvez Moi"
and "Pinpatch " each received 4 votes. Next it

was decided to cut these down to half, and, each
committeeman voting for three plans, the three
highest were "Economy," 11; "Architect,"
10 ; and "Bona Fides," 9. Two of the formerly
selected designs were thus bowled out—"Pin-
patch" and "Simplicity"—and on the final

vote, the third of the original selection—"Bona
Fides "—also had to give way, for " Architect"
received 9 votes and "Economy" 6. The de-
sign of "Architect" is therefore (subject to

modifications as to which a sub-committee is

appointed to confer with the author) recom-
mended to the Coimcil for adoption. "Archi-
tect " is Mr. Horace Cheston, of 1, Winchester-
buildings, E.C., who also won the premium for
the best plan for converting the Public Hall into

a Com Exchange. Alternative designs were
submitted by "Architect," aud that which is

selected is that distinguished as " red." In our
review of the designs a fortnight since (p. CI 3)
we referred to this design as compactly arranged,
the museum being placed in the centre of the
group. The treatment is Queen Anne.

Ii'Swicu PosTOmCE.—As we intimated a
fortnight ago, the recommendation of Mr. Chas.
Barry, the referee appointed in this competition,

was favourable to the design marked "Well
Considered," and it has accordingly been adopted
by the Town Council. The author is Mr. J.

Johnson, of Queen Victoria-street, London.

RAM.SOATENew Road Competition.—Ameeting
of the Commissioners was held at the Town Hall
on Tuesday week. It had been previously un-
derstood, that Mr. Abemethy had refu.sed to

report upon the eight selected designs, which
were submitted for his reconsideration. A
further report upon the three premiated designs
was read, but contained nothing of interest be-
yond a suggested general modification of " The
Desideratum," and, strangely enough, it ex-
plains how the selected designs are in non-ac-
cordance with the conditions. In connection
with this meeting, it had become known that
the clerk would have some notes, which he had
jotted down from remarks made by Mr. Aber-
nethy, respecting the eight designs. A warm
and prolongeddiscussion ensued, eventuallyareso-
lution was moved by Mr. Pite and carried, '

' That
the clerk's notes of his intervieww with Mr.
Abemethy be received, and that the reporters bo
requested not to publish such notes." It has
leaked out that Mr. Abemethy was very severe,

in this conversation or "interviewing" by the
clerk, upon the re-submitted de.signs, especially

so with regard to the designs commended by the
BuiLDiNO News. It is probable however, the
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motive being obvious, that these remarlcB

vrill hare little weight Tvith the Board. Mr.
Poarco said, "that tho Board and the rate-

payers ought to know Mr. Abemcthy's opinion

on the.se several plans, and they ought to have
it." A small minority of tho Board then en-

deavoured to shelve the whole question ; this was
defeated, and a special meeting for the consider-

ation of the whole question, was fixed for Friday
the 27th inst. (to-day). This meeting has since

been postponed to Tuesday next, when we hear
a very strong attempt will be made by those on
the Board representing the interests oi tho Har-
bour-street tradesmen to push forward the de-

signs which cross Harbour-street on the Level.

The City of London School Competition.—
The City of London School Committee still

maintain their obstinate refusal to admit the
competitors or the professional Press to see tho
designs, even in the face of a strong out-of-door
feeling among the competing architects. From
what we understand, action is being taken by
some of the competitors, and a protest will be
made to the Coiu-t of Common Council at their
next meeting. Expressions of dissatisfaction
become louder every day. We have already
made our readers acquainted with the favourite
designs, and have mentioned the features of
several others, and it may bo interesting to note
what the school committee appointed to consider
the question and obtain designs have already
done in the matter as preliminary. From the
report presented on the 3rd October, 1878, the
question of removal of tho school is discussed in
detail. Seven sites were submitted by the archi-
tect, Mr. Horace Jones—namely, portion of
land oil Victoria Embankment, Farringdon
Market. Leadenhall Market, Fumival's Inn,
Hambro' Wharf, Southwark, Finsbury Circus,
and Trinity-square, and the Committee wisely
selected the first-named. A sum of £.50,000
was considered sufficient for the erection
of the schools. The Committee having
decided upon the maximum number of
pupils to be accommodated—viz., CSO—a con-
ference was arranged, at which the architect and
head-master attended, and visits were made to
the Merchant Taylors' School and Dulwich Col-
lege. The architect was instructed to prepare
plans, and these were submitted under the letters
B and C. A quadrangular plan, with surround-
ing cloisters and class-rooms, formed the basis of
the design. On the ground floor the class-
rooms were prorided on the oast and west sides,
with ma.sters' and committee-room in front and
covered groined cloi.st.ors on the south-west angle,
the lecture-room being approached by a long
comdor on the west side, forming a .separate
wing in the rear. On the upper floor the hall
occupied the south-west comer, and is shown on
the plan lO.ift. by 4.5ft., lighted on the south and
west sides ; the secretary's residence formed the
south-east portion, behind which is a dining-
room. A second-floor plan provided for five
additional class-rooms and the cidinary and resi-
dential apartments. The perspective view exhi-
bits an over-florid Gothic treatmoiit of Perpendi-
cular character, the hall forms the chief feature,
its gabled end facing the embankment flanked on
the east by a tower entrance and the master's
house. The west elevation of hall is divided by
buttresses, with pinnacles, into bays, each
with a window, and tho class-rooms behind
are treated in a quieter domestic style. A large
lantern or fleche crowns the centre or hall roof.
In tho plan C, the cloisters, with hall over, is

made the front central feature, and the arrange-
ment is certainly more compact ; with four
circular angle staircases projecting into the
centre quadrangle. Tlie architect's estimate
was £100,000. Mr. Horace Jones's plan has
been made the key-note of several of the designs,
but it is unfortunate and much to be deplored
that the same committee who instructed the
Corporation architect to prepare designs, and
who have reported upon them, should have also
invited the public competition f6r designs.
Their opinions are naturally, more or less,

already made up, and consequently unable to
judge fairly of the merits of other an-angements.
We may remark one of the chief objections to
some otherwise admirable plans is that the
lighting of tho school on the east side has been
disregarded by building too close to the hotel.

WoLVEEHAMrroN PuBLic Park.—Oil Friday
a special meeting of the Park Committee of the
Corporation was held, to make the final selection
of designs for laying out the central portion of

the racecom'se as a public park. Tho number of
competitors had been reduced an we mentioned last

week, from 27 to 3, viz., "Al Fresco," "Fortuua
Sequitur," and "Spo Labor Levis." The com-
mittee decided to rocommsnd to the council
" Spe Labor Levis " for the first premium of £50
and " Fortuna Sequitur " for the second of £25,
subject to a guarantee being found that the
works can be earned out for £5,000.

ARCHITECTURAL & ARCH^OLOOICAL
SOCIETISS.

Bbitish Aech-iiolooicai. Association. —The
elo.sing meeting of the session was held last

Wednesday ; Mr. H. Syer Cuming, F.S.A.
(Soot.), in the chaif. It was annoimccd amid
acclamation that H.R.H. the Prince of Wales
had again consented to be patron for tho annual
congress, which wUl be held al Great Yarmouth.
A largo number of antiquities were exhibited,
among which the following call for special men-
tion :—An alchemic vessel, by the Eev. 8. M.
Mayhew, in the fomi of a dove, of Spanish work-
manship, which probably contained love potions.
The chairman observed that these rare vessels
were made also in the signs of tho Zodiac. By
Mr. W. Myers, F.S.A., a classified series of
terra-cotta heads from many places in Asia
Minor and Italy. The nose in ahuost every case
had been broken by the finders, and it was
pointed out that this was done to prevent the
tinder being "haunted" by the spirit of the
object represented ; and by Mr. Loftus Brock,
F.S.A. , a series of fragments of Samian ware
from Bucklersbury, among which was a name,
probably that of the potter, written in cursive
Latin backwards, probably one of the several in-
scriptionswhichhave been read asHebrew on simi-
lar vessels. The first paper was on the Coronation
Medal of George I., Mr. G. G. Adams, F.S.A.,
who pointed out the poorness of the small medal
by E. Hanibal, an artist of whom nothing is

known. He exhibited an impression and the
original die of a magnificent but unknown medal
on the same subject by tho well-known artist

Nicholas Seelaender, and contended that this

had been prepared for use rather than the other.

The portrait was recognised by the Eev. S. M.
Mayhew as being similar to that once at Aldgate,
now in his own possession. The chairman read a
paper upon St. Felix, first bishop of Dunwich,
who died A.c. 650. There are sixteen saints in

the Koman calendar of similar name. St. Felix
is represented with the Joncquil flower. The
Kev. 8. M. Mayhew reported further discoveries

at Lincoln. A milestone has been found stand-
ing in the centre of four great ways, as it did
1600 years ago. The inscription which has been
deciphered by Mr. Wordsworth contains the
name of Victorinus. The stone stands 7ft. Sin.

high, and has been removed to the cathedral
cloisters. A drawing of a beautiful pavement
was exhibited by Mr. Parker, and it was
announced that Mr. Allis had preserved several

of tho singular pedestals found recently. Mr.
W. Morey, F.S.A., then described a remarkable
Roman interment recently discovered at Hamp-
stead Norris, and the proceedings were brought
to a close by a paper by Mr. W. de Grey Birch,
F.R.S.L., who called attention to the inscription

on the so-called Ovin's stone in Ely Cathedral, a
cast of which was exhibited by the Rev. Arch-
deacon Emery.

CUMBEKLAND AND WeSTHOKELAND AotKIUAEIAN
AND Aecileolooical Society.—The first excur-
sion of this society for tho present season has
been fixed for Thursday and Friday week, the
10th and 11th July, with Penrith as head-
quarters. On tho first day Clifton Church and
Hall, Nine ChnrcJies, the Countess's PiUar, and
Brougham Ca.stle will be visited. Next day the

Two Lions Inn, Penrith, King Arthur's Ilound
Table, Mayburgh, Barton Church, and the
Camps in Lowther Parks and Yanwath Wood
wiU be visited. Among the papers to be read
are the following:—"A Plea for the Local
Names, Part II.," by Miss Powley; "Local
Roman Potters and their Marks," bj' R. Fer-
gusson, M.P. ; " Subteiranean Carlisle," by H.
U. McKie ; "Recent Roman Discoveries in

Cumberland— Carlisle, Botcherbv, Bowness,
Mowbray," by R. S. Ferguson, F'S.A. ; "The
Kirbythorpe Registers," by the Rev. R. Bower;
"Prehistorie Find at Lorton," by J. Wilson;
" The High Sheriffs of Westmoreland and
Cumberland," by Sir 6. Duckett, F.S.A.

;

"Cumberland and Wostmoroland MagUtiutcs,
Original Letters of 1688," by Sir G. Duokett,
F.S.A. ; "On the Practice of Modiajval Archi-
tects and Sculptors Sig^ning Uieir Worto,"
by tho Rev. J. V. Hodgson ; and " Tho Barton
Registers," by the Rev. T. Hodson.

Glasgow iKsnrtrrB of AscmTEOis.

—

A meet-
ing of this institute waa held on Friday last

;

Mr. Campbell Douglas, the pre-sident, occupied
tho chair, and tho distribution of prizes took
place. Tho competition was open to dxaugbto-
incn and pupils in the offioes of the members of
tho Institute and other architects in the prin-
cipal towns in Scotland. The Institute had
on'erod a gold medal for the best design for a
library and reading-room suited for a small
town. Tho president also oSorod a prize for the
best scries of drawings illustrating the portico of
St. Andrew's Church, Glasgow, with details.

The drawings were publicly exhibited in tho
Octagon Hall, Now Public Ualls. For the In-
stitute prizo nine sets wero submitted. The
president stated that the oommitteo appointed to

award the prizes reported their opinion that tho
drawings given in for this prizo were not of

sufficient merit as to justify the medal being
awarded, but, in order to mark their sense of
that measure of labour and care shown, it was
agreed to give a reward in books to tho author of
the best design. With regard to the president's

prize,- four sets were submitted, viz. :—A. Whit-
ford Anderson, in the office of Messrs. Jamee
Salmon and Son, I.A. ; Wm. Holmes Howie, in

the office of Mr. James Boucher, I.A. ; B. F.

Simpson, in the officeof Mr. Wm. Landleas, I.A.;

James Wilson, in the office of Messrs. D. JTKis-
sock and W. G. Rowan, architects. The prize

in this competition was awarded to Mr. Jamas
Wilson. The book given was Owilt'o "Enoyclo-
psedia of Architecture." Tho Institute having
in a former year resolved to give a gold medal
annually for competition, and tho President

liaving also offered to give a prize, the following

gentlemen were appointed a committee to draw
up the terms of the competition for the ensuing
year, viz. :—The President, Mr. JamesThomson,
Vice-President, and Mr. James Seliara, jun., the

Treasurer. Mr. John Honeyman then adverted

to a matter which had engaged the attention of

tho Council about a year ago, namely, the

expediency of establishing a more intimate con-

nection between the R.I.B.A. and provincial

societies. The President and others ha^'ing

spoken generally in favour of promoting the

imity of the profession, it was unanimously
resolved that when the Royal Institute submit
defimte proposals tho Glasgow Institute will give

them their most favourable consideration.

Before separating, the President called attention

to the result of the Greenock Corporation inviting

competition plans for their new municipal

offices at less than the ordinary rate of archi-

tects' commission, and even leas than they paid

for some of their School Board work.

PARLIAMENTARY NOTES.

The Peoposed Widenino of LoxDON-BBnxa.
—In the House of Lords, on Thursday week, on

the motion for the third reading of tho London-

bridge Bill, the Earl of Carnarvon took an ob-

jection to the plans, and said that the Bill mi^ht
be much better styled a Bill for the disfigonng

rather than for tho widening of London-bridge.

He also expressed the regret he felt at the pass-

ing of a Bill some years ago authorising the

construction of the railway bridge at Ludgate-

liill. He suggested the postponement of tho Bill.

Earl Granville quite agreed with the noblo e«-l

that there were so few ornamental struotuies in

the metropolis that every precaution ought to be

taken against authorising the construction of

bridges wliich were not of an ornamental cha-

racter. He suggested that the Bill be postixmed

for a week. The Earl of Redesdale offered no

objection, and the Bill was, therefore postponed.

On the following day the Earl of Carnarvon

gave notice that when the third reading of the

Bill is proposed he will move its rejection. We
earnestly trust Lord Carnarvon's proposal will

be carried.

Prevention op Thames Floods. — On the

motion for the second reading of tho Thames
River (Prevention of Floods) Bill, in the House
of Lords on Monday, Lord Truro said he wished

to call the attention of the Law Lords to the

fact that the principle of the Bill was that
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owatxs Trere to be responsible for the prevention

of tidal overflow ; but this was in opposition to

the iudpnent of the Queen's Bench Division of

the Hi^ Court of Justice in the case of " Hud-
son TTTabor." The inhabitants of Fulham and
Wandsworth complained of the application of

that principle to their districts, and contended

that the Metropolitan Board of Works ought to

be answerable for the public streets at least.

The noble lord moved an instruction to the com-
mittee on the Bill in accordance with his objec-

tions. The Bishop of London sugg^ested that as

the inhabitants of Wandsworth and Fulham
had contributed their full quota to the Embank-
ment, they ought not to be called on to afford an
exceptional protection to private property.

Lord Bedeedale stated his opinion that as the

Bill had not been introduced in the form of a

public Bill, the usual notices ought to have been
given ; but as it had passed a Select Committee
in the House of Commons, it ought to go to their

Lordships' Committee unfettered. The instruc-

tion moved by Lord Truro not having been
the Bill was read a second time.

TicfABTs' iMPBOVEMEjrra IN Ieish Hotjses.

With a view to encouraging the improvement of

dwelling-houses in towns and villages through-
out Ireland, Major Nolan has introduced a Bill

for further securing tenants' improvements in
small holdings. The Irish Landlord and Tenant
Act of 1870 applies only to holdings which are
agricultural or pastoral. Major Nolan proposes
that the first section of the Act, which renders
the Ulster Tenant-Right custom legal, and the
fourth section, which gives a claim to compensa-
tion in respect of improvements, shall be ex-
tended so as to apply to every holding in Ire-
land, of a less annual value than £oO.

CHIPS.
The Penrith local board of health have approved

of plans and specifications, prepared by Mr. Pollock,
their surveyor, for new buildings at their water-
works at Eamont bridge.

On Saturday night Mr. Alfred Andrews, builder,
of Bury St. Edmund's, entertained a large party of
his workmen and invited guests to the number of
150 in one of Ms warehouses in St. John's-street,
Bury, in celebration of the marriage of his son.

Mr. Lee Turner, late surveyor of Thetford,
Norfolk, has been elected borough surveyor of
Cheltenham.

Another new tramway in Dublin—between West-
land-row and Harcourt-street railway terminus

—

was opened for traffic on Monday.

The statue of King Robert the Bruce, which is

to be erected on Lochmaben Hill, will be unveiled
in August.

The opening lecture of the Meath Antiquarian
Society was given by Sir Samuel Ferguson, R.C.,
LL.D., at the county courthouse, Tnm, on Wed-
nesday.

The Set ue Industrielle says that the interior of a
lead pipe can be covered with an incrustation of
sulphide of lead by making a warm concentrated
solution of sulphide of potash flow through it for
ten or fifteen minutes. Pipes thus treated seem to
be covered with a greyish varnish, which preventsthe
water flowing through them from acting upon the
lead.

A newWesleyan chapel at Bumham, near Bristol,
built at a cost of about £1,300, was formally opened
on Wednesday. Plans and specifications have been
prepared by Mr. A. Lauder, of Barnstaple, and
the contract entrusted to Mr. Kitch, builder, of
Bridgwater. The style is Gothic, and the chapel is

constructed of mountain limestone, with freestone
dressings, the interior fittings being of stained pitch
pine.

We understand that it has been decided to close
CoopCT^s Hill College. It was established for
the training of engineering students for the depart-
ment of Public W orks in India. It will, however,
ba some time before the institution ceases to exist,
as it is not intended to interfere with the comple-
tion of the studies of those now at the college.
There will, however, be no fresh admissions.

The new church of St. George, Fatfield, was
consecrated by the Bishop of Durham, on Monday.
The edifice has been constructed after the plans of
Messrs. Austin, Johnson, and Hicks, architects,
Newcastle. It is built of red brick in the Perpen-
dicular style, and has sitting accommodation for
between 300 and 400 people. Mr. O. E. Forster, of
Washington, had the contract.

The Khedive of Egypt has 'notified to the
Government of the United States his intention to
present the remaining obelisk standing at Alex-
andria to New York.

Builbtug^Mcllistnct
Bath aot) Wells Diocesan Societies.—The

annual meeting of the board of these societies

was held at Wells last week, when the following

grants were made:—Erection of new church at

Eowbarton, a suburb of Taunton, £300 ; re-

building Upton Noble Church, £10 additional

;

new school-room at North Newton, near Bridg-
water, £25 ; new class-room to school at Clan-
don, near Bath, £11 5s. ; school apparatus.
Downside, Bath, £15. The secretary was autho-
rised to make fresh arrangements with Mr. B.
Ferrey, F.S. A, the hon. diocesan ajchitect, as to

the inspection of churches in the diocese.

Batteesea.—The new Roman Catholic Church
of Our Lady of Mount Carmel and St. Joseph
was opened on Thursday week. Mr. J. Adams,
of Queen's-road, Battersea, is the architect.

The building accommodates between 800 and 900
persons, at a cost of £2,500. The church is in
the Early English style, and consists of nave
(108ft. long by 33ft. wide) and chancel. It is

lofty, and has a ribbed waggon-hoaded roof.

The whole of the benches of the church are of
varnished deal, made by artisans of the con-
gregation in their spare time as their offering to
the church.

Bueton-on-Teent.—Mr. Roddis, sculptor, of

Aston-road, Birmingham, has just completed an
elaborate altar and reredos for the Roman
Catholic Church of SS. Mary and Modwen,
which has recently been erected at Burton-on-
Trent. The centre of the reredos is formed by a
richly-carved tabernacle, which rises to a height
of 13ft., and is fitted with beautifully-wrought
brass doors, made by Messrs. Hardman and Co.
On each side of the tabernacle are niches filled

with sculpture, whilst above the canopies are
figures of angels. The subjects sculptured are
the three patron saints of Great Britain—St.

George, St. Patrick, and St. Andrew ; the
patron of the diocese, St. Chad ; the patronesses
of the church, SS. Mary and Modwen—the latter

with her attributes, two swans of Trent, at her
feet ; and the figures of St. John and St. Francis
of Sales. The lower part of the altar is divided
into three compartments, the centre one being
occupied by a sculptured representation of the
Agnus Dei, and on either side SS. Mary and
Modwen are again represented, bearing scrolls

with appropriate legends. The upper part of
the canopies is made extremely light, the object
being to show as much as possible of the stained-

glass window which will be at the back of the
reredos.

Eaelestown.—The memorial stones of a new
Wesleyan Chapel, at Earlestown, were laid on
Thursday week. The length of the new build-
ing, which will be in the Italian style of archi-

tecture, will be 69ft. 4in., the width 4 "ft. 2in.,

and the height from the floor to the ceiling,

33ft. 6in. On the basement floor there will be a
lecture-room, several class-rooms, a minister's

vestry, a heating chamber, and a kitchen, and
the height from the floor to the ceiling will be
46ft. Oin. The chapel will be constructed of

Bolton red brick, with Yorkshire polished stone

dressings. The lecture-room will bo 43ft. 2in.

in length and 39ft. wide. The cost is estimated
at £5,000. The building will accommodate
between 700 and 800 people. The architect is

Mr. George Woodhousc, of Bolton ; the builders,

Messrs. Harris and Sons, of St. Helen's; and
the clerk of the works, Mr. Thomas Kelly, of

Bolton.

LionriELD Chuech Extension Society.—At a
meeting of the society on the 9th inst. acknow-
ledgments of grants paid were read from Harts-
hill, Talk-o'-th'-Hill, South Normanton, Oglcy
Hay, Oakamoor, Caldmore, Swadlincote, Charles-
worth, Penley, Wolverhampton St. Peter, West
Bromwich Christchurch , and Upper LangTvith.
The following certificates of the completion of

works were read and grants ordered to be paid :

—Upper Langwith, £35 ; Talk - o' - th' - Hill,

£205 ; South Normanton, £63 ; Caldmore, £50
;

and Wednesbury St. Paul, £50. The following
fresh applications for aid were granted :—Hog-
naston, £34 ; Gresley (Linton), new church,

£207; Middleton, £12; Tamworth (Glascote),

£133 ; Stoke-on-Trent, temporary church, £75
;

Wolverhampton, St. Mary, do., £85 ; Dawley,
do., £11 ; Mow Cop, do., iron, £45; Salop, All
Saints, £156 additional ; Edstaston (Glossop),

parsonage, £200.

Little Leigh.— The new church of St.
Michael and All Angels, Little Leigh, was con-
secrated on Thursday week. The church is in
the Early English style, and consists of a nave
50ft. long by 20ft. 9iu. wide, a choir, chan-
cel, and north transept. Tlie exterior of the
walls are faced with Northwich facing bricks,
with ornamental cornices, strings, cSro. , and terra
cotta dressings. Tlie inside of the walls is faced
with red Northwich facing bricks. The chancel
is lighted by a circular window, executed in
terra cotta, beneath which, and over the altar, is

a reredos, composed entirely of brick and terra

cotta, the principal feature of which is a repre-
sentation of Leonardo da Vinci's celebrated pic-

ture of the "Lord's Supper." This has been
executed in terra cotta in alto relievo by Mr.
Jabez Thomas, of Northwich. The pulpit and
reading-desk are of oak, and the font consists of

a red stone bowl, resting on an ornamental brick
pier. Over the choir rises a bell turret of timber,

covered with oak shingles. The whole of the
works have been carried out by the contractor,

Mr. Richard Beckett, of Hartford, from designs,

and under the personal superintendence of the
architect, Mr. Edmund ICirby, of Liverpool.
The church will seat nearly 200 persons, and
the total cost has been £2,500.

RuOELEY.—New public buildings, at a cost of

about £7,000, have just been completed at

Rugeley, for the local board, by Messrs. Dawson
and Bradney, Wolverhampton, from the designs

of Mr. Tadman Foulkes (of the firm of Messrs.

Foulkes and Ryland), Town Hall Chambers,
Birmingham. 'The style is an adaptation of the

Middle Pointed or Early Decorated Gothic, the

materials used being red bricks with Bath stone

dressings. The construction will find accom-
modation for the business of the local board,

the police-court, the county-court, and the mar-
ket, the hall devoted to the latter being OGJft.

long (exclusive of entrance), 4ft. wide, and 40ft.

high. It also comprises a caretaker's residence,

a reading-room for the institution, formerly

carried on in the old buildings, a fire-engine

station, and an armoury for the local volunteers

in the tower, which rises to a height of 90ft.

above the entrance to the market hall.

SouTHAMrTON.—A portion of the new church
of St. Mary, Southampton, which is intended to

form a memorial of the late Bishop Wilberforoe

and to rex^lace the old parish chui-ch, was, on
Thursday week, consecrated. The foundation-

stone was laid on the 12th of August last, so

that within a year the chancel, the chancel

aisles, and vestries, and one section of the new
nave have been erected and completed for use.

The remaining four bays of the old church,

which was erected in 1711 with materials taken

from the ruins of Netley Abbey, wEl be taken

down and replaced as soon as there are funds

suflicient in hand to proceed with the work.

For the part already finished the expenses in-

curred amount to nearly £10,000. It is esti-

mated that a further sum of £4,000 will cover

the cost of finishing the church without the spire,

and that £4,000 more will be required to com-
plete the building' according to the designs of

the architect—Mr. G. E. Street. The building is

in the Early English style. Swanage ragstoue

has been used for the outer walls, with Bath
stone dressings, and the latter kind of stone has
been employed in the interior generally, though
the open tracery of the choir screens and other

finer work is Corsham Down stone. The arches

are decorated with dog-tooth enrichments, and a

panelled and moulded stone screen encloses the

chancel. The arched roof of the chancel is of

panelled and moulded oak, while the roof of the

nave, with moulded ribs, is of deal, as this will

bo decorated. The reredos from the chancel of

the old church is placed in the north chancel

aisle, which can be used as a chapel for morning
services.

Stowe.—The church of St. John the Baptist,

Stowe, was reopened, after restoration, last

week. The restoration has thrown the tower
into the nave, removing western gallery, and
forming an arcade with new aisle on the south

side. The arcade consists of three bold arches

and adds greatly to the proportion and symmetry
of the church. The plaster ceiling has been

removed, and the present timbers, though of a

rough character, have been exposed to view, and
carved bosses, corbels, and pendants added,

whilst the whole under side has been boarded
upon the rafters. A vestry or sacristy, with

heating chamber underneath, has been added on
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the north-east side. The church }ias been re-

seated throug-hout. The walls are unplastercd, the
old stones being exposed to view and pointed in
black mortar. In pulling down the north wall a
curious round-headed arch was di.scovered, which
had probably been connected with a mural monu-
ment or tomb. It has been carefully preserved
and rebuilt iu the north wall. The stonework
has been dressed and pointed inside, but outside
the old stones have been used without dressing-
off or disturbing the old grey coating, and the
work of the new aisle is thus in hannony with
the old fabric. A base and shaft of an old
churchyard cross, discovered on the south side
of the churchyard, have been restored and reset.

Tlie arcliitects under whose direction the work
has been designed and carried out, as also that
previously done in the chancel, are Messrs. W.
<T. Habershon and Fawckner, 38, Bloomsbury-
square, London, and Newport, Monouthshiro,
the builder being Mr. Whittingham, Newport,
Salop.

TinjELES.—The new Roman Catholic Cathe-
dral of the Assumption at Thurlea was conse-
crated on Sunday. The original structure,
which consists of nave, apsidal chancel, tran-
septs, and aisles, measures 212ft. long by 120ft.

across the transepts, and 75ft. across the aisles,

and was erected from the designs of Mr. J. G.
McCarthy, of Dublin. Many improvements and
additions have been carried out under the super-
intendence and from the plans of Mr. G. C.
Ashlin, of Dublin. These include inclosing the
cathedral area by wrought-iron and gilt-headed
railings, the laying of a flagged terrace round
the building, approached by a western flight of

steps, and the sculpturing of tympana in relief,

and filling the niches with statues. Within the
building a scheme of decoration has been carried
out ; the arcade capitals have been carved, and
medaUion heads of saints placed in the spandrels.
The chancel has been separated from the nave
by an arch supported on marble shafts with
Portland stone, and also by a communion rail-

ing executed in white and coloured marbles,
enriched with carving and opening with gilt

metal gates. The floor of the ambulatory round
the chancel has been paved with encaustic tiles,

and the chancel itself has been richly furnished
with arcliiepiscopal throne, sedilia, prebendaries'
stalls, and benches for the college students, all

of oak, carved. The whole 103 windows in the
church have been filled with painted glass. The
new pulpit is hexagonal, and of various kinds
of marble ; five of the six panels contain white
marble relievos of omr Lord and of the Evange-
lists. The building works have been carried out
by Mr. J. Newstead, of Fermoy ; the com-
munion-railing and pulpit by Mr. P. J. NeUl,
of Dublin ; the oak fittings in chancel, and
benches in nave, by Mr. P. Beakey, of Dublin,
and the carving by Messrs. Earley and Powell,
also of Dublin.

Teesco.—The now church at Tresco, SciUy,
to which we briefly referred last week in our
"Notes in the West," was opened on Tuesday
week. The dimensions are 81ft. by 22ft. in
length, width at the transept 48ft. by 2tft., and
the seating accommodation is for 2.50 persona.
The chiu-ch is cruciform in shape, and is sur-
mounted by a small square tower, which stands
on the south-east side. The roof is arched, and
of pitch pine, and the whole of it, as indeed the
entire main fabric of the church, has been exe-
cuted by workmen on the Tresco Estate. The
reredos is made of Comish marble, and is the
workmanship of Mr. Bradbury, of Penzance.
The pulpit is of neatly-carved woodwork with a
.stone pedestal.

WioTOWN, N.B.—A new Koman Catholic
Church, at Wigtown, N.B., was recently opened.
The building was designed by Mr. Garden-
Brown, of Gray's-inu, London. The plan con-
sists of a nave, apse, north and south transepts,

and sacristy. The style is Early English : and,
according to the Tablet, it is the only brick church
in Scotland of any denomination. It is seated to

hold about 300. The altar was the workman-
ship of M. Poussielgue-Rusand, of Paris. The
total cost of the erection will be about £1,500.

The Wesleyan chapel in George-street, Great
Grimsby, is closed to allow of alterations affording
more seats and better exits from galleries and for
renovation and decoration. The structural portion
of the work has been placed in the hands of Mr. G.
Thompson ; the decorations in those of Messrs.
Kobiuson and Emerson, also of Grimsby.
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Butler. (There are no such competitions in connection
with the Architectural Association, but those in con-
with the Science and Art Department. Join the nearest
School of Art, and you will get all necessary information
and facilities.)—Inquirer. (The district surveyors are
elected by the Metropolitan Boai-d ofWorks as vacancies
occur.)

"BUILDING NEWS" DESIGNING CLUB.
Edwin Haste. (We think your suggestion is worth
adoption.)

Drawings Rbceived.—Stefano.

CcritspfouiJtttct

CURIOSITIES IN ARCHITECTTRE.
To the Editor of the Buildino News.

SiE,—In your article headed '

' Notes in the

West," reference is made to the fact that a

Mr. Abbott, formerly partner in the firm of

Flockton and Abbott, architects, of Sheffield, has
offered gratuitous designs and a bonus of fifty

pounds for the proposed new church at Newport,
near Barnstaple, and further that this proposi-

tion was made after another firm of architects

had by desire prepared designs for the building

in question.

It may be remembered that it was Messrs.

Flockton and Abbott who were the architects

of that terrible iron-clad looking affair, the

Albert HaU, at Sheffield, and it may not have
escaped the recollection of some of your readers

that when in 187o the Prince of Wales' visit to

Sheffield was anticipated, it was seriously dis-

cussed whether the Hall should not be alto-

gether covered up with flags.

It is to be hoped that the Newport design may
be different to former works, or it might

—

forgive the suggestion—even be dear at fifty

pounds.
What would architecture como to if its votaries

were all to follow in the steps of that lover of

Queen Anne, who is a tile maker, and a manure-
merchant as well? I had not long ago an
illustrated circular sent me, wherein Lauder and

Smith, of Barnstaple, introduced to my notice

some remarkable designs in the way of erestings

and pots ; but I had no idea at the time, although

I found it out afterwards, that tliefirst-mentioned

member of the firm was an "architect."

Permit me, in view of possible business trans-

actions, to ask whether " architects, tile makers.

and manufacturers," undertake, of course for a
consideration, to cart away their own rubbiah as
well i—I am, &c., YoBXBBUUi.

A SINGULAK 8T0UP.
Sib,—Mr. J. T. Micklethwaito thinka the

curious Cornish stone at Lewaniok, to vUoh
attention has been drawn, is a oreaaet-rtone.

A cresset, 1 take it, is an open frame, for fire or
lantern, placed upon the top of a beaoon ; but
what a cresset stone may be, I do not feel at all

sure, and, no doUbt, with many other readers,
shall be glad of further explanation. I poeseas
no plan of the church to refer to, but I was in it

just a fortnight ago, and my memory is soffi-

ciently trustworthy, I think, to say the following
represents precisely where the stoup, or cresset,

or whatever it may be, stands.

A nick, at some remote period of time, has
been cut in the upper part of the side of the

bowl to make it fit tightly against the projecting

bead of the book-board standard. It is quite

possible that the base had no original affinity

with the upper part. The two are not dowelled,

nor cemented together iu any way ; the top

stone merely stands in situ by force of its own
weight. It (the oirciUar portion) is just as heavy
as I, who am an averagely strong man, can

fairly lift.—I am, &c., Habei Hkms.

THE WESLEYAN THEOLOGICAL COL-
LEGE COMPETITION.

Sin,—"Candour" in your issue of the 20th

inst. , raises the old question regarding the cost

of competition designs, but in this case it is

hardly worth while, as it must be evident to any
one who has gone closely into the subject, that

£23,000 will never build what is wanted, unless

the college is to be simply as plain as a cotton

factory. The Committee ask—as Committees

often do—what their better judgment must tell

them they cannot get, so the question of cost

may as well be dismissed at once, just as Mr.
Barry has been obliged to do in the case of the

Ipswich Post-office. A much more serious ques-

tion however yet remains : I heard it stated by a
competitor, when the designs were on view, that

in the course of his inquiries ho had " foimd

out," the Committee would not have any plan

designed on the old college arrangement of a

quadrangle, that iu consequence of this informa-

tion he threw over a design he had commenced
on tliis principle, and began (fc novo on another

scheme ; that in fact, the Committee did not

want a "college" at all, in the usual sense of the

word, and meant rather to discourage the idea.

Now, is this so, or is it not ? If it is, then the

Committee are culpable in not having said so

plainly in their instructions to architects ; some
confimiation is certainly given to the statement

by the fact that not one of the prize designs is

on the quadrangular principle, to the manifest
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dstziment of »cime rery ranch better ones, -which

are. Should the Committee therefore, or their

lefciee, oondeooend to reply to "Candeiir's"

i^marb about the cost, it is only honestly duo to

those gentlemen who, relying on the fairness of

the Committee, did not think it necessary to "find

oat" anything to the contrary.

^le mention of the referee brings up the whole

subject of the management of competitions. The
appoiatutent of a referee of high standing has

been generally quoted as the panacea for all the

evils of the system ; but the result in this, as in

some other oases lately, has been lamentably dis-

appointing ; apart from the question of '
' Rrinci-

pal" of plan on which the award has been made,
and as to which the referee may hare been act-

ing under orders, it is clear, after an examination

of the designs, that the selection was made,
mainly, if not solely, on the merits of the plan
alone. Kow, Sir, architecture is generally allowed

to be a fine art ; if it is not, then let competitions

be confined to arrangements of plan only, but
if it is, then the artistic side of the question cer-

tain]}- demands more consideration than it can be
said to have received in this instance. No one
contends for the adoption of a bad plan for the

sake of good architecture, but utiUty may be
pushed so far as to extinguish art altogether.

The arrangements of a plan can be modified by
consultation much easier than the features of a
design or the character of its detail can be
changed from the commonplace to the artistic.

In fact you may, by alteration, get a good plan

;

but you will never, by any process in the world,
get artistic work out of a man who hasn't got it

in him. In the case of this college—granting,
for argument's saKe, the excellence of the first

prize plan, which, by the way, has nothing
either of the sentiment or the traditions of a col-

lege about it—what of its architecture ? With
aU due deference to Mr. "Waterhouse's taste, it

is very commonplace work. We may be told

—Notlung more could be afforded. An artist

can always make his work artistic, however
simple. It is not said in any way that Mr.
Waterhouse did not act in perfect good faith

;

he is much too honourable for that. He doubt-
less made the awards to the best of his knowledge
as a practical architect, but it does not by any
means follow that his judgment is infallible, or
that a better selection could not have been made,
alike in the interests of art and the college itself.

But in planning, the selected design is really no
more a college than it is art in architecture. The
whole sentiment of the plan is foreign to the
traditions and associations of an English Alma
Mater. The class-rooms are very well arranged
together, but nothing else is ; and the domestic
ofiBces are in many respects very bad indeed. It
may be an "institution," an "educational
establishment"; it may even be the favourite
arrangement of the committee, or anything else
you like : it is not a college in the true sense of
the -word. What, then, becomes of the trust in
the judgment of a referee f Simply an award
according to his taste and knowledge, which
may be good or bad, affecting the weal or woe of
the progress of architecture just in proportion
as he himself is an artist or the votary of a par-
ticular school. It is high time. Sir, that some
one spoke out in the interests of architecture as
&Jine art, which the system of competitions, as
at present conducted, is doing more than any-
thing else to stamp out of the country.—I am,
&c., Floeeat Aetem.

CLEEAHE ABBEY.
Sni,—In connection with a paragraph, p. 709,

in your last iB.sue, it is due to myself, and neces-
aaiy to preclude any similar misapprehension in
the fnture, to state explicitly that to my know-
led^ and regret Mr. Edmund Sharpe never
Tisited Cleeve Abbey. The exhumation of the
church -was conducted during two months by
myself, -with the indispensable and cordial
couDtenanoe of the owner, Mr. Luttrell, of
Dmuter Castle, my only assistant being Mr.
Sampson, of Dnnster. I gladly welcomed Mr.
Ferrey, F.8.A., and Mr. J. H. Parker, who
came to see the o})erations in progress.—

I

la, &c., Mackenzie E. C. WAUx>Tr.

TOEKSHIEE FINE ART AND INDUSTRIAL
EXHIBITION.

Sib,—In your notice of the stained glass, the
windowwiththesubject fromthe"BonrgeoisGentil-
honune," on the aouth-weat stairs at the York-

shire Fine Art and Industrial Exhibition, is

described as being by Messrs. Campbell and Smith.
As this window is exhibited by me, and Messrs.
Campbell and Smith have no connection with it

whatever, I should be greatly obliged if you
would correct this in your next impressiou.—

I

am, &c., AValtee Hensman.

5nteit0mmmtitati0u.

QUESTIONS,
[5609.]—Extras. —Will some of your readers kindly

inform me if ihe ordinary cliarge of 2i per cent, for quan-
tities can "be charged for extras on the same building ?—
J. R. B.

[5810.]—"Wood "Working Machinery.—"Will any
reader of this jouraal, well acquainted with wood working
machinery, kindly give his opinion on a mouldingmachme
head, which will cany any number of moulding tools
within its leugtli without said tools being slotted X I have
lately made a machine for making small mouldings, and
have made tlie head after the above shoi-t description. I
have never seen anything like the above, neither has any
one to whom I have shown it. The head referred to is

C^in. long, and will carry 10 tools ^in. wide on each alter-
nate square, making 20 tools in all, and two cuts in one
revolution. Of course, one row of tools only can be used
if required, making one cut in one revolution. I invite a
candid expression of opinion on the above.~B. H.

[5811.]—Store Floors.—I would feel obliged by some
experienced reader kindly answering the foUowmg :

—

"What would be t^e best scantlings for a floor constructed
of pitch pine of 23ft. 9in. span, to carry com ? I propose
running a longitudinal beein down the middle, supported
by iron columns 9ft. to centres. Placed on this from wall
to wall would be cross binders 6ft. centre to centres. The
flooring to be of 3in. planks, tougued wth hoop ii-on.

"Would it be economical to use iron flitches in the binders ?

I would also like the scantlings for a similai- floor of 25ft.

6in. span. I liave worked out the formuUo myself, but I
am afi-aid there is some disci-epancy. The factor is safety
for a hve load is put down as from 8 to 10 of breaking
weigh. Is this breaking weight in middle or distributed ?

"Would 2jcwt. to foot supei-flcial be enough for weight of
goods and floor itself ?

—

Safety,

[5812.]—Abroad.—I am a clerk of works of consider-
able experience, a fair draughtsman, a good correspondent
and book-keeper, and thoroughly conversant witii office

routine. Being desirous of emigrating, I would feel
grateful if any of your readers who have had experience
abroad would kindly favour me with their opinion as to
which would be the best country to go to—AustraUa,
New Zealand, South Africa, or^^jnerica.—R. G.

MHPLIES.
[5773.]—liime.-As H. Ambrose seems to think I did

not quote from good authority, allow me to ask how
it is that the terms "poor lime" and '* rich lime" arein
use in the Building Construction Classes, under the Science
and Art Department, South Kensington ? Suiely if they
were not proper they would be discontinued. I have also
to thank *' H. A." for the latter part of his letter.—J. S.
GOLUTliORP.

[5787.]—Strain on Collar Beam Roofs.—In
reply to "S.," if I were to make a couple of model roof
slopes— say, 2ft. by 3ft. each and lin. tliick, and covered
with two or three thicknesses of lead to make them hea^-y

,

and hinged together at the ridge, and to have very small
wheels at the lower edges or feet, and if he were to have
two model walls—say, 4in. thick and 30in. apaii, and then
a number of eyes screwed into foetof roof slopes, and con-
fine them at 32in. apart, aad were to place them on the
walls, having confined them by a great number of lengths
of sewing cotton strained across separately, he could
remove his first tie, which had temporarily held them,
and knowing the number of his threads, he could, by cut-
ting them one at a time, and counting them, discover how
many held the slopes, such being the number they broke
with plus one. Now, if he were'to have a groove in each
underside of slopes, and a collar board fitted loose'y in it

would be capable of acting as the stmt he speaks of ; but
he would at once discover that before it could be made to
do duty as a strut he would first have to tie in his roof
slopes, and if.his collar were half way up the slope, that he
would require twice the number of threads that he did
at the wall level. Supposing the threads to be half way
up, and this he could easily prove by liaving some hooks
screwed in under the collar but well clear of it, and imtil
he put the right number according to height of hooks the
threads would snap, and his collar drop down the instant
he removed his temporary stoppers against the feet of his
roof slopes. But "S." seems to tliink that the walls
should resist the raftei-s, and if so 1 can only remark Uiat
the rafters would be likely to thrust out his walls. It
would not pay very well to build them thick for that pur-
pose, but if 80 then the wall plate would be pushed off tlie

wall. Our experiment supposes that we employ thread
for ties and collars for struts, but in practice the collar, if

used as a strut, could also be used as the necessary tie by
the addition of bolte, and until it became strong enough
to overcome the tensile strain we have seen that it eould
never act as a strut, and it must, I should think, be mani-
fest Ui any one that when it is strong enough to overcome
the tension it is still in a state of tension, because let the
tension be = x, then if the strength of collar in ten-sion
be = Uyzu it would be absurd to say that ;/ was in com-
pression, because if so where would the comi)re8sion come
from T For how can a roof slope have a tendency ta go
two ways at one time? Roof slopes have a tendency to
8art at their feet when tied at the top or ridge, but if

ley were tied at their feet then "S.'s" idea with respect
to the collar acting as a strut would be oon-ect ; but I beg
to remind him that he supposes an absurdity—namely,
the use of a collar with a tie beam underneatli it, and
which would really be represented by a queen-post truss,
where the straining beam would be the collar he .speaks
of ; but then whymisname it a collar ?—and besides, Giey do
not put stjmning beams one third of the height of the

rafter from the plate to the ridge, as then the rafter only
reaches up to the head of the queen-post, and further it
woxild bo no great discovery that tlie straining beam wasm compression. Again, the word "t^." uses, "concen-
trate,'* is quite inapplicable to the composition and reso-
lution of forces in a roof with straight walls. I have not
concentrated but resolved the forces at the plates and
apex, and which vary according to the direction in which
they are opposed, and the forces Ihavo obtiuned are those
consequent on the weight equally distributed on or alonff
the ratter. *'S.'* could also prove tliis by placing an
equally distributed load on a large table top, aud then by
placing his finger under one of the four legs he would
obtain a practical proof of the pressure of half of the load
resolved at one point, and again it is inadmissible to use
tlie tenn approximation to that wliich we can exactly
detei-mine, that is if the word exact is to be allowed in
practice as for example that 4 = 2X2. And, again, the
term "etiuilibrium" is equally out of place, because,
derived from libra, a balance, and if there is anj-thing
balanced in a collar beam roof, where is the fulcrum ?
Again, the term "centre of gravity." Although wo have
a centi-e of gravity in our roof, yet we use it not, as what
we have to deal with are the extremities of gravity : the
exact sciences must be dealt with with comprehension or
not at all. The word "seem " isalso inapplicable. —Uenby
Amuhose.

[5803.]~Propprtion in Church Architecture.
-In reply to "Perplexed Student," a well-proportioned
chui-ch is one whicli is at least fairly satisfactory for the
purpose for which it was built, and which also enraptures
the vision whether seen from within or without. To de-
sign such a church it is necessaiy to have acquired a con-
siderable amount of intuitive perception as to what looks
best under given conditions, and as by the well-known
law of permutations whereby thousands of changes may
be i-ung upon a few bells, so may also thousands of ar-
rangements as to design be made on that which, although

/V-'S

A/S ^

,
A"-' S

N^ &

perhaps slightly altered, may nevertheless be considered
as to all intenta and purposes practically the same plan,
and the resulting multipljcitj' of pos.sible arrangements in
design, some good, the majority indifferent, and no in-
considerable number being execrably bad, renders the
endeavour to write rules easy to recollect and adopt at
the right time and place no easy ta.sk, if indeed possible at
all. It may be possible that tlie best nietliod to adopt
would be to know a few golden rules in planning and
design,andendeavour to adojit aamanyas possible, and being
at the same time alive to most of the mistakes pi-eviously

committed by others and keeping a good look out to avoid
if possible the same. In designing, it is just as well to be
aware of one fact above all otlio's, and tliat i-s that as a
rule a good and masterly original design must be patiently
and persistently improved, and by degrees brought as

"*'-.?
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near to perfection as possible ; but to do this it will some-
times bo necessary to pull the whole design to pieces
several times and eliminate all that is unsuitable for that
design. Let each part be in kecpinf? with all the rest,

but to achieve this it will, as an almost invariable rule, be
a neccssaiy condition that the eye and understanding
shall have been under trainintf by some means orother for
several years, or the designer will generally quite uncon-
sciously peri>etrate many absurd mistakes, and which,
should ho continue his studies, he will, from time to time,
beeomo aware of with astonishment. I'erhaps one of the
very first things to achieve is gotxl acoustical construc-
tion, and it is perhaps less generally known than it should
be that the solution consists in the hearer catching the
direct reflected ray of sound from the speaker, and this he
can only do if there be a roof surface at a proper angle for
such puri>ose. and this can be judged of by tlie following
method :—liaise tlie height of the hearer to that of the
speaker, and imagine a cord stretched from one to the
other, and bisect it and strain another from the bisection
in the foi-mer, and continue same to the roof, and if at any
part of the roof surface it is perpendicular to the plan of
same, then the acoustical points are satisfactory where
tested, and if any otherpoints will bear the same test then
the buildiujj is acoustical, and, if not, then altci- the
pitch of root so as to make them so. L'igures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 6 arc good sections for the conveyance of sound. As
sound retlectors pei-pendicular walls are next to useless,
because the lower portions of them are so perforated, re-
cessed, and obstructed by piers, &c., as to prevent radia-
tion, and soxmd reflected at an inclined angle cannot bo
directed to the hearers, and therefore tlio less vertical wall
there is the better, and clerestories can hardly improve
acoustical properties, although they are doubtless some-
times very desirable for light. Then having determined
on a section as suitable, next determine the distance tlie
colomns sJiall be apart in the nave arcades. I tliink I
should generally prefer to make them from centie to
centre, equal both across the nave and longitudinally. I
shouldendeavourtoavoid equality ofhciyhtbetwoen—from
floor to top of capital and from top of capital to vertex of
arch, as not bein;? a pleasing proportion to view. I should
likewise particularly avoid putting an equal number of
lights or windows in an cast or west wall, as I believe such
ismost destructive to good effect, I would put one light,
8 hghts, 5, or 7 lights, and if Ejirly English then I Wuuld
group them with a bold and tlfectivo arch of suitjible
curve and height, and to be generally well managed. But
to revert to the arcade. Having determined the' width of
a wiy, then determine the number of b.ays you will have,
and I tliink with a good section you may easily put five
bays, and then you will have obtained the plan of nave
floor and width of aisles, and from which you can plan
and add all else you desire. I have given examples, No.
7, S, 9, and 10, of various kinds of arcades I might adopt

"i.P'tl'"''""^'^
*" '*°""^ others. I should avoid where pos-

sible the obtaining wall spaces of unseemly shape above
the chancel arch and under i oof, and likewise at the west
wall, as, however well snob may be lUlcd up, the leading
lines will continue to dominate andcompel theeye to discern
that something has not yet been altogether sucsessfully
an-anged. With respect to chancels, apses, towers, and
spires, &c., they wouldnmbeyond tholimitsof this paper.

in the floating Hercules to Uic reef, 14 miles distant.
The Iterculfs was built purposely for this class of work
by the Tiinity Hoard. Ilor engines are adopted for lift-
ing and pumping, as well as for locomotion : smiths'
shops are on board, powerful winches, and her bows &re
fitted with "gallows," by which practically any weight
can be put ashore from the deck. Mr. W. T. Doughis,
son of the architect himself, is appointed assistant engi-
neer on the works.^Hahkv Hems.

[5806.]—Builder's Day Account.—The building
committoo have a right to disputo your charges, and to
employ a surveyor to measm-e and value youi- work. You
are not obliged to accept the sui-veyor's valuation. Sue
the committee. I make no doubt they will pay into court
the sum of the valuation made by the surveyor, and that
the judge will order an arbitration on thebalance. Judges
as a rule will not give their ju<lgroent on builders'
accounts, which are complicated and can only be judged
by a competent and disinterested surveyor, chosen mutu-
ally by both parties.—Wn.!.!AM Jacksoit.

STAIXED QLASS.
Chichesteb.—A somewhat remarkable example

of French glass is in process of insertion in the
famous south transept mndovv at Chichester
Cathedral, well known as one of the finest examples
of the Early Decorated stylo. The stained glass
which originally filled it was destroyed by Waller's
pikemen at the Great Bebellion ; and years ago,
while the new tower and spire were building, Mr.
Abel Smith, tlien M.P. for Chichester, jiromised to
repair the dama";e thus done to the effect of the
church. He died, however, before caiTying out his
pm-pose, but his family liberally volunteered to
do what their father had intended, and selected a
French artist (M. ChampiguUo, of Bar-lo-Duc) to
execute the work. The Franco-German war for a
long time suspended all operations ; and it is only
now, says the Guardian, when nearly every member
of the Chapter which originally accepted the gift
has passed away, that the window has been com
pleted.

LEaAL INTELLIGENCE.

—He.VRY A.MBR0HB.

[5S05 ]—Eddystone Lig-hthouae.-So far as I am
aware there is no record of tlie coat of the three light-
houses biiilt on the Eddystone rook. Winstanlev com-menced his in 1G9«, and it waa finished three years after-
wards It was of wood, lOOft. high, and had an open gal-

K ';'Wr^'' '"P- during a fearful stoim in 1703, and
Whilst Winstanley was in it, the building was completely
washed away. Mr. Henry Winstanley was an Essex
country gentleman, an amateur, but a man of sin"-ular
raechaniisU ingenuity. Thiee years afterwards, in 1706,John Kudycrd, a silk mercer, of Ludgate-hill, E.C., com-menced his work upon the same spot. Choosing thefrustum of a cone for his model, ho built up five courses
01 heavy stone upon the rock, and thereon erected a super-
structure of wood. This stood weU and worked admir-
ably until the end of 1755, when it was unfortunately
destroyed by lu-e. It was afterwards tliat Smeaton
designed the present beautiful lighthouse, the foundation-
stone of which was laid in Jmie, 1757, and the sti-ucture
completed m August, 1759. It is particularly interesting

ill,/},
"" ''^

jf"*' ' ^^' foremost of almost all other
lighthouses. The only other stone-built rock beacon inthe world was the Tour de Cordeuan, in the Bay of Bis-
cay, a tower 97ft. high, erected on a spacious flat rock atthe mouth of the Garonne, in the 16th century. Halt acentury after the Eddystone the Bell Kook Tower, on themen (_ape Ueef, was buUt,with an altitude of 100ft. Forty
years ago Mr^an Stevenson built the Skerryvore light-

u Tn'^i'"' J"'^ '^°'«' "' Scotland, which is 13>^ft., andUs bulk five times that of the Eddy.stone. The presentEddystone ,s Mft high, and upon the upper course of

Sth^l -^ ceihng encircling tBe upper room runs

" Except the Lord build the house
They laboiu- in vain that build it."

The engineer for the new lighthouse is Mr. James W
JJouglas, consulting engineer of the Trinity Board, a gcn-
t eman of great ability, and the consti-uctor, I believe, ofttc hghthouse at Hartknd, St. Catherine, Isle of Wight-
St. Judwall, North Wales, and the Caskets, off

S^?'^!iv^^
'^^ "^r .Ifebthouse at the Eddystone willstand 132ft. above the level of the highest spring tide Atone time it was mooted to remove the rock altogether, but

tllat would have involved the shifting of 2,000,000 tons of
stone, at a probable cost of £500,000, so that idea was given
up. Xhe now job was open for competition some little
tune ago, and Mr. John Pettrick's tender for the light-
house was £l(Xi,000. The Elder Brethren of Trtoity
±louse, however, considered they could earn- out thework for some £.30,000 less than that, and so, under the
supenntcndonce of Mr. Thomas Edmond, the i-esident
engineer, the works have begun, and it is expected they
will be completed in about three years. The workmen
are paid rw shil;ings a week, and an additional 6d. per
per Hour afloat, and Gd. extra again an hour when atwork n.xmg, Arc, upon the rock. Forty men are employed
upon the job, which lies 127ft. away from Sraeaton's
present tower. Tlie granite blocks that wUl be used irill
average 3 tons each. They are flrst brought from Messrs.
BBeares, Smith, and Co.'s quarries, at Wadebridge, ready
dressed, to the Trinity Yard, at Oreston, near Plymouth,
are fitted in tlicir courscs.there, and will then.be conveyed

Adveetisemest HoAEumos. — At Marylebone,
Messrs. LangmeadandWay, builders, ofGray's-inn-
road, were summoned on "Tuesday, by Mr. Henry
Tomkins, surveyor for the pariah of St. Marylebone,
for continuing a certain hoarding or fence at Nos.
119 and 120, Oxford-street, for the purpose of de-
positing bricks or other materials, in a manner not
permitted by a certain licence granted by the Vestry
of Marylebone to them on the 10th of May, 1879,
for a period of 10 days beyond the oth day of June,
on which day a penalty of £4 was inflicted on them
for erecting such hoarding, contrary to the aforesaid
licence. "The defendants were contractors for re-
building Nos. 119 and 120, Oxford-street, and they,
having obtained a Ucenoe from the Vestry for the
erection of a hoarding outside the premises on the
public way, to the height of 10ft., erected one 25ft.

high, and it was let to Messrs. Willing, the adver-
tisement contractors, and was covered with bills.

For not erecting the hoarding in accordance with
the licence the defendants were summoned before
Mr. D'Eyncourt, who waa then sitting at this
court, and fined .£1. Subsequently his worship was
asked to grant a case, but he refused to do so. It
was now stated that the owners of the premises in
their contract with the defendants, reserved to
themselves the right to let the outside for advertise-
ment purposes, and they let the hoarding to Messrs.
Willing for £40 a month. Six days after the de-
fendants were fined, Messrs. Willing decided to have
nothing further to do with the hoarding, and on
the 18th the defendants proceeded to pull it down.
The Vestry did not ask for the penalty beyond the
1 1th. For the defence it was urged that the defen-
dants, though legally responsible, had no power in
the matter, the ©"WTicrs having reserved to themselves
the power to let the hoarding. Mr. Greenwell said

that these high hoardings were injurious to the
business of shopkeepers on either side, and the fact

that builders received money from advertisement
contractors was often an inducement for them to
keep these unsightly structures up for an unneces-
sary time. Mr. De Rutzen said that the defentiants
must be held liable for allowing the hoarding to
rem.ain after the order, and there w^ould be a fine

of lOs. a day for five days, that being from the day
of the order to the 11th.

Important Buildino Tbabb Case. — At the
Stourbridge County Court on Monday, before Mr.
Bupert Kettle, a case was tried in which the plain-

tiif, Mr. D. Hawkins, of Cheltenham, a quantity
surveyor, sued Mr. C. E. Hortou, contractor,

Brierly Hill, Staffordshire, for £28 for taking out
quantities for work done for Mr. F. Evers, S.V.,

a gentleman of that neighbourhoood. The defend-
ant did not dispute the liability, but he had declined

to pay the money owing t "i there being a second
claimant for it in tlio person of Mr. Smalm.an Smith,
the architect to the work refeired to. The case had
been once before the Court before, a decision ' --ing

given in favour of the plaintiff, but it now came
on for a new trial before a jury. The plaintiff's

case was that it was usual to pay 2 per

cent, commiwiion to the quantity aurrqror who
took oat the quantitiM for any contract ; that be
did ao in this instance, and that the mousy in qoas-
tiou was thereupon due to him. In oross-exomima-
tion plaintiiT aoid he was engaoed as clerk of the
works to the Stourbridge SohooIBoard and Stour-
bridge Burial Board in 1876, and that his ensoge-
ment permitted him to do other work. Itwa*
while clerk of the works to the above buildings
that he got out the quantitios in this case] TE»
?iuantity surveyor was responsible to the buildoi
or the quantities. He coiDd not say whether ha
signed the (|unutities upon which Mr. Hortou ten-
dered. The document being handed to hint, witness
said he did not sign. It was not necessary for him
to do so, OS he was known as the quantity surreyor,
and saw defendant regarding the quantities.
He took out a number of other quantities for work
with which Mr. Smolman Smith was oounectad.
He signed a number of them. Pressed as to this, ha
said he signed five, and that he did so when tfis^
originally issued. He was to have the whole of tiw
commission for these quantities. It was not to be
divided between Mr. Smith and himself. It waa
not usual for an architect to employ a quantity
surveyor to take such quantities and allow him half
the commission. He admitted being the writer of
the letter to a builder, produced. In it he asked
the builder to write him a document to be used in
the case in his own favour, and a form for which
he inclosed. Plaintiff was cross-examined as tohia
antecedents, to show he was not a man who conld
have afforded to wait for his money, as he
had done, if the 2 per cent, was really due to
him. Counsel for the defence called evidence
to prove that plaintiff was employed by Hr.
Smalman Smith to take out the quantities, and it
was stated by Mr. Smith that he agreed to giTe
plaintiff 1 per cent, for this work. It was also
stated that when a quantity surveyor took out
quantities on his own account he endorsed his name
upon them as responsible for the figures. Where
there was no name, however, the architect was
responsible for them. In this instance, there being
no name, the plaintiff was not specified as being re-
sponsible for them, and counsel argued that Mr.
Smith was. Mr. F. Evers was called, and said he
instructed Mr. Smith to have the quantities talcen
out. (Counsel called attention to a rule of the
Institute of British Ardiitects allowing architectsto
take out quantities where an employer permitted.)
The evidence of defendant was to the effect that
ho was supplied with the bills of quantities by
Hawkins. Ho should have looked to plaintiff as
responsible if the quantities had not been right.
If there had been an error in them he should have
h.ad to look to Mr. Evers. His first tender was not
accepted, and he went through the quantities with
the plaintiff and reduced it. His first application
from plaintiff was by a lawyers letter.—itr.
Smalman Smith, architect, in examination, stated
positively that he employed the plaintiff Hawkins
to take out the quantities, and that he agreed to
give him I per cent, for doing so.—Mr. K.-uidle,

architect, Shrewsbury ; Mr. JamesBinuican, builder,
Kidderminster; Mr. John Nurse, quantity sur-
veyor to Mr. Pountney Smith, Shrewsbury,
were examined in support of the contention
as to the arcliitect being regarded as re-
sponsible for tho quantities when there was
no surveyor's name on the bills of quantities.—
His Honour, in summing up, said tho question as to
tho alleged agreement between Mr. Smith and
plaintiff, that tho former should pav him half the
commission, had nothing to do with itefcndaut, and
was only a collateral point. Referring to the con-
flict of evidence, his Honour said they should look
to whether the conduct of the men who gave evi-

dence contradictory of each other were consistent

or inconsistent with what they stated ; and in the

Srogress of his comments on the evidence, his

irection to the jury as to the points for their con-
sideration, rather bore in plaintiff's favour. The
jury, after a long consultation, and being thrice

summoned into court, could not agree, and it was
at last agreed to take the verdict of the majority.
Four were for the defendant, and one for the
plaintiff, and a verdict was ent^ed for the foimsr.
A number of other cases hung upon this decision.

PooE WoEKMAXSHip.—At Poulton County Court
on Wednesday week an action was brought by
Lingard, builder, against one Eaves, to recover
£18, balance of an accoimt in res|)ect of a contract
for building done involving £144. Plaintiff de-
posed that he built three houses at Sunnyside,
Kirkham, for defendant, at a contract pnco of

£144. No complaint as to joinery was made at
the time of completion, and £126 hod been paid
on account. The defence was that tho slating and
other works were badly done. Mr. Robert Cross,

architect, deposed that he had examined the plans
and specifications, and the buildings, and had come
to the conclusion that some of the work was so im-
perfectly done that £9 158. ought to be deducted
from the .amount of tho contract. Mr. Langley
having given corroborative evidence, a verdict was
entered for plaintiff for £9 15s. lid.

What is a Builddi'o ?—A case important to
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bnildan and others was heard on Wednesday at

the I*f«n»ooI polioe-oourt, before Mr. Raffles.

Xenn. 8. Campbell and Co., contractors, Pudsey-

itzeet, were summoned for erecting a shed in

Dester-stzeet. and infringing the Building Act

by not building the outer walls and party wall

9 the said ahed of brick or stone. Mr. Atkinson,

deputy town clerk, prosecuted, and said tliatac-

ooiding to the law no erection which was of wood
ooold Ite built in Liverpool. There was a case

bearing upon the point decided in the Court of

Common Pleas. According to the Metropolitan

Bnilding Act, it was stated " that every building
J»«ll be inclosed with walls constructed of brick,

itooe, or other hard and incombustible material,

and the foundation shall rest on the solid grouud,

or upon concrete, or upon other solid substructure.'

A penon erected a shop all in wood, without foot-

ings or any brickwork for a foundation. The
qupstion was whether the shop was a building

within the meaning of the Builtling Act, and this

point the Court of Common Pleas was asked to

decide. Mr. Justice Williams held that the shop

was a bnilding within the meaning of the Act, and
Uiat it prohibitcil building the walls of wood or

other combustible substance. Mr. Justice Byles

also held that a church buUt of iron or of wood, or

a stable or a coachhouse, is a building, but that a

birdcage with a handle to it for lifting it off the

ground, or a wi"-box, is not a building. He (Mr.

Atldnson) need not say that he would not

proaecute in the case of a birdcage or a
wig-box. The present case was a very serious

one. It was m direct contravention of the

Building Act, for it was a building inclosed with
wood, in fact, in every sense a wooden building,

which was not allowed by the law of Liverpool.

—

Ur. Campbell, for the defence, contended that
there had been no infringement of the law. The
place complained of was simply a shed made to

allow four carriages to be run under it in case of
rain.—Mr. Goldstraw, building surveyor, said it

was a building inclosed with walls half of brick
and half of wood.—Mr. Campbell said the question
was one of peat importance to contractors of all

degrees in Liverpool and their clients, who might
wish wooden erections to be placed upon their
vacant land until such time as it might be built
upon by some more permanent erections. The owner
of the land in question employed him to build a
temporary shed ; it was simply a roof of corrugated
iron being placed upon four posts. It was not
connected with the old brick walls, and did not in
any way come within the meaning of the Building
Act. When ho received an intimation that it was
in contravention of the law ho went and saw Mr.
Hunter, one of the most experienced of the build-
ing surveyors, and he had given him authority that
there was nothing in contravention of the Act, and
he went on buildm^. It was similar to the adjoin-
ing shed, which had been up for several months.

—

Mr. Qoldstraw said this was not so.—Mr. Campbell
a^ain urged that this shed was not a building
within the meaning of the Act. It was not a shed
even in that sense ; it was a roof upon ten props.—Mr. Atkinson : That we simply deny.—Mr. Gold-
straw said the place was inclosed with wood.—Mr.
Hunter was called.—Mr. Baffles: Did you give
him autljority to erect this place V—Mr. Hunter : I
could not. It is not inmy district.—Mr. Campbell

:

Do you remember my coming to your office and
showing j'ou this plan ? Mr. Hunter : I remember
nothinc about it.—Mr. Campbell : Did I show you
these plans i Mr. Hunter : Very likely you did. I
can scarcely remember. I said if you kept away
from the thoroughfare or any other building, it

would not be wrong : but I could not give you any
permission.—Mr. Atkinson said that the law re-
quired that a building should be of brick or stone.
Since the Act came into operation the making of
buildings of iron had become very popular; and al-
though they were not strictly m accordance with
the law, the authorities did not object to them.

—

Mr. Campbell said the place in question did not
oome within the meamng of the [section under
which the summons was laid, but under the fifth
late schedule. If it was wrong, what became of
the many erections of a similar kind that had been
allowed by the surveyors?—Mr. Raffles (to Mr.
Campbell) : I think the law is against you. I will
adjourn the case. If it comes before me again,
and if you hare not satisfled the health committee, I
will inflict a penalty.—Mr. Atkinson: These build-
ings an dangerous.—Mr. Campbell : Then they
wonld not be permitted anywhere.—Mr. Atkinson

:

And they will not be if I can help it.—The case
was then adjourned. •.^

Tlie Swansea harbour trustees have entered into
• oootract for the immediate construction of the
lonp-oontemplated docks at Fabion's bay. This
deoaion has aroused action on the part of the Neath
bartjoorcomnussioners, who liave mvitod tenders for
£200,000 in mortgaKe h'm<U of £100 each. Their
intCTtlon is to provide floating dock accommodation
at Ifaath by means of a navigable cut, which will
jTcrt the stream and will enable the present bed of
th« HTer to be osed for that purpose.

Out (Bf&tt €Mt
Mr. Gr. E. Steeet asks, in the Times, "Is it

too late to make a last appeal on behalf of

London-bridge? No one has yet been found
bold enough to say that the scheme for its

alteration now before Parliament is anything less

than a scheme for its destruction. And the only

plea I have seen in its favour is the scandalous

one (as it seems to me) that it is economical.

Are we come to this, that we are ready to

destroy one of the few fine bridges we possess

with a view to economy ? At least, could we not

leave it alone until the Tower-bridge question is

settled ? Twice lately I have crossed London-
bridge in a cab at a trot, and without a crowd.
And, as we all know, some who ought lo be
authorities hold very decidedly that the altera-

tion of the bridge alone will do no good when
there is a crowd. "We do not, unfortunately, do
much building work that has any monumental
character. Our engineers no longer appear to

concern themselves on this point. We may well

be proud of Rennie as of one who set them a

noble example. But if we destroy his work
within about half a century of its erection, what
encouragement is there to his successors to follow

in his footsteps? Nearly four years ago you
were so good as to allow me to protest against

this scheme, and as I was the first, so, if it must
be, I will be the last also to protest against a

work which seems to me to be unworthy of a

civilised age and city." From first to last we,
too, have protested against the uncalled-for

interference with Rennie's bridge. We have
urged that the adoption of the proposal to widen
it will not relieve the traffic in the slightest, and
we do not believe, even now, that Parliament
will allow the City ef London to carry out its

scheme.

The Hemel Hempstead Highway Board are

about to build a new bridge over the river Gade,
thirty feet long and eighteen wide, and are

inviting competition plans for the same under
rather remarkable conditions. The members of

the board disagree as to the advisability of con-

structing the bridge of iron, of wood, or partly

of both materials, and so they very coolly invito

the competing engineers to send in three sepa-

rate sets of plans and estimates, all at their own
expense and within a period of twenty days ! A
similar invitation is issued with regard to a

smaller bridge to be partially reconstructed in the

same neighbourhood ; in both cases the parties

competing are to tender for the execution of the

work, and in neither do the board guarantee the

acceptance of any tender. From time to time we
record some remarkable instances of ignorance of

the value of the time and labour of professional

men on the part of local boards and similar

bodies, but we do not remember before to have
come across such a unique example as that just

referred to. One economical member of this most
economical highway board, remarks, in the dis-

cussion which took place at the last meeting, that

it would be best to make the bridge of wood as

it was unwise to do too much for future genera-
tions, the present generation having expenses
enough of its own. Competitors who feel in-

clined to contribute towards the relief of the
present generation had better write to Hemel
Hempstead at once for particulars.

Heee is another instance of the way in which
Local Boards manage their business. Con-
tractors are put to the trouble and expense of

tendering, and are then politely informed that

the plans and specifications were wrong, and
they had better tender again. At a meeting of

the Rural Sanitary Authority of the Lough-
borough Union held last week, the committee
appointed to examine the specifications and quan-
tities prepared by the engineer, and consider the
several tenders received for the execution of the
drainage works at Shecpshod, recommended the
Board not to accept any of the tenders, but to

direct the engineer to amend the plans and speci-

fications, so that the contract would include the
whole of the work required to be done. The
committee were of opinion that if any of the
tenders received were accepted, there would be
large claims for extras. The recommendations
of the commmittee were adopted by the Sanitary
Authority ; and Mr. Stephens, the engineer, who
was in attendance, was instructed to prepare
plans and sections of the work required on the

sewage farm, so that the same might be included
in the contract ; and to amend the specifications
and quantities in the several particulars men-
tioned by the committee in their report, and to
submit them for the approval of the authority.
The clerk was instructed to inform the persons
who had tendered that the Sanitary Authority
had decided to amend the specifications ir

quantities, and that they would then re-advertise
for tenders for the works required.

Messes. T. Robinson and Son, of Rochdale,
will exhibit at stand No. 483, in operation at
the forthcoming International Show, to be held
at Kilbum, on Monday next, and six follow-
ing days, a new patent machine for tooling
and dressing stone, which from its great utility

in economising the working of stone over hand-
labour, and the superior quality of work turned
out, will prove of considerable novelty.

Mb. Rassaji has arrived in England, having
completed the programme of his explorations in
Mesopotamia for the present year. Although
the expedition has been hampered by the illness

of Mr. Rassam, archreologists will have no cause
for dissatisfaction with the results. A consider-
able time has been devoted by the explorer to the
solution of the relative positions of the edifices

on the mound of Ballawat, from which he ob-
tained the rich bronze gates, and there is every
reason to believe that we may now have a com-
plete plan of the site. In the mound of Kon-
yunjik, the site of Nineveh, Mr. Rassam has
continued his explorations in the ruins of the
palaces of Sennacherib and Assurba' , .!

^'

brings to England a number of insci-

stone and terra-eotta which he has obtained fro;i

those sites. During a visit to Bagdad, Mr.
Rassam succeeded in acquiring from the local

dealers a fine collection of Babylonian inscrip-

tions, many of which are of an extremely in-

teresting character. Among these are a further

instalment of the Egibi tablets, which have
already proved of so much importance in the

settlement of Babylonian chronology.

A lONO discussion took place at the meeting of

the Liverpool Town Council, this week, upon a
resolution of the Health Committee recommend-
ing that the superintendent of the sewerage
department, Mr. John Evans, shoulil be requested
to resign, and that two foremen should be dis-

missed. Recently several sewers were examined
by a special committee, when it was discovered
that in six of them the workmanship was defec-

tive, the mortar and cement of poor quality, and
in some cases only one course of bricks had been
laid where there should have been two. Mr.
Evans had charge of the sewers in question, and
the allegation against Idm was that he had not
exercised a proper oversight. The recommenda-
tion of the committee was opposed on the ground
that di.smissal was too severe a punishment con-
sidering the thirty-one years' service of Mr.
Evans, but ultimately it was agreed to by twenty-
seven votes to ten ; and it was also decided that

the whole subject of the staff and organisation of

the engineer's department should be dealt with
at a special meeting of the Health Committee.

A SUPPLESIENTAI, report on the electric lighting

of Holbom Viaduct has been submitted to the
Commissioners of Sewers for the City of London
by their engineer, Mr. Haywood. These are

based on the photometric observations on the

Embankment lights, made for the Metropolitan

Board of Works by its ongineer-in-ehief and
consulting chemist jointly. Upon the data those

officials furnish, which assign to the electric

light much less illuininating power than was
claimed for it by the Societe Geiierale d'Elec-

tricito, Mr. Haywood calculates that the electric

light on the Viaduct, when naked, gave about
five times that of the ordinary gaslight, and as

inclosed in opal globes, about twice as much.
Applying the present cost of the Embankment
experiments (5'73d. per lamp per hour) to tho.se

on the Viaduct, and assuming the lamps to be
kept alight 4,300 hours annually, the same as

the gaslamps, the yearly cost would be, for the

10 electric lamps, £1,C42 12s., and for the 8G
gaslamps, £419, thus showing that the former
means of illumination is nearly fourfold the cost

of that ordinarily employed. If, however, the

time occupied in lighting and extinguishing tha

gaslamps, about half an hour daily, be taken into

account, the electric light would be buminj
about 4,117 hours per annum at a cost of

£1,572 178. 8d., or about 3| times as much
gas.
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